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TO FILE ASCAP SUIT ONJHONDAY

$8,000,000 Budgeted for Television Experiments
"Substantial Progress" in
Tele Development Reported
To the Congress by FCC
of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Television is now
making substantial progress with the

WovVnp'on Bureau

—

co-operative assistance of that industry and the FCC, it was reported
Tuesday by the commission in its
sixth annual report to Congress. The
report covers the fiscal year ended
June 30 last, but contains notations
cf subsequent important developments.
More than a score of stations geographically distributed throughout
the nation have been licensed to ex-

Mass. Governor in Inaugural Message Will
Urge Support for Films, Oppose Sales Tax

—

Boston
In his inaugural message Saturday to the Massachusetts Legislature,
Gov. Leverett Saltonstall, long friendly to amusement interests, will oppose
The Governor, it is reported, further will counsel that all support
a sales tax.
possible be given such enterprises as film theaters which, so he will say, tend to
build up the community and to lighten the burdens of a people depressed by
world conditions.

Rushed; Papers Expected
To be Ready by Week-end
By MILTON

LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY

F.

Washington Bureau of

Washington

— The

D

of J expects
under the

to file its criminal action

Sherman Act against Ascap, BMI,

CBS and NBC
Milwaukee

Braden

Cuban Exhibs.

to Disclose

Call

Havana (By Air Mail)

Most of the arbitration clerks in
the first 21 cities visited by J. Noble

Federal Court in

Monday,

it

authoritatively at the
partment over the holiday.
Preparation of the papers is
ing forward, and unless hitches
velop, they will be completed at

Film Decree Illegal

Arbitration Clerks

in

next

learned

— In

addition to broad complaints already regBraden, executive secretary of the istered with the Government by exAmerican Arbitration Association, hibitors and distributors over the
have been selected and their names anti-block-booking decree, a charge
will be announced next week.
Per- that the decree itself and the rider
sonnel of the regional panels will stipulating use of vaudeville acts is
not be revealed until late this month. unconstitutional is made in a memBraden leaves Sunday on the last randum submitted to the Minister
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY leg of his nation-wide tour and will of Commerce, Dr. Jose T. Onate, by
Hollywood In the process of ad- visit Atlanta, New Orleans, Char- an exhib. delegation.
justing production to the situation lotte, Kansas City, St. Louis, CincinClaim of the unconstitutionality
arising from the consent decree,
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)
which will rule the "Big Five" for
at least three years, important shifts Depinet Drive
Daylight
Fight
in executive personnel are forecast
Chi.
in
in
for 1941, with the probability that
the sum total will exceed those made
Chicago First meeting of
Madison, Wis. That an attempt
during the year just closed.
Nineteen-forty was marked by a sales executives in connection with will be made to repeal the statute
(Continued on Page 8)
the 15-week Ned Depinet Drive gets which requires observance of central
under way here tomorrow. The Chi- standard time the year around in
cago sales staff will discuss drive de- Wisconsin at the session of the State
Fair Trial
tails with Andy Smith, sales man- Legislature opening here Jan. 11 is a
For Arbitration
ager; Walter Branson, midwestern foregone conclusion, since the leadChicago Plea for a fair trial for district manager; Jack Osserman, ing proponent of daylight savings
branch manager, and Leo Devaney, time the State Medical Society is
the arbitration system set up by the
captain of the drive. Harry Gittle- on the air with weekly radio proconsent decree in the New York
(Continued on Page 8)

Drafting of the Complaint

was
Degode-

the

week-end. This will permit Monday
filing.
Should drafting of the complaint be prolonged, however, insti(Continued on Page 8)

Expect Decree Will

Kuykendall Talks

Bring Exec. Changes

Decree at Miami

—

Meetings

Open

Tomorrow

—

Saving
Impending
Wisconsin

—

RKO

Miami Beach,

—

equity suit

is

—

made

as 1941

bows

in

by Van Nomikos, prexy of the circuit bearing his name and vicepresident of Illinois Allied.
Nomikos pledged his best efforts
(Continued on Page 8)

Midwest Indies Hail
improving Business
Chicago

— Mid-west

indie

circuit

operators greet 1941 with reports of
rising business.
Grosses in both Indiana and Illinois spots are improving,

according to Alliance circuit, while
the Nomikos circuit sees the 1941
outlook as the brightest in years.

(Continued on Page 8)

—

(Continued on Page 8)

Would Probe Games in Mass.

Warner Pix to
As Opposition

—

Boston— "You Can't Do That in
Boston" may soon become "Anything
Goes in the Hub." Projected legislation in the General Court of the
Commonwealth, which convenes Sat-

Boston A state-wide probe of
games, characterized as "a $10,000,000 racket in Massachusetts" looms
as a result of a crusading stand taken
by City Councillor and Rep. -elect
Perlie Dyar Chase of Boston's Back
Bay.
Chase said that his very first act
in the General Court would be to

urday, will

insist

turies-old

abolish

Blue

the three

Laws

cen-

regarding of

(Continued on Page 8)

all

upon legislative investigation
Chase
games of chance.
(Continued on Page 8)

Kuyken-

Six Indies
to

Sparks

—

Warners, for
Jacksonville, Fla.
two years virtually without representation in Sparks circuit towns as
a result of inability to get together

on product deals,

is

now

set with

(Continued on Page 8)

Chase Will Demand Legislative Action
Massachusetts Finally May
Abolish Those Blue Laws

—Ed

(Continued on Page 8)

Nomikos Asks

System

Fla.

MPTOA

prexy, told 50 exhibitors and theatermen who attended
the exhib. meeting called by Mitchell
Wolfson, president of Wometco Theaters, Tuesday night that he still
doesn't know what the consent decree in the New York equity suit
means. He called the decree a bugaboo and said that he could not see
dall,

Warners to Build
Youngstown Nabe
Youngstown,

O.— Plans

for a 1,000-

neighborhood
movie house for Youngstown's northside has been announced by Warner
seat

Bros,

theater,

officials

the

first

here.

The

building

approximately $100,000 and
probably will be ready next Summer,
they said.
will cost

'

1

Thursday, January

2,

1941
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COininG and GOIflG
HERMAN WOBBER,
tribution

for

general

20th-Fox,

is

due

manager of
back from

dis
th(

Coast shortly.

DONALD

M.

CHESTER

B.

MERSEREAU

BAHN

General

::::::
:

J.
NOBLE BRADEN, executive secretary ol
the American Arbitration Association, leaves Sunday for a tour of the South.
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Mexico Spurns Nazi Plea
For Ban on "Dictator"
Mexico City- "The Great Dictator" has its Mexican premiere here
today, Nazi protests, lodged by the
an Minister, being spurned by
the Ministry of Foreign Relations.

Add Another

— Blatt

Bros., who operate a circuit consisting of 20 thein this- territory, have added
the Roxy Theater, Martinsburg, for-

Pittsburgh

recently

more

Year's

real art

the

Sileo

from

watchmen

representatives

and

gatemen

composed

the proper bargaining unit. A representative of the International testified that its contracts with other
film companies cover all employes
in the unit urged by it.

a

Licenses

Stauffer, Stuhler, Wolff
Copyright Appeals Board Enter A. & S. Lyons, Inc.
Meets in Ottawa Feb. 12
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

opened

New

Year's eve with a vaude-

than those of the society.

Under

film.

Picture Play

Changes Name

Effective with the March 1941 issue, Picture Play, monthly film magazine published by Street & Smith,
its

name

to Your Charm,
editor, announced

law, the Performing Rights
Society is obliged annually in November to submit a schedule of
charges.
Now the board is faced
with the question of its power in ad-

mitting another body, BMI, with

Babcock,
There will be increased
editorial
emphasis on Hollywood
fashions and beauty, with an announced policy of picturizing in pho- and corresponding to Ascap
!>h
and story the best or U. S.
Muriel

day.

—

"Charm"

side of Hollywood
charm
of living, appearance, home decoration,

i

"Back Street" on

Jan. 31

he 3lst.

—

Hollywood Three new stockholdare announced as officers and
members of the firm of A. & S.
Lyons, Inc., by Arthur Lyons and
Sam Lyons. Trio comprises Donald D. Stauffer and William R. Stuhler of New York and Nat Wolff of
Beverly Hills. The three new parters

ners will function not only on radio
matters, but on stage and motion
picture activities as well.

M. Loew In Rochester
Rochester The Embassy Theater
has reopened with duals at 10-15-20c
under the operation of E. M. Loew
Harry Rodman is
Inc. of Boston.
E.

—

manager.

its

schedules.
In the Dominion, the field of music
and dramatic rights has been controlled by the Canadian Performing
Rights Society, organized in 1925,
in

the

O. Henry Briggs Quits Mono.
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood O. Henry Briggs has
resigned from board of directors of
Monogram. His successor will be

—

merly operated by Mrs. Sarah Moore.
Universal has switched the release
House will be renovated and re- date of "Back Street" from Jan. 24 elected at next quarterly Monogram
modeled.

of

the company constituted a unit appropriate for the purposes of collective bargaining.
The Building Service Employes'
International
Union,
Local
72,
(AFL), contended, however, that all
janitors, matrons, window cleaners,

namely, an

returned

certification

employes of Columbia Pictures
Corp. filed by the Columbia Pictures'
Maintenance Ass'n. At the board's
hearing the association urged that
all janitors and matrons employed by

of

Ottawa
The Copyright Appeals
Board will meet here Feb. 12 to consider the matter of music royalties
in Canada, having adjourned a meeting early this month in the hope that
policy.
the situation introduced by the enCommittee action on the license trance of Broadcasting Music of
request had been held up by a three Canada, Inc., into the copyright field
to three vote and the council finally might be clarified by February.
took the application from the comThe new organization as a rival to
the Canadian Performing Rights Somittee and voted 20 to 4 to grant.
The council also approved the li- ciety has presented the appeals board
for the Minnesota, which re- a schedule of royalty prices lower

changes

Blatt Bros.

who

—

3
53

96

photographs 0/
photographer

Minneapolis
After a strenuous
verbal battle, City Council granted
a license to Irving Gillman to reopen the Gayety theater as a subsequent-run picture house with a grind

6s46
3'2s46
95
94

oj
staff

Win

Theaters

ref.

deb

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3'js47 96
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 94

is

it

Grand Lounge
Mexico by Jimmy

Gayety and Minnesota

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith

missed the petition for investigation

and

NBC

T

In conjunction with

Dismisses Petition

THE FILM DAILY
Washington— NLRB Tuesday dis-

were not enough
Tourney

New

from Toronto

post.

Washington Bureau of

float in the

the most artistic item of

has arrived

UA

screen

+

103 4
93 8

2

this

Nebraska

take over his new

Of Columbia Employes

Jones and his

on the

the

is scheduled to leave today
Chicago on business.

NLRB

the Radio City Music Hall's stage spectacle

—

10' 8

33

pfd.

-

-f-

10'

4

to

camera expedition there
Until we spied the Sileo photos
we never knew how still pictures
could keenly rival
those which move
They're fine enough for the Music Hall's

's

—

10' 2

43'4
43
S6 pfd
6' 8
20th Century-Fox
6Vg
18 1/4
20th Century-Fox pfd. 185 8
185/g
120
28
128
Univ. Pict. pfd.
do

Vs

—

103

9%

RKO
RKO

Warner

theater's

pfd

Picts.
Ind.

Con.
Con.

>

Chg.

of the

Biff

novel.

is

HASKELL MASTERS

wasn't pretty

the halves

display in the theater's

o?t

+

it

FLYNN

a

ANDY W. SMITH
fcr

Roses parade

Eve

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

with

were interviewed 'twixt
and as though all

they were the sole occupants

"Pa?i-A7tiericar!a"

734

that

for

publicity staff, leaves
City to gather material

scheduled to leave
Coast this week by Clipper for the Orient.

Dick Roland's "Cheers

of

on the Nebraska bench

The

stalwarts

(.Tuesday. Dec. 31)

8

deny

Saturday for Mex-

ico

ERROL

in a trio of Lincoln, Neb., houses
Nebraska and Lincoln) on Jan. 14
During the StanfordNebraska fray
Martha Scott and Mary Anderson, leading members

TINANCIAL
Scat.

can't

world premiere

T

Am.

the

(the Stuart,

Calif-

Close
73 4

anent

For Miss Bishop" .... which'll take place

LONDON—

Low

subsided

1941

of

contest or a

Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone
Ernest \V. FredGranite 6607.
man. The Film Renter. 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
MEXICO CITY— MarcoMarsoulan
(12).
Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

High

has

tumult

and even the various New Year's Day pigskin
battles have become a part of the game's history
it feels
normal
to get back in the biz harness
Looking back on yes'day
it's
difficult to pigeonhole that Rose Bowl rumpus
Was it a football
arrival

THE

Representatives:

NOW

•

•

Warner horm

the

of

office

board meeting.

From

THE FILM
DAILY to
W. Ray Johnston
Walter A. Futter

Moe

Silver

Radio City Music Hall Sets

New

Record!

PHILADELPHIA STORY" LINES REACH
COMPLETELY AROUND CITY BLOCK!
Sensational

M-G-M

HERE5
WHERE
LINE

STARTS

<§)

*

it

jams

50 th St.

V

hit creates
End of

line

unique

circling

street spectacle!

entire &/c

-CDCZ3CZ3-—-6*
u AVE
D ENTRANCE o
°
RADIO
]
o
1
J

"\

CITY
o
MUSIC HALL

line

reaches

50 rh

up

Street

6 th

L

5V

to

Ave.
Rockefeller PUza<

around the corner U\d continue*

Inner lobby packed! Outside line starts here
i

m

and waits

patiently four abreast on East 50th Street.

t

Turning the corner at Rockefeller Plaza and continuing around on West 51st Street.

This

is

West

51st Street approaching 6th

Avenue where

circle

is

completed

first

time

in history.

ONE OF THE

MAKES
BOX-OFFIC
III

It

EVER RELEASED BY RKO RADIO

HAPPY
NEW YEAR
or the scores of first runs
ill

over the nation soon

O

o play the greatest attrac-

R K

ion they ever had!

RADIO
PICTURES

"W
1040 Reviewed

Thursday, January

19

2,

DAILY

Film

ven Is

ii

of

Defense Tax aa Admissions* Nazi Hun on V.

in Headline:
Among

Films

S.

— JULY —
— 95

1

—

2

—

3

cent of U. S. film theaters pass
alcng new defense fax. check up shows.
Consent decree proponents want agreement
by all companies.
Treasury Department reports Louis B. Mayer
again highest paid exec, in industry.
Draft clearance overbuying formulas for proposed consent decree.
Ben Turpin dies on Coast.
Features
register
gain
first
half,
six
in
months' total is 269; marked drop in release

of

3n

per

shorts.

amusement industry pauses to pay a final
tribute to those affiliates in all branches whose deaths were recorded in the
12-month period. In this necrology, the wore widely known personalities to
/>./>> are given with place of death and date obituary
was published in THE
II M DAILY.
MAJOR EDWARD W. ALLEN, vice-presi- CONRAD H. FOSTER, Butterfield circuit

ware

8

action

new

strikes

tangle

dent, General
as

Court of Appeals reverses on Dela-

Circuit

dismissal.

— Sec

consent decree framework nearing.
Federal Court dismisses Samuel Goldwyn's
complaint against Alexander Korda in UA
suit.

20th-Fox closes distribution deal with Howard Hughes.
Federal admission tax starting at a dime
11

foreseen by MPTOA.
— "Definite
progress"

12

— MFTO

ment

negotiations.
of St. Louis

equity

in

settle-

suit

end of admissions

asks

—

—

by Government.
SI 1.071.000 invested in theater building in
first six months of 1940.
U. S sees progress in consent talks; resume
parleys.

Screen

with

pact

from

Gulf
U.

K.

blocked

of

currency to buy English rights.
getting
385 of 413
pictures
promised by distributors for 1939-40.
American Civil Liberties Union reports cen-

interference less.
Decree proposals in equity suit under executive study: drafts cover all major subjects.
Walter Wangcr urges talent percentage salary deals.
Government asks trial period for equity suit
consent decree.
Necly bill action chance slim.
Substantial agreement reached in consent
decree.
Government informs court; trial
adjourned to Oct. 7; "Little Three" to ask
sorship

—

—
—

23

Show

— Exhibitors

19

22

Radio

Cuild

Oil Co. renewed.
British treasury exempts films
exchange order, permitting use

—

18

trial.

George

Bagnall.

L.

Paramount studio exec.

HARRY DAVIS,

— Heavy
— Nazis

admission tax hits U. K. theaters.
slap ban on American films in occu-

pied lands

Paramount partners fear buying power loss
under consent decree.
Fewer closings mark Summer season; 50 per

—

26

dark houses in New York.
Consent decree negotiations said near show-

cent

less

hour

ask

from

law's

would

exemptions:

— Government planning hearings on
decree.
30— Eastman drastically reduces prices
29

consent

000

1940-41

for

and

shorts

news-

FILM DAILY survey shows.
Paramount wants Government clarification
reels.

— Universal

2

—

WILFRED

—

Ginsberg

Paramount

elected

Fix

time limits for escape clause

decree.
Nation's

film

theaters

to

in

consent

Red

aid

Cross

drive.

6

—Consent decree
compromise

draft studied by

arbitration

run

evil.

— FILM

Hollywood.

Ind.

and screen
FD: 1-23.

FAWCETT,

H.

actor,

magazine

fan

proposed

publishes complete
Equity suit decree

text

of

—

president,

Jefferson

FD: 3-4.
MAXINE ELLIOTT, stage actress, Cannes,
France.
FD: 3 7.
WILLIAM YOOST, president, Yoost Photoplay Theater Co., New York.
FD: 3-11.
Bronxville.

tor,

MONK

JOHN

Myers,

PHIL

publicity direc-

Fla.

Ft

GLADYS UNGER,

Hollywood.

JAMES

R.

FD: 3

Hayward

general

Agency,

manager, LeHollywood.

MORGAN WALSH,

circuit

executive,

—

—

Arbitration under AAA in consent decree.
Ciash of Ascap and BMI menaces tune plugs.
Exhibitor leaders split on blocks-of-five proposal in decree.
India cuts film imports 25 per cent; will be

13— FILM

H—

oust

Government
cations.

director,

film

FD: 6-14.

DuBOSE HEYWARD,

author,

Tryon,

N.

C.

FD: 6-18.

MAURICE MOSCOVICH,

actor,

Hollywood.

FD: 6-19.

JOHN GATELEE, IATSE

executive, Spring-

FD: 6-24.

Mass.

CHARLEY CHASE,

comedian,

film

Holly-

FD: 6-24.

COLGATE BAKER,
BEN TURPIN,

author, critic,

New

York.

—

decree.

claims 98 per cent of exhibito
blocks-of-five.
Distributors fight Cuban anti-block-bookir
law.
Best directors and players' outstanding pei
formances of 1939-40 announced by TH

oppose

—Thurman

American
rejects

pix

from

12
13

screen

Hollywood.

star,

actor,

Cir-

— Paramount

arbitration
by Col. H. A. Cole.

in "The Ramparts We Watch."
Columbia stockholders approve new Harr
and Jack Cohn contracts.
20— John P. Nick, Clyde A. Weston, forme
IATSE execs, convicted on 11 of 12 count

by

in

clause

Ben Y. Cammack named
can chief.
calls

Atlantic

— Draft

27

— Film

RKO

—

Steuer dies on

30

New Hampshire

round

table

talks

c

producers

may again finance Broadway

— National

Allied to support consent decree,
Abram F. Myers.
William F. Rodgers warns Allied new revenue is vital.
Distributors agree
in
principle
U.
S.
U.K. remittance program.
Ralph Hanbury, RKO British head, killed
Nazi air raid.
says

— OCTOBER —

South Ameri-

1

— Michigan

2

—

va-

agree on consent decree escape
clause; THE FILM DAILY publishes text.
Stockholders approve liquidation of Selznick
International; contracts assumed by David
0. Selznick Productions. Inc.
Drafting of arbitration plan under consent
decree starts.

launches
problems.

opposition to blocks-of-five fades
Pacic Coast conference hits arbitration setup in consent decree.

cent.
D.

unde

set-up

effect on film man power light.
Marguerite Clark dies in New York.

suit

— cation.
"Big Five"

consent decre.

plays.
Allied

for

Government will consider compromise.
South American film imports up 15 per

— Max

jury.
to

and Walter Disney renew distributior

dustry

26

basis',

23

Federal

contract.

approved

— Ed Kuykendall
exhibitors' protest
against blocks-of-five.
21 — Five companies seek equity
settlement
22

Louis

St.

— Expect Federal court okay
terms.
24 — Simplicity marks arbitration
23

decree okay awaits escape clause.
RKO reorganization fees cut to $638,073.
H. M. Richey joins Metro as aide to William F. Rodgers.

20

26

NWMP

2-fi

—

B.nghamton. FD: 7-24.
ontinucd on Page 7)

decree

ii-s

as

—

FD:

Hollywood. FD:

Stanley-Warner and indies pool

19

di

by Nazi bombs.
Para, asks higher admiss.' ^s for
producing system
Unit
ids
RKO, say
George J. Schaefer.
Spyros
Skouras,
National
Theaters
heac
asks higher admissions.
17- Warner Bros. Theaters for straight B.C
raises,
no "price juggling."
18- Fight on blocks-on-five carried to Judg
Coddard by Ohio exhibitors.
19
Pennsylvania censors ban German footag
16

City.

— Consent

exhib.

meet decre

to

—
Walker takes oath
Postmasti
General.
— Metro London headquarters badly damage

partner,

16

ignore

amended

Association backs copyright fight.
Nazi aerial attacks reported closing Londo

RKO

RUNDELL, former Comerford
(

be

theaters.
Frank C.

25— MPPDA

I

German

20th-Fox decree modifi-

D.

to

to

— Bar

7-10.
cuit

W. Arnold

cree polls.
Equity suit
provisions.

decree.

7-2.

DAILY

publishes text of
proposed
equity decree changes.
Ed Kuykcndall assails decree "secrecy."
Further consent decree negotiations expected, declares Sidney R. Kent.
Metro asks higher admissions for "Boom

— Nazis

FITZMAURICE,

Hollywood.

Town."
15

—

6

director,

FD: 5-29.
E. E. CLIVE, actor, Hollywood.
FD: 6-10.
MRS. CATHERINE BLATT, founder of circuit, East Brady, Pa.
FD: 6-14.

FRED

based upon a monetary scale.
Callup duals poll shows 57 per cent opposed.
Consent decree possible. Paramount, 20thFox view.
Film
audience
of
32,000,000
untapped,
Callup survey shows.
Escape clause change offered in consent
move by Paramount, 20th-Fox.

—

5

11
ti.'.n

FD: 5-28.
London. FD: 5-28.
actor,
Hollywood.

Hollywood.

LOU DIAMOND, Paramount short subject
sales manager, New York.
FD: 4-8.

8

—

4

New

FRANK LAWTON, actor,
WALTER CONNOLLY,

San

FD: 4-2.

Theaters Corp. board refuses resi
of George Skouras.
Des Moines Theater patrons vote 57.1
cent for duals in Tri-State poll.
Exhibitors' squawks peril consent decree.
Canadian Distributors Association cuts Ami
ican ties with MPPDA.
Warner Bros., musicians heal Philadelph
breach.
Monogram reports $179,656 loss for year,
Thurman W. Arnold weighs submission
consent decree.
Film industry pledges defense co-operatio
Columbia reports yearly net at $512,185
New York Allied plans decree interventio
Cheever Cowdin sees Universal menaci
J.
by excess profits bill.
Allied support may save blocks-of-five

10

scenarist, dramatist,

GRANVILLE BATES,

27.

exp<

central

color television.

— SEPTEMBER —

FD: 6-27.

COWAN,

full

nation

Holly-

scenarist,

FD: 5-28.

York.

FD: 3-12.

weighing

— Skouras

FD: 5-28.

wood.

scenarist,

3

— Majors reported
company.
— CBS demonstrates

'

shows.

FILM DAILY.

wood.

FD: 3-12.

CONERGAN,

30

vjj

9— MPTOA

5-21.

field,

author,

27

Republic manager, Cin-

FD: 5-7.

WILLIAM CONSELMAN,

FD: 3-12.

SAUNDERS,

i

films by

S.

THE FILM DAILY check-up

vice-president, Charlottesville, Va. FD:

Dallas.

"JACK" MEADOR,

D.

E.

Co.,

i

rect television activities.
Eleven countries lost to U.

ALEXANDER BLACK, "father" of the photoplay, New York.
FD: 5-10.
WILLIAM E. ATKINSON, former M-G-M

screens

DAILY

MARGOLIES,

cinnati.

GEORGE

Amusement

tion,

7

film director,

of
the talkies, San Diego. FD: 4-23.
CLIFTON, pioneer writer-director,
Hollywood.
FD: 4-30.

SOLOMON CORDON,

ques-

clearance wide open.
Canadian ITA urges unit shows to end duals

RAY

of

*1

Frank W. Walker reported to succeed Po
master General James A. Farley.
decision on consent dec
awaited.
FCC chairman sees films vital to televisii
Jeffrey
Bernerd resigns as British Gra
National Co.'s co-managing director.
B & K names William Eddy of NBC to

FD: 4-15.

York.

JOSEPH DE GRASSE, former

Government:

restricts

manager,

circuit

New

executive,

JOSEPH JEFFERSON O'NEILL, formerly
FD: 4-18.
the MPPDA, Hollywood.
CHARLES SUMNER TAINTER, "father"

Hollywood.
FD: 2-8.
HENRY A. LYDECKER, veteran film carrier, Boston.
FD: 2-9.
WILLARD C. PATTERSON, aide to Joseph
Bernhard, WB, Palm Springs. FD: 2-13.
ROBERT BUCHAN, Lord Tweedsmuir, author, diplomat, Ottawa.
FD: 2-13.
WILSON C. BARRETT, secretary, National
Board of Review, New York. FD: 2-20.
REUBEN SAMUELS, agency head, at Miami,
New York. FD: 2-21.
L. LAWRENCE WEBER, theatrical producer,
New York. FD: 2-26.
FRANK A. MURPHY, sound pioneer, Hollywood.
FD: 3-1.

vice-

president.

Holly-

publisher,

'2

Henry

star,

FD: 1-9.

stage

Martinsville,

Govern-

1.

Paramount
FD: 1-5.

with

MAX

HARLAN,

OTIS

9

reported

policies

Yonkers.

FD: 1-23.

ment aim in equity suit.
Government says consent decree signed by
Sept.

5

selling

Pitts-

1-8.

COMERFORD.

EDWIN CAREWE,

of consent decree scope

— AUGUST —

booker,

screen

silent

FD:

wood.

JOSEPH

Francisco.

to aid
film industry meet war-time plight; means
S2. 500.000.
"Block of 5" proposal said Government best
offer, no further concessions.

31— SI 7.600

Shubert

FLORA FINCH,

free

restriction.

exhibitor,

1-4.

25 years, Atlanta.

for

land

MPPDA

1

1-4.

FD: 1-4.

down
5.338

MURRY,

producer,

cartoon

pioneer

FD:

burgh.

J

resigns.

24
25

FD:

Hollywood.

Philadelphia.

tax exemption.
New York Allied to loin MPTOA
RKO sa'es districts realigned: Gus Schaefcr
named Northeastern District Manager.
Aug 1 said consent decree deadline fixed

17

MINTZ,

B.

—

optional.

16

CHARLES

ERNEST W. MORRISON,

10

manager, Traverse City, Mich. FD: 4-9.
stage and screen
FD: 4-9.
star, Bay Shore, L. I.
MRS. PAT CAMPBELL, stage and screen
FD: 4-11.
star, Paris.
J.
G. HAWKS, veteran scenarist and film
FD: 4-12.
editor, Los Angeles.
GABRIEL L. HESS, MPPDA attorney and

WILLIAM FAVERSHAM,

— Equity

suit conferees split on blcck-booking
and blind-selling.
Samuel Coldwyn drops production plans.
British Board of Trade okays Empire films
for renters'
quota: monetary quota now

FD:

Baltimore.

Electric,

1-3.

JULES

9

15

to a close, the

I

the Highlight

Government's

27

28

As 1940 draws

Report Nazis will ban 20th-Fox pictures.

— Goldwyn-UA

5

Jflemor tarn— 1940

K

Co-op. Theaters assert decree
freezes Indie evils.
Exhibitors may clash on arbitration plan.
Blocks-of-five substitution plan offered by
Ed Kuykendall.
Philadelphia court upholds censor's ban on

"Ramparts

We

Watch."

—Thurman W. Arnold
of-five
4 — John Maxwell,
— New exhib. pressure
3

ignores

ITOA

blocks

poll.

7

MPTOA

pansion

British film executive, dies.
to alter consent decree
of Western New York launches exdown state.

(Continued on Page 7)
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^
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Resume

DAILY

Leading Industry Events of 1940

of

Equipment Dealers Form National Ass
over O.K. Circuit in Texas.
domestic gross seen at $23,500,000.

9—GWTW

Seven Nazi bombs

Hay Whitney named

I".— John
7 post.

Arthur
tures

—

Il

MAURICE

film

Colonnade

acquires

Pic-

its appearance.
Consent decree reports hitting snags.
UTO becomes state-wide unit.
Illinois
Dramatists Guild okays pact amendments.

LEONARD TRAINOR,

JOSEPH

F.

makes

— New

5

H. Sawyer
Corp.

Federal

to

FILM DAILY Equipment News Section

1—THE

CASS, president, Cass circuit, Sumner,
la.
FD: 7-25.
COL. W. A. GRANT, Canadian Screen News
president, Montreal.
FD: 7-30.

J.

wage-hour

rulings

help

seen

dustry.

Orange Theater Corp. sues majors
man Act violation. >i
Tom Mix funeral *^,»s to be

EDGAR

for Sher-

WALTER

in

MAX

Glendale, Calif.

6— Arthur W.

Ke!

;

domestic

dis-

—

D.

FARLEY, Eastman Kodak

L.

New

nies,

F.

FD:

Rochester.

STEUER, attorney

WILLIAM

Milwaukee.

Co.,

su-

8-14.

compa-

for film

FD: 8-22.

York.

CRALL,

retired circuit owner,

Simon
pendent Poster Renters Association, dies

decree.

New

operator,

circuit

theatrical producer,

New

— Consent

decree arbitration code completed.
Paramount to battle Pennsylvania ban on
"The Wetld in Flames."
Maurice A. Bergman named Advertising
Manager for 20th-Fox in New York, succeeding Arch Reeve, resigned.

1

of equity suit is imminent.
Maurice A. Shea, circuit head, dies.
Emery A. Huse, Eastman Kodak Executive,

named SMPE president.
name Robert

Warners

3

—

MAURGUERITE CLARK,

v"

.

down

York;

of
PS.

The Times heads New

in
111
the
U11
14—SMPE
^, Medal
Disnefmer Chi
":

Theal

oVifi

manager,

New

decree

press

—

tor

in

in

stage,

London.

England,

Brooklyn

FD:

York.

EARL HURD,
ED

author,

Hurd-Bray car-

originator of

FD:

Miami.

JOHN MAXWELL,

10-3.

producer

English

head of Associated
FD: 10-4.

British

and
Circuit, Lon-

don.

FRANK KELLER,

theater operator, Erie, Pa.

10-9.

BERTON CHURCHILL, stage and
tor, New York.
FD: 10-11.

SAM BEHRENDT,

film

screen ac-

associate

in

early

of

SIMON LITROS, AA

arbitration.

Court sets decree hearing on Nov. 14.
Department of Justice to check decree's

executive,

Philadel-

FD: 10-18.

phia.

operation.

Wide range

of

U. S. films
theaters.

under proposed

arbitration

rules.

— Hollywood

II

sees

decree

bringing

production

11

cure,

Abram

F.

Myers

"joker"

F.

in

Myers

sees

circuit

for

—

defense

pro-

clearance plan strikes snags.
British reported making $12,000,000 U. S.
remittance offer.
Future Swedish film shipments rest with

nois

tures yearly.

14

—Define

boundaries

new

for

THE FILM DAILY

Sunday films
sylvania polls.

—See

make marked

gains at Penn-

remote chance for decree intervention.

to

dis-

share $2,625,000

—
arguments.
18— Cuban exhibs.
15

veteran scenarist, Holly-

dean of D. of
FD: 12-23.
UNDERWOOD, 20th-Fox story
Hollywood.
FD: 12-24.

showmen, Washington.

FRANKLYN
editor,

veteran theatrical proFD: 12-27.
ducer. New York.
AGNES AYRES, star of the silent screen,
Hollywood.
FD: 12-27.
ERNEST LAWFORD, actor, New York. FD:
12-30.

— Lynn
20— New

Wright

to

head D of

J's

11

arbitration

ap-

—D

of J's SDecial unit will "police" industry.
Five" to adapt sales contracts to
decree.

—MPTOA
issue

in

charges "divorcement" was a
equity suit.

Distributors

to fight for

Army camp

fake
clear-

ance retention.

government to suspend
28

—Paul

Felix

Warburg

named

reform

on

ex-

— Upward

12

—

trend of business continuing. Ross
Federal Service survey for THE FILM DAILY
shows.
Copyright violations show 2 per cent drop
in 1940.
Consent decree reports scouted by Ascap.
Product lack may close Cuban houses as
distributors stand pat on anti-block-booking
decree.
Film industry

National

Defense Committees

completed.

13

— Universal

16

—

17

—

ready to purchase First Preferred.
D of J agrees to try the Schine, Crescent
and Criffith trust suits at separate times.
AID reports one-third of needed product
not sold.
National Allied to be clearing house for
decree complaints.
Ohio ITO to ask Federal and State Bingo
levies.

Kent, Fox West
auto crash.

Ernest

—

18

killed

Coast

executive,

in

Cuban exhibs ask reforms based on New
York decree.
P. J. O'Loghlin named president of MPDA
of Canada.
Argentine film deals of U. S. distributors
to be on cash only basis.
George J. Schaefer sees quality, not cost,
to fix film rentals.
20th-Fox to finance production under decree
via earnings.
Department of Commerce reports sharp
industry gains.
Fewer films available in U. S. in 1940,

19

—

20

—

PCA reports.
UA sales organization

realigned by Arthur
Kelly; Haskell Masters named Western
Division manager.
U. S. clarifies admission tax issues.
U. S. Negro theaters increase to 401 during
1940.

W.
23

—

Cuban anti-block-booking decree suspended
for

three months.

— Paramount
Barney Balaban.

to try to

U.

26

S.

make decree work,

Supreme Court

to

hear

Florida

says

anti-

— United
—

Kingdom remittance pact signed.
O. Henry Briggs heads Producers Releasing
Corp.
Federal Statutory Court of Tacoma rules
against Ascap in Washington case.
Ascap will face U. S. criminal action, D of J

special

peals chief.
T. P. Loach resigns as vice-president and
secretary-treasurer of Monogram.
25—Warner Bros. 1940 net rises to $2,747,472.
British remittance figure at $12,860,000 Lon-

27

concentrate

decree

tended to Dominion.
U. S. Supreme Court agrees to review Nebraska anti-Ascap case.

reveals.

box office gains offset foreign
says Poor's Survey.
Daniel Frohman dies at 89.
30— Jack Alicoate, FILM DAILY publisher, in
annual forecast finds Hollywood ready for
1 941 's
problems.
9 per cent gross tax effective in Mexico
Jan. 1.
New York Film Critics pick "Grapes of
Wrath" as year's best film.
31
Atlas CorD. purchases part of M. J. Meehan's K-A-0 holdings, obtains option on
remainder.
Paramount to draft simplified decree selling
system; "Pat" Scollard named Neil
Agnew's executive assistant.
Domestic

Van Vechten Veeder named

to

films.

27

decree okayed by court.
L.

industry unit.

26

the letter.

Ascap case.

"Big

to ask

to

— RKO trims program,
major
10— Canadian indies want
9

director.

—Consent
Robert

hails

anti-block-booking decree.

—

6

Argentine restrictions proposed.

Minor changes in arbitration rules likely.
Edward A. Golden resigns as Monogram
vice-president and sales head.
Monroe Greenthal named UA ad and publicity

districts.

24

Farnol resigns as U.A. advertising and
publicity director.

19

by

and Crescent suits.
45 State Legislatures to meet in 1941; flood
of industry measures expected.
D of J wins right to serve new bill on
"Little Three" in Equity suit.
Majors warn film salesmen to observe decree

DANIEL FROHMAN,

bonus.
Disney's "Fantasia"
as not one, but several industry milestones.
Court reserves decree decision after extended

—

FD: 12-20.

don reports.

Louisiana anti-Ascap law ruled out by court.
J. T.
White, treasurer of Alexander Film

budget fixed at $490,000.

arbitration

tricts.

Eastman Kodak workers

—Arbitration

8

and Indiana.

Dramatists Guild okays film pact.
to produce three cartoon fea-

5

WILLIAM PARKER HERBST,
C.

seen

Five" dropped as Griffith trust suit
defenders.
"Little Three" ask delay in Griffith, Schine

HIMMELEIN,

22

Walt Disney

— new
"Big

4

producer,

theatrical

FD: 12-4.

FRANK CONDON,

of

for decree.
film field.
violations in Illi-

GAITES,

M.

Republic
former
FD: 12-10.
manager, Altoona, Pa.
WILLIAM V. MONG, veteran actor of stage
and screen, Hollywood. FD: 12-16.
ERNEST KENT, FWC executive, Hollywood.
FD: 12-17.
WILFRED LUCAS, stage and screen actor,
Hollywood.
FD: 12-17.
JACOB LOURIE, veteran New England exFD: 12-18.
hibitor, Boston.

picketed by Andre R.
"Heritage," because

is

Soviet.

Co., dies.

7

Quebec's

— Predict quick court approval
AT&T reported leaving
13 — Find wholesale copyright

gram.

5

distrib.

12

expansion

— Canadian

4

in

of adverse review.

decree.

Complete industry's setup

York Times

Heymann,

— NOVEMBER —
— Abram

French

equity complaint aimed at "Little
Three."
Student admission prices face Federal taxa-

New

climbs $101,860.

Hollywood.

Boston.

tion.

tells

1

replacing

— New

boom.
Blocks-of-five no
Ohio ITO.
K-A-0 year's net

FD: 12-3.
stage and screen acFD: 12-4.

Hollywood.

—

veteran (last
FD: 11-29.

New York.
HENRY GORDON,
tor,

tor,

is

foreign coun-

of J ends probe of Ascap; silent on
possibility of new trust suit.
F of L re-elects J. N. Weber and George
W. Browne as vice-presidents.
Army's clearing system will stand, U. S.
Army Motion Picture Service indicates.
Northwest Allied may seek to circumvent
decree by legislation.
Metro creates new Sales Division and four

Mont-

stage and screen ac-

wood.

FD: 10-11.
JAMES SPOTTSWOOD, stage and screen
actor, New York.
FD: 10-14.
'9
TOM MIX, star of western films, Florence,
Ariz.
FD: 10-15.
JAMES BRADBURY, SR., stage and screen
10—THE FILM DAILY publishes exclusively the
actor, New York.
FD: 10-15.
complete text of consent decree and rules
days

circuit owner,

CHARLES RICHMAN,

ARTHUR

toon process, Hollywood.
FD: 10-1.
OTOOLE, secretary of Colonnade Pictures,

O'BRIEN,
FD: 11-28.

J.

DICK ANDERSON, industry
with RKO) New York.

New

10-1.

—

3

LOUIS

JOSEPH

rise

11

A

York.

dent of the Television Institute, Hollywood.
FD: 11-4.
JOHN T. WHITE, treasurer of Alexander
FD: 11-6.
Films, Colorado Spring.
CHARLES A. STONE, Pathe Film director,
Troy, N. Y. FD: 11-6.

direc-

FD: 9-30.

COURTNEY RYLEY COOPER,

FD:

Nazi bombs strike Denham studios, killing
two members of Paramount production unit.
Dr. Leo Rosten heads film section of National Defense Commission.
Charles MacArthur and Al Christie head
new producing company.
Exhibs. ready for protest on decree.
Will H. Hays, Joseph P. Kennedy will meet
on U.K. Remittance.

the

of

RALPH nrtrvBURY, RKO managing

fight.

"The World

psors okay

Pennsylvania^
Flames."

and

the silent
New York.

star of

GWTW

York.

FD: 11-1.
founder and presi-

SEWARD,

H.

real.

to

D

RUBENFELD,

MICHAEL

5

tries.

Oriental Theater,

C.

Walt

i.

g^^^to

jr

to

the'f Dealers Protective Assot Chicago meeting.

-->f

ciatio

!5— Exhibi

awarded

screen

foreign

as

distribution head.
Col. H. A. Cole asks exhibitors to extend
co-opera ti^ ||| consent decree.
ept consent decree; "Little
Five
Thre
on.
remittance
.-ported
raising
Crea

offering'
Bosl©'
Local

8

Schless

scenarist,

9-25.

— Settlement

2

FD: 9-17.
Hollywood. FD:

producer, Hollywood.

GROVER JONES,

author-

10%

film attendance
Standard Statistics.
gross in
$1,150,000

FD: 10-23.

11-22.

WILLIAM ANTHONY McGUIRE.

—

2

FD: 10-22.

BELA BLAU,

FD: 9-13.

Orleans.

in

Philadelphia.

commit-

— DECEMBER —
SHEA,

A.

York.

GEORGE

administrative

drops FWC criminal contempt case.
Brandt asks trial period for consent

29— Harry

BLUMENTHAL, circuit operator,
Harrisonburg, Va. FD: 8-27.
Consent decree ag\0^nen f near, court adNew York. FD: 11-14.
vised.
MURRAY
BEIER, veteran film man, New
MARTIN BECK, founder of Orpheum cirChapl'n's "The Great Dictator" has world
York.
FD: 9-4.
premiere at the Astor and Capitol in New
FD: 11-18.
cuit, New York.
JAMES THOMAS FAY, partner in the Fay
York.
HARRY MacFAYDEN, NBC production diDel Goodman quits as 20th-Fox Far Eastern
circuit, Providence.
FD: 9-5.
FD: 11-18.
rector, New York.
head.
HELENE CHADWICK, star of silent films,
7 — AAA committee to administer arbitration.
SAM M. FLAX, Republic franchise holder,
Hollywood.
FD: 9-6.
Film companies spend $1,000,000 in 1940
Washington, D. C. FD: 11-19.
for spot ta^!~ "Jugs.
SIGMUND STRAUSS, veteran Loew mana8— ITOA may asK Congress to correct decree.
ADRIENNE MORRISON, actress, mother of
ger, New York.
FD: 9-10.
U. K. $5,000,000 remittance offer nixed.
FD:
the Bennett girls, New York.
HENRY LAZARUS, circuit operator, New
Libros, former president of the Indetribution.

1

UA

WEISNER,
Amusement

L.

perintendent,
held

veteran western film
FD: 7-30.
partner in Fox Wis-

consin
FD: 7-30.

in-

to

Hollywood.

player,

system's

tee.
D. of J.

(Continued from Page 6)

Warners' Teddington

fire

studios.

—

Will ''Police 99 the Trade

in Jfflemoriam— 1940

new producing company
RKO.

Dieterle's

to release via
Griffith takes

2

J

of

arbitration

Five" to request decree changes.

William

!

D

n;

(Continued from Page 6)

—"Big

5
'

9

chairman

of

losses,

—

)

)

3*
$8,000,000 Budgeted

Thursday, January

Expect Decree Will
Bring Exec. Changes

IS

&

Iv

Chicago

For Tele Experiments

/

from Payi

1

heavy turnover in both executives
and producers, resume establishes.
ntinued from Page I)
Henry Ginsberg was made vice-presiperiment with various type of trans- dent and general manager at Paraview
to
early
mission with a
reaching
n ount,
while Pandro S. Berman
accord on uniform standards which moved from RKO to M-G-M. Harry
will enable television to move for- Edington became executive producer
ward on a full commercial basis, the at P.KO and J. J. Nolan was upped
report states. Participating stations to a vice-presidency and placed in
have budgeted a total of $8,000,000 charge of studio's operations. Danny
for this practical experimental work. Winkler, with headquarters at the
In conjunction with such effort a studio, was made assistant to PresiNational Television Systems Commit- dent George J. Schaefer.
George
ter, jointly sponsored by the Radio Stevens moved South on Gower St.
Manufacturers Association and the to Columbia, while George Haight
Commission, has made a thorough went to M-G-M.
Erich Pommer,
study of the engineering phases of Harold Lloyd, David Hempstead, Orshould
helpful
which
be
the situation
son Welles, Howard Benedict and
in arriving at a general agreement, Frederick
Ullman, Jr., joined the
the report adds.
company's production staff.

The continued rapid evolution

of
attested by developm< tits in color reproduction, largen projection, and new service
demonstrations, it is added.
After reviewing the granting of
limited commercialization of televitelevision

is

sion and its subsequent withdrawal,
the report states, "it is hoped that

Newcomers

to the

M-G-M

roster

Sam Marx, Irving Asher,
Fineman, Louis K. Sidney and
Milton Bren, while Harlan Thompson moved from Paramount to Warner Bros. Jesse L. Lasky resumed
included

B. P.

Tele Tests

I ii

&

B

K

is

D

of J to File Ascap

now conducting

Cuban Exhibs.

Suit

on Monday
(Continued from Page

Call

Film Decree Illegal

quiry in 1933 and old records
available.

(Continued from Page

1)

of the decree and the stipulation concerning vaudeville acts is based on
Article 134 of the Constitution which
vests authority to regulate both domestic and foreign commerce in the

Cuban Congress.
The Presidential decree
antedates

Batista

the

tion.

1)

tution of the suit may be delaye(
until later next week.
Choice of Milwaukee as the suit's
point of origin was influenced, it was
learned, by the fact that the Federal Court there held an Ascap in-

aA

The Department

concede'
there were other elements entering
into the selection, but is silent or
these.
Hugh B. Cox, assistant chief ol
the anti-trust division, told THE
Film Daily it was impossible to say
whether the s'ut still would be filec
should the brtf* 'casters and Ascap

in question
\
administra- reach an agree^ppp;. in the interim
Decision, he in<musician\ would prob"*
ably depend on
'd of agree-

Kuykendall Tells Exhibs.
His Fears for Decree

s
*j
g"
ment made.
If and when the
q.
st*> filed in
Milwaukee, it will come oetore Federal Judge F. Ryan Duffy.
As a

(Continued from Page

U. S. Senator, Duffy in 1935 introduced the copyright bill bearing his
name.
The measure, which passed
the Senate but faih &
c the House,
would have curtailec' Asc&p's activi

1)

production activities at the Burbank how it could be called a consent deplant, with William Cagney, Bob cree when he could find no one who
Edmund Grainger had consented.
Fellows
and
among the new Warner producers.
Theater divorcement, which was

transmission
efficient
standards may be evolved which will
John Stone left 20th Century-Fox
enable the Commission to establish
enter the independent
a commercial television broadcast and plans to
field.
Gene Markey transferred to
service."
Paramount, while William Perlberg
Fred Kohlmar resigned from CoBraden to Disclose Clerks and
lumbia to join the 20th-Fox forces.
Of Arbitration Next
Sam Bischoff, B. P. Schulberg, John
M. Stahl and Charles R. Rogers be(Continued from Parte 1)
came Columbia producers.
nati, Indianapolis and Washington.
B. G. De Sylva, Jack Moss and
He then will return to New York Anthony Veiller were given producand make one-dav trips to Boston. tion assignments at Paramount, and
New Haven and Buffalo. That will Harold Hurley, Dale Van Every,
complete his swing around the counGeorge Arthur, Stuart Walker, Wiltry gathering prospects to man the
sufficiently

—

from the State
transmitter
tests
Lake building on Station W9XBK
to determine both visual and aural
television wave lengths.

|
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2,

DAILY

the original cause of the suit, was
Sinforgotten, Kuykendall stated.
cerity is a lost language in the film
industry, he asserted and that is one
of the reasons the industry is in its
present predicament.
He said that
Assistant U. S. District Attorney

fie

'.

ties.

BMI Takes Out $1,000,000
Of Copyright Insurance

Mi

Broadcast Music, Inc., Tuesday
night announced that it had taken
out $1,000,000 of copyright insurance,
Thurman W. Arnold had told him effective Tuesday at midnight, covthat it would require 12 yf»».\fl to get ering the BMI catalogue protecting
the decree to working properly.
member broadcasting stations and
Louis Nizer urged all to co-oper- their advertisers, advertising agenate with the Government and said cies and performing artists.
th<it the decree would work probably
BMI also announ' s "'last nigl--*
with revisions. He pleaded for as- that 674 stations ""
id ws
liam C. Thomas, Edward T. Lowe sistance of exhibitors to help the membership, while onal Theat<te
BrltJ-'
arbitration boards.
William Wright left the Mara- Government and not to sabotage the Ascap general man^American Arbitration Association ind
If the decree fails on its 127 stations had
thon St. studio.
Eugene
J. Zukor decree.
y
r
plans to move to its new headquarrf <H
own then the Government would re- noon and expectedsiffing."
"r
was upped to a full producership.
v
e
carried
p^
second
Radio
during
the
in
City
Rr
alize it had failed.
tors
Tuesda;i
midnight
Leo
by
been
at
who
has
McCarey,
,y.
January.
or third week of
Wolfson asked all present to sign
Ei atft
Ascap tunes wpn^tl,. ^!
RKO, joined Howard Hughes, as did
a pledge of co-operation for the na- midnight Tjesday,
-.;>%..? raHawks.
Frank
Lloyd
and
Howard
appp
Depinet Drive Meetings
tional
defense
of the motion picture dio stations expirin icts. ;&-~jS hour
•lack Skirball made a producing deal
committee. He introduced the guests
in Chi.
with Universal.
including Jack Cohn. Herman Rob- Massachusetts Finally
Shift of Monogram's home office bins.
'inued from Par)''
Nizer,
Kuykendall, W.
A.
to the Coast was followed by several
Steffes, Thomas Brandon (SETOA Abolish Those Blue
son, editor of the campaign publiexecutive changes: Steve Broidy suc- secretary)
C.
Coushon,
Herman
cation, is here to record the pro(Continued from Page 1)
ceeded Eddie Golden as sales chief, Weingarten, Gonzalo Bezanilla.
P.
ceedings.
Raymond
Young
replaced
Loach
T.
P.
S. Harrison. Jack Alicoate, Albert dancing in theaters, on the stage, on
Devaney, Branson and Gittleson
as treasurer. Late in December, O. Bernstein,
Sidney Meyer, and Maxie Sundays and permit full time revues
will continue their tour of 38 exand vaudeville acts, which currently
changes, finishing at the New York Henry Briggs left Pathe Labs, to Rosenhloom and others.
head PRC.
are obliged to trim their acts drasbranch on Feb. 7. L. E. Goldhamtically under rigid rules of censor
mer will accompany them in his

Week

-

,;

-

1

'

<-.

Open

'

Tomorrow

May

1

Laws

H. Maclnthe swing through

prairie district, while J.
fcyre,

will

make

western district.
Drive starts Jan. 25 and ends

his

May

Warner Pix to
As Opposition

Nomikos Asks Fair

Trial

For Arbitiation System

Sparks

from

Filar

1 )

The circuit exec, exthat end.
jed the hope that distribs. in
planning trade shows, as provided by

to

he decree, would arrange them in
spots most accessible to those theater men who do not have the advantages of separate hooking depart-

Probe

Chase Would

Games

in

Mass.

(Continued from Page

ship.

Daylight Saving Fight

1)

charged that so-called "racket men" Impending in Wisconsin
exhibition
contracts in this city, are behind the earnes.
(Continued from Page 1)
Former Rep. George W. Roberts,
Tampa, Orlando, Fort Meyers, West
recently named as a member of the grams over WTMJ in an attempt to
Palm Beach and St. Petersburg, it
Governor's staff, will aid in the move build up public acceptance of the
is

I

ments.

to

(Continued from Page

9.

f

Rep.-Elect

Six Indies

1

learned.

Tampa

the new State,
opened last week by Butler E. Gore,
while the Orlando outlet will be the
new Vogue. Local outlet is scheduled to be completed for opening
April 1. Deals with indies have been
negotiated in the other three spots.

Outlet in

is

to

idea.

investigate.

Exhibitors, aided by organized labor and farmers, are hopeful that
Dies
West Coast Bu-eau of THE FILM DAILY they will be able to defeat any ef
Los Angeles Walter Camp, Jr., forts to amend this statute.

Walter Camp,

Jr.,

—

suburban home here
for Henie Show?
Tuesday following a protracted ill- $200,000
Chicago Sonja Henie ice show at
ness.
He had been inactive since
additional his retirement as president of In- the Stadium is expected to gross

Further commitments in
Sparks cities are reported on the

fire.

49, died at his

—

spirational

Pictures,

Inc.,

in

1935.

$200,000 for the 10-day run.
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ENLARGE FILM ARBITRATION TRIBUNALS
Mathematical Formula to Determine Pix Appeal
Evolved by Ross Federal
lesearch Analyst; Based
)n 4 Production Values

Marked Drops on Big Board, Curb and Bond Markets; "U"
Pfd.

Mathematical formula designed

een evolved for Ross Federal Reearch Corp. by its analyst of moion
picture research, Dr. Henry
lann, Ph. D, internationally known
lathematician.
Dr. Mann's system of rating is
itendad to do for the film industry
(Continued on Page 5)

Pad

wes
Handing down an award
Local

306,

in

Prepared

the

Any

for

59 Points Last Year

Trading

in film securities on all
financial markets showed
marked drops in 1940.
On the Big Board, sales reached
only 3,895,440, a decline of 1,475,440
shares. Largest trading was in Paramount's
(.45a),
with
1,216,500

New York

istered by Universal's first preferred
which went up 59 points to 128. The
company has asked for tenders on

calls for

a minimum of 10 arbitrators in each
tribunal, the American Arbitration
Association has decided to name
more than the required number in

order to be prepared for any emergency.
Under present plans, the socalled "A" tribunals will have be(Universal's first preferred
tween 50 and 60 arbitrators on their
continued its upward movement
shares changing hands.
Other of
panels; the "B" tribunals will have
on the Big Board yesterday, adthe more active stocks were Warbetween 30 and 40 and the "C"
vancing seven points to close at
ners common, Loew's (2c) Pathe
tribunals between 20 and 40.
135).
Film, 20th-Fox common and RKO
Classification of tribunals is based
The New York Curb had total
common.
sales of 457,375 for 1940 as against on the size and importance as an
exchange center of each city. The
Biggest gain of the year was reg(Continued on Page 8)
"A" tribunals will be in the following cities: New York, Boston, Phil-

Board Meets

the issue, with $1,000,000 set aside

by the directors for purchase.

Para.'s Biz

Up 20%

(Contiuued on Page 4)

week

this

projectionists

Sheldon Theater-306
ase, former Chief Justice Frederick
Crane, of the Court of Appeals,
1.
nion,

AAA

Possible Emergency; Three
Classifications Determined
While the consent decree

Allied

avoring

Up

to

stablish, prior to release, a picture's
ppeal to the general public has

lules Labor

DOWN

FILM STOCK, BOND TRADING

In Capital Jan.

27

May Sponsor

Neely

3S.A.

He

Paramount's business in Chile, Bills Ere
Allied's annual board of directors
Quits
meeting will be held in Washington Peru and Bolivia increased approxion Jan. 27 and 28. In addition to a mately 20 per cent in 1940 over
n important precedent
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
thorough discussion of the consent 1939, although theater business in
hat a new lessee or owner must
Washington - - Sen. Matthew M.
per
seven
decree
and
the
new
system
of
sellthose
countries
dropped
ssume labor obligations contracted
Neely, D., W. Va., will remain in
Villar,
ing
highlight
according
Benito
del
pictures,
a
the
meetcent,
to
of
y the former lessee or owner.
the Senate until Jan. 13, it was
Paramount's manager for that area. learned yesterday, resigning on that
The Sheldon, covered by the ITOA ing will be the election of officers.
home
in
Del Villar is here from his
It has been reported that Presi{Continued on Page 6)
day to become Governor of his state.
(Contiuu> d on Pane 4)
(Continued on Page 6)
eutral

arbitrator

*ov't

Plans Early Trial

)f

Ascap

in

the

case, set
in ruling

Anti-Trust Suit

Anxiety on the part of the GovNew five-year attendance and
jinment for an early trial
of
gross figures for the Music Hall
he proposed criminal proceedings
were set by Metro's "The Philadeljgainst Ascap, BMI, CBS and NBC,
(Continued on Page 4)
bmbined with squawks from New
ork judges and officials over the
'Continued on Page 6)

^Orleans Collecting
2 P.C. Tax on Rentals
New

Orleans

—This

city's

2

per

cent sales tax went on film rentals
with the first of the year as the state
per cent tax reportedly went off.
1
The city hitherto had a 1 per cent
tax and the state collected another
per cent. Attempts by film inter1
ests to buck the charge of the sales
tax as a "use" tax on rentals failed
through state courts.

expected that if his anti-blockbooking and divorcement bills are
leintroduced, he will again sponsor
It is

Music Hall at 5-Year High Exhib. Defense Meetings
With "Philadelphia Story" Called in Philly, Chicago

(Continued on Page 5)

participation

N. Y. Film Critics Complete

in the Government's defense program
will be discussed at meetings in
(Continued on Page 6)

Awards Reception Program

374 U. S. Pix Shown in Mexico

terday completed the program for
the annual award reception which
will be held Sunday afternoon at

Plans

for

theaters'

Exclusive of Indies; Argentine Films
Col.

Cooper

May Replace

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 3)

GALINDO

—

(Continued on Page 4)

Film Critics yes-

Rainbow Room.
To receive the award voted 20thFox's "The Grapes of Wrath" as the

Correspondent
Grierson as Commissioner
Mexico City (By Air Mail) Notmade in
Toronto Col. John A. Cooper, withstanding the inroads
Mexchairman of the Board of the Mo- playdates in the majority of
by Argentine and
tion Picture Distributors Associa- ican film houses
pictures, Hollywood
tion of Canada is mentioned as the Mexican-made
most qualified Canadian to succeed product achieved a gratifying showJohn Grierson of London as Can- ing in 1940, with a total -of 374
from the eight American
ada's Film Commissioner. Grierson, features
Staff

New York

the

Gain

By MARCO-AURELIO

FILM DAILY

The

—

M-G-M

Signs Shirley

At $2,500 a

Weeh

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Shirley Temple has
Hollywood
been signed by M-G-M to a year's

—

contract at $2,500 per
tive

Feb.

15.

week

effec-

)

~ffl
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Th u rsday, Jan.

Co-ordination of industry public
relations through the joint mediums
of the
(East) and the

MPPDA

AMPP

was discussed and
furthered at a meeting at the Hays
Office yesterday, with Will H. Hays
presiding.
In attendance were the
advertising and publicity directors
of the home offices and MPPDA
(West)

execs.

Meeting follows the recent trip
East of Jock Lawrence, recently appointed to
the

relations

Frank

stunts.

On

to

Coast Jan. 15

Net
High

Low

Chg.

Close

Am. Seat

%

Col. Picts. vtc. 12' 2
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Ccn.
Con.

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind. pfd.

East.

Kodak

do pfd.
Gen. Th.

55

8

55/8

55/8

V-:

Vl

Vl

Inc

VS

war in Europe for Paramount News, will confine his initial
covered the

12i/2

12%

12%

33'/4

323g

32i/

107'8

10%

10V2

967/8

96%

96%

ioy8

103.,

107 8

9%

8%

9%

33 4

33/4

33/4

43'a

43' 8

43%

2

+
_

3/8

y4

pfd

do

Paramount
Para.
Para.

RKO
RKO

pfd.

1st

2nd pfd

Pathe

Film

pfd

S6

63 8
20th Century-Fox
6% 6 V4
183 8
20th Century-Fox pfd. 18'/2
18%
Univ. Pict. pfd
140
134
135

Warner
do

+

13834 139

139

Eq

Loews,

I

3

Bros

pfd

'/4

53

3%
53

Lewis Buddy, who is to head Paramount's television activities on the
Coast, leaves for his new assignment
about Jan. 15. Buddy, who formerly

+ Va
+ %
+ %

—

1/4

duties to surveying cities for a studio and experimenting in the new
field.
Efforts to tailor programs to
the limits of television, both in film
and flesh offerings, also will be at-

tempted.

+ %

+
—

Va

%
+ 7
3% + %

Paramount's television subsidiary
to be known as Television Productions, Inc., and will use DuMont
is

equipment.

53

NEW YORK BON D MARKET
Keith

6s46
3'?s46
Para. B'way 3s55
54
Para. Picts. cv. 3'js47 96
B.

ref.

F.

Loew's deb.

52%
96

1%

54
96

Paramount Enterprises
Opens Four In 28 Days

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Mjnogram

Picts

Sonotcne Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp.
Universal Picts

1%

15/8

9%

9%

15/g

_ %

9% +

%

'

vtc.

'6'/

4

16

6

15%

6
16

+ 1%

—

Miami, Fla. Paramount Enterprises Inc. of Miami, has set a record for this part of the country by
opening four A-l houses in the
Greater Miami area within the past
28 days.
Each is air-conditioned.
The Dade and Boulevard in Miami

TOP NOTCH SECRETARY

TOP NOTCH EXECUTIVE

Box 1001
1501 Bway.

January 8th
THE FILM DAILY
N. Y. C.

976 and 965 seats, respecThe Coral in Coral Gables

925-seat house and in Miami
Beach the new Beach theater has
L630 seats.
is

for

available

run to
tively.
a

Sam

Glazer Succeeds
Masters for UA in Can.

in

income."

night for Hollywood.

last

The Journal asserts that "already
earnings of several
film producers have
recovery above the
months in 1939 and
first impact of the

of the leading
a sharp
levels of those
1940 when the

shown

Radio Reports 100%
"Kitty Foyle" Holdovers

BENITO
Chile,

in

DEL

VILLAR,

here

is

for

EDDIE GRAINGER

New

for

Paramount's mana
month's stay.

a

New York

left

last

ni

England.

HARRY BRANDT

Wednesday

leaves

C

for

cago.

WILLIAM

RODGERS

F.

arrived

RICHARD

KENNEDY,

president

Alaba

of

KENNEDY

Theaters,

Inc., and MRS.
two sons, are vacationing

and tf
Miami Beach.

in

RICHARD BERGSETH, manager of the Vent
Theater, Atlantic City, has returned there af
Be
a trip to the Coast.
PERLIN, manager of the Colonial Theal i
City, is here for a few days.

I.

Atlantic

AARON
circuit,

JONES, of Jones. Linick & Schae )P

J.

Chicago, and MRS. JONES, are

in

Orpheum,

Kansas

City;

MRS.

EDWARD

next week from

C.
ROBINSON
the Coast.

MILTON PRINCE, New
Honing

RITA

in

nection

vai

with

a
a

has returned to HollyW(
p. a.
in
Des Moines in ci

British

from

the

Coast

week-end.

Rose Returning

to Englari

of

lell

,

0(| u

irod

A
anii

rii

Sty,

rood
elpli

k
remain on the Coast.
Rose will start production pla M
on J. M. Barrie's play, "The A
mirable Crichton" and on A. J. Ci

I

will

:

lel]il

Bo;

nin's

novel,

"Hatter's

mediately upon

Castle," ii
his arrival in Lo

fa
he

ci

ind

Chaplin Set for Program
Of the National Symphony
Washington

IIV

benefit.

arrives

don.

Wa.^ngton Bureau

j(0|

mill

HAYWORTH

VIRCINIA BRUCE
the

is

Florida.

making

after

h

arrives

York exhib.,

Orpheum, wood, recently became the father
a baby girl. Mrs. Rose and the ba

Brandeis,
Omaha;
Orleans;
Keith, Syracuse; Keith. Washington;
Palace, Memphis; Senate, Harrisburg; Park, Reading; Rialto, Salt
Lake City; Hippodrome, Baltimore.
All split-week bookings gave it extended playing time, it was stated.

K

Mi;

Beach.

Two

New

^

Hollywi

in

yesterday.

Holdovers in every spot where To Produce
Para. P
Ginger Rogers' RKO picture, "Kitty
Foyle," has played were reported
Dave Rose, Paramount's mana
First
yesterday by RKO Radio.
ing director in Great Britain, h
week's gross at the Boyd, Philly. Clipper reservations
to return
was said to be the biggest any RKO London on Jan. 25. John Hicks, he
film,
except "Snow White," ever of Paramount's foreign departmei
rolled up there.
said yesterday that Rose would car
Full-week holders were: Palace, on for the company from where
Albee, left off when
Chicago;
Keith,
Boston;
he arrived here se
Providence; Orpheum, Des Moines; eral weeks ago. Rose, now in Holl

!!:
1

u

THE FILM DAILY

— Charlie

Chaplin will
make his first professional appearance in Washington since 1917 when
on Jan. 19 he joins with the National
Symphony Orchestra and
others to present the third inaugural
concert in honor of President Roosevelt.
For his part in the inaugural
concert, Chaplin will give the controversial final speech from "The
Great Dictator," it was announced
by the inaugural committee on mu-

Will

liihi'

From

ton

THE FILM
DAILY to any,
JANUARY 3 •»!
George

B. Seitj

i.,i<

Anna May Wor
Paul Benjamin
Marion Davies
Dorothy Arznei
Eddie Gribbon

sic.

Monroe Stein With RKO
Toronto
Sam Glazer, formerly
Mcnroe Stein, formerly of the CoToronto branch manager for UA, calis circuit, joins RKO's film bookwill
succeed Haskell Masters as ing department on Monday, it was
Canadian General Manager for the announced yesterday by John J.
company.
O'Connor, circuit's chief.

—

and GOING

I

flected

RKO

Para. Tele Assignment

COmiDG

amortization
that
Probability
scales of film companies may be
DARRYL F. ZANUCK arrives here tomori
further speeded up was expressed morning from the
Coast.
which
Journal,
by The Wall Street
JULES LEVEY leaves for the Coast today
declared that "this will mean that start production on his next release, "Bu
damage done by unsuccessful films Minds The Baby."
to profits will be more promptly reNEIL AGNEW and ROBERT GILLHAM

war was felt.
Paramount, Loew's and Warners are
what
concerted reporting profits far ahead of
program they were earning a year ago and

by President Y.
Freeman.
Lawrence while

Buddy

2

public

Wall St. Journal Forecasts
Pix Amortization Speed-up

here stressed the need for
effort,
and outlined the
trend should continue," the
this
planned on the Coast.
Hays at yesterday's session is Journal contends.
Because of paring down of budunderstood to have spoken at length
on the situation, touching on the gets and reduction of debts plus
efforts by Coast publicity and ad- improvement of domestic business,
vertising departments to avoid an prospects for the new year are good,
unfavorable press.
He urged that the newspaper reports.
In commenting on the consent dethe same spirit prevail in the East.
Behind the move to co-ordinate cree and the report that film compafilm public relations on an industry- nies may need more working capiwide basis is said to be uneasiness tal because of it, the Journal deover the recent criticism of the Leg- clares that most of the larger comion of Decency, plus the public's re- panies have big cash balances, thereactions to some high-pressure pub- by not causing a serious handicap.
licity

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

direct

AMPP

for
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JANUARY
Sam Dembow

4

Virginia

Colleen

\

Alicoate

JANUARY
Edward Sutherland
George

Magill

5

Alfred C. Goldreye
Flora Schikler

Pin)

TNI

January

riday,

3,
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Awards

Y. Critics

I.

DATE BOOK

'rogram Completed
Jan. 5:

the

(Continued from Page 1)

Chaplin, recipient of the
ward for the best masculine perormance of the year in "The Great
dictator," and John Ford, choice of
he New York critics as the year's
iblest director on the basis of not
nly "The Grapes of Wrath" but
The Long Voyage Home," are
lso expected to be present to peronally receive their awards.
As matters stood last night. RobHakim, one of the Hakim
rt
Irothers who presented "The Baker's
fife" in its international release,
ill receive the award for the best
Dreign pix as proxy for Marcel
agnol.
Hakim is currently on the
fest Coast.
Walt Disney will receive the speal "Fantasia" award voted to him,
^eopold Stokowski, and Disney's
Stokowski
associates.
roduction
iay also be present at the recepon in person.
On the broadcast of the presentaion over the NBC Blue network,
rom 6:05 to 6:30 P.M. Sunday afernoon, Henry Fonda, the Tom

oad in "Grapes," and Jane DarMa Joad, will be heard from

nell,

[ollywood

rom the

scene

farewell

the

in

picture.

They

will be in-

troduced by Nunnally Johnson, who
rote the scenario and acted as asociate producer for "Grapes."

A special radio hookup has been
lanned which also will allow Kathrine Hepburn, currently in Kansas
Jity, and James Stewart, in Hollywood, to do a scene from "The Philaelphia Story." Miss Hepburn won
he best performance by an actress
pr the year for her role in "Philaelphia

Story."

Bosley

Crowther,

the
Jew York Times and president of
ae critics' organization, will preside
nd make the awards.
Reception
tarts at 5 P.M., runs to 8 o'clock,
'ive hundred are expected to attend.
critic

of

i

Louis

St.

— Monogram

olders are scheduled to

franchise

meet here

omorrow and

Sunday to discuss
resent and future plans of the comany.
Steve Broidy, general sales
lanager, and other home office ofcials

will

attend.

9

Set for Music Hall
Warners'

"Flight From Destiny"
have its New York premiere at
the Radio City Music Hall in March,
it
was said yesterday at the com-

will

pany's

home

office.

party,

testimonial
Club
William Penn

Jr.,

Hotel.

O

•

•

YESTERDAY'S

arrival from the Coast of

salient

was

"Coming and Going"

David Lipton

to

take over the reins

His

and an exec,

him

greet

promotional

fellow

workers surged into his
took

escort

him on a tour

young Mister

get

to

9

•

•

T

all

T

PAUL

dept

Pictures"

V
•
of

•

•

SPEAKING

V

N. Y. has selected the evening of

meeting,
Jan.

16:

of Eastern
Philadelphia.

Staten

dinner,

Hollen-

Donaldson
Haven.

New

Hotel,

ATO

Stoner stag
C.

Island

testimonial,

Pennsylvania

annual

Fabian employes' dance,

23:
Barney
Chicago.

Balaban

Jan. 26:
Actors'
Fund
of
benefit, Winter Garden.
Jan. 27-28:

Allied

Drake

dinner,

America

board meeting,

Chicago
Reel
Fellows
dance, Congress Hotel.

Jan. 31:

Feb. 2-3:

Hotel,

annual

Washington.

Club

Virginia
MPTO Winter
Hotel, Washington.

dinner

convention,

Shoreham
Feb. 14:

Press

Photo»nphe-s'

New York Dance,
April 4:
Ampa 25th
Hotel
April 24:

May

Association
Hotel Astor.

anniversary

of

dinner dance,

Edison.

Ampa

annual

5-8: SMPE Spring
Hotel, Rochester.

meeting.
convention,

Sagamore

"Dictator" Breaks All

Mexican

B.

O. Records

Charles Chaplin's "The Great Dictator" yesterday broke all records
in Mexican screen history when it
opened at the Chino Theater, Mexico City, according to Walter Gould,
United Artists foreign department
head. First day's take was said to
have been equal to the weekly gross
in eight out of 10 of the pictures
shown in the city. Gould said there
were no disturbances despite the
crowds that besieged the 3,500-seat
house.

St.

Valentine's

Day

(Feb.

14)

for

12th

T
in which
• • THAT radio drama "Strunge Victory"
Helen Hayes will star this coruin' Sunday night
on her Helen
is the same original story
Hayes Theater of the Air
which Sol Lesser will use to star Martha Scott in his next film

•

t
•

•

y

PERHAPS you have come
which Jack Tarver
penned on
Ga

review

across a copy

editor of the

GWTW

of that

half-column

Toombs County Demo-

We

say "perhaps" be-

has
cause the two-minute version of the screen classic in Atlanta
been copied by 37 metropolitan dailies with a combined circulation of
whereas only something over a million copies of
more than 4.000.000.
Margaret Mitchell's book have gone 'round the U. S. and the world
and in case you
Needless to state the review is a wow
.

.

.

—

there are obviously plenty of sources to tap
a copy
unless you want to embark on a private junket
M-G-M
and personally consult the files of the Lyons, Ga., sheet

ain't got

including

Take Depositions

Jan. 15
In Folly Anti-Trust Suit
Notice to take depositions of Irving K. Wolfson and Charles Harr
on Jan. 15 was filed yesterday in
the Federal Court by RKO, one of
the defendants in the anti-trust action cf Folly Amusement Corp. All
eight majors are charged with conspiracy to deprive the plaintiff of
product for its Folly Theater in
Brooklyn.

"Strange Victory"

production

•

14:

D.

Thomas

Illinois

.

the Press Photographers' Ass'n

of pictures

Annual Dance and Entertainment
As usual the event will
be held in the Hotel Astor
and the boys aver that this year's
show will be he most spectacular yet offered by them
which is
saying something when you reflect that last Winter's affair had the
jaded B'way-ites talking about it for weeks thereafter
Co-Chairmen
of the Dance Committee are Joseph Heppner and Robert A. Wands
and the Honorary Committee reads like a Who's Who of journalists
its

Taft
Jan.

the

Lazarus, Jr., o' Warners h.o. advertising -pubcannot be blamed for furtively glancing at the
clock these afternoons
He again became a daddy on Dec. 27
via a IVz-pound boy
The youngster is Paul's second
son and'll be named John T
Child's grandfather is Paul
Lazarus, UA exec ... • Next Tueiday evening in the Recreation Room
on the 11th Floor of the Paramount Building
the fourth in the series of talks on "The Romance of Motion
Pictures"
will be held from 6 to 7 o'clock under the sponsorship of the Educational Committee presided over by Claude
F. Lee
Invitations to the event have been sent out by Arthur
Israel, Jr., Paramount Pep Club prexy
Terry Ramsaye will
speak on "Success Is Where You Find It"
and Barney
Balaban, Para, prexy will talk on "Theater Operations" plus many
other interesting things connected with "The Romance of Motion
licity

14:

Jan.

of

acquainted

T

13:
Bryan
den Hotel.

Jan.

of

to

friends

Lipton's

Jan.

Owners

Meurot Club.
offices

As a matter of fact
and acquaintances in filmland are so
legion
that he found himself being re-presented to a lotta folks
Before heading East
he spent two weeks at Columbia's
studios
and when he arrived in Chi
he spent two entire
days meeting all the Columbia-ites in that sector
Dave, as you
know joined the Cohn forces via Universal's studio publicity staff
other departments

10:
United
Theater
meeting, Springfield.

of

exploitation and advertising for Columbia
at whose
home office he will henceforth headquarter
Well. Sir, 'twas quite
a day for Promotion Director Dave
for he met more people in
the org. during the day
than a conductor on a 14-car excursion
train

Jan.

the

publicity,

crat of Lyons,

Warners "Destiny"

Awards

Critics

Pittsburgh
Variety
dinner to Burtus Bishop

covering the entertainment world

4ono. Franchise Holders
Vill Convene in St. Louis

York Film
Room.

Rainbow

Jan. 6:

outstanding picture, Darryl
Zanuck, production chief, arrives
.imorrow morning from Sun Valley,
ear's

'.

harles

New

Chattanooga B.O. Biz
lip NIore Than 20 P.C.

—

Chattanooga. Tenn.
B.O. gains in
excess of 20% were scored by local
theaters during 1940, and exhibs. see
1941 as maintaining the upward climb

As a result of improved
Independent Theaters opened the new Capitol in November,
while the Grand Amusement Co.
added the Harlem to its string of
Negro houses and is now building

of grosses.

business,

another.

)

1
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Pictures

Shown

in

Mexico

WHO

WHO'S
•
I

•
S.

I

''

1

•
Introducing
BROWN. JR.. Associate

Brown,

Born

Jr.

Brooklyn.

HOLLYWOOD

IN
New

Republic.

York,

July

Full

name

1909.

16.

•

•

Interesting Personalities
Producer

•

Enlarge Arbitration
Tribunals for Films

Hiram Staunton
Attended Brooklyn
is

l

majors, exclusive of something like
a dozen others from Republic and
other independents.
Although .Mexican production was
somewhat curtailed because of financial ills and no more than 36 pictures wen- completed in native stu-

dio

1940,

in

School
as

American

distributors'

vidual exchanges'
as follows:

to

1934

to

with

to

1938

joined

Republic

Film

Pictures

Industries,

Porfirio" (In the Days of Don
Porfirio) proved the biggest grosser
in the history of Mexican exhibition.

WEDDING BELLS

Legislation,

Michigan's Forecast

N.

S.

THE FILM D

— Margaret

III

)

,

at

r

manager

Oland,

here,

— Samuel

Rogers
Strand The-

of the

was married

to .Iran Eliza-

beth Minnich.
in of TillFILM
Hollywood -- Engagement is announced of Margaret Roach and
Geoffrey Steele; wedding is planned
I

for

June.

Fred S. Meyer, 20th-Fox studio
executive, announces the marriage of
his

daughter.

Delphine

to

Harold

Raymond

Shire, Asst. United States
Attorney, al Yuma, Ariz. The bride
District Attorney, the
is a Deputy
youngest in th
of California.

Miami

— Owen

Will-,

of

The "C" cities are New Havei
Indianapolis New- Orleans, Memphi
and Portland, Ore.

The "A" cities will have one cler
and two assistants; "B" cities, on
clerk and one assistant, and "C
cities just one clerk.
A city's classification can b
changed as arbitration activities ir

Board Meets

In Capital Jan.

27

crease

or

decrease.

Cooper May Replace
Grierson as Commissione

Col.

time.

this

Remedies for any special conditions in the film industry in this state
have traditionally been sought by
intra-industry regulation and discussion rather than through legis-

Theater taxation is unlikely to
arise at this session. While the need
for State money is as great as ever,
the fact that taxes were imposed
nationally a few months ago upon
lowest-priced admissions has had a
restraining effect upon any plans for
a State tax.
Censorship appears to be a dead
in Michigan.
Setup now functions with Detroit City Police Department censoring all pictures for

(.Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

1)

dent H. A. Cole will not seek a third
term.
Present indications point to
either Martin Smith of Columbus
or Jack Kirsch of Chicago as the
likely choice.

Wometco

Theaters accessory department, wed
Louise Bowman on New Year's day.

the

State

inasmuch as distributors

uniformly follow the ruling of the
Detroit censor through the rest of
the exchange territory, which covers
per cent of the population of
Michigan the Upper Peninsula is
serviced from Milwaukee, with exception of a few eastern cities for
some exchanges.
'.»•">

—

after organizing Canada's Nations
Film Board, resigned because h
considered the Board should be ru
by Canadians and not by outsider
Cooper served on the board for thre

months while Grierson was abser
Australia.

in

—

Boston Directly following the national board meeting in Washington,
Frank Lydon, president of the Inde- Mexican Producers Ask
pendent Exhibitors, Inc., will call a Gov't Aid in Dispute
meeting for the Hub. President Lydon has notified exhibitor members
Mexico City (By Air Mail)— Th
that among matters to be considered Mexican Association of Motion Pi<
at length will be the consent decree. ture Producers and Distributors ha
He further stressed the importance appealed to the Ministry of Nations
of the meeting- by saying, "We are Economy to intervene in the cor
faced with a drastic departure from flict between the producers and th
former selling methods of distribu- Union of Motion Picture Studi
tors and must be prepared to meet Workers of Mexico over the lai
the new angles."
ter's secretary general. Enrique S(

whose resignation the film maV
have demanded.
The Union's determined suppoi

lis,

Music Hall at 5-Year High
With "Philadelphia Story"

issue

daughter of the late George W. C.
Oland, of Halifax, one of the wealthiest of Canadian brewers, was married here to Bruce Gilbert, of Hollywood, a film and radio press agent.
Kingsport, Tenn.

tinned from Page 1)

tie.

Allied

—

With the Michigan LegisDetroit
lature slated to go into session tomorrow for its biennial meeting,
prospects for legislation affectingtheaters appear to be at a minimum.

lative action.

Marriage of Bette
Bollywood
Davis to Arthur Farnsworth is announced.
The Warner stai and
were
married
New
FaniSW( rth
Year's Eve at the home of Justin
Dart and his wife, the former Jane
Bryan, in Arizona.
Halifax,

Inc.

as

one daughter.

No Tax

01

indi-

output here was

Don

Bureau of

job

purchasing
agent.
In
1939 became associate producer on
serials,
they include "Zorro's Fighting Legion."
"Drums of Fu Manchu," "Adventures of Red Ryder," "King of the Royal Mounted" and "Mysterious
Stands six feet two-and-a-quarter
Dr.
Satan."
inches. Hair, blonde. Eyes, blue. Married and has
In

I

adelphia. Pittsburgh. Cleveland, D<
troit, Cincinnati. Chicago, Minnear
olis, Atlanta, Dallas. Los Angeles
San Francisco, and Washingtoi
D. C.
"B" tribunals are to be located i
Albanv. Buffalo, Milwaukee. Kansa
City, St. Louis. Charlotte and Seal

1935 with Select Productions,

Consolidated

Columbia, 45; Metro, 52; Paramount, 48; RKO, 42; 20th-Fox, 52;
United Artists, 29; Universal, 50;
Warners, 56.
themselves, according
The outstanding- foreign-made film Theater men
to a general survey made by Film
was David 0. Selznick-United ArDaily of representative leaders of
tists' production of "Rebecca," while
the industry, have no "axes to grind"
Grovas-Oro Films' "En Tiempos de

'

Harvard

was
RKO. From
Van Beuren

First

"Roxy" Rothafel at
was associated with

From 1934
later

and

University

Administration.

Business

assistant

Corp.

and

Princeton

School.
of

1932

Mexican releases num-

bered 55, a sizeable number of which
were made in previous years. About
Id and new pictures turned out
by local plants are yet to be released.
The Argentine product made quite
a big splash during the year, with
a grand total of 48 Argentine films
shown, \'l alone from Argentina
Sono Film and Producciones LumiContinental
lon, of Buenos Aires.
lucers were represented by 17,
of which 35 win- French-made, four
British, five Russian, 31 Italian, and
'in from Czechoslovakia.

The

Friend's

194

{Continued from Page

1

phia Story" in its first week there,
it was reported yesterday.
Picture,
with the New Year's stage show,
played to 183,435 paid admissions,
less than 3,000 admissions below the
all-time record holder for both attendance and gross figures, "Top
Hat," which played to 1 80,000 admissions.

ers

secretary general has resulte
deadlock which threatens t
keep the native studios idle for sort
time.
Since native producers ha\
gone "on strike" against the Uniot
local studios may find themselvc
inactive after tomorrow, when "L;
bios Sellados" (Sealed Lips), th
only picture now in work, will hav
been completed.
of

its

in

a

STORKS!

was pointed out that the length
the picture prevented a faster
turnover, which might have made
Rites Held for Oliveri
the slight difference in the attenHammond, Ind. Henry Giertycl
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
dance.
Metro was also represented manager of the Parthenon Theatc
Washington
Funeral services in three other first-run
houses, with here, is the father of twins.
were held here for Edward A. Oli"Comrade X" holding over at the
veri, (>"), many years active in the
Rochester
Hy Gordon, Came
Capitol, ditto for "Little Nellie Keltheater business. During the World
ly" at the Criterion, and "Bitter manager, is the father of a new so)
War. he was in charge of the Knights Sweet,"
which was a Music Hall
Goshen, Ind. Ray Hansen, mai
of Columbus entertainment program.
holdover, is current in a second week
ag< r of th Jefferson Theater her
at the State.
is
the father of a new daughte
Edwin
It

of

—

—

—

C. Forrest

Dead

named Susan Mary.

Mich. -Edwin C. For- Jerry Crowley Recovering
rest, 78, secretary-treasurer of the
Boston Jerry Crowley of M-G-M,
Buffalo A daughter, Gloria, hi
Mecca Theater Co., and a pioneer is recovering from an appendectomy joined the household of Mr. and Mr
Saginaw theater operator, is dead.
at St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
Syd (United Artists) Lehman.

Saginaw,

—

—

nitt.

!

99
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Formula

to

Results of

Determine

RFR

Appeal of Pictures
{Continued from Page 1)

what others have done for radio,
with the added feature that the system is for advance rather than "post
mortem" use.
Formula finds its basis in four
different aspects of a picture, as instanced by the possibilities of information conveyed by its advertising title, type of story, director

—

A

production value
is contributed by Technicolor when
that photographic process is em-

and

cast.

fifth

ployed.

Test Survey In New York City
Percentages of these values were
determined by a test survey made
in New York City by Ross Federal,
four different types of questionnaires being utilized to avoid the
influence which the order of suc-

;

i

i

i

cession of questions might have.
Pictures used in the test survey
numbered 11, were still to be exhibited in New York at that time.
the
recording
to
addition
In
answers to the four questions, which
inquired if (1) the person interviewed would care to see a new pic(2)
ture having for its story
(3)
which was directed by
whose title was
(4) with a
interviewer
cast including
noted whether, in his own opinion,
the reaction was excellent, good,
fair or poor, or where the respondent showed no interest at all.
,

•

j

As reported yesterday by Ross
>

j

i

Test Survey

Federal, the results are found in the
accompanying table, published in an
adjoining column. A high rating of
a picture does not necessarily imThis
ply a great financial success.
rating measures exclusively the appeal of the four production values
of a picture.
Fomula's Crucial Test
"The crucial test for the new formula is comparison of the computed
rating with the actual reaction,
measured in numbers of people with
fair or better than average reac"The
tion," Dr. Mann points out.
comparison shows a very close check
between the computed rating and the
actual reaction.
"Since the survey was conducted
in a limited section of New York,
the rating naturally refers to the
popularity of the pictures in that
area.
survey of the entire country is expected to change the rat-

A

%

Yes
'Gallant Sons"
52
'Comrade X"
86
'Go West"
59
'Despatch From Renters"... 86
'Always a Bride"
23
'South of Suez"
79
81
'Lady with Red Hair"
Title

Kane"

'Citizen

'Dr. Kildare's
•Little Nelly

65
Crisis". ......

Kelly"

Command"

'Flight

Excellent

%

%

Yes

Yes
46

%
53
23
37

80
70
66
75
78
81

28
23
72
18

71
39
65
31
69
46
59
79
44
83

10

70
24
34
6

46
69

%

%

20
25
26
38
14

17'

Interest

%

%

37
23
41
70

32
38
20

13
20
15
14
14

9

2

—

47
52

28
20

7
16

1

44
4
37
10
55
11
18
24
19
17

7

5

6

3

13

13

5

9

5
2

8
5

7
1

He

Bills Ere

(Continued from Page

"COMRADE X"— The
favorable.

sine

die.

EFA, Lumiton Drop Plan
For Joint Distribution

"LADY WITH RED HAIR"— Cast
and story of this picture have much
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) Proand subtracts from the generally
good reaction. The director has no posed co-op. exchange move by EFA
companies
appeal. The title is not well chosen and Lumiton is off, and
will establish separate offices in Arappeal.
"CITIZEN KANE"— The great as- gentina's key cities.

—

set' of this picture is the director. pie.
The general reaction to this
The story has good appeal. The cast picture is very good.
though not very attractive in itself
"LITTLE NELLY KELLY"— The

considered adequate as soon as
director and story are known. This
The genis also true for the title.
eral reaction to this picture is good
but by no means excellent.
is

CRISIS"—

KILDARE'S

"DR.

subtracts somewhat from the
eenerallv good impression.

title

COMMAND"—

"FLIGHT
The success of this picture is carried by the
fact that it is an aviation story.
The title is highly attractive and the
director well accepted.
The cast is

(love story of a young
not so attractive in itself
but when title and cast are known
the story is well accepted. The di- considered adequate but has no atrector is known to only a few peo- tractive value in itself.'

The story
doctor)

j

is the least attractive feature
of this picture.
Cast, story and director are well accepted.
But the

title

is

|

reactions to;

and director are equally
The reaction to the title

is in a considerable number
cases unfavorable and subtracts
somewhat from the generally excellent reaction to this picture.

however,
of

"GO

WEST"— The

of this picture

is

characteristic
the perfect accord

between cast and story.
like

a

People who

comedy farce

Marx Brothers and

also like the
vice versa. Thus

has only appeal for those
moviegoers that like a farce.
It
appears that the title is not well
chosen since it does not suggest anythis picture

thing of the type of story. A title
should have been chosen which immediately attracts that part of the
moviegoing public who like to see a
The director neither confarce.
tributes nor subtracts anything from
the reaction to the picture.

"DISPATCH FROM REUTERS"
of this picture are

"In applying similar but different cast and story. The title is adequate,
methods, it might even become pos- the director's name seems to be lit-

known among the public. The
general reaction to this picture is
very good.

"DON'T BE

SHY.

Cesar Romero, as the
solves

in

crisis

lives

IUHIOM"

Romeo

of the rackets,
of new-found wards.

tle

II

Duce Gets His
Via Ealing Studios

—

London (By Cable)
Plans to produce a film on the life of Mussolini
entitled "The Decline and Fall of a
Dictator," are announced here by
Ealing Studios. Another title reported
for the picture was "Hitler's McCarChaplin's satire on Hitler continues to play here to capacity busithy."
ness.

"ALWAYS A BRIDE"— The

only

sales point for this picture is the
fact that it is a romantic comedy.
The reaction to the cast is generally unfavorable.
The director is
entirely unknown. The title has no
appeal. The general reaction is poor.

"SOUTH OF SUEZ"— The

1)

His office said
last night it did not know if he
planned to reintroduce the measures.
The two measures officially expired
yesterday when Congress adjourned

able.
cast, story

Quits

them before leaving.

weak-j Title and cast are highly attractive.

est feature of this picture is the
story which does not attract much
attention. The best sales point here
If title is asked before
is the title.
story and cast, more people react
favorably to story and cast also.
Especially the cast seems then thoroughly adequate. On the whole the
reaction to this picture is not favor-

May Sponsor

No
Good Fair Poor

are considered adequate.
The general reaction is very good.

to forecast the financial success of a picture from the results
of a survey before production on
the picture starts. So much can be
said even now that it is certainly
possible to prevent absolute failures
and to detect great hits before production begins.
"But we have justifiable hope that
also between these two extremes a
forecast of the financial success can
be' made which will be a good guide
to the producer."
Mann's Analysis of 11 Pix
Through the medium of his formula, Dr. Mann offers the following
analysis of the individual pictures
used in the test:

"GALLANT SONS"— The

Title

Yes
34
90
55
82
40

sible

—The two assets

ings.

78
82
63

%

tor

Neely

— Reaction-

Dhec
Cast Story

I

DAILY

best
sales' point of this picture is the
highly attractive title.
The story
has much appeal; cast and director

TALL,

HANDSOME

and
2oth's natural

DARK

!

.

.

.

loaded with laughs

!

thrills

!

tunes
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Up 20%

Para.'s Biz

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS

In 3 S. A. Countries

You, The People"

Metro
Excellently

ntinued from Page 1)

Done

Swell Short

The

visit in five years.

first

to export commodities to Europe,
which was an excellent market, naturally ha> changed conditions, he

The

that theater busionly seven per
Del
is surprising, he added.
Villar, in addition to being Paramount's manager, also operates several theaters.
Plans to build one
or more de luxe theaters were halted
because of the war.
said.

ness
cent

has

fact

dropped

10 mins.

Expose

Political

Latest in the Crime Does Not Pay
The war has had an adverse ef- Series, this release ranks with the
Exposing the machinations of
fect on almost every business in best.
the three countries of his division, a crooked political machine, it hits
Del Villar said yesterday. Inability hard as it spotlights practices used
Chile for his

fish

and chills of spearing
underwater should get oohs and
thrills

ahs from any

r

in this

audience as depicted

new Pete Smith

Pete

short.

io

gives his usual witty and smoothly

tinuity.

several
underwater fishermen at
their sport and they have narrow
escapes from several types of underwater denizens that could have been
water skiier also goes
their finish.
through a number of antics that are
thrilling and amusing as well.

Exhib. Defense Meetings
Called in Philly, Chicago

WB, Col. Films in 16 MM.
For Canadian War Camps

bulldoze the public. The picture
pnaches the most valuable lesson
u at a democracy can have today, the
necessity of using your honest vote
to beat corruption and graft. Production, direction and cast are good,
while the story is smooth and pointedly objective in its content and con-

flowing commentary.

Reel

shows

A

Gov't Plans Early Trial

—

(Continued from Page 1)
Toronto Free film entertainment
Chicago and Philadelphia this month. in 16 mm. for men on active war
John Balaban and Jack Kirsch have service in Canada is now being fur(Continued from Page 1)
called a meeting of exhibitors in nished in no less than 127 training
flood of anti-trust litigation in the the Chicago area for next Thursday, camp locations by the Navy, Army,
New York Federal Courts, caused while Jay Emanuel is sponsoring Airforce Films Committee which
the anti-trust department to change a meeting in Philadelphia on Jan. 16. functions under the Canadian Moits plans to file the suit here and
All exhibitors, regardless of af- tion Picture War Services commitThe total of 127 spots comselect Milwaukee, officials stated yes- filiation, are being asked to attend tee.
terday.
these and other meetings in various pares with 30 16 mm. shows eight
The Government's desire for an localities. Harry Brandt, chairman months ago. All show expenses are
early trial has outweighed consid- of the national organization commit- paid by the YMCA, Canadian Legerations of expense necessary for tee, will attend the Chicago meeting ion War Services, Inc., Salvation
the transportation of many wit- and will speak in Philadelphia on Army and Knights of Columbus
army huts.
nesses to Milwaukee, officials de- Jan. 28.
Film is supplied by General Films
It was indicated that the
clared.
Government had little hope of a conLtd., France Film Co., and Sovereign
Theaters which have joined the
Films, Ltd.
It now is announced
sent decree and felt that only a
Motion Picture Committee Co-operspeedy trial could bring back Ascap's
that through N. L. Nathanson's efating for National Defense will be
forts Sovereign Films which started
vast catalogue of music for radio
supplied with red, white and blue
with 16 mm. type feature pictures
broadcasts.
plaques for their box-office windows.
of Paramount, Universal and RKO
Motion
Plaques read: "Member
has now been able to secure similar
Ascap Faces 25 Per Cent
Picture Committees Co-operating for
pictures from Columbia and Warner,
National Defense, Theaters DivisWisconsin Franchise Tax
two companies which hitherto had
Milwaukee Ascap faces payment ion." Letters are displayed against not made their product available
of a 25 per cent franchise tax on the a background of the flag and eagle.
in 16 mm.
Joseph Bernhard, head of War$200,000 it is said to collect in fees
NAAF committee is headed by N.
annually in Wisconsin as the result ner Theaters, is chairman of the na- L.
Nathanson as chairman, Col. John
of a ruling yesterday by Federal tional executive committee, repreA. Cooper as honorary secretary and
Judge F. Ryan Duffy, sustaining senting theaters.
an advisory ^committee consisting of
chapter 177 of the Wisconsin StaPaul Nathanson, son of N. L. Natutes of 1935 providing for the licensthanson, and Frank O'Bryne of Asing of music brokers and the pay- Opposition Blocks Halifax
sociated Screen News.
ment of such a fee.

Of Ascap Anti-Trust

Suit

—

—

decision was made in
the case of Leo Feist, Inc., of New

The Duffy

York versus Wiley Young, tavern
operator and president of the Tavern
Music Protective Ass'n of WisconFeist sought .$250 for alleged
copyright infringement by Young
who sought an injunction in a countsin.

contending that neither
er-claim
Feist nor Ascap had complied with
Wisconsin's licensing law.
Case marked the first court test
of the law and was hailed as a victory for all users of copyright music
in Wisconsin by Young's counsel.

Plan

Servwu Arithmetic

—The Princess had

"Forty Little Mothers" for 20 cents,
but the Knickerbocker offered only
"Four Mothers" for 44 cents.
Both
are Crescent

Amusement

Co. houses.

Sunday

Pix

Shows

Raft.

—

Under the

plan, the

Lynn Suspensions End

(Continued from Page

contract

1)

with

signed

the Local in
1937, changed hands in 1938.
The
three
306 projectionists working
there were discharged. Under terms
of the ITOA contract, the men would
have earned over $13,000 in wages
in the time they have been out of
the house, but Crane assessed a
judgment of $7,500 against the theater due to the fact that the men
have had "some" employment since
that time. Crane also assessed costs
of $1,146 against the owners of the
theater and the ITOA.
Contained in the award signed
by Crane is a injunction which will
prevent employers from violating
terms of the ITOA contract, and allows recourse to the Supreme Court
on contempt charges where such
violations are made.
Crane, in his
award, stated that speaking for himself "he felt that the transfer of
operations in this instance was not
a bona fide change of employer's interest."

Four more similar cases are pending and four other cases of a similar nature exist

where charges have
a spokesman for

not yet been filed
the Local said.

Lease E. Rutherford Rex
Rex Theater, East Rutherford, N.
has been leased by Acme Theateds, Inc.. on a long-term deal, it

J.,

was announced yesterday by Berk

& Krumgold,

theater realty opera-

House, which has 1,000 seats,
is owned by Biro Theaters, Inc.
An
aggregate rental of $130,000 is intors.

volved,

it

was

said.

Universal Signs Charles Laughton
West Const Bircau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Universal has signed
Charles Laughton for the lead in
"Almost an Angel" by Henry Koster.
Studio also has cast Bruce Cabot
opposite Marlene Dietrich in "Flame

—

of

New

Orleans."

Embassy, Atlantic City, Dark
Atlantic City— The Embassy The-

—

Warner Bros, has end- ater went dark Jan. 1 when the
suspension of George Raft and Weiland-Lewis organization, operating, and M. E. Blatt owners of
will star him in "Danger Zone," said
to be a remake of "Slim," produced property failed to reach agreement
in 1937.
Ban on Jeffrey Lynn has on rent.
also been lifted as he has been named
to a role in "Miss Wheelwright Dis- Aid Greek War Relief Fund
Chicago
Edwin Silverman and
covers America."
Sidney Speigel of the Essaness cirGene Reynolds for "Roosty"
cuit have contributed $150 and $100,
Hollywood

Halifax. N. S.
Opposition to the
voluntary collection for the Sunday
night theater programs, by local
film
exhibitors, and opposition of
the local ministers to inclusion of
one ;hIuIi companion for each soldier, sailor, air forceman, merchant
sailor, have caused a suspension of
the plan, temporarily.

ed

its

—

—

FPC's 2,000R. S. Rod-

Hollywood
Gene Reynolds re- respectively, to the Greek War Relief
places Jackie Cooper in Metro's Fund through Van Nomikos.
have been used initially,
"Roosty" with Lionel Barrymore and
with other houses added if the deEdward Arnold. Harold S. Bucquet
'"apitol,

dick,

mand

Nashville, Tenn.

for

Pad

Goes With Theater

"Sea For Yourself"

Metro

21 mins.

Rules Labor

was

managed by

to

required.

Objecting exhibs. feel that operation of the ornate Capitol would
hurt the smaller houses, would be
harmful to regular business on weekdays, and would generally set a bad
precedent.
They suggest that normal prices be charged at the Capitol, with the profits devoted to war
charities.

will direct. Anna Q. Nilsson
to the screen for a role in

"Trial of

returns
Metro's

Mary Dugan."

Pappas Succeeds Lawter
Chicago

j

— Al.

Lawter is retiring as
for the Ottawa theaters of Alliance circuit owing to ill
health. Succeeding is T. Pappas from
the Delphi, Ind. district.
city

manager

Leonard Schneitler
Resigns from CFI

Leonard Schneider has resigned as
manager of Consolidated Film

sales

Industries to take an executive position

with

Hilton

Decca Record Co.

replaces

head of CFI.

Schneider

Robert
as

sales
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"Flight from Destiny
with Geraldine Fitzgerald,

Mitchell,

James Stephenson
73 Mins.

Lynn,

Jeffrey

Thomas

a

Warners

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

"Romance Of The Rio "San Francisco Docks"
Burgess Meredith,
Hervey,
Grande"
with

with

Romero, Patricia
Lynne Roberts

Cesar

Morrison,

20rh-Fox

Irene
Barry Fitzgerald

66 Mins.

Universal

73 Mins.

Here

decidedly different story, exdirected by Vincent Sherman.
It

pertly

has

by

a

is

several

performances, highlighted
Thomas Mitchell as a

fine

by

portrayal

a

professor, told by his doctor that
he will die in six months.
To Edmund
Grainger goes important credit as associate
producer.
Jeffrey Lynn gives a splendid performance

college

a young painter, who comes under the
domination of Mona Maris, an unscrupulous
art dealer.
Geraldine Fitzgerald does effective work as Jeffrey's wife, while James
Stephenson is convincing and able as MitchMona Maris is excellent
ell's doctor friend.
in
her role as the art dealer.
Jonathan
Hale
and
Thurston
Hall
are
among
the important principals.
Doomed to die, Mitchell, who teaches
philosophy, believes he can consider himself immortal, and rid the world of a person
who has done grave injury to others. He
learns that his old pupil, Jeffrey, is spending much time with Mona Maris and neglecting his wife,
Geraldine.
He checks
Mona's past and finds out that she has been
cruel to her mother and husband.
Mitchell warns Mona to give up Jeffrey,
but she pays little attention to him. Jeffrey,
who has reproduced a famous painting that
Mona has sold as an original, urges Mona
to tell the buyer the truth, but is scoffed
at.
Mitchell, who has overheard the con-

as

versation,

Mona.

slays

Mitchell

found guilty of murder and
be executed. A youngster,

is

sentenced

to

who has read

of Mitchell's theories,

murder and

thrown into

commits

adjointhe day of his execution,
Mitchell, realizing how his theories affected
the young murderer, admits that he was

a

is

ing Mitchell's.

wrong
could

in

a

cell

On

believing

himself

immortal

out

member

of

single

a

society

and
to

murder.

CAST:

Geraldine
Fitzgerald,
Thomas
Lynn, James Stephenson,
Mona Maris, Jonathan Hale, David Bruce,
Thurston Hall, Mary Gordon, John Eldredge,
Hardie Albright, William Forrest,
Weldon Heyburn, DeWolf Hopper, Alexander Lockwood, Frank Reicher, Willie Best,
Libby Taylor.
Mitchell,

Jeffrey

CREDITS: Jack
Production;

Grainger;
thor,

L.

Warner

Associate

Director,

in

Producer,

Anthony Berkeley; Screenplay, Barry
Cameraman, James Van Trees,

ASC; Art D'rector, Esdras Hartley; Editor,
Thomas Richards; Music by Heinz Roem-

the series of New York street
the attendant gangs, sorrows, etc., this film should satisfy the nabe
stands and do nicely as the second half of
a dual bill.
While unpretentious, the film
in

yarns,

with

—

"Up

Patricia Morrison, Chris-Pin Martin, Ricardo
Cortez, Pedro de Cordoba, Inez Palange,
Aldrich Bowker, Joseph McDonald, Raphael
Bennett, Trevor Bardette, Tom London, Eva

CREDITS:

Executive

Producer,

Wurtzel; Director, Herbert

I.

Sol

M.

Leeds; Screen-

Harold Buchman and Samuel G. Engel;
Based on a novel by Katherine Fullerton
Gerould; Suggested by a character created
by O'Henry; Cameraman, Charles Clarke;
Editor, Fred Allen.
play,

Good.

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY.

Good.

* fOR€IGn *
"They Met
(French

dialogue,

On
English

Skis"
titles)

75 Mins.
Light, gay, amusing
and thrilling are the words for the
picture, without a doubt it is the best
ski picture that has yet been proMindlin

DAILY NEWS:

duced.
Museum of Modern Art will show
HERALD TRIBUNE: Each time
the first picture of its new series,
Henri Sokal comes back from andorf; Musical Director, Leo F. Forbstein. "40 Years of American Film Comother Alpine excursion this corner
DIRECTION, Expert.
PHOTOGRAPHY, edy, Part II," Monday. Series con- turns ski enthusiast.
Very Good.
sists of 24 films arranged in 11 proTIMES: Henri Sokal's
grams.
newest cinema treatment of those
Sparks Sells to Wilhite
ebullient and intrepid human snowTheaters Move In Chi
birds known as skiers is warm and
Tompkinsville, Ky.— M. H. Sparks,
Chicago—The
theater offices,
who has just built a new theater under Tom Gorman's direction, are fresh and exhilarating.
here, has sold the house to S. D. moving to the
CREDITS: Producer and Director, Henri
Palace Theater
Wilhite of the Mid-State Theaters building after 21 years location in Sokal. PLAYERS: Wissia Dina, Henri Presof Cookeville, Term.
the State Lake building.
les, Charpin.
held; Orchestral Arrangements by Ray Hein-

NEW YORK

RKO

RKO

RKO

The Air"

Darro and his team-mate, ManMoreland, strive to make this picture
entertaining, but the story material is weak
£nd obvious although a couple of murders
enliven the action.
Direction and production are adequate.
Darro and Moreland are supported by Marjorie Reynolds, Gordon Jones, Lorna Grey
and other capable character players. Howard Bretherton directed from an original
screenplay by Ed Kelso.
Darro is a page in a radio station, and
Moreland works as a porter at the station.
They try to get on the air as a comedy team,
but almost get fired instead.
Meanwhile,
the station's owners are in a jam with their
spot singer, Miss Grey, who demands more
money. However, she is shot during rehearsal while standing in front of a microphone.
Immediately
Darro
and
Moreland start
sleuthing and manage to stay several jumps
ahead of the law until they uncover the
murderer for the police.
CAST: Frankie Darro, Mantan Moreland,
Marjorie
Reynolds,
Lorna Grey, Gordon
Jones, Tristam Coffin, Clyde Dilson, Dick
Elliott, John Holland, Carleton Young.
Frankie

DIRECTION,

PHOTOGRAPHY, Mike

Museum of Modern Art
To Show Comedy Series

In

—

TERIAL.

Enger.

Puig.

DIRECTION,
Edmund Good.

Trivers;

that

Mins.

Judging from the strength of the cast has only a few flashes of suspense and exis fast-moving and will maintain interest.
and the general production value of the citement bogs the performers down. There
Theme of the picture the reformation of
film, executive producer Sol M. Wurtzel is some excitement, there are a few mostreet boy
a
is
somewhat frayed from
upped the budget considerably on this re- ments of suspense, but they are too few and
much usage. Jimmy Lydon plays the tough
lease, and it should pay dividends at the far between to keep the picture moving
kid leader of a Bowery gang that exists
box office. The film is replete with action fast enough to completely hold the interest on
petty thefts.
Dennis O'Keefe, the new
The top players
and a colorful background, the pace is fast, of the average audience.
doctor at the neighborhood clinic, orders
the direction smooth, the story credible have some marquee value for exhibitors and Jimmy's brother
to the hospital for treatand the players are all on the plus side of the picture's background offers exploita- ment and the toughie, who mistrusts all
tion possibilities.
the ledger in performing ability.
doctors, plans revenge.
He gets a job in
Burgess Meredith turns in a gratifying
Exhibitors
should
find
this
picture
a
the clinic, steals some certificates permitperformance
in
the
lead
role
and
he
has
worthwhile piece of merchandise, and it
ting the bearer to sell food to hospitals,
has numerous exploitation possibilities. The been provided with a strong supporting cast, and sells them to a dealer in inferior produce.
including
Irene
Hervey,
Barry
Fitzgerald,
series is well established and the locale and
When the whole neighborhood, including his
adventure aspects of the story should ap- Robert Armstrong, Raymond Walburn, Esther brother in the hospital, comes down with
Arthur
Ralston
and
Glenn
Strange.
Lubin
peal to average audiences. Herbert I. Leeds
food poisoning, the boy realizes his error and
directed from an original screenplay by
is
responsible for the competent direction,
helps convict the racketeer.
Stanley Crea Rubin and Edmund L. Hartand the well geared screenplay was written
CAST: Dennis O'Keefe, Louise Campbell,
mann.
Jimmy Lydon, Helen Vinson, Roger Pryor,
by Harold Buchman and Samuel G. Engel.
Meredith is arrested for the murder of a Paul Hurst, Edward
Gargan, John Kelly, SelCesar Romero is fine in the principal role.
politician who has been annoying his girl.
mer Jackson, Howard Hickman, Frederick
His faithful side-kick, Chris-Pin Martin,
Irene Hervey. Meredith had beaten the man
Burton, Jack Carr.
provides a number of laughs. Patricia Morup the day of the murder, but did not comCREDITS: Associate Producer, Armand
rison and
Lynne Roberts are two lovely
mit it.
He is arrested and breaks jail to Schaefer; Director, William Morgan; Originfemale decorations for the picture, and
leave the country, thinking his case hopeal
Story,
Sam Fuller, Sidney Sutherland;
R cardo Cortez, Pedro de Cordoba and Inez
However, when Irene finds him and Screenplay, Robert Chapin, Harry Kronman,
less.
Palange are among the many able players
wants to go with him he gives himself up. Eugene Solow; Cameraman, Ernest Miller;
who are helpful to the picture.
But Supervising Editor, Murray Seldeen; Film EdConvicted, he is sentenced to die.
Romero and Martin ride up to a stage- Irene, Armstrong,
a priest, and his friends itor, Edward Mann; Art Director, John Viccoach that has been attacked to discover
uncover the real murderer.
tor Mackay; Musical Director. Cy Feuer.
that one of the men who have been shot is
CAST: Burgess Meredith, Irene Hervey,
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
the spitting image of Romero. Romero takes
Barry Fitzgerald, Raymond Walburn, Robert Good.
the wounded man to a hideout and proArmstrong, Lewis Howard, Esther Ralston,
ceeds to Cordoba's great ranch in the guise
Ed Gargan, Ed Pawley, Don Zelaya, Colin
of his nephew, the wounded man. Lots of
Campbell, Glenn Strange, Joe Downing, Wilwith Frankie Darro, Marjorie Reynolds,
action is contained in the remainder of the
liam Davidson.
Mantan Moreland
film, with Romero finally disposing of the
CREDITS:
Associate Producer, Marshall Monogram
62 Mins.
villains and turning the ranch over to the
Grant; Director, Arthur Lubin; Original
PROGRAM MURDER MYSTERY SUFFERS
rightful heir.
Screenplay, Stanley Crea Rubin and Edmund FROM OBVIOUS AND WEAK STORY MACAST: Cesar Romero, Lynne Roberts, L. Hartmann; Cameraman, Charles Van

Charge of

Vincent Sherman; Au-

story

71

FAST-MOVING NEW YORK STREETS
DRAMA WILL PLEASE FAMILY AUDI-

life

can to put

:<

"Bowery Boy"
Republic

MELLER WITH A FINE CAST FALLS ENCES.
Latest
SHORT OF MARK DUE TO HACKNEYED

DECIDEDLY DIFFERENT STORY PACKS
BEST CISCO KID RELEASE TO DATE; STORY.
PLENTY OF PUNCH AND SHOULD BE
PICTURE
SHOULD ENTERTAIN ANY
A fine cast does everything it
B.O. WINNER.
AUDIENCE.
this picture over, but a routine

'<

ton

CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons; DiHoward Bretherton; Original Screenplay, Ed Kelso; Cameraman, Fred Jackman;
rector,

Editor,

Jack Ogilvie.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, O.K.
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Bond

Film Slock and

New York

1

counted

for

s:;ji:,,oou

of

total.

Stocks and

WB

Stories at
West Cea

ran

Hollywood

THE FILM

Eastman Kodak (6)
lastman Kodak pfd. (6)
Theater Equipment

a

91.300

.

175,700
10,800
1. 210. 500

.•

'

_'N

10

109/
10%

ivA
12'.

00
1.000
:

IKO

pfd

I

(d)

142.300

Fox
Century-Fox pfd.

261.100
32.100

(old)

entui

shooting yesterday, 13 cutting'
awaiting release, four scheduled to
start within two weeks and 35 written, Warners studios begin 1041 with
a new record in production prepareda new
ness. The eight shooting s<
production high at the studio.
Scheduled to start shooting within the next two weeks are "Singapore," with Brenda Marshall and
David Bruce; "Strange Alibi," with
Joan Perry and Arthur Kennedy;
"Bad Men of Missouri," to be directed by William K. Howard; and
"Danger Zone," starring George
Raft, to be directed by Raoul Walsh.

20th

being written are "Foui
Wery; "Full
phen Morehousi
Horn of Glory,"
Life," !>> Robert Blees; "O
th," by
by Ralph Block; "Captain
Buckner and Robert Hunt; "On
'try
II
Chandlo
nd Abem
Heaven," bj
\1
iptain
Waits,"
bj
"Quietlj
Finkel;
rhi
Old
ill's
touse," by

Warner

or

155

i

.'nth

j

Universal Pictures
A
ner Bros
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I

1st

I
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155/
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Date
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2-23
3-15
12-11

1/
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11,100

Film pfd. (I) b

'

DAI1

11 '.

Sim

I.

22.9011

(

With eight pictures RKO

-

I

(2*4)

pfd.

(

Studios

of

a

'./ )

i

2) c
6
)
Loew's, Inc. pfd.
mil
(.43) a
Paramount lsl pfd. (6)
im unl 2nd pfd. (.60)
Pathe Film (.30) a

Working on 35

3,89 5,440

Sales:

Date

Sales

Americ u
Columbia Pictures
Columbia Pictures
lonsolidated
Film

Inc.

Writers

Stock Market

1940

I

the

1941

Yearns N.Y. Stock and Bond Sales

Trading Shows Slump
m Page
Most active trad905,500 in 1939.
ing was in Technicolor and Univer- '1 Corp. vtc.
Sales on the New York Bond Market totalled $7,088,000 last year as
ci mpared with $9,046,000, a drop of
Warner Bros. 6s48 ac$1,958,000.

Friday, January 3,
DAILY:

t

Anions

Ihi

;;

Unit of trading 10 shares.
a Declared or paid so far this year.
b Accumulated dividends paid or declared this year.
Also extra.
d Removed from list during year.
*

i-

New

York Bond Market

$7,088,000

Sales:

1939

1940

B.

Maturity
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Keith.

6s46
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$

Inc. 3/s,
1946
Paramounl Broadway 3s, 1955,
mount Pictures cv. 3/s.
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Pictures*

Technicolor
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Weep." by
"The Widov
R
Edward Kaufman: "Miss Pinki
Squadron." by Barry
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Trivers; "Dive Bomber," by Frank Weadj
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"Thej Died with their Bool
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TO TtlE COLORS!

Fully listed mi Curb Exchange.
Declared or paid so far this
eai

Removed from

to

Albany— Fabian Theaters

held a
Cauilfield,
who left
AntilOlsl

ioin

to

Company

I!.

Tank Regimenl at Fort McClellan.
Divisional manager Lou R. Golding
presented Caulifield with a check for
four we ks' salary and certificate for
payment of Fabian insurance covering

the year.

Howard Feigley, Jr.,
O.
of the Palace theater, and
of the manager of the Rivoli, is
a member of the Royal Canadian

Toledo.

manager

now

Feigley, St\, is chairman
of the Si
3ervice Board for
the S venth District in Toledo.

Air Force.

during the year.

Union Raps Ontario Gov't
Plan

party h re for Warren
Palace
Theater usher,

lisl

Toronto

Train Operators

— Action

government

in

of

Ontario

the

sponsoring

a

school

Nabe Theaters

— Pickets

Detroit
on several

.

James Holmquisl of
hi Theater, Warner circuit,

enlisted in the Navy.

have been placed

A

it

Caroline."

Sand."

Fight

Sunday

Pix

I

Move

—

Spartanburg, S. C. State Sen.
C. Moore, head of the Spartanburg County legislative delegation, states that "any bill proposing
Sunday movies will have my immed
iate

opposition."

Wsin
itdei

Shi

Irving Pichel Gets New Pact
Hollywood Irving Pichel has been
given a new Twentieth Century-Fox

—

contract.

Maryland to Censor
Slot Machine Pix

—

—

THE 111 M DAILY "Miami," and has signed Thomas
Hollywood— RKO's "Palm Beach Lennon to write the script for "We
the Limited." the Ronald Golman vehicle. Go Fast," and Armillita, champion
has has been ret led "My Life With bull fighter, to appear in "Blood and
of

Spartanburg Solon Will

downtown and some neigh- Charles

projectionists is strongly borhood houses by the Building Serby W. P. Covert, business vice Employes International Union.
Toronto local of the projec- Ray Carroll, international represenCovert points out there tative, says the houses covered intionists.
are already 700 qualified projection- clude United Detroit, Balaban, and
Theaters.
ists in Ontario and says with 26 of Wisper & Wetsman
Objectives were stated as a wage
them unemployed at present in Toronto and 15 apprentices shortly increase to $5 a day, an eight-hour
confersix-day week.
tn be qualified, there is no need for day, and a
ence was scheduled with an unconthe Ontario government's proposed
men in 12-month firmed report that a Federal contrain
to
plan
here.
He charges that ciliator was to be sent
courses for $100.
labor leaders here can see only one
motive on Premier Hepburn's part 20th Century-Fox Assignments
ami that is to intensify job comoast Bureau of TUP. FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Twentieth Centurypetition and force wages down.
Fox has added June Carlson to the
cast of "A Very Young Lady," CharRetitle Colman's Film
lotte
Greenwood to the cast of
in

Chicago

Picketed

for film
criticized
agent of

-

Cincinnati
Max Goldberg Falmouth. Ky. exhib., has been called
to duty with the Naval Reset
San-

Downtown, Some

Detroit

'

According to a ruling
Baltimore
handed down by the Attorney General's office, nickel-in-the-slot movies will come under the jurisdiction
of the Maryland State Board of Motion Picture Censors. The ruling was
given

George
Board.

response

in

R.

to

an

inquiry

by

Mitchell, chairman of the

oini

—

Equipment
Maintenance

Building

Remodeling
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1941

FILM EQUIPMENTOUTLOOK BRIGHTER

'41

Unique Features Distinguish Loew's American
Marks
House
Be
PLAIN TALK
Defense Program Demands;
Added by
First

Met.

Area

Executives Generally Predict Further Progress Despite
Exhibitors
National
Cautioned to Place Their Equipment Orders at Once

to

Circuit in the
in Three Years

Loew's, Inc., on Dec. 26, opened
Loew's American Theater with imiressive ceremonies in the East
Bronx, locale
sf the first
tic use the or-

ganization

.

.

about equipment

.

GEORGE

-By

ONG

I

""

MORRIS:

H.

before Bruce Barton entered public

he possessed an unusually solid
including
philosophy on the things of life,
the Important element of business.
life,

—

The advent

Sew York

1941 is responsible for
bringing to the consciousness of this corner
Bartonism, which, we feel, fits
a certain
snugly into the spirit of the year which lies

since the ad-

ahead.

las launched

n

Greater

?ent

some

Official

was

;er

bow
sig-

harry moskowitz

aalized by
he playing of the National Anthem
is the American Flag was raised to
be top of the edifice, and the cuttingiway of the red, white and blue celcphane enveloping the box-office by
(Continued on Page 7)

to

it.'

cross

'never

cross

The world

bridges on

a
is

their

advance of the procession."
If that isn't perchance verbatim,
it
will do, for that is precisely what Mr.
Barton meant in the matter of possessing
imaginations, miles

thea-

the

phrase

the

come
owned by men who

of the
igo
Post Road.

Is

Enlarging

Plastics Activities

DAILY EQUIPMENT NEWS,
veals
tions

—

this:

is

G-E

forthcoming in the 12-month span,
and that this will, barring contingencies, be achieved despite certain anticipated dislocations attendant upon
the national defense program.
The check-up, conducted by FILM

of

"I don't like
bridge till you

;hree years

if

It

Survey of executive opinion in the film equipment field with
to the economic outlook during 1941 discloses a note of
definite optimism that further commercial progress will be

THE FILM DAILY respect

Equipment Editor,

in

business vision.
Business vision is that which is seen otherIt is that
wise than by the ordinary sight.
which has made our industry progress by
leaps and bounds.
It is that which is the
trade's strongest assurance that 1941 will
eclipse in gain and bounty any of its prede-

Plans for the exPittsfield. Mass.
penditure of approximated $400,000 other key officials anent both general
for the expansion of the Eastern fa- and specific business expectancies in
(Continued on Page 5)
cilities of the Plastics Department
of the General Electric Co. have been
announced bv G. H. Shill, manager
'41
The expansion
of the department.
will include new buildiners and eanipment in Pittsfield, and at Meriden,

Green Sees

Conn., and additional equipment in
the Lynn, Mass., plant.
Seventy-five per c°nt of the ex-

penditure will be

where

at

1

made

Plastics

in Pittsfield

Ave.,

General

(Continued on Page 6)

JUST

Alexander Smith

projection

mantle of
ever

In a drive for even larger volume
iusiness than accrued in 1940, Alexnder Smith & Sons and C. H. Masand & Sons will launch an intensive
oint promotional campaign to vividy spotlight in 1941 the merchandise
f both these rug manufacturers.
A salient feature of the campaign
vill be wide showing to rug salesmen
(Continued on Page 6)

decade ago, for example, a
with business vision gave to
and the projectionist a deserved
importance
which it has worn
It was
with increasing luster.

about

company

)f

since

a

—

woven in type; fabricated by
progressiveness; and displayed on the cover
of the American Projectionist by Internaa

mantle

tional

Projector Corp.

We
is

quote: "The Motion Picture Projector
no longer a more mechanical contrivance,
(Continued on Page 2)

A

patch

from Veedersburg,

veyed

the

impression

Ind.,

that

con-

inflation

had burst on that mid-West town,
but the Million was one Joseph,

who

Tokyo Theater from

purchased

the

Cliff Fry.

The new owner clarioned

that he

renovated and

the auditorium.

re-decorated

Reported by York Org.
The report of the York Ice Machinery Corp. fnr the fiscal year endmi? Sept. 30. 1940. shows a gain of
7.5 ner cent in sales, an increase of
20.6 per cent in unbilled orders on
hand, and net earnings o^ $483,122
after taxp«. contrasted with a loss
of $185,077 the year before.
In the company's letter to stock(Continued -on Page 6)

Mees Announces New Process
In Color

Buys Theater!

quick glance yesterday at a dis-

it

was

stated yester-

"That, of course, means projecI say this in no
tion and sound.
spirit of wishful thinking either. In
the last three months of 1940
our company presented to its custo(Conttnued on Page 4)

Trio of

New

Added

to

Finishes
Celotex Line

Three new Celotex Interior Finspecially suited for new and
remodeled theaters, have been added
by the Celotex Corp. to its current
ishes,

Improvement
Million

"In 1941, more and more theater
owners will improve their theaters
where their patrons can 'see and hear

day by Walter E. Green, prexy of
National Theater Supply Co.

Substantial Gains Are

to Further Biz

Big

For Proj. and Sound

the difference,"

cessors.

>k

Warners

Nabe

in

to Build

Youngstown, O.

Film Developing
So Simple to

—

Philadelphia Dr. C. E. Mees, director of research for Eastman Kodak Co., disclosed here on the weekend the attainment of a new, quicker
and better process for developing

Youngstown, O.
Warner Bros.
will build a new neighborhhood the- color motion pictures.
The discovery substitutes a single
ater on the North Side here, scene
production
operation, resembling the

of their early days, at a cost of over

automobile manufacture, for
$100,000. Circuit has purchased the three separate developments formerproperty on the east side of Elm St., ly necessary.

between Broadway and

Bissell,

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 8)

—

New

now

re-

numerous interesting observaby company presidents and

line of

The

result,

Dr.

Mees

(Continued on Page 4)

said,

was

Out

Detroit,

in

broken

been

Wisper

for

Name

ground

has just
construction
of

& Westman

Circuit's

film theater at Southfield and

new
War-

Owners have not yet
ren Roads.
named the house, but that step should
be

a

stand

cinch.
is

christen

the

happens

It

it

the

—

that

the

so

why not

Columbus?

Haven't
circum-

a 1,492-seater,

W & W boys

made

this

stantial "discovery" as yet?
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Ebersons Ready House
For Maryland Community

Wilby-Kincy Theaters

Have Palmetto

in

Work

S.

C.

PLAIN TALK
about equipment

.

.

.

(Continued from Page

cranked

hand,

by

made

or

the simple closing of

knowledge
and

mechanics,

of

The

by

Pro-

and

delicate

a

made with

mechanism

accuracy to handle

and

electricity

charge of

in

is

complicated
tific

operate

switch.

a

Today must have an excellent

jectionist of

optics

1)

to

mable material.

"The
bility

—

for

failure

a

right standards

for

striven

means that

loses

much

the producer,

all

of

its

is

have

artistic

— the pleasure
lessened, — the exhibitor

subject

is

and unnecessary expense,
and property are endangered."

to constant
lives

That pronouncement was,
Projection's

Magna

projectionist

the

enjoyed by

and

of the audi-

commercial value,
ence

the

to

cinematographer

and

actor

director,

measure up

to

Carta, raising as

to

a

his fellow

rank

— and

you please,

if

Improvements Completed

equal

it

to

artisans.

S long as there

is

vision

and

as long as

**

there is genius, filmland will march
Not a sinIt has always done so.
ahead.
gle year in the past decade has been withHere are but a
out notable advances.
few of the 1940 gains: development of
equipment for stereophonic sound reproduction

as

demonstrated

Hall and at the

wood
ment

last

April

in

Academy meeting

103x135 feet in size at Fifth Ave.
and Pacific St. Plans are being prepared by McClelland & Jones, architects, who announce that the new
house will be similar to the Academy
Theater in Los Angeles.

nearby.
in Work
Nanty-G, Pa. A new 500-seat theater is being constructed here by

Penn House

Holly-

June; the development of equipcontrol track systems for sound
illustrated
reproduction, as
by Warners'
Vitasound; the equipment and technique of
recording to give a "space effect" developed
by Walt Disney Sound Dept. and demon-

—

for

estisite

Long

— Ed Long, of the Long
Sign Co.,
working on three new
suburban jobs — the Civic Theater for
Detroit

is

Miskinis, the Carmen for
Philip Gorelick, and the Midtown for
Julius D. London, after completing
a new Soffit and interchangeable sign

Joseph

"

Introducing
in the

D.

F.

*^

to

Midway, and

Steia's

To Remodel Princess
North

Little

Rock, Ark.

— A permit

make

repairs at the Princess Thehas been issued by the city

in

ater

for

clerk's office.
to equipment

Repairs will be made

and the stage.

SHEARER.

Born Decatur,

Montana,

First

i

and re-entered supbiz

ply

in

Seattle,

Purchased
Seattle Stage Lighting
(Simplex
Co.
distribs. there) and
1919.

operated
name
er,

which was

Inc.,

sold

to

Theater
1926.

under

of B. F. Shear-

National
Supply in

In 1926, re-

entered the biz under name of B. F.
Shearer Co., operating in Seattle.
EstabFrisco branch,
Portland, Ore.
1932, and
1935.
Purchased the J. J. Slipper Co., pioneer Los Angeles supply dealers,
1937,
Originated the one-contract plan for equipping and furnishing theaters.
Organization
distributes on Pacific Coast as well as Alaska
and Hawaii.

DAY
'^
to

BUSLER.

Feb.

15,

Florida.

As

Romney, W. Va.
At an early age moved
youngster in grammai

Born

1906.
a

school he operated in a

number

of theater:

the Tampa are:
and since that time
has been
activel)
in

associated

a

filmland.

was an
Then he

Shafer Theater in Wayne.

Berkholtz Is Re-equipping
Platteville, Wis.
August Berkholtz, operater of houses in West
Bend and Two Rivers, is planning a

new

front, canopy, lounge, ventilating system and remodeling of the
entire interior of the Gem Theater
here, which he recently acquired.

Mover.

III.

engaged
film supply biz in Billings, Mont., 1915
Served with U. S. Army more than two year;
1914.

sign for Walter Shafer at the

Maiden Strand Bows
Boston — New Maiden

Heavy -Hitters"

Equipment Arena

—

new

55

CORNER-

with

Initially

exhibitor
gradually

drafted
into
the
supply and equip-

—

ary.

to

More Jobs

LaMantia, formerly associ- on Joseph

ated with Joseph L. Delisi, who operates the Capitol and Family Theaters in this town.
The new house
will open about the middle of Febru-

Carnegie
in

city.

Toledo - - The Ohio Theater, of
which Jack O'Connell and Larry
Jacobs are managers, has just been
remodeled at a cost of $16,000.
The house has been modernized
throughout, with de luxe uniform
service, spacious lounge rooms, comfortable seats, and third dimension
sound and projection. Free parking
facilities
have also been added

Phillip

A

—

Frank Newman,
Portland, Ore.
of the Evergreen Theaters, operating some 39 theaters in Oregon
and Washington, announces that
contract has been let for a 1,500seat house, the Rivoli, at Bremerton,
Wash., known as the Navy Yard
Sr.,

The new theater to cost an
mated $300,000, will occupy a

did

that

Newman Awards Contract
For New $300,000 Stand

By O'Connell and Jacobs
responsi-

great

has a

Projectionist

April.
The Moore-Holcombe Construction Co., of Columbia, has the
contract. E. G. Stillwell, of Hendersonville, N. C, is the architect.

scien-

and inflam-

a fragile

these two theaters.
Construction work will be rushed
as far as possible, according to present plans, and it is expected that
the new house will be completed by

"IN THIS

—

— Construction

Leonardtown, Md.
A new film
A Second Section of THE FILM DAILY work is going forward on the new theater is to go up here and plans
comprehensively covering the equipment field, Palmetto Theater, this city's fourth have already been completed for it,
published every second Friday, except holidays, major movie house, which will
cost it is announced by Kenneth Duke.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc., 1501
House will be a community project
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate, $37,990, according to a permit issued
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Man- by the city building inspector.
The and is to have Colonial style for its
ager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H. permit,
however, did not include motif, in keeping with local historiMorris, Equipment Editor. West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., heating, lighting, plumbing or equip- cal traditions.
ment for the theater.
The theater will have the most
Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.
The Palmetto, according to Robert advanced type of equipment.
Talbert, city manager of Wilby-Kincy
Plans have been prepared by John
Theaters, will be a first-run house and Drew Eberson, film architects in
and will seat 854. It will not have New York City.
a stage, as do the Carolina and State,
and stage shows will be limited to
Spartanburg.,

ment end.
the

He

president

is

ol

United Theatei
Supply Corp., headquartering in TamIs known widely throughout the State
pa.
and employs as his biz slogan: "The Best in
Theater Equipment."

Spill Improves Front
In
Born Chicago, April 16,
D. PECK.
Detroit Julius Spill, owner of the
Strand Thestrated in his "Fantasia"; the further devel- ater has
As early as 1905 was doing
1892.
opened with George A. Delray Theater, has completed new
opment, and commercial production of, the Ramsdell as general manager and marquee and sign, installed by Mil- mechanical and electrical chores in spare
20th-Fox silent camera; the development Chester Bent as house manager.
time around theaters and exchanges of
ler Neon Signs.
automatic slating device for producall scenes by 20th-Fox; application to production of a photo-electric
method for rating the light speed of lenses;
application
to
commercial use of lens
treatment to increase light transmission of
lenses; and the application or use of "black
light" for theater auditorium lighting.

—

C.

Wichita and Kansas
From 1910 to
City.
was
with
1917
Wichita Film Supply
and Universal

of an

tion slating of

Yes, the world is owned by men who
cross bridges far in advance of the procession.

uiTinuu

THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

ii;iii«jki;i

COmi

flG

and

G

I

G

& Supply Co.
on sales and installations. After ArmFilm

WAYNE BRENKERT
in

WALTER

Boston this week
Brenkert Projector to

visited

the new
that area.

demonstrate

to

operators

Erpi,

was

New

in

parents

his

in

York

this

past

week

istice

leaves New York on Sunday
N. Y., on an inspection trip
with construction of Schine's

night for Oswego.

Oswego Theater, and immediately upon
turn to

M. HARTLEY of NTS sales promotion department is en route to the Midwest on company business.

in

in

DICKLEY.

New

Detroit

manager

for

Altec,

York for the holidays and has re-

connection

New

Drew

Eberson,

left

junior

Universal

in

Boston,

and

associated
formerly with

re-

New

partner of John and
York last night for

Norwalk, Ohio.

CEORCE P. REYNOLDS of the Mohawk Carpet
Mills. Inc., was in New York a few days ago
on business and has returned to Amsterdam, N. Y.
JOE HORNSTEIN. head

WILLIAM PATRICK MURPHY, now
with

his

York he leaves for Houston, Texas.

DREW EBERSON,

E.

FRED

visit

JOHN EBERSON

GREEN,

two weeks.

was

to

Brooklyn.

president of National
Theater Supply Co.. leaves New York tonight
for the West Coast where he will spend some
E

turned to his Detroit offices.

"GET IT FHOM NATIONAL"

il

is

in

Florida,

next mid-week.

and

will

of Joe Hornstein, Inc.,
return to New York

traveled

for

Theater SupKansas
Co.,
ply
City and Oklahoma
Yale

Took over
stock of bankrupt
supply house in former with a partner and
moved it to Wichita. Had partner carry-on
City.

while he worked as salesman for Southern
Theater Equipment Co., Oklahoma City
Returned to Wichita, bought out his partner
and so operates Southwest Theater Equipment Co. in Wichita.
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Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Unit of Union Carbide

and Carbon Corporation

INC.

GENERAL OFFICES
New York, N.

3o East 42nd Street,

Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES

utx

New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Si. Louis, San

Francisco

W

EQUIPMENT NEWS

Has

New

Color Film

Friday, January 3, 194
DAILY

Green Seei

q

For Proj. and

Developing Process
(Continued from Page 1)

better quality and less risk of
age to the film.

program
projection whereby

mers

this film is in
three superimposed layers, taking
three images, one directly over the
other.
The top image is taken in
blue light, as the top layer is senThe middle
sitive to blue alone.

image is taken in green and the bottom in red light.
layers

©

•

are

black

and white.
be dyed the

Each layer then has to
complement respectively of blue,
green or red, the primary colors.
The dyes have to be put on separately and under the old process
this required a separate developing
and drying for each color.
Under the new process the film
First
goes into a continuous run.
the black and white images appear.
Next, the film moves along to where
red light shines through the back
layer, which is sensitive only to red
and can be developed to color in this
way without affecting the two layers
above.
In the third stage the blue light
shines on the film from above.
Finally the film passes into green
light, which affects only the middle
layer. A lot of green has to be used
to penetrate, but this does not affect the other two layers which are
already dyed.
The film is then dried and used
in projectors where the dyes reproduce the hues of the original scene.

Congrats

chasing agent since
as a vice-prexy

continue

new

there's

a

Revere

Electric Mfg. Co.,

and M.

R.

Bloomington,

tell

Ind.,

Van

organized by

A. Marker,

Eiseman

R.

F.

are

(latest

factory boys out in

Mills Co. (Soundies solons) placed for 5,000

machines

the

for

RCA

The

us that shipments are going forward daily on

tell

huge order the

amplifiers

activities)

Eiseman, and the Standard Fluorescent Corp., organized by

Walt Sampson and A. A. Bogeaus)

that

purchasing

equipment realm

the

in

40 years, upon his 'lection

for

of org.'s

'cause every time you look up

Chi,

in

formed

bein'

firm

charge

in

general pur-

G-E's

Erlicher,

L.

and an employe

'31,

(he'll

Harry

to

must be roaring out

Biz

this film is developed all the

plain

MANY

•

RCA

The

boys out

new Panoramic Sound

us that company's

theater whirl in that territory with

in

power

Chi likewise

Loop

will receive its first

WB's "Santa Fe

Chicago

Trail" in the

T
YOU

T

T

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.
for drafted men or volunteers who leave the org.'s employ will
receive two weeks' advance salary, normal vacation pay for 1941,
and continuation of group insurance, and, in addition, the men'll

•

•

•

—

gotta

hand

it

to

be reinstated in their former jobs or ones of equal status

(Atta Boy, Harold Boeschenstein!

they return

exec.-al should be

Now

that)

like

Theater o'er on West 48th

St.

— every

when

prexy

that our local

has been substantially improved,

Ken Williams played

sure suited to preview bookings

et

Belmont
the

Eve in Paintsville, Ky., by then
opening his new Royal Theater, and the Blue Grass gang report

RCA Photophone sound equipment
and public address system and
Brenkert projectors are to be installed.

tive of International Seating Co.)

it

was

•

•

•

tion

for

Loew's,

the

Chairs
Tulsa, Okla.— Ralph Talbot Thea-

ters, Inc.,

are reseating the Majestic

land,

LESTER

of

and whose

Inc.,

friends

Glassberg

June

at

ceremony

•

i

i

local

Temple

newlyweds headed

seems that

T

is

right after

it

T

gram

just concluded was accepte<
by America's exhibitors to the exten
of 400 Simplex Projectors, 450 Sim
plex High and Magnarc Lamps, 20<
Walker PM Screens, 300 Bausch i
Lomb f'2 Coated Lenses and, in addi
tion, 150 new Simplex Four Sta
Sound Systems.
"1941 will surely show continue)

improvement in projection and soum
more and more theaters, not onl;

in

because patrons will enjoy the dif
ference where they can see the dif
ference in projection but also be
cause equipment improvement in
theater reacts psychologically. Jus
as a man with a new and attractiv
suit feels greater confidence in him
self, just so the exhibitor with ne\
and modern equipment that meet
with the approval of the publi<
kntws that he has greater assuranci
of profit for his theater. A dressed
up theater inspires greater show

$125,000

never rains but

it

poors

currently theaterless

Witness

That com-

but Nicholas George, restaur-

House

be directly across the street from the

will

900-seater

planned

by

Max

Allen

Bennett

Straight, theater architects, are completing drawings for

and George Larkin for Allen

—

project appears to

which

manship in any exhibitor and mon
showmanship certainly means mon
"Incidentally,
National
Theate:
Co., as always, will be in thi
picture with any new development!
in
new 'control-track' sound nov

Supply

being discussed in Hollywood."

'tis

Marsh-Proctor Improve Three
Oklahoma City Marsh & Proctor

—

operating the Ritz, Okh
and Grand Theaters in Muskogee
Okla., with the R. & R. United cir
cuit, recently purchased a pair o;
E-7 Simplex projectors for installa
partners

lie

in

need

George

Hurdle for the George

to secure o.k. to close

hoped the Town Council will do

T

&

new Okh

Theater to open Jan. 1; and Simplej
Hi lamps and Hertner Transvertei
for the Grand. The equipment was
purchased from the local Nationa
Theater Supply branch.

New

Equip, for Royal
Paul's Valley, Okla.— L. E.

Brew

has

purchased Super Simples
mechanisms, Simplex-Hi lamps, anc
a Hertner Transverter for his local
Royal through the National Theatei
Supply Co.
er

that situation out in Allen Park, Detroit suburb:

munity

Emanu-El

projected

bv the Oklahoma Theater Supply Co.

Never before
did an improvement program mee
with such tremendous and enthusia;
tic response.
The 'Naked Eye' pr<
jection idea in the improvement pro

South, stopping a few days in the nation's Capital.

for the

T
•

our

'round

legion

literally

The bride was attended by her parents,

Dec. 27

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Glassberg, and the
the

are

Oklahoma

Okla., has purchased an RCA sound
system for that house to be installed

screens
an<
as a whole
in National's histor;

ed plastic screen for the

able and affable head of projec-

that

ant operator, plans to build a 1,500-seater at a cost of approximately

fay Acquires New Sound
Oklahoma City John Jay, operator of the Nu-Art Theater at Cordell,

unified

—were

Simplex Hi lamps
Hertner Transverter, Walker mould'

T

Theater here with 800 new HeywoodWakefield chairs, purchased from the
Oklahoma Theater Supply Co. of
City.

lenses

tion in the Ritz;

T

ISAAC,

B.

wed Mis

on the morn

•

H-W

lamps,

that kinda occasion

T

Orders

all

— projectors,

1)

'Naked Eyt
the element

business in 1941.
it's

The Interboro Circuit is adding a
new unit in Flushing, N. Y., to be known as the "Main Street" —
so sez Sol Strausberg, vice-prexy of the operating company
From Detroit comes word that Russell Carr, who formerly had a
seating service there in his own name, and George Knott, formerly
with Donohue Seating Co., have teamed up as the Modern Seating
Service (Carr, y'know, is the son of George W. Carr, representa-

Ferris Purchases Equip.
Charles Ferris, operator of the new
Uptown Theater being built here,
has purchased Super Simplex machines, Simplex 4-Star sound, Walker screen and Simplex Hi lamps, curtain controls and Alexander Smith
wool velvet carpet from National
Theater Supply. House is to open
early this month.

of

i

Theater

practical Santa on Christmas

Settos to Have 2nd in L'ville
Louisville— A new $50,000 theater
under construction here will be a
987-seat house to be known as the
Ohio, and will be operated by George
Settos of Settos Theaters, Indianapolis, owner also of the Vogue here.

its

Big

Sound

(Continued from Page

dam-

The emulsion on

When

'41

Mats For Loew's Rochester

—

Rochester Bids have been asked
by Loew's Rochester for the installation of new rubber mats in the lobby
Local contractors are bidding on th€
job, expected to cost about $2,700.

an alley

Abel Betters His Oaks

—

Columbus, O. Allison Abel is re
modeling and redecorating The Oaks.

—

:
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Equipment Leaders See Brighter Year Ahead
1941 Promises Still Further Business Advances,

C ah ill Credits Equipment Boom to Exhibs.;
Sees Favorable Upswing Continuing in 1941

Says Stevenson

"Thanks to generally improved business conditions and an apparent business
understanding on the part of thousands of exhibitors for the need for modernizing their houses, the outlook for 1941 continues favorable," it was asserted
During latter half
yesterday by Edward C. Cahill, Photophone d. vision manager.
of '40, an unusually large portion of RCA Photophone reproducer sales were to
operators of new houses, either building or planned, he said, and added: "The
industry is continuing to expand its outlets in virtually every section of the U. S."

of Erpi

{Continued from Page

new

the

year.

1)

In some instances

apparent a tenor of prophetic
caution which is the natural outgrowth of conservatism plus a conthere

is

National Defense Program
Problem Will Be Solved,
Company Executives Hold

.

sciousness that the national business
is more dynamic than in so- M. H. GOLDBERG,
President of GoldE
normal times.

manufacturers with a real problem
delayed deliveries and increasing
and this situation will deficosts
nitely not improve in 1941.
"The answer for the theater owner is as obvious as the picture on his
screen and just as important. Every anticipated requirement for additional or replacement equipment
should be covered by firm orders
now while cost and delivery sched-

picture
called

looked-for
hugely outweigh other factors in the
scale, according to the consensus.

But

-

-

withal,

benefits

The following excerpts form a
representative part of the views accruing from the survey
T. K.

STEVENSON.

Mfg. Co.:

—

"Predictions of better business in
1941 are unanimous and rightly so,
since all signs seem to point in that
Yet I believe that a note
direction.
of warning is not out of place amidst
so much well-founded optimism.
"What has been true in the past
will continue to be true in 1941,
boom or no boom. Customers are
not going to force their money on ules are still available to fit every
those who are not ready and willing purse and purpose."
That
to handle increased business.
applies equally to theater owners, H. S. WHERRETT,
supply dealers and equipment manu- President, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.:

—

—

—

President of ERPI:

"In a world where creative effort
has been arrested on many fronts,
it is highly gratifying to observe
continuing progress in the motion
picture industry.

"New dramatic forms; improved
techniques of production and exhibition; forward looking operating polithese advances during 1940
cies
measure the kind of thinking found
both within the motion picture industry and on the part of those who
supplied the raw products from
which the year's motion picture entertainment was made.
"1941 promises still further adEspecially is this true in
vances.
the field of sound recording and reproduction. Stereophonic sound film,
with its associated control track,
first presented to the public at Carnegie Hall in New York City during
the year just closed, is rapidly making a niche for itself as a machine
tool in the service of dramatic ex-

—

facturers.

"The answer

intelligent, sustained selling efforts, and close cois

operation between all branches of
In no other
the theater industry.
way can the industry fully realize
all the possibilities of the coming
era of better business.
"That, I believe, is the thought
we should all keep constantly in
mind, in order to make 1941 a Happier New Year for the entire indus-

problems, resulted in a satisfactory
year during 1940 so far as general
business activity was concerned.
"National defense authorities have
received the full co-operation of the
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. The company's laboratories and plants are
at the service of the Government
and production facilities have been
enlarged in such a manner as to
cope with any reasonable demand
for its products.
"The company's operations in the
closing months of 1940 were at or
near capacity levels as a result of
the steady increase in general business and the outlook is bright for the
early part of 1941. Because of the
highly unsettled conditions in this
country and in other parts of the
world, however, it is difficult to make
accurate predictions for more than a
few months in advance."
C. E. PHILLIPS,

President.

"It

is

DE VRY,
DeVry Corp.:

A.

my

sincere belief that the

motion picture equipment industry,
both theatrical and non-theatrical, is
on the threshold of a greater destiny
and that in 1941, through its medium
pression.
of expression, the motion picture, it
"This, together with a greatly im- will be one of the most effective guidproved economic picture, domestical- ing forces in moulding a more closely, and a vigorous market among ly knit, united, Free America.
"As to business, if the business
our neighbors to the South, lead me
to view the coming year most opti- outlook for 1941 is as bright with
mistically."
others as it is with our company
then the motion picture equipment
industry will set a new, high dollar
JOHN H. HERTNER,
volume record in 1941."
Electric
Co.:
President
The Hertner

—

oi

"There is no doubt but that we IRVING SAMUELS.
are heading into a period of greatly
President, Automatic Devices
increased national income, especially
greater in the earnings of industrial
workers upon which depend largely
the receipts of the theater.
"On the other hand there is the
uncertainty brought about by the action of the Government against certain phases of the industry creating,
if nothing worse, an element of hesitation and fear, and while directed

"Any

Co.:

business forecast projected
into the coming year must necessarily be based upon the effect of world
conditions on our national economy
and the resultant impact on the theater equipment industry.
"The comparatively short history
of the motion picture business has
shown that the industry as a whole
is one of the last to feel the effects
at one part, will affect all others.
of a depression and one of the first
"It is reasonable, however, to ex- to be stimulated by a recovery in
That is
pect that in spite of these handicaps, employment and income.
and prospective increased taxes the bright side of the picture for
are also in view, there will be at 1941.
least a moderate increase in picture
"On the other hand, defense reactivity in attendance, renovation of quirements added to the increasing
equipment, and the building of new demands
from 'improvement-conscious' exhibitors has burdened many
^ houses."

—

rt

—

.

"American industry has made fur- Sales Manager, Peabody Seating Co.:
ther significant progress during the
"The generally brighter business
past year in the face of foreign outlook, as all lines respond to nawars, domestic uncertainties, and tional defense expenditures and the
chaotic conditions in many sections sharp drop in unemployment, points
of the world.
up 1941 as a year of marked prog"Huge Governmental defense ex- ress and increased prosperity.
penditures, coupled with industry's
"Having come to that conclusion,
ability to work out some of its own
(Continued on Page 8)

try."

HERMAN

.

Noel Coward music, Eddy and
MacDonald to sing it what a
combination!
It's the same sort

—

of an all-star combination you
find in
.

.

.

Alexander Smith Carpet

which

is

why you

famous carpet

in

find this

most of the

country's successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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Pic lo Further Biz

WHO'S WHO

Of Alexander Smith

IRVING SAMUELS.
facturers of
curtain

(.Continued

from Page

mach

President of Automatic Devices Co., Allentown, Pa.,

nes.

1)

Audio Productions. The film illustrates Colorama, Alexander Smith's
sales plan for 1941, which is described as the "biggest news in the
rug industry since Floor Plan."
Also shown is the Masland campaign which will feature "settings
of the stars" through a co-operative
arrangement with Paramount Pictures where Masland rugs and car-

Plastics Activities

motor-generators, steel curtain tracks and automatic
Graduated Bethlehem
Born Oct. 15, 1891 in Allentown, Pa.
Graduated 1913 from
Preparatory School in 1908.
Lehigh University in Electrical Engineering and
Business Administration. Efficiency, Engineer, PennElectrical
sylvania Power & Light Co., 1913-18.
ManuEngineer, Air Nitrates Corp., 1918-19.
Became
facturer's Sales Representative, 1919-21.
vice-president of Automatic Devices Co. in 1921

and served

in

that post to 1924

(Continued from Page 1)

Electric already operates the largest
plastics molding plant in the country, Shill said.

The

University and

Junior at Lehigh

a

a

Freshman

at

Beaver

'

Shill.

Truro, N. B„ Is Getting

Third Spencer Theater

College.

be

Nabe

in

to Build

New

Youngstown, O.

Substantial Gains Are

cuit,

Reported by York Org.

L.
(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued

—

f otn

Page

1)

occupied by two apartment buildings holders higher volume and better
owned by D. M. Robins of the War- control over costs are credited for
ner Theater.
the improvement in profits which
The buildings will be razed and a contributed to a stronger position in
modern commercial building and both cash and net current assets.
theater will be erected, announced With sales of $16,163,895 only $1,to their plants.
Typical is Eastman Kodak, where Nat Wolf, Cleveland, division mana- 133,617 greater than in the precedall employes of the Camera Works ger of Warner Bros. Ohio zone.
ing year, net earnings before income
One of the buildings to be razed taxes showed an improvement of
are now required to show passes. At
Kodak Park, the rule has been in was built by Harry M. Warner, $782,682. Working capital increased
effect for many years and at Hawk- whose family lived there for many by $566,792 and the company closed
Eye Works for several months. A years. The theater will have over its year with a larger cash balance
little later, Kodak office employes 1,000 seats of the lounge type, mod- on hand than at any year-end during
will be required to show passes, it ernistic decorations, latest type sound the past decade.
equipment, rest rooms, and air conwas stated.
The management reports that it is
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. also ditioning machinery. Work will be- working on plans to be submitted to
has had a pass system in effect since gin as soon as plans are completed stockholders in a few weeks, conlong before the national defense pro- and approved. The North Side has templating a change in corporate
gram began. Kodak and Bausch & no neighborhood show places.
name as well as a proposal relating
Lomb have been the largest recipito capital structure. "Ice Machinery,"
ents of government defense orders.
it is felt, no longer gives an adequate
Dade Theater to Paramount
idea of the company's field of operaMiami, Fla. S. A. Lynch, head of tions, which now extend into the
Second Ft. Sheridan Theater
Fort Sheridan, 111. An additional Paramount Enterprises, Inc., an- home, the office, and almost every
Paramount has leased industry.
$2,000,000 will be invested in build- nounces that
St.
ings at this pioneer Army camp. the new Dade theater on 36th
While there is a 500-seat theater The building was constructed by the Le Brun Plans 400-Seater
here now, another and larger theater R. G. Witters Co. and has a seatSouth Whitley, Ind.— Don LeBrun
ing capacity of 985.
is projected.
will build a new 400-seat theater
Erwin Fredricks, Chicago, is
here.
State
Hanauer Opens
Open Fort Mitchell House
the architect, and building will begin
Pa.—
600-seat
New
Beaver Falls,
as soon as the necessary steel is
Louisville
The new Four Star
Dixie Theater in Fort Mitchell, has State Theater, owned and constructed available.
been opened by John Loofborow, J. at a cost of $50,000 by Sam S. HanM. Luhn and J. E. Crawford, who auer, who also operates the Rialto
Open New Pahokee House
also operate the Woodlawn in Chev- Theater, here, has opened.
Pahokee, Fla.
New $40,000
iot, O.
Prince theater, has been opened. The
To Rebuild Burned Madera
600-seater is owned and operated by
Grant
Theater at
Madera, Cal. Harvey Amusement
Gold & Dobrow. Don Hiller & Sons,
Rockford, 111.— More than $4,000,- Co. will rebuild the Madera Theater
Pahokee, were the contractors.
000 will be spent by the Government which burned with a $150,000 loss.
at Camp Grant, near this city, for Theater was operated on a lease by
including a National Theaters.
buildings,
additional

Rochester With the tempo of national defense production quickening,
industries here that supply items to
the
motion picture business are
clamping down strictly on admission

—

—

ment of new army and
camps at Debert, about

force
miles
away, and with Truro as the nearest
town.

—

—

Camp

—

Co. of this city has just furnished

Strong Projection Lamps and Strong
Rectifiers to Elstun Dodge's Elstun
Theater in Mt. Washington, O.; How-

ard Reynolds' Family, Grand Rapids,
Mich.; and Harry Taylor's Twain in
Mansfield, Pa.

THE DfillBY COfTlPHnY
Theater Furniture

New Theater Announced
Theater
Hi FILM DAILY
ashington Burea
of
Washington
The War DepartHavana (By Air Mail)— The new
Candido theater situated at Marianao ment has announced that a theater
House seats 1,000. wil be among the buildings conhas opened.
Guillarmo Mesa is the owner-man- structed at the new Air Corps staMesa Opens Cuban

II

'I

Spurlock to Launch House
Midkif, W. Va.— Lon Spurlock
in

Hart Buys Walker Screen
Auburn, Ind. Hobart Hart has ormid- dered a new Walker moulded silver
screen for his Court Theater.
will

part

your theater; make
pay dividends by in-

of

them
stalling

possible

furniture of the best
quality.

it Originality
ir

Smartness

ir

Quality Materials

in

I

Your Lobby, Foyer, office and
rest rooms are an important

with
the best work
the field . .

Executing

PAINTING
DECORATING
.

MURALS

.

.

it Best

Workmanship

it Greatest Values

.

tions at Ponce, Puerto Rico.

ager.

open his new theater here
January.

—
i

Specialists

enterprise
long associated

An

1,000-seat theater.

IHE DfiOBY CO.,
TUDiOS
WEST

42nd

STREET

?•ew

York

IHC.

227 EAST 47th STREET

—

303

air
10

Strong Equipment Chosen
Toledo American Theater Supply

New

—

New

N. B.— The Spencer cirwith headquarters in the local
Strand, mother house of the group,
already operating the Strand and
Capitol, in Truro, N. B., will start
construction on a third Truro theater early this month.
A lot, 59x130 feet, has been purchased as the site.
There will be
about 800 seats, all on one floor.
This circuit already has 21 houses.
Truro is the center of unusual
activity because of the establishSt. John,

Warners
Defense Orders Force
Care By Eastman, 6. &

the
operating at

manufacturing capacity, recorded the largest sales volume in its
history during 1940, it is stated by

daughter

his

Co.,

full

Is

member of SMPE; president of Lehigh County
Ci'pplcd Children's Society; director of the Pennsylvania State Crippled Children's Society; director
His son
Allentown Lodge No. 130, B.P.O. Elks.
is

department of

plastics

General Electric

when he was named

president, which office he has held ever since.

used in the sets of
Paramount's top releases in 1941.
will

manu-

Enlarging

Is

projection

of the nation of a 30-minute motion
picture titled "Right— 100$ Right,"
starring radio's Professor Quiz and
Bob Trout, and already completed by

pets

G-E

EQUIPMENT

IN

City

NEW YORK

N. Y.
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Loew's American Distinctive Architecturally
—

Drew Eberson
Novel Features in

John and
Inject

Architects Worked Under
Direction of Harry Moskowitz, Loew's Executive

Santa and Simplex Seem to Be Synonymous
At Least They Were to Loew's and Paramount

Plans and Specifications

When

Loew's American formally opened in East Bronx on Dec. 26, the procrew was manning Simplex E-7 Projectors with Peerless Hy-Candescent
Lamps, while Type "C" Simplex Sound was also prominent in the theater's new
equipment.
Furthermore, the opening Christmas week of the new Paramount
Beach Theater in Miami Beach found Simplex Sound a feature of that house.
National Theater Supply Co. was the "Santa" in both cases.
jection

(Continued from Page 1)

Bronx Borough President James

J.

Lyons.

Among those who attended the debut at 11:30 a.m. were Postmaster
Albert Goldman, Monsignor Arthur
J. Scanlan, Frank Lowe of the Parkfrom
Development,
and
chester
Loew's home office, Charles C. Moskowitz, Harry Moskowitz, Marvin
Schenck, Oscar A. Doob and Ernest
Emerling.
Loew's American (Parkchester Theater Unit No. 1) is an ultra-modern
2,000-seat film house, seating 1,400
on the main
floor and 600
the balin
c

ony

and

loges.

This theater
is
located in the
heart of the

j

center of the

Par kchester
housing

co-operation among highly experienced entities such as the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., Starrett
staff in caring for "peak" arrivals ated by the designers with an eye Bros. & Eken, the Board of Design,
and seating "breaks." The over-size to production of an auditorium ca- the Construction Dept. of Loew's,
of this reception space also permit- tering to the oral and optical senses. Inc., and John and Drew Eberson.
ted the theater's owners the use of
Appointments Striking
Among the firms supplying Loew's
decorative furniture, conveniently loAll lighting fixtures are in bronze American were:
cated and well within all rules and
and glass. They are unique in style
Seats, American Seating Co.; Carregulations of public safety ordibecause, aside from being proper pet, J. Rosenheim & Co.; Mirrors,
nances.
luminaries, all bulbs are concealed Metropolitan Mirror & Glass Co.,
Public's Comfort Stressed
and the principal fixtures are selfThe auditorium proper is sepa- illuminating so as to show every de- Inc.; Lamps and Accessories, Mutual
Sunset Lamp Mfg. Co.; Furniture,
rated from this grand foyer reception
tail of the well-designed tracery in
room by Walnut doors and all solid the bronze castings and the glass M. Singer & Sons (The Danby Co.,
partitions.
Thus the owners have, trimmings which are profusely used Inc.); Lighting Fixtures, Charlies J.
Winston & Co.; Rubber Mats, J.
at the sacrifice of standee space, arin this theater.
Rosenheim & Co. (Puritan Rubber
ranged for 100 per cent undisturbed
mechanical
equipment,
the Mfg. Co.); Marble, William Bradley
In
presentations of talking pictures.
From this foyer via the grand stairs house has one of the most up-to-date & Son; Millwork, Sloane & Moller,
are fed the patrons to be seated in air conditioning plants, and while Inc.; Signs, The Artkraft Strauss
the loge section, mezzanine lounge heat is furnished through the single Sign Co. of N. Y.; Letters, Adler
heating system of the Parkchester Sign Letter Co.; Pictures, Emery
and balcony.
Patrons find on the main floor con- Development, the cooling units and Blum &Co.; Electric Wiring, L. K.
venient rest rooms, smoking rooms, compressors, together with the driv- Ccmstock; Decorative Painting, Batpowder rooms, checking and first aid ing apparatus and ducts, represent tisti Studios; Hardware, P. & F.
individual installation self-con- Corbin; Projectors and Sound, Nafacilities meticulously arranged for an
tional Theater Supply Co.
comfort, and the business and mana- tained in this structure.
•

|

shopping
rem arkable

Loew's American is a salient example of what can be achieved in
the way of an ideal film theater via

;

!

d e-

v.elop ment

conceived

JOHN EBERSON

and executed
by the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Co., with general design and construction plans prepared by the Metropolitan Board of Design. Starrett
Bros. & Eken were general contractors.

gerial offices are also on this floor.

Auditorium has four extra-wide
aisles with maximum of 14 seats in
a row.
Opera chairs are placed 36
inches from back to back. One should
realize that this spacing of opera

chairs represents one of the great-

For the theater itself, the offices est sacrifices which can be made by
of John and Drew Eberson were em- a theater planner or owner in beployed as consultants to prepare
plans and specifications, and this
firm received advice and worked under the direction of Harrv Moskowitz, chief of construction for Loew's.
Structure has a facade in combination of glazed terra cotta and special face brick on all exposed sides,
and is embellished with highly coljored glazed terra cotta figures composed of figurines in ultra-modern
style, the figurines illustrating the
romantic characters of various nation's folk lore.

half of patrons, because the spacing
reduces seating capacity very considerably, and hence potential revenue;
but it means that filmgoers can enter any row conveniently and without disturbing their fellow amuse-

ment-seekers.

Luxury

NATIONAL
COMPANY

THEATRE SUPPLY

takes pleasure in announcing

the installation of

Keynote
Stage dimensions of the American
Is

E-7's

Theater are: width of proscenium,
ft., height, 30 ft.; width of stage,
ft., and depth from stage apron
to real wall, 30 ft.
The mezzanine
has a general lounge 26 ft. wide by
50
80

Features Advanced Design
90 ft. long. A duplicate set of eleExtreme consideration was given, gant retiring rooms, smoking rooms,
as well as fine expression, to the and powder rooms serve the mezzaarchitectural treatment of nine and balcony patrons.
Lounges, foyers, aisles and retirmassive building, cleverly disguising the auditorium roof con- ing rooms, as well as monumental

general
this

struction; eliminating unsightly appearance of the typical high pres-

fore-steps of the stage are carpeted
with Loew's specially-woven extrasure roof water tank; and avoiding heavy carpet in a conservative patsound-light situations and appear- tern of red and gold hues.
ances which would affect and disMen's smoking rooms have Walnut
turb the Housing Units surrounding pickled oak paneling, and ceramic
the theater.
tile floors.
Retiring rooms proper
Orchestra foyer, 35 ft. wide by 90 have structural glass as well as parft. long, is dedicated to comfort of titions.
Auditorium walls are cov;arriving and departing patrons, and ered with acoustical rockwool and
[is fashioned on a scale not previousdamask fabric.
ly done in the New York territory
General style of the theater's inamong houses of this size, thus avoid- terior is modern and does not lean
ing any possibility of cross-traffic. to any fully-expressed period of
Ingenious arrangement of standee style. While some of the architecbails obviates annoyance to the pub- tural motifs are classic, by-andlic, and eases difficulties of the house large the spirit is evolutionary, cre-

th
tne

in

new

LOEW'S AMERICAN

WyJ^
nnnonflL
i,

^

THERE'S A

THEATRE

SUPPLY
COMPANY

J

BRANCH NEAR YOU

w
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Equipment Outlook Brighter

PROSCENIUM
CHATTER

Substantial Increase
(Continued from Page 5)

we

l/ROESCHELL ENGINEERING

^

inghouse

distributors

territory, report a large

1941.

for

They have

CO., West-

Chicago

the

in

number

of inquiries

just closed a contract

25 h.p. installation of an hermeticallyWestinghouse air conditioning job
for the new newsreel theater, Today, now
going up at Madison and Dearborn Sts.,
under Richard Beck management.
for a

sealed

*

A
in

*

quartette of Martin circuit houses
are currently

being modernized, including sound.
Stands are the 1,200-seat Grand, Fitzgerald, Ga.; the
1,000-seat Martin,
Americus, Ga.; the 900-seat Martin,
Roanoke, Ala.; and the 900-seat Ritz,
Talladega, Ala.

Tom

year-end

I'beral

Way

Flannery

*

gift

of

employes

his

His

cash.

a

White-

many of the top outlets in this
Tom's latest mastadonic job is the
replacement of the huge vertical sign on
to

area.

B

&

K's ace

Chicago Theater.
*

*

*

renovation and installation of minor equipment in the
Elnora Theater, Elnora, hid.. Bill
Vloreke has re-opened the house on
It has been shutpart-time schedule.
tered for several months.
After complete

past

week-end

prises,

Inc.,

opened

Florida

houses,

This

Gables,

—

less

than
the

Paramount

the

— the

last

of

Enter-

new

its

Theater, Coral
week after the gala

Coral

a

new Beach Theater on
premiere of
Miami Beach's exclusive Lincoln Road. Featuring pop-priced nabe shows, the Coral
led off with the Rooney-Garland musical,
"Strike Up the Band."
*

Installation

*

of

a

*

new Bausch

&

Lomb

super cinephor F2 coated lens
has been completed at the Charles
Theater in Montgomery, Ala. It was
scheduled to arrive for the opening of
the house some weeks ago, according
to reports, but its advent was delayed
due to B & L's rushing to fill Govern-

ment

orders.
*

A.

*

L.

is

CLARK.
Manager

President and Sales

The Artcraft Sign

of

Co.:

indications point to a substantial increase of business in all
fields in 1941.
The business indicator stands at an all-time high at the
present and the wages being received

for

his

Nitro

Theater in Nitro, W. Va., Alexander Smith's
Crestwood carpet, Super Simplex projector,
S'mplex High lamps, a Walker Plastic Molded screen, and Irwin chairs. F. G. Williamson's order for a Walker screen, Simplex
Acme projector, Simplex lamps, and Alexander Smith carpet for his Muse-Us, Dayton,
0., has been filled; and the Weaver Bros.'
Plaza in Miamisburg, O., has received a
Walker Plastic Molded screen plus a Simplex
All material was purchased
E-7 projector.
through National Theater Supply's branch

The two murals on either

NATIONAL THEATER
^

(Continued from Page

SUPPLY CO., Innew Superlite lenses

report

dianapolis,

for the Plaza and Trigg Theater which are
operated by Bruce Aspley in Glasgow, Ky.

*

*

*

New

England circuit
operator, is all set for 1941, having refitted his 1,200-seat Upham's Corner
Lieberman,

F.

Theater, Dorchester, Mass., with new
sound plus booth and screen

RVA

equipment.
George Settos, head

of the Settos Cirhas also installed new RCA sound in
Cine Theater, Linton, Ind., and in his

cuit,

Ritz,

Finishes
to Celotex Line

in

Boonville.
*

*

*

The Fairbanks Morse

1)

of the new Loew's line.
The new finishes are Buff,
American Theater were executed by Colonial Green, and Ripple Blend.

Co. have notitheir early model
Diesel engines that they can be rebuilt
into the latest designs without disturbing the original bases on which
the engines are mounted.
Company
also recently streamlined their Ventilaire unit for proper ventilation and
have also made many improvements
in their central station type of air
conditioners.
users

FM

of

Battisti Studios, as well as all of the
These products are intended to prodecorative painting throughout the vide architects and designers with
theater building.
insulation board finishes suitable for
The technique used was that which use on the walls and ceilings of any
was commonly termed during the modern theater.
Renaissance as "fresco secco" paintThe new Buff finish has a light
*
*
*
ing (as oppesed to regular fresco),
glazed surface that harmonizes with
that is, the direct application of waE. Van Hyning is building a new theater
nearly all color combinations.
The
ter diluted paints on a building surColonial Green finish is a light pastel in Ottawa, Kan., and will name it the
face after the surface had been
and is made with the same glazed Tauy Theater. He operates other houses
erected, finished and dried. The nesurface.
Both products are avail- at lola. Parsons and Independence, Kan.
cessity for using this technique be*
*
*
able in Tile Board, Finish Plank,
comes obvuus, of course, since the
Joe Cantor's Emerson in Indanapolis
Key
Joint Units, Mouldings, Friezes,
painted surface had to retain its
has a new front and modernistic marand Ornaments.
acoustical properties.
The new Ripple Blend finish pro- quee, among other features of a
The subject matter of the composiwidespread remodeling job.
tion is painted in grisaille, that is, a vides a random pattern of four
*
*
*
treatment of gray monochromes over varied, harmonious shades. Its surL. and B. Master and Joseph R. Swanson
a red rust background to harmonize face is smooth with a very slight
Ripple Blend is available have organized the Superior Electrical Inwith the general architectural design texture.
dustries in Chicago, and will distribute elecmd other adjacent materials deco- in Tile Board and Plank.
trical devices to the film trade.
rating the wall surface of the audi*
*
*
torium.
Spielman Installs
Sound
Chi.'s radio station WLS have been
Baldwin City, Kan.— J. Ward Spiel- using DeVry projectors in connection
Cuban House Opens
man, owner of the Gem Theater here, with the holiday Neighbors Fund which
Havana The new Velasco Theater, has just installed
new RCA sound. is raised via the air lanes for shows
located in Velasco Province de OriEquipment includes a network of to entertain shut-ins and others unable
ente, has recently opened. Francisco
speakers of cellular construction.
to get to pic theaters.
Negreira is owner of the enterprise.
*
*
*
No Shortage of Equipment Materials

—

RCA

—

—

rooms.

Legendre

South Ottumwa
Ottumwa, la. Construction

A

Tilton In

Cincinnati Bert Fialia is remodeling and redecorating his Alhambra,
Dayton, 0., and installing new rest

—

$35,000

theater

is

under

lift

of

way

a
in

South Ottumwa with plans to open
the 600-seater this month.
Elmer
J. Tilton of Des Moines will operate.

to Build in Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C.
Morris Legendre,
who operates several theaters in

contract for installation of an orchestra
in

Indiana's

awarded

to

new

Hall of Music has been

Theater Supply

National

Co.,

Indianapolis.

*

*

*

Ed

Beatty, prexy of the Butterfield
Circuit, has delegated the remodeling
of their Strand, Lansing, Mich., to

—

Apollo Theater Re-opens
John and Drew Eberson, New York
Belvidere, 111.— The A. L. Hainline City architects. This house is the largNorth and South Carolina with head- circuit, Apollo Theater, has been re- est in Lansing. Under the plans it will
quarters in Summerville, S. C, is opened after a complete moderniza- be thoroughly modernized. Among the

building a new theater
Charleston, S. C.

—

*

C—

A. Osterfeld.

Added

New

the proscenium

Cincinnati.

*

Trio of

side of

in

North

Flater Buys Lamphouses
Spencer, Ind. Claude L. Flater,
*
of the Tivoli Theater here,
O. W. Keelor, member of the part- operator
nership operating the Kal in Kalaska, has installed two Simplex H-I lampMich., has signed with RCA Photo- houses.
phone for new sound, booth and screen
House's modernization O. A. Harrill Building Theater
equipment.
Haw River, N.
0. A. Harrill,
program also includes installation of
Other members of the who formerly operated a theater in
new chairs.
firm are Airs. Ola Keelor and Maurice Gibsonville is building a new house

in

should be resulting in substantial increases in theater revenues in 1941.
"It seems to me that the theater
operator who is on his toes will plan
at once the necessary improvements
to put himself in a competitive position to receive his share of the increased money that is going to be
circulating in consumer circles.
A
substantial increase in the number
cf inquiries being received by our
company, as well as the large increase of new business being put on
our books indicate that operators are
thinking along this line."

his

Loew's American Murals
Executed by Battisti

Remodelling Alhombra

*

Clemens has acquired

FIELD NOTES

by workmen are finding their way
into consumers goods and certainly

fied

Service has a fine year, having supplied

signs

MORTON

it

EQUIPMENT

Business Forecast

*

given

has

equally obvious that
the amusement industry generally
will be benefited. More money in circulation most certainly benefits the
producers and the users of all kinds
of theater equipment.
That's our
prediction."
think

"All

*

Alabama and Georgia

*

in

here.

tion job.

American Seats

for

Shea

standout items called-for are air conditioning and an elaborate change in
the house's front elevation.
Work is
scheduled to start in May.

New

Philadelphia, O.— The Shea
Quaker Theater, now nearing completion, will
Co. chairs.

have American Seating

Holtrey Unshutters Lyric

—

*

*

*

staff of RCA appears right
with that liberal holiday bonus,
which was based on prevailing wages and
length of service with the organization.

The Chicago

pleased

*

$

Waterloo, Ind.
Robert Holtrey
Six F. H. Durkee houses in Baltihas reopened the Lyric Theater here. more are getting new sound.
They
The house has been closed for some are the Arcade, Forest, Patterson, Lintime.
wood, Gwynn, and Fulton.

.

FILE CO,
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NEW TAX DEMANDS ON MAIORS

BRAZIL IN

Zanock Sees Decree Improving Film Relations
THE WEEK
IN REVIEW

Holds the American Scene
Will Predominate in
The New Season's Pictures

Ascap Suit Today?

File

By

I-

H.

L.

===

MITCHELL

Sherman Anti-Trust Act against
BMI, CBS and NBC in Mil-

\scap,

Early trial is exwaukee today.
acted ... On Thursday Federal
ludge F. Ryan Duffy in Milwaukee
lpheld the Wisconsin law providing
pictures award for "The Grapes
'or the licensing of music brokers in best
As a result of his ruling of Wrath."
;he state.

payment of a 25 per cent
icense tax on the $200,000 in fees it

^.scap faces

*

Early Arbitration

*

*

CONSENT DECREE: Ed Kuykenlall, MPTOA prexy, renewed his atack on the consent decree at a Miimi

by Mitchell
Wometco Theaters head

Beach meeting

iVolf son,

.

Hollywood was reported expecting
:xecutive changes under the decree.
Para, will draft a simplified sellng system under the decree, with C.
T. "Pat" Scollard, newly named exec,
.

.

issistant to Neil Agnew, to draft its
jrovisions
Names of arbitration
derks will be disclosed this week
?ilm arbitration tribunals will be
enlarged.
.

.

.

.

%

Requests Expected

called

.

^

.

.

*

ner Bros, in Philadelphia since 1934,
has resigned
to

become

di-

rector of exploitation for

United

for information as to
when protests can be filed with the
arbitration tribunals are beginning
to trickle into exhibitor organization units and a few have been
received by the American ArbitraThe requests so
tion Association.
far received indicate that exhibitors
(Continued on Page 6)

Requests

Maurice K. Gable Succeeds

—

Rio De Janeiro (By Cable) Demands have been forwarded to New
York offices of U. S. distributors

Art-

earnings here during that period
with the threat that unless it is met
all remittances will be stopped, it
was learned from authoritative
sources at the week-end.
Several representatives of Amer(Continued on Page 8)

ists.

m

App
e

n

oint-

t

rr

of

U"

Weshner was

reported to collect annually in Wis-

s

:onsin.

Director

Threatens to Halt Remittances Unless Distribs.
Accept 8 Per Cent Levy

operating here that an 8 per cent
David E. "Skip" Weshner, super- tax, retroactive to 1935, be paid
visor of key-run theaters for War- on the New York offices' shares of

Zanuck said that the number of
(.Continued on Page 4)

Exploitation

By Monroe Greentbal

—

ASCAP: The Department of Jusdee may file its criminal action under
;he

Named

FILM DAILY

DOMESTIC
r

By JOSEPH ESLER
Staff Correspondent
Chicago
"The consent decree
should prove to be a worth while
measure for improving theater owners relations with producers and
Zanuck,
Darryl
F.
distributors,"
20th-Fox vice-president and production head, told The Film Daily Friday en route to New York to accept yesterday the New York critics

WESHNER WILL
TAKE UA POST

to Deliver All

a n n o u need

Friday

by

63, Asserts

Monroe

Blumberg

Green thai,

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood The 63 pictures announced by Universal at its sales
"SKIP" WESHNER
Wesner takes
convention last summer will have
over his new duties on Jan. 13.
been delivered by the end of AugWith Al Margolies in charge of ust, President Nate Blumberg an(Continued on Page 4)
nounced yesterday in asserting that

director
of
a d v ertising
and publicity.

West Coast Bureau

—

(Continued on Page 8)

700 Theaters to Co-op
In Polio Fund Drive
Co-operation of more than 700 of

M-G-M

Sets Rental Plan
For "Land of Liberty"
Rentals

for

"Land

of

Liberty"

New York- will be designated according to
budg- Dave Weshner in Philly
New Jersey area was pledged yes- grosses established at its test runs
ted for television experiments
terday in the drive to raise funds in Williamsport, Pa., Evansville, Ind.,
3udy Vallee has entered the autoMaurice K. Gable has been ap- for the National Foundation for In- Memphis, Tenn., and Portland, Ore.
natic projections field
M. J. pointed supervisor of key runs in fantile Paralysis. Plans for partiM-G-M, which is distributing the
VIeehan's holdings in K-A-0 and his Philadelphia for Warner Bros., suc- cipation in the "March of Dimes"
(Continued on Page 6)
iptions have been taken over by
Weshner who will head campaign were set at a luncheon
UA reported a three-day ceeding Dave
\tlas
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 8)

MISCELLANY:

$8,000,000

is

.

.

.

.

.

the 1,200 theaters in the

.

.

.

.

jross on "The Thief of Bagdad" of
5597,000
will retain its
budget levels for 1941
N. Y. City
llm critics voted "The Grapes of
Wrath" the best picture of 1940;
.

MPPDA

.

.

.

.

.

'The Baker's Wife" the best foreign
anguage picture; John Ford's direcion the best; Charles Chaplin as givng the best actor performance and
Catharine Hepburn the best bv an
ictress. Special award went to Walt
Disney and Leopold Stokowski for
'Fantasia"
Twelve new members
.vere elected to board of the M. P.

'Big 5' Freed in Crescent Suit

.

ult

.

.

"Ascap on Parade" Set
For Indie Radio Stations

—

Complaint
Nashville, Tenn.
against the "Big Five" distributing
companies and their subsidiaries in

.

.

from proposed

legislation.

than 2,500 theaters have
the Motion Picture Committee Co-operating for National Defense, headed by Joseph Bernhard,
general manager of Warner Theaters.

More

Charges Dismissed; Main Suit Not Affected

suit
anti-trust
the Government's
Ascap will go on the air over in- against the Crescent Amusement Co.,
dependent radio stations with its were dismissed Friday by Federal
own "Hit Parade" to be called "As- Judge Elmer Davies in two orders.
Academy
Mass. may finally cap on Parade," Gene Buck, presiThe first order dismissed the Govabolish its blue laws.
A probe of dent of the society, announced Fri- ernment's complaint against Para:heater games in the state may re- day night. It will be a weekly fea- mount Pictures, Paramount Film
.

2,500 Theaters Join
Defense Committee

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 6)

joined

The Committee, which has completits local organization throughout
the country, is out to obtain a signed
pledge of co-operation from every

ed

in the U. S.
Harry Brandt, chairman of the organization committee, is supervising
the field work.

exhib.

Monday, January

6,

1941

DAILY

m The Kroadway Parade n
and Distributor
Love Thy Neighbor (Paramount Picturesi
4th week
Santa Fe Trail (Warner Bros. Pictures)
3rd week
Victory
Paramount Pictures) 3rd week
Philadelphia Story
Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) 2nd week
Comrade X
Metro-Gcldwyn-Mayer Pictures) 2nd week
Little Nellie Kelly
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
2nd week
Chad Hanna (Twentieth Century-Fox)
2nd week
N ght Train (Twentieth Century-Fox)
2nd week
The Lone Wolf Keeps a Date (Columbia Pictures)
Three Men From Texas (Paramount Pictures) (a)
Picture
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HOLLYWOOD,

Calif
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Flight

Astor

(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer

Pictures)

—
—

Pictures)

Invisib'e

No,

Bros.

of

Playhouse
Playhouse
Little
Carnegie
St.

Miami

Ambassador

Dual

(b)

bill.

Subsequent run.

(c)

Metro

Is

Dismissed

Charlotte— The

do pfd
Cen. Th.
Loew's,
do pfd

14
33'/2
1

pfd.

97

2nd

pfd

11

'/8

93/8

RKO
20th
Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ.

1

1st

Pathe Film

Pict. pfd.
Bros.

Warner
do

139
:

Eq

Inc

Paramount
Para.
Para.

138

3%
6%
18%
140

.

.

.

3«/4

32%

14
33 Vi

+
+

10%
96%
10%

1iy8

-f-

97

123/8

lS/8
1

S/
8

+ %
11
+ %
9% 9% + %
3%
6%

18%
138

3%

3% —
6% +

18%
138
3'/4

y

4
3/8

%

-f-

+

+

3
Vb

pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith

Lcew's

B.

F

ref.

deb.

6s46

3%s46 104% 104%

B'way 3s55
Para.
54
Para. Picts. cv. 3Vis47 96
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

54
96

1045/„

+ %

54
96

Technicolor

9'/g

9%

9%

—

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts

6
16

6
16

$250,000

suit

of

Leggett Blythe, Charlotte author
and newspaperman, against Loew's
and M-G-M, has gone off the docket
with the signing of an order of
dismissal by Judge H. H. Anderson
of Federal District court.
Blythe charged unauthorized and

Hall

Strand

Roxy
Rivoli

Criterion

5th

Ave.

Playhouse
Rialto

(a-b)

Palace
Palace

Jan. 9 (a)

Follows current

bill.

6
16

Schenck and Moskowitz

use

of

Great
Ex-

attorney,

left

for

CEORGE KALLMAN,

RKO manager in
RKO

former

is

expected back

from

week from

this

HERMAN ROBBINS

is

due

in this

morning from

Miami.

ROSARIO

and ANTONIO, Spanish dancers,
on the Coast yesterday to begin work
Metro's "Ziegfeld Girl."

arrived
in

STANLEY W. HAND,
tive,

is

vacationing

HOWARD

DIETZ,

of
promotion,
Friday.

in

Altec staff

M-C-M

entrained

representa-

Florida.

executive in charge
the West Coast

for

V4

in

It is understood Blythe and the
defendants reached an agreement to
end the litigation, but that a formal
order of dismissal by Judge Anderson was necessary to that end.

Trial of Joseph M. Schenck and Montevideo to Cash in
Joseph H. Moskowitz will start on
Argen. "Dictator" Ban
Feb. 10 under agreement reached by
the Government and the defendants'
Montevideo (By Cable)
With
counsel, U. S. attorney John T. Ca- Charles Chaplin's
"Great Dictator"
He declared that banned in Argentina, Uruguayan
hill stated Friday.
the trial in all probability will last film men are planning to show it
between two and three months. It here starting Jan. 15, and expect to
was also stated that the Government attract thousands of Argentine fans
had elected to proceed on the count across the River Platte to see it.
charging tax evasion, and that no Boats plying on the river are preevidence of alleged perjury would paring to handle great crowds of

—

Argentinians.

to

Weigh

Situation Effect

—

A. M. Schuman presidExecutive secretary Lawrence
C. Caplan reports that recent developments in the Ascap situation
and their bearing on exhibitors will
be discussed at the meeting, as well
as impending legislation. Report of
ant,

with

ing.

the membership
be given.

campaign

will also

the

case, after a 10 days' trial that resulted in no decision bv the jury, in
1939.

On

Conn. Allied

Ascap

First of a series of meetings at
which Paramount's sales staffs are
New Haven Allied Theater Ownto be instructed in the methods of
ers of Connecticut will hold its
selling under the consent decree was
held Friday in the New York ex- first regular luncheon meeting of
change.
Others are to be held in the new year at 12:30 p.m., tomoreach branch.
row at the Hof Brau Haus Restaur-

material

Trial Starts Feb. 10

be introduced.

the

CERARD DARROW and other members of the
"Quiz Kids" program arrived here Saturday
morning to work in a Paramount short.

Lou Phillips, Paramount attorney,
left Friday for Madison, Wis., where
from his the La
Crosse anti-trust case gets
book, "Marshal Ney: A Dual Per- under
way today. Following the
sonality," in the production of "The trial,
Phillips will cover a number of
Bravest of the Brave," a short.
Western exchange centers where he
The case was referred to Judge will discuss the decree with the
Anderson by Judge John J. Parker salesmen.
of the Circuit Court of Appeals after Judge E. Y. Webb of Federal
Greenhouse to Chile;
district court several months ago
voluntarily "disqualified" himself to Kallman to P. I. for
illegal

conduct further proceedings

Picts.

Sonotone Corp

PHILLIPS,
Paramount
Madison, Wis.

in

on

Chile and newly appointed manager for
in
the Philippines, arrives here shortly
Santiago en route to Manila.

Paramount

RKO

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

manager

DAN CREENHOUSE, newly appointed manager
RKO in Chile, left last week by plane for

Capitol

Music

Paramount Holds First
Of Consent Decree Talks

Blythe Suit Against

Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2 %)

139

Friday

HARLEY,

L.

for 20th-Fox, is due here
January 13 from Lisbon.

i)

Co.umbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

Kodak

FRANCIS
Britain
calibur

JACK COHN

Am. Seat

East.

Hampshire.

Florida.

(c)

9

New

for

(c)

Pictures)

man-

Miami.

in

Santiago.

—

—
—
Woman (Universal
Pictures-Wilcox)
(RKO
Radio
—
Jan.
Nanette
—
the Black Parrot (Warner

division

producer of The
York Friday
Year's at his farm in New

New

after spending

World
55th

Arizona (Columbia Pictures) (c)
Second Chorus (Paramount Pictures-Morros)
Jan. 15
Four Mothers (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Jan. 10
Jan. 9
Hudson's Bay (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Kitty Foyle (RKO Radio Pictures)— Jan. 8
Texas Rangers Ride Again (Paramount Pictures)
Jan. 8
Jan. 13
Night of the Mayas (World Pictures Corporation)
No,

Chg.

Close

Command

LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT,
March of Time, returns to

Broadway

—

——

Eastern

vacationing

is

FRANK N. PHELPS, labor adviser for Warner theaters, left last night for Cleveland and
other Ohio cities for a week's trip.

LOU

week

FUTURE OPENINGS

The Case

Net

Low

—

—

la)

High

—

Dictator
(United Artists-Chaplin)
13th
(Walt Disney Productions)
8th week

—

The

(.QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, JAW
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Rialto

Central
Central
Palace
Palace
Bryant

The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)
45th week
They Met on Skis (Mike Mindlin)
3rd week
The Mannerheim Line (Artkino)
3rd week
Hotel du Nord (Juno Films)
2nd week
Ecstasy (Eureka Productions)
2nd week

LONDON—

TINANCIAL

-Globe

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

\ ork.

Representatives:

Creat

Fantasia

THE

Ralph Wilk, (.425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Ernest \V. FredGranite 0607.
man. The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
MEXICO CITY— MarcoMarsonlan
(12).
Aurcho Ualindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sind?
calismu, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Roxy

TWO-A-DAY RU1\
The

WILLIAM SUSSMAN,
ager for 20th-Fox,

Hall

Capitol
Criterion

—

—
—

Street (Film Alliance of the U. S.)
(a)....
The Letter (Warner Brcs. Pictures) (a-b)
One Night in the Tropics (Universal Picturesi (a-bl
Break the News ITrio Films)

as
matter,
Sept. 8,
193S
at
the
New York, N. Y., under the
Terras (Postage free)
3, 187V.

New

Rivoli

Music

Larceny

United

Filmday,

Strand

—

—

I

(

DONALD

and G0ll)G

Paramount

—

—

I

COmiRG

Theater

Chi. Censors

See Fewer Pix
Chicago
Chicago Censor Board
posts in the RKO foreign field. reviewed 1,491 films last year comGreenhouse, manager in Manila, has pared to 1,626 films reviewed in
been named manager for Chile by 1939.
Phil Reisman, foreign department
head.
Kallman, now manager of
Chile, will take over the Manila office.
Greenhouse is now en route to Santiago and Kallman will depart for the
Philippines upon
the arrival
of
Greenhouse in Chile.
Dan Greenhouse and George Kallman have swapped their respective

Grainger to Hold Sales
Meetings on "Sis Hopkins'
FILM DAILY
R. Grainger left for
hold "Sis Hopkins"

West Cm,st Bureau of THF.

Hollywood

—

J.

Dallas, Texas, to
sales meetings with

Republic's
exchanges starting in Dallas first
and then on through the South before heading East.
all

—

From

THE FILM
DAILY to
Loretta Young
Fred Niblo

Ruth

Hiatt

Ludwig Berger
Stanley Smith
Ben H. Serkowich

I

I
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raB
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HOUR" sells

"THE KATE SMITH

^8PP*

the story

.

.

.

sells

the

title

to

its

the stars

.

sells

.

.

millions of listeners

over 91 stations of the Columbia Broadcasting System

on Friday, Jan.

MARCH
in

and BETTY FIELD,

in

10, 8 to

9 P.M.,

E.S.T.

person, will play their

FREDRIC

own

a dramatization of the season's most exciting picture

about which the N.

picture

vation!" Tell

in

.

.

.

According
scientific

.

the

says,

and tune

great coast -to -coast exploitation stunt

PARAMOUNT BUSINESS

.

"One of the best
hereby recommended without reser-

Y. Daily

and is
your town to tune

pictures of the year

News

.

roles

.

.

.

in

yourself on this

ANOTHER SMASH

BUILDER!

to

estimates

S5i»t«L«

-'SK!

'

SWCedncHavdwcKe
jeromeCown
OitertedbylotoCtomviett

AN

ISLAND TALE

i««eDh Conrad
. l.
by Josepn
the Novel

Screen Play

_^«
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Weshner Gets UA

Zanuck Sees Merit

Exploitation Post

In

mtinued from Page

I

i

tising will now function
direction.

under Green-

theaters

for

years and like
considered one of the
13

Greenthal is
ading exploitation figures in the
He has held executive
industry.
positions with Warners in the north"in New Jersey, New York, Wisconsin and upper Michigan terri1

tories.

ad-publicity-exploitation director for
He has
Warner Bros. Theaters.
been in Phillv for Warners since
1934.

•

•

FOR whatever

•

posterity

iilm

released
albeit

we

lyrical

for

phrase

of

the

loss
to

and system of projection for thirddimensional motion pictures in color
is reported to have been achieved
here by Marcel Mircea Solomon, Ru-

manian inventor.
Technical and optical modifications
projectors are said to be essenin presenting images on the
necessary
the
that
screen,
but
changes are not unduly elaborate.
Theater patrons, it is asserted, are
able to view the picture without the
aid of any colored spectacles to create the third-dimensional effects, nor
does projection depend upon any
material in suspension or upon glass
to

tial

reflections

Black-and-white films when photographed, processed and projected
via

the

same

Solomon system have the

three-dimension

color films so prepared,

Four U.

as
claimed.

qualities
it is

major companies have

S.

been offered the process, according
They are Parato sources here.
mount. M-G-M, UA and 20th-Fox.

Waterstreet to St. Louis
Kansas City Irv Waterstreet, MG-M exploitation man, leaves the
Kansas City branch to join the St.
Louis office in an exchange with

—

Claud Morris, who returns here.

BELLS

such perfect ray

of

permitted

it

According

to

a

the

of

chat-

be so treated

some

9,000

GWTW
That's a

But, on the other hand,

of the admissions

to

an

analysis

by

knows about

all

there

to

is

borrow

to

T

T

it

is

'bout

but

it's

yet to grab

Howard

Metro's

know

who

Dietz

GWTW

a

full

have yet to view the Selznick sensation in our native
and it is sincerely expected that close to one-third
who have seen it once will repeat the experience
which
gives an idea of the vast untapped reservoir of revenue to come
Mister Dietz in truth is a Moderate
For example, he
openly concedes that when a novel sells close to 2,500,000 copies
and then from it is made a movie that really tells the story
well, after that the publicity and advertising
of the book
isn't so difficult
When any promotional solon takes such a
modest and moderate view as that
then you can well believe him on the matter of other points statistical
Exhibs.
who might, even at this late date, be prone to underestimate the
public's ravenous appetite for GWTW
should realize that the
Metro advertising on the "first round" of the film cost less than
$250,000
which is not as much as has been spent in promoting
50,000,000

pastures

many

—

large productions

T
•

•

tising

•

DISCUSSING

director

of

gagements

T
"first

round"

Loew's Theaters

unprecedented power
struction

the

of

GWTW

each theater had

job probably

unveils

He says
to

build

totalling $100,000

in

Oscar A. Doob. advermore evidence of the
that

special
the U.

for

the

road en-

box-offices
S.)

con-

(a

build racks

number and letter seats and aisles at five
cents a seat
Then each theater had to employ from six to 10
extra employes to handle mail orders, phones, etc
and as many
as 12 extra phones were installed in each theater
The Loew
circuit alone placed an order for 5.000.000 reserved seat tickets
to

hold the tickets

plus

probably the largest single order ever recorded

Things

like

• • • AS usual
York Film Critics

in the snooty

of the

ITOA

Leo Schultz

of

office
is

Winnie Friedman
in New York and

announced.

would distribute two Howard Hughe
and an undeterminec
number of films to be produced b;
the Ronald Colman-Claude Colbert
Charles Boyer combination.
Discussing picture trends, Zanucl
expressed the opinion that the Amer
ican scene would predominate it
1941-42 production plans. He adde<
that when he said "the Americai
scene" he meant the Americas
North and South, and said that th<
company had produced "Down Ar
gentine Way," was now working oi
"The Road To Rio" in Technicolor
and had other pictures in mind wit)

He alst
a Latin-American locale.
said that a new Technicolor produc
tion with Betty Grable, picture ten
tatively entitled "Miami" is beinj
prepared for production.
Zanuck asserted that he believet
"Tobacco Road," which has beef
completed, would be one of the com
pany's greatest money makers. H<
said that production on "The Grea'
Broadcast" would be started upoi
his

return.

With his secretary, Edward Legge
wie, Zanuck planned to fly back t(
the Coast after the critics' presen
tation last night.

Maurice

K.

—

Kansas City Ruth Kelly, cashier
at the local Universal office has revealed her marriage in March last
to C. E. Hollingsworth.

Rainbow Room atop Radio

in filmland 'round these parts
was on hand for the
ceremonies on the air and conviviality on the revolving floor
As we have said in the wake of each of the Film Critics'
parties
when better social shindigs are given
those
cinema scribes will give 'em

—

Gable Succeeds

Dave Weshner
(Continued from

in Philly
l'aiic

1)

United Artists exploitation department in New York.
Gable has been with Warners
about 10 years and currently is manager of the Boyd Theater. He formerly managed the Earle and Palace
Theaters.

Cash Quiz In Two Spots
New Haven — Sam Lind

reports

Cash Quiz has gone into the Strand,
Gloucester, and Strand, Skowhegan
as a regular weekly feature.

TO THE COLORS!
—

New

yesterday afternoon
on the occasion of formally
bestowing their awards
matched in glamour, gaiety and
grandeur their receptions of the past
Everybody who is

anybody

1)

productions

Kansas City Jack Beiser, office^
manager of Columbia's exchange had
resigned his position to join the 100th
Engineers, as a Second Lieutenant.

City

Engagement

Page

the

V
the annual party hurled by the

<>m

features the company would produc
for 1941-42 and size of the budge
would be determined by Presiden
Sidney R. Kent, himself and othe
studio executives upon his return t
the Coast.
He said the compan;

foregoing aren't effected for any diamond bracelet Woolworth sells

Y

WEDDING

—

most

picture

the

Baby

A gem

the

less

• • • DURING its so-called roadshow whirl
was seen by about 25,000,000 entertainment-seekers

New

cal perfection of a printing process

doub

is

would certainly be to the operators
whose screens it is soon to go

mighty impressive number

— Practi-

to just that

scales for the opus

sell.

Were

relief

be generally

any instance whatever

in

speculation in the trade

stands

bold

in

will

you please

If

Dorothy Field

should not become

a sizeable fraction

Bucharest (By Air Mail)

GWTW

GWTW

screen history

a diamond bracelet Woolworth doesn't

serene

out

what amounts

because

think

in

Rumanian

Inventor Claims
Color Process Ready

at least

be noted among

will

stand

minimum admish

guiding the

is

unique property

tel

1941.

will

17th

the

— or

to theaters

M-G-M

and properly,

the

Friday

its

T

January.

else

on that day the celluloid colossus

for

is

Weshner's industry experience has
covered a wide range of activity,
extending from production manager
in Hollywood to general manager of
GO houses for Stanley-Fabian and

T

T

thal's

Weshner has been with Warner

Consent Decree
(Continued f

publicity and Weshner heading expromotion,
sales
ploitation
ami
both departments as well as adver-

194

Kansas City

—

Bill

Smith, operator

of the Plaza Theater at Searcy, Ark.
Jack Bomer, assistant manager o:
the Rialto Theater at Searcy, Ark
Frank Kennedy, assistant manage!
of the Plaza Theater at Datesville
Ark.; all of the Commonwealth The
aters Circuit, resigned to enlist ij
the U. S. Army.

PUT THE SPOTLIGHT ON

• The

owner

successful theater

real-

how much his profits depend upon
good projection. That is why you will

izes

High Intensity projection
most successful theaters.
find

The

fast

moving

colorful

in the

modern

/

productions demand the abundance
of snow white light that can be obtained only from High Intensity projection. Clear, comfortable vision is
assured and that means satisfied
patrons who come again and again.
This repeat business is what builds

box

i

office profits.

High Intensity projection
able

»f

at

/
is

avail-

low cost to every theater,

small and large.

With the new "One

Kilowatt" arcs even the smallest
theater can now afford to cash in on
the dividends that will accrue from

High Intensity projection

Ask your

light.

dealer for a demonstra-

modern projection light.
See for yourself what a vast difference
it makes in your pictures and how

-j*>

tion of this

little it

costs to be

modern.
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The words

"National"*, "Suprex" and "Orotip"
Carbon Company, Inc.

are trade-marks of National

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

NATIONAL

CARBON

Unit of Union Carbide

GENERAL OFFICES

COMPANY, INC
30

and Carbon Corporation

East 42nd Street,

New

York,

N.

Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES
New

York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco

)

)
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"Big 5" Dropped

Early Arbitration

f ii.v urn nee

Requests Expected

Boston
Meyer Gruber and Arthur E. Gerome have closed a deal with the
Massachusetts Casualty Co. for Insurance Nights at Massachusetts theaters.
Plan will automatically insure for cne week every patron attending the theater
en nights specif ed. They point out that a patron attending for 52 consecutive
weeks would automatically be covered by a $10,000 policy for one year.

\iyhts. .Voir Mass. felon, dives

SI 0.000 Protection for 52 Wks. Attendance

mtinued from Patic

—

1

expect to take advantage of the arbitration setup when it starts to
function Feb. 1, but the opinion pre-

From Crescent
i

It

was pointed out by the

Screen "Names" to Appear M-G-M Sets Rental Plan
For "Land of Liberty"
AAA In New Can. Air Shows

companies.
Columbia,
with
Controversies
United Artists and Universal can
be arbitrated under the regular AAA
rules if both parties in the dispute
agree to arbitration and to abide by
But none of the sothe decision.
called "Little Three" can be forced

—

ontinucd from l'a<ic
.Montreal
Paul Muni will appear
a radio version of Ibsen's "An picture for the motion picture indusEnemy of the People'' to launch the try, is asking exhibitors to voluntar"Theater of Frteedom," new Can- ily increase the rental if its designaadian Broadcasting Corp. air show tion is too low and, by the same line
next month.
Programs will draw of reasoning, M-G-M will re-desigheavily
Hollywood and New nate it to a lower bracket if the renton
al appears too high
York screen and stage "names."
Net proceeds of the picture are to
Other plays will be Galsworthy's
"Strife" with Douglas Fairbanks, be used for war emergency welfare
Jr.,
Maxwell Anderson's "Valley work. Picture is to be released naForge" with Philip Merivale; Sir tionally on Jan. 24 It was sponsored
and edited by Cecil
Robert Vansittart's "Victoria the by the
Great" with Anna Neagle and George B. DeMille. Cast includes practically
every Hollywood star cf the last deSanders, Herbert Wilcox directing;
cade, presenting highlights in the exJohn Drinkwater's "Abraham Linpansion and progress of the Amercoin" with Walter Huston; George
ican nation.
i

1

in

arbitrate.
This ruling

also

applies

to

dis-

putes with the consenting companies
if the controversy involves a situation not covered by the decree. But
clearance, forcing of shorts and other
problems will be subject to arbitration on Feb. 1.

ment, also stated that the distributing companies had made a satisfactory settlement with the Govern
ment in the New York equity suit

Arnold Asks for More

Find Out What Decree Really
Means, Urges Arthur Howard
ness

— Arthur

K. Howard, busimanager of Independent Ex-

Boston
hibitors,

Inc.,

operation of
Steps to find
decree really

calls

for the full co-

members in taking
out "what this consent
means." Howard says,
all

MPPDA

Vigorous Anti-Trust Drive

—

Assistant Attornej
Washington
General Thurman W. Arnold askec
support for a vigorous anti-trusl

j

drive in the anti-trust section o:
the Department of Justice annua
report submitted to Congress Friday
He warned that defense spending
opens the door to greater concen
tration of industrial wealth and

|

Bernard Shaw's "Saint Joan" with
Katharine Cornell; Arch Oboler's
"This Precious Freedom" with Raymond Massey; Shelley's "Hellas"
with Eva La Gallienne and McLeish's
"The Fall of the City" with Orson Welles.
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
and Charles Laugh ton also have
promised to appear in appropriate
vehicles.

1)

main suit.
Hughes, representing the Govern

.

to

ontinucd from Page

Distributing Corp., Loew's, Inc., RKC
R?dio, Warner Bros., Vitagraph anc
20th Century-Fox. The second ordei
directed that four paragraphs of th<
complaint filed here on Aug. 11, 1939
and referring to the defendant distributors, be stricken from the orAssistant U. S. District
iginal bill.
Attorney General O. W. Hughes said
however, that the stricken sectior
did not remove the "body" of th«

vails that the demand for arbit ration will be comparatively light.

that an exhibitor can ask for arbitration on any issue contained in the
consent decree, provided the dispute
concerns one of the five consenting

(

Suit

Columbia Buys Two Stories
West Coast Bu-cau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Columbia Pictures has
bought screen rights to two stories
—
"Trinindad," an original by Cy

power.

which Sam Bischoff will "U" Pacts Evelyn Ankers
Hollywood Universal has signed
and "Obituary" by Jerry
Sacheim which Jack Fier will pro- Evelyn Ankrers, British actress, to
duce.
a term contract.
Bartlett

—

produce;

All the actors and actresses will
come to Canada for the productions,
"There is no present evidence that
which will be presented on Sundays
any exhibitor group in the country from
9:30 to 10:30 p.m.
find this out. much
is

taking steps to

to extract from it whatever
benefit there may be in it for the
exhibitor."
Howard adds, "The full co-operation is essential to a satisfactory fulfillment of Allied service in connection with the decree."
The New England unit is prepared to aid theater owners to obtain any necessary relief via the
arbitration route, it is stated.
less

Expect Colo. Legislature
To Get Industry Measures

—

Denver Biennial session of the
State Legislature now on is expected
to get several bills affecting the-

Hub Houses

in Battle Royal
With Full Sugar Bowl Game
Boston

— This

normally staid

metropolis went cinematically berserk on the week-end as
fans jammed pix houses to see the
full record in films of the Boston
College-Tennessee Sugar Bow] game.
A promotional battle-royal, more
spectacular than the game itself,
was staged locally 'twixt Joe Di Pesa
publicity director for Loew's State
and Orpheum, and Mullen & Pinanski, operators of the M & P The-

Both sides tried to steal the
and wound-up not only
with going in for big and important
ater-.
newspaper space, but racing one anExhibs are now paying a 2 per other
with prints from the airport.
the
admissions,
cent sales tax on all
By the time all the excitement was
money going for old age pensions, over, the B. C. -Tennessee pix
were
and a recent poll of lawmakers indi- playing on most of
Boston's screens,
cate sentiment is against raising
the racers got 'em first.
However, pensioners but
this figure.
are hoping to add the sale- tax to
They Rogers Settlement Hearing
eigarets, gasoline and liquor.
believe that with this the full $45
Wilmington, Del. Hearing will be
pension can be paid.
held today in the New Castle Counagain
It is expected operators will
ty Court of Chancery here in the
try to have passed a law that would case of Margaret M. Stevens and
require all theaters to place toilet W. Ernest Choate against Pacific
projection booths. National Theaters, Inc., upon the
facilities in all
A bill for this purpose failed last petition of William H. Foulk, resession, exhibs. contending the cost ceiver of Pacific National Theaters.
would be prohibitive in many of the Inc., recommending the settlement of
aters.

spotlight

—

older houses.

the claim against Russell Rogers.

to attend a

LUNCHEON MEETING

New

England

and your friends

cordially invites you

— JANUARY
—

THURSDAY
HOTEL EDISON
[ohn Flinn,

as

Serving

Toastmaster, wil

guest speaker

<>l

at

in the

the

Paramount

I

12:45 Sharp
Sun Room

introduce our distinguished

ela\

BflRnEY
BPLQBfln
President,

9

S*

Pictures, Inc.

EXTRA! A few words from JEAN HERSHOLT.
THE DOOR: S .25 including tip, and well worth

ICKETS AT

Members,

>1.

1

.

invited from men and
tising, publicity, exploitation.

Vpplications

COMING?!— A.M.P.A.

25th

women

in

it.

adver-

ANNIVERSARY PARTY,

APRIL 4
BENEFIT, A.M.P.A. RELIEF

FUND

ten Best Pictures
of

1940

as selected by hundreds of astute critics, editors and columnists of hundreds of

important newspapers and magazines whose combined readers total more than
50,000,000 in the

FILM DAILY

ANNUAL

POLL.

What are the TEN BEST PICTURES?
What COMPANIES produced them?
Who were the INDIVIDUAL PRODUCERS
of the TEN BEST Pictures?

Who

are the

DIRECTORS

of

them?

What FEMALE STARS headed each cast?
What MALE STARS headed each cast?
Who wrote the SCREEN PLAYS?
What CAMERAMEN were responsible?
What SOUND ENGINEERS monitored?
The whole world

Daily and

546

know

the answers on Jan. 14th

when

the

Film

other publications announce the result of the

Film

will

Daily's Critics Poll for

THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF THE YEAR

)

)

!

w
Brazil in

New Tax

15 Holdovers in

Broadway Sector

Demands on Majors

Fifteen

(Continued from

ican

companies here

overs,
t'aiie

The

features.

in

Broadway

the

week

this

being

five

1

tacitly admitted

are

foreign
fifteen

hold-

language

are:

"The

Great Dictator," Astor; "Fantasia,"
Broadway; "Love Thy
Neighbor,"
Paramount; "Santa Fe Trail," Strand;

when questioned that such a demand has been made, and it was
reactions from the New
York offices indicate that the U. S.
companies might consider ending
their operations here as a result of
said

pictures

theaters

area

that

Rivoli;

"Victory,"

Hall; "Comrade X,"
"Chad Hanna," Roxy; "Night

Music

Story,"

Capitol;

Train," Globe; "Little

new measure, which was termed
"a further addition to an already burdensome tax situation."
It was said that the U. S. companies had been given 10 days in
which to make formal answer to the
this

"Philadelphia

Nellie Kelly,"

"The
Baker's
Wife,"
"They Met on Skis," 55th

Criterion;

as

World;
St.

tle

Playhouse; "Hotel du Nord," LitCarnegie; "Ecstasy," Ambassador,

and "The Mannerheim Line," Miami
Playhouse.

demand.
S. film men here point out
their companies already pay
heavy import duties and censor duties, and then on top of that, have
to pay taxes on local operations.

U.

Monday, January

700 Theaters to Co-op
In Polio Fund Drive
I

Continued from Payc

"U"

in the Hotel Astor under the sponsorship of Harry Brandt and Charles
All of
C. Moskowitz, co-chairmen.
the remaining theaters are expected
to join the others.

Campaign

in the

New York-New

Jersey area starts Jan. 16 when a
special receptacle for the collection
of money will be placed in the lobby
of every participating theater. Community charity organizations will be

asked to supply uniformed girls to
preside at the dime-boxes and to
give each contributor an emblem indicating a contribution to the picture theater branch of the drive.
Costs of these emblems are being
paid personally by several leading

Preston Replaces Donlevy
exhibitors.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Theaters will be supplied two
Hollywood
Robert Preston has
short insertions for their newsreels.
been cast by Paramount in "Night
In one, Spencer Tracy makes an
Tax increases have been made dur- rf January 16," replacing Brian Don- appeal and in the other, Charles
levy.
Roger
Pryor
and
Billy
Lee
ing the past two yeras.
Chaplin appears with Governor Lehhave been cast for "Power Dive."

Bigger Than

—

of New
Among the

man

Week

Stirling

Hoyden Cast

York.

circuits

to Deliver All

1

that

"Dictator's" 11th

6, 194

DAILY

which pledged

63, Asserts Blumberg,
(Continued from I'aoc

1)

the company would not reduce i
1940-41 program despite the loss (
the European market.
Final plans for the remaining pi<
tures were completed during cui
rent meetings being attended b

Blumberg,

Cheever Cowdin,

J.

Wi

Scully and Joseph Seidelma
from the home office and Cliff Worl
Matty Fox and their studio ass<

liam

ciates.

Universal's production schedule
ahead that 39 pictures hav
been completed. Blumberg said thz
the exhibitor response had encoui
aged the executives to increase buc
gets on a number of the remainin
features.
January and February releases ir
elude the Deanna Durbin picturi
"Love at Last," "Back Street,
"Buck Privates," "Meet the Chump
and "Six Lessons from Madame Lf
:

so far

THE FILM DAILY their complete co-operation were Zonga."
Remaining product includes "Ur
Hollywood Paramount has cast RKO, Loew's, Brandt, Fabian, Harry
"The Great Dictator," in
Stirling Hayden in the second male Hecht, Randforce, Cocalis, Century, finished Business," "The Lady froi
its
eleventh week played to larger at- lead in "Aloma of the South Seas" Consolidated, Leo Brecher, Max Co- Cheyenne," "I, James Lewis.'' "Flam
tendance and grossed larger re- with Dorothy Lamour and Jon Hall. hen, Raybond and others. Si Fabian of New Orleans," "The Man Wh
ceipts at the Astor, New York, than Hayden is also being tested for "Sky- was chosen treasurer of the theater Lost Himself," "Model Wife," "01
Its

First

West Coast Bureau of

—

j

it did during
said Friday.

its

opening week,

UA

lark"

Ray

with

Claudette

Milland.

Colbert

and

Harry Brandt appointed the Charlie," "Sandy Steps Out," "Bute
Minds the Baby," "Tight Shoes,

drive.

following committees:
J.

J.

Laurence Bolognino and Joe Katsh
The Bronx; Samuel Rinzler and
Dave Weinstock for Brooklyn; MarLevine and Leo Brecher for
tin
Manhattan, and Frank Moscato and
for
Queens.
Strausberg
Samuel
Oscar A. Doob is publicity chairman.
Nicholas
M. Schenck, national
chairman of the Motion Picture Theaters Committee, expressed the hope
for

that

the

amount

of

money

raised

would reach a startling total, again
indicating the important part that
the motion picture theater plays in
the civic life of the community.

"Ascap on Parade" Set
ANNIHILATE - - OR OSCULATE
Romero,

as the

Romeo of

a great talent for either of the pastimes.

TALL,

DARK

and HANDSOME
20th 's natural

!

.

.

.

For Indie Radio Stations

the rackets, has

loaded with laughs

!

thrills

!

tunes

"Double Date,
"North of th
Klondike," "Cracked Nuts," "Mi
Dynamite," "You've Gotta Hav
Rhythm" and an untitled musics

Thompson and Harry Hecht "Hit

for New Jersey; Max Cohen for upfor
Si Fabian
state New York;
Long Island and Staten Island;

(Continued from Patje

1)

ture over a selected list of stations
which are not boycotting Ascap
music and will consist, the statement says, of the real hit songs that
the public is actually buying, singing and dancing to.
Billy
Rose,
Buck states, has
volunteered to produce the shows,
Oscar Hammerstein III will write
them and Deems Taylor will act as

commentator.

the

"Horror

starring

New

Road,"

Island,"

Rudy

Vallee.

Argentine Feature

Assails U. S. Oil Cos.
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)

— "Pe

troleo," long deferred film attackin;
the U. S. oil companies, has bee:
shown to the press by Produce

Miguel Marchiandarena. Picture ha
been passed by the Instituto Cinema
tografico Argentino.
Plot involves an Argentine patrio
and a Teutonic-appearing Herr Doc
tor Kramer who are fighting U. £
companies trying to get oil conces
sions in Patagonia. The U. S. com
panics are represented by manager
who use saboteurs and femal
charmers to try and wangle thei
concessions.
The cost, $100,000,
considerably above the budget of

i

ai

average Argentine feature.
Current rumors have it that Ar
turo S.

Mom, who made

the film fo

Marchiandarena, had another stor;
dealing with a fight between Ameri
can and German oil companies, bu
that he was refused permission t<
use the Yacimientos Petrolifero
Fiscales' oil fields on the ground
that "attacks against
not convenient."

Germany wer

In addition to the hit songs, to be
selected by a country-wide survey,
Ascap will also bring to the air
each week a "star-studded parade of
nationally known figures from the
song writing and interpretative
the announcement states.
fields,"
First guest star will be Irving Ber-

of THE FILM HAIL
Hollywood
John Kruger an
nounces that he will produce "Wash
ington
Correspondent," based o.
Leonard Q. Ross's "Adventures i
Washington," for Hal Roach. Unite<J

lin.

Artists will release

John Kruger

to
West Coast Bureau

Produce

—

it.

FILE C

no nqx remove:
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SETTLEMENT OF CUBAN DISPUTE SAID NEAR
Senate Gets Divorcement, Block -Booking
To

Change

in Phrasing;

'o

Detroit

manager

THE FILM DAILY
Senator Matthew M.

Washington Bureau of

Washington
j

—

—One-reel synopses

of the Film

the consent decree.

and make

W.

of features

is

Exchange Building here,

the proposal of Walter R. Stebbins,
meet the situation presented by

to

By MARY LOUISE BLANCO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Stebbins pointed out that this will save time of exhibitors,
in synopsis
all pictures

—

possible for each buyer to see practically

it

Va.) yesterday re-injroduced both the anti-block-bookiig and blind-selling and the Federal
livorcement bills in the Senate. The
lock-booking bill was referred to
he Committee on Interstate and For'ign Commerce and the divorcement
leasure to the Committee on the Juliciary.
A check with the bills the
(Vest Virginia solon introduced yes-

Commission Zanuck

Waters

and last year's measures
Showed no changes in their wording.
The film industry received its first

As Army

Gov't's Ascap Suit

(D.,

]Jeely

Servicing of Accounts Resumed by U. S. Distribs.;
10-Block Plan Said Basis

One-Reel Synopses of Features Suggested
To Solve Problem Presented Through Decree

Measures Referred
Proper Committees

loth

Havana (By Cable)

form.

Lieuf.-Col.

Io Prosecute

—

Washintgon Darryl F. Zanuck became a lieutenant-colonel in the Sig-

14

New

io

Before Cameras

Features

ment

j

THE FILM DAILY mony.

Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

20th
tury

etting

The new week

gun.

the

heckur) shows:
At

M-G-M

Seven

shooting
including
Filmization of Martin
ll|!erkeley's New York stage piece.
Cast is
eaded by Gene Reynolds, Lionel Barrymore,

Roosty,"

:

Washington Bureau of

Washington

will prosecute the impending- crimi-

The

nal action against Ascap, BMI,
and CBS for the Government,
Film Daily learned yesterday.

drama.

(Continued on Page 4)

early

Milwaukee,
to
to be instituted,
He
to personally handle the case.
has been in charge of the Ascap in(Continued on Page 4)

Drop

the

in

16

afternoon and
iately
office

jor

to the
of Ma-

DARRYL

Richard

Signal Corps

mm.

Provision

From Cleveland Ordinance

went immed-

Korda to Testify
n Samuel Goldwyn Suit

!!)rder

NBC

Waters will go
where the action is

rived in
Washington from
New York

T.

F.

ZANUCK

Schlosberg of the
the

who administered

Federal Judge Edward A. Conger oath.
esterday directed Alexander Korda,
Following the swearing in cere(Continued on Page 6)
ndividually and as an officer of LonIon Films Productions, to testify before trial in New York on Jan. 15

(Continued on Page 7)

i

IT.

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7)

Mass. Industry Gels

Pledge of No Taxes

—

Boston There will be no added
taxes in Massachusetts during 1941
if Gov. Leverett Saltonstall has his
way.
Saltonstall in a message to the General Court yesterday said that this

not mean that the emergency
taxes already in effect, on cigarets
and similar so-called luxuries, would
did

(Continued on Page 7)

—Elimination

of all but
professional theater projection machine operators from licensing provisions is contained in an amendment
to the proposed ordinance on licensing of operators to be given a public

Cleveland

resume operations.
for resumption of opera-

—Victor

The
CenFox

After the holiday
;eek let-down, production this week
esponds to the "full speed ahead" prod uction
ignal, with no less than 14 pictures executive ar-

Servicing of accounts has already
been resumed by the U. S. companies,
with Universal and United Artists

Basis

a
cere-

in

sentatives.

THE FILM DAILY

Waters, special assistant to the Attorney Gennal Corps Reserve yesterday at the eral, and a key man in the DepartWar Department of Justice's anti-trust division,

short
Yen*

THE FILM DAILY

S. Protests Brazilian

set-

the

of

the first to

{Continued on Page 8)

Washington Bureau of

— Definite

anti-block-booking
dispute which caused a suspension
of account service by U. S. distributing companies was in prospect yesterday when an extended meeting
was held between Government officials and American company repre-

tlement

Stebbins maintained that exhibitors can judge a picture by this sampling
method, and need not see the entire film. The proposed capsule-screenings will
also solve the growing problem of finding space and time for trade screenings
required by the decree, Stebbins said.

jsrday

j

Bills

Tax

Hutchinson and Maas Will
Sail for San Juan Parley
Meeting of all 20th-Fox branch
managers in the Caribbean territory
has been called by Walter J. Hutchinson, director of foreign distribution, for Jan. 15-17 at San Juan,
(Continued on Page 6)

III.

Allied

Violates Trade Treaties, American

Wants

Premium Use Cut
Chicago

minimum

—With

— only

triples

down

to

a

one house advertised
them on the last checkup Illinois
Allied will seek to reduce the num-

—

ber of theaters with premium tieups,
according to Prexy Jack Kirsch. Some
16 houses are now advertising premiums. House with triples is the Rosewood, which previously had been
playing four features.

Monogram

Drive Plans

Will be Set Saturday

Warning

A strong protest has been forwarded to the Brazilian government
by the State Department pointing

the company's franchise holders convene. Meeting originally was
scheduled for last week-end.
The
drive will extend from Feb. 22 to
April 11, President W. Ray Johnston

out that the recent Brazilian tax deS. distributors operating
in that country is not in line with
terms of trade treaties between the
two countries, it was learned yesterDisclosure of the Brazilian
day.
move was made yesterday for the
first time in The Film Daily.
A demand that U. S. distribs. pay

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 8)

Plans

"March

for
Monogram's annual
for Monogram" drive will

be set in

St.

Louis next Saturday

when

mand on U.

Seems There Are
More Carlos Niehlas

It

Carlos

Niebla,

M-G-M

managing director

Mexico, bears a name
that is not uncommon in that country.
He has just informed the home
office that he is not the Carlos Nifor

ebla

who

in

reportedly stole the clothes

was rushed to the Mexico
hoosegow and allegedly had

of a friend,

City

stolen funds in his possession.
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Motion Picture Bookers
Club Installs Officers

300 Attend Testimonial
For Burtus Bishop, Jr.
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

DONALD

M.

CHESTER

B.

:

MERSEREAU

:

General

a dinner last night at the Cafe
Loyale the Motion Picture Bookers
10 Cents Club held its installation
of officers
before about 125 members and guests.
Publisher Harold
Klein, of the Cocalis circuit,
re-elected as president, was once

::::::

BAHN

:

Pittsburgh Over 300 exhibitors,
personal friends and fellow members
of the local Variety Club attended
the testimonial banquet for Burtus
Bishop, Jr., in the Urban Room of
the William Penn Hotel last night,
Manager
again inducted into office, with Ar- to celebrate his recent promotion
Editor
thur Greenblatt acting as toastmas- from branch manager of the local

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Will's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
Entered as
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at New York, N.
Y., under the
Terras (Postage free)
act of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscriber should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communications
remit with order.
FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
to
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
New York, N. Y.
Cable address:
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Filmday, New York.

THE

HOLLYWOOD,

Calif.—
Representatives:
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Ernest W. FredGranite 6607.
man. The Film Renter. 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle. Le Film, 29 Rue

LONDON—

to midwestern dismanager. Michael Shapiro, vetCarl Leserman, Sam Lefkowitz, Har- eran exhibitor, was chairman of the
ry Buxbaum, Joe Lee, Ted O'Shea, affair and C. J. Latta, Warner CirJack Bowen, Ben Abner, Dave Levy, cuit official, was toastmaster.
Morris Epstein, Irvinjr Wormser,
A complete set of luggage was
Harry Thomas, Clarence Eisman, given to Bishop as a farewell gift.
Moe Streimer. Milt Kusel, Tom Con- Presentation was made by John J.
nors, Max Fellerman, Charles Stern, Maloney, his ex-boss and district
Max A. Cohen, Harry Brandt, Al manager in this territory. John H.
Suchman, William White, John Be- Harris, national chief barker of
nas, Frank Damis, Don Jacocks, Sam Variety Clubs of America, and C. C.
Goodman and Eugene Picker.
Kellenberg, chief barker of the local
tent, were among the speakers.

Among

Calle del

Sindi-

FINANCIAL
(Monday, Jan.

Net

Am.

Seat

(2V2 %)

Col. Picts. vtc.

Columbia

Picts.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind.

pfd..

Loew's,
do pfd

8

6%

6'/2

24 '/2

24 1/2

142

Due

Inc

14%

343/8

34

pfd.
pfd.

+
6%+
24'/2 +

15%
34%

11%

11

11

97

97

97

11

10%

10%

9'/2

9Vz
3Vi
42
7

9'/2

Film

3%

RKO
RKO $6

3%

42
42
pfd
7'/4
7
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd. 19%
19% 19%
142
140
140
Univ.
Pict.
pfd.
.

Warner
do

.

.

3%

Bros

Va
Vl
2'/2

31/4

%
+ %
%
4-

•

—
+

—
+
—

3l/4

pfd

Va

Keith

B.

95% 95%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
95%

1%

1%

<i*k

93'

8

4-

1

— %%

1% +
93'8

Corp.

vtc.

6%

6%

P.

Inc. 2nd deb.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57

'45

Playhouse,

Roxy Thea.
J.

%

6% +

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

Met.

Lewin

Loew leaves Hollywood today and
Lewin follows on Friday.

Pettijohn at Chi.

On

Hearing

Switch in Censor Setup

Charles
C.
Pettijohn,
general
counsel for the MPPDA, is scheduled
to address a hearing on a proposed
Chicago
ordinance
which
would
change the censor board setup. Petti iohn
will speak in Chicago next

67

Asked
70

60%

63

ZANUCK

F.

flew

the Coast

to

la

from Washington.

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON, director of foreij
distribution for 20th-Fox, and IRVING
foreign service manager, sail for Porto Rico Thur
day on the Coamo.

MAA

ARTHUR JARRATT, Gaumont British theat
head and chief of the Royal Naval Film Corp
is en
route to this country.
OTTO

BOLLE,

HAL HORNE

manager

20th-Fox

Capetown

Africa, sails for
of New York.

has

Feb.

from

returned

in

on

1

Sou

the

Ci

Chicago.

CLYDE E. ELLIOTT, producer and directc
leaves New York the latter part of this mom
for Rio de Janeiro to make a picture in tl
Brazilian

jungles

entitled

"Catch 'Em Alive."

SAM BYRD arrived yesterday from
HAROLD CLURMAN, director of
Theater,

leaves

work under

a

the Coast

the

Croi

the Coast shortly to sta
months' pact with 20th-Fo

for
six

HAROLD SETZ has arrived in Cleveland
take over the post of assistant booker at tl
Universal
exchange.
He succeeds JOHN
SCULLY. JR., who has been transferred to "U':
Philadelphia office.
JOEL LEVY,

Loew's N. Y. booking depar

of

and HARRY F. SHAW, division managi
making a tour of 14 Loew-Poli houses

ment,
are

New

England.

CENE AUTRY
a

arrived

in

town yesterday

f

short visit.

JAMES

R.

GRAINGER

arrived

in

terday from the Coast en route to
Louis and Indianapolis.

Dallas ye
Orleai

New

St.

liance.

Major L. E. Thompson, Trans-Lux
president, said that Elson's position

was newly created and involved the
management and opei-ation of the

Counsel's Illness Again
Defers LaCrosse Trial

—

company's theaters.

Madison, Wis.
Federal Distri
Court hearing in $1,400,000 dama?
suit of the LaCrosse Theater Co.,
$150,000
to Plug
LaCrosse, against Paramount Pi
Warners' "High Sierra'
tures, scheduled yesterday was s
ahead to Feb. 17, due to continui
Warners have added $150,000 to illness of Robert A. Hess, attornq
their advertising and exploitation ap- for LaCrosse exhibitors.
propriation on "High Sierra," to plug
it in eight cities to be chosen this
week for test pre-release runs. Film

More

<|

24-sheet displays in the eight

Duke Hickey.
ity

in charge of publicand special sales promotion for

What
aie

cities.

Reductions

ATTRACTIVE

BRyant 9-6067

officers

—

Buffet

Vaudefilm In Portland
Portland.

Ore.

—

The Orpheum

Theater goes vaudefilm.

FOR FASTER,

IP

TEN BEST
PICTURES of 1940?

will

mount accounts.

PENTHOUSE

Inquire Supl.

Cleveland

elect

National Screen Service in
cago territory, is being transferred Association on Thursday.
to New York.
Hickey will work on luncheon will precede.
exploitation and accessories material
for National Screen's RKO and Para-

Albany -- Supreme Court Justice
Oshkosh, Wis.— P. J. Hanson, 83,
former Rhinelander exhibitor, and Pierce H. Russell of Troy slashed
father of Harvey, proprietor of the more than $300,000 apnraised value
ssments from the 1938 and 1030
Palace theater, in Antisro, died here.
levied
jsments
the
against
Strand and Ritz Theater buildings
here, with a resultant savings to the
and
Stanley Mark-Strand Corp. of more
than S2.r).000 for each year.
Both
OFFICES
are Warner downtown theaters.
Available at

REASONABLE RENTALS

Cleveland Exhib. Ass'n
To Elect on Thursday

Annual meeting to
be held by the
the Chi- Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors

Win Assessment

Hanson Expires

723 Seventh Avenue

DARRYL
night

the

Picts

Y.

Albert

National Screen Service
Bringing Hickey to N. Y.

Trans-Lux

N.

Loew and

Elson Trans-Lux Post
Supplements FA Berth

leave the Coast for New York this
Appointment of Norman Elson as
week to confer with United Artists
general manager of Trans-Lux theofficials on the release of their first
aters in New York, Boston, Philapicture for UA, "So Ends Our
delphia and Washington will suppleNight." They also will discuss their
program for the coming season which ment his duties as sales manager of
Film Alliance of the U. S. Transincludes "Landfall" and "Night MuLux officials are partners in Film Al-

rears of age.

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Universal
Universal

Conferences

Monday.
Under the proposed ordinance the
l'/s
censor duties would be removed from
% the police department and no pic- is set for national release Jan. 28.
4
ture that had not been censored The money will be spent on local cocould be shown to persons under 21 operative ad campaigns on special

6s46
3V?s46
3s55

B'way
Para.
Para. Picts. cv. 3' 4s47
Bros.' dbs. 6s48

Monogram

trict

ref.

F.

deb.

Warner

David

UA

Vb

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's

for

Chg.

Close
8

141

141

16V4

Eq

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd
Pathe

8

Beier,

pfd

Kodak

East.

do pfd
Cen. Th.

Low

Nat

sic."

6)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

the guests were

David Loew, Albert Lewin

MEXICO CITY—Marco-

Marsoulan
(12).
Aurclio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

M-G-M exchange

ter.

GOIM

COfniHG and

—

At

FRIENDLIER SERVICE

T LOWER COST

-'PHONE

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS PHONED IN
APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

The

critics of

the na-

hundreds of newspapers
whose readers run
well over 50,000,000
are now voting in this
tion representing

19th

the

annual
Ten Best

poll for
Pictures

of 1940.

The Ten Best will be
announced to the entire world on January
14th by more than 500
publications

and by

THE FILM DAILY

|

It

was

too exciting a

:.

honeymoon
for only two
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Next from Warners

Tuesday, January

7, IS

I

DAILY

New

14

Waters to Prosecute

Features

Gov't's Ascap Suit

Go Before Cameras
{Continued from Page

Edward Arnold,

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

Harold S.
Jack Chertok as producer.
Seven shooting, including
At Universal:
"The Lady From Cheyenne," a new type oi
western, tir»t oi the Frank Lloyd Productions,
Lloyd will proInc. ior Universal release.
duce and direct, with Jack Skirball as
are Loretta
cast
Heading the
ciate producer.
Young, Robert Preston, Ldward Arnold,
Frank Craven, Gladys George and Je>>ie
Original story by Jonathan Finn and
Ralph.
Screenplay, Kathryn Scola
Theresa Oaks.
lame oi -New Orleans,"
and Warren Duffj
costume drama, with Marlene Dietrich, Bruce
Cabot, Roland Voting, Mischa Auer, Andj
Joe Pasternak
Devine and Theresa Harris.
Orproduction with Rene Claire directing.
Krasna
"The
-Norman
by
screenplay
iginal
Man Lost Himself," comedy, being pn
by Lawrence Fox and directed by Edward
Ludwig, with lirian Aherne, Kay Francis,
Henry Stephenson and S. Z. Sakall in the
cast; "Model Wife," comedy, co sinning Joan
Leigh Jason
Blondcll and Hick Powell.
directing and producing; "Mr. Dynamite,"
comedy drama, no cast set as yet, Director
John Rawlins, associate producer, Marshall
Sterling.

1'

;

Grant.

At Warners: Seven shooting

including "

1

he

Woman irom Singapore," drama. Cast includes Brenda Marshall, David Bruce, Bruce
Lester, Viriginia Field, Frank Wilcox, RichDirector,
ard Ainsley and Dorothy Tree.
Jean -Ncgulesco, producer, Harlan Thompson;
which
comedy,
Yours,"
plus, "Affectionately
Merle Oberon
goes into production the 8th.
Hayand
Rita
starred with Dennis Morgan
Lloyd Bacon directing for producer
worth.
Mark Hellinger. Tony Gaudio will handle the
camera assignment.
At Paramount: Five shooting including
"Caught in the Draft," conscription comedy,
co-starring Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour, featuring Lddie Bracken and Lynne Overman.
Producer, B. G. DeSylva and David Butler
directing.

At Columbia: Three shooting, plus Larry
Darmour's second of his "LUery Uucen" series,
Picture stars
mystery story, as yet untitled.
Ralph Bellamy and features Margaret Lindsay, Anna Maj Wong, Charles Grapewin ami
James Burke. Lric Taylor wrote the screenplay and James Hogan is the director.
Three shooting including
At Republic
:

"Two-Gun

Sheriff,"

western,

starring

Don

Barry with Virginia Carroll, Milburn Stone,
George SherI'i uducer-dircctor,
Rex Lease.
man; "Prairie Pioneers," Three Mesauiteer

Bob Livingston, Bob Steele.
Producer,
Esther Estrella.
Lester Orlebcck; plus
the
10th,
starting
"Sis Hopkins," comedy,
Picture stars Judy Canova with Charles ButJoseph Santley
terworth and Jerry Colonna.
directing, producer, Robert North.
At RKO: Four shooting including "RangeFeminine lead
Robbers," Tim Holt western.
Virginia Yale with Ray Whitley and Emmet

field staff

T
•
poll

SOON

•

•

of

1940

oi

for,

McCoy

pic

probes in the U.S.A.,

Naturally

any

Lynn

in

director,

the

cast.

Edward

Killy

directing

producer Bert Gilroy.
At 20th Century-Fox: Four shooting.

Next

—

stock is bid 53 with no offerings,
while Great States preferred is bid
96,

the iilm

interest is

in

bound by

very presence

its

THE

•

•

•

it

grow

1940 poll

Ernest

L.

Robbins

sum

of all its parts"

the

to receive

is

selections

proportionate

go around
the Ten Best bracket

and

aristocrat

T
and every year

the 19th annual
Its

stature

is

immense

not only for
Consequently it is a veritable Hall of Fame
the chosen product
but for all those artisans who participated
in the pictures' making. This is true of the producers, writers,
players, cinematographers and technicians
and this corner
particularly true of the directors
has been entrusted the maximum responsibility

feels that

for to

it is

them

of welding
components of each production into a successful, dynamic, and
The position of the directranscending type of entertainment
tor in Hollywood's production patch-quilt
is not unlike that
If he turns out a winof the coach in college pigskin circles
But if,
ner
his prowess gains along with his prestige
for some reason or another, the picture fails to live up to promise
all

then Mister Director, like Mister Coach, is
albeit he may have had

or expectations

generally the one held accountable
no control over contingencies

•

WHENEVER

•

•

FILM DAILY annual
a winner

one

in

a reaction
wood,

a

top

Who was

see

stock in his talents

film in the
of

a

football

Ten Best

of

a

coach placing

There accrues a con-

toward him and his work

attitude
in

the sage

from Harmony, Maine,

who

to

Holly-

allegorically observed that

IT

is

DAU

Inc.,

at

Loew's Boston Theaters Co. ha*
filed annual reports with the SE
for the fiscal year ending Aug. 3
1940, Loew's report omits all final
cial and organizational informatio:
and states this will be furnished t
amendment on or before Feb. 2
statistical

work

:

said responsible for the delay.
Report of Loew's Boston Theater!
however, reveals that the subsidiar

company had a net income

to surpki

and a net income bt
fore provision for Federal incom
taxes of $336,907.52. Operating an
general expenses were listed at $1
085,557.48 of which theater opera
of $270,517.75

tions, including film rentals account
ed for $1,044,859.13.
Theater r«

and miscellaneous and rent in
come was reported at $1,721,282.51
ceipts

Glucksmcmn to Continue
As RKO Uruguay Distrib.
Renewal of Don Bernardo Glucks
mann's contract for the distributioi
of RKO product in Uruguay was an
nounced yesterday by Phil Reisman
head of RKO's foreign department
Glucksmann has been RKO's dis
tributor in Uruguay for many years
New deal covers all of RKO's 194:
features plus Pathe News, Walt Dis
neys and March of Time in Spanish

Wanger Heads Committee
To Honor Frank Capra
THE
— Walter

West Coast Bureau of

FILM DAILi

but for the solons of production to take greater

mittee arranging a dinner honoring
Frank Capra on his 20th annivers
ary in the motion picture industry,
The committee comprises represen
tatives from the various guilds, the
M. P. Academy and the producers

Best

Thus the gates

see?

selection

of

opportunity continue

to

be

T

T

almost a truism that great pictures are made by
great directors
To prove the assertion
it is only necessary to look back over the names of those who have fashioned the
during the 19 years of
Ten Best in THE FILM DAILY Poll
At least all of them have hit the jackpot at least
its existence
But all great
some with astonishing regularity
once
directors have not made the Ten Best bracket
No, indeed!
Some of the nation's greatest football coaches haven't been
Ask Biff Jones, Jack Haggerty,
able to win a Bowl game
Sleepy Jim Crowley
Even that Miracle Man Jock Sutherland
had a helluva time landing the laurel
But in any event our
thesis sticks:
When the film director makes the Ten Best
the Ten Best helps to make the film director
That's one
of the mighty attributes of this prestige-packed poll

•

Washington

Wanger has
been named chairman of a com

is to

more than ajar

•

THE FILM
— Loew's,

Washington Bureau of

The very linking
makes him not

the easier he

name with a Ten

director's
to

a parallel
Bowl games

reverence sets

a man becomes

only easier

a

it is

the

and professional
of

Calif

the bigger

T
director places

poll

of

national

structive,

T
a

Loew's Files With SEC;
Financial Data Later

Large volume of

enjoy cinematic immortality

T
is

the most votes
its

laurels to

of

and importance

in scope

T

Adolph Zukor
Kenneth Thomson

to

T
sees

"the

the bloc gathers

in

inasmuch as a picture which ranks anywhere in
is per se a cinematic
for any given year

•

From

which happens

Yes, and there are plenty

laurels

but no sales.

THE FILM
DAILY to

to the

whole

that

other words

In

while each succeeding film

of

& Katz common

equal

is

all-embracing

the

is

are Exhibit "A" in press, trade, and public eyes

en bloc

for

Bid 53 for B & K
Chicago Balaban

and

parts

oi its

holds good in the poll

this

axiom

mathematical

the

I

Best Pictures

and nation-wide interest in
and critics is truly enormous

motion picture editors

of
all

greater than

T

THE FILM DAILY'S Ten

be announced

will

consensus

the

T

the results of

western, with
Rule Davis,

Lou Gray,

carried on by a lari
during the past year.
Filing of the suit in Federal Cov.;
in Wisconsin, originally planned f
yesterday, was deferred due to deli
in completion of the papers here.
all probability, suit will be start)
later in the week.
vestigation,

Grey and Robert
Bucquet directing with

Virginia

Hollywood

association.

TO THE COLORS!
—

Cleveland
Al Vermes of the
Vermes family, which owns and oper
ates the Norwood and Eclair The
aters,

join

Uncle Sam's boys

this

month.
Fort Worth, Tex.

—

Ed Connor,

doorman at the Hollywood Theater,
has been accepted as an army flying
cadet and has gone to Ontario, Calif.,
for

training.

H<

s

neir

siznt

JHst

*h,

{B
°*°ffiCe

°f cou

fsef)

M&'

\flV®

Excitement

&°ngs!
It's

194 Fs

rmula

ease Jan. 24

9*
Commission Zanuck
Lieui.-Col.

ntinued from Page

1)

mony, Lt. Col. Zanuck conferred
Schlosberg and
briefly with Maj.
later with Maj. Gen. Joseph 0. Mauborgne with regard to training films
being produced through the Research
Council of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences. The film
exec, is chairman of the Council.
Lt. Col. Zanuck will not be in active service, it was said at the War
Department, but will serve largely in
a liaison officer capacity between the
War Department and the film indus-

Hutchinson and Maas Will
Sail for San Juan Parley

Joy llouek Leuses
.V.

As Army

O. Aviation Field

—

New

Orleans Joy Houck, who introduced cheap admissions to New
Orleans commercial area and built
up a circuit, pioneered in another
field when he announced he had taken over Menefee airfield here and
was offering "bargain" rates to
"club" members who wished to study

Houck

aviation.

plane

Tuesday, January

rides

for

Monogram

is

offering

also

50 cents.

Drive Plans

Will be Set Saturday
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

Hutchinson and Irving
Maas, service manager of the foreign department and assistant to
Hutchinson,

Thursday

SPE4l\INe«

from New York
San Juan on the

=

sail

for

ioamo.

Huddle of the sales execs, will be
featured by a discussion of distribution policy for 1941, a review of
new product by Hutchinson with a
number of pictures to be shown, and
company operations in general. Hutchinson and Maas are expected back
here around Jan. 22.

Warner Ad Salesmen Vie

1)

Following the ceremony, Za- announced from the Coast yesterday.
nuck left by plane for the West
Branch offices have been assembled
Coast.
into teams, with several thousand
War Department officials told The dollars in awards to be given the
Film Daily they had no information winners. Johnston and Sales Manavailable on the possibility of other ager Steve Broidy will attend the
film executives becoming reserve of- St. Louis sessions.
Howard Stubficers. It is regarded as likely, how- bins, West Coast franchise holder,

1!

HCLLTWCCD

1)

Porto Rico.

(

7,

DULY:

By RALPH W1LK

— HOLLYWO
OAKlE, accompanied

JACK
a

by

his

wi

the former Venita Varden, are enjoy
Oa
short vacation at Palm Springs.

work

start

will

"The Great Amerk

in

Century-Fox Jan.

Broadcast," at 20th

II

•

•

WITH

production for Paramou
his
"Las Vegas Nights," nearing co
pletion, William LeBaron, Paramount p
duction chief, is already preparing to |
"Kiss The Boys Goodbye," the Broadv
stage success, before the cameras on J

try.

For Sears Drive Prizes

that several other executives
obtain commissions as an aid in
the film industry-Army co-operation.

A special Advertising Accessories 13th. He has assigned Victor Schertzit
Sales contest has been announced by er to direct Don Ameche and Mary Mar
Warners in conjunction with the in this production.
"20th Year For Sears" Sales Drive
•
•
The Ad Sales
now in progress.
pleased was RKO with George Mi
billings
accessory
contest is based on
phy's work in the Harold Lloyd prodi
against accessory quotas for mate- tion, "A Girl, A Guy And A Gob," that
rial billed during the 17-week per- company is now negotiating with M-G
iod of the drive, ending April 19.
Murphy for "Tom, Dick /
to borrow
The company's District Managers Harry," the next Ginger Rogers' pictii
are offering three cash prizes to the Burgess Meredith and James Ellison
winning Ad Salesmen in their re- also being considered for roles.
spective districts.
•
•

ever,

may

Talent to Give Services
For New Army Camp Shorts

will attend
Others who

from the Coast.
will

attend include John

Mang-

Atlanta; Ben Welansky,
Boston and
Pittsburgh; Harrj J.. Berkson, Buffalo; Henri
Klman, Chicago; Nate Schultz, Cleveland;
John Franconi and Ed Blumenthal, Dallas;
Lon Fidler, Denver; F. E. Judd, Des Moines;
Detroit; Charles Trampe,
William
n rlljt.it
Milwaukee; li. L. Nathanson, Minneapolis;
Carr Scott, Oklahoma City; Sol J. Francis,
Omaha, and William Onie, Cleveland.
li.im.

1 1

,

Darryl F. Zanuck, as chairman of
the research committee of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, will supervise the producOrder Korda to Testify
tion of short subjects for the Government.
Pictures will be between In Samuel
Suit
200 and 500 feet each and will be
(.Continued from Page 1)
shown only in military camps. Subjects will include social hygiene, use as a witness in the Samuel Goldwyn
of gas masks and other types of in- suit against the United Artists Corp.
In the event that Korda cannot
Well known talstructional films.
ent will volunteer their services. appear in New York his deposition
Others will be paid at the union will be taken in California on Jan. 28,
according to the order. Goldwyn is
scale.
suing to cancel his distribution contract which runs to 1945 and for $1,"Fantasia" Into Boston's
000,000 damages for allegedly being
forced to distribute "The Westerner"
Majestic for 30-Week
through UA.

Goldwyn

Run

Boston

— "Fantasia"

have its
Theater here, probably opening in about
two weeks. A 30-week engagement

Hub showing

is

Buffalo

to

I.

S.

— Irving

Cohen
S.

Cohen of Hor-

has acquired the Allendale, West
community theater, from Arthur Michaels, who operated it for
12 years. Cohen has two theaters in
Hornell and one in Corning.
His
brother, Sidney J., is associated with
Melvin Schwartz in the operation of
nell

Side

the Jubilee here.

Ponser Will Distribute
Panorams in New York

II iiiiic)-.

and Hotel

—

Tenn.
Ticket No.
6182 won the Bank Night at the Capitol
and with reason. It seems
there were several thousand tickets
so numbered. Investigation disclosed
they had been substituted for the
Springfield,

.

.

regular

.

tickets,

with

JOE RUTTENBERG

Pioneer Circuit Shifts

Booking

to

Des Moines

Minneapolis,

Minn.

— Booking

re-substitution

attempted after the drawing. Now
a warrant is out for the winner of
the $600 prize, and ring operation is
scented by the authorities.

— George

Ponser has been

George Seitz
of-

of Pioneer Theaters, operating
17 pix houses throughout Iowa, have

Des Moines, from
The firm's main office
the new St. Louis Park theater

been moved
Minneapolis.
in

to

here, however, will be retained, according to announcement by Harold
Field, president. Max Facter, booker, found it not only difficult but expensive, as well, to book his Iowa

houses from here
in

Des Moines and Omaha. Thus the

to

Do Musical

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY

of

A

—

Now

Phono-Films

Albany

— Phonovision

It's

Co.,

House

to

Wasmann

—

New

Inc.,

York

Distributing
City,

has

corporate name to Phono-Films Distributing Co., Inc.

changed

Atlantic City
Harry Wasmann
who operates several houses here
has taken over the Embassy Theater
and will reopen it as the Roxv in 60
days.

for

M-G-M.

L

EDWARD SUTHERLAND, who

A. rected

"The

Universal,

Invisible

leave

will

Honolulu for

a

Woman,"

immediately

much needed

vacation.

I

three pictures have followed so clos<
on each other that he has had no time
last

rest.

•

•

weeks'

six

a

vacation

Honolulu and a motor tour of the Paci
Northwest, Virginia Van Upp is busy
the
screenplay
Paramount,
writing
"Dildo Cay," which Edward H. Griffi
will produce and direct for that organiz
'

I

Warners

Own

Resort

directing

lensing exteriors.

is

through exchanges HOLLOWING

GWTW

change.

Smith

fices

—

promoted to the managership of the
Toronto branch. Charles S. Chaplin
recently was transferred from St.
John to take over the Montreal ex-

been assigned

has

the cameraman on the special era
exteriors on "Andy Hardy's Private See
tary," new Hardy Family production, w

musical entitled
New York distributor for "Carnival In Rio" will be produced
by Warners shortly, it was announcMills Panorams equipment.
ed at the week-end.
Film, which
will have an all star cast, will also
"Kitty Foyle" as Single
Buffalo
First solo feature bill be the first musical produced by the
Main Street has seen in years is company since last year, and the secscheduled for the 20th Century, Dip- ond in four years.
son first-run, which has set "Kitty
Figures
Foyle" as a single offering opening "Story" Topping
"The Philadelphia Story" in the
Thursday.
and "Great Dicfirst four days of its second week
tator" were roadshowed.
at the Radio City Music Hall topped
figures for the corresponding period
Promotes Jeffrey
Montreal A. J. Jeffrey, manager of its first week, M-G-M announced
yesterday.
here for United Artists, has been

Chicago
appointed

UA

The

I

will

at the Majestic

contemplated.

Allendale

SO

its

Hammond
Detroit

Studios Moving
Lloyd Hammond Studios,
of "Film Fumbles" are

—

producers
moving on to the seventh floor of the
Film Exchange Building.

tion.

•

GUS

PETERSON,

•
president of the Cat

eramens' Local, has been signed
cinematographer for Pathe's "Pi
ture People," directed by Louise Roussea

official

n UDY
'^

VALLEE

will

make

his

debut as

ventriloquist in Pathe's "Picture Peopli

short subject, directed by Louise

Roussea

uses two dummies, a precocio
youngster, "Mary Ann" and "Linoleum
a lazy colored lad.
Vallce

THE

title

of Producers Releasing Corpor

Henry
drama has been changed
to Me" to "Caught In
was produced by T. H
'

tion's

rected
rected

by

initial

Jean

"The

Armetta

corned;

from "Lt Happen!
the Act."

Pictu

Richmond and d

Yarborough, who
Bat" for RRC.

also

d

Devil

CO

that Clarence Brown can see his pi.
** "Tapamouri," with its modern changi

Bradbury Foote has arranged fi
presentation for one week at Lagui
Beach, by the Hedges Group of player
Brown is interested in filming the opus,
in

»

action,

its

I
:

—

3*

ucsday, January 7, 1941

reviews of new fiims Mass. Industry Gets

elllemenl of Cuban
lispufe Said

Near

(Continued from Page

"The

Invisible

"Wyoming Wildcat" Pledge

Woman"

1)

ons, it is understood, was agree- with
ient on sale of pictures in blocks
;

DAILY:

Virginia

Bruce, John

Howard,

Charlie

10.

Don "Red"

with

Syd

Barrymore, John
Ruggles
72 Mins.

Barry,

Julie

Duncan,
(Continued from Page

Sayior

FAST-MOVING

ADDITION

TO

—

—
—

Although
in the negotiations.
sttlement seemed in sight yesterday,

Cuban labor congress, held here
the week-end, designated a comission to continue the organizaon's fight for retention of the antile
;

ock-booking measure.

>rop 16

mm.

Provision

'rom Cleveland Ordinance
(Continued from Page 1)

:aring before the legislative comittee of the City Council tomorrow.
William D. Guion, commissioner of

had requested submission
an ordinance requiring the licensg of operators of all film, includg 16 mm. He agreed to the amendent eliminating 16 mm. operators.
The ordinance would boost the preslildings
'

scale of operators' licenses from
.0 to $25, with annual renewals
om $1 to $10. Licenses for ap'entices would be $5 with $1 for anit

'ial

renewal.

b Approve Settlement
i Pacific Natl Case
Wilmington,

;

Del.

— At

hearing
Chancellor

a

before Vice
fjorge Burton Pearson, Jr., no obl^tion was entered to the proposed
ittlement of the claim of William
Foulk, receiver of Pacific NationTheaters, Inc., against Russell
hgers, general manager of Preferid Theaters Corp., and the court
enter an order approving the
fll
ssterday

I

I

Ian.

ick "Grapes," "Hotel

Du Nord"

conducted by the Foreign
llucational Orientation Division of
h American Schools and Colleges
Association, motion picture reviewIs of foreign language newspapers
ected "Hotel Du Nord" as the best
L-eign film of the year and "The
japes Of Wrath" as the best U. S.
pduction.
Marcel Carne won the
,In a poll

if

award for his work
film and
i the prize winning French
lilliam Wyler was selected as the
^•eign directorial

1st

U.

S. director for

Meeting "The Letter."

the year for

A

was awarded to the
nrt "London Can Take It."

"tize

special
British

antasia" Set in Philly
Philadelphia
The Aldine Theater
III open with "Fantasia" on Feb. 7.
it use is reported to have been leased
I Walt Disney for the duration of
:: engagement.
j'

j

—

what

unique picture is like,
going to their screens, it
s not amiss to contrast it with another highly successful pic which Universal made some
the vaunted "Frankenstein."
years ago,
Actually, "The Invisible Woman" is the
very opposite of that predecessor. Whereas
"Frankenstein" portrayed a syntheticallycreated monster of a man. whose actions
struck terror, this new offering deals with
to exhibs.
in

advance of

this

its

—

the reduction of a beautiful girl to a state
invisibility,
who, in that state, is a
of

beneficent ghost and the center of situations which make audiences thrill to novelty
olus laughing until their sides ache.
Because it is laugh-packed, brightly dialogued, and the spirit of the yarn is fully
captured by the players and Director A. Edward Sutherland, the footage is certain
to score with patrons at large.
The screenplay by Robert Lees, Fred
Rinaldo and Gertrude Purcell, deals with
the discovery by a professor of science of
a method which will make a human being
invisible.
The scientist, John Barrymore,
is financially
staked by John Howard, cast
in
the role of a wealthy, jaded playboy.
Just when the latter is going broke, Barrymore is on the threshold of proving by exDeriment that a person can be made to
His "victim" is Virmaterially disappear.
ginia Bruce, a beautiful dress model, both
adventurous and basely fired from her job
by cruel Charles Lane.
The Barrymore demonstration is successful and ushers in hilarious happenings.
During two separate spans as a wraith, she
avenges herself on her mean former boss
n the gown shop; intrigues John Howard to
the point where he falls in love with her;
thwarts the machinations of an American
gangster (a fugitive in Mexico) and his
henchmen; and. upon finally regaining her
Dhvsical form, weds Mister Howard.
While the opus naturally adheres strictly
to filmland's code, it does amusingly circumvent its strict spirit, but who can
auarrel with a ghost disrobing and displayng spectral limbs? "The Invisible Woman"
is a lot of fun and decidedly off the beaten
oath of celluloid productions.
Charlie Rugbies, as the butler, carries the lion's share
of the laughs.
;

—

:

CAST:

Virginia

Bruce,

John

Barrymore,

John Howard, Charlie Ruggles, Oscar Homclka,
Edward Brophy, Donald MacBride,
Margaret Hamilton. Shemp Howard. Anne
Nagel,
Kathryn
Adams, Maria Montez,
Charles Lane, Mary Gordon. Thurston Hall,
Eddie Conrad.

Frank M. Thomas, Dick Botiller and
George Sherwestern "regulars."
Screenplay
man produced and directed.
was written by Bennett Cohen and Anthony Coldeway.
Barry returns to his Wyoming home from
the Spanish-American War with his pal Sayior to discover that his father has turned
outlaw and their ranch has gone to pot.
Thomas, his father, drives Barry from the
gang as he doesn't want him to get involved
with the law, and Barry gets a job working
for the Wells Fargo Company with Sayior

Sayior,

other

assistant.

his

as

framed by two of Thomas'
his knowledge because
Howof a beating Barry has given them.
ever, Thomas and Sayior come to his rescue,
Later, Barry

is

henchmen without

the three prevent a robbery of a gold stage
by the gang, and although Thomas loses his
life he clears Barry before he dies.

CAST: Don "Red" Barry, Julie Duncan,
Frank M. Thomas, Syd Sayior, Dick Botiller, Edmund Cobb, Ed Brady, Edward Cassidy,
George Sherwood.

CREDITS: Associate Producer and

Direc-

George Sherman; Screenplay, Anthony
Coldeway and Bennett Cohen; Original
Story, Bennett Cohen; Cameraman, William
tor,

Nobles; Editor, Lester Orlebeck.

DIRECTION,

"Joan
'Vest

1)

not be continued but that there would
THE be no necessity for adding amusement taxes, as proposed, and that
the amusement enterprises of the

56 Mins.

Republic

Universal
BARRY SERIES SHOULD SATISFY.
Whether or not another point in
- MELLER
- PACKED
COMEDY
LAUGH
Latest in the series Republic is producing
ironed
satisfactorily
spute will be
WITH HIGHLY NOVEL STORY WHICH with Don Barry, this one should please the
that Cuban variety artists be
it
WILL CLICK WITH FILMGOERS.
The film moves along at a
action trade.
nployed in theaters twice a week
The current calendar year is unlikely fast pace, the action is plentiful, and there
This has re;mains to be seen.
from the standpoint is the customary amount of western scenery,
lived strong opposition from both to disclose a rival,
of this new Universal gun fights, fist fights and fast-riding.
In
of story originality,
stributors and exhibitors.
Dr. Antonio Bustamente has re- comedy meller, and, further, there will not addition, the cast is capable and fits the
laced Dr. Jorge Casuro as the legal be many features released which will boast background and story.
To convey
Supporting Barry are Julie Duncan, Syd
spresentative of the U. S. distribu- more solid and skillful casts.
>rs

No Taxes

of

of

Fast.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Arkansas" to Para.
of THE FILM DAILY

Coast Bureau

—

Hollywood Paramount has bought
"Joan of Arkansas," a magazine
story by David Garth. Boyce De Gaw
will write the scenario. Betty Brew-

Commonwealth might rest easy so
far as this phase was concerned.
One of the first bills to be introduced in the legislature will permit,
if passed, a much more liberal interpretation of the anti-Sunday dance
laws in stage shows at theaters.

David O. Selznick Prods.
Elects Officers, Board
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

—David 0. Selznick Pro-

ductions, Inc., with a releasing arrangement through United Artists
for two pictures, has elected the following officers: President, David 0.
Selznick; vice-president, Daniel T.
O'Shea; treasurer, E. L. Scanlon;
secretary, Loyd Wright: assistant
secretaries, Charles E. Millikan and
Katharine Brown. On the board of
directors are Selznick, O'Shea, Scan'on, Wright and Walter S. Orr.
Selznick was out of town yesterday and no information was obtainable here as to when he will start
shooting or what stories he will pro-

duce for

UA.

Under exclusive contract to the
company are Vivien Leigh. Ina;rid
Bergman, Alfred Hitchcock, Joan
Fontaine and Alan Marshall.
The
company has an option on the services of Robert Stevenson to direct
-ne picture yearly.
Miss Leigh's
"ontract is exclusive except for one
picture yearly with Alexander Korda
the next of which will be during the
vear 1942.

S-W Promotions Follow
Weshner's Switch to UA

—

Philadelphia Harry Tarrante. formerly manager of the Aldine Theater
here, has been named manager of
the Bovd, succeeding Maurice Gable
who takes over Dave Weshner's duWarners Buy "Underground"
West. Coast Bureau of THE FTT.M DAILY ties as supervisor of key runs. WeshHollywood
Warner Bros, has ner is leaving the Warner circuit to
bought "Underground," by Oliver H. head United Artists' exploitation deP. Garrett and Garrett Fort. Charles partment.
Grayson will write the screenplay.
Other changes in the S-W setup
Story is one of Nazi subversive ac- include Harold Seidenberg becoming:
tivities carried on by short-wave manager of the Earle and Bill Israel
f aking over the management of the
radio.
Fox, a switch of posts. George Balstudio's new child actress, may
act in it. Sol C. Siegel will produce.

er,

—

Ben Cohn

to Produce
West Coast Bureau ^ TH^

—

kin, assistant

manager

Hollywood
Ben Cohn, formerly
with Warner Bros., has formed his Klotz Sues for

own company

to

make

of the Fox.

FILM DAILY becomes manager of the Aldine.

three pictures

this year.
Releasing arrangements
are yet to be completed.

CREDITS: Director. A. Edward Sutherland; sical Director. Charles Previn; Soecial
Associate Producer. Burt Kelly; Screenplay, 'Photographic Effects. John Fulton; Sound
Robert Lees, Fred Rinaldo. Gertrude Purcell; Supervisor, Bernard B Brown; Technxian.
Authors, Kurt Siodmak. Joe May; Director Joseph Lapis; Gowns, Vera West; Set Decorof Photography, Elwood Bredell; Art Diations, R. A. Gausman; Assistant Director
rector, Jack Otterson; Associate, Richard Joseoh McDonough.
H. Riedel; Film Editor, Frank Gross; MuDIRECTION, Solid. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

A

10% "Cut"

10 per cent "cut" on the sales
and rentals of a continuous sound
picture projector is asked by Louis
Klotz in a suit filed by him yesterday
in N. Y. Supreme Court, against
Jack Robbins, William Lorenz, Willor Manufacturing Corp. and Mechanical Manufacturing Corp.
Plaintiff
claims to have a contract under which
he helped to assemble and sell the
projector.

Tuesday, January

<?!{< DAILY:
U. S.

Makes

-Take My ISame Oil Society's Mailing List,"
Warniny of Oreyon Federal Judye to Ascap

Protest

To Brazil on Tax
(Continued from Paye

— Federal Judge James A.

Fee has warned Ascap's local counsel
Ascap's mailing list. Warning came as a result of the
Judge's receipt of "Third Copyright Law Symposium," Ascap publication.
Said Judge Fee:
"I am perfectly capable of going to the library and picking up this book if
want to. This book amounts to nothing more than a legal brief. If a brief
is to be presented to me, it must be presented
in open court."
Portland, Ore.

to

1)

an eight per cent tax on the New
York office shares of all earnings
in the country retroactive to 1935
was recently served, and a 10-day
period was set for an answer, with
stoppage of remittances stated to

take

his

name

Two

Neely's

7, 19

Bills

Again Introduced

off

(Continued from Page

1)

intimation that Neely would re-inti
duce his bills before his resignati
to accept the governorship of We
Virginia on last Thursday via an e
elusive story in The Film Daii
First film industry legislation
Holiday is Proclaimed
Italian Pix
be the alternative.
be hoppered at the new session
To date, no decision has been made For "Cheers" Premiere
Close Mex. City Theaters Congress was the anti-block-bookii
by the film companies, it was said.
measure of Ren. Francis D. Culki
However, it is believed in informed
of Oswego, N. Y. It's a hardy pere
quarters that settlement of the disLincoln, Neb.
Elaborate plans for
Mexico City (By Air Mail)—
nial and, as usual, was referred
pute will be effected.
the premiere of Richard Rowland's Forced closing of the first-run Cinthe House Interstate and Foreij
"Cheers for Miss Bishop" are shap- ema Palacio by the Confederation of
Commerce Committee where it
ing up here with Governor 0. S. Mexican Workers when it sought to
Scotia Reserves Right Copeland designating Jan. 14 a pub- show the Italian picture, "Scipio Af- expected to stay.
Rep. Andrew Edmiston, D., W. Vj
Pix lic holiday. Picture will open simul- ricanus," has brought a threat from
To Slap
taneously at the Stuart, Nebraska the exhibitohrs to close every film who sponsored the Neely anti-Hoc
and Lincoln Theaters. It is expected theater in the city if a prompt and booking bill in the House last se
Halifax, N. S. The provincial at- that all schools
will be closed for just solution of the conflict between sion, told The Film Daily he d
torney general refuses to waive the the day.
the Cinema Palacio and the workers' not re-introduce the bill Fridav ai
right of the province to interfere
Eleven "Miss Bishops" from other party a conflict that has been de- had not made up his mind whetb
with Sunday theater shows. The athe would do so later. Edmiston a
will represent their veloping over a period of years betorney general had participated in Nebraska cities
tween the exhibitors and the work- parentlv was then waiting for Nee
conferences leading to the city coun- localities in a contest sponsored by
made to act first.
confederation is
not
the Junior Chamber of Commerce. ers'
cil's sanction for the Sunday operaRep. Wright Patman, D., Tex., r
promptly by government authorities.
A
number
Hollywood
personaliof
tions.
ties are scheduled to appear at the
"Scipio Africanus" had been pas- introduced his chain store graduatt
premiere, including the director, Tay sed by the Mexican censors, and tax bill, which was again accord<
Garnett, Mrs. Bess Streeter Aldrich, Jorge M. Dada, manager of the Cin- the No. 1 honor, but affirmed his p
author of the story, who lived in Lin- ema Palacio, had obtained a written sition expressed when introduci
coln and attended the University of authorization
from the Supreme nreviously that it would not app
Nebraska, William Gargan, Neil Court for the showing of the pic- to theater circuits. Rep. Patman to
The Film Daily his position wj
Parsons, W. Va.— Mr. and Mrs. E. Hamilton, Mary Anderson. William ture which members of the WorkSterling
Holloway and ers' Confederation had been ordered *till the same in that he regard*
E. Ours, who own and operate the Farnum,
in 1939 to refuse to play anywhere, films as communications which tl
Victoria Theater here, have an- Rosemary DeCamp.
Receptions, teas, dinners and other the picture being regarded as Fascist bill would not cover.
nounced the marriage of their
daughter, Dorothy Lee Ours, to activities are on the docket for the propaganda.
day's celebration. "Cheers for Miss
Eugene Monroe Cross, Jr.
Opposition
Set
Bishop" is a United Artists release.
I

Row May

—

Nova

Down Sunday

—

—

—

WEDDING BELLS

Houses

Lou Schaefer, Paramount Theater
manager, New Haven, and Mrs.
Schaefer, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Margaretha, to
Carl Johnson of Glenbrook. Conn.

Complaint

Can. Government Would
Retain Grierson's Services

Wein- an

J.

berger, Jr., projectionist at the Rex
Theater here, was married to Emily

Kunstman.

—

Chicago Hal Tate, film
columnist, was married
Kaye of Baltimore.

—

The Government feels
effort should be made to retain
•John Grierson. British film expert,
Montreal

Sheboygan, Wis.— Henry

Dominion Film Commissioner until the work of the Film Board has
been firmly established, Prime Minand radio ister Mackenzie King said yesterNikki day in a letter to Sidney Smith, presto
ident of the National Film Society
as

in

Manitoba.

The Prime Minister's letter was in
Scranton, Pa.— John P. O'Leary,
son of J. J. O'Leary, general man- reply to one from Smith reporting
ager of Comerford Theaters, Inc., that his organization's directors felt
and Mrs. O'Leary wed Cecila F. May Grierson should be asked to remain
Film Commissioner until he could
in St. Peter's Cathedral here.
initiate a Canadian into the work, as
West

Co„.<t

Bureau

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY
Marriage of Penny

of

Singleton and Robert Sparkes, Columbia producer, New Year's Day
at Goldfield, Nev., is announced.
Wett Coast Bureau of

— Lola

THE FILM

I

>.!!!.

V

Lane and Henry
Clay Duncan were married here.
Couple plan to take a honeymoon trip
after Miss Lane completes a p.a.
Hollywood

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY
Announcement was

of

at the week-end of the
riage of Alice White and Jack
Couple
erts, Columbia writer.

marRobwere

married Aug. 24 at Kingman, Arizona.

"Flesh" In Des Moines

In Schreiber's Action

—

Des Moines,

la.
Fii-st stage sho I
four years has been booked f<
Detroit
Amended bill of com- the Orpheum theater in Des Moim
Dlaint in the suit of Jacob Schreiber with Screwballs
of 1941 unit schet
against his nephew. Raymond Schrei- uled to open on Jan. 24.
Booking
ber. as principal plaintiff and defen- shows at
Orpheum also resulted
dant, respectively along with sundry Tri-States' Paramount
following su
other nersons and corporations, has with Cab Calloway
scheduled f<
been filed. The plaintiff is challeng- opening Fridav.
ing ownership of the five theaters
Orpheum will up prices slightly c
constituting- the
Midwest Circuit, show, with 30. 40. 56-cent seal
and contends that the agreement Present prices 21. 30 and
46c.
transferring operation of the houses
from himself to Raymond Schreiber
was different in form from what he Henie Scratches Boston
had intended and understood it to be.
in

—

<

j

-

Date; Too

Aid Hub Community Fund

Many

Ice

Show

—

Boston Sonja Henie has cancelle
Brennan. local engagement of "It Happened o
of Allied Theaters, has been named Ice." Reason: Too many ice show
his successor.
"Ice Follies of 1941
Grierson announced his resigna- chairman of the Theaters Group for booked here.
opened at the Boston Garden las
tion about a month ago, but it has the Community Fund Campaign in
Greater Boston with Edward M. night. "Ice-Capades," which grosse
not been accepted yet.
Tuddy of the
& P theaters as $85 000 here in November in fiv
vice-president; Maurice Wolf of M- nights, returns in two weeks.
Gregory Forms New Firm
G-M was named chairman of the MoFrancis F. Gregory, formerly gen- tion Picture Distributors group with
eral manager of AudiVision. Inc.. John Dervin of United Artists as
has formed a new organization of vice-chairman.
business analysts, writers, and technicians, known as Francis Gregory
Gallico Story to Metro
Grand Rapids J. Horton, assist
and Associates, to produce industrial
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ant manager of Regent Theater her<
motion pictures.
Hollywood M-G-M has acquired is the father of a 8 lb. 11 ounce sor
film rights to "The Adventure of
Sydney Fairbrother Dead
Cleveland
Ed Fisher, UA eJ
Joe Smith. American," short story
London (Bv Cable) Sydney Fair- by Paul Gallico. The story appeared ploiteer, is the father of a baby gii
brother, f>8. English stage and screen in the December, 1940 issue of Cos- named Carole Anne born to Mr;
Fisher at St. John's Hospital.
actress, died at her home here.
mopolitan magazine.
Boston.

Mass.

— Joseph

M

STORKS!
—

tour.

made

Amended

—

—

—
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—
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CONTROL BOARD FOR ARGENTINE INDUSTRY
N. Y.

May Act to Curb Foreign Propaganda Pix

.egislature Opens Today;
looth Safety Measure
!e

Revived At

May
New Session

URGE EIRE ADOPT
Irish Exhibitors

Ask Government Import films Direct from
U.

—

National Defense will

New

rove

to be the theme song for
fork's state legislative session openhig here today and the theater inustry will undoubtedly find itself
!

integral cog here as elsewhere.
pecifically, it can be predicted that
olons will turn their minds to pix

rie

[

1

;

1

propaganda disseminated clevor clumsily in foreign-made
1ms distributed and exhibited in
few York state.
Hence, a move to broaden Censor
iz

rly
•

"Freeze"

S.,

50%

U. S. Distribs. and Exhibs.
Agree on Plan; Ratification by Theater Ass'n Next

of Coin
By DR. W.

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Albany

MONEY PLAN

EGAN

By M. A.
!

U.K.

Dublin (By Air Mail)

—

Irish exare agitating to have the
government of Eire import its supply of American pix on the same
financial arrangement now existing
between England and the U. S.
half the money for the film imports
being remitted, the other half to remain in Eire to be taken out in
Irish goods or invested in film production in Ireland.
Such a proposal has been made
hibitors

(Continued on Page 8)

RKO

Sets

P.

SCHUCK

FILM DAILY Staff

Formula

Correspondent
by Joseph Stanley, chairman of the
Buenos Aires (By Cable) FollowIrish Provincial Exhibitors Ass'n ing lengthy discussions here bewhich is combining with the Theater tween U. S. distributing company
Cinema Ass'n into a new Irish Cin- representatives and the exhibitors

ema

Ass'n.

association, adjustment of all differ-

Stanley claims that by importing ences and close co-operation in the
its U. S. films direct from the U. S.,
future loomed yesterday. It was anand not through England, half of nounced that establishment of a
the 300,000 pounds paid annually control board has been agreed upon

England would remain in Ire- between the two bodies. Final reland and be a stimulus to produc- maining step is official sanction of
tion on the island.
the exhibitors' organization.
The board, which will be composed of three representatives from
to

Mexico Plans

IAB Denies Consent
For Decree Meets

—

Quota

—

(Continued on Page 4)

$20,000 in Awards

Pralchell

lecree Effected
A

Bureau of

Washington

Washington

—Although

still

in ex-

mtive session late last night repremtatives of BMI and the networks
let at the NAB headquarters with
view toward ironing out the entire
msic situation preparatory to an an-

ouncement today,

basic formula for meetings to
exchanges for
in
the purpose of explaining operations under the consent decree has
been obtained as a result of a "laboratory tour" of five branches by
William Zimmerman of RKO's legal

RKO

THE FILM DAILY be conducted

The Film Daily

department.

Zimmerman met with

(Continued on Page 8)

earned last night.

Published

reports

that

the

two

(Continued on Page 4)

Cowdin, Father
Universal Exec, Dies

ohn

Comptroller, Auditors
For Arbitration Setup

E.

Appointment

American

film industry in Mexico
not faced with any quota requirements or legislation, it was said
yesterday by Arthur Pratchett, Paramount's manager for the territory.
Pratchett said there had been some
talk of a law regulating admission
is

(Continued on Page 7)

Theater Men Meet Friday
To Plan for Polio Drive

Elbert
Morse
)f
Wood as comptroller and the firm
Funeral services for John Elliott of Kurz & Kurz as auditors of the
motion picture arbitration system attended by several hundred
lowdin, 83, father of J. Cheever
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 6)
owdin, board chairman of Univeral, who died yesterday at Harkness
(Continued on Page 8)

Namal
PRC Production Head
Batchellor
George

is

has been appointed supervisor of production for
Producers Releasing Corp. by 0.
Henry Briggs, president.
Batchellor
formerly was with Republic and more
recently produced pictures at the
RKO Pathe studios. Aside from this
appointment the PRC producing setup
remains unchanged.
Batchellor

Make Motion

Fewer and

Better Films
In 1940, Chi. Censor View

—

Chicago On the basis of product
submitted to the Chicago Censor
Board, 1940 was marked by fewer
and better films, according to Lieut.

Harry

Costello, the Board's head.
of theatrical films sub(Continued on Page 5)

Number

United Artists' Arthur W. Kelly
was launched this week in
honor of the company's new vicepresident in charge of domestic distribution and involving the entire
sales personnel in the United States
and Canada.
With Jack Schlaifer as drive leader, the drive will continue through

for

Columbia

Dismissal of the Government suit
against the "Little Three" and the
Crescent Amusement Co. in Nashville, Tenn., will be sought by Louis
attorney for Columbia,
Frohlich,
within the near future, it was learnFrohlich may not
ed yesterday.
wait until the Oklahoma City hearing on the "Little Three" application to dismiss the Griffith circuit
(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 5)

Talk

Ways

"Land

to Stimulate
of Liberty" Interest

home

To Seek Crescent Dismissal

Louis Frohlich to

Kelly Drive

Drive

Plans for assistance of theaters
in the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis fund-drive will be
laid Friday morning at the Astor
Theater. Meeting is expected to be

of

Mark

Methods of stimulating interest in
"Land of Liberty" were discussed
yesterday at an adjourned meeting
of the

MPPDA

board of directors.

(Continued on Page 5)

King Knights Holme,
RKO's British Exec.
Randle Holme, chairman of the
board of RKO's English company,
has been knighted by King George.
charge of
Sir Randle has been in
RKO's London activities since the
death of Ralph Hanbury during a
raid several

months ago.

Wednesday, January

8,

19^
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OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Asked

Bid

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb.
Roxy Thca. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

rate, the Oklahoma City
anti-trust case, involving Univerand Griffith
sal,
Columbia,

An

attendance at the first meeting of 500 members and friends is
looked for. Among those accepting
invitations are Barney Balaban, Harry Warner, Jack Cohn. Delegations
will be on hand from film companies

At any

1

UA

Amusement
go

Co., cannot conceivably
to trial this month, since, it was

"Little Three" channels, a motion for summary judgement is pending, and set for hear-

asserted

67

'45

60'

2

70
63

Raft In Cleveland P.A.
Cleveland George Raft is booked
for a p. a. engagement at the RKO
Palace for the week of Jan. 10.

—

Greenfield,

Irving

J.

M.

and Jack Meyers.

Grierson Stays in Canada;
Has Freer Hand, Report
Montreal

—John

Grierson,

Domin-

ion Film Commissioner, who resigned his office a month ago, is reported to have reconsidered his decision and will stay in Ottawa.

A

—

Philadelnhia Judge Guy K. Bard
in U. S. District Court yesterday reserved decision following a hearing
at which David Brodstein, of the Oroheum. Reading, asked that his name
be stricken as one of the defendants
in the Henrv Sork-Harry Block suit
a?ainst th° film distribs. and several
pxhibs. in Readiner. Brodstein argued
that he had nothing to do with clearance in the area and that he wasn't
involved as had been charged.

nation

came

N.T.C.

m

0081-2-3-4
N UBVICC

Metro producer, and

VIRCINIA BRUCE,

return to the Coast

about 10 days.

ROY HAINES.

Eastern sales manager for

home

ners, returns to the
trip to Washington.

MANUEL PENA RODRIGUEZ,
Nacion

Buenos Aires,

in

is

W.

today after

office

editor

of
1

en route here for

vacation.

JOHN W. HICKS
week-end

leave this

ARTHUR PRATCHE'

and
for

Mexico and Panama

1

\\

Louis.

St.

BILL ELLIOTT, Columbia western star, tea\
Friday for an extensive p. a. tour.

|

the Coast

HARRY BRANDT

yesterday

left

H.
M. RICHEY leaves
via several key cities.

today

Chicag

for

I

Californ

for

|

TOMMY THOMPSON,

Kansas City branch ma
and WALTER BRANSON, centi
manager, are in town.

ager for RKO,
district

FRED WARNER, booth operator at the Par
New Haven, and MRS. WARNER, a

mount.

planning

IRA
for

motor

a

20th

trip

COHN,

H.

Century-Fox,

Winter vacation at

JULES

to

Miami.
branch manag
spending his annu

Pittsburgh
is

Miami Beach.

LAPIDUS,

Universal's

N.

Y.

distri

manager, is in Boston and will stop in
Haven and Philly before returning here.

Liebeskind to Distribute
Argentine Product in U.

Ne

S.

Nat Liebeskind, former generjl
for RKO in Sout'l

manager

America, is reported to have close
a deal with Argentina Sono Film
and Lumiton Pictures for the distr
bution of their product in the Unite
States.
Liebeskind recently returr
ed from Buenos Aires where he rep
resented

RKO

for several years.

now

en

route

New York

from
attend the premiere

to

Hollvwood,
in Miami.

M. P. Academy Expected
To Re-elect Wanger Prexy

Balaban Talks to Para.
Pep Club onBtSK

Bureau

of

—All

will

indications pointed to" the re-election of Walter
Wanger as president at the annual
ing of the M. P. Academy's
board of governors last niffht. The
results were not available
hi
late last night.

Over Midwest
for Jan. 28
by

Jacob

Schreiber
Schreiber against Ray
over ownership of Midwest Theaters
has been set for trial Jan. 28.

Companies
Produced

Barney Balaban, president of ParaTHE FILM DAILY
mount, and Terry Ramsave, trade

brought

Wants

—

will
It is believed that Grierson
be given a freer hand than he has
had in the past.

Detroit—Suit

BROADWAY
Clicn *-

WALTER RUBEN,

J.

wife.

What

surprise

as

paper editor, addressed the Paramount Pen Club meeting last night.
Balaban described the early beginnings of the B & K organization.
Ramsaye related anecdotes of prominent persons in the industry.

— NEW YORK'S FINEST
Edison Motion Picture Studio
HAS EVERYTHING!
T.iirKe

IWlCt A 0A»

and goiiig

Bows

Our
Two Miami

Ownership Set
1600

comma

meeting of the National Film Board
Sen. Tobey
Probe
will be held within the next few
Of FCC, Radio Industry
days to clear the matter up.
Night"
Grierson. along with the Director "So Ends
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAIV.
of Public Information, has been re- In
Spots Jan. 24
Washington Resolution proposinj
sponsible for the films on Canada's
a Congressional investigation of th
war effort which have made a hit
World nremiere of "So Ends Our
in the U. S.. Australia, New Zea- Nie-ht." first David L. Loew-Albert FCC and the radio industry has beei
land and Great Britain as well as Lew in production for UA. has been hoppered by Sen. Charles W. Tobey
He has been a world set for the Lincoln and Surf The- R., N. H.
in Canada.
leader in the development of docu- aters, Miami, on Jan. 24.
mentary films and had an extensive
Opening will be a $2.20 reserved
program under way when his resigBoth Loew and Lewin.
late in seat affair.

Trial of Suit

oruvet» sttvic
» C A "OKCTiOn ROOM

by

and affiliated industries.
Other business at the council meet- ing on Jan. 31.
This hearing will
ing took up reports by the member- have to take place, it is pointed out,
ship
committee, headed by Bob before any trial can be undertaken.
Weitman, and the arrangements
committee for the second annual
ball, headed by David Weinstock.
Also attending were A-Mike Vogel, Brodstein Wants
Al
Schwalberg, Ralph Steinberg, Dropped in Sork Suit
Abel Vigard, Moe Streimer, Leon

Hollywood

S!0»*G(

Hear

of Trial

dation.

1940.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Still to

Order

Final committee appointments for
1941 were made yesterday by Arthur Israel, Jr., president, Cinema
B'nai Brith, following an
fe,
executive council meeting on Tuesday when plans were completed for
the installation of the new officers.
The ceremonies will be held in the
Sun Room of the Hotel Edison, on
Jan. 21, the program to be featured
by an address by Dr. Abraham
Sacher, of the University of Illinois,
and national director of Hillel Foun-

Collins

(Tuesday, Jan. 7)

Am. Seat

3"

Suits'

No notice has been received yet
by Universal. Columbia and United
Artists that the Government will
bring to trial its Oklahoma City
Griffith anti-trust action prior to
of the New York anti-trust
trial
suit involving the trio of companies, it was learned yesterday from
sources close to the defendants. An
agreement has existed for some time
whereby the Government would
bring trial of one typical action
prior to trial of the New York suit.

Goldberg,

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Columbia

Of

21

Name

TINANCIAL
High

"Little

to Install

on Jan.

Officers

—

and flmnll sniiii'i stage T.atpst cnuipRehrarga] rooms Private projertlon theatre ETenrtlve offices

—

—

MODERATE RATES
Phon«

CHickering

4-8116-7-8

THE TEN BEST
PICTURES

of

1940?

The whole world

will

know what companies produced the

Ten Best Pictures of
1940 on January 14th

when the result of
THE FILM DAILY's
nation-wide

announced

poll

is

hundreds of newspapers,
in

magazines and

THE FILM DAILY

—

.

What they want to
do now is laugh
so what does 20th

do? Gives you a
new fun formula!

lUJed
with excitement
and all hit songs:
. .

"Hello Ma! I Done It Again!"
"I'm Alive and Kickin"
"Wishful Thinking"

—

w
NAB

Wednesday, January

Denies Consent

Plans Control Board
\)

(Continued from Page

major networks and BMI had reached
an agreement with the Department

|

of Justice designed to leave Ascap
as the sole defendant in the Govern-

ment's

impending

music

monopoly

denied by NAB
insofar as a consent decree is concerned. This, it was stated, may be
under consideration, but nothing has
suit

was

officially

been done as yet.
At NAB headquarters the entire
executive committee of Independent
Regional Networks Ass'n, the board
of directors of BMI, and the full excommittee of NAB are
ecutive
understood to be discussing possible
industry support as well as all phases
of the Government's recent announcement. While no decision was reached
last night sources close to the

late

NAB

promised that an announcement
would be made today.

Anti-Ascap Measure
Introduced in Colorado

—

Denver A bill designed to curtail
the activities of Ascap was introduced in the Colorado House of Representatives yesterday by Represen-

Clem Crowley (D) Denver,
and William A. Carlson (R) GreeCrowley said the bill, similar
ley.
tatives

other states, was "intended to cut out payment of royalties by Colorado industries to New
York monopolies."
The measure also requires copies
of all songs for which property rights
are claimed by virtue of copyright to
be filed with the Secretary of State
and would make illegal the pooling
of copyright interests in songs as
only the owner of a song would be
permitted to file its title with the
Secretary of State.
to

those

in

Midwest vs. Mich. Co-op.
Suit Postponed to Jan. 21

—

Detroit
Trial of Midwest Theaters' suit against Co-operative Theaters of Michigan has been postponed till Jan. 21 because of the illness of the attorney for the defendant.

Plan Cuban Year Book
Havana (By Air .Mail)

Ramon

Peon, director and Pedro Pablo Chawriter, will publish a Cuban

vez,

Year Book

19 lit:

Argentine Industry

Decree Effected
(Continued from Page

8,
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of Motion Pictures.

•

THAT

•

•

spectacular storming of Bardia

attack against

"The Wizard

not without

Italian ring of forts
by singing the chorus
Oz" from Metro's famed production of that name

the

of

but the gallant Major General Iven Gifford

—

its

led

attack

the

into

Perhaps

it

commander

1

of

—

the

warrior got such an evil appellation

seas dispatches

Mackay

of

and nicknamed "Iven the
town
How this veteran

the second Australian Imperial Force

Terrible"

was

Not only did the Australian troops launch their

cinematic flavor

is

not quite clear from over-

was because he won

during the

World War Ihe reputation of being a nemesis of his foes
as is
attested by the awarding to him of the Distinguished Service Order
and Bar. the French Croix de Guerre, and the British decoration of
Commander of the Order of St. Michael and St. George
Then again
he might have been given the designation "Iven the Terrible" via his
traditional prowess as a rugby player
But most likely, the nickfirst

name was placed upon him
from movies

in

because

where he was a

Australia

T
ANOTHER

•

•

•

are

fit

for a king

of all the

film

The communi-

of

Abdine

Needless to say, Metro

is

in the Palace

complying with the

Berger was found guilty in Ess<
County Court of Special Sessions

request

T

T
•

•

CHARLES

•

nival at Sedgewick,

and

it

F.

Millett

Maine

last

<

March

year inaugurated a Winter Car-

where he operates the

proved so successful that

this

State

year he repeated

Theater
it

with

Each patron of the theater was requested to
bring "some article worth 25c, or which can be sold for that amount,
The lobby was piled high with articles ranging
no more, no less"
from cooking utensils to streamlined toys and gadgets of all types
and the proceeds
Manager Millett then conducted an auction
since most of Ihe patrons
amounted to several hundred bucks
The dough will be used to advertise
brought several articles each
Sedgewick as a year-'round resort
aiding materially the picture
even better

biz

results

there

T

T
•

•

•

STUFF:

It's

Colonel Mitchell Wolfson, Suh!,—

Wometco Theaters in Miami, Miami Beach,
West Palm Beach and Nassau, has been appointed a Lt, Colonel
on Gov. Spessard Holland's Florida staff (Mitch's comish took
Anent
effect yes'day, the inaugural day for the Governor)
Wometco, circuit's managers welcomed Hal Pearl, new Miami
Daily News film critic, with a party at Monte Proser's Beachcomber, Miami Beach (Pearl replaced Eddie Cohen on the News
for this co-owner of

resigned)

Glenwood Sherrard, proprietor

of

Boston's Parker House, Bellevue and Somerset hotels, and recently

named

Larry

Dumour

Matt Moore
James Farley
Alexander Cray
Joe Weil

Conviction of Philip M. Berger,
picture theater ope
ator, for violating the state gamii
act in violating a game called Pa
me, similar to Bingo, as part of tl
theater program, has been upheld
the New Jersey Supreme Court
Trenton.

Newark motion

1

cation followed a private screening of the short

staff after latter

THE FILM
DAILY to

lished.
J. High Court Upholds
Movie Game Conviction

Metro short subjects
African note:
and Leo, Jr., can prove it
via a re-

for his private collection

it

cases.

Free tickets have been abolish
and the free lists are being replac
by "bonus" tickets charging 20 p
cent of the admission fee. Mininvu
entrance fees have also been esta

N.

censor

quest from the company's offices in Egypt
for a print of
Pete Smith's "Double Diving" to be forwarded to King Farouk

who wants

some

scenes he deleted

T

T

1)

eacb group, will have the power
settle all disputes, and decisions v
be final.
It has also been agreed to divi
B. A. into four theater districts,
addition, first-run houses will
limited to showing two features a
shorts, no other house can sh>
more than three features on 1
same bill and no more than t
episodes of a serial can be sho^
on the same program. An arranj
ment governing clearance and pi
tection has also been worked c
on the basis of admissions, wi
clearance running up to a year

a Major on the staff of Governor Saltonstall,

was

He was

placed

<

probation for one year and fined $2
The Supreme Court, in an opinii
by Justice Joseph B. Perskie, ruli
that game is comprehended in tl
gambling act which provides that "i
playing for money or other valuab
thing with any device having oi
or more figures or numbers thereo
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor."

Kenney

Backs-

Malverne House

Malverne, N. Y.— Charles H. Ke
ney has received permission from ti
village board to erect a 700-se
theater and four stores on Hem
stead Ave. near Francis St. and Tri
ity Place.
John S. Olsen, of Olsi
and Johnson, is one of Kenney's a

Kenney
sociates in the venture.
head of Charles H. Kenney Studic
theater decorators.

Moloney

In Hospital

Pittsburgh

— John

J.

Maloney,

di

manager for M-G-M here,
confined to the Mercy Hospiti
where he recently underwent a thro,
trict

operation.

selected

by a group of motion picture officials as the best-dressed man in
And now anent Beantown, films of the Boston
Boston
College-Tennessee football game were sent by special messenger,
with an operator, to the home of Chucking Charlie O'Rourke so
our hero's mother and fiancee could view the contest (the stunt
was done by Metro's local boys in a tieup with the Hearst newspapers there)

—

20, last.

TO THE COLORS1
—

Dallas
Fred McFadden, of tl
Majestic Theater publicity staff, hi
the distinction of being the fir)
from Movie Row to be taken by tl
draft.
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20,000 in Awards

Threat of Diplomatic Break Said to Have
Brought Argentine Ban on "The Dictator"

lark Kelly Drive

Behind the action of the local authorities
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)
banning "The Great Dictator," following "friendly representations" to Dr.
Julio A. Roca, Foreign Minister, is said to have been a threat by the Italian
Government to sever diplomatic relations with Argentina should the Chaplin pix
Further, it is now reported that Argentina was informed
be exhibited here.
Germany would follow the Italian example.
Color is lent to this report by the fact that the ban coincided with the

—

To Seek Dismissal
Of Crescent Suit

in

(Continued from Page 1)

set up so
'at every person in the sales ormization will have an equal opporinity to compete for the $20,000

19

pril

and has been

It is
granting of a $50,000,000 credit by the U. S. Government to Argentina.
pointed out that in view of this it must have been the gravest sort of threats
which influenced the Argentine authorities to reverse the original okay and halt
the triple premiere which would have benefited the National Welfare Conference
and the National Aviation Board.

UA

exchanges
cash awards. The
been divided into three groups,
ch acting independently of the
her two and each consisting of
anehes whose size of operations
ive

e similar.

A

are Boston, Chicago,
In Group
eveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, New
Drk, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and

!

Francisco; Group B: Atlanta,
Minneapolis, St. Louis,

in

ncinnati,

Washington,
Dallas and Eastern CanGroup C: Charlotte, Denver,
la;
dianapolis, Milwaukee, New Has

City,

n,

New

Orleans,

Omaha,

Salt

Lake

and Western Canada.
The drive committee, which will
dge the results, includes Harry
old, Haskell Masters, Paul Lazaty

i.s,

Nat Thompson, Charles

id

Schlaifer.

alk

Steele

Ways

Land

to Stimulate
of Liberty" Interest

(Continued from Page

1)

Wreral circuit executives attended
L.
e session, including
Thompson, C. C. Moskowitz,

Major

t

William T. Powers,
Leonard Goldenson.
The foreign situation and details
Native to the Will Rogers memorial
so were considered at the meeting.
Attending also were Will H. Hays,
ick Cohn, E. W. Hammons, Joseph
azen, Major F. L. Herron, Austin
aarles Skouras,
jon Netter and

eough,

W.

(.Continued

peaking Date for

—

from Page

Raymond

Raymond,
bew division manager, will speak
ifore the motion picture commitCharles

of the Cleveland Federation of
fomen's Clubs on Jan. 17 in the
ainbow Room of the Statler Hotel,
is subject will be "American Films
Europe and Africa."
'e

—

Prelude to the
Neb.
world premiere of "Cheers For Miss
Bishop" here, Jan. 14, will be a dinLincoln,

ner given at the Capital hotel the
night before honoring Bess Streeter
Aldrich, the author; Tay Garnett,
the director; and Capt. Barney Oldfield,
Journal
Hollywood
former
columnist who made preliminary arrangements for the preem, before
being called into the army for a
year.
A 15-minute broadcast will
feature all three, direct from the
dinner table.

1)

was announced yesterday by the
American Arbitration Association.

1)

Court,

Application to dismiss the Government complaint against the "Little Three" in the Griffith action is
slated for hearing on Jan. 31. The

Court in the Crescent case will be
requested to throw out the suit on
similar grounds to those raised in
the Griffith action.
On both applications, the Court will be told that
the dismissal of the suit as against
the "Big Five" has left no issue to
be tried since the "Little Three" are
not in an economic position to create a monopoly in violation of the

Wood is a well-known accountant. anti-trust laws.
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
For four years he was district auditor for the insular government of the yesterday postponed until Jan. 30
Philippine Islands and during the at two p.m. the motions made by
he assisted in the formation of United Artists, Universal and Columwar
Nineteen films were rejected in the accounting system for the Amerbia to dismiss the New York equity
1940, as against 17 in 1939, but two ican Red Cross.
The delay in hearing these
suit.
of the rejections, "Pastor Hall"
The newly appointed auditors, motions is necessitated by the fact
and "Mein Kampf," later were Kurz & Kurz, have set up the finan- that Edward C. Raftery, attorney
cleared.
cial system for the 31 tribunals.
for UA and Universal, will leave
Forty-four pix were pinked last
shortly for the Coast for conferyear, as against 39 in 1939, while
ences.
Transfusions for Banford
only 390 cuts were made in 1940 as
It is understood that Frohlich also
Chicago Eight blood transfusions
against 443 in 1939.
have been given, to "Doc" Banford, asked for a postponement because
The Film censor board has five M-G-M exchange manager, who is a of the present Ascap controversy

—

service members in addition patient at St. Luke's hospital.
Lieut. Costello and a force of
Inspector
L.
S.
inspectors.
12
White of the censors staff has been
promoted to a sergeant for his
meritorious service.
civil

with the radio networks.

to

A$

Zyfc CWTICS LOVE

'
Assail Proposal to Bar
Kids Under 10 From Pix

—

Chicago Leading industry execs,
here have taken exception to the
recent statement of Mrs. Richard
McClure, Film Councils prexy, that
juveniles under 10 years of age
should not be allowed to go to film
shows, owing to the unsuitable programs provided for them.
Charles Ryan, Warner theaters
director, says children understand
films better than most people think
they do and, while programs could
be improved at times, still films like
"Pinocchio," presumably with spejuvenile appeal, fail to receive
profitable support.

cial

Dinner as Prelude
To Bow of "Cheers"

Comptroller, Auditors
For Arbitration Setup
(Continued from Page

1)

to the Board in 1940 dropped to 1,491 from 1,626 in 1939,
ToLieut. Costello said yesterday.
tal footage examined in 1940 was
6,356,000 feet as against 7,190,000
the preceding year.

C. Michel, C. D. Prutz-

George Schaefer, Nicholas
:henck and Murray Silverstone.
an,

Cleveland

Better Films
In 1940, Chi. Censor View

Kan- mitted

Buffalo,

:attle,

Fewer and

(Continued from Page

suit before applying to the
it was stated.

Eckhardt, 20th Centuryexchange manager, contends
that programs today, on the whole,
are edited for both old and young.
Jack Rose, Indiana-Illinois prexy,
dismisses the McClure suggestion

Clyde

Fox

as "foolish,"

make

asserting

it

does not

sense.

Jack Kirsch, Allied prexy, points
continuing improvement in picas answering Mrs. McClure.
Execs, of both B & K and J, L & S
assert that programs of their theaters are planned for the entire
family and no objectionable films
are used.
to

tures

CMLED LOVE

/

w
> >

REVI6WS OF TH€ MID flLhlS i>

'Convoy"
RKO

STIRRING DRAMATIZATION OF THE
BRITISH NAVY WILL HOLD INTEREST
OF ANY AUDIENCE.
Highly dramatic, actionful and well cast,
dramatization of the British Navy in
action in the North Sea is filmfare that
this

the interest of any audience. There

make

is an unimportant background story to
the f.lm fictional instead of a straight documentary about the British Navy, but the
story theme is not over done and what there

of

is

it

is

acceptable.
should

Exhibitors
film

until

the

the cows
fleet

British

shows

performance as
an officer on the ship who had previously
taken Brook's wife away from him. Another

John Clements gives

a

characterization

table old boat

fine

contributed by

is

Ed-

as the skipper of a disrepu-

who

is

crotchety, cranky and

of the British Navy as a whole.
Other members of the cast are equally good.
Story is concerned with the convoying of
a fleet of merchant ships across the North

disdainful

Sea to an English port. All the action takes
place on the trip, with the action suspense-

and excitingly climactic.

ful

CAST: Clive Brook, John Clements, Judy
Campbell, Penelope Dudley Ward, Edward
Rigby,
Charles
Williams,
Alan
Jeaves,
Michael Wilding, Harold Warrender, George
Hutcheson,
George
Carney,
Al
Millen,
Charles Farrell, John Laurie, George Benson,
Hay
Hans

Mervyn Johns, Albert Lieven,
Wengraf, Edward Lexy, John Glyn

Petrie,

Jones.

CREDITS: Producer, Michael Balcon; AsNolbandov; DirecPen Tennyson; Cameramen, Roy Keland Gunther Kramp; Editor, Ray Pitt.

sociate
tor,

lino

Producer, Sergei

DIRECTION,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Good.

ITS BEST

TO PUT

FILM OVER, BUT STORY MATERIAL
FLIMSY.

IS

yarn about an adventuress
a
by her wits, this fable might bet-

Spinning

who
ter

lives

have been entitled mantrap or something

more

The backgrounds

apt.

glitter,

the

and personable, but the
story is flimsy and borders on the unbelievable.
The names of Miss Francis and
Ellison have some value for display purposes
and the picture offers exploitation angles
players

are

able

set in several of the country's best

known playgrounds.

It

and there is a
which
battle
is

staged
sea
highly
exciting.
thoroughly realistic and
Apart from the story of the Navy and its
convoy work there are several characterizations sharply etched in the film that are
absorbing. Picture was produced by Michael
Balcon and directed by Pen Tennyson, with
Tennyson
instilling
tremendous
Director
realism into his characters and action.
Clive Brook is fine as the captain of the
British squadron leader, the cruiser Apollo.

ward Chapman

75 Mins.

AN ABLE CAST DOES

come home.
action

That Girl?"

Ellison,

RKO

as

splendidly

fine

Kay Francis, James
Mildred Coles

with

be able to exploit this

in

"Where Did You Get

'Playgirl"

with Clive Brook. John Clements,
Judy Campbell
78 Mins.

will hold

Wednesday, January

it

is

Miss Francis appears to advantage in a
wardrobe that will make female audiences
envious, Ellison personably portrays a wealthy
and slightly innocent young cattleman, Mildred Coles is attractive and interesting in
an ingenue role, and Nigel Bruce, Margaret
Hamilton and a number of othor seasoned
campaigners lend their talents in supporting roles.
Frank Woodruff directed from
a screenplay by Jerry Cady.
Miss Francis, about to take a weathy
son into camp at Lake Placid
She and her
scared off by his father.
faithful maid and friend, Miss Hamilton,
There things go badly
set sail for Florida.
publisher's
is

pawn some of her
Returning to the hotel she meets
Miss Coles in her rooms and the girl faints
from hunger.
Miss Francis lights on the idea of grooming the girl as a trap for wealthy suckers
and they go to work on the idea, using
Nigel Bruce, wealthy Chicagoan, as their
first victim.
Meanwhile Miss Coles has
accidentally met Ellison and meets him
again after the Francis-Coles corporation
has come to New York.
Misunderstandings
ensue, but Miss Francis finally sends Ellison out to find Mildred and marry her
after almost marrying him herself just for
being dissuaded by his
security's
sake,
mother.
for

her and she has to

jewelry.

CAST: Kay

James

Mildred
Nigel
Bruce,
Margaret Hamilton,
Coles,
George P. Huntley, Katherine Alexander,
Charles Quigley, Georgia Carroll, Kane Richmond, Stanley Andrews, Dick Hogan.
Francis,

CREDITS: Producer,

Ellison,

Reid; Director,
Screenplay, Jerry Cady;
Cliff

Woodruff;
Cameraman, Nick Musuraca;
Frank

Editor,

Harry

Marker.

John Balaban to Preside
At Chi, Defense Parley

—John

Chicago

West Coast Bureau

of

THE FILM DAILY

Containing several swingy musical numa cast of personable juveniles and
able comedians, and moving along at a fairfast clip, this release

is

suitable as a pro-

should appeal to the juve
trade more than the adult. Technical work
on the picture is up to par, and although
offering.

It

is sketchy it hangs together until
obvious conclusion has been reached.
Heading the cast are Helen Parrish, Leon
Errol, Charles Lang, Eddie Quillan, Franklin
Pangborn, Stanley Fields and Tom Dugan.
Miss Parrish is attractive, personable and
Errol will
displays a nice singing voice.
get laughs as a Scotch pawnbroker, and

the story

A product of the 20th-Fox studios
Great Britain, this offering has a well c
trived story, a highly competent cast an
goodly amount of suspense to maintain ai
ence interest.
Picture should get a g
reception from general audiences. Exhibil
should find it helpful as a supporting f
ture on any b

an

Dugan and
Lang,

a

Fields are

good

amusing as detectives.
shows pro-

looking juvenile,

mise.

Arthur Lubin directed from a screenplay
Jay Dratler, Paul Franklin and Stanley
Crea Rubin. Miss Parrish, a singer, persuades
Lang, a composer, to lead a swing band
headed by Eddie Quillan. They bamboozle
Errol into letting them use instruments in
his pawnshop.
They break into a recording company one night to make some recordings of their stuff, but get mixed up in
By

robbery.

Later their recordings turn

up as police

there are all sorts of complicauntil they wind up with everybody

clues and
tions

bidding for their services.
CAST: Helen Parrish, Charles Lang, Leon
Errol, Stanley Fields, Tom Dugan, Franklin
Pangborn, Eddie Quillan, Joe Brown, Jr.,
Leonard Sues, Kenneth Lundy, Joe Cobb,
Billy Elliott, Peter Sullivan, Thurston Hall,
Wade Boteler, Frank Mitchell, Nina Orla,
Tim Ryan, Leon Belasco.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Joseph G.
Sanford; Director, Arthur Lubin; Screenplay, Jay Dratler, Paul Franklin and Stanley
Crea Rubin; Original Story, Jay Dratler;

Cameraman, John

Homer Mulkey

—

Hospitalized

ENTERTAINI

IS

SCREENFARE.

bers,

ly

ABLY CONTRIVED AND SUSPENSEI

Boyle.

A

Men Meet Friday

To Plan

for Polio

Drive

He maintains

builds the climactic scenes smoo
and handles the players competently,
screenplay was written by Sidney Gill
Margaret Lockwood, Emlyn Williams, B
K. Barnes and Roger Livesay head the c,
Each of these players is excellent, and
supporting cast is able.
Miss Lockwood is tried for murder wr
an old woman she is nursing dies from
overdose of sleeping tablets and it is d
covered she is the heiress to the esta
Barnes defends her and she is acquitt
Later, after many turn-downs, she gets
other job nursing a cripple at a coun
estate under an assumed name. She me
Barnes again and their friendship is renewi
However, her patient dies the same »
and she is immediately branded a murdere
Barnes defends her once more and ultimat
traps the murderer and his accomplice,
dead man's wife.
CAST: Margaret Lockwood, Barry
Barnes, Roger Livesay, Emlyn Williams, M
garetta Scott, Wyndham Goldie, Basil Ra
I

ford, Irene Handl,

CREDITS: Producer, Edward

J

Black;

i;

I

Carol Reed; Screenplay, Sidney G
Novel, Roy Vickers; Cameraman, Ol
Kanturek; Editor, R. E. Dearing.
DIRECTION, Able. PHOTOGRAPHY Goo
rector,
liat;

Radio

Fritz Blocki to

Chicago

—

::

Fritz Blocki, publicil
the Jones, Linick

director

for

Schaefer

circuit,

has resigned to

d<

vote his time to radio production ant.
writing.
I

(Continued from Page 1)
execs., theater managers and
district managers of at least five
of the leading circuits in the
York-New Jersey sector. C. C. Mos-

"Destiny" In Demand
Although Warners' "Flight from

Mervyn Johns, Betty

b

dine, Kathleen Harrison, Felix Aylmer.

office

area already have volunteered to cooperate in the "March of Dimes"
drive, which takes place the week of
January 16. The circuits that will
be represented by hundreds of theater men at the Friday meeting include Loew's, RKO, Brandt, Skouras
and Randforce.

the

story,

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Theater

credited to C.
suspense of

skillful direction job is

Reed.

* fORCIGI) *

kowitz and Harry Brandt, co-chair-

—

12 Shorts

APPEAL FOR JUVE AUDIENCES.

gram

V

Margaret Lockwood, Barry K. Bars,
Emlyn Williams
20th -Fox
77 M|.

NUMBER HAS BIGGEST MURDER MYSTERY

man of the New York Theaters ComTamas Suit Decision Reserved
will speak.
New York Supreme Court Justice mittee,
More than 790 out of the 1187 thePeter Schmuck yesterday reserved
aters in the New York exchange
decision at the close of trial of the

Balaban will preside at the Drake Hotel meeting with
Hairy Brandt on the defense tieup infringement suit brought by Stephen
with Chicago theaters.
Tamas against 20th-Fox Film Corp.
The plaintiff asserted that he wrote
"Back Street" Gets Miami Bow
a scenario entitled "Stowaway" and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL1 submitted it to the defendant at its
Hollywood
World premiere of request. The scenario allegedly was
Universale "Back Street" will be infringed by the film of the same
name starring Shirley Temple.
held at Miami, Fla., Feb. 4.

Mancall Plans

FAIR MUSICAL

i-

'The Girl In The New"|

New

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

1

with

with Leon Errol, Helen Parrish, Charles Lang
Universal
65 Mins.

a

8,

DAILY

'Hotel
I.

Du

Nord'

(French dialogue, English
Lopert

NEW YORK

titles)

83 Min

TIMES: Marcel

Cam

j

restored the French cinema i
the position of eminence it enjoye
hereabouts until recently.
HERALD TRIBUNE: It is an ad|

has

(

mirable

with

each part, if
atmosphere or deed, helping in it
special way to work toward a powei
jul

story,

climax.

DAILY NEWS:

This film, made
years ago, is one of those drama *
about simple people that the Frenci*
do, or did, to perfection.
I

feto

Dallas Homer Mulkey, of Clar- Destiny" has not been assigned a
Mancall plans endon, director of Texas Allied and definite release date, over 200 bookto make a series of 12 one-reel melo- one of the state's first film theater ings have already been set for March,
CREDITS: Luca Production; Directoij
dramatic shorts. He is now making operators, is confined to a hospital in tentative month of release, the home Marcel Carne. PLAYERS: Annabella, Loui
arrangements for their distribution. Ft. Worth.
Jouvet, Jean-Pierre Aumont.
office reported yesterday.

Hollywood

— Boone
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REVIEWS Of THE HEUI f ILfllS

"The Saint In
Springs"

Palm

Mexico Plans Ho

:<

coachman whipping a horse
and he embarks on his crusade. His
trials and tribulations are faithfully
depicted.
Finally, Bergh survives
discredit and humiliation to win an

Quota

sees a

* SHORTS *

with George Sanders, Wendy Barrie,
Paul Guilfoyle
65 Mins.

—

Pralcheff

(Continued from Page 1)
prices but nothing ever came of it.
Pratchett, who arrived Monday
from Mexico City, said that Paramount's business in his territory,
which consists of Mexico, Cuba, Cen-

even greater following for his work,
"United States Military Academy" which also was responsible for the
10 mins. advent of the Society for the PreLDLY ABSORBING OFFERING FALLS Columbia
tral America and the northern part
vention of Cruelty to Children.
Interesting and Timely
LOW "THE SAINT" SERIES STANDARD.
of South America, had shown a
timely
right
now,
proParticularly
and
I'.atesr in the Saint series RKO is
satisfactory improvement in 1940
"Syncopated
Sioux"
ving with George Sanders portraying the containing excellent material that is
'iracter created by Leslie Charteris, this
I turns out to be only a mildly absorbing
;igram offering that falls below the series
There are
i'ndard due to a weak story.
ee murders, the usual amount of hocus
and Sanders gets a Palm Springs
:us,

The script
kground for his activities.
anything novel in the way of a plot
borders on the completely implausible

ks
1

impossible.

il

'ianders gives

his

customary smooth porand friend of

of the master criminal

•yal

oppressed and his supporting cast is able
personable, including Wendy Barrie, Paul
ilfoyle, Jonathan Hale, Linda Hayes and
J
Direction of Jack Hively
,rry
Shannon.
adequate, and the script was written by
'

il

fry

Cady.

New York, brushes off
and descends on his old friend
:pector Hale to discover that that gentlein
has a mission for him to perform.
ders is to guard a man taking three rare
imps to Palm Springs to be delivered
i Miss
Barrie.
The man is killed and
ders sets out on the job himself.
From
lire
on the plot gets thicker than mud
iii
Sanders rounds up the entire gang
I spectacular
fashion and sets off on
nher adventures.
.ianders arrives in

police

i

George Sanders, Wendy Barrie,
[I Guilfoyle, Jonathan Hale, Linda Hayes,
Iris Taylor, Harry Shannon, Eddie Dunn.
[,-AST:

CREDITS: Producer, Howard Benedict;

Di-

tor,

Jack Hively; Screenplay, Jerry Cady;
Leslie Charteris; Cameraman, Harry

Id;

Editor,

George Hively.

MRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,

reign Poll Restricted

judiciously used, this short subject
should hold the attention of any
audience. Reel depicts all phases of
the cadets' four-year training period
and also has a number of intimate
touches that increase its interest.
An excellent narrative is provided
by Basil Ruysdael and the film has
been nicely photographed.

over

1939

but

that

exact

figures

Amusing Cartoon

—

as other insurance in case of death.

duced.

"The Great Meddler"
Metro

11 mins.

Fine Short Subject

The story of Henry Bergh and his
founding of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals is
interestingly handled in this subject.

In 1864, Bergh returns to this
visit to Russia. He

country from a

Fined $5 for Sunday Pix
Mathews, Va. Robert Bertschey,
manager of the Be-Jo Theater was
fined $5 by Judge Catesby Jones in

—

the Trial Justice Court for operating
Sunday in violation

his theater on
of the Virginia

Richmond, Va.

—

Mrs. Garrett Leathe manager of the
Center Leases Signed
Westhampton Theater, is recuperat}ross & Brown Company, agent ing from an appendicitis operation
the Film Center Building, 630 at Stuart Circle Hospital.
ith Avenue, report the leasing of
ice to John Milo on the fourth floor Clearance Meeting Friday
ng business as Roma Film Co.;
Toronto Meeting of the Ontario
the sixth floor to Photographic Clearance Board, scheduled for yestruments, Inc. and to Paul A. Guf- terday, to discuss clearance reforms
ti, film laboratory.
was postponed until Friday.

m

7 mins.

were not yet available.
Relations between the distribuRain in the Face, a jeepy Indian
chief, believes in instilling rhythm tors and the labor unions in Mexico
into his tribe. The warriors are in- also have improved, Pratchett said.
Paramount's meeting of managers
formed of the approach of a couple
of palefaces and their syncopated in his territory convenes in Panama
drummers sound the alarm. There City Feb. 6-8. John Hicks, head of
are quite a few good laughs before the foreign department, leaves Sunthe battle winds up as a draw. Reel day for the convention via Mexico.
He will be accompanied from St.
is a Walter Lantz production.
"Going Places"
Louis by Pratchett who leaves New
Universal
9 1/3 mins.
"Mrs. Ladybug"
York on Saturday.
Highly Interesting
Metro
8 mins.
Any audience will be interested in
Amusing Cartoon
Feulmer Heads New Ass'n
this reel. It depicts the annual trip
Mrs. Ladybug has a terrific time
of the Norwegian sealing fleet to handling her huge brood of children,
Chicago H & E Balaban theater
the Arctic Ocean. The men and ships and finally in desperation she ad- circuit has organized an employes
run dangerous hazards throughout vertises for a maid. A spider, en- association with following officers:
the voyage, but they get the seals. visioning the thought of a nice meal Joe Feulmer, Des Plaines Theater,
The photography is fine and the of young ladybugs, disguises himself president; Fred Hartman, Windson
material chosen is excellent.
Dur- and gets the job. However, one of Theater, vice-president; and Billy
ing the trip, the crew from one boat the young ladybugs sees through the Dahlman, home office, secretary and
also captures a couple of Polar bear spider's disguise and he is routed treasurer.
Members will receive
cubs.
from the house. Rudolph Ising pro- health and accident benefits as well

M. Stark, director of the
Sunday Blue Law.
ucational
Institutions
Publicity Bertschey had been operating on
rvice, said yesterday that the reSunday afternoons since the first of
ts of a poll conducted by his office December and had been donating
ong motion-picture reviewers of part of the proceeds to charity. The
ding foreign-language newspap- case probably will be appealed to the
in New York City on the best Circuit Court.
ns and performances of 1940 were
onclusive, in that only 11 papers,
"Pop" Kane In Hospital
•resenting half of the foreign-lanPittsburgh—J. B. "Pop" Kane, vetige press, were canvassed.
The
ults,
which Stark said were eran exhibitor, who operates the
Pitcairn, suffered
urate with respect to the papers Nemo Theater in
led,
were published yesterday, a heart attack and is seriously ill at
the Columbia Hospital, Wilkinsburg.
e poll was conducted for the Forn Education Orientation Division
the American Schools and Col- Mrs. Leahey Recovering
es Association.
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Universal

hey,

wife

LAUGH
TILL MY SIDES
I

ACHED!
says Jessie Henderson

BALTIMORE SUN-PHILA. BULLETIN

of

—
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May Curb

Foreign

Northampton Alderman Protests

to

RKO

Mayor

Sets

Formula

Against Theater's Higher Admission Rates

—

Propaganda Films

Northampton, Mass. Mayor Charles J. O'Connor has received a communiAlderman Francis P. O'Donnell formally protesting against increased

i

For Decree Meets

cation from

(Continued from Page

admission prices at the Calvin Theater.
The alderman asked Mayor O'Connor to take action to prevent a recurrence
of the price boost or "sharply increase the Sunday license fee in the theater."
Alderman O'Donnell stressed the point that price increases for outstanding pictures worked a hardship on the working man and his family, who he contended,
patronize the theater on Sundays.

1)

Irwin Esmond's powers by investing
the Education Law, Section 1082,
with a prohibition against licensing
of blatant propaganda films, directed chiefly against Nazi and Communistic imports is clearly in sight.
At present, Esmond has no power
to even screen or license newsreels,
while to quote from Section 1082,
he cannot reject a license "unless
such film or a part thereof is obscene, indecent, immoral, inhuman,
sacrilegious or is of such a character that its exhibition would tend
to
or
corrupt morals
incite
to
crime."
By the selfsame national emergency, whatever chance advocates of
censorship repeal once had for sucIt is
cess in New York has faded.
now recognized by legislative members that powers to cope with foreign-made films must be invested
their censorship, which needs
in
specific authority to curb propaThe
ganda from other countries.
Film Daily recently printed the report for the year ending June 30,
1940 showing that 488 foreign-made
films had been exhibited in New
York during that fiscal year as
against 485 in the preceding 12
months.
Otherwise, much the same chestnuts can be expected unless a new
drive for luxury taxes to defray the
state's own portion of national deThe latter is
fense strikes home.
unlikely, however, as the state expects a surplus at the end of the
fiscal year and new taxes seem un-

John E. Cowdin, Father
Of Universal Exec, Dies
i

(

ontinued from Page

Leonard and Hyland Show
First

Eastern "Soundies"

Arthur Leonard and Dick Hyland

1

Pavilion after a long illness, will be of Cinemasters, Inc., unveiled at a
held at 10:30 a.m. tomorrow in St. press screening in the projection
James Church, Madison Ave. and room of Fox Movietine Studios yesterday morning a group of eight
71st St.
Interment will be private.
Former head of Johnson-Cowdin- "Soundies" produced by them for the
new Jimmy Roosevelt-Mills automaEmmerich, Inc., silk merchants, J. tic motion picture machines.
E. Cowdin retired about 20 years
The individual "Soundies" shown
ago. Deceased was an international
were three minutes or less in running
polo star and played No. 2 on the time, and will have their official preoriginal U. S. team which went to mieres, along with the machines
England in 1902 to retrieve the themselves, at the Coin Machine ConWestchester Cup.
vention to be held in Chicago's Hotel
Surviving in addition to the Uni- Sherman on Jan. 13-16 inclusive.
versal exec, are his second wife and
This bloc of eight tab reels comtwo children, Mrs. Charles Morgan prises the first productions to be
and Thomas K. Cowdin.
made in the East for the nickel-inthe-slot industry, and are the first

Chilean Commissioner
Studies Argentine Pix

"Soundies" made by Cinemasters,
Inc., as Eastern production unit for

the Roosevelt-Mills interests.
Dick Hyland said that the public
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) The will get "Soundies" about a month
Chilean Government has commis- after the Chicago conclave.
sioned Consuelo de Guzman to study
Four of the films in the group

—

production

Argentine. screened yesterday present Vincent
She is the mother of Maria Eugenia Lopez and His Orchestra, "Overde Guzman. Chile has four leading night" and "Don't Cry," featuring
producers "Coke" Delano, Miguel Sonny Skyler, and "Turn Out the
Frank, Carlos Huidobro and Alva- Lights" and "Jitterbug Senorita,"
featuring Anne Barrett. Two presrez.
ent Ray Kinney and His Orchestra,
Sanders' Father Hurt in Raid
featuring the Aloha Maids, and the
likely.
Henry Sanders, father of Errol remaining two are of Will Bradley
Governor Lehman is expected to
and His Orchestra, featuring Ray
again advocate restriction of bill- Sanders, head of the RKO mail and McKinley.
messenger
service,
was
wounded
by
past,
board advertising, as in the
Bradley and Kinney, together with
with chances of passage doubtful bomb splinters recently in Birming- the featured members of their bands,
England,
according
ham,
to
cablea
due to labor's aversion. None of the
The attended yesterday's press preview.
more matrons-for-children, seat for gram received by his son.
father, a 75-year-old roof top watchevery ticket and increased tax on
er, was at home when the night bomb
Mass. Theaters
film licensed is likely to get far in
explosion occurred, completely wip1941.
After Court's
ing out the structure.
film

in

the

—

—

Dozen

Add
Okay

Games

A new

drive for a

mandatory

city
legislation

two-men-in-every-booth
seems in the offing. Such bills have
past,
unsuccessful
in
the
been
though backed by organized labor.
By the same token, a series of
theater fires upstate in the past two
years and a few projection booth
fatalities have given impetus to the
move for uniform safety-constructed

Rash of Censorship
Sweeping Argentina
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)
sorial
tina.

La

— Cen-

breaking out in ArgenRosario, Santa Fe Cordoba and

rash

Rioja

boards.

is

are

instituting

their

own

the past, decisions of
the local Board of Censors have been
generally accepted throughout the

country.

In

(Continued from Page

1)

the sales staffs in Washington,
Haven, Boston, Albany and 3
York City and answered quest
relative to the decree.
As a result of these discussi
Zimmerman
declared
that
1

branch personnel were now
posted on the interpretation of
decree and that RKO had obtai
a broad cross section of all
basic problems likely to arise a
Branc
in the country.
visited have reported that the

where

m

ings have had great educatk
value in clarifying operations
suiting from the ruling.

Zimmerman

is now on a five-w
the company's exchan
where he continues to acquaint
sales staffs with the decree, bas
his talks on the information
questions compiled at the ear
meetings.

tour

of

O'Donnell Testimonial

Luncheon

;;

Attracts 1,000

—

Scranton
Comerford circuit has
booked Blackstone into the local and
Wilkes-Barre Capitols and has started three-day vaude at the Capitol,
Williamstown.
booths.
Such a bill, introduced in
the waning days of 1940's short
session and advanced to the order
of final passage in the Senate might
conceivably have fair chance of

HI

—

Dallas R. J. O'Donnell, retir:
Chief Barker of the Texas Variu
Club, was guest of honor at a tes
monial luncheon in the Hotel Ad
phus grand ballroom, given by P:
Short, newly elected Chief Bar!
of the Club, the new officers a

board of directors.
thousand attended.

Under O'Donnell's leadership, 1
club raised $25,000 for Freeman IV
morial Clinic, constructed a $20,(
swimming pool in one of Dallas' pi
lie parks, operated a summer cai
for underprivileged boys
400 bei
given vacations

—
each year— and

tributed

to

$5,000

Bt,

j

More than

,,

jj

cc

Hope Cottage

foundling home, as well as par
cipated in a number of other wort
while charities.

M-G-M Borrows
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

Ingrid Bergmai

of

THE FILM DAI

— Metro

has

borrow

Ingrid Bergman from David O. Se!,
Boston Action of Superior Court nick Prods, to appear opposi
Judge Frederick W. Fosdick in okay- Spencer Tracy in "Dr. Jekyll and IV
ing Bank Night and Good Will Award Hyde," which Victor Fleming w
contests in his decision in the Tower direct.
theater (Lowell) case has resulted
in a dozen new situations starting
the theater games, according to Roy
E. Heffner.
Expected in Venn.
Lowell case was defended by
George S. Ryan, Bank Night attorHarrisburg, Pa.
The 1941 session

No Amusement Tax

—

ney, on an agreed statement of
facts, jury trial being waived. Ryan

has cleared the Bank Night plan in
in a longer meeting.
New Hampshire, Rhode Island and
The legislature will be firmly conMaine and in Middlesex, Suffolk and
trolled by the Republicans with 88
Bristol counties, this state.
Assembly and 30 Senate seats. However, the factor which cleai ly fits
Melchers Form Melbro Corp.

passage

the Pennsylvania Legislature convened here yesterday.
of

Although there have been rumors
enactment of a one-cent amusement tax, Gov. Arthur H. James has
repeatedly stated that there will be
of

no additional

levies.

-

that a great many
Chicago
Melcher Brothers have
majority members and virtually all organized
the Melbro Amusement
minority legislators run with the Corp. with offices
at 38 S. Dearborn
endorsement of organized labor and St., to manage Melcher
Theater cirhence party lines do not hold on la- cuitn. Rosenberg, Stein, Rosenberg,
bor-backed bills.
attorneys, handled the legal details.
is

m

ill'

—

More Comerford "Flesh"

into the picture

s

—

Diring

a

special

session

of

the

two bills were
introduced in the House which would
have called for a one-cent amusement tax. Both bills, however, were
never brought out of committee.
legislature

last

year,

{-in

M

l*U

3
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FORECAST $74,200,000 ADMISSION TAXES
Statutory Relief From 5 -Blocks, N.W. Allied Plan
,

floves Will

Be Mapped

[

"or

to Bring Government
Increase of $5,300,000

Year

M. Haight, one of the three members of the budget committee for the industry's arbitration system, has resigned because of ill health and his place has
been filled by Paul Felix Warburg.
Haight, an executive of the International
General Electric Co., will retain his post on the administrative committee.
American Arbitration Association will move into its new headquarters in
Radio City on Feb. 1, the administrative committee announced yesterday.
P.

By GEORGE E. GUISE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

—

Minneapolis Moves to secure en;tment of legislation which will exnpt Minnesota from block-of-five
i-ovisions of the recent New York
msent decree will be mapped by
irillied Theater Owners of the Northwest, Inc., when the organization
ages its 1941 convention at Nicolt Hotel here Jan. 21-22.
Dates for the session were set by

F.D.R. Expects 1942 Fiscal

Paul Felix Warburg Succeeds P. M. Haight
On Arbitration System's Budget Committee

at

Convention, Called
Minneapolis Jan. 21-22

Unit's

By MILTON
Washington Bureau

—

Washington
message

budget

:

RKO

Greek Film Drive

For 1941-42 Season

Selling Shorts

Board of Governors

(Continued on Page 7)

oach Suing Metro;

The estimated increase

—

Harold S. Vanderbilt, honorary
national chairman of the Greek War
Relief Association, yesterday announced the

to launch their short subject sellingseason far in advance of the feaIt is underture sales campaigns.
stood that pre-convention selling
of features will not be possible under the new order and that this period will be devoted to pushing short
subjects.
Reports from the field indicate

appointment
Samuel

Goldwyn

as

national

chairman of
the Motion
Charging violation of a series of Picture Pro-

istribution contracts over a period
13 years, Hal Roach Studios,
iijf
tic, yesterday filed suit in the Fedral

Court against Loew's and M-

ducers
sion
relief

Diviof the

that RKO salesmen have been
structed to start immediately on
the 1941-42 shorts lineup. It ^reported that the RKO scheduleVias

Arnold,

Radio Execs. Meet;

ail to

Reach Agreement

ashington

Bureau of

—

drive.

(Continued on Page 5)

nounced that
$786,667 had

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

been expended out of the

first million
(Continued on Page 5)

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Neville
resident and several

Miller,

NAB Bewley Re-introduces

other repesentatives of the radio industry
let with Thurman W. Arnold, head
(Continued on Page 5)

Carrying

A'Land

of Liberty's" First
$50,000 for Nazis' Victims

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Jack Benny yesterday

—

signed long-term, straight starring
contracts with Paramount and 20thcentury Fox, continuing his long association with Paramount and beginning a new affiliation with 20th-Fox.

New

setup

diately

and

is

effective imme-

arrangements

for

the

operation of the contracts will be
worked out harmoniously between the
studios.

(Continued on Page 5)

Will Seek to

Kill

Ohio Newsreel Tax

fighting taxes in their own interests,
the possibilities of an increase in
(Continued on Page 7)

Open

—

MPPDA

William Bewley,
Albany, N. Y.
Lockport, Republican, yesterday reintroduced in the Senate his sales

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 5)

Admish Taxes Up $2,417,114
Total Collections for 1940 $21,887,916
Washington Bureau of

for $1,500,000

THE FILM DAILY

A

gain of $2,417,Washington—
114.15 in admissions taxes collected
during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1940 over the 1939 fiscal year

Over Pix License Refusal

of THE FILM DAILY
was reported to Congress yesterday
Pictures
Criterion
Hollywood
by the Internal Revenue Bureau in
Corp. has filed suit in United States it annual report.
District Court asking triple damages
The 1940 fiscal year collection was

West Coast Bureau

—

(Continued on Page 5)

—

B'way

Bill

5% Admish Tax

PCA Sued

By CECIL SANSBURY
Staff Correspondent
Columbus, O. Unless sudden unexpected pressure comes from certain high pressure lobbyists, now

FILM DAILY

The first $50,000 derived from the
Demonstration
release of the feature picture "Land
Polio Drive
of Liberty" will go to the aid of Will
British air raid victims. As the reOpening gun in the motion picsult of this announcement by the
yesterday, British relief ture drive for funds for the National
organizations throughout the U. S. Infantile Paralysis Foundation will
are making plans to assist in ticket be held next Wednesday in a huge

j

two

appropriation of $1,575,000 for

sent to

(Continued on Page 5)

Jach Benny Signed
By Para., 20th-Fox

An

enforcement of the anti-trust laws

in-

At the same
-M Distributing Corp. demanding time Vancomplaint,
1,263,993 damages. The
derbilt
a n(Continued on Page 4)

—while sub-

Companies which will be governed
by the consent decree are expected are contemplated.

o f

ays Pads Violated

Presidential

calling for $17,to Congress yes-

stantial
is not large enough to indicate that higher admission taxes

I

association's

The

1941.

v.

ifie

LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY

F.

485,528,049 sent
terday estimates that admissions
taxes collected during the fiscal year
of 1942 will amount to $74,200,000,
compared to an estimated collection
of $68,900,000 for the fiscal year of

)

Goldwyn Will Head

of

(Continued on Page 7)

78.5

%

of U. S. Public
to See

GWTW

Ready

newspaper
Metro in
Columbus,
Cincinnati,
Indianapolis,
Pittsburgh and Washington indicate
Polls

survey

a

conducted
departments

by

for

potential 78.5 per cent U.

ence for

GWTW during

its

S.

audi-

approach-

And this
ing regular release period.
in spite of the $23,500,000 domestic
gross reported for the roadshow release.

_

.

TH£
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—
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Albany
Ralph Pielow, formerly
Metro branch manager here, promoted to New York Jan. 1, will be
honored at a testimonial banquet at
the DeWitt Clinton Hotel here Monday night.
The committee, headed by Clayt
Eastman, Paramount manager, has

Zatmck, Jane Murfin

New

— Walter

Smakwitz,

manager, War-

Re-election of

Wanger was

man. The Film Renter. 127-133 Wardour

W.

PARIS— P.

I.

Marsoulan

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Calle del

lie

district

ner

St.,

A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
MEXICO CITY— Marco-

(12).

Sindi-

Move to License
16 mm. Operators

—

Cleveland, O.
The Legislative
Committee of the City Council yesterday unanimously killed the ordi-

(Wednesday, Jan. 8)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Am.

Seat

8
6'/2
24'/2

Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %)
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con.
Con.
East.

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind. pfd.

Kodak

15'/2

34
1

Paramount
1st

8

6>/2
24i/2

08 1 g
11

111/8
971/4
11

'/2

11

Pathe Film

9V4

RKO
RKO

31/4

3

42
$6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
71/4
20th Century-Fox pfd. 19%

42

.

Univ.

9V4
'/4

6%

.

pfd
Bros

'.'/.'.;

2

191,2

%

11
973/4
11

3'/8

31/4

53

pfd

53

%
'8

91/4
31/4

42
7

195 8
31/4

53

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3'/2s46
Para. B'way 3s55

1

041/4

1

O41/4

54

55

Para. Picts. cv. 3 js47 95 '2
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95

951/2

95

55+1
—
95
951/2

Monogram

7-16

Picts.
.

Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts

.

'

1/2

7 16
s

7-16

4-1-16

1%

ties.

91/2

1=8
93 8

91/2

4-

1/4

6V4

61/8

6 1/4

—

Vi

1

3

company,
1540
Broadway,
New
York City.
The classes will be
forwarded to Sam Eckman, Jr., in
charge of M-G-M's English activi-

PEOPLE WHO PREFER
FRIENDLY SERVICE USE

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN
APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

MP

Associates

On

Tues.;

to Elect

Levy Withdraws

Annual election of officers of the
Motion Picture Associates will be
held Tuesday in the North Room
of the Hotel Lincoln from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m. David Levy has withdrawn
from the presidential race, leaving
Joe Lee and Nat Beier to run.

Welcome Home

for Storn

Personnel of United Artists'

New

York

exchanp-e
welcomed
home
Charles Stern, district manager, with
a party last ni>ht at the Lincoln
Hotel. Stern returned from a threeweek visit to Florida where he was

recuperating from an illness.
Stern shared in the festivities.

Mrs.

GILLHAM

W. RAY JOHNSTON. Monogram prexy, HOW
ARD STUBBINS and CEORCE WEST left Hoi
lywood

yesterday

holders'

meeting

NORMAN

DAVE ROBBINS.
Florida

Frank Cap-

manager of Film

chief projectionist at

COLONEL W.

Alii

Colum

New York tomorrow

DONOVAN

J.

RED SKELTON

leaves

fo.

is

in Cairo,

Coast

the

Egypt

January

2l

Washington.

for

going from

and the other members oi
show leave today for Washingthere to Chicago.

CLARK GABLE and

CAROLE LOM-

his wife,
to Hollywood.

CARMEN MIRANDA

reas

the

is

to them.

Mervyn LeRoy was elected secretary, Allan Scott, assistant secretary; Maj. Nathan Levinson, treasurer, and Henry Fonda, assistant
treasurer.

Most Arbitration Boards

Have Local Clerks

Except for possibly
the

"Kitty Foyle"

Running

Holdovers 100 P.C.

"Kitty Foyle" has been held over
in all engagements to date including' the world premiere booking in
picture
Philadelphia
whei'e
the
lolled up its biggest gross of any
RKO picture since "Snow White."
Full week holdovers were reported
from 14 other cities and extended
playing time in 20 split-week situations.

Dozier to Head Para.'s
Coast Story Department
William Dozier, who has been in
charge of writers and story sales for
the Berg-Allenberg agency for the
last five years, has been named head
of Paramount's West Coast writing
and story department. Julien Blaustein continues as associate story
editor.
Dozier takes over his new
3.

due here shortly from

Coast.

ROBERT BENJAMIN,

vice - presiwalter wancer
dents, while
two more vice-presidencies were created and Darryl F. Zanuck, chairman
of the Academy's Research Council,
and Jane Murfin, writer, were named

duties on Feb.

sales

vacation.

BARD, have returned

and Edward Arnold

of

franchisi

flew to Chicago yesterday.

S.,

bias home office, leaves
a

Monogram

Louis.

St.

GERARD DARROW

ra

clerks

the

for
in

ELSON.

ance of the U.

ton,

were

returns tonight from the Coast
gets back from the Coas

week-end.

the Quiz Kid air

tion.

Up

AGNEW

BOB

JULES LEVEY has arrived on the Coast.

five situations,
arbitration tribunals
will be local men. With a New York
Request for donations of binocu- man already placed in charge of
lars has been received by M-G-M the Los Angeles board, it is likely
from its London office. The glasses that a New Yorker or a person exare needed for observers who are perienced in arbitration procedure
stationed on the roofs of factories will be assigned to San Francisco and
and other buildings.
M-G-M an- Washington, D. C. and perhaps two
nounced yesterday that all who wish other spots. In all other cities, clerks
to
contribute binoculars, field or will be drawn from the local field.

opera glasses should send them to
the International Department of the

IO41/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone Corp.
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

nance proposing: to license operators
of 16 mm. films and increasing
license fees of operators and apprentices.
Ordinance had the approval
of the Cleveland Federation of Labor
and Operators Union. Representatives of 60 civic groups attended
hearing to voice disapproval.

Metro to Forward Gifts
Of Binoculars to London
4

will

acclama-

Will

Pict.

Warner
do

6i/

24'/2

147 8
15
33 V4 33V4
1081 8
1 08' 8

97%

pfd.

pfd

Chg.

8
141

141

1

Loew's, Inc
do pfd

2nd

Close

.

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq

Para.
Para.

Low
8

by

named

Kill

All

riNANCIAL
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Wanger

NEIL
this

Artie Newmann, Republic manager serve another term as president of
as treasurer, with the following the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
members: Louis Schine and Meyer and Sciences
Schine, Gloversville; Bill Smalley, as the result
Smalley Circuit, Cooperstown; Mike of the annual
Kallet, Kallet Circuit, Oneida; Lou elect ion by
Golding, Fabian district manager; the Board of
Moe Silver, zone manager, and Char- Govern ors.

Theaters; Paul Krumenacker,
Vitagraph; Herman Ripps, Pielow's
successor at Metro; M. N. Grassgreen,
20th
Century-Fox;
Nate
HOLLYWOOD. Calif.— Sodikman, Monogram; Joe Miller,
Representatives:
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Columbia; B. G. Krauze, RKO, and
Granite 6607.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fred- Jerry Spandau, Universal.

THE

Named

Vice-Presidents

West Coast Bureau of Till;

Hollywood

COmillG and GOinG

here next

PETE

attorney

film

return!!

week from Hollywood.

HARRISON

returned

yesterday

trorr

|

Miami.

BEN COHN
row for
plays.

CBS

Demonstrate Live

to

Pickup
CBS

leaves the Coast by plane tomorto look over the Broadway

New York

for

will

Color Tele

demonstrate a

live

pickup

for its color television equipment for
the press at 5 p.m. today. Demonstration is set for Studio 21 of the
CBS Studio Building, 49 E. 52nd St,

Henie Grosses $316,000
Chicago

— Sonja Henie's

10-day

ice

engagement here drew 208,000 per
sons for a gross of $316,000.

Who

are the

DIRECTORS
of

THE TEN BEST
PICTURES

of

1940?

No greater honor can
be bestowed upon a
Director than being
the Director of one of
the Ten Best Pictures
of the Year as selected by the critics of the
nation in the FILM

DAILY'S annual poll.
The story will be re>
leased

for
national
publication on Janu-

more than
and
magazines and

ary 14th

in

500 newspapers

THE FILM DAILY

is

WAYS TO

3

GET

OUT OF HOCK!
CLARK GABLE HEDY LAMARR in
"COMRADE X." A King Vidor Produc•

v^ith chuckles

"COMRADE
power

sustaining

ind

M-G-M

has started

of box-office glory. Laughing their

)laze
ire

and shekels

whose

way

its

1941 career in a

into record business

X" and "PHILADELPHIA STORY" whose

Homolka, Felix Bressart,
Eve Arden. Screen Play by Ben Hecht and
Charles Lederer. Directed by King Vidor.
Produced by Gottfried Reinhardt
tion with Oscar

An M-G-M

CARY

GRANT

in

its

day-and-date Los Angeles engagement

sensational Music Hall business gives you an idea of

vhat to expect. (3d week at the Music Hall and going bigger than

*

KATHARINE
HEPBURN

)ig

week

at

'FLIGHT
)ffice

a

"COMRADE X" is

five-year record!)

its

COMMAND"

is

just

what America and your box-

FRIENDLY New

Year.

row and

it's

only the

start

STEWART

produced by The Theatre Guild Inc.
Directed by George Cukor. Produced by

An M-G-M

Picture

3d

the Capitol, N. Y., and a hold-over joy everywhere.

crave right now. Three in a

lappy and

in

JAMES

*

in "THE PHILADELPHIA STORY" with
Ruth Hussey, John Howard, Roland Young,
John Halliday, Mary Nash and Virginia
Weidler. Screen Play by Donald Ogden
Stewart. Based on the Play by Philip Barry,

Joseph L. Mankiewicz.
:ver after setting

Picture

of a

With the Gratefully Acknowledged Cooperation of the United States Navy,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents ROBERT

TAYLOR

in

"FLIGHT

COMMAND"

with Ruth Hussey, Walter Pidgeon, Paul
Kelly, Shepperd Strudwick, Nat Pendleton,
Red Skelton. A Frank Borzage Production.
Screen Play by Wells Root and Commander
Harvey Haislip. Directed by Frank Borzage.
Produced by J. Walter Ruben

An M-G-M

Picture

———— —— —— —

—
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Roach Suing Metro;
Says Pacts Violated
(Continued from Pape

seven

listing

causes

contracts,

different

—Ancient

•

•

OVER

•

in

Mariner

urge to go down
own ships, be they large or small
sion among the cinema's rank and

Show

and the blue Gulf
to

which always
lure

— their

file

there are enough devotees of the briny
in

numbers than

Spaniards

with Sir Francis Drake's
In waters hereabouts
and

of

fleet

thrown

room

for only a partial list—

the

is

has long found expresAlong both seaboards

make up an armada more impressive

that

polyglot

—

in

we have

you'll find Barney Balaban's
Albert Warner's "Restless, Too"
Alexander's "Two Smiles II"
A. Montague's "Moneta
Robert Perkins' "Picaroon"
and, until recently, the

"Judith
J.

night

to the sea in ships

—

Don

11"

R"

Major

owner's flag of Stanton Griff is flying o'er "North Wind II"
Here we pause to insert an aside anent the latter craft

•

•

Griffis

•
to

SHE,

— "North TWind T

T
was

II"

Paramount Partner

by Mister

sold recently

who

V. Richards

E.

uses her in the

and wherever her cutwater plies the waves
own beauty and grace
but also
the traditions of her predecessor, "North Wind," which Griffis sent to
England
The latter craft arrived ovreseas at a most useful time
namely to doubtless participate in the memorable evacuation
of the British Expeditionary Force from Dunkerque
since every
available craft was commandeered
and she was very much
climes of sunny South

she carries not only her

—

FERTURED RELEASE CREDITS
The following credits on American
and Foreign-made Productions released during the past year will
be found in the forthcoming 1941
Film Year Book.

Name

Distributor's

Running Time
Producer
Director

Cast

Author-

•

GEORGE

•

T
••

Editor

Release Date

Review Date

and soon ready

distribution

ers

top-flight

to

all

for

subscrib-

of

THE

•
as

This is just one of the 1001
important features in this
valuable book now in prep-

FILIU DAILY

are joint

well-known to the coterie of captains 'round Bay Shore, L. I.,
and waters adjacent to her native Great South Bay
Harry
Gold's trim "Haliglo" bears that name which is a combination
and often
of his name plus that of his wife and daughter
has your scribe, Phil M. Daly, looked from the cockpit of his
own "Tiderunner" with envious eye
upon Armando's "Whippet" riding at anchor in the Hudson hard by the Palisades

Cameraman

aration

—

Herman Robbins

masters of the "Jack and Jill"
the RKO Radio prexy her
skipper as a rule in Northern waters
and the NSS prexy
her skipper in Southern seaways
Arthur W. Kelly parted
a bit ago with his "Sonny Too"
Joe Seider's "Buddy B" is

Screen Play Writer

Film Daily

Schaefer and

J.

is

attested

sailing

and

has her home port

one

is

by the "silverware"

competition

Kossack's second nature
"Sylvia"

T

T

EARLE W. Hammons

ditto

is

to

on

the

of

our most

his

"Four Winds" has

Sound

be on the

right

won

(Columbia)

whose "Merrie Jack"

Nicholas M. Schenck

is

an ardent

power boatman
as is Arthur Loew who has two slick li'l ships,
"Funny Face" and "Mickey Jane"
Recreational and sporting pride
of Harry Buxbaum is his 50-ft. yawl "Tern"
Now the gent for
whom we weep is George Dembow
who has a grand boat pier
but no boat!
The sad story is
at his home up on the Sound
Perhaps he'll never know what he's missing
that golf has got him
until too late to become aught save a rocking-chair sailor!

—

coi

equalized, and 50 p<

a

was made

four-year

in

Marc]

period,

th

complaint alleges, and a number c
others followed until the last cor
tract made in February, 1936. Th
complaint attacks the distributio
of the film "Topper," made in 193'
claiming that although it was a
"artistic
success" the defendant

i\

failed to distribute it fairly or pror
erly and sacrificed the film to satisf
complaining exhibitors.
Damage
are
asked on thi
of
$275,000

charge.
Additionally, overcharges on ra^
film stock on all contracts is claim
ed to total $392,672 on the basis o
an excess charge of three-tenths o
a cent per foot. Damages of $121,
792 are asked for alleged rebate,

I

obtained by Loew's from the U. £
Government on duties paid fo
Eastman Canadian stock which wa
used for plaintiff's films. Recover;
of $47,386 is sought from the de
fendants as the sum received b;
them on the sale of old junked film

Charges are made that the defend
ants had no right to sell Roach
shorts grouped together with al
other shorts at a total annual prici
1

!

charged to exhibitors. Furthermore
the complaint states exhibitors wer<:
permitted under this selling methot
to cancel plaintiff's shorts with a re

damage of $210,43(
Damages of $33,145 are als(
total

asked on cancellations of four fea
ture films
season.
Finally,

reissued in
the

the

1937-3*

complaint asks foi
of other allegec

damages on a number

infringements of the contracts or
computations of foreign receipts
charges made for dubbing foreigi
versions, interest charges, movie quis
contest charges and payments for advertising expenses. A deduction oi
$64,364 is credited to the defendants
as advances still outstanding.

WEDDING

BELLS

in

tack with her sailboat

Jack (RKO Radio) Lewis

at City Island

skippers

skillful

Sylvia

for

suiting
sought.

available

•

was

First contract
1926,

T

T

T
THE

•

•

•

studic

cent beyond that figure.

inasmuch as it is a potent
Film Row and environs

our skippers along local

all

of a film

Grand Central Palace tomorrow

has a strong celluloid flavor

Roach

60 per cent of the gross until

—

the premiere session of the annual Motor Boat

to

cleared,

c

made on

all

basis which gave the

"The ship was cheered, the harbour
Merrily did ue drop
Below the kirk, belou the hill
Below the lighthouse top."

1)

action

of

—

Lincoln, Neb. Local theater managers evidently figure the Leap Year
being just past, the next moves arc
up to them.
In the past week, two managers
got engaged. Eugene Shanahan, oi
the Nebraska, to Evelyn Henson, and
Paul Anderson, of the Lincoln, tc
Lois Noble, are the scheduled twosomes entraining soon for matri-l

The Shanahan-Hanson
come off Feb. 1, but the

mony.
will

union

is

un-dated.

tieupi
otherJ

h
15

iw
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KO

Selling Shorts

Matinee for Defense
Night Shift Workers

or 1941-42 Season
{Continued from Page 1)
pen tentatively completed and will
•present approximately the same
rieup of subjects as were sold this
They include 13 March of
?ason.
Edgar Kennedys, six
im.es, six

Errols, four Eay Whitleys,
Information Please, 13 Picture

eon
i

eople, 13 Sportscopes, 18

West

Allis,

Wis.—With

the Gov-

ernment's defense program necessitating the working of day and night
shifts by plants, theater matinees are
no longer solely for the benefit of
femmes as indicated by the announcement of Fox inaugurating a
"workingman's matinee" for night
shift workers at its Paradise Theater
here.

Walt Dis-

and 104 issues of Pathe News.
Other companies are said to be
anning similar moves.

;ys

ewley Re-introduces

Bill

Goldwyn Will Head
Greek Film Drive

PCA Sued

for $1,500,000

Over Pix License Refusal
(Continued from Page

Forecast $74,200,000

1)

ission

of $1,500,000, based on refusal of the
Production Code Administration to

approve its film, "Damaged Goods."
Complaint also charged specifically
violation of the Federal anti-trust
laws and interstate commerce laws.
Plaintiff declares the Code Administrator refused in 1937 to approve
the picture, which deals with a social
disease, but later gave approval to
another film dealing with same subject produced by a major company.

"U" Plans Critics' Junket
For "Back Street" Opening

Taxes

{Continued from Page

1)

called for in the budget under the
Department of Justice appropriation
for the fiscal year 1942. This compares with $1,323,800, appropriated
for the anti-trust work in the fiscal
year 1941. It is estimated that the
anti-trust division will expend $1,550,000 in the 1942 fiscal year.
is

Figures presented by the President
for the 1942 fiscal year, beginning
this July 1, shattered precedents in
nearly every category.
Projected
spending hit within a billion dollars
of the 1918-1919 all-time high when
the nation was at war.

Universal will make the Miami
premiere of the Charles Boyer-MarAlthough Government income was
garet Sullavan "Back Street" on Feb. placed at $8,275,435,000— an all-time
populaGreece
for
aid
civilian
of
the
{Continued from Page 1)
Roosevelt called for still
4 the occasion of a critics' junket, it record
tion.
The bill carries
bill of last year.
Officials immediately
Spyros Skouras said yesterday was announced yesterday. Plans call more taxes.
[tax on admissions of five per cent
advices from the Association's com- for a pilgrimage by reviewers from predicted stiff boosts in income taxes,
iirting with admissions in excess
Pix will excess profits, gift and estate levies.
mittee in Athens revealed that in keys by plane and train.
50 cents.
22 out of 28 districts affected by bow in at a minimum of two houses. Roosevelt's only specific suggestion
Governor Herbert Lehman's an- aerial bombardment or invasion, Home office and studio execs, plus was for a tighter excess profits tax.
Despite the huge revenue, the deBruce Manning, producer, and cast
legislative message, confined nearly
|al
2,000 persons had been killed
measures,
members will make the trek to Flor- ficit will be $9,210,093,049. It is the
defense
jsterday
to
or seriously wounded and that 1,000
12th consecutive deficit and the larg'trongly recommended" adoption of
homes completely demolished; and ida.
est in peace-time history.
fislation compelling employers to
3,000 homes badly damaged.
:-employ people in service upon
Trotti Contract Renewed
Destitute families of dead soldiers
Em:;charge from military duty.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Pioneer Song Plugger Dies
blankets,
have been aided; food,
pyes would, under suggestion, be
Hollywood Lamar Trotti of the
Halifax, N. S.
Bessie Osborne
clothing, shoes and hospital supplies
stored to similar position, benefits,
relief for Twentieth Century-Fox writing staff Bowser, 63, a pioneer singer of ilpurchased
and
have
been
>:., with employers prohibited from
the destitute civilian population of has had his contract renewed by that lustrated songs in film theaters of
ischarging men without cause for
the Eastern provinces, died here.
Greece is being rushed as rapidly company.
e year after re-employment.
as possible, Skouras said, adding
Governor said the Federal Govern- that a generous response to the cur;nt already had enacted similar
rent drive is imperative.
ifislation but suggested it be sup-

tarrying

5% Admish Tax

{Continued from Page 1)

—

•

—

—

-imented by New York to insure
pvisions applying to all employers
nether in interstate or intrastate
Isiness.
Bills to
i

that end were introduced
in both houses.

members

Senator Phelps Phelps, New York
imocrat, introduced an amendment
the state constitution to allow
ute-operated lotteries.

*and of Liberty's"
>0,000 for Nazis'

First

Victims

Chicago— A quota of $25,000 has
been set for Chicago theaters in
the Greek relief drive under the direction of John Balaban.

Arnold, Radio Execs. Meet;
Fail to

Reach Agreement

{Continued from Page 1)

of the Justice Department's antitrust division yesterday, to discuss
the
current Ascap-Radio controversy, 'it was learned by The Film

Daily.
Arnold and the radio representales and special local premieres tives did not reach any agreement.
the industry feature now being However, it was learned and further
stributed by Metro on a non-profit confabs are expected. Object of the
sis.
Entire net film revenue will talks is said to be to reach an
devoted to war relief and wel- agreement whereby BMI and the
re agencies.
networks will not be named in the
A pre-release engagement opens Government suit to be filed in Milthe Columbia Theater, Washing- waukee against Ascap.
l, D.
C. today and other engagejnts will follow on the release
Gene Buck, Ascap's prexy, in a
te, Jan. 24.
statement yesterday, charged that
the radio networks have refused to
broadcast patriotic music at Govthough
even
ernment functions
granted a free license by the
{Continued from Page 1)

STORKS!

society.
st

Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

A

baby

girl,

seven

unds, 4 ounces, was born to DoroShe is Orson
y Comingore Jan. 4.
piles'
leading lady in "Citizen
lime," and is under contract to RKO.
I;r

husband

riter.

it

is

Richard

Collins,

C. H. Beardsley Dead At 80
Berwick, N. S. Charles H. Beardsley, 80, first to own and operate a

—

He also
film theater here, is dead.
had been a partner in other theaters
Surviving
in central Nova Scotia.
is one son.

L0UELLA

0.

PARSONS writes,

FAST-MOVING... REAL

LAUGHS... ROSALIND
RUSSELL AND MELVYN

DOUGLAS SWELL!

a

menace

1,187

to

THEATRES
-including
THE week

YOURS!

starting January 16th has

been set as

"MARCH OF DIMES"

WEEK in the motion picture theatres of the New York

There are 1,187 theatres

in this

exchange area.

area— including YOURS! So

far over

760

theatres have gladly, enthusiastically volunteered to cooperate. Indications

are that every one of the 1,187 will join this worthy
It is

hoped

Foundation

to gather millions of

dimes from moviegoers

for Infantile Paralysis! If

spiring charity,

we know you

charity your patrons will be

will

cause— including

you are at

all

for the National

familiar with this in-

lend your cooperation eagerly. This

happy

yours.

is

one

to help with their dimes.

Special, colorful receptacles will be supplied for all theatre lobbies by

the Infantile Paralysis Foundation campaign committee at no cost to you.

A
no

special

emblem,

cost. (This

to give those

who

contribute, will be supplied to you at

expense has been paid by private donations from several

exhibitors.) Trailers to insert in newsreels will

This

is

be sent to you

gratis.

a grand opportunity for the motion picture exhibitors to do a

great public service. Write, wire or phone your zone committee chairman
that you will cooperate.

HARRY BRANDT— C.
Co-chairmen for

C.

New

MOSKOWITZ

York area

FABIAN

SI

Treasurer

COMMITTEE FOR
J. J.

Thompson

NEW

COMMITTEE FOR UPSTATE N.

JERSEY

COMMITTEE FOR MANHATTAN
Martin Devine

COMMITTEE FOR THE BRONX
Laurence Bolognino

Leo Breeder

COMMITTEE FOR BROOKLYN
Samuel Rinzler

Y.

Max Cohen

Horry Hechi

Joe Katsh

COMMITTEE FOR QUEENS
Frank Moscalo

D. Weinstock

Samuel Slrausberg

COMMITTEE FOR LONG ISLAND and STATEN ISLAND
Si Fabian

The committees

are grateful for the immediate and whole-hearted response from

the

Brandt, Fabian, Harry Hecht, Cocalis, Randforce, Century, Consolidated, Leo Brecher,

following

Max

circuits:

Loew's,

RKO,

Cohen, Raybond and others.
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Seek

rill

to Kill

N.

Theater Business Drops in the Argentine,
Although Top Pix Drawing Dig Attendance

hio Newsreel Tax

—

(Continued from Page 1)

per cent,

3 per cent excise tax on admis3
ns during the current session of
State legislature will be very
3

it

was

Business

in

(Continued from Page 1)

said.

Chile

is

reported to be well above that of a year ago,

week and Abe Kaplan has been
named convention chairman with
Miller Hoffman as his chief assis-

this

com-

in

parison with Argentina.

tant.

inote.

much has been

Although

written

usimistically regarding a change
the present law, that now seems
Contrarywise, ani:hly doubtful.
ner attempt will be made to repeal
i

censoring, and subsequent taxof newsreels.
?. J. Wood, secretary of the ITO,
tserts that there are four impor,it factors to be considered before
l>
state admission tax is increased:
Additional revenue by way of a
,:
on the coin-operated motion pic•e "juke" boxes; 2, additional revhe by way of a tax on Bingo as
amusement; 3, possibility of the
l.te collecting a 3 per cent sales
rentals, right to collect
s: on film
is levy now being argued in court;
Federal taxes have already been
Dsted, with indications pointing to
'•ther lowering of exemptions,
[rax collections by the state in
ttO were ahead of 1939, the treas\

f„

l

I

j;r's

office

now having on hand

a

cash surplus, and with
business barometers pointing to
[ll as a boom year, meaning even
"jater revenue from existing taxes,
|>re has been much doubt expressed
ostantial
t

to the necessity of any new levies.
offset the claim of city officials
lit more money is needed to adknister relief (first reports of an
i

[

pmission

tax boost originated at
annual meeting in Cleve-

officials'

id)

is

Allied Plans

Blocks of 5 Relief

Buenos A res (By Air Mail)
Survey of theater business here shows a marked
drop for the second half of 1940, compared to the same period in 1939. Attendance at top films is good, but for other releases, receipts are off 25 to 30
:

W.

the announcement by state

Will

Open

Polio Drive

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

demonstration on Broadway and the
Times Square area. All picture theaters in

New York

will participate.
yesterday in the

Plans were set
of Oscar Doob, publicity chairman of the drive, by representatives
Between 750
of leading circuits.
and 1,000 ushers will march, with
bands, floats, etc., while several hunofficial
dred girls, carrying the
"March of Dimes" collection boxes
will pass through the crowds for contributions. It is planned to ask Mayoffice

LaGuardia to change the name of
Times Square for the event to Dimes
or

Square.

Eddie Dowden, of Loew's publicity
department, was placed in charge of
the parade plans. Among those present who agreed to contribute ushers,
bands and other co-operation, were:
Leo Brecher, of the Brecher circuit, representing Manhattan independent exhibitors; Rosen, Fabian
circuit; Miss Renschler, Skouras circuit; Frisch, Randforce circuit; Miss
Mahoney and Shapiro of Paramount Theater; Goodman of the Century circuit; Fred Bright, Broadway
Association; Martin Levine, Bernard
Brandt and Lionel Toll, Brandt circuit;

M. Jantzen, Consolidated

Exhibs. here have not yet agreed
to replace the block-offive purchase arrangement but a ma-

Admission Taxes Up
$2,417,114 In Year

B'way Demonstration

upon a plan

1)

reported at $21,887,916.00 and the
1939 figure at $19,470,801.85.

jority of Northwest Allied members
seem to oppose that provision of the
decree.

The convention also is expected to
The third district of New York approve a complete program of legiswas the leading district with $6,- lation to be presented to the legisla025,809.87.
Collection

ture,

taxes
of
delinquent
failing to turn in the

now

in session.

expected to include a bill,
similar to the Wisconsin law, which
collected taxes was materially in- would exempt exhibitors from the
creased during the year, the report need for holding Ascap licenses to
present Ascap music on their screens.
said.
The Wisconsin law recently was upheld in the courts there.

from those

Cohn Coming
Play

for

His

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

East to

Buy

New Company
of

THE FILM DAILY

—Ben Cohn, who has or-

ganized Ben Cohn Productions with
offices in Beverly Hills, flies to New

This

is

Another bill which may spring
from the 1941 convention is one
which would provide for stringent
regulation of the nickel-in-the-slot
film devices expected to make their
appearance here soon.

Other legislative matters which
view Broadway may develop will be discussed at the
plays with view to purchasing one session.
He will produce
for picturization.
The board voted full co-operation
three "A" pictures for major release in exhibition of Metro's new patriotic
budgeted at $500,000 each.
film, "Land of Liberty."

York tomorrow

to

cir-

heads that Ohio will spend cuit; M. Windisch, Strand Theater;
more than $16,000,000 in 1941, Ben Serkowich, Capitol Theater; Al
as compared to $24,500,000 last Rosen, State Theater; Harry Man-

ief
b

s

dell,

ar.

the new legislature conled for the first time on Monday,
(alified political observers admitted
[it President Roosevelt's statement
|it he favored the increasing of old
e pensions while reducing direct
ief might, particularly if enacted
o law, have a direct bearing on

RKO

theaters.

When

Nathanson FPC Stock
Option Again Extended
Montreal
dian

—Famous

Corp.,

Ltd.,

Players Canahas notified the

Montreal Stock Exchange that opHowever, tion granted N. L. Nathanson, presi;islative and taxation experts of dent of the company, on April 15,
Ohio Chamber of Commerce were 1936, has again been extended. The
the opinion that reallocation of option covers the right to purchase
ids
earmarked for other uses 11,000 shares at $16 per share. Preuld take care of any changes in viously extended to Jan. 31, 1941, it
age or relief policies.
has now been extended to April 30,

e

and zes

Ohio tax situation.

\

tain to

lift it

into to

i

1941.

Party for Dan Mainwaring
Daniel Mainwaring, publicist

Warner home

office,

who

in the
leaves Sat-

urday for Mexico City to gather material for a new mystery novel to
be published next summer, was guest
of honor at a surprise party held last

Harry M. Coetz

Vilma
Ceorge

Bank

Bacheller,

night at Toots Shor's. Among those
attending were Mort Blumenstock,
Mitchell Rawson, Paul Lazarus, Jr.,
Gil Golden, Sid Rechetnik, Larry Golob, Jerry Lewis, Len Spinrad, Bob
William,
Lee Blumberg, Walter
Blake, Bert Gilden and Ed Schreiber,
of Warners' home
department.
all

office

publicity

bracket of box-office
pictures for 1941!"
— J.D

Spiro,

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

—

.

..

Of This Great Country
We

have more automobiles

.

.

.

.

more bathtubs
more of everything
.

.

.

more telephones
more refrigerators
more radios
more freedom
that makes for good living than any
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

people on earth.

And we have more movie theatres
Advertising has done

You're

We're

in
in

more than

the movie business

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

seHing to the masses.

the advertising business helping you
to tnose

better movies

share toward making this so

its

.

more movies and

same masses

sell

with Trailers

those same pictures

— Lobby

Displays

Standard Theatre Accessories— a complete coordinated powerful seat-selling service

.

.

Let's get together!

iinTimim screeii service
nflTIOIlHL SCREEII

ACCESSORIES

,

T

A

H

NM Pb ON
2

ID

I

DO NOT REMOVE

ST

The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
nternational in Scope
ndependent in Thought

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old
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TEN CENTS

1941

EATURE PR0DUCTI0ND0WN 13%JN YEAR
ban Asks Emphasis on

3 a la
"

bme

Decentralization in

Under Decree

idvertising

CBS SHOWS COLOR TELE LIVE PICKUP
Dr. Goldmark Predicts That It Will Come Out of
the Laboratory in the Near Future

oreseen by Para. Prexy
Advertising and publicity men will
called upon to shoulder a greater
with the changing
:sponsibility
:

mes and

the

w order

e

awu|

;

roughti
msent d e •ee, Barney
a 1 a b an

aramount
re s
lid

As

a sequel to last October's showing of film pickup of color television,
CBS yesterday gave its initial dem-

Maps, gloves,

a y at the
.mpa lunchon where he

fabrics,

color charts, confetti and the making
of a salad were shown to dramatize
the effectiveness of color over black
and white. Next to the television
color receiver was placed a set showing black and white images to show
contrast.
Pictures were clear and

eye-arresting en the whole.
Color
of red seemed somewhat pronounced
to some observers but the theatrical

stockings,

Revamping

Expected in Indiana

Sales Tax Proposed

—

Indianapolis The Indiana Legislature went into session yesterday for
The director
its biennial meeting.
of the Legislative Bureau told The
Film Daily he has received requests
ri-Slates
to draft approximated 300 bills to be
introduced in the 1941 general assembly.
How many of th°se will j-ffect the
motion picture industry remains to
new policy of be seen. Exhibitors themselves have
Des Moines
(Continued on Page 7)
eating outstanding pictures with
C series of press previews and roadow previews will be tried out by Schwartz
Cleveland
Yi-States Theater Corp., with Met-

Adopts

lew Preview Plan

—

A

Heads

Exhibs. for Eighth Year

(Continued on Page 3)

WB

Cxpect

'Christmas

to Distribute

of

Under

Fire"

"Christmas Under Fire," second
British documentary short, is expected to be distributed in the U. S.
(Continued on Page 7)

Sunday \aude, Legit
Bill in Mass. Today
Boston

—A

bill

to

legalize

legiti-

mate and vaudeville shows on Sundays will be introduced today in the
Massachusetts General Court by Rep.
Riley. The bill is said to have an excellent
session.

chance

for

passing

at

this

—

(Continued on Page 3)

Be Sold by

May

Series

—

tokens.
State Fire Marsha] John Strohm
has already announced he will seek
a new state buildine code.
Strohm
claims a need for tighter regulations
sales

(Continued on Page 7)

Hepburn
c? Six

Pix

May Stay Five

Weeks

at

(Continued on Page 7)

3 New Para. Sales Districts?
Also Expected to

Name

Kelly

Announces Two

More

UA Promotions

UA vice-prexy
charge of domestic distribution,
yesterdav announced the promotion
of Ben Eisenberg, UA salesman in
Arthur W. Kelly,

in

(Continued on Page 7)

Music Hall

(Continued on Page 7)

Shorts Exec.

Realignment of Paramount's sales
organization, including the forming
of three new districts and the appointment of a short subjects sales
The Screen Publicists Guild met manager, is expected to be announced
last night at the Piccadilly Hotel shortly by Neil Agnew, vice-president
for the election of officers for 1941. in charge of sales.
Reports from the field indicate
Joseph Gould of United Artists
was unanimously elected president, that the changes involve managerial

Screen Publicists Elect
Joseph Gould President

(Continued on Page 8)

or 13 per cent, from the 505 films
produced in Hollywood during 1939,
was experienced in 1940 according
to a survey completed by the Screen
Directors' Guild.
SRG reports a
total of 438 features for 1940, 343
from the eight majors and 95 from
independent producers, against 389

Higher quality of short subjects
Des Moines, la. Revamping of the and more careful "shopping" for
Iowa sales tax to hit "chiselers" is shorts by exhibitors are predicted
among proposed legislation to be for the new season by industry
introduced in the Iowa legislature sources. With shorts being sold sepwhen it convenes Monday.
Other arately, the new trend, authorities
(Continued on Page 7)
sales tax measures planned include

Second week of "The Philadelphia
Story" at Radio City Music Hall
gave the house a gross of $111,700
equalling the all-time record for a

Agnew

THE FILM DAILY

Iowa

Cleveland, O.
Ernest Schwartz
elected president of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association for an eighth successive

was

of

— A drop of 67 features,

Expect Shorts

Itinerant Curb Bill

IS

Hollywood

(Continued on Page 8)

ras the prin-

pal speaker.
p e a king
BARNEY BALABAN
llersonally to
Jpe publicists and advertising executives, Balaban said: "Now, as
(Continued on Page 8)

Com-

By RALPH WILK

street.

d e nt,
yester-

i

1940's Total of 438

pares with 405 in 1939,
Reports Directors' Guild
West Coast Bureau

onstration of direct pickup of color
television via pictures which were
taken by a tele camera in headquarters of CBS, then transmitted by the
coaxial cable under 52nd St., and then
shown in the CBS annex across the

bout by the

Selling the Industry

(Continued on Page 7)

Too Young To Win,
She Sues Theaters

—

Mary Evelyn Kerhas filed suit against
five Muncie theaters for $2,000 damages, because she was denied the
Muncie,

kondis,

Ind.

16,

grand prize in a merchandise lottery
which they conducted. She alleged
she bought an adult admission ticket
to one of the theaters the night
of November 19 and held the winning number, but was denied the
prize because she was not 18 years
The action says she was subold.
shock,
jected to "embarrassment,
and humiliation." Her counsel contended that anyone paying for an
adult ticket

was

eligible for the prize

regardless of age.

3i{<
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Calif-

Interests Will

Build in Jackson Heights

Costa Rica Supremacy
Bureau of

—

Wright, successor to the
firm of Jardine, Murdock & Wright.
Same firm this week is filing plans
for another 2,000-seater which the
Moss interests have announced for a

William

per
cent of the films shown in Costa
Rica are supplied by the U. S., the

Commerce Department reports. Estimated number of features required

Neb. Sees No Defense
Spending to Help B. O.

MCCARTHY,

E.

advertising and put
leaves for the Coai

director of 20th-Fox,
tonight by train.

ROBERT SCHLESS
ner home office
Los Angeles.

Coast

trip

a

HARRY COETZ was
the

returned

has

after

scheduled

the

to

Wai

Mexico

to

leave

to

fi

night.

last

CHARLES KRANZ and AL BONDY,
are

Pictures,

on

of Sele<
Eastern kc

10-day tour of

a

cities.

KENNETH CURSON,
vacationing

in

of the Graphic circuit,

Miami.

—

vearly to supply the market is
The leading competitors are Argen- in Nebraska generally find the two
tina and Mexico.
years about equal. Defense spending promising to be negligible for
this state, as far as the whole area
Trustee Meeting
is concerned, dependence will be as
T n Portland
always on agriculture, which points

Monday

to a like

TEDDY HART

year in 1941.

Monday from

here

arrives

th

Coast.

LEE

SHUBERT

Sunday for

leaves

MILTON KRIMS

Lincoln, Neb. Having checked the
375. books for 1939 and 1940, theater men

{Thursday, Jan. 9)

CHARLES
licity

terday.
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Eighty-five

and G0I0G

C0fl] I IK

DON WIDLUND, of Jam Handy, is in Boston.
Forest Hills location.
EDDIE SILVERMAN, president of the Essane!
Site for the Jackson Heights dein Chicago, and JAMES COSTON,
zon
velopment was acquired through the circuit
manager for Warners, have returned to Chicag
Queens Hub Realty Corp. from the after a hunting trip in Wisconsin.
Queensboro Corp.
EDWARD CHODOROV left for Hollywood yes

^CC

FINANCIAL
—

U. S. Distribs. Maintain

Washington

HOLLYWOOD.

Representatives:

being: produced in Canada must be
used locally.
About 600 features are required
annually to supply the Bahaman
market.

Washington

Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hnllvwood Blvd., Phone
LONDON -Ernest VV. Fred
Granite 6607.
man The Film Renter. 127133 VVardour St
\V 1 PARIS— P. A Hirle. T.e Film. 29 Rui
MEXICO CITY— Mnrro
(12).
Marsoulan
Au-elio Gatindo. Depto. 215, Calle del Sindi
Tacuhayo,
D. F.
99,
calismo,

Moss

—

Cable address:

York.

Bahamas

B. S.

Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Folk Realty Corp., headed by B. S.
Washington A 20 per cent gain Moss, yesterday announced plans
in American films shown in the Ba- for a new theater and commercial
hama Islands is reported by the development in Jackson Heights.
Department of Commerce. Gain is Site has a full block front between
block
It 75th and 76th Sts., and a half
at the expense of British pix.
front between 74th and 75th Sts.
is reported however, that the Board
Project embraces a 2,000-seat theof Financial Control in Nassau has
will be drawn by
advised exhibitors that films now ater, and plans

Washington
Vol. 79. No. 7

In
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Hollywood

leaves

Florida.
in

the nea

future for South America.

ROY HAINES,
left

yesterday

change offices
returns

to

the

Warners' Eastern sales managei
en a trip to the company's ex
in Boston and New Haven.
H

home

office

CHARLES E1NFELD may
about Jan.

Monday.
arrive

in

New

Yor

18.

From "Johnny"
West Coast Bureau

—

"Blonde"
THE FILM DAIU.

to
of

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
"Blonde Inspiration'
General summary of opinion is
Hollywood Pacific Coast Confer- that 1940 produced larger single is announced as the final title of th<
High Low Clcse Chg. ence of Independent Theater Owners grossers than 1939, but the rank and new M-G-M feature previously title*
"Bringing Up Johnny."
8
8
8
will ho!d the quarterlv meeting of its file films failed to average as well.
Ai. Seat
6V2
6V2
6'/2
Col. Pets. vtc. (21/7%)
trustees in Portland. Monday. Attendi/
Olumb a Picts. pfd.. 243/8 243/8 24% —
8
ng from Lo« Aneeles will be H. W.
C°n. Fm. Ind
Bmen, Jack Y. Berman, R. H. Prole,
8
8
8
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
"V, Attorney Albert J. Law. San Fran1 41
40% 140%
East. Kodak
82 V2 82
182
do pfd
-f- 1%
"isco will be represented by Rn f us
Gen. Th. Eq
15% 14% 15
33% 333/, 337/8 + 5/8 Harvey, Ben Levin; Oreeron bv Bob
Loew's. Inc
03% 08% 108V8
do pfd
White, and A. West Johnson; Wash12
+ 5/„ np-ton by William Ripley and L. O.
P-nmount
11% 12
-+- IV98
99
99
Para. 1st pfd...
113/4
P»n. 2id pfd
11% 11% + % Lukan.
West Coast Bureau of

N:W YORK STOCK MARKET

—

Net

:

;

TH* CRITICS LOVE

—

1

V^WHE CM1ED Wvn

1

:

P- l he

Film

3%
7%

TKO
?0'h

"Oh

C^nturv-Fox
C^iturv-Fox pfd.

Un'rv.

.

.

33/8

Pict. pfd

Wtrner

3%

3%

Bros

53

53

do pfd

Para.

r"f.

6-45

3"-s45

1

1

02%
04%

Vi

3%

+

Va

53

N'W YO°K BOND MARK r T
Keith B. F.
Lo~w's Heb.

+

7

1

1

02% 102%
04% 104%

—
—

!'-

%

6'55

Picts.

95
P.->ra. Px's cv. 314547
Warner Brrs.' dbs 6s48 95 %

%

96
95

95
95

What

INDVIDUAL

PRODUCERS
Monroe Lathrop,

are responsible for

N'W YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Pets
S"n-t"ne Corp
Technicolor

9%

Trans-Lux

1

Universil Corp.
Universal Picts

vtc.

6%

9%

9%

.

.

ST.

THE TEN BEST

enthuses:

+

1

1

6%

6% +

PICTURES oi 1940?
??

Traverse City, Mich., Gets

Debut

of Para.'s

"Canary"

—

Traverse City. Mich.
Premier*
Paramount's "Hard Boiled Canary" will be held here next month.
Six members of the cast, which includes Allan Jones and Susanna
Foster, and others who were assowith the production will
ciated
come here for the opening.
of

Film Board Heels Today
New York Film Board of Trade
will

day.

elect

officers

at a meeting to-

The

Individual Producers of the Ten Best
Pictures of 1940 will
be receiving their
congratulations
on

January 14th
the

result

of

LOUIS GLOBE -DEMOCRAT,

WILL ROLL
YOU IN THE

IT

when
FILM

DAILY'S poll will be
announced
nation
wide in more than
500 newspapers and
magazines and in

-

THE FILM DAILY

AISLES!

I

"
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Feature Production

Adopts

Tri-Slafes

New Preview
(Continued f

Down 13%

Plan

om Page

"

I

i;

:

-

i

key cities in an original
Previews will be treated
manner.
as elaborately as possible and newsfrom surpaper representatives
rounding towns will be invited to
views

!:

is--

:W

while in other cities billing
be as roadshow previews.
Striving to mark the picture as
"above the average" and at the same
admission
increased
avoid
time
prices, Branton has set up the prewill

'

S:

i:
-

indies

preceding the

openings.
In each case, a limited number of
reserved seats will be made available to the public at 75 cents each,
' including tax.
There will be no
;

':,

: ";'

Personalized letchildren's tickets.
will be mailed to legitimate

;ers

;tage patrons with special attention
laid to community drama and civic
nusic associations in a direct-mail

;

'

'

Hunt.

Branton devised the plan to proan emphasis that would increase

vide

iratio

T

on "Rebecca," but from the
it
was determined to use
some other method.
The previews are scheduled a week
>r 10 days in advance of the regular
I presentation, yet not a line of pubI icity or advertising will be used

,'Jjj
p.'ri;!

_
|

J

I

farm:

T
Dear

it until announcement at
special showings.
The regular
'uns will be at usual prices and con;inuous performances. Also the thetters will not seat anyone during
he last 25 minutes of the pictures.

Henry Yarn

D.

Vest Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood 0. Henry's story, "The
jift of the Magi," will be produced
'or
20th Century-Fox by Robert
Sane.
Jo Swerling is making the
film

adaptation.

woods what

There's a farmer back there in your neck of the

ami

just

something

to realize there is

own back yard what

in his

when the farmer goes out to the barn and
by the horns and this here farmer is expected to do
this most any day now. for Phil there's been some mighty fine
eggs laid of late in his hencoop but as you know it ain't eggs he's
interested in. Those hens in the henhouse roost have been a'settin
a bit too long for 'em to be any good. They was o.k. when the
right rooster was tellin 'em off, but there's a bantam in there now
what ain't even a'got his spurs. So this here farmer is a'goin to
clean out that egg layin gang of fowl right out. He's got a score
There ccmes a time

with the bull

to settle

Did

you

tell

I

was

too.

produced

that the crop of scallions they

year was hardly
hill

away from scallions,
some new seeds, a cupala

bulls
trees

and get hisself
on what to grow peaches.
a

backin

new

they

prunin

of

lot

with these here

last

shouldn't

and turkeys and
Yes sir the old farm

out,

going

is

to

fix

have
it's

the

graze

in

Nov.,

Dec.
Sched-

and a

1940

ule

55
50
58

44
45
35
45
47

heffers

of

the old ones but

much

trouble.

But

as

I

says

and

the bull he's got to get

ain't

worth a'keepin neither.

the fowl

hisself

a'goin to be put out to

is

who even

it

pump

out that stagnent water too.

back

of the

Phil, glory

WCrSB. M

r&,

be

f,m

sT^Jh

From

THE FILM
DAILY to
JANUARY

1

10

Bushman
Doug'as MacLean

Francis X.

barn, well

and

JANUARY
Chester Conklin
Ernest Pascal
Monte Blue

JANUARY

Si'.bert

sir

already

Evans
Earl Baldwin
Dave Davidson
H.

if

they

ain't

a heap a difference 'tween runnin a

sellin the truck to the customers.

in

just

wanted you

to

know how

things be

a progressin back here

the farm country.
in all in all this

here farm has

all the

ear marks of a'bein

purty corny.
I'll

be a'seein you.

Eddie Selzer
Coilins

46*

1

43

5

389

325

18

—46

Warners

...

2
2
2
2

—21
•

3

-I-

5

TO THE COLORS!
Elias

"Sonny" Schlanger, of the

publicity deemploye of
the Fabian Brooklyn Theaters to be
called for a year's military training
under the Selective Service Act. He
left for Fort Dix yesterday.
is

« «

» » ^

the

Washington Bureau of

first

THE FILM DAILY

—John Kintz, National

Theater chief in charge of service
personnel, has been commissioned a
finance officer in the

Army.

He

will

be assigned to a Puerto Rico base
as a first lieutenant.

—

Columbus, O. Lee Fisher, assistant press agent for the RKO Palace
and Grand Theaters, leaves Jan. 22
for Camp Shelby.
Syracuse, N. Y.— Edward H. "Ted"
Durand, assistant manager of the
Elmwood, has enlisted in the U. S.

Army

SETH

12

Lew

ain't a'doin

crcp this season.

Takin

11

Porter

fair
I

Pau ine Starke

Dan

it

Then theys a row of sprouts what's comin up during the past
year what ain't a bad and if they gets better sprinklin and a
little trimmin here and there you can't tell they might develop into
a

52
14

'30th

Washington

good produce farm and

«

Marvin Schenck
Henry Linet

drifted over to another pasture

old farm.

in the

59
46
19
53

.

partment,

that pile of stuff out

has

49

Cent.-Fox
Universal
United Artists

.

Paramount

1

Fox Brooklyn Theater

no
good there neither. Some of it will have to remain to satisfy some
of the farmhands what ain't so active but hold a money interest
soms' of

SKO

— 10
—
3
—
2
— 109
—
—4

.

.

to get a new coat of paint and the
a new helper and one what knows

Balaam wouldn't want.
to

Change

Studio

going

is

There's one donkey in partickular on this here farm

Theys a'goin

Through

1939

M-G-M

up some

way, one favorite old plug horse
a new pasture.

You know

consent decree with longer shooting
schedules which will necessitate absorbing some of the directors who
formerly made the "B" films.
Numbers of features produced by
majors during 1939 and an estimate
of the numbers to be made this year
were listed as follows:

Columbia

over-ripe eggs

to get

indicates that the cuts were
in "B" features, doubts
if they will ever be restored to schedules, and stated that directors engaged in making this type of products are affected by the production
slice.
The report speculates on the
possibilities of majors making uniform quality "A" features under the

Total

his onions too.

By

with

made largely

eggs, turkeys

fangled prunin knives that them city slickers

the missus right along

to

him

a'cuttin?

Twill take

is

for

keepin with the melons the farmer over the

in

This here farmer wants to get

and
few

Paramount

shows

the greatest decrease, off 21 from
1939, followed by Columbia and
20th Century-Fox, each off 10 feaUniversal, up 10 features,
tures.
is the
only major to increase its
Dutput over 1939.
In the indie field, Republic is
listed as turning out 47 features,
an increase of one and Monogram
Producers' Re33, a drop of five.
leasing Corp. produced 14 features
during 1940.

SDG

a'right.

takes the bull

farmer

for 20th-Fox

T

Phil:

has come

'egarding

;he

•

T

T

• • • IN opening some of the envelopes on our desk-top
yesterday morning
we came across the following
which
we pass along to you
just in case you are interested in a

nterest in small towns.
Increased
admissions, he said, were used re:ently
results

1939.

in

Survey

in

attend, a press dinner

1)

from the majors and 116 from the

Omaha

01

Year

(Continued from Page

1)

"The Philadelphia Story," it is
announced by G. Ralph Branton, cirPress precuit's general manager.
views will be held in Des Moines and
ro's

::

in

for three years.

Harry Burley, business agent of
Lccal 376, is now at Camp Upton
as a draftee.

YOUR PATRONS
LISTENED!
"Things worth fighting for" said President

Roosevelt!
{{ As men

do not

who man

live

Read every word

by bread alone, they do not

our defenses and those behind them

fight

who

of

it!

by armaments alone. Those

build our defenses must have the

stamina and the courage which come from unshakeable belief in the manner of

which they are defending. The mighty action that we

on

a disregard of all the things

worth

fighting for.

are calling for cannot be based

The

nation takes great satisfaction

and much strength from the things which have been done

to

make

how

you

as part of the

the united effort to

make

all

people con-

its

scious of their individual stake in the preservation of democratic life in

Here's

life

America ...

77

motion picture industry may help in

our people "conscious of their individual

stake in the preservation of democratic

life

in America,"

(continued above)

!

THE SCREEN REPLIES!
While the President's words

echo throughout the land,

still

that our industry stands ready to

American motion
wonders

make

are available to

it

is

for a thrilling

for you to see

its

lUUU

STARS

THRILLS

it

easy for you to score at

community

in the esteem of your

Tu9

Here

fortunate

has been successfully pre -tested and complete

It

showmanship campaigns
and

demand

the public's

picture entertainment!

for yourself!

the box-office

fill

how

I

NEVER EQUALLED!
OUR GUARANTEE: More
THE

roaring

thrills

per second

than any screen entertainment in history! Cavalcade
of screen wonders snatched from the treasures of 51

SCREEN'S

ROARING
CAVALCADE

Hollywood producers! 150 years
adventure
American drama
.

OF

y-^r

THRILLS!

<f\

packed

into

.

.

.

.

of breathless
.

romance

one mighty show!

The Motion Picture Industry of the United States

THRILLS!

.

REMEMBER!
The

entire cost of mak-

"Land of Liberty"
was donated by the
organized industry!

Washington at Valley Forge!
"Old Ironsides" attacks and
defeats the pirates of Tripoli!
rush! Pony express! In-

Gold

Gun

.

ing

The Revolutionary War!

dian raids!
last stand I

.

rule! Custer's

Civil War
Fight
between Merrimac and
Monitor' "Remember the
!

Maine! "Rough Riders! Charge
of San Juan Hill! 19U Sinking of the Lusitania! America fights "Over There!"
!

Every producer joined in
making it.
(1)

THESE GREAT STARS
DON AMECHE

GEORGE
EDWARD ARNOLD
ARLISS

BINNIE BARNES
JOHN BARRYMORE

LIONEL BARRYMORE
WARNER BAXTER
WALLACE BEERY
WALTER BRENNAN
GEORGE BRENT

(2)

being donated to war emergency

VIRGINIA BRUCE

BOB BURNS
LEO CARRILLO
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
GARY COOPER
BETTE DAVIS
DEAD END KIDS
RICHARD DIX
IRENE DUNNE
HENRY FONDA
JANET GAYNOR
WALTER HUSTON
JOEL McCREA
VICTOR McLAGLEN
FREDRIC MARCH
RAYMOND MASSEY
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
ANNA NEAGLE
GAIL PATRICK
GEORGE RAFT

work.
(3) All the services of distribu-

tion are given free.
(.4)

Exhibitors are asked for

rental only. Exceptional oppor-

LUISE RAINER

PAUL ROBESON
ANN RUTHERFORD
JOSEPH SCH1LDKRAUT
RANDOLPH SCOTT
JAMES STEWART
LEWIS STONE
MARGARET SULLAVAN
AKIM TAMIROFF
SPENCER TRACY
LORETTA YOUNG

from this film realized by the
be donated to war emergency
welfare work by the Motion Picture Industry.

All sales profits
Distributors will

THEATRE

through
wire showmanship!
tunities are yours

(5)

and many more/

(Above: One of

All sales profits realized are

M-G-M

is

handling

live-

distri-

bution on behalf of the industry. Communicate with your
the

showmanship ads from

Williamsport

test

run.)

the successful

M-G-M

Branch.
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&• REVIEWS Of THE
"Robin Hood
Pecos"

"Texas Rangers Ride

Again"
John Howard, Ellen
Tamiroff
Paramount

with

Drew, Akim

with

68 M'ns.

ELABORATE WESTERN WITH AGREEABLIE CAST IS SHORT ON THE ACTION
SIDE.

A

radio

with

1941,

horse

two-

trailers,

and what-not,

sets

new Paramount

this

agreeable, the story

is

ery

is

fans

probably

will

cast

from

the

rough

little

Story

that.

think

There's only

one free-for-all gun fight and
apart

The

okay and the scen-

is

picture a bit on the sissy side.

stuff

presented

is

offering.

However, the dyed-in-the-

beautiful.

wool western

lacks

action

1

and the pace of the film could have been
accelerated to advantage.

produced on

Texas

interesting

able and
Ellen
for

a

big scale

personable

in

the

All

film.

and boasts an

John

locale.

Drew making an

Howard

is

the lead role, with

attractive

the

other

femme

lead

characteriza-

tions are good, with an unusually strong cast
of

supporting players numbering

ranks such able performers as

among

May

its

Robson,

Akim Tamiroff, Broderick Crawford, Charley
Grapewin and Anthony Quinn.
The huge ranch owned and operated by
May Robson and her granddaughter, Miss
Drew, is being rustled on a big scale by an
organized gang. Enter Rangers Howard and
Crawford on the scene. They discover that
Miljan, grandson of Miss Robson, and Quinn,
the ranch foreman, head the gang that is

some skullduggery and romantic interludes Howard and
the

looting

place.

Following

Crawford spring the trap on the gang

in

an

exciting climax.

THE MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
IN ONE VOLUME

CAST: John Howard, Ellen Drew, Akim
May Robson, Broderick Crawford,

Tamiroff,

Charley Grapewin, John Miljan, Anthony
Quinn, Donald Curtis, Tom Tyler, Eddie
Acuff, Ruth Rogers, Robert Bryan, Eva Puig,

Monte
Production
Distribution
Exhibition

Television

Theaters
Studio Personnel

Work
Players Work
Writers Work
Cameramen

Directors

Equipment
Financial

AND EVERY OTHER PHASE OF
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
Completely Covered in

THE

1941

FILM YEAR

BOOK

Coming Soon

Blue,

James

Pierce.

CREDITS: Produced by Paramount; Director, James Hogan; Original screenplay,
William R. Lipman and Horace McCoy;
Cameraman, Archie Stout; Editor, Arthur
Schmidt.

DIRECTION,

Okay.

by some splendid
new Roy Rogers starrer

screentare

tor

The

dcrion trade.

tne

action

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Ontario Gov't Enrolls 30
In Projectionists School

—

Toronto Thirty young men chosen
from 75 applicants opened the first
of a series of instructional courses in

Rogers
is

photogagreefans and
is

and the story, although cut from
of material, moves smoothly
diong to the customary happy ending.
Rogers, his partner and stooge, George
GabDy" Hayes, Marjorie Reynolds and Sally
Payne headline the cast. Miss Reynolds is
drrractive and adequate and Hayes gives his
customary crusty impersonation of tne grizz.ed old frontier character, which he excels
dt.
Cy Kenoall and Robert Strange are Vilfamil.ar

Faid

line

A, so featured in the

64

Of marked appeal

to

all

rV

I

Catholics an<

interest generally to those of

faiths,

all

documentary feature pointing up the his'
of the Catholic Church stresses the im|
tance of the faith in the lives of mank
In the treatment, there is found an appi
ing

quality

of

simplicity.

The assembled

ers capable
j

of

INTERESTING DOCUMENTARY F
TURE ON CATHOLIC. SM POINTS
CHURCH'S HISTORY.

brisk, the play-

material, essentially

cl

footage devoted to the electi
of Pope Pius XI and Pope Pius XII, sevi
Eucharistic Congresses, the American C
dinalate, the Vatican, Rome pilgrimages
other Catholic highlights.
includes

The
of

Sistine Choir

is

McCormack,

John

Narration, sympathetic,
Editorial

arrangement

heard, as

famed
is
is

is

the vc

Irish

tei

by Basil Ruysd;
credited

to

Al

Butterfield.

cast are Leigh Whipper, Eddie Acuff, Roscoe
In addition to the English version, f
Ates and Jay Noveiio. Miss Payne gives a is being made available with commentai
lusty performance and
will
draw laughs n Spanish, Polish and Italian.
with her lines and antics.
DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRA
Joseph Kane directed, with the screenplay
Spotty.
concocted by Olive Cooper. Kane handles
the film in his usual swift and actionful
manner. Story concerns the depredations of
Kendall, a carpetbagger, upon the ranchers
in a section of Texas. With the Civil War
barely over, feeling still runs high and Kendall is an out and out thief.
Rogers rides
Dack from a prison camp to run into this
"Western Daze"
s.tuation, but he finally manages to straightParamount
9 Mil
en things out with the assistance of Hayes.
Series
Bow of Swell
CAST: Roy Rogers, George "Gabby"
Here's proof that there is, aft
Hayes, Marjorie Reynolds, Cy Kendall, Leigh
Whipper, Sally Payne, Eddie Acuff, Robert all, something new in the short su
Credit the innovation
Strange, William Haade, Jay Noveiio, Ros- ject sun.
George Pal, originator and produc
coe Ates.

X

* SHORTS *
New

3!

.8

'••

Puppetoons
mark) who in

(registered trad
this, the first of
rector,
Joseph
Kane; Screenplay, Olive
series of six Technicolor shorts f
Cooper; Original story, Hal Long; CameraParamount, presents his new plasl
man, Jack Marta; Editor, Charles Craft.
puppet technique to American auc
PHOTOGRAPHY, ences.
DIRECTION,
Fast.

CREDITS:

Associate

producer

and

Di-

of

Fine.

Pal conceived and developed h
Europe about two years ag
It calls for the employment of tl
To Hemispheric Pattern
puppets against miniature sets, ai
nets a striking third dimension ph
No strings a:
Erich Pommer, RKO producer, an- tographic illusion.
Animatic
nounced yesterday that his forthcom- used for manipulation.
liveliest.
ing program would be designed for is of the
First subject in the series, dubbi
the tastes of the Western hemisphere
and to fit the needs of exhibitors on "Madcap Models," is genial burlesqi
on horse oprys, with story credit*
this side of the globe.
Four pictures are to comprise his to Vic McLeod and Norm Blackbu)
new lineup. They are "Unexpected and original music to David Raski
Uncle," by Eric Hatch; "Weekend," Ork is under the direction of Andi
an original by Budd Schulberg, with Kostelanetz. No hint as to wheth
screenplay by Dorothy Parker and Pal intends to keep the same cha
Alan Campbell; "Two on an Island," acters throughout the series, bi
the Elmer Rice play, and "Water Prunella is too comely and shape!
Gypsies," from the novel by A. P. a lass to pass. Prunella could be tl
shorts' Sweater Gal, given a chanc
Herbert.

Pommer

Tailors

Program

motion picture projection work and
sound and radio amplification sponsored by the Ontario Government. Karp Drops Giveaways,
The Program, under the direction of
at Syracuse
0. J. Silverthorne, chairman of the
Motion Picture and Censor Board,
Syracuse, N. Y. Move to eliminwas inaugurated because of govern- ate games and giveaways in the
mental policy requiring standardized nabes here is gaining. Jack Karp
training of operators in government- has dropped Bingo and giveaways

Games

Cameo

—

licensed theaters in Ontario.

"Cavalcade

SHOULD

AND Ac HON

Highlighted
rapny, this

lains of the first water.

however, has some good names,

Picture,
is

WESTERN

WELL-PACED

PLEASE iHt ROGERS r-ANS
RADE.

dDie
in

Rogers,

Republic

streamlined version of the Texas Rang-

way

George "Gabby" Hayes,
Marjone Reynolds
59 Mins.

Roy

f ILfllS i

Jeffrey Pictures Corp.

i

model

ers,

of the

1

at the

Cameo.

idea in

Neaman

Funeral Held

Pittsburgh

—Funeral rites for Sar

Neaman, veteran exhibitor, wl
owned and operated the Roxy Th
uel

Natrona, were held at Blrnd
Funeral Home in this city Wedne
day. He is survived by his wido
and daughter.
ater,

ii

)
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Bill

Amusement Levy May Replace Colorado's
2 Per Cent Service Tax on Admissions

Indiana

Denver Bills have been introduced in the legislature to repeal the service
tax of two per cent, which includes a levy on all amusement tickets over 5
cents.
To replace this loss in revenue the legislators backing the latter bill
have recommended an amusement tax, in an amount yet to be determined.

ineranl Curb

xpeded

:

in

—

(Continued from Page 1)

urces
jasure

mm.

';.",i|

-

site
olisai

:

mien

f;

siUi)i
;;

but

from

was learned

it

reliable

that

some

curtail itinerants and
operators will be introduced.
to

Kelly

Announces Two

Schwartz Heads Cleveland

More

UA Promotions

Exhibs. for Eighth Year

Be Sold by Series
(Continued from Page

1

believe, will be to buy individual
series from each company rather
than the entire lineup.

Without exception, every company
paying more attention to shorts
production than it has for several
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
years. A return to more one- and
On the other hand,
business.
Chicago, to be branch manager year by acclamation at the annual two-reel comedies is foreseen by
dget commissioners, who are late
there,
succeeding Irving Schlank, meeting here yesterday.
many producers who claim that exgetting their appropriation bill
now district manager of the ChiRe-named with him were: A. E. hibitors and the public are in a ready, fear it will be the largest in
cago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis Ptak, vice-president; L. G. Baldwin, ceptive mood for that type of subB history of the state.
territory.
treasurer; G. W. Erdmann, secretary. ject.
The pet measure that has been
Jack Armgardt, also of the Chi- John Kalaf at and Henry Greenberger
A large number of novelty ideas
;roduced in many of the past sescago exchange, has been made Mil- were elected to the board of directors also looms for the new season.
ms, censorship, is by no means
waukee branch manager, succeeding each for three-year terms, and Jack
It is about the
ad in Indiana.
J. S. Abrose who is now district Shulman, Morris Berkowitz and Ted
Expect to Form Three
political
plum
that
has
not
been
ly
manager
in the territory including Vermes for one-year terms.
lcked, and it is reported to be
Sales Districts
City.
Omaha, Denver and Salt Lake
P. J. Wood of Columbus, ITO secre»dy to make its appearance. Centary,
explained
that
student
tickets
rship, however, will meet plenty
(Continued from Page 1)
Stay Five are subject to the Federal admission shifts in the South and creation of
opposition and local papers will Hepburn Pix
tax
and
Governor
Bricker's
repeated
ademn the measure.
at Music Hall assurance of no new taxes at this new district posts.
Or Six
Agnew returns from the Coast
session of the State Legislature.

The Indianapolis Chamber of Com»rce will fight added restrictions

is

May

Weeks

,0

nam

.— «pect

WB

(Continued from Page 1)

to Distribute

second week holdover. If business
continues at the same rate, it is beChristmas Under Fire"
lieved by the Music Hall staff that all
(Continued from Page 1)
house records will be shattered for
Warners which recently released the engagement. Present indications
ondon Can Take It" on this side. are that "Philadelphia Story" will
<e the earlier reel, "Christmas run five or six weeks but the execuider Fire" has a commentary by tive staff will not make a positive
entin Reynolds, of Collier's. Rey- prediction.

TOGRA

\i

ds, who recently arrived from
ndon, brought the reel with him.

CMPEA endorsed "Land of Liberty," today after making a few stops at
which Metro is releasing, and trail- branch offices.
ers advocating aid to the Allies.
Ricketson Aiding Greeks
Denver Rick Ricketson, manager
"Invisible Woman" Ahead
of the Fox Intermountain Theater
Opening day of "Invisible Woman" division, has been named by Spyros
at the Rialto saw the pix out-gross Skouras as chairman of the local
Universal's "Trail of the Vigilantes," Greek Relief campaign, with $100,the home office reported yesterday.
000 as the Denver quota.

—

Revamoing of Iowa
Sales Tax is Proposed

th* critics love

95

ngleton Sees Dominion
leater Prospects Bright

— During

1941, Canadian
hibitors should enjoy at least as
-tod volume as in 1940, with the
pspect of increases in industrial
sas, in the opinion of W. J. Sinton, sales manager for Associated
teen News, Ltd.

Montreal

"3i

i

May

New

;

;

say,

to

tie

Expect Shorts

,:

-'

:!

Discuss Film Scoring

*

Second presentation of the season
the League of Composers with
3
co-operation of the Association
Documentary Film Producers and
Film Library of the Museum of
)dern Art to be held Sunday night

.ninst

I

Museum

Modem

Art audiium will feature discussion on the
irk of scoring films.
Premiere of
the

credi

of

:f oots In The Earth," a soil conrvation film, will also be held.
'An

i

All in the
ries,

Lincoln,

Family

Neb.— R. W. "Bob"

Huff-

shap

man, city manager of Lincoln Theaters
Corp. (J. H. Cooper-Para.), signed
Mrs. Barney Oldfield to take over
her husband's old Hollywood broadcast, Jan. 18.
It's to be re-formed,
and done school-teacher style over a
tag, "Learn About Hollywood."
It's
five
minutes nightly, and she assumes the program until her husband's stint in the Army as a captain

;.

•

fljdi

is
;

.

over.

(Continued f*om Page 1)

for theaters with improner projec-

and fire exits.
Night is expected to be
brought un with efforts to regulate
the awarding of money and prize*
bv theaters in the state. Efforts to
both legalize and ban the games also
tion booths

Bank

are expected forthcoming.

eoislative Outlook Report
Ordered for Jersey Allied

T

Legislative com^ittpp of N°w Jersey Allied yesterday was instructed
to "pf a line on possible legislation
activity in the State legislature affecting the picture business and to
report to the organization on Jan. 21
when a state-wide meeting has been
called in Trenton. This was decided
vesterday at a meeting of the North
Jersey unit in New York.

BOX OFFICE

declares:

Uproariously humor-

The legislative committee consists
George Gold, Irving Dollinger and
Ralph Wilkins.
Officers and directors of New Jer-

ous! Topflight comedy!

sey Allied will be elected at the Trenton meeting. The South Jersey unit
meets at the Walt Whitman Hotel in

...

of

A

crash

and roar

Camden on Monday.
T.

Heads
Modern Art

H. Whitnev

Museum

of

John Hay Whitney yesterday was
e^cted president of the Museum of
Modern Film Art at a meeting of the
Board of trustees, it was announced
by Stephen C. Clark, board chairman.
He succeeds Nelson A. Rockefeller.

of laughs!

)

W^V
Sell the Industry,

Balaban's Plea

Is

{Continued from Page

1

heretofore, how well you meet the
situation will immeasurably influence
the future of the industry.
In the

REVIEWS Of ntUJ
"The Lone Wolf Keeps
a Date"
with Warren William, Frances
Bruce Bennett

Robinson,

Columbia

65 Mins.

emphasis has been on sellLATEST IN "LONE WOLF" SERIES IS
ing the product, but from now on, FAIR MELODRAMATIC THRILLER.
more emphasis should be placed on
Latest in the series Columbia is producselling the industry as an institung
past, your

tion."

Balaban declared that many problems that should have been settled

"among

ourselves" were, unfortunately, aired generally in the legislatures and judicial chambers and thus
brought before the public, adding
that the public was not concerned
with the authenticity of the stories
told about Hollywood and the industry.

around the character created by author
Louis Joseph Vance, this offering is moder-

ately entertaining film fare for the

trade.

Picture

has

the

usual

program

amount

of

hocus pocus that the Lone Wolf, personified by Warren William
is called
upon to
take care of before the story can be brought
to a satisfactory end, the cast is agreeable
3nd the action is sufficiently well paced and
continuous to hold interest.

William suavely portrays Vance's intrigucharacter, Frances Robinson is an attractive decoration for the film, Bruce Bennett is properly masculine and good lookng
in a supporting role, and the remainder of
the cast is comprised of capable performers,
including Eric Blore, who is amusing as
William's valet and friend, Thurston Hall,
Jed Prouty, Edward Gargan, Fred Kelsev and
Don Beddoe. Film was directed by Sidney
Salkow who also worked on the screenplay
ing

"Harmony" Salesmen
In addition to being super salesmen of good-will, publicists should
bring about a harmonious relationship among the various branches of
the business, Balaban said.
Balaban expressed the opinion that
advertising, as now controlled from

New

York, will be somewhat decentralized.
"It may be necessary," he
said, "to properly synchronize your

with Earl Fenton.

tising representatives who are right
on the scene, and if they are of
proper calibre, can render real ser-

William arrives in Miami from Cuba to
immediately become embroiled in a kid napp ng plot. His briefcase, containing a
valuable collection of stamps, is stolen, and
he offers to help Miss Robinson, who is
carrying a large sum of ransom money, out
of her jam.
William puts it over on the
crooks in slick fashion and they get nabbed

vice.

by the police.

campaigns with the release dates.
There are advantages to be gained
from this such as more freedom of

—

thought on the part of local adver-

"In spite of everything the sales
departments can do," he continued,
"there will, undoubtedly, be many
squawks as the new method of sellThere will
ing becomes operative.
be discontent and misunderstandings
and you men can do a great deal
toward minimizing the situation."

"Tackle the Job Conclusively"

While opposed to changing the old
method of selling, Balaban said that
Paramount would make every effort
to make the new method work. "We
intend to tackle the job conclusively
and without regard to the fact that
there is such a thing as the 'escape
clause' in the consent decree," he
concluded.

Friday, January 10, 1941
DAILY

CAST: Warren

Frances Robinson, Bruce Bennett, Eric Blore, Thurston
Hall, Jed Prouty
Fred Kelsey. Don Beddoe,
Lester
Mathews. Edward Gargan, Eddie
Laughton, Mary Servoss.
CREDITS: Producer, Ralph Cohn; Director,
Sidney Salkow; Screenplay, Sidney Salkow
and Earl Fenton; Based on a character created by Louis Joseph Vance; Cameraman,
B^rnev McGill; Editor, Richard Fantl.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION,
Good.
Good.
William,

Sunday Show Referendum?
N.

— Local

f ILmS

"Break the News"
Maurice Chevalier, Jack
June Knight

with

C.

WEDDING BELLS

Caryl Dannenberg, secretary to
Ernest Emerling of Loew's, will be
married on Jan. 18 to Herbert L.
Anderson.

Jack Adelman, of the Abbye Errand Service, will marry Isabel
Kcrschner en Sunday.

u

he

1

1

Assembly

I

(Continued from Page 1)

advantages color possesses over blacl
75 Mins.
and white was conceded by those whi
FAIRLY AMUSING MUSICAL COMEDY attended.
SUFFERS FROM SLOWLY PACED STORY.
Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, chief tele

I

Trio Films

Maurice Chevalier, this Britishundoubtedly please the many
fans of the popular Frenchman, but the picture itself is only a fairly amusing and interesting musical comedy due to script troubles.
Featured with Chevalier are Jack
Buchanan and June Knight and the film was
directed by the noted French director, Rene
Clair, all of which will give exhibitors some

vision engineer, in commenting oi
the progress, declared: "The results
thus far, in all phases of color tele
vision are most encouraging and i

who produced and

the industry, I do not think it wil
be there long."
Showings were also held last ev<
ning for members of the Institut
of Radio Engineers which is hok
ing its convention at the Hotel Pent

Starring

made

film will

would appear that an answer ha
been found to every fundamental U
problem. From now on I think, w
can progress steadily, even if w
have nothing more than straight
forward engineering effort lookin;
valuable exploitation material.
Chevalier and Buchanan are a happy com- toward commercial application.
To
day color television is in the labora
bination as a pair of song and dance men
Miss Knight is adequate and the remainder tory, but with the co-operation o
of the cast

is

okay.

Clair,

directed, does a smooth

but the story
itself slows down in spots and spoils other
sequences that are amusing and brisk in
pace. Geoffrey Kerr wrote the screenplay.
Story concerns the efforts of Chevalier
and Buchanan to get some attention through
publicity.
They work out a gag whereby
Chevalier leaves evidence all around the
place to indicate he has done away with
Buchanan who is hiding out in a small
Balkan country. However, the scheme fails
to jell and Chevalier gets arrested for murder and can't get in touch with Buchanan
to clear himself due to that gentleman also
job,

getting entangled, with the authorities arresting him in the country where he is in
hiding. Naturally, everything is worked out
before the end of the picture.

CAST: Maurice Chevalier, Jack Buchanan,
June Knight, Marta Labarr, Gertrude Mosgrove, Garry Marsh, Wallace Douglas, Joss
Ambler, Mark Daly, Gibb McLaughlin, Robb
Wilton.

CREDITS:
man,

Producer and
Geoffrey

Screenplay,

Cla'r;

Phil

Rene
Camera-

Director,

Kerr;

Tannura; Lyrics and Music, Cole

Porter.

sylvania.

Screen Publicists Elect
Joseph Gould President
(Continued from Page

1)

there being no opposition.

Othei
elected were: Joseph Chasin of
ner Bros., first vice-president; Jon;
Rosenfield of Walt Disney Produ
tions, second vice-pre=ident; Jeffe
son Livingston of M-G-M, secretar
and Charles Wright, free lance a

Wa

tist,

It

treasurer.

was announced that a form

hearing on the Guild's request to
named bargaining agent for pu
Heists was expected shortly, follow
ing a number of informal talks du
ing several weeks past.
It was further stated that 90 p
cent of the members of the pu

1

Good.

licity and advertising staffs of t
major companies eligible for mei
bership have been enrolled.

400 Attend Goldstein
Testimonial In Boston

Asks Award Confirmation

DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Petition seeking confirmation of
of $7,500 and $1,146 cos
against the Emmons Theater Cor
Adenos Amusement Corp., and Ma

i

—

expected to ask branch manager for the same comit.
pany at New Haven, was guest of
Ampa luncheon yesterday drew who is confined to his home with the honor at the first officially snonsored
dinner of the new Variety Club sucthe largest crowd since the initial
flu.
cess) r to the former Boston Friars
meeting of the season. Speakers in
Hersholt Talks Relief Fund
Cub, at the Statler. Four hundred
addition to Para.'s prexy included
Hersholt described the activity of attended.
Jean Hersholt, Stanton Griffis and
on
Maurice Wolf, division manager
Charles C. Pettijohn, the latter in- the Motion Picture Relief Fund
troducing Balaban. Introduction was the Coast, explaining that 17,000 per- for Metro in New England territory,
sons were taken care of last year at presided as toastmaster and introto have been made by John C. Flinn
He lauded the duced many speakers, including
a cost of $425,000.
efforts of the Ampa to inaugurate Steve Broidy, Martin Mullens, Sam
a relief fund in New York.
Pinanski and Harry McDonald. Gold-

Gener

Pickup of Color Tele

Buchanan,

referenBoston
Maurice "Morey" Golddum on Sunday movies looms as stein, recently promoted from sales
likely here. Local delegation to the
manager of M-G-M in the Hub to
Charlotte,

Demonstrates Live

is

'r'slature to authorize

chairman of Paramount's stein received numerous gifts.
executive committee, brought plenty
of laughter with his "kidding l'e- 20th-Fox Renews Berle Pact
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
marks" about Balaban.
Hollywood Option on the conLuncheon guests gave a tremendous ovation to Adolph Zukor for his tinued services of Milton Berle has
contribution to the industry. Ampa been exercised by 20th Century-Fox.
President Leon Bamberger presided. Berle will make two pictures in 1941,
At the close of the luncheon, Bal- the first being "The Great American
aban was presented with a yachts- Broadcast" for which the Feur Ink>pots have also been signed.
man's cap.
Griffis,

—

•ward

rice

Brown, was

the

New York Supreme

yesterday
Court
Defen
Local 306, projectionists.
ants are charged with breaking
ITOA contract signed with the uni
by refusing to hire 306 operate
in the Sheldon Theater, Brooklyn
filed

STO
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

S!
of

— Born

THE FILM DAI

to the Geoi
Pals on Jan. 4 at the Cedars of I
banon Hospitel was a boy th
American production. Th
first
other child, George II, age four, ^
born in Holland where George F
Paramount youthful puppetoon p
ducer, formerly made his shorts.
Mother and son are doing well a
will return to their Beverly H
home in a fortnight.
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LOEW'SJtEPORTS $M08,469 NETHtOFIT

|

National Allied Will Have New Unit in N. Y.
Temporary
Equals $65.16 Per Share
and
GWTW Set for Two
THE WEEK
Directors
On Outstanding Preferred
be Named

I
I It

I

Officers

last!

REVIEW

IN

Instil

is l

Meeting Here on Jan. 22

Fights Blocks of 5

:el

By

L.

A new

MITCHELL

H.

formed

CONSENT DECREE:

N. W. Allied
seek relief from the blocks of
re pix provision of the Gov't's ccnnt decree through Minnesota courts
Darryl F. Zanuck predicted imoved industry relations under the
RKO set formula for its
cree
Barney
eetings on the decree
alaban, Para, prexy, asked that emlasis be placed on selling the inlstry to the public, and forecast
me decentralization in advertising
suiting from the decree.
ill

Ot!

ofJ

.

t;l

.

.

.

m

.

members

of

last

the old state

or-

The new association is
to be known as the New York State
Unit of National Allied, Inc., and is
expected to embrace independent exganization.

hibitors throughout the state.
Incorporators of the new unit are

John Gardner, Schenectady; Charles
Wilson, Troy; Samuel Cornish, Har-

GWTW

City

will

(By

open

in

—

Air
Mail)
February day-

Iris, MexMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer

and-dare at both the Cine
ican

home

pictures,

now

in

of

and the Teatro Olimpia,
process of being completely

rebuilt,

as

a

result

of

special

ar-

rangements completed by Carlos E.
Niebla, general manager of the Mexican offices of M-G-M, and Fernando
Garcia and Edward Noonan, managers of the Iris and Olimpia respectively.

(Continued on Page 3)

Kent Adds Holdings

Mex. Union Blocks

And

$4.82

•'«

'

Of
c

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

.

.

*

*

AND THAT:

In 20lh

Century-Fox

A's Kelly drive; two Chi. salesmen
ere

promoted

to

branch managers.

Senator Matthew M. Neely retroduced his anti-block-booking and
Gov't
eater divorcement bills
med Victor Waters to prosecute
suit as-ainst Ascap, BMI, CBS and
BC. NAB denied published report
consent decree had been effected,
ving Ascap alone to fight the suit,
it admitted conferences had been
N. Y.
;ld looking to that end
ate may act to curb showing of
.

.

.

.

.

?

,.

propaganda pix

reign
T
foffl

.

.

.

—

THE FILM DAILY

—

.

.

Hal

ed Goods"
Survey showed
ature production down 13 per cent
1940
CES demonstrated live
ckup for color television
Sam?1 Goldwyn will head the Greek war
.

.

.

.

.

.

lief drive.

(Continued on Page 4)

Clearance Board
Names Survey Committee Wolf,

Loew's Amortizes

56.5%

in 12

Weeks

Loew's amortization
vised and

now

table, as reeffective, results in

amortization of total cost at the
end of: 12 weeks, 56.5 per cent; 24
weeks, 74.3 per cent; 36 weeks, 83.7
per cent; 52 weeks (first year),
94 per cent; 80 weeks, 98.2 per cent;
104 weeks (second year), 100 per
(Continued on Page 7)

RKO

Branch Mar.
Heads Film Board of Trade Loew's Has $4,932,878
In Books and Rights
Robert S. Wolf, RKO branch man-

—

Toronto The Ontario Clearance
Board meeting here Friday for the
purpose of drawing up a plan for ager, yesterday was elected presiLoew's has $4 932,878.80 invested
clearance reforms after a lengthy dent of the New York Film Board in books and rights after a reserve
discussion of the problems in hand of Trade, succeeding Jack Bowen.
of $1,520,262.62, the company's anOther officers elected were Joseph nual report discloses. The reserve,
appointed a special sub-committee
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
it is pointed out, has been accumulated since 1928 by surcharging pro-

Record All-

Tele Circuit

(Continued on Page 3)

.

oach sued Metro for $1,263,993 alging contract violations, and Cririon Pictures sued the Production
ode Administration for $1,500,000
>r refusing it a license for "Darn.

Showing of "Scipio"

By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
Washington Sidney R. Kent has FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
acquired 1,000 shares of 20th CenMexico City (By Air Mail) Jose
tury-Fox's common no par stock, Echeverria's first-run Cinema Palareported today in the SEC cio has reopened following a six-day
is
it
semi-monthly summary of security shutdown which resulted when its
transactions and holdings. The deal employes walked out in refusal to
gives Kent a total of 2,180 shares play the Italian-made "Scipio Afriin that class.
canus" on orders of the executive
The report of Universal Corp. committee of the First Section of the
National Union of Workers of the
(Continued on Page 7)
Washington Bureau of

Dave "Skip"
Warner first-run
npervisor in Philly to head UA's exoitation post under Monroe Green- Ontario
al; $20,000 in awards will mark

THIS

eshner quit as

t.

Common

(Continued on Page 3)

Forecast was made of
4,200,000 revenue to the Gov't in
'42 from the amusement admission
Admish taxes for the year
x
iding June 30, 1940 were up $2,
Industry
.7.114 to $21,887,916
Ohio will seek to kill the newsreel
x
In Iowa revamping of the
Mass.
les tax was proposed
>t pledge of no new industry taxes.
.

its

on the

A net profit of $8,908,469.74, representing all corporations, was reported by Loew's, Inc., for the year
ended Aug. 31, 1940, according to
the annual statement issued over
the week-end.
Profit is equal to
$65.16 per share on the outstanding
preferred stock and $4.82 per share
on the common stock outstanding,
after deducting preferred dividend.
Net income for the corresponding
period ended Aug. 31, 1939, was $9,841,530.61, equivalent to $71.98 per
share on the, preferred and $5.48 on
the common.
Operating revenues for the year,

t!

TAXES:

5

New York

Mexico

*

*

*
est

.

five

was
week by

unit of national Allied

in

Mexico City Houses

at

to

.

.

190 -Mile Transmission
"Dictator" Gives Mexico
All-Time Theater Records
Reports

from

Latin-American

areas indicate that "The Great Dictator" is rolling up unprecedented
grosses wherever it is playing.
The Chaplin picture at the Palacio
(Continued on Page 7)

in Bell

Labs. Test

The longest-all-wire circuit of
television images was shown over
the week-end by Bell Telephone
Laboratories in connection with the
convention of the Institute of Radio
Engineers

at

the

Hotel

Pennsyl-

Images were projected in
New York, picked up and sent by
coaxial cable to Philadelphia and
vania.

(Continued on Page 4)

Oppose Ticket Tax
For Insane Asylums

—

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) The
Association of Argentine Film Producers has lodged a protest with the
president of the Chamber of Deputies
against a proposed 5 per cent ticket
proceeds of which would be
used for the construction and maintenance of asylums for the insane.

tax,

—
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donald m
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Publisher

Manager

Ceneral

Editor
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:

Pictures!

— 5th

lM;tro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures'
M?tro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures' 3rd
Night Train (Twentieth Century-Fcx)
3rd week
Kitty Foyle IRKO Radio Pictures'
Philadelphia

Comrade

JOHN W.

road way 1'airade @

and Distributor
Thy Neighbor (Paramount

Picture

Love
Mon.. Jan.

Vol. 79. No. 8

It

Monday, January

Story

X

—

i

—

Hudson's Bay
Four Mothers

'Twentieth

Paramount

week

— 3rd

Music

week

Hall
Capitol

week

Globe
Rivoli

THE

HOLLYWOOD.

Representatives:

Calif.

Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fred
man. The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St..
\V. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Hue
MEXICO CITY— MarcoMarsoulan
(12).
Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del S;ndicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

TWO-A-DAY RUN
—

—
—

I

Flight

Command

55th

—

FUTURE

Pictures'

—

—

Street

(

Universal

Pictures)

— Jan.

(a)

Dual

bill.

(b)

(Artkino)

Music Hall
Paramount

15

Criterion
Rialto

Strand
Rivoli

Roxy

Miami

(c)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Follows current

Palace
Palace
Playhouse

bill.

10)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Am.

Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2ft %)

Low

High
i^z

8'/8

8'/8

63 4

65 8

63,4+

+

Columbia Picts. pfd
Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind. pfd.
7'/2
T*k
7Vi
141
Kodak
140
141
East.
do pfd
Con.
Con.

Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's. Inc
pfd

1214

Paramount
Para.
Para.

99'

pfd.

1st

2nd pfd

Pathe

1434

15

33%
108>' 8

do

2

113,4

9%

Film

8

9'/8
33 8
7

3'/2

137
33 8

RKO

33 8

20th Century-Fox
20:h Century-Fox pfd.

7'

Univ.

Pict.

Warner
do

137

pfd.

Bros

1/8
i/

4

—

14%

333/8
333, 8
108' 8 108'/8
12
12'/8
99l/2
99V2
11 Vi

Chg.

Close

115/8
93/4

3%

+

Vi
Vi

—
—

V4

+
+
+

Vi

4

l/

7'/8

+

137
33 8

—
—

Vi
'/8
i/

8

2

'/s

3
i/

8

pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith

B.

F.

ref.

6s46

Loews

deb. 3' 2 s46 104',
55' 2
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3' 4 s47 95
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 953 4

104'
55'

s

104'

8

4

55V4

+ V4

9S
953 4

95
953 4

4-

8

3j

%

9'/4

9'/4

9i/4

%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram

3

Picts.

Sonotonc Corp.
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

65 8
Universal Corp. vtc.
6'
Universal Picts.
16
16
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

Met

Playhouse

Inc.

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s

2nd deb.
1st

To Drop Claims

'57

2

'45

61
16

4-1-16

—

y4

2

SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
68
60'

71
2

63

In Col. Suit

All claims for damapes arising
out of acts committed prior to September, 19.33, against Columbia Pictures and its offcers and directors
will be dropped in the suit of five

stockholders against Columbia, under an application for an order filed
in the New York Supreme Court
The plaintiffs, who claim
Friday.
mismanagement and the improper
issuance of stock options, are dropping the claim because of the statute of limitations.

left

A. BRADY and his
Friday for Miami.

wife,

GRJ

H. SEIDELMAN, foreign manager
returns today from the Coast.

TEDDY HART

arrived

here

Friday

from

Coast.

LOU POLLOCK

NOBLE

has returned from the Coas

BRADEN,

M. BESSEY, Altec's secretary-treasi
back at his desk after a business trip thro
Ohio and West Virginia.

—

Life

WILLIAM
CEORGE,

Capitol

16

—

of

Mil

J.

HARRY

24

Dark

for

s

and Handsome (Twentieth Century-Fox Pictures) (c)
(Twentieth Century-Fox Ficturesl
Jan. 6 (a-b)
She Couldn't Say No (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Jan. 16 (a)
Tall,

Coast.

the

yesterday

executive secretary
the A-nerican Arbitration Association, has
turned from a Southern trip.

(c)

Chad Hanna

on

is

left

PAUL and GRACE HARTMAN arrived in r
lywood over the week-end from New York.

Ambassador

— Jan.

V.

Ave. Playhouse
48th St. Theater
Bryant

OPEJVilMGS

(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer

ch

and Panama.

Carnegie

Little

5th

theater

wife are at the

his

LEON LEONIDOFF

World
Playhouse

and

JOHN W. HICKS

JOSEPH

St.

Warner

dorf.

Universal,

Miami Playhouse

Arizona (Columbia Pictures)
(c)
S2cond Chorus (Paramount Picfures-Morrosl
Jan.
Behind the News (Republic Pictures)
Jan. 15

The University

hRIDAY, JAN.

Astor

Broadway

The Baker's
Baker's
46th
Co.)
They Met on Skis
4th
The Mannerheim Line (Artkino)
4th week
Hotel du Nord Juno Films'
3rd week
Ecstasy (Eureka Productions)
3rd week
Night of the Mayas (World Pictures Corporation)
Don Quintin el Anvrago (Cinexport)
The Kiss of Fire (Juno Films)

Back

01-

week

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Wife (The
Wife
— week
(Mike Mindlin)—
week

Convoy (RKO Radio Pictures' (c)
High Sierra (Warner Bros. Pictures)

(QUOTATIONS

—

Creat Dictator (United Artists-Chaplin)
14th
(Walt Disney Productions)
9th week

LONDON—

FINANCIAL

Bryant
Cenlral
Palace
Palace

I

Fantasia

TAY CARNETT

Strand
Rialto
Criterion

BERNHARD,

JOSEPH

postponed his return to the home of
from Hollywood until this week-end.
He le;
the Coast Saturday.
tain, has

Roxy

Century-Fox)

(Warner Eros. Pictures'
The Invisible Woman (Universal Pictures'
Texas Rangers Ride A^ain (Paramount Pictures'
Break the N:ws (Trio Films'
2nd week
Married Adventure (Columbia Pictures)
(bl
No, No, Nanette (RKO Radio Pictures-Wilcoxl (a-bl
Case of the Black Parrot (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a)

The

COfllMG and GOIflG

Theater

—
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Rodgers, Shea Will Speak Completing Arrangements
For Joe Penner's Funeral
At Dinner for Pielow

—

—

Albany Local film biz people and
bigwigs from over the East will unite
tonight to say good-bye to Ralph
Pielow, popular Metro branch manager who advances to New York

Viso-o-graph Corp. Close
Deal For 3,000 Machines
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAI

Wm.

H.

Keml

vice-president of Vis-o-graph Co
of America, announces closing
deals for delivery of 3,000 Via
eraph machines to a group of J

Francisco capitalists.
Deal is s
to involve in excess of $6,500,000
Kemble will attend the coin r

convention which opens
Chicago today.
Because of ra
engagements President Rudy Val
will be unable to attend the gai

chine

Philadelphia
Funeral arrangements were being completed yesterday by Mrs. Joe Penner following the ering.
unexpected death Friday of Joe Penner, 36, the radio, stage and screen Homer Mulkey Funeral
Tan. 1, when Albany exchangemen comic, who succumbed to a sudden
Rites Held in Texas
fete his promotion with a dinner heart attack in his sleep at his hotel
He was appearing here
at the DeWitt Clinton Hotel. Throng room here.
Clarendon, Tex. Funeral servi
will be swelled by New Yorkers, in "Yokel Boy" at the Locust The- were held here yesterday for Hor
ater.
who leave before and on the ComMulkey, pioneer exhib. in the Sou
modore Vanderbilt in time to make
Penner had appeared in a number west and director of Texas All:
the 7 P.M. opening deadline.
of feature pictures for RKO.
His Mulkey died Thursday in a
Spielers are listed as W. F. Rodg- introduction to films occurred about Worth Hospital here; he had
ers, Metro sales chief, E. K. "Ted" 12 years ago in a series of Vita- dergone a major operation.
O'Shea, J. Meyer Schine, Si Fabian. phone shorts.
Shaughnessy Hurt In Crash
Moe Silver. Herman Ripps and
Emcee Druker Goes to Cleveland
Chairman Clayt Eastman.
Northampton, Mass.
M. Fri
is Jim
Healy, Station WGY broadShaughnessy, manager of the A
J. R. Vogel of Loew's announces
caster.
demy of Music, here, had a nan
the appointment of Maurice Druker.
Committee in charge, headed by assistant at the Loew's Poli, Wor- escape from death when his a
Eastman, includes: Artie Newmann, cester, Mass., as relief manager of crashed a broken-down lumber tn
Republic, treasurer; Moe Grassgreen, Loew's State Theater. Cleveland, O.. parked in Mt. Tcm highway. Ll
20th Century-Fox; J. Meyer and replacing Everett Steinbuch who ber protruding from the truck w
through the windshield of Shau
Louis Schine, Bill Smalley. Mike is on leave of absence.
The theater mana
nessy's auto.
Kallet.
Lou Goldinp:, Si Fabian,
was cut about the face and head.
Moe Silver, Charlie Smakwitz, BarKrumenacker, J. G. Balmer Hospitalized
Paul
Kranze,
ney

—

—

Herman

Ripps,

Joe

Miller,

Jerry

Spandau and Nate Sodikman.

"Fantasia" Set
Detroit Legit,

for

Now

Wilson,

Dark

—

Pittsburgh
James G. Balmer,
Harris Amusement Co. executive, is
confined to St. Francis Hospital here
for observation and treatment.

— NEW YORK'S FINEST

Edison Motion Picture Studio
Detroit -"Fantasia" is booked to
open at the Wilson Theater, legitimate house which has been dark for
about three months, early in FebruSound engineers have arrived
ary.
to start installation work.

HAS EVERYTHING!
Larue
ment

and

small

— Rehearsal
theatre— Executlvo

—

sound stace Latest equipprojection
rooms
Private
offices—Convenient ly located

—

MODERATE RATES
Phone

CHIckerino

4-8116-7-8

OPPOSITE MADISON

SQUARE GARDEN
on 49th STREET
MUSIC • DANCING

ENTERTAINMENT
DINNER from 85f<
Sports Bar

Banquet

&

Restaurant

Facilities

'ELVMR

.

londay, January 13, 1941
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Hied Will Have

$8,908,469 Profit

ew

Reported by Loew's

Unit in H. Y.
(Continued from Parte

1

)

(Continued from Page

on: Louis Guidel. Brooklyn, and
ax Cohen. Brooklyn.
An organization meeting' has been
heduled for the Lincoln Hotel.
bw York City, on Jan. 22 when
mporary officers and directors are

theater receipts, rentals
and sales of films and accessories,
rent
income
and
miscellaneous,

t
•

be named.

rm of

i

a

Session will be in the
luncheon meeting at 1

vim;

in

r

feC:

A

committee
quietly

of exhibitors has
canvassing- the state
d consulting exhibitors on the formation of the new unit, interest
which led to the launching of the
oup.
Original Allied unit was formed
^o years ago by Max A. Cohen.
10

m
tfip

tl

subsequently switched his af-

to MPTOA.
New unit is
pected to be formally inducted
o national Allied late this month
len the board of directors meets

liation

Washington.
Clo:

m f)ew's Has $4,932,878
Books and Rights
j'd

(Continued from Page

nificance of the occasion

about

that

—

in

itself

is

but there

is

sig-

something

the

of

—

cinema clans to cheer
another facet which appears to this corner
for

our

worthy of sharper attention
Let us explain
'Tis
said that "one swallow doesn't make a summer"
By the same
token it can be cited that one picture doesn't make a season
It is
therefore not so much that "Cheers For Miss Bishop" is going to debut
in Lincoln
as that its advent is exciting to the film profession
as

on the count that the premiere

at large

brings Richard

officially

—

but

many

•

•
•
Dick

seasons

RICHARD

—

T

T

—far more widely

Rowland

A.

known

human

reservoir of film knowledge
and
a fountainhead of showmanship
His vast experience gives
him the clearest of conceptions
as to what should go into a

con-

which have been entirely

the costs of speic books and rights carried in the
counts which may not ultimately
used.

Syracuse, N.

is

Congo Fol-

opened at the RKO-Schine
rand Friday for a week.
Set
follow are "Fats" Waller and
lis Bros., each for a week, and
s"

rry Clinton's ork for three days.

attributes

it

Dead

at 75

—

Chicago Harvey Conover, direc
*t;- of planning for the General Outors Advertising Co., well known
the film trade

is

dead.

ick

—the

clusive "do-ers"

delibly, to the history

•

•

•

BY

men who have

contributed, and
motion picture

TV

and progress

of the

in-

Rowland was

30
he was a millionaire
which he invaded via the distribution end
Then he expanded
by organizing and serving
as the first prexy of Metro Pictures Corp
which company he built
into a large concern
and in 1919 sold out to Marcus Loew

Two

years

and

that

about

the.

time Dick

later.

Dick joined

was when

this

First

time Rudolph Valentino

opus not only hurled Valentino
but opened

up new

made

and it was Dick
That
"The Four Horsemen"

into the full glare of the spotlight

vistas of profit for the pic theaters of the nation

and those of other lands
unit and has been interested

In 1936, Dick formed his
in that

phase

of the biz

—the

distributors

His

new

contract with United Artists,

ture,

—

a continuation

is

Now

acquaintance

his

came along

picture.

first

of

his

role

in

own producing

ever since
of

his

new

pic-

the industry for the past five

years

• LINCOLN, Neb., is all agog about the Rowland film's
•
•
and it must be recorded that UA's promotional forces
premiere
have not only brought fan enthusiasm to a high pitch in
but in all sections of the U. S
by means
that community
of as dynamic a campaign as any film property could wish for.
Every UA space-grabber from coast to coast and border to border
has been plucking columns in black ink and the sepia of
.

Kay
Lcuis

Francis

.

roto sections

Payne

•

•

•

"CHEERS For Miss

Mister Rowland!

$11,-

taxes

$52 339,175.57 on Sept.
1939.
1,
Cash in foreign countries all subiect
in some degree to export restrictions
totalled $4,446,848.86.
To the extent of such cash balances included
for respective
countries,
$1,278,983.17 has been received in the
United States up to Jan. 2, 1941.
Renort discloses that Loew's has
$230 240.15 in fixed deposits in the
Yokohama Specie Bank Ltd., in San
Francisco, due in 1941 and 1942.
The net amount of all assets in
all foreign countries (not including
portion of cost of film productions
allocated to foreign but retained on
books in the U. S.) was $14,456,999.01, of which net current assets
(with same exclusions for cost o. /
film productions) amounted to $3.223,946.64.
Of the current liabilities due to foreign banks by foreign
subsidiaries, Loew's, Inc., has guaranteed $1,855,753.83.
Of the originally authorized 300.
000 shares of preferred, 136,72*
shares were outstanding on Aug. 31
last; of 4,000,000 shares of authorized common, 1,665,713 shares were
outstanding- on the same date.
1

Shift

Syracuse Managers

—

Managerial
Syracuse, N. Y.
changes here by City Manager Harry Unterfort see Gene Curtis moving from the RKO-Schine Paramount
to the pool's Strand in an exchange
with Jack Flex. Curtis is also expected to direct the Empire, recently
taken over by the pool. First legit,
booking for the Empire is Joe Penner in "Yokel Boy" on Jan. 29.

Too Superstitious
There's such

Bishop," yes

but louder ones for

a

superstition too far

thing
.

.

.

as

carrying

or so thinks

the management of a Bronx film
house.
One of the winners in the theater's
Fair-0 game the other night was
$13.
called up to receive her award
Femme suggested that the manager add an extra dollar, explaining

—

was superstitious.
P.S.— She took the $13.

that she

Herbert Brenon

Edwin Styles
Donald Duck

income

National as general manager

this scribe first

the star's

I

I

swiftly-shaping film world

who produced
irvey Conover

a

Federal

were $1,800,855.28.
Balance on hand Aug. 31. 1940,
was $56,715,616.56, compared with

production

it is

'itten off) offsets

Y.— "La

393 055.18:

Rowland back again to filmland in the shining armor of a producer
and an expert producer can go a helluva long way toward
"making" not one cinema season richer for the trade and public

how a feature should be fashioned
and the
should possess in order to make turnstiles click for
the exhibitor
and, as entertainment, click with audiences
The Rowland career is a career of accomplishment
studded with manifestations of unusual versatility
He is one
of those pioneers who definitely belongs in the bracket of ex-

of

amounted to $3,584,127.
Net income before taxes was

erties

A.

fhts.

ore 'Flesh" for Syracuse

\

The

not merely that "Cheers For Miss Bishop"

is

to $137,590,120.41. includ-

ing $15,879 976.63 on operations of
partly owned corporations.
Operating and general expense totalled
$27,245,392.26, while depreciation of
buildings and equipment, excluding
studio depreciation charsed to film
costs, came to $3,551,356.51.
Real
estate and other taxes totalled $5,112.068.09 and rent on leased prop-

be

will

have its three-ply world premiere on the screens
Nebraska and Lincoln Theaters in Lincoln, Nebraska

although

in the

s

'41

of

as

sts

1

milestones

will

Stuart.

1)

charge-offs made
1940 and prior years, the balance
the reserve, plus the substantial
lue of books and rights previousused in productions and available
f
re-issue or remake (the specific

6

amounted

y

significant

T

lered that after

A

the

oi

ction costs with 10 per cent of
s cost of books and rights used and
net profit on sales of books and

The company notes that

s

ONE

•

.

hi

;r0

•

reached by forward-plodding filmland tomorrow evening

M.
;en

1)

including

—
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Mex. Union Blocks

Showing

Spokane Theaters Motlify Schedules

of "Scipio"

(.Continued from Page

1)

Mexican Motion Picture Industry,
an affiliate of the Confederation of
Mexican Workers. Its leaders con-

demned the picture

as Fascist propa-

ganda.
issue was terminated when ofthe Labor Department ruled
in favor of the workers, and the management of the Cinema Palacio
agreed to withdraw the film definitely frcm its schedule.
Additionally,
Jorge M. Dada, its distributor, com-

Record All-Wire

to Give

—

Spokane, Wash.
Local theaters, both those of the Evergreen chain and
independents, have inaugurated a new schedule, in an effort to counteract some
of the inconvenience of duals.
With the exception of Friday and Saturday nights, all theaters will present
the twin features on the first evening showing and only the main feature on
the late show, plus news and shorts.
This will enable 11 p.m. closings.
Exhibs. feel it will help attendance, figuring closings after midnight cost
patronage of the average workers during the first four days of the week.

The

The affair marked a distinct victory for the Union despite the fact
that the issue was a contradictory,
confusing one, since the Union held

was no more than a disagreement
with the management of the Cinema
Palacio on the renewal of its employes' collective contract while the
secretary general of the CTM, Vicente Lombardo Toledano, insisted
on attributing it to the fact that the
Italian film in question was a Fasit

||

Earlier Closings; Expect Attendance Gains

ficials of

mitted himself not to screen it anywhere in the country unless with the
previous consent of the Union.

13, 194

Ontario Clearance Board
i^ames Survey Committee
(Continued f>om Page

Wolf,

RKO

Branch Mgr.,
of Trade

Heads Film Board

(Continued from Page

1)

situation

in various cen- Republic,
secretary,
and Edward
and then report Bell, Paramount, sergeant-at-arms.
back to the main body regarding the
Installation of officers will be
information it has gathered.
The held in about 10 days.
Clearance Board will use this data
as a basis in drawing up a program
of clearance reforms.
31 British War-Time
Such plan of reforms likely will
be the basis for similar reforms af- Shorts for U. S. Release

ters

in

(Continued from Page

I

1)

then back to New York, a distant
of 190 miles.
Images transmitted in New Yoi
and sent direct to the hotel by telt
phone circuits, a distance of appro: 1
imately
miles,
were ah
three
shown. Observers noted practical!

NBC

Final tests are being made by
television engineers on a special filter,
the first of its kind ever designed, which
will make the big television antenna
'

1)

which was instructed to make spe- J. Lee, 20th Century-Fox,
first vicecial inquiries during the next two
president; Ben Abner, M-G-M, secweeks.
ond vice-president; David Levy, UniThis committee will survey the versal,
treasurer; Robert Fannon,
clearance

Television Circuit

Ontario

fecting the film industry in
inces of the Dominion.

all

prov-

atop the Empire State building available
broadcasts and actually do
for
triple duty, when a third transmitter,
used for cue transmissions, is hooked in.

FM

no differences which would be dii
cernible to the layman in the "1<
cal" and "long-distance" pictures.
Images were of the 441-line, 2
frames interlaced variety and cor
sisted of films, including
T &
commercial pictures and old tenn;

A

shots.
They were approximate!
8 by 10 inches, being shown on
12-inch tube.

Thirty-one shorts, nearly all warTwo cables in a sheath were joir
time subjects, have been imported ed
at Philadelphia, it was explaine
cist
propaganda picture and the
by the British Section of the In- to form a loop
circuit back to Ne
property of the Italian government.
ternational Film Center, Inc., 45 York, with
Kent to Testify Jan. 17
amplifiers located at fiv<
The case being one from which a
Rockefeller Plaza, for non-theatmile intervals.
Developments ar
significant precedent could be estab- in Forrester-Page Action
rical showing in the U. S.
All will part of the
Bell system's testin
lished as to the future relations of
be
available
in
35
mm.,
mm.
and
16
Testimony before trial of Sidney
plan, it was said, to develop a metr
all industries with their workers unit is announced.
od of transmitting images by wir
der the new administration of Presi- R. Kent on Jan. 17 was directed
Subjects
are
in
series
"Britfive
similar to the system used in broad
dent Manuel Avila Camacho, the at- Friday by New York Supreme Court
ain
at
War,"
Armanine;
"Men
and
casting.
tention of the entire country fol- Justice Edward B. McLaughlin in
ments,"
four;
"World Factors,"
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, researc
lowed it closely. The Mexican As- reference to the suit of Izola Forthree; "Social Services," seven, and engineer,
at a dinner Friday r<
sociation of Motion Picture Exhibi- rester and Mann Page against 20thRun- ceived the Institute of Radio Engi
Plain- "Life of the People," eight.
tors did its utmost to get a decision a ox for alleged plagiarism.
22
ning
times
vary
from
seven
to
"Joyous"
tiffs allege that their play
neers' Medal of Honor for 1941.
for the Cinema Palacio.
was plagiarized in the picture "Poor minutes.
loans
Information
as
terms,
to
Little Rich Girl."
First-Run Outlet
W. C. Michel, executive vice-presi- and viewings may be obtained from Del. Blue
dent of 20th-Fox, has been pre- Richard R. Ford, Film Officer, Brit- Waits
on Survey Report
In at Mexico City
An injunction, ish Section.
viously examined.
accounting and damages is sought.
Wilmington, Del. The announce
Mexico City (By Cable)— The Ma"Love" Tops "Mr. Smith"
"war" against Delaware's ancien
jarit Theater, new first-run outlet
Networks Extend
blue laws, scheduled for yesterdaj
for RKO pictures, opened here Friin Both Frisco, Denver
has been delayed for the time beinp
to British Music
Congratulatory wires were
day.
A group of bowling alley ani
received by its owner, R. Gonzalez
Columbia's "This Thing Called
British music and British musical Love," broke the opening day rec- skating rink proprietors joining ex
Lassarga, from Will H. Hays, Phil
Reisman and many RKO stars, di- writers have just been added to the ords set by "Mr. Smith Goes to hibs. in the fight decided to call of
boycott of Ascap music by CBS, NBC Washington," both at the Orpheum their attack which, according to thei
rectors and producers.
Opening was postponed for a and MBS, according to a statement Theater, San Francisco, and the plans, would have produced war
month due to a longshoremen's issued Friday by John G. Paine, As- Denver Theater, Denver, the home rants against all violators of th
blue
laws in rural New Cast!
strike in Vera Cruz which held up cap's general manager.
office said Friday.
Paine stated that the boycott of
the delivery of the theater's carDespite the fact that "This Thing County.
all
composers
music
includes
British
In a prepared statement the grou]
pets.
First picture is "Lucky PartCalled Love," had a special New
of the past and present who were
ners," which is expected to remain
Year's Eve performance at the Den- announced it was postponing th'
T
hat or are members of the Performing ver Theater, where it reached a new "projected plan" until after a blu"They Knew
three weeks.
Rights Society, Ltd., whose memThey Wanted" is to follow.
high in holiday grosses, it opened laws investigating committee pre
bers include practically every outfor its regular run a week later to sents a report of its survey to th
standing composer and author in
to set another record by topping the Legislature.
25-30 Club Will Dine
British musical circles.
The Rev. Ralph L. Minker, chair
high water mark reached by "Mr.
man of this committee, said tha
Members of the 25-30 Club of
Smith."
111. May Get Ascap Bill
the report and recommendations wil
Local 306 will hold a dinner at midChicago Illinois legislature conbe placed in the hands of the legis
night tonight at the Hurricane Club.
Song
Suit Is Settled
tax
no
amusement
venes
today
but
men
lators Jan. 22.
^he 25-30 Club is composed of
an
although
Stipulation
settling
disconexpected,
and
who have been projectionists for 25 legislation is
introduced.
suit
tinuing
the
infringement
song
years or more. Its president is Mike anti-Ascap bill may be
B. A. Critics Pick "Grapes"
of Mabel Wayne and Neville Fleeson
Berkowitz who is said to be the
Novel
to
Warners
Hervey
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) Ar
Corp.
against
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
of
point
the
from
operator
oldest
II,' Coast Bureau of Till: FILM DAILY was filed Friday in the New York gentina
Sono Film's "Heroes Sii
service in the United States.
Hollywood Warners has purchas- Supreme Court.
According to the Fama," "The Grapes of Wrath" an<
Berkowitz has been a machine opWife" have beei
Baker's
d the screen rights to "The Damned complaint, the planntiff's song "Be- "The
erator of one kind or another for
He works in the booth Don't Cry," the novel by Harry twixt And Between" was plagiarized named the best pictures shown
49 years.
Hervey. Studio officials plan to star by a Judy Garland song, "In Be- Argentina during 1940 by the loca
of the Capitol Theater where his
film newspapermen.
tween."
Ida Lupino in it.
son is chief projectionist.
1

—

New RKO

Laws "War"

Bows

—

Ascap

Ban

W

—

—
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—
-
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TOMORROW!
The Biggest News of theYear!
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m

The

TEN BEST PICTURES
of

-

1940

isd a

It

Will be announced
i

o:

ere

ji

in

hundreds of

newspapers and magazines and

in

xnlai

THE FILM DAILY

X

to

[

at

fi

arts

test

What

Who
Who
Who
Who
Who

POI!

tad

:

and
.da

all

they are

—

Produced them
Directed themstarred

them

in

wrote them

photographed them

other important Credits

and

Sidelights

on each of

THE TEN BEST PICTURES OF 1940

JDSl

eh

3s

I-

:>f

selected by hundreds of astute

critics,

editors

and columnists

of hundreds

important newspapers and magazines whose combined readers total

nore than 50,000,000

in

the

FILM DAILY

ANNUAL POLL

CW
hcllthccd
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"The Case

RALPH W1LK

By

—HOLLYWOOD

DAY

CORRIGAN,

of the

"Range Busters"

' * trio,
has secured a leave of absence
from Producer George W. Weeks, and is
en route East to make a personal appearance
tour through Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky.
John King and Max Terhune, the other

"Range

Busters" series,
also on personal appearance tours, are now
The players start their next
in
Texas.
picture Feb. 21.

two

the

of

stars

•

•

CHARTERING

a

boat at San

Edward Sutherland and

Diego,

A.

camera crew

a

left

Saturday for Cape San Lucas, the very

tip

of

Lower

California,

film

to

tropical

plans to make the trip
a combined business and pleasure cruise, this
being the ideal time of the year for shark

He

storm scenes.

fishing

in

•

Black Parrot"

COLLABORATING

with

Rens

Artist

Skorska, Reinhold Schunzel is superthe designing and constructing of
sets at General Service studio for "New
Wine," the Gloria Production for United
Artists, which goes into production today.
vising

ANEW

short subject just completed

by

Rousseau for Pathe's "Picture
People" has an amusing sequence of Gracie
Allen and George Burns "at home." Comedy
and trying
has Gracie showing George
hard to imbue him with an appreciation of
her art work, i.e., painting of Night-fall
Upside Down and a dog standing on a
street corner watching two men fight.
Louise

—

—

—

•

CLIFF

•

"UKELELE IKE" EDWARDS

has

been signed to star in Columbia twocomedies.
It will be his first appearHeaded by
ance in Columbia funfilms.
Producers Jules White, Hugh McCollum and
reel

Del

Lord,

the studio's shorts unit plans to

Edwards comedy early this
month, and has assigned Harry Edwards
and Elwood Ullman to develop a suitable

start

the

first

•

story.

JOAN CARROLL,

•
"Panama
RKO, which
in

Hattie," has been asked by
has a contract with her, to report to the
studio May 3 for a leading role in "Obliging Young Lady" by Arthur Horman. Jerry

Cady

will

adapt the story to the screen.

•
•
ESTHER FERNANDEZ, Mexican

actress

under contract to Paramount, will make
her American screen debut with Dorothy
Lamour, Jon Hall and Lynne Overman in
She was
"Aloma of the South Seas."
originally cast for "Las Vegas Nights" but
Para, did not regard that role as important

Buchanan, Elsie Randolph.
Arthur Margetson
Film Alliance of the U. S.
62 Mins.

* SHORTS *

i

The who-dun-it
p. dure.

have

if

should

enjoy this
It is neither pretentious nor does
a cast of big name players, but
fans

personable and earnest, the story
and it moves
right along with a certain amount of susPicture should serve nicely as a
pense.
supporting feature on any bill. Picture has
a bizarre character as the mysterious murJerer and exhibitors can always find plenty
i

iic

cast

jt

is

been

nas

adroitly-contrived

material

exploitable

in

a

film

of

this

type.

William
is

Lundigan,

cast

affable, capable and

as

a

reporter,

earnest as he goes

his chores in workmanlike fashion,
Wrixon provides an attractive feminine

Buchanan, better known for
singing

talents

his

dancing and

than as a straight
actor, this British import is moderately entertaining screenfare for small spots.
It
rather

the story of a private detective hired to
break up a gang that is baffling the police
and driving an insurance company to desperation. The actors are completely understandable, the action is brisk and the entire
tells

teresting items. A remarkable to;
er of carvings portraying the li
cf Christ; a bank that is a hom
what is probably the most amazii
clock in the world; a woman who hi

been

operating

steamboats

on

tl

Mississippi for 50 years, and tl
strange story of a convict who kne
nothing of music or musical instr
cast is agreeable.
ments constructing a large orgs
Buchanan is co-starred with Elsie Ran- that operates perfectly in the prise
dolph, and included in the supporting cast chapel are depicted in the reel.
are Arthur Margetson, Antony Holies and
Edmund W.llard. Buchanan also served as
"Tickied~Pinky"
producer of the film, and Tim Whelan both Universal
18 min

vVaidron and Joseph Crehan.
Noel M. Smith directed from a screenSmith gives the
play by Robert E. Kent.
picrure a smooth pace and maintains the
action and element of suspense until the

Fair Musical Number
Tomlin,
Martha Tilto
Spence.
Britt Wood, Lorraine Krueger ar
A gang of jewel thieves known as the the Pickard family, radio entertaii
barber shop gang continue their depreda- ers, are featured in this two-re
tions to the annoyance of a big insurance musical short.
Interior of a gener;
company and the local police. Buchanan, a store is used as a background. Ton
private detect.ve, is put on the job and he lin
and Miss Tilton vocalize ar
is helped by his wife, Miss Randolph.
Mur- Miss Krueger dances. The Pickai
ders and excitement ensue until Buchanan family also mix in the musical d<
and the police round up the gang in their ings with their own variety of spi

criminal

headquarters.

ouch. Eddie Foy, Jr. is good as Lundigan's
Paul Cavawise-cracking photographer.
nagh suavely fits the villain's role, and the
.cinjinder of cast is comprised of able
flayers,

including

is

Waldron

Luli

Deste,

Charles

D.

unveiled.

directed and wrote the original story which
was turned into a screenplay by Ralph

Buchanan, Elsie Randolph,
Arthur Margetson, Antony Holies, Edmund
Willard, David Burns, Lawrence Grossmith,

Attempts are made on the
jn the boat.
cabinet on the boat, and shortly after their

Zoe Wynn, Edward Lexy, Nigel

New York one visitor to Waldron's
found dead and Waldron falls prey
Lundigan
co the killer shortly afterwards.
and Foy finally unmask the notorious Black
/arrot in a good climax.
arrival in

nouse

is

CAST: William Lundigan, Maris Wrixon,
Charles D. Waldron, Paul
Joseph Crehan, Emory
r'arnell, Phyllis Barry, Cyril Thornton, Ley>and Hodgson, Ernie Stanton, Cliff Saum.
Eddie

Foy,

Cavanagh,

Associate

William
M. Smith; ScreenProducer,

Jacobs; Director, Noel
play, Robert E. Kent; From a play by Eleanor
Belmont and Harriet Ford and a novel
rl.
jy Burton E. Stevenson; Cameraman, Ted

McCord;

Editor,

DIRECTION,

"Going Places"

CAST: Jack

Fitzgerald,

Lawrence Hanray, Sara Seegar.

CREDITS:
Producer,
Jack
Buchanan;
Tim Whelan; Screenplay, Ralph
Spence; Original story, Tim Whelan.
Director,

DIRECTION,

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Okay.

Jr.,

Luli Deste,

Pinky

cialties.

returning to the U. S. with a
valuable cabinet, accompanied by his niece,
Lundigan and Foy are also
Miss Wrixon.
is

CREDITS:

the eight-year-old actress

now appearing on Broadway

with Jack

MODERATELY ENTERTAINING BRIT"Stranger Than Fiction"
MURDER MYSTERY HAS ADROITLY- ISH-MADE CRIME MELLER HAS BU- Universal
9 1/3 mir
CHANAN
IN
STRAIGHT
ROLE.
CONTRIVED STORY AND A PERSONABLE
Unusual Subject Matter
Starring the versatile and agreeable Jack
CAST.
This reel contains a number of

.vlaris

•

"Larceny Street"

of the

with William Lundigan, Maris Wrixon,
Eddie Foy, Jr.
Warners
60 Mins.

jbout

those waters.
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Monday, January
DAILY

Universal

9'/2

mini

Interesting Travelogue
The island of Trinidad in the Bri: f
ish West Indies provides the subje<|
matter and background for this iij
teresting travelogue.
Graham Mi
Namee handles the narration. In
portance of the island to the U.
has assumed new proportions sine
its designation as one of the site,
for a chain of defense bases in th
Caribbean.
!

Barron Shifts Personnel
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"Boobs In Arms"
Washington
Carter T. Barron, Columbia
18 min:
Eastern division manager of Loew's
Fairly Amusing Comedy
Theaters,
has announced several
The Three Stcoges use an arm

—

changes in theater personnel. Bert
Yazel, former chief of service for
the Capitol, is transferred to Loew's
Thomas Pratt.
Parkway in Baltimore as assistant
PHOTOGRAPHY, manager; Edward Gidley, assistant
Good.

routine to get laughs in this corned}
for all sorts of greetin
cards they accidentally get in th

As salesmen

army when fleeing an irate husbanc
Naturally, the husband shows up a

Wash- an officer and the boys are in th
ington theaters, moves to Richmond well known soup. Some of the gag
as student assistant at Loew's State; are funny and some not so funnj
Calvin Day of the service staff of the with a possibility also present tha
to the publicity director for

Good.

Name

Sylos Art Director
of THE FILM DAILY
Capitol

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

— F. Paul Sylos has been

is

promoted

vice for that theater.

appointed art director of the newly
formed Picture Corp. of America, it

to chief of ser-

part of the public may not be to
at the present time with
satire on a branch of our arme
forces.
Jules White produced an

amused

Premiere Plug by Short Wave
was announced by William C.
A half-hour short wave broadcast directed.
vice-president
general
Thomas,
and
enough for her introduction to the Amerby CBS to all South American counmanager of production. Sylos' first tries from the lobby
"Old New Orleans"
ican public.
of the Fifth
assignment will be "Power Dive," Ave. Playhouse will feature today's Metro
•
•
9 mini
Rjchard Arlen starrer for Paramount premiere of the Mexican
Average
Travelogue
will appear with Eddie Alfilm, "Night
OAKIE
JACK
release, which goes into production
of the Mayas."
bert in Warners' "Navy Blues" by Arthur
James A. FitzPatrick turns hi
Jan. 23.
Horman and Sam Perrin. Story deals with
color cameras on New Orleans fo
Rites for "Pop" Kane
this subject.
The material is jus
the Navy base at San Diego.
5 New Stars for Warners
Pitcairn, Pa.
Funeral services for average and the film as a whole doe
•
•
oast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY J.
B. "Pop" Kane, who for many not uncover anything very novel o
UNIVERSAL has cast Irene Hervey and
Hollywood Warners has elevated years owned and operated the Nemo unusually interesting. Several note
Lloyd Nolan for the leads in "Mr.
Eddie Albeit. Brenda Marshall, Den- Theater here, were held yesterday. restaurants and a number of histori
Elizabeth
Dynamite" by Stanley Rauh.
nis
Morgan, Ronald Reagan and He is survived by his widow, one son points of interest are depicted in th
Risdon has a supporting role. John Rawlins
and two daughters.
James Stephenson to stardom.
reel.
will direct.

—

(

—

THE'

londay, January 13, 1941
DAILY

lent

Adds Holdings

20th Century-Fox
(Continued from Page

tates that

i

Preston Davie has added
voting trust certificates

which now total 2,and 26,500 through Standard
Capital Co. Davie holds no common
warrants
certificate
oting trust
irectly but holds 111,283 through
his holdings

'

.tandard Capital, the report states.
Pathe Film Corp. report reveals
Iroseco Corp. holds 58,102 shares
f $1 par common and 1,844 shares
Don$7 cumulative preferred.
ldson Brown is listed as an indi-

owner through Broseco in both
Other holders of the $1
asses.

sct

common

shares are T. C. Davis
Allan P. Kirby
ath 2,100 shares and 1,000 through
[olding Company A, 4,000 through
folding Company B and 600 in a
rust, Kenneth M. Young with 400
hares and Robert R. Young with

'ar

'ith

uj

100

shares,

gem

Mabel M. Malone is
0,497 shares.
eported as holding one share of
George J.
7 cumulative preferred.
onwick and Henry J. Guild are
sted as officers holding no equity

,11

scurities.

,

.',,

itei

two.

7h

pi,

deal

of:

Paul S. Achilles has disposed of
23 shares of Eastman Kodak comion no par value and now holds
011 shares, it is reported

wi

It's

helpful"
invaluable"
"finest ever"

Economy.

Loew's Amortizes

"The Film Daily Year Book
most helpfuL I have it
on my desk and refer to
it
very often."
is

56.5%

12

in

Weeks

Continued from Page

Vice-President

1)

Through the increased percentages
of amortization in earlier weeks of
release and the allocation of 75 per
cent of cost to the U. S.. and Canada and 25 per cent to foreien as
ao-ainst 65-35 per cent previously in
operations during 1940 have
with approximately
$3 150,000 more film amortization
expense than under the old setup,
effect,

charged

been

is

Paramount Pictures

company's annual report

cent, the
reveals.

iV
"The Film Year Book is
no only a highly invaluable reference guide of
motion pictures but it continues to be the most decorative and prized volume
on the shelf."
;

:

said.

Spyros

ill-Time

le

ieB

P.

Skouras,
President

Dictator" Gives
1L

H

Frank Freeman,

Y.
I

it

Mexico
Theater Records

wr

Mexico City (By Air Mail)— All
Mexican film theaters have been
ordered by the Public Entertainment
Office, Central Department to renew their licenses before Feb. 28.
To secure the necessary license, all
houses must show the various okays
from the Director of Public Works
and City Services, the Department of
Public Health, the Fire Department,
and the Office of the Electrical Power
Control of the Ministry of National

1)

common

00

Life is Just One
Oktty After Another

Canadian Film Folks
Give Jeffery a Send-off

Amuse.

Thea.

National
Co., Inc.

{Continued from Page 1)

hino in Mexico City is reported to
ave broken all records ever estabshed by any picture in any theater
h the entire history of the picture
i

'ldustry in Mexico, having grossed ment today a<= Toronto manager.
2,000 pesos in five days at slightly All the theatrical world of Monicreased admission prices.
treal was represented. ?"'' Jeffery
Picture opened in four theaters in was presented with two suitcases a

antiago, Chile, to more business
a single day in each theater than
ach grosses in a week, United Arists reports. Same type patronage
ras reported from the Rex Theater
i Colon, Panama.
Picture is set to open in Panama
i

Montevideo, Caracas, Havana
nd San Jose.

in

3ity,
id
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ifm
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I

ivi!:
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Montreal A send-off was s'iven at
the week-end to A. J. Jefferv. many
vears Montreal manager of United
Artists, who takes np a new appoint-

omerantz in

New

Spot

Charles Pomerantz, publicist who
as been handling material on the
)r. Christian series and the Scattercod Baines stories, has taken over
le publicity reins for the Beverly
tills Tropics and Club Car, Inc., a
ew restaurant chain in which Alice
aye and Sugie Sugarman are inerested. Pomerantz has been operting out of New York.
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Daily
Film
1940
"The
Year Book in my opinion
is
the finest Year Book
you have ever published.
feel

I

to

somewhat

make

cause
each

I

of

qualified

that statement be-

have a copy

previous

United Amusement: George Rotskv.
of Consolidated Theaters, and W.

YEAR BOOK

Sinaleton p-eneral sales manager
of Associated Screen News.

will surprise

-

Martin

G.

Smith,

President

ITO

of

The

Ohio

1941
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J.

all others in
ms

Yippee!

w

In advertising

is J

r

.

Plan Greek Relief Benefit

f

in

Loew

theater engagements, Oscar A. Doob,
Loew circuit's ad-publicity exec, is

it
101

billing

Groucho,

—BRONCO!
_

Harpo,

Oh! Doob!

—

,

"Go West"

Chico

and

of

seventeen
the
editions."

trophy in recognition of his activities as president of the Film Row
bowline league.
Arthur Hirsch of Consolidated
Theaters presided and Tom Dowbiegin of Paramount was master of
ceremonies, assisted bv John ^netakos of United Amusement. Three
General managers from Toronto attended. Sam Olazer. of United Artists; Morris MilHs-an. of Paramount,
"nd Dave Co^lan. of Columbia
Prominent local trade representatives present included George Ganetakos. J. Chauvin and W. Lester, of

Chicago Plans are rapidly developing for a huge show for the Greek
War Relief Fund, to be staged at
the Stadium. John Balaban heads
the committee with Jack Kirsch.
Jrmes Coston, Eddie Silverman also
active.

every way.

COMING SOON

riu;i;>ii\i:\i
ALL

three Eastman negative

fiJnis

make
i

important contributions to the startling
beauty of today's screen productions. Unvarying dependability and wide latitude

make them
critical

the established favorites of

cameramen. Eastman Kodak

Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E.

BRULATOUR,

Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

Hollywood

SUPER-XX

PLUS-X
for general studio use

when

little lit/hi is

available

RACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds

and general exterior work
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Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

NEW
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14.

TEN CENTS

1941

"REBECCA" WINS CRITICSTPOLL
Predict

New

Consent Decree Expected
To Solidify New And
Established Groups
Increased strength of already established exhibitor organizations and
the setting

of 1940
r"TEN BEST"
As Selected by 546 Representative American
Critics and Reviewers from 440 Eligible Features

up of new groups during
yesterday by

system of buying and selling
tvhich is to be inaugurated next Fall
is given as the reason for the augmented interest in organized exhibit-

VOTES
391

Rebecca
A

;rs.

Selznick International production, distributed
by United Artists

Organization leaders pointed out
tnat their units would act as clearing houses for complaints and offer
?ssistance in facilitating arbitration.

n

The Grapes of Wrath
A

They added that exhibitors without

m

{Continued on Page 19)

Wheeler Threatens

Ninotchka
A

THE FILM DAILY
Senator Burton K.
Washington
Wheeler (D., Mont.) chairman of the

—

Senate

Interstate

Foreign Correspondent
A

West Coast Bureau of

All This,

and Heaven Too
A Warner Bros,

—

be represented
with two pictures on the 1940 "Ten
THE FILM
in
voted
Best,"
as
DAILY'S nation-wide poll, is Britain's
Alfred Hitchcock who last year made
his Hollywood directorial bow. The
and
(Selznick)
two,
"Rebecca"
"Foreign Correspondent" (Wanger)
placed first and fourth respectively.
Incidentally, they represented HitchSingle

director

A Max

the

David

0.

Selz-

production of

brilliant

Daphne du Maurier best

seller, directed

by England's ace

di-

rector, Alfred Hitchcock, with Laurence Olivier and Joan Fontaine in
the leads, emerges from The Film
Daily's 19th annual "Ten Best Pictures" poll as 1940's No. 1 feature
release.

Three hundred and ninety-one out
of the 546 professional film critics
and reviewers who cast ballots in
coast-to-coast and border-to(the
border contest, a landmark of the
film industry, nominated the Selznick International picture distrib(Continued on Page 4)

New

loom

Town

221

A
A

198

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production

OurTown

A

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production

Pettijohn Opposes Change
in Chi. Censorship Setup

—

Chicago Censors have contributed
very little in the building of character in our youth, Charles C. Petti(Continued on Page 21)

7,000 Ballots Cast
In Eagle's Contest
Important

198

172

additions

to

the

long

conducting
local polls in conjunction with THE
FILM DAILY'S "Ten Best" marked
the 1940 contest. In the metropolitan
area, the Brooklyn Daily Eagle was a
newcomer. Its local poll, conducted
by Herb Cohn, film critic, drew approximately 7,000 ballots, an unusuroster of

Sol Lesser production, distributed by United Artists

The Mortal Storm

Pad for

Stockholders of Loew's, Inc., will
be asked to approve a personal service contract, extending for five years
from Jan. 1, 1942, for Nicholas M.

215

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production
VIII and IX

Northwest Passage

5-Year

(Continued on Page 21)

vn

to

cock's stint for the year.

230

Gordon Plays and Pictures Corp. production
for RKO Radio

A
Hitchcock's Two '40
Films on "Ten Best"

nick's

BAHN

B.

THE FILM DAILY

Nicholas M. Schenck

production

Abe Lincoln In Illinois

Official

{Continued on Page 23)

By CHESTER
Editor,

VI

THE FILM DAILY

recognition of
"non-profit" services being given the
U. S. Army by the motion picture

Hollywood

7
247

Walter Wanger production, distributed
by United Artists

{Continued on Page 21)

Stimson Praises Industry's
Non-Profit Defense Co-op.

of Wrath" Places
Second; 546 Participants
Set an Ail-Time Record

IV

Commerce Com-

mittee yesterday charged that the
entire motion picture industry was
propagandizing for war with the encouragement of the Roosevelt adDeclaring that war
ministration.

269

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production

Film Legislation
Washington Bureau of

367

Twentieth Century-Fox production

in '41

"Grapes

"Rebecca,"
I

1941 were predicted
industry leaders.

New

Up

Exhib. Units to Spring

ally

American

high

first year.

number

dailies

for

a

local

poll's

w
I

Of

Shea to be Toastmaster
At Martin Testimonial

THE

I

MWRua

rat

rilMDOM

i?DAILY=^
Vol. 79, No. 9

DONALD

:

Luncheon

for

Weshner

::::::
:

Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Ernest W. FredGranite 6607.
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue

He

Marsoulan

the upstate area.

LONDON—

(12).

MEXICO CITY—Marco-

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

also is active

in

affairs

of the

Loyal Order of Moose in the state,
being deputy supreme governor for

Film-Radio Greek
Relief Broadcast Feb. 8

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

Close

8'/8

&Vs

8V8

7%

73^

73,4

High

Columbia

pfd

Picts.

Fm.
Ind
Fm. Ind. pfd..

East.

Kodak

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd

Paramount
pfd
pfd

1st

2nd

Hollywood

(2y2 %>

Con.
Con.

Para.
Para.

West Coast Bureau of

141
181
14'/2

141
181

335/s
108V4

33'/4
33'/4
108'/4 108'/4

HVi

12

1 1

^4

llyg

11

i/g

141
181
14'/4

+

—
+
—

1

Vs
Vs

+
11%— %
llVg— %

Univ.

do

31/4

42

31/4—
42

6%

6%

33/8
541/2

33/g
541/2

7

3%

Bros

pfd

55V2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith

Loew's

B.

—

l/

8

1/4

pfd

Pict.

Warner

42

F.

ref.

6s46 102V4
s 46 104'/8

3%

deb.

Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 %s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 96

102V4 102%
104% 104%
96

+

'/g

-f

1 '/g

—

Vs

96

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

Donald Thornburgh,
chairman of radio committee
includes Don Gilman, Lewis
Weiss, Calvin Smith and
with

acting

which
Allen

]3/n

9%

}3/^

13^

9%

9%
6%

6I/2
Universal Corp. vtc...
6V2
N. Y OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
68
71
'57
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st
60'/2
63

—A testimonial dinner

Chicago

will

The adjournment was ordered
unon the request of attorneys for the
"Little Three' because of a motion
to dismiss the Griffith circuit action
which is scheduled for a hearing on

committee.

M-G-M

—

UA

Suit

in

New

York

to

Talk

the Coa;

Los Angeles.

in

JOSEPH BERNHARD

arrives here Saturday fro

FRANK

N.
PHELPHS,
theaters,
returns

Warner

labor
negotiator f
to
the home offi

today from a week's trip through the Midwe;

GRAD SEARS

leaves for the Coast about Fe

1.

HAL B. WALLIS is en route to Washingti
from Hollywood, arriving here after the inaugur,
President

of

tion

Franklin

DICK HYLAND
for

four-day

a

Roosevelt.

D.

Sunday night for Chicai

left

stay.

ONA MUNSON is here from the
EDWARD C. ROBINSON leaves
Thursday for

New

Coast.

Hollywoi

York.

BEN MARCUS, branch manager
Kansas

in

two weeks' vacation

in

Albany, MRS.

MOE GRASSCREEN,
RKO manager

in

20th-Fox branch manag

GRASSGREEN, BARNEY KRANZ
and MRS. KRANZE, le

there,

two weeks

for

for Columb
to his post aft
Florida.

returned

has

City,

a

Miami.

in

EVALYN FRIEDL,
zone

ner

secretary to Nat Wolf, Wa
manager in Chicago, is here for

visit.

MAURY WHITE,
in

of the White-Libson interes

MRS. WHITE, and MR. and MR
are here for a combined vac,

Cincinnati,

NICK SCHAEFER,
tion

and business

trip.

ALBERT LEWIN
DAVID LOEW

is

is

at

Waldorf Towers.

the

here from

the Coast.

EDDIE ZORN, president of the United Theat
Owners of Illinois, will visit the Coast studit

Showmen's Club Forms
Welfare Fund Committee

—

Philadelphia The Showmen's Cli
has created a welfare fund commi
tee which will act as a clearing hou;
for unemployed members of the ii
dustry and for those employers see)
ing help. A fund has been set up
meet emergencies and under its ne
progrem, the club will do all in i
power to help anyone in need in tr
film industry.
I

New

Preston Sturges Film
THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood Preston Sturges is 8
work on a scenario dealing with
Hollywood director among averag
Americans.
Ernest Laemmle
working with him on the yarn. Par.
will probably star Barbara Stanwyc
West Coast Bureau of

—

i

in the picture with Joel
posite her.

MacCrea

op

Decree's Effect on Selling

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joseph M. Schenck,

West Coast Bureau of

Sidney R. Kent, William Goetz and
of 20th-Fox, yesterday held their first meeting to
consider the effect of the consent decree on production and distribution.
The execs, are considering the ad-

Herman Wobber

Switches Borzage
West Coast Bureau nf THE FILM DAILY visability and the possibilities of prenf THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Metro has switched senting two blocks-of-five pictures
Twentieth Century- Frank Borzage from "Billy, the Kid" for trade showing in July.

20th-Fox Buys Novel

Hollywood

of

Federal Judge Edward A. Conger
yesterday directed Sam Goldwyn to
replead his second cause of action in
his suit against United Artists Corp.
so as to omit a number of paragraphs in the complaint which the
Court ruled were improperly included.
Judge Conger also stated that
Goldwyn could not ask for damages
in his first cause of action which
seeks cancellation of his distribution
contract with UA.
The Court fixed tomorrow as the
date for the Korda examination after
being informed by Edward C. Raftery, UA attorney, that Korda was
now in New York. Korda, who was
served with a subpoena for the examination yesterday, will testify at
the Federal Court House here.

Korda

be tendered District Manager Irving
Schlank of United Artists at the
Congress Hotel Friday night. Jack
Hirsch, Allied
prexy, heads the Jan. 31.

West Coast Bureau

here from
is

Hollywood.

Goldwyn

To Replead Part

Jack Benny, chairman of Stars'
committee will also be co-master of 1941-42 Production Plans
ceremonies with Bob Hope.
Louis
Alexander Korda arrived from the
K. Sidney will head the radio production with Al Kaye and Maizlish Coast yesterday for a week's stay
during which he will discuss sales
as aides.
plans for "That Hamilton Woman"
with UA execs, and also huddle on
Hearing on 'Tittle 3's"
1941-42 production plans.
Korda
said he had several stories in mind,
Dismissal Plea Deferred
but withheld details. He will again
Application of the "Little Three" visit New York within a short time,
for a dismissal of the Government's prior to making a trip to England.
equity action now slated for Jan. 30 His stay there, however, will be brief.
has been postponed until some time
in February by direction of Federal 20th-Fox Execs. Study
Judge Henry W. Goddard, it was
learned yesterday.

Schlank Dinner on Friday

Court Directs

Harry

Maizlish.

3%

$6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd

is

program emanating from Hollywood,
London and Athens for Greek war
relief campaign. Announcement was
V4 made by Samuel Goldwyn, chairman
of Motion Picture Permanent Chari14 ties Committee, following a meeting

Pathe Film

RKO
RKO

THE FILM DAILY

—Feb. 8

the tentative
date for the first sanctioned broadcast authorized by the newly formed
Net Joint Radio-Film Charities CommitChg. tee which will be an international

(Monday, Jan. 13)

Col. Picts. vtc.

is

JOHN HAY WHITNEY

yesterday

First

Am. Seat

ALEXANDER KORDA

:

the promise that Edward K. yesterday.
CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor has
Company execs, attending included
O'Shea, M-G-M's new central division
Ted Murray Silverstone, Arthur W. Kelly,
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and manager, will be toastmaster.
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y., was chief barker here when Martin Harry Buckley, Walter Gould and Al
by Wid'a Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
was first elected to the secretary- Margolies, in addition to Greenthal
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
from the trade
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
Entered as ship, in which he this month began and Weshner. Present
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the his seventh year. He has been treas- press were Donald M. Mersereau,
post-office at New York, N.
Y., under the urer for five
years, and was re-elect- Chester B. Bahn, The Film Daily;
Terms (Postage free)
act of March 3, 1879.
Martin Quigley, Terry Ramsaye,
United States outside of Greater New York ed to that post, too.
The affair is regarded as unique in James Cunningham, Charles Aaron$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should that it is the first of its kind spon- son, Quigley Publications; "Chick"
$3.00.
remit with order.
Address all communications
to
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, sored for showmen for a motion Lewis, Showman's Trade Review;
Phone BRyant 9-7117, picture critic here. A charter mem- "Red" Kann, Boxoffice; Jack HarNew York. N. Y.
Cable address: ber of Tent No.
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Hollywood Reporter; Herb
7, Martin has been rison,
Filmday, New York.
on The Courier and The Courier-Ex- Golden, Variety.
Representatives:
HOLLYWOOD, Calif.— press staff for more than 20 years.
Ralph

GOiM

COmiliG and

Buffalo— The Variety Club of Buf-

United Artists welcomed David E.
falo will give a testimonial dinner "Skip" Weshner, new exploitation
for its secretary-treasurer, William chief under Monroe Greenthal, adE. J. Martin, on Monday night, Jan. publicity director, with an informal
Publisher
27, in the club quarters. Phil Fox, luncheon attended by company execs,
Dinty Moore's
Ceneral Manager chairman of arrangements, says he and the trade press at

:

MERSEREAU

M.

United Artists Gives

10 Cents

Tues., Jan. 14, 1941

JOHN W. ALICOATE
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W^fy™
From

—

Fox has bought Edison Marshall's to prepare Joan Crawford's picture
novel, "Benjamin Blake," a story of "Bombay Nierht" which will follow Goldsmith Booking Rochester
18th century England. William Perl- her present film, "A Woman's Face."
Rochester
Bookings for local

—

berg has been assigned to produce David Miller has been assigned to Schine houses are now being handled
by Harry Goldsmih of Buffalo.
the film adaptation.
complete "Billy, the Kid."

THE FILM

•9' Mfe.
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Maj.

te1

to

Edward Bow

Hendrick Willem
L

E

Van

C A A.
Bebe
Clara

Edward

Lot

Daniels

Beranger
P.

Curtis

11

s

His hat remains the

same

even though he tops Film Daily's Ten Best again this year
of America

critics

.

.

.

leading

all

year

.

ahead

.

that's

.

.

.

.

.

.

voted by the

companies with 4 out of 10 ("Ninotchka"

"Boom Town/' "Northwest Passage" "Mortal Storm")
20 pictures Leo leads with 9

as

size

.

it's

.

.

.

and among the

nothing new, he does

it

first

year after

comforting to remember with important industry changes

come what may M-G-M

NOTE: "Gone

is

to be

depended upon!

With The Wind" was not included

being in a Road-show category, but

will

in the past year's ballot,

be added to the voting

list

this season.

—

-<J*

11
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53 Features Find Places on Poll Honor Roll
Metro With Four on "Ten Best" and 13 on Honor

It nil

(Continued from Page 1)

uted by United Artists, and
ished with a 24-vote lead.

it

month-long poll, which officially
closed at midnight Dec. 31.
The other eight outstanding 1940
productions, as determined by the
19th critical symposium, were designated in this order:
"Ninotchka,"
"Foreign
Correspondent," "All This, and Heaven
Too," "Abe Lincoln in Illinois,"
"Boom Town," "Northwest Pas-

"Our Town" (tied); and
"The Mortal Storm."
The 1940 list of eligible feature
sage," and

productions totalled 440, eight less
than a year ago. It embraced pictures generally released between the
dates of Nov. 1, 1939 and Oct. 31,
1940.
Thus, under the rules, such
pictures as "Gone With the Wind,"

"The Great Dictator," "North West
Mounted Police," "The Long Voyage
Home," and "Fantasia" were in-

As has been

the case during past
years, participation by newspapers,
magazines, news services and syndicates in the 19th poll again hit a
new high.
Keen vicinity interest
was attested by the fact that the
number of critics and reviewers who
carried the "Ten Best" issue to
their readers throughout supplementary local polls exceeded 60.
Estimated reading public of par-

newspapers and magazwas markedly increased to

ticipating-

ines
50,000,000.

More Quality Pix in 1940
That 1940 was moi e productive

of

quality pictures than 1939 is established by several facts. In 1939,
"Goodbye, Mr. Chips," the No. 1
picture, polled the all-time high of

472

votes,

and

from the tenth

THE HONOR ROLL

306

separated

picture,

"The

it

'Old

This year, "Rebecca," with
votes,
ran 81 behind "Mr.
391
Chips," but only 219 votes separates
"Rebecca" from 1940's tenth choice,

Maid."

"The Mortal Storm."
Nor is that all. The Honor Roll,
composed of pictures receiving 10
or more votes, this year reveals a
total of 53 as compared with 49 in
1939.
And, generally speaking, the

ducers in addition to Selznick. Wal
ter Wanger contributed the No. 4 picture, "Foreign Correspondent," als(
directed by Alfred Hitchcock, anc

OS Pictures Receiving 10 Or More Votes
Picture,

Director

I

Votes

Distributor)

Lesser

Sol

Of Mice and Men, Lewis Milestone (UA-Hal Roach)

(RKO-Walt Disney)
The Man, Clarence Brown (M-G-M)

Pinocchio
Edison,

—

Knute Rockne All American, Lloyd Bacon (Warners)
Pride and Prejudice, Robert Z. Leonard (M-G-M)
The Story of Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet, William Dieterle (Warners)
The Great McGinty, Preston Sturges (Paramount)
Waterloo Bridge, Mervyn LeRoy (M-G-M)
The Shop Around the Corner, Ernst Lubitsch (M-G-M)
Young Tom Edison, Norman Taurog (M-G-M)
The Howards of Virginia, Frank Lloyd (Columbia)
My Favorite Wife, Garson Kanin (RKO Radio)
His Girl Friday, Howard Hawks (Columbia)
Destry Rides Again, George Marshall (Universal)

My

My

(UA-Edward Small)
Dame, William Dieterle (RKO Radio)
We Are Not Alone, Edmund Goulding (Warner Bros.)
The Fighting 69th, William Keighley (Warner Bros.)
The Ramparts We Watch, Louis de Rochemont (RKO-MoT)
The Biscuit Eater, Stuart Heisler Paramount)
Drums Along the Mohawk, John Ford (20th-Fox)
The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex, Michael Curtiz (Warners)
The Sea Hawk, Michael Curtiz (Warner Bros.)
They Knew What They Wanted, Garson Kanin (RKO Radio)
Brigham Young Frontiersman, Henry Hathaway (20th-Fox)
The Westerner, William Wyler (UA-Samuel Goldwyn)
Love You Again, W. S. Van Dyke, II (M-G-M)
Son,

Son, Charles Vidor

The Hunchback

of Notre

(

I

Russell, Irving Cummings (20th-Fox)
Susan and God, George Cukor (M-G-M)
He Stayed for Breakfast, Alexander Hall (Columbia)
Primrose Path, Gregory La Cava (RKO Radio)
Pastor Hall, Roy Boulting (UA-Roosevelt)
The Earl of Chicago, Richard Thorpe (M-G-M)
Ghost Breakers, George Marshall (Paramount)
The Light That Failed, William Wellman (Paramount)
City for Conquest, Anatole Litvak (Warners)
They Drive by Night, Raoul Walsh (Warners)
Strange Cargo, Frank Borzage (M-G-M)
Third Finger, Left Hand, Robert Z. Leonard (M-G-M)
A Dispatch from Reuters, William Dieterle (Warners)
The Great Victor Herbert, Andrew L. Stone (Paramount)
Lillian

Gulliver's Travels
Irene, Herbert

(

Paramount-Max

Wilcox

(

RKO

Fleischer)

Radio)

Swanee River, Sidney Lanfield (20th-Fox)
Andy Hardy Meets Debutante, George B. Seitz (M-G-M)
Maryland, Henry King (20th Century-Fox)
for Comedy, William Keighley (Warners)
Angels Over Broadway, Ben Hecht, Lee Garmes (Columbia)
Balalaika, Reinhold Schunzel (M-G-M)
Four Sons, Archie Mayo (20th Century-Fox)
Down Argentine Way, Irving Cummings (20th-Fox)
The Road to Singapore, Victor Schertzinger (Paramount)
Another Thin Man, W. S. Van Dyke, II (M-G-M)

No Time

163
162
150
136
134
121

105

93
78
75
70

70
64
62
62
61
61

55
49
44
44
44
44
42
39
39
32
29
28
27

26
24
21

20
20
19
19

producer releasing througl
United Artists, was responsible foi
"Of Mice and Men," heading the
Honor Roll with 163 votes.
Warner Bros, is represented or
the "Ten Best" with "All This, and
Bette Davis, femiHeaven Too."
other

nine star of the picture, last yeai
established a record by appearing
in three of the "Ten Best."
RKO Radio was the distribution
outlet for the Max Gordon-Harry
Goetz production of "Abe Lincoln
Last year, a Lincoln
in Illinois."
subject, 20th-Fox's "Young Mr. Lincoln" all but tied Wanger's "Stagecoach" to head the Honor Roll.
company breakdown of the current Honor Roll shows Metro comfortably in the lead with 13; Warners, second with 10; Twentieth
Century-Fox, third with seven; and
Paramount, fourth with six, plus the
Fleischer cartoon feature, "Gulliver's Travels."
RKO Radio has five of its own
on the Honor Roll in addition to one
Walt Disney feature ("Pinocchio")

A

and the March of Time's "The Ramparts We Watch."
Columbia has four as has United
Artists, the latter's being supplied
by Samuel Goldwyn, Hal Roach, Edward Small, and James Roosevelt.
Universal's "Destry Rides Again"
was 14th on the Honor Roll.

18

18
17
17

16
16
16
15
15

15
14

14
14
12

12

H

"Our Town,'
Hal Roach, an-

provided

tied for 8th place.

—

eligible.

-

Roach Pix Heads Honor Roll
United Artists is represented oi
the "Best Ten" by two other pro

fin-

"Rebecca", "Grapes" in Close Race
Placing- second in the race for critical laurels was Darryl F. Zanuck's
production for 20th Century-Fox,
"The Grapes of Wrath," with 367
votes.
The two pictures ran neck
and neck virtually throughout the

Leads the Procession

Nominations at High Figure
It is of interest that the nominations this year reached the highest
In 1937, when 519
figure in years.
features were on the eligibility list,

there were only 139 nominations.
In 1938, with 460 pictures eligible,
140 were nominated.
Poll

sidelights:

Costume pictures, three in number, show a 50 per cent drop as
compared with 1939.
2. There are two original stories
included among the "Best Ten"
1.

"Foreign Correspondent," which has
nothing in common with Vincent
Sheehan's volume, and "Ninotchka."
in 1939, there were
3. Whereas

five adaptations of stage plays, this
In the present poll, there were five ish product received critical acco- year there are only two.
winning pictures
4. Five of the
Further, pictures receiving 200 or more votes, lades, all four this year were made
competition was keener.
Al- in Hollywood.
In 1939, in addition represent treatments of novels, a
there were 164 pictures nominated 10 in the 100-vote category.
magazine
1940 an increase of 22 over together, there were 17 pictures to "Mr. Chips," Gabriel Pascal's sixth was based on a
in
"Rebecca's" 391 votes con- with 100 or more votes, one more "Pygmalion" was an import. Single story.
1939.
5. As in 1939, one of the winning
British picture to place this World
trasts with the 419 polled by "Snow than in both 1938 and 1939.
in
Passage" is
For the third successive year, War II year was the Honor Roll's 10 "Northwest
White and the Seven Dwarfs" in
is
repre- "Pastor Hall," released on this side Technicolor.
1938, the 453 of "The Life of Emile Metio-Goldwyn-Mayer
are conspicious by
6. Musicals
Zola" in 1937 and the 416 of "Mutiny sented by four "Best" pictures, but by James Roosevelt, via United Artheir absence from the "Best Ten."
unlike in 1938 and 1939 when Brit- tists.
on the Bounty" in 1936.

—

—

—

|

|
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Complete Credits On Ten Best Pictures
Production Staffs. Metayers and Others

Rebecca'

Who

Contributed to the Selections
Gene

Film Editor

Ruggii
Jack Da'

Makeup

Horace Hou

Assistant Director

A SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION
RELEASED THROUGH UNITED ARTISTS
David O. Selznick

Producer

D

Alfred Hitchcock

rector

Daphne du Maurier

Novel
Screenplay
Music

Robert E. Sherwood. Joan Harrison
Franz Waxman
Lyle Wheeler

Art Director
Director of Photography
Special Effects
Recording Director
Film Editor

George Barnes
lack Cosgrove
Jack Noyes
Hal C. Kern

General Press Representatives
Produced at
Released

General Press Representative
Produced at
Released

Olivier, Joan Fontaine, George Sanders, Judith Anderson,
Nigel Bruce, Reginald Denny, C. Aubrey Smith, Gladys Cooper, Florence
Bates, Melville Cooper, Leo G. Carroll, Leonard Carey, Lumsden Hare,
Edward Fielding, Philip Winter, Forrester Harvey.

Howard Dl
Studios, Culver C
November

"Foreign Correspondent'
A WALTER WANGER PRODUCTION
RELEASED THROUGH UNITED ARTISTS
Walter Wan<

Producer
Director

Alfred Hitcha

Authors
Music

Charles Bennett, Joan Harris
Alfred Newrn

Alexander

Art Director

Producer
Associate

Nunnally

Johnson
John Ford
John Steinbeck
Nunnally Johnson
Gregg Toland

Producer

Director

Novel
Screenplay
Director of

Photography

George

Sound

Leverett,

Roger

Heman

M<

Lee Zcxi
Otho Lover

Edmond

General Press Representatives
Released
Produced at

CAST:

Irv:

Rudy

Photography

Special Effects
Film Editor
Assistant Director

Darryl F. Zanuck

Golit;

.Richard

Director of

A TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX PRODUCTION

1!

Maxwell, Richard Carle.

Associate

The Grapes of Wrath"

3,

CAST: Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas, Ina Claire, Bela Lugosi, Sig Rumai
Felix Bressart, Alexander Granach, Gregory Gaye, Rolie Sedan, Edv

Monroe Greenthal, Russell Birdwell
Selznick International Studio, Culver City
April 12, 1940

CAST: Laurence

M-G-M

Bernoi

Monroe Greenthal, John Leroy Johns
August 16, 1!
Walter Wanger Studio, Holly we

McCrea, Laraine Day, Herbert Marshall, George Sanders, Alfc
Basserman, Robert Benchley, Edmund Gwenn, Harry Davenport, Eduai
Ciannelli, Martin Kosleck, Barbara Pepper, Eddie Conrad, Crauford Kc
Gertrude W. Hoffman, Jane Novak, Joan Brodel, Louis Borrell, Eily Maly
Joel

E. E. Clive.

Robert Simpson
Alfred Newman

Film Editor

Music

Richard Day, Mark-Lee Kirk
Eddie O'Fearna

Art Directors
Assistant Director

General Press Representative
Produced at
Released

All This,

A WARNER

Charles E. McCarthy
20th Century-Fox Studios, Beverly Hills
March 15, 1940

CAST: Henry Fonda, Jane Darwell, John Carradine, Charley Grapewin, Doris
Bowdon, Russell Simpson, O. Z. Whitehead, John Qualen, Eddie Quillan,

Jack

Robert Homans, Irving Bacon, Kitty McHugh.

Film Editor

Art Director
Director of Photography

Jules

_

Costumes
Artist

Max

Music
Orchestral Arrangements
Assistant Director

Ninotchka
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRODUCTION
Producer-Director

Author
Screenplay
Art Director
Associate
Musical Score
Director of Photography
Recording Director

Ernst

Lubitsch

Melchior Lengyel
Charles. Brackett, Billy Wilder. Walter Reisch
Cedric Gibbons
Randall Duell

Werner

R.

Heymann

William Daniels
Douglas Shearer

General Press Representative
Produced at
Released

War

W

Ernest Hal
Robert E. II
Warren L
Orry-K«
Perc Westm

Sound

Makeup

L.

Hal B. Wa
David Le'
Anatole Lift
Rachel Fi
Casey Robim

Director

Novel
Screenplay

Tool

BROS. PRODUCTION

V-P in Charge of Production
Executive Producer
Associate Producer

Frank Sully, Frank Darien, Darryl Hickman, Shirley Mills,
Roger Imhof, Grant Mitchell, Charles D. Brown, John Arledge, Ward Bond,
Harry Tyler, William Pawley, Arthur Aylesworth, Charles Tannen, Selmer
Jackson, Charles Middleton, Eddie Waller, Paul Guilfoyle, David Hughes,
Cliff Clark, Joseph Sawyer, Frank Faylen, Adrian Morris, Hollis Jewell,

Zeffie Tilbury,

And Heaven

Stei

Hugo FriedhC
Sherry Shout

Charles Einfl

Warner

Bros.

Burbank

Stu»

July 13. Vl

CAST:

Bette Davis, Charles Boyer, Jeffrey Lynn, Barbara O'Neil, Virgi
Weidler, Helen Westley, Walter Hampden, Henry Daniell, Harry Davenp
George Coulouris, Montagu Love, Janet Beecher, June Lockart, Ann Tot
Richard Nichols, Fritz Leiber, Ian Keith, Sibyl Harris, Edward Fieldi.
Mary Anderson. Ann Gillis, Peggy Stewart, Victor Killian, Mrs. Gardlf
Crane.
I

1

.
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Abe Lincoln in Illinois"

Recording

Max Gordon

J

ay
reenplay

Robert E.

t

Roy Webb
David Robel

Director

Van

Director

Photography

!t
1

ontage
cording Director
.sistant

It

Vernon Walker
Douglas Travers
Hugh McDowell, Jr.

Effects

ecial

Nest Polglase

Walter Plunkett
James Wong Howe

slurries

rector of

Dewey

Director

meral Press Representative
oduced at
leased

April

9,

February

A SOL LESSER PRODUCTION
RELEASED THROUGH UNITED ARTISTS
Producer

Sol Lesser

Sam Wood

Director

Play
Screenplay

iNei

Music

nGc

Orchestra Director

Hi!:'

Saylor, Elisabeth Risdon.

Thornton Wilder
Thornton Wilder, Frank Craven, Harry Chandlee

Aaron Copland
Irvin

Director of Photography

'Boom Town>"
4

Editor

William

Designer

Production

oducer
„

]t

rector

m,

':

to

s°«cite
usical Score

Photography

Arnold Gillespie
John Hoffman
Douglas Shearer
Paul Landers
Horace Hough
Adrian

°n*age
jcording Director
litor

Director

stumes

>!

en's
sir

Conway

Elwood Bredell

ecial Effects

sistant

Zimbalist

jack

John Lee Mahin
Cedric Gibbon
Eddie Imazu
Franz Waxman

Director

rector of

Sam

James Edward Grant

Burknurnet")

reenplay
rt

lEdi

Lady Comes

Story ("A

lort
Hollp

Associate

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRODUCTION

Costumes

Ifeneral Press Representative
oduced at

nrid
>

Howard
M-G-M

Studios, Culver City

I

eleased

August

ichel

M
ale;
:•

:e;I

E.

erf

Dietz

30,

1940

AST: Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy, Claudette Colbert, Hedy Lamarr, Frank
Morgan, Lionel Atwill, Chill Wills, Marion Martin, Minna Gombell, Joe
Yule, Horace Murphy, Roy Gordon, Richard Lane, Casey Robinson, Baby
Quintanilla, George Lessey, Sara Haden, Frank Orth, Frank McGlynn, Jr.,
Curt Bois.

iVe:

Guy

Craven.

"The Mortal Storm"
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRODUCTION
Director

Frank Borzage

Author
Screenplay
Music Score

Phyllis Bottome

Claudine West, Andersen

Ellis,

Edward Kane

Wade Rubottom
William Daniels
Douglas Shearer

Associate
Director of Photography

Recording Director

Gowns

Elmo Vernon
Adrian

Men's Wardrobe

Giles

Editor

Assistant Director

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRODUCTION
3*

roducer

Hunt Stromberg
King Vidor
Kenneth Roberts

irector

ovel (Book
creenplay
Fie'!

echnicolor

Gr trt

Director

associate

I,

"Rogers' Rangers")

Laurence
Director

Stallings, Talbot Jennings

Natalie Kalmus
Cedric Gibbons

Malcolm

Brown

General Press Representative
Produced at
Released

Steele

Jack Dawn
Sidney Guilaross
Lew Borzage

Hair Styles

''Northwest Passage''

George Froeschel
Cedric Gibbons

Makeup

i

24, 1940

Scott, Fay Bainter, Beulah Bondi, Thomas
Kibbee, Stuart Erwin, Dora Merande, Ruth Toby, Douglas
Gardiner, Arthur Allen, Spencer Charters, Tim Davis, Dix Davis, Frank

Mitchell,

Art Director

Orry-

o

May

CAST: William Holden, Martha

Sidney Guilaross

L
II

Monroe Greenthal, Al Vaughan
Sol Lesser Studio, Hollywood

General Press Representatives
Produced at
Released

Giles Steele

Styles

Talbot

Glennon
Sherman Todd
Cameron Menzies
Harry Homer
Bert

Ol0!
Be;;

1940

23,

1940

dEo

//

Dietz

Studios, Culver City

"Our Town"

Radio Studios, Hollywood

Raymond Massey, Gene

lee

M-G-M

CAST: Spencer Tracy, Robert Young, Walter Brennan. Ruth Hussey, Nat Pendleton, Louis Hector, Robert Barrat, Lumsden Hare, Donald McBride, Isabel
Jewell, Douglas Walton, Addison Richards, Hugh Sothern, Regis Toomey,
Montagu Love, Lester Matthews, Truman Bradley, Andrew Pena.

Tree,

9 W(

Howard

General Press Representative
Produced at
Released

Starkey

Lockhart, Ruth Gordon, Mary Howard, Dorothy
Harvey Stephens, Minor Watson, Alan Baxter, Howard de Silva,
Aldrich Bowker, Maurice Murphy, Louis Jean Heydt, Clem Bevans, Harlan
Briggs, Herbert Rudley, Andy Clyde, Roger Imhof, Leona Roberts, Edmund
Elton. Florence Roberts, George Rosener, Fay Helm, Trevor Bardette, Syd

1ST:

Dawn

Jack

McCormick

Barret

RKO

Makeup

John Cromwell
Robert E. Sherwood
Sherwood, Grover Jones

jsic

mce

Director

Film Editor
Assistant Director

oducer

.

Sidney Wagner, William V. Skall
Douglas Shearer
Conrad A. Nervig
Robert Golden

Photography

Directors of

AN RKO RADIO PRODUCTION
rector

Herbert Stothart

Musical Score

Howard
M-G-M

Dietz

Studios, Culver City
June.

14,

1940

CAST: Margaret Sullavan, James Stewart, Robert Young, Frank Morgan, Robert
Slack, Bonita Granville, Irene Rich, William T. Orr, Maria Ouspenskaya,
Gene Reynolds, Russell Hicks, William Edmunds, Esther Dale, Dan Dailey, Jr.,
Granville Bates, Thomas Ross, Ward Bond, Sue Moore, Harry Depp, Julius
Tannen, Gus Glassmire.

I
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Who
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daily

:

Selected

The Ten Bes

and Trade Paper Participants Set a New Hiah

ALABAMA
B.

IDAHO

Corbett, Star. Anniston

Ray

E.

J.

Glenn, Post, Birmingham
The Daily, Decatur

Barrett C. Shelton,

Harry

P. Hall,

The Eagle, Dothan
Times & Tri-Cities Daily, Florence

Louis A. Eckl,
Walt Bogart, Times, Gadsden
Roy O'Neal, Mercury, Huntsville
Mildred Smith, Advertiser, Montgomery

ARIZONA
Betty Bandel. Daily Star, Tucson
Mrs. Bernice Cosulich, Arizona Daily StaT, Tucson

W.

Rose, News, Camden
Ellen Clifford. Times-Record, Fort Smith
Mrs. Edna L. Elliott, New Era & Sentinel-Record.
Hot Springs

Evelyn Greene. Arkansas Democrat, Little Rock
Nell Cotnam, Arkansas Gazette, Little Rock
I.
Benedict, Arkansas Gazette, Little Rock

CALIFORNIA
Clayton Ward, Post-Advocate, Alhambra
Saunders, The Californian, Bakersfield
Hal Johnson, Daily Gazette, Berkeley
Don H. O'Kane, Humboldt Standard, Eureka
Will N. Speegle. Humboldt Times, Eureka

Wood
Harry

J.

Olberg,

Jr.,

ladies

this,

THE FILM

and gen-

DAILY'S

in

19th

appreciation, intelligence, integrity and friendly interest on

behalf of the entire industry.

THE FILM DAILY,
Thank You

for

a

their

splendid co-operation in the further expansion of a distinctive
journalistic and industry feature.

ive/((2&e*£tr

Oakland

Argus-Courier, Petaluma

Okey King, Progress-Bulletin, Pomona
Earl W. Porter, Daily Press, Riverside
Ronald D.

Scofield,

Don Howard

The Bee, Sacramento
San Diego

Short, Tribune-Sun,

John Hobart, Chonicle, San Francisco
Paul Speegle, Chronicle, San Francisco
Claude A. LaBelle, News, San Francisco
Stanley J. Waldorf, Evening News, San Jose
Pete Bostwick, Daily Register, Santa Ana
Litti Paulding, News-Press, Santa Barbara
R. Ellison Reeder, Outlook, Santa Monica
Fred H. Jenkins, Register-Pajaronian-Sun,
sonville
Mrs. R. B.

Henry

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Nelson B. Bell, Post, Washington
Derek Fox, United States News, Washington

FLORIDA

Wat-

Kennedy, News, Whittier

COLORADO
James H. Briggs, Rocky Mountain News, Denver
Charlotte Fisher, Daily Sentinel, Grand Junction
Bernard A. Faller, Daily Times-Call. Longmont
Fred E. Winsor, Chronicle-News. Trinidad

CONNECTICUT
Chester Farrar Biggs, Evening Sentinel, Ansonia
Leo Miller. Herald, Bridgeport
Fred H. Russell, Post & Telegram, Bridgeport
Curtiss A. Wilson, News Times, Danbury
Julian B. Tuthill. Daily Times, Hartford
Jack W. Schaefer, Journal-Courier, New Haven
Gertrude PeaTson, FILM DAILY Correspondent,

Cleone

Hawkins, Polk County Record, Bartow
Herbert M. Davidson, News-Journal, Daytona Beach
Pat Patterson, Sun Record, Daytona Beach
F.

Richard G. Moffett, Florida Times-Union, Jacksonville

Bob Dow, Jr.. Journal, Jacksonville
Eddie Cohen, Daily News, Miami
R. T. (Bob) Fredericks, Herald, Miami
A. R. Dunlap, Evening Independent. St. Petersburg
Mrs. Marion Aitchison, Times, St. Petersburg
Mary Ellen Clark, News-Democrat, Tallahassee
L. O. Robertson, Evening News, Tampa
Harry E. Schaden. Morning Tribune, Tampa
E. D. Lambright, Morning Tribune, Tampa
Joe Grotegut, Times, Tampa
L. Smith, Palm Beach

Vernon
Beach

Sun,

West Palm

GEORGIA

DELAWARE

Charlie Collins, Banner-Herald, Athens
Lee Rogers. Constitution, Atlanta
Ernest Rogers, Journal, Atlanta
Quimby Melton, News, Griffin
Paul M. Conway, News, Macon

Journal-Every Evening, Wilmington

Emily R. Jerger, Times Enterprise, Thomasville

Dean Hunt, Advocate, Stamford
John H. Thompson, Register, Torrington
George T. Dillon, Democrat, Waterbury

Daniel E. Button, Morning News, Wilmington

Jack Williams,

Jr..

Journal-Herald,

Kern, News-Democrat, Belleville
Jeanne McCarthy, Daily Calumet, Chicago
C. J. Bulliet, Daily News, Chicago
Lucia Perrigo (Rob Reel), Herald-American, (
L.

cago

Mae

Tinee, Tribune, Chicago

Joseph Esler, Film Daily Correspondent, Chici
W. H. Hackman, Commercial-News, Danville
Miss Layah Riggs, Herald-Review, Decatur
Maynard Schwerdlin, Daily Northwestern, Eve
ton

Grace Leone

Barnett, Journal-Standard, Freepoi

W. K. Turner, Daily Register, Harrisburg
Oldham Paisley, Daily Republican, Marion
Russell Gingles, Daily Dispatch, Moline
M. Shepherdson, Journal-Transcript, Peoria

R.

Evabeth

Miller,

Star,

Peoria

C. H. Nelson, Morning Star, Rockford
Harriet Stafford Jeanes (Belle Ayer), Argus,

R

Island

W.

F.

Dagon,

Illinois

State

Journal,

Springil

Eolene Watson, Evening Courier, Urbana
E. J. Macklin. News-Sun. Waukegan

INDIANA
Camille Utter Meno, Daily Mail, Bedford
Gertrude Burke, Daily Times, Bedford
Sarah M. Gray, Evening World, Bloomington
Dan Albrecht, Daily Truth, Elkhcrrt

Don W. Carlson, Call-Leader, Elwood
Ed Klinger, Press, Evansville
Chester R. Brouwer, Journal-Gazette, Fort Waj
Nelly L. Claybaugh, Morning Times, Frankfort
Belle Weinstein, News-Democrat, Goshen
R. Mardell Heck, Herald-Press, Huntington
Charles E. Bangs, News, Huntington
Herbert Kenney, Jr., News, Indianapolis
Corbin Patrick, Star, Indianapolis
James Thrasher, Times, Indianapolis
Howard M. Rudeaux, Film Daily Correspond*
Indianapolis
Maurice Carter Tull, Tribune-Dispatch, Kokomc
Allen Sauers, Pharos-Tribune, Logansport
C. Gayle Warnock, Chronicle Tribune, Marion
Virginia Worden, Tribune, South Bend
Mabel McKee, Star, Terre Haute

IOWA
Irma Masterson, News-Republican, Boone
Wanda Montz, Gazette, Cedar Rapids
John E. O'Donnell, Democrat, Davenport
Don H. Allen, Democrat, Davenport
Rex J. Ballard, Times, Davenport
Ken Clayton, Register & Tribune, Des Moines
Otto Weber, Film Daily Correspondent, Des Moil
Virginia Donovan, Daily Tribune, Dubuque
Loren L. Hickerson, Daily Iowan. Iowa City
Edwin B. Green. Press Citizen, Iowa City
David B. Kaufman, Globe-Gazette, Mason City
C. D. Foehlinger, Herald, Oskaloosa
Emmett I. Mowery. Daily Courier, Ottumwa
Willis F. Forbes, Journal, Sioux City
Polly Prahm. Cedar Valley Daily Times, Vintoi
L. E. Wood. Daily Courier. Waterloo

KANSAS

Jimmy Robinson, Herald, Albany

New Haven

Barrett,

FILM DAILY Correspondent. Wil-

mington

Robert C. Looney, Daily Camera, Boulder
Betty Craig, Post, Denver

Helen

L. Sholly.

LaFond, News-Tribune, Caldwell

ILLINOIS

annual Ten Best poll, an acknowledgement of their keen

for

T.

Mrs. Robert

tlemen of the critical pen
and typewriter whose interest
in the continuing progress of
the motion picture is again evi-

sincere

Ralph Ryan, The Californian, Inglewood
I. L. Rosenberg. Daily News, Inglewood
John W. Teed, Sun, Long Beach
Jimmy Starr, Herald & Express, Los Angeles
Edwin Shallert. Times. Los Angeles
Philip K. Scheuer, Times, Los Angeles
Winsor Josselyn. Peninsula Herald, Monterey
Post-Enquirer,
Soanes, Tribune, Oakland

rro THOSE

And

Mae

Howard Waldorf,

Thank You

denced by their participation

ARKANSAS
Alfred

for Poll

Waycross

William W. Wylie, Daily Messenger, Caldwel
Charles R. Vandergrift, Republican, Cherryval'
Jay B. Baugh, Daily Globe. Dodge City
Frank C. Clough, Gazette, Emporia
E. Lawson May, Herald, Hutchinson
Stuart Awbrey, News-Herald, Hutchinson
I. E. Kirkland. Kansan, Kansas City
(Continued on Page 14)

ALFRED

HITCHCOCK
Rebecca

and

Foreign Correspondent
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THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR
in the
the

from

We

largest,

500

Film Daily Poll

most significant poll ever conducted

.

.

.

participated in

by

546

critics

newspapers whose 50,000,000 readers are your motion picture patrons.

are proud to offer this great attraction to theatres

and

are honored to distribute

DAVID O.'SELZNICK PRODUCTIONS
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(.Continued from

Page 10)

Richard Shappell, Journal,

Scararaon, Film Daily Correspondent. Kansas
City

Bill

Bob Busby, Journal-World. Lawrence
E. K. Keilman (Ki), Daily Capital. Topeka

G. Schoepflin, Gleaner & Journal,
C. R. Dickerson, Leader, Lexington

Boyd Martin, Courier-Journal,

Janet

Logie,

Film

Daily

Correspondent,

Grand

Rapids
H. R. Palmer, State Journal, Lansing
Walter H. Hackett, State Journal, Lansing

KENTUCKY
W.

NEW YORK

Flint

Lawson Littell, Herald, Grand Rapids
DuBarry Campau, Press, Grand Rapids
Alta

Henderson

Louisville

A. A. Dougherty, Times, Louisville
William C. Caywood, Jr., Sun, Winchester

LOUISIANA
Hunter Jarreau, Daily Town Talk. Alexandria
George V. Lofton, World, Monroe
Ted R. Liuzza, Item, New Orleans
T. E. Dabney, States, New Orleans
Cleveland Sessums, Times-Picayune, New Orleans
William Specht, Film Daily Correspondent, New
Orleans
Frank Grosiean, Journal, Shreveport
Lenora Routon, Times, Shreveport

MAINE
Harold L. Cail. Daily News, Bangor
Whitney, Evening Journal, Lewiston
Alice E. Modes, Press Herald, Portland
Richard W. Woodbury, Sunday Telegram, Portland
Kenneth W. Berry, Evening Express, Portland

Jean Worth, Herald-Leader, Menominee
Malcolm Paul Moore, Daily Leader, Mt. Clemens

Thomas E. Fallon, Chronicle, Muskegon
E. C. Hayhow, Daily Press, Pontiac
Frank G. Schmidt, News, Saginaw
T. Jane Duus, Daily News, Wyandotte
Clarence A. Liebelt, News, Wyandotte

Sun, Binghamton
Lyon, Sun, Binghamton
Charles Villency, Film Daily Correspondent, Bing

M. Jackson, Jr., Evening Capital, Annapolis
Donald Kirkley, The Sun, Baltimore
Maxwell Weinberg, Film Daily Correspondent.
Baltimore
Decker, News Post, Frederick
Richard Rauth. Daily Mail, Hagerstown
J.
Lester S. McWilliams. Morning Herald, Hagers-

W. Henry

town

MASSACHUSETTS
Lawrence
John

Stanton, Evening Times, Beverly
Beaufort, Christian Science Monitor, Boston

Elinor L.

MISSISSIPPI
H. Eisendrath, Daily Herald, Biloxi

Sumter Gillespie, Commonwealth, Greenwood
Katie Lou Keahey, American, Hattiesburg
Purser Hewitt, Clarion-Ledger, Jackson
Earl C. Magee, Daily News, Jackson
William Louie Ellison, Star, Meridian

MISSOURI

Marjory

P.

L.

Adams, Globe, Boston

News Bureau, Boston
Prunella Hall, Post, Boston
Helen Eager, Traveler, Boston
Floyd L. Bell, Film Daily Correspondent, Boston
Rita M. Naughton, Daily Item. Clinton
Tom Burke, Record. Haverhill
Timothy F. O'Hearn, Eagle-Tribune. Lawrence
Arnold W. Sullivan, Sun, Lawrence
Kent Knowlton, Courier-Citizen, Lowell
Ethel K. Billings. Evening Leader, Lowell
Charles G. Sampas, Sun, Lowell
Malcolm A. Wilson. Standard-Times, Mercury.
Lester Smith,

New
Charles
boro

MONTANA

F.

Martin. Evening Chronicle. North Attle-

F. Bresnahan, Daily Messenger. Norwood
Kingsley R. Fall. Berkshire Evening Eagle. Pitts-

field

Chester W. Hutchings. Jr., Evening News, Salem
Louise Mace, Republican, Springfield
A. L. S. Wood, Union, Springfield

James Gordon, Gordon News Service, Springfield
Gardner Campbell. Daily Item, Wakefield
Thomas J. Murphy. News-Tribune, Waltham
Clarence L. Moody, Evening Gazette, Worcester
A. Alfred Marcello, Telegram, Worcester
Leslie Moore, Telegram, Worcester

MICHIGAN
Healey. Enquirer & News, Battle Creek
News- Palladium, Benton Harbor
George Huckle, Evening News, Cadillac
Myrlon M. Riggs, Daily Tribune, Sheboygan
Frank P. Gill, Free Press, Detroit
Charles Gentry, Times, Detroit
H. F. Reves, Film Daily Correspondent. Detroit
F.

Earl F. Pangborn.

Robert R. Eckert, Daily Bulletin, Endicott
Jack Brady, Herald, Gloversville-Johnstown
Fred R. Zepp. Newsday, Hempstead

Waite Forsyth, Post, Jamestown
Lucy Grenbaum, Daily Times, Mamaroneck
Chris Graham, Bronx Home News, New York
Edgar Price, Brooklyn Citizen, New York
Herbert Cohn, Brooklyn Eagle, New York
Larry Mason, Brooklyn Home Talk, New York
John Arthur Block, Daily American Banker, Nev
York
Wanda Hale, Daily News, New York
Kate Cameron, Daily News, New York
Ed Sullivan, Daily News, New York
Leo Mishkin, Morning Telegraph, New York
Archer Winsten, Post, New York
Irene Thirer, Post, New York
Cecilia Ager, PM, New York
Frank N. Lesourd, Staten Island Advance, New
York
Bosley Crowther, Times, New York
E. Joe Albertson, Evening Star, Peekskill
John Springer, Catholic Courier, Rochester
George L. David, Democrat & Chronicle, Rochestei
Arthur D. Goodman, Times-Union, Rochester
Amy H. Croughton, Times-Union, Rochester
C. R. Abbey, Film Daily Correspondent, Rochestet
Fritz S. Updike, Sentinel, Rome
Everett L. Finch, Union-Star, Schenectady
Hickok, Herald-Journal, Syracuse
Mrs. Estella H. Hillegas, Post-Standard, Syracust

Hayden

Victoria Speers, Daily Bulletin, North Platte

Omaha

NEW JERSEY
Howard

P.

Jones, Observer-Dispatch, Utica
Plaint

Louise Merrill, Citizen-Times, Asheville
Mary Brooks Parham, Observer, Charlotte
Dick Pitts, Observer, Charlotte
W. M. Sherrill, Daily Tribune, Concord
Lester Clark Gifford, Daily Record, Hickory
Dorothy Bell Gold, Enterprise, High Point
Charles Trueblood, Journal, Winston-Salem

OHIO

Dimon, Press-Union, Atlantic City

Atlantic City

Orlando Stringile, Times, Bayonne
Rus Walton, Evening News, Bridgeton
Seymour Malkin, Bergen Evening Record, Hackensack
Arthur D. Mackie, Jersey Journal, Jersey City
Norman B. Tomlinson, Daily Record, Morristown
Jay Cassino (Jesse Allen), Star Ledger, Newark
George Bowen. Jr., Daily Home News, New
Brunswick
Max L. Simon. Sunday Eagle, Passaic
Milton G. Levine, Evening News, Paterson
Margaret J. Garlick, Sunday Eagle, Paterson
A. Wallace Gray, Courier-News, Plainfield
H. R. Graham. Jr., Daily Princetonian, Princeton
Albert B. Thompson, Sunday Times-Advertiser,
Trenton
Gordon J. Hart, Evening Journal, Vineland

NEW MEXICO
Mary

S.

NORTH CAROLINA

NERRASKA

Romberg, Film Daily Correspondent,

Martin, Courier-Express, Buffalo

Dominic Pepp, Daily Times, Watertown
Edward G. Tompkins, Daily Reporter, White

Arch W. JaTrell, Daily Independent, Grand Island
Barney Oldfield, Nebraska State Journal, Lincoln
Ann E. Wary, News-Press, Nebraska City
Bill

J.

Vincent

Al Gaskill, Independent, Helena
Robert E. Miller, Enterprise, Livingston

William H. McMahon, Film Daily Correspondent.

Bedford

Thomas

John C.

Paul Clarkson, Courier-Post, Hannibal
Jack Moffitt, Star, Kansas City
Edward S. Mitchell, Jr., Daily News, Lebanon
Goetze Jeter, Monitor-Index, Moberly
Dean Wilde, Gazette, St. Joseph
F. M. Pumphrey, News-Press, St. Joseph
Herbert L. Monk. Globe-Democrat, St. Louis
Colvin McPherson, Post-Dispatch, St. Louis
Marion Boone, Star-Times, St. Louis

Hughes, Herald, Boston

E.

Maxwell Beers, Reporter, Elmira
George E. McCann, Star-Gazette, Elmira
J.

L.

E.

F. Clark,

J.

hamton

W.

E. B.

MARYLAND

Edward C. Cuyler, Film Daily Correspondent
Albany
Hugh P. Donlon, Evening Recorder, Amsterdam
Victor J. Callanan, Citizen-Advertiser, Aubun
P. W. Hanan, Press, Binghamton
William

Robertson, Journal, Fergus Falls
Harriet Lloyd, Daily Journal, International Falls
Merrie Cornwell, Daily Transcript, Little Falls
Robert E. Murphy, Star Journa, Minneapolis
Merle Potter. Times Tribune, Minneapolis
Marguerite Schnorr, Post-Bulletin, Rochester
Mrs. Fred Schilplin, Daily Times, St. Cloud
Jules L. Steele. Dispatch-Pioneer Press, St. Paul
F. L. Hancock, Daily Enterprise, Virginia

Cosman

Alban

M. A. Egan, Film Daily Correspondent, Albany

Letitia

MINNESOTA
W.

Mrs.

C. R. Roseberry, Knickerbocker News,
Albert J. Bearup, Times-Union, Albany

Tierney, Health City Sun, Albuquerque
L. Foust Roper, Journal, Albuquerque
Paul McEvoy, Morning Dispatch, Roswell

Beacon Journal, Akron
Marceil Houston, Times Gazette, Ashland
G. E. Mitchell, Messenger, Athens
Dennis R. Smith, Repository, Canton

Ed

E. Gloss.

Alvin C. Zurcher, News-Advertiser, Chillicothe
Clara Hyde, Film Daily Correspondent, Cincinn
Arthur F. Spaeth, News, Cleveland
William S. Cunningham, Citizen, Columbus
Samuel T. Wilson, Dispatch, Columbus
Sidney Eisner, Ohio State University Lante:

Columbus
Cecil Sansbury, Film Daily Correspondent, Col

bus
Lester S. Boyd, Tribune, Coshocton

A. S. Kany, Herald, Dayton
Floyd E. Wiedman, Review, East Liverpool
Constance Carle, Daily Times, Fostoria
Clayton A. Leiter, Journal-News, Hamilton
Richard F. Moffat, News, Lima
Ruby Nelle Rochester, Daily News, Logan
Ralph E. Neumeyer, Journal & Times-Herald,
Lorain
Jane Williams, News-Journal, Mansfield
(.Continued on Page 16)
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It's

THANKS!

grand

when the critics
write your ads
America's Foremost Authorities

Have United

Business

On Show

In Selecting

—

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
THRILL SPECTACLE

H

SENSATIONAL

1

u

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT
One

see, I

of

W

FILM DAILY'S

"10 BEST PICTURES

of

1940"

Klei

iocte

Since the eligibility period ending October 31,

1940

we have

show which

released another extraordinary

has

won

equal critical raves.

:!iP:

JOHN FORD'S
U
t

The

MOMENTOUS
SEA DRAMA

LONG VOYAGE HOME

iated EXCEPTIONAL Among
he National Board of Review's
"10 Best Films for 1940" (along
with "Foreign Correspondent").

Rated a Leader

Among

the

"10 Best Pictures of the Year"
by Louella O. Parsons, Harold Heffernan,
Hubbard Keavy, William Boehnel,
Kate Cameron, Life, Liberty and

Many

Rated the TOP PICTURE of 1940
by Howard Barnes (N. Y. Herald-Tribune)
Buck Herzog (Milwaukee Sentinel) and
by U. S. Camera, McCalls and others.

Others.

lanli

WALTER WANGER Pictures
BOTH Listed Among the Year's
Only 2

NOW

IN PREPARATION

JJ

— "Tbe

Eagle Squadron"

—

in 1

940

—

Greatest!!

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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(.Continued

RHODE ISLAND

from Page 14)

Hallie Houck, Star, Marion

Dean G. Warner, Daily Times, New Philadelphia
Hazel Kirk, Advocate, Newark

Gustave
dence

Lola

Garrett

Nancy Grimes, Times, Portsmouth
Ina Karson, Daily News, Springfield

Kenneth Wurtzbacher, Sun, Springfield

Mary

Berger, Herald-Star, Steubenville
Mitchell Woodbury, Blade, Toledo
R. A. Higgins, Gazette,

town

W. Brannon, Sunday

Times-Signal, Zanesville

Willis H. Harper,

Townsend, Examiner-Enterprise,

Bartles-

Allen Thomas, Morning News, Enid
Edwin H. Alford, Times-Democrat, Muskogee
Bruce B. Palmer, Daily Oklahoman & Times,
Oklahoma City

Ridgely Cummings, Register-Guard, Eugene
Herb Grey, Mail Tribune, Medford
Harold Hunt, Journal, Portland
Herbert L. Larson, Oregonian, Portland
George H. Holmes, Film Daily Correspondent,

George

Ernest K. Hall, Herald-Journal, Spartanburg

Fritz

James A. Glenney, Times, Chester
Edwin Larsson, Express, Easton
W. D. Gorman, Morning Free Press, Easton
J. A. Wurzbach, Dispalch-Herald, Erie
Ralph E. Wallis, Patriot, Harrisburg
Richard H. Steinmetz, Sunday Courier, Harrisburg
Paul Walker, Telegraph, Harrisburg
William F. Blithers, Telegraph, Harrisburg
Harry Hesselbein, Tribune, Johnstown
Ethelyn E. Young, Simpsons' Daily Leader-Times,
Kittanning
Herbert B. Krone, The New Era, Lancaster
Bulletin, Latrobe
Preston Michael Rittenhouse, Daily Sentinel, Lewis-

town
Robert

Tribune-Republican, Meadville
Blizzard, Oil City
E. P. Boyle, Derrick, Oil City
Fred H. Stapleford, Daily Pennsylvania, U. of P.,
Philadelphia
Gerard Gaghan, Evening Public Ledger, Philadelphia
Henry T. Murdock, Evening Public Ledger, Philadelphia
Arthur B. Waters, Gazette Democrat, Philadelphia
Mildred Martin, Inquirer, Philadelphia
Elsie Finn, Record, Philadelphia
Harold W. Cohen, Post-Gazette, Pittsburgh
Kaspar Monahan, Press, Pittsburgh
Florence Fisher Parry, Press, Pittsburgh
William J. Lewis, Sun-Telegraph, Pittsburgh
Karl Krug, Sun-TelegTaph, Pittsburgh
Betty Miller, Film Daily Correspondent, Pittsburgh
Shandy Hill, Mercury, Pottsville
S. Bates,

TENNESSEE

Herrwood

E. Hobbs, Journal, Pottsville
Marion Clifford, Republican, Pottsville
E. M. Schoffstall, Times, Reading
Thomas F. Connor, The Scrantonian-The Tribune,

Scranton
Charles F. Porter, Herald, Sharon
Leonard A. Unger, Evening Herald, Shenandoah
Margaret T. Riley, Centre Daily Times, State
College
Julia Rishel, Valley Daily News, Tarentum
J.

F. Abell,

Ruth Lewis, American-Statesman, Austin
Stanley Gunn, Daily Tribune, Austin
Hugh Robinson, Bulletin, Brownwood
Jim Vinson, Daily Index, Childress
Jack Hickerson, Journal, Commerce
Raymond Michero, Caller-Times, Corpus Christ!
John Rosenfield, News, Dallas
James Lovell, Times Herald, Dallas
Jack Gordon, Press, Fort Worth
Katherine Howard, Star-Telegram, Fort Worth
Ruth Huff, Film Daily Correspondent, Fort Worth
Maurine Currin, Evening Banner, Greenville
Mildred Stockard, Chronicle, Houston
Paul Hochuli, Press, Houston
Charles C. Watson, Avalanche-Journal, Lubbock
Charles W. Ratliff, Morning Avalanche, Lubbock

Brownwood Emerson, News, Pampa

Sam

Woolford, Light, San Antonio
Anthony, Film Daily Correspondent,
Antonio
Constance Matula, Courier-Times, Tyler
A. Wray, Daily Times, Wichita Falls
J.
F.

San

UTAH
Alice Pardoe West, StandaTd-Examiner, Ogden
Waide M. Condon, Tribune, Salt Lake City

VIRGINIA
Oliver C. McAlister, Virginian, Covington
Andrew A. Farley, Register & Bee, Danville
Wilbur Jennings, Free Lance-Star, Fredericksburg
David W. Wright, Advance, Lynchburg
Ralph K. T. Larson, Virginian-Pilot, Norfolk
W. F. Dunbar, Jr., Daily Record Richmond
Elizabeth Copeland, News Leader, Richmond
Edith Lindeman, Times-Dispatch, Richmond
Stewart Tucker, Film Daily Correspondent, Rich-

mond
Lewis Knowles, Evening Leader, Staunton
Opie, News-Leader, Staunton
Hubert A. Elliott, News-Herald, Suffolk
R. S. Fansler, Evening Star, Winchester
E.

W.

WASHINGTON

Observer & Reporter, Washington

John M. Moore, Record, Wilkes-Barre
Milton Miller, Record, Wilkes-Barre
Paul J. Walter, Sunday Independent, Wilkes-Barre
Madeline J. Keatley, Times-Leader, Evening News,
Wilkes-Barre
Wilbert L. Haare, Dispalch, York
Richard G. Runk, Gazette & Daily, York

San An-

tonio

E.

Hal Reeves, Herald, Bellingham
Willis Sayre, Post-Intelligencer, Seattle
Richard E. Hays, Times, Seattle
Margaret Bean, Spokesman-Review, Spokane
Len Higgins, News Tribune, Tacoma
Hal S. Nelson, Times, Tacoma
Mrs. Iris Little Myers, Union-Bulletin, Walla Walla
J.

Buck Herzog, Sentinel, Milwaukee
Dorothy M. Lawton, Journal-Times, Racine
Clarence H. Witter, Daily Times, Watertown

WYOMING
Trade Papers, Magazines,
Syndicates, Etc.
Vance Chandler, Authenticated News Service
Eugene Burr, The Billboard
Robert

F.

Klingensmith, Boxoffice (Pittsburgh)

Maurice Wolff, Boxoffice (Midwest)

Ray Lewis, Canadian Moving Picture
Philip T. Hartung, The Commonweal

TEXAS

B.

Madison

MacFarlane, Herald-Times, Manitowoi
Jochem, Journal, Milwaukee
J.

Jack Sellers, Tribune-Herald, Casper
Irene Bohl, Wyoming Eagle, Cheyenne

Milton Randolph, Banner, Nashville
Lucia Burbage, Press-Chronicle, Johnson City
Harry Martin, Commercial Appeal, Memphis
James Elliott, Sun, Jackson
Richard Davis Golden, News-Sentinel, Knoxville
Malcolm Miller, Journal, Knoxville
Robert Johnson, Press-Scimitar, Memphis

Elizabeth Duvall, News, Paris
Mary Louise Walliser, Evening News,

Green Bay

Janesville

Sterling Sorensen, Capital Times,

F. C. Patten, American-News, Aberdeen
Evelyn Hartnagel, Evening Huronite, Huron
Roger S. Brown, Daily Argus-Leader, Sioux Falls

Portland

PENNSYLVANIA

WISCONSIN
Betty McKelvey, Press-Gazette,

J.

OREGON

Brooks Cottle, Post, Morgantown
C. Sawinski, Journal, Moundsville
William De Muth, Jr., News-Register, Wheeling

Mary

Peg O'Brien, Gazette,

Morning News, Florence

SOUTH DAKOTA

ville

W.

Jackson, Daily Mail, Charleston
Walton M. Rock, Times, Fairmont

Yancey Gilkerson, Jr., Piedmont, Greenville
Bob Ward, Evening Herald, Rock Hill

OKLAHOMA
Frances

Robert

Bruce Nelson, Leader-TelegTam, Eau Claire

SOUTH CAROLINA

Xenia

Charles J. Mulcahy, Vindicator, Youngstown
Charles A. Leedy, Vindicator-Telegram, YoungsEarl

WEST VIRGINIA

Leckney, Brown Daily Herald, Provi-

D. Byrnes, Journal & Evening Bulletin,
Providence
Paul B. Howland, Sunday Journal, Providence
Charles A. Rosskam, Film Daily Correspondent,
Providence

Daily Call, Piqua

Hill,

B.

Digest

Easton West, Continental Feature Syndicate
Jesse Zunser,

Cue Magazine

Coles Phillips, Elks Magazine
Evarts Ziegler, Esquire
Carleton Smith, Esquire
Elita Wilson, Everywoman's Magazine
Ralph Daigh, Fawcett Publications
Chester B. Bahn, Al Steen, C. H. Kennahan,
Winfield Andrus— The Film Daily
Alice Thompson,

Glamour Magazine

William Lewin, Group Discussion Guide
Harry Hayden, Guide Magazine
P. S. Harrison, Harrison's Reports
Louis Jacobino, Hollywood Screen World
Welford Beaton, Hollywood Spectator
Lionel Toll, The Independent
Louella O. Parsons, International News Service
James J. Finn, International Projectionist
Herbert M. Miller, Jay Emanuel Publications
Lewis S. Mentlik, Jay Eamnuel Publications
Alice L. Tildesley, Ledger Syndicate
Frederick James Smith, Liberty
Helen Herman, Liberty
C. B. Roberts, Look Magazine
Angelica Calvo, Mademoiselle Magazine
Ralph S. Matz, Matz Feature Syndicate
Pearl Finley, Modern Screen
A. D. Williams, Moose Magazine
Larry Reid, Motion Picture Magazine
Arthur L. Gale, Movie Makers
Gordon Swarthout, Movie-Radio Guide

Wilson Brown, Movie-Radio Guide
Dorothy Hosking, Movie Story Magazine
James Shelley Hamilton, National Board

of

Review

Magazine
Otis Ferguson,
H. Wenning,

T.

New

Republic

Newsweek

John Mosher, New Yorker
Harold Jeffernan, North
Alliance & Detroit

American

Newspape

News

Catherine C. Edwards, The Parents' Magazine
Ernest V. Heyn, Photoplay-Movie Mirror
Ruth Waterbury, Photoplay-Movie Mirror
Frances Simon, Pic
Muriel Babcock, Picture Play
Fred R. Sammis, Radio Mirror
Isobel O. Heath, Real Screen Fun
W. H. Nichols, Screen Guide
Llewellyn Miller, Screen Life
Delight Evans, Screenland Magazine
J. B. Pearman, Short Hauls
"Chick" Lewis, Showmen's Trade Review
Black, Studio News
Alfred Wright, Jr., Time Magazine

Sam

Georgina Campbell, Town & Country
Marilyn Matz, Unique Feature Service

Many

thanks to the

For their

"ALL

THIS,

critics

kindness to

AND HEAVEN TOO"

CASEY ROBINSON

.

i&%
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UA Keeps Record

Tuesday, January

for

Eight of

"10 Best" Continuity

—

the 19 consecutive years representing the poll's span as a national institution.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, by again
placing four among the "Ten Best"
for the third successive year, boosted
its total named since the poll began
to the astounding high of 55, of
which 43, no less, placed in the polls
of the last 11 years.
Tabulation of poll results to date,
grand
since
reveals
these
1921,
standings by companies:
Metro, 55;" U A, 34; Paramount, 20;
Warners, 20; 20th-Fox, including Fox
Film, 16; RKO, 11; Columbia, eight;
Universal, six; First National (old
company), seven; Pathe (prior to
RKO merger), six; Associated Exhibitors,
PDS,
choice, Tiffany

Hodkinson, Filmand Goldwyn and
prior
to
Goldwyn - Cosmopolitan,
Samuel Goldwyn's UA association,
one each.

Wanger Planning to Make
Two Productions Annually
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

too late for

consideration in The Film Daily's
1940 poll, John Ford's Argosy production, "The Long Voyage Home,"
which Walter Wanger has released
recognition.

winning wide

Individual

critical

critics,

not

have either
as the year's best or placed
among the best with "Foreign

bound by
picked
it

is

poll restrictions,

it

Correspondent."
With both Wanger films for 1940
winning such acclaim, the producer
declares his future programs will
not exceed two films a year. Alfred
Hitchcock and John Ford, who directed for Wanger, were both double
winners in leading polls of 1940 pictures and will probably be leading
contenders for Academy awards.

Robert

Cummings

•

•

of

Hollywood
been borrowed from Universal by
20th Century-Fox for a role in "Miami," joining cast members Betty
Grable, Don Ameche, Carole Landis,
Jack Haley and Charlotte Greenwood.

and across

Accordingly,

Ten Best Pictures

forth the

prising the

Honor

The

pictures'

plus

Metro Again With
Four "Best" Films
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
is

for

a

third

represented

is

among THE FILM
All were made
They are
in the Culver City studios.
"Ninotchka," "Boom Town," "Northwest Passage" and "The Mortal
Storm." A year ago, two of Metro's
"Best" were made in England.

conducted

chosen

and

sources

the

T

poll's

our film factories don't turn out high quality
fact is that they do.
.and how!.

that

The inescapable

product

.

T

T
• FURTHER, inspection
how well Hollywood has

.

.

.

T

of the

Ten Best and the Honor

achieved

its

Roll
of putting

objective

and remaining-open marts

best foot forward in the domestic

the face of stormy conditions in international pastures

and Honor films
that what our film-makers have done
our
contingencies to the contrary
to do

the firm texture of the Best

Additionally,

eloquent assurance

is

film

in

makers can continue

—

T
•

ANOTHER

•

•

Roll pix

Ten Best and top Honor
necessary to go all the way through the
show clearly the efficiency with which our

isn't

(it

collective

T
the

thing:

list)

manufacturers
can take hold of widely divergent
story types
and do sparkling justice to each
"Rebecca"
is heavy drama
"Grapes of Wrath," a strong social saga
"Ninotchka," a scintillating satirical comedy
"Foreign Correspondent," a rousing war meller
Then "All This, And
Heaven Too" is a weighty romantic-tragedy
"Abe Lincoln In
Illinois," an inspiring historical-biographical work
"Boom
Town," bristling, red-blooded Americana dealing with the wildcatters
"Northwest Passage," the recounting of the early
northward course of empire on our continent
"Our Town,"
delineating life in a small New England community at the turn
and "The Mortal Storm" a stark story of
of the century
existence under the Nazi system

feature

—

T
•

THE

•

T

variety of type-pictures

and themes

holds, too, in "Of

Mice and Men." an unusual psychological story
lundamental biographicals consisting
Ail American,"

Tcm Edison"
sweep

of

Dr.

of

the

quartette

of

"Edison the Man," "Knute Rockne-

Ehrlich's

Magic

Bullet,"

and "Young

(each as individualistic as one could ask, and boasting the

of three

structing of

"The Story
branches

human

comedy

of

of

Science,

character)

manners

critics

picked

eipl

of the pictures comprising the "T<
Best" Pictures of 1940, recheck
the 546 ballots cast in The Fil
Daily's annual poll establishes. J
critic this year picked all 10 or nin
In 1939, six critics selected nil
and 24 named eight, although I
critic nominated all of the 10 wii
ning productions.
In
1938, oi
critic—W. E. J. Martin of the Bu;
falo Courier-Express
named all 1

and "The Shop Around

product

•

in

the Corner," a

HOLLYWOOD
A

citation

is

brilliant

Jackson, Dail
Va.; Jea
Worth, Herald-Leader, Menominei
Mich.; Floyd L. Bell, Film Dail
Correspondent, Boston; Henry I
Sholly, Film Daily Corresponden
Wilmington; Cecil Sansburg, FlLl
Columbus
Correspondent,
Daily

M.

Herbert

comedy-drama

political satire
of

W.

Miller,

Jay

Emanut

Publications, Philadelphia.

Two MacDonald Columbu
Theaters Pass

to

Wiethe

—

Columbus, O. Louis J. Wiethi
Cincinnati circuit owner, has take
over operation of the Cleve an
Beechwold theaters. Both house:
the former a three-year-old 700-seat
er, and the latter, 800 seats now un
der construction (scheduled to ope
within a month), were units in thi
MacDonald chain.
Temporarily the booking and buy
ins: for the two houses will continu
to be handled by the MacDonald or
ganization, now headed by the widoA
of the late C. A. MacDonald, wh
died three weeks ago.

Aid Greek
Montreal

War Relief

—

Ganetakos

George

managing director of United Amuse
ment Corp., is in charge of the Greel
Relief Fund in Montreal, and his son
is

handling pub

for the fund.

fantasy

a war atmosphere but not a war

human

relation-

T

has done a real job in turning out
in order
and it might well be

phrased:

ahead, nor can the opposing rush,
That sways all else, my onward progress check,
But bears me on against a whirling world."

"I forge

R. I.; Robert W.
Charleston,
Mail,

licity

T
•

Minn.; J. Allen Thomas, Mornin
News, Enid, Okla.; Paul B. How
land, Sunday Journal, Provideno

John Ganetakos,

invention, and the conand Prejudice." a delightful

ships

•

ham, Citizen, Columbus, O.; Corbi
Patrick, Indianapolis Star; John (
F. Healey, Enquirer & News, Battl
Creek, Mich.; Robert E. Murph;
Star Journal, Minneapolis; F
Hancock, Daily Enterprise, Virginii

"Pride

"The Great McGinty," a superlative

background

—

while 10 critics picked nine and S
selected eight. Martin is one of tr
14 to pick eight.
The 14 follow:
W. E. J. Martin, Courier-Exprei
Buffalo. N. Y.; William S. Cunning

— medicine,

"Pinocchio."

"Waterloo Bridge," romantic drama

by

DAILY'S "Ten Best."

poll

listing of the

dispassionate analysis of the poll results
bound to blast the chronic contentions of the sourpuss

circle

its

mere

Any

ing features

reveals

set

outcome
many matters are
not the least of which is the general strength of
released in the span 'twixt Nov. 1, 1939, and Oct.
and this despite the ineligibility of several resoundscanning the

l\

31, 1940

•

are

each feature

to

T
•
•
•
obvious
productions

•

annual

results of this 19th

producer-distributor

the

the film critics

along with 53 productions com-

greatly transcend the

titles

voles accorded

the nation

columns today

these

in

of 1940

Roll

by THE FILM DAILY

costume

successive year
four productions

UP and down

•

have spoken

•

"Miami

THE FILM DAILY
Robert Cummings has

West Coast Bureau

—

in

Critics

i

THE FILM DAILY

— Released

through UA,

Fourteen film

— Selzniek. Wanger

and Lesser on The Film Daily's
1940 "Ten Best," maintained its exclusive record of having at least one
of the company's releases in each of

1!

"Ten Best"

Picked by 14

United Artists, represented through
three distributors

14,

DAILY

Spencer Tracy Seen
In Two of "I© Best"
Spencer Tracy, by virtue of his
Metro-Goldwynin
appearances
Mayer's "Boom Town" and "Northwest Passage" is the only Hollywood
star of the first magnitude to score
twice in THE FILM DAILY'S 1940

"Ten

Best."

Bette Davis,

three of

1939's "Best,"

ATAHT,

a

"Best"

in

who was
appeared

1940.

in
in

——

THE'
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ive in Lincoln Poll Pick
Participate

500

Con-

in

CRITICAL SLANT AT "TEN BEST"

Women

Take Honors;
dinner Goes to Hollywood
st;

Thumbnail Estimates
by

Khed

Lincoln, Neb.

Nine Out of "10 Best"

THE

Winning 1940
FILM DAILY'S Reviewers
of the

New

Units

Start This

Year

Predict

Pictures

To

—There's national de

jnse angles in everything,

even in

(Continued from Page

"REBECCA": "Here is a picture that has the mark of quality in every department
production, direction, acting, writing and photography" (March 26, 1940).

affiliation

would

find it

1)

more

difficult

an Best Polls of motion pictures
to operate under the consent decree
The Sunday Journal and Star's
"THE GRAPES OF WRATH": "In a film year already made notable by an array of rulings than those with organization
mtest, now four times held in con- distinguished pictures, there now
comes 'The Grapes of Wrath' to take its proper place ties, and for that reason new terri•jnction with The Film Daily crit
with those unusual productions critically chronicled as industry milestones, and pointed
torial units are likely to be formed.
poll, has just been completed, and towards top grosses" (Jan. 24, 1940).
Report of the Allied Information
ew around 6,500 entries. The na
Department (AID) to the effect that
mal defense angles? There were
"NINOTCHKA": "Here is a warm, human Garbo, showing unusual skill as a comedi'0
in the first place, the normal
exhibitors in non-Allied or unorExpertly guiding the fun was Ernst Lubitsch, whose directorial
erage of 3 women entrants to one enne and enjoying it.
ganized territories were paying more
touch has never been better" (Oct. 10, 1939).
es, slid to 6 to 1, because the men
for produce also is expected to be a
.id something else on their minds;
id in the second place, Barney Old"FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT": "... a rousing melodrama
Walter Wanger factor in greater organization ac;;'

—

.

.

.

.

who

:;ld,

to start,

nt
jjjr

3.

Jborer's

:

was ordered

off his

year was a woman, a
wife, Mrs. John Wittorff,

limi

in
.

.

this
.'"

Alfred

Hitchcock production

a

picture

.

.

possessing every element for pleas-

(Aug. 29, 1940).

Nebraska towns, three

TLe two major groups, Allied and

"ALL THIS,
industry

is

AND HEAVEN TOO":

"This story of wild and turbulent days in the
sure-fire entertainment and should click heavily . . ." (Aug. 6, 1940).

oil

"ABE LINCOLN IN ILLINOIS": "As

filmed with attention to nicety of detail
Gordon, producer, and John Cromwell, director, from (Robert E.) Sherwood's
." (Jan.
own screenplay for RKO Radio, it promises to repeat as an award winner
by

Max

.

19,

.

I

Five Picked Nine of

efc

(May

1

Last year, two people had 10 right,
it this year, only five people had
ne of the official Film Daily list.
>Jinotchka" threw everyone. So few
iople saw that picture in Nebraska,
iat
it
wasn't given a passing
ought.
The contests always bring out some
Idity, and one of these was the case
{ an entrant named Robert Veach.
ast year, he wrote out an entry for
fery member of his family.
He
gned his name to the wrong one
id that one which bore the name of
is
brother, Richard, won the free

13,

1940).

"THE MORTAL STORM": "Every vital period in human affairs since the screen
attained maturity has witnessed the emergence of at least one great picture to reflect
and interpret it. 'The Mortal Storm' ... is the towering document dealing with the
rise of

the Nazi party to power

.

.

."

Conn. State Poll 30% Ahead
Bridgeport Herald Winner Gets N. Y. Trip

—

Response to eighth
Bridgeport
annual Ten Best Pictures contest run
by Bridgeport Herald in co-operation
with The Film Daily was next best
to all-time high of 1937, according
ip to the coast. Viewing the situ- to Leo Miller, film editor who's con;ion, his parents made up the dif
ducted the annual all-state competisrence, and sent him along on the
tion.
mnt with his brother. This year,
Return was about 30 per cent betoungr Veach, who is a college junior,
ter than last year's contest.
ignt in another entry.
It won him
Although winner of Herald event,
lird place in the big contest, which
ives an idea that the guy knows his
ictures, or knows his critics, one or
le

other.

Strong

Newspaper Support

new

year. Allied's schedule will be
outlined late this month when the
board holds its annual meeting in

Washington.

MPTOA

plans

a na-

tional convention in April, while Al-

also, has scheduled a national
conclave in Philadelphia. Both meetings are expected to be timed so that
made in Technicolor, they will come close to the period
the screen has ever when the decree will
be groomed for
operation.

Mrs. Wittorff wins the
"NORTHWEST PASSAGE": "This is a stirring, exciting picture,
expenses paid, to Hollywood.
and dealing with as brave and courageous a band of soldiers as
The Sunday Journal and Star's known" (Feb. 12, 1940).
intest has a top prize of the allJtpense trip, then "-ives a total of
"OUR TOWN": "Here's one of the finest pictures to emerge from Hollywood, one
annual passes, 10 "•ood for six
that should easily take high rank when the 'Ten Best' Pictures of 1940 are selected"
onths, 10 for 3 months, 10 for a

and 50 single trips

are understood to have
strenuous programs lined up for the

lied,

1940).

a
free

all

tonth,

tivity.

MPIOA,

won by women, one by

an.

!

has
ing

this

in other

ills

•ip,

ii

desk

Lincoln. In addition to the local
mtest, there were four associated

these

:-'

laid

the motion picture editor, and in
the army as a captain. Dean Poh
nz, his second, came in to tote the
Iministrative load.

Winner

J

had the contest

,

j

-

just

gets a free trip for two to New
York with two days and nights of

who

shows, night clubs and sightseeing,
won't be officially announced until
next week, judging of entries shows

Entries held back in the early
ages of the contest, probably be- New Year's, the last week, the mail
ause in the past some clue has been came by the bag.
iven to possible winners in the seThis is one of the outstanding conctions of such groups as the Na- tests of its kind in the country. It
onal Board of Review, the N. Y. has the biggest top prize, and draws
ilm Critics, exhib. polls, and any higher, considering the limited pop.ne of the myriad lists which find ulation of the area, than many of its
leir way into newspapers during sister contests. It is accomplished by
'ecember. Between Christmas and the newspapers knocking out about

Formation of a new Allied unit

in

New York

State is said to be the
first of several other new exhibitor
groups that will be launched shortly.

Ralph Pielow Testimonial
At Albany Attracts 250

—

Albany More than 250 exchangemen, exhibitors and distributing ofjoined here last night in paying tribute to Ralph Pielow at a
testimonial in the DeWitt Clinton
Hotel.
Pielow, recently promoted
ficials

agreement with The Film Dally from this territory to branch manconsensus with a few notable excep- ager in New York for M-G-M, was
presented with a plaque in honor of
tions.
Pictures favored by many reader- his 12 years' work here.
contestants which did not land in
The out-of-town contingent was
critics' top ten included "Pride and met at the station by bannered cabs
Prejudice," "Pinocchio," "Dr. Ehr- which whisked them to the hotel,
lich's
Magic Bullet," "Waterloo the
signs
proclaiming
"another
"Fighting 69th," "Shop M-G-M smash hit." The New York
Bridge,"
Around the Corner," "Young Tom delegation was headed by Si Fabian,
Edison" (generally preferred to "Ed- Bill Rodgers, Ted O'Shea and Ed
ison the Man"), "The Great McGinty" Bowen, while Louis and Meyer Schine
and "Of Mice and Men."
headed the large group from GloversPlenty of listings of "Gone With ville, home of the Schine organization.
the Wind," not eligible this year
which indicates what the 1941 poll
Speakers included M. A. Silver,
will bring.
Warner Theater zone manager, William F. Rodgers, Si Fabian, J. Meyer
three contest blurbs a week, and by Schine and Louis Schine, Ted O'Shea,
the theaters putting up the money Ed Bowen, Herman Ripps, who sucand the pass-prizes.
ceeds Pielow as Metro branch manMetro, Warners, and 20th Century- ager here and Clayton Eastman,
Fox studios provide the courtesy of Paramount exchange manager and
the trip around the lots, the winner chairman of the party. Emcee was
radio
stays at the Hollywood Plaza Hotel, Col. Jim Healy, Station
and is the guest of CBS studios for commentator and a former newsa tour and some broadcasts.
paperman.

WGY

20

W*V

Mono,

New

For

Up Budgets

to

••

Studios Maintaining

Season's 26

Pace; 10
WARD BOND

and Ed BlumenF. E. Judd, Des
Moines, la.; William Hurlbut, Detroit; Charles Trampe, Milwaukee;
Carr Scott, Oklahoma City, Okla.;
Sol J. Francis, Omaha, Nebr., and
William Onie, Cleveland, O.
Bob
Taylor is in charge of the St. Louis
O.; John Franconi
thal. Dallas, Tex.;

appeared in the casts of
"The Grapes of Wrath" and "Abe Lincoln

Monogram.

—

Des

and

*

*

NUNNALLY JOHNSON

was both the

as-

—

THE FILM DAIl

of

Ten

Pictures ai
scheduled to go into production th
week.

At Paramount: Two shooting, pli
three to go into production, they ii
elude "Skylark," a drama, co-sta
ERNST LUBITSCH both produced and ring Claudette Colbert and Ray Mi
directed "Ninotchka."
land with Mark Sandrich producir
if
if
if
directing; "Kiss the Boys Gooi
MONTAGU LOVE played in "All This, and
bye," comedy-musical in which Mai
and Heaven Too," and in "Northwest PasMartin, Don Ameche, Eddie (Rod
sage."
ester) Anderson and Oscar Levai
if
*
if
head the cast. William LeBaron w:
FRANK MORGAN was in the casts of
pei'sonally produce this picture whir,
both "Boom Town" and "The Mortal Storm."
Victor Schertzinger will direct; Ha
ry Sherman's next "Hopalong," "M«
ROBERT SHERWOOD co-authored the
of Action," starring Bill Boyd, wil
screenplay of "Rebecca" and was both the
the feminine principals played 1
author and writer of the screenplay for
Evelyn Brent and 15-year-old Be
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois."
play for

"The Grapes of Wrath."
*
*
*

it

*

if

GEORGE SANDERS
of

appeared

in

the casts

"Rebecca" and "Foreign Correspondent."

nice Kay. Lesley Selander directs.
At Columbia: Four shooting, plus "Texas

Samu
a western, starring William Holden.
Bischoff producing.
At M-G-M Seven shooting. Three scht
uled to go into production the 20th.
At RKO: Two shooting, plus "Sunny" ai
the Tim Holt western which has been delay
"Sunny," musical, sta
due to the weather.
:

SPENCER TRACY

played

in

both "North-

west Passage' and "Boom Town."
if

FRANZ

on the
co-authored

if

WAXMAN

if

fashioned

if

THORNTON

if

if

WILDER

Town" and co-authored

a cast

of both

"Boom Town" and "Ninotchka."

both "Northwest Passage" and
Storm."

Fox,

Work Get Warrants

NLRB Orders

was assistant director

Moines, la. Legislation to
Universal's Stock
place a tax ranging from $100 to To
$300 a year on the new "soundies"
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
was advanced by Rep. Leo Hoegh of Washington
Washington Universal Corp. has
Chariton as the Iowa legislature convened yesterday. Hoegh said he would filed a report with the SEC for Deintroduce a bill shortly to tax the ma- cember, 1940, revealing it has issued
chines. The representative stated inwarrants to purchase 2,000 common
come from the machines indicated a
$300 a year tax would not be out of voting trust certificates to Matthew
Fox. Universal also reported it issued
line.

Buy

"Our

*

*

if

authored

the screenplay.

ROBERT YOUNG was

if

the music

"Boom Town."

score for "Rebecca" and

was cast member of
"Rebecca" and "Northwest Passage."

HORACE HOUGH

Start

sociate producer and writer of the screen-

LUMSDEN HARE

if

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

Illinois."

*

collaborated

screenplay of "Rebecca"
"Foreign Correspondent."

if

Iowa Solon Wants $100
to $300 Tax on Soundies

in

ALFRED HITCHCOCK directed both "Rebecca" and "Foreign Correspondent."

JOAN HARRISON

More

ROGER IMHOF

appeared in the cast of
"The Grapes of Wrath" and "The Mortal
Storm."

—

for

:

Best" Multiple Credits

St. Louis
Twenty-six features at
increased budgets and 16 westerns
will comprise Monogram's 1941-42
FRANK CRAVEN both collaborated on the
program, the company's franchise
holders were informed here at a screenplay and appeared as a cast member
week-end meeting. Six of the fea- in "Our Town."
*
*
#
tures are to be made at costs far in
WILLIAM DANIELS directed photography
excess of any in the past and 20 are
set for upped budgets of 25 per cent for both "Ninotchka" and "The Mortal
each, President W. Ray Johnston told Storm."
*
*
•
the franchise owners.
HARRY DAVENPORT appeared in the
Details of the "March for Monogram" drive also was explained by cast of both "Foreign Correspondent" and
Steve Broidy, general sales manager, "All This, and Heaven Too."
who said that a billings quota of
JACK DAWN did the makeup for "The
$150,000 a week for seven weeks had
been scheduled. Trem Carr and How- Mortal Storm," "Ninotchka" and "Northard Stubbins also attended from the west Passage."
Coast.
EDWARD FIELDING enacted roles in
Franchise holders in attendance "Rebecca" and "All This,
and Heaven Too."
were: John Mangham, Atlanta, Ga.;
Ben Welansky, Boston, Mass. and
CEDRIC GIBBONS was art director for
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Harry L. Berkson,
"Ninotchka," "Boom Town," "Northwest
Buffalo, N. Y.; Henri Elman, ChiPassage" and "The Mortal Storm."
cago, 111.; Nate Schultz, Cleveland,

office
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DAILY

member

of

"The Mortal

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

Ray-Bell
THE FILM DAILY

NLRB

ger,

:

To Reinstate Frank Arver

—

Anna Neagle with John Carroll, Ray B(
May Robson, Edward Everett Horto
Paul and" Grace Hartmann. Producer-direcfc
Original by Otto Harbac
Herbert Wilcox.
Oscar Hammerstein, II, and Jerome Kern.
At Republic: Four shooting, plus "T
Great Train Robbery," story is modern actii
piece, not a remake of the aboriginal screenin
"The Great Train Robbery." Joe Kane pi
Script is by Oli
ducing and directing.
Cooper.
At 20th Century-Fox Three shooting, pi
"Blood and Sand," drama, starring Tyro
Power and Linda Darnell with Alan Curt
Produc
Laird Cregar and John Carradine.
Robert T. Kane, and director Rouben Mamo
Story is by Vincente Blasco Iban
Han.
and screenplay was written by Jo Swerling
At Universal: Seven shooting.
ring

yesterday

ordered Ray-Bell Films, Inc.; St.
Minn., to cease discouraging
membership in Local 734, Motion
Picture Laboratory Technicians, or
any other labor organization and to
Paul,

to reinstate with back pay
Frank R. Arver, discharged by the
company on Feb. 9, 1940.
Company had alleged that Arver
was discharged for failure to keep
the developing machines clean, the
loss of the company's Paramount
news account due to Arver's faulty
developing of films and other unsatisfactory work. The board ruled,

offer

At Warners: Seven shooting.
At Monogram: Two to go into productic
they are Tex Ritter's "Ridin' The Cherok
Trail," musical western, with Edward Finn
producing. Spencer Gordon Bennett directir
Slim Andre'
Original by Edmund Kelso.
Sam Katzman's "Air Devil!
in the cast
William West dire
next East Side feature.
Cl
Pete Meyer, associate producer.
ing.
;

headed by Leo Gorcey, Bobby Jordan a
AI Martin did the origil
David Gorcey.
is

screen play.
Several of the Mills Panorams have warrants to purchase common votinsr
been installed in Des Moines loca- trust certificates for 3,000 shares to
tions. The Des Moines Vendors Craft Clifford Work in May, 1940. At the
Tax
Cincy Exhibs.
Co., operated by Jack Lazarus and end of December, there were 262,Films
Slot
Paul M. Phillips, both of Des Moines, 066 warrants outstanding, the report
have the franchise for central Iowa. said.
Cincinnati City Council of Ci
A report of General Theaters
cinnati has referred to the law Coi
Equipment
Corp.
for
December
stated Hall & Connolly, Inc. ceased however, that Arver's discharge was mittee, the petition presented
to be a subsidiary of the company prompted by his union organization Saul Greenberg, representing 50 m
tion picture theater managers, inclu
upon its formal dissolution.
activities.
ing RKO, asking the city licem
Kansas City Julia Mae Strathern,
regulate and tax new motion pictu
secretary to the office manager of
vending machines.
in Poughheepsie Poll Pich
RKO's branch here, has announced
It is expected, following a repc
"Best Ten," But Wot in
Order
her marriage to Frank Hesselroth.
from the Law Committee this w«
While men and women readers participating in the local Ten Best contest
action will be taken at once on tl
Cresson, Pa. Engagement of Marconducted by the Poughkeepsie Evening Star & Enterprise favored identical picpetition.
|

i

WEDDING BELLS

Want

On

Machine

—

|

'

I

—

Men and Women
Same

Same

—

celle Reed Allison to Simon M.
der, of Bethlehem, Pa., has just

Benbeen

announced. The bride-elect is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. Allison,
who operate the Rivoli Circuit.
Pittsburgh

— Engagement of Marie

Vitagraph exchange, to Adrian Goldbach, has just
been announced. The marriage will
Rost,

of

the

local

take plane in early Spring.

tures, order of selection varied.

men and women picked "Rebecca," "Grapes

of Wrath" and "Boom
one-two-three order. "Knute Rockne" was the men's fourth choice,
the women's fifth. ATAHT was the women's fourth, the men's sixth. "Northwest Passage" was the men's fifth, the women's sixth. "Abe Lincoln in Illinois"
was seventh choice of both. The men chose "Foreign Correspondent" as No. 8,
"Pride an Prejudice" as No. 9 3nd "Drums Along the Mohawk" as No. 10.
Femmes named "Pride and Prejudice," "Drums Along the Mohawk' 'and "Foreign
Correspondent," in order, as the last three.

Both

Town"

in

STORKS!
A son was born Saturday night
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kaplan at t
Kaplan
Bronx Hospital.
home-office projectionist for
Radio Pictures.

is

RB

1

i

Ijesday,
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Times Square to Become "Dimes Square"
As N. Y. Theaters Aid Polio Fund Drive

M. Schenck

With Mayor LaGuardia and a dozen or more film, stage and radio stars
taking part, Times Square will be changed to "Dimes Square" at none tomorrow.
The ceremony will be the climax of a demonstration to be staged by the Motion
Picture Theaters Committee of the "March of Dimes" drive for the Infantile

lew 5-Year
ficholas

(Continued from Page 1)

£ienck, president.
The contract,
a/ording to the company's proxy
has been executed by the
ttement,
rd and awaits the approval of
stockholders at a special meetcalled for Feb. 11.
ie-election of present directors
d is slated for the stockholders'
I:

tions.

?he contract contains restrictions
linst the sale by Schenck prior to

.

Foundation.

On

a platform

in

"Dimes Square," near 46th

St.,

Film Legislation
(Continued from Page 1)

propaganda by motion picture companies was reaching a point at which
he believed legislation would have

scores

of dancing girls from the Roxy Theater and from the Music Hall will put on the

"Dance

of Dimes."

to be enacted to regulate the industry in this respect, Wheeler, in a
letter to Will H. Hays, indicated

Before the "Dimes Square" demonstration, there will be a parade in which
some 1,500 marchers will participate. They will include 800 to 1,000 movie
theater ushers, boys and girls, from hundreds of movie houses throughout New

that such action would be forthcoming unless the industry displayed a
more impartial attitude.

York and Jersey.

eting.

Schenck is under a written conct to render executive services to
company until Dec. 31, 1941, and
the right to purchase up to
rch 1, 1942, an aggregate of 48,shares of the authorized unisd common stock at $40 per share,
le of which has been purchased
date. Schenck's salary of $2,500
veek will continue under the new
t and 2% per cent of the corned annual net profits of the comly, its subsidiaries and ventures,
1
be paid him, after certain de-

:iB

Paralysis

Wheeler Threatens

rch 1, 1947, without the consent
©the company, of any stock which
y be purchased under the option,
a price of less than $15 in excess
the price paid by him.
'resent directors of Loew's, Inc.,
1 their common stock holdings fol-

Jeorge Armsby, 100 shares of comn; David Bernstein, 22,220 shares;
jpold Friedman, 612 shares; John

Pettijohn Opposes Change
in Chi. Censorship Setup

—

(Continued from Page 1)
Louisville
Dispute here between
John, general counsel of the MPPDA, five theaters and over 100 ushers
said here yesterday at hearings be- and doormen who have been on strike
fore the judicial committee of the since Dec. 23 was abrogated at the
Chicago City Council on proposed week-end when it was decided that
amendments to the city's censorship the employes belonged in the IATSE
ordinance.
and not in the Building Service Em"Censors see everything," Petti- ployes Union, with application for an
john said. "They see all of the things IA charter made, organization of an
they complain of; yet I have never IA Local was immediately instigated
known a censor who would admit and negotiations with the theaters
that his sterling character had been will be started shortly.
in the least disturbed by any of
William Green, president of the
those things which he deleted to proof L advised J. T. Woodward,
tect the other fellow's morals."
state representative of the
of L,
Pettijohn, who said he was op- on Saturday of the status of the
posed to all censorship, made a plea theater employes. The strikers, emfor the retention of the present cen- ployes at the Mary Anderson, Rialto,
sorship system in Chicago, indicat- Strand, Rex and Kentucky Theaters,
ing opposition to the proposal which are seeking a closed shop, union recwould prevent persons under 21 years ognition and wage adjustments.
of age from seeing uncensored picIATSE officials here confirmed the
tures.
"There is only one sensible, prac- fact that Louisville theater employes
tical and workable way to make mo- would be organized into an IA Local
tion pictures what they should be," in that city and that as soon as orPettijohn said. "This is a sincere ganization was completed negotiadesire to offend nobody and effort tions with the theaters would be
for good taste upon the part of the instigated.

AF

AF

Hazel, 100 shares; Al Lichtman,
shares; Charles C. Moskowitz,
shares; William A. Parker, 600
Robert Rubin, 25,015
;res;
J.
ires; Nicholas M. Schenck, 2,817
ires; Joseph R. Vogel, 200 shares;
people who make the pictures, exervid Warfield, 7,000 shares; Henry
cised at the sources of production
ers Winthrop, 100 shares.
and at the time they are made. That
is not censorship.
It is just plain
'horse sense'."

i

i

Leads Rest of Film
dustry in Cash Resources
ew's

'the

Pettijohn concluded his remarks
by saying that "motion pictures today are far superior artistically, morally, in entertainment value and in
every other way to what they were
at the time your obsolete, useless
and un-American censorship ordinance was passed.
Jack Kirsch, Illinois Allied prexy,

ole."

at the hearing.

in its per
last fiscal
jFJir, Loew's improvement in finanejl strength was so great that the
)espite a slight drop
re earnings for the

Street Journal asserts the compjiy was far in the lead of the rest
V..11

amusement industry in its
h resources and "well up in the and Clyde Eckhardt were among
of American industry as a those representing theater interests

ash and government bonds, it
Aldermanic committee will draft
s pointed out, totalled $31,768,173
its recommendations shortly.
{Lug. 31, 1940, against $17,161,812
ar previous. Funds for this "ex- came partly from liquidation of inrdinary gain in cash balances ventories which declined nearly
$7,000,000, partly from about $4,400,000
earnings carried to surplus out of
$8,909,469 reported for the year, and
"Too
Business"
partly from $3,500,000 depreciation
Rochester This city had a brief
charges."
taste of the new Panoram, when the
The Journal points out that the
first
machine placed in the Hotel
progress made in building up its

===
Much
—

Seneca was taken out
Its brief

business."

in 24 hours.
run was due to "too much
Hotel lobby was crowded

throughout day.

Wheeler later told The Film
Daily he sent the letter to Hays by
air mail yesterday morning.
The
Interstate
Commerce
Committee
chairman revealed that it was his

IATSE Wins Jurisdiction
Over Louisville Ushers

working capital position
the

"illustrates

amusement industry with

it

is

introduced.

At the Hays office last night it
was said that the letter from Senator Wheeler
ceived.

SPG
to

Calls on Majors
Huddle Immediately

Screen Publicists Guild yesterday
sent resolutions to the operating
heads of the eight majors in New
York calling for the companies "to
meet with us immediately to arrange for the proving of our majorities in the several companies and
the presentation of our contractual

demands."
The Guild resolution charged "a
conscious policy of stalling."

Chicago

—

had not yet been re-

"Fantasia" May Go Into
Chi. Apollo or Garrick

"Miss Bishop" Premiere
Calls Film Celebrities

— "Fantasia"

will

go into

Lincoln, Neb. Triple world prem- either the Apollo, or the Garrick
reiere of Richard A. Rowland's
theater of the B. & K. circuit, it is
lease, "Cheers for Miss Bishop," here reported.
tonight is attracting the producer,
Director Tay Garnett, Irvin S. Cobb, A. M.
Recovers
William Gargan, Wayne Morris, AlCleveland
A. M. Goodman, United
bert Dekker, Neil Hamilton, Barbara
Artists branch manager, taken sudPepper, Mary Anderson, Martha
denly ill about 10 weeks ago, is back
O'Driscoll, Lois Ranson, William Farat his desk.

UA

Goodman

—

num and Marsha

Hunt.

GWTW Will Start in Two
Mexico City Spots Jan. 23
in

—

(By Air Mail)
day and date Jan. 23
both the Iris and the Alameda.

Mexico

GWTW

City

starts

Latter was substituted for the Olimpia with which negotiations had been
conducted. Pix goes into the Alameda for six weeks and into the
Iris indefinitely.

mission
houses.

scale

Same advanced

will

prevail

at

ad-

both

"Command" Topping "Escape"

"Flight Command" topped "Esits huge cash income readily trims cape" in 12 of 17 week-end openings
its sails under adverse conditions of the new Robert Taylor starring
film, M-G-M reported yesterday.
under able handling."

how

understanding that the Administration had urged the industry to get
out propaganda pictures. Wheeler's
committee handles motion picture
legislation generally and would undoubtedly have control of the bill if

Urges Films Restore
Faith In Our Ideals
THE FILM
— Speaking
before

DAILY

West Coast Bur.,

Hollywood

a

luncheon tendered him by the recently organized Public Relation Institute

of

The Academy, Henry

R.

Luce, editor of Time and Life had
but one suggestion regarding future
films.

"Whatever you do make your

fu-

ture films restore public faith in our
ideals and our rich heritage of cour-

age and fairness," he

came West

said.

The

editor

address the convention of the Association of American
Colleges in Pasadena.
to

—

73%

22
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"Keeping Company"

'Virginia'
Madeleine

with

with Frank Morgan,

MacMurray,

Carroll, Fred
Carolyn Lee

110 Mins.

entertaining

refreshing,

a

is

appeal

should

to

pic-

in
Photographed
the authentic backgrounds and settings are
eye-filling, and do much to create an atmosphere of a leisurely South, rich in
tradition and sentiment.
The production is a triumph for Edward

audiences.

who

Griffith,

H.

but
with Virginia

ducer-director,

as

pro-

co-authored

the

served

only

not

also

As usual, he
gained natural performances from his cast
and mantained a tempo fitting the story.
To Miss Van Upp goes credit for a splendid
story

screenplay,

Van Upp.

with

replete

sprightly

dialogue,

The acting is
clever little touches.
high-class with Madeleine Carroll and Fred
MacMurray giving appealing performances

and

Carolyn Lee
appearing in her second picture, captivated
the preview audience, and no child has given
in

a

the

starring

roles.

more natural

better,

Little

portrayal.

Making

bow, Stirling Hayden, six feet,
five inches tall, does fine work in a featured role. Marie Wilson, Helen Broderick,
Tom Rutherford and Paul Hurst supply much
comedy. Louise Beavers, Leigh Whipper and
his

screen

Darby

Jones

among

are

the

very

able

princpials.

MacMurray, born and bred in Virginia,
deeply loves the soil of the South. When
Madele'ne, long absent from her Virginia
birthplace returns from New York to sell
her home, Fred, who was her childhood playmate wins her over to the friendly neighthe South. She falls in love
borly ways
with him and he returns her affections.
However, when he learns that his wife, who
been unfaithful, is returning from
has
abroad, he declares he will not divorce her.
of

marry Hayden. wealthy
Fred's wife dies in New York

Madeleine agrees

to

Northerner.
and her body is sent to Virginia for burial.
As her oldest friend, much to Hayden's surprise. Fred appears at the scheduled wedding of Hayden and Madeleine "to give the
bride away." Realizing that Fred and Madeleine are deeply in love with each other,
Hayden bows out of the picture and leaves
Fred MacMurray, Stirling Hayden, Helen Broderick, Marie
Wilson, Carolyn Lee, Paul Hurst, Tom RuthWhipper, Louise Beavers,
Leigh
erford,
Carroll,

Darby Jones.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Edward H.
Griffith;

Authors,

Edward H.

Griffith,

Van Upp; Screenplay, Virginia Van
Upp; Cameramen, Bert Glennon and William

Farciot
photography,
Process
Skall;
Edouart; Art directors, Hans Dreier, Ernst
Fegte; Editor, Eda Warren; Color art diNatalie Kalmus; Associate, Henri
rector,

V.

Jaffe.

Excellent.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Splendid.

Revive Community Singing
singing
Community
Rochester

—

ment
|

The

release.

picture as

thoroughly delightful entertain-

is

the family trade particularly, and
audiences generally will be interested and
for

amused

the

in

proceedings.

general

The

been peopled with a charming
and competent cast that makes the charhas

film

acterizations true to

The

life.

tion the top

"names"

marquee

for

Much

in

the cast are useful

purposes.

is
due Director S. Sylvan
sympathetic and smooth handling of the players and the story, with
nothing to be desired on this score. Then
again,
much credit is also due Writers
Harry Ruskin, James H. Hill and Adrian
Scott for the moving screenplay, and Writer
Herman J. Mankiewicz for the ably con-

Simon

credit

for his

trived

original

story.

Samuel Marx as pro-

ducer also rates a hand for the excellent
backgrounds, hand picked cast and general
quality

of the

film.

Morgan has seldom appeared to
advantage, if ever, in a straight
dramatic role. He is the personification of
the father of three girls in a small town,
average well-to-do business
cast as an
man, which he plays to a T. Miss Rutherford
is charming,
pretty and extremely able as
the daughter of the family who marries John
Frank

better

who

Shelton,

gives a fine interpretation

to

the role of the young man.

Everybody else
in the cast is equally fine, with special mention due Virginia Weidler, Irene Rich and
Gene Lockhart. Virginia Grey, Dan Dailey
Jr., Gloria de Haven and Sara Haden are
helpful additions to the cast.
The story itself has a simple theme, it
Miss Rutherford
tells of the marriage of

and Shelton, but in the telling, there is
romance, heartbreak, domestic rows and the
inevitable third party, in this case Miss
The dialogue, although it may even
Grey.

seem

a

little

at times,

silly

is

very realistic

and certainly the situations, people and
happenings could be applied to almost any-

CAST:
John

Frank

Morgan,

Irene

Shelton,

Rich,

Ann Rutherford.
Gene Lockhart,

Virginia Weidler, Virginia Grey,

Dan Dailey

de Haven, Sara Haden.
CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Marx; Director, S. Sylvan Simon; Screenplay, Harry
Ruskin, James H. Hill and Adrian Scott;

Jr.,

Gloria

Original

story,

Cameraman,

Herman

Karl

J.

Freund;

Mankiewicz;
Elmo
Editor,

Vernon.

DIRECTION,

* SHORTS *

Edmund Gwenn
95 Mins "They Spent Christmas Under
9
HUMAN, TENDER, HEART-WARMING Warners

UA-Rowland

PICTURE

SHOULD

IN AUDIENCE APPEAL
BOX OFFICE HIT.

RICH
BE

Here is one of the most human, tender,
heart-warming pictures to come from Hollywood in many years. It marks a triumphal
return to production for Richard A. Rowland
and he vindicates the faith he had in the
Bess Streeter Aldrich novel.

To Tay Garnett goes heaps

story of any

young couple and any man's family in an
average American town has material galore
for the exhibitors to work on, and in addi-

Vir-

ginia

DIRECTION,

whole

body.

the sweethearts together.

CAST: Madeleine

a

new Metro

this

in

types of
Technicolor,

all

of praise for

outstanding job of direction. Although
the story is a span of about sixty years,
Garnett never lets the
interest
wane.
Stephen Vincent Benet, Adelaide Heilbron
and Sheridan Gibney share credit for a
splendid adaptation and screenplay. Edward
Ward's musical score is an important factor
in the production.
an

The

picture

is

loaded with fine perform-

role, Martha
moving portrayal, worthy of
serious consideration for an Academy Award.
William Gargan is excellent as Martha's

ances.

Scott

In this,

gives

her third screen

a

PHOTOGRAPHY.

Fine.

Rudolph de Cordova Dies
Coast Bureau of THE FILM. DAILY

—

London (By Cable) Rudolph de
Cordova, actor and playwright, is
He
dead here at the age of 81.
wrote the film version of "Romeo and
Juliet" and aided in the production.

has been revived at the Madison here. He had appeared on the New York
stage as well as in London.
It's a Friday night feature.

Fi

mi

Dramatic and Effective Subjec
This short should bring the g]
realities of England's war one s
closer to the consciousness of
Americans. The sight of ChristD
trees in subway shelters, the sij
of men and women watching the
on this holy day for the first s
of invading bombers, and the sighl]
little
children restlessly rolling
their hard berths on shelter fio
is one that tears at the heart.
1
subject is strongly dramatic
grimly effective as it reviews
English people and their case
Christmas of the year 1940.
1
reel depicts an England that is
terminedly happy, despite the wa
as happy as any people could be v
i

<

live

from day

protect

to day underground
themselves from relentl

death

loosed indiscriminately fr
the skies. It depicts, too, a griii
staunch friend through all the years. Edmund resolute England, an England tha
Gwenn is specially good as a wise, kind defiant and united with one thou;
college president, who serves as an inspira- in mind
eventual victory. Equally
tion to Martha. Mary Anderson, in her best effective as the subject matter is

—

role
to date, does praiseworthy
work. She has oodles of sex appeal and is
important screen material.
Rosemary DeCamp gives an outstanding performance in
a character part and her recital of "The
Declaration of Independence" is highly effective.
Donald Douglas, Sidney Blackmer,
Marsha Hunt, Sterling Holloway, Dorothy
Peterson, Knox Manning, John Arledge, Lois
Ransom and Ralph Bowman are among the
important principals.

very fine commentary of Quer
Reynolds. As in "London Can Ti
It," Reynolds delivers his narrat
without hysterics or hysteria,
straight and simple style packs
wallop through its sincerity of c
tent and tone.

Martha becomes a teacher of freshmen
English in
Midwestern College, a young
institution. Gargan is in love with her, but

Leo Benny Cohen, who form*
exported films from Paris, is l
setting up an organization to exj

picture

when Donald Douglas,

a lawyer, proposes
accepts Douglas.
Mary
Anderson, Martha's boy-crazy cousin, sets
her cap for Douglas and has an affair with
him, thus breaking up Martha's first real
romance. Sidney Blackmer, a new professor at Midwestern falls in love with Martha
Blackmer
and she returns his affections.
tells her he is married and that his wife will
not give him a divorce because of her religious faith. He asks her to go to Italy with
him but she declines. The years pass, decades slip by, and Martha is asked to resign
because of a new age limit placed on mem-

marriage,

Martha

bers of the faculty.

meeting
Martha

— the
is

At the Annual Alumni
has attended
she finds she

firty-first she

surprised

when

is

honor and that many of her old
pupils now leaders in science, politics and
other fields, have returned to pay their reguest of

spects to her.
Fine.

:

Miss

for

Bishop"

Youthful romance, its ups and downs and
the problems of parents in the case at hand,
is
thoughtfully and realistically presented

.v

Martha Scott, William Gargan,

with

78 Mins.

THOROUGHLY DELIGHTFUL ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE FAMILY TRADE.

REFRESHING. ENTERTAINING PICTURE
SHOULD APPEAL TO ALL TYPES OF
AUDIENCES.
that

"Cheers

Rutherford,

Metro

iHOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Here

Ann

John Shelton

Paramount

ture

Tuesday, January 14, 19
DAiLY

Leo Benny Cohen Will
Enter Pix Expert Field

American-made

from

films

country. World rights to indepe
ent product will be sought under
plan.

Cohen came to this country ab
year ago after conducting
French film export business for

a

years. New enterprise has no c
nection with Leo Films, Inc., Fre
film distribution headed by Nat S
ders, of which Cohen is vice-pr
dent.

Murphy. Shea City Manager
Buffalo— Robert

T.

Murphy,

several years booking manager
the Shea circuit, has been named (
manager for the chain in Niag:
Falls. It's a newly created post.
Tay

Garnett; From the nc
Bess Streeter Aldr
Stephen Vint
by
Benet; Screenplay, Adelaide Heinbron I
Sheridan Gibney; Cameraman, Hal M
ASC; Music by Edward Ward; Assistant
producer, Grant Whytock; Art Direct
John DuCasse Schultze; Editor, Will"
Claxton; second unit Director, Marshall'
Director.

CAST: Martha Scott, William Gargan, "Miss Bishop" by
Edmund Gwenn, Sterling Holloway, Sidney Screen Adaptation
Blackmer, Mary Anderson, Dorothy Peterson,
Donald Douglas, Marsha Hunt, Ralph Bowman, Lois Ransom, Rosemary DeCamp, Knox
Manning, John Arledge, Jack Mulhall, HowHickman, Helen MacKellar, William
ard
ramum, Anna Mills, John Hamilton, Pierre
Watkin, Charles Judels, Sue Moore, Rand
Brooks, Charles Smith.

CREDITS: Producer, Richard

A.

Rowland;

Neilan.

DIRECTION, Outstanding.
PHY,

Fine.

PHOTOGi-

^w

Tusday, January 14, 1941

M. &

Simes Legalization

French Film Tops
Cuban Film Poll

ifroduced in Mass.
oston
in

Havana

—Last

minute rush to file
Massachusetts General

the

—

Mail)
Cuba's
foreign-language "Ten Best" of 1940,
as voted by the Association of Theater Motion Picture Critics: "Le Fin
(by

Air

duJour" French),, "GWTW,""Pinocor legislature, included three
chio," "The Grapes of Wrath," "Of
interests.
interest
to
film
of deep
Mice and Men," "The Wizard of
would permit theaters to legally
Oz," "Quai des Brunnes" (French),
Beano or Bingo games, this bill
"Terre d'Angoisse" (French) and "La
\g calculated to supplement the
Carreta Fantasma" (French), "Boda
noted last week prohibiting all
de Sangre" (Argentina), in Spanish.
games wherever played. Seci
is that proposing to have the
0-seat Boston Opera House purStimson Praises Industry's
sed by the State of Massachusetts
Co-op.
a sum not to exceed $500,000. Non-Profit
third bill would permit any type
stage show on Sundays, whether
(Continued from Page 1)
legitimate
picture
or
deville,
industry was made by Secretary of
ws without restrictions other than War Henry L. Stimson in a comse normally imposed upon week
munication to Y. Frank Freeman,
chairman of Motion Picture Produc.11 three of the bills have a good
tion Defense Committee.
nee of being passed at this sesThe newly formed U.S. Army Chief
s

(

rt

;

Defense

roll;

iter
eari

hat
I

Boston—The M. &

buying
methods have been
open court as the result of the suit
of the Waldo Theater Corp. versus
the late Joseph Dondis et al antitrust case now being heard in Federal Court before Francis P. Freeman, master appointed by Federal
Judge John A. Peters. The M. & P.
corporation

is

the

Paramount

HCLLyWCCD

Theaters
and booking
questioned in
P.

affiliate in this dis-

and operates upwards of 100
theaters in New England. Martin
Mullins and Sam Pinansky are the

trict

$PCAI\ING=
RALPH
WILK

By

—HOLLYWOOD

CAM

KATZMAN,

^

producer of the "East

Side Kids" pictures for Monogram, has
signed Joan Barclay to play the feminine
lead

in

Devils."

the latest of the series, entitled "Air
William West will direct from Al

Martin's

screenplay.

original

•

•

partners.

PON request of the Art Center School,
Ryan, representing the
Pete Smith's "Quicker'n A Wink" was
plaintiff corporation which operates
shown to photography students at the inthe Waldo in Waldboro, Maine, seeks
stitution. The one-reeler demonstrates the
to discover what methods the M. &
use of the stroboscope, newest invention in
P. had adopted in order to arrive at
speed photography.
protection agreements. Al Bevan, as•
•
Phil
booker
to
sistant buyer and
LJAVING returned from a New York vacaSeletsky, at M. & P., told the court
'
*
tion, Charlie Ruggles has reported to
that the Mullin-Pinansky firm had
Universal for the featured comedy role in
"discontinued about four years ago
George

I

^

S.

Signal Officers' Photographic Advis"Model Wife," starring Joan Blondell and
the practice of sending to distributors
ory Council will consist of Col. NaDick Powell. Following completion of the
the schedules of protection desired."
than Levinson, Lieut.-Col. Darryl
picture, Ruggles will return to New York to
eal the present pari-mutuel laws F. Zanuck and Major John Aalberg.
confer on a starring role in a Broadway
would prohibit both horse and
show.
racing as at present conducted
Mexican Senate Eyeing
•
•
will
;his state. This bill probably
/"\UR Passing Show: Sol Lesser, Boris
Boosts In Admissions
lit in a referendum.
^"^
Hearst "Kane" Stand

RKO Making No Comment
On

;.

iykendall Urges Exhibs.
Play "Land of Liberty"

let!

Ep
::t:

:'<!

a special bulletin, Ed Kuykenpresident, yesterday
ed exhibitors to play "Land of
erty," declaring that it will "prote
good will for your theater

h
Can

MPTOA

wWt
era.

ough the outstanding
your community."

civic leaders

[uykendall warned that "Land of
erty" must be treated as a big
from every
action,
exploited
;'le and must not be passed by as

another picture.

it

This epic of America in the build-

genuine

entertainment, ini'es patriotism and a higher conappreciation of this
tion and
at country of ours," Kuykendall
is

i.

'icture

is

being

3-M without
bert

51

distributed

by

Sherwood

at

Ft Dix

Recreation and Communfor the U. S. Army,
ted Fort Dix, N. J., yesterday to
dy the buildings there and the
ds of the soldiers for health,
ication,

Serviee

•

reation

and study.

'

O THE COLORS!

r
-

"incinnati

Allan

—Allan

Moritz,

Moritz

Jr.,

son

Columbia branch

has been appointed a first lieuand leaves for Army headqirters at Benning, Ga., to serve in
ijnjftl medical corps.
id,

"

y.rJNIant

RKO

will

make no comment on

William Randolph Hearst's reported

Mexico City (By Air Mail)

—Argu-

ing that too high admission prices

Morros, Richard A. Rowland, Lou Irwin,
Mary Anderson, Harry Tatelman, Henry Rogers, Rosemary DeCamp, E. A.
DuPont, Sam Kramer, Lou Maren, Dick
Hunt, Fred Stanley at preview of "Cheers
For Miss Bishop."

Sam

Rheiner,

from for motion picture performances are
Hearst newspapers. being charged in Mexico City and
Hearst's action is said to have re- environs by theater managers and
•
•
film distributors, prompted by "unsulted from the belief that Orson
"ryPSY GYPSY," the second of the
seemly
greedy
motives,"
a
threeWelles' "Citizen Kane" is based par"^ George Pal Puppetoons, which Paratially
on the publisher's career. member Committee of the Mexican
edict prohibiting
appearing in the

RKO

publicity

Publisher reportedly has insisted the Senate will investigate with a view
picture be withheld from release. to limit all future admission charges.
Senators Pedro Tello Andueza,
Current issue of Friday Magazine
compares the episodes in the life of Abel Oseguera Alvarez and Jose
Hearst with that of the imaginary Trinidad Garcia, who make up the
character, an article which is said Committee, are to hold a series of
Gomez, Chief
to have caused the ban on RKO talks with Javier Rojo
of the Central Department, to dispublicity.
cuss the issue and have his office
take a hand in the matter in order
Execs, to Inspect Tele that showmen and distributors "refrain from taking undue advantage
Developments in N.Y.
of the liking of Mexico City audiWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ences for this kind of entertainment."

FCC

Area

Washington — FCC Chairman

James

profit.

iobert Sherwood, playwright and
hor of "Abe Lincoln in Illinois,"
rich as a film was voted one of
0's 10 best pictures in The Film
[Ly's poll, now a member of the
tional
Advisory Committee on

:

P. Booking Methods
Questioned in Trust Suit

lIso strongly supported by the
;ater interests is a bill which would

:

,.-

23
DAILY

L.

Advanced prices for several U.

Fly announced yesterday at pix are tied

his press conference that members of
the Commission will make an inspection trip of new television developYork area on Jan.
ments in the
24-25.

New

The inspection is preparatory to
the overall report of the National
Television Systems Committee which
is due at the FCC on Jan. 27.

to the

Senate move.

S.

mount
Andre

releasing,

is

music

in

will

production.
again be

featured as it was in the first of the series,
"Western Daze." One of the features of
the

cartoon

be

will

rendition

a

of

Liszt's

Hungarian Rhapsody played by an orchestra
of puppets.
"Dipsy Gypsy" is based on a

McLeod.

short story by Vic

•

•

AT

THE

request

** M-G-M
in

make

Omaha

a

special

personal

Town when

Boys'

at

for the British

War

Taurog has become intensely

fund.

Town
Town" and "Men of
ested

Taurog,

director, Gracie Fields, British

comedienne, will
appearance tour
appears

Norman

of

in

Boys'

•

Nicaragua Import Duty
On U. S. Pix Drops 50 P. C.

now

is

Kostelanetz'

JACK OAKIE

she

Relief
inter-

since directing "Boys'
Boys'

Town."

e

purchased a five-acre
San Fernando Valley
and has hired carpenters to erect dovecotes.
He and his wife, the former Venita Varden,
are going in for raising pedigreed racing
plot

of

has

ground

in

Import duty on American films
shipped into Nicaragua has been re- pigeons.
•
•
duced by 50%, effective immediately,
ESLEY RUGGLES, Columbia producerPresident
executive
decree
of
by
director, is visiting Phoenix and other
Anastasio Somoza, it was learned
DeMille Wants March for Lead over the week-end. In Managua, cap- points in Southern Arizona to scout locations for his forthcoming production, "The
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ital
of the Central American country,
Hollywood— Cecil B. DeMille is there are now seven film houses Doctor's Husband." He is accompanied by
Claude Binyon, Columbia scenarist, who is
seeking the services of Fredric March which use American films.
writing the screenplay.
for the male lead in "Reap the Wild
•
•
Wind" for Para. The studio has been
Silver Rites
Arranging
Boris
W.
TEX RITTER'S supporting cast in "Ridin'
negotiating with James Stewart and
Funeral arrangements for Boris
the Cherokee Trail," next in the series
Carey Grant for the same role.
W. Silver, head of Colonial Films in of Monogram Westerns which Edward FinCanada, who is dead here at the age ney is producing, will include Slim Andrews,
George Arthur Joins Republic
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY of 48, were still pending last night. Betty Miles, Hooper Atchley, Duke Lee and
Hollywood George Arthur, form- He distributed Alliance Films prod- others. The Tennessee Ramblers, prominent
with Paramount, has been uct in Canada among others, making in the Southeast, will be introduced as the
erly
signed by Republic as an associate his headquarters in Toronto. He is name band. Spencer Gordon Bennett will
survived by two sisters.
direct.
producer.

—

.

//

TAKE

one Reel

.

Filmed Under Fire, and Narrated Under Fire

in

IT

•

London by the Famed War Correspondent of

Collier's

Maj

Quentin Reynolds

ANOTHER WARNER WAR SCOOP

ft

AA Fixes Daily Fee of $10 for Film Arbitrators
(See Column 2 Below)

The Daily Newspaper

ntimate in Character
nternational in Scope
ndependent in Thought

L. 79,

NO.

Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

NEW YORK, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

10

TEN CENTS

15. 1941

HOVE JFOR CLOSE LATIN-AMERICAN TIES
day

Settle

Get Commission
bcommendation That Pix
(abinet to

h

Blocks

Sold in

of

10

—

Havana (By Cable) Final settlennt of the anti-block-booking confversy is expected at today's
(binet meeting at which time the
(mmission studying the matter will
report. It is reliably related that the Commission will renmend sale of pictures in blocks
10 and use of Cuban variety arts and musicians twice a month in
aaters with facilities for them.
It is believed that this recommend(Continued on Page 3)

.omit

its

% Amusement
)

ooms

Levy

Cuban Booking Controversy Today
FIX ARBITRATOR
FEE AT $10 DAILY
Can Be Waived Or Reduced
If

Hardship Results

A

fee of $10 a day for arbitrators
sit on cases involving motion picture disputes was decided
upon yesterday by the administrative
committee of the American Arbitration Association. Power to set the
amount of the fee was denned in the
consent decree which ruled that the
could establish an arbitrator's
fee not to exceed $50 a day.
The $10 fee is to apply to all types

chosen to

AAA

(Continued on Page 3)

Oklahoma
2,500 Metro Prizes
City, Okla. — A 5 per
To Hanson, Friedman

in

Oklahoma
amusement tax and broadening

'.nt
c

the cigarette tax to include cigars
d tobacco will be administration tax

Rockefeller Names Film Committees Co-operating
On Cultural Relations; Pix With South American
Locales Now in Work; Stars to Make P. A. Tours
Nelson A. Rockefeller, co-ordinator of commercial and cultural relations between the American Republics, yesterday announced in Washington a wide scale program for the use of
motion pictures as a medium for
promotion of closer relations and
understanding among the
better
Film
American Republics. He announced
the appointment of Hollywood com-

Attendance

On Upturn—Wobber
Bureau
THE FILM DAILY
West
Hollywood —Herman Webber, who

representative of the producers, stars, writers and directors,
Coast
to co-operate in carrying out the
of
program, and detailed the initial
is here conferring with other 20th steps taken to date.
Century-Fox executives, said last
"The motion picture industry,"
night: "Motion picture attendance is said Rockefeller, "was among the
(Continued on Page 6)
on the upturn and it has shot up
tremendously in such spots as Pitts-

burgh, Youngstown, San Diego, etc.,
where defense expenditures have
been heavy."
He also stated that "The Mark of
(Continued on Page 3)

Testimonial for

mittees

Philly Allied Elects

Board of Governors

Weshner

—

Philadelphia New board of gov$10,000 indie exhibs.' exploitation
ernors for the Allied Independent
prize contest go to Roy E. Hanson
Theaters of Eastern Pennsylvania
Philadelphia David Weshner,
t
of the Jefferson Theater, Goshen,
was elected yesterday at the third
tendered
exploitation
chief,
will
be
Ind., and Percy Friedman of the
annual meeting of the organization.
a dinner by the film industry here
(Continued on Page 6)
Abram F. Myers, general counsel of
Jan. 27 at the Bellevue Stratford. national Allied, discussed the conlleet Fails to Chill
Sponsor is the Variety Club. Affair
(Continued on Page 6)
in Polio Drive; will honor the former Stanley- War900
Miss Bishop"
been
active
executive,
who
has
ner
Exhibitors
to
Gov't
for the club during his years here.
Lincoln,
Neb. Sleet and rain
Tickets
Circuit
exInformal, stag, the affair is
More than 900 of the 1,187 theIfled to chill and dampen Lincoln's
launched aters in the New York-New Jersey pected to attract a large New York
thusiasm yesterday as
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
chard A. Rowland's "Cheers for territory we're prepared last night to contingent as well as theatermen
Washington Any circuit owning
(Continued on Page 3)
from all parts of the state.
(Continued on Page 3)
and operating a number of theaters
and desiring to use tickets showing
;

uasures introduced in the Oklahoma
buse of Representatives this week
vitalize the administration tax projam, it was reported yesterday.
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Plane in Lobby Plugs
"Flight

Command"

—

Rochester
Another first has been
chalked up by Lester (Loew's) Pollock.

To

ballyhoo

"Flight

Command,"

which opens at Loew's Friday, he's
had a two-seater cabin plane set up
on the promenade of the theater,
first time a full-size plane has ever
been brought into a theater in this
part of the state.
Along with the
plane, Pollock has a big parachute
attached to the ceiling over the
lobby.

UK Remittance Allocation Set

(Continued on Page 3)

Pro Rata Basis Will Govern Distribution
Pa. Senate Gets Bill
To Tax Bank Nights

Rules No Larceny
In Sneak Admission

Allocation of British remittances
settled yesterday, it was learned
following a meeting of the

was

Detroit

MPPDA

board of directors.
It was reported that Loew's had
sought to have included in its allocation an additional amount covering
the investments in theater properties
in England, but it is understood that
this minor situation had been cleared
Jan. 27.
that each company would reHaluska sees $600 to be raised in up so

—

Harrisburg, Pa. A measure to
provide a Department of Public Assistance by requiring a license from
theaters running Bank Nights was
introduced by Senator John Haluska
before the Senate adjourned until
(Continued on Page 3)
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attorney finds a suitable charge, following the court's ruling.
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without paying the admission charge
cannot be prosecuted as petty larceny, since no theft is involved, according
Recorder's Judge W.
to
McKay Skillman. Case of one youth
apprehended at the Fox Theater is
being held up until the proescuting
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GWTW &

"Rebecca" Take Arthur Ziehm Establishes

Honors

Canadian

Toronto

in

Poll

New

Distribution

Company

— Canadian

15, 194

COmirtG and GOInG

motion picture
With 14 branches established, Arcritics, voting in the first Dominion- thur Ziehm has organized a new disVol. 79. No. 10
Wed.. Jan. 15, 1941
10 Cents
F.
L.
HARLY, managing director in Gi
wide poll sponsored by The Canadian tributing company headquartering at
Britain for iOth-Fox, arrived here yesterday
Motion Picture Exhibitor, named 729 Seventh Ave. First program con- Clipper
from Bermuda.
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher
David O. Selznick's
as the sists of a dual "horror bill" including
LEON NETTER, Paramount theater chieft,
No. 1 film of the 1939-40 season, it "Torso Murder Mystery' and "Face
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
General Manager
leaves New York tcday for Atlanta, going
was announced yesterday.
at the Window."
Miami from there and returning here Tuesc
CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor
The Dominion poll, an adaptation
Herman Rosenfeld is sales manNORMAN ALLEY, of News of the Day,
of The Film Daily's pioneer U. S. ager and John J. Rein is vice-presi- yesterday for South America.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y., symposium, saw a second Selznick dent.
Branches have been set in
NOEL COWARD has arrived in New Zeal
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
production, "Rebecca," winner in the Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Pitts- from Australia, returning to the U. S. W
J. VV.
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
he
leaves that country after an extensive
19th Film Daily canvass, place sec- burgh, Detroit, Cleveland, Kansas
Entered as
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
MILTON BERLE is here from the Coast.
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the ond. Wanger's "Foreign Correspond- City, St. Louis, Salt Lake City, DenDAVID HEMPSTEAD has returned to the Ci
post-office at
New York, N. Y., under the ent" and De Mille's NWMP, tied for ver, San Francisco, Los Angeles and
after a three-week stay in New York.
Terms (Postage free) third
act of March 3, 1879.
and fourth; Sol Lesser's "Our Minneapolis.
United States outside of Greater New York
Ziehm has been in the distributing
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, Town" was fifth; Metro's "The MorForeign, $15.00.
Subscriber should tal Storm" and "Pride and Prejudice" business in New York for several Court Refuses to Dismiss
$3.00.
remit with order.
Address all communications were
tied for sixth and seventh; years and at one time was general
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
to
lorgenson's Trust Suit
New York. N. Y.
Phone BRyant 9-7117. "Abe Lincoln in Illinois" was eighth, foreign sales manager for the old
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Cable address: and "Convoy," "Pinocchio" and "Wa- Goldwyn Distributing Corp. He opDallas, Tex.
Motion for dismis;
Filmday, New York.
terloo Bridge" were tied for ninth, erated theaters in Shanghai and
by defense attorneys was overrul
Manila and had his own company in by Judge W. H. Atwell in H.
Representatives:
HOLLYWOOD. Calif.— tenth and, necessarily, eleventh.
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone
("Foreign Correspondent,"
Germany before the Hitler regime.

GWTW
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:
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LONDON—

Ernest \V. Fredmnn. The Film Renter. 127-133 Wardour St.,
\V. I. PARIS— P. A. Hnrle, Le Film, 29 Rue
MEXICO CITY— MarcoMarsoulan
(12).

Granite 6607.

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismn, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Calle del

Sindi-

and "Abe Lincoln in
Illinois" were Film Daily poll
winners; GWTW, NWMP and
"Convoy" were released too late

Storm"

to

be eligible.)

The Exhibitor polled Dominion ex-

riNANCIAL
(TitesJav, Jan.

1-1)

Jorgenson's

anti-trust suit agaii
the Interstate Circuit which went

"Our Town," "The Mortal

hibitors on the biggest b.o. attracwith this result: "Rebecca,"

tions,

Technicolor Treatment
For "Superman" Series

on Monday. Jorgenson clai
he was forced by Interstate to ra

trial

his prices at his East Grand Thea'
from 10 to 25 cents, thereby cai
Shift of plans to make the series- ing him a loss of
$18,000. He is aski
picture, "Adventures of Superman,"
for triple this amount plus $5,(
in Technicolor instead of in the origattorneys' fees.
inally planned black-and-white, has
Karl

Hoblitzelle testified he I
necessitated the postponement of the advocated increased prices
in sub'i
River" and "Waterloo Bridge," tied; productions release until the Spring, ban houses and clearance
NWMP, GWTW, "My Son, My Son," it was learned yesterday from gocd of the industry and to for
prot
Feathers," tied; "Shipyard sources close to the situation. Orig- his downtown houses. Two men
Net "Four
wi

"Northwest Passage," "Swanee

1
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Monogram

Picts.

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

13,4

9</4

1 34
9l/8

run at the

7-fVg
19V2 — Va Billboard Regulation
— Va Urged by Gov. Lehman
+

ref.

Loew's deb

nix, starts an indefinite
Little Carnegie today.

Va

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith

inally, release was announced for
Most popular stars, as voted by December or the present month.
Canadian exhibs. in Editor S. H.
The film is currently before the
Falk's poll, are: Spencer Tracy, Clark color cameras at the Fleischer StuGable, Mickey Rooney, Gary Cooper, dios in Miami, Fla., with the staff
Deanna Durbin, Jeanette MacDon- there concentrating on the initial
ald; Bette Davis, Nelson Eddy, tied; "chapter," of which there will be 12
Tyrone Power, Gene Autry.
when the entire series is completed.
Production is based upon the comic
"Rebecca," Film Daily poll No. 1 strip character, "Superman," and the

Sally."

1

/4

9l/8

— %
—

Albany Governor Lehman in bis
annual message to the Legislature
recommends the adoption of a law
regulating billboards along state
highways "to preserve the beauty of
our countryside and to increase highway safety and efficiency." The message does not suggest a tax on bill-

chapter of the adventures will
deal with his advent on earth from
the fictitious planet, Krypton.
Paramount will distribute the film.
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Clearance Board

—

West Coast Bureau of

Heads

Named

Cohen,

Para. Studio Service Mer
Not to Lose Jobs, Rights

ployes who are drafted or enlist
military service will be guaranty
a continuation of their group ins
ance policies at studio expense,
Joe Lee of 20th-Fox
employment when they return, wi
Motion Picture Associates their term of service figured as c|
tinuous time at the studio, and
Joe Lee, of 20th Century-Fox, yes- weeks' added salary, not in exel
terday was elected president of Mo- of $600, when joining the serv
tion Picture Associates, succeeding according to a statement issued
Jack Ellis who was not a candidate Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president
for re-election.
charge of studio operation.
Ben Abner of M-G-M and Seymour
The statement emphasized the f
Schussel of Columbia were elected that men who enlist will be given
trustees and Louis Kutinsky of RKO same privileges and consideration
was named sergeant-at-arms. Others those who are drafted.

boards.
He also recommends that legisla63/8
63/8
Universal Corp. vtc.
1/g
6V2
Universal Picts.
tion be enacted to "prohibit discrimination in employment on account of elected were James Frank, National
race, color or creed in all businesses Theater Supply Co., first vice-president; Mathew Cahan, second viceRosenfeld
affected with a public interest."
president; Saul Trauner, Columbia,
Ont.
Moe Fraum, recording
treasurer;
Philly Funeral Services
secretary, and Charles Penser, finanToronto Canadian distribs. have
cial secretary.
named Wolfe Cohen, Warner's gen- Held for Harry
Installation of officers will be held
eral manager in the Dominion, and
Philadelphia
Harry Marcus, 55, at a luncheon next Tuesday at the
Louis Rosenfeld. general manager of
Hotel Astor.
Columbia, as advisory members on once prominent in independent disClearance tribution here, was buried here yesthe Ontario Provincial
terday. With his brothei-. Gene, he Patrick J. Nolan Dead
Board.
had been in the indie exchange field
Ottawa. Ont. Patrick J. Nolan,
before he went West several years 64, owner of the Rexy, Nola and
Norman Alley to S. A.
ago. Upon their return, a few years Avalon Theaters and operator of the
Norman Alley left yesterday for back, they organized Allied Pictures. first two, is dead here. Nolan, a formSouth America to establish perman- Another brother was once mavor of er mayor, entered the theatrical field
after 30 years as a druggist.
Salt Lake City.
ent offices for News of the Day.
Trans-Lux

had sold Jorgenson pictures abij
the time that prices were advam
said that he had told them it wa
good thing and made money for h
Testimony is still being taken.

Marcus

—

—
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lay Settle Cuban
ontroversy Today

Fee at $10 Daily

{Continued from Page 1)
ion will be satisfactory to th? U. S.
stributors, but unless final settlent of the matter is made, there is
very definite possibility that they

of motion picture disputes and will
be maintained in each of the 31 tribunal districts. The fee can be waived
or reduced if, at the discretion of the

again

11

stop

all

servicing

T

of

@

counts.

obber Sees Picture
.ttendance on Upturn
(Continued from Page 1)

rro" and "Tin Pan Alley" are dobetter business now than
ilg much
tey would have done in any other
The pubiriod in picture history.
1
is still shopping for pictures, acceding to Wobber, and only the bett; offerings are participating in the

provement.

i

(Continued from Page

"We have had

great success in re
uing 'Grapes of Wrath.' A lot of
ople who could not afford to see it
are now able to do so."
'fore
irough their openings in New
irk and elsewhere, he said, "We
pect splendid returns from 'Chad
mna' and 'Hudson's Bay.'
'The New York consent decree will
certain restrictions on operaID;
but improvement cf business
Ihis,help
to cope with these changes."
bber ssid he "could not announce
this time whether his organization
uld be expanded or what other
ps would be taken to meet the dee." He added: "We are working it
as rapidly as we can but our main
oblem right now is selling this

©

©

AAA,

IN Philadelphia

on a course

deserving

Showmen's Club has embarked
spotlighting
because it would

would

Ihe
of

lull

for all

the

to make arbitration as
simple and inexpensive as possible
so that an exhibitor would not lose
his right to arbitrate.

association

—

Houses in Polio Drive;
Schenck Thanks Exhibitors

—

(Continued from Page

.„

'

the

1

program."

ar's

location Is Set
n U. K. Remittance
Uf

(Continued from Page 1)

ve remittances on a pro rata basis.
The board also considered the

from U.

•

•

Tickets

(Continued from Page
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tit:

neral Parlor, Brooklyn

MacKenna

MacKenna has been apmanager of the Oklahoma

Ernest A.
tinted

iifcfinch

of Ross Federal Service, Inc.

WEDDING BELLS

1)

':.

and the nature of the
records kept at the home office and at
each theater, Timothy C. Mooney,
acting commissioner of the Internal
Revenue Bureau, stated in a bulletin
tickets sold;

released yesterday.

:

j

;-

,-:;.;

without a price printed,
Joyce and stamped or written thereon at the
('en Ward will be married Saturday time they are sold is unlawful and
z
St.
Alban's Episcopal Church, told printers wherever possible or'Vjstwood. Miss Joyce is under con- ders for such tickets should be dist'.ct to 20th-Fox.
couraged by the printer.
rht

Coast Bureau

"Solly wood

for necessary material.
Terming the response "exceptional," Schenck added, "The success
of this drive for so worthy a cause
will again show the world what an
important part in community life the
motion picture theater can play."
Harry Brandt last night said he
still hoped for 100 per cent enrollment in the theaters' drive.

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Brenda

Welcome

(Continued from Page 1)

Miss Bishop" with a dual premiere at

and the 1,236Crowd of 2,500 was

the 1,884-seat Stuart

Pa. Senate Gets Bill
To Tax Bank Nights

seat Nebraska.
(Continued from Page 1)
at the station to welcome the Hollywood contingent, and 8,000 jammed towns over 3,000 population; $1,200
the University Coliseum for events in towns from 3,000 to 10,000 populatransferred indoors because of the tion, and $1,600 in cities over 10,000.
Theater owners would be required
weather.
Visitors from the Coast included to deduct 15 per cent of the value of
the producer, Irvin S. Cobb, Mr. and the prizes given away at Bank
it, whether tickets are sold at all of
Nights, the sum remaining to go to
the theaters through ticket vending Mrs. William Farnum, William Gargan, Lois Ranson, Neil Hamilton, the county treasurer.
machines which record the number of

The Bureau warned that printed
Ml'i

aters' committee, yesterday extended
his thanks to exhibitors who have
joined in the enterprise. He pointed
out that those who had neglected to
pledge their support still had time
by calling committee headquarters

Sleet Fails to Chill

"Miss Bishop"

parade and
Square is

Schenck, national
Nicholas M.
chairman of the Motion Picture The-

S.

Use

Times

of the parade.

Wilma Kasper, being chosen

to

in

for today when ushers,
models and show girls will solicit
dimes from spectators. Mayor LaGuardia will officiate in changing the
name of Times Square to Dimes
Square. Eddie Dowden is in charge

—

Okay

mammoth

scheduled

of Philadelphia in the contest

,;;ii

|

tomorrow. A
demonstration

the Kitty Foyle
sponsored by the Philadelphia Daily
News and the Stanley -Warner Theater
(2) Ginger Rogers being named "The Vitamin Girl of 1941" for her pep and naturalness
by Wilhela Cushman, fashion editor of the Ladies Home Journal
and (3) the Fashion Features show at the Hotel Astor
This is how Rutgers Neilson, McCormick's publicity manager, tied
La Kasper was brought to New
together the three threads:
York to participate in the Fashion Features Show as the gal who
most closely resembles the Ginger Rogers Vitamin Girl type
Result:
publicity plus for "Kitty Foyle," Ginger Rogers, its
all of which proves that
star, RKO Radio, and the Rivoli
good strategy pays promotional dividends
ing: .... (1) a model,

the letter.

Appoints

the Sleepy City?

isolated

The board meeting was adjourned the name of the circuit owning the
til Friday.
theaters rather than the name of
e#
each individual theater must secure
rvices for Joe Webb
Funeral services for Joe Webb, written permission from the Bureau
it
udeville comedian who died at the of Internal Revenue after furnishing
ek-end of a heart attack at 54, to the Bureau information showing
re held yesterday at the Treber
the number of theaters operated by

I

is

T

and unrelated news events
were
McCormick's RKO Radio publicity department
as the springboard to catapult the New York "Kitty
Foyle" premiere
at Jimmy Dunn's Rivoli Theater
into
publicity material
The three events in order of their happen-

9

Name on

•S

T

1)

participate in the Infantile Paralysis
"March of Dimes" drive which opens

raised only through

adroitly used by S. Barret

eeler to Will H.

in

THREE

is

ever said that Philadelphia

V

Senator Burton
Hays, protesting
Meed Gov't
ainst what he termed "propaganing for war" by the motion pic- Circuit
"e industry.
No action was taken

fer

:l

Who

membership

f.

:

mi

despite the fact that the fund

work

Paul Felix Warburg, chairman of
administrative committee, said
yesterday that it was the aim of the

our keys

—

Club either

appears that the charge
hardship
a
on an

it

exhibitor,

and other lull-blown communities
to follow
suit
The org. has set up a welfare fund committee to act as a clearing house
for unemployed members of the industry there
It'll
work the other way, too, because if a film company or exec, is looking
for trained pic personnel
the supply of same is also a function of
the Club
That's by no means the limit of the plan
The boys
have decided
and we have James A. Dalton's word for it, and
he's the Club's publicity director
that the members feel that
there's been and is a lack of support
for those men in the industry
who lose their jobs
Consequently, the welfare fund is aimed at
aiding them
and those in need don't have to be members of the
b3 well

1)

tickets

Mary Anderson, Martha O'Driscoll,
Wayne Morris, Albert Dekker, Bar-

TO THE COLORS!

bara Pepper and Dave Werner.
Director Tay Garnett and Mrs.
Garnett arrived from New York, but
Cleveland Joe Minsky, Vitagraph
Garnett was sent to bed, suffering
from the flu on his arrival. Bess city salesman, will be guest of honor
Streeter Aldrich, author, also came at a stag dinner staged by the film
Plane bringing Marsha Hunt boys of the city at the Variety Club
on.
was grounded. UA reps, here in- on Monday as a final fling before
cluded D. V. Lucas, Bernie Evans, Minsky reports for active duty in the
Army on Tuesday. Eddie Bergman
H. M. Masters and Gabe Yorke.
Coast contingent visits Omaha to- of 20th-Fox is in charge of arrangeday for p.a.'s at the Omaha Theater. ments.
'

—

''This

yarn packs more wallop than any other that I know!''

NewspaPerdom's acknowledged No. J

Story-Teller,

MARK

HELLINGER

"It's

the most powerful

icvl
she

1

;^

!/V directed since
\|UL

WALSH

'

...

'What

^

.

:

..

Price Glory'!"

|

:

/;;;

"My story to

top

'Little

Author

W.

Caesar'
R.

is

BURNETT

HIGH SIERRA!"
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Philiy Allied Elects

New York and Xetwork Commentators Turn
Radio's Spotlight on "Ten Best" Besults

To Hanson, Friedman
tinned from Page

1

i

Yeadon Theater, Yeadon, Pa., it was
announced yesterday by Howard
Dietz, exec, in charge of promotion.

Hanson's campaign was on "Joe and
Ethel Turp Call on the President."
and Friedman's on "The Women."
Approximately
2,000
campaign
books from exhibs. in the U. S. and
Canada were submitted in the contest, and the judges required more
than a week to make the awards.
Checks to 75 winners in both firstun and subsequent divisions will be
presented by exchange managers and

Board

Radio commentators found the results of THE FILM DAILY'S 19th annual
"Ten Best" Pictures contest, announced yesterday, of prime news interest, with
the result that there was wide air discussion during the day and last night, both
on local stations here and networks.
Among the programs making mention of the poll were Julius Colby's "Midnight Review" over
early yesterday morning: David Loews news program
over
12:30 p. m. yesterday; Lyle fa.bjf s "Hollywood Footlights," on
7 p.m. last night and Ben Grauer's NBC news period 11 p.m. last night
ever WEAF.
CBS also carried the results on its news period last night.

WNEW

WHN

First-Run Classification
Second

$750

prize,

Theater,

Elkhart,

Son" campaign.
Third prize, $500
Theater,

Enid,

— Rex

Ind.,

Williams,

"Judge

— George

Elco

Hardy and

Limerick, Aztec

"Another Thin Man"

Okla.,

ign.

—

Special
$100 awards Tom E. Roberts,
Colonial Theater, Elmira, X. Y., "Wizard of
()/": Emery M. Austin, Orpheum Theater,
Tulsa, Okla.. "Boom Town"; Leo T. Jones,
heater, Upper Sandusky, Ohio. "Wizard
Oz"; Jerome Engel, Family Theater. Glen
Lyon, Pa.. "The Secret of Dr. Kildare"; and
Matt II Whitham, Tift Theater, Tifton, Ga.,
"Young Tom Edison."
Subsequent-Run Classification
Second prize, $750 —Morrie Parfrey, Voge
I

of

Theater, Easl Chicago. Ind., "Northwest Passage" campaign.
Third prize, $500 Jack Albcrtson, Indiana
Theater, Indiana Harbor, Ind., "Young Tom

—

Edison"

campaign.
$100 awards

L. A. Wallis, New
Theater. Fort Worth, ".Babes in Arms";
Sid Holland, Sheepshead Theater, Brooklyn,
"Boom Town"; Robert P. Beamer, Pulaski
Theater, Pulaski, Va.. "The Women"; Jack
Harris. Mayfair Theater. Philadelphia, "Fast
urious"; and Chick Tompkins, Hoosier
er,
Whiting, Ind., "Waterloo Bridge."
Other winners receive $25 awards.

Special

l-

I

Rites for Mrs.

Weiland

—

Pittsburgh Mrs. Amelia Weiland,
wife of A. A. Weiland, veteran exhibitor who owns and operates the
Rialto Theater, Mt. Oliver, and the
Weiland Theater in this city, died
suddenly from a heart attack while
attending the Capitol Theater here.
Funeral services will be held today
Knoxville.
In addition to her
in
husband, she is survived by six sons
and four (laughters.

"Second Chorus" Clicking
key city engagements
of Paramount's "Second Chorus" is
reported to be running well ahead of
First

five

business accorded to other top grossEngagements include
ing pictures.
Worcester, Hartford, Omaha, MemPicture opens tophis and Boston.
day at the Broadway Paramount.

One for the Book
Oklahoma

City,

Okla.—While

Bert

Stern, Criterion theater manager,

was

previewing a crime picture in a private screening room on Film Row,
three bandits held up his assistant
manager, a cashier and head usher,
bound them and escaped with $425,
the theater's receipts for the day.

1)

sent decree, arbitration and answei
questions put to him by members.
The new board, elected for a thr
year period, includes Tom Lazar
and Columbus Stamper, Philad
phia;
George Reister, Shamok
Henry Sork, Schuylkill Havsn.
ternates for one year each inch
Melvin Koff, Darby; David Brodstt
Reading; William Spiegel, Philad
phia, and Harry Fried, Ardmore.
Fifty-four members, representi
100 theaters, were present. New gi
e: nors will meet shortly to elect
secretary, business manager, tre
urer and assistant secretary.
.

Pix Co-op. on Latin-Amor. Ties
Personnel of Committees to

Work With Gov't

1

exploiteers in the various territories.
Other leading winners:

Governors

ontinued from Page

(

WMCA

of

'

mtinued from Page

1)

organize itself for co-opera- Twentieth
Century-Fox plans to
tion with the co-ordinator's office. send Alice Faye to Brazil for the
In conferences over the past few opening of "The Road to Rio," acweeks with John Hay Whitney, di- cording to Whitney, and Paramount
rector of the motion picture division is contemplating sending Dorothy
of the co-ordinator's office, repre- Lamour on a personal appearance
sentatives
of
the
industry have tour and will ask Cecil B. De Mille
formed co-operating committees to to arrange his time to include a lecmake mote effective the whole range ture tour of the other republics in
of its contribution; in feature films, die Western hemisphere.
short subjects and newsreels."
"Increased newsreel coverage will
be an important feature of the inPix With So. Amer. Locales
with the GovAt the same time, Whitney an- dustry's co-operation
program," Whitney said.
nounced that several feature films in- ernment
Not man Alley, famous News of the
volving Central and South AmerDay cameraman who has covered
ican themes are now in production
the Far East and Europe, will leave
or in preparation.
Included are
for South America within a few days
Metre. -Gohiwyn-Mayer's "The Life
and other crews are expected to folof Simon Bolivar" to feature Robert
now editing a
Taylor; two 20th Century-Fox pro- low shortly. Pathe is
series of short subjects on South
ductions, "The Road to Rio" with
America, the first of which, "Eyes
Alice Faye and Carmen Miranda, and
on Brazil," will be released next
'Blood and Sand" with Tyrone Powmonth.
er; RKO's "They Met in Argentina,"
Entertainment Pix Solely
which will introduce a new LatinAmerican star; and "Rurales," a
"The program outlined by the inMexican story on which Paramount dustry is to be based solely on the
is working.
presentation of entertainment films,"
Several pictures scheduled for pro- said Whitney. "Our American screen
duction in the near future may be has always attracted the greatest
photographed either in whole or in audiences in the world because of its
part in Central and South America. freedom of expression and expression
A special ctmmittee has been formed of freedom. The producers feel that
to investigate production facilities through sympathetic study of the
now available in Central and South cultural bonds existing among the
America, as well as desirable locales. American Republics, elements of
screen entertainment, heretofore unExperts to Co-op. With PCA
discovered or not fully utilized, can
Whitney, who is now on the Coast
be found and brought to life on the
holding conferences with leaders of
screen and this, we know, will do
the industry, said that the Motion
much to create a better understandPicture Producers and Distributors
ing among the nations of this hemisof America has agreed to appoint an
phere."
expert on ways of life in the other
Personnel of Committees
American Republics to serve in the
In
announcing appointments to
office of the Code Administrator in
Hollywood.
This person will co- the committee, Rockefeller said that
operate with all of the producers to the executive committee, which will
insure authenticity in films involving be headed by Y. Frank Freeman,
Central and South America and to president of the Association of Moadvise on language and histf rical tion Picture Producers, will direct
problems. Whitney also said that the the program to be undertaken in coleading studios in Hollywood have operation with Whitney, representing
appointed, or will appoint, special the co-ordinator's office. Serving on
representatives who will concentrate this committee are: Edward Arnold,
on South and Central American as- Sam Briskin, Frank Capra, Sheridan
pects of production. In certain cases, Gibney, Samuel Goldwyn, Louis B.
companies have already sent for Mayer, George J. Schaefer, David
first

to

Large Screen Television
To Be Shown by Scophoi
First American showing of a S
phony large screen television dem.'
•.nation will take place this afterru
5 p.m. at a 5th Ave. and 5'
Solomon Sagall, man:
8c. sludio.
,ng director of Scophony, Ltd.
London will supervise the details.

|

representatives in Central and South
America to confer on this problem.
P.A.'s for
It

Neighbor Republics

the plan of the industry to
a number of its leading per-

is

Walter Wanger, Cliff
Work, and Harry M. Warner.
Pets, nnel of co-operating committees as announced by Rockefeller folO.

Selznick,

lows:

send
Committee on visits to South
formers to Central and S( uth Amer- America: Joseph M. Schenck, chairica to appear personally at premieres. man;
Edward Arnold, Kenneth

at

2Cth-Fox

Renews

Six Options

llrst

Bureau of

THE FILM DA,—

Coast

Hollywood

— Twentieth

Centu

Fox has renewed options on

J:

John
Payne,
Charlo
Greenwood, John Carradine, J<
Withers,

Suttcn. Also that of Dan B.
head of camera department.

Cla

Thomson, and Benjamin Thau.
Committee on South American

Sam

facilities:

E.

Mannix,

J.

f

Briskin, chairm
Scl Wurtzel, Ma

Nathan Levinson, Keith Glennan,
Lesser, J. D. McDonough, and V

Ham

Koenig.

Committee of the Academy of 1
tion Picture Arts and Sciences: \l
ter Wanger, chairman; Frank Caf
Jat
Major Nathan
Levinson,
Stewart, and Robert Riskin.
Short subjects committee: G
ther Lessing, chairman; Jack Ci
tc k, Gordon Hollingshead, and Hi
McCollum.
Art direction committee: Cec
Gibbons, chairman; Richard E
William Cameron Menzies, and J

Otterson.

Committee on story mater
Sheridan Gibney, chairman;
neth MacKenna, Milton Krims,
Kenneth Macgowan.

For the Record
Scrambled
Slant

credited

Town"

type

the

in

"Critical

Ten Best' " yesterday
THE FILM DAILY's "Boorr

at

review

excerpt

to

ATAHT.

For the record:

ATAHT: "...

truly

a

splendid

i

screen offering on every count . .
should be one of the strongest offerings of the year."
(June 17, 19401
"Boom Town": "This story of wildj
and turbulent days in the oil indus-J
.

(

try

is

sure-fire

should click
1940).

entertainment ancj
." (Aug. 6.

heavily

.

.

i

TEN OUT OF TEN
NINE
of

The Ten Best Pictures
of 1940

;er.

iry,

isio

opb

As

Selected by the Critics of

The Nation

in the

FILM DAILY X S NINETEENTH
ANNUAL POLL
WERE PHOTOGRAPHED WITH

Eastman Plus
THE OTHER PICTURE

£

X

WAS PHOTOGRAPHED

Negative
IN

TECHNICOLOR ON

EASTMAN NEGATIVE

J.

;;:

lit'

BRULATOUR. he

:

-

FORT LEE

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

ADAM HAD FODR SON
they were nothing but men... to be

wooed -one by one
-ror destroyed!

...

A Real Woman's Picture!
WARNER

Mm tj&MMm.
Adam Had Four Sons
SUSAN

FAY

HELEN

RICHARD

JOHNNY

ROBERT

HAYWARD WRAY- WESTLEY- DENNING DOWNS SHAW
•

A

•

Screen play by William Hurlbut, Michael Blankfort
Robert Sherwood Production • Directed by GREGORY RATOFF
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Character

The Daily Newspaper

iternational in Scope

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

itimctte
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^dependent
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TEN CENTS

1941

MAJORSJAN INVEST_^FROZEN"
Local Polls Reflect National
Ipnsensus Shows
ijreement on Eight Pix;
Ifebecca," "Grapes" Lead

"Ten Best"

Editorial

The

Director's

=^^=
.

.

.

UX

importance

the 1940 "Ten Best" in retrospect

By HOLLIS KENNAHAN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

—

r

"Ten Best" shows

eight of the 10 productions.
I This
is on the basis of reports
llde by the 25 newspapers which
(Continued on Page 4)

Further, the
directors

1940

poll

who contributed

attests

pointedly to directorial

—

longevity.

Six

of

the

nine

"Ten Best" Alfred Hitchcock was responsible for two,
choice, and Wanger's "Foreign Correspondent," the No. 4

to the

Results

Purchase of Properties to
Be Permitted; All Theater
Deals Need Gov't Sanction

By CHESTER B. BAHN
indicative once more of the idenof critical perception of proeditorial retrospect, perhaps the stand-out feature of the results of THE FILM
sional screen reviewers and the IN
DAILY'S 19th annual "Ten Best'' Pictures poll is the fact that the productions chosen
li-going public for which they
by the 546 participating critics and reviewers represent the skill and technique of
te, consensus of local polls contted across the country in con- veteran directors.
Indeed, it may not be going too far to say that the importance of the experienced
Iction with The Film Daily's 19th
demonstrated.
agreement director in the Hollywood scheme of things was never more strikingly

fliual

COIN

Selznick's. "Rebecca," the No. 1
are no strangers to the nation-wide canvass.
selection

—

distributing companies can
their blocked English currencies to buy properties, including
theaters, i n
BritGreat
ain,
subject
in the case
of theater acquisitions t o
the okay of
the Exchange

U.

S.

now use

Control

the enviable record of King Vidor. From the standpoint of the total number
"Ten Best" honors during the 19 years THE FILM DAILY
His first "Best"
has conducted its symposium, Vidor is tops with no less than eight.
picture was "The Big Parade" in 1925; his latest, of course, Metro's "Northwest Passage."
Between these were "La Boheme," 1926; "The Crowd," 1928; "Hallelujah," 1929;

CONSIDER

pay Ascap Suit

Com-

mittee, Francis
L. Har-

of pictures to be accorded

I S.-BMI Confabs

ley,

manag-

n g director
in Great Briti

(Continued on Page 7)

ain for 20thtying* on

Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington A spokesman at the
oartment of Justice told The
[m Daily yesterday that the filing

Jarraff

Hammons

Here on Aid

Fox, revealed
yesterday at
a press inter-

Preparing

To Resume Producing

v
FRANCIS

HARLEY

Ascap criminal anti-trust suit For British Mission
Milwaukee is being delayed by
Permission
erland.
Inferences between the Department
Preparations are being made by
(Continued on
Arthur Jarratt, head buver for
1 6MI.
the
return
to
to
Hammons
E.
W.
arhas
theaters,
Gaumont British
'We won't be able to file the suit rived in New York from London production field. While Hammons
[til we know the result of these
on a combination film and diplomatic long- has been identified with the pro- Brazilian
"Also,
Inferences" it was stated.
duction and distribution of short submission.
have to wait upon the outcome
(Continued on Page 3)
the nature of the trip has
While
who
the

L.

|

the

conferences

to

know

Deadline

(Continued on Page 10)

(Continued on Page 3)

ilf

Oil

Renews

rreement With

Air

Show

SAG

SAG

|reby assured that organization
receiving more than $1,000,000
(Continued' on Page 3)

Wanted Wings" to

Bow In San Antonio
San Antonio — Paramount and
In-

terstate Theaters are planning to
hold the world premiere of "I Wantled Wings" in this city sometime in
Constance
Milland,
I March.
Ray
Moore, Wayne Morris and Brian Donlevy
are expected to be present.
(Part of the picture was filmed in
I San
Antonio.
I

I

Set for Spring Trial

—

On call for the
Sioux Falls. S. D
Albany Assembly introduction of
term of U.
a 3 per cent retail sales tax by As- calendar of the Spring
semblyman Maurice Whitney, chair- S. district court here is the $523,500
(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 10)

Large Screen Tele Makes Bow
Bankers Pledge

2</2 Million

Promotion Fund

A downtown

defense legislation.
Declaring that Paramount had con-

banking group has
the promotion of Scophony television in the
United States, it was revealed yesterday when Scophony, Ltd., gave
its premiere American demonstration on a 9 x 12-foot screen before
approximately 150 newspaper and
technical men.
Scophony, which has an application with the FCC for licenses to

(Continued on Page 10)

{Wednesday, Oct. 9)

Wheeler Charge Baseless
Says Para. Newsreel Head
Al J. Richard, editor of Paramount
News, yesterday replied to Senator
Burton K. Wheeler's complaint concerning Paramount's treatment of
the current controversy on pending
_

w

in his

Row

Extended

lohnson-Hartman Suit

—

5ulf Oil Co. yesterday announced
series over
j renewal of the
[S for an additional year, and

'"I

Proposed N. Y. Sales Tax
Hits Higher B. O. Scales

is

e

to use blocked
Page 8)

Tax

\'

i

rooms at the
Sherry Neth-

pledged

$2,500,000 for

Deadline for shutting off remittances from Brazil due to the tax
controversy has been extended. Ex(Continued on Page 10)

Paramount Execs. Will
Speak at Balaban Dinner

—

Adolph Zukor, ParaChicago
mount's board chairman; Stanton
(Continued on Page 3)

Pavone to Head "I/"
New Haven Exchange

—

John Pavone has been
manager of the Universal

New Haven
named

Morris
succeeding
here,
branch
Joseph who has been retired on a
pension after 28 years with the comPavone formerly was a salespany.
man.

V
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MEXICO CITY— Marco-
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Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

country, the

Commerce Department

The plan of the Regulating American product.
Irvin Shapiro, head of World
Commission was reported to be a

(Wednesday, Jan. 15)
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addition to giving the
domestic industry in Spain tbe benefit
of foreign technical experience,
would offer to Spain a varied program, the benefits of whicb would
not leave Spain in the form of foreign currencies.
Following its rejection the Regulating Sub-commission has made other proposals, as
yet undisclosed.
in

Illinois

UTO

to
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are now exploring other
with Latin-American product
looming as the probable fare to replace the others on their screens, it
pictures

fields,

was pointed
Rapid

out.
strides and

improvements

in

production made by Mexican and
Argentinian producers are expected
to open the trade doors to pictures
from those countries and at the same
time belp to strengthen the trade
relations with the U. S.
First of a number of Spanishspeaking pictures acquired by World,
"Night of the Mayas," had its premiere at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse
this week. A CBS short wave broad-

Mexico and South America

MPPDA Names

Men

"Land

MPPDA

"Red Apple"
on

—A

of

THE FILM DAILY

"red apple" reception for O. Henry Briges will be beld
here on Jan. 27 wben the new president of Producers Releasing Corn,
arrives for his first visit as PRC's

A

See Legislative Defeat
For Billboard Measure

—

Albany A crop of billboard regulatory bills to implement Governor
annual message to the
legislature
advocating
restriction
along bighways for scenic and safety
reasons is shortly to follow, it is understood here.
With organized labor opposed, passage is not looked for. Support of
labor's position is found, too, from
upstate exibs.

formulating
Lehman's
nlans for the event wbich is to in-

1%

committee

is

clude the presentation of a large red
qpple, tagged with a signed nledge
of loyalty to Briggs and PRC by
every member of the organization.
Jump,
Details are in the hands of George
Pledges Ohio's
production head, and
Ratcheller,
Eddv Graneman, advertising and
Columbus, O.
Taking Governor
nublicity chief.
John W. Bricker at his word, it is
now "officially" definite that there
$1,500
will not be an increase in the state's Toraenson
three per cent admission tax during Tn His Interstate Suit
the next two years.
Dallas, Tex. H. N. Jorsrenson was
awarded $1,500 in his anti-trust suit
against the Interstate Circuit. Joro-pusnn claimed actual damages of
$18,000 and nsked for trinle d'<mM'l.s, dIus $5,000 attorneys' fees. The
$18,000 loss was due, be alleged, to
being forced to raise tbe admission
1600 B'WAY, H. Y. C. - CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4
nrice at his Fast Grand Then tor from
10 cents to 25 cents.

—

'A

No Admission Tax

Governor

—

Awarded

—

G

and GOluG

CHARLES SKOURAS has returned to the Coi
after a short stay here.

HARRY HAMM,
tive

for

European represenl

general

Myron Selznick, has arrived here
Bermuda.

fn

Lisbon via

DAVID ROSE
Coast and

sails

FRANCIS
Great

arrives here Monday from
for Europe January. 25.

HARLEY,

L.

Britain

managing

20th-Fox,

for

goes

t

director

the

to

Co,

Monday.

ALEXANDER KORDA
He returns

land.

at the Sherry Nethi

is

to the

ARTHUR JARRETT
ARTHUR LEONARD

is

Coast tomorrow.
at

the

returns

Pierre.

today

O

from

cago via American Airlines.

CONSTANCE
from

MOORE

arrives

here

Men,'

Hollywood.

LEO

DEVANEY,

of the
RKO N
Depinet Sales Drive, HERB M^clNTYRE.
ern district manager, and HARRY G1TTLES0
editor of the RKO house organ, have arrived

captain

W*

Hollywood on their nation-wide
company's exchanges.

LOUIS

tbat tbe theaters should be preceded the opening of the picture.
willing to do their share in contributing needed revenue but that exField
hibitors sbould not permit discrimiPlug
of Liberty"
natory taxes to be levied.
Otber laws facing Illinois exFour special field men have been
hibitors include two-men-in-a-booth,
to handle
censorship and licensing require- named by tbe
ments, Zorn warns, asking that the- publicity for "Land of Liberty."
ater men join forces in putting up a which is being distributed by M-G-M.
Tbe representatives are Gabe
united front.
Yorke, veteran screen nublicist, who
will cover the West; Mark Larkin,
Reception
New England: Joseph C. Shea, the
Coast
For Briggs
South, and I. E. Beer, the Midwest.

chief.

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

United States which have depended on foreign and "exceptional"

out

Hollywood

6s46 1023 8 1023'8 1023/8

"little" theaters

in the

Springfield. 111.—United Theater
Owners of Illinois is urging its members to be prepared to resist legislation that singles out theaters for
In a current bullespecial taxes.
tin, President Edward Zorn points cast to

West Coast Bvreau

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith

The 500 or more

To

—

—

Pic-

commercial interchange which con- tures, said yesterday that there were
approximately 25 good French picsisted in authorizing foreign con
cerns to permit the importation of tures in New York today but con10 films per vear, provided these tended that the supply will be decompanies would produce in Spain pleted in six months. Because of the
films at a cost of not less than 400,- international situation, it is not likely
that more can be obtained.
000 pesetas.

Discriminatory Taxes

riNANCIAL

specialize in the distribution of Latin-

reports.

This,

COmiM

THE FILM DAILY

Acting on the belief that French
Washington American companies and other European pictures will not
have not accepted the plan of the be otainable when the present supply
Regulating- Commission of Spain re- in this country has been released,
garding production of films in that World Pictures Corp. is planning to

—

10 Cents

Thurs., Jan. 16, 1941
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Sees Growing U. S. Market
For Latin-American Films

tising

POLLOCK,

head,

left

for

tour

of

Universal
Eastern
yesterday.

t

adv,

Miami,

CBS Petitions for Tele
Re-hearings Dismissed
THE FILM DAIl
Washington— The FCC yesterd:

Washington Bureau of

granted a motion to

dismiss

ptf

tions for reheai'ing filed by CB
directed against the action of t'
Commission of Nov. 15, 1940, grar
ing the application of Earle C.

5

thony, Inc., for a construction perm
for a television station in Los A
geles to operate on channel No.
and the making final of its cone
tional grant of June 18, 1940, of t!
application of Hughes Products
Division for a construction pern
for television station in Los Angel
to operate on channel No. 2 inste;
of channel No. 3 as requested.
CBS was also granted permissi
to withdraw its request for hearii
on its own application for a co
struction permit for a television st
tion in Los Angeles to operate
channel No. 3 instead of channel N
8 as granted by the commission.

Columbia Signs Holt
To Star in New Serial
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM

DAIl

Hollywood Columbia has sign'
Jack Holt to star in its first 194
42 seasonal serial, it was announce
yesterday. Larry Darmour will pr'
duce.

"HARD-TO-GET-TO" PEOPLE

Weeks Changes Name

ARE EASY TO GET TO BY

Of His Producing Firm
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY
George W.

—President

Weeks yesferdav announced that the
name of Phoenix Productions, Inc.,
has been changed to Range Busters,
Inc.
Five of the eight pictures in
the present series for Monogram release have been completed with next
on list, "Tumbledown Ranch in Arizona," to be filmed late in February.

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES
'PHONED

IN

FOR TELEGRAMS,
APPEAR ON YOUR

i

I

m

3%
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D4JIY-

Hammons

5.-BMI Confabs

I.

To Resume Producing

lelay Ascap Suit
(Continued from Page

be

vll

named

1)

(Continued from Page

in the suit," it

was

BMI

can reach an agreement

the Government, Ascap will be
otherwise the
'te lone defendant;
will be filed against Ascap,
s-it
MI, NBC and CBS as originally
jnounced.
•\th

•

•
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INTEREST
as

readers

their

of newspapers in conducting local polls among
an important auxiliary to THE FILM DAILY'S

annual Ten Best Pictures poll

iscap on Parade" Starts
in. 25,

mil
cir?

Buck Announces

patches

Gene Buck, president of Ascap,
sterday announced that the society
1 launch its ambitious air program,
.scap on Parade," over local indeand
ndent stations WMCA,
NEW on Jan. 25. The weekly oneur program, to be given on Satury nights frcm 8 to 9 p.m., will be
.*ried by 103 independent stations
roughout the U. S., the announceAppearing on the first program
Buck, Irving Berlin, George
[1 be
Cohan, Oley Speaks and RichMusical background
Rodgers.
I

be furnished by a 26-piece orunder the direction of RusA mixed chorus of 18
I Bennett.
ices will also be heard on the proam.
List of artists on the initial broadis not yet complete, according to
y Rose who will produce the show,
two world famous vocal artists
Deems Taylor
II be added to it.
Oscar
111
act as commentator.
immerstein II is writing the script,
se also stated that, if done on a
II

astra

t:
(

-nmercial

basis,

would cost over $25,000 a week
assemble the talent.

ulf Oil

Renews Air Show

greement With

SAG

(Continued from Page 1)

)m the broadcasting industry for
3

use of

name

to

among

a few

many

of

how

1940
dis-

successful these sub-

demonstration

let's

look

examples:

T

T

the

of participating journals located

understand

By way

the

in the

only a cursory squint at

T

ROBERT

Hunter, city editor of the Daytona Beach
(Fla.) Evening News, reports a very successful poll. .... .and
Mildred Martin of the Philadelphia Inquirer expressed her astonishment at film fans' interest in poll there, particularly in

•

•

•

renewal becomes effective
and calls for continuation
the program over 79 stations Sun-

The

enthusiastic over the dust the local poll kicked up among readers,
there being lots of ballots sent in, and the fans "sold" on THE
FILM DAILY'S system of conducting the voting

chairman of its Executive
Committee, Neal Agnew, sales chief;
Y. Frank Freeman, production head;
N. L. Nathanson, head of Famous
Players Canadian; E. V. Richards,
Paramount partner; and John Balaban, head of B & K, will be among
the speakers at the Barney Balaban
testimonial dinner in the Drake Hotel

•

•

(N.

Y.)

interest

•

W.

MARTIN, motion

I.

picture

editor

of

the

Buffalo

of some eight per cent in the number of ballots, which was the seventh
year the newspaper has conducted the poll tied in with THE FILM
DAILY, and asserts that the newspaper's solons see no reason why
the poll could not be continued indefinitely
You can imagine how

eagerly the filmgoers welcomed the prize poll

—

Frank Knight

for

fans cast

4,185 ballots,

Dick

Pitts,

duct a poll in

count.

Interest

—

E.

Courier Express, declared that this year brought an increase

Young &
ys at 7:30 to 8 p.m.
bicam is the agency handling the
rippe Hits Philly Branches
Philadelphia
Grippe, epidemic
re, has reduced working personnel
the exchanges materially.

selection of pix

that

was

so

of the

which

is

of the Charlotte

'39,

says the

'40

a big showing
(N. C.)

to

in Charleston,

West

for

a

city

of its

size

Observer, which did not con-

poll response

by readers indicates
rife in

down

Charleston Gazette clarions that the

was very

good, and the

that public taste is improving

Berkeley, Calif, (almost in Hollywood's back yard),

The Gazette, says Hal Johnson,

local theaters

have

will

make arrangements with all
first week next December

balloting during the

John C. Healey, motion picture editor

of

The Enquirer and News,

Battle Creek. Mich., said that nearly 1,100 ballots (not including those

eliminated because fans voting ineligible pix) were cast in the '40 poll
its

first

From

Harry Carey
Katherine

Stewart

Diana Wynyard
Elmer C.

y

T

•

•

ABOUT

(N. Y.)

No. 4 in this

li'l

ole trade paper's poll)

Leterman

Mildred Terriss

here on Jan. 23.
A. M. Botsford will be toastmaster
at the dinner which will mark the
honor guest's fifth anniversary as
prexy of Paramount and terminate

B & K Barney Balaban

che

Drive.

former RKO prexy, and
associated with B & K as general
counsel in the past, and Hugo Son-

Leo

Spitz,

nenschein, B
among others

& K
who

attorney, will be

speaK briefly.
Attendance at the dinner will ex-

ceed 400,

among

it is

will

expected.

others, will be all

Attending,

B & K and

Great States managers.
A. H. Blank heads the banquet
committee.

Joe

Eauimann

111

—

Joe Kaufmann, Universal branch manager, is very ill at
Mt. Sinai Hospital. He is suffering
from a "strep" germ and complicaCleveland

T

1,000 ballots were received in The PoughEvening Star & Enterprise and Poughkeepsie
Eagle-News poll and there'll be an encore next Ten Best time
The fine showing of interest in the '39 poll was duplicated
this year, according to John H. Thompson, of The Torrington
(Conn.) Register, who calls attention to the unique fact that every
ballot cast in the poll included "Rebecca" (No. 1 picture in THE
FILM DAILY poll) and "Foreign Correspondent" (which was

•

keepsie

(Continued from Page 1)
Griffis,

tions.

T

THE FILM
DAILY to

discussing deals with prominent producers and directors. It is reported
that
are
financing arrangements
nearing completion and that production may get under way actively
before summer.
Since the dissolution of Grand National which he acquired at the termination of his releasing contract
with 20th Century-Fox, Hammons
has been studying the film market
preparatory to again becoming active in production.
Detailed plans
are expected shortly.

Paramount Execs. Will
Speak at Balaban Dinner

marked

outcome and their anxiety to
see the names of the winners
Frank G. Schmidt, motion
picture editor of The Sagniaw, Mich., News, discloses an unusual
sidelight of that poll, namely, that there were so many good
pictures to choose from that some readers gave up rather than
try to make a decision (critics of Hollywood's skill, please note)
Paul Walker, of the Harrisburg (Penn.) Telegraph, was

ortly,

:;:'.

For the last several months Hammons has been reading stories and

of pic theaters there in the poll

State Journal in Springfield calls attention to the

Virginia,

talent.

is

it

view of the fact that no prize of any kind was offered as a reward
(It drew more than 4,000 votes)
W. F. Dagon of the Illinois

"Ascap on Par-

e"

159

land

sidiary polls proved to be
at

reached record heights

requires

it

from the impressive array

in all sections of the

WHN

:nt states.

^

—and

symposium

1)

understood that he plans
to launch an ambitious feature program calling for a minimum of fourpictures the first year. Negotiations
for distribution are pending with at
least two major companies.
jects,

jded.
If

Preparing

« « «

» »

Buenos Aires Hopes
For 'Dictator' Permit

—

It
is
Buenos Aires (By Cable)
hoped that the censors will
permit the showing of Charlie ChapThe
"Great Dictator" here.
lin's
press of Buenos Aires has not been
invited to the film's premiere today
Ferry service from
in Montevideo.
Buenos Aires to Uruguay's capital is
expected to start on Saturday.
still

—

:
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Nation's Critics
Local Poll Consensus Has

Two

Page 1)
cast by

sus of

THE FIRST TEN

(.Continued from

tallied

the ballots

readers

local polls.
Total number of local polls approximated 60, the balin

ance making- no count of votes and
determining local contest winners
by checking ballots against the of-

Film Daily "Ten Best."
Pictures upon which critics and
their readers differed were WarAll Ameriners' "Knute Rockne
can'' and Metro's "Edison the Man,"
ficial

—

which replaced Metro's "Ninotchka"
and the UA-Sol Lesser "Our Town."
"Knute
"Edison the Man" and
Rockne" were third and fourth respectively on The Film Daily's

Honor Roll for 1940.
"Our Town" topped

the consensus

secondary list, with "Ninotchka"
also represented on it.
It

is

interesting

to

"Rebecca", "Grapes" in
Tie for First in Consen-

Loeal Polls 9 Consensus

Variations; "Rockne"
"Edison the Man" Win

and

and Public Agree on "Ten Best'

note

that

"Rebecca" and "The Grapes of
Wrath" which ran neck and neck in
The Film Daily national poll repeats in the consensus, and that
"The Mortal Storm" is tenth on
both rosters.

reported results follow:
Flint (Mich.) Journal (Dick Shappell): "Rebecca," "The Grapes of
Wrath," ATAHT, "Foreign Corre-

spondent," "Our Town," "Northwest
Passage," "Abe Lincoln in Illinois,"

Result

—

Rockne All American," "Strike
the Band," "Drums Along the 1
hawk," "Swanee River," "Yoi

Rebecca"
UA-Selznick)
Grapes of Wrath" (20th-FoxJ
'Boom Town"
M-G-M)
All This, and Heaven Too" (Warners)
Northwest Passage" (M-G-M)
Knute Rockne All American" (Warners)
'Foreign Correspondent"
UA-Wanger)
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois"
RKO-Gordon)

25

Man" (M-G-M)
The Mortal Storm" (M-G-M)

H

Sagniaw (Mich.) News (Fiank
Schmidt):
"Boom Town," "1
Grapes of Wrath," "Knute Rocknt
All
American," "Northwest
sage," "Edison the Man," "Reb

13

ca,"

I

The

25
23

I

Tom

22
19
18

—

17

(

Edison the

"Young Tom Edison," ATAI
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois," "Fore;

OTHER PICTURES CHOSEN
'Our

Town"

(

UA-Sol Lesser)

8
5

I

4
4
4

Warners)

3
3
3

3

My Favorite Wife" RKO)
Of Mice and Men" (UA-Roach)
'Pinocchio" (RKO-Disney)

2
2

I

The
The

Correspondent."
Torrington (Conn.) Register (J<
H. Thompson): "Rebecca," "Forei
Correspondent," "Waterloo Bridg

8

'Young Tom Edison" (M-G-M)
'Pride and Prejudice" (M-G-M)
'Drums Along the Mohawk" (20rh-Fox)
Waterloo Bridge" (M-G-M)
'The Story of Vr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet
'Gone With the Wind" (Metro-Selzmck)
My Son, My Son " (UA-Small)
Ninotchka' (M-G-M)
Strike Up the Band" (M-G-M)

2

(Warners)
Sea Hawk" (Warners)
Love You Again" (M-G-M)
Four Sons" (2uth-Fox)
The Great McGinty" (Paramount)
'Swanee River" (20th-Fox)
The Biscuit Eater" (Paramount)
'Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex" (Warners)
Melody Ranch" Republic)
The Great Victor Herbert" Paramount)
RKO)
'Primrose Pathe"
Frontiersman"
'Brigham Young
Fighting 69th"

(

I

(

—

"The Mortal Storm," "Boom Town,"
Total Number ot Pictures, 35.
Not eligible for THE FILM DAILY'S poll because not generally released.
"Edison the Man."
Evening
(Tex.)
Antonio
San
News (Mary Louise Walliser) ican," "Northwest Passage," "For- "Abe Lincoln in Illinois," "North"Boom Town/' "Rebecca," ATAHT, eign Correspondent," "Abe Lincoln west Passage," "My Son, My Son,'
"The Grapes of Wrath," "North- in Illinois," "Our Town," "Edison "The Grapes of Wrath," "Pride and
Prejudice."
west Passage," "Knute Rockne— All the Man."
Dodge City (Kans.) Globe (Jay
American," "Edison the Man," "The
Philadelphia Inquirer (Mildred MarMortal Storm," "Our Town," "For- tin): *GWTW, "Rebecca," ATAHT, Baugh): "Melody Ranch," "Strike
eign Correspondent."
"Boom Town,'' "Knute Rockne— All Up the Band," "Grapes of Wrath,"
(Arthur American," "Mortal Storm," "The "Ninotchka," "Boom Town," "North
News
O.,
Cleveland,
Spaeth): "The Grapes of Wrath," Grapes of Wrath," "Foreign Corre- west Passage," "The Great Victor
Correspon- spondent,"
"Northwest Passage," Herbert," "Young Tom Edison,"
"Foreign
"Rebecca,"
"The Primrose Path," "The Story
dent," "The Mortal Storm," "Boom "My Son, My Son."
Town," ATAHT, "Our Town," "Abe
Rochester Democrat & Chronicle of Dr. Ehrlich's Bullet."
Berkelev (Calif.) Daily Gazette
"Rebecca,"
Lincoln in Illinois," "Knute Rockne (George
David):
—All American," "My Son, My Son." *GWTW, ATAHT, "The Mortal (Hal Johnson): "Rebecca," "The
Louis Post-Dispatch (Colvin Storm," "Boom Town," "Waterloo Grapes of Wrath," "Abe Lincoln in
St.
"Boom Bridge," "Foreign Correspondent," Illinois," ATAHT, "Northwest Pas"Rebecca,"
McPherson):
Town," "Knute Rockne— All Amer- "Strike Up the Band," "Knute sage," "Brigham Young," "The Story
Ehrlich's
Magic Bullet,"
Dr.
ican," "The Sea Hawk," "My Favor- Rockne
All American," "Northwest of
American,"
"Knute
Rockne All
ite Wife," "The Grapes of Wrath," Passage."
and
Bridge,"
"Pride
"Northwest Passage," "Pride and
Evening Star & "Waterloo
Poughkeepsie
-

,

—

—

Edison."

I'

16

(

I

Winning pictures in the local conand
test where sponsoring daily
Sunday newspapers tabulated and

Newspaper

"The Grapes of Wrath," "Of M
and Men," ATAHT, "My Favor
Wife," "I Love You Again," "Privi
Elizabeth and Esse
Lives
of
"Four Sons."
White Plains Daily Reporter (1
ward G. Tompkins): "Rebecc
"The Grapes of Wrath," "Forei
Correspondent," ATAHT, "Abe L
coin in Illinois," "Our Town," "Bo
Town," "Pride and Prejudice," 'fl
Mortal Storm," "Knute Rockne
American."
New Brunswick, (N. J.) Da
Home News (George Bowen): "I
becca," ATAHT, "The Great
Ginty," "The Mortal Storm,"
Story of Dr. Ehrlich's Magic B
let," "The Grapes of Wrath," "Nin
chka," "Edison, the Man," "Abe L
coin in Illinois," "Boom Town."
Battle
Creek (Mich.) Enqui
and News (John C. Healey): "Bo
Town," "The Grapes of Wrat
"Northwest Passage," "Rebecc
"Edison the Man," "Knute Rocktt
All
American,"
ATAHT, I

Town," "Young

Tom

Edison,"

Lincoln in Illinois."

Kokomo (Ind.) Tribune (Rok
Hamp, Jr.): "The Grapes of Wrat
"Rebecca," "Boom Town," ATAI
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois," "Fore
Correspondent,"

"Mortal

—

Stori

America
Rockne All
"Knute
"Our Town," "The Biscuit Eatei
Rock Hill (S. Car.) Evening H
aid (Bob Ward): "The Grapes
Wrath," "Foreign Correspondei
"Rebecca," "The Mortal Stor
ATAHT, "Waterloo Bridge," "Bo
Town," "Pinocchio," "Knute Roc
All American," "Edison the Ms
Lansing (Mich.) State Jour

—

(Walter Hackett) "Rebecca,"
Grapes of Wrath," "Ninotchl
Edison," Enterprise (Richard E. Coon): "Re- Prejudice."
"Foreign Correspondent," ATAI
"The Mortal Storm."
Observer
becca," "The Grapes of Wrath,"
Car.)
Charlotte
(N.
Town," "Edison the Ma
Detroit (Mich.) Free Press (Frank "Boom Town," "Knute Rockne All (Dick Pitts): "Rebecca," "Grapes "Boom
Edison," "Knute Roc
Tom
"Young
"Boom
ATAHT,
"Rebecca,"
R. Gill):
ATAHT, "Northwest of Wrath," "Boom Town," ATAHT,
American,"
"Drums Al<
American,"
All
Wrath,"
of
Town," "The Grapes
Passage," "Abe Lincoln in Illinois," "Northwest Passage," "Edison the
"Foreign Correspondent," "North- "Pride
"Drums Man," "Knute Rockne All Amer- the Mohawk."
Prejudice,"
and
Mason City (la.) Globe-Gaz«
west Passage," "Edison the Man," Along the Mohawk," "Foreign Cor- ican," "The Mortal Storm," "Abe
Rebeccl
(David B. Kaufman)
*
"The Mortal Storm," "Abe Lincoln respondent."
Cor"Foreign
Lincoln in Illinois,"
"Boom Town," "The Grapes
"Knute Rockne All
Illinois,"
in
Harrisburg (Pa.) Telegraph (Paul respondent."
Illino
in
Lincoln
"Abe
Wrath,"
American."
"Rebecca,"
Gazette "Northwest Passage," "The St|
Walker):
Va.)
(W.
Charleston
Buffalo Courier Journal (William
American," (Frank Knight): GWTW, "Grapes of Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bull
All
Rockne—
"Knute
Martin): "The Grapes of
E. J.
of Wrath," "Boom Town," "Rebec"Of Mice and Men," 1
Wrath," "Rebecca," "Boom Town,"
GWTW, not being generally released, was ca," "Northwest Passage," "Knute ATAHT, (Continued
on Page 7)
All Amer- ineligible in Thi Him Daily's poll.
Prejudice,"

:

"Young Tom

—

—

•

—

—

ATAHT,

'

•

ATAHT, "Knute Rockne—

I

CARY GRANT alone would make a great
KATHARINE HEPBURN ditto—
JAMES STEWART likewisePUT THEM ALL TOGETHER they've
it

biggest entertainment you'll see

,

JOHN HOWARD ROLAND YOLJNG JOHN HALLIDAY MARY
NASH VIRGINIA WEIDLER Screen Play by Donald Ogden Stewart

of

made the

1941!

/

•

'

3

•

•

Based on the Play by Philip Barry
Directed by

all

—

HUSSEY

w.fhRUTH

,

in

picture

•

Produced by The Theatre Guild,

GEORGE CUKOR Produced by JOSEPH
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
•

"Boom Town" was
"PHILADELPHIA STORY"

L.

Inc

MANKIEWICZ

the darling of 1940!
is

the sweetheart of 1941!
LITHO US

—
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The

(Iher Local Polls

.

Director's

importance

the 1940 "Tew Best"

.

.

tit

Local Polls Reflect

retrospect

National "Ten Best

15 Slates

(eld in

(.Continued

and Sunday newspapers in
States conducted local polls in
cijunction with The Film Daily's
1 h annual "Ten Best" contest, but,
hgely because of the task presented
bthe tallying of thousands of votes,
nde no attempt to determine local
Daily

1

"ests."

\.mong newspapers in this cate-

from Page

1)

"Street Scene," 1931; "The Champ," 1932, and "The Citadel," 1938.
It is a distinguished array of outstanding entertainment.
Then there is Frank Borzage, whose "The Mortal Storm" for Metro is the sixth
"Best" he has scored in the poll's history.
Borzage had "Secrets" in 1924, "Seventh
Heaven" in 1927, "Street Angel" in 1928, "Bad Girl" in 1931 and "Farewell to Arms"
in 1933.
Borzage this year also had "Strange Cargo" in the Honor Roll.
Parenthetically, there are only four other directors with six "Bests" to their credit
Frank Capra, Henry King, George Cukor, Sidney Franklin.
King and Cukor are both
represented on lV-tU's Honor Roll.

g'y were:

CALIFORNIA
The

alph Ryan,

Californian, Inglewood.

ouis Jacobino, Hollywood Screen World,

H lywood.

CONNECTICUT
eo

Bridgeport

Miller,

Herald,

Bridge-

pi.

FLORIDA
M. Davidson, News

lerbert

Journal, Day-

Beach.

tcj

Moffett, Times-Union, Jackson-

ichard

ILLINOIS
lldham Paisley, Daily Republican, Marion.

KANSAS
Keilman, Capital, Topeka.

K.

.

MASSACHUSETTS
nomas

F.

Bresnahan,

THE
MICHIGAN
M.

tyrton

Riggs,

Cheboygan

Daily Tri-

MINNESOTA
Times-Tribune, Minneapolis.

4erle Potter,

NEBRASKA
arney Oldfield, Nebraska State Journal,
coin; Star, Lincoln.

NEW YORK
Cohn, Daily Eagle, Brooklyn.

PENNSYLVANIA
lenry T.

—

Honor

Roll

further

bears witness eloquently

to

directorial

Murdock, Evening Public Ledger,

adelphia.

Michael Rittenhouse, Daily SenLewistown.

.

.

Says Nazis Plot Capture
Of So. American Market
Warning

of a concentrated effort

TEXAS

by the Nazi government to take the
Houston Press, Houston.
entire Latin American market away
aymond Michero, Caller-Times, Corpus from the U. S. distributors was
r istie.
voiced here by Henri Sokal, Eurourh Lewis, American Statesman, Austin. pean director, who recently arrived
in this country after spending a
WASHINGTON
Willis Sayre, Post Intelligencer, Seat- number of months in a concentration
camp. Sokal asserted that the Nazis
were subsidizing producers and diALABAMA
'incent Townsend, News, Birmingham.
rectors in this effort, and that no
expense is being spared in an atARKANSAS
tempt to corner that market. He
ribune, Jonesboro.
urged that the U. S. act quickly.
Sokal expects to collaborate with
tfi. to Release
Pix
Mike Mindlin on the production of a
aul Hochuli,

.

Cuban

So.

American Lands

picture in Chile. Sokal was the producer and director of "They Met on
jeza Polaty is preparing his first Skis," French film current at the 55th
ban-made picture for distribution St. Playhouse. He formerly directed
Latin America by United Artists. films in Germany.

"The Kingdom of God" and
in Havana. Polaty is
Rossiter Heads Greek Drive
>orted to have a four-picture conis

;le
1

be

I.ct.

made

Product will be

• :side of Latin
Ittures Corp.

distributed

—

Louis Weiss and Sam
have organized Hollywood
Mdish Film Corp. and will produce
fir Jewish pictures. Moishe Oyshe singing star, is signed to appear
is two pictures this year.
GEollywood

—

Indianapolis Don R. Rossiter, exAssociated
of
secretary
Theater Owners of Indiana, heads a
committee of 24 named by Spyros
Skouras to represent the state's film
industry in the Greek War Relief

America by World ecutive

Frm Yiddish Film Corp.
list Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Fsen

and import.

.

drive.

Chicago

lessors

Corp.,

of

the

ground under the Oriental Theater

Illinois (Springfield) State Journal (W. F. Dagon): "The Grapes of
Wrath," "Abe Lincoln in Illinois,"

"Boom Town," "Rebecca," "Northwest Passage," ATAHT. "Knute
Rockne All American," "Edison the
Man," "The Mortal Storm," "Young

—

Tom

Edison."

Tohnson-Hartman

Suit

Set for Spring Trial
(Continued from Page 1)
action brought by Arthur R. Johnson, Sioux Falls, and J. P. Hartman,

Aberdeen,

S. D., theater operators
against producers, distributors and
operators in this territory. The action brought under the Clayton law
charges the defendants with conspiracy to force the independent operators out of business.
Among the defendants are: RKO;
Universal Film Exchange; United
Artists; Loew's; 20th Century-Fox;

Minnesota Amusement
Columbia;
The
Co. and Wellworth Theaters.
latter

two

firms

operate

theaters

South Dakota and Sioux Falls.

Toins 20th Century-Fox
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood 20th Century Fox has
Bldg., to take over the operation of
signed H2rold Clurman, founder and
the theater again. Approval of the
guiding genius of the Group Theater
offier has been asked in Washington.
in New York for over 10 years, as an
Oriental now is operated under a
associate producer. His contract belong-term contract by Jones, Linick
effective yesterday.
& Schaefer from the 32 West Ran- came
Clurman was associated briefly
dolph Street Corp., which owns the
with Walter Wanger in an advisory
ground only. Deal is expected to
capacity some years ago, but the
await the return of Robert Farrell,
Fox engagement will mark his inihead of the latter corporation, who
tial effort at actual production.
is on a vacation in Guatemala.

The Masquers Will Fete

Three Spokane Evergreen
John Barry more Jan. 21
Theaters Cut Night B. O.
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood John Barrymore is beSpokane, Wash.—The Fox, State
and Orpheum Theaters, of the Ever- ing given a testimonial dinner by
green chain, announced a re- The Masquers, Hollywood's leading
Edward
duction in their evening prices. The theatrical club, Jan. 21.
Fox and State prices are 39 cents Earle is chairman and William Coland the Orpheum, 33 cents. The tax lier and Rudy Vallee will be toastMatinee master and master of ceremonies at
of 6 cents is additional.
prices remain unchanged, with first- the dinner and show.
runs at 25c-35c.

Maurice Wolf
Boston

to

Speak

— Maurice

Wolf, division
manager for Metro, will speak at the
Postpone "Fantasia" Opening
Local premiere of University Extension Division of the
Philadelphia
"Fantasia" has been postponed until Massachusetts Department of Education on "Theater Management."
Feb. 12.

—

Boulder
(Colo.)
Daily Camera
(Robert C. Looney): "The Grapes
of
Wrath,"
"Boom
"Rebecca,"
Town," "Abe Lincoln in Illinois,"
"Northwest Passage," "Our Town,"
ATAHT. "Edison the Man," "Pinocchio," "Foreign Correspondent."

Group Theater's Founder

— B & K has been asked by

Metropolis

dent."

in

E & K Asked to Take
Over Chicago Oriental

reston
:l,

longevity

William Dieterle has three pictures, Robert Z. Leonard, William Keighley, Michael
Curtiz, William S. Van Dyke II, Irving Cummings, Garson Kanin and George Marshall
two each. All except the last two have scored with "Bests" in the past.
And the Honor Roll is replete with the names of other directors who, over a period
Scan this list:
of years, have supplied "Best" pictures.
Lewis Milestone, Lloyd Bacon, Mervyn LeRoy, Norman Taurog, Howard Hawks,
Edmund Goulding, Henry Hathaway, William Wyler, Gregory La Cava, William A. Wellman, George B. Seitz, Victor Schertzinger.
In the situation thus pointed up, there's plenty of food for thought, both East and
West
yes, and exhibition points in between.
'

Cheboygan.

lerb

—

Messenger,

Daily

wood.

e,

CRNST LUBITSCH, represented on the 1940 roster by Metro's "Ninotchka," and John
*~ Ford, who directed "The Grapes of Wrath" for 20th-Fox, now have five "Bests."
Earlier Lubitsch productions to win were "Rosita" in 1923, "Marriage Circle" in 1924,
"Kiss Me Again" in 1925 and "The Patriot" in 1928.
Ford's previous winners were
"Four Sons" in 1928, "Arrowsmith" in 1932, "The Informer" in 1935 and "Hurricane"
in 1938.
Ford has "Drums Along the Mohawk" on the 1940 Honor Roll.
Lubitsch is
represented on the latter by "The Shop Around the Corner."
Other directors who have had five "Bests" include Raoul Walsh, Clarence Brown
and Frank Lloyd, the records establish. All have 1940 Honor Roll pictures.
Jack Conway, who directed Metro's "Boom Town," has been responsible for two
other "Bests"
"Viva Villa" in 1934 and "A Tale of Two Cities" in 1936 while Sam
Wood, responsible for Sol Lesser's "Our Town," directed the 1939 No. 1 picture,
"Goodbye, Mr. Chips."
Anatole Litvak, who directed Warners' ATAHT to gain "Best" distinction this
John Cromyear, has a second picture, "City for Conquest," on the 1940 Honor Roll.
well, director of the RKO-Gordon "Abe Lincoln in Illinois," also a current "Best," has
contributed many excellent pictures in his years of Hollywood service.

(Continued from Page 4)

son the Man," "Foreign Correspon-

Title Chore for Schlesinger
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood Leon Schlesinger who
the animated title for Paramount's "Love Thy Neighbor," has
been given a similar chore on "The
did

Lady Eve," Preston Sturges' production.

)

:

w

Michigan Small Town Houses Lose Patrons
To Cities as Farmers React to Prosperity

Majors Can Invest

"Frozen" U.

K. Coin

Detroit

currencies

made

for

this

— Upstate

theater

business

exhib.tors

report.

Typical

is

the

purpose

was

the latest Governmental
rulings concerning- remittances and
other monetary matters.
However, Harley said that in the
case of theater acquisition the buying' of single theaters here and there
on a limited scale by a U. S. comin

show,

is

tending to

more en route and

report

would

probably

get

A.

Krikorian,,

Holly

official

AAA

& K

Two

Government was buying foods, that

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
practically all other imports fell
Washington
Balaban & Katz
under the heading of armaments, Corp. yesterday filed two applications
flow
but that pictures continued to
for new television stations in Chiuninterrupted. cago with the FCC.
country
the
into
Both ask for
Twentieth Century Fox has not lost frequencies on 384,000-396,000 kiloa single print in transit, Harley cycles, power 10 watts, emission A3
said.
and A5. One is to be located in the
area of Chicago as a portable-mobile
20th-Fox Business at Peak
Also of extreme interest is the and the other at 190 N. State St.

—

Deal Set

for

"Power Dive'

Hollywood

—In

METRO

announced the 1

yesterday

ing of Rise Stevens, Metropolitan

|

mezzo-soprano, to a term contract thi
not interfere with her New York an.
First v dl
Francisco opera engagements.
will be a musical in Technicolor.
<

the first tie-up of
has b |ht
aviation history, .Picture Corp. of
"Charley's Aunt," current Broadwa reAmerica, the Bill Thomas-Bill Pine
vival, from the author's heirs as a vi
unit, is using the planes of Piper AirPrice paid is report
for Jack Benny.
cralt Corp. of Lock Haven, Pa., in
This w.ll be the fourth :
$110,000.
an exploitation deal for "Power
the Brandon Thomas farce has been fi id,
Dive" lor Paramount release.
•
•
Under the terms of the agreement,
negotiating with B. C
is
Piper, producing Cub airplanes, will
Broa
the
producer
of
Sylva,
supply planes needed in tne course of
musical hit, "Panama Hattie," as a vc
production through Aircraft Assofor Shirley Temple and Ann Sothern. k
ciates, of Long Beach, Piper distribing price is stated to be $150,000. Shi ft
utors.
In exchange, Picture Corp.
role would be that played on the stag bf
will permit exploitation of the planes
e.ght-year-old Jean Carroll who is ll
in connection with the production.
Same type of deal was made by contract to RKO.
•
•
Paramount with Oldsmobile in conMILS ASTHER is returning to the A
nection with "Star Maker," Bing
' ^ ican
Universal
having |
screen,
Crosby starrer of two seasons ago.
signed him for a role in "The Man I

METRO

Sam

Kunitzky

UA Manager

Named
in St.

John

—

John, N. B. Sam Kunitzky
has been appointed office manager of
the United Artists exchange here,
succeeding George Heiber who has
St.

A

Use Warner

—
—

the studios had a large sign in front
Comstating "Business as Usual."

RALPH WILK
;J
HOLLYV 0C

By

THE FILM DAILY
what is said to be
•
•
its kind in film and
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

West Coast Bureau of

fact that the company did the greatest U. K. business in its history in Kircheimer Suit to Trial
been promoted to manager.
the calendar year just closed, topDallas, Tex.— Suit of Sam KirKunitzky until recently was a partping all business records since the cheimer, owner of the North Side ner with Sam Jacobs in the operation
company started operating there in Theater, Houston, against the Inter- of Eastern Films, an independent
Harley expressed optimism state Circuit, goes to trial today.
1916.
distributing company.
He
over this year's prospects.
pointed out that despite a loss of ulation seemed to always have money pany recently finished "Kipps," is
business in London and other heav- for films and that the general public now working on "Once
Crook,"
ily populated cities that have been is more entertainment-conscious than and "Spitfire," "Pitt The Younger"
bombings,
subjected to relentless
ever before. Musicals and comedies and "Paddy, The Next Best Thing"
business in Scotland, northeastern are the best bets for heavy grosses. are slated to follow.
England, the Coast districts and the
He said that "probably" some
Newsreels by "Air Freight"
Midlands has increased more than
800 theaters have been affected
Harley said that his company was
proportionately to offset these losses
by bombings to some degree and
regularly shipping its British Mobecause of population shifts.
that "probably" there were now
vietone newsreel every week by
about 400 more or less imporTheater Business Amazing
air freight with "some difficulties
tant houses that are closed, while
Elaborating on the amazing businaturally cropping up."
At the
rebeen
able
to
the
others
have
theEnglish
by
ness now being done
present time he is overseeing Britin
early
Theaters
open
open.
peomany
aters, Harley said that
ish production for the company in
the mornings, do their heaviest
ple in the country now working on
the absence of Robert T. Kane. Latafternoons
business
during
the
night shifts in factories went to the
ter is producing for the company
and close at different hours at
daytime shows, that the floating popin Hollywood.
location.
according
to
night
Harley plans to leave for the
London houses close at nine p.m.
Coast Monday night, and plans to
Harley said
now, it was said.
to
return to Great Britain, via Porthat there are between 3.800
Short in Recruiting
tugal, around the end of February.
and 4,000 houses now open in
He said that to date and "knocked
In response to a request from the
Great Britain.
U. S. Army, 22 prints of "Teddy, the
Harley wood" when he said it that the comproduction,
Regarding
Rough Rider," Warners' short, will
stated that his company had pro- pany's personnel had not been afbe given to the War Department.
duced eight pictures last year, more fected by the bombings and only
small property damage had resulted
The picture, starring Sidney Blackthan ever before, had just as heavy
mer, will be used for recruiting,
a schedule set for this year and to the Manchester office from a
and
entertainment
cantonment
that other companies, including Brit- bomb. It is the only company with
property damage to date.
Made under
morale by the Army.
ish producers, were going ahead.
the supervision of Gordon HollingsMetro and GFD are also producProbably Harley's best summary
head, "Teddy" already has been given
of how his company's production ing at the company's Shepherd's
an award by the Roosevelt Memorial
was going was the comment that Bush and Wembley Studios, Harley
Association.

=

—

Pershing Replaces Haight Film-Plane Exploitation

On 3A Administrative Com.

sanction, but acquisition of a large
circuit probably would be disap-

Army

Speaking-

exhibitor,

incidentals.

P. M. Haight, who recently resigned from the budget committee
of the American Arbitration Association, has also resigned from the
proved.
administrative committeee because
Harley expressed an unofficial
of ill health. His place is to be filled
"guess" that U. S. companies
by F. W. Pershing, son of Gen.
currently have between six and
John Pershing.
in
seven million pounds frozen
Pershing, who is a member of the
Great Britain.
board of directors, is a memThe 20th-Fox exec, also disclosed ber of the New York Stock Exa highly interesting point regarding change and is head of Pershing &
the film business there in the fact Co., brokers.
that the film trade is probably the
only industry in which American
Files Applications
companies are active in Great Britain B
that is operating on a "normal" For
Chi. Tele Stations
basis.
He stressed that the British

pany

of

more money than they would on a small town
drive further to more expensive first-run cities, and spend

in

)4

HCLLyWCCI

away from smaller towns in
get a slight measure of prosper-

that farm trade, ready to spend

1

16,

drifting

is

favor of the larger cities, as farmers and ruralites
ity,

{Continued from Page
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said,

Max

with Teddington active under
Milder for Warners.

-

Lost Himself," in which Brian Ahernc
Kay Francis will be co-starred.

•
DRIAN AHERNE

•

•
was signed yesterda

^

;

Producer-director
Mark Sandrich
"Skylark,"
for
which Claudette Co
and Ray Milland already had been
nounced.
_
_

B

kJUNNALLY JOHNSON

J

screen

'

"Lazy

adaptation

Galahad"

for

It's

Maine blacksmith picked

a

as

of

n

oM

Incidental!)!

success school.

a

'ij
I

the f
the

most unsuccessful man by the

tion's

ator

write

will

Joseph Sch,
20th-Fox and
of

serve as associate producer.
of

it

November, Metro purchased "Lazy La
lot,''
a comedy mystery by Kenneth
I
gins for William Powell and Myrna Loy

•
XA/ARNERS
^

•
purchased

has

the

n

"Nine Lives Are Not Enough," ih
story by Jerome Odium, authoii

*

tery

"Each Dawn

Die."

I

•

•

JEAN

RENOIR,

"La Grande

duction,
cently

director of the French

came

Illusion,"

to this country, has

^

who

been

I

si(j|

by Twentieth Century-Fox to a long-t
His assignment has not been
nounced but it will be his first work

contract.

American

films.

•

•
JACK OAKIE

has been signed by

Wan

the leading featured role
Eddie Albert in "Navy Blues," original
to

play

I

S

by Arthur Horman.

•
FONDA

HENRY

•
has been given the

"A Yank

in the R. A. F.," wl
20th-Fox's "The Eij
Flies Again."
The picture will go into [I
duction next month with Lou Edelman <l
ing as associate producer.

role in

is

the

new

THE

title

for

•
FLIGHT

•
PATROL"

has

bl

selected as the final title on the w
heretofore called "Esl
ner production
Squadron." Picture is a story of the lUl
'

—
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irge Screen Tele

J\ American Debut
(Continued from Page

5,000 At "Dimes Square'
For Start of Polio Drive

A crowd estimated at 5,000 gathered last night at "Dimes Square"

"Important"

Broadway and Seventh Avenue from

"A

—

45th to 46th Street to see the openYork, Los ing performance of the film theaters'
Vigeles and Chicago, plans to lease show in aid of the drive to raise
theater-size screens to theaters funds to fight infantile paralysis.
Parade of 1,500 ushers and other
i'thin television range at a minim rental for one year periods. film theater employes started at 8th
ar projection, as demonstrated Avenue and 56th Street and marched
Ed
fterday, was regarded as an ad- down Broadway to 44th Street.
master of ceremonies,
utage inasmuch as it will elimi- Sullivan,
'''
rte the necessity for renovation of placed the sign, "Dimes Square,"
over the street sign. He announced
theater.
Quality of reception on the screen that Al Jolson had started off the
«;:»s regarded as good, although it drive by contributing 500 dimes.
s believed by some that more light
Durbin to Attend
Use of a makeshift
s necessary.
which lacked complete lightn. 'sidio
of 'Back Street'
equipment was said to have
responsible for the absence of
Deanna Durbin will join the festivbut the technical
brilliance,
f 1
ities at the world premiere of "Back
i-^ilities appeared to be up to standStreet" which Universal is staging
e4.
in Miami on Feb. 4.
It is expected
5ol Sagall, inventor and head of
that more than 150 critics, trade
company, said that new developpaper representatives, home office
•::*ints recently completed in England
stations in

,*;ablish

I

1)

New

It's

Beautiful Job"

"Regarded Highly"

i

Deanna
Miami Bow

i

"Film Daily Year Book

ready,

for

desk

valuable,

con-

as

the

information,

cise

is

my

as important on

coming morning's mail."

;

Albert Davis,

:

and studio officials will attend.
wuld increase the lighting quality
Lou Pollock, Eastern advertising
screen by about 10 times. head
d the
of Universal, left yesterday for
S)phony plans to grant non-ex- Miami to prepare for
the week of
manresponsible
licenses
to
sive
events and details for the premiere.
: i: nicturers in this country, in addiH:-t.n
to establishing a plant of its
Coast Bowlers
as a "pilot plant for
i: an, as well

Manager
Iowa City.

Englert Theater,

Iowa.

»:

RKO

;

Win

r earch.

of the generally acIt
30-frame type.
claimed that the average projecnist can learn to operate the deThe screen is
in a half hour.
type that will permit a theater
use it for regular film projec-

Equipment
ited

t

t
t

<:

i

"The 1940 Year Book is a
beautiful job and chuck

•

Captained by Harold Lloyd, RKO
Radio's studio all-star bowling team
defeated the New York home office
team last night in a telegraphic
match, the Coast winning- bv 200 pins
in three games.
Harold Lloyd had
high game, 255, and high average.

of

will

American Scophony Telecasting
headed by Arthur Levey, has Four Color Productions
n formed to construct stations,
Para, in 6 Months
/ey, a director of the parent comly,
and Sagall were optimistic West Coast
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
terday over the possibilities of
Hollywood
Paramount will reir equipment and voiced the belease four in Technicolor during the
that it would soon take its place
next six months.
In order, they
a recognized form of entertainare: "Virginia." "Shepherd of the
nt and would increase revenue in
Hills," "Reap the Wild Wind" and
theaters.
"Aloma of the South Seas."

all

to

information

vital

full

and

is

441-line,

n.

"

:ph

Telegraphic Match

<&

be most helpful

who

enough

to

are

fortunate

have a copy."

Ed Kuykendall,
President

MPTOA.

ft

.,

If!

From

IS

—

-

'

ibor

and Studio Execs.

>nor Francis S. Carothers
Fiend

r

Coast

Bureau of

1

'

M

-

'

Herman Named Mono.
iiir?

—Rite«

who

THE FILM DAILY Philadelnhia

— Labor

and
leaders
dio executives joined in honoring
mcis S. Carothers, secretary of
tion picture international commiton studio-labor basic agreement
a surprise luncheon.
Pat Casey,
r ;d Pelton of the Motion Picture
')ducers Ass'n, secretary Kenneth
"Dmson of SAG, Ben Alexander of
RA, and Joseph Weber, president
eritus of the A F of
were among
se present.
lolly wood

';'

Hollywood
comedian,

it

3

Hold Penner Rites Today
West Coast Bvreau of THE FILM DALLY

strict

Mgr. in N. Eng.

pointed
si'
for

New England

for Joe Penner,
died
suddenly in

last week, will be held
here today.
Bearers will include
Toe Nolan, studio executive: Jack
Oakie. actor; Charles Correll. "Andy"
of "Amos and Andy": Carroll Tracy,
brother of Spencer Tracy, and Jimmie Starr, columnist.

Bartley C. Costello Dies

—

Philadelphia Bartlev C. Costello,
song writer who composed
"Hearts of the World," theme song
for D. W. Griffiths' production of
that title, died here yesterday.
70.

RKO

Extends 9 P.M. Plan

RKO

Keith's 81st St. Theater today will join other RKO houses in
st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
beginning' its last complete double
lollywood Al Herman has been
feature show with the main attrac-

—

•

t>;

I

tie

district mantion startin"' at 9 P. M. Plan accomMonogram, President W. modates both single and double fea-

y Johnston announced last night.
ture patrons.

"The Film Daily Year Book
the standard reference

is

volume of motion pictures
and I assure you this
volume will be regarded
highly by us and will be
invaluable during the year."

Walter Vincent,
Vice-President

Wilmer & Vincent Corp.,
New York City.

it

The

1941

FILM

YEAR BOOK
will surpass
all others in

every way.

COMING SOON

—

)

gw

10

Brazilian Tax

Row

Woe

And More Woe

Montgomery,

Deadline

is

Extended

(Continued from Page

1)

tension resulted from a request by
the Brazilian government for infor-

mation from American film companies which have forwarded the required data to Rio de Janeiro.
Under the new tax proposal, U.
S. distributors are being asked to
pay an eight per cent tax on 50 per
cent of the companies' combined
grosses in the last six years, which

amounted

Ala.

— Local

exhibs.

have plenty of headaches this week.
is presenting
Marvin Lowenthal in lecture; the
Baptists are holding a state-wide Bible
study; St. John's Episcopals are presenting Jussi Bjoerling in concert;
the Junior C of C is presenting Wil-

The Jewish Federation

liam D. Sal tic

I,

Thursday, January 16,
DAILY
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MAY WELL BE THAT THIS PICTURE WILL DO FOR
EDITH FELLOWS WHAT ANOTHER MONOGRAM RELEASE
'BOY OF THE STREETS' DID FOR JACKIE COOPER!'
IT

Hollywood Reporter

>^r>
j -*r*!y*«1.

2nd

Chicago lecturer and
Club is pre-

publicist; the Executives

senting

Sir

Charles

baronet,

British

in

BIG

Morgan-Webb,
lecture;

Little

World Premiere

Jack Little is playing at City Hall,
and the meat dealers are starting
a meat-eating campaign.

Hawaii Theatre

The eight
that amount

to $18,000,000.

per cent tax on half of

would be $720,000.
Distributors

are

awaiting

word from Rio on the status

final

Hollywood

Jarrall

Here on Aid

of the

situation.

WEEK

M

For British Mission

Proposed N. Y. Sales Tax
Hits Higher B. O. Scales

(Continued from Page

1)

been revealed officially, it is
understood that Jarratt seeks the
support of major American film com
panies in aiding certain British
charities and war relief projects.
It is believed by some that Jarratt
will endeavor to get American companies to agree on a plan whereby
a percentage of the film rentals in
England will be donated for relief
work.
It is reported that American repnot

(Continued from Page

man
ment

1

of the Taxation and RetrenchCommittee, a few days after

companion bill had been hopby Senator William Bewley
augurs a new drive for passage of
the

pered
such

a

measure, Capitol

observers

believe.

Theater admissions of more than
51 cents are subject to a five per
cent levy. While this would not affect such upstate cities as Albany,
Troy, Schenectady, Utica, PoughOgdensburg,
Gloversville,
keepsie,

Watertown, Binghamton,

etc.,

is

key spots.
Spearhead of the drive

is

Wheeler Charge Baseless
Says Para. Newsreel Head

the fact

expenditures and debts
have put many upstate cities, towns
and villages in a position where
they are near or on the brink of
their bonded indebtedness limit.
that

London rejected the

suggestion and that Jarratt is here
to make a new or counter proposal.

where

the top first-run price,
New York, Buffalo, Syracuse and
Rochester would all be affected in

44 cents

resentatives in

relief

Local 702 Delegates Strike
Action to Executive Board
At a special meeting of its entire
membership, Local 702, lab. technicians, voted unanimously to empower
the Executive Board to take strike
action against any laboratory with
which it had difficulty in concluding
negotiations, it was learned yesterday.
Action indicated that the union is
streamlining its machinery for quick
and decisive action, as the usual
union procedure is for the membership to vote before any strike action
is ever taken, and in each individual

(Continued from Page

1)

presented and would conpresent both sides of all
controversial topics, Richard told
Senator Wheeler in a letter that the
newsreel's policy was not influenced
by pressure of any kind from any
sistently
tinue to

EDITH FELLOWS

source.

"May

I

answer directly your charge

that the motion picture companies
are waging propaganda for war,"
Richard wrote to the Senator. "I am
unaware of the existence of any such
oropaganda on the part of the motion picture industry and am confident that no such purpose exists."

Richard added:
"It

is

coincidental but completely
letter, that our

independent of your

Richmond, Va.

&

—

Robert Coulter,
Ted Cook at the Oriental
manager of the Bvrd Theater, has
Chicago Ted Cook has been named been confined at his home with the
musical director of the Oriental The- errippe for the past week.
Allen
ater of the Jones, Linick & Schae- Brown, manager, Brookland. is also
fer circuit.
confined to his bed with the grippe.

WILBUR EVANS

"herM^
ROMANCE'

"HER FATHER'S D AUG

today's issue, Paramount News No.
interviews with you,
40. contains
Senator Lee and Mr. Wendell Willkie
on the lend-lease bill. These interviews were arranged and included as
case.
nart of our regular coverage of both
Union is currently endeavoring to sides of the legislative controversy
work out a standardized contract and were completed before we were
which would establish the .same min- ulvised that vou had released vour
imum in all laboratories in the East. letter of complaint to the press."
It is expected that negotiations will
be started with all laboratories
Coulter and Brown 111
shortly.

—

>-**~J

'(r^fcf^

GENE STRATTON-PO..
with

JACQUELINE WELLS
ALAN LADD JUDITH LINDEN

pidrusE

-

Produced by

I.

E.

Chadwick

Directed by Edward Dmytryk

Screenplay by Adele Comandini

•'

f

Edith Fellows will surprise.. an excellent actress with a charm-

ing singing voice

-Showmen's Trade Review. Well-knit package

of entertainment -Boxoffke. Excellent job of directing -Film
Daily. Musical portion a delightful treat -Variety.

Has charm,

freshness and poignancy -Motion Picture Herald. Exceptionally
fine music

and singing -Motion
a screen surprise

Picture Review.

-Box

Office Digest.

A

hit.. Evans

n
W

It:

&

a

I'

l
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"In All Sincerity"

President Points to

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Vice-president John
Nance Garner yesterday was offered

—

the role of vice-president

ising his reply on an analysis
f rograms offered in 1940, Will H.
Its,

MPPDA

War, Hays

Inciting to

Programs As
Charges Are False

prexy, denied U. S.
Sen. Burton

bia's

in

Colum-

"Senate Page Boys" by Charles

Rogers, producer, who said in his
wire that "we extend this offer to
R.

you

in

all

sincerity."

K. Wheeler's

jassertion
that the "mopicture
tion
industry i s
carrying on a
violent prop-

aganda campaign intending to incite
the American
people to the
point where
they will become involved

Tells

—

Milton Rogasner,
hiladelphia
*jninent local indie exhibitor, filed
JJanti-trust suit in U. S. District
jart as Milton Amusements, Inc.,

Asserts Enforcement Rests Largely With the Indies;
Circuit Acquisition of Competing Theaters;
Special Unit to Probe Complaints Under Sherman Act

Warns on

LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY
Washington Calling on independent exhibitors for wholehearted cooperation, the Department of Justice yesterday outlined the scope of activities and objectives of its special unit to
By MILTON

—

Sneak Preview Plan

OH 30% Due

For RKO's "Smith"

Boston

—

Flu

to Flu

epidemics,

somewhat on the wane, has
tion picture theaters in

while

hit

Boston

dis-

(Continued on Page 3)

RKO.
The preview idea

$1,000,000

new

Paramount SEC Report
Loan of Million
Washington Bureau of

—

critics of motion picthe U. S. today are found in
fllint, Mich., on the basis of the remits
of Flint Journal's local "Ten
{est" contest, checkup established
readers'
"Ten
esterday.
Journal
lest," as reported by Dick Shappell,
Is movie editor, embraced nine of
ie pictures designated by pro crit-

Keenest fan

lures in

ic

in

THE FILM DAILY'S

annual

has upwards of 20 film
ouses. Best showing in other local
oils was eight out of 10; nine shared
oil.

Flint

lat distinction.

(Continued on Page 6)

Reprisals to Bring

Crackdown by D of

THE

THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The D of J doesn't

expect that distributor parties to the
consent decree in the New York
equity suit will be "naughty boys,"
FILM DAILY but it will keep the switch handy "in

Washington Paramount borrowed
$1,000,000 from the First National

case."

The Department said

Bank

of Boston on its promissory
note on Dec. 19 last, the company
discloses in a December report filed
with the SEC.
The Paramount report states that

(

"I

$25,000,000 Net tor 7 Majors
Down

Minneapolis

Washington Bureau of

to

License

—

Machine Movies

—

has been

6

Wanted Wings" May

Be Road Showed by Para.
roadshowing "I
among: the
subjects for discussion at the Paraof

will be

mount conferences

of

home

office

(Continued on Page 8)

$3,000,000
THE FILM DAILY

Washington A combined operating profit of $25,000,000, or 6.2 per
cent of sales for eight film compaMinneapolis With installation in
nies
actually seven majors for the
a local night spot of the first of the
motion picture fiscal year ending Dec. 31, 1939 was
"dime-in-the-slot"
reported by the SEC yesterday in
machines, police, city councilmen and
a supplement to the survey of Amerexhibitors moved to draft city reguican listed corporations.
The comlations which will provide for licenspanies covered in the report are:
ing and regulation of the movie slots.
Columbia, Loew's, Monogram, ParaAllied Theater Owners of the

Slot

it

Continued on Page

Possibility

(Continued on Page 8)

1939 Fiscal Year Profit

J

Washington Bureau of

"Wanted Wings"

(Continued on Page 7)

>

the unit will be available to such
exhibitors for advice with respect

is

THE FILM DAILY Lists
As a result of a

Washington Bureau of

—

said to be the
(Continued on Page 8)

Loan

Reported by Universal
Washington

The Department announced that
the unit will also handle matters relating to the operation of the consent decrees entered at Chicago (B
& K) on Dec. 10 and Los Angeles

(FWC) on Nov. 27.
Sneak previews on "Mr. and Mrs.
"As enforcement of the decree in
will be conducted by RKO in the first instance rests largely in
all exchange cities during the next the hands of independent exhibitors,

trict

New

the

of

mo- Smith"

(Continued on Page 8)

I

F.

Washington Bureau of

Boston Attendance

$1,000,000 loan secured on Dec.
24 last, Universal is indebted to the
j«erday, against Warner Brothers First National Bank of Boston in
Circuit the amount of $2,354,000, the com'/iffiures, Warner Brothers
tliagement Corp., Warner Broth- oany states in a December report
is* Theaters, Vitagraph, Paramount filed with the SEC.
Paramount Distributing
Jttlures,
Between the dates of Aug. 8, 1940,
(Continued on Page 7)
to Jan. 6, 1941, Universal has repaid

Keenest Fan Critics
in Michigan's Flint

Wheeler

supervise the enforcement
consent decree.

iw Anti-Trust Suit
In Philly

r^\/F

ONDECREE

heavily and downtown houses, 10 days. Previews are to follow the
yesterday estimated attendance off type established in Hollywood, the
Epi- theaters advertising a "genuine stuabout 30 per cent as result.
in war."
demic also has had tremendous toll dio preview" of one performance
ays' lengthy letter to Senator of workers in the film district and without mentioning the title or stars.
(Continued on Page 8)
many distributors are working with Exhibitors, local and out-of-town
one-third force and in some cases, press and leading citizens in each
more are out because of illness. exchange center will be guests of

Mated

K/i

TEN CENTS

iilms
lalysis of

tr-

1941

GALLS FOR EXHIB. CO-OP

WPDA

c?

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

L S.

lie

COP

The Daily Newspaper

timate in Character
Iternational in Scope
ldependent in Thought

HI. 79,

FILE!
Kir-'.-r-

—

—

(Continued on Page 3)

136 More Pop Dates
Scheduled for GWTW
M-G-M yesterday announced that
pop engage136 additional
ments have been set throughout the
These bookings for the SelzU. S.
nick-lnternational Technicolor production are in 17 states, with a number of the playdates starting this
week-end and some set for early
March.

GWTW

V

!
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Calle del Sindi-

Seen Enforced

Is

Although protests have been lodged
by the State Department, and U. S.
distributing companies operating in
Brazil have forwarded information
to that government upon reque=t
about their onerations. no remittances have been received for la c t
week and it appears that the Brazilian government has put into effect its
threatened ban on remittances.
The Brazilian government rpcentlv
threatened

ston all remittances
m^ess an 8 per cent tax on all earnmgs remitted to this country on a
retroactive basis for six years was
paid.
However, foreign heads exnressed
the beHef vesterdav that settlement
to

effected within a month. A
detailed plan of operations bv all
being; readied for
comnanies is n n
ierusal of the BrazPian government.
Tt will be nointed out that dubbmg
imnort duties, license fees and numerous other costs of operations

wfl be

w

make such

a tax unbearable.

rune»i*al

Services

Todav
For Brennan, Golden Aide
Wo'Hnnfnn Bureau

FINANCIAL

Washington
wi]]

(Thursday, Ian. 16)

Net

Am.

Seat

Col. Picts. vtc.

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's. Inc
do
pfd

Paramount

Pnhe
RKO

8

Close
8

—

(2V2 %)

Columbia Picts. pfd.. 24?/g
Con. Fm. Ind
V%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
V/i
East. Kodak

Para.
Para.

Low
24

%

7Vi

15

14V2

33V4

32S/8

24

7'/2

105/g

11

pfd

98V8

98

98

ll'/4

11

11

1 1

Film

8

—
—
—

9

9

9

3V2

33/,

3V8

6'/2
6'/2
6'/2
20*h Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
136
136
136
.

.

Warner Bros
do

3'A

3

—

l/

2

32%— %

2nd pfd

1st

Chg.
\k

— %
%
— %

14V2

3

be

—
+
—

V2
Vs
Vl
Vi
Vs
'/4

—1

—

V,

—

THE FILM DAILY

40.

Cemetery.

Keith B. F ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3 v->s46
Para. B'way 3s55... 55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3V„s47
Warner Br'-s.' H D s 6-48 95

55

—

95

95

— %

N C W YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram

'/2

Picts

Sonrtone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

1%
9'/8

l 5/ 8

8%

Universal C->rp. vtc.
6
6V4
Universal P cts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

'

4

3

Z%
6

— %
—
Vs

;

Met. P'ayhonse. Inc. 2nd Heb. '45.. 68
60'/2
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

New

York.

to

Hold Hearings

On SPG

Petition Jan. 23

Roxv Theater.

Inf.,

consider

showed a net

the

Screen

petition to be
proper collective

Publicists'
certified as

bargaining
the
agent, and the appropriate bargaining unit.

Lloyd Suit Starts
Chicago

— Suit

Monday

filed

by Allen Leiber

against Paramount for alleged plagiarism in connection with the HarSam Kircheimer's suit old Lloyd picture, "Professor BeDallas
Monaerainst Interstate which was sched- ware," has been set for trial on
Federal Judge John Barnes
uled to go to trial yesterday was set- day.
Terms were not will preside. Lou Phillips and Arthur
tled out of court.
Joldberg will represent Paramouni.
disclosed.

Eircheimer Suit Settled

—

man Brothers, Rochester, Minn.;
Vincent Crimci, Saginaw, Mich., and
Jame Nardi, Ispheming, Mich.; Ben
Goldberg and Bill Morris, Cincinnati;
Sam Taran, St. Paul; Urban Anderson, Cleveland; and Hovicby Bros.,
Boston.
Slot-machine movie outfits represented at the Coin Machine Show
at the Hotel Sherman this week in
peatoscope.

is

the exploitation

formerly of RKO's pub
starting his new assignmei
force in Cincinnati.

GEORGE KALLMAN, new

Philippines mai
arrived
yesterday from his H
Chile and will leave for Manila on

for

RKO,

pest

in

I

day.

CHARLES E. MCCARTHY, ed. and pub.
for <.0th-Fox, leaves the Coast today
week's confab with studio execs.

MELVYN DOUGLAS

dir.

aft

Washington

arrives in
for the

morrow from the Coast

inaugural

(

monies.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, NELSON EDDY
MICKEY ROONEY will also be weekend arr
in

Washington

for the inaugural.

GABRIEL PASCAL
Lisbon and the U.

MAX

COL.

London yesterday

left

S.

STUART, president of the Ba
MRS. STUART leave today

Printing Co., and
Florida.

ED RUGOF and LOUIS FRISCH are
in

vacatio

Miami.

ROBERT MOCHRIE,
ager

for

RKO,

eastern division sales n
Detroit,
returning

in

is

Monday.

LORING CHRISTIE, Canadian Minister to
U. S., and MRS. CHRISTIE, will come to
York Tuesday from Washington for the prem
I

of

"Virginia"

that

Paramount.

night at the

ANSEL N. SANBORN,
goes to Washington this

New Hampshire
weekend

exl

for the

ii

gural.

SOL M. WURTZEL and LESTER ZIFFREN
arrived

Tenkins Goes to Coast
For Kent-Wobber Talks

in

I

Buenos Aires.

Film Board of Trade
Installs

New

Wednesday

officers of the

New York

Fi

Board of Trade will be installed f
mally next Wednesday.
Progn

I

i

includes a cocktail party in the Fi
Board headquarters in the Pa)
mount Bldg., dinner at the La C;
Arnod and will wind up at the
carnival in Madison Square Gard>

WB

Signs Winston, Blatt
of THE FILM DAI]
Hollywood Harold Winston, for

West Coast Bureau

—

Kent and Wobber, currentlv hud- erly dialogue director for Fra
with Darryl F. Zanuck and Capra, and Eddie Blatt, former sta
other Coast executives on budgets director, have been signed to lor
and product for the forthcoming sea- term contracts by Warners as d;
son, return to New York in the next logue directors.

Nova

63

loss of $42,289 for the year to Aug.
29. it is disclosed. This compares to a
net profit of $40,686 in the year to
Aug. 31, 1939.

Fred Sampson, Buchanon, Mich.;
Evar Glans, Rockford, 111.; Euster-

couple of weeks.
Formal hearings in the case of his nation-wide
the Screen Publicists Guild of New Angeles.
York against the eight majors will
be conducted by the NLRB, beginning 10 A.M. next Thursday, at the
Scotia
offices of the NLRB, 120 Wall Street.

Hearings, which will be conducted
by Trial Examiner Dan Baker, will

Roxy

Max

Seesler, AlleGollo, Geneva, N. Y.;

JIMMY BOYLE,
department,

dling

Guild's

$42,289 Loss for

GOMC

MURRAY SILVERSTONE, chief of worldoperations, UA, and ARTHUR W. KELLY,
president in charge of domestic distribi
leave the home oifice for Hollywood toda

legal advice of Jenkins.

71

SECURITIES
Bid
Asked

Des Moines; Mike

io, Calif.;

and

1

NLRB

55

Additional appointments of Mills
distributors are announced
as follows:
Jim Baker, Independent Distributors, Terre Haute, Ind.; E. P. Farley,
Logan, W. Va.; Frank Allara, Matewen, W. Va.; Hanrahan and Grogan,
Miles City, Mont.; Lazyrus and Phil-

Panrrama

Brennan died late Wednesday of
Felix Jenkins, director and secre"neumonia at Walter Reed Hospital.
He was an AEF veteran and came tary of 20th-Fox. left yesterdav for
here about seven years ago to man- the Coast to confer with President
age Warner's Metropolitan Theater. Sidney R. Kent and Herman Wobber
A New Yorker. Brennan spent sales chief, before starting a tour of
about 12 years in the theatrical the company's entire exchange setun
business, after which he was con- to familiarize the field forces with
nected with the advertising depart- operations under terms of the consent decree. Jenkins recently comment of the New York Times.
He is survived by his widow and a pleted work on a decree manua
daughter in addition to his father, which every member of the field
receive in addition to the
a brother and sister residing in forces will

pfd

N*W YORK BOND MARKET

First factory order of 5,000 is now
coming off the production line, according to Hei'bert Mills. Units will
sell for $1,000 each.
Starting Jan. 23, one subject will
be released weekly for Panorams.

lips,

COmMG

—Mills

Novelty Co. plans
to turn out 18,000 Panoram machines
for Mills-Roosevelt Soundies in 1941.
Chicago

Funeral services addition to Mills-Roosevelt include
Viso-Graph, Phono-Film and Retodav for Charles J.

assistant to Nathan
Onlden, chief of the motion picture
division, Denai'tment of Commerce.
burial will be in Arlington National

Rrpnnan.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High
8

held

of

18.000 Panoram Machines
To Be Turned Out in '41

1?

Jenkins will start
from Los
tour

Exhibs. Claim

Shortage o! Projectionists

—

Halifax, N. S.
A shortage of
operators is a source of
concern to film exhibitors through
Nova Scotia provinces. The theatermen find themselves against a dual
stone wall provided by the provincial
board of censors and the IATSE.
have
exhibitors
the
Repeatedly,
pointed out the absolute necessity of
allowing apprenticeships, but the
union has opposed this completely,
and has been backed in this stand
by the censor board, which represents the provincial government in
administering the theater operations
law.
licensed

From

THE FILM
DAILY to
JANUARY 17
Noah

Beery

Grant Withers
Nils Asther

Patsy

Ruth

Mack

Mill

I

Sennett

Budd Getschalj
Harmon Yaffa'

JANUARY
Oliver Hardy

Bruce Guerin

JANUARY
Hal
B.

P.

Roach
Schulberg
Harvey

H.

18

Frank Harling
Joan Carroll I
19
Harry H. Buxbai
Lou Metzger
Gates

—

^

m
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»$!5 r 000,000 Profit

Boston Attendance

Hir Seven Majors

Off

30% Due

{Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

20th Century-Fox, UniverCorp. and Universal Pictures
Inc., and Warner Brothers. This
lpares with $28,000,000, or 6.7
cent of sales, for 1938.

•

he companies showed a combined

today

profit after all charges
non-operating gains
'ing

Cassidy

1

,

prior claims, interest
ome taxes) of $20,000,000, or 4.8
cent of sales, for 1939 compared
$21 000.000, or 5.1 per cent of
»s for 1938.
;es,

*ka|

•

•

combined volume of business
to $411000.000 for 1939
mared with $410,000 000 for 1938.
)idends paid out during 1939 tori $9 900.000 of which $3,700,000
e currpnt cash dividends on prestock, and $6,200,000 were
•ed

ELSEWHERE

in

a review

a

is

(in-

and
and

one

of

';:."

liii*

;''_

!

Vir

Li

e

at

ti

e Gi

,

he

liability

side

d

balance
decrease

sheet

ht

in

the comrevealed
a

of

total

liabilities

n $48,000,000 at the end of 1938
$47,000,000 at the end of 1939.
ig-term debt declined from $146,,000 to $138,000,000 for this perwhile stockholders' equity, as
ncated by the total book value of
tal stock and surplus, rose from
397,000,000 to $319,000,000.

Jssey,

Luncheon Honor Guest

:aymond Massey
f*I
id

IE

silt

:
!

-

I

sin
'.'I

is to be a guest
honor at the Donor Luncheon of
Women's League for Palestine
Tuesday in the Grand Ballroom
the Waldorf-Astoria, at which
Emergency Overseas Relief
ri's
mobile ambulance will be

.ented to Britain.

Nxican Pix
,

for

luenos Aires

Argentine

(By Air Mail)

of

saga

this

li'l

titled

ole

trade paper

"Doomed Caravan"

recounting the adventures of "Hopalong"

with, of course, William

well-spring of this celluloid version

and as long as our domestic air
tions
and echoes thereof
the saga-making Sherman

is

is still

Boyd

in the

The

top role

Producer Harry Sherman

surcharged with Best film selec-

appears appropriate

it

T

>unted

dividends on common stock,
ine 1938 dividends naid out tod $12,900,000, of which $3,700were current cash dividends on
ferred stock, $9 100.000 were cash
dpnds on common st°ck and
TO 000 were
stock dividends on
..
Combined total for
s f ock.
surplus a^nun+s increased $9.000 to $190,000 000 at the close
the fiscal year 1939 compared
i an increase of $10,000,000 durthe preceding year,
he combined balance sheet asfor all companies total°d $531 000 on or about Dec. 31. 1938
declined slightly to $529,000,on or about Dec. 31. 1939. Curassets increased from $174,000 for 1938 +o $184,000,000 for
Land, buildings and eouiplt
at th"ir bo~k v°lue declined
n $388 000.000 for 1938 to $276,000 for 1939 with related reres d°dined from $119,000,000 to
3,000 000 for the same period.

columns

the

prairie

of that lively series

Tie

:

T

about

to talk

T

• • • HIS outdoor dramas have been for quite a spell
and continue to be
pretty much in a class by themselves
as far as public-and-exhibitor worth is concerned
Their
quality is as consistent as any pop group of Hollywood pix
and there are genuine reasons
why this is so
By the
quality yardstick
the Sherman features possess excellent
apparent in the intelligent castings, choice of story
indoor and outdoor location settings
and all the other items on the credit side
which contribute
to b.o. merit
But all that doesn't convey the aggregate reavalues

material,

sons

why

direction,

the

Sherman

T

T
•

•

•

PROMINENT among

Pasco has organized Distribuiica Pansmericana here to handle
dean imports. He recently reled from Mexico City where dis-

c-deto

ution deals were negotiated.

paratively skeleton staffs.
Many schools have asked pupils
not to attend theaters until the
epidemic has run its course, while
private schools and colleges, of

which Boston has more than any
other city, have in most instances
drastically forbidden attendance in
public
places
until
is
disease
checked.
All downtown major theaters are using every possible precaution, spraying houses thoroughly
and purifying the air at regular intervals.

Anderson, S. C, Theaters
Closed by Flu Epidemic

—

S.
C. All Anderson
theaters have been closed as
health officials continue their battle
to prevent a wide-spread epidemic
of influenza. Theater managers had
asked that they be permitted to open
their houses only to adults.

Anderson,

film

—

Haysi, Va. Vernon Carpenter has
been forced to close the Haysi Theater on account of the influenza

films are so successful

T

epidemic.

Sherman "system"
Ever since "The Birth of a Nation"
he has learned and practiced an invaluable precept
i.e. to put into pictures what the exhibitor wants
which is the equivalent of what the public wants
the causes is the

—

Hazard, Ky. L. O. Davis, local
exhib. is recuperating from flu, which
attacked 1,000 persons in Hazard and
swept through the county of Harlan.

Mister Sherman, year after year, hies himself around the country

and says
best to give

it

to

to

theatermen: "Tell

you"

He

me what you want and

I'll

he finds out

doesn't guess

my

Flue, Diphtheria, Meningitis

The

Epidemic In

do

money-making product
and what he accomplishes so
efficiently and effectively with limited-budget pictures
could certainly be accomplished by him in the Big Bertha class
In the Sherman
upshot

is

production family

comprising writers, technicians, players,

et

al

an uncommon degree of harmony and enthusiasm prevails
and that spirit is a big contributing factor in his achieving maximum
results at minimum cost
In other words he has administrative abiliy
plus creative flare
and diplomacy
Accordingly, we
that you limit yourself to
have often wondered, Harry, why it is
making Westerns
when you have proved that with your experience
and system
you are capable of handling any type of production
however big

T

T

T

City medico, who has
never seen or heard a talking picture, is being lured to the Broadway Theater to see "Fantasia" by Toni Spitzer, siren-p.a. of that

•

•

•

stand?

moved up

STUFF:

What

Atlantic

Officers of India Temple Shrine, Oklahoma City,
the line of accession this week with Louis C. Griffith,

prexy of Griffith Amusement Co., installed as imperial potentate
(Griffith, chief rabban, succeeded Jesse A. Todd, insurance man,
as precedent prevailed in the annual election, and L. C. and three
others

became imperial representatives

to the imperial council)

Jack Sanson, manager of the State Theater, Manchester,
N. H., has just been chosen prexy of the Manchester Chamber of
Commerce
Jim Shanklin, of Shanklin Theaters, in addition

West Virginia Exhibitors Ass'n.,
has recently been elected a delegate to the House of Representatives
Cincinnati clarions that L. B. Wilson, of Wilson Theaters,
and operator of Station WCKY, has purchased a South American
to his duties as director of the

—Mo

1)

Theaters themselves also are hard
hit by flu, all working with com-

ant,

IN

to Flu

thoroughbred and anticipates entering the horse in the Kentucky
in 1942, following grooming by Roscoe Goose

Derby

New Brunswick

N. B.— Children are being urged by health authorities to
avoid crowds, with the theaters mentioned or intimated, in order to cut
the spread of three epidemics, influenza, diphtheria and spinal meningitis.
The epidemics and warnings
pre adversely affecting juvenile paSt. John,

tronage.

Flu Closes Dover, N.

H.,

Theaters to Children
Dover, N. H. Due to

—

the prevalence of colds and influenza, children have been refused admission
to the movie theaters in this city,
under an order issued by Health
Officer

George Brennan.

M-G-M Receives

Binoculars

Following a request by M-G-M's
international department for binoculars to be sent to England, a number
of pairs of glasses have been received.
Ccntributors so far include Nicholas
M. Schenck, Si Seadler, Dave Blum,
Michael Mindlin, Stanley Byre, M. D.
O'Brien and William German. Contributions should be sent to International Dept., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
1540 Broadway, New York City.

Raise $4,366 for Milk Fund
Kansas City, Mo. Charity Bowling Tcurnament, sponsored by the
local Variety Club and the Kansas

—

City Star, netted $4,366 for the Milk
for the underprivileged.

Fund
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starring

Bud

Lou

ABBOTT & COSTELLO
with

BOWMAN

LEE

ALAN CURTIS
IE FRAZEE

NAT PENDLETON

•

•

SAMUEL

S.

*»****'

HINDS

and
[

The
Viffc

ind

ANDREWS

SISTERS

the world's champion jitter-bugs

a bevy of Hollywood's

EANNA KELLY

•

NELL O'DAY

tOROTHY DARRELL

•

•

scintillating lovelies

KAY LESLIE
NELLA WALKER

NINA ORLA

MARIA MONTEZ

•

•

Abbott and
by ARTHUR LUBIN
Associate Producer, ALEX GOTTLIEB
Directed

known

Costello, sensational comics

to millions of radio

and stage fans

—

<?fc
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D of J Unit Also to Watch B - K and FWC Decree
Will be Available to All
Indie Exhibs. for Advice

With Respect

to

D of J Unit Will Recommend as to
Theater Divorcement at End of Trial Span

Special

Remedies

Washington Bureau

(Continued from Page

to

the

1)

remedies available to them

under the decree," the Department
of Justice

said.

"It cannot, of course, undertake to initiate or prosecute an
arbitration proceeding but after
arbitration award is
final
a
made, the unit will undertake
to see that compliance occurs."

The Film

Daily

learned

that

of

—At

THE FILM DAILY

the end of the three-year trial period of the New York
equity suit consent decree, the special D of J unit supervising its operation
will attempt to answer the following questions and make specific recommenda-

Washington

based upon the answers to these questions, it was said.
1
Has the three-year trial of the consent decree demonstrated that
the competition required by the Sherman Act can be achieved in the molion picture industry without securing the divorcement of production and
distribution from exhibition?
2 // it has, must the decree be modified in other respects in order
to achieve such competition in the industry?
3
// it must be modified, what are the specific modifications which
will achieve that end?
tions

—
—

Robert L. Wright, Special Assistant
to the Attorney General, will conof the mend appropriate action with rereported, but spect thereto."
It was stated that the Department
will
have other members of the
Anti-Trust Division who worked on will continue its practice of referthe New York equity suit available ring meritorious complaints which
do not involve in sufficient public inif the volume of work requires it.
terest to warrant litigation by the
Unit May Act In Appeals
United States to the parties comThe statement said that where an plained against for voluntary adappeal is taken from an award which justment. No exhibitor's complaint
involves an important question of will be referred or disclosed to any
construction of the decree, counsel distributor or other person comin the unit may ask the Appeals plained against, except in the course
Board for leave to participate in of legal proceedings, without exthe appeal as a friend of the court. press authorization of the complainWhere
In what is regarded as a warning ing exhibitor, it was said.
statement, the Department said:
a voluntary adjustment of the complaint is made the unit should be
"Since the entry of the depromptly notified of the nature and
cree, certain acquisitions of comextent of the adjustment, it was
peting independent theaters have
stated.
been completed or contemplated
__
which are apparently intended
Will Evaluate Decree's Effects
of
to eliminate the possibility
The unit will attempt to observe
the independent theaters securand evaluate the effect of the deing relief that the decree was
cree on the industry as a whole by
intended to provide. While aca study of the following factors:
tion under section XI (5) of the
1
The extent to which arbidecree is limited to acquisitions
tration under the decree sucwhich are a part of a general
ceeds in fairly adjusting the
program of expansion, the Despecific exhibitor complaints of
unpartment is free to proceed
has
Department
the
which
der the Sherman Act itself to
knowledge.
acquisitions
enjoin
or divest
2
The general effect of the
which are attempted or made
decree, and particularly the new
with the purpose and effect of
method of selling, on competisuppressing or eliminating comtion between independent thepetition, whether made by the
aters, unaffiliated circuits, and
consenting defendants or others."
affiliated circuits.
to
asThe unit will undertake
3
The effect of the decree,
each
certain the competitive effect of
and particularly the new method
theater acquisition reported under
of selling, on competition in
Sestion XI and recommend such acproducing and distributing.
tion with respect thereto as may
The Department said the princibe warranted by the Sherman Act
pal data upon which the unit will
and the decree, it was stated.
rely in making such studies, will
Will Investigate Complaints
necessarily come from such soui-ces
"The department recognizes that as:
certain types of exhibitor complaints
Information in the department's
against the consenting defendants
own
files, supplied by complaining
which are not subject to arbitraexhibitors,
the consenting defention under the decree may neverthedants and other members of the
less involve a violation of the Sherindustry; the records of the conman Act," the statement declared. senting defendants
which are acces"The decree unit will undertake to sible to it under the terms of the
and
investigate
such complaints
decree and the records of the arbirecommend such appropriate action tration proceedings and their diswith
the
inconsistent
as is not
position under the decree kept by
decree.
It will also receive and inthe American Arbiti ation Associavestigate complaints which involve
tion and the Appeals Board.
Sherman Act violations by distribExhibitor Support Said Vital
utors and exhibitors who are not
"All exhibitors and the organizaparties to the decree and recom-1
tinue to be the lone
unit,
as previously

member

—

—

—

-

May Ask

Appeals Board

Participate Where Construction is Involved
with

it;
including a description
the seating capacity, age, conditi
and operating policy including
mission prices, run and clearance
his theater and the theaters coi
peting against it, together with
descriptoin of the manner in whi
i

major

product

has

been

divid

among them during

the current a
immediately preceding seasons. E
hibitors should follow these suggi
tions to avoid unnecessary con

tions must know that without their spondence, it was said.
"The questions which will be
whole-hearted support, neither the
up for decision on Nov. 20, 1943,
decree nor the decree unit can funcmust inevitably be largely detion properly" the Department of
termined by the data collected
Justice said.
"While the Departby the Department during the
ment is heartily in favor of the setpreceding three-year period. Untlement of individual differences
less exhibitors make full use of
without resort to arbitration by volthe arbitration procedure set up
untary agreement between the partby the decree and supply full
ies involved wherever the agreement
information with respect to the
is a fair one, it should be borne
effect of the decree on their busiin mind that the decree was intended
ness to the decree unit, that data
to relieve small exhibitors from the
will
be
pressure which large circuits and
woefully incomplete.
Without such exhibitor co-operdistributors have been able to exert
ation on a substantial scale,
in the past with respect to the
these questions are certain to
terms of such informal settlements.
be erroneously decided, to the
Unless free use of the arbitration
detriment of exhibitors and the
machinery established by the decree
industry as a whole."
is made by all exhibitors, this purpose will not have been fulfilled."

The

Department

called

for

suggestions for any modifications of the outlined policy which
will increase the effectiveness
of the decree and the work of
the unit and promised sugges-

Reprisals Will Bring

Crackdown By D

of

(Continued from Page

J

I)

suggested that small exhibitors wh
insist on filing arbitration complain!
tions would receive careful conrather than accepting settlement
sideration.
The outline given
negotiated without resort to the dt
is necessarily tentative and subcree machinery, may be subjected t
ject to modification in the light
reprisals in connection with futur
of experience, it was said.
negotiations with the majors.
Complaints should be forwarded
"The Department believes that
direct to the Anti-Trust Division,
these fears are unfounded, but
headed by Thurman W. Arnold, Asis prepared to prosecute for consistant Attorney General, as they
tempt any person who attempts
arise,
it
was said.
exIt was
to prevent an exhibitor from explained that the Department has
ercising any of his rights under
no objection to the simultaneous
that decree, by economic coercion
clearing
of
exhibitor
complaints
or otherwise," the Department
through any exhibitor organization,
commented.
but it prefers to make its own
"The suggestions has also been
prompt and independent investigamade that exhibitors fear that
tion of each complaint as it arises,
complaints which are made to the
instead of attempting to investigate
Department and referred to disthem at a later date in large groups.
tributors will bring reprisals
Whenever the complaint involves
from them. The Department bea dispute with one or more distribulieves that these fears are not
tors, the Department prefers to rewell founded, but is also prefer the matter to the distributors
pared to take whatever steps are
involved
in
receive
order to
necessary to punish such contheir version of the facts and elimiduct."
"It can obviously do
nate disputes over the facts of any
nothing about the cases of those
situation as promptly as possible,
exhibitors who may let such
it was stated.
fears prevent them from making
Asks for "Complete Picture"
complaints to it," it was added.
It is requested that in forwarding
complaints, an exhibitor should bear
in mind that in most instances his Cetta Again Heads Musicians
complaint cannot be intelligently
Scranton, Pa. Madea Cetta has!
handled unless a "complete picture" been re-elected to his third term as
of his theater situation is presented president of Local 120, AFM.

—
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«lew Anti-Trust Suit

'

"Doomed Caravan"

lilialed In Philly

with William Boyd. Russe'l Hayden, Andy
Clyde, Minna Gombell, Morris Ankrum

(Continued from Page 1)

EXCITING WESTERN DRAMA WITH
SWIFT ACTION. WILL HIT THE MARK

ad United Artists charging violatn of the Sherman anti-trust and
Ciyton acts and asking triple damass of $378,000, as provided for in
Clayton act, plus fees.
t
The suit accuses the defendants of

WITH OUTDOOR
From

nopoly and combination in resaint of trade, and charges that
r.-ause of the combination, the Iris,
jrated by the plaintiff, has suffered
oss in profit in operation of $21,000
year for six years, making a total
r

$126,000,
3ne of the charges

to

New York

approval.
ply:
t

i

e

to

ml

City

home

owner

iimp!

on:
=

office

However, Paramount

Warners then settled their dishere, and Paramount refused

approve

the contracts executed
the plaintiffs.
furthermore, claim; are made that
Midway, S-W house, monopo'ized
product although it p'ays only
pictures a year. Additionally, it
alleged that the time the pictures
>.y other S-W houses ahead of the
lintiff's, their value are reduced,
>;ting the Iris in an inferior positirt.
The plaintiff also claims that
ilhas been compelled to keep the
Ifayette. which it owns, closed for
l;k of suitafre pictures.
t also a'leged that since Sept.
1!0. when the nlainHff took back the
I s from S^anlev-Warner, after the
Use expired, it has lost run on cer-

Austin C. Keough,

the

Vice-Pres.

latest,

of a fre'ght service; Morris

Ankrum

"The

Film

proud

of this

it

Daily

and

handy

find

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman;

very

be

the

finest

edition

of

it

you

should

great value to the

in-

dustry."
Sol M. Wurtzel,

Charles C. Moskowitz,

Producer.

Assistant Treas.

Twentieth Century-Fox

Loew's, Inc.

Di-

and Screenplay, Johnston McCulley, J. Benton Cheney,
based on characters created by Clarence E
Mulford; Sound Mixer Charles A'rhouse:
Film Editor, Carrol Lewis; Art Director,
Lewis J. Rachmil; Director of Photography,
rector,

Lesley Selander; Story

Russell Harlan.

DIRECTION,

Skillful.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Tip-Top.

Two New Houses Proposed
For Suburban Rochester

says the

—

favor handling proposed

*lk*

1941

j

fcuble
securing
the
regulations
sight, in the opinion of Alderman

Hudson, chairman of city
cmcil license committee.

it

us°ful."

is

have published, and

Georsia Hawkins.

Rochester Proposals for two new
which
a theaters in suburban Brighton,
now has no theaters, were revealed
submitted
present ordinances which cover yesterday when plans were
board.
limsing and regulation of pinball to the Brighton town planning
Plans filed by one contractor would
al other like machines designed
a 1.000-seat theater and
">r amusement only," do not cover include
$200,000 project. Lease
tli. new movie
slots, R. S. Wiggin, stores in a
on the theater is assured if permit
c y attorney, has ruled.
contractor
a result, a new measure is granted for construction,
^.s
n pessary, and exhibitor-members of said, but would not reveal who it
>rthwest Allied will have little would be.

Ewin

"It

CAST: Wlliam Boyd, Russell Hayden,
Andy Clvde, Minna Gombell, Morris Ankrum,

I

<£

I

rounds up the villains. Here is a splendidly
assembled Western which demonstrates how
effective such films can be with care and
cleverness applied to their making.

I

; r:

be
keep

should

volume.

FILM

I

;:

& Secy.

Paramount Pictures

I

y

grateful for the 1940 issue."

in the desert with
the gang which has massacred a detail of
U. S soldiers and appropriated their uniforms to gain the task of escorting a treasure-laden train of covered wagons. "Hopalong" thwarts the design and subsequently

(Continued from Page 1)

t

am

Cassidy's efforts are crowned with success

><rthwest, Inc., had planned to in
c de
legislation covering the ma
c nes in a general program for dis
c;sion at the organization's convition here Jan. 21 and 22, but
eiibitors

I

only after pitched battles

Machine Movies

r;ulation on a local, rather than
s te-wide basis,

indeed the

outlaws who are trying to acquire the
overland freight business of which Minna
Gombell is the proprietress.

Minneapolis to License

now

is

is

standard reference work in our industry.

of

product to Stanley-Warner.

F;d Strom, secretary,

"The Film Daily Year Book

penned the original yarn, relates how
"Hopalong" and h's men exterminate a band

The usual injunctions to restrain
t
monopoly and the alleged monoD6;tic clearance system are asked,
ti ether with the
damages.
3arr and Krauss are attorneys for
I plaintiff.

Sot

keen

also

i

t;n

story,

who secretly directs the outlaw band; and
Georgia Hawkins, comely ingenue.
Sherman, as is his custom, hurls the action
into picturesque locales, and frequently employs impressive scenic beauty as backgrounds for sequences. S:reenplay, fashioned
by the Messrs. McCulley and Cheney, who

Ah

hat

solid

W

'•-

it

Of Great Value"

FANS.

combination of

and certainly one of
the better, "Hopalong" Cassidy pictures,
with
liiam Boyd in that familair character
role. Around him move a coterie of players
who do full justice to their assignments.
These are Russell Hayden, as "Hoppy's" garrulous and romance-seeking side-kick; Andy
Clyde, as the exaggerating old plainsman;
Minna Gombell, the astonishingly self-reliant
This

dispute between Paramount and
irners Theaters, the Iris entered
>o a contract with Paramount to
r? features, shorts, and newsreels
the '40-41 season as first-run in
area, and that the plaintiff was
formed that the contract was to be

1

//

craving fans.

that, during

is

a

It's

product on values, skillful direction by Lesley
Selander, and a capable cast. Harry She.man
has wrought a vivid and exciiing outdoor
drama which wili score roundly with action-

1

1S0E>

62 Mlns

Paramount
RKO-Radio, Loew's, Universal

(.,

"The Standard Reference
Work" "Very Useful"

I.

:

In second project, 1,000-seat theater would also be included among
scores, shops. Estimated cost set at
$200,000.

YE AR BO OK
NOW

IN

PREPARATION — OUT SOON

:

'&%&;
Para.'s SEC Report
Lists

Million Loan
(Continued from Page

A

1,

1944.

guarantee of the indebtedness

Sneak Preview Plan

When it comes to picking 'em, national honors apparently must go to
Buffalo film fans, loyal reader followers of William E. J. Martin, movie critic
of the Buffalo Courier-Express.

For RKO's "Smith"
(Continued from Page

Hays Denies War Propaganda

A

A

A
May

$300,000

promissory

16, 1940,

was reduced

note of
to $233,000 by prepayments on Dec. 27, 1940.
Guarantee of notes of New England
Theaters, Inc., was reduced by prepayments on Dec. 28, 1940, from
$1,190,000 to $910,000, and the Guarantee of notes of Minnesota Amusement Co. was reduced by prepayments on Dec. 28, 1940, from $850,000 to $600,000.

New

$1,000,000

Loan

Reported by Universal

it

is

Cites Newsreels' Record

five

further
Universal
report
states that it has filed with the Secretary of State of Delaware a "Certificate of Retirement of Preferred
Stock purchased out of Surplus"
which acts as an amendment to the
Certificate of Incorporation. By such
filing authorized first preferred 8 per
cumulative stock ($100 par) of Universal is reduced by 1,500 shares,
from 17,250 shares to 15,750 shares.

first

the

newsreels,

newsreel organizations contained

3

DAILY

Signs Sir Cedric for
THE FILM
Hollywood RKO Radio has
Sir Cedric Hardwicke to a

—

signed

threepicture acting contract on the company's program for the 1941-42 season.

MPPDA

Turning

to

features,

Hays

;

21
Memorial, Bostor
Palace, Cincinnati
Stat
:

;

;

;

San

that the

With these facts established,
Hays said, "we would both have
to conclude that they are greatly mistaken who have claimed to

you that the American motion
picture industry is carrying on
any violent campaign intending
to incite war . . . Nevertheless,
•there must have been some films
so interpreted or people would
net have written you. But yiu
and I aeree, I know, that facts,
not prejudices, must determine
our conclusions."

Hays concluded

3

his long letter to

Dividend

nheum, Des Moines.
Louis.

St.

Francisco.
Jan. 2
Indianapolis; 0:
Ambassado
Jan. 28

Circle,

Jan. 29

:

:

Hollywood, Sioux

Fall

Toronto exhibitors have been in
vited to Buffalo showing, Montrea
to Boston,

Vancouver to Seattle

an<

Charlotte to Atlanta.
Detroit dat
has not been set.
Initial previe\

was

in

Los Angeles last Wednesdaj

said

Col. to Pay 68 /4C
Columbia's board of directors has
declared a quarterly dividend of
$.68% per share on the $2.75 Convertible
Preferred Stock payable
Feb. 15 to stockholders of record
of business mana- Feb. 1.

—

West Coast Bureau of

subject releases disclosed that of the
707 shorts approved by the
during 1940, only 17, or 2.4 per cent,
dealt with "political" subjects, Hays
said. Nine of these dealt with American security and national defense;
only three with the European war.

of 3,915 different subjects, Senator Wheeler with this pointed
of which 16 per cent, or 646, were paragraph
"The American motion picture infactual reports of this country's
efforts to secure adequate national dustry, as a child of democracy,
defense. These same releases, Hays recognizes its obligation to aid the
wrote, also contained scores of gra- nation in the present emergency and
nhic shots portraying the horror of expects to do its duty. But motion
the war abroad, while others re- picture cameras have caught and
ported newsworthy events in Latin recorded too much of the traeedv and
America which "were not without horror of modern war for this indussignificance in promoting hemispheric try's leaders to disregard the consolidarity and international good- sequences of American belligerency,
much less deliberately use the screen
will."
A complete breakdown of the short for war propaganda."

Rise Stevens' first
Hollywood
Phil Cusick
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Metro role will be the feminine lead, was re-elected president of Local
opposite Nelson Eddy, in "The Choc- 140, AFM, in one of the most spirited
George F.
olate Soldier."
elections in a decade.
Moore was defeated by Frank Mag-

RKO

Jan.

Pittsburgh

Oklahoma City Astor, New York. Jan. 22
Keith's, Washington; Fox, Atlanta; Warner
Milwaukee. Jan. 23 Orpheum, Philadelphia
State. Memphis; Palace, Dallas; State, Mil
neapolis
Orpheum, Denver Paramount, Por
land ; Alhambra,
Palace,
Albany;

total

Rise Stevens with Eddy
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Phil Cusick Re-elected

—

Seattle.

Rialto,

:

di-

leaders of the American film industry recognized the responsibility before public opinion which "every medium of expression must bear today."
He reminded the Senator of a statement made in the Fall of 1939 when
Hays declared that there would be
no cycle of "hate" pictures and that
films made for the purpose of stirring
up animosity have no place on the
American screen.

a

The

Told

MPPDA Production Code
Administration placed its seal of aprect or indirect, to European
proval on 530 pictures, of which^60
politics or the European war, and
per cent were made by member comno appreciable fraction of even
panies and 40 per cent by domestic
these small percentages of the
and foreign non-members. Twentytotal can be said to show an inseven of the features dealt directly
tention to incite war."
Hays wrote that the responsible or indirectly with international
politics or current events in Europe.
during 1940 had any relation,

Hays pointed out that during the first
loan from 10 months of 1940, releases of the

disclosed.

is

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

$146,000 on a $1,500,000
the First National Bank of Boston,

Wheeler

Ave.,

;

in offering proof for the
contentions,
summarized his remarks in the following paragraph:
"The record thus indicates that
16 per cent of the newsreel clips
dealt with a variety of people
and current events related to
national defense; only 2.4 per
cent of the short subjects and 5
per cent of the features approved

Defending
(Continued from Page

Inciting U. S.,

;

:

Orpheum, New Orleans; Palac
Orpheum, Kansas City; Brandie
Rialto, Salt Lake City, and Fifl

Cleveland;

Omaha;

Not

fill

First of the previews will be hel
tonight in Buffalo at the Centur
Theater. Other showings are schec
uled as follows:
College, New Haven
Jan. 20
Colon;
Chicago;

Paramount Enterprises, Inc., evidenced by its $100,000 promissory Films
not of Dec. 27, 1940. was made by
Paramount in consideration of the
National City Bank of New York
loaning $100,000 to Paramount En- Wheeler,

1)

of its kind attempted in the
business.
first

of

$1,000,terprises, the report said.
000, promissory note of Feb. 20,
1940, was reduced to $300,000 as of
Dec. 31, 1940, by payments on Dec.
26, 1940, and a $35,779.56 promissory
note dated Dec. 30, 1939, was reduced
$2,000,000 promisto $27,562.54.
sory note of July 31, 1939, has been
reduced to $1,400,000 by prepayments
on Dec. 27, 1940, and a $180,000
promissory note dated Sept. 20, 1939,
amounts now to onlv $123,750 by prepayments on Dec. 27, 1940.

1!

17 Buffalo Fans Picked Nine of "Ten Best"
Wfteit Voting in Courier 'Express Local Poll

Checkup shows that no less than 17 who voted in the paper's local "Ten
Best" contest, tied in with THE FILM DAILY'S annual symposium, picked nine
of the ten winning pictures nationally.
What's more, the No. 1 local picker,
put seven of her nine exactly in the spots shown in THE FILM DAILY results.
"Ten Best" picture with which the Buffalo fans differed was "Abe Lincoln
in Illinois," for which there were varying substitutions.
Martin himself rated with the nation's aces on the basis of "Ten Best"
selections; he was one of the 14 to pick eight of the 10.

1)

on Dec. 24, 1940, an agreement was
entered into with the Chemical Bank
& Trust Co. of New York amending
the agreement of December, 1936,
providing a note held by the bank
shall become due and payable as
follows: $2,950 on March 22, 1941;
$85,000 on March 22, 1942; $85,000
on March 22, 1943, and $137,650 on

March

Friday, January 17,

"I

Wanted Wings" May

Be Road Showed by Para
(Continued from Page 1)

and district mar
Chicago next Tuesdaj
Wednesday and Thursday.
Nei
Agnew, general sales manager, als
will discuss promotion plans fo
"Virginia" and "The Lady Eve."
Realignments of sales personnel'
made necessary by the consent de
cree, also are to be announced a
the Chicago sessions.
The three-day meeting will b>
held at the Edgewater Beach Hote
sales

aa:ers

executives
in

Headed by Asrnew, the home
eroup who will attend will

ofnc

includ
Unerei

Division Managers J. J.
Charles M. Reagan and Oscar Mot
gan; R. M. Gillham. director of
vertising and publicity, G. B
Frawley, Herman Lorber, Arthu

Dunne, Monroe Goodman, Fred Le
C. J. ("Pat") Scollard, newl;
appointed executive assistant to Ag
new; Alec Moss, advertising man

roy;

Tger; Al Wilkie, publicity manager
George Brown, studio publicity an
advertising head, will plane inf
Chicago for the meeting.

Adolph Zukor and Barney Ba
ban will be in attendance thro'
part of the meeting.

Films Aid Americas,
West Coast Bureau

Los Angeles
'dustrialists,

of

—Wanger

THE FILM

— Addressing

newspaper

DAIL1

599

publishe:

and educators of Central and Soutl
America attending Inter-America:

conference at University of Southerr
California yesterday, President Wal
ter Wanger of the Academy of M. P
alski for the office
Arts and Sciences pointed out thai
ger.
by producing defense films for Unitec
States Government Hollywood is pro"Flight Command" Held In 7
viding visual military training picTwo Houses Go Single Feature
"Flight Command" has been held tures which should also be of much
Highland Park, 111.— The Alcyon
Theater here and the Glencoe at over in seven key city engagements, benefit to all countries of the Western
hemisphere
M-G-M reported yesterday.
Glencoe have gone single feature.

'I

Equipment
Maintenance

Building

k

Remodeling

NEW
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EFENSE PROGRAM BOOMING ATTENDANCE

ew

Upholstery Material Developed For Seats

PLAIN TALK
about equipment

.

GEORGE

=By

find
i

ling

P'

is

where you
Today, the American public is

an adage that gold

it.

in

it

is

the expenditures being

made

because that program
necessitated the calling of manpower on
Indusuge scale to the task at hand.
centers of the nation as well as myriad
er communities and towns have already
mill and
rd the summons to factory,
The cry is, come back to work
e.
get down to work.
Vhat does this situation mean to film
ipment manufacturers?
It means two
through
*/ stimulation of their business,
ense orders and those which must eman
from the domestic field of exhibition.
national defense,

I

—

,;r--

—

's

take a look at the latter factor.

week,

from

many

sections

of

NEW

the

country come accounts of the rising tide
theater attendance, due, it is agreed,
the increase of the public's buying power.
merous film industry sources testify to
But let us call another star witness to
stand,
yesterday morning's New York

M.

P.

FILM

16 mm. Sound Field Expected
upTo Reap The Benefit
holstery materials particularly adapted to film theater chairs is reported
by the United States Rubber Co.
with the development by their laboraBinghamton A new High-Resolvtories of Top Grain Genuine Nauga- ing Sound Recording 16 mm. film
hyde, so called because it so closely has been introduced by Agfa Ansco,
resembles genuine leather in feel which,
company officials assert,
(Continued on Page 4)
should go far to advance the standards for high quality sound reproduction in 16 mm. motion picture
Officers, Directors
work.
The sensitive coating of this new
film is made by a new process of
for
emulsification which results in an

Another marked advance

in

—

Are

Named

York

Major Circuits Report B.O.
Upswing; Expect Momentu
To Increase During Year
Film theater attendance is
commencing a perceptible rise
in the nation, with gains being
recorded particularly in a large number of situations where manufacturing plants have been built or are expanding their facilities and personnel
to take care of orders resulting from
the National Defense Program, according to film industry spokesmen.

Other locales in which attendance
on the upswing, are those communities in close proximity to military cantonments.
Herman Wobber, general sales
manager for 20th-Fox, asserts that
is

(Continued on Page 4)

York, Pa.

— At

Ice

(Continued on Page 4)

the annual meeting

on Jan. 14 of the stockholders of the

York

ch E

HIS

AGFA REVEALS

Suited To Film Theaters

MORRIS-

THE FILM DAILY

xipment Editor,
{ERE

H.

Rubber

Co.'s Labs.
Evolve Covering Better

U. S.

Machinery Corp., the

fol-

lowing directors were re-elected:
George E. Fee, Carl W. Fenninger,
Josiah W. Gitt, Philip H. Glatfelter,
Vincent K. Keesey, Elmer A. Klein-

New Building Plans

NTS Sales Big

Announced for Queens Baltimore

In

Sector

—

(Continued on Page 7)

Film theater equipBaltimore
Plans for a new theater and commercial development covering the ment continues in strong demand in
full block front between 75th and the local territory, with National
76th Sts. and a half block front be- Theater Supply Co. recently filling
N. U.
Seats Selected
tween 74th and 75th Sts., Jackson some 58 substantial orders here.
nes, which, in the equivalent of an entire
Some of the more salient jobs inChicago
Northwestern Univer- Heights, Long Island, has been an;e, tells how a typical industrial
locality
(Continued on Page 7)
clude delivery to Morton Thalheimawarded a contract to
ponds to impetus of the nation's rearm- sity has
(Continued on Page 6)
The typical community is York, Pa. American Seating Co. for seats for
T. R. Clancy
2
quote from a part of this account the institution's new Institute Build$100,000 Theater
ing.
The order amounts to $6,233. Sales Representation
ich deals with amusements:

American and Peabody

by

—

—

Expanding

'York has seven movie houses with admis-

ranging from 28 cents to 44
its, the latter running first-run pictures.
Wise patrons
y are all doing very well.
>ose their hours with care to avoid jams
the box-offices.
'Standing Room Only'
ns are common, as are queues before the
ket-sellers' wickets."
ork, Pa., is only one of many, many
(Continued on Page 2)
n

prices

am

Shows
Boston

Its

True Face

—Complete rejuvenation and

Majestic Theater
has just begun here, and tons of accumulated dirt, the toll of years in
the downtown section, have been removed from the front.
To the
amazement of the present generation of Bostonians, it has been
found that the Majestic was originally
cream colored and of stone, not
brick as long presumed.

The Peabody Seating

Manchester,

North
received an award

Ind.,

of $6,233 for auditorium seats.
contract for air compressors in
amount of 16,000 was awarded to the

A

Superior Air Products Co.

—

Advances

Is

Houston Firm

Equipment Mfg.

to Build

New Brownwood

Stand

—

Houston, Tex. George P. O'Rourke
Construction Co. of Houston has
been awarded a contract to build a
$40,000 theater at Brownwood, Tex.,
the location for the Texas National
Guard training station, Camp Bowie,
now being completed. Theater will
be built for Texas Consolidated Theaters, branch of Interstate.
seat 800.

It will

In Illinois

—

Up 4

In

Way

R. Clancy, Inc., speRockford, 111.
Contracts have
cialists in stage construction, equipment and theatrical hardware, are been let for the construction of a
expanding their sales representation new neighborhood movie theater
(Continued on Page 7)
here to be called the Auburn TheaEstimated cost is $100,000. The
ter.
theater will seat 900 and will be op7l
erated by Willard Van Matre, Jr.,
J.

Obsolescence Seen

face-lifting of the

—

Syracuse

New

Under

Co.,

(Continued on Page 6)

Factor

Despite the large volume of new
theater construction and remodeling
operations during 1940, checkup discloses opinion that the percentage of
film theater obsolescence is currently greater than it was a year ago
this month when the figure was approximately 30 per cent of activelyoperating motion picture houses in
the U. S.
While the rise of obsolescence cannot be characterized as sharp, nevertheless it points to the necessity on
(Continued on Page 6)

Versus Cupidity

t lipid

—

Neb. Frankly admitted
being installed for courting purposes, Oscar Johnson, who is about
Falls City,

as

to

open

City,

is

house.

his

new

theater,

the

Oil

putting 40 love-seats in the

Of

course, the passion trade

have to run races with the local
fat folk to get the seats, the blimps
finding them very comfy and not as

will

confining as the regular sizes.
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DAILY

Celebrates Third Birthday
COfninG and

DAILY

A

Second Section of

THE FILM DAILY

comprehensively covering the equipment field,
published every second Friday, except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc., 1501

New York

Broadway,

John

City.

W.

6425 Hollywood Boulevard,
Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

company,

the

Alicoate,

Hollywood,

IRWIN,

BILL

prexy of Irwin Seating,
factory superintendent

HAROLD LAMORE,

WALTER

Cal.,

E.

Supply

arer
the

GREEN, head

Co.,

York

in

PLAIN TALK
.

.

about equipment
{Continued from Page 6)

U. S. communities

where

this condition pre-

to a steak luncheon.
Reading from right, and going 'round the table: L. W. Conrow, president; A. J. Rademacher, F. C. Dickeley, Bert Sanford, Jr., Don L. Turner; G. L. Carrington, vice-president
and general manager; E. Z. Walters; Harry M. Bessey, secretary-treasurer; Stanley Hand,
and Harold Wengler.

Four Theaters

Parking

Install

Latest Kroehler Chairs

vails.

down

Crux

of

Facilities

D.

ton,

let's

go another step.

It

is

not

even debatable that film theater buildequipping flourishes
ing, remodeling, and
most when public attendance is on a great
scale.
That is only natural, for any theater
owner or operator worthy of the designa-

—

"Showman," will
house when he can

tion,

progressively

better

well afford the imhe knows are needed,
will both maintain and increase
his revenues.
The public has always been and always
What
will be the cornerstone of filmland.
Their favorite
people crave, people seek.
entertainment outside their homes has been
demonstrated to be the motion picture. To
the patron, the showman will cater, not
merely through the product on the screen,
but in every form of physical comfort, inhis

provements
and which

which

cluding optical and oral ease.
At hand may very well be the emergence
It
the equipment field's Golden Age.
fatal for those manufacturers and
exhibition outlets who do not recognize

of

may be

the import of conditions

Award

now

setting-in.

Belik Lease
Council here has
Ashland, O.
awarded a 25-year lease for a theater in a proposed municipal building
to the Belik Theater Corp. of Cleveland, at its bid of $11,200 a year.
Council rejected the highest bid, from

—

the Ohio Amusement & Vending Co.
of Cleveland, which offered $303,000
Voters had
for the 25-year period.
approved a $230,000 bond issue at
the election last November to finance
construction of the municipal building by more than a four to one vote.

Move

Firms

Factories

Installations
of Kroehler Push
effected recently include
1,198 seats installed in the Warner
Bros. Shore Theater, Chicago; 1,151
seats in the McVickers, Chicago,

Back chairs

1
I

return

theater

film
this

architect,

morning from Wash

C.

WILLIAM GEDRIS

of

Ideal

Seating

is

in

I

BILL
is

in

ODOUM

New

of Brenkert Light & Projec
York to demonstrate the new Brenl

projector.

Theater Fight

BERT

—

Belmont and Francisco Aves., unless
ample provisions are made for parking, were voiced recently at a public

POPKIN
Local 306,

New

York

motion

of
is

DREW EBERSON,
left

I

f

picture

vacationing
of

in

operat

Florida.

John and Drew Eben

yesterday

for

Florida.

BILL EISENBERC, theater operator, was
town this week for equipment purchases
has returned to Red Hook, N. Y.

JOHN COSHORN of Irwin Seating leaves
York today for Grand Rapids, Mich.
JAMES FRANK,
ply,

planning

is

h

JR., of National Theater S
a
Florida vacation in

February.

A

to Commercial B.
Rice Now Open in La.
The Rayen Co., a group of YoungsCrowley, La. The Rice, newest
town men is asking that the Class B

—

this

rice

center's

theaters,

h
zone be extended to permit erection
opened here.
of a new neighborhood theater, second announced for the city within
the last month, Warner Bros, having
Chicago A. S. Barger has opened recently announced plans for a new
an office at 100 N. La Salle St. and movie house on the North Side.
work will start soon on the outdoor
theater which the Barger organizaDefense Contracts Awarded
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM!
tion will build on Route 52, near
Chicago Motiograph's headquarMorton Grove, 111.
ters here received this week another
Latest model 12 watts Beam
$30,000 contract from the U. S.
Dawkins Gets Contract
Army
for
projection
It
equipment.
Tampa, Fla. C. T. Dawkins, conPower; 8" Speaker; 25' Cable;
is
also announced by local offices
tractor here, was low bidder for
of
DeVry
Corp.
that
it has received
RCA tubes; Bullet Microphone;
construction of a moving picture
theater at the Tampa Army Air a $47,000 order from the Army SigFloor Stand; Trunk. Built to sell
Base.
The bid was $70,898.
A nal Corps for 35 mm. projection
warehouse is now being used as a machines.
for $75.00
temporary theater at the field, with
showings nightly.
Contract To Knowlton

Barger Org. to Start
Its Outdoor Theater

—

CLOSING 0U1

—

—

NOW COQ50

Norwalk,

Eastman Keeps Expanding

O.— The

C. L.

Knowlton

has been awarded
Rochester A one-story addition to a contract for approximately $150,Building
the Distillation Products
at 000 to build a brick and steel theaKodak Park is planned by Eastman ter and commercial building here,
Kodak. The building, approximately by the Norwalk Theater Corp. of

Limited Quantity

—

Factory Stock

Co., Bellefontaine,

—

80 by 81 feet, will cost $25,770.

S.O.S.CINEMA SUPPLY CORP
636 11th AVE., NEW YORK

Schine Theaters, Inc.

Von Dee Changes Hands

—

was made from former

location, 135
Pearl St., Brooklyn. Executive and
business offices will be moved to the
new address in about two weeks,

Removal Notice
ON AND AFTER FEBRUARY

An

enterprise
long associated

.

1st,

1941

WE WILL BE LOCATED AT
OUR NEW PLACE OF BUSINESS

with
the best work
in the held

state.

.

Executing

PAINTING
DECORATING

uiTinuu

.

MURALS

.

.

u:iil'ju;i

AT T

I

S

T

I

333

WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK CITY

.

THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

"GET IT FROM NATIONAL**

to

Florida.

Youngstown, O. Vigorous objections to construction of a theater at

Louisville
The Switow Circuit
Effective as of Monday last, the
factories of General Register Corp. has taken over the Von Dee at SeyCo. mour, Ind., from the Vonderschmitt
.and Ticket Issuing Machine
(Timco) Inc., are located at 36-20 interests.
33rd Ave., Long Island City. Move

officials

expected

is

JOE HORNSTEIN, head of Joe Hornstein,
returned to headquarters here at mid-week

Are

operated by Jones Linick & Schaefer; hearing in city council.
No action
and 321 seats in the Oregon Theater, was taken by council on the legislaOregon, 111., for Russell Lamb.
seeking to change the property's
A total of 760 Kroehler Push tion
zoning restrictions from Residential

Backs were installed in the Highland
Theater, Washington, D. C, for the
Fairlawn Amusement Co.

of National
to Chicago

York on business.

union,

NOW,

route

about 10 days.

JOHN EBERSON,
New York

sit

en

is

turns to

Altec's founding, the Altec Pioneers

in

to

West Coast and

New

To commemorate

New York this »
Grand Rapids, Mich.

were

and have returned

Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor. West Coast Bureau,

.

G0MC

CHARLES ROSS# INC.

HUDIOS

TELEPHONES:
303

WEST

42nd

8TREET

New

York

City

Lighting Equipment

Circle 6-5470-5471

I

PUT THE SPOTLIGHT ON

• The

successful theater

owner

real-

how much his profits depend upon
good projection. That is why you will

izes

find

High Intensity projection

most successful

The

fast

<&

in the

theaters.

moving

colorful

modern
J,

productions demand the abundance
of snow white light that can be obtained only from High Intensity projection. Clear, comfortable vision is
assured and that means satisfied
patrons who come again and again.
This repeat business is what builds

box

office profits.

High Intensity projection
able

-

is avail-

low cost to every theater,

at

small and large.

With the new "One

Kilowatt" arcs even the smallest
theater can now afford to cash in on
the dividends that will accrue from

High Intensity projection

Ask your
tion of this

I\

light.

dealer for a demonstra-

modern projection

light.

See for yourself what a vast difference
it

makes

little it

in

your pictures and how
modern.

costs to be

VBB&
mcs

1

,. „\\

*•

*****

__^^^^^^^^^"^^

The
l he words "National", "Suprex" and "Orotip"
Carbon Company, Inc.

are trade-marks of National

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

NATIONAL

CARBON

GENERAL OFFICES

COMPANY, INC
30

Unit of Union

Carbide and Carbon Corporation

East 42nd Street,

New

York, N. Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES
New

York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis,

San Francisco
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Defense Program

U. S.

Booms Attendance

Develop

{Continued from Page

1)

such spots as Pittsburgh, Youngstown and San Diego, attendance has
shot up tremendously, and attributes
this to percolation of defense expen-

and

in

•

•

•

HERMAN ROBBINS

ditures.

Major circuit sources almost unanimously asserted that business at
box offices is better, with such cities
as Philadelphia, Akron, Dayton and
Buffalo showing increasing attendance strength. Expansion of aircraft
manufacture in both Buffalo and the
Baltimore area, together with sections of the West Coast, account it is
said for a measure of the present
impetus to business and consequent
public spending for film entertain-

ment.

Other circuits and indie operators
with theaters in or near the cantonment areas report better "takes" and
a considerable number of them are
currently building or planning to
erect more theaters than are now extant.

Already, theater supply dealers
have filled a large volume of orders
for

Army

centers, as well as for the

account of the U. S. Navy.
Consensus is that exhibition gains
in revenue have only just begun to
assert themselves, and that momentum will increase as 1941 progresses.

of

the Boston project,

— National

most modern and best equipped
Norton,

of

A complete
were also installed.
overhaul of the projection booth and
the installation of a Walker plastic
screen was included.

Parks Re-opens Rex
Glenwood, la. The Rex Theater
at Glenwood operated by Tom Parks

—

has been reopened following an exThe
tensive redecorating process.
walls and ceilings were covered with
Nu-wood plastic board in varied
hues.

Cicmcolo Acquires Sound

Cole and Jack

the

one

rebuilding

for

of

the
L.

the

King Coal

owned by Col. H. A.
and water damage in a

Tex.,

of

fire which destroyed almost a block of buildings in that city
mid-week
Mike Roth of Omaha has taken over management
the Rialto Theater at Anita, la., and plans extensive improvements

to

this

last

house which has been operated during the

Cecil G.

Budd

of

nine years by

last

Anita

T

T

T

• • • THAT was quite a news break which the New York
World-Telegram gave that swell junket of more than 300 G-E
dealers to the company's Bridgeport factor to inspect org's 1941

The two-column article was illustrated via a threeof photos showing Chester A. Wagner talking matters over with Rex Cole
Syd Fleishman playing pinocchle
with N. C. Dryden kibitzing
and Sam Poll taking a snooze
Trip was history -making on several counts
but chiefy
gadgetry

column layout

time in railroad annals

first

•

•

•

MANAGER

Los Angeles

was

V

Lester

—a

Y

Funk opened

E.

second-run house

Howell are sending
National

Gypsum

filmland

friends

is

to

doubling the size

the

theater

Mason Rapp,

heads have been completed

•

•

of

the

K

circuit, all of

quick notice after the

DAN GOULD,

new house

a

will

theater

the installation and negotiated an Altec
service and maintenance contract.

when you
Bell

&

organ, Filmo

be cheered by his
reports

the

many
bulk-

Lake, and

which can be connected with the
is ready

new "underground"

Ger-Bcrr Executes Front
The Ambassador
Indianapolis
Theater, one of the Central City
Amusement Co. houses, has a new
front and marquee done by Ger-Bar
Equipment Co.

thus possesses a combi:

and

flexibility

i

provided with a patented surf
finish which was developed by U.
Rubber Co., giving the materia]
handsome, lustrous appearance
a surface which is impervious
moisture and which offers great
is

i

sistance to scratching.
It may
cleaned easily with soap and watt
The material is available in
number of two-toned colors and a
it is available in a so-called "vet
la ted" fabric which carries a sei
of sieve-like holes at quarter-iij
intervals and permit easy breathi
These perforations are made not
punching holes through the fah
but by a special U. S. process wk
literally forces the fabric threads
the backing apart rather than cutt
them, thus preserving as nearly
possible the original tensile stren
of the material, it is explained.

i

I

i

i

f

A companion to Top Grain Nau
hyde and to the Standard Nauj
hdye is Naugalite which has i|
wide favor among theater owrj

{

a covering for panelled we.
This material is available in a Vij
ety of colors and finishes and v/'.i
it does not possess the durability J
Naugahyde it is ideal for wall coii
ing purposes, the manufacturer 1
serts.

Agfa Ansco Reveals Ne
16

mm. Recording
(Continued from Page

Film
1)

emulsion structure of unusual ho
geneity and uniformity of cry
size.
This insures clean, sh
resolution of the sound track
corded on the film with a b
filtered exposing light.
In orde
prevent deep penetration of the

manager

light into

the sensitive layer,

\

accompanying diffusion and hi
tion through inter-crystalline re:
tions, the emulsion is screened \\
a water-soluble dye.
This sen
ing effect fulfills the double fi]
tion of assisting in creating a
its

of the Tivoli, Interstate's

-

face image and preventing (I
penetration of light into the eil
sion layer, even with over-expos
Made here by Agfa Ansco,
new Agfa 16 mm. High-Resoh
I

Y
•

It

tion of durability

1

Y

nabe theater in Fort Worth, Tex., has been named manager of the
Bowie, circuit's newest nabe being constructed in Arlington
Heights there (Bowie is slated to open a week from today)
Clyde Allen, assistant manager of the Hollywood Theater, Fort
Worth, for several years, succeeds Gould as manager of the

•

to the Standard Genuine Naugahj
which was introduced by the co
pany some two decades ago.
Top Grain Naugahyde is a cc
bination of genuine ground leatl
and rubber, backed with quality f.

director of sales for

architect,

Y
JR.,

Theater,

plant)

the Chicago Theater, State

for

Y
•

trade

which designation

Co.,

Roosevelt of the B &

Center

which Carl Boiler

within four miles, and, with

is

Bob Downes has been named

Visual Review

subway on

his
for

the architect (Lester should do lots of biz

consider that the Vultee airplane factory

Gov't contracts galore,

New Maleri

as

cars!

Bellllower, Calif., on Jan. 6.
of

that a train

Rubber Labs.

(Continued from Page 1)
finish.
This material is rela

lies.
of

E.

district

Lincoln

D.

J.

sustained some smoke

Lilly,

in-

Hawes made

—

the
film

Tivoli

Mike Ciancolo's New Luciann Theater in Memphis, Tenn. Altec
S.

at

Beantown's

large

stalled in

engineer E.

in

The Rialto Theater, Greenville,

Theaters

Chi

sound system has been

buildings

Y

Peerless Hy-Candescent lamps, two
Simplex E-7 projectors with B & L
Super-Cinephor coated lenses, and
two Super-Simplex projector bases

'bout progress

building,

in the heart of

has been awarded contract

Va.,

Palace Theater, Dallas,
Orders Simplex Sound
special sound system has just been
installed by the Palace Theater here.
This is the first installation of this
type in an Interstate theater. Two

St.

Norton Theater and apartments, so says

because 'twas the

Dallas— A new Simplex Type C

new

which'll be completely early in the Spring and'll be

district,

Ford

happy

the boys are

Screen Service's

Broadway and Winchester

corner of

dragged eight dining

A new

and

19'

DAILY

•

NAT

M.

Y

WILLIAMS has

Y
signed a contract with Altec cover-

and repair replacement service for the entire Interstate Enterprises circuit of eight houses in Florida and Georgia Cnother feather in
Dear Mike
the cap of H. B. Moog who negotiated for Altec)
(Greensboro, N. C.) Zager: How's the latest addition to your household
Nikitas D. Dipson expects to open his Michael
gettin' along?
ing sound

de Angelis-designed Apollo Theater in the central section of Buffalo
on Feb. 1 (Basil Bros, are building it on the site of the old Liberty)

i

Sound Recording Film is obtain
through usual sources of supplj'
standard lengths.
It may be If
died under usual positive safe-lif
and can be developed in any cl'
working developer producing
contrast, such as Agfa 20 Posi
|,j

Developer.

Lido Gets Rectifiers
Providence, Ky.

—

New

rectilt

have been installed in the Lido h4

•

FO R MJCfl^

LSotrtA,
THEATERS

are

made more

attractive

by Formica

sheets used for surfaces.

This plastic material is
very hard and durable, easily cleaned and maintained,
and extremely colorful and decorative.

There are more than 70
metal

make

colors,

and inlays

in color

and

the widest variety of decoration possible. So

striking theatrical effects have

been attained with

it

by

leading theatrical architects.

Formica

not brittle and will not chip or crack. It is
and will not spot or stain with ordinary cleaning solutions. It can be washed
is

inert chemically

with soap and water or cleaned with alcohol
or other solvents if that is necessary.

Once Formica has been

installed the sur-

do not need to be refinished and
maintenance is practically nothing for many
years. In hundreds of fine new and in remodeled theaters Formica has been used
faces

for

many purposes.

The Formica Insulation Co.
4620 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, O.

• Lobby wall paneling Is one
of the effective uses of Formica
in theaters.

ORMICS

• Formica
doors
of
many
colors and with elaborate inlays
available
for
theater
are

entrances.

FOR

FURNITURE

AND

FIXTURES

W
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Obsolescence Held

WHO'S WHO

4 Per Cent Over '39

f^HARLES CRACKNELL KOONTZ.

(Continued from

I'aijt

I)

the part of circuits and indie operators to arrest the trend before it
reaches more serious proportions,
to
surveying channels
accordingwhich place present obsolescence at
34 per cent as compared with a fraction more than 30 per cent as of
Jan. 1, 1940.
Several factors are given as contributing to the rise, among them
the contention that design and manufacturing standards in the equipment field have thrown into contrast
many film house appointments devel-

I

IN
Born

NTS Sales Big

EQUIPMENT
in

Union City,

Ind., April

11,

1890.

(Continued from Page

Entered employ of the Union City Body Co. in
1910 doing office, clerical and bookkeeping work
until he became secretary and treasurer of the
company in 1915. Held this post until the formation of the International Seat Co. in
1925, at
which time he became secretary-treasurer of that
organization.
Upon the death of J. George Feinberg in 1937, he succeeded him as firm's presiHe
dent, which position he has held ever since.
is both prominent and popular in filmland's equipDuring his regime, International
ment circles.
Seat Corp. has greatly expanded its facilities and
prestige.
Headquarters at company's main offices

i

Weaver changeovers

ticket register,

New

Way

(Continued from Page

i

1)

president of Rockford Enterprises, Inc., which operates the Coronado, Palace, Midway and Times
is

Theaters here.
Paul Lewin is the architect for the

new building which

will

embody

all

of the latest developments in theaFront will be of
ter construction.
glas brick, stainless steel, granite,
Theater is
neon lights and brick.
to be ready for occupancy by Sept.
The new house will be lo1, 1941.
cated in the North-Main and Auburn
St. business district in the high class
residential district.

& Y. To Build Davue
Columbus, O. Contract for the
The directorate is composed of new Davue Theater in suburban Daytroit territory, the downward trend
being caused chiefly by new con- L. W. Conrow, G. L. Carrington, H. ton View has been awarded to the
M. Bessey, Roswell C. Tripp, Mat- F &• Y Theater Division Co. here
struction.
thew Robinson, W. J. Alford, Jr., which designed the new Mauri Whiteand T. H. Blodgett.
The 950-seat
Nick Shafer house.
New Campus Makes Debut
theater should be completed by the
Stiefel
Bros,
open
Lewisburg, Pa.
middle of May, entire project costing
their new Campus Theater here to- General Seats For Four
in excess of $125,000.
day. David Supowitz is architect.
Chicago
The Lyceum Theater,
Cleveland, has installed latest type
SAC Opens Its Newest
theater chairs manufactured by GenSouthern
Lake Charles, La.
eral Seating Co. here, whose offices
Amusement Co. has opened its latest
also report installations of their
Walnut Theater, Wal- house here the Paramount.
F.

& Son's Crestwooc/.
carpet, a set of Porthole Shutters
and Vallen controls and tracks.
Operating base of the Navy ii
Norfolk, Va., got Simplex E-7 mechanisms, Peerless Magnarc lamps, tw<
pedestals, magazines, Walker Whitt
screen, Superlite lenses, G-E Copi
Alexander Smith

$100,000 Theater
In Illinois
Under
who

1)

State Theater, Farmville, Vail
of a Hertner generator, Walke
screen, B & L Super Cinephor lenses
Sealuxe display frames, Simple:'
projectors, Peerless Magnarc lamps!
Timco ticket register, Vallen controls
Vallen tracks, Johnson Coinmetei
and lighting fixtures.
Gaertner's Lane Theater in Dun
dalk, Md., received a complete se
of Voight lighting fixtures, Voigh
drinking fountain, two Simplex pro
jectors, Simplex High lamps, Hertj
ner generator, Walker Plastic Mold
ed screen, Simplex rectifier, Timc<
er's

Union City, Ind.

oped and marketed a few years ago
and prior to that time.
Another important factor is given Altec Operating From
as the tendency of theater interests
operating in fully or over-seated Nine District Offices
communities to stand pat on prevailCurrent setup of district offices of
ing condition of houses in the absence of remodeling and improve- Altec, three years after its foundments by competitors in those situa- ing, comprise nine strategicallylocated key cities, from which the
tions.
Further, it is noted that numerous domestic market is most efficiently
old houses are kept in operation on served, and from which service to
the premise that it would be better customers can be most quickly exto defer replacing or improving them tended, company sources point out.
Offices are in Atlanta, Boston, Chiuntil the domestic economic picture
becomes clearer. However, the 1940 cago, Cincinnati, Detroit, Kansas
percentage of new theaters con- City, Mo., Los Angeles, New York
structed to supplant outmoded once and Philadelphia.
Corporation's officers are L. W.
is held to be only some eight per
cent less than in 1939, while remod- Conrow, president; G. L. Carrington,
shows, along with vice-president; H. M. Bessey, secreeling volume
equipment sales, a gain in 1940 com- tary-treasurer; E. Z. Walters, comptroller; S. W. Hand, staff representapared with 1939.
Sharpest cut in obsolescence is tive; and Harold Wengler, director
noted in the South and in the De- of publicity.

In

Baltimore Sector

^-^ Educated in the parochial school in Union City, and the Union City high
school.
Then entered Notre Dame University and graduated in the Class of
1910.
Married Leona Welch in 1917. They have three sons and a daughter.

in

!»'
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—

per Oxide rectifiers, a Simplex Foui.
Star sound system, two Weaver
changeovers, plus other booth equip-

ment.
Similarly large orders were filled
Bernheimer's Village Theater
Washington, D. C; Bernheimer's
Vernon, Alexandria, Va.; Kogod &
Burka's Apex Theater, Washington.
D. C; and Wineland's Highland, also
for

in

Washington.

New Sound

for

Cambria

—

Pittsburgh
Warner Bros, are
having new Photophone sound installed at the Cambria Theater in
Johnstown, their first-run house in
that situation.

—

—

—

Theater Fires

—

seats in the

Lighting

Equipment
Rentals:

A

full

line

of

modern equipment to-

nut, la., purchased through Scott
Norton, Va.— The Norton Theater
Ballantyne Co., of Omaha; in the
bewhich burned Christmas Eve is

gether with a staff of trained men to
handle any job large or small any
trucks,
time,
anywhere.
Generator

ing rebuilt. Lincoln Theaters Corp.
are the operators.

searchlights and floodlights, for premieres and general lighting activities.

Bruceton, Tenn., purchased
through Monarch Theater Supply
Co. of Memphis; and in the Algerian
purchased
Mo.,
Risco,
Theater,
Newark, Ark. 0. F. Craig's Roythrough the L. T. Rockstein Co., of
al Theater here burned on Jan. 6
St. Louis.
with estimated loss of $20,000.
Building and equipment were comPara.-Richards Stand Resumes
plete loss.
Ritz,

—

F or_

—

—

Roberts states.

Improvements
Bobtown, Pa.— The Circle Theater
here, which is part of the Warner
Closes

—

Service:

We

are prepared to offer the finest
equipment and technical advice
obtainable in the East. Your requirements taken care of to the last minute

service,

detail.

IT

of equipment manufactured by:

S

Mole-Richardson Co.

LIEBERMAN

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

Flag and Valance Co.

for

Lund circuit, closed Jan. 12 for comIaeger, W. Va. The Freeman & plete renovation and will be refurNewbold-operated theater here was nished throughout, including new
sound equipment.
destroyed by fire Jan. 10.

the line of equipment
picture and photographic

in

Sole Eastern Distributors

$70,000.

Elba, Ala. Fire on Jan. 7 caused
considerable damage to the local
Elba Theater. House plans to reopen
at an early date, Manager Dozier

Everything
for motion
studios.

FLAGSBANNERS—
VALANCES—

—

Mobile, Ala. The Loop Theater,
Corsicana, Tex. Fire of undeter- latest of the Paramount-Richards
Themined origin gutted the Palace
theaters and one of the few recently
ater here on Jan. 7. Interstate has constructed, has opened here. House
begun repairs to house. Damages served the Mobile neighborhood loop
wore estimated at around $20,000.
and is estimated to cost more than

Sales:

71

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

CHARLES ROSS

Inc.

244-50 West 49th Street
New York City
Tel. Circle 6-5470-1-2

ON AND AFTER FEBRUARY
646

8954

N.

Michigan

Gibson

Ave.,

Street,

Los

Chicago,
Angeles,

Illinois

Calif.

1st

THIS OFFICE WILL BE LOCATED AT

333

W. 52nd

St.,

N. Y. C.

J

:

Friday,
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Officers, Directors

Reflecting The Times
Atlantic

Are

Named

for

(Continued from Page

York

City

—Construction

of

front entirely of special glass will be
one of the features of the New Em-

1)

bassy

Theater which

Lewis

Co.

is

erecting

corner
Aves.

IffiiJ

iajj

liams.

vey
Anderson,
company's general
manager, who expects the 1,300-seat-

the directors met
and elected the following officers to
serve the ensuing year: William S.
Shipley, chairman of the board;
Stewart E. Lauer, president; Elmer
Urn A. Kleinschmidt, executive vice-prestn ident; Samuel J. Shipley, vice-presk ident and treasurer; Llewellyn WilnttdE

and Vincent K.

York and Atlantic
House will be entirely mod-

—

be ready by April 1;
and no
Staff of the old Embassy
will be moved to new house almost
er

holders' meeting,

liams, vice-president;

New

ernistic in design, according to Har-

At the conclusion of the stock-

land

to

foolin'.

R.

John F. Lebor was appointed astreasurer, and Donald M.
QttCtt
Magor, comptroller.
The following assistant secretaries
were appointed: C. J. Malone, W. A.
Pusch, and T. A. Stebbins.

GoldE Expands
Stereopticon

to

Meet

Demand

Clancy Expanding

Sales Representation

—

Chicago
The GoldE Mfg. Co.
announces increased space,
equipment and personnel devoted to
production of the popular 500 Watt
,,

jt

5j

and 1,000 Watt GoldE Stereopticons.
Revised descriptive literature on
these projectors is now in process
A convenient table,
of preparation.
showing how to specify lenses of
the correct focal length to produce
any desired picture size, will be in-

-

1)

In the film field, they add, there
a demand, where stage room has
been provided, for facilities that
might be available for handling
more than the screen or sound
paraphernalia.
There is a definite
demand, too, for the three types
of Clancy Contour Curtains, which
bring action, form and color to the
proscenium, thus making it a part
of a presentation, rather than merely a cover to hide what is on the
stage.

eluded.

.0

H

(Continued from Page

encompass the entire domestic
market as well as foreign fields,
where business can be done safely.
Inquiries from outstanding operators of film houses throughout the
country reflect an apparent trend
toward "stage" atmosphere in the
presentation
of
motion pictures,
company spokesmen assert.
to

is

here

Stebbins

Makes

—

Gilt

Detroit
Walter R. Stebbins,
owner-manager of the Film Ex_^ change Bldg., has donated two new

Simplex projectors to Detroit VariClub, in memory of his son,
Richard.
Equipment will be used
(exclusively for taking "Free Movies
ety

Shut-ins."

to

Stevens

Announces Innovation
—A new sound reproduc-

ATC

Leases

New DeLuxe

Film House In Toledo

—

Toledo Associated Theaters Corp.
has leased for 25 years the 1,800seat de luxe motion picture theater
being built as part of a $500,000
commercial development in suburban
West Toledo, on W. Central Ave. at
The new house
St. Bernard Drive.
will be one of the largest in this
city.

Fain Buys Theater Site
Leesburg, Fla. E. M. Fain, own-

—

manager for these theer of the Clay Theater, has anStevens states that a sepanounced his purchase of a lot at
rate sound unit will operate for
Green Cove Springs, on which he
each car.
nlans to erect a modern theater
building.
Roy Benjamin Jacksonarchitect has already started work
Shutters For Improvements
Cincinnati
Charles Behlan's Lin- on plans for the new building. This
coln Theater, Stanford, Ky., closed will be another unit in the Fain chain
Jan. 10; to remain dark until March of theaters.
15, for remodeling
and rebuilding

Stevens, city
aters.

—

the

Plan

house.

New

president.

—

Milledg«ville, Ga.
Construction of
another motion picture theater here,
to have a seating capacity of apLouisville
The Orpheum here has proximately
900, is scheduled to be"emodeled its front and installed
s:in in the immediate future, it is
lew front frames.
learned. The new house is expected
to be completed early in April.
Altered Rex Resumes
Louisville
The Rex here has re- New Pix Theater Opens
>pened after extensive remodeling,
Philadelphia, Miss. The new Pix
ncluding a new marquee, carpeting Theater, seating approximately 400,
ind lighting.
opened here this month.

—

—

in the

Equipment Arena

This new project will cover an
area of 35,000 sq. ft., and will contain a 2,000-seat theater, built in
accordance with the latest inven- ARTHUR DE STEFANO.
Born Dallas,
tions in the acoustical field, comTex., March 19, 1902.
Served in U. S.
pletely sound-proofed and air-condi- Army during World War. After Armistice
entered

supply

biz

in

^aeg^Mi^H^H^K

Dallas.

Graduated

Texas A.

&

M. Col-

a fter

special

'

e £e

organizations will locate in
course in Electrical
part of the premises.
Engineering. Spent
The population of Jackson Heights
two years as exhib.
increased
threefold
in
the
last
has
in
Mission,
Ennis
20 years.
Despite the increased
and
San
Marcos,
population and the continued activTex.
Re-entered
ity in housing, the building of an
supply
biz
with
up-to-date motion picture theater
Southern
Theater
has been neglected entirely.
Equipment Co.,
Moss, a pioneer in the theater field,
1923, as projection
believes this new venture will be
repair
man.
Adsupported wholeheartedly by the resivanced to sales post
and transferred to Memphis, Tenn., when
dents of this community.
The architects for the new project branch was established there in 1926. One
are Jardine, Murdock and Wright, of nine original branch managers with National Theater Supply continuously
William Wright, Successor.
since
formation in 1926.
Located Memphis 11
store

G-E's '40 Orders Rose
81 Per

Cent Over

'39

years

where he broke numerous

Transferred

ords.

sales

NTS

to

Angeles branch, 1938.
Led
branches 1939 with highest
achieved in company's history.

rec-

Los

company

all

net

results

Orders received by General Electric in 1940 increased 81 per cent
over 1939, aggregating $654,190,000 DAY G. COLVIN.
Entered the equipagainst $360,748,000 in the preceding ,X ment field in 1917. His first filmland
year, it is disclosed by Charles E. association was with H. A. R. Dutton, ExWilson, president of the company.
hibitors Supply Co.
Subsequently, and for
Last year, orders covering equip- a span of 10 years,
ment for national defense purposes was branch manaamounted to approximately $250,- ger for National
000,000, with result that the total Theater Supply Co.
business volume was at record levels. at Detroit and St.
In the last three months of 1940, Louis. In 1930, he
G-E orders reached the record quar- entered business for
terly total of $256,380,000 as against himself in St. Louis
$112,166,000 for the 1939 period, an as Exhibitors Supply
increase of 129 per cent.
Co. and has been
intensely

—

active

in

Bridgeport
Fluorescent lighting that and adjacent
will be a $100,000,000 item with G-E territories
ever
His
firm
this year,
the third year since in- since.

—

company

deals

in

a

wide

range

equipment and

of

member

Independent Theater Supply Dealers Association.
supplies and

assert.

Alex. Smith for Lyric
Indianapolis
Dudley Williston,
head of the American Theater Corp.,
with headquarters in this city, has
placed an order with the National
Theater Supply Co. here for Alexander Smith & Sons carpet for his
Lyric Theater in Louisville, Ky. The
house is being completely remodeled
and renovated.

—

r*

.

C.

is

a

ANDERS.

Head

of the

of Droll

Storm

Make Improvements

—

Oakland City, Ind.
The Storm
Theater, under the management of
R. Walter Geisse, has installed a
new Walker Molded Screen and
Hertner Transverter.

Theater

^^

Supply Co., division of J. W. Droll Co.,
Chicago.
Born Aug. 6, 1890.
Has been
identified with the motion picture industry
the
for
past
30
years.
Is the
inventor of the Droll
Processed
Carbon.
Entered the supply
biz

Georgia Stand

Orpheum Improves Front

—

is

"Heavy -Hitters"

Introducing

Polk Realty Corp.

troduction, sources close to

Cleveland

tion will be installed in local Drivein Theaters, according to George

nounced by the
of which B. S. Moss

CORNER—"

1)

tioned.
will be

Keesey, secretary.
sistant

(Continued from Page

The remainder of the plots
improved with modern business buildings. Two prominent chain

intact.

J.

"IN THIS

Announced for Queens

the Weilandhere at the

schmidt, Stewart E. Lauer, Samuel
H. Shipley, Samuel J. Shipley, William S. Shipley, and Llewellyn Wil-

of

Hew Building Plans

a

ago.

several
Is

operating
city

from
tion's

of

years

currently
in

the

Chicago

organizaheadquarters

his

351 E. Ohio St.,
and in the city of

at

Milwaukee where

a

branch is located at 709 W. Wells St.
Hartford Houses Equip
Hartford, Ky. Andrew Anderson Growth of company's trade since he took
has installed two Simplex HI Lamps the reins has been large and steady. Sevand a Hertner Transverter in his eral new branches are being contemplated
by him for establishment this year.
Kentucky Theater here.

—

w

EQUIPMENT NEWS

Mid-West Active

EQUIPMENT

In Cincinnati

FIELD NOTES

Cincinnati
Hygrade Sylvania Corp. out in Chi
'
announces a new, improved fluorescent
lamp starter which, the company says, will
New lamp starter is
eliminate sputtering.
named "Mirastat," and is available in three
sizes.

*

PROSCENIUM CHATTER

Area
JAMES

THE

*

*

— Recent

the

celestial

variety

with

study,

unknown

many

or unlisted

*

On

have

in

been

photo-

the Observatory's

discoveries

hitherto

of

stars.

*

sales

effected

screen, International chairs, rebuilt
Simplex projectors, Senarc lamps,

Benwood Linze
hawk carpet.

rectifiers,

and Mo-

*

Wayne
new Bren- Construction Started

his recent trip to Boston,

Breukert demonstrated the
kert projector to members of the operators union Local 182, at an informal
gathering in the offices of Capitol Supply Co., New England distributor. Leon
Capitol exec, was host.

Voster,

*

Milwaukee

*

*

clarions that the

Droll

Thea-

ter Supply Co. of Chicago has opened an
office in the Wisconsin metropolis, and that
Oscar Olson, bir manager of the m. p. projectionists' union, Local 164, is listed as the

RAINBAULT

has taken over his

Theater Supply Co.
here include RCA sound for S. D. nouncement of his designation by H. L.
Lee's Grand Theater in Frankfort, Andrews, company's vice-prexy.
He was
Ky.; a Da-Lite screen, International formerly manager of organization's electric
chairs, Senarc projection lamps and clock section in Bridgeport, Conn., and sucan Imperial generator for the same ceeds Stuart M. Crocker, recently named
owner's Town Hall Theater, Win- vice-prexy concerned with customer relachester, Ky.; RCA sound, Da-Lite tons.
*
*
*
screen, International chairs, Brenkert projectors, Enarc projection
C. W. Stuart, manager of G-E's Home
lamps, Benwood Linze rectifier, and Bureau, has announced the appointMohawk carpet for A. Aaron's West, ment of Mark B. Connolly as the

Mid-West

by

1

graphed and examined

P.

duties as manager of the air conditioning and commercial refrigeration department of General Electric, following an-

new

Celotex Corp. reports demand for
Celotex acoustical products as very
heavy and outlook is for a banner year.
Among recent installations are complete jobs for the Gem, Waterville,
Minn., the Lyceum. Gull Lake, and the Charleston, W. Va.; Mohawk carpet
for Tipp Amusement Co.'s Tipp, Tipp
Victoria, Quebec City, Canada.
City, O., and W. Huss' Dixie, Cincin*
*
*
nati; and International chairs for
Northwestern University's Dearborn Ob- T. Powell's Matoka, Matoka, W. Va.
Dr.
Oliver
direction
of
under
the
servatory,
International chairs were also deJ.
Lee, has designed a special 10 2-inch livered to B. Fiala's Alhambra, Dayprismatic camera for taking photo studies ton,
O., and C. J. "Williams' Royal in
More than 100,000 stars Paintsville, Ky., received a Da-Lite
of Southern skies.
of
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On

$20,000

TCT Stand

Construction has started on a new
theater in Corsicana, Tex., by Texas
Consolidated Theaters, which is to
cost approximately $20,000.
Extensive renovation of the Palace
is also under way, following a big

bureau's field representative in the Chicago area.
Mark actually took over
the post on Jan. 1.
*

Delaware Ave. section to be leased
the Warner circuit in accordance wi
recent announcement by M. A. Silvt

Warner zone manager.
*

theater

in

East

St.

K

*

*

Gus Constant plans

Airport station, Augusta, Ga., and
Air Corps Field station, Fresno, Call
Both theaters will be equipped wil
Standard equipment.
t).

*

*

The Bonny Blue Theater, Bonny

to erect a

new

taken over by J. E. Laninghai
E.
C. Laningham, and R. P. Stewart, wl
operate several other houses in Virginia
*

of the Shores Th
Claire Shores, Mich., is star
ing construction of a new house ne:
door, to replace the present buildin
which will probably be converted ini
It was originally
a store building.

Roy Shook, owner

aler, St.

bank
E.

structure.
*

*

*

M. Jennings, manager

of

the

Theater,

Lafayette,

Ala.,

images.

the-

—

Service

&

Edward Comi

Supply Co.
*
*

of the

Theater

*

A. McCarthy is modernizing his
Loomis, Chicago, with installation of
RCA Pholophone sound and Brenkert
projection and booth equipment.

You can always

count on Bette

tion picture theater. The new structure, fireproof and air-conditioned, is

Davis to come through for the

being erected for Dr. E. M. McDaniel.

box

office.

Thousands of exhi-

/.

*

*

*

Plans are now being made for a 1,200seat theater on the property facing Belmont
Ave. at Francisca Ave., Youngstown, O.

The Rayen Realty Co. has asked the

New

Taylor

Opened

—

Taylorsville Wallace Baumgardner and Charles Bowles have opened
their new Taylor Theater here after
several delays.

bitors feel the

same way about

Alexander Smith Carpet
which

is

why you

find this

.

.

.

fam-

ous carpet in most of the country's successful theatres.

city

planning commission for approval of a new
setback line and re-zoning of the property
at this site.

*

Duke

*

*

Allen, of Kenton, has installed
equipment for a film theater in Gleason,
Term., which he has just opened in a
building occupied by the J. A. Amnions Drug Store on Railroad Ave.

lU.l'JHm-ILUlJ.Ull.K

New York City
THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF
250 West 5'tb Street

•

THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Lata)

has bee
making improvements to that house, amor
which is the effectuation of better scree
ette

lot

installed by P.

Blue. V;

has been

fire last

he is said to have purWilt Reopens in Feb.
chased for that purpose some weeks
Ligonier, Pa.— The Wilt Theater
ago. Details have not been announced.
*
*
*
here, which has been closed for over
The Preston, new 500-seater of May and a year, will be reopened and operKenneth Preston, is set to open this week ated by Leone Smith some time in
February. In the meantime, the thein Salem, Mo.
*
*
*
ater is undergoing considerable alChicago end of Warner circuit con- terations and entirely new equiptinues its improvement program via ment is being installed.
re-seating the Shore with special Warner de luxe theater chairs.
*
*
*
Fifth for Martinsville
Boston's Exeter Theater, home of the
Ground has been
Martinsville, Va.
carriage trade, has had new projection lamps
broken for Martinsville's fifth moon the

beii

*

week-end. About two months'
time will be required to put this
house back in order, as the loss susWisconsin agent for the firm.
*
*
*
tained has been determined as apFrom Decatur, 111., comes word that proximately $10,000.
ater

affilia
is

In Washington, the War Dept. h,
announced plans for the constructs
of two more theaters at Army posi
They will be located at the Municip,

A.

Charter papers have been issued by
the Secretary of State's office, Albany,
N. Y., to Delaware Theater, Inc., with
$20,000 capital stock, listed subscribers
being Henry L. Blatner of Slingerlands;
Giles Y. VanDer Bogert, Schenectady
(both of whom are architects); and
Martin Schenck, Albany lawyer. Firmis to
erect a new 700-seater in the

&

Mo.,

Louis,

RCA

*

Milo DeHaven, owner of the Town
Theater at White House, O., is completing
plans for the acquisition of two additional
theaters in northwestern Ohio, which will
be taken over by DeHaven's Amusement
Corp., now being formed.
Both houses will
be renamed the Town, following policy
established at White House.
*
*
*

*

sound under a contra
signed by Publix Great States Theaters.
equipped with

*

*

*

The 1,769-seat Majestic, B

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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ml

lOth-Fox Will Tie Merchandising and Production
k

THE WEEK
IN REVIEW

ml

ml

u

All Pix to Parallel Shooting
To Meet Decree Situation

"Rebecca" Wins Poll
By

IIK

1(1

Advanced Campaigns on

L.

H.

By RALPH WILK

MITCHELL

West Coast Bureau

TEN BEST RESULTS:

UA-Selz-

competi| films in the voting by 546 repreck's

"Rebecca" topped

all

American film critics in
Film Daily's Ten Best Poll of

mtative
.:

.he

—

the other nine films in order
preference being "The Grapes of
frath," "Ninotchka," "Foreign Corspondent," "All This, and Heaven
00,"
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois,"
Boom Town," "Northwest Passage,"
Town," and "The Mortal
3ur
torm." A group of 53 pix made the

J40,

all's

Honor

Roll.
*

D

*

Government,
atlining scope of activities and obictives of its special

of

Hollywood
Twentieth CenturyFox, as a result of executive conferences now in progress here, next
season will more closely tie in merchandising of releases with producDecision retion than ever before.
sults from the situation presented
by selling under terms of the Consent Decree.
It is the company's plan to start
(Continued on Page 8)

See Foreign Drive

*

STATEMENT:

of J

—

THE FILM DAILY

In Latin

America

unit to super-

Meeting in San Juan, Porto Rico,
called for exhib. co-operation; over the week-end, sales managers
arned on circuit acquisition of com- for 20th-Fox in the Caribbean terrieting theaters; asserted that en- tory heard a warning sounded that
jrcement rests largely with the in- this year will see an intensified drive
ies;
and indicated that reprisals by foreign powers to enact legislation in Latin-American countries to
ould be crackdown by the D of J.
hold down circulation of American
(Continued on Page 4)
ise

Trailer Substitutes
To cope with the

situation

pre-

sented by Ascap-networks impasse
which makes it impossible for producers to depend on radio plugs for
screen musicals, 20th-Fox is making
available an advance song-plugging
trailer on "Road to Rio" to the company's first-run accounts. There's no
charge for the footage which has
parts of songs vocalized by Alice
Faye,
Don Ameche and Carmen
Miranda. Reel takes a slap at the
radio feud by stressing "the best
place to hear its ('Road to Rio')
songs is in your theater."

HAYS

DEFENSE:

MPPDA's

*

THIS

*

*

AND THAT: Revelation was

aade at mid-week that majors can
nvest their "frozen" U.K. coin
Joston reported film attendance off
per cent because of the "flu," while
'ther sections of the nation also
loted effect of ailment.
.

.

.

Regarded as a swift outgrowth
of the New York equity suit consent
decree signed by the five majors, a
wave of new and independently-operated booking offices is gathering
such strength that in almost every
section of the country their establishment is under way or being seriously contemplated.
Fundamentally, the plan for forming the booking offices springs from
the theory that indie circuits and
individual exhibitors will be willing

Flu,

Bad Weather

Take
Two important meetings

of Alfor this

lied units are scheduled
week. A state-wide session of New
Jersey Allied is to be held tomorrow
in Trenton for the purpose of electAn
ing new officers and directors.
organization meeting of the new
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 6)

WB13- Week Net Up $634,187

Toll at B. 0.

Influenza epidemic which is reported to be sweeping in a west-east
direction is affecting box-offices in
scattered areas, particularly in rural
sections.
In many localities schools
have been closed and in a few instances theaters are remaining dark
until the wave is over.

Large

UA

(Continued on Page 6)

net profit of
8,908,469, representing all corporaions, was garnered by Loew's, Inc.,
or the year ended Aug. 31, 1940,
qual to $65.16 per share on the preerred, and $4.82 on the common,
fter deducting preferred dividend,
whereas the net for the correspondng period ended Aug. 31, 1939, was
9,841,530, equivalent to $71.98 on
referred and $5.48 on common.

H. MORRIS
Staff Writer

Attend Trenton Meet

—

LOEWS REPORT: A

By GEORGE
FILM DAILY

Allied Execs. Will

rexy replied to assertion made by
Deal
r.
S. Senator Burton K. Wheeler Wheeler Blasts 'Uncle Sam' "Fantasia" Aldine
nat current films are inciting to war.
Opposition
Arouses
to
Cut
Refuses
But
he Hays denial of the charge was
ugmented by his delineation of the
Louis de Rochemont, March of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
onstructive character of the moHollywood Possibility of a suit
Time producer, in a telegram to
ion picture industry, terming it a
Senator Burton K. Wheeler, re- against Warners and the Stanley
child of democracy."
fused to delete Wheeler's picture Co. by United Artists over the book*
*
*

MOT

is

(Continued on Page 8)

enforcement of the consent de-

:ee,

Widely Advanced;
10% Fee is Asked; Majors
Said to Frown on Setup

Plan

Song Plugs Off Air,

circuits

have not been af-

(Continued on Page 6)

"Western Union" Premiere
At the Roxy on Jan. 31
World premiere
"Western Union" is

New

of

20th-Fox's

set for the Roxy,

York, Jan. 31. Pre-release enwill be set in other major
following the "Western Union"

gagements
cities

(Continued on Page 6)

Quarterly Operating Profit at $1,276,316
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. and
subsidiary companies report for the
Bills 13 weeks ending Nov. 30, last a net
Lottery,
operating profit of $1,276,316.68 afBoston A sweepstakes lottery de- ter deducting all charges including
signed to raise $4,000,000 for Old amortization and depreciation and
Age assistance is proposed in a bill Federal income taxes, as compared
sponsored by the Massachusetts So- with a net operating profit of $642,ciety for Old Age Pensions and intro- 129.09 reported for the correspondInduced in the Massachusetts Legisla- ing period the previous year.
ture by Sen. Charles V. Hogan of crease is $634,187.59.
Earnings are equivalent to $12.81
Lynn.
The bill also calls for the

Mass. Exhibs. Ponder Stand

On

Beano Tax

—

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 6)

"Rebecca" Cashes In
on "Ten Best" Plugs
Public interest stimulated

anew

in

"Rebecca" by THE FILM DAILY'S
"Ten Best" poll, which saw the
Selznick film finish first, has given
the pix in its present run at the
Little Carnegie better biz than in the
same period on the initial engage-

Booking resulted from
ment.
poll standing of the picture.

the

2

1

Monday, January

"<?#< DULY

The Broadway Parade @

Li

Ficturc and Distributor
The Philadelphia Story
Mctro-Coldwyn-Mayer Picturesl
Night Train (Twentieth Century-Foxl
1th week
Kitty Foyle IRKO Radio P. ctu.es>— 2nd week

—
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MEXICO

(12).
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Calle del

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Am. Seat

The

Croat

Fantasia

Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %)
Columbia Picts. pfd. 23 Vi

Con.
Con.
East.

Fm.
Fm.

Chg.
Vb

-

23 Vi

23 Vi

—

7

7Vi

Kodak

137!

2

176

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

'/2

136'

1361/2

176

176

143/4

14V2

143/4

32y4

31%

32
107/g
981/2
105/8

Paramount

11

105/g

Para.
1st
pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
Pathe Film

98 1/2
103 4

98
1

9
33 a

RKO

71/2

—

05'

8

8%

9

31/4

31/4

42
42
42
do pfd
63/8
20th Century-Fox
63/8
20th Century-Fox pfd 18
18
18
133
133
Univ.
Pict
pfd.
133
3'/.
3
Warner Bros
31/8
551/4
541/4
541/4
do pfd
.

6%

.

of

Kiss

.

.

Astor

.

World
55th

Playhouse

St.

Ambassador

week

5th

Ave.

Playhouse
Playhouse

Miami

-Bryant

Roma

Cine

Miami Playhouse

FUTURE OPENINGS
Bowery (Monogram Pictures)
Paramount Pictures)
Jan. 29

the
(

Night at

—

Earl

Carroll's

—

Jan.

Music

— Jan.

Dual

Pictures)

23

Roxy

23
....
(e)

Criterion
Capitol

Palace
Palace

DINNER
Banquet

&

Nominations
Before

for

Awards

Academy Groups
of

THE FILM DAILY

— Chairman

Pete Smith

award honors got under way with

Follows current

Washington

in

from the Coa

MICKEY ROONE1

M-G-M

represent

also

fc

in

V

OSCAR LEVANT
appear

in

arrives on the Coast
Paramount's "Kiss the Boys

(

EDDIE CANTOR
KENNY BAKER

in

is

is

CABRIEL PASCAL

New

New

York.

at the Warwick.

Lisbon

in

is

en

rou'

York.

LARRY KENT, FWC

buyer, has returned

t

Coast.

BARNEY PITKIN. RKO New Haven
and MRS. PITKIN are in Florida.

mar

FARL WRIGHT of the 20th-Fox New
has returned from a fishing jaunt
Petersburg.

r

VAN NOMIKOS.
ington

in

Chicago exhib.,
connection with Creek

is

in

relief

i

V
ai

ties.

Samuelson Penna. Allie
Third Term

Head For

—

Forms

—

—

:

Manual
Okay

1

WEDERE

in

ington.

bill.

tors of

Facilities

WALLACE BEERY flew
attend the inauguration.
NELSON EDDY

arrived from the

is

was

subjects producers tonight to discuss selection of nominations, judging committees, and classification of
short subject entries for academy
award honors, and other details incidental to awards activities as related to shorts.
First steps in election of motion
picture photograph achievements for

from 85fRestaurant

EDWARD C ROBINSON

executivi

Capra-Riskin

Philadelphia
Sidney Samue
elected business manager
Eastern Pa. Allied for a third t
at the routine organization mee
K-A-O
Subsidiary;
of the new board Friday. Other
ficers are E. E. Gregory, secret!
Settle Thalberg Claims
Btn Fertel, acting treasurer; S
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Fisher, assistant secretary.
Washington
Keith-Albee-OrphMembers of finance committee
eum Corp. has reported to the SEC iclude Joseph Conway, chairni
that on Dec. 27. 1940 it subscribed David Milgram, Harry Chert<
for all of the capital stock 100 shares Milton Rojjasner and Charles S
$10 par value of Eaton Theater fel, with Gregory and Samuelson
Corp., which was organized on the officio. Conway was selected to
same day.
resent the group at National Alii
Loew's Inc. filed an agreement be- meeting in Washington, with
tween Norma Shearer Thalberg, Ed- gram as alternate.
win J. Loeb and the Bank of AmerA resolution was passed con;
ica National Trust and Savings Astulating Allied member Percy Fr
sociation, as executors under the
man of Yeadon, on the winning
will of the late Irvinjr Thalberg,
the Metro prize.
and Loew's, Inc., relating to provisions for settlement of adjustment of certain disputes and claims.
(c)

nomination ballots sent to all direcphotography in industry. They
—
will nominate 10 black and white 20th-Fox Decree
films and six color films for final
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Following nomina- Waits on Kent's
consideration.
Monogram Picts
tions, directors of photography will
Sonotone Corp
1% 134 13^
Printing of the 20th-Fox consent
then vote on final selection from
Technicolor
8% 8% 8%
decree manual is expected to begin
15-16 15-16 15-16—1-16 those nominated.
Trans-Lux
this week with books to be immedUniversal Corp. vtc
6
6
6
Film editors' activity also started iately distributed. Go-ahead signal
Universal Picts.
voting
when all received ballots for
awaits word from Felix Jenkins, gento nominate ten best edited pictures
eral counsel, now conferring with
of year. For final selection of win- President Sidney
R. Kent and sales
OPPOSITE MADISON
ner, these 10 films will be viewed by
chief Herman Wobber at the coma commtitee which will be named pany's studios
SQUARE GARDEN
in Los Angeles.
shortly by Academy President Walon 49th STREET
ter Wanger, and Edmund D. Han1,000 at "Hellzapoppin' " Parly
MUS/C • DANCING
nen, president of the Society of MoENTERTAINMENT
Theater party was given Saturday
tion Picture Film Editors.
Sports Bar

Warner

Rialto

Paramount

(a)

Subsequent run.

(b)

bill.

Hall
Rivoli

.Strand

(Paramount)— Jan. 22

Make Music (RKO Radio

with

office,

—

Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences has
called a dinner meeting of all short

H

week

(Esperia Films)
Life (Artkino) (c)

Arizona (Columbia Pictures) (c)
Back Street (Universal Pictures)
Jan. 24
High Sierra (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Tall. Dark and Handsome (Twentieth Century-Fox)

on the 20th Cc

arrives

confabs

over the week-end and
inauguration.

to

Fire

Crandi Magazzini
The University of

for

bye."

week

— 4th week
the Mayas (World Pictures Corp.) — 2nd
Night
The Mannerheim Line lArtkino) — 5th week
The
of
(Juno Films) — 2nd week

of short subjects branch of the

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
F. ref. 6s46 1023 8 1023 8 1023
Loew's deb. 3''2s46
B'way
Para.
3s55
55
55% 55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 "4547 95
95
95
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95Va
95
95

Keith B.

..Central
Central
...Palace
Palace
Little Carnegie
....... .Rialto

(Eureka Productions)

Ecstasy

Hollywood

•

Globe

Broadway

—

Vi

—
—
+
—
—
+
—
—
—
—
+
—

Criterion

week

The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)— 47th
They Met on Skis (Mike Mindlin)
5th week

ROBERT RISKIN
today

plans for releasing the Frank
duction. "Meet John Doe."

Paramount

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

West Coast Bureau
pfd.

— 15th

Gone With the Wind (M-G-M-Selznick International)
(a-b)
Santa Fe Trail (Warner Bros.)

Ind
Ind.

Dictator (United Artists-Chanlinl
(Walt Disney Productions)
10th

17)

Close

8

8 Vb

Pictures)

TWO-A-DAY RUN

A

Net

Low

Metro-Gcldwyn-Mayer

Strand
Capitol

(

(a)

High

(

Roxy

—

Let's

'TATIONS OF FRIDAY, TAN.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Rivoli

Second Chorus (Paramount Pictures-Morros)
Behind the News (Republic Pictures)
Night Train (Twentieth Century-Fox)
4th week
The Virgin Bride (Hoffberg Production) (a)
School For Husbar.ds (Hoffberg Productions)
(a)
Chad Hanna (Twentieth Century-Fox) la-b)
She Couldn't Say No (Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a)
Rebecca (United Artists-Selznick) (d)
Convoy
RKO Radio Pictures!

Pride of
Virginia

FINANCIAL

week

—
—

Command

COfllinG and GOIIK

Theater
Music Hall
Globe

Hudson's Bay (Twentieth Century-Fox)
2nd week
Four Mothers (Warner Bros. Pictures!
2nd week
Flight

DONALD

— 4th

20,

night at the Winter Garden to celebrate the 1,001 performance of the
Leroy Bradford Dead
Olsen and Johnson show, "HellzapopUpwards of 1,000 attended.
Minneapolis, Minn. Leroy Brad- pin."
ford, projectionist at the Uptown Show has been bought for pictures
Theater here for more than 10 years, by Jules Levey, who will produce it
this year.
died after a brief illness.

—

FOR SALE

— BARGAI

THESE FEATURE PICTURE
OUTRIGHT SALES ALL

RIGH1

THE GOLEM
Sound. 8 Reels

SAMSON AND DELILAH
Sound, 7 Reels

CORIANTON
Sound. 11

Reels

LOVE AND PASSION
Silent.

6

Reels

THE LAST HOUR
Silent.

6

Reels

HER UNBORN CHILD
Silent.

9 Reels

CURSE OF DER FLUGH
Silent.

We

9

Reels

Invite Offers,

Phone Circle

Cash On!
6-9580

I

HOW IS YOUR
CUSTOMER
APPROACH?

9a1L&
Do you do everything you can to bring the paying customers under your marquee . . . into your
lobby ... up to your box-office? Do you change
your frames
marquee . re. re-dress your
design your lobby display
stand 'em up in
front with color
brilliance when
smartness
you've got a real money-grabbing picture? Do you take advantage of
the press-books and the things they recommend?
.

.

.

.

. . .

Remember
was .is
.

.

. .

.
.

.

.

.

. . .

advertising . . . showmanship
. exploitation
. . always will be the lifeblood of this business*

of red corpuscle advertising or does it need a bloodtransfusion to bring your customer-approach up to snuff (PROFITS
Is

your theatre

TO

full

YOU).

there's any doubt in your mind ask the Prize Baby
in Trailers . . . Lobby Displays . . . Standard
cessories by
If

answers

.

.

.

he's got the

Box Office Ac-

ODVERTISIOG ACCESSORIES, inc.
lUmnilftL Ceo*** ACCESSORIES

OflTIOnfiL^*** SERVICE
2'1

•

w

Monday, January

20, 19

DAILY

Allied Execs. Will

See Foreign Drive

Attend Trenton Meet

In Latin

(Continued from Page 1)
unit for New York State is to be
held at the Lincoln Hotel on Wed-

pictures
for the

(Continued from Page

meeting and
to obtain

counsel,

efforts have been made
F. Myers, general
President A. H. Cole.

Abram
and

• ANOTHER communication from that fellow Seth
bobbed up on the week-end
and on the sheer hypothesis that our industry
still retains its oft manifested interest in farming
as witness such past productions as "The
Good Earth," "The Green Pastures," "Power and the Land,"
"Down on the Farm," et al
we share with you the contents

—

of Seth's dispatch:

T
Dear

Sure nuf didnt expect

see

to

that

But long as

it

there

letter

run

its

Euclid Theater Decision

practical

Div.

all

to

Appellate Division has
the decision handed down against
the Euclid Theater, Brooklyn, in favor of Local 306, projectionists, by
Brooklyn Supreme Court Justice
Thomas E. Morrissey. Decision ordered the theater to pay the union
affirmed

'with

your

Maybe

farmin than they daes.

Its

the

right

way

Phil

fer

ed the union an additional $888 as
due the union since the award made
Decision has
in the original suit.
an important bearing on future action by the union with five similar

cases said to be pending.

Ancona

to Release 36
Argentine Pix in U. S.

Favors Original Mus
For Films by 27 to 1 Ratio
Poll

after

Film audiences desire, 27 to 1,
hear new music come from the scr<
rather than the familiar classi
they are better disposed about 2
1
to music that interprets the m(
than to music synchronizing w
film action; they would rather hi
music occasionally during a mo
than a score that continues throuj
out; one listener in everv two
unable to recall the name of
film composer that has impres:
him these are indications of a s
vey conducted by the League of Co
posers among 334 people to wh
questionnaires were distributed
the League's presentation of "Mu

whats a book learnin bank guy know about farmin compared
these here farmers what have been a turnin out good crops

productions, will release 36 pictures
this country during the current
season.
Fifteen of the 36 productions already are in New York. The
Spanish features are reported to
have wide popularity in foreign picture theaters.
in

•

•

•

T
T
PERSONALITIES:

i

—

and Film" at the Museum of Mi
ern Art last Sunday.
(Editor's

From

THE FILM
DAILY to
O'Brien

Hugo Mayer

—

S. (Bob) Farrell, well
Portland, Ore., exhibitor, has just been named Speaker
of the House of Representatives at Salem, Ore.
• Harry C.
Arthur, Jr., general manager of the Fanchon & Marco theaters,

known

M

Joseph Adam
Viscount Julius
De Morales

at

the

downtown
Broadway

—Dartmouth,

.

Cornell, Auburn, Temple, etc.

—

• Lloyd Bridgham, manager of
in Dover, Mass., has been installed as past president

pic theaters).

and also as secretary

of the

.

musical effects synchronized with
action of a film or music that is g'

I

erally

.

has given permission to his brother Edward, who has charge of
booking for the house; Joe Goldstein, manager of the Mikado
Theater; Jack Rosensweig, of the Manchester Theater; and Bob
Johnson, of the Pageant Theater, to take time out from their
duties to drill with the F &
troop of the recently organized
Missouri Reserve Guard which took over when the Missouri National Guard was called into Federal service.
• Lee Witney,
managing director of Boston's Hotel Kenmore, and one of the
motion picture theater men's most loyal friends, and who has
several times staged special stunts and events for their benefit,
has been named General Chairman of the New England Hotel
Show to be held in Boston April 30-May 2, and is the youngest
hotel exec, ever to be named to that position (Witney is an entlnisiastic football follower, and, since his hotel is headquarters
for visiting college teams, he arranges during the pigskin season
for special "nights,"

t<

original music written for docu
mentary films a key both to th
complexion of the audience an<
to their collective viewpoint.)
To the question, "Do you pre

T

.

The Mu

Note:

seum program was devoted

Roert

.

—

—

SETH

Raul Ancona, who owns the exclusive United States rights to Argentine Sono Films and Lumiton

foreign distribution for the C(
pany, presided at the three-day h
die. However, there was also an
timistic note sounded at the c
vention.
It was pointed out t
despite the fact that distributors
European pictures are resorting
wholesale re-issues in the territc
the exhibitors and natives alike
getting tired of these pictures,
new foreign product is coming
and increased playing time to a c
siderable extent should be availa
for U. S. pix.
Effect of foreign propaganda
Latin-American countries was a
discussed.

in and years out afor they got in that little financial bizness
what was brought about through no fault of thern.
Now I aint a sayen that some of these bank fellers aint right
guys. They is. But when I was a young un my mammy used ter
say somethin that went like people should stay in theys own
bizness and not be a tryin to run the other fellers. But when they
was obliged to do so go out and get theyselves somebody else
what knew more about it than they did.
Sorta makes sense Phil for I betcha right now you cudnt harness
a horse to a surrey if you tried.
But I betcha you know guys
what could.
And if you wanted one hitched youd go get the
V/ouldnt you.
guy.
So some o them bank guys has been smart
purty smart fer thats what they done.
They got therselves the
right one to do the work and when you see the crops these here
fellers are a puttin thru for 1941 youll sure nufi be serprised.
les you keep your weather eye peeld fer somethin right important
to come from that there farm soon and right soon.

awards last year.
The Appellate Division also award-

F.

in

yecas

$928 because its ITOA contract was
held to be binding despite the fact
that the theater had resigned from
the ITOA previous to the arbitration

Dennis

mine
me.

of

ok

some o those farmers in the surroundin country 'will take a notice
too and get their farms in order afor theys told to.
I was a snoopin round one
place the other day and from looks
a things theys got some crop a comin thru for forty one.
Some
o those specialists what they sent out here with city learnin is deciden
to give the farms back to the farm hands what know more about

and directors

are scheduled to be elected at Wednesday's meeting of the New York
unit.
Between 50 and 60 exhibitors
are expected to attend.

Upheld by Appellate

T

Phil:

column the other day.

Tuesday.
officers

•

•

Colonel Cole is due in the East for
the annual national board meeting
in
Washington next Monday and

Temporary

1)

and maintain the mar
European product.
Walter J. Hutchinson, director

nesday.
It is reported that Lee Newbury.
president of New Jersey Allied, will
not be a candidate for another
term and that a successor will
be
named at tomorrow's meeting.
Sidney Samuelson, national director,
will
address the Trenton

America

interpretive

of

the

mood

234 voted in favor of general int
pretation, with only 100 answers
synchronized effects.
That mu
should complement the general ba
ground of a motion picture rati
than have independent interest v
the verdict of 190 moviegoers agai
128.

Iushewitz Under Knife

Moe Iushewitz, public relations
rector for Local 306, projectioni
union, enters the Beth Israel H
pital tomorrow morning for a mi)
operation.
He expects to be in
hospital about a week.

WEDDING

BELLS

.

Dover Kiwanis Club

Lilian Yost, secretary to 20th

ad sales director Ed Hollander,
be married Jan. 26 to Irving Sto&
.

I

—

:

Monday, January 20, 1941

.v

:<

"Mr.

J RKO

REVI€LUS OF TH€ R€UJ flLfllS

and Mrs. Smith"

Carole Lombard,

with

<?!{< DAILY

Robert Montgomery,

Priscilla

Gene Raymond
95 Mins.

Radio

Lane, Rosemary
Lane, Gale Page

Lane,

Lola

Humphrey

with

* SHORTS *

Bogart, Ida Lupino,

Alan Curtis

Warners

:<

"High Sierra"

"Four Mothers"
with

:<

86

Mins.

Warners

100 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
DRAMATIC AND ACTIONFUL MELOSEQUEL TO "FOUR DAUGHTERS" WITH
BOX OFFICE BELL RINGER PACKED FAMILIAR CAST GOOD OFFERING FOR DRAMA SHOULD DO WELL WITH AUDI- "Uncle Sam The Non-Belligerent"
ENCES GENERALLY.
RKO-MOT
21 mins.
WITH LAUGHS MARKED BY SWELL DI- FAMILY TRADE.
RECTION AND TOP PERFORMANCES.
Packed with high power action, excelContinuing the series started by "Four
Dramatic, Effective and Timely
Alfred Hitchcock this time turns his Daughters" and followed by "Four Wives" lently cast, smoothly geared and efficiently
Unmistakably sounding a clarion
directorial talents to comedy and shows that the Warners have concocted a sequel that handled from all technical standpoints, this call to arms for America, this new

—

he

also a

is

has injected

master

many

in

the laugh

field.

He

refreshing, mirth-provok-

touches in the sophisticated offering.
Carole Lombard and Robert Montgomery
do splendid work in the title roles, and the
former, in her first "dress up" part in several pictures, will also win much attention
from femme fans because of her attractive
ing

tc-i

clothes.
role

and

laughs.

Gene Raymond makes much

of his

is an important factor in piling up
Jack Carson does well as a club

financial

somewhat

if

problems of the family,

familiar

as

it

wends

through the family's troubles,

it

its

still

way

main-

tains sufficient interest to hold attention.

Exhibitors

have the other pictures as a
the sequel and have

exploiting

for

basis

same cast "names"

marquee

the

William Tracy, Charles Halton, Esther Dale
and Emma Dunn are among the able prin-

for selling the picture.
WilKeighley directed and the original
screenplay was written by Stephen Morehouse Avery. The picture might have been
speeded up by a little editing with some
of the sequences and scenes overly long and

Carole and Montgomery have been marthree years, when Charles Halton, of
Beecham, in Brenda County, Idaho, arrives
with the information that the marriage of
ried

Montgomery was illegal because
county, where the marriage was

Carole and

Brenda
held, although on the border line of Idaho
and Nevada, was listed at that time as part
of Nevada. Carole considers herself a free
woman and orders Montgomery from her
apartment. He goes to live at his club, but
tries to regain her love.

Gene Raymond, Montgomery's law

part-

shows interest in Carole and she encourages him. Gene and Carole make a trip
to a winter resort, and much to their surMontgomery has trailed them
prise find
ner,

Montgomery feigns illness and wins
much sympathy and attention from Carole.

there.
I

When

she finds she has been fooled, she
tries to play a trick on him. Raymond steps
out of the picture, realizing Carole and
Montgomery are still very much in love with

each other.

Norman Krasna has written an amusing
I

and

tic

member, who tries to console Montgomery,
when the latter is away from his wife. Philip
Merivale, Lucile Watson, Betty Compson,

cipals.

;

should be agreeably received by the family
trade.
The same familiar cast of characters
peoples the picture, and they also have
the same amount of troubles as in former
issues. Theme, which centers on the domes-

story

and

screenplay,

replete

with

clever

Edward
and bright dialogue.
Ward's music is an important factor in the
production.
Harry Stradling's photography
situations

is

very praiseworthy.

CAST: Carole Lombard, Robert Montgomery, Gene Raymond, Jack Carson, Philip
Merivale, Lucile Watson, William Tracy,
Charles Halton, Esther Dale, Emma Dunn,
Betty Compson, Patricia Farr, William Ed-

In

addition, the

average

story

family's

for

use.

thought, that of an

difficulties,

also

offers

possibilities

liam

drawn

out.

The Lane

Priscilla, Rosemary and
Claude Rains, Jeffrey Lynn,
Eddie Albert, May Robson, Frank McHugh
and Dick Foran headline the cast, with all
the players giving a good account of themselves.
Story itself concerns the near financial collapse of the entire family and the
possibility it will be all split up after a
Florida hurricane wipes out the investment
of McHugh, and the family must make good
the money invested by the numerous towns-

sisters,

Lola, Gale Page,

Everything is worked out for the
best before the picture closes.
people.

CAST:

Lane, Rosemary Lane, Lola
Page, Claude Rains, Jeffrey
Eddie Albert, May Robson, Frank
McHugh, Dick Foran, Vera Lewis.

Lane,
Lynn,

Priscilla

Gale

CREDITS: Produced by Warners; Director,
William Keighley; Original Story, Stephens
Morehouse Avery; Suggested by a novel by
Fannie Hurst; Cameraman, Charles Rosher;
Editor, Ralph Dawson.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

PCC

Trustees

Oppose

N. Y. Consent Decree
Portland,

Ore.

—"Trustees

new Warner

release should do well with
audiences generally.
The general public
likes good crook mellers and this is right
down the groove in that respect. Although
there are no four star "names" in the cast,
Humphrey Bogart and Ida Lupino have drawing power to a degree and the picture offers

plenty of exploitation

possibilities.

story of the Dillinger era,

cessful

book, and above

made from
all

it

is

It

is

a

a suc-

an action

picture with a capital A.

Bogart and Miss Lupino are excellent in
Bogart is properly cold
blooded, but sentimental in spots, as the
noted bank bandit who gets sprung from
jail to a job for an old friend.
As an escapee
rrom a home in which she couldn't get along
with her father, working as a taxi dance
nail girl and doing a few other odd things
that are not looked upon with favor in the
books of social etiquette, Miss Lupino shades
ner performance nicely, making the most
of every scene. Strong support is given by
Alan Curtis, Arthur Kennedy, Joan Leslie,
Henry Hull and Henry Travers, with remainder of the cast a credit to the picture.
Miss Leslie, a newcomer, looms as a good
screen bet.
Credit Raoul Walsh with a deft directing
job, John Huston and W. R. Burnett, who
is also the author of the novel, with a moving screenplay, and Associate Producer Mark
Hellinger for the picture's general quality.
Story concerns Bogart principally.
He is
sprung from prison by Donald MacBride.
Knowing that he has a price to pay, he
travels to California to find out that he is
to lead a holdup on a big desert resort, with
the whole job already worked out. But in
between Bogart's death at the hands of the
law and his trip to California there is a
wealth of drama that moves along in a
humanly understandable pattern. The actual
holdup and the chase and end of Bogart,
trapped on a mountain top, are packed with
action and drama of the spine tingling type.
rhe two lead roles.

CAST:

Humphrey

Bogart,

Ida

Alan Curtis, Arthur Kennedy, Joan

Henry
Minna

Hull,

Lupino,
Leslie,

Henry Travers, Jerome Cowan,

Gombell,

Elizabeth

Risdon,

Cornel

of the Wilde, Donald MacBride, Paul Harvey, IsaPacific Coast Conference are abso- bel Jewell, Willie Best, Spencer Charters,
lutely opposed to New York consent George Meeker, Robert Strange, John Eldmunds, Adele Pearce.
decree," R. H. (Bob) Poole, executive redge, Sam Hayes, and Pard, a dog, as
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Harry E. secretary declared, following a ses- portrayed by Zero.
Edington; Director, Alfred Hitchcock; Au- sion of the Oregon board of direcCREDITS: In charge of production, Jack
thor,
Norman Krasna; Screenplay, same; tors here in connection with a meetL. Warner; Executive producer, Hal B. WalCameraman, Harry Stradling, ASC; Special ing of some 100 exhibitors.
Associate producer, Mark Hellinger;
lis;
Effects, Vernon L. Walker, ASC; Art diIn addition to Poole, exhib. execs, Director, Raoul Walsh; Screenplay, John
rector, Van Nest Polglase; associate, L. P. here for the meeting included Ben
Huston and W. R. Burnett; Novel, W. R.
Williams; Musical score by Edward Ward; Levin and Rotus Harvey of
San Burnett, Cameraman, Tony Gaudio; Editor,
Editor, William Hamilton.
Francisco, James Hone, Secretary, Jack Killifer.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Washington group; L. 0. Lukan,
DIRECTION, Swell.
Fine.
DIRECTION,
PHOTOGRAPHY,
trustee, Seattle; Hugh Bruen and
Fine.

Jack Berman of Los Angeles; A.
Robert Conness Dead
Oregon
trustee,
West Johnson,
Portland, Me. Robert Conness, 74, Eugene; William Ripley of Longwho had appeared in a number of view, 0. J. Miller, executive secresilent films in addition to a long tary, Oregon group, and Bob White,
career on the stage, died here.
Oregon trustee, Portland.

—

issue of the March of Time, blasts
at the dictatorships. It depicts slavish labor battalions in France being
worked to the limit of their endurance; it shows French children being rationed in comparison to the
sleek appearance of the Nazi army;
it presents Parisians listening tearfully to endless regulations that have

been imposed upon them; and, perhaps more important still, it shows
that the latest Gallup poll indicates
60 per cent of the people in this country favor aiding Britain even at the
risk of war in an all-out aid program.
A number of exclusive German
clips, supplied thru Dominion sources
after seisure as war contraband, have
been incorporated into the subject
that are of great interest, including
shots of the Nazi long-range Big
Berthas in action. It also shows the
German and British armies and
navies in action and it shows a number of scenes of destruction in Great
Britain.

Subject also deals with the isolationist-interventionist battle being

waged here now.
"Unusual Crafts"
Columbia

9 mins.

Highly Interesting
Dealing with the Scilly Island and
their inhabitants, this reel takes
audiences to a part of the world seldom seen by man and only remotely
known.
The Scillys lie about 30
miles off the Southeast coast of England, a rocky and forbidding group
of islands with only five of them inhabited. However, the islanders are
highly skilled craftsmen who use the
granite masses on the islands for
manufacturing all sorts of art objects.

Fashioning and mounting of

stones and the construction of ship models and other
art objects is undertaken by the
islanders.

semi-precious

"Meet
Warners

the Fleet"

20 mins.
Fine Patriotic Subject
This patriotic two-reeler is both
educational and interesting, and it
should hold the attention of any
theater audience. Produced with the
co-operation of the U. S. Navy,
much of the footage was filmed at the
San Diego Naval Base. Robert Armstrong, William T.
Orr,
George
Expert.
Reeves, Mary Cheffey and Herbert
Anderson are featured in the story
38 Hold "Hudson's Bay"
which ties together action centering
Holdovers on 20th-Fox's "Hudson's on actual training of the men at the
Bay" were reported in 38 situations base. B. Reeves Eason directed and
Owen Crump wrote the screenplay.
at the week-end by the company.

&Q
Flu,

Bad Weather

Take

Toll al B. 0.
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WB 13 Week Net Up $634,187
-

Quarterly Operating Profit atj$1, 276,316

Fantasia" Deal

Arouses Opposition

(.Continued from Page 1)

per share on

ti

HIT shares outstand- credit of $11,642 made directly to
1)
ing- after deducting- shares held in Earned Surplus.
said Friday,
Inventories are reported as folthe treasury and to 31 cents per
but bad weather over a large seclows:
share
on
3,701,090
shares
outstandtion of the country has caused some
Released productions, at cost less
dropoff at the theaters, not neces- ing after similar deductions.
Divi- amortization, $6,865,480.19; Producsarily due to influenza.
dends in arrears on the preferred tions completed but not released, at
as at Dec. 1 amounted to $33.6875. cost, $4,653,945.11; Productions in
Rural III. and Missouri Hit
The net profit from operations for progress and charges to future procost,
at
$1,426,542.93;
ductions,
Flu epidemic is more
St. Louis
the 13 weeks ending- Nov. 30, before Rights and scenarios unproduced, at
pronounced in rural sections of Ilcharges for amortization and depre- cost (less reserves of $490,388.33),
and Missouri than in St.
linois
ciation of properties, and Federal $1,663,224.84.
Louis proper, and b.o. biz in the
income taxes, was $3,033,014.01. as
Report discloses that Warners
health
yet,
As
smaller spots is off.
compared
with $2,343,637.16 for the has made advances of $377,523.07
theauthorities have not ordered
13 weeks ending- Nov. 25, 1939.
to an outside producer (Frank Caaters to close but if the epidemic
The gross income, after eliminat- pra-Bob Riskin), recoverable from
becomes more pronounced, action
ing- intercompany transactions, for film
rentals.
Pix is "Meet John
may be taken.
the 13 weeks ending- Nov. 30, was Doe."
$24,934,448.30.
The
comparable
Cash on hand at Nov. 30, amountin Philadelphia
Take Falls
gross income for the 13 weeks end- ed to $8,452,922.16, which compares
Bad weather and ing- Nov. 25, 1939 was $24,741,166.79. with $6,909,383.68 on Nov. 25, 1939
Philadelphia
the flu epidemic combined to drop
During the period there was a and $7,709,982.16 on Aug. 31, last.
business 20 per cent in all thehouse
neighborhood
aters.
One ace
Tele
Blasts 'Uncle
was reported to have taken in less
Progress
Report
Most
But
Refuses to
than $25 Thursday night.
houses reported new lows.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
it'.),

(Continued from Page

fected seriously,

it

was

—

20%

—

FCC toGet NTSC

Wheeler

—

Ban Kids

in

1)

ers that the booking- was in violation of a contract
had for bookings in the theater, it is reported.
It was said that the company wasjj
considering asking- for an injunctior
to prevent playing of the picturel
at the house and a simultaneous!!
action for damages due to the factl

UA

that the Disney picture would prob-l
ably play the house for at leastfl
six months and
pictures would!
be excluded during- that time
SuitN
would be based on alleged breaching- of the contract, it was said.
Onj
the damage claim, it is expected thatj
an arbitrary sum would be asked
for every picture that would havel]
played the house during that period.
Whether or not this action would}
be taken without the consent of the
producers could not be deter-l
mined.
It also could not be learned
whether or not
has sought anyl

UA

I

UA

utterances

from the

—

I

I

M

of

T

—

Keene, N. H.

Off 40%
Keene, N. H. Children here are
Charleston, S. C. Epidemic has being- refused admission to theaters
decided slump in theater because
a
influenza
wave.
of
the
attendance in a number of cities and School officials announced that 700
Theaters pupils are ill. More than 1,000 were
towns in this territory.
here report business off 40 per cent reported absent from classes in Conand every other row of seats is roped cord, the state capital.
off to prevent patrons from getting

—

ontinued from Paiic

other booking arrang-ements from!
the Warner theater department, oil
release, "Uncle Sam
the Non-Bel- whether or not the facilities had been||
ligerent."
Action followed a tele- offered.
gram to de Rochemont from Wheeler demanding- that the scenes be
Philadelphia
Sources close tcfl
eliminated.
Warners at the week-end said that;
Wheeler wired "This issue of the there had been difficulties as a re-i
March of Time may make some of suit of the "Fantasia" booking into]
your war-mongering friends lyrical the Aldine for a Feb. 12 opening]
when they see it, but it is a thinly but expressed the opinion there
disguised effort to report current would be a settlement without re-|
events.
It is so obviously war pro- source to litigation.

and

—

Charleston Biz

Cut

(Continued from Page

Washington
FCC Friday anin Ind. nounced it will meet with the NaIndianapolis Both teachers and tional Television Systems Commitpupils were absent from schools in tee next Monday, at which time the
large numbers last week with a latter will make a progress report
corresponding effect on theater re- on its study of the television situaThe conference will be open
Schools in Edinburg, Ind., tion.
ceipts.
Health to the public.
were closed for the week.
authorities warned against crowds,
In Walterboro theaters
reporting that the number of flu regardless.
are to close Monday.
cases was high for the season.

Crowd Warning Issued

(

Sam' UA

MOT

Monday

I

ing of "Fantasia" at the Aldinc
Theater, Philadelphia, was foreseer
here in a notification to UA produc-

—

paganda that I doubt whether even
you will advance the hypocritical

'Western Union" Premiere

plea of impartiality. Delete my pic£t the
Jan. 31
ture and statements."
de Rochemont, from his home in
(( ontinued from Page-1)
Newington, N. H., wired the MonCoast-to-Coast
broadcast on
the!
tana Senator refusing the demand,
Kate Smith Hour, also on Jan. 31.|
saying, "Your intemperate and reckThis will be over the entire CBS
Health Boston Film
too close to each other.
Hit
less charge of war mongering by
network.
The broadcast will origi-,
authorities have decided not to close
Boston Plenty of flu and grippe the March of Time obscures the fact
theaters as patrons are staying away victims on Boston's film row last that the principal portion of this nate at Washington, D. C, where
many of the company's stars will
week. Those affected included Char- picture deals not with the opinions
be there, attending the President's
Theater,
of
American
the
Hamilton
political
men
and
ley Wilson of
Birthday Ball.
Dorchester; Walter Cillis, manager statesmen but with the tragic fate
the
Cameo exchange; Frank of millions who have come under
of
Lydon, Allied leader, and Mrs. Ly- tli tyranny of the Nazis either as a Special Press
Richmond, Va.
William Stubs, don; Ed Renick, M-G-M salesman; result of appeasement or as a re"Virginia"
Jan. 27
service staff. Carillon, joined the Maurice Wolf, M-G-M district man- sult of easy conquest.
Army Aviation, and is now located ager; Arthur Howard. Allied unit
"Your picture and your remarks,
Paramount has arranged a speat Chanute Field, Illinois.
business manager, S. L. Loew, Jr., as well as those of Verne Marshall cial press preview of "Virginia" at
and Sol Levin, of the M-G-M office. and Congressman Vito Marcantonio the Paramount Theater on Jan. 27,
South Boston, Va. Mervin Matze
will not be removed from this issue
thus releasing- a large block of tickand Clarence Greene, Princess ser- Weather, Not Flu, In Detroit
consider it ets, hitherto reserved, which can
of March of Time.
vice staff, leave with the National
cur
duty,
as
journalists,
to let the be turned over to the Maple Leaf
Detroit
Checkup of exhibitors inGuard for Fort Meade, Maryland, dicates that attendance has not been public see and hear the men who Fund which is sponsoring the preon Feb. 3.
O. T. Grimes, former seriously affected by flu.
Drop in oppose the policies of those of our miere the next day. Proceeds from
usher also has joined the Army.
past three days is believed due to leaders who wish to keep the war the advance sale of tickets are to
wet, foggy weather, and may be away from this hemisphere by giv- go to Canada's national organization
Cleveland
Lieut. Warner (Pat) caused, exhibitors feel, by beginning ing unstinted aid to the British."
for British war relief.
M of T on Friday had an unoffiBrandt, son of Walter Brandt, Vita- of fear of flu.
Drop downtown esgraph salesman, reports for duty timated at 10 per cent, running to cial protest from the No Foreign "Handsome" Plug Via Kate Smith
the end of this month at Camp Peay, nearly 20 per cent in neighborhoods War Committee against the incluAll details have been set by 20thTenn.
over two weeks ago, but not below sion of pictures of Verne Marshall Fox for the Coast to Coast broadcast
in
the
subject.
pre-holiday standards.
of "Tall, Dark and Handsome" FriIndianapolis Thomas W. McKean,
day night on the Kate Smith show.
Settos Circuit Adds
of Warner Bros., office staff here, is Mild in Chicago
Show will originate at the CBS thethe first from Film Row to be taken
Chicago Flu has not affected atIndianapolis The Settos Circuit ater in New York. Charlotte Greenby the draft. He will leave tomor- tendance materially in Chicago ter- has acquired the Amusu Theater, wood and Milton Berle will be on the
row for Hattiesburg, Miss.
ritory.
Wave is very mild here.
Oakland City, from Carl Spillman.
program.
I

—
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Amusu

on

"Carefully compiled

Its

u

"Constantly kept at hand

"A

reference book

w

we

could not be without"

"We

will

many times
we are indeed

use the 1940 Film Year Book

during the coming year and feel that
fortunate to

have

its

have been
command."

contents that

fully compiled, at our

Mitchell Wolfson,

Wometco

"For

many

years

so care-

Co-owner

Theaters, Miami, Fla.

have constantly kept at hand the
Year Book. As a source

I

current issue of Film Daily

and

of information

reference,

it

is

invaluable to me."

H. D. Buckley, Vice-President

United Artists Corp.

"The Film Daily Year Books make a very impressive
array in my office and I am proud to add another
volume to this notable collection dating back to 1933.
A reference book we could not be without, the previous volumes are well-thumbed and I am deeply
grateful in having the 1940 edition."

W.

G.

Van Schmus, Managing

Director

Radio City Music Hall, N. Y. C.

*H»
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FILM YEAR BOOK
NOW

IS
and will be ready for distribution

to

IN

PREPARATION

FILM DAILY subscribers early next month

M<
20lh-Fox lo Tie

1)

and

directly
parallel production, in contrast to
the practice, generally followed, of
waiting until the picture has been
No
delivered to the home office.
picture next season, it is learned,
will be released until it has been
fully and amply exploited, not only
among exhibs. but where potential
patrons are concerned as well.
will

That the company

will next seaa vigorous selling
campaign on accessories is certain.
With distribution as set up under
the Consent Decree, the only positive safeguard that pictures will be
given the proper local exploitation
will be through supervision of adSo far this season, this desales.

son

inaugurate

partment's revenue has trailed last
However, adsales will play a
year.
greater part in the distribution
scheme next season than ever in
the past.

Whether or not there will be
a national convention will be determined by Herman Wobber, general

manager

of

distribution,

after

his

conference with his sales aides upThe
on his return to New York.
confab date with district managers
will also be set then.

A comprehensive advertising, exploitation and publicity program for
each of this season's specials is being drawn up at the conferences
which enter their second week today, and are expected to continue
for the greater part of the week.
Charles E. McCarthy, publicity,
advertising and Exploitation Director, and Studio Publicity Director
Harry Brandt arc laying out campaigns on "Tobacco Road," which in
all probability will be given special
lines;
along road-show
handling
Great Broadcast" and other

"The

attractions.

Among

St. Louis
"Depressing" screen and stage efforts form part of a diet of
100 per cent woe that is apt to give the nation a severe case of war jitters if
it doesn't watch out, Drs. Melvin
B. Kirstein and Dr. Hyman H. Fingert of the
Jewish Hospital and Dr. Howard A. Rusk of St. Luke's Hospital warned in guest
appearances on the "Inquiring Girl Reporter," local
United Charities Show.
Cited as an example was "Escape."
"Do our daily jobs, play our usual games, above all go to the theater and the
cinema never feeling one whit ashamed of shunning everything that is depressing
and hopeless," advised Dr. Rusk, St. Luke's assistant chief of staff.

In

the decisions reached last
week regarding current season product was one pertaining to the release of "The Great Commandment,"
which will shortly be made availBy mid-week, the conference
able.
will have progressed to the point
where Wobber will be able to
set up remaining releases for the
n.onths of March, April, May, June
and July.
Darryl F. Zanuck has let it be
known that he will start actual
production on the first of the initial
groups of pictures to be handled
under the Consent Decree late in
March. Current season pix now set
for March starts are "Belle Starr,"
in Technicolor, and "Man Hunt."
personalities
stellar
Additional

Decree's
11

to

Office

Wave

Wake

ontinued from Page

pay what amounts

to

1)

a brokei

age fee for the convenience of no
having to attend trade showings
vet still reap the benefit of sue'

Addition of two artists has been
in the 20th-Fox art department. It is believed that this is the
beginning of an expansion in ad departments by all majors in preparation for an intensified ad campaign
program for next season, necessary
under selling terms of the consent

showings.
Additionally it is con
tended, exhibition interests woul
be, for the fee. relieved of the gen
Mass. Exhibs.
Stand eral routine of booking films them
selves, now that the block-of-fiv
Bills decree provision makes booking
Or, Lottery,
product a more frequent proces
(Continued from Page 1)
then under the old system.
payment of $10 weekly to old age 10 Per Cent Brokerage Charge Aske<
recipients.
The fee most generally mentionei
In another measure, supplementby the new booking offices' plan
ing others already filed, Adolph Johnoroponents is 10 per cent of tb
son proposes an excise tax of 10 per
rental fixed for each film by the regcent on all Beano games, the tax
ular distributor.
to be turned into the treasury of
Unusual activity, leading to thi
the city or town where games are
establishment of the proposed "mush
played.
Both measures are being consid- room" booking offices or film broker
age houses, is said to be apparen
ered by Allied Theaters,
I
affiliate, and decision withheld as to in the Chicago area currently.
whether to remain neutral or fight is also reported that George Jones
of Republic's Atlanta office, is con
the propositions.
templating resigning as of Feb.
fo
open a booking office headquar
State Lottery Bill Again
ters in Atlanta, from which will b<
Before N. H. Legislature
served the States of Georgia, Florid*
Concord, N. H. Bill providing for and Alabama, and it is further re
a state lottery has been introduced ported that Levere Montgomery ha:
by Rep. John C. O'Brien of Manches- resigned from one of the Saengei
ter at the biennial session of the affiliates to hook-up with Joy's The
Legislature here.
A similar meas- aters, the Houck-operated circui
ure was killed at the last assembly headquartering in New Orleans anc
in 1937.
exhibiting in Louisiana, Mississipp
State Revenue Commission would and Arkansas, to act as a booking
be authorized to conduct a state lot- representative.
tery every three months under such
Majors Cold to the Plan
a system as may be approved by the
Channels close to major producer
governor and his council.
The question of conducting the lot- distributors indicated on the week
tery in various communities would end their opposition to the present
be submitted in a referendum to the trend toward the formation of inbooking offices which woulr
die
people at a special election.
charge the exhibitor a service fee
It is contended that the producer
Methodist Clergy Opposes
distributors could not countenance
Ind. Move to Okay Bingo
Indianapolis, Ind.
Resentment the step, citing that actually exhibi
against legalization of Bingo, "in tors would be boosting their owr
the name of the church," was ex- rental charges, and that indication?
pressed in a i*esolution adopted at a of their willingness to do this would
meeting of the Methodist Ministers demonstrate that they could afforc
Association at Roberts Park Church to pay higher film rentals of 1C
per cent, and, if this were the case
here.
The resolution presented said a pe- rentals should be boosted so that
tition for a bill "to legalize Bingo the extra revenue derived could go
for the benefit of chm ches and fra- back into the making of better qual
ternal organizations" is being circu- ity features and shorts and thereby
lated, and called on pastors to ex- further fortify the industry's curpress their resentment against the rent economic condition.
It was admitted that there are
petition and to take their stand with
other organizations to fight such a some few exhibitors who are compelled under the trade showing sys
movement.
The Better Business Bureau will tern to travel great distances, and
oppose any attempt to legalize Bingo at considerable expense, to view
product, but that the plight of this
in Indianapolis.
small minority could not justify the
Hold Charles Berman Rites
setting-up of what amounts to brokBoston Rites for Charles Berman, erage firms.
one time owner of the World Film
Exchange in Toronto, wei'e held here. Opens Art-ad Service
He was a brother of the late A. C.
Elias Lapinere, former director of
Herman, European representative for
Berman is publicity of M-G-M in Continental
Selznick-International.
survived by a daughter, Mrs. Nat Europe with headquarters in Paris,
Levin, of the United Artists exchange ht:s opened his own art-ad service in

decree.

here.

showmanship

standpoints.

Advanced campaigns

Booking

KWK

the publicity-advertising ball rolling
from the very beginning of shooting, so that by the time the picture
is
ready for the mandatory tradeshowing, exhibs. will have a definite
idea of what it embodies from the

entertainment

"Depressing" Screen and Stage Fare Apt
To Briny On 11 or Jitters, Medicos Warning

—

Merchandising-Prod.
(Continued from Pacie
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Court Denies Writ to Halt
"Ecstasy" Buffalo Showing

—

Albany An order
showing of "Ecstasy"
Theater, Buffalo,

to restrain the
at the Mercury

was denied

in Al-

bany County Supreme Court.
Order was requested by Max Weingarten on the ground that the
contract held
by Eureka Productions, Inc., had expired and that he now has the distribution rights to the picture.
Eureka held that their five-year
agreement dated from the time they
received a print in June, 1936, that
their rights in New Yoi k State date
from November, 1940, when the ban
on the film was lifted, and that they
have a supplementary agreement
giving them an additional five years
to distribute the film. They attacked
the Weingarten contract on the
ground that it was executed in another country after the German invasion of Czechoslovakia where the
film was produced.
Presiding judge
held that the contracts were a matter for a trial court and that there
was insufficient evidence to issue a
restraining order against Eureka.
A similar motion is scheduled to
be heard in New York City.
five-year

distribution

-

Rites for Jacob

Wexler

Funeral services were held Friday
for Jacob Wexler, 58, manager and
part owner of the Yiddish Folk Theater,

who

died after a short illness.

Wexler was also an organizer and
former president of the Hebrew AcHe is survived by his

tors Union.
wife.

will be signed for 1941-42, but the
studio is interested in building new
stars from talent recently placed
under contract.
Jane Withers will
be given special handling, it is said.
The fate of the Cisco Kid and
Charlie Chan series also will be determined at the conferences this

week.

Prexy Sidney R. Kent plans being
Wobin New York on Feb. 1.

back

ber expects to return to the
Office about Jan. 26.

Home
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MOVES TO INSURE "CUT" ON GAMES
4-Point Legislative Program Before N.W. Allied
H. S.

Opens

2-Day Convention

BLOCKS -OF -10 SELLING IN CUBA

b

to

I

Minneapolis Today; to
Map Drive for Business
By GEORGE E. GUISE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

ieri
I

aens

at

of the

new consent

matters.
Tentative legislative

'dun
pirn

r

1

oil

value."

decree to

program

Such items are expected

To Aid Greek Relief
West Coast Bureau

—

;»:.

of

—

Tax

GWTW Pop Run Biz Soars;
Film Stays in 12 Spots
will hold

over in

taxpayers' returns,

it

Bill

New Chain
In New York

Rowland

Make

to
the nation's box-offices
In a bulletin issued by
Pete J. Wood, secretary, it is pointed
out that the "doctor" should be a
"composite individual made up of
equal parts of producers, distributors,
affiliated
theater executives West Coast Bureau of_ THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Richard A. Rowland
and independent theater owners,
meeting at some central point and will produce three more pictures for
United Artists. His original contract
deciding upon some course of treatcalled for an option for one picture
(Continued on Page 8)
after "Cheers for Miss Bishop" and
termine

why

are "sick."

—

(Continued on Page 3)

Greater "March of Dimes'
Effort

Urged by Schenck

—

Unable to be
White House Dinner Guest
Hays,

111,

A new chain store bill
Schenck, national
Nicholas M.
understood to be in preparation
Still confined to bed with a perhere for presentation to the legis- chairman of the MP Theaters Comlature during the present week. mittee for the "March of Dimes," sistent attack of influenza, Will H.
(Continued on Page 7)
Past measures hopnered included yesterday urged all theaters to "put
Albany

is

all

12

where the pix has opened poppriced engagements to gross figures
cities

(Continued on Page 7)

De

iff tile Launching
Radio Academy Move

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Cecil B. DeMille has

—

launched a movement to organize an
Academy of Radio Arts and Sciences
to be a counterpart of the M. P.

Academy.
prime purpose will be to encourage recognition of artistic and
technical achievements in the radio
field.
The proposed organization
will sponsor a series of annual awards.
Its

Presumably, the Treasury's Bureau of Internal Revenue has formulated a national policy on games

The ITO of Ohio advocates a move
Hol- whereby a "doctor" is called to de-

on (oast

GWTW

"Doctor" for Trade

in the
said.

THE FILM DAILY

Hollvwood As one phase of
lywood's contribution to the nationwide $10,000,000 Greek War Relief
Start
Campaign, the film and radio industries are co-operating on plans for
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
a gigantic international broadcast
Hollywood Eight new pictures go from Hollywood. London and Athens
Warthis
week.
into produdction
on Saturday night, Feb. 8, to be
ners, with eight shooting, is work- heard Coast-to-Coast.
ing at the highest peak activity in
Hollywood's end of the air show
years.
will emanate from the stage of the
(Continued on Page 6)
A backlog of 13 features now in
the cutting room puts the studio
through the month of June on pic- Preparing
(Continued on Page 6)

it!

show
was

up

(Continued on Page 3)

More Features

To

to

Ohio ITO Suggests
to

Parte 7)

preparing to take

—

jtry

Eight

of

here

is

tion that

and discuss other indus-

(Continued

iresi

hotel

Nicollet

tomorrow to outline a
program, explain work-

legislative
lings

-exhibitors
cin

will stage its mid-winter

convention
today and

Sam

Uncle

—

Northwest

Industry's

Cuban variety artists must steps to collect his "cut" on theater
be employed by houses in Havana, and other games, it was indicated
Havana (By Air Mail)
Under the capitals of the provinces and last night.
Tip-off came in advices from Rochterms of the settlement of the anti- towns having more than 20,000 in
ester where Bingo operators were
block-booking dispute, films will be population at least twice a month.
sold by the distributors in blocks of
The Government will shortly ap- reported instructed by the Bureau
10.
point a commission to co-ordinate of Internal Revenue to report the
Another principal feature of the the industrial and commercial phases names of all players winning more
than $100 whether "in cash or in
settlement, just effected, is a stipula- of the entire Cuban industry.

MARY LOUISE BLANCO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
By

With "InMinneapolis, Minn.
crease Theater Business" as its
slogan and its major objective for
1941, Allied Theater Owners of the

18 (

Government Commission Will Co-ordinate
Industrial and Commercial Phases

IRB Advises Operators to
Report Names of All Winners of $100 or More

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 6)

To Train Arbitration Clerks

Hepburn Pix Smashes
Music Hall's Record

Three-Day Course Will Start Tomorrow

With 553,537 paid admissions at
the close of its 25th day at Radio
City Music Hall, Metro said yesterday that "The Philadelphia Story"
had smashed every attendance record
in the history of the world's largest

Suit

Challenges N'Orleans

Clerks of the arbitration tribunals
country are being
called into New York for a three-day
New Orleans State Rep. deLes- training course. Sixteen of the clerks
seps (Shep) Morrison is fostering will go through their instruction sesa suit challenging the constitution- sions tomorrow, Thursday and Friality of the recently imposed city day.
The remaining 15 clerks will
sales tax which applies to film rent- be brought in for their training next
als and advertising accessory sales. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Lectures and talks on every phase
The state administration has dropped

Sales Tax on Film Rentals

throughout the

—

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 8)

theater.

The Hepburn starrer on Thursday
becomes one of three pix which have
been held for this length of run since
the theater opened, "Snow White"
having played five weeks and "Rebecca"

six

weeks.
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— Theater

executives from
Birmingham, Ala. City Commisall over the country are arriving in
Chicago for the Barney Balaban an- sioner Eugene Connor, with Police
niversary dinner Thursday night at Chief Riley and two city attorneys
were found guilty by Circuit Judge
the Drake Hotel.
E. M. Creel of contempt of court
Among those expected are:
Harry David, president Inter- for disregarding an injunction proMountain Theaters; Karl Hoblitzelle hibiting seizure of a motion picture
and R. J. O'Donnell, Interstate Texas film, "French Girls' Club," at the
circuit; John Nolan, Publix Comer- Galax Theater, and the foursome
ford Theaters; Julius M. Gordon, Jef- was ordered to the county jail for
ferson Amusement Co.; Tracy Bar- 48 hours.
Respondents, it is said,
ham, North Iowa Theaters; Martin will ask the Supreme Court of AlaMullen and Sam Pinanski,
& P bama to review the case.
Theaters, Boston; M. A. Lightman,
Contempt citation against Police
Malco Theaters, Memphis, Tenn.; Judge Henry J. Martin was disJohn J. Friedl, president, Minnesota missed when evidence indicated he
Amusement Co., Minneapolis; George was not aware of the injunction
C. Hoover, Paramount Enterprises, when he
issued the warrant under
Inc., Miami; C. R. Banford, Publix- which
the film was seized.
City
Banford Theaters, Asheville, North officials objected both to the film
Carolina; Harry L. Nace, Publixand the manner in which it was
Richards-Nace of Phoenix, Arizona; advertised as "revealing the secrets
A. H. Blank, Tri-States circuit and
of 200 love-starved girls," though
Ralph G. Branton, general manager a
police censor had approved the
Tri-States Theaters, Des Moines.
picture.

M

"U" Aiming New Serials
At Adults and DeLuxers
At

least

two of Universal's

—

—

—

4

4

83/4

85/g

42i/4
$6 pfd
63/4
20th Century-Fox
20'h Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Piet. pfd

4ii>4

Film

RKO
RKO

Warner Bros
do

65/g

+

V8

85/g

42V4 +"'i/4
65/g

+

l/g

3 l/g

pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
B.

Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4 s47 95
Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95V4

Warner

95

95

95V4

95V4

+

l/

4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

9

9

9

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

acouired.
Two other serials also are planned
for the new season. They are "Sea
Raiders" and "Head Hunters of the

Rush Inaugural Clips
To Special Accounts
Special accounts were serviced last
night by the five newsreel companies with footage on the Inaugural.
Full Inaugural clips will be included
in all regular releases going out today to accounts throughout the country.

Pathe News' inauguration pictures
were on Broadway theater screens
last night starting at 7:30 p.m. The
special was billed at the Palace, Ri-

Albee

in

JAMES

MATTY FOX

and

week from the Co

GRAINGER

day
falo

and Detroit, returning here Friday.

*

sue

left

Republic offices at Bi

the

visit

arri

"

New Yoi.^u

R.
night to

HASKELL MASTERS,

UA

sales

executive,

on the Coast.

STEVE BROIDY, Monogram
Chicago

in

forces

for

that

in

area.

JACK

OSSERMAN,
and

Chicago,
the Coast.
in

RKO

the

Warners,

on

is

the

WALTER RUBEN.

wife,

are

Co;

manaf

vacationing

branch
Miami.

Universal
for

left

KALMENSON,

BEN
J.

from

exchange

wife

his

MORRIS JOSEPH,
New Haven, has

for

here

is

two weeks' stay on business.

for a

in

manager,
company's sa

sales

huddle with

a

LEON SCHLESINGER

Eastern
Coast.

manaf
manaf

sales

Metro director

VIRGINIA BRUCE, have returned

and

I

He

to

RKO

REED,

director,

is

at the

W;

dorf.

HELLMAN, Albany

NEIL
wife,

are vacationing

tional speaker at the industry-wide

lumbia,

and

exhibitor,

has

returned

I

Miami.

in

to

that

New York.
WILLIAM WALDHOLZ,

weeks

C

for
after

city

f\

in

in

charge

picture distribution for the FHA,
day tour of New England cities.

is

of

moti

on a

1

LOUIS and BINGO BRANDT and their moth
are vacationing in Miami Beach.
LIONEL TOLL, editor of The Independei

open meeting scheduled by the lodge leaves tomorrow for Florida.
for tonight at the Hotel Edison.
FRANKLYN WARNER left yesterday for Bosto
Principal speaker will be Dr. AbSAM CLARK, of Warners' Coast exploitati
left Hollywood yesterday for a nafio
ram L. Sachar, distinguished his- staff,
wide trip on behalf of "Meet John Doe."
torian of the University of Illinois
ED HATRICK is vacationing in Florida.
faculty.
Many industry leaders are BETTY CRABLE arrives
here
Sunday fro
expected among- the more than 300 the Coast.
guests who will attend.
LANA TURNER is expected to arrive here ne

Rose Sailing Saturday
To Start Two Features

Wednesday.
COL. W.
Sofia.

J.

DONOVAN

arrived

yesterday

Bulgaria.

JOHN JOSEPH,
tor,

arrives

here

Universal ad. and pub. dire,
tomorrow from Hollywood.

LOU POLLOCK

THE FILM DAILY latter picture.
Hollywood
Columbia yesterday
signed Alexander Hall to a new, exWest Coast Bureau of

—

directorial nact.
First assignment will be "Bedtime Story."

Brooklyn, and at

the newsz-eel theaters.

BLUMBERG

J.

the end of the

returned yesterday from

Flo

David Rose, Paramount managing ida.
CILBERT MILLER leaves for the Coast shor
director in England, leaves Saturday
to
produce his play, "Ladies in Retin
Vazquez, Blanco Manager
on the Excambion for London af- ly
ment," in association with Lester Cowan for Ci
Havana (By Air Hail) -Armando ter more than a month in Holly- lumbia.
Vazquez has been named manager wood. Rose plans to start producDAVID HEMPSTEAD, RKO producer, is in Ch
of the Vicente Blanco y Co., distrib- tion as soon as possible on "Hatter's cago.
TERRY TURNER, RKO exploitation head,
uting company here of Sono Films Castle" and "The Admirable Crichin Chicago.
and Lumiton Argentine products.
ton."
Efforts will be made to obPHIL
RECAN, CONSTANCE MOORE ar
tain David Niven for "Hatter's CasSTERLING HAYDON will go to Chicago fro
Columbia Re-signs Hall
tle" and Laurence Olivier for the the Coast for the Paramount sales meeting.

clusive

alto, the

NATE
here

—

F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3Vjs46
Para. B'way 3s55

Keith

H. HAYS and MRS. HAYS will lea
the Coast this week-end.
Hays has be
confined to his home with influenza. Mrs. H;
attended the inaugural yesterday.

EDDIE HOCHSTIM, Albany salesman

Arthur Israel, Jr., president of
Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith announced yesterday that Dr. Milton
Steinberg, head of the Park Avenue Synagogue, would be an addi-

Amazon."

3 l/g

33/g

WILL

for

ROLAND

Speak
At Cinema Lodge Meet
Dr. Steinberg to

serials

)

2nd pfd

and GOIflG

lywood.

on the 1941-42 program will be designed for adult patrons and de luxe
theaters.
One, "Riders of Death
{Monday, Jan. 20)
Valley," has been completed, while
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net the second, "Gang Busters," is being
High Low Close Chg. prepared.
"Gang Busters" originally was
8
8
8
Am. Seat
Vs
6
6
6
Col. Picts. vtc. (2V2 %
purchased by M-G-M for a feature
Columbia Picts. pfd..
but was acquired by Universal for
Con. Fm. Ind
75/8
8
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
V8 a serial. An extensive tie-up with
75/s
138
East. Kodak
+ I'/i NBC is being arranged.
136V2 138
do pfd
Bernie Kreisler, short subjects
143/4— "Vi
143/4
143/4
Gen. Th. Eq
sales manager, said yesterday budLoew's. Inc
31 % 31 Vi 311/z
Vl
pets for the serials have been boosted
do pfd
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Para. 1st pfd
tures and big name casts are being
103/
lOVg 103/
Pathe

COminG

—

-

riNANCIAL

Para.

Police Chief Faces Jail
of Picture

Barney Balaban For Seizure

L.

GWTW

Biz in

"Fantasia" in Chi. Apollo

Boston Thirty per cent of those
Chicago B & K announces that
at both Loew's State
"Fantasia" will be shown at the seeing
and Orpheum theaters, where pix
Apollo Theater early in February.
opened Saturday, are repeat patrons,

GWTW

RUDY VALLEE INVITES MOTION PICTURE EXECUTIVES AND EXHIBITORS
TO PREVIEW AT THE ASTOR.
Motion-picture Executives and Exhibitors
are Cordially Invited to a Preview of Vis-Othe New Coin-operated Talking-Motion Picture Machine
At the Hotel Astor.
168-170,
Suite
Tuesday and Wednesday from

Graph

—

—

A.M. on and Thursday by Appointment.
W. H. (Bill) Kemble, Executive Vice-President, Vis-O-Graph Corp. of America.
11

managements' lobby

—NEW YORK'S

poll disclosed.

FINEST——

Edison Motion Picture Studio
HAS EVERYTHING!
Large
ment

Altec's Prexy,
a

is

back at h

two weeks'

swir

Gets 30% Repeat
Two Hub Spots

—

—

W. CONROW,

desk in New York after
through the Middle West.

and

small

— Rehearsal
theatre— Executive

—

sound stage Latest equiprooms
Private
projection
Conveniently located.

—

offices

—

MODERATE RATES
Phone

CHickering

4-8116-7-8

WHEN SPEED'S YOUR NEED
PHONE TELEGRAMS TO

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES
'PHONED

IN

FOR TELEGRAMS
APPEAR ON YOUR

3f^»v TELEPHONE BILL.

I

w
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Rowland
IK

\

Make

to

More Pix

for

UA

(Continued from Page

Cut" on
which

ure.

Complaint,
Court's Order to Freiday
New York Supreme

.

Court Justice
Edward R. Koch yesterday directed
William Freiday to serve and file an
imended complaint in his suit as a
lirector against Universal Pictures,
nc, its directors and officers and
ther defendants.
The Court rejuired Freiday to separately state
lis charge that the contract between
jig <Tj' Film Exchange and Universal
invalid. In addition, Justice Koch
uled that the voting trust agreenent of officers of Universal was not
wrongful to Universal itself "but, at
nost, to stockholders individually."
Che Court refused to pass on Uni/ersal's application to strike out a
mmber of paragraphs until the new
omplaint is served.
s

'rovidence Police Bureau
To Pass

on Outdoor Adv.

—

Bureau of Police and
which holds censorship powjrs over stage and screen attrac:ions here, now also has "thumbs
iown" authority on poster advertisng material which may be designed
for use with such attractions. PowProvidence

Fire,
.

•

•

•

waxing

Amended

is given in new billboard ordiaance now effective which prohibits
'any outdoor advertising of an obscene, indecent,
licentious or imnoral character or kind or depicting
:he
commission of any crime."
Written approval by the Bureau of
11
outdoor advertising before display is provided in the ordinance
.vhich sets a $10-a-day fine for violation of the regulation.

iy

some oi the more spectacular aspects oi
monopolize the cinema scene
such as the sparks

JUST

in

case

—

'41

off

the grindstone oi the

oi

attendance in

New

York consent decree

the sharp rise

result

oi

increased public

purchasing power springing irom the percolation

oi

national

industrial

and

expenditures

centers as

genus grippe in
it is well to remind that Jan.
11
many a b.o.
slouch oi a happening to filmland
We reier to the
pow-wow studio luncheon at which the Academy oi Motion
entertained some 165 members oi the
and Sciences
oi American Colleges

—

inverse ratio on

brought no

West Coast
Picture

Arts

Association

T
•

AGAIN,

•

•

deiense

germ (it would be just
anything but a war year) acting in

the ravages oi the "ilu"

ordinary

the

the

T

T

just in case the importance

may

we respectfully
News on Jan. 17

be overlooked
editorial in the Los Angeles

of the huddle

you

refer

to the

anent the powThat newspaper was not tardy in appraising
the significance of the event
which was termed "a new milestone in the history of the motion picture industry
which
proposes to join with the colleges and universities of the nation
in shouldering the responsibility of affording the youth of
the nation an opportunity to acquire
an understanding of the

wow

luncheon

America"
Then the editorial adds:
"More important still was the obvious sincerity of producers, directors and artists
who impressed on the educators the willingness and desire of the industry
to accept the responsibilities that its growing importance is placing upon it"
duties of citizenship in

•

•

THE

have been times
with

the

Saturday
oi

the

Los Angeles

11)

(Jan.

most

and

interested

that

to

the

"there

that

hectic history oi the motion

were

new

concerned

industry

recognize

the

Why?

opportunities"

the

rightly observes

it

today than

T

at

any time

T

its

Premiere
"Cavalcade of Faith," documentary
)eing released by George S. Jefrey, will have a $2 premiere at the
^ine Roma Jan. 28 as a polio fund

hive benefit.

responsibilities

with

all

that

due

history

—

•
to

•

•

TO
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Rock, Ark.— Nearly 150
Little
film houses in Arkansas will take
part in a program Jan. 30, in a
campaign in behalf of the "Fight
Infantile Paralysis" drive arranged
by Eli Collins, former president of
the MPTOA.
Collins is now Un-

Toronto—Roll-call of Manor Theater, A. Polokoff, owner, totals six
of staff in training: Frank Polokoff,
son of owner (Navy); William Taylor,

former Manor manager, (Army);

Irwin Steinhart, (Navy) Frank Covert, (Army) overseas; Joe Polokoff,
(Sea Cadets) and Elliott Steinhart,
;

(Army).

—

Miami, Fla. Ed Carmichael, billing manager for Paramount Enterprises, Inc., is at Camp Crockett,
Galveston, as radio sergeant with a
Coast Guard battery.

—

Joe Minsky, Vitagraph
salesman who switched to khaki
yesterday was partied by the Warner
Club in the Warner club rooms and
by the industry boys at the Variety
Club prior to his departure for
city

paraphrase the Nicholas M. Schenck observation
There

TO THE COLORS!

Cleveland

T

the effect that there is nothing the matter with the motion picture

business that good pictures won't cure:

150 Arkansas Theaters
Join to Aid Polio Drive

T

•

T

that the games are "all legal" because the 99-cent admission ticket
entitles patrons to dance and watch
an entertainment.
More than 4,000 are said to attend games at Dreamland Auditorium weekly. Games are sponsored
by a legion post, with luckiest winner having a choice between a $900
car or $600 cash.

sioner for the state of Arkansas.
O. G. Wren, Little Rock, president of the Ark. ITO and K. K.
King, Searcy, secretary, are working with Collins. Each of the theaters in Arkansas will present its
program at 9 p.m.

"Educa• IN conclusion the newspaper declares:
throughout the United States can do a great deal toward establishing better public relations for the motion picture industry
They can, for example, interpret the needs of democracy's
And the industry, certainly, can do more
youth to the movies
for institutions of higher learning in this country than any other
Together they can bring home to all the
agency in the land
people the principal point stressed by the educators at their convention
that democracy is not merely a political superstructure built on top of society
but a social structure built
up of humans who cannot preserve it ..... .unless educated to
their responsibilities
and possessed of the moral stamina to
It is interesting in this connection
fulfill their obligations"
to study the inaugural address of President Roosevelt yesterday
in Washington
and his reference to the part "spirit" plays in
the democratic way of life

•

—

Rochester, N. Y. Bingo is rampant here, with an estimated 25 or
30 halls and clubs and several nabe
theaters using the game.
Three
churches climbed on the band wagon
in the last week.
Schine houses, meeting the competition, have cut admission prices
for Bingo from 55 to 33 cents.
Games have been conducted at
the K of C auditorium for the last
18 weeks, with more than $900 in
cash prizes and 35 door prizes weekly.
K of C spokesman pointed out

employment Compensation commis-

Because,

in

Bingo Rampant in Rochester;
Schines Cut Prices for Game

The
those in charge

deference to the filmland oi the yesteryears, there are more and better
brains guiding

will

principally

offered

meeting gave eloquent evidence that

have come

industry

accompany

those

opportunities

vast

News

in the relatively short

when

picture

T

T

T
•

tors

'Faith" in $2

Games

affect not only exhibs.
using Bingo, etc., but fraternal orders, veteran posts, churches, etc.

nade.
loited Artists has exercised both

Rowland may make "The
'/Offs3a. .^e of Britain" as his second pic-

Gel

to

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

second option calling for two more
lictures if a second picture was

i

lie

Moves

U. S.

is

nothing the matter

with the motion picture business that good- will won't cure

Camp

Shelby, Miss.

I

It's all

blazingly told

by the author of

'Little Caesar' in|

WARNER BROS'.

The show

that

makes

front-line stars of

HUMPHREY

IDA

LUPINO BOGART
Whose

brilliant

performance

'They Drive by Night'

made

No

in

her an

overnight sensation.

Directed by

RAOUL WALSH

'WHAT PRICE GLORY*
with

and

characterization within

memory

has packed the power of Bogart's
performance as 'Mad Dog' Earle.

who

out -paces his work in

'THEY DRIVE BY NIGHT*

Alan Curtis • Arthur Kennedy • Joan Leslie • Henry Hull • Henry Travers
Soreen PUy by John Huston and W. R. Burnett • From a Novel by W. R. Burnett

.

this

is

the end of

Mad Dog

1

Earle

.

vo)

THIS

the sensation

is

NewYork

will see

Next Week!

^thfe Is

an exeitement-

loaded yarn if ever I knew
one! It's a world- beater Iff

t^OpZ^

_.

.
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Films, Radio Joining

Nazis

If

Saw GWTW,

More Features

Eight

HCLL>m;oD

'twas Confiscat ion

To Aid Greek Relief
{Continued from Patie

Press

from Berlin say that
"Gone With the Wind" has been
seen at private showings arranged
by Paul Goebbels, propaganda minister, but Loew officials here are inclined to doubt it.
Mort Spring, of
Loews international department, said
yesterday that there had been repores that
had been shown in
both Rome and Berlin but that as far
as he knew there were no prints of

1)

Crauman's Chinese Theater.
K.

Sidney will
which will

cast,

Louis
produce the broad-

have Jack Benny

and Bob Hope as co-emcees.
Already pledged for appearances are:
Fanny Brice and Hanley Stafford
as
"Baby Snooks and Daddy;"
George Burns and Grade Allen;
Ronald Colman, Alice Faye, Clark
Gable, the "Hardy Family" including Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone,
Cecilia Parker,

Ann

GWTW

the

continental Europe.
explanation is that a
print may have been in the French

—

in

possible

customs when Germany occupied
France and that the picture had been

Rutherford, Fay

will

picture

Only

Holden and Sara Haden; Charles
Laughton, Ronald Colman, Tony
Martin, Rochester and Shirley Temple.
Other stars are volunteering.

The broadcast

cables

confiscated.

Greater "March of Dimes"

feature three

Effort

Urged by Schenck

—

made as "gratifying."

La Crosse Theater Holds

Over the week-end, the collections
in the New York area speeded up

Benefit for Greek Fund
La Crosse, Wis. More than

—

1,000
persons attended a two-hour benefit
show at the Wisconsin theater here

arranged for the local Greek war
relief fund, according to J. W. McAbout 100 prizes
Killip, manager.
contributed by local merchants were
distributed in connection with the
show.

N. Y. Paramount Books
Sturgis Pix for Mar. 5

New York Paramount

yesterday

shifted its schedule to set in

1)

M

— HOLLYWOOt
,a

be potf ^v,
Warners' "Sergeant York" tl su 5ii
any other motion picture ever made. Then
will be upwards of 70 speaking parts in thi
production. Of these, at least 30 will repre
sent persons still living.
Sergeant Yorl

T

At

of

family,

his

Secretary

and mountaineer neighbors and army com
rades of the World War hero will be in
eluded among the real life characters.

•

feminine lead, with Smiley
Lee, Edward Norris and Addison Richards in
supporting roles.
Harry Grey, associate pro-

IN THE
'

directing.

•

interest of a

more productive

who

noon, Reinhold Schunzel,

is

after

directing

"New Wine,"

Century-Fox:
Three shooting,
the Blonde," (tentative
comedy, with (Jeorge Montgomery and
-Mary Beth Hughes.
Ray McCarey directing
for co-producers Walter Morosco and Ralph
plus

members

of State Cordell Hull, General John Pershing

including
starring
in the
Burnette, Mary

Lew Landers

living characters will

in

himself,

At Paramount: Four shooting.
At RKO: Three shooting.
At Republic: Three snooting,

ducer,

0R E

—

RALPH W1LK

By

Two shooting, plus Charles
Rogers' first Columbia production, "A
Girl's Best Friend is Wall Street," a comedy,
Starring Franchot Tone and Joan Bennett.
Richard Wallace directing.
At M-G-M: Three shooting, including "A
Woman's Face," drama, starring Joan Crawwith Melvyn Douglas in the leading
ford
male role. Others featured in the supporting
cast are Conrad Veidt and Donald Meek.
(jeorge Cukor directing and Victor Saville
producing.
At Columbia:

K.

starring Ilona Massey, de
dares a recess every afternoon at 3 o'clock
During the 15-minute rest, tea is servec
to the cast and crew. The respite prevent!
the usual afternoon lag which is so costl)

20th

"The Cowboy and

title),

Die) rich.

At Universal:
Seven shooting, plus "Oh,
Charlie" (tentative title), comedy, with Bud
Abbot! and Lou Costello.
Director, Arthur
l.ubin. producer, Burt Kelly.
At Warners: Eight shooting including "No
Hard Feelings," mystery, with Ricardo Cortez,

spoiled scenes

in

/^\UR

I
Passing Show: C.

B.

DeMille, Hunl

^"' Stromberg, George O'Brien, Stuart Er
according to C. C.
Moskowitz, co-chairman with Harry \\ illiam Lundigan, Maris Wrixon, Regis win, Howard J. Green, Endre Bohem anc
Brandt, for the New York district. Toomey, Don Douglas and Nan Wynn. Pro- Jack Boland at "The Little Foxes.
•
•
Most theaters ran out of the special ducer, William Jacobs, director, William McGaiin; "Bad Men of Missouri," drama, to
OAKIE has been offered a 16-week
buttons given to each contributor.
go In i.ird, with William K. Howard direct- JACK
personal appearance tour of South Amer
The Loew circuit reported that it ing. Original story by Robert Kent and Barry
ica by Monroe Sarazan, Argentine theatei
has reached the $15,000 mark and Trivers and screenplay by Lester Cole.
At Monogram: Two shooting.
chain owner.
The offer was to go intc
still hopes to pile up 300,000 dimes
Dr. William Sekeley is producing "New
for the polio fight. Nearly 500 girls Wine." the story of Lranz Schubert's life, for effect immediately, but Oakie has been
and women were recruited by the Gloria Productions to be released by United forced to hold his answer in abeyance foi
Cast is headed by Ilona Massey, the time being due to two picture commit
Loew houses to help solicit dona- Artists.
Binnie Barnes, Alan Curtis, Billy
spectacularly,

I

Gilbert

tions.

and

Sterling

Holloway.

Director,

ments.

Reinhold

PCC

Trustees Hold Final
Meeting of Series in L. A.
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

IRENE HERVEY

To Screen "Land oi Liberty"
Albany— M-G-M has arranged a

'

land,

Seattle

and

San

Francisco,

Nolan

in

co-starring with

"Mr. Dynamite," at

Lloyd

Universal.

•

•

kyJARGARET CRAM has started
'"' M-G-M on a contract set by
She

Halliday.

WEDDING BELLS

is

Picture is scheduled to finish in time for
her to join her husband, Allan Jones in the
East and to accompany him on the remainder of his concert tour

special legislative screening of "Land
of Liberty" for the 201 members of
the Senate and Assembly and state

Los Angeles Policing of the consent decree, educating exhibitors to
and educational officials.
Preview
methods of arbitration and frank will be held
immediately after the
discussion of the Ascap situation
session of Jan. 28.
were keynote objectives undertaken
by Attorney Albert J. Law, Robert
H. Poole and the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theater Owners' trustees on their trip to Port-

•

•

Schunzel.

"The

Eve," Preston Sturges pix
with Barbara Stanwyck and Henry
Fonda, for a three-week pre-release
engagement starting March 5. "Second Chorus," which stays a second,
will be followed Jan. 29 by "Virginia," also in for three weeks.
"You're the One" follows Feb. 19.

Lady

{Continued from Page

tures shooting or already completed.
Studio-by-studio report follows:

"Song at Twlight," musical western,
Gene Autry, with Jacqueline Wells

Herbert StotGeorgie Stoll and Meredith
(Continued from Page I)
Willson a 75-piece symphony or- on a special burst of effort for the
closing days of the Drive," at the
chestra, and a chorus of 35 voices.
same time terming the progress
orchestra conductors

hart,

To Start on Coast

"Blossoms
starrer,

—

for

work

at

Richard

polish the script of
Desert," Greer Garson
Mervyn LeRoy's direction.

In

will

The

•

•

A LLAN JONES

now on

a

concert tour

Chicago
Bernard Barr of the ** will fill 16 engagements before re
where they addressed groups of inUniversal Film Exchange and Miss turning to the Coast. He will end his tour
Motion dependent theater owners.
Installation
Pictures Associaites will be held
Final meeting was held yesterday Estelle Brandsky will be married at Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 25.
•
•
today at the Astor.
in Los Angeles with more than 100
L. WARNER has been made a memexhibitors present. Exhibitors were
Sharon, Wis.
Wyman Calkins, JACK
ber of the board of trustees of the Los
asked to clear through the Confer- producer of the Dr. Silkini shows
ence on arbitration matters. Confer- which have been booked in various Angeles Philharmonic orchestra. He is the
ence trustees are opposed to the de- theaters around the state, has been only motion picture executive on the board.
•
•
cree.
married to Irene Brannum of Pitts- /"* ENE MARKEY, Columbia producer, is
burg, Kan.
^^
negotiating with A. Edward Sutherland
Albany Herman Ripps, newly ap- Demonstrating Vis-O-Graph
Cincinnati Engagement has been to direct "The Great Lady," which heads
pointed
M-G-M branch manager
A demonstration of Vis-O-Graph,
Sutherland
here, has a new son, born in Bronx coin-operated picture device, will be announced between Warner's Thel- Markey's production schedule.
has taken a script of the story to Palm
Hospital, New York.
held today and tomorrow at the Hotel ma Watkins and W. Yockey.
Springs, where he will read it during
Astor. Rudy Vallee is an executive
Detroit
Al Braver, Universal short vacation.
Cleveland
Leonard Greenberger, of the company. It is reported that shipper, was married Sunday to
•
•
380 machines were sold last week in
of the Moreland Theater is the
Sadie Cooper, Detroit violinist.
OUIIS JEAN HEYDT will play the role
Chicago.
Coast
Bureau
THE
FILM
DAILY
Infant
is
also
West
baby
boy.
of
father of a
*- of an aviator pal of Dick Arlen in
a grandson of Henry Greenberger
"Power Dive," which the Bill Pine-Bill
Gilbert Miller to Film Play
Hollywood
Brenda
Joyce
and
of the Community Circuit and a dieau of Till- FILM DAILY Owen Quard were married here. Miss Thomas producing unit will make for Para
rector of ITO.
Hollywood Columbia has signed Joyce is under contract to 20th-Fox. mount release.
a deal with Gilbert Miller and Lester
•
•
Dr. and Mrs. Jack Schtierman be- Cowan to produce for it Miller's
Glenda Farrell was married Sun- kyjETRO yesterday bought another anti'^
came the parents of a second child, stage production, "Ladies in Retire- day at the home of friends in PasNazi melodrama, "Reunion," by Ladisa girl, born in Brooklyn Jewish Hos- ment," filming to begin the middle of saic to Dr. Henry Ross, staff surgeon laus Bus-Fekete.
Joseph Mankiewicz will
pital, Jan. 11.
March.
(if the Polyclinic Hospital.
produce it.

MP

Associates

to Install
of officers of

—

STORKS!
—

—

—
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I
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•

—
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egislative

Program

Senate, House Will

//

See Reynolds Short
!

iefore N»

W.

Allied

Washington Bur.,

Washington

—

Quentin Reynolds
be guest of honor and chief
speaker at a special showing of his
British Government short, "Christmas
Under Fire," to be held Thursday
night at Constitution Hall, for members of the U. S. Senate and House,
the diplomatic corps, press and others.
Showing of the film, which Warners
is releasing here,
is under the auswill

(Continued from Pane

1)

submitted to members and to
ndependents of Wisconsin, Soutb
7,-jAta and Iowa who have been
ie

'eri

»ea

o'ca

sa

::

liili

m

pices of Collier's

.

A

;

it.

was

is

for

,ipt

-

GWTW Pop Run Biz Soars;
Film Stays in 12 Spots
(Continued from Page

homa

City.

MPPDA

to

present plaques to individual exhibitors who co-operate fully with
the Government in showing defense
and other shorts. All will be asked
sign a pledge to exhibit such
shorts as the Government releases.
All details of the consent decree
and especially of the decree's arbitration clause, will be explained during the sessions.
Abe Kaplan is convention chairto

man.

A. Galanty
Cleveland

—

S.

Has Ptomaine
A. Galanty, Colum-

manager,

Challenges N'Orleans
Sales Tax on Film Rentals
Suit

(Continued from Page

is

1)

tax but the city, which had been
boasting of its excellent financial
condition and management suddenly
revealed that it needed the revenue
and substituted a 2 per cent "bracket"
tax to replace a former 1 per cent
city sales tax which had existed concurrently with that of the state.
its

Ward

Lascelle

West Coast Bureau

—

confined to
Hollywood
the Statler Hotel with a pioneer director
mild case of ptomaine poisoning.
dead here.
bia district
his room at

very

as

interesting.'

President

Coast.
centers due to the defense
exec, had planned to
The
will be discussed in an efbe present at the inaugural cerefort to prevail upon distributors to
monies in Washington and to leave
consider such matters in setting renfor California after attending: the
tal prices.
Roosevelt family dinner at the White
Film buying problems, such as
House last night. Mrs. Hays was
the 50 per cent terms on "Gone
a guest at the dinner, immediately
With the Wind" and "The Great Dic- thereafter returning to New York.
tator," also will be a subject for
Mr. and Mrs. Hays now plan to
discussion at the convention session.
leave for Hollywood the last of this
full
pledge
will
Allied
Northwest
week.
co-operation to Metro in showing
throughout
of "Land of Liberty"

program

S.

prove very helpful as

will

Warner

Bros.

GWTW

'dustrial

planning

of

can sure

I

1)

topping "Boys' Town," "Test Pilot"

(.Continued from Page 1)
Army, Navy and Marine Corps
Hays
had
to abandon his intention
deparGuard
National
enlistments,
of leaving last night for the West
itures and population shifts to in-

is

w

H. M. Warner,

In attendance, figures
far exceeded those of the original
Included in the general plan to roadshow openings of a year ago.
.increase attendance throughout this Washington, D. C, reported matinee
year is a proposal for a novel ad- attendance of 1,700 up to 2,400 in exto
campaign intended
vertising
cess of the original week-day and
reach individual prospective the- week-end matinees of the road show.
business
their
homes,
atergoers in
In all engagements matinee attendplaces, on the streets and at their ance was running 35 per cent and
luncheon or other clubs.
more ahead of the roadshow with
The organization also is expected nights at capacity.
to go on record for a change in the
present plan of administering the
ays. 111, Unable to Be
student admission tax so that ta
on such tickets would be based
White House Dinner Guest
the price paid for them.
Tbe effect on theater attendance

and

Year Book

1940

well

.hibitors.

territory,

Absolutely Necessary

"The

and "Northwest Passage" in practically every situation, Metro said
yesterday. Length of
limits
picture
against
quirements
performances to three-a-day.
owners.
house
Twelve cities are Boston, Buffalo,
A committee of five is to be named Cleveland,
Bridgeport, New Haven,
the
watch
jby the organization to
Pittsburgh, Washington, Worcester,
legislature for any bills considered
Hartford, St. Louis, Tulsa and Okla-

the

//

which

of

?::

" Useful and Valuable "

Motion Pictures

detrimental to the interests of ex-

;.,.

k

Weekly,

It's

Reynolds has been war correspondent.
All revenue from U. S. distribution
goes to the British War Relief.

prevent Ascap
4. A law to
from enforcing its license re-

(rai

:

%& to the sessions, includes:
r
1. A bill to nullify the blockof-five sales provision of the
consent decree.
present
to
2. Amendments
laws regulating free shows to
compel managers of such events
to comply with the same regulations as do operators of permanent theaters.
enabling act giving
3. An
municipal authorities the right
to prevent construction of adnew theaters unless
ditional
"convenience and necessity" can
be shown.

Helpful

THE FILM DAILY

Dead
of

THE FILM DAILY

Ward
and

Lascelle, 58,

producer,

is

"The

Year Book

Film

compiled

certainly

and

useful

formation

valuable

to

is

'with
in-

everyone

in

industry."

the

N.

L.

Nathanson,
President

Famous Players Canadian
Corp.,

"The
of

Ltd.

Year Book

Film

me

administration

of

in

the

my

duties

and

debt

of

my

in

ion, the industry

a

is

great assistance to

opin-

owes you

gratitude

for

compiling records that axe
necessctry

absolutely

in

the operation of our busi-

ness."
J.

R. Grainger,

President

Republic Pictures

Corp.

The 1941

FILM

YEAR BOOK
coming soon

BIGGER — BETTER — GREATER

—
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Arbitration Clerks

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS

To Undergo Training

"Breezy
"The Fighting 69th 2"
Warners
7 mins. Paramount
1

Little

I'a gt

1

10 mins.

I

.

research director; a discussion of the
purpose and work of the tribunals
by J. Noble Braden, executive secretary of the American Arbitration As-

sociation; public relations by Lawrence Stessin, publicity director, and

other addresses by Dr. Wesley A.
Sturges, Yale law professor and a
administrative
member of the
committee, and C. V. Whitney, chairman.
In the afternoon the clerks
will sit in on an actual arbitration
hearing.
Paul Felix Warburg will talk on
Thursday, as will Hayes, Sher and
Sturges. On Friday a "mock" arbitration trial will be held. The entire
procedure is to be repeated next

AAA

week.
Clerks at the

session are as
follows, location of arbitration offices
in their respective cities being indicated:
first

W.

Williams, Fidelity Building, Dallas;
(' "f
C Building, Denver; Bruce
J. TS. Milton,
Wilson, Walnul Building, Des Moines; Trvin
Yackness, Penobscol Building, Detroit; Lloyd
Underwriters Building, Indianapolis;
Littell.
II. Brink, Waltower Building, Kansas City;
.1.
Walter II- Elliott, Van Nuys Building; Lis
Angeles;
L. Loell, Loyalty Building. Milwaukee; Sheldon Ostroot, McKnight BuildRichard TCnmang, ComMinneapolis;
ing,
merce Exchange Ruilding, Oklahoma Cit>
Byron Pulis, Woodmen of the World Build1.
P. Nelson, Pittock Block,
ing, Omaha;
Portland; ('. W. Hudson, Coiton Belt BuildLouis; Roy Backman, Continental
ing, St.
Hank Building, Salt Lake City; Charles
Chambers, Mills Tower Building, San Fran('.

.1

ii

i

Monahan,

Seattle

tion.

200 Rochester Theater

Loew-Lewin Press Preview
Dispute Settled Out of Court

Workers

in

New

Rochester

—

Almost

Union
complete

unionization of all downtown theaters
has been effected by the
IATSE with announcement that
more than 200 workers have been
signed and covered by new labor
contracts providing wage increases
of five to 23 per cent and a 40-hour

week.
Cashiers, ushers, porters, cleaners

Chicago

W. G. Nelson Dead
Detroit—W. G. Nelson,

34,

inde-

serving
engineer
sound
pendent
about 25 Detroit theaters, and for 10
years with RCA, died in Henry Ford
Hospital from pleurisy. His widow
and two children survive.

Patrons, Polled, Vote
for C'roi'kery

— Before

fiifts

crockof the
Quincy Theater took a post card canvass of his patrons with a "yes" and
"no" vote being recorded. The verin
favor of the
dict was heavily

Boston

starting

ery giveaway, Fred B.

crockery deal.

a

Murphy

1)

will bring about a quil
recovery in box-office receipts."
"Who is brave enough to issue tlJ

call?"

Wood

Wood

^

asks.

Commenting
asserts

on
that

the
"the

sittv^J]

people

country have more automobikj
more telephones, more refrigeratoil
more bathtubs, more radios, mol
freedom, more of everything thi
makes for good living than ai
And we ha
people on earth.
more movie theaters, more movi
this

and better movies, but the fact
that millions of former movie pa
rons are staying away from the th
aters week after week. Why?
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"A lot of people, including son
Hollywood A few minutes before
the hearing before Federal Judge of the leading executives of the i'
Emmett J. Wilson was to start yes- dustry, admit that the industry
terday on an affirmative injunction 'sick' but they seem to be afra
sought by Loew-Lewin Productions to call a doctor. Perhaps their r
to compel Grauman's Chinese The- luctance is due to the fact that tl
ater to show "So Ends Our Night" diagnosis may show that the p
Notwithstan
tonight as a press preview per an tient can't recover.
asserted written agreement, the mat- ing this fear, the courageous thii
ter was settled out of court with Fox to do is to call the doctor imme
West Coast agreeing to show the pic- iately and let us hear the verdict.

—

The producers'
association recently ruled that press
As the new agreements were previews should be held in studio promade public, Ralph Malta, business jection rooms rather than theaters.
agent for Local 197, Building SerRussell B r d
e 1 1, representing
vice Employes, challenged Mungo- Loew-Lewin,
maintained that the
association
van's
had never
right to represent theater producers'
asked his organization not to show
cleaners and porters.
the picture to the press in theaters.
ber

drive.

PhonoFilm Distributors
Tracy to Do Commentary
in Four Territories For Steinbeck Mex. Film

Named

—

The PhonoFilms DistribCo. has appointed following
Irving
according to
distributors,
Sherman, general sales manager;
Apex Service, Inc., S. J. Mahoney,
manager for the Chicago territory.
Chicago

uting

Co.,

New

Wants Calif, to License
Film Players' Agents

—

Sacramento One of the first bills
aimed at taxing the movie industry to be filed at the present session of the legislature is authored
by Assemblyman E. O. Voigt of
provides for liIt
Los Angeles.

circles.

New Chain
New York

(Continued from Page

heavy

1)

on theaters, breakli
down in groups of six, 11 and 26
Little if any chance of passai
of any such restrictive bills is for
taxes

seen.

—

—

Vaude

—

Fay's theater returns BMI Weighs Consent Decree
vaudeville-film policy Friday afThe Board of BMI will consid
ter eight months of dual feature today an agreement with the D of'
bookings of westerns and melos. looking to a consent decree in tl
Lack of available first-run product Government's anti-trust suit again

Providence

to

given by

is

Edward M. Fay, opera-

tor of house, as reason for
tion of stage bills.

Offers Role to Tallulah
West Coast

Bureau of

Hollywood— Cecil

Cava
Coast

in

Bankhead

B.

Montgomery Deal

Bureau of

—

Dunne

in

NBC

CBS,

and Ascap.

Juves- Film Slant

On Air Tomorrow

THE FILM DAILY

DeMille has
offered loading feminine role in his

I

it,

resump-

THE FILM DAILY

105 years. Taylor himself
Hollywood Gregory La Cava is
is dead at
5 years of age. is active in the closing a deal with Metro for Robert
management of the theater and also Montgomery to appear with Irene

Variety Club

In

Bill

—

Al Taylor's Mother Dead
Columbus Mother of Al Taylor, La
manager of the Dixie Theater here, (I.

in

Tax

Albany
Assemblyman Mauri,
Whitney, the introducer of the sal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tax bill in the lower house of t
Hollywood
Herbert Klein, who
legislature told The Film Daii
has been in Mexico for some months
that he did not expect to move E
producing and directing "The Forbill for passage this year.
gotten Village," an original scenario by John Steinbeck, has reKlein announces that Glass Loses His Suit
turned here.
Spencer Tracy will do the comDallas
Judge Atwell instruct
Picture for a judgment in favor of the d
mentary for the picture.
now being edited and several fondants in the Glass suit becau:
is
majors are reportedly interested.
cf plaintiff's failure to prove wi
sufficient clarity and certainty h
Fay's, Providence, Drops
damages, if any, because of the ac'
complained of.
Dual Bills for

censing and regulation of Holly- next Para, film, "Reap the Wild
Wind." to Tallulah Bankhead. Warwood agents of film players.
ners is also negotiating with her for
"Mi. Skcffington."

—

Preparing

w

i

Orleans for Texas, Louisiana and
& K. has lined up Mississippi; the Northwestern Phostrong stage bills for the Chicago novision Co., Fargo, N. D., for MonRay Noble is current; tana, Wyoming and North and
Theater.
"Folies Bergere" comes in the week South Dakota, and the Leon G.
Organization, Minneapof Jan. 24; Artie Shaw, week of Gleckman
Jan. 31; Andrews Sisters with Gene olis for Wisconsin. Iowa, Nebraska
Kru pa band, the week of Feb. 7, and Minnesota.
I> als
complete the PhonoFilm
and Phil Spitalny and his orchestra,
distribution setup, it is said.
the week of Feb. 14.
Bills for

(Continued from Page

ment that

and other workers were enrolled
under the AFL banner in the mem- ture at the theater.

The Southwestern Phonovision
Strong Stage
Chicago B.

.

duced.

;

i

.

Ohio ITO Suggests
"Doctor" for Trade

Bears"

Very Funny
Amusing Cartoon
The red ants and the black ants go
Horace, Herman and Herbert, the
of the arbitration system, including to war over the remains of a picnic
an analysis of the consent decree by lunch left in the woods by some peo- three bear cubs that were academy
James Hayes and Robert Sher of the ple. After a hard fought battle, a award winners last year in a ParaDepartment of Justice, will be pre- truce is called. But when the leaders mount reel, are just as funny in this
sented to the visiting- clerks.
of the two armies try to agree on subject as they get into more misTomorrow's sessions are to em- equal distribution of a piece of cake chief. The three cubs come out of
body instruction on financial opera- that is left, they get into a row and the wilds to investigate the possibilition of the tribunals by Michael Kurz,
the war is on again. It's amusing
Some highly
ties of a big farm.
advice on how to use the financial and more, if you want
to regard it laughable comedy situations result.
forms by Dr. Walter Derenberg, legal as allegorical. Leon Schlesinger pro- Frank Crumit gives a corking narra(Continued from

19<]
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"Unfinished Business."

Four Young Reviewers of the 8
to
14-year-old critic group of the
National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures will literally air their views

on today's films tomorrow
when they will be featured on
CBS program, "Children Are

the

Also

Quartet are Smylla Brind,
Robert Kingsley Burgess, 11;
Albert Powell, 14, and Daniel FeePeople."
11;

ley,

12.

n
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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1941

» ID TO STREAMLINE EXHIBITOR SERVICE
1940 Admission Tax Collections Up $23,607,060
May Set Philly Meet in September
To Permit Reports on Selling Under Decree

Admissions

543,483,372 in

Allied

Taxes Collected Last Year;

Compares With $19,876,311

Trenton, N.
until

of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A gain of $23,607,-

J.

— National

mid-September,

it

convention probably will not be held
at New Jersey Allied's meet-

Allied's 1941

ing.

admissions taxes collected
or the calendar year 1940 over 1939
vas revealed yesterday as the Bu-

Late convention's purpose would be to permit exhibs. to report on their experiences under the new selling system stemming from the New York consent
decree.
Convention is already set for Philadelphia.

eau of Internal Revenue released
he last month's report for 1940.
The total 1940 collection was $43,183,372.84 compared to $19,876,311.98
Potent factor in the in'or 1939.
:rease were the new defense taxes,
effective

The

July 1

last.

final December report
(Continued on Page 6)

listed

Fight

By AL STEEN

DuMont Sees Ascap

i

li J, Allied to Fight

2%

Levy

Row Speeding Tele
Present Ascap - networks controversy must speed the final debut of
commercial tele because sound broadcasting alone "is fast losing its appeal," it was asserted yesterday by
Allen B. DuMont, head of Allen B.
DuMont Labs., Inc., in which Para-

16

mm.

Competition

Trenton, N.
yesterday

lied

J.

—New

started

Walker

Remain

As

—

Mayer

drafting of the

M&P
Boston

M &

which

will

make

4,340-seat Metropolitan
Theater here the Boston home of the
Metropolitan Opera Company of New
York was closed yesterday.
Met.
Opera heretofore has appeared locally
at the Boston Opera House.
Company opens a two weeks' Spring season here Mar. 27.

Today

Par—Important shifts in other

as well as
organizational changes are expected
to be officially announced today by
Neil Agnew, here with other home
office execs, for three days of sales
meetings.
First session was held at the
Edgewater Beach Hotel yesterday,
after which the group adjourned to
the exchange for screenings of "The
(Continued on Page 8)

Allied's Proposed

Names O'Sullivan
As PRC Ad-Publicity Head
Briaas

Boston House

— Deal

P's

Chicago

Shifts

Blocks-ot-5 Action Goes Over
N.W.

Met. Opera to Play

Reveal Para.

to

amount manpower

(Continued on Page 8)

—

(Continued on Page 6)

Sept.

Measure Outlined
Minneapolis

day

of

—After nearly a whole

discussion,

Allied

Theater

Owners of the Northwest recessed

Winter convention here last night
O. Henry Briggs, president of Pro- without taking- action on a legislative
its

ducers

Releasing

Corp.,

yesterday

1

and new methods will

The AID Committee is to meet
Washington next Sunday to lay
Each member of
Jersey Al- the groundwork.

session of the legislature.

Agnew

Writer

adopted.

be

AID

designed to eliminate the blocksbuying provision of the New
York consent decree.
bill

announced the appointment of Joseph O'Sullivan as director of advertising and publicity, effective as
of Monday.
O'Sullivan has had a varied and
extended career in the motion pic-

Harold Field, chairman of the organization's legislative committee,
outlined provisions of the bill which
would require producers to sell in

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

of-five

has been holding individual
(Continued on Page 3)

a bill which
tive 16 mm.

Manpower

Staff

—

Trenton, N. J. Allied Information
Department plans to "streamline"
its service to conform with the operation of the consent decree, it was
Type of
learned here yesterday.
data required under the present system of selling will be outdated af-

in

—

Helena,
throughout the state will organize ing, in his opinion, "is reaching the
to fight a proposed 2 per cent sales saturation point of entertainment,"
tax, which will shortly make its and pointed out that shows which
appearance in the House of Repre- formerly ran 60 minutes have been
(Continued on Page 6)
sentatives of Montana's 27th general assembly.
to
Theater men declare that with the Frank
Defense and other taxes, that the
Postmaster
General
limit has already been reached, without adding the obnoxious sales tax,
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
which would have to be passed on
Washington Reports that Postpublic.
to the theater-going
master General Frank Walker would
resign his Government post to reGeorge C. Elliott Dies;
turn to the motion picture industry
were apparently squelched yesterday
Associate
Former
when Presidential Secretary Steve

Boston George C. Elliott, motion
picture pioneer of the Boston area,
and one-time associate of Louis B.
Mayer, died at his Haverhill home

FILM DAILY

ter

would outlaw competiExhibs. Will
showings in the state.
At a state-wide meeting at the Stacy
Trent Hotel, the legislative commitSales
tee headed by George Gold was instructed to start immediately on the
mount is directly interested.
DuMont declared that broadcast- bill which will be introduced at this
Mont.
Theater men

Montana

To Lay the Groundwork

was reported here yesterday

Washington Bureau

16O.86 in

Allied Committee to Meet
In Washington on Sunday

Decree Perplexes

New

Jersey Allied

—

Trenton, N. J. Perplexity as to
the workings of the consent degree
was indicated by exhibitors attending the New Jersey Allied meeting
The question of
here yesterday.
priority of run when two independents operate in a town and the manner in which one will bid against the
(Continued on Page

3)

Newbury Continues as
N.

J.

Allied's

Prexy

—

Lee Newbury,
Trenton, N. J.
president of New Jersey Allied, yesterday at the unit's meeting at the
Stacy Trent Hotel here, agreed to
(Continued on Page 6)

Ascap-Networks Rote
Aids Pix in Chicago

—

Chicago B & K theaters
have revived organ features

which
in

the

the Ascap-networks row
are reporting gains in attendance.
Circuit execs, credit it to the
fact that radio listeners, tiring of

wake

of

the fight, are turning to films genand, here at least, to those
houses which now offer music not
erally

heard over the

air.

3*
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10 Cents

Vis-O-Graph Expects
To Agree with Operators

William Morris Agency

Here to demonstrate the new VisO-Graph coin machine, W. H. Kem-

Looking toward a general expansion of band booking activity in theaters and otherwise, and in keeping with the policy of rotating ex-

ble,

executive vice-president of the

company headed by Rudy

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Publisher

Vallee,
stated yesterday that he believed an

understanding- would be reached with
the operators' union regarding serEditor
CHESTER B. BAHN
vicing of machines.
Kemble stated
that one operator to every 50 maPublished daily except Saturdays, Sundays mnd
chines would be about the right figHolidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
ure, but that if the operators wanted
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M. more men to that number of maEntered as
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
chines it would be harmful to the
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
York, N. Y., under the business.
post-office at New
Terms (Postage free)
act of March 3, 1879.
The company is now seeking to
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, establish a plant for production of
Subscriber should the machines in New York State.
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communications They now have one production
remit with order.
plant
to
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, as well
as studios in Hollywood.
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
New York, N. Y.

DONALD

MERSEREAU

M.

General

::::::
:

New

Filmday,

Manager

Cable address:

9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.

They guarantee one new

reel of film

York.

containing six to 10 subjects every
HOLLYWOOD, Calif.— two weeks, and with increased sales
Representatives:
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone expect to send out one new reel every
LONDON— Ernest W. Fred- week.
Granite 6607.
man. The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St..
\V. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
Marsoulan (12). MEXICO CITY— MarcoCalle del

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Sindi-

FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, Jan. 21)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Low

High
8 V8

Am. Seat

(2%%

Col. Picts. vtc.

Columbia
Con. Fm.

pfd.

Piers,

)

534

53/4

534

23%

23%

23%

73/4

73/4

73/4

Ind

Con.

Fm.

East.

Kodak

pfd.

Ind.

pfd
do
Cen. Th.

137'/2 138
138
179V2 179V2 179V2
14i/

141/4

143/8

Loew's. Inc
do pfd

32

31%

32

Paramount

ii%
98%

io7/8

ii"

98%

98%

1034

1034

1034

8%

8%

8%

421/2

423/8

423/8

Eq

2

1st pfd
2nd pfd.
Pathe Film

Para.
Para.

RKO
RKO

S6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
.

Warner

Keith

6%

3% 3%
3V4
54% 54% 547/8
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

F

8.

Loew's

6%

6V2

Bros

pfd

do

.

ref.

Chg.

Close
8 1/8

8V8

.

.

55V2

55 Vi

95 '4

95V4

— %
+ %
_
l/

4

%

-f
4-

3/8

+

Vi

13^
9

13^

}3/4

87/8

9

New

Mich. IATSE Locals
Increase in Wages

about 15 operators in Cadillac and
surrounding towns, who have signed
with Butterfield Circuit and independent exhibitors for raises of $5 to
$8 a week in a territory not hitherto
organized.

Second covers the important instudios operated by Jam
Handy and Wilding Productions,
with about 50 laboratory workers
employed, Industrial Pictures, now
employing only one man in this class,
dustrial

not affected.
New contract provides for about 15 per cent raise in
wages, plus two weeks' vacation
with pay.

Picts.

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

will leave
night for a tour
of Southern cities to demonstrate the
machine, making his initial stop in
Atlanta. It was estimated that the
company secured more than $100,000
worth of business during the vending
machine convention recently held in
Chicago.

is

NfW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Kemble

New York Thursday

l/

6s46
.

at the Astor and

1/4

3%s46

deb.

Para. B'way 3s55
.
55Vi
Para. Picts. cv. 3 lis47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 951/4

Press preview will be held today

+ Va Win
—
+ %
Detroit — Contracts have been
+ Va signed
by two newly - org-anized
+ 3Vi IATSE locals in this territory, ac—
3/8
cording
Roger M. Kennedy, inter+ 2 national to
vice-president. First covers
!"'.'.

Wednesday, January 22,

Expands Band

SECURITIES
Bid
Asked

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
.

.

68

71

60V2

63

Kurzon Testifies Records
Of Theaters Destroyed
Boston

Subjects for Reeltone
In N. Y.

To be Produced
Among

1

the newest coin-in-the-slot

film devices to be placed on the
is

start

Kurson. Graphic

mar- actions which Kurson

Reeltone which is ready to
production on both the machines and the pictures they will
project.
Coin slots in booths or at
tables make it possible for patrons
to operate the machine by remote
control.
Film subjects are to be
made in New York. Irving- Silverman heads the company.
ket

— Samuel

circuit head, reconsidered his refusal
to answer questions regarding the
operations in Middlebury, Vt., put to
him by George S. Ryan, plaintiffs'
attorney in a number of anti-trust
is

defending,

as one of the defendants named.

COmmG

Activities

ecutives, several execs, of the William Morris Agency will be shifted
in all three of its offices.

VAN NOMIKCS.

and G0IF1G

Illinois

Allied

Washington on business
is
in
Creek war relief fund.

W.

H.

KEMBLE,

executive

vice-preside

concerning

1

vice-president

lii

Vis-O-Graph, leaves tomorrow for a tour
Southern cities to demonstrate the machi
He is stopping at the Astor.

Willard Alexander will assume
SONJA HENIE is at the Waldorf.
supervision of band operations, and
HARTZELL SPENCE, author of "One Foot
associated with him in New York
will
be Jack Flynn, transferred Heaven," has arrived in Hollywood to con
with Warner executives on production of bo
from the Chicago office, and Dick as a film.
Dorso, transferred from Hollywood.
NELSON EDDY leaves the Coast Feb. 4
Harry Squires will continue to be an extended concert tour.
in charge of one-night bookings.
CHARLOTTE CREENWOOD is here from 1
Ed Fishman will transfer to the Coast.
Hollywood office to take charge of

West Coast

activities,

tablish new branches
the Northwest.

In the Chicago

and will esthroughout

ml

:!(

North Carolina Grosses
Severely Hit by the Flu

IS

Cress Courtney will be transfeiTed from the
Charlotte With health authoritii
booking of one-nighters to the lopeak of the flu ep
cation sales staff in conjunction with reporting the
William E. Snyder and Tom Smyth. demic in North Carolina believe
passed, theater operators yesterds
Ira L. Steiner joins the Agency breathed a sigh of relief. Epidem
in New York to head a newly cre- has
sharply reduced
attendanc
ated press department. Hensen-Wil- with some estimates fixing the drc
liams will continue to handle insti- at 50 per cent.
tutional
advertising
and general
Charlotte houses have kept ope: y
promotion.
but with signs warning those belo
16 years of age to stay out.
Tr
number of cases here has been est
Against Higher
mated as high as 10,000, one-tent
Prices Gets
of the population.
The influenza epidemic has affecte
Northampton, Mass. Following- a almost all cities and towns in tli
conference with Mayor O'Connor on Carolinas. Schools have been close'
protests about the increased scale of from one to two weeks, while theatf
prices at the Calvin Theater during and church attendance has been dif|
i
the showing of NWMP, Nathan E. couraged by health officers.
Goldstein,
president
of
Western
Massachusetts Theaters. Inc., said
+ h<*t
neither the Calvin nor any
of T, 'Siege/ etc., Eligibl
other theater associated with his
For
organization had anv say in the matter of increasing prices for the picture, and asserted that his contract West Coast Bureau of THE FILM BAIL
with the distributing company made
Hollywood Members of the M. I
f-he higher prices mandatory.
Academy short subjects branch hav
Alderman Francis P. D'Connell unanimously decided that "March c
had protested to the mayor about Time" and such especially drama
Mie increased prices and asked an tized subjects as "Siege" and "Lon
increase on the Sunday license which don Can Take It" will hereafter b
f he Calvin pays in
the event of fu- considered eligible for consideratio
ture occurrences of the sort.
The for shorts awards. Product of thi
msvnr told Goldstein that matters nature has heretofore been consid
ered as entirely newsreel, for whic
would remain "status quo."
no provisions are made in the awan
office,

—

Sauawk

Nowhere

—

1

M

Academy Awards

—

-

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

19^
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Notables to Attend Bow
Of "So Ends Our Night"

setup.
The members have decidei
these subjects can be properly con
sidered documentary and eligible.

—

Miami
World premiere at the
Lincoln and Surf theaters here Friday of the Loew-Lewin "So Ends
Our Night" will attract Glenn Ford
of thr cast, Sinclair Lewis. George
Ade. Paul Draper. Jack Dempsey,
Sophie
Tucker,
Paul
Whiteman,
Harry Richman. Desi Arnaz. Maxie

Rosenbloom, Abe Lvman, Lucille
Kurson in a deposition asserts that Ball. Carlyle Blackwell, Jan Peerce,
any records of his Middlebury, Mil- Terry Lawlor, Gladys Swarthout,
Iinocket and Bridgton houses in- •'-race George. William A. Brady.
volved in the cases were destroyed Walter Winchcll. Danton Walker.
prior to the transfer of the Graphic Rita Johnson, Stanley Kahn, Max
headquarters from Bangor, Me., to Fleischer, Lee Shubert. Major AlBoston.
bert Warner, N. B. Shanberg- and
The court has reserved judgment. E. J. Sparks.

'I

JANUARY
D.

W.

Conrad

22

Criffith

Veidt

Ann Sothern
!

-

511
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Decree Perplexes

Streamline

New

Exhibitor Service

(Continued from Page 1)

'{Continued from Page 1)

neetings in his respective territory
m how to hest continue the survey
vork under the decree, and the cominformation will be boiled
piled
lown into one simplified plan which
will be submitted to the National
33oard at the directors' meeting in

five

•

dinner

selling

started.

Effect of the surveys is already
Samuelson,
Sidney
noted,
chairman, said there yesterday.
Because it has been reported that
xhibitors in non-Allied territories
e paying more for film than those
„ Allied areas, interest in new units
s increasing and a growth in the
mtional organization is predicted.
)eing

Flu

UD

mlt
So

L

-i

-pi

is

interfere

vhen
ses

ON many

•

•

There probably will be only one
..ore AID report on the present bads, but a new system will be ready
is

cm

exec,

going

with

iigley-Dunning Play
:<• est Coast Bureau of

ill

—William

Perlberg has
producer
if two newly-purchased film stories
First is "Re.)y
>y 20th Century-Fox.
1 nember the Day," a play by Phil
and Philip Dunning, for
iiligley
vhich Linda Darnell has tentative
Dunning and Tess
y been set.
Schlesinger have been assigned to

Hollywood

.

-

THE FILM DAILY

named

.jen
>een

as

associate

.:

M

j;
:

i

vrite the

screenplay.

Second assignment names Perllerg to guide production on "Coney
sland," based on two stories writEdward Van Every, New
;en by
fork newspaperman who has been
contract by the studio
MI placed under
;o
aid in the preparation of the
el screenplay, which Dwight Taylor
haf
las been assigned to write.

;h

uch

i

"tot

fta

—

dn

Buenos Aires (By Cable) Weeknd opening of "The Great Dictator"

J!

nil
awan

n neighboring Uruguayan cities was
society event for Buenos Aires
>eople. Picture was shown in Salta.
Indications
tivera and Paysandu.
ire that the picture will play all

in

Weshner

Dave

chief

exploitation

to let

the

honor

nothing

testimonial

of

Appropriately,

UA's new
the

affair

whose behalf Dave
worked so energetically during his long biz tenure in the Quaker
This dinner isn't going to be any stilted Fancy Dan function
City
but a good old get-together where the food is as good as the
is

being sponsored by Philly's Variety Club

fun

A

org

(his

big

representation

you'd be surprised

going

are
off

in

Dave's pals in the Stanley-Warner

of

—and

will be on deck
Alma Mater)
how many pic gents from the surrounding

former

be present

to

Yep,

this

Weshner blowout

territories
is

coming

T

T

T

Sam

the Si Fabians, the

Mary Becker, Joe

Rosens,

Hornstein,

Ben

manager for Rosenblatt & Welt;
Reuben (.there's a good old farm name!) Cantor, executive assistant to Borough President Palma; and Lieut. Thomas Kelly
Harry G. Black, Fabian's S. I. general manager, was toastmaster
and Si (that's a good farm handle, too!) Fabian gave a
Perse; Bernie Brooks, general

swell talk on the part pix are playing in these troubled times
as a channel whereby the public can gain surcease from

Mary Riley, Eleanor Stenzel,
the cares of a topsy-turvy world
received
Charles Crain and Jane Heller of the Fabian org
special awards
as did Theresa Coughlin, Marjorette of the
Fabian Melodears, for the splendid showing made by the 65-piece
boys'

band

March

in the

One

day
Contest

and,

Dimes parade on Broadway t'other
was a Hog Calling

reported, that no sooner than it got well
salesmen began coming in from every direc-

'tis

—film

started

of

of the big features of the party

tion

•

Mister

•
W.

TOMORROW
G.

is

and

cot

going

be a

to

managing

right

director

busy day
of

the

li'l

social leader of our local film precincts

for

Radio
At

meeiin' in the Hotel Edison's Sun Room
he will
and will be introduced by UA's Monroe
be the principal speaker
Greenthal
John Gurney, Metropolitan Opera Co. baritone will chant

Ampa's luncheon

iVinter.

his

rexas Variety Club Sets
3rolf Tourney for Apr. 5-7
'

Dallas— The Variety Club of Texas
hold its Spring golf tournament
Lpril 5-7.
Burt King and Duke
fill

are general co-chairmen of
Spring and Fall tournaments.

Cvans
>oth

Af anger
Vest Coast

Buys "Sundown"
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Walter Wanger has

Hollywood

—

purchased screen rights to "Suniown," new magazine serial by
Barre Lyndon.
It is scheduled for
iarly
productoin.

pair

of

prize- winning

arias

and Erno Rapee

will,

according

program with
several typical Music Hall numbers"
Gus Eyssell, the Music Hall's
assistant managing director, will also speak briefly
and Fred
Cruise, Russell Markert, Fred Lynch, Russell Downing, Florence and
Hattie Rogge, Bruno Maine, Eugene Braun, Willa Van, Robert Henderson,
and Maurice Baron
will occupy dais places and be introduced
The same evening. Mister Van Schmus wO hold a special press
preview of Richard Rowland's new UA opus, "Cheers For Miss Bishop,"
at the Music Hall
and afterwards will host a small reception in
In case time hangs heavy on the Van Schmus hands
Dick's honor
'twixt Ampa and evening
he can always look through the Music
Hall's "Philadelphia Story" receipts
for an ultra-rare 1913 Liberty
Head Nickel
of which there are only six extant
But then
there is only ONE Van Schmus
to

the

Ampa-ites,

"surround

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Nominated by the
Academy Sound Recording Award
Committee for the Achievement in
Sound Recording Award are:
"Arizona," "Behind the News,"
"Captain Caution," "The Grapes of
Wrath," "The Howards of Virginia,"
"Kitty Foyle," "Northwest Mounted
Police,"
"Our Town," "The Sea
Hawk," "Spring Parade" and "Strike
Up the Band."
West Coast Bureau of

—

RKO

To Make Big-Budget
Pix For Radio Fan Appeal
West Coast Bureau

—

of

the

musical

part

of

the

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood RKO will make a bigbudget picture, as yet untitled, designed to appeal to radio fans. Edgar
Bergen, Fibber McGee and Molly are
first radio personalities signed for
the picture.

Para. Part

West Coast Bureau of

Van Schmus

City Music Hall,

Features Nominated for

Academy Sound Award

Hathaway and

T

i

It

in operation.

is

1 1

that annual dinner-dance staged
e • © ANENT parties
by the Staten Island Fabian Theaters Employes at the Meurot
is still evoking
Club over on that isle on Saturday night
with those
comment
In atmosphere 'twas a barn dance
present all decked out as farmers and jarmerettes (we'll have
Among the guests were
to write our friend Seth about this)

•

Questions such as these and others
brought out the fact that few exhibitors are really familiar with the consent decree even though they are going to have to live under it in the
comparatively near future.
Lee Newbury, president, voiced the
opinion that the decree will have to
be in operation for several months
before the industry can adjust itself to the new system.
As yet the New Jersey unit has
no cases for submission to arbitration on Feb. 1, but it is understood
that five or six cases have been prepared in Philadelphia for hearings
as soon as possible after the tribunal

with a bang

eraffl

of

attend

to

at the Belle vue Stratford there

liranu

Prolonged "Dictator" Run
Anticipated in Uruguay

a clear reminder

Philadelphia

to

Row

calendar pad along local Film

noted on the Jan. 27 leaf

rndan

erlberg Will Produce

in

discussions.

lay.

blocks-of-five

the buying of blocks-ofwere issues that caused lengthy

other

Washington next Monday and Tues-

in

Jersey Allied

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Paramount and Henry
Hathaway have agreed to an amicable severance of the latter's contract
as a producer-director.
Hathaway
will disclose his future plans shortly.

Lloyd Pix Suit Goes Over

—

Chicago
Federal Judge John
Barnes passed the plagiarism suit
of John Leiber against Paramount
on the Harold Lloyd film, "Professor, Beware."

WEDDING BELLS
—

Chicago Dorothy Nessel, manager of theater film advertising for
the Chicago Daily News, and Charley Lindau, assistant to Henri Elman
of Monogram Exchange, will be
married Feb. 8. Dan Foster takes
her place on the Daily News.

.

G/IJa0H&A>

DAVID

L.

wM

LOEW

•

***

ALBERT LEW

present

starring

with

MARCH * MARGARET SULLA f
GLENN FORD- INNUTENw ERICH

i

Directed by John Cromwell

•

Screenplay by Talbot Jennings

Released thru UNITED ARTIS1

WO-

GREAT

tyne&uc Maxell
star of

"A Star

is

Born",

as Steiner

star of

"The Mortal Storm",
as Ruth

star of "Wells Fargo",

as Marie

QL*vm, 4-Vid
the screen's newest romantic
discovery, as Kern

Anna

Btest

glamorous actress

in

her

greatest screen role!

£>UcU van Stsiokeint
the

man you

love to hate,

as Brenner

w

i
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1940 Admish Taxes

A

It

Jump $23,607,060

Chicago— B & K and

&

ick

(Continual from Page

admission

Jones,

fighting

it

Lin-

ental,

bill

is

headed

by

Rosemary

Lane.

George C. Elliott Dies;
Former Mayer Associate
tinned from

Page

1)

Mayer and the
Charles Howard Poor, Elliott
With

yesterday.

The Broadway December collection
was $304,245.86 less than the $1,497,707.08 collection for November.

late
built the Colonial theater in Haverhill in 1911.
The trio scored a coup
by getting New England rights to
distribution of "Birth of a Nation."
Elliott retired from the firm later,
but the close friendship remained
to last between Mayer and himself
and Mayer often visited him.

Smith Missing

—

Louisville, Ky.
Coast Guardsmen
and police are searching for Don J.

Smith, manager of National Theater

DuMont Sees Ascap

Row Speeding

Supply Co. at Indianapolis, after his
automobile was found abandoned
near middle of the Municipal Bridge Collins Suit Dismissed
over the Ohio River.
Smith had
Dismissal of the $1,000,000 inbeen ill several davs in a Louisville
ini'iingement suit of Dolores Lacy
Hotel.
Collins,
as administratrix of the
estate of James H. Collins, against
O'Flaherty Arranging Dinner
M-G-M Pictures Corp. and Loew's,
Chicago— Frank O'Flaherty of Co- Inc., was ordered yesterday by Fedlumbia Exchange has returned from eral Judge John C. Knox for lack
Plaintiff had charga Florida vacation and with Charley of prosecution.
Lindau, is preparing the program ed that her husband's book "Test
for the Reel Fellows Club dinner- Pilot" was the basis of the film of
dance at the Congress Hotel, Jan. 31. the same title.

{Continued from

P »A

MANAGING DIRECTOR
Radio City Music Hall and
The Center Theatre

United

Artists,

JOHN GUERNEY
Members
Gus

of

Eyssell,

the

Executive

Assistant

Staff

Managing

of

the

&

Publicity

Roastmaster

Baritone of the
Metropolitan Opera
Music

nies would
ence."

Hall

be

will

introduced

Director.

UOTPI rniQHN

S7N

23

Silver Jubilee

ROOM

TIP

— Benefit AMPA

scheduled to go on the air
shortly in various metropolitan centions
ters,

DuMont

York station

said.

is

Its

own New

marking time, await-

ing new FCC rulings on standards
and commercials, before going on

regular schedule.

Newbury Continues as
J.

Allied's

Prexy

short-term

re-election

1)

Fund

In the

Orchard"

"Acrobatic Aces"
Paramount
10 min
Good Sport Reel
Latest in Paramount's Grantlar
Rice Sportlight series, this one dea
with tumbling and acrobatics. Fir
sequence concerns a class of ki<
at a Dallas club, with some of tl
advanced pupils expert in the ar
Second sequence deals with an acn
batic
troupe that do practical
everything any human can in th
line from pyramids to somersault
and the subject closes with a trout
of four girls, acrobats and tuml
lers.
Ted Husing provides the con

mentary.
although

by
by

Houses

in
la.

Onawa,

— Roy

la.

Lepovitz, opera-

Des Moines
and Madrid, has purchased the two
Onawa theaters, the Iowa and the
Onawa, from R. A. Oliver who is
planning on moving to Little Rock,

his son sitting on top of a flag
pole.
Pappy refuses to come dow

so Popeye goes up, but Pappy rt
fuses to be rescued until there is
lightning storm.
It's fairly amu
ing.

tor of theaters in East

James Coston Licks Flu
Relief

"Dog
Warners

exist-

Ark.

$1.25 INCLUDING
I

its

The DuMont plant at Passaic is
producing tele studio and transmitting equipment for several tele sta-

Onawa,

Serving at 12:45 p.m. sharp

i/iril

acknowledge

Lepovitz Buys Oliver

THURSDAY-JANUARY

Remember

1)

while

he originally was opposed to accept"Take It Or Leave It"
ing another term. He will, however,
Columbia
11 min
retain the office until September as
Fairly Interesting
will the present slate of officers.
Reel is a film adaptation of th
They include Maury Miller, Passaic, vice-president; Ralph Willkins, radio show of the same title, th
Pittman, vice-president; Harry H. release being the second in a serie;
Lowenstein, Newark, secretary, and Bob Hawk acts as master of cer<
Four contestants appea
Dave Snaper, New Brunswick, treas- monies.
one of them apparently a stooge t
urer.
Five new directors were elected. get laughs, which just don't resul
They were: Sam Franck, Hammon- Few of the questions asked woul
ton;
Herbert A. Hill, Paulsboro; tax the mentality of any person (
Morris Spewak, Carteret; Florence average intelligence.
Rose, Bridgeton, and Jack Waxman,
"Problem Pappy"
Atlantic City.
Meeting was attended by approxi- Paramount
7 min
mately 50 exhibitors who were the
Fairly Amusing Cartoon
guests last night at a buffet supper
Popeye has trouble again wit
at the home of Mrs. Helen Hildinger, his Pappy in this reel from the Ma
head of the Hildinger Circuit.
Fleischer studios.
Pappy is espie

VAN SCHMUS
of

half,

in

(Continued from Page

W. G.

Director

J
I uye

20 n
Excellent and Novel
An innovation in the short sul
ject field, this two-reeler is a con
plete murder mystery.
The cast
good, the story itself is condense
into a continuously actionful nam
tive, and the suspense is intense froi
beginning to end.
Subject shoul
prove popular with audiences. Hov
aid de Silva, Addison Richards, Ba:
bara Pepper, David Bruce and Vi:
that many serials are "pretty much
moth-eaten," and that many pro- ginia Sale play the principal rol<
grams are "ridiculous in subject effectively. Jean Negulesco direct*
and Owen Crump wrote the screei
matter."
DuMont asserted that broadcast- play. The howling of a dog in a
orchard proves to be the undoing <
ing, in his belief, has now reached
a murderer when the sheriff gel
the stage that silent movies attained
suspicious of the man's actions an
just before talkies came along. He
pointed out that sound "was ready his repeated attempts to murder tr.
dog, owned by his absent wife
for years before the movie compa-

a

takes particular pleasure in presenting as its
guest speaker at this week's luncheon meeting,

Monroe Greenthal, Advertising

SHORTS *

Tele

30-minute
shows have been similarly trimmed.
Analyzing current radio entertainment, DuMont observed that the
quiz program, a current rage, was
being over-done and predicted it
would soon peter out. He added that
news events on the air lose much
of their appeal, that programs are
stereotyped, that commercial
too
plugs are too often in very bad taste,
scissored

N.

A

*

out

State Lake stage

Broadway area collections were reported at $1,193,461.22 for December
compared to $610,099.55 for December, 1939, for a gain of $583,361.67.

J.

Schaefer are

with film names this week.
B & K's
bill has Lola Lane,
Wendy Barrie, Arline Judge and Lou
Holtz, while at the opposition Ori-

\)

tax

collections for the
month at $6,653,971.00 compared to
$1,974,534.56 for the same month of
1939, representing an increase of
$4,679,436.44.
The December collection, however, was $470,254.19 less
than the $7,124,225.19 collection for
the previous month of November.

Don

K, JLS Battle
With Film Names

—

Chicago
James Coston, Warner
zone manager, is back on the job
after a 10-day siege with the flu.

"A

Helping Paw"

Columbia

7 mil

Poor Cartoon

The characters in this cartoo
are not very funny and neither
the action. A doctor has a dog th
helps him. The dog gets drunk ai
his leading a patient home provid
most of the action. It scores fe
laughs.

II

I
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mms

reviews of neuj
Weaver

with

and

Bros,

Elviry

72 Mins.

Republic

Say No"

'She Couldn't

'Arkansas Judge"

with Roger Pryor, Eve Arden, Cliff Edwards
63 Mins.
Warners

COMEDY
MODERATELY AMUSING
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
HOLDS LAUGHS AND BRISK ACTION.
PLENTY OF COMEDY AND SOME
As a program offering this feature is
RAMA MAKES THIS ONE GOOD ENTER- moderately
The
amusing entertainment.
AINMENT FOR FAMILY AUDIENCES.
the action quite brisk

entertainment, which will
rove especially pleasing to family audiences.
has much comedy, with "Elviry" (June
/eaver) furnishing most of the fun. It has
;rious moments, the story centers around
woman unjustly accused of theft.
This

.'.

good

is

•

;•;
x'.

The Weaver Brothers (Leon and Frank)

!

Elviry

t"d

iire.ij

:t^:atured,

leader

;

n

:

head the cast with Roy Rogers
Leon Weaver does splendid work

rank

of

Peaceful

Weaver

good

is

Valley
in

a

folk,

comedy

while
role.

repeatedly scores in her brand of
Iviry
Rogers does well as a young
•on-making.
who goes to the defense of Leon
•< .wyer,
/eaver when it appears he will lose in a
Spring Byington, Frank M.
ander case.
nomas. Veda Ann Borg, Pauline Moore.
oretta Weaver, Eily Malyon and Russell
icks are among the capable principals.

-.

;;

,ji;

I

Frank McDonald did a fine job of directTo
handling the comedy effectively.
rmand Schaefer goes credit as associate

1

ig„
.

roducer.

:

.

'.."

Valley

Peaceful

when

eaceful

.

Eily

becomes anything but
Malyon accuses Spring

vington of stealing fifty dollars from her.
o spare the reputation of his daughter Veda

nn Borg,

who

is

also suspected of the theft,

M. Thomas, the town bankmake Leon Weaver, leader of

iggardly Frank

"

tries

r,

'

people,

Valley

ie

-

to

homas brings
lit

agree

Weaver

leave town.

)

a fifty

to

force

Snrin?

refuses, and then,

thousand dollar slander

aeainst him, on the grounds that

Weaver

charged that Thomas stole the money.
/eaver loses the case, despite Rogers' de-3 ;nse of him.
Thomas' henchmen set fire
Spring's home and when they learn she
,,. in the blaze, Rogers rescues her, and
hen Veda Ann sees the woman suffering,
ad

"Of Great Value"

It's

"Thorough"

"We make many
references to it"

competent,

cast

is

and

the

sufficient

dialogue and situations will get
laughs to keep an audience in-

Lacking any "names," film

terested.

will

serve best as a supporting feature.

Roger Pryor, Eve Arden, Cliff Edwards
and Clem Bevans head the cast, with the
William Clemens
entire cast competent.
directed from a screenplay by Earl Baldwin
Technical aspects
and Charles Grayson.
of the picture are on the plus side of the

of
of

bocks are
to

ledger.
Pryor,

a

starving

Miss Arden, also

a

lawyer,

is

who

lawyer,

Pryor

Roger

Eve

Pryor,

Arden,

Cliff

Edwards, Clem Bevans, Vera Lewis, Irving
Taylor,
Ferris
Bacon, Soencer Charters,
Chester Clute, George Irving, Zeffie Tilbury, George Guhl, Frank Mayo.

"CREDITS:

Associate

Ned

E. 'Depinet,

Vice-President

is

mixup provides the basis for practically all
of the situations and action, with picture
winding up with a very funny court scene.

CAST:

great value

of

me."

engaged to
is working

given an assignment to buy a large tract of land owned
by Bevans, an eccentric old millionaire.
Bevans doesn't want to sell and is being
sued for breach of promise by Vera Lewis.
Miss Arden, unbeknownst to Pryor, takes
Miss Lewis' case and Pryor without her
Resulting
knowledge takes Bevans' case.
as his secretary.

for my copy
The 1940 Film Year Book
Motion Pictures. These

"Thanks again

Producer,

William

Jacobs: Director, William Clemens; Screen-

RKO

Radio

"We wish to congratulate
you on the thoroughness
of the

way

the 1940 Film

Daily Year Book has been
set up."

Elmer George Kiehler
C.

Howard Crane

& Associates,

Inc.

Baldwin and Charles Grayson;
From a Dlay by Benjamin Kaye; Cameraman,
Tel McCord; Editor, Harold McLeron.
play,

Earl

DIRECTION,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Good.

"We make many

refer-

>

.

.

"..

ie

:i

confesses.

Roy Roeers. Spring Byington, Pauline
Frank M. Thomas, Veda Ann Borg,
Iv Malyon, Loretta Weaver, Minerva Ureil,
Beatrice Maude, Harrison Greene, Barry
lacollum, George Rosener,
Monte Blue,

'eaver,
loore.

j
,

ank Darien, Russell Hicks, Edwin Stanley.

Associate Producer, Armand
Frank McDonald; Based
the Novel "False Witness" by Irving
one; Screenplay, Dorrell and Stuart Mcowan; Adaptation by Ian Hunter, Ring
Jirdner, Jr., and Gertrude Purcell; Proie Ml
iction Manager, Al Wilson: Cameraman,
espj
nest Miller; Supervising Editor, Murray
* ildeen; Editor, Ernest Nims; Art Di'
ctor, John Victor Mackay; Musical Direcpv J r, Cy Feuer.

CREDITS:

haefer;

Director,

i

ii

DIRECTION,
1

sod.

ences

To Amuse 45th Division

Book during the year, and

Fine.

Abilene, Tex.

—For

the

Sunday

time,
movies are to be shown Jan.

An

ordinance permitting motion

26.

first

oicture theaters to operate on Sunday was passed by the Abilene City
Commission over the protest of a
score of ministers and church leaders.
Action of the commission was
<=een as the result of establishing
Cfimn Berkeley and the brineinsr of
20,000 troops of the 45th Division
there.

Publicity
Appointment of Joseph S, Shea,
veteran publicist, to handle publicity
for all divisions except the theater
division was announced yesterday by
PHOTOGRAPHY, ^he Greek War Relief headquarters
here. Shea will be actively in charge.
Nominal publicity head is Pete Har-

oremost Leases Filmarte
The Filmarte theater has been Hold J. B. Cox Rites Today
ased by Foremost Films and will
Mt. Pleasant, Pa. Funeral rites
x 3titinue
the policy of showing un- will be held today for J. B. Cox, 79,
;.sual foreign motion pictures; as one of the oldest exhibitors in the
'ell as presenting a series of trywestern Pennsylvania territory who
ut previews of new films on Satur- owned and operated the Cox Theater

—

t

-si

st

viii

;:

if

it

Film

of great

Year
value

to us."

John H. Harris
Harris

Amusement Co.

The 1941

Shea on Greek Aid

rison.

,

the

to

consider

CAST: Leon Weaver, Frank Weaver, June

-:

Abilene Gets Sunday Films

ay mornings. Filmarte opens Sat- here for many years. He is survived
rday with Harry Baur's "Hatred." by his widow and one daughter.

FILM

YEAR BOOK
coming soon

BIGGER — BETTER — GREATER

)

;

<M
Walker

lo

Remain

A Case
Jacksonville,

As P. M. General
«ed from Page

Names O'Sullivan
As PRC Ad-Publicity Head

Brigcrs

of Titular Suggestion,
Fla.

— Robert

Heckin

C.

No Pix Blocks

Per Chance?

manager

the

of

Florida

Pittsburgh Variety Club
Committees Announced

Action

Theater,

2,100-seat movie house, was held up by a lone bandit after 11 p.m. Sunday night,
tied and gagged and the safe robbed of approximately $2,500 in cash.
The
assistant manager, Frances Seel, and the doorman were also bound and gagged.
Current feature was "The Thief of Bagdad."

1

Early said he did not think President Roosevelt planned a cabinet
change.
The Postmaster General's
term expired on Jan. 20 with that of
the President and he is the only
Cabinet officer who will have to be
renominated. The former Comerford
circuit executive conferred with the
President yesterday.

Wednesday, January 22, 19
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Philadelphia Variety Club
Committees Designated

By

Allied of N.

W.

(Continued from Page 1)

seasonal blocks, rather than five pi
tures at a time, and which would pe
mit exhibitors a 20 per cent ca

Sentiment toward tl
measure was divided with urban e
hibitors in favor and theater owne
Philadelphia Committees for the from the smaller communities seei
Pittsburgh— C. C. Kellenberg, chief
barker of the local Variety Club, has new Variety Club year have been set ingly in favor of giving the blocks-o
announced the following committees up by Chief Barker, Dr. Leon Levy five plan a tryout. The committ'
cellation.

—

as follows:

indicated a mail poll will be taki
Bob later.
Gallagher.
At the opening of the sessio
Cards— Ben Fertel, Maxwell Gillis, Leo
Heart: Ira H. Colin, chairman
James G.
Posel.
Claude Lee of the New York Par
I'almer.
Entertainment Harry Biben, Stanley Broza, mount office, outlined the new co
Finance: Mort England, chairman; Mike
Oscar Neufeld, Lawrence Shubert.
N. Shapiro.
Rules and Resolutions Al Cohen, Harry sent decree and explained its wor
Entertainment: foe Ilillcr, chairman; Brian
ings.
Fred Strom, executive seer
Ball.
McDonald.
Convention
Earle Sweigert. Frank Elliott. tary, reported Allied of the Nort
Membership: Harry Feinstein, chairman
George
F.
Weilland,
Frank
Gravatt,
Emanuel
Peter Dana, Dave Kimelman, J. J. Maloney,
Munzer, Mort Lewis, Jay Emanuel, Ben west had shown a membership ga
An Marrone.
Fertel.
Meyer Adelman, Sam Stiefel, Jack of 300 per cent since last July.
Golf: Art England, chairman; Archie FineGrcenberg.
Other matters on the conventi(!
man. Art Levy. J. J. McGrcevey.
Membership
William J. Clark, Earle Swei- agenda will be considered today.
Shut-ins: Francis Guehl, chairman; Larry
gert,
William
MacAvoy,
Sam
Gross.
Katz, Peter Quitter.
Charity— Charles Goldfine, Martin B. Ellis,
Legal: T F.lmer Ecker, chairman; Andrew
Harry Weiner, Meyer Adelman, Irwin CharSheridan.
Mullins to
Inducted;
Auditing: Mike Shapiro, chairman; Ben lap.
Welfare Sidney P. Samuelson, Melvin Fox,
Steerman, Abe Weiner.
Elmer
Scroll
Broidy
to
Wilschke.
Harry
chairman;
FeldTony
Stern,
Rules:
House Henry Friedman, Oscar Neufeld,
nian. Jos. Misrach, Jake Soltz, Al Weiblinger,
William
MacAvoy,
Leo
Bcresin,
Dave
Supo
Al Weiss.
Boston
Martin Mullins, new
Banquet: C. J. Latta. chairman; Dr. O. L. witz.
Luncheon Al Davis. Sam Gross, Robert elected Chief Barker of the Bost(
Beinbauer, treasurer; Tohn H. Harris, Harry
\l.
Kalmine, ('. C. Kellenberg, C. J. Latta, Clipp, Jack Kraker, Jack Greenberg.
Variety Club, will be officially i
Mike Shapiro. Al Weiblinger. M. A. Rosenducted into office this week togeth
berg. Ira H. Cobn. Mark Coldman, Art Levy,
Nation-wide
Tour for Durbin
with Al Kane, Paramount bran<
Dr. G. L. Beinhauer, advisory.
Deanna Durbin will start a na- manager, as first vice-president, Ti
tion-wide tour Friday when she Fleisher, booker for Interstate,
Coast Studios Interested
leaves Hollywood for visits to the- second
vice-president,
E.
Haro
Griffith Films
In
ater men and exchanges in Chicago, Stoneman, also Interstate, as trea
Washington, Atlanta, Miami, New urer, and William Erb, Paramou:
West Cua.it Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Orleans and Dallas. With her mother district manager, as secretary. Ste
Hollywood Resurgence of the reand business manager, Miss Durbin Broidy, who recently resigned
make wave in Coast Studios, in- will be in Chicago
Jan. 26-27, Wash- head of the Variety Club when h
now
in
pictures
only
by
not
stanced
ington Jan. 27-31, Atlanta Feb. 1-2, transferral to national sales chief f
recently
announced
work but others
Miami Feb. 3-5, New Orleans Feb. Monogram took him to Californi
for 1941-42, has led several studios 6-8 and
Dallas Feb. 9-10, arriving will be presented with a handson
sevfor 1941:
House: Al

Weiblinger.

chairman;

M

.

J.

—

Motion Pictures
Ted
Lynch, George Schwartz.

Schlanger,

;

—

(Continued from Page 1)
industry, in publicity,

ture

adver-

exploitation and sales promotion.
Prior to entering- the in-

tising

,

dustry he was dramatic and music
critic of the Louisville Courier-JourHe hannal and Louisville Times.
dled publicity and sales promotion
for Pathe Films for eight years.

Aqnew

to

Shifts

Today

(Continued from Page

Harnes

Alvin

and

A.

yesterday in the
New York Supreme Court for $75,000 damages against Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc., and Vitagraph, Inc.,
claiming that the defendants had
used a plan submitted to them in
the production of the film "Dr. Ehi Plaintiffs seek
lich's Magic Bullet."
damages as compensation for the
use of the so-called plan. Warners
has asked for the removal of the
case to the Federal Court.

Gray

filed

suit

-

Powers Funeral Held
Funeral services were held at the
Universal Chapel yesterday for John
Howard Powers, 56, retired film executive and a former circus promoter, who died on Friday at the
Hotel Plymouth. A member of the

Former

to turn
eral old

1

an examining eye on

D. W. Griffith properties,
reported.
These are said to include particularly "Drums of Love," "Idol Danit

is

entertainment

and

Los Angeles on Feb.

12.

names
Fifth

Weeks

scroll

of all club

containing

t)

members.

Foyle"

for "Kitty

RKO's "Kitty Foyle"

Hollywood

BMI

Directors

Meet

consent decree in the
Gov't's suit against Ascap, CBS,
NBC and BMI. Various routine mat-

Sydney M.
of the laboratory technicians ters were discussed.
general counsel for BMI,
union. Local 702, will be held Satur- Kaye,
day in the Grand Ballroom of the stated that the board has decided to
give out no statement on the session.
Mecca Temple.
ball

—

Jack

Conway has

—

—

—

—

—

.31

also been installed.

been assigned direction of "Love
Crazy," domestic farce which will
return William Powell and Myrna "U" Angling for Montgomery
Loy to the screen as Mr. and Mrs. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI1
Hollywood Universal is negotia
Story is an original by David Hertz
ing with Metro for the services
and William Ludwig.
Robert Montgomery to appear opp
Irene Dunne in "Unfinish
site
"Hell's Angels" Set in Denver
Denver Gibraltar Enterprises, op- Business" which Gregory LaCa
Filming is expected
erating 24 houses in the Denver ter- will direct.
ritory, has booked the streamlined start around Feb. 1. Studio selecti
version of "Hell's Angels" for its Evelyn Ankers and Richard Carlsf
entire circuit, through Nat Wolfe, for the romantic leads in the Abbo
& Costello film, "Oh, Charlie."
Astor representative here.

Para. Buys "Dangerous Holiday"
West Coast Bureau of TUP. FILM DAILY
Hollywood Paramount has bought Cuban Circuit Closes Deals
for the Film Center Building report "Dangerous Holiday," a spy yarn by
Havana (By Air Mail)
Metro,
the re-leasing of space to the United Sidney Sheldon and Ben Robert. Sol 20th-Fox, Columbia and RKO Radio
Artists, Mecca Film Laboratories, S. Siegel will produce.
Tentative have closed 1941 contracts with Ernesto P. Smith, manager of the CirInc., Syndicate Exchanges, Inc. and castings include Albert Dekker, Pacuit Smith.
State Film Service Corp.
tricia Morison and Granville Owen.

Close Film Center Leases
Cross & Brown Company, agents

hand painted

—

proposed
annual

in

is continuM-G-M Exchange Remodeled
ing to roll up extra-week holdovers
Detroit— M-G-M has completed r
in
every section of the country.
modeling and reassignment of loc
Fifth weeks have been set in Chioffices, with Branch Manager Frai
cago and Philadelphia for the Ginger
coi'ner offic
Rogers starrer, and a third week at J. Downey taking over
vacated by Jack Flynn, district ma
Fourth weeks prevail
Old Griffith pix in which Coast Providence.
ager, who moved to Chicago; Jol
studios are reported interested com- at Washington, Boston, Kansas City Morgan, assistant, taking Downej
and
Cleveland.
rights
to
stories,
prise five of 27
old office, and the former publici
which are being liquidated for conoffice
which took over the distri
Conway
on
"Love
Crazy"
trolling interests through Albert D.
filing room
going to a new sale
West
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Levin, New York attorney.
men's office. New booking office h

team known as McEvoy
Board of directors of BMI met yesand Powers before the World War, terday and while no official statehe later became general manager for ment was forthcoming they are
D. W. Griffith's producing company.
understood to have considered the
Local 702 Ball Saturday

back

cer," "One Exciting Night," "Dream
Street," and "Hearts of the World,"
latter a World War propaganda picture.

vaudeville

Third

—

—

for $75,000

Howard

Be
Get

—

1)

Lady Eve" and "Reaching for the
Sun" and new shorts.
Exhibition policy for "I Wanted
Wings" will be discussed today.
Entire sales group will attend the
Barney Balaban testimonial at the
Drake Hotel tomorrow night.

Suing Warners

—

—
—

Reveal Para.

Manpower

—

"Luxembourg"
It

est

Coast

Hollywood

—

for

Allen Jones

THE FILM DAIl
Paramount will ma

Bureau

of

a screen version of Franz Lehai
operetta, "The Count of Luxei
bourg," as a vehicle for Allen Jone

3

!

b

f
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The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old
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NO.

79,

NEW

16

KNEW
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Alfied Will FighTBIoclis-of-Fiv^ Clause

By GEORGE E. GUISE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Minneapolis Allied Theater
Owners of the Northwest took

—

steps

irst
i:

':

the

eliminate

to

ilocks-of-five purchase clause of the
<Tew York consent decree in this
tate when delegates to the Winter

onvention here voted indorsement
a legislative hill which would re-

if

product in
easonal blocks and grant exhibitors

'^luire distributors to sell

{Continued on Page 9)

RKO's Sales

Jiscuss

Reagan Named

PROPAGANDA FILMS

SEIZE NAZI

!0% Cancellation; Against
'rice Hikes for Special Pix

1)

TEN CENTS

23, 1941

STREAMLINES PARA. SALES SETUP

"avors Seasonal Blocks,
Even

YORK, THURSDAY. JANUARY

Canada Confiscates Footage Intended for U.
and Latin-American Distribution

Morgan

S.

RKO

Radio's

district

managers

onvene in the Carpenter Suite of
:he Waldorf-Astoria today at the
all of Ned E. Depinet, vice-prexy,
for a general discussion of selling
policies, including problems arising
from the consent decree, and to
onsider an outline of product to be
(Continued on Page 8)

Commerce Dept. Reorg.
Affects

Film Division

Washington Bureau of

—National

Film Board

—

of-

—

—

short
ec t s

Holds Exhibs., Not
Public, Paying

Tax

—

Estimate by the
Columbus, O.
S. Treasury Department that the
total admission tax collections for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
will be $69,000,000, an increase of
$49,000,000 over the preceding year,
causes the ITO of Ohio to ask this
U.

"Who

question:

will

pay

this

$49,-

(Continued on Page 9)

Film's Role in Defense

THE FILM DAILY
Praised
of Com-

— Secretary

Washington

by Sen. George

merce Jesse Jones yesterday an- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
nounced a reorganization of the BuSpeaking at the
Washington
reau of Foreign and Domestic Com- presentation of a print of
(Continued cm Page 8)
to National Archivist W. E. D. Connor here yesterday, U. S. Senator

—

Portland to Censor
Entertainment Adv.

—

Ore. The City Council
made another change in the city's
censorship laws, and they will now
include
not only films, but also
stage shows and all advertising matentertainment.
The orter
for
dinance, introduced by Mayor Earl
Riley, carried an emergency clause
and became effective immediately.
A new position, that of viewer,
Portland,

at

a

salary

created.

of

The

$135

a

viewer's

month was
action

will

be subject to review by an advisory board of seven members.

in Shorts Berth

By JOSEPH ESLER
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
have been incorporated in Canadian
Chicago
Promotion of
Others are reficials said yesterday that British motion pictures.
leased to the United States after Charles M. Reagan, Western
ships have seized "very substantial
careful editing for counter-propa- division manager of Paramount,
quantities" of German-made motion ganda purposes.
the
newly created post of
to
pictures intended for use as propaThe last batch of films, seized a s s i s tant
ganda in the U. S. and South Amer- from a shipment headed for South general sales
America, contains the most graphic manager and
ica.
John Grierson, Dominion Film pictures yet obtained. They portray the appointCommissioner, is welding them into London under fire; a ship in a Brit- ment of Oswhat officials describe as a "valu- ish convoy photographed from a car Morgan,
diving Stuka bomber; freight yards Southern diable pictorial record" of the war.
The films have other uses, too. in occupied France smouldering af- vision sales
head, as
Some of the more graphic films ter Royal Air Force raids.

Ottawa

sub-

and

j

Nicies Here Today

Assistant

General Sales Manager;

GWTW

(Continued on Page 8)

Allied to Mull Music

Par

War Effect on Films

manager
were an-

Effect of the Ascap-BMI controversy on motion picture theaters is
scheduled to be one of the chief topics
for discussion at the national Allied
board meeting to be held next Mon-

day and Tuesday in Washington.
So far, there has been no indication
(Continued on Page 8)

Minneapolis Exhibs. Ready

To Move

for Arbitration

—

Minneapolis Two Minneapolis exhibitors are ready today to present
cases to the new film board of arbitration soon to get under way here
for this territory.
Livingston Lanning, manager of
(Continued on Page 9)

Candy Nets Chi. Sweet "Take"
Counter- Machine Biz Said More Than Million

—Theater

Exhibs.

Chicago

reel

nounced,

among

NEIL

AGNEW

other changes, by Neil Ag(Continued on Page 10)

Allied Unit Plans
Stale- Wide Drive
Allied's

newest

link,

New York

State Unit of National Allied, had
its first meeting yesterday at the
Lincoln Hotel and welded what its
members believe to be a strong
organization.
Sufficient money to
finance the group was subscribed
(Continued on Page 4)

Arbitration Clerks Get
First Instruction Course
Nineteen clerks of motion picture
tribunals were given their first instructions on operations yesterday
by leaders of the American Arbitra-

gross

War

—

(Continued on Page 9)

News

(Continued on Page 4)

revenue
in this city from slot vending machines and candy counters in 1940
on Radio
To Join in
exceeded the million dollar mark,
Lincoln, Neb. If Bob Livingston, checkup, completed yesterday, disCapitol exhib, has his way, it will closes.
It is also estimated that approxibe an "all-out" war against BMI
mately 1,000 machines alone are inand radio soon.
Some
Livingston wants to promote the stalled in the film theaters.
hand-joining of Ascap and the mo- Loop spots have several types of

Wants Ascap and

amount

(Continued on Page 4)

"Hard Boiled Canary"
Premiere on Feb. 5

—

Traverse City, Mich. "Hard Boiled
Canary," Paramount's picture based
on the National Music camp at Interlochen, will have its premiere here
Feb. 5.

oW
O'Connor Announces

RKO

Promotions and Changes

10 Cents
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LONDON—

Marsoulan

(12).

Aurelio Galindo,

A uniform Federal law regulating the terms of employment of
child actors on the stage, screen and
cuit's chief.
radio, and restrictions preventing
Edward Sniderman, division ex- such child actors from appearing
ploitation man for the RKO Bronx via any other medium when they
and East Side Manhattan Theaters, are already appearing in one of
advances to the managership of RKO them, is urged by the National Child
Proctor's
Theater, Newark, New Labor Committee in a report just
Jersey, replacing Robert Ungerfeld, made public.
resigned; Stanley Wilcheff, assistant
Report follows a 10 months' surto John A. Cassidy of the home office
vey. It is pointed out that existing
publicity staff takes over Sniderman's
laws are widely divergent in differduties; and Raymond Malone steps
Under the laws of 24
ent states.
into the position vacated by Wilcheff.
child actors of any age are
Three assistant managers have states,
to appear on the stage on
been transferred to other RKO The- permitted
permit, but in the other 24,
aters to serve in the same capacity. special
years of age
Thev are Philip Nemirow from the the law varies from 18
age as the legal age
RKO Empire to the RKO Alhambra; to 12 years ofappear
on a stage.
John Conhaim from the Alhambra to a child may
The report was published with
the RKO Regent; and Rodney White
from the Regent to the Empire The- the co-operation and advice of
ater.

New

calismo, 99, Tacubayo,

Installation of officers of the Film
Board of Trade was held last night
with Robert S. Wolff, RKO N. Y.
branch manager, inducted into office

president.
A cocktail
^Wednesday, Jan. 22)
party at the Board of Trade office
was followed by a dinner at the Le
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net Cafe Arnold.
Later, the members
Low Close Chg. present attended the Sonja Henie
High
8l/4 +
8'/4
Am. Seat
8 >/4
% show at the Garden.
Col. Picts. vtc. 121/2%)
5% 5¥4 53/4
Other officers installed were: JoColumbia Picts. pfd.
seph J. Lee, first vice-president; Ben
Con. Fm. Ind
75/8
1/8
73/4
Abner, second vice-president; David
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
75/s
y4 A. Levy, treasurer; Robert S. FanKodak
38
373/4 1373/4
East.
do pfd.
Cen. Th. Eq.
14% Hi/2 14i/ + i/ non, secretary; and Edward Bell,

as

323 4

Loew's. Inc
do pfd

321/4

2
323/4

II Vs

11

11

pfd
2nd pfd
Film

983 4

983/4

983/4

103,4

10%

ioy4

3%

31/2

$6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

421/2

421/2

6 1/2

6%

1st

Pathe

RKO
RKO

Univ.

31/4

31/4

55

55
6s46 .1 023,4
3V2s46.

ref.

F.

deb.

.

.

31/2

%
+ %

6V2

31/4

55

1

021/4

IO21/4

..

+

'8

—

.

Picts.

7-16
34

Scnotone Corp.

1

Technicolor

9i/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts
Y.

7-16

1%
9%

7-16 +1-16
\

3
/n

9i/4

1

1

1

6

6

6

+

1/2

+1-16

— %

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 68
60%
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

Midwest
Detroit

Asked
71

63

Trial Deferred

— Case

of

Midwest Thea-

Co-operative Theaters of
Michigan, set for trial yesterday,
was postponed to Jan. 28, because
of the absence of Attorney A. J.
Levin, of defense counsel, who is
convalescing in Florida.

ters

is

Rogers Memorial Fund
+ % Co-operating With MPA

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

N.

Bowen

+ %

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4 s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

Monogram

Jack

42l/2 4-

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's

sergeant-at-arms.

Close

co-operation

of

the

Will

Rogers Memorial Fund with the Mo-

pfd

Keith B.

8
3/4

-I-

pfd

Pict.

Warner Bros
do

new

the retiring president.

Paramount
Para.
Para.

the

—
_

1

1

vs.

Ping Pong Match Tuesday
Paramount Pep Club's ping pong
team takes on the Western Electric
team next Tuesday.

Uniform Federal Statute
For Child Actors Urged

Promotions and changes in RKO
theater personnel were announced
yesterday by John J. O'Connor, cir-

MEXICO CITY— Marco- Film Board of Trade
Depto. 215, Calle del Sindi- Installs
Officers
D. F.

riNANCIAL
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tion Picture Associates was revealed
this week by Joseph J. Lee, who was
installed as the new president of the
local organization.
Members were
told of instances where the Rogers
Fund had aided the Associates in its
Jack Ellis is the
charitable work.
retiring president of Motion Picture

Associates. Other officers were also
inducted at the luncheon held at the
Astor.

Named

Shirley

Acting

Metro Branch Manager

—

Appointment of Sam
Chicago
manager of
Shirley
as
acting
Metro's local exchange, pending the
recovery of "Doc" Bamford. ill for
some time, was announced yesterday.

Rodgers

to

HAL

B.

Relief

returns to

New

is

here

Hollywood

to

for a
after

BUDD ROGERS, vice-president
has returned from a trip
Rochester and Boston.

FRANK MAGER,
Theater,

Boston,

York over

IRVING

is

MAAS.

few

day]
attending

of
to

Alliance
Toronto,

Uptown

chief operator of the

vacationing
foreign

Miami.

in

service

manager

foe

20th-Fox. is expected to returns to the home
office
today after attending the company's
Caribbean convention in Porto Rico.

CHEEVER COWDIN
New York next week

J.

to

TONY MARTIN

is

is
expected to return
from the Coast.

due

in

today from

Holly-

wood.

W.

RODGERS

last

War

scheduled to leave the
York with a stopover

Films,

figures.

British

is

WALLIS

before returning
the inaugural.

Coast.

For

KENT

week-end from the Coast.

other theatrical people in addition
to psychiatrists and child welfare

"Virginia" Debut Benefit

R.

HERMAN WOBBER
the

the Coast.

F.

JOHN

JOSEPH

arrives in Chicago today from

arrived

LEONARD GOLDENSON,

yesterday

of

from

the

Paramount,

left

night for Chicago.

Court Dismisses $50,000
Sheldon-Barnes Claim

Paramount's

Counterclaim for $50,000 against

Technicolor feature, "Virginia," at
the New York Paramount Theater
on Tuesday night, Jan. 28, will be
a benefit for the Maple Leaf Fund,
national Canadian organization for

Paramount Pictures interposed by
Edward Sheldon and Margaret Ayer
Barnes in the $67,608 damage suit
orought against them by Guthrie McClintic was dismissed yesterday by
New York Supreme Court Justice

The

premiere

of

war relief, which has also
assembled some of the stage show
talent to appear with Glenn Miller
and his orchestra.
Appearing on the stage during the
three-week run of the film will be
Dan Murphy, mimic, Cass Daley,
singer, the Four Modernaires, Ray
Ebele and Dorothy Claire, vocalists.
Heading the list assembled by the
Maple Leaf Fund are Raymond Massey, emcee, Anton Dolin, who will
dance "The Bolero," Raoul Jovin,
Met. tenor, and Madeleine Carroll
who will speak by telephone direct
from Hollywood.
British

Ferdinand A. Pecora. Sheldon and
Barnes are being sued for 50 per
cent of their recovery in the "Dis
Lynton"
honored
Lady" "Letty
plagiarism suit against M-G-M on
che ground that McClintic owned the

—

stage rights and a right to 50 per
cent of film profits.

Sheldon and Barnes brought in
Paramount as a defendant alleging
chat it, as
McClintic's assignee,
staged "Dishonored Lady" in England without their consent.
The
Court decided that Paramount did
not share McClintic's obligations
under the contract which gave McClintic right to stage the play.

Farnsworth Will Build
Ft.

Wayne

Washinaton

Burcm,

Hicks to Open Mayfair
Baltimore— Mayfair Theater, ownTHE FILM DAILY
will

Tele Station
of

ed and operated by C. W. Hicks,
yesterday open on Jan. 31.
Hal Warner will
for
.granted a construction permit
be manager.
a new research and experimental

Washington

television

— FCC

station

to

Farnsworth

Corp.. Fort
Wayne, Ind. The new station will
operate on frequencies 66,000-72,000,

Television

and

channel number

Radio

3,

with

aural and visual power,
emission.

1

kilowatt

A3 and A5

"Old Acquaintance" May
Be Acquired by Warners

Confer in Chi.

—

SIDNEY

and GOIflG

Coast today for New
scheduled at Houston.

Frank Gillmore, AAAA prexy, Elmer Rice, Antoinette Perry and

William F. Rodgers.

Warners are negotiating for the

Metro's sales chief, arrives here
today from the Coast, en route to
New York. He is expected to spend
several days here for conferences
with Metro reps. here.

film rights to the John van Druten
No conplay, "Old Acquaintance."
tracts have been signed yet, it was

Chicago

COmiRG

said by a Warner spokesman, with
asking price said to be $75,000.

From

THE FILM
DAILY to
Humphrey Bogart
William Desmond
Sid Rechetnik
Franklin Pangborn
Ralph Craves
Sally

Starr

Ben Bard
Clive Hasbrouck

!
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Spread the News Across America!

i

The

results are in!

m
Ji

iti
31103

Amazing news from the
(Boston, 2 theatres

—

Buffalo, Cleveland, Bridgeport,
St.

They

And

ml
=,*i

they're

New

Louis, Tulsa,

all

13 engagements!

first

Haven, Pittsburgh, Washington, Worcester, Hartford,

Oklahoma

played

it

City)

previously!

now doing 181%

With only

of normal biz!

3 performances daily!

And HOLDING OVER in the entire 13 spots!
And in the first 10 small town situations
Each one has played
It's

it

topping the big towns, doing

before

220% of normal!

That's positively sensational!

As predicted in nationwide surveys!
Thousands wait for it! Thousands will see it again!
Put "Gone With The Wind" on your marquee!
It's

magic!

»
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Candy Nets Chicago

Allied Unit Plans

A Sweet "Take"

Slate-Wide Drive
(Continued from Page

{Continued from Page

machines, while most of the smaller
independent houses have at least
one machine.
B & K owns its vending machines
and recently replaced all old-type
equipment with streamlined machines painted in ivory and well
lighted, offering advertised lines of
candy bars. All the Loop theaters
have lobby candy counters, in addition to venders while the Coca Cola,
horoscope, scales and similar equipment are usually installed in the
rest rooms and produce a steady
revenue.
Warner theaters are installing
Coca Cola vending machines which
dispense 300 drinks, without refilling,
opening a new source of revenue
The Venfor the Chicago circuit.
Drink Co., has been formed here,
to operate and service vending maThey
chines, serving Coca Cola.
have arranged with other leading
circuits and independents for early
installation of these machines.

The Lion Manufacturing Co. of
2640 Belmont Ave., recently introduced the Bally line of beverage
vending machines, in conjunction
with the Pepsi Cola Co.
A. and H. Mazari and C. Stragus
have organized the Beverage Vending
Co., with offices at 17 W. Grand Ave.,
to

service

and distribute beverage

venders to theaters.
The Confections Cabinet Corp., a
pioneer in the vending machine business, has several hundred machines
in various theaters in the Chicago
territory, most of them on a percentage basis. These machines merchandise the better known candy

A new

company,

Theaters
under the di-

the

Candy Co. of Illinois,
rection of Minsch and Barnett, will
install venders of their own development in theaters in the Illinois
and Wisconsin territory.
Pop corn machines are not used
by the Loop theaters, but many are
in

use

—CHICAGO
•

in the

outlying theaters.

TO THE COLORS!

TONIGHT

•

•

the

at

a great testimonial dinner

some 400 industry hearts

hotel

way

victor

his

is

fifth

anniversary

as

express

to

is

Balaban, The

the

DEEP

•

•

Fort Knox, Ky.— Harold D. Gibbons, now with the 47th Signal Corps
here, found himself back in the theater business when Army officials assigned him to the projectionist's
shift at the Fort Knox Theater.

pent-up

and

his

the fiesta

for

for

with

is

the

officially

But

counts

tendering the

feeling

of

tes-

appreciation

T

T

convention could be held schedule;
for this Spring.
A representati\(
of the New York unit will be sen
to the national board meeting ii

Washington next week.

A

score of telegrams from upstate
exhibitors who could not attend be
cause of weather conditions wen
received, but all were reported t<
have pledged allegiance to the nev
unit.

Arbitration Clerks Get
and not

Chicago itself
where Barney Balaban was born
Here is a small merchant's son
who became a great merin
chant
A high school lad who rose so much higher
than
ability, intellectual attainment, and humanitarianism
those who taught him
A young business man who dared
the untrod paths of an experimental industry
for such was
he and his four brothers pooled their
filmland when in 1908
interests
and Barney built his first theater five years later
the Kedzie
That house contained the first balcony
in a film house
and was the first of a long series of innovations in motion picture theater construction initiated by him.

of

—

•

•

•

THE

career-star

of

T
Balaban

Barney

found

itself

in

—

Balaban & Katz
Together they
a powerful circuit now comprising some 45 theaters in the Chicago
area
and 68 in the rest of Illinois through Great States Theater
Corp
Their first house was history-making
Young Balaban
1915 one of the "Gemini"

built

had worked with
if

you'll

the Western Cold Storage Co
which gave him.
pardon the pun, a cold insight
with regard to the possi-

apparatus into the
air-conditioning

B & K house.
theaters hatched

first

for

AS

•

•

a

he

Accordingly

T
•

and making

cooling film theater auditoriums

of

a year-round bonanza

— the

introduced

the

exhibition

essential

Thus was

Central Park

T

T

member

First Instruction

all

when that
B & K's common

prexy

For

1936

in

saddle

horses)

stock
full

Al-

a

He was elected Paramount's
awareness of what he has accom-

(it's

cursory

a coincidence that his hobby is
glance at successive company

financial reports will tell the story

Webster

with

shareholder in Paramount
he became
organization gained control of virtually

substantial

a

active

(Continued from Page

1)

tion Association. All phases of arbitration work were imparted during
the first day of the three-day instruction course.
Three clerks, formerly not listed
were added to the roster. They were
Detleff H. Hansen, Atlanta, who will

headquarter in the Mortgage Guarantee Bldg.; Henry de la Morandiere
Boston,

Chamber

of

Commerce

Bldg.

and H. B. Barton, Washington, Denrike Bldg.

Metro Launching $1,000
"Ziegfeld Girl" Contest
Metro

is

launching a national con

test in connection with "The Zieg
feld Girl," with cash prizes totaling
$1,000 to be awarded for the bes

drawings or paintings symbolizing
Con
"Ziegfeld Girl of 1941."
test, to be conducted with the co
the
Art Student;
operation
of
League of New York, is open to al
artists and art students and wil
end March 17. More than 1,000 ar
Unitet
the
schools
throughout
the

of a

committee
end of the industry in 1923
although his contacts
Hollywood producers were intimate long before that

ways
more

Course

States are expected to participate

Paramount stockholders' protecBarney Balaban entered the film producing

tive

Nev

in

York was launched.
It was decided that no temporary
officers would be named until a stat<

only are they firmly imbedded in the Paramount organization
as well as the industry at large
but in the civic soil

T

to enlis

deeds

are the roots of that appreciation

plished while in the saddle

— John

Boyd, manager of
the River Oaks Theater, has been
called up for active duty with the
Army. His post will be filled by
Pat Daley of the Metropolitan downJohn Byars, assistant
town staff.
manager of the North Main Theater,
will take over Daley's former job.

Houston

reason

Drake

and give
and richly

coupled

order on both

in

real

long

Man

T
•

victor

B & K Barney Balaban Drive

and celebration is
the
and inescapably

for

the local

gates

their

Paramount's prexy

terminating

timonial

that

is

in

The announced occasion

fact that the highly successful

actually

open

will

Balaban

Barney

does he deserve the honor

bilities

bars.

1)

and a state-wide campaign
all
independent exhibitors

1)

more eloquently than Daniel

at his best

George Beal
Boston

to Lecture

— George

Beal, motion pic
ture editor of the Boston Sundaj
Post, will deliver a series of 15 lee
tures in the University Extensior
course here, his subjects treating oi
every phase of motion picture worl
from criticism to acting and produc
ing.

WEDDING

BELLS

T
BARNEY Balaban goes about things with calm confidence
can picture him saying quietly to his company:
"Working together, we can win"
He and they have done just that
There Is a yarn told by the newspaper boys who asked "Tiny" Johnson

•

•

•

We

(the

mother

of

Jack

son knocked out Jim

Johnson)

for

Reno

a statement

alter

her

stalwart

The mother proudly
asserted:
"He said he'd bring home the bacon, and the honey
boy has gone and done it"
For that, and, too, because he is
beloved, Barney Balaban is being feted tonight
Jeffries

at

in

1910

—

Scranton, Pa. Announcement has
been made of the engagement oJ
Leslie Luke of the Roosevelt Theater to May Virginia Herring.

Hollywood

DAIW

THE FILM
— Announcement

West Coast Bureau of

has

been made of the forthcoming mar
riage of Jean Parker and Douglas
Dawson. Marriage will take place
sometime early next month.

5th

THAT

in

:

FROM
^

tv

S

,ya*

WEEK

FILLY

PHILLY!

1\,

WHEN

Sto^

you play

"Philadelphia Story"—

Remember

that your

Boxoffice possibilities
**•

%J^X°

* lot

»*

^e

*\

t*e

Are unlimited
5

weeks

at

too!

Radio City Music Hall

4 weeks in Detroit, Cincinnati
2 weeks in Reading, Rochester,

Providence, Louisville, Milwaukee -

Extended runs everywhere!

Hang on

to that Filly

She's running wild!

from Philly-

.

A NATIONAL EVENT !...Previews
key

cities

the TEN BEST PICTURES
;<

o

32 important

of the first picture for 1941 directed

by ALFRED HITCHCOCK,

r

in

(topping the

list)

director of

TWO

of

OF 1940 -"Rebecca"

and "Foreign Correspondent"

RADIO
POURES

V

.

.

.

right

Another BIG ONE from RKO RADIO

on the heels of sensational "Kitty

Opening soon

in first

runs

all

.

.

Foyle."...

over the country!

. . .

AS PRESS, TRADE

AND PUBLIC GET
ADVANCE LOOK AT
YEAR'S BIG COMEDY
HIT IN SPECTACULAR
32-CITY
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I

I

f

PREVIEW!
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GENE RAYMOND
^ifiechdiy

JACK CARSON

•

PHILIP

MERIVALE

ALFRED HITCHCOCK

•

LUGILE

WATSON

BY NORMAN KRASNA

)
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Discuss RKO's Sales
Policies

Here Today
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Allied lo Mull Music

Riding On Air
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
David 0. Selznick has
accepted the personal invitation of
Rudy Vallee to appear on the latter's
radio program tonight, which will be
broadcast on a national hookup by
NBC from 10 to 10.30 p.m. (E.S.T.).
The "invite" was extended to the
film producer to honor him as the

—

1?

DAILY

* SHORTS *

War Effect on Films
(Continued from Page 1)

"The Sacred Ganges"
Paramount
10

mifeii

distributed during the rest of the
that a BMI tax, similar to the Ascap
Interesting Travelogue
current season.
assessment, will be levied on theThe city of Benares in India, h
Scheduled to speak at the meetaters, but some confusion is coning, which will also attract a score
templated in the event that a BMI city of the Hindus on the banks
result of his picture "Rebecca" havfrom the home office, are Prexy
song number creeps into a picture. the sacred Ganges river, provii
ing won the top spot in THE FILM
George J. Schaefer and Andy W.
Whether the so-called "war" between interesting material for the Te
DAILY'S Ten Best Poll of 1940.
the two music organizations will nicolor cameras in this reel. Th
Smith, Jr., sales manager.
have a vital effect on picture the- are many strange sights depicted
Forthcoming product to be disaters is still unpredictable, but Al- the reel, holy men, newlyweds,
cussed
includes
"Mr.
and
Mrs.
lied is determined to be prepared for famous burning ghats, and a nu
Smith," the Carole Lombard-Robert Film's Role in Defense
any eventuality.
ber of other objects.
An intere
Montgomery starrer currently being Praised
Sen.
ing commentary is provided
previewed in 32 key cities; Orson
Frank Gallop.
Welles'
"Citizen
Kane";
(Continued from Page 1)
Harold
Dept. Reorg.
Lloyd's "A Girl, a Guy and a Gob"; Walter F. George of Georgia, chair"Ali, The Giant Killer"
Ginger Rogers in "Tom. Dick and man of the Senate Foreign Rela- Affects Film Division
Harry"; "The Devil and Miss Jones," tions Committee, termed the screen
Columbia
lO'/i mi
(Continued from Page 1)
starring Jean Arthur; the musical "the first spokesman for the AmerChildish and Dull
extravaganza "They Met in Argen- ican way of life" and "our first merce which includes the Motion
The sight of two professioi
Jones said the
tina"; "Blood Will Tell"; "My Life line of defense in the maintenance Picture Division.
wrestlers going through their
reorganization is intended to in
with Caroline" starring Ronald Col- of morale power."
hearsed act in a ring is not v»
man; "How To Meet a Man"; "SunComing in the wake of Sen. Bur- crease service to industry during amusing or interesting in an an
the
period
in
which
business
is
adny"; the second Orson Welles spe- ton K. Wheeler's recent attack upon
and less so in this short. A sm
cial, and "Valley of the Sun."
the screen as an instrument of war justing its operations to national mustachioed man, allegedly a Tu
District managers who will be propaganda, Senator George's trib- preparedness.
wrestles a huge man and wins
present include Herb Maclntyre, ute to its significance and importThe
Motion
Picture
Division,
The wrestling exhibition
Dave Prince, L. E. Goldhammer, ance created marked interest here. headed by Nathan Golden, will come bout.
commentary is chi
Walter Branson, Charles Boasberg, The Senator made the formal pres- under the Division of International ridiculous, the
is d
Nat Levy and Gus Schaefer. Others entation of the print of the David Economy which will be charged with ish and the reel as a whole
fare.
from the field will be Bob Wolff O. Selzick production.
providing exporters with informaand Sol Sachs.
tion on foreign economic and com
Senator George, praising
"History Repeats Itself"
Others attending from the home as "a new milestone in movie-mak- mercial conditions.
10 mi
Warners
office
will
include
Bob Mochrie, ing," described it as exemplifying
Eastern division
Moderately Funny Comedy
sales
manager, the "great constructive force of the
Cresson E. Smith, Western division screen in promoting a better under- 3,000 to See Reynolds
The Three Radio Rogues are hir
sales
manager, A. A. Schubart, standing not only among the people Short at the Capital
by a shady inventor to enact hist(
manager of exchange operations, S. of our nation but the people of all
ical
characters and more rece
Barret McCormick, director of ad- nations; a force which in these times Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY notables in an attempt to sell a c
vertising and publicity, W. H. Clark, assumes a far greater significance
Washington Audience of 3,000 is vice which supposedly can tune
treasurer, Phil Reisman, head of in our international relations than
expected to see "Christmas Under on any historical event since the
the foreign department. Harry Mich- ever before."
Investigated
Fire,"
British
Government short ginning of time.
alson, short subject sales manager,
which Warners is releasing in the the district attorney, the inventor h
Leon Bamberger, M. G. Poller, Wil- "Son of
Cristo"
U. S., at an invitation screening his machine go into operation wi
liam Dahler, William Home, Lou
the characte
in
Constitution Hall here tonight. the boys portraying
Country
Miller, W. J. McShea and E. J. Clicks
Quentin Reynolds, film's narrator, on the other side of the screen. Th>
Smith. Jr.
give some very good imitations, b
Edward Small's "The Son of Monte will speak.
they get too realistic in one sequen
RKO has reserved four tables for Cristo"
is rolling up records throughAmong those to attend are: and come right through the scree
today's Ampa luncheon at the Hoout the country, United Artists re- Neville Butler, Charge d'affaires of
tel Edison in honor of W. G. Van
yesterday. Playing day-and- the British Embassy; Gaston HenrySchmus, managing director of Radio ported
New One for Krasna-Ross
date at the Lincoln and Surf Thea- Haye, French Ambassador; Cordell West Coast Bureau
City Music Hall.
of THE FILM DAI1
These tables will
ters in Miami Beach, the picture was Hull: Henry Morgenthau, Jr.; Henry
Hollywood Norman Krasna ai
be occupied by the district managers
reported to have hit the highest gross L. Stimson: Robert H. Jackson; Frank Ross announce that their se
called to New York.
The advertis- of any UA picture in more than a
Frank C. Walker; Frank Knox; ond production will be "Googer Pla;
ing and publicity department will
year. Business ranging from 137 per Harold L. Ickes; Claude R. Wickthe Field," a story by Krasna. I
also have a table.
cent to 157 per cent of average was ard; Jesse H. Jones; Frances Perk- releasing arrangements have be<
reported in Salt Lake City and Nor- ins; Stephen Early, General Edwin
RKO will release tl
completed.
J. I. Roberts Dies In Crash
folk, while Loew's Akron ran up the
M. Watson; Marvin H. Mclntyre; firm's first film, "The Devil and Mi
gross
Saturday
and
Sunday
biggest
Dallas J. I. Roberts, National
Robert P. Patterson; General George Jones," with Jean Arthur.
Theater Supply's branch manager in more than two months. Turnaway C. Marshall: Thurman W. Arnold;
in
was
reported
New
business
also
here, was killed in an automobile
Get It
J.
Ede-ar Hoover; Edward Stetti Tomes Stephenson
Orleans and Seattle.
accident.
nius. Jr.; William S. Knudsen; Sid- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood It looks now as thoug
ney Hillman; Leon Henderson; SumMrs. Rosenthal Buried
James Stephenson would be selecte
ner Welles; and A. A. Berle, Jr.
Funeral services were
St. Louis
to play the lead in Warners' "Or
(/. s. \ »i So
as
held Tuesday at the Rindskopf ChaFoot in Heaven," for which bot
nel, for Mrs. Hannah Sisco Rosenthal, Karp
Paints It
Raymond Massey and Fredric Marc
Restores Bingo
wife of Barney Rosenthal, veteran
have been considered. Studio has as
Troy
Hollywood films constitute
Syracuse
exchange owner, manager and sales- At the
signed Noel Smith to direct "The R<
a "forceful factor in creating unfaman and a charter member and leadturn of Miss Pinkerton," formerl
vorable impressions" of the U. S. in
er of the St. Louis Variety Club.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Competitive known as "Miss Pinkerton."
Latin-America. South American stuDressure brought m restoration of
dents at RPI here declared in a GE
Rites for W. H. Steffes
Wednesdav nierht Bingo at 40 cents Sequel to "Greet Mr. Nobody"
short-wave broadcast to their home
Detroit— William H. Steffes, 69, at Jack Karp's Cameo Theater last West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
lands.
Students said that on their
pioneer Detroit exhibitor and opera- night. Cash prizes aggregate $500.
Hollywood
Warners have a!
here they "discovered how
arrival
tor of the De Luxe Theater, major
Fitzer interests have discontinued signed Ben Markson and Ken Gam*
unfounded were some of the unfavorEast side house, for many years, was the Monday nierht Binero game at to write a sequel to "Great Mr. N(
able impressions" previously formed
buried Tuesday in Mount Olivet the Rivoli Theater and Elks Temple. body" (formerly "Stuff of Heroes"
from American films.
Cemetery. His widow and nine chil- Game stays on Saturday nights at for Eddie Albert and Joan Lesli'
55 cents.
dren survive.
Ben Stoloff will direct.
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Divorcement7 Action Deferred by N. W. Allied
;

/ants Further Study on
enate's "Divorce" Bill;
elays Ascap Action
20 per cent cancellation concession.
The organization's legislative comittee was instructed to present the
easure to the state Legislature, now
session, and to lobby for its en•tment with full backing of North2st Allied.

Would Promote Attendance
At one of the snappiest sessions
has staged the organization also
jproved a concrete plan to stimulate
otion picture theater business, deils of which were withheld tentarely.

Action of the organization on other

up for discussion follows:
record as opposed to

Went on

present ruling requiring full
adult tax be paid on student admissions.
Entered a protest against
practice of some distributors
supplying features for exhibition in high schools and universities.

Adopted resolution against increasing admissions prices for
any particular picture; against
the 50-50 rental asked on
and "The Great Dictator" and
against demands for extended
playing time for these subjects.

GWTW

led]

r-

ii
to

•s:

Decided to ask the Legislature
amend present laws so as to
compel persons
giving
free
shows in smaller communities
to comply with the same regulations as now govern permanent
to

theaters.

Decided to sponsor a legisla9.1 tive bill to give municipalities
authority to demand necessity be
shown before permitting conS3
:::

struction of

any new theaters.

Referred back to its resolutions
committee for further
study a request that the organization

';

indorse

the

theater

di-

vorcement bill, already intro
duced in the State Senate
Northwest Allied went on record
Imost unanimously
favoring
as
lock-booking under the seasonal
,Ian rather than the blocks-of-flve
Ian set

up

in the consent decree

To Study Ascap
S.
,ie

20% Cancellation Also

in

Minn. Measure

—

(Continued from Page 1)

atters

Full-Program Sales, Bill Goal Holds

Situation

P. Halperin, attorney, notified
organization that the state of

Exhibs., Not

Public, Paying

Minneapolis Text of the measure re-issues and foreign pictures, shall
which Northwest Allied will ask be licensed as a condition of licensthe Minnesota Legislature to enact ing the distributor's feature pictures.
to
nullify the blocks-of-five pro"Section 3.
For the purpose of
vision in the New York consent de- this act, unless the context othercree follows:
wise requires:
"Be it enacted by the Legislature;
"(a) The term "feature motion
of the State of Minnesota
pictures' means all motion picture
"Section 1. (a) It shall be unlaw- films (whether copyrighted or unful for any distributor to offer for copyrighted) including positive and
license less than the maximum num- negative prints and copies or reprober of feature motion pictures which ductions of such prints, which films
such distributor will, or intends to contain photoplays or other sublicense, or intends to offer for li- jects, are produced for public excense, or has licensed, or has offered hibition and are approximately 5,000
for license, during, for, or within feet or more in length, provided
the term (s) of any motion picture that the term shall not include films
season(s)
commonly known as re-issues, west
"(b) It shall be unlawful for any ems or foreign pictures.

Tax

!

(Continued from Page

—

1)

000,000 the theater-going public or
the theater owner?"
In a current bulletin, Secretary
Pete Wood comments that "every
exhibitor collecting the 'defense' tax
can have this question pai-tly answered by comparing his net gross
(total gross receipts less amount of
defense tax collected and paid to the
Government) for the six months
ending Dec. 31, 1940, with his gross
receipts for the six months ending
Dec. 31, 1939."
Wood asserts that "we believe it
will be found that this tax is being
paid out of box-office receipts and
not by the theater-going public. If
distributor to license all of its fea"(b) The term 'license' means this is true, exhibitors should know
ture motion pictures for any one (as a verb) to make an agreement it and act accordingly in buying
person to any exhibitor unless the (or as a noun), an agreement by their film and setting up their other
licensing agreement provides:
which a distributor grants the right operating expense."
It also was pointed out by Wood
"(1) That the exhibitor shall have to exhibit a motion picture in any
the privilege to exclude from such theater engaged in the exhibition that the admission taxes collected in
Ohio last year were only 3.2 per cent
license agreement not to exceed of motion pictures for a profit.
twenty per cent (20 per cent) of
"(c) The term 'person' includes ahead of the preceding year although
the total number of the feature mo- an individual, partnership, associa- the retail sales tax showed an intion pictures so licensed, provided tion, joint stock company, trust or crease of 13^4 per cent, indicating
that the amusement business has
the exhibitor is not in material de- corporation.
fault under such license agreement.
"(d) The term 'distributor' in- fallen far behind other lines of busi"(2) That the exhibitor shall have cludes any person who engages or ness.
the right (in addition to the above) contracts to engage in the distrito exclude from any license agree- bution of motion picture films.
Seeks Dismissal
ment, features unfit for exhibition
"(e) The term 'exhibitor' includes
and locally offensive on racial, re- any person who engages or con- Of Goldstein's Action
ligious or moral grounds.
tracts to engage in the exhibition
Suit for $25,000 damages against
It shall be unlawful of motion picture films for a profit.
"Section 2.
for any distributor to license or
"(f) The term 'exhibition season' Mervyn LeRoy in the New York Supreme Court by Leonard Goldstein
offer for license, feature motion pic
is a period commencing September
was revealed yesterday when Le Roy
tures, upon the condition that short 1 and ending August 31 next folfiled application to dismiss the comsubjects, newsreels, trailers, serials, lowing."
plaint for failure to state a cause
of action.
LeRoy is being sued on
Minneapolis Exhibs.
Exhibs. the claim that he promised to pay
Goldstein to drop a suit which GoldJoin in
for Arbitration
j

\

1

LeRoy

Ready Wants Ascap and

To Move

To

(Continued from Page

1)

the Minnesota Theater, recently reoDened with a vaudefilm nolicy by
Middle States Corp., of Milwaukee,
will ask the board to determine why
he is unable to purchase features
from the "Big Five."
A similar case is being prepared
by Ben Berger, operator of the Esquire, formerly the Time.
Reports also are current that sev-

War on Radio

stein had brought against Kenny
Baker for the alleged breach of a
(Continued from Page 1)
five-year managerial contract.
Levie theaters of the country in a Roy's answer counter-claims
for $500
joint fund-raising- campaign to put on an alleged note signed for
Goldthe laugh on radio.
stein by the defendant, and claims
He wants to advertise that "there that Goldstein did not have a manbeing no good music on the radio ager's license.
anymore, the theater is the place to
hear it now," "stop twisting the Warner Club to Hold Ball
dial in vain trying to get away from
Banquet on March 8
Jeannie's light brown hair, and go
where good, new music and movies
Banquet and ball of the Warner
are the fare," and "radio has spon-

And

eral subsequent-run houses may seek
Washington has held Ascap a mon to eliminate the 28-day "protection"
Club, Inc., will be held Saturday,
poly and said he believed contracts clauses from contracts of first and sored so many old jokes, it has beMarch 8, in the grand ballroom of
stween Ascap and member theaters second-run theaters with the aid of come an old joke."
Livingston wants to promote the the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, Nat Fellere illegal.
He suggested the or the arbitration board.
re-booking of musical movie favor- man, president, announced yesteranization go into court on a similar
ites of the past few years and go day.
asis, but the members decided to Weiser to Give Course
after patronage on the plea that
jfer the proposal to a committee
Registration for Jacob A. Weiser's "these pictures have music that IS Ed Morton HI at Home
)r further study.
courses in Dramatics and Playwrit- music." At the same time, he wants
Pittsburgh Ed Morton, National
A dinner last night closed the ing at the College of the City of
jointly
sponsored
advertising
to Theater Supply
branch manyo-day session
New York will take place from Jan. break in the newspapers with Ascap ager, is confined Co.
to his home by
27 to Feb. 3.
pointing to films as the place to illness.
trade to get the plenitful Ascap
lestaurant for

—

-

.

'

:\
':-:•

Variety Club

—

New

Schine

Oswego House

—

Louis Local Variety Club may
Oswego, N. Y. Schines' new Ospen a restaurant to increase its wego Theater opened here yester;venues.
day.
St.

of fare.
"Story" in Illinois Bow
Exhib. is huddling with Gene BlaSpringfield, 111.— Metro's "Philadelzer, Nebraska's Ascap representa- phia Story" has its Illinois debut
tive in Omaha.
at the Orpheum Sunday.
bill

IK
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Promotions Feature Para. Sales Realignment
George A. Smith to Head
New Western Division;
Set

Up Two New

They'll Toast Balaban at Dinner Tonight
Chicago

Balaban, Paramount prexy, will be toasted by Adolph Zukor,
Stanton Griffis, Y. Frank Freeman, Neil Agnew, A. H. Blank, N. L. Nathanson,
Hugo Sonnenschein, John Balaban, Leo Spitz and E. V. Richards at tonight's Drake
Hotel testimonial. A. M. Botsford will be toastmaster, Lou Holtz, emcee. Dinner,
marking the fifth anniversary of Balaban as Paramount's chief exec, will attract
400, largely Paramount executives, associates and employes.

Districts

(Continued from Page 1)

new,

vice-president in charge of
sales, at the district managers' meetGeorge A.
ing here yesterday.

Smith,

Coast district mannew western di-

Pacific

ager, will head the
vision.

Paramount's present three
ions

will

be

divis-

"telescoped" into two

(For columnar story of Balaban's career, see Along the Rialto on

groups and two new districts will
be added to the present eight.
Although the creation of the two sales
divisions gives the Western group
the greater number of exchanges,
quotas will be about evenly balanced, Agnew pointed out, because

4.)

»

aj
\i

the

as Agnew's executive assistant, as
previously announced.

CHARLES REACAN

Page

under Division Manage
Unger, will include the New Eng
land territory headed by Distrk
Manager William Erbb which in th
division,

future will include the Boston, Nc
denser population and cor- tists sales executive, will join Para- Haven, Albany and Buffalo e>
respondingly greater number of ac- mount to head the district which changes; the New York territory
counts in the Eastern territory.
by Disincludes Dallas, Oklahoma City and headed
To meet the new problems result- Memphis, succeeding Hugh Braly, trict Manager M. S.
ing from the consent decree in the who is being transferred to the Kusell and comprising the New York,
Government's equity suit, Agnew an- Pacific Coast district.
New Jersey and
nounced a number of other changes
John F. Kirby, formerly branch
Exchangin the "streamlining" of the sales manager at Atlanta, becomes dis- Brooklyn
organization.
All promotions and trict manager of the Southeastern es; the new district
shifts become effective between Feb. district, which includes the Atlanta, headed by Sweigert,
PhiladelThese changes, New Orleans and Charlotte ex- including
1
and March 1.
Washington
which include promotions, new per- changes, succeeding Harold Wilkes, phia,
and Pittsburgh, and
sonnel and realignments, follow:
whose temporary retirement has
a fourth district led
J. J. Unger, present Eastern and been necessitated by illness.
of

Canadian division manager, will
head the Eastern sales group and
C. J. ("Pat") Scollard will function
OSCAR MORGAN

Three Present Divisions
Telescoped Into Two;
Del Goodman in Canada

— Barney

Goodman In Canada
Goodman, formerly general
manager of the Orient for 20th
Century-Fox, will become general
manager for Canada, succeeding
Del

Del

Morris A. Milligan, resigned.
Hugh Owen, former United Ar-

Two New
Earle
W.

Districts

by District Manager
Harry Goldstein and

Formed

Sweigert,
formerly
branch manager of the Philadelphia
Exchange, will head a new district
comprising the Philadelphia, Washington and Pittsburgh territories.
Another new district is being set
up to include the territory served
by the Denver, Salt Lake City and
Omaha offices, with district headquarters in Denver.
Under the new setup the Eastern

consisting
Cleveland,
Cincinnati
dianapolis

the
of
Detroit,
and In-

DEL

GOODMAN

offices.

Western Division Set Up
the Western division, unde
George A. Smith, will be the Chi
cago district, headed by Allen Ushe
In

and consisting of the Chicago, Mil

waukee and Minneapolis

offices;
(Continued on Page 11)
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We extend our sincere good

it!

wishes to

mi

Ljreetinas to

BARNEY BHLHB.HH

IM1.
on

his

5

BH RnEY

th anniversary as president of

PARAMOUNT PICTURES

INC.

President

BHLHBHH

Paramount Pictures

Inc.

Chicago Moving Picture Machine Operators

Union

.

I.

A. T.

S.

E.

and M.

Peter M. Shayne

E.

M. O.

No

John

C. Bishop

P.

Business

Secretary-Treasurer

1

Glen Sweeney
Vice-President

President

Neal

P.

10

We

extend our best wishes for your con-

tinued success and the
leadership of

5

th anniversary of

Paramount

i

Pictures, Inc.

Smith

Manager
-

Executive Board

Joe Berinstein

James Sisco

George Karg

Rorert Burns

Emil Stern

Trustees

Edward Schulze
John

ESSANESS THEATERS CORP.

Louis Sbarbaro
Piotroski

Sidney Spiegel

Hi

Eddie Silverman
\

Sam Klugman,

Sergeant at

Arms

—

—

:

;
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Balaban Drive

5

Paramount-affiliated circuits
e here today to attend tonight's
rake Hotel testimonial dinner for
arney Balaban, Paramount prexy,
which they will receive engraved
ver medallion awards.
The 55 winners embrace:
17

H
;

Diitr

A

Ohay Church Bingo

Walter Lyons and Harry Odendahl.
Dominion Theaters, Inc. Willis W. Grist,
and Harl A. Wolever.
Great States Theaters Frank Staley and
ortimer E. Berman.
Malco Theaters Remmel Young, J. R.
cEachron and Henry Brownlee.
S. E. Tanner,
Jefferson Amusement Co.
L. Gelling and Jack Dahmer.
Interstate
Circuit
E.
Sullivan, Jack
J.
ing, John T. Floore and A. D. Deason.
Amusement
Minnesota
Co.
Everett Olsen,
Woodrow Praught and
alph E.
Phillips,
olden,

—
—

.

—

Many Promotions

Ljreetinas to

BRRHEY

—

larles Zinn.

—

Western Massachusetts Theaters George
by, Louis Marcks, David F. Perkins, Edrd A. Smith and Charles R. Smith.
Publix-Bamford Theaters Frank Labar and

—

illiam Keith.
Publix-Great States Walter F. Grometer.
Publix-Indiana Guy W. Martin.
Publix-Rickards-Nace A. G. Pickett.
Comerford-Publix Theaters S. A. Ammeran, Gregory Beck, Joseph Farrell and Carl
:bwh erman.
United Detroit Theaters Clark Field, Grant

—
—
—

—

—

Frank Upton.
Intermountain Theaters, Inc. Jack Braunrel and Chester Price.
& P Theaters Corp. Harry Botwick,
,'
limes Dempsey, Jack Goodwin, Albert Hamilx U n> William Hartnett, George Moffitt and
la (orris Simms.
Harold D. Barnes,
Tri-States Theater Corp.
dward Dunn, William Miskell and Lorenz
Hawkins and

—

—

M

,

—

i,

Jji

Wegener.

President

in

BRLR BR

Paramount Pictures

Inc.

Para. Realianmenl

—

—

.

es;

—

Mich.
Bill
to
legalize
Bingo and similar games when operated by churches, veterans' or fraternal organizations has been introduced in the State Legislature by
Sen. Ernest G. Nagel. Bill would not
affect the ban on Bingo in theaters,
but would legalize the present permitted games by churches and lodges.
Lansing,

—

A. H. Bachman,
.Balaban & Katz Corp.
R. Claggett, Kenneth Edgerly, William B.

iij

tnritei

11
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Mich. Solon Would

pinners in Chicago
Chicago— Balaban Drive winners

6W

n

{Continued from Page 10)

district

Hugh Owen, conOklahoma City and

headed by

taining Dallas,

Memphis; John Kirby's district of
Atlanta, Charlotte and New Orleans;
the Kansas City district under the
leadership of R. C. LiBeau, consisting of Kansas City, St. Louis and
Des Moines; the new district of
Denver, Salt Lake City and Omaha,
district,
Pacific
Coast
and the
headed by Hugh Braly, which will
include Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Portland and Seattle.
Prize Goes to Atlanta
Succeeding John Kirby as branch
manager at Atlanta is E. B. Price,
formerly branch manager at New
Orleans, who in turn is succeeded at
New Orleans by Saul Frifield, formerly salesman in the Charlotte ter-

James Coston
Zone Manager

Jack Kirsch

Warner Theaters

President of

1307 South

Irving

Allied Theatres of Illinois

Wabash Ave.

Chicago,

111.

W. Mandel

Van Nomikos

Republic Pictures Corp.

Vice-President of

of Illinois

Allied Theatres of Illinois

ritory.

nnounce Winning Managers
n

Comerford

Circuit Drive

—

Detroit Variety

Club

Scranton, Pa.
Winners of the
Durth annual Comerford Theaters' Committee
[anagers drive held in connection
Detroit
The seven committee
dth the Barney Balaban Fifth Aniversary Celebration, as announced chairmen who direct activities of Detroit Variety Club during 1941 have
t the home office here, were
Group A- Gregory Beck, Capitol Theater, been appointed by Chief Barker John
/illiamsport, Pa.
Group B J. P. Farrell, Howard. Individual committee memGroup C
rving Theater, Carbondale, Pa.
bers will be appointed by the comarl Hermann, Strand Theater, Carlisle, Pa.
mittee chairmen.
roup D
S. A. Ammerman, Elvin Theater,

Heads Named

—

—

Jack Flynn

—

;

District

Manager

Loew's

M-G-M

;

Chicago,

—

N. Y.
The chairmen:
Scranton walked away with most of the
House, Edgar E. Kirchner, manager, Famonors in the Comerford Production Contest, ily Theater.
he top two prizes were won by Kathryn AlWelfare, William Flemion, manager, Pro:n, West Side Theater; and Matt J. O'Keefe,
ducers' Releasing Corp.
Third
apitol Theater, Scranton, respectively.
Entertainment, Wade Allen, Fine Arts and
rize went to Worth Dittrich, State Theater,
Arcade Theaters.
^ndicott, N. Y.
Ways and Means, David M. Idzal, man-

111.

ndicott,

r

exas Showmen in Chicago
o Attend Balaban Dinner

—A

large group of Texas
howmen arrives in Chicago today to
ttend the Barney Balaban testimoni.1, R. J. O'Donnell heads the delegaion, which includes William O'Don-

Dallas

Raymond
ohn Adams, Ed

lell,

Willie, Ray Beall,
Sullivan, all of Dal-

John Flore of San Antonio, John
Cing of Harlingen and A. D. Deason

aging director, Fox Theater.
Finance and Auditing, Barney Kilbride,
cuit

cir-

operator.

Membership,

David Flayer, manager,

Amo

Theater.

Clyde Eckhardt

Sam Meyers

Chicago Manager

A.

20th Century-Fox

J.

B. Theatres

Sports and Outdoor Activities, John Howard,
manager, Paramount.

"Red Pony"

Company

for 20th-Fox;

Signs Gabin

as,

Wichita Falls.

if

tenew Operators Contract
Boston

—Agreements between

local

exhibitors and Local 182 operators
lave been established for an addiional year on the same terms as exsted in contracts which expired Auglst 31 last, after having been in effect
'or

the

two previous years.
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Hollywood—"The Red Pony," a

West Coast Bureau of

story by John Steinbeck, will be the
first production for 20th-Fox of the
Milestone - Litvak - Colman - Dunne -

Boyer indie
It

Fox

was

unit.

learned that 20thhad signed Jean Gabin, French
also

actor, to a contract, with Gabin expected to leave France shortly for
this country.

Film Chauffeurs

&

Carriers
Local 755

—Chicago

Eddie Donovan
"Shorty" Otto

Henri Elman
1250 South

Wabash Ave.

Chicago,

111.

THE SENSATIONAL

NOW

BOX OFFICE SUCCESS

FOR BOOKI NGS

OF

1940-41

AVAILABLE

EVERYWHERE
ONLY FILM OF THE YEAR TO

BE

AWARDED

TWO FIRST PRIZES
as the

"BEST IMPORTED FILM OF THE YEAR"
FILM CRITICS' CIRCLE

N. Y.

NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW

-

'THE BAKER'S WIFE 9
"THE STORY OF A VILLAGE BAKER WITH WIFE TROUBLE"
A PRODUCTION THAT TOPS HOLLYWOOD STANDARDS

NOW

IN ITS

WEEKS
14 WEEKS
8 WEEKS
CURRENTLY

SECOND YEAR AT THE WORLD THEATER
LOS ANGELES

8

SAN FRANCISCO

9

12

CHICAGO
15th WEEK IN

9

BOSTON

WEEKS
WEEKS
WEEKS

WASHINGTON
BALTIMORE

AND 5th WEEK
AND BY CIRCUITS COAST TO COAST

IN ITS

PHILA.

.

IN PITTSBURGH

.

M b P INTERSTATE B b K
BOOKED FOR ENTIRE LOEWS METROPOLITAN CIRCUIT
DURING WEEK OF MARCH 4th
A GREAT AUDIENCE PICTURE — ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL AGES
— UNQUESTIONABLY A BOX OFFICE AND PRESTIGE BUILDER
FABIAN

-

FOX WEST COAST

WRITE
EXCLUSIVE

-

PHONE

WIRE
U.

S.

-

-

DISTRIBUTORS

THE BAKER'S WIFE
INC.
244

WEST

49th ST.

NEW YORK

TELEPHONE CIRCLE

7-6153

A HAKIM BROS. PRESENTATION

CITY

M

nun uibT

3
i

The Daily Newspaper
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought

Of Motion Pictures
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REPORT "U" TO START NEW SEASON IN MAY
Van Schmus Urges Truth-in- Advertising for Pix
False Claims for Pictures
Harmful to Good Business,
Warns Music Hall's Chief

Anti-Ascap Measure in Michigan Legislature
Proposes imposition of 25% Franchise Levy

— Anti-Ascap

measure introduced in the House of RepresenStanley of Kalamazoo would impose a 25 per cent
franchise tax on agencies collecting royalties on copyrighted music.
Lansing, Mich.

tatives here by Rep.

Use of superlatives in advertising a picture that doesn't deserve

was

it

W.

G.

yesterday

criticized

Neb. Gels

Schmus,
Ra-

dio City

Mu-

Hall,

And

luncheon

at

Bill

with

W.

C.

VAN SCHMUS

public,

their

Van Schmus

said, adding that false
{Continued on Page 14)

U. S. Pix

number one would tax

distrib-

$1,000 per year occumational
tax, plus $1 per reel of film imported into the state. The measure
prohibits exhibs. from stocking up
ahead of time.

utors

keep

faith

Bills

—

ExEdison.
h i b i t o rs
should realize that they
must

Tax

Omaha Senator E. M. Neubauer
of Orleans, yesterday introduced two
bills in the state Legislature with a
bearing on the film industry.

Hotel

the

Ticket

Says Barney Balaban

in

Ampa

at the

Outlook Encouraging

Distrib.

Universal is reported to be preparing to launch its new sellingseason in May in order to meet the
competition of the "Big Five" which
plan to push ahead their schedules

June or July. It is possible that
Columbia and United Artists, the
other two of the "Little Three," will
have to follow a similar policy in
order to compete with the early sellto

address

an

8.

di-

rector of
sic

James

by

Van

managing

Early Sales Period
Said Necessary to Meet
Big Five Competition

Equipment

Wins Far

East, India

West Coast Bureau of

—
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American motion
Los Angeles
picture equipment and theater accessories are rapidly supplanting similar

number two would tax all
10
tickets to amusement centers
per cent.
The measure states it
Bill

—

Barney Balaban, presiof Paramount for the past
five years, feted both at a luncheon
Chicago

dent

and
here

Because the

yesterpictured

pro due

GWTW

on Capitol Return
Beats Opening by 2,000
Return of "Gone With the

macom-

Kirsch for Prexy

Smith Rejects!

If

Martin Smith, Ohio Allied leader,

t-.

who has been mentioned

frequently
next president of national
Allied, is reported to have declared
that he would not be a candidate
BARNEY BALABAN
for the post. Smith is said to have
Paramount's
told friends that he could not acfinancial results, Balaban commentcept the presidency because of his
(Continued on Page 13)

"one per cent of each ten cents" during the last
which means a two-cent tax on a six months had
15-cent admission ticket.
been "well reSenator Neubauer told The Film ceived."
(Continued on Page 13)

five

five consenting
(Continued on Page 13)

banquet

d a y,
the company's
outlook for
the next six
months as "encouraging," at
the same time
observing that
its

season of the other

ing
jors.

as

the

(Continued on Page 14)

Louis Interment Today
Wind" For Pat Garyn, Film Vet.
St.

New

Color Tele Method
Eliminates Spinning Discs

apparatus formerly supplied by Euro- yesterday to the Capitol Theater,
pean manufacturers in the Far East Broadway, again brought long lines
Burial services for Pat
St. Louis
Following approval of its prac(Continued on Page 4)
before 8 a.m. and it was reported Garyn, industry veteran who died ticability by television engineers, a
that by 1 o'clock the attendance was in Dallas Wednesday, will be held new method of producing color teleOpposes Voight
Wallace Walmore than 2,000 ahead of last year's here this morning.
vision, developed by Everett Sumner
opening. The pace was maintained thall, Dickie Foy and Frank Starz,
Bill Regulating Agents
(Continued on Page 13)
throughout the day. Police reserves fellow members of Garyn in the

—

SAG

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood
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— Screen

Actors Guild
board of directors has adopted a
resolution opposing the Voigt bill

(Continued on Page 13)

(Continued on Page 4)

Neuisreels Protesting
Army's Restrictions

441 Lines as Tele Standard?

(Continued on Page 14)

Report

D

of J Decree Views
Outlined to Clerks

Robert Sher, special assistant to the
Attorney General, yesterday explained
all phases of the consent decree to
the 19 arbitration tribunal clerks
who today finish up a three-day instruction course.
Legal status of
arbitration was explained by Wesley
Sturges.

NTSC Ready to Make Recommendation

Newsreel
yesterday

to

execs,
were reported
be protesting against

Army

DuMont Urges

Television

For Rural Communities
Flexible

television

system

Washington
vision

em-

ployed by the Paramount-affiliated
DuMont Laboratories, Inc., makes
tele available to rural as well as
metropolitan audiences whereas the
tele standards heretofore used by
experimental stations permit only
(Continued on Page 13)

Washington Bureau of

—
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The National
Standards Committee

Teleis

re-

ported as in agreement upon 30
frames, 441 lines transmission, with
a recommendation to that effect expected to be presented to the FCC
at the scheduled conference here

Monday.
Additionally, it is understood that
the Commission will receive two
(Continued on Page 4)

restrictions on defense clips,
with Washington expected to take a
hand in ironing out the matter. Newsreels, it was said, were refused permission to cover the departure of
Army troops for the new Newfoundland base and also were denied the
privilege of covering the aerial defense tests here this week.
Newsreel protests stemmed from the fact
that both received liberal photographic coverage in the press.

I

i

<M
Leserman and Blumenstock
Back from Capital Today

Vol. 79, No. 17

Fri.,

10 Cents

Jan. 24, 1941

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Publisher

Carl Leserman, Warners' assistant
general sales manager, Mort Blumenstock, in charge of advertising
and publicity in the East, Mitchell

Rawson,

publicity

Jerry Lewis, of the

DONALD

M.

CHESTER

B

MERSEREAU

General

::::::

BAHN

:

Manager

licity

department

director,

and

return

to

New

Senate

communications
Broadway,
1501

THE FILM DAILY,

to

New

York,

BRyant

Phone

Y.

N.

Filmday,

New

9-7117,

Cable address:

9-7118, 9 7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.

York.

—

HOLLYWOOD,

LONDON—

MEXICO

(12).

Christmas Under
Fire," will be released simultaneously in movie houses in Canada Jan.

"They

Calif
Representatives:
Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Ernest \V. Fred
Granite 6607.
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue

Marsoulan

the

CITY— Marco-

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

30.

Anson Goodyear Doubles
Holdings of Para. Common
Washington

(Thursday, Jan. 23)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. <2y2 %>
Col. Picts. pfd

Low

Close

8%

8V4

8'/4
6i/4

6'/4

23%

23%

6i/4

Chg.

+

23%—

Bureau of

Washington

riNANCIAL
High

Spent

l/

2

— Anson

C.

con

SCHAEFER

J.

is

expected

to

leave

JOSE

LUIS

BUENO, Mexican

route here from

Mexico City

via

producer, is en
Los Angeles.

,

NORMAN MORAY.

-J

head, arrives
huddles.

a]

is

CEORCE

next week for the Coast.

Walker

on

Warner short subjects
Coast

the

GINGER ROGERS

elusion.

Feb.

1

for

sales

studio

arrived here today from Hol-

lywood.

Continuance!
of

W

a

I

k e

ALFREO

r

actively

in

terests
i

until)

eral

ago,

months
in

FRANK

C.

WALKER

the Cabinet was forecast in
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Wednesday.
Under the law, Walker is the only
Cabinet member whose renomination

is

returned i

has

director,

Washington

I

visit.

Canadian

here today from Hollywood
an assignment at Warners.

James'

A. Farley sev-

a

ALEXANDER KNOX,

s

ceed

GRUEN,

Coast after

IRVING DASHKIN, manager and film buyer
of the Savoy Theater, Jamaica, has left for Central America on his annual vacation.

in-

appointment to suc-

h

E.

|

the
I

charge of the]

Comerford

on

necessary.

production of the play as a picture.
ROBERT YOUNC arrives here next week from
the Coast for a vacation.

DAVID

ROSE

G.

Introduced In N. H.

—

eral

York

is

England.

for

expected here next week

Hollywood.
L.

CARRINCTON,

manager
after

vice-president and gen-

Altec Service,
month's stay on

of

a

JACK KIRSCH,
Washington today
tors'

tomorrow

leaves

ROBERT BENCHLEY

Beano Legalization

actor, arrives
after completing

RECINALD DENHAM, co-author of "Ladies In
Retirement," has arrived in Hollywood from
New York to confer with Columbia execs, on

from

Goodyear Bill

actions and holdings. Goodyear also
holds 300 shares of 6 per cent convertible 1st preferred and 300 shares

C.

foregone con-|

Binao,
THE FILM DAILY

has acquired 1,000 shares of Paramount's $1 par common stock and
now holds 2,000 shares of that class,
it is revealed in the SEC's semimonthly summary of security trans-

Roosevelt
the

Senate

as

firmation

COmillC and GOIflG
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— President

yesterday sent to the
renomination of Frank

Postmaster
General. Early

British short, "Christmas
Under Fire," held in Constitutional
Hall last night.
Quentin Reynolds, who supplied
the narration for the picture, also
returns to New York today to begin
a p.a. engagement at the New York
Strand theater where "Christmas
Under Fire" is being shown in conjunction with the Warner Bros, feature "High Sierra."

all

Washington

pub-
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York today from Washington, where
they attended the special showing

remit with order.

Walker Renominated
For Post in Cabinet

home

Editor

of
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DAILY

Illinois

for the

is

back
the

in

New

Coast.

Allied prexy, goes to
national Allied direc-

meeting.

Concord, N. H. Legalization of
Bingo and Beano is proposed in
House Bill No. 190, introduced in
Begins Hearings
the Legislature by Rep. Arthur J.
Bargaining Plea
Lacroix of Manchester.
The measure, referred to the
Following the first day of formal
House Ways and Means Committee, hearings between the Screen Pubwould authorize appointment by the licists Guild and the major motion
Governor of a Commissioner of picture companies before Trial ExGames.
One-half the profit would aminer Dan Baker of NLRB, the

NLRB

On SPG

V8 through a trust.
The Universal Pictures report
Kodak
138
137% 138
+ 1/4 states Preston Davie has acquired 30
East.
shares of 8 per cent cumulative 1st
do pfd
14i/8
14'/8
143/4
Cen. Th. Eq
% Dreferred, representing his entire be turned over to the state treas- Representative Council of the Guild
32'/
Loew's, Inc
33
32%
2
Davie also
holdings in that class.
do pfd
ury, while the other half would go last night set procedure for the
holds 100 shares of $1 par common it
Paramount
11 Vs
10% H
to the communities in which games formation of a negotiating commit981/4—
Para. 1st pfd
98V4 98V4
V2 was stated in a corrected report.
tee.
were conducted.
Para. 2nd pfd
10% 10y8 10%— %
Paul S. Achilles filed an amended
Pathe Film
Guild leaders reported to the CounAnother
measure,
House
Bill
No.
report stating he acauired 28 shares
3i/
RKO
3% 3i/2
2
cil last night the following state20th Century-Fox
of Eastman Kodak Co. common no 149, sponsored by Rep. Napoleon
6% 6V2 6V2
20th Century-Fox pfd. I8V4 18%
I8V4 + % nar value as a gift and disposed of Dulac of Manchester, would legalize ment:
1/4
Univ. Pict. pfd
1331/4 133% 133V4 +
"Despite the obvious continuation
223 shares for a net decline of 195 horse race "bookies," at an annual
Warner Bros
3% 3'/4 3'/4
The transaction leaves fee of not more than $1,000, pro- of tactics of delay on the part of the
59
do pfd
57% 571/2 + 2.V2 «hares.
vided the bookmaker furnished a companies, which at Thursday's hearAchilles 3,039 shares.
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
bond up to $5,000. This legislation ings involved considerable kicking
Keith B. f. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3'/2 s46
Boone Mancall Eastbound also went to the Ways and Means around of the legal gong, the Guild
Para. B'way 3s55
has made important progress toward
Committee.
95
95
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4 s47 95
Shorts Distribution
establishing its claim as the sole
96
96
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 96
+ %
collective bargaining agent, and for
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
West Coast Bureau of TUB FILM DAILY 20th-Fox, UA, Metro,
the appropriate bargaining unit."
Monogram Picts
Sonotone Corp
Hollywood Boone Mancall leaves Set Mexico City Deals
Technicolor
today for New York to close distribu15-16 15-16 15-16 —1-16
Trans-Lux
tion arrangements for a series of
6
Universal Corp. vtc...
6% 6
Mexico City (By Air Mail) MauUniversal Picts
melodramatic short subjects and a
ricio de la Serna, manager of the
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
series of one-reel novelties.
de Luxe Teatro Alameda, has signed
Bid
Asked
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 67
70
with 20th Century-Fox and United
K-A-O to Pay $1.75
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
6OV2 63
Artists for the pick of both these
K-A-O's board of directors de- companies' product for 1941.
The
clared a dividend, out of operating
Settle Juno-Cocalis Suit
Alameda will present a minimum of
surplus, of $1.75 per share on the
settling
the
Stipulation
$9,748 7 per cent Cumulative Convertible 18 pix from 20th Century-Fox and
From
damage suit of Juno Theater Corp., Preferred Stock for the quarter 14 from United Artists. De la Serna
THE FILM
owner of the Bedford Theater, ended Dec. 31, 1938, payable on is also negotiating with Metro for
DAILY to
against S. D. Cocalis and 15 affil- April 1. to the holders of record some product.
Hoxie
Jack
Carlos
Niebla,
general
Metro's
was
filed
theater
companies
iated
at the close of business on March
A. Zuelch
manager here, has already re-signed
yesterday in N. Y. Supreme Court. 14.
Paul
Fejos
with Fernando Garcia Bringas' Cine
Breach of a contract made in SepJack Lustberg
Lis to release the pick of the comtember, 1932, under which Cocalis New Fawcett Book Out
agreed to purchase product for the
JANUARY 25
Fawcett is publishing Movie Story pany's 1941 output.
JANUARY 26
plaintiff with cost not to exceed 25 Year Book which contains story verWarners also have re-signed,
Victor M. Shapiro
Norman Burnstine
per cent of the theater's gross was sions of 17 films selected by the through manager Joseph Muhlen,
May Mil lay
Abe Meyer
claimed in the complaint.
No set- staff of Movie Story magazine as with Enrique and Guillermo Renner's
Abraham Schreiber
Elsie Damereaux
tlement terms were disclosed.
Teatro
Rex.
1940's outstanding pictures.
Con.
Con.

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind. pfd

—

.

.

On

—

WB
—

"Come

Live

With Me"

was screened
in the M-G-M
projection

room

yesterday and this

is

go on record
by saying "Oh!"
Also "Ah!"
just to

And "Um-m-m-m!"

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents JAMES STEWART, HEDY LAMARR in
CLARENCE BROWN'S production of "COME LIVE WITH ME" with Ian
Hunter, Verree Teasdale, Donald

Meek

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture

McNutt

•

•

•

Screen Play by Patterson
Directed by Clarence Brown

—

3fc
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441 Lines to Be

U. S. Pix

The Tele Standard!

Wins Far

(Continued from Page

i(

1)

•

all sta-

15

frames,

•

•
ior

ing

the

of

it

who,

A

Monroe
B.

Ampa

Music Hall were

of the

Van Schmus, Richard A.
Alicoate. "Red" Kann. Sam

G.

Harry Gold, D.

Gus

Eyssell,

E.

"Skip"

Fred Lynch

T

T

T

luncheon meeting in the Hotel Edison's Sun

"annotated" stogies to the Radio City Music Hall's diswas neatly executed by Prexy

Word

for

soon be

all set to

Rolan,

who

return to his suburban

another grand screen subject from

Rochemont
Film

From

Board

of

Chi.:

Joe

M

of

has

been
to

Research

Abramson, formerly secretary

Trade and brother

of

Lou Abramson

has been named adjutant of the Jewish
Chicago
Along New York's Film Row,

of

of

manager

this

afternoon's

T

Story is based on an
England.
idea of H. C. Potter's who has been
engaged by Morros to direct it. Brian
Donlevy is being sought for the lead.

MORE

cocktail

of

•

•

T

War

Veterans Post

State and

Rex Theaters

and wotta

gift

the

social

BELLS

got'.

T

in Nanticoke, Pa.,

As a

,

years,

1940 over
Goldrick

Major factors in this up
swing include maintenance of large
stocks of equipment and supplies in
each office; assurance that American
products will not be hampered by war
blockades to the sector; and general
stated.

dependability on service stocks and
quick replacement of needed equip

ment by Erpi offices.
Although few new theaters

are

being constructed exhibitors of India are modernizing present houses
through installation of new projea
tion, sound, electrical equipment and;
theater accessories. War time black
outs in coastal ports of India have!
slightly reduced theater attendancel
in those localities, Goldrick declared,
but Bombay exhibitors are enjoyingl
a bonanza due to large troop concen-j
trations there.

Despite the war in China, film the-l
aters are operating normally, using]
a large amount of locally produce*
product in addition to American pic

now

Chinese films

use tb

Mandarin dialogue, adopted as officia!
language of New China and are d
ing much to spread that languag
the uneducated natives whi
generally know only their own loca
dialects.
Gradual familiarity o:
monaural language for all of Chin
will eventually increase the numbei
of theaters in the country, Goldrick
concluded.

STORKS!
Cleveland

— Sanford

Washington

Leavitt of th«

circuit is the

daddy

oJ

born on Inauguratior
Day. Named Marilyn Gail, she is t
true child of the industry. Her maternal grandfather is M. B. Horwitz
general manager of the Washingtor
circuit, while her paternal grand
father is Joe Leavitt, charter mem
ber of Local 160, IATSE and ownei
of the Independent Screen Room.
a

daughter,

sideline to his managerial duties

at the State Theater, Ironton, Mo., Melvin Dinger writes songs,
pens lyrics, and even arranges his pop tunes, two of which are
reported about to crash the airlines under the titles "I Want To
Be Naughty" and "Red-Headed Mama Blues"
Harry Huffman, city rnanager of Fox Theaters. Denver, has been re-elected
prexy of that city's Convention and Tourist Bureau for the 12th
consecutive term
If any of you travelin' film gents are passing through Canton, Ohio, this Saturday, we suggest your dropping
in at the party which Harry Reinhart, owner of the McKinley,
Mozart and State Theaters, is giving at the Belden Hotel for
distribs., salesmen, exhibs. and their wives, prior to Harry's
taking off for California to spend the winter

—

That romance that bloomed up at
the New York district office of Altec
several months ago between Amelia

two

previous

season

—

he

increase in business for

the

reception

Edmund

STUFF:

fo
Inc.,

the

Connelly, owner of the
was guest of honor at
a surprise party which more than 100 friends tendered to him
t'other day in that town on the occasion of his 39th birthday,

•

to

Products,

this week from an 8
months' tour of Erpi offices in Orient,
Erpi, which maintains its ow
branches throughout the Far a\
Middle East, showed a 400 per cent

Allied head-

which RKO Radio
is tendering in the Waldorf-Astoria's Starlight Roof in honor of Miss
Ginger Rogers
Sam N. Bonansinga of the Operators Unions has
been elected prexy of the Spring !ie Id. 111., Federation of Labor
with

1)

M. A. Golc

among

home

T Producer-Editor Louis de

quarters,

Hollywood Boris Morros has acquired "Wings of Democracy," dealing with the ferrying of airplanes

Eastern Airways
Nassau.

Ralph

—

for

THE FILM DAILY

—

will

of

March of Time's next issue is tentatively titled "130 Million Americans," and will deal with the foreign
born and the sons of the foreign born and tell how polyglot races have
been welded into the great American democracy, and you can look

Morros

("Billie") Martire, Bert Sanford's
secretary, and Altec engineer, Martin
Bender, is to be "wired for sound"
the sound of Mendelssohn's Wedding
March on Jan. 30. Directly after
the ceremony, the newly-Mr.-and-

Friends

trickles to this corner that the

continues

Democracy"

to

who returned

tures.

T

Center since late November, will be glad

hospitalized at Medical

hear that he

T

T

Leon Bamberger
• • • STUFF:

established in Dallas.
Annual lineup will include eight
features and three series of shorts.

fly

and B

Silver

L. Albert,

those

tinguished managing director

Consolidated National
Atlanta
Film Exchanges has been organized
here by Ted Toddy of Dixie National
Pictures and John Jenkins of Million
Dollar Pictures to release the colored cast pictures of both producing
companies. Exchanges will be opened
in New York, Chicago and on the
West Coast. Offices also have been

in

Among

which was decidedly

Streimer, Colvin Brown. Billy Brandt, Arthur Jeffrey

AMPA'S

•

•

when

and the mills
yesterday
was a memorable affair
during the event
industry ground exceeding small
because just about everybody who was anybody in the
local cinema sphere was listening to the splendid W. G. Van
His yarn whose
Schmus talk
in his role of honor guest
climax line was "Look me in the eye! Have you been leading a
double life?"
was a neat answer to Monroe (UA) Greenthai''s sincere and well-presented introduction
The gift of

—

honeymoon

Moe

Bahn,

certain

Best"

of the

Distributing Firm

Mrs. Bender will

Moe

Greenthal,

is

have
The
to be

Room

Toddy and Jenkins Form

to

included

"10

1941

night

W.

•

Louis.

WEDDING

last

to

at all!"

it

and

historic

showing

and Charles Stern

M-G-M, Fox and March of Time.
Garyn is survived by his widow
and a sister, Mrs. Augusta Garyn

—

the

prominent

"Do you want

to get

a honey

for

which

Hall

filmland's

of

later stages of

in the

Weshner, Jack Levin, Maurice

Dallas Variety Club, accompany the
body to St. Louis.
As former sales head of National
Screen Service, Garyn was well
known in New York and most exFor the last few
change centers.
years he had been operating an independent exchange in Dallas. Former executive connections included

of

be glad

dual inasmuch as both screening rooms

Chester

West Coast Bureau

one

to the question:

"I'll

attended the dual preview

Shain.

(Continued from Page 1)

of

way

under

is

Music

City
of

Rowland, George Skouras, Leo Brecher, Jack

Louis Interment Today
For Pat Garyn, Film Vet

"Wings

declared:

considered a nominee

balloting

who

response

in

in ordinary filmland lingo

is

seriously

St.

St.

Radio

the

in

exclusively?"

utilized for the

Wolff of

as industry notables attended a screen-

picture

perhaps symbolized by the remark

picture

525

night brought another tie-up for Richard A. Rowland's

Miss Bishop"

exhibitors

lines.

New

LAST

"Cheers

is

RCA

plugged for

ontinued from Page

Electrical

tions receiving; a full commercial
license for television to provide a
minimum of 10 hours of program
service daily.
RCA's television system embraces
the 30 frames, 441 lines transmishas suggested
sion, althoug-h
DuMont
an advance to 495 lines.

has

East, India

rick, assistant foreign

tions.

The second would require

Equipment

and India, according

other highly important recommendations from the Committee.
One, deemed a needed safeguard
aeainst set obsolescence, would reauire a two-year notice of any
change in transmission specifica-

I

—

Cleveland- Bob Richardson, RKC
booker, has a new daughter, namec
Gail Louise.

Cleveland
arrived
Bailey,

in

—A
the

M-G-M

has been

son, the second, ha
family of Georg
assistant cashier. ED

named David.

—

Bellaire, O.
Jimmy Circosta, own!
er of the Ohio Theater, is a grand!
pappy again. Father operates thl
St. Clairsville Theater, St. Clairsi
ville.

IBS*
i'iu;

X

to the thousands of exhibitors

who

took part in the M. P. Herald poll and
who, by their big majority vote, prove
again the box-office value of an RKO
RADIO short subject contract To
them -and to those few others who
have not yet taken advantage of itwe repeat: For the best in short subject entertainment -for those special
added attractions that so often
mean the difference between a so-so
show and a PROFIT show- RKO

RADIO DELIVERS THE TOPS
week

in,

week

out!

.

.

.

-:

THE TOP HONOR.

for the

money'

making short

series, according to the
voice of exhibi-

)

tors registering
the mandate of
the public's boxoffice dollar, went

to

Walt Disney

by a substantial
margin". HM.

P.

Herald)

'48
u-#-

:j^

n:

tWM*
SINGLE-REEL

FEATURES

FIRST Of ALL

TWO REEL

(M. P. Herald Poll)

'.-.?-.

'

Uojo

EOffO^

//

ARMS AND THE MEN
"The
UC
.O.H.
II

full

and dramatic

story of the first peace-

time conscription

in U. S. history.

LABOR AND DEFENSE
Every

man

a vital cog

industry as the U.

S.

in

the wheels of

girds for total defense.

UNCLE SAM: THE
//

P^?

NON-BELLIGERENT
Contrasting the threatened peace and

security of this nation with Britain

under

for

mi-mi-

fire.

m

Presenting the famous experts— OSCAR LEVANT, FRANK-

UN

P.

ADAMS, JOHN KIERAN and CLIFTON FADIMAN,

together with a different GUEST STAR in each issue —
with this series growing tremendously in popularity with
every release. Produced by Frank Donovan. Program
Director, Don Golenpaul.

~\

M

Slow-burn

M

Edgar

in

fast-burning laugh

shows. Half a dozen snicker specials of

an even higher quality than anything
heretofore produced.

ber-Legs" Leon, loonier than ever

in

a series of comedies planned to make
the best show better.
in

A

big laugh

name

big-time releases.

c

w
it
of the

most popular

-

series in the

world of short subjects. Western
buckaroos swinging 'em high, wide and

handsome with music, songs and

for

action.

J94M2

RKO-RAVIO TWO-REEL SUBJECT.

AS USUAL

.

.

.

Twice

weekly! For more than
a quarter of a century
THE newsreel of newsreels,

TODAY

cally a

MUST

practifor the

marquees of theatres
everywhere.

i

PftODUC
R |

C

8Y PATH*

ROED

NEWS INC

BY

'

DISTRilUTID 6T

R-C-A

HIGH

R*0 RADIO PICTURES IMC.
fIDlllTY SOUND

45/* &fAJ iz

Exciting events for all
sports fans — and that

includes every movie
fan . . For Summer,
Winter, Fall and Spring
— always the seasonable release to meet
peak popular appeal.
.

"The Fan Magazine of
Screen''... Feature
ews, intimate gossip,
le

eh ind-t he-scenes
limpses into the lives
of the Hollywood great
and near great.

RKO PATHE SUBJECTS
Produced by FRANK DONOVAN

for

MM2 ISSUES OF

PATHE HEWS

/J

SPORTSCOPES

JJ

PICTURE

P£

,*1*IW

*°

*

,^10*

costs

^

-

t*
Friday,

January 24, 1941

*

Report

"U" to

Hew Season

Start

May

in

{Continued from Page 1)

janies must have at least
if five pictures ready for
>y

Sept.

1,

one block
screening
when the consent decree

>ecomes effective, early sales conentions are contemplated by all
ompanies.
Yfniversal's sales convention is
.4>ected to be set shortly after the
jlrrival here tomorrow of Nate J.
sBlumberg, president, and Matty Fox,
•ice-president, from the Coast.

SWTW on Capitol Return
Seats

Opening by

2,000

(Continued from Page 1)

were necessary to handle the crowds.
| In other openings throughout the
is said to be universpuntry,
ally breaking its own attendance
ecords.
Gain in attendance is the
esult of larger matinee audiences,
evening business, which was
ikrith
apacity at most of last year's road
howings, maintaining the
same

GWTW

tandard.

?SC Reserves Decision
n Film Delivery Case

—

The Public Service ComWednesday took evidence in

Albany
nission

complaint against State Film Dethat it had operated its
rucks beyond limits set in its franhise as a motor carrier and had caried more than just films. The company may not deliver west of Kington, N. Y.
Smith-Howell, which serves west
1 there, made the complaint.
Last July Smith-Howell had labor
rouble for three weeks and Film
)elivery took over some of its teritory at request of theater owners,
jeon Samuels, attorney for State
"Mlm Delivery, admitted the charge,
tut denied willful violation of the
aw, claiming it was in the public
nterest to "fill in" during the emer.

ivery, Inc.,

gency.

Smith-Howell

claimed

violations

13
DAILY

War or No War and Bombs or iVo Bombs, They
Want Their FILM DAILY and Year Book in V. K.
War or no war, bombs or no bombs, Britons are keeping abreast of the
motion picture business in the U. S. as well as other quarters of the globe.
Copious evidence of this is provided via the drafts being received from England's cinema circles and covering subscriptions for THE FILM DAILY and
the 1941 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK. The remittances and attending documents
themselves have a strong flavor of film procedure, for they have all been
"Examined by Censor." Tne British Government, which prohibits transfer of funds
generally, classifies remittance for this purpose as an essential, and provides a
currency exportation certificate to expedite THE FILM DAILY'S publications

(Continued from Page 1)

ed.

DuMont

New

DuMont

would produce "over a half million war relief.
Mrs. Barney and Mrs. John Baladollars a year."
ban and Constance Moore from HolOriginally Neubauer said his tax
lywood were the only women presbills would replace a state 1-cent
ent.
per gallon tax on gas for relief.
Elaborate entertainment program,
Now he expects to replace part of screen and "flesh," had Lou Holtz
the state property tax with his
as emcee.
measures.

engineers have succeeded in
a good white-and-black
image comparable with that of the
usual television screen.
Also, with
a still greater memory or delayed
action, one image is now blended so
fully with the next that the dark
interval is further minimized with
virtually no flicker left.
evolving

Changes Only in Transmitter
The delayed-action or memory

Transportation Problems
Cut Swiss U. S. Imports

—

—

Says Barney Balaban

speak for themselves.
The luncheon, given in Balaban's
honor by B & K in connection with
Paramount's
district
managers'
meeting, was attended by 250. Like
coming through.
the banauet which climaxed the sessions
it
was held at the Drake
Hotel.
The luncheon was telecast
Urges Television
Color Tele Method
over B & K's Station W9XBK, and
r or Rural Communities
Eliminates Spinning Discs was probably the first film party
to vpach the public via tele.
The banquet, at which prize win(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
metropolitan-area coverage, Allen B. Crosby, 27-year-old inventor and ners in the recent Balaban Drive
former RCA employe, was an- received their awards, was strictly
DuMont asserted yesterday.
i "family" affair, with attendance
DuMont will demonstrate what nounced yesterday.
restricted to Paramount execs., asThe
Crosby
method,
it is claimed,
ne terms "practical means lor reachsociates and employes. Audience of
eliminates tne use of spinning discs
ing remote homes" before FCC offior moving parts requiring ultra-pre- 350 heard talks by the honor guest
cials, engineers and press at his
cise synchronization.
Patent has and nine others.
i\lew YorK station CW2XWV) this
Seated at the speakers' table were
been
handled
by
Carl
Cohen,
patent
morning. Demonstrations is one of
attorney, who was also formerly with the following: John, David and Bara series scheduled, RCA, Bell Telenev Balaban, Neil Agnew, A. H.
RCA.
phone and CBS also playing hosts.
Blueprints of the Crosby patent Blank. A. M. Botsford, Edward E.
40% Population Said Rural
have been approved by Dr. A. S. Biown, Y. Frank Freeman, Leonard
Goldenson. Stanton Grifns. Austin
It was pointed out yesterday by Goldmark, radio engineer, and chairDuMont tnat perhaps 40 to 50 per man of Panel No. 2 of the National Keough, E. V. Richards, J. J. Rubens, Hugo Sonnenschein, N. L. Nacent of the entire U. S. population is Television Systems Committee now
thanson, Edwin Weisl, Adolph Zudefinitely outside the confines of meeting in ISIew York.
The new telecolovision, as it has kov and Irwin L. Porter.
metropolitan areas that could be
Responding to Toastmaster A. M.
covered by ultra-short-wave televi- been named, employs principles which
sion channels. From every angle, it have proved successful in color pho- Botsford were: A. H. Blank, StanGrifns,
Y.
Frank Freeman,
tography, but which have never been ton
is desirable that the rural areas be
applied to television heretofore. It Adolph Zukor, Neil Agnew, Hugo
.served, he stressed.
could be adapted to tele receiving ^onnpnschein, John Balaban and E.
Aside from the opening up of a
V. Richards.
sets now in use, Crosby asserts.
rural television audience, tne DuThere were 41 tables with 350 in
ivlont demonstration is serving as an
E. V. Richards, Paraattendance.
inventory of the laboratories' techni- Nebraska Gets Distributor,
mount New Orleans, for Paramount
cal progress these past few months.
partners, presented Barney BalaFrom tne original orange-tint de- i icket Tax Measures
ban with a silver plaque and a check
layed-action screen, whicn achievefor an ambulance, which in turn
(Continued from Page 1)
ment had previously been declared
Balaban will turn over for Greek
impossible by television authorities, Daily the two motion picture bills

emer- screen is part of the DuMont synchromatic or flexible television sysDecision of the Commission was tem whereby changes in scanning Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
•eserved.
Washington In the third quarter
and repetitive standards are conwith only 14 titles, distribfined to the transmitter, with the re- of 1940
U. S. productions
ceivers automatically following such uted in 31 copies
Austin (Tex.) Local
changes. With such a system it is in Switzerland dropped to only 10
no longer necessary to recall and al- per cent, the Department of ComPoll Picked 9 of 10
The report states
ter television receivers out in the merce reports.
Fans voting in a second "Ten Best"
field, as is now the case with the this is due to the transportation diflocal poll held in conjunction with
French productions sufinflexible transmitters and receivers ficulties.
THE FILM DAILY'S 1940 symposium
fered a similar fate, having likewise
adjusted to fixed standards.
picked nine of the winning 10 picIn catering to the rural as well as dropped to 10 per cent.
tures, a report from Ruth Lewis,
German producers were able, howmetropolitan audience, as urged by
movie editor of the Austin (Tex.)
DuMont, the flexible system may ever, to maintain the same number
American disclosed yesterday.
For
permit of transmitting high-fidelity of titles as in the preceding quarter
Sol Lesser's "Our Town," the Austin
images using the DuMont 625-line and their proportion of the market
fans substituted Warners' "Knute
15-frame standards over the wider advanced from 22 to 48 per cent.
Rockne All American."
ultra-short-wave bands, and suitable
Other local poll where fans agreed
standards over the narrow higher- homes, will automatically follow
on nine of the winning 10 was that
wave-length bands aimed at rural whatever standards may be picked
conducted by the Flint (Mich.) Jourand remote coverage at considerable up, without bother, troublesome alnal.
distances. Meanwhile, the receivers, terations, or costly obsolescence, it
whether in metropolitan or rural is said.
lad continued after the labor
gency was over.

Outlook Encouraging

—

—

Keough, Phillips

Itineraries of

On Consent Decree Talks

—

Austin Keough, Parasays he and Lou
Phillips will address Chicago exchange staff today on the consent
Chicago

mount

counsel,

decree. Next week Keough will adthe
Washington exchange
dress
staff, then Charlotte, Atlanta, Memphis, New Orleans, Dallas, Oklahoma City, Denver, Salt Lake City,

and Los Angeles.
Phillips

cover

will

Minneapolis,

Milwaukee, Kansas City, St. Louis,
Indianapolis, Des Moines, Omaha,
Portland, Seattle and San Francisco.
Phillips meets Keough at Los Angeles in March. The Virginia meeting will be held at Hot Springs

about March 26.

Mein Kampf

"After

— ?"

to

Open

"After Mein
Kampf
now in its second week
in Chicago and Boston, opens toCrystal

—

morrow

Pictures'

?"

in the

Lyric, St. Louis.

THI^#

14
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REVIEWS of

Urges Truthful
Film Advertising

"Tall,

Dark and

claims are harmful to Rood business.
Advertisements that describe both
iiood and bad pictures with glowins' adjectives and extreme superlatives tend to pull down good pictures. Van Schmus asserted, because
the public has been fooled by the
ad copy on the mediocre program.
Successful merchants have learned
to take the attitude that the public
is smarter than they are, he said,
and that bad merchandise cannot be
disposed of through misleading advertising'.
The same idea should
be applied to theaters, Van Schmus

On A Rainbow"

"Ridin

Handsome"

(Continued from Page 1)

with

with Cesar Romero, Virginia Gilmore,
Milton Berle
20th -Fox
78 Mins.

fums

Republic

newest

Any and

audiences will get a full measure of entertainment from this release. The
dialogue is smart and funny, the cast is
good from top to bottom, the story plot
funny and the direction and pace fast and
smooth.
Set in the gangster era of Chicago when it was wild and woolly in the late
1920's with Romero as a big time gangster,
there is plenty of material offered for exploitation.
In addition,
Romero, Milton
Berle, Charlotte Greenwood and Virginia
Gilmore are usable "names" for marquee
all

79 Mins.

Gene Autry feature, which finds
cowboy in a story and setting

the singing

contrasting with those vehicles encactus-studded landscape.
Despite the general absence of the flora,
fashions and fastnesses of the West, the
Autry fans are bound to like the picture.
True, Gene and his sidekick, Smiley
freshly

acted

in

Burnette (who carries the comedy assigndeclared.
ment), are in their 10-gallon hats, and
In 1934, he continued, the policy
girded with six-shooters, but the locale is
of making no false claims of any
along the romantic Mississsippi, whence
kind was adopted against the adAutry has driven a herd of cattle.
He
vice of several associates.
Given a purposes.
prevails upon his several companions in the
month's trial, the policy has proven
Plot of the story is an innovation in the trek to bank their pay, but when a showsuccessful and the Music Hall's gangster picture cycle,
with Romero actual- boat arrives with its cargo of itinerant
newspaper ads are used as a model ly a softy who locks his supposed
victims artists, the bank is robbed dry and Burr
all over the country, he said.
up in the cellar of his palatial home while Caruth murdered.
Monroe Greenthal, who introduced his right hand man, Berle, and himself,
Two crooks are responsible, abetted by
Van Schmus, told the Ampa that in plant phony evidence to indicate the vic- Byron Foulger in the role of the despondent,
the last eig'ht years the Music Hall tims had been rubbed out. Direction
of H. decadent actor-father of young Mary Lee.
has grossed $35,000,000 and has Bruce Humberstone is smart from all an- The latter carries out her assignment in
played to 48,112,000 persons. Green- gles. He keeps the picture moving rapidly the film with the aplomb which belies her
thai in his introduction described and gets the most out of every laugh
years, and sings very effectively, whether in
line.
Van Schmus as the "grand old man Credit for the neatly contrived original solo or teamed with Autry who tries to
of show business."
screenplay and witty dialogue goes to Karl win her full confidence in the hope that
Gus Eyssell. assistant managing Tunberg and Darrell Ware. Music and lyrics he can track down the stolen money and
director, introduced members of the were written by Leo Robin and Ralph bring to justice the killers of Caruth. At
house staff who "made the theater Rainger.
the finale, both of the Autry aims materi-

tick."

RKO

Romero

is

excellent

as

the

suave,

per-

managers who are fectly tailored, wise-cracking gangster with
here for a meeting were introduced, the soft heart. Berle gives a swell performas were home office executives in- ance as his assistant, and a kid named Harry
cluding President George Schaefer, Clements, cast as a tough young hoodlum,
Ned Depinet and Phil Reisman.
bids fair to steal the honors from both of
Two vocal numbers were sung by them with a performance that will get
John Gourney of the Metropolitan laughs and a big hand from audiences. Miss
Opera. Approximately 250 persons Gilmore is pretty, able and she puts over
district

attended the luncheon.

one song

Aid

for Ark.

Asked by

Cattlemen

Bill Elliott

—

Little Rock, Ark.
western film star, who

Bill
is

Elliott,

making a

theater this week, appeared before the House of Representatives briefly and asked them to
give their support to any measure
that might develop the cattle industry in this state. He presented cowboy hats to Governor Adkins and
Speaker Wilkinson.
p.a. at a local

catchy fashion.

Miss Greenwood
the cast, and
remainder of the cast, including Sheldon
Leonard, Frank Jenks, Barnett Parker and
Marc Lawrence, are all fine.
Romero, out shopping for lingerie on
Christmas Eve, falls for Miss Gilmore, the
store nurse.
He decides to become a father
in an attempt to get her to his home to
take care of a child and what happens from
then on, with young Clements drafted by
force for the job, Leonard, Romero's gangster opposition from the other side of town,
his secret hideaway for his ride victims and
everything else unscrambling in a succession of laughs culminated by a hilarious
climax when Romero attends his own funis

a

in

strong

complement

to

eral.

ceived at the Waldorf-Astoria preview on Wednesday night that yesterday the org.'s executives decided
to send a print to Hitler to show the

CAST: Cesar Romero, Virginia Gilmore,
Milton Berle, Charlotte Greenwood, Harry
Clements, Sheldon Leonard, Frank Jenks,
Barnett Parker, Marc Lawrence, Paul Hurst,
Frank Bruno, Anthony Caruso, Mario Martin, Leon Belasco, Charles D. Brown, Addison
Richards, George Watts, Stanley Blystone,
Mary Treen, Vickie Lester.

that American industry isn't
kidding when it says that it will rearm the U. S. in a third of the time
it took Germany
to equip itself for
war.
Another print will be shipped
off to Rome, addressed to one Benito

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Fred Kohlmar; Director, H. Bruce Humberstone; Original Screenplay, Karl Tunberg and Darrell
Ware; Music and Lyrics, Leo Robin and
Ralph Rainger; Cameraman, Ernest Palmer;
Editor, Allen McNeil.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
movie,

titled

Arms,"

was

latter

Mussolini.

"Goodyear
so

Shoulders

enthusiastically

alize.

But, in the interim, the sequences are
devoted mainly to the showboat's voyage, and
the proceedings take on a strong flavor of
a romantic musical comedy.
The cast is
is the direction by Lew LandThere are frequent examples of stun-

re-

DIRECTION,
Fine.

Expert.

(.Continued from

Page

1)

give the proper
and attention to the office.
inability

to

ti

A new

president is slated to
or Tuesday in Wa
ington where the Allied direct
will hold their annual meeting.
Smith is successful in holding
against his election, it is possi
that Jack Kirsch of Chicago will
the choice of the directors.
B
Smith and Kirsch have been cons
ered as likely prospects for
presidency, with Smith given
edge because of longer service.
Col. H. A. Cole has served t
years as the Allied chief and v
be the guest of honor at a dim
Monday night in the Carlton Hoi
elected

Monday

Washington.

SAG Opposes

Voight
Regulating Agents

Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

would make impossible t
regular and orderly contractural
latienship between actors and th
agents. It would prohibit any age
which

]

entering into a contract to represe

an actor unless the agent has

fii

obtained employment for the act
and would limit contracts to
period of employment.
The Guild's resolution points o
that the agreement between
Artists Managers' Guild and S^
has been operating for more than
year and has brought about stabili
and generally satisfactory cont

The measure

also states th

efficient, as

tions.

ers.

would also injure agents a
producers, whose casting problei
would be aggravated by uncertain

ning photography by William Nobles. Sevsmooth and exceptionally pleasing songs
comprise the score. "Ridin' On A Rainbow"
eral

the

bill

as to the bonafide representative

an actor, but would also work to t
great detriment of actors, who, lac
CAST: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Mary ing the regular service of a comp
Lee, Carol Adams, Ferris Taylor, Georgia tent agent, would be at the mercy
Caine, Byron Foulger, Ralf Harolde, Jimmy open film price cutting on actoi
box office and compares very favorably
with Gene's better vehicles.
is

Conlin,

Guy Usher, Anthony Warde,

Taylor,

Burr Caruth.

Forrest

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry Grey;
Director, Lew Landers; Screenplay, Bradford
Ropes,

Malloy; Original Story, Bradford Ropes; Production Manager, Al Wilson;
Director of Photography, William Nobles;
Film Editor,
visor,

Tony

Raoul

Martinelli; Musical Super-

The resolution has been forward'
members of the state Legisl

to all

ture urging defeat of the proposi
bill.

Korda Buys "Forbidden City"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIl

—

Hollywood Alexander Korda h
bought an original story by B(
Hecht entitled "Forbidden City."
Nazi-occupied
Pari
with
deals
Hecht, now in New York, has be(
PHOTOGRAPHY, engaged to write the scenario.

Kraushaar; Special

Music and
Meyers; Song "Ridin'
Rainbow," by Don George, Jean Herb-

Lyrics, Jule Styne, Sol

On A

salaries.

Doris

Teddy Hall.
DIRECTION, Efficient.

ert,

Hitler Gets "Hit"

Smith Rejects!

If

Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette,
Mary Lee, Carol Adams

ROMANTIC MUSICAL MELLER WELLSUITED TO
ITS
STARS TALENTS.
HILARIOUS COMEDY SMARTLY CAST, SHOULD SCORE WITH AUTRY FANS.
TUNEFUL AND WELL-PACED; SWELL
Plenty of melody, melodrama, and allENTERTAINMENT FOR AUDIENCES GEN- around entertainment are contained in this
ERALLY.

Kirsch for Prexy

Skillful.

Jones Joins Gregory
G. C. Jones, formerly Manager
of the motion picture department of
Audi-Vision, Inc. has joined Francis Gregory and Associates, commercial motion picture producers.

Edward

J.

Raiche Dies

—

Manchester, N. H.
Edward J.
Raiche, 45, widely known theater
ork cornetist, is dead following an
PHOTOGRAPHY, emergency operation for a ruptured
appendix.

History Repeats
Return of

GWTW

for its annivers-

showing at the Capitol Theater,
marked the return of mob scenes to
Broadway and headaches to the theater ushers.
In one instance, more
ary

—

than a headache.
Last year, at the
premiere, Danny McTiernan suffered
a dislocated collar-bone handling the
crowds.
Yesterday he went on the
sick list with a sprained arm.

7^

1941

FILM

YEAR BOOK
This volume will give

you more valuable information pertaining

to

motion pictures and the motion picture industry than you can

anywhere

possibly obtain
of

production, distribution

else in the world.

and

It

covers every phase

exhibition.

its

Partial
^|

A

list

list

of contents:

of 17,500 titles of pictures

*

Credits on

f|

The Ten Best Pictures

all

released since 1915.

pictures released in 1940.
of

1940 with complete credits,

ii

fT

Personnel of important Companies. Studios and Asso-

fT

Work

ciations.
of

Players,

Directors,

Authors,

Cameramen,

Screen Play Writers, Film Editors, Song Writers, and

Dance

Directors during 1939-1940.

f[

Telephone numbers

*

Financial statements and complete pictures of the

of

Players Agents.
fi-

nancial structures of major motion picture companies.
en
*

Complete. Equipment Manufacturers

and Supply Deal-

:

ers Section.

eera

*
it

a

An

accurate up-to-the-minute

list

of theaters in the

United States.

'no, I

f[

Addresses

of

Producers,

Distributors,

Laboratories, Trailer Companies,

Exchanges,

Insurance Brokers,

etc.

«

A

modernized

streamlined

Showman's Manual

of

Exploitation comprised of 101 different types of stunts

and campaigns applicable to various types of productions that have been tried and proven effective by
other showmen.

The

COMING SOON

its

1941 Film Daily

predecessors but

Year Book
still

will

given free

be bigger,
to all

better

and

different

yearly subscribers

than any of

to
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They Make Kisstory
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ANN SHERIDAN
GEORGE BRENT
.HONEYMOON
FOR THREES
RUGGLES-OSAMASSEN
WYMAN William T. Orr Lee Patrick
Directed by LLOYD BACON

CHARLIE
JANE

•

• Additional Dialogue
by Julius J. and Philip G. Epstein • From the
Play by Allan ScoH and George Haight

Screen Play by EarJ Baldwin
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ALLIED WILL WEIGH DECREE OPPOSITION
20th-Fox Says 5-Pix Blocks Need Not Be Uniform
THE WEEK
IN REVIEW

Pix

From One Group Can

Premiere at Roxy
For "Tobacco Road"

Be Placed in Another, Says
20th-Fox Decree Handbook

To 'Streamline Service

World premiere of 20th-Fox's "Tobacco Road" will be held at the New
York Roxy, it was disclosed at the
week-end.
Date is yet to be set.

9

By

H.

L.

The five-picture-blocks as prescribed by the consent decree do not

^^^

MITCHELL

any one terDOMESTIC
ritory, according to an interpretaALLIED Allied Information tion set forth in a handbook preDept. will "streamline" its service pared by 20th Century-Fox for its
National org', to mull
music war on films at the
Washington meeting
N. J. Allied at its convention in Trenton deto

exhibs

.

.

.

effect of

.

.

.

to fight 16 mm. competition;
he N. Y. consent decree came up
for discussion and general impresAlsion was one of perplexity
lied of the N. W. decided to fight
the blocks-of-five clause in the N.

cided

.

.

.

Y. consent decree through appeal to
the Minn. Legislature; move to support the theater divorcement bill,
introduced in the State's Senate,
New
was referred to committee
N. Y. unit of Allied planned a state-

.

.

*

*

Hearing Completion

—

ing-

From

AND THAT: A

THIS

wave

series

of

Washington

—

Staff Writer

Metro Sales Plans

14 Top-Bracket Films
Col. in 6 Months

*

a

Hinges on Casting

.

483,372.

preparing

is

Para. U. K. Production

.

.

Company

in

Chicago Metro's plans for sellunder the terms of the New
York consent decree, repidly rounding into shape, will be completed
wide drive for members.
within the next few weeks, it was
*
*
*
said, here Friday by William F.
FINANCIAL: Warner Bros, re- Rodgers, company's sales head, folported a 13-week net of $1,276,310, lowing his arrival from studio cona jump of $634,187 over the same ferences.
period of the previous year
Rodgers, who left over the week(Continued on Page 6)
Gov't's admission tax collections for
1940 were up $23,607,060 to $43,.

By AL STEEN

FILM DAILY

Desirability and
feasibility of further opposition to
four advance teaser trailers on the
the consent decree will be among the
pix for free distribution to exhibs.
important subjects for cosnderation
at the annual Allied board of direcsalesmen.
tors meeting which gets under way
Combinations of features in groups
here this morning at the Carlton
can be changed so that if more than
Hotel.
five trade shown features are avail(Continued on Page 7)
According- to the tentative program of the two-day session, opposition to the decree will be considered on a basis of Congressional acParamount plans to make as many tion, through state legislation or
pictures in England as can be cast, through litigation. The program also
it was said Friday by David Rose,
(Continued on Page 7)

have to be uniform

:

Three Possible Avenues to
Be Considered at Annual
Board Meet in Washington

of

managing dir e c t o r in
Great
ain,

elling for 1941-42

Brit-

who

sail-

Saturday
Lisbon
and London.
Rose, upon
ed

Under

for

"The

Admir able
Crichton"

or
a t t e r's
Castle," d e-

"H

in

Canada

With selling practices in the Dominion unaffected by the provisions
of the New York consent decree,
American distribs. operating there
will press 1941-42 selling at once,
it was indicated at the week-end.
Twentieth Century-Fox, it was
has already started its
learned,

his arrival in
London, e xpects to start
shooting o n

either

Way

DAVID ROSE

(Continued on Page 7)

booking offices under the N. Y. con- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY pending on which picture can be
Battle;
Loses
(Continued on Page 6)
Flu
Hollywood Columbia, in the midst
sent decree was forecast
Repercussions
Pix
be
epidemic and bad weather hit the of one of the heaviest production
'America
Give It' Will
b. o.
generally, in N. Y. C, spe- schedules in company history, will reAttempt of AGMA to legally recifically
Films' Aid to British
A. B. DuMont sees the lease 14 top bracket films duringstrain James C. Petrillo, as head of
Ascap-radio networks speeding the the next six months, it was disclosed
An American sequel to the Brit- the American Federation of Musicdevelopment of popularity of tele- at the week-end.
Eight features are shooting, sev- ish short, "London Can Take It," ians, from prohibiting members of
vision
Neil Agnew announced
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)
new "streamlined" Paramount sales
setup with Chas. M. Reagan named
asst. general sales mgr., and Oscar
Stokotvshi Short to
subjects
short
Morgan heading
Train Army's Bands
sales
discussed
sales
RKO Radio
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
policies under the consent decree at Pictures 15
ft.;
Transmission
Washington The War Department
First batch of
N. Y. C. meeting
Friday announced that through the
arbitration
board clerks received
Theatrical television in the U. S.
Director
co-operation of the film industry,
their instructions at a 3-day N. Y. Travis
took a giant's stride forward FriLeopold Stokowski will produce a
Richard A. Rowland Of Pathe Laboratories
C. meeting
day when RCA demonstrated its
film short to be used as a trainwill produce three more pictures for
revolutionary large-screen tele at
The coning film for Army bands.
UA
Ohio ITO suggests a "docAt a meeting Friday of the board the New Yorker theater to an audductor who is donating his services
tor" for the ailments of the film of directors of Pathe Laboratories, ience largely composed of FCC comto the Army expects to develop Army
reported starting
.

.

AGMA

—

.

Can

.

.

.

Show

.

.

.

f

RCA's Theatrical Tele in

.

.

.

AFM

May

by 20

.

.

Bow

Wired

—

.

Named

.

.

.

.

.

.

industry

.

.

new season

.

"U"

May

Inc.,

of

New

Jersey,

C.

Merwin missioners, members

of

the

NTSC

Truth in film Travis was elected to the board to and radio editors.
advertising urged by W. G. Van fill the vacancy created by the resigThe demonstration, part of a two(Continued on Page 6)
Anti-Ascap bill in Mich.
Schmus
(Continucd on Page 6)
.

.

in

.

.

.

.

bands "more typically American"
through use of the instructional film.

I
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d The Broadway Parade p
Picture and Distributor
The Philadelphia Story
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picturesl— 5th
N'ght Train (Twentieth Century-Fox)
5th week
Kitty Foyle IRKO Radio Pictures)
3rd week
(

Won.
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week

—

—

Second Chorus (Paramount Pictures-Morrosl— 2nd week..
High Sierra (Warner Bros. Picturesl
Cone With the Wind M?fro-Coldwyn-Mayer-Selznick) (d)
Tall. Dark and Handsome (Twentieth Century-Fcx)
Pride of the Bowery
Monogram Pictures)
A Night at Earl Carroll's (Paramount Pictures)
Rebecca (United Artists-Sslznick)
2nd week (e)
Santa Fe Trail (Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a-b)
Let's Make Music (RKO Radio Pictures) (a)
Cavalcade of Faith (George S. Jeffrey)

Rivoli

Paramount

.

Strand
... .Capitol

(

DONALD

MERSEREAU

M.

CHESTER

B.

BAHN

General

::::::
:

Manager

Roxy

—
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HOLLYWOOD. Calif.—
Representatives:
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
LONDON Ernest \V. FredGranite 66U7.
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. 1. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
Marsoulan (12). MEXICO CITY— Marco-

—

TWO-A-DAY
The

Great

—

Astor

—

55th

Filmarte

48th

(

Sindi-

del

calismu, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

St.

Theater

Paramount
Music Hall

Arizona

Rialto
Criterion

(c)

— Jan.

Go West Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c)
Western Union (Twentieth Century-Fox Pictures)
Jan. 30
Hudson's Bay (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Jan. 30 (a)
Play Girl (RKO Radio Pictures)
The Mad Empercr (World Pictures) (c)
Personal

Column (I.E.

—

—
Lopertl — Feb.

20th-Fox,

(a)

Dual

bill.

(b>

30

Rivoli

Capitol

Roxy

(c)

(a-b)

Palace
Palace
55th St. Playhouse
Little Carnegie

1

Subsequent run.

Follows current

(cl

(d)

bill,

Popular priced run.

20th-Fox's Bavetta Reports

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Eastern division managei]
from a vacation
dr

today

JwJ

are

producer,

has. re-J

MRS. RITA FITZSIMMONS, mother of Maureen,!
sailed Saturday on the Excambion foi'|
Lisbon.

via

JACK

SICHELMAN

and

JACK

BLOOM,

the 20th-Fox home office sales department,
turn today from Florida.

WILLIAM

F.

RODGERS

returned from
the week-end.

MONROE CREENTHAL

Holly-

proceeds to the Coasl

after a Columbus, O., stopover.

LOU POLLOCK

yesterday for Miami.

left

JOHN JOSEPH went

to

Washington

at

the

week-end.

CABRIEL PASCAL
York from
with him
duction,

Lisbon
a

print

is

reported

on the
of

S.

bound

New

Loew-Lewin's new screen disin their "So Ends Our Night,"
the Coast on Friday for

stay.

PHIL ENGEL. Warner exploiteer
ern
for

for

Exeter, bringing
C. B. Shaw pro-

S.

new

his

"Major Barbara."

covery to be seen
here from

SAG Says Carole Lombard
Won in Agent Dispute

Good,

fromj

turned to the Coast.

few week's

Brazil Film Biz

today

HAL WALLIS and MRS. WALLIS

arrived

24)

back

Waldorf.

GLENN FORD,

riNANCIAL
(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, JAN.

returns

Florida.

in

wood and Chicago over

I

Aureho Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle

Playhouse

Ambassador

—

Paramount Pictures) Jan. 29
(Columbia Pictures) (c)
The Saint in Palm Springs (RKO Radio Pictures)
Land of Liberty (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer-MPPDA)
Back Street (Universal Pictures) (c)

due

is

WILLIAM SUSSMAN,
for

Ireland
St.

FUTURE OI*E\l\GS
Virginia

by

O'Hara,

World

—

Eureka Productions)
5th week
Hatred (French feature)
Valborgsmassoafton (Scandinavian Talking Pictures)
(

LOWELL CALVERT

Broadway

The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)— 48th week
They Met on Skis (Mike Mindlin)
6th week

director
Friday

here

Rio

DAVID HEMPSTEAD, RKO

week

FOREiGW LANGUAGE FEATURES
Ecstasy

managing

20th-Fox, arrived
de Janeiro.

for

Chicago.

Rl/iV

—

Dictator (United Artists-Chaplin)
16th
(Walt Disney Productions)
11th week

Fantasia

Carnegie
Palace
Palace
Cine Roma

Little

and GOIflG

CARLO BAVETTA.

J.

Brazil

plane from

Rialto
Criterion

(

Editor

COminG

Theater
Music Hall
Clcbe

District,

Boston,

left

New

Providence,

in

the

East-

York over the week-enC
New Bedford and New

Haven.

Net
High

Am.

Low

Arriving

Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2Vi%)
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con.
Con.

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind.

East.

Kodak

pfd...

23 Vi

7%
137

.

pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Lcew's. Inc
do pfd

23 Vi

7%

23 Vi

14Vi

33%

Paramount
Para.
Para.

11

98%

1st pfd

2nd pfd.
Pathe Film

..
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros
pfd

9%
3%
6%

—

1

business
building

'/4

Va

9%
3'/2

6%

Vl

2

6%

3%

3%

33/8

58 Vi

56 Vi

58 Vi

+ %
+
1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
ref. 6s46 102'/4 102'/4 102%
Loew's deb. 3',.s46 104'/4 104'/4 104y4
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3' 4 s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95% 95% 95%

Keith B.

F.

—

Vi

— %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

...

Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts

93/8

9%

93/8

15-16 15-16 15-16
6
6
6

14%

14%

14%

+ %

—

1%

Legislation and Decree
Before Conn. MPTO Today

New Haven— Connecticut MPTO
will

hold

its

regular January lun-

THE FILM DAILY
The Screen Actors

West Coast Bureau of

from

Va

10% H
98% 93%

+
9% +
3i/

plane

V4

33'/8

14'/2

Friday by

Rio, J. Carlo Bavetta, 20th-Fox managing director in Brazil, reported

+ %
+ %

14
323/4

.

RKO

—

7% +

1363/4 1363/4

do

do

Chg.

Close

Hollywood

—

Guild has issued a statement denying published reports that Myron
Seiznick won arbitration matter with
Carole Lombard and naming Miss
Lombard as the winner. The statement said that the chief question
before the arbitration committee was
whether the discharge by Miss Lombard of Seiznick as her agent on
July 1, 1940 was justified and rightful, and that the committee held in
favor of Miss Lombard.
"The arbitration board held that
Seiznick was, of course, entitled to
commissions prior to the date he was
discharged and placed the amount of
these services at $27,500 which Miss
Lombard will pay out of future earnings," said the statement.

being good, theater
modernization going
ahead steadily, and less opposition
in the market for U.
pix as
S.
as

and

French and German films have virtually disappeared from the screens,
with the exception of a few French
leftovers.
Bavetta stated that censorship in
the country was fair, adding that all
companies might be affected to some
extent by films deemed unsuitable
for minors. Admission prices range
from a scale equivalent to 25 cents
in dollar currency to two and a
half cents, he said, with some 400
houses out of the 1,186 functioning
charging between two and a half
and six and a half cents.
Successor to Schlaifer
Bavetta said that Metro is building two new nabes in Rio, two firstKelly's Return
run houses are being built in Sao
West
Coast
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Paulo, and one new first-run and
Hollywood— Arthur W. Kelly,
several other nabes are being constructed in Rio.
Bavetta will be exec, stated here at the week-end
that a successor to L. J. Schlaifer,
here about a month.
resigned, will not be named until
after his return to New York.
He
Releasing Corp. plans to leave here by train today for
the East. Kelly saw a sneak preview
Sets
Distribution of the Lesser-Lubitsch
picture, "That

Awaits

Court Takes "Little Three'
Motion Under Advisement
Nashville,

Tenn.

—Federal

Judgi

Elmer Davies has under advisemenl
a motion for summary judgment ir
their favor filed by Columbia, Universal and United Artists in th<
Government's anti-trust
Crescent

Amusement

suit agains'
and af

Co.

filiates.

"That Night in Rio" Will

Be 20th-Fox Easter Film
"That Night
Alice Faye,

men

Rio," co-starrinj,
Carl
will
be 20th-Fox'!|

in

Don Ameche and

Miranda,
Easter week release.
Technicoloi|
musical goes out April 11.
"The Outlaw," Howard Hughes
first
film for 20th-Fox, is tental
tively set for release on March 2ll

UA

Producers

Canadian

cheon-meeting today at Ceriani's
Product of Producers Releasing
Restaurant.
Pending legislation in Corp. will be distributed in Canada
the current session of the State and the Maritime Provinces by the
Legislature will engage the exhibi- former Grand National Films, Ltd.,
tors' attention, as well as a com- which is to be re-incorporated unmunication from Thurman W. Ar- do the name of Producers Releasnold. Assistant Attorney General, ing Corp. of Canada and Newfoundon the consent decree, and the pos- land.
Branches are in St. John.
sible results of Government-Ascap Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Cal-j
litigation to theater men.
garv and Vancouver.

Uncertain Feeling," and a rough
print of "Pot o' Gold," produced by

James Roosevelt and

:

siastic

is very enthuabout both pictures.

Thomas A. Curran,
Hollywood

—

Actor, Dies

Thomas A. Curran,

veteran actor, 51, died here of pneumonia.
He appeared in several
Monogram pictures, the last being

"Her First Romance."

Ceorge G. DeSylv,
Jerome Kern
Joyce Compton
K. Arthur
Irving Talbot
Paul S. Burger

George

i

You'll

be adorin'

(Oh, Johnnie) Bonnie
That's

and

no bologna
Yours,
J.

&
Ml

than

just

~-^

a

song when
Bonnie sings
to Orrin
'l

Could Kiss

You

for That"!

Colonna

Orrin

THE STARS THEY'LL ALWAYS
Oe\

to

smash

MXtm

at the box-office with

all

the

weight and power of the most dramatic

American love story ever
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Monday, January 27,

RCA's Theatrical

Makes

Tele

Its

194'

DAILY:

Para. U. K. Produclioi

Bow

Hinges on Casting

ntinued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

day television "parade of progress"
today's Washington conference of the FCC and the NTSC,
was outstanding.
The pictures, 15 by 20 feet, and
viewed at a distance of 60 feet by
the audience, in the main were clear,
well denned, well lighted, and, in
the opinion of many in the audience,
were almost comparable to presentday movies. Weakest reception was
of outdoor shots, attributed to unfavorable lighting and weather conprior

to

ditions.

Specially balanced telephone wires

were used in transmitting programs
from studios to the theater; use
likewise possible.
The system employs a steelbarreled projector pointed over the
edge of the balcony and also a new
multisonic sound method, it was explained.
The average film projectionist, with some additional training, will be competent to operate
the RCA unit, it was added.
of

coaxial

cables

is

Demonstration program ran an
hour and included ballet shots, military camp scenes, a sketch, "K-7,"
Jean Dickenson, singer, and Al Trahan.
Ray Forrest emceed.
DuMont Friday demonstrated its
system, transmitting images at 625
lines, 15 frames on a 20 inch and
on a 14-inch "time-delay" tube.

T
production

Named

Director

Of Pathe Laboratories
(Continued from Page

1)

No
nation of 0. Henry Briggs.
president will be elected to succeed
Briggs at the time, it was said. Annual meeting will be held the last
Tuesday

in

April.

Louisville Theater May
Be Utilized for Army
Louisville

—

The Columbia Hall

Theater, which has been operating
infrequently for several months with
roadshows and pictures, is being
considered as a site for a recreation
center for soldiers stationed at Fort

Knox, Ky.

opened
Strand Friday to
bigger business than "They Drive
By Night," one of last season's hi»h
Current bill also has
grossers.
Quentin Reynolds in a p.a., the British short, "Christmas Under Fire,"
and Henry Busse's ork.

Warners'

at the

"High Sierra,"

New York

WEDDING

BELLS

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Marriage of Paul
Kelly and Claire Owen took place at
West Coast Bureau of

—

Yuma,

Ariz.

feel

is

going

taks

to

try

to

Government might not
pill to lake by some

They are stepping up

place

its

idea

word

the

that

be sweet

to

V

li'l

to

would

it

for

what seemed

So.

has turned out

V

the

along with features

shorts

like the

when

the limelight

in

Somebody spread
sell

to

producers

subj3ct

has come

time

the

that

along with the features

be unwise

like

the

a hard

law was still in effect.
Reports received from Londo
Rose said, indicated that theater bus
ness was good except in areas whei
the
Germans were concentratii
their bombings.
Rose said he e
pected to return to the U. S. for
visit in June or July.

others

V

They
they are going to tow>i
6 YES. Sir, Boys
going to sell shorts long
They are getting programs
ready to show and sell
Some are all set now
stealing
a wee bit of a march on the field
for the selling boys have
all the material to sell with
and the li'l ole pix are in the
bag
Yes, Sir, in the bag
for they are made and ready
for play time
Some of those dogs that have been creeping
in as features
won't even get to the double or triple play
stage
They'll be over the fence and out
Mister Exhibitor is smart enough to know
that tome of these double features he has had to offer his public
will be a thing of the
•

•

are

made

for if shorts are
they will offer that second

past

•

•

•

AND,

altar all,

V

players

in

or

them

or

sports

them

greet

of

him

with

a

one,

real
of

special

two,

who used
and

smile

would net prefer
good shorts with name

not

if

a

No ons

have

expression:

he

starts the

show

really

toward a healthy condition

tummyache

V

•a

So

maybe a

— the
T

short

little

bitter

medicine

will

way

T

roadshow bracket
Among those present,
in addition to the guest of honor, were
George J. Schaefer,
Ned E. Depinet, Vladimir Liszim, W. G. Van Schmus, S. Barret
McCormick, Michael Hoffay
Harry Evans, Rutgers Neilson,

Thomas

Report Metro Sales Plans
Are Nearing Completion
(Continued from Page

1)

end for New York, said that t
company's policy on shorts for 19'
42 had not as yet been determin!
Business outlook for 1941 v
termed "encouraging." Rodgers <
ded that the films now in work
Culver City would rank with
best that Metro has ever produce.

1

LOCAL film row's social-studded week reached a
•
crescendo on Friday afternoon
via the Barret McCormickarranged RKO Radio cocktail reception for Ginger Rogers
// they classed cocktail parties a la pictures
this one would
in

Bruce; "Her First Beau," co-starr.':
Jane Withers and Jackie Cooper; "Blon
Goes Latin," with Tito Guizar and Ri
Terry added to the regular cast; "Our Wif
based on the Lillian Day-Lyon Merson pi:
"Bedtime Story," directed by Alexander H
"The Doctor's Husband." Wesley Kugg
production, and "Show Business," cast

dough

backwoods

:ure our industry

Xot Love," co-starring George Brent a
Martha Scott; "Texas," temporary title, {
mring William Holden and Warren WilHai
"A (lirl's Best Friend is Wall Street," w'
Franchot Tone and Joan Bennett
"Sen
Page Boys." with Herbert Marshall and \

stand out front

and runs like hell for the bank and then
blames him except the public
But with a swell lineup of good shorts being sold separately on merit
and not run in w.th the features
he can pick and choose
Maybe some folks don't like the idea
but after all it points
collects the

1)

disclosed.

to

casual

nowadays

But

a

interest

palookas

would come out

th3 patrons

"Nice show. Mister Manager!"
the

(Continued from Page

others will start next mont
and still more are in preparation.
Among the 14 listed are:
"Penny Serenade," Cary Grant-Irene Dun
starrer; "Adam Had Four Sons," with Ing
Kergman and Warner Baxter; "They D;
eral

ginia

that

theaiers

and when

small town3

fill

V
there

is

than

reel

There are some managers
in

who

not to

pic a lot of competition

and a couple of
some real short

see a good feature

newsreel

SELL and

to

14 Top-Bracket Films
Col. in 6 Months

From

;

bum

V

have been

"High Sierra" Tops "Night"

and

els short subject

to

Travis

V

T

• • • WELL, Sir. there are some short
who are making hay while the sun shines

1)

cast first.
Efforts will be made
obtain Laurence Olivier for "Cric
ton."
Rose admitted that it would
difficult to fulfill the provisior^
the British quota law because
casting difficulties but said that tl

the

Christopher Morley, Frederick L. Ehrman
Jack Alicoate, Don Mersereau, John Farmer, Jerome Zerbe, Florence Lake, A. S. Schubart. Suzanne Calvert, A. W. Smith, Jr..
John Whitaker
Charles Boasberg, Robert Mochrie, Gus
Schaefer, Max Westebbee. R. K. Hawkinson, Robert Dann and

"Fantasia" Preview In
Boston

— Some

1,500

Hub

members

the press from every part of M;
sachusetts and the other New Er
land states will attend a preview
"Fantasia" at the Majestic Theal
tonight.

P. Durell,

Thyra Sampler Winslow

plus the trade press, metropolitan

daily film critics and editors

and representatives

of the foreign

Greeted by 2,000 on her arrival here Friday
Miss
Rogers turned greeter herself at the party
Escorted by Barret McCormick, she spent a period chatting at each table
after the introductions
A great UV trouper, Ginger
l>ress

« « «

» »

9>

"Miami" as July Release
musu
"Miami,"
Technicolor
which 20th-Fox will put into I
duction next month, is planned
a late July release.

STORKS!
of THE FILM DAI
Hollywood Paul Moyer, booker
the 20th-Fox exchange, became

West Coast Bureau

—

father of a son last week.

onday, January 27, 1941
!',I5

3ft
Allied to Map Decree Course
DAILY

-Picture Blocks

eed Not Be Uniform

(Continued from Page

calls for a discussion on measures
(Continued from Page 1)
for collecting evidence and informafor license, features from one
tion from members relating to con•oup can be substituted and placed
templated hardships suffered by exanother, the handbook asserts.
is consid- hibitors under the decree.
;ie following paragraph
In this connection, the board will
significant inasmuch as the isks caused considerable contro- consider the nature and extent of
co-operation with the Department of
.rsvrsy:
"You may offer one exhibitor a Justice in handling complaints of
members and the advisability of conoup containing five particular
ferences with Robert L. Wright, asatures and offer his competitor a
sistant to the Attorney General.
s
oup of five in which only three, Various methods of aiding members
">
r example, of the features offered
in instituting and conducting arbiDtmi
the first exhibitor are included. tration proceedings under the decree
more
not
that
is
thing
vital
fie
also will be considered.
an five features may be the subFederal taxes and co-operation
negotiation,
or
offer
one
any
ct of
with national defense program are
id that in all negotiations in which
two other important items on the
e question of a substitution of
board's agenda. Among the protecatures is involved, no basis be
ven for a claim that in fact you tive measures to be discussed are
(a) maintenance of existing exempere offering more than five feations or lowering or abolishing them;
res in a single group."
(b) feasibility of a graduated inmoD
In regard to selling less than five stead of a flat percentage tax and
the
group,
single
a
ictures in
(c) student admissions.
indbook advises the salesmen that
That Allied is not entirely satisexhibitor
"'
ley can insist that the
fied with the motion picture setup in
fefike all or none of that paritcular
the national defense program is inock or reduce the number which
dicated by three questions asked in
iginally were offered in a block.
the tentative program.
In regard
eatures, also, need not be septo the personnel, Allied asks: Who
arately priced, it is said, but a flat
appointed them?
What is the exrice may be fixed for the group as
tent of their authority?
Are indiwhole and negotiations conducted viduals
using the program for selbasis.
that
Ji n
le

•

1

e

,

M-ilil

-

fish

Inrffl

Meet Today

Highlights Program as Directors

purposes?

It

is

1)

that the directors discuss "measures
for co-operation with the Government which will allow credit where
credit is due."
Ascap, the seat tax and effect of
the Ascap-BMI fight on theaters are
to be studied as well as all types of
alleged unfair competition, including
pictures
and juke
non-theatrical
Sidney Samuelson is to reboxes.
port on the AID activities. General
organization plans and preliminary
groundwork for the national convention in Philadelphia are to be other
matters for the directors to consider.

Annual dinner tonight is to be in
honor of Col. H. A. Cole, president,
appreciation of his efforts in behalf of independent exhibitors. New
officers are to be elected tomorrow.
Among those who have reservations here are W. L. Ainsworth, Fred
A. Beedle, A. C. Berkholtz, Ray
Branch, H. A. Cole, Joseph Conway,
Glen Cross. Sally Fisher, Roy Harin

reld,

ard,

Fred Herrington, Arthur HowThornton Kelley, Jack
E.

Kirsch,

Harry

Lowenstein,

Frank

F. Myers, Lee Newbury, E. L. Pleasee, Harry Perlewitz,
M. A. Rcsenbere. Don Rossiter. Sid-

Lydon.

Abram

ney Samuelson, Martin Smith, Henry
Work, A. P. Way. Pete Wood and
Nathan Yamins. Many others have
indicated that they would be pres-

then proposed ent.

i

elling for

J

New

Jets Under

Season

AGMA Loses AFM

Way in Canada May

(Continued from Page 1)
.anadian selling campaign, and the
rst deals have been negotiated and
lbmitted to the home office here

'America

Battle;

be Pix Repercussions Show
(Continued from Page

1)

AFM from performing with
AGMA soloists met defeat in the

Courts Friday when the Appellate
formal okay.
Division of the Supreme Court disPlans for the company's campaign missed the complaint and denied the
Attorneys for AGMA
1941-42 lineup in injunction.
j) sell the full
Tie Dominion were laid recently at announced an intention of appealing
held in Toronto at which the decision to the New York Court
., meeting
William C. Gehring, Central Divis- of Appeals.
j.

ion

manager

(Continued from Page

the

|>r

presided.

Can Give

is

It'

Will

Films' Aid to British

being prepared

1)

by David Rose.

Paramount's managing director in
England, who sailed for London Saturday on the Excambion. Rose has
been in Hollywood for the last two
months and recorded on film many
of the British relief activities by
American and British stars. These
shots are expected to be assembled
into one picture under the title of
"America Can Give It."
Rose said he couldn't heap on
enough praise for what is being done
on the Coast for relief and cited as an
example the work cf one Hollywood

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
\ First Canadian contracts to come
Hollywood In the wake of Friirough to the home office were from
day's Court decision in New York
je Huber's Winnipeg branch.
which dismissed
suit against
One exec, pointed out that it
•he A F of M, authoritative sources
ould be advantageous to the disreported that
will call upon
-ibs. this year to close up all posunit of the British War Relief. This
the Screen Actors Guild to refuse
as
early
as
Canada
in
hp said, has collected and coni bilities
to work with A F of
members in unit,
so that field men could be
tributed $115 000 for a portable hosI ossible
the studios if James C. Petrillo
office
'ansferred to augment branch
pital. $250,000 in cash, 200 tons of
A F of
president, insists upon
in this country if necessary.
clothing and 10,000 medical instruThea brces
calling out the musicians and rements.
A cocktail party given by
fuses to allow them to work with
Montagu Love brought $600 while
members.
lockefeller Grant for
the proceeds from a performance of
It is understood that SAG preNoel Coward plays netted $36,000.
American Film Center
viously promised co-operation with
IllBSJ
In addition, Rose said, Hollywood
if the latter organization is
was operating an orphanage for
The Rockefeller Foundation has faced with a refusal of A F of
ranted to the American Film Cen- men to perform with them.
If a British children at a cost of $25,000
sr a sum sufficient to meet gen- showdown results with SAG carry- a year.
ral expenses until January, 1943, ing out its promise studios may be
has been announced by the AFC faced with a shutdown.
"Belle Starr" Off Program
oard.
Future plans of the organiation call for creation of a new Hoffman Baby Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
A re- New Haven Linda, infant daughepartment, it was learned.
Hollywood
Lack of availability
aifearch division will be established ter of Maxwell Hoffman, Warner of wanted players has resulted in
3 complement the
production and theater department executive, died 20th-Fox removing "Belle Starr"
istallation divisions.
suddenly.
from the current season's program.
:&

—

AGMA
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«REVI€UJS»
"So Ends Our Night"
with Fredric March, Margaret Sullavan,
Glenn Ford
UA-Loew-Lewin
117 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
BRILLIANT PRODUCTION OF REMARQUE NOVEL HAS BEAUTY, PATHOS AND
COMEDY AND SHOULD SCORE HEAVILY.
The recently formed David L. LoewAlbert Lewin production company makes
an auspicious and artistic entry into the
film industry with "So Ends Our Night,"
the screenization of the novel "Flotsam"
by Erich Maria Remarque.
It is superbly
performed from the stars, Fredric March,
Margaret Sullavan and Glenn Ford, down to
the very last name of this extensive cast.
Producers Loew and Lewin have spared
neither their energy nor their budget in
making it a film of beauty, pathos and
comedy.
The splendid direction of John
Cromwell, and the excellent screenplay by
Talbot Jennings, have injected into the
story the feeling of the restless, endless
roving of Europe's refugees.
Essentially, the film is a human document
of suffering and hope.
The setting is the
changing map of Europe with its ceaselessly
driven refugees as the hun-hordes swallow
up one country after another.
The characters seek safety in Austria, Czechoslovakia; then Paris looks like the land of
freedom and at last they face West to
South America or the United States.
Glenn Ford, as a boy, bewildered and
broken by personal tragedy, and constantly
hunted from border to border because he
has no passport, meets Margaret Sullavan,
a chemistry student, who is also without
Their love for each other is
a country.
the only thing that sustains them through
one catastrophe after another.
Fredric
March, their friend, also a wanderer, gives
a noteworthy performance both in humorous
and tragic scenes.
It is through March's
sacrifice of himself that the
lives
and
future of the lovers are saved.
Glenn Ford is boyish and natural and
should soar to the top after this performance, as he ably carries the largest share
of the footage.
Best laugh moments are
supplied by Leonard Kinsky, who dreams of
chicken all the time, and Alexander Granach,
the Pole, his pal in misery, who would not
eat chicken but who "loved leetle eggs" by
the dozen. Anna Sten, Frances Dee, Erich
von Stroheim, Lionel Royce, Walter Stahl,
Adolf Milar and the rest of the cast all
play their parts excellently.
Special mention must be made of the photography by
William Daniels, whose outdoor shots were
superbly beautiful, of Jack Otterson's fine
art direction, and Louis Gruenberg's score.

—

CAST:

Fredric March, Margaret Sullavan,

Frances Dee, Glenn Ford, Anna Sten, Erich
von Stroheim, Allan Brett, Joseph Cawthorn,
Leonard Kinsky, Alexander Granach, Roman
Bohnen, Sig Rumann, William Stack, Lionel
Royce, Ernst Deutsch, Spencer Charters,

Hans Schumann, Walter Stahl, Philip Van
Zandt, Fredrik Vogeding, Joe Marks, Gerta
Rozan, James Bush, Emory Parnell, Kate
MacKenna, Edith Angold, Edward Fielding,
William von Brincken, Gisela Werbezirk.
CREDITS: Producers, David L. Loew and
Albert Lewin; Director, John Cromwell;
From the novel "Flotsam" by Erich Maria
Remarque; Screenplay, Talbot Jennings;
Cameraman, William Daniels; Editor, William Reynolds; Art Director, Jack Otterson; Special Effects, Jack Cogrove; Musical
Score, Louis Gruenberg.

DIRECTION,
Beautiful.

Splendid.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

And now he

takes the N- Y. critics

TALL, DARK and HANDSOMI
IS

A RIOT AT THE ROXY! -»>.»«».

"A NATURAL!"— N.Y.

Daily Mirror

ONE OF THE MOST AMUSING COMEDIES
IN A LONG TIME! -NY. Times

A FULL MEASURE OF ENTERTAINMENT

—

N. Y. Herald

SUCK! SMART! YOU'LL FIND

—

EXCELLENT!

IT IS

A POWERFUL
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FUN!

N. Y. Journal -Americai

GAY, FRESH AND FUNNY! -N. Y.
trade
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Industry Cash Position Is Said at AU-Time Peak
(See Columns 2-3 Below)
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OLD NOT INDIES JFJN BUYINGCO-OPS
Allied Will Support the Consent Decree for Test

.
(

Some Division

Was

of

Opinion

Manifest; Arbitration

Clause Met

No Opposition

ByALSTEEN
FILM DAILY Staff

Writer
Washington Allied will do everything in its power to give the consent decree a fair trial and a resolution to that effect is expected to
be passed today. For approximately
six hours yesterday, the board of
directors, assembled at the Carlton
Hotel for its annual meeting, argued
over the provisions of the decree

—

(Continued on Page 9)

FAVORS 441 LINE TELE STANDARD
NTSC

Washington Bureau of

1% Emergency Levy
—Elimination

Albany

cent

of 20th-Fox

Indie exhibs.

THE FILM DAILY

—

Academy Award

Dinner for Feb. 27
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Para. Theater Meet
In

Va. March 27-29

who

license fea-

emergency

I

1

date subject to change, according to
present plans.
Convention will attract principal
company execs., in addition to operators of Paramount circuits, both
in the U. S., and the Dominion.
Program Will include considera-

(Continued on Page 12)

(Continued on Page 4)

Charles W. Williams Dead; 8MI Signs Civil Decree
0j||
Rites in Omaha Tomorrow In D of J Anti-Trust Action

(Continued on Page 4)

Hepburn Film Slays

Convention of Paramount theater

Hollywood
Academy's Annual partners will be held this year at
one Awards Dinner will be held Feb. Hot Springs, Va., March 27-29, with

of the
tax on per- 27 at the Biltmore Bowl of the Biltsonal income taxes payable in the more Hotel, it was announced yesSpring of 1942 and the fact that terday by Prexy Walter Wanger.
|no new tax levies for the forth - Mervyn LeRoy is again chairman of
coming fiscal year are recommend- the dinner committee.
Nomination ballots for the vari|ed formed the highlights of Govem or Herbert H. Lehman's an(Continued on Page 9)

aaii

vflllper

Contention

as prepared by nine panels of the tures for their theaters by or
Washington The National Tele- organization.
In a hearing that
vision Systems Committee yesterday lasted the entire day the chairmen through a buying combine, corecommended to the FCC that the of the various panels outlined the operative or agent which acts for
more than five theaters sacrifice
standard for commercial television work of their respective bodies.
be 441 lines, as it presented its re- (Ed. Note— That the NTSC would their arbitration rights under Secport to the Commission after months recommend a 441 tele standard with a tion X of the New York consent deof study. The NTSC report covered frame frequency of 30 per second cree, it is contended by 20th Century-Fox.
22 recommendations for standards
(Continued on Page 9)
Handbook prepared by the company's legal department for the
guidance of the sales department in

Set

Lehman Would Drop

to the FCC Covers 22 Other Recommendations
Including Frame Frequency of 30 per Second

Report

Decree Arbitration Rights
Sacrificed by Membership,

Para.

On

Decide
Sales Convention

Still

'41

Sixth at Music Hall
Metro's "The Philadelphia Story"
Radio City Music Hall for a sixth week, starting
Thursday, and, on the basis of its
present showing, may continue for
a seventh to set an all-time record,
At the Muit was said yesterday.
sic Hall, the picture on an atten-

will be held at the

(Continued on Page 4)

to

Weshner Presented Piano

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
At Philly Testimonial
services for
and CBS
Washington— BMI,
Retuning over the week-end from
Williams, 70, for 15 years
defendas
potential
Chicago, Neil F. Agnew, Paramount
Philadelphia— More than 200 film
of Western were eliminated
president of the
Iowa and Nebraska, who died Sun- ants in the D of J anti-trust action distribution head, said that no de- men, many of them from New York
when the Govern- cision had been reached yet as to City, paid tribute last night to David
day following a stroke, will be held here yesterday
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 12)
Stanley-

Omaha
Ml Charles W.

—

Funeral

NBC

MPTO

here tomorrow.
Williams, one of the best

"Skip" Weshner, formerly

known

(Continued on Page 12)

"Jane Eyre" is Next
SelznicU Production
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood David 0. Selznick has
announced that he will personally produce three pictures with "Jane Eyre,"
Charlotte Bronte classic, to be the
first.
Bronte readers will be asked
to select between Vivien Leigh, Katharine "Hepburn and Joan Fontaine as
to which actress should
play the

—

title role.

Films' Cash Position at Peak
Can Weather Any Further Vicissitudes
More Productions

The film industry as a whole is
"probably in the strongest cash poStart in Coast Studios
sition in its history, well prepared
to weather any further business
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Eight new pictures vicissitudes," the Wall St. Journal

Eight

—

are scheduled to go into production declared yesterday.
Financial journal pointed out that
Warners currently has
this week.
eight shooting, while Universal has "debt is being reduced and invenStudio tories which were at an unduly high
six before the cameras.
level when the war started have
check up shows.
At M-G-M:
Four shooting, in- now been reduced to levels from
(Continued on Page 12)

(Continued on Page 12)

,

(Continued on Page 12)

"Dictator"

May Play

in Parana, Argentine

—

Blocked
Buenos Aires (By Cable)
from exhibition here by Axis pressure, "The Great Dictator" may be

shown

Parana, capital of Entrerios
Argentine provinces and
cities have autonomous censorship.
in

Province.

The United Press reported yesterday that "The Great Dictator" had
been banned in Asuncion, Paraguay
by order of the Mayor.

Wfas
Cincy Exchanges Find
Flu Epidemic Waning

Tuesday, January 28,

Briggs Visiting Exchanges
route to West Coast

En
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Cincinnati
Exchanges report the
O. Henry Briggs, PRC president,
nfluenza epidemic waning.
Houses is en route to the West Coast to
reopening- include Nelson and Roxy, confer with George Batcheller, newWest Milton. Bans have been lifted ly appointed supervisor of producagainst
children's
attendance
at tion, on the co-ordinating of activiDayton and Ft. Thomas, Ky.
ties of the producers contributing
Leesburg theaters are closed, due to the PRC program.
to flu.
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Cleveland

LONDON—

Sindi-

Calle del

cases are

Fredericksburg, Va.

— The

Board

of Health voted to close all theaters for one week due to the flu.

CITY—Marco-

MEXICO

Marsoulan (12).
Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

flu

hibitors out in the territory report
business has fallen off since the flu
started, only two small theaters have
closed.
They are the Carey Theater, Carey, and the Lonet, Wellington. Rest of the theater owners
expect to weather the storm.

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue

—Mounting

nabe theaters disastrously,
but downtown first-runs have
not suffered, to date. Although exaffecting

Boston
only

—Epidemic of influenza has
to subside and many
and employes are still

now begun

film officials
on sick list.

Downtown theaters report that they are returning to approximately 75 per cent normal

FINANCIAL
Net

Low

High

Chg.

Close

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %)

Columbia
Con. Fm.
Con. Fm.
East.

pfd

Picts.

Ind
Ind. pfd

Kodak

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
pfd

Pathe

138

1791/z

1

14%

do

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd

138

138

791/2

1791/2

14V2

H3/4

333/4

33V4

33'/2

I08i/2
113/8

108V2

IO8I/2

1034

103,4
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10*4
834

33/g

33/8

33/g

nyg uy4

—

Va

+ %
+ %
+ %

pfd
pfd..

.

Film

RKO
RKO

834

423/8
$6 pfd
423/8
423/g
20th Century-Fox
6% 6 5/g 6%
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
135
135
135
Warner Bros
33/8
314
3'A
do pfd
60
59
60
.

l/

4—
%
—

8

+

1/8
3
/8

+1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3'/>s46

1

94
96

94'/2

—

VS

96

Monogram

Picts

1%

134

N.

Y.

6

6

6

4-

Vs

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
6034

Interstate

Would

Set

Aside Jorgenson Balm

WALTER
distribution

yesteri

Chicago for Washii

left

afternoon.

HUTCHINSON,

J.

for

20th-Fox,

director of fore
has returned to

Asked
70
63

I

It

MURRAY
Corp.,

Conway Planning Three

is

FOCEL, vice-president of Vis-O-Cra
here from the Coast.

CLARENCE NASH,
arrives here

Theaters in Harrisburg

—

"voice" of Donald Due
the middle of next month from f

Coast.

GLENN FORD

Joseph

-

Conway,

prominent indie exhibitor, announcplans for expansion yesterday.

via

a

has arrived here from Hollywo<
stopover in Miami.

CRESSON

ed

manager

He

here

for

SMITH. Western division sal
RKO, is in Milwaukee, retumii

E.

tomorrow.

New Columbia

Urged by

Shorts

West

Coast

Zanuck

Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

arine Hepburn also stars, at tr,
Colonial. Stage show originally pre
miered here two years ago.

Hollywood
Darryl F. Zanuck
chairman of the Research Council
rum," to be produced by William of the Academy of Motion Picture Wis. Theater Owner Dies
Rowland and co-starring Dorothy Arts and Sciences, yesterday reGreen Bay, Wis.
Dr. John S
Thompson. Wvthe Williams, Linton quested the producing companies' Minahan, 78, owner of the Fox-leasei
approval
of
the
adoption
of
standa
Wells and William L. Shirer. BurOrpheum Theater, is dead.
net Hershey. radio commentator, will ard method of lens calibration.
A study just completed by the
be supervising editor. First of series is being shot at Eastern Service Council has demonstrated an exceedwill release the new
of shorts, "International Fo-

Columbia

—

}3/^

,

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts

yesterday

Chicago

Hub

series

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

DEANNA DURBIN
ton

left

York.

stated that a corporation was
ED ROSENBAUM, Columbia exploiteer, was
being formed in Harrisburg to acNew York yesterday from Philadelphia.
quire two houses and to build anBuffalo— William E. J. Martin,
FAY WOODFORD, Paramount theater oper
other, with
erection to start at
secretary-treasurer of the local Vartor in Syracuse, is in New York for a few da>
Easter.
iety Club for a period of years, and
AL STEEN, FILM DAILY staff writer, is
At present. Conway operates the
film critic of the Courier Express,
Washington covering the Allied convention.
was guest of honor at a testimonial Egyptian, Bala Cynwyd. He is in
RAYMOND
REED, of Heywood-Wakefie
dinner here last night. Event drew Washington today as a local dele- returned to hisS.office
in Gardner, Mass., yeste
more than 100, including groups gate to the Allied convention, and day after a month's trip around the country.
is
an
officer
of
local
Allied.
from all circuits and exchanges.
Although the theaters to be acWith E. K. "Ted" O'Shea, Metro's
"Story" on Stage, Screen
Central division manager, scheduled quired and built were not mentionwas
that
they
would
ed,
it
thought
In
Three
Theaters
toastmaster, delayed in St. Louis,
Cliff Jones substituted.
Martin was be in the subui'ban area.
Boston—"The Philadelphia Storj
presented with a wrist watch.
will be its own opposition here. Pi
Standard Lens Calibration will be at Loew's State and Oi
pheum, day and date, in competitio
Four Radio Commentators
Darryl F.
with stage version, in which Katl

In

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4 s47 94'/2
Warner Bros. dbs. 6s48 96

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

Martin Feted at Buffalo,
Presented Wrist Watch

New

'

Philadelphia
(Monday, Jan. 27)

WOBBER

compj
Briggs' arrival in Hollywood will home office after presiding at the compan
coincide with actual production un- Caribbean sales huddle at San Juan,
ARTHUR KELLY, UA sales chief, return*"
•eturr?
der the new setup when "Duke of
the Navy" and "Emergency Land- latter part of this week from the Coast.
CEORCE RAFT and WAYNE MORRIS lea
ing," the first two pictures under
the Batcheller regime, get under the Coast today by plane to attend the Pre
dent's Birthday Ball.
way.
Batcheller will have 22 feaRALPH AUSTRIAN, of RCA Mfg. Corp.,
tures under his guidance this year.
yesterday for Boston to attend the opening
The company's three western units, "Fantasia" tonight.
with Bob Steele, Tim McCoy and
DICK CONDON, of the Disney office, is
George Houston, will continue to Boston for the "Fantasia" opening.
operate under Sigmund Neufeld.
WALLACE BEERY and his daughter. CARI
En route to Hollywood, Briggs is ANN, are at the Waldorf.
visiting PRC exchanges in Detroit,
JACK BENNY arrived yesterday from t
Chicago and Kansas City, confer- Coast.
ring with branch managers Wm.
LANA TURNER and ROBERT YOUNG will a
Flemion. Abe Fischer. Wm. Pincus tend the President's Birthday Ball, leaving t
and their staffs on sales policy and Coast today for Washington. WALLACE BEEI
will go to Washington from New York.
product.

house staffing this week.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

HERMAN
afternoon for

Studios,

Astoria.

Arbitration Local

Board

Clerks Here for Course

Clerks of 12 more local arbitraDallas Motion to set aside the
tion
boards started a three-day
verdict of $4,500 triple damages and
training course at the
headattorney's fees awarded H. N. Jorquarters here yesterday.
genson in the Jorgenson-Interstate
suit has been entered in the Federal Court by George S. Wright, In- Donald S. Munro Dead
terstate attorney. Wright will seek
Detroit Donald S. Munro, 84, for
an instructed verdict in favor of 20 years treasurer of the Temple
Interstate.
Theater, died at his home here.

—

AAA

—

ingly large variation in the calibration of lenses employed on studio
production cameras, in consequence
of which picture quality has suffered, and retakes, with a resultant
increase in production costs, have
been necessary.

—NEW YORK'S

FINEST—

Edison Motion Picture Studio
HAS EVERYTHING!
Large
ment

and

small

— Rehearsal
theatre— Executive

—

aound stage Latest equiprooms
Private
projection

—

offices

—Conveniently

MODERATE RATES
Phone

CHIckerlng

4-8116-7-8

located.

TO SPEED TELEGRAMS
AT LOW COST-PHONE

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES
PHONED

IN

FOR TELEGRAMS
APPEAR ON YOUR

jESVv TELEPHONE BILL.

The Peak of Excite

tV»e*

e

ALSO

H/GH|S/£RRA
st

o, ing

IDA LUPINO

HUMPHREY BOGART :,;
ff*£

^

M/^f

<JtG[0Z4

Nt4>York to L.4-!

Alan Curtis 'Arthur Kennedy* Joan
Henry Hull Henry Travers
Directed by

Leslie

RAOUL WALSH

Screen Play by John Huston and W. R. Burnett
From the Novel; by W. R. Burnett

"
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Hepburn Film Stays

Hold Not Indies

Buying Co-ops

in

If

19*

Musk

Sixth at

Hall

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

operating; under the terms of the
decree stresses that an indie, as defined in the decree, means an exhib.
who is "wholly independent of any
combination of
circuit or buying
more than five theaters."
If the company's interpretation is
correct, it presumably meets the
situation looming through the recent
widespread moves to establish booking offices to serve indie exhibs. at
a proposed 10 per cent fee.
Largest of the booking combines

dance basis as of yesterday was 41
000 ahead of the only other film
stay six weeks there, accordin

•

ANY

•

•

Texas

who has

one

impressed by

is

line

ever paid a
generosity

the

some uncommon form

in

William F. Rodgers, Metro
visit

of

a ten-gallon hat

Virtually at the drop of

open

execs.

T

T

-

-

the

there

folks

Texan heart springs

the

the

exceptional hospitality, friendliness, charity or sympathy

of

Texans seem

In fact

much

lend so

to

operative is Co-operative Theof Michigan, with approximately 100 theaters enrolled.
aters

The 20th-Fox handbook, said

to

be the first released to any sales
force by one of the five majors under the decree, is a comprehensive
It carries
analysis of the decree.
a foreword by Prexy S. R. Kent and

Herman Wobber,

sales chief,

of their

intend

that

company

this

and

shall live up to both the letter
spirit of the decree.

"A system of arbitration has been
set up which will be honestly and impartially administered. It is our hope
that our company will be in only
in
proceedings
which a fundamental and honest
difference of opinion is involved. We
have no business in any other kind

arbitration

those

of dispute.

"We think you men in the field
can straighten out most local problems on a man to man basis and we
expect you to continue to deserve
the respect of the exhibitors."
Introduction, which follows, stresses that "many of the penalties imposed by the decree are likewise applicable to each such
vidually."

employe

(Continued from Page

tion of the effects of the
it

is

Variety

Club

that

greatest

of

that

Star

•

—but

peace

of

on earth.

and

ship their big-wigs

T

PROVERBIALLY

•

•

to

Charity

virtues

of

pet

Dallas to spend a span with the boys
where they could lamp a real eyeful

Charity Begins At

Texans have characteristically a "larger

Home

state"

mind

of

about that
What they are doing with high personal effort
to help beleaguered Britain is exemplary
The Theater Sewing and Knitting Rooms for British War Relief
have daily
chairmen such as Mrs. Karl H. Hoblitzelle, Mrs. E. H. Hulsey,
Miss Polly Ann Pandres, Mrs. Burt King, Mrs. Lloyd Rust, Mrs.
Mrs. E. J. Solon,
R. J. O'Donnell, Mrs. William O'Donnell
Mrs. Jack Underwood, Mrs. R. E. Griffith, and Mrs. Will Moore
Supporting the project are the following theater firms,
with both women employes and wives of execs, working in the
Theater Sewing and Knitting Rooms:
Interstate Circuit, R.
E. Griffith Theaters, National Screen Service, Jefferson Amusement Co., Robb & Rowley
M-G-M, 20th-Fox, Warners, UA,
Paramount, RKO, Universal, Republic, Monogram, Texas Consolidated Theaters, Liberty Film Lines, Jamison Film Co., and all
the indie theaters in Greater Dallas

T
•

E.

British

A

HOW

•

war

T

of

Providing

warm

where they come in
effort
and prominent

sufferers

chairman

T

'bout the gents?
is

the

Brown and Nathan Adams

in

outer clothing

Jim

Cherry

the

work are

is

plus invaluable Karl Hoblitzelle

1)

Trucks are assigned to cover the entire city to collect clothing

and
coming

we know

if

the

if

anything about Texans

have

citizens

to

T

—William

theory

our

New York

•

William C. Mason Dead
J.

to

tent

expected.

Orange, N.

slice

centers

might do well

T

general

consent decree and operating problems,

the

other

the

all

down

general delegates
of

for

27-29

has long been

it

Geneva, The Hague, and
good will toward men

•

March

name changed

its

and big-hearted
to the Loan

C.

Mason,

53, silent screen actor and former
vaudevillian, is dead here.

•

•

ANOTHER

literally

it

give

their

will

be

forth-

shirts

resounding

manifestation

relief is getting

of

strong

the

from the industry

the local benefit premiere of "Virginia" tonight at the
N. Y. Paramount
with a sell-out in prospect
Receipts

Maple Leaf Fund

national Canadian organi-

zation sponsoring the event

•

tion

of

merrily

•

YET another

note

in

fact

worth

the

sounding:
is

Germany has been a great aid
many of the binoculars being culled

Lubitsch
Tom Neal
Florence Dudley

Ted Green
Paul Malvern
Robert

W.

almost invariably,

"I

and are now serving the victims
when turned over by M-G-M to

Bischoff

*<

« «

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

—The

THE FILM

DAIl

Screen Directo

Guild is seeking minimum salari
for directors, a 90 per cent Gui
shop and a guaranteed employme
period; also two weeks' vacation wi
pay for directors applied on terrr.
contract, 12-hour rest periods ai
pay for retakes, preparation and cu
ting time.
Minimum scale asked for directo
is $300 a week for directors workh
on short subjects, montages and se
ond units; two weeks' salary for on
reel shorts and three weeks for
two-reel subject, $350 for directo
on western features and serials.

Ruby

Finishes Industrial
Co. has just complet

Ruby Film

an industrial one-reeler in color, e
titled "Foam and Fortune." It's tl
first of a series to be produced 1
Ruby featuring grocery store pro
ucts.

to 20th-Fox

Hollywood

THE FILM DAIl

— Twentieth-Fox has a

Hugh Walpole's new nov<
"Blindman's House," and "Confirm;
Deny," by Hank Wales, former N.
Times man, and Samuel Fuller.
quired

going
to

the

are of

the donors are questioned, the reply
bought them before the war from a German
refugee"
Thus the glasses have an interesting anti-Nazi history
in that they first helped the victims of German internal injustice

is

Directors Guild Seeks
Minimum Salaries

Collec-

war effort
for
German manufacture .... When
British

here, Rodgers sa
the first four days h:
exceeded the original engageme
by 15,204 paid admissions, while cu
rent matinee biz was $3,401 great<
in

TO THE COLORSl
well

binoculars by M-G-M's International Department

along

At the Capitol

GWTW

West Coast Bureau of

is

•

every instance the gross receipts
such pix as "Boys' Town" a
"Northwest Passage," he added

Walpole Novel

T

which British war

support

will go to the

Ernst

In its 32nd day, "Story" had
Music Hall attendance of 675,4?
Rodgers said.
GWTW, with thr
performances daily, is exceeding
20 per cent to 30 per cent in almo
!

example,

For

State

indi-

Para. Theater Meeting
In Virginia

have

U. S. A. should

of the

GWTW,

generally released, as significant
dications of mounting national pre
perity.

time and interest to the

that their big

relationship

which

says:

"We

human

subject of

I

chief, back from a trip to the Coat
cited the business done by the He
burn starrer and by
nc
i

usually along

extravertism

of

the film circles of

to

-

now

1)

of

German aggression

Britain's

defenders

externally

Sidney Edelstein and Roger Lewi
both of Warners' home office pub!
city department, left for Fort D
over the week-end for a year's Arrr
training.

—

Columbus, O. Leon "Lee" Fish*
publicity director at the Palace Th
ater here, is at Camp Shelby, Mi£

» »

V-

—

George Holde
shipping clerk, becomes a bu'
private on Feb. 8.
Cincinnati, O.
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BMI Sicms

Favors 441 Line

a Difference

IV hat

D

In

of

Civil Decree
Anti-Trust Action

J

Allied Will Support

One IAV Word Mahes
television Standard

Detroit

—Objections

(Continued from Page
of civic groups

with censorship of films
resulted in speedy change of title at
the
Cinema over the week-end.
House opened with "He, The Virgin
Man," a French film, got the kick-

concerned
(Continued from Page

1)

vas exclusively forecast in The Film
Daily last Friday.)
LAmong the other recommended
Brjfcftdards were: the frame frequency
.^11 be 30 per second and the standard field frequency 60 per second in
Bnonochrome, the width of the standbroadcast channel
Bird television
Khali be six megacycles per second;
She standard aspect ratio of the
transmitted television picture shall
je 4 units horizontally to 3 units
vertically; use amplitude modulation
both pictures and synchronizing
Signals, the two signals occupying
Kifferent amplitude ranges; it shall
!

and swiftly changed to "He,
Change went
King of Virtue."
through so fast that one newspaper
reviewed the film under the first
title and advertised it under the second on the same page.
back,

Set

Academy Award

or
me

standard to use frequency modu(Continued from Page 1)
lation for the television sound transnission; it shall be standard in tele- ous major awards, already mailed,
ision broadcasting to radiate hori- are due in by midnight on Feb. 5.
Announcement of nominees will be
ontally polarized waves.
Ballots for final
made Feb. 10.
Color Held Not Yet Ready
voting will be sent out Feb. 13.
In presenting the report W. R. G.
Some idea of the importance of
aker, chairman of NTSC and dithe new writing Award for the best
departector of the engineering
original screenplay may be gained
ent of the Radio Manufacturers
from the fact that there were 70
ss'n said: "It is the belief of the
films of importance made from origommittee that these standards proinal screenplays this year in Hollyide the basis for a nationally cowood, and competition for this new
broadcasting
television
rdinated
award is expected to be keen.
ervice."

The report stated that the committee believes that although color
television is not at this time ready
for commercial standardization, the
potential importance of color to the
art requires continued tests and that
the Group A panels be permitted and
encouraged to that end and that after successful field tests, the early
admission of color to the Group A
channels on a commercial basis be
permitted on the same standards
except as to lines and frame and
field
frequencies.
The presently
favored values for lines, frame and
field frequencies for such a color
system are, respectively 343, 60 and
120, the report said.
Chief interest of the Commission,

Examination of the list of writing achievements sent to all writers
with their ballots reveals the fact
that more than half of the outstanding films made in Hollywood last
year were from either original stoIn the
ries or original screenplays.
of 309 films included in the
list
eligible for the Awards honlist
ors, 136 were made from screenplays adapted from novels, plays or
published stories, while 103 were
from original stories written for the
screen and 70 were from original
screenplays, making a total of 173
original stories used as against 136
others.

sign-

decree agreeing not to engage in activities which the Department alleged violated the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.
The decree will take effect, however, only when similar restraints

ed a

Consent Decree Test

civil

(Continued from Page 1)

and for a while it looked as if the
controversy would end in a deadIt was reported that some of
the directors wanted to reject the
decree in its entirety but that pressure was brought to influence the
dissenters to alter their stands.

lock.

have been imposed upon Ascap either
by litigation or by decree, the Government announced.
It was indicated that the GovThe action of Northwest Allied of
ernment would file its criminal ac- proposing legislation against ention against Ascap in the Federal forcement of block-of-five provision
Court in Milwaukee at an early date. of the decree was considered "wasted
motion" by many of the delegates
12 Bulb Makers Named
inasmuch as exhibitors are not part

New

of the original Government anticorpora- trust suit.
Parts of the decree were given
in the electric light
support,
especially
bulb industry were charged with whole-hearted
Sherman and Clayton act violations those sections that guaranteed ex-

In

Dinner for Feb. 27

1)

ment announced that BMI had

Anti-Trust Suit

N.
tions engaged
Trenton,

J.

—Twelve

a 138-page anti-trust suit filed hibitors some run. No criticism of
the arbitration proposals were in
Federal Court here yesterday.
The defendants are the General evidence and it was reported that
Electric Co., International General all directors were willing to give
Electric Co., Inc., and Westinghouse their support to determine how well
Electric & Manufacturing Co. of the system can be adapted to the best
New York City; Corning Glass needs of the independents.
Yesterday's sessions were confined
Works and American Blank Company of Corning, N. Y.; Empire almost entirely to the consent deMachine Company, Portland, Me.; cree, but Allied leaders declared last
N. V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken, night that important decisions would
Curacao, West Indies and New York result from the two-day sessions.
City;
Consolidated Electric Lamp Leaders insisted that there were
Co., Danvers, Mass.; Hygrade Syl- few differences of opinions of navania Corp., Salem, Mass.; Ken-Rad tional policies in regard to the deTube and Lamp Corp., Owensboro, cree, but all appeared to cloak their
Ky.; Chicago Miniature Lamp Works, remarks in unaccustomed secrecy,
Chicago, and Tung-sol Lamp Works, indicating that issues were brewing
beneath the surface.
Inc., Newark, N. J.
The complaint charges that these
While the meetings are scheduled
companies have obtained control of to end this afternoon, it is believed
the incandescent electric lamp in- by many that the conferences will
dustry through unlawful use of pat- extend an extra day.
ent licensing agreements and agency
Because the consent decree took
contracts.
up practically all of yesterday's
The present case arose out of the sessions, it is believed by some that
current investigation by the De- the other issues for discussion will
partment of Justice into the misuse require another day of conferences.
of patents to restrain trade, in vio-

in
in

lation of the

Sherman Act.

Cole

May Head

National

Returning in April
Look Starts Reviewing
Allied for Third Term
Miami Al Steffes, of Minneapolis,
particularly of Chairman James L.
Look magazine has added a new Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Fly, seemed to center on the rea- Northwest Allied leader, expects to department,
"Look Recommends,"
Washington
Re-election of Col.
sons for selection of 441 lines.
D. complete his convalesence here by which features short reviews of feaH. A. Cole as president of National
E. Harnett, chairman of Panel 7 April 1.
tures.
Allied for a third term loomed as a
that handled
tion

told

—

—

this phase of the quesFly that the problem is Harnett

one of suiting the number of lines
to receivers the industry can build.

Taxes Are 10 Times
House's Net Profit

—

Antigo, Wis.
Stockholders at the
annual meeting of the Home Theater
Corp. here were greatly perturbed
over the increasing cost of taxes. It
was established that various taxes
total more than 10 times the net
earnings of the house.
Earl Plantz
and Ray Walch were re-elected directors of the theater company and

were renamed as
Mose A. Jensen, president;

officers

E.

Steffes

follows:

Dr. C.
Zellmer, vice-president and T. L.

Jordan, secretary-treasurer.

stated that tests showed
the lines could run as high as 800
but stated the panel found the most
preferable number at 441 for a number of technical reasons.
At the start of the hearing Fly
stated that the NTSC had to be
organized because the television industry was "divided against itself."
The wide divergence on standards
threw considerable doubt on the entire

problem of

television,

he said.

He

stated that the commission will
hold further hearings of a still more
technical and detailed nature on
the question of adopting the pro-

posed standards and commercialization of television.

Rejects 2-Year Notice of Change
During the course of his testimony Dr. A. N. Goldsmith in dis-

cussing color television said the
trend in any new ax't is to overdo
it and stated that perhaps "Technicolor in motion picture today may
be an example of overdoing it." Dr.
Goldmark suggested that a regulation be submitted requiring a 2year notice before any change in
the standards would be allowed that
might render sets obsolete, but the
NTSC rejected the proposal.
After thanking the members for
their valuable contributions, Chairman Fly said the FCC would have
to consider the serious problems
arising from capacity of manufacturers to devote time and space to
television in view of the national
defense program, the color television
question and the question of adequacy of receiving sets.

possibility last night. Martin Smith
of Ohio, whose name has been linked
strongly as a possibility for the
presidency, insisted that he would
not and could not accept the post.
Jack Kirsch of Chicago also indi-

that he would be reluctant
about accepting the presidency although his name has been mentioned as among those the most logical to succeed Cole.
Allied's nominating committee was
scheduled to meet late last night
to pick candidates, but members of
the committee up to a late hour
were undecided as to possible seleccated

tions.

Colonel Cole was the guest of
honor last night at a banquet, tend-

ered to him in recognition of his
services to Allied and to independent
exhibitors as a whole.

an<
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- - IT'LL

BE HELD OVER FOR

A SECOND WEEK!
Biggest Sunday business

in

the history of the house!

Beating everything

in

sight

—bigger than 'The Rains
Came V Drums Along The
Mohawk", "Jesse James"!
Builds and bounds and
grows in the face of a
raging blizzard!
tlnd

no wonder— when the N. Y. Daily News says
"Beg, borrow or steal— but don't miss it!"
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1% Emergency
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Son Antonio School's Pixilated Pictures
To do Morleu's "Kathleen" as Sound Film

Levy

San Antonio

—

Pixilated Pictures, San Antonio kid movie

into a course with credits

(Continued from Page

nual
read

message

budget
to

1

)

which

the Legislature last

was
night.

Governor Lehman's budget recommendations are more than $9,000,000 less than for the present fiscal
year, totalling contemplated expenditure of $385,100,000
$394,200,000.

as

toward graduation

Films' Cash Position

Said to Reach

company now grown

Thomas

Jefferson High School,
is going
into production right away on its sixth film, first with sound. Script
is being written from Christopher Morley's "Kathleen," copy will be sent Morley
for his permission.
Under direction of 17-year-old Glen Alvey Jr., students of 14 to 17 do all
at

(Continued from Page

new equipment.

The question of a sales tax was
not mentioned in Governor Lehman's
budget, thereby effectively eliminating the possibility of enaction of
the proposed three per cent retail
sales tax with its five per cent impost on theater admissions of more
than 51 cents. Since such a measure
would need the Governor's signature, his message makes it obvious
that the state is reducing its deficit
rapidly, therefore needs no new tax

Eight

At Philly Testimonial

Start in

profits

will be

made

1)

this year."

4

Discussing the effect of the
sent decree, the paper said no
ous adverse reactions on busim

against

Weshner Presented Piano

which

can be shown."
added, "Considerable progress 1
been made in cutting expenses 8
a small number of high priced fil

work en script, shooting, cutting, etc., as well as makeup and acting. Starting
with amateur equipment. Pixilated has paid its own way, made a profit, in addition to buying

Peak

More Productions

or costs were expected.

Coast Studios

Referring to Paramount, the Joi
nal asserted:

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

"The most striking uptrend
Dust," profits is being shown by Pa:
drama of Mrs. Edna Gladnay's Tex- mount Pictures Corp. which is n
as children's home, co-starring Greer expected to show around $2.60
Garson and Walter Pidgeon. Mervyn share or more on its common st<
LeRoy directing for producer, Irving for 1940. Earnings so far in Jai
Asher; plus "Love Crazy" to go the ary are running much ahead of
29th, domestic farce, co-starring Wil- year ago with the prospects g<
UA
Levy, RKO district manager; Mor- liam Powell and Myrna Loy with Fay that the company will show the b
Producer, Pandro Berman, first quarter's earnings that it 1
measures.
ris Wolf, local attorney, Tel Schlan- Bainter.
director, Jack Conway.
Story is an had in many years."
The proposed elimination next ger, Stanley-Warner zone chief, original
by David Hertz and William
With reference to Warners, it v
year of the one per cent emergency Joseph Bernhard, general manager,
declared:
Jay Emanuel, Ludwig.
Theaters,
personal income tax will amount to Warner
At Paramount: Five shooting, including
"Warner has accrual of over
$21,000,000 savings, of much inter- toastmaster, Dr. Leon Levy, chief "Power Dive," aviation story, being produced
est to the hundreds of high-salaried barker. Varietv Club, Edgar Moss, by Picture Corn, of America (William Thomas a share on its $2.85 preferred st<
and William Pine). Stars Richard Arlen, also
manager,
district
Century-Fox
on which no dividends have b<
film industry executives domiciling 20th
in the cast are Jean Parker, Roger Pryor,
Earle Sweigert, Paramount distinct Helen Mack, Cliff Edwards and Billy Lee. paid since 1932. Ultimately some
in New York state.
Monogram James Hogan directing. Original story by rangement for clearing up these
The budget figures show total mo- manager, Harry Thomas,
Paul Franklin, screenplay by Maxwell Shane
manager, Jules Lapidus, and
district
rears will be made, plus an atten
tion picture tax receipts for the year
Ed Churchill.
CalEverett
manager,
district
"U"
to refund the company's 6 per c
ending June 30, 1940 were $309,At Republic
Four shooting.
low, Stanley- Warner publicity and
notes at a lower rate of inter*
At Columbia: Two shooting.
635.50, derived from an impost on
At RKO: Two shooting, plus "Repent at The uptrend in earnings this y<
license ad director here, Powers Gouraud,
prints and
film,
original
Leisure," comedy, with Wendy Barrie and
He estimates $300,000 re- local wit, and the honored guest.
seals.
Kent Taylor.
Producer, Cliff Reid and di- may perhaps provide this oppor
The affair, held at the Bellevue rector Frank Woodruff. Screenplay by Jerry nity."
ceipts on the same for the year
of
sponsorship
Cady,
based
on an original by James Gow and
Discussing 20th-Fox, the Jour
ending June 30, 1941 and a like Stratford under the
Arnold D'Usseau; "Hang Out the Moon."
the Variety Club, for which Wesh- musical,
amount a year later.
with Rosemary Lane and Dennis said:
ner had proved a hard-working mem- O'Keefe.
Director, Jack Hively, producer,
"Results for the final quarter \
ber, particularly in connection with Fredric Ullman, Jr. Screenplay by Arthur V.
be a good deal better since the p
and
Ann
Dorcas Cochran.
the annual dinners, wound up with Jones
Four shooting, in- iod will include a dividend of $7(
At 20th Century-Fox
brief addresses, and entertainment
cluding "The Great American Broadcast," mufurnished by Samuel Stiefel. Prom- sical, with Alice Faye, John Payne, Cesar 000 paid to Twentieth Century-I
subsidiary National Theate
inent in the decorations was a blow- Romero. Jack Oakie, Mary Beth Hughes, by ist
The
first quarter of this year sho
AssoWiere
Brothers,
The
Four
Ink
Spots.
owner
Weshner
part
Kaplan,
to
tribute
recent
Ira
a
Detroit
up of
ciate producer, Kenneth Macgowan, director,
show continued improvement, w
of the Cinema Theater, is honeymoon- in The Film Daily.
Archie Mayo.
indications that the company a
marfollowing
ing in Washington,
At Universal:
Six shooting, plus "The be well in the black for the first h
riage to former Gertrude Winer, ralilack Cat," comedy, with Hugh Herbert. Di-

Warner executive

1)

who

recently took up his post as exploitation
director for United Artists.
Weshner was presented with a
spinette piano.
On the dais were: Arthur Silverdistrict manager, Nat
stone,
here,

eluding

"Blossoms

in

1)

the

i

!

:

WEDDING BELLS

:

—

Charles

W. Williams Dead;

Cobb, Rites in

Omaha Tomorrow

dio actress.

Richmond,
cashier

of

—

Margaret
East End Theater,
Ernest Powell last

Va.

the

(Continued from Page

1)

Al

rector,

Rogell,

associate

producer,

Burt

Kelly.

At Warners:
At

Eight shooting.

Monogram:

One

shooting,

plus

Paul

Malvern's "Sign of the Wolf." Jack London
the mid-West, was a story. Cast includes Grace Bradley. Louise
Saturday.
and a mem- Heavers. Mantan Moreland, Darryl Hickman
director of the
and Brandon Hurst. Director. Howard Brethcommittee.
Chicago— Ethel Goldberg, daughter ber of its executiveoperated
erton.
Screenplay by Ed Kelso and Betty
the Park Hopkins.
and
owned
He
exsupply
theater
Goldberg,
of Joe
theater here.
ecutive, was married to Seymour L.
His widow survives.
Gale at the Drake Hotel.
Para. Still to

was married

to

—

Blanche Steadman and
Chicago
Karl Heyl of the Warner Theater
offices, will be married on Feb. 12.
Jack Brink of Warners' Avalon
Theater, married Jean Cox.

showmen

Blake

to

in

MPTOA

Make

One-Reeler

K. Blake, producer, will start
work this week on a one-reel scienfilm explaining the making,
tific
working and result of sound on the
Work will be done at the
screen.
Blake
Marriage of Joan West Coast Service Studio.
Easton, Pa.
Marlowe, actress, and Ward More- has just completed work on the
house, N. Y. Sun columnist and third of the series of "Take it or
playwright, took place here.
Leave It" shorts, based on the radio
Columprogram with Bob Hawk.
CoxPittsfield, Mass.— Mrs. Hope
bia is releasing the films.
head Lawder, producer and former
actress, was married here to George
Lambs to Honor Buck
Ritchie of the N. Y. Sun staff.
Gene Buck, Ascap president, will
Engagement of Robert Goldfarb, be honored by Lambs Club on Sunday
accessory sales manager of United evening, Feb. 9, at a Lincoln's BirthArtists, and Madeleine Jacobs is an- day Gambol and Banquet in the clubThe wedding will take house, it is announced by Fred WarDourced.
ing, Shepherd of Lambs.
place in June.

—

B.

A

substantial part
of this year.
the company's sterling funds, agai
which last year's reserves were
tablished are expected to be <
lected this year."

Oysher on Concert Tour
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

— Moishe

DAI

Oysher, Y
dish film star, left yesterday for N
Decide
York to complete some concert
'41 Sales Convention
gagements. He will return here F
20, at which time he will start w<
(Continued from Page 1)
in the first of a series of Yiddish
whether the company would hold a tures to be produced by Yiddish F
general sales convention this year. Corp., recently organized by Lo
Agnew added that it was likely an- Weiss and Sam Rosen.
other huddle, similar to the Chicago
meeting, would be held in some other

Hollywood

On

STORKS!

place.

Morros Seeking H. C. Potter
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Albany
Two in a week is
nego- Metro baby birth I'ecord with W
tiating with H. C. Potter, with whom Robert J. Morrell, wife of the M-G
he has had a commitment for one booker, presenting Bob with a dau
more picture, to direct Potter's story ter. Just a few days before IV
"Wings for Democracy," an air story Herman Ripps, wife of the
which has to do with planes for Eng- Metro manager here, presented a
Hollywood

land.

—Boris

Morros

is

to

Herman.

fi

-

48 20th -Fox Pix

Made in

for 1941-

U. S.

(See Column 4 Below)

The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old
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$2,390 ,772

"V" PROFIT, A GAINJ)F 107%

Allied Finds

Weaknesses

Compulsory Block-Booking
temains. Board Declares;
lits Divorcement Delay-

Ascap

FILM

By AL STEEN
DAILY Staff Writer

it

::;•

—The

consent decree
does not
bolish compulsory block-booking, it
fas declared by the Allied directors
\ an official statement of policy at
;ie closing session of the annual disctors' meeting yesterday at the

Washington

ads

blind-selling

arlton

but

Hotel.

Allied's

Company's 1940 Gross Income of $27,677,627 Was
16% Greater Than in '39

Reported Resuming Negotiations
With the D of J Looking to Suit Settlement
Washington Bureau of

— Following

THE FILM DAILY

BMI in the Government's anti-trust suit, arrangements have been made for Ascap to resume
talks with the Department of Justice looking to a possible settlement of the
action to be filed against it shortly by the D of J in Milwaukee.
It is understood that the Government will insist upon the same terms as those agreed
to by BMI, but it is considered doubtful whether Ascap will go that far.
Ascap
attorneys have been here for several days.
signing of the consent decree by

Make

Cole Again Prexy

Small to

Of National Allied

$5,000,000 Budget

Universal
and its subsidiaries
earned a consolidated net profit of
$2,390,772 in the fiscal year ended
Nov. 2 last, representing a gain of
107 per cent over the $1,153,321 net in
1939, stockholders today were advised by J. Cheever Cowdin, board
chairman.
Last year's gross income of $27,677,627, was 16 per cent greater than
the $23,878,868 reported for the previous fiscal year and represents a
4-year gain of $10,269,373.
As of Nov. 2, 1940, consolidated

5;

statement also branded the

pnsent decree section deferring the
sue of theater divorcement for three

i

Decree's Provisions

in

is

Washington

ma

TEN CENTS

29, 1941

(Continued on Page 9)

THE FILM DAILY
Col. H. A. Cole was

Washington Bureau of
oil

xhib. Defense

Role

.tor

)utlined

a;

—

re-elected president of Allied for a
third term by the board of directors
here yesterday. The entire slate oi
also
Brandt, officers

by Brandt

—

Pi

Washington

Harry

Philadelphia
were re-elect'peaking on behalf of the Theater
O n i
e d.
division of the National Defense
change
'rogram, yesterday asked utmost
made in the
o-operation from theatermen of the
e x e c u tive
attended
meeting
a
area
at
Deal
mittee.
the
at
men
film
200
than
y more

was

iroadwood.

local

member

CC

ben

tff/ashington Bureau of
Idisl

dish

bvl

(Continued on Page 3)

Edward Small

will

make

UA

refive features this year for
lease, sending the first two into ac-

20fh-Fox Plans 48;

production within two weeks,
the producer announced yesterday.
Small's resumption of activity reTwentieth Century-Fox will start
sults from the visit here of Murray
Silverstone and Arthur Kelly, and operations under the consent decree
is said to be a forerunner of simi- with a program of 44 domesticallyproducers. produced features and four Britishlar moves by other
execs, consider Small s action, made features, with company's budand others to follow, an eloquent get for next season upped over total
(Continued on Page 3)
spent this year, Herman Wobber,

To Increase Budget

tive

NSS

UA

Ties

Up With

For Commercial

Al

Steffes on the
C0L H A C0LE
mittee,
Steffes having retired from active
(Continued on Page 9)

com

Washington—FCC yesterday anounced a formal hearing will be
purpose
eld on March 20, for the
f considering the various engineer
ng standards that have been sug-

3)

a budget set at

(Continued on Page 4)

a

t o

replace

THE FILM DAILY

$5,000,000,

—With

Indiana

was named

Tele Standards
fearing on March 20

?

Roy Harrold
o f

(Continued on Page 4)

Hollywood

(Continued on Page

THE FILM DAILY

UA

com

Emanuel,

Jay

West Coast Bureau of

Washington Bureau of

Allied
Shorts

Name Wall Arbitration
Clerk in New York City

THE FILM DAILY

Appointment of Charles S. Wall,
recently identified in an executive
Service
Screen
National
and
lied
capacity with the National City
whereby member theaters will be Bank, as clerk of the New York
File 32 Interrogatories
short
commercial
furnished with
(Continued on Page 9)
subjects
was concluded formally
In Schine Trust Suit
here yesterday by the Allied board.
Buffalo An all-encompassing and Deal has been in negotiation for
Defense Expansion
comprehensive list of 32 interroga- several months.
Roon to
Office
Under the plan, a theater playtories was filed here yesterday in
Al

Washington

— A tie-up between Al-

—

Rox

Arkansas May Adopt
Ohio Sales Tax Law

—

el
•

si

A bill is being
Little Rock, Ark.
prepared for submission to the General

Assembly

this

week which

will

provisions

of

incorporate
certain
Ohio's sales tax law.
cent retail sales tax

The two per
now in effect

woul3 continue, but the system of
collection would be changed in an
effort to add several million dollars
yearly to the revenue of the state.

— Because

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 4)

3 5 -Blocks' Ready, Para. Plan
Early Summer — Agnew
To Tradeshow
First in

Repeal

of

Delaware's

Paramount plans

to

have

avail-

three blocks of five features
Blue
when hte new season gets under
way, it was announced yesterday
Dover, Del. Eepeal of Delaware's by Neil F. Agnew, distribution chief,
200-year-old blue laws was recom- prior to his departure for Toronto

Laws Recommended

able

—

(Continued on Page 3)

(.Continued on

of the Governexpansion in the
Louisville area, with 11 new plants
under construction, including the
gigantic Charlestown powder plant
of du Pont interests seven miles from
town, local exhibs. have not experienced the January box office slump,
Louisville

ment's

defense

traditional here.

Approximately 20,000 workers so
are employed on the defense
projects and this crowd is giving
local box offices cash-register nerves.

far

Page 9)
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Industry Leaders Mourn
At Rites for Williams

200,000 Letters to Plug
of Liberty" Dates

"Land

MPPDA

COfllinG and GOIflG

—

an intensive
Omaha
With industry leaders
and extensive letter writing cam- here and throughout the mid-West
Vol. 79. No. 20
Wed., Jan. 29, 1941
10 Cents
SIDNEY R. KENT gets in tomorrow morr
paign behind the industry feature, among the mourners, last rites for
"Land of Liberty," which Metro is Charles E. Williams, 73, late presi- frcm the Coast.
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK left Hollywood by ti
distributing.
Campaign, expected dent of the MPTO of Nebraska and
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
General Manager to hit a total of 200,000 letters, is Western Iowa, will be held here to- last night tor New York.
CHESTER B. BAHN
JAMES R. GRAINCER left Boston yesrei
Editor
designed to bring the picture to at- dav.
air for Dallas and will continue on to W<
Bearers will be E. R. Cummings, by
tention of civic leaders, educators,
ington at the week-end to attend the Vir^
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and organizations, etc., in cities where district manager for Tri-States The- MPTO convention, returning to New Yorll
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
aters; R. S. Ballantyne, Scott-Ballan- Monday.
it
is scheduled to play.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Will H. Hays, MPPDA prexy, per- tyne Co.; Sam Epstein, Epstein cirNEIL F. AGNEW, Paramount's general man;
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
Entered as sonally has written hundreds of let- cuit; Sherman Fitch, RKO branch of distribution, left last night for Toronto.
GOODMAN,
newly appointed Canadian dist t
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
manager at Sioux Falls, S. D.; Eupost-office at
New York, N. Y., under the ters in behalf of the picture, and gene Blazer, attorney, and Howard manager, leaves over the week-end for Toroi
Terms (Postage free) since his illness, this activity has
act of March 3, 1879.
OSCAR A. DOOB, Loew ad. head, was in ri
United States outside of Greater New York been directed by former Gov. Cai'l Brookings, exhib. at Avoca, la.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Williams came to Omaha in 1915 Haven yesterday.
Mi
Hi ken.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should
S3. 00.
A.
SCHNEIDER. Columbia treasurer, retn.
Reports from publicists the Hays and bought the Park Theater. His
remit with order.
Address all communications
his desk today after a three-week stay
to
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, office has sent into the field to plug wife operated the house while Wil- to
Florida.
New York, N. Y.
Phone BRyant 9-7117, "Land of Liberty" generally indi- liams spent most of his time in the
Cable address:
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
LESTER COWAN planes in tomorrow from
Open- interest of indie exhibitors.
cate ready public response.
Filmday, New York.
Williams' wife died a year ago and Coast.
ing at the Wilmer & Vincent Park,
BEN SIMON, 20th-Fox manager, New Ha<
Representatives:
HOLLYWOOD, Calif.— Richmond, was to capacity. Picture he tried to continue the business but
is
on the first of a series of short vaca
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
not.
He retired last August, motor
trips.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fred- there is being formally sponsored could
Granite 6607.
due
to
ill
health.
He
visiting
was
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., by the city's two papers, Times DisEDWARD
DOWDEN, of Loew's N. Y. explo
exchanges
to see old friends about
VV. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
staff, leaves Friday for Buffalo on a we
MEXICO CITY—Marco- patch and News Leader. Gordon S. a week ago when he collapsed and tion
Marsoulan
(12).
business stay.
the
for
opening
handled
the
White
Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindiwas taken to the hospital.
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.
putting

is
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Seat
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Chg.
V»

Close

8% +

83/8
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Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind.
Con.

Fm.

East.

Kodak

pfd.

Ind.

1*A
138

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc.
do pfd

Paramount
Para.
Para.

pfd.

1st

2nd pfd

Pathe

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
.

do

14 Vi

33%

33%

3334

—

1134

113/8

11S/g

+
+

98%
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98%
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11

10%

11

83/4

83/4
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3Vs

138

6%
139

'A
i/
4
3/g

3/g
'/4

Keith B.

F.

33/g
60l/2

+

ref.

deb.

3%s46 104%

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4 s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

1043/4

104%

9514

94%

96%

96

95</4
96'/4

4

%

...

Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts
N.

Y.

1%

13,4

1 3/4

9%

9%

9%

6

6

6

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

67

60%

ward Ruff,
manager; Jim O'Toole, Columbia
manager; Jack Brassil, Loew-Poli
Theater; Thomas Mailer, manager
of Lenox, Hartford; Randy Mailer,
manager, Strand, New Britain; Jack
Sanson. State, Manchester; Frank
Mullen, office manager, and Al Davis

—

Richmond, Va. Alex Ravdin, manager of the Capitol Theater, is confined to his bed with the flu.

I

Assemblyman

Harold
Republican, will
hopper a new child actor bill which
would give Boards of Education.
authority to permit children
etc.,
Alban)

— %

Asked
70
63

Buffalo

Ehrlich,

to perform in public when school
duties, etc., are not being neglected

and

under

conditions

which

are

mi table.

SPG Hearing Tomorrow
Publicists Guild hearings
the
will be resumed

Screen
before

NLRB

Larkin, tomorrow. Union is seeking
tion as the bargaining agency for
officers of Gaumont British Pictures
in home offices in the exemployes
yesdirected
were
of
America,
Corp.
ploitation, ad. and departments.
10
by
New
on
Feb.
terday to testify
York Supreme Court Justice Phillip
Retain Chi. Oriental
J. McCook in the suit of Film Al- J. L. & S.
Chicago It was reported here that
liance of the U. S., Inc., for $100,Plaintiff claims that the I) of -I has frowned on B &
000 damages.
the defendant failed to live up to K taking over the Oriental TheNegotiations are under way
an agreement to give exclusive U. ater.
S. rights to the film "Things Are for readjustment of the Jones, Linick
& Schaefer lease Oil the house.
Looking Up."
IsidOT

Ostrer

and

will
go to Miami ftpremiere of "Back Stre>
President's Birthday Bal
'

for

attending

the
the

certifica-

Mary

May

—

film editor of the Rleaves for Hollywood

I

i

Anna

Lee, in private
JOHN FRIEDL. president of the Minne
life Mrs. Stevenson; Fe'ix Jackson
Amusement Co., leaves this week for a Flo|
"o-author of the screenplay; Deanns vacation.
Durbin, her mother, and Mitchell
BENNIE BERGER, operator of the
Hamilburg, her business manager. Theater. Minneapolis, is in Miami.
Press contingent of 150 making
JOHN W. HICKS and MRS. HICKS
the trip as Universale guests wil 1 California today on the America.
include these from the trade press:
TONI SPITZER, publicist for "Fantasia, 'i
Don Mersereau, Sam Shain, Red in Chicago.

son,

director,

I

I

Kann, Jay Emanuel. Pete Harrison

Herb

i

Direct Ostrer to Testify
In Film Alliance Suit

after

EDITH LINDEMAN.
Opening will also attract Bruce
Times Dispatch,
Manning, producer; Robert Steven- mond
week.

Stein,

Mo Wax,

Lionel Toll,

CRSON WELLES is here from the Coast.
SPYROS SKOURAS returns today from Chid

and Arthur Unger.

|

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

DFANNA DURBIN
Washington

with Flu

% New Child Actor Bill
+ % Drafted In New York
%

Picts

Sonotone Corp.
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

"U" Execs. Will Attend
"Back Street" Premiere

Chick Lewis,

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

I

—

>/4

3'A

6s46

111

and Ethel Phillips, of Metro.

—

3V4
59% 60% +
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

pfd

Loew's

14'/i

.139

Univ. Pict. pfd.

Warner Bros

734
138

143/4

8%
3%
6%

Film

734
138

of

r

28)

Low

CHARLES McFAUL, general manager
is
in New York.

Shea theaters,

LATTA, general manager of Wa
J.
C.
Universal execs, attending the theaters in the Pittsburgh territory, leaves t
world premiere of "Back Street" in end of this week for a vacation in Californi.
the
and Cameo theaters,
CHARLES KURTZMAN, Northeastern divil
New Haven Flu has made in- MiamiLincoln
Beach, next Tuesday will in- manager for Loew's, was in New York
of
operation
staff
roads in the active
week
for two days.
clude Charles Prutzman, S. Machalmost all theater offices in the disnovitch, Peyton Gibson. J. H. SeiKLINGER, operator of the Ambassador
S.
trict.
At present sick list includes
delman, John Joseph and Lou Pol- Ritz Theaters, Cleveland Heights, has refuil
Earl Wright, 20th-Fox salesman; Edto that city after a vacation in Florida.
lock, it was announced yesterday.
Paramount exchange

Managers

Net

Am.

is

Two New Haven Branch

VI

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

urn engagement set for
at Williamsport, Pa.

iet

Loew Theaters to Show
Main Feature at 9 p.m.
After months of surveys and tests

Pathe Labs. Signs

2-Yr.

Exclusive "U" Print Pac
Pathe Laboratories, Inc., sigr
two-year contract yesterday

Moskowitz of Loew's announc- Universal to do the company's
ed yesterday that some 31 Loew's
tire print work, both on the
C. C.

Theaters in the metropolitan New
York area will present their main
features nightly at 9 p.m., to be followed by the associate feature. Heretofore, the top feature has begun
around 10:30 p.m., breaking about
midnight.
The new 9 o'clock plan will nive
single-feature fans time for a leis-

and

here,

shorts

including

all

featu

and newsreels.

urely dinner, see the main feature

and be home at a reasonable hour.
Duals fans can linger for the second
feature.

Oscar A. Doob plans an extensive
advertising campaign to establish
the "9 o'clock Plan."

From

THE FILM
DAILY

John

J.

Farren

Dead

—

Rochester, N. Y. John J. Farren,
60, once owner of the Victoria Theater,

died

at his

home

here.

to

Guli
Arthur Clayt:
Albert Conl:
Earl

C.

Johnnie Cassi.

i

I

f&

W
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mall to

Make

DAIIY

$2,390,772

5;

15,000,000 Budget
(Continued from Page

Profit,

ithers" already announced:

"My

by Ernest Vaida;
Sflbotae-e," "She Was a Working
}irl" and a fifth to be adapted from
Trial

Up With Allied
Commercial Shorts

*SS Ties

(Continued from Page 1)

the advertising reels will reeive $3 for each thousand admisUnder a separate arrangeions.
nent the treasuries of National Aled and the individual units will reeive money derived from the showne of the pictures.
National Screen will handle the
lookine of the product and will sell
Deal becomes
lational advertisers.
perative when 2.000 theaters have
igreed to show the ad reels. Allied
las pledged 1,800 theaters, which is

ne

No
•:1

LY.q
111!

;;;,

;.

-

approximately
represent
to
aid
•ne-half of its membership of houses.
)btainine- of contracts from the thenars will be up to the business

((

nanagers of the various Allied units.
Deal is similar to the arrangenent formerly conducted with AlexExcept that only
inder Film Co.
lationally-advertised products will
It is said
je given screen time.
hat the reels will be of entertainnent value with the advertising
leverly concealed, so that at no
ime does it appear openly that the
public is seeing an advertising pic-

itaif
has

ure.

Stanley Neal of National Screen
epresented the company in the
losing of the contract yesterday at
he closing session of the annual Al-

[,.,;

ied

M
P«

i

board meeting.

—

Suit of Midwest Theaters
of
Theaters
Co-operative
Michigan was postponed yesterday
3y Federal Judge Frank A. Picard
antil next Monday because of the
pressure of court business.
The other suit of Jacob Schreiber,
former owner, versus Midwest TheDetroit

versus

aters,

Circuit

M/

iMarch

was also postponed by
Judge Ira W. Jayne until

etc.,

18.

3uban Imports

at

•

PARAMOUNT'S

•

•

T

T
"Virginia"

invaded the local scene

—

Broadway Paramount
the "take" going to Canada's Maple Leaf Fund for British war relief
The event was a credit to Manager Bob Weitman's house
and its producer-director
and the picture was ditto to Hollywood
Warmth of the sunlight arcs
and co-author, Edward H. Griffith
which bathed the facade
in the traditional big-debut manner
was far below the warmth with which the capacity audience received
the picture
for it scored heavily as entertainment
and so
did Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray, and the rest of the cast
via last night's benefit premiere at the

as

To

entertainers

tered

from

4:30

necessary

p.m.
to

to

stage

the

premiere

8:30

p.m

.for

the

lavish

of

Paramount

preparations

put up decorations outside and in

loudspeakers so that Madeleine Carroll could speak

by means

a special telephone hookup

T

T

shut-

were

plus installing

to the

audience

from her Hollywood home.

NOT the least impressive aspect of the premiere
•
•
in the opinion of this corner
was the presentation of "VirLoring Christie, Canadian Minister to the
and the British Consul at New York, Godfrey
Haggard
when you confor symbolism it certainly is
sider that the United States as a nation was "born" in Virginia
and now a picwhich was once a domain of the Crown
before

United States

ture with that
Britain "live"

Miller and his

title is

used

to aid in the great cause of seeing

On the Paramount stage last night were Glenn
Band; Raymond Massey, as master of ceremonies;

Raoul Jovin, Metropolitan Opera tenor; Anton Dolin, premier
Dean Murphy, mimic; the
danseur of the Ballet Theater
Four Modernaires. singing quartet; and Cass Daley, singer and

comedy

Repeal
Blue

of

star

Delaware's

FCC

Record

Tele Standards

Laws Recommended Hearing on March

20

—Film imports

411

—

;

.

!

,.

before.

$250,222 Depreciation

The charge for depreciation last
year was $250,222, against $268,771
in the

1939 fiscal year.

Since the beginning- of last year, "U" haretired or purchased for retirement 7,261 shares
of first preferred stock at an average price of
$118.03 per share, including 4,591 shares purchased in response to a request for tenders last
month. There are 10,739 shares of first preferred now outstanding.
Universal and its subsidiaries in the past
fiscal year paid taxes amounting to $1,210,648.
according to Cowdin.
This was $267,490
greater than in 1939, and was equivalent to
approximately 50 cents for every dollar of net
profit.
The tax figure for last year was 97^
larger than taxes in the 1938 fiscal year.

Excess Profits Tax Not Applicable
profits tax did not apply to
but will apply this year, and.
present form, will add a substantial
amount to tax payments, Cowdin reports.
British revenues in the past fiscal year, representing more than half of "U's" foreign
business, totaled
£1,306,187.
This shows
steady gains compared with £859.084 in the
1939
fiscal
year,
£621,476 in 1938 and
£600,032 in 1937. Cowdin points out British
business so far this year is well in excess of
a year ago.
Company took $1,300,000 out of
Britain last year, had $1,524,000 still "frozen"
there at end of the fiscal year.

"U"

in

last year,

its

Foreign Revenue
Although many

Up

"U's" markets in Europe
were closed during most of the past year and
other markets were restricted, overall foreign
of

operations, excluding Great Britain, produced
higher revenues than the year before, both in
foreign currencies and in dollars remitted.
Foreign revenues hit $10,123,366 as against
$8,987,125 for 1939.
"U's" Canadian distributor, Empire-Universal Films, Ltd., last year secured an increase
in volume more than offsetting the decrease
in

Canadian

exchange

rates,

and

Canadian

business so far this year is reported substantially greater than in the same period last
year.

(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

1)

to the General Assembly gested by the NTSC, and also to
yesterday by the special legislative determine when television broadcommission named in 1939 which casting shall be placed on a comurged enactment of a local option mercial basis.
At the formal hearing all interstatute retaining the ban against
Sunday films, theatricals, public auc- ested parties will be afforded full
tions and public dances, and em- opportunity to propose standards,
powering legislative bodies of in- comment upon standards which have
corporated municipalities to permit been proposed by others, cross-exand regulate any wordly employ- amine various witnesses, and genment, labor or business within the erally be heard upon all pertinent
The commission will lacorporate limits of said municipal- problems.
ity otherwise prohibited by this sec- ter issue a more specific notice as
to suggested rules for consideration,
tion."
Film men said they could not and the procedure for the hearing.
now tell whether this would authorize the Wilmington Cilty Council St. Paul Exhibs. Curtail
to permit Sunday movies there.
Reception of broadcast radio or Use of Midnight

Shows

programs or any lecture
Exhibs. here have
St. Paul, Minn.
from the U. S. for the first 10 or municipal concert would be spejust agreed to eliminate midnight
months of 1940 approximated 6,- cifically exempted from the ban.
shows on all but Friday and Satur000,000 feet, a record.
day nights, and to discontinue billing
Hernandez Succeeds Naylor
the second feature usually shown at
Sagalowsky Now Prexy
Havana (By Air Mail) Rogelio such performances.
Indianapolis
Double features are the rule at the
Bennett E. Saga- Hernandez has been named General
;X lowsky has succeeded Morris Horo- Administrator and Vice-President midnight shows in the neighborhoods
t 'witz as president of the Fountain of Compania Nacional de Peliculas and despite an earlier agreement,
Square Theater Co., operating three S. A., upon the resignation of George exhibs. have been billing the extra
—" houses here.
feature.
R. Naylor.

Havana (By Cable)

Net working capital of $6,823,563
compares with $5,512,194 the year

The new excess

T

•

ginia"

1)

current and working assets and other
cash and accounts receivable, including restricted sterling', amounted to
$12,953,683, and current liabilities
were $4,241,774, a ratio of 3.05 to 1.

mended

Midwest Suit Against
Mich. Co-op Off Till Mon.

\f]l\

T

Wife."

stage piece.

'or

Gain of 107%

(Continued from Page

1)

to recent rumors of a "prousers' strike."
Small will make "The Corsican

eply

_

"U"

—

television

—

Pix Greek Relief Response
Magnificent, Says Skouras

—

Chicago Spyros Skouras stated
yesterday that the response of the
film industry to the Greek war relief drive had been magnificent, and
he expressed appreciation for the
co-operation of Samuel Goldwyn and
other film leaders.
Skouras was the principal speaker at meeting of Greek relief directors from 10 states held last night
After the
at the Morrison Hotel.
meeting he left for New York. He
told The Film Daily that the Skouras theater circuit was showing a
fine
business increase throughout
the country.

Mrs. Wigton Hospitalized
Mrs. Florence
Legrange, Ind.
Wigton, operator of the Wigton
here, is in Legrange Hospital, under

—

observation.

Hazelton Bans Carnivals

;

Hazelton,

Pa.

—Carnivals

will

be

banned from Hazelton during 1941.

9t
Workhouse Party
For Cincy Boohers

Exhib. Defense Role

Outlined by Brandt
[Continued from Page

member

of the National
of 25, presided.

Cincinnati

1)

committee

program, and (2) to retain control of
the screens in the hands of the exhibitors themselves.
Similar to $1 a Year Man
He outlined the national and local
held organizations, and said that he
expected that all theatermen signing the pledges would be the same as
$1 per year men in World War I and
that he thought they would be investigated by the Government before given the plaques as an indication of service. He named Lowell
Mellet as the probable spokesman
for the President in co-ordinating
the work as far as the Theater Division is concerned.
Brandt said that by having a central co-ordinator, working with the
exhibitors' committee, only pictures
suitable for the screens would be
He also said
approved for use.
that requests made locally of theatermen to give their screens and
stages for propaganda and drives
would all have to be approved by the
national committee, thus giving the
local exhibitor the utmost protection.

of

the

difficulties

overcome were outlined.

already

These

Sauer,

superin-

32 Interrogatories

in-

Queen

City

bookers,

today,

at

the

'Virginia'
with Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray

{Continued from Page 1)

Paramount

20th-Fox Plans 48;

Enterprises,
Schine
Inc.,
Schine Theatrical Co., Inc., Schine
Circuit, Inc., Schine Chain Theaters,
Inc., and the Chesapeake Theater
Corp.
(Continued irom Page 1)
Interrogatories seek full details on
general sales manager, stated yes- the organization of each corporation,
terday upon his return from the its operations, its branches, if any,
Coast.
its stock of all types, any loans, how
Wobber said that no decision had made, what proportion of stock in
been reached on any program of one or more organizations might be
changes in the sales organization owned by an affiliated organization,
and setup due to the consent decree, and where there may be any interasserting, "We will have to see just locking directorates.
what the effects are and what is
Information is also sought regarding the
needed before any changes can be gross income for the past six fiscal years,
1935-40, for each corporation, all earnings and
made or planned."
losses for each individual theater owned by
No decision had been reached yet each corporation or in which an interest may
as to whether or not the company be held, all details regarding any and all
houses the Schine interests may have booked,
will hold a sales convention this and full information on admission prices
for
Corp.,

To Increase Budget

Wobber

asserted.

every theater falling under

all

other questions.

He

with wide and rugged apj
ippT
from an ingeniously-devised lov
story of the present day; expert directio

attraction

springing

supplied by Edward H. Griffith, who is als
the producer; interesting acting and action
plus beauty of scenes and sets.
Exhibitors should mark this down

amon

the decidedly select popular fare of th
current season, for it is pulsating romanc
of the eye-filling variety.
Griffith has en
dowed the footage with the full flavc
of the original story which he and Virgin!

—

Upp authored, a story richly rein
forced by the atmosphere, not only of th
Old Dominion that was, but the Old Domin
ion that is, with its fine traditions an
Van

code of gallantry.
Madeleine Carroll

is excellently cast i
the girl who leaves the Broadway stage t
inspect her childhood home,
of which sh
has no recollection,
with the aim to se
Penniless, she remains long enough t
it.

—

—

characterized company business
Full information regarding what giveaways form something of a selfish attachment f<
as "good, and getting better all the have been used in every house, if any, is Stirling Hayden, a rich young Northernei
sought, and full information regarding every
time."
Wobber was enthusiastic picture shown in every house since August, to experience the renaissance of her in
about company's forthcoming prod- 1931, name of the distributor, what dates pic- herent Southern character; and fall hope
uct, citing

"Western Union," "That
Night In Rio," "Tobocco Road" and
Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw," in

tures were available, whether or not pictures
played as a single feature or double feature,
seating capacity of every house and all details
and information regarding any second features.

particular.

Seating capacity of every house, how many
theaters were closed, for how long, why, and
what theaters were leased or rented, to whom
and from whom, what rent was paid, details
on clearance and price maintenance between
Schine corporations and theaters and other
theaters, box office receipts for the same six

Eastman Business as Usual
In

Nazi-Occupied France

clude various requests made in conRochester
Business in occupied
nection with free admissions for France
"is going on as usual," outdraftees at induction stations, cut side of
limitations imposed by the
admissions for soldiers, etc., all shipping blockade, according
to Harthese, he said, would be handled by old A. Ritter, member of
the adminthe national body and the co-ordina- istrative
staff
of
Kodak-Pathe,
tor.
French branch of Eastman Kodak,
Ready
Defense"
"Power for
who has just returned from abroad.
Brandt said that "Power for DeThe Kodak branch in Paris, closed
fense" would shortly be released for "for a couple of days" during the
It is a 600 feet sub- great evacuation accompanying the
theaters' use.
ject, cut down from feature length. fall of France, has resumed operaScreen Ser- tion and is doing all right, he said.
In addition, National
vice has supplied 4,000,000 feet graThe
for one-minute trailers.
tis
Massillon to License
pictures, he said, would be distribHe also All Theatrical
uted regardless of run.
reviewed efforts of the industry
along other lines, mentioning "Land
Massillon, O. Licensing of Bank
of Liberty" and Warner's partiotic Nights, prosperity, Clubs, and simishorts.
lar patronage stimulants at local
William Crockett. Virginia
theaters has been approved by City
spoke
attendance,
president, also in
Council here by a 7 to 2 vote. The
briefly.
ordinance drafted along lines of a
similar license for punch boards and
trade cards in stores, sets up a $5
fee for each Bank Night sponsored
by any of three local theaters.

—

years from operations of
second -run houses is sought in

fiscal

all

full

first-

and

Additionally, interrogatories seek full information on gross film rentals paid for the
six fiscal years, distributor of each film, what
percentage of the business the defendants
gave to the defendant distributors and what

percentage

in

comparison was given to

—

MPTO

BELLS

with her neighbor, the already
married
Fred
MacMurray, whose littl
daughter, Carolyn Lee, she rides down an
injures, but to whom she gives her bloo
in a successful effort to save the child
lessly in love

life.

MacMurray's wife never appears
picture,

— being

a character cut

dis-

tributors who were not defendants in the case.
Also, what announcements of plans for construction of theaters were made, when made,

were houses built, and if not, why not.
A complete report on discounts, rebates,
or other payments made to the defendants by the defendant distributors since
How much was
January, 1931, is sought.
paid for pictures shown in more than one
house in full detail, who the distributors were,
credits

and complete details on all realty interests
which the Schine interests own or participate
in as a whole and individually is also sought.

th

the same cloth as the unseen title charact<
Daphne du Maurier's "Rebecca," an
at the finale, she "comes home" in a coffii
paving the way for MacMurray and Made

—

wed. Principals are skillf
and deserving of special praii
the performance turned in by young Care

leine Carroll to
in their roles,
is

lyn Lee.

Photography
counts,
bill

in

is

is

a film

superb. "Virginia," on

which

will

literally

fill

I

tt

every situation, for, in addition
it
is well
spiked with comedy.

I

romance,

CAST: Madeleine

Carroll, Fred

MacMu

Hayden, Helen Broderick, Car<
lyn Lee, Marie Wilson, Paul Hurst, To
Rutherford, Leigh Whipper, Louise Beavei
Darby Jones.
ray, Stirling

CREDITS: Producer and

Mins. Running Time
For Capra- Warner Film
134

in

from muc

of

detail.

Games

WEDDING

109 Min:

STRONG BOX - OFFICE ROMANIC
Western N. Y. District Court by
U. S. District Attorney George L. LOADED WITH ALL ELEMENTS ESSEN
Grobe directed to the Schine Enter- TIAL TO SCORE WITH PUBLIC.
Resplendent in the hues of Technic
prises as a whole and six specifically
named companies, Schine Lexington at its very best, "Virginia" is a box-o
the

Workhouse.

year,

REVIEWS

«

Filed in Schine Suit

tendent of the Cincinnati Workhouse,
is throwing
his annual party for all

Brandt revealed something of the
nature of the program, and indicated
that there were two purposes to the
Theaters Division, (1) to co-operate
with the Government in the defense

Some

—Tony

Wednesday, January 29, 194
DAILY

H.

Authors,

Director, Edwai

Edward

H. Griffil
and Virginia Van Upp; Screenplay, Virgin
Van Upp; Directors of Photography, Be
Glennon, William V. Skall; Process Photoi
DAILY
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM
raphy by Fare lot Edouart; Music Score
Hollywood
"Meet John Doe," Victor Young; Art Direction, Hans Dreic
produced by Frank Capra and Rob- Ernst Fegte; Film Editor, Eda Warren; Soui
ert Riskin for Warner Bros, release, Recording, Hugo Grenzbach, Walter Obers
will set a new footage record for Costumes, Edith Head; Color Art Direct
Capra pictures with a running time for Technicolor, Natalie Kalmus; Associat
of two hours and twelve minutes. Henri Jaffa.
Griffith;

—

I

It's designed for single-feature billDIRECTION, Fine.
PHOTOf
Tommy Collins, Acquires Holladay Theater
Stamps, Ark.
ing.
Tops.
former manager of the State TheaHolladay, Utah Joseph L. Lawter here, and now manager of the rence has acquired the Holladay, Portland Censor
Resigns
Ritz at Linden, Tex., and Evelyn formerly the Olvmpus, hero from
Portland, Ore.
Mrs. Eleanor T.
Short, of Lewisville, Ark., were mar- Earl Whittaker.
Colwell, secretary of the motion picried.
Boston New son of Leonard
ture censor board for 28 years and
M est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Dave Starkman Appointed
viewer of pictures almost since the Kraska has been named Richai
Hollywood Vera Engels and Ivan
David Starkman has been ap- start of censorship in Portland, has Steven.
Baby was born to Mi
Lebedeff were married at Ensenada, pointed Philadelphia representative resigned.
Mrs. Josephine Forney Georgia Robbins Kraska at Cai
Mexico.
of the Motion Picture Premium Co. succeeds her.
bridge Hospital, Cambridge.

—

—

—

STORKS!
—

—

..AND THE GREATEST EXHIBITOR

NEWS ANNOUNCED

THIS SEASON!

NIVERSAL WILL DELIVER FOR 1940-41
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PICTURES PROGRAMMED!
UNIVERSAL HAS ADDED TO THOSE PICTURES YET
TO BE RELEASED STAR AND PRODUCTION VALUE

ENOUGH TO TRIPLE THEIR TICKET-SELLING POWER!

January

31st Release

BUCK PRIVATES
starring

Abbott and Costello with Lee Bowman, Alan Curtis and The Andrews
Directed by Arthur Lubin.
Associate producer, Alex Gottlieb.

Sisters.

February 7th Release

BACK STREET
by Fannie

Boyer and Margaret Sullavan, with Richard Carlson, Frank McHugh, Tim

Hurst, starring Charles

Holt.

Directed by Robert Stevenson. Produced by Bruce Manning.

February 14th Release

MEET THE CHUMP
starring

Hugh Herbert,

with

Jeanne

Kelly, Lewis

Howard, Anne Nagel.

Directed by

Edward

Cline.

Associate producer, Ken Goldsmith.

February 21st Release

NICE GIRL?
starring

Deanna

Durbin, with Franchot Tone, Walter Brennan, Robert Stack, Robert Benchley, Helen Broderick.

Directed by William A. Seiter.

A Joe Pasternak

March 7th Release

February 28th Release

DARK
with

Sigrid

DeMille,

Gurie,

Ralph

Boyd,

Eddie

Quillan,

Katherine

Zucco. Directed by Leslie Kardos. Associate

with Lloyd Nolan, Irene Hervey,

Ann

Robert

Gillis,

producer, Joseph G. Sanford.

Armstrong.

J.

Carroll Naish, Frank

Direc-ted

by

14th Release

MODEL WIFE
starring

Joan

Jack

Associate producer, Marshall Grant.

March

Blondell, Dick Powell, with Charlie Ruggles, Lee

Bowman,

Ruth Donnelly.

Produced and directed by Leigh Jason.

March

21st Release

DOUBLE DATE
March 28th Release
FRANK LLOYD PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.,

presents

LADY FROM CHEYENNE
Young with Robert Preston, Edward Arnold, Gladys George, Frank Craven,
Produced and directed by Frank Lloyd. Associate producer, Jack Skirball.

starring Loretta

April 4th Release

MUTINY

IN THE ARCTIC

starring Richard Arlen

~

MR. DYNAMITE

STREETS of CAIRO

George

production.

and Andy Devine.

Jessie Ralph.

Gaby,

Rawlins.

...AND THE GREATEST EXHIBITOR

I

NEWS ANNOUNCED

THIS SEASON!

April 4th Release

April 4th Release

HORROR ISLAND

MAN MADE MONSTER
starring Lionel Atwill

and Lon Chaney,

Anne Nagel, Samuel

S. Hinds.

Jr.,

with Frank Albertson,

Directed by

George Waggner.

April 11th Release

NEW ORLEANS

THE FLAME OF
starring

Marlene

Dietrich, with Bruce

Cabot, Mischa Auer, Roland Young, Andy Devine.
A Joe Pasternak production.

Directed by Rene Clair.

April 18th Release

SKY RAIDERS-A
with Donald

Woods,

Billie

Serial in 12 Episodes

Halop, Robert Armstrong, Kathryn Adams, Eduardo Ciannelli,

William Desmond.

Bill

Cody,

Directed by Ford Beebe and Ray Taylor.

Associate Producer, Henry MacRae.

April 25th Release

MAN WHO

THE
starring Brian

Aherne and Kay

Directed by

Francis, with

LOST HIMSELF
Henry Stephenson,

S. Z.

Edward Ludwig. Produced by Lawrence W.

May 2nd

Sakall, Nils Asther.

Fox,

Jr.

Release

BUTCH MINDS THE BABY
A Mayfair

production. Story by

May 23rd

Damon

Runyon.

Release

TOO MANY BLONDES
starring

May

Rudy Vallee

30th Release

OH, CHARLIE
starring

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello. Directed by Arthur Lubin.

June 6th Release

MEN

of the

TIMBERLANDS

starring Richard Arlen

and Andy Devine.

June 13th Release

TIGHT SHOES
A Mayfair

production. Story

by Damon Runyon.

Jr.,

.AND THE GREATEST EXHIBITOR NEWS ANNOUNCED THIS SEASON!

June 20th Release

NORTH

of the

June 27th Release

KLONDIKE

HIT THE
starring

ROAD

The Dead End Kids and The

Little

Tough Guys.

July 4th Release
FRANK LLOYD PRODUCTIONS,
I,

INC., presents

JAMES LEWIS

(Tentative
Title)

Produced and directed by Frank Lloyd. Associate producer, Jack Skirbal

July 18th Release

July 11th Release

CRACKED NUTS

SANDY

STEPS

starring

OUT

Baby Sandy

July 25th Release

FIFTEEN

FATHOMS DEEP

starring Richard Arlen

August

RAIDERS

1st

(Tentative
Title)

and Andy Devine.

Release

of the

DESERT

August 15th Release

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
starring Irene

Dunne and Robert Montgomery. A Gregory

la

Cava

production.

August 22nd Release

A DANGEROUS GAME
starring Richard Arlen

and Andy Devine with Jeanne

Kelly.

Directed by John Rawlins.

Associate producer, Ben Pivar.

August 29th Release

A FRANK LLOYD PRODUCTION

UNIVERSAL for 1941-42
WlNTep

IN U.S.A.

I
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DAILY-

ara. Plans lo

Blocks of 5

Have

—

Omaha A survey
ity of Omaha among

Ready

school

by the Universover 2,500 high
here revealed the gals
adventure and mystery

girls

{Continued from Page 1)

confer with J. J. Fitzgibbons of
First block of five
PC on sales.
for trade showing in
ill be ready

Agnew

said,

j^he Para. exec, declared the comwould deliver all product
tny
heduled for 1940-41, the Spring

Finds

—

the
of
features "Aloma
color
juth Seas, "Shepherd of the Hills"

"Reap the Wild Wind."

Other important releases, Agnew
would be "The Lady Eve,"
lid,
Road to Zanzibar," "Kiss the Boys
oodbye," "The Hard-Boiled Canry," "Reaching for the Sun," "Las
"The Roundup,"
Nights,"
egas
One Night in Lisbon," and "Caught
the Draft." Plans for "I Wanted

1

tings," withdrawn from the release
:hedule earlier, call for special
andling, but the picture definitely
be a Spring release, Agnew
'ill
tated.

Paramount's studios have already
tarted work on the first group for
Agnew
941-42, it was disclosed.
eclared that at the Chicago sales
leeting last week plans to finance

In Decree's

(1)

Terms

—

were approved.
Techni"Virginia,"
Discussing
olor production which opened at

he

New York Paramount

last night,

\gnew said that in its first five
engagements in five
jre-release
southern cities it was mopping up.
Del Goodman, newly appointed
Janadian district manager, now at
:he

home

ater

in

office,

the week.

Anti-Racing
Bill

in

leaves for Toronto

and

Betting

and the right of ex-

hibitors to chose the pictures they
wish and to reject the rest; that is
today, the abolishment of blockbooking and blind-selling.

—

(2)
The right of independent exhibitors freely to contract for pic-

on appropriate runs and on
and non-discriminatory terms,
summed up in the slogan: "The

tures
fair

right to buy."
Official

Statement of Policy

—

—

55,

sales

representative

for

20th

Century-Fox for 14 years in Southern Iowa, died after a brief illness
Funeral services will be held today. He is survived by one son.

from a heart ailment.

GWTW

Tops "Boys' Town"

In 35 engagements of its popularprice
showings,
playing
three-a-day,
"Boys'
is
topping
Town" grosses by $31,420 in the
same theaters for the same period,

GWTW,

M-G-M

Latter
pix was shown five and six times
daily.

reported yesterday.

Lorenz LemLyman; MemJack W. Harmon; New Ha-

Sullivan; Cincinnati,
per; Cleveland, Luke
phis,

ven, Oliver F. Bishop;

New

Orleans,

C^le^HomqSE"rittetap«h*William A. Livingston; Washington, H.
B. Barton.
The
moves to its new Rockefeller Center quarters tomorrow and
expects to be set there Friday.

AAA

Ind. Theaters,

"1. Admittedly
Sec.
Ill, providing for
trade showings, is a remedy for blind-selling.
Heretofore, Allied has contended for the identification of pictures, synopses instead of trade
showings, so that pictures could be sold in
advance and in such quantities as the parties
might agree upon. Some exhibitors are concerned about Sec. Ill because of its close
relation to the provision for selling in groups
of five.
But putting out of mind differences
as to the most acceptable method of accomplishing the desired end, it must be conceded
that the consent decree ends blind-selling.
"2. Sec. IV, providing for the selling of
pictures in groups of not more than five each,

ater Department has reopened the
Capitol in this industrial center for

somewhat more

elastic

than

it

is,
but it does not abolish compulsory
block-booking.
Under the new system, weak
pictures can still be forced with the strong.
Selling at frequent intervals instead of on an
annual basis casts an undue burden on the
exhibitors and increases the opportunities of
the distributors to play one exhibitor against
another and to impose harsh terms.
Unless
the distributors are scrupulously fair in selling
under the new system, the hardships will outweigh the benefits.

Buying of Shorts, Re-issues

Abe Riegelman Stricken
Des Moines Abe W. Riegelman,

AID

Conn, and

now

Rock, Ark. A bill was introduced in the Senate this week
which would prohibit horse and dog
racing in Arkansas.
It would also
forbid pari-mutuel and other forms
of betting on races.

AAA

Long Closed, Operating

selling

"3. Sec. IV contains a forthright declaration that no exhibitor shall be required to
license short subjects, reissues, westerns or
foreigns as a condition to the right to license
desired groups of features.
This should be
effective to eradicate a serious evil.
recognize, however, that so long as distributor
representatives have several classes of products
to sell the exhibitors at the same time, there
will be a temptation to condition the sale of
desired product upon the acceptance of un-

We

wanted product. This can be overcome and
the provision can be made effective if the distributors insist upon good faith observance by
their sales forces and exhibitors are alert to
make a record of all infractions which will
stand the test of an arbitration proceeding.

"The Right to Buy"
"(1) Sec.

VI

should be effective to prevent

exclusive selling.
The language is nicely balanced to insure a run to all worthy exhibitors

without
galleries

clause

lending encouragement
and fly-by-nights. We

protecting

the

shooting

to

that the
total film

feel

distributor's

Of National Allied

(Continued from Page 1)
Arbitration Association.
With 12 others similarly appointed lied duties because of his ill health.
Abram F. Myers was re-elected
to function in as many cities, Wall
general counsel and chairman of the
will complete a training course at
board.
Other officers are Martin
the
today. The 31 arbitration
Smith, treasurer; H. A. Blum, finanoffices in exchange centers will open
Saturday when the arbitration ma- cial secretary; Charles Olive, secretary, and Arthur Howard, recording
chinery under the consent decree
secretary.
The executive commitstarts officially to function.
tee, aside from Harrold, include NaWall, who has had general busi- than Yamins, Sidney
Samuelson,
ness and banking experience, will Jack
Kirsch,
M. A. Rosenberg,
have officers in the U. S. Rubber Smith, Cole, and Myers.
Building.
Staff there will include
Steffes, past president of Allied,
Miss H. J. Powell as secretary.
was made an honorary national counIn addition to Wall, appointments cillor, yesterday by the national
of these clerks were announced by board.
Appointment was made in
yesterday:
the
consideration of his long and faithAlbany, Robert Elliot; Boston, ful service to Allied.
Henry de la Morandiere; Buffalo,
Edward Spitznagel; Charlotte, Jos- Allied Plans to Make
eph C. Wright; Chicago, John F. 10 Times as Effective

Allied's attitude on these subjects
as they are reflected in the decree
is contained in the official statement
of policy which follows:

makes

Arkansas Senate

Little

dis-

—The identification of pictures

in the contracts

tribunal,

Cole Again Prexy

AAA

appointing feature of the decree."
Urges "Scrupulous" Fairness
Unless the distributors are "scrupulously fair in selling under the new
system, the hardships will outweigh
the benefits," the statement asserts.
Heretofore, it was stated, Allied's
main objectives were declared to be:

n increased inventory of pictures

-made necessary by the consent
lecree

was announced yesterday by the American

Weaknesses

id Summer program going through
ithout changes or withdrawals. The
(Continued from Page 1)
Limmer lineup includes three Tech- years as "the weakest and most

id

(Continued from Page 1)

arbitration

City

comic,
movies way ahead of romance.
rate

—jy summer,

Name Wall Arbitration
Clerk in New York City

Romance? Phooey!

New

—Warner The-

Britain, Conn.

Sunday performances only, with
admission on same scale as its Embassy and Strand. The house has
been dark for many years, opening
only for week's roadsnow of

GWTW

last year.

—

Hymera, Ind. O. E. Reynolds has
reopened the Pearl Theater here.
The house has been closed for more
than a year.
revenue in the area should not be interpreted
to cover threats of withdrawal of patronage
made by circuits to perpetuate their local
monopolies.
"(2) Sec. VII, providing for the arbitration
of complaints of unreasonable clearance, is in
good form and should be effective, except for
the provisions protecting clearance granted in
certain franchises.
"(3) Sec. X, relating to discrimination in
the granting of a run, imposes so many conditions to the right to arbitrate thereunder,
as to be of little practical value.
However,
for those who can qualify under its provisions,
the section holds out the prospect of relief
from the most serious abuse that has been
practiced by the Big Eight.
"(4) For a number of years, Allied has contended that the only effective remedy for the
abuses attempted to be dealt with in the foregoing paragraphs was the separation of production and distribution from exhibition.

Divorcement Deferred
"Sec. XI, postponing the issue of theater
divorcement for three years, is the weakest and

most disappointing feature of the decree. It
is doubtful whether under its provisions, the
Government can control acquisitions to any
extent during the test period.
However, in
view

of the outstanding importance of this
subject, acquisitions or new developments by
any of the consenting distributors which indicate a general policy of expansion, such as
would violate the decree should be promptly
reported to national Allied."

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

—Because

Washington

of reported
value to independent exhibitors, Allie d Information Department will be
enlarged and financed by the individual units instead of by the national treasury, it was voted yesterday by the national board of directors. Plans are in work to make
the AID 10 times more effective.
During the next six months, the
AID committee will conduct an educational campaign to convince those
exhibitors who have not taken part
It
in past surveys to participate.
was pointed out that exhibitors must
realize that information furnished
by the AID under the decree will be
of greater value inasmuch as product-buying will continue 12 months
of the year and not for just a brief
more
period as is the case now.
effective form for collecting data is
now being evolved.
1

A

RKO Said
Seeking "Panama Hattie"
Metro, Columbia and RKO Radio

Metro, Columbia,

are reported interested in acquiring
film rights to Buddy De Sylva's
"Panama Hattie." De Sylva is reported asking $150,000, which would
be tops for a Broadway play price
this season.
Metro, said to be considering it
as a vehicle for Shirley Temple and
Ann Sothern, is rumored to have
offered $130,000, with Columbia first
suggesting $125,000 and then meeting the Metro bid. RKO is said to

have Ginger Rogers and Joan Carroll in

mind.

Columbia

made

is

offers for

reported to have
two other De Sylva

"Louisiana Purchase,"
$100,000 bid, and "DuBarry
Was a Lady." Universal has also
made overtures to De Sylva, it is
said, proposing a producing-releasing deal.
properties,

with

Pioneer Exhibitor Dead
Kingston, Pa. Simeon Lewis, 77,
manager of the first film house here,

—

died

of

pneumonia.

SPECTACULAR! SENSATIONAL!

•

•

THE BIGGEST BOX-OFFICE PERFORMER
in

a

a month of moons!

.

.

week and ten days!

for

.

Three-day towns holding over for
.

.

Strict

two weeks and more!

.

.

.

.

one- week spots going

FIFTH

WEEKS

Washington, Boston, Providence, Philadelphia!

WEEKS

in

New

York,

more towns going
the nation!

for

Cleveland,
third

and

Kansas City
second

*

;<

.

.

o

RADIO
PICTURES

.

FOURTH

— and

weeks

MAKE y()UR PLANS

FOR AN EXTENDED RUN!

Chicago,

in

all

scores

over

NOW

I

going strong!

M

*f°$G

/>

CA

^'O'^r

Cfys-

***'sLr°<
•<"/

<!"rr-

I

FOUR OUT OF TEN WINS!
The record speaks for itself! There can be no question as to which company
won the Quigley Short Subject Annual Exhibitor Vote. The results appeared
on Page 21 of Motion Picture Herald, issue of Jan. 11, 1941, as follows:

—

"

!e

The Leaders
it

The

leaders of the general featurette

poll, the ten

which received the highest

)j

^k.-,

number

of favorable citations, are, in
order they placed:

**

]'.

4.

r

i^T

Crime Does Not Pay
Pete Smith Specialties

j\

^

6

ie

ai

7

1

_

.

4Kb.

AA _

Q — KA

£x

Next Company 3

N ^t Company

1

Next Company

1

Next Company

1

8
9.

10.

Our Gang
Passing Parade

Leadership means doing the unusual
Here's

M-G-M's newest

Tapping an unexplored
Short story masterpieces

first!

field,

"THE

at last

On the screen — the first is
'THE HAPPIEST MAN ON EARTH"
One

of

M-G-M's most important

steps

In years of short subject leadership.
•
Get ready for PETE SMITH'S "PENNY TO THE RESCUE," another Prudence Penny cookery
comedy in Technicolor. It's swell. Also CAREY WILSON'S "MORE ABOUT NOSTRADAMUS,"
a sequel to the prediction short that fascinated the nation.

Watch

for this
great short subject!

idea:

HAPPIEST MAN
ON EARTH"
featuring

PAUL KELLY
VICTOR KILLIAN
The O. Henry Memorial

Award -Winning

Short Story

m

—

—

m

umj n ist

j

j
i

i

F L

S T
2
W
2 H
I

DO NOT

44TH ST

The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

NO.

JQL. 79,

REtVi

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old
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U" CALLS

CHI.

TEN CENTS
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SALES CONCLAVE FEB.8

Competitive Selling Offers Held Not Necessary
Editorial

May Freely Select Exhib.
For First Offer, 20th-Fox
Advises Its Sales Forces

Miss Bishop

=
.

iN
*

.

deserves cheers

.

By CHESTER

enthusiastic

doff

=

BAHN

B.

the

of

editorial-

chapeau this Thursday morn to
Rowland and his "Cheers for Miss
shop," as heart-warming and as delightcritical

ck

human

lly

out

ime

cinematic

a

creation

Hollywood

of

in

has

as

couple

a

of

onths of Sundays.

A

that
title,
appropriate
Zheers for Miss Bishop," for here's an
The picture will be
prediction:
jnest
leered across and up and down the country
singularly

by press, and,

public,

•

no less by

iws,

And

is

box office potentialities,

its

made

rmpathetic

in

metro-

etency

direction,

in all

Director
detail

by

writing,

by

adept

brilliant,

and

highly

and by marked comother departments.

histrionics,

itelligent

is

Tay Garnett's attention
amazing.
which

with
Ses
-believe

to nicety

The innumerable deft

he transforms studio
sheerest realism, thus
eightening the impact of incident and charcterization, alone would suffice to make
Cheers for Miss Bishop" outstanding tech-

lically

and

into

no recent production where the understanding of the importance of seemingly
asual bits of business has been more efAnd
ectively and more adroitly employed.
he number of such pictures which come
ilong in the course of a year are few
iltogether too few.
ieen

MOR
^

is

this the only

production

vhich

Academy

way that the Rowland

the stuff of
and "Ten Best" contenders
qualifies

as

contends that motion
are not a luxury but the
"cheapest and best form of mental
relaxation and intellectual recreation,
vital in these trying times."
He
A number of new units is ex- so
declares that most of the regular
pected to come into the Allied fold patrons of picture houses
are sal'Hiring this year, according to Col.
aried workers and wage earners. Is
H. A. Cole who this week was chosen
(Continued on Page 3)
for the third time to head the national organization. While Allied is

Forecast by Cole

NSS-Allied Deal

(Continued on Page 11)

Billboard Recmlation

bill

In

for the regulation of billboards

New Hampshire

has been introduced in the Legislature by Rep.
John Condon of Newport.
Under the measure, no signs would

in

(Continued on Page 6)

by William

called

A.' Scully,
general sales
manager, for
Feb. 8-10 at

the

Black-

Hotel
stone
Chicago,
in
it

was

dis-

closed yesterday.
One of the

earliest,
if not the
WILLIAM
ord,

it

A.

will

SCULLY

earliest
seasonal

sales conventions on rec-

be concerned with the

(Continued on Page 6)

Distribs.

Appeal

In

Argentine Dispute

Rio de Janeiro (By Air Mail)
appeal by the U. S. distribs. in
connection with the pending tax dispute here has been made officially by
indithe comnational or- legal representatives of"

Said Not Exclusive
New Hampshire
Concord, N. H.— A long anticipated
Benefit to Allied members,

Bill

An

vidual units and the
ganization is seen in the AlliedNational Screen Service tieup con-

(Continued on Page 3)

summated in Washington this week. Admissibility of Evidence
Plan whereby National Screen will Moot Point in Waldo Suit
{Continued on Page 11)

Met. Area Theaters at 1,208

Boston

— Haggling over the admis-

sibility of

suit

evidence in the anti-trust

brought by the Waldo Theater
(Continued on Page 6)

Represents Gain of

11;

and foreign operations of Producers Releasing Corp.
Fromkess,
who formerly was treasurer of Mon-

(Continued on Page 2)

agers has been

Kuykendall

the sort of human portrayal that
leserves to stand, indeed will stand, with
he screen's best.
Miss Scott makes the
ransition from school girl to septuagenarian
*ith consummate skill.
There is never a
alse or hesitant move; the character, with
It's

A mid-winter sales convention of
Universal's district and branch man-

pictures

Board Names Fromkess

icott.

Office, Studio Execs.

Pointing out that a number of
states are threatening to impose additional admission taxes, not for national defense but for added revenue,

made.
There is, importantly, the matter of perermance, and here again, "Cheers for Miss
iishop" is something to stir the hurrahs,
lurrays and the huzzas.
Especially is that
rue of the Ella Bishop delineated by Martha
ire

Home

alike.

Page 11)

Allied Expansion

artistically.

commentator's money, there has

For this

(.Continued on

-

so by meticulous production, by

inspired

skillful,

f

audi

all

centers and towns alike, are 22k.

olitan

T

for

of Earliest on Record;
Three-Day Meet to Attract

Organized defense against dispretation of the New York consent
decree in its handbook prepared for criminatory admission taxes is adthe use and guidance of the sales vocated in a current bulletin from
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
department.
Twentieth-Fox holds that the sales who is of the opinion that many of
reps, may freely select the exhib. to the state legislators do not realize
which they desire to make the first the disastrous consequences of unoffer, and if satisfactory terms are fair taxation on patrons and theaters

necessarily fol-

it

TAXES—MPTOA
Organized Exbib. Action Urged
by Prexy Ed Kuykendall

One

tions, according to 20th-Fox's inter-

showmen.

sterling entertainment

is

It

Distribs. are not required to offer
a group of features to each of competing exhibs. in competitive situa-

FIGHT UNFAIR

As PRC Vice-President
Leon Fromkess has been named
vice-president in charge of domestic

ogram

Pictures, was the executive
assistant to President 0. Henry
Briggs until appointed to the new
post by the board of directors.

More Houses Dark
Total number of film theaters in
the metropolitan territory as of
Jan. 1 was 1,208, an increase of 11
during the year, it was announced
yesterdav by the New York Film
Board of Trade, which released its
annual directorv.
Seating capacity
of the 1.208 totals 1.346.594 as compared with 1,343,883 for the 1,197
houses a year ago.

Directory shows a slight drop in
the

number

of

open theaters, 1,068

(Continued on Page 6)

Anti-Ascap Measure
Before Mass. Solons
Mass.

Boston,

has been filed
General Court.
it

— An

in

A

anti-Ascap

bill

the Massachusetts

38-page measure,

action against any music
or distributor who refuses

calls for

publisher

permit any request numbers over
the air or otherwise within Massachusetts or on air lanes operated
out of this State.
to

V

w
Miss Bishop
.

.

Thursday, January 30, IS
DAILY

Announce Nominations
West

{Continued from Page
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THE

Hollywood

6425

VVilk,

If
Miss Scott sets the pace, it is well
maintained by others in the cast William
Gargan, Mary Anderson, Edmund Gwenn,
Rosemary De Camp, Donald Douglas and
Sidney Blackmer among them.
Rowland
has a highly promising newcomer in Miss
Anderson; make no mistake about that.
And make no mistake about this, either:
"Cheers for Miss Bishop" with its understanding treatment of the teaching profession will make tens of thousands of friends
for the screen among America's educators.

—

Royal Detroit Will Open
Tomorrow; Dispute Ends

Fred-

FINANCIAL
'Wednesday, Jan. 29)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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$15,000 for Greek Relief
Chicago
Jack Kirsch, Allied
prexy, reports the Chicago theaters
have raised $15,000 for the Greek
Plans are rapidly
Relief Fund.
nearing completion for the use of
the huge Chicago Stadium for a

—

benefit.

—

Cultural Executive
Wanted as Sales

PROMOTION MANAGER
For Unique, Non-theotrical
Film Enterprise.

OUTSTANDING

of

—

Washington

FCC

yesterday
granted applications for renewal of

CBS,

television

station

NBC, Don

Lee, Dumont. and Zenith,

licenses

to

Following

licenses,

piring

extended

—

—

screenings scheduled tonight and to-

ROBERT YOUNG

morrow.
The nominations:

the

Black-and-White Art Direction: "Arise

My

Love," "Arizona," "Boys From Syracuse,"
"Dark Command," "Foreign Correspondent,"
Favorite Wife," "My
Son, My Son," "Our Town." "Pride and
Prejudice."
"Rebecca." "The Sea Hawk,"

"Lillian

Russell."

"My

and "The Westerner."
Color Art Direction: "Bittersweet," "Down
Argentine Way," "Northwest Mounted Police," and "The Thief of Bagdad."
Short Subjects of 1,000-foot length or less:
" Information
Please," Pathe; "The Baron
and the Rose," M-G-M; "All About Hash,"

companies'
Feb. I. were

Feb.

POSSIBILITIES
Address Box 1930
1501 B'way
New York
FILM DAILY

here

arrives

tomorrow

Coast.

GLENN FORD

left

New York

last

night

c

tend the President's Birthday Ball.

WAYNE MORRIS
rived

and GEORGE RAFT have
Washington from the Coast.

in

ARTHUR
leaves

LEE has returned from Toronto
afternoon for a week's sta;

Friday

Miami.

EMILE STERN and SIDNEY SPEICEL,
Essaness circuit, Chicago,
at Palm Springs.

are

spending

of

v

a

tion

ALBERT ANDERS,

operator of the Bijou

"Moments

of
Charm of 1941," ater, Springfield, Mass., and MRS. ANDERS.
"Gentleman's Partner," Pathe; in Miami for a month's vacation.
"The Happiest Man On Earth." M-C-M:
MARTIN SMITH. Ohio Allied leader, retul
"Sacred Ganges," Para.; "London Can Take
Tt,"
"Henry Busse and His Orchestra," to his home yesterday after a day in New \
WB; "Nature's Nursery," Paramount I3&W;
M. A. ROSENBERG, of Pittsburgh, and J
"Unusual Occupations No. 4." Para.; "Meet KIRSCH. of Chicago, also Allied leaders,
the Stars," Rep.; "Fight, Fish. Fight." WB; in town.
"Ouicker'n A Wink," M-G-M;
"Pomilar
Science No. 5," Para.
AL MARCOLIES left for Washington ye;
"Old Dominion,"
2fHh-Fox; "Diving Demons," M-G-M; "More day.
About Nostradamus," M-G-M "Night DesAL WILKIE left yesterday for a three-v
cends on Treasure Island," M-G-M; "Siege,"

WB

;

;

;

Florida

Pathe.
Subjects

WB

here

from Washin

;

r
n." Pathe; "You The Permle." M-G-M:
"Teddy The Routrh Rider." WB; "Eves of
the Navv." M-G-M
"Dog In the Orchard."
WB "Children Must Learn." Documentary.
New York University "One-Tenth of Our
Nation." Documentary, American Film Center;
"Valleytown." Documentary, New York University
"And So They Live," Documentary,
New York University.
Cartoons: "Snubbed By A Snob." Fleischer: "You Ought To Be Tn Pictures." WB:
"A Wild Hare."
"Raergedy Ann and
Raggedy- Anrlv." Fleischer; "Knock. Knock."
Universal;
"Puss Gets Boots." M-G-M;
"Billy Mouse's AkwaVade." 20th-Fov; "The
Marl Hatter." Co'"mbia
"Western Daze."—

T

;

;

200 Pre-release Bookings

Already

in

on

"Virginia'

:

WB

:

:

(Pal)
Para.
"Wimmin Ts A Mystery,"
^'pischer;
"Early Worm Gets Hi- B -''."
;

WB

:

WB

"Cross Countrv Detours."
cruiting Daze." Universal;
"Milky
:

M-G-M.

;

"Re-

Wav,"

exto

fishing trip.
arrives

LANA TURNER

Between 1,000 and 3,000 tomorrow.
ft in Length:
"The Flag Speaks." M-G-M.
"Service With the Colors,"
"Growing
Short

With 200 pre-release bookings
"Virginia" already in, Paramo
expects to have every available pi
of the 280 which will be put
solidly booked on Feb. 22, natic
release date.
Neil Agnew has
dered a day-and-date booking di
for the week of the 22nd.

At the New York Paramo
"Virginia" yesterday had an e
mated $9,500 "take," according
Bob Weitman. Current ork. atti
tion

Farewell Luncheon for
Morris Joseph Monday

—

New Haven Morris Joseph, who
were extended to
March 1 pending receipt of appli- is retiring after having served more
cation for renewals from General than 25 vears as Universal manager
State University of here, will be tendered a farewell
Electric and
piring

G0MG

WILLIAM PERLBERG. associate producer jr
five
divisions
art
direction, shorts and cartoon classi- 20th -Fox. and JACK BENNY, plane in today la
American Airlines from the Coast.
fications
are announced. PreliminCABRIEL PASCAL is due here the first rt
ary judging is under way, with
of next week from Europe.

1

is

Glenn Miller.

H.E.R. to

Handle "U"

Newsreel

Print

Universal

Work

newsreel

will be sub-let
tories, Inc., to

print

w

by Pathe Labc
H.E.R. Laboratc

luncheon here Monday at Ceriani's
Restaurant.
Harry Shaw. Loew it was reported yesterday, effeel
Poli division manager, will be mas- Feb. 1.
Pathe recently signed
to
"Tobacco
ter of ceremonies.
Committee in two-year contract with Universal
Maf
charge includes
Tobackman do all its print work.
Feb. 20
At N. Y.
Sam Seletsky and Herman Levy
World premiere of "Tobacco Road" Joseph plans to leave Tuesday for
will be at the Roxy Feb. 20, accord- Florida where he will make his pering to present plans of 20th-Fox, manent home.
GETTING A SIGNED
producers of the film. Another 20thFox special, "Western Union." will Cinema Club Dinner Mar. 16
RECEIPT IS A
go into the Roxy next week followBoston Fifth annual dinner dance
RULE OF
STANDING
ing a holdover for the company's
of the Cinema Club will be held at
"Tall, Dark And Handsome," curCocoanut Grove on March 16. Wilrently playing there. Latter picture
li a in
Cuddy, first vice-president and
racked up a house record for SunRKO booker, is in charge of the
day business this past week-end, it program assisted by Charles Wilson
Iowa.

1

8%

Universal Picts.
.16
15% 15%
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 67
70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
60% 63

mammoth

—

in

;

March 1 pending receipt of applitions for renewals: Philco, General
Licenses exElectric, and RCA.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3V2s46
B'way 3s55
Para.

staff.

Bit,

11

8Vi

3V4

maintenance

— Vs
—
176
—3% FCC Grants Applications
—
For Tele Station Renewals
33% — Vi
109
+
can
THE FILM DAILY
— % Washington
—

83^

60

do pfd

Vs

7%

.

Warner Bros

+

134V4

41 1/2
41 1/2
41 Vi
$5 pfd
6l/2
20th Century-Fox
6% 6'/2
20th Century-Fox pfd. 17%
17%
17Vi
Univ. Pict. pfd
142
139V2 140
.

to

2

11%

1st

own maintenance department

allow
maintenance work at the
Royal, which may be considered
IATSE jurisdiction, to be
Net within
Chg. clone by the IATSE member who is
Vs
now employed on the regular UDT

l/

Paramount
Para.
Para.

—

5%

Ind
Ind.

Kodak

East.

8V4

Close
8'/4

24 Vs

(2V2 %)

Col. Picts. vtc.

Low

its

and

Paramount;

Phone

W.

COminG

THE FILM DAILY
Academy
Award

Bin cou of

nominations

M-G-M;

—

Calif.—

Blvd.,

LONDON— Ernest

6607.

Coast

Hollywood

\)

innate dignity and grace, bears the seal of
conviction throughout.

Detroit The Royal Theater, new
second-run house, is slated to open
tomorrow, following settlement of
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
\V. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue a dispute with the IATSE over emMarsoulan
MEXICO CITY— Marco- ployment of stagehands in a straight
(12).
Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindi- picture house which resulted in the
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.
operators being called out an hour
before opening time one month ago.
Detroit
Theaters,
half
United
owners of the Royal with Wisper &
Wetsman Theaters, is readjusting

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

Ralph

Granite

Award Groups

In Five

deserves eheers

.

Road"
Roxy

Open

—

Tostar

is

reported.

Larry Herman of the
Ralph Snider circuit is in charge of
Columbians Dance Feb. 22
minting. Tom Fernoyle of M & P
The Columbians, Columbia's em- has been named chairman of the
Abe
ployes' club, will hold its annual committee on arrangements.
dinner dance at the Waldorf-Astoria Barry of Columbia has charge of
tickets.
on Washington's Birthday.
of Republic.

Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED
APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE Bl

LI

^

<?te

'hursday, January 30, 1941

ighl Unfair

Industry

Taxes,

^PTOA Prexy Urges
(Continued from Page

Ja

Invariably, Kuykendall says, admission tax
roposals are based on the "dubious theory"
lat the tax can be added to the price of each
But a
cket and passed on to the patron.
I':;"
in price on anything causes a decrease
ikdh *e
that
the
which
means
continues,
1 buying, he
xhibitor can either add the tax and suffer a
:;•
in attendance or suffer a net loss in
rid ecline
of the amount of the tax,
Nsl ross receipts
'hich is "usually several times the net profit
realized
from a successful the'•4iat can be
;!i
ter operation."
Kuykendall writes that he believes legislaDrs can be made to realize the unfairness of
l
Every responsible exiscriminatory taxes.
ibitor, he adds, is quite willing to pay his
-:i»hare of taxes in proportion to the taxes levied
jn other industries, but it is unfair, he inout theaters for a tax burden
Jfefc ists, to single
mat other legitimate business enterprises are
ot asked to pay.
"It is the personal responsibility of each
xhibitor as well as the regional exhibitor
BI1$ issociation to make the legislature understand
,4he facts of the situation fairly and concluively." Kuykendall declares, adding the warnig that "you will get a lot further pulling
'

!

-

T
•

•

•

as the Fall

Guy

of the Saints

RKO

got a helluva ribbing yesterday

and Sinners luncheon

which was both a

Grand Ballroom
for

T

T

CHRISTOPHER Morley

in the Hotel Astor's

lively affair

and a neat boost

which Mister Morley penned

Radio's "Kitty Foyle"

and inspired

designation as "Foyle

his

— which he took

hcrsing around

in

Guy"

good grace

After all the

—

he delivered

about as swell a spiel as has been spouted hereabouts

mean

and despite a certain

Eill

Merrill,

Shiffrin

S.

in

many a

which the Saints and

distraction

RKO

ners provided all in fun

Sin-

Radio was represented by Vice-Prexy

Barret McCormick, Rutgers Neilson, John Farmer, I.ving

and Jack Lewis .... and other industry gents present were David

Lowe, Morley's associate

at

Millpond Playhouse;

Ed

Sullivan,

Bosley

Crowlher, Frank Farrell, Charles "Chick" Lewis, Vernon Pope, Murray

James

Becker

a-visiting for quite

Dunn, at whose house "Kitty Foyle" has been

(Rivoli)

a

spell;

Jack Harrison,

Bill

Grady, Tom Wenning, Len Weisberg, John C.

(M-G-M) Ferguson, Lester

Flinn,

and

this

ash later on."

J. S.

Distribs.

T

T
•

•

•

LEO

jn Argentine

it

has acquired the re-make

(Continued from Page

1 janies
'
Tosta.

to

Finance

Sousa

At the same time, an appeal has
remit-

pending. No
:aken yet in either matter.
William C. Burdette, U. S. charge
1'
affaires, is handling the matter
or the U. S. compani?s in the ab<ence of Ambassador Jefferson Cafrey, who is on vacation.
:ase is

,

of

on the tax
action has been

3rd

House

for

Miami Beach,

"Back Street"?
Fla.

—

UniversaPs

by

.

.

Gradwell

L.

Sears

C. C. Burr
V. Richards

Greta

N.J

The venerable Arch will
Hamburg
"But I'll
be in town every so often" he says, "for there's a lot of good shows
I won't want to miss".
• Bob Drew, Monogram's West Virginia

retire next

month and

live

.

on

his

farm

in

.

Nissen

Oscar Serlin
Henry McCarthy

bitter

Drew's shoes are being filled by
opened
Ezra Skirball.
• Mid-February's lily of an event is gonna be
that 12th Annual Dance and Entertainment of the Press Photogand already things are pointing-up to
raphers' Ass'n of N.Y
which had jaded
a shindig that'll even top last year's event
Date is Feb. 14 and
Broadway talking for weeks afterwards
the place the Hotel Astor
pilot school, recently
.

.

T
• STUFF:

W.

Va.,

—

.

« « «

and

trial

by

combat

» » »

.

.

in

Vera Steadman Injured
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

—Vera

THE FILM DAILY
Steadman, com-

edienne of the silent screen, suffered
serious injury Tuesday night when
she was struck by two automobiles
in
Beverly
Hills.
Examination
showed that her back was broken.
Physicians reported her condition
critical.

Stella

Unger on

Trailers

National Screen Service is creating a new department for production
of specialty trailers using a different technique for forthcoming features,
it
was learned yesterday.
Stella Unger has an arrangement
with NSS whereby she will handle
the writing and narration of these
trailers.

T

J. C. Shanklin, who operates a theater in Ronceand is vice-prexy of the West Virginia Theater Managers'
Association, has been elected a delegate to the West Virginia legislature
Harry Sherman is back
as a representative irom Greenbrier County
in the saddle and goin' to town again making his outdoor dramas, having
returned to the Coast from Chicago and the recently-tendered Earney Balaban testimonial dinner
M-G-M has awarded an Honor Roll Button
to Lester Pollock, manager of Loew's, Rochester, for his outstanding campaign for "The Philadelphia Story" (P.S. Dear Leo: How about one of
those buttons for a promising young exhibitor named W. G. Van Schmus
who has given you and the pix the biggest prestige and selling-point to
date,
and another button to a seasoned old publicity hand, Fred Lynch,
who has been behind the opus up to the hilt! Suggestively Yours, Phil).

•

hostilities

the courts, in the legislatures or before outarbitrators."

representative, has resigned to devote his interests to a seaplane

—

From

II"

to

the Franklin Theater, Franklin,

•

!

Morgan (now in the U. S.
RKO), Michel Simon and Rene Lefevre will
• We know a guy in this biz who intends

side

verte,

E.

(Les Musiciens du del) and

I

and under contract

'Back Street" may open in a third
louse, the Surf, here Tuesday.

THE FILM
DAILY to

laws."

censorship.
unfair
non-theatricals.
better contract terms, double features,
cut-throat competition, dog racing.
Bingo games, bad publicity and howto get more people to go to the movies."
n
urging greater attention to business.
Kuykendall advocates the working out grievances and complaints by friendly negotia
tions and mutual understanding "rather than

that the French version starring Michele

missed a single nighfs show in 27 years of service as operator at

1)

Minister

Deen made for renewal
;ances while the request

From Heaven"

rights of "Musicians

"going on" just as the show must according to the ole entertainment world axiom
He's 76-year-old Arch Welch who hasn't

Dispute

anti-trust

Continuing, Kuykendall declares that "we
propose to watch closely developments under
the decree and take advantage of any practical benefits that can be secured for exhibitors through its provisions (if any), but we
are not going to be fooled into expecting
benefits that are not in it.
In the meantime,
there is a lot of 'unfinished business' crying
for attention, such as the music tax, legistaxes,

T

Films clarions that

be released shortly.

Appeal

still believe we can solve our own
problems better than either way if
we are permitted to do so under the

lation,

coiner

•

or

mercial and economic difficulties by
dragging them throu&'h the courts,
it is predicted in an MPTOA bulletin issued by President Ed Kuykendall.
The MPTOA chief says he is
not worried about the consent decree
getting a fair trial, the principal
concern being what its effect will be
on the industry as a whole and theater operation in particular.
That rigid statutory regulation
will follow if the decree fails to work
satisfactorily has been expressed,
but as to that line of procedure, Kuykendall remarks, "Maybe so, but we

giveaways,

m

gtther through your own state organization
nd co-ordinating your efforts with the other
xhibitors than you will by pulling in several
The penalty
Jiifferent directions on your own.
neglecting such organized defense of the
heaters will come out of your own pockets in

llls-MPTOA

demonstrate

r

1

(an

Effects of the consent decree will
again the futility of
trying to solve the industry's com-

1)

,;

::.

Own

Cure

the intention, Kuykendall asks, to
ingle out this class of people for
pecial taxation at the box office?
"We believe," Kuykendall writes,
j'r^t if the legislators really underthe theater situation and the
\
ax burden now carried they would
ot try to impose special taxes on
dmissions at three or four times the
ighest rate considered for a retail
ales tax on any other business."

Still

Freed Will Produce
"Hattie" for Metro
(C

-si

Const Bur.

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Arthur Freed will produce the screen version of "Panama
Hattie" for Metro, it was announced
Purchase price of the B.
yesterday.
G. De Sylva Broadway hit was $130,000, plus agents' fees, it is reportMetro's cast will include Shirley
ed.
Temple, Ann Sothern, Eleanor Powell,
Connie Russell, Red Skelton and Rags
RKO
Ragland of the Broadway cast.
and Columbia also had sought the
brought the
play, rights to which
top figure of the year.
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GWTW"

returns to the Capitol

and

tops road

show

records!

Held over
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THE MIRACLE OF

SHOW
A year

BUSINESS!

later!

But the same crowds, cops,

A year later!
And"GWTW" tops
Last

week the

first

its

cash!

own

records!

N. Y.

TIMES, JAN.

27, 1941

13 engagements

m Prices Brings Gain

Electrified the industry

Cat

Now

For 'Gone With the Wind'

a 3rd

(Boston,

And

is

Louis, Washington, Bridgeport,

St.

Hartford,

week

and held over!
announced!

New

every

Haven, Worcester)

new opening

is terrific!

(Baltimore, Akron, Canton, Providence,

Waterbury, Memphis, Kansas City,

etc.)

And each one a hold-over!
No matter how long a period
It

played previously

though it never played before!
And an interesting development is that
Small towns are even topping the big towns!
There has never been anything like it!
It's

It

as

will

Give
It's

never happen again in our lifetime!

it

everything you've got of showmanship!

the miracle of

show

"Gone With the Wind" regismore paid admissions
on the first two days, last Thursday and Friday, of its return engagement at the Capitol than in
tered 10,432

business.

the comparable period when it
first opened at the theatre in De-

cember, 1939.
Matinee receipts were $1,017
above the original receipts, notwithstanding that current admissions represent a 50 per cent reduction in the original price scale.
Attendance increases of 30 per
cent and increases of from 10 to
15 per cent in receipts also were
Ohio;
Cleveland,
in
reported
Bridgeport,
Mass.;
Worcester,
Conn., and other representative
cities, according to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, the distributors.

—

THE
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"U"

Calls Chicago

Sales

Meet Feb. 8

Calif.

Child Players to Work
In Studios ami Television Until Midniyht

Sacramento

—

If bills
filed in the State Senate and House are approved,
be allowed to work in motion picture studios up to midnight.
The measures entered in the House by Rep. Maloney of San Francisco
will "permit children under 15 years of age to work in legitimate plays, motion
picture studios, and in radio and television work between 10 p.m. and midnight
upon approval of the labor commissioner."
A similar measure has been filed
in the upper house by Senator Biggar.
The two companion bills were requested by the State Labor Commission
upon request of the film industry.

minors

{Continued from Page

May Permit

1)

1941-42 program as well as the
current lineup. It will attract both
home office and studio executive personnel.
to

New Hampshire

and to Universale exhib.

Scully pointed to the
Scully said.
following productions as examples,
beall of which are to be released
tween now and the termination of
the current selling season:
"U's"

Big

Curren-

Pix

mum

permit

fee.

No Question as

Ultimate
Success of Tele, Says Fly
Bureau

Washington

of

—

"Huck Privates," with Abbott and CosWashington
"Back Street," co-starring Charles Lawrence Fly of
Boyer and Margaret Sullavan; "Model Wife

tello;

to

Commission declared
munications
yesterday that there was no question in his mind as to the ultimate
success of television, but that there
was considerable question in the
minds of many people as to the degree of its present development.
The FCC chairman's statement
was made before the House Appromining in addition to Scully will include priations Committee which last DeCheever Cowdin. Nate J. Blumberg, Frank cember held executive (closed) sesJ. A. McCarthy, William J. Heineman, Joseph
the independent appropriaSeidelman, Adolph Schimel, B. B. Kreisler, sions on
James J. Jordan, F. T. Murray, Andrew J. tions bill. The committee made pubSharick, Morris Alin and Hank Linet.
lic the testimony yesterday.
Joan Blondell and Dick Powell and
produced and directed by Leigh Jason; Frank
"Lady from Cheyenne," starring
Lloyd's
Robert
Loretta Young and supported by
Preston and Edward Arnold; "The Flame
DietMarlene
starring
New Orleans,"
of
with Bruce Cabot, and directed by
rich,
"UnfinRene Clair, and Gregory La Cava's
ished
Business" to star Irene Dunne and
supported by Robert Montgomery. Preston
Poster and Eugene Pallette.
Home office execs, to attend the Chicago
I.

Field
the

field

Men
the

to

Attend

following

will

.-intend:

Admissibility of Evidence
Moot Point in Waldo Suit
{Continued from Page

1)

(CoJiriKiitvi

from Page

1)

being

reported as against 1,0'
Comparative seating capacities
open theaters are 1,234,260 (194
as against 1,240,304.
Fifteen mt
theaters are closed this year d
seating 112,334, as against 1
seating 103,597.

Number of New York theaters
the metropolitan territory increas
by 10 during the year, while t
New Jersey gain was a single hou.'
New York theaters currently tot
879, seating 993,450, as compar
with 869, seating 991,349. New Jt
sey houses number 329, seating 35
144 as against 328, seating 352,5i

Corp.
against
the
late
Joseph
Dondis, et al, including the present
and P set up, continues and promises to delay the final settlement of
Other comparative figures:
tne suit for weeks.
1941
1940
No. Seats
No.
Sea
George S. Ryan, attorney for the
Circuit Theaters
759 997,365
771 L023.C
plaintiff, contended that it was ap
Affiliated,
X. Y. 131 265,267 129
262,9
parently the view of the defendants Affiliated. X. J. 66 117.492
66
118.C
519,1
that if a conspiracy is alleged re Unaffiliated, N. V. 434 488,588 450
Unaffiliated, X. J. 128 126,018
126
122,8
lating to a particular situation or Indie Theaters
449 349,229 426
320,f
group of states that evidence to -New York
314 239,595 290
209,2
show the conspiracy cannot be ad New Jersey ... 135 109.643 136 111.5
Total Sound
mitted unless that evidence, at that
Houses
192
179
particular time, refers to the spe- Total Silent
Houses
16
18
cific
situation or group of states.
Closed
Ryan claims the right not to limit Total
Houses
140
125
his proof to things directly related Sound
124
107
Silent
16
18
to or affecting the plaintiff.

M

.

.

1

Judge Peters has, in the mean
time, ruled that the plaintiff is en
titled to show conspiracy as a whole
even though he may
only one part of it.

1

Wilk

to Testify Today
Federal Judge Edward A. Cong
be damaged by yesterday ordered Jacob Wilk, Wa
It is this which ner story editor, to testify today

Katherii
$75,000 dan

of

or not the entire history of the in- ages
for
alleged
defamation
dustry may be brought into the suit "Confessions Of A Nazi Spy,"
to show that the alleged conspiracy film produced by the defendant.
does or does not exist.
Defense counsel contends that
nothing that has so far been introduced is relevant to the present suit.

TO THE COLOns:

70 Per Cent of Pictures
Shown in Chile from U. S.
The

States furnished 70
of the motion pictures
District .Manager Jules Lapidus, from New shown in Chile during 1940, figures
York; Branch Managers Dave Levy, New submitted
to
the
Department of
John V. PaPaul Baron, Boston
York
New Haven; George E. Schwartz, Commerce by the American vicevone,
Mexico
consul in Santiago show.
Max Cohen, Washington.
Philadelphia
District Manager Dave Miller. Cleveland; and Argentina supplied 10 per cent
Branch Managers J. R. Kauffman, CleveGermany was repCincinnati;
John J. as did France.
land;
Peter Rosian,
Spandau, Albany; resented by four per cent and all
Scully,
Buffalo; J.
J.
Pete Dana, Pittsburgh.
other countries by six per cent. ToDistrict
Manager H. D. Graham, Atshown during the
lanta
Branch Managers John Ezell. At- tal number of pix
about 520, the report
H. I. year was
lanta
A. Prichard, Charlotte;
J.
Mansfield,
Memphis; W. M. Richardson, states.
New Orleans; Ed S. Olsmith. Dallas; James
The country still has no quota nor
Hobbs, Oklahoma City.
Manager J. E. Garrison, Kansas contingent laws.
District
Domestic producCity; Branch .Managers Grover Parsons, Kanis insufficient to warrant legissas
Harry Hynes, St. Louis; Lou tion
City;
lation
requiring a percentage of
Levy. Des Moines; Otto Siegel. Omaha.
District Manager A. J. O'Keefe, Los An- Chilean films to be shown, but three
geles;
Branch Managers C. J. Feldman.
films having been produced

per

;

From

Total 1,208

THE FILM DAILY nas caused the long delay, for now
reference to the suit
Chairman James
arises the moot point as to whether Moog.
Plaintiff seeks
the Federal Com-

starring

The studio group will include Cliff Work,
Matthew Fox, Joe Pasternak. Milton Feld,
Dan Kelley and John E. Joseph.

Now

will

was said that decision
hold the early-in-the-year meeting resulted from the strengthening
of the second half of the season'^ Billboard Regulation
program in line with the company's
policy of adding star names and Bill in
outstanding producers and directors
{Continued from Page 1)
of even greater box-office values
last be allowed within 500 feet of a
announced
originally
than
cemetery, public playground, reserMarch.
vation or forest, but signs in busiSee Early Selling Season
ness districts or signs advertising
Trade circles, however, saw in roadside stands, cabins, etc., within
the February convention a March- 600 feet, would not be affected, if
stealing move by Universal to start not too large.
Certain signs would
its selling season at an equally early have to stand back from the highadvantage
any
date, thus pressing
way as many feet as they cover
it is
it may have by the fact that
square feet in area, up to 300 feet.
not bound by the New York consent
It is
proposed that the State
Highway Department administer
Universale flexible policy permit- the law, with an appeal board and
ting the adding of product not an- the Superior Court, with no extra
nounced at the beginning of the sea- expense to the state.
son and the further strengthening
Signs to which the proposed staof the production staff is an impor- tute would apply would pay a tax
industry
tant contribution to the
per square footage, with a $1 miniaccounts,
Officially, it

Met. Area Theaters

United

cent

;

Holj oke, Mass.

—

Arthur F. Benan
assistant manager of the Stran
Theater here, has resigned to enlis
in the Marine Corps.

Jr.,

—

Highland Springs, Va.
Donal
Barksdale, of the Henrico Theate
service staff, leaves with the Nations
Guard for Fort Meade, Md. on Fel
3.

;

License Fee Refund
Upon Sale Is Denied
Detroit
for

a

even

—The

theater

though

annual license fee
cannot be refunded,

the

original

exhibitor

gives up his right to the house, ac-

cording to ruling of the Detroit City
Council.
Action was taken in the
case of Claude A. Dock who recently

Dox Theater to Ambrose
Fitzgerald.
Dock petitioned to have

sold

his

the unexpired portion of his license
refunded, but it was denied by the
Council,
after
checkup with the
Police

Department,

on

the

ground

"there is no provision in the
ordinance for making such a refund."
that

;

;

Fndianapolis;
L.

J.

Air Corps.

La Crosse, Wis.

—

La Crosse The
already contribute*
four employes to the country's mil
itary forces. They are Emil Mitley
Ray Bender, Lowell Hanson and Car
aters

Co.

has

H. Eyler.

—

at

Indianapolis Jack Dowd, booke;
Warner Bros, exchange here, ha;

feature

been called to service. He will leav*
The country has an 11 per Feb. 3.
in 1940.
cent tax on admissions, five per cent
on profits and two and one-half per
New Haven P. Dugan of th
cent on total sales.
Total number Warner Theater auditing depart
oi theaters is slightly in excess of ment, has been called to service it
Frank Mantzke. Milwaukee; 260 with a combined seating- capac- the National Guard.
Jack Huizim
Minneapolis and Gordon Crad-

Los Angeles; lack l.angan, Denver; R. O.
Wilson, Portland: C. R. Wade. Salt Lake
Harney Rose. San Francisco; L. J.
City;
McGinley, Seattle.
District
Manager E. T. Gomersall. Chicago;
Branch Managers M. M. Gottlieb.
Chicago; Ed Heiber, Detroit; H. H. Hull,

rlock.

—

Cincinnati Walter McLay of War
ner's staff here has enlisted in th

Miller.
special rep.

—

ity

of 180,000.

replaces.

i

!

WHY

TALK ABOUT

WHEN YOU

PATRIOTISM

CAN DO SOMETHING
ABOUT IT!
//

Mr, Exhibitor, when you play

OF LIBERTY"

it's

"LAND

a rare opportunity to

and simultaneously
heart of your community

score at the box-office
in the grateful

WITH YOUR

OWN

IT
THRILLED EYES
(Ask for a screening at your M-Q-M Branch! Ask anyone who has seen it!)

SEE

AND

YOU'LL JOIN THE CHEERING CRITICS!
(continued above)

.

^SOCKO

W*

-V

1

ENTERTAINMENT
fheCRlUC

REMEMBER!
" Stunning ... a

glowing tribute
to the narrative power of the
Interesting, informacinema
.

tive

The entire cost of making "Land of
Liberty"

.

.

and entertaining ...

A strik-

and belongs

— M.

success.

"The

in every

of

.

.

is

.

.

.

class

by

itself

is

democratic

its

way

profits realized

are being donated to war

(3) All the services of distribution are given free.

(4) Exhibitors are asked for rental only.

OFFICE

"This unique production

timely entertain-

this

emergency work.

.

—BOX

making

life.

(2) All sales

unique
extremely
well handled by Cecil B. DeMille
the cast is enough to knock
anyone's both eyes out."
film

in

ment which dramatizes America and

HERALD

P.

Every producer joined

(1)

A monumental

theatre ...

the

organized industry!

ing dramatization of the nation's

history

was donated by

Exceptional

opportunities are yours through live -wire showmanship!

(5)

in a

M-G-M

industry.

...One of the

is

handling distribution on behalf of the

Communicate with your

M-G-M

Branch.

achievements of its kind
the industry has ever known
—FILM DAILY
Fascinating."
finest

.

.

BELOW:

"A

magnificent job

moving

.

.

.

.

swiftly

.

ent temper of the people of

world conditions and the preoccupation
of the nation with matters of
freedom and the support of the
democratic ideal, this film should
find strong popular support at
this country, general

— M.

the theatre."
a

America.'.

P.

DAILY

'Cavalcade of
."

—VARIETY

.

"Rare indeed are the opporencountering in any
such vitally absorbing

tunities of

medium
entertainment

.

.

.

Amazing

entertainment force, capable of
holding a rank-and-file audience

spellbound through
length."

test

run.

Complete campaign, easily duplicated, available at your

This

is

M-G-M

studded with drama

.

... in consideration of the pres-

"Truly

ad.

Two-fisted showmanship packed Williamsport

its

entire

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

139 FAMED STARS!
200 SPECTACULAR SCENES'
1000 EXPLOSIVE THRILLS!

ti

50 big

.

.

.

it

took the thrill-treosures of

51 mighty Hollywood producers... to
bring

it

to

Romance!
ing

you! Adventure! Drama!

A

America

unparalleled

rousing pageant of fight-

...
in

an entertainment

screen history!

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY OF THE
UNITED STATES
presents

a

typical

Branch.

66

proud to be
an American and
I'm

proud to present
in my theatre"Mister American

Showman:
Here's a truly
great

and

inspiring
attraction!

Get behind
with
your heart!"
it

LAND

I

w
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Competitive Selling
Offers

Unnecessary

REVIEWS Of nCUJ fUmSMIied Expansion
"Come

Live With

Me"

"Rolling

with James Stewart, Hedy Lamarr,
[Continued from Page

the deal can be closed
attempting to license the

at,

irrived

vithout

ompeting exhibitor.
Handbooks says that it is recog^^d where competitive situations
A,

Metro

difficult

questions

may

arise

vnen a distrib. has more than one
available for
features
of
croup
"In all such situations
icensing.
•ou must be certain that the negotiaions in question relate only to indi'idual groups and that the licensing
if one is not tied up with the licensng of another," it is warned.
Sufficient Notice Essential

86

GRAND ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL
IS A SURE-FIRE

that leaves nothing to be desired in the way
of ability or suitability for their characterizations; given an opulent production value

Twentieth-Fox,

it is indicated, will
trade showings in branch proection rooms, arranging two or more
ihowings of each feature if neces;ary. Exhibs. may be asked to phone
;he exchange for seat reservations.

Taking up groups-of-five selling,
he handbook stresses that "in negotiating with an exhibitor as to
there is no requirement that a
separate price be placed on each inlividual feature in a group.
They
nay be priced individually, or a flat
irice may be fixed for the group as
x
whole and negotiations conducted
m that basis."
)rice,

Shorts at Same Time
it is pointed out, can
;ell
shorts, newsreels, trailers, seials,
re-issues, westerns and for'igns at the same time they are
legctiating for features, but the
landbook cautions that "they cannot
)e involved in any way with the
icense for the feature pictures."
With respect to licenses for thea-

Can

Sell

Salesmen,

:ers
t

s

in different

exchange

districts,

is 20th-Fox's position that there
nothing which prohibits either the

listrib.

or the exhib.

from negotiat-

ng for groups of theaters in two
)r more districts at the same time
and the same place. It is suggested
:hat, for example, deals involving
-heaters in both Chicago and Indianapolis districts could be negotiated

m New York

City.

Dismisses Gropper Action
Dismissal of the plagiarism suit
"ii
Milton Herbert Gropper against
Warner Bros. Pictures was ordered
yesterday by Federal Judge John
Foster Symes following a three-day
trial.
The Court ruled that there
were substantial differences in epi
>odes and characters between Gropper's play,

defendant's

"Ex-Racketeer," and the
film

"Alcatraz."

The newest Tex

smoothly

additional
Firstly,

a

I

I

to Virginia

conceived

and makes

in

their

roles.

of

it

Remainder of the cast

the pretty heroine.

is

'.

!

Tex's uncle, Phipps, a prison warden, is
operating his penitentiary on the honor
system.
In an effort to disgrace Phipps,
Rutherford, the deposed warden, who was
a grafter, has his henchmen murder three
Hoping to be renamed to
of the prisoners.
his old position, Rutherford has young Landon "framed," and fires on him as he enters
He accuses
a bank after business hours.
the boy of trying to rob the place.

Tex witnesses the shooting and is convlnced Rutherford wished to kill Landon.
Rutherford and his men lead an attack on
Ritter

and

his

his

A

followers.

battle follows, and

terrific

Tex succeeds

in

gun-

getting

uncle, the warden, to allow the "honor
prisoners to join him in routing

system"

Rutherford and his outlaws.

CAST: Tex Ritter, Cal Shrumm, Slim
He Andrews, Virginia Carpenter, Eddie Dean,

completely understandable and believable. Miss Lamarr, who never
has been photographed or clothed more
beautifully, is up to Stewart in every respect.
As a refugee, more than a little
confused by many things, she is completely
charming and captivating.
Ian Hunter, cast as a suave and successful publisher, Verree Teasdale as his
sophisticated wife, Adeline De Walt Reynolds, as Stewart's philosophical and octogenarian farm-owning grandmother and Barton MacLane as an immigration department
officer are all cast perfectly, and deliver
feeling,

Stanford Jolley, Charles R. Phipps,
Harold Landon and Olin Francis are among
Virginia Carpenter
the capable principals.

story

struggling in the big city as a writer.
gives the characterization a great deal

large quota of laughs, while Jack Ruther-

ford, J.

for

and
to Patterson McNutt for his smartly contrived screenplay. Then Brown deserves his
full measure of credit for his deft and "feeling" direction, and then much credit is due
Cedric Gibbons for his beautiful settings;
Adrian for his beautiful clothes; George
Folsey for his splendid photography, and a
corking musical score that fits every mood
was contributed by Herbert Stothart.
Stewart has never appeared to better
advantage in the role of a country boy
original

Andrews and Minta Durfee supply

Slim

points
share of

Van Upp

Cal Shrumm and his Rhythm Rangers and
Al Herman
Eddie Dean with eight songs.
has done an excellent job of directing.

a

selling

large

Ritter offering furnishes

Producer
plenty of excitement and action.
Edward Finney has assembled a strong cast
and his song writers have furnished Tex and

and deft direction by producer-director
Clarence Brown, Metro is delivering to the
public and the exhibitor a piece of grade
A merchandise in every respect.
Certainly, an exhibitor has two top "name"
draws in Stewart and Lamarr, the comedy
and romantic angles offer a wealth of exploitable material that can be put to good
use, and Metro, Brown and everybody else
connected with the technical aspects of

her

lold

VEHICLE.

Hilariously

Discussing the trade showing provisions of the decree, the handbook
>oints out that while the decree does
lot specify the number of days which
nust elapse between the publication
>f the notice and the trade showing,
'it is essential, however, that sufficient nctice be given to the end that
the picture offer
exhibitor could properly claim
10
that have value.
an
given
had
not
been
adehat he
the credit is due
juate opportunity to attend the trade
showing."

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
PLENTY OF EXCITEMENT AND ACTION MAKES THIS A GOOD RITTER

"For whom the box offices tinkled" will
be the story of Metro's "Come Live With

amusing as a comedy, and
ineffably charming as a
romantic story,
the film is a happy medium of both elements that will richly satisfy any audience.
Superbly cast with a group of performers

(Continued from Page

with Tex Ritter, Cal Shrumm, Slim Andrews
Monogram
63 Mins.

Mins.

AUDIENCES, PICTURE
B. 0. SMASH.

Me."

Forecast by Cole

to

Texas

Hunter

Ian

1)

Home

is

Walt
Durfee,
Minta
Rutherford,
Stanford Jolley, Charles R.
J.
Phipps, Harry Harvey, Olin Francis, Gene
Alsace, Harold Landon, Bob Battier, Donald
Kerr, Rusty Cline, Gene Haas, Tony Flore,
Jack Williams, Robert Hoag, Hal Blair.
CREDITS: Producer, Edward Finney; Di-

Jack

Shrumm,

Herman; Screenplay, Robert Emmett; Cameraman, Marcel A. LePicard;
Musical Director, Frank Sanucci.
rector, Al

DIRECTION,

Excellent.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

NSS Deal With
Is

Allied

Said Not Exclusive
(Continued from Page 1)

distribute

advertising reels

to

Al-

houses is expected to swell the
treasury of Allied and its units and,
lied

at the
cially
tors.

same
to

the

time, contribute finanparticipating exhibi-

National Screen's deal is said to
be not exclusive with Allied, as NSS
is free to negotiate similar pacts
with circuits and other independent
groups.
It is understood that Allied has
four months in which to sign up
2.000 exhibitors. This work will be
done by the regional business managers and executive secretaries of
the units. National Screen will obtain the exclusive distribution rights
to sponsored reels of national advertisers, but it is understood that
the advertising will not predominate
over the entertainment value of the
pictm-es.

Middlesex Bans Bingo

—

* SHORTS *
"The Happiest Man On Earth"

Newark, N. J.
Fraternal and
church groups of Essex County are
of
agitating
for
limited
return

—

Metro

11 mins.

Bingo.

Outstanding Short Subject
Dramatizing the 0. Henry Memor- Para. Pep Club to Celebrate
ial
Award winning short story,
The Paramount Pep Club will
Metro has produced one of the year's
celebrate Valentine's Day Feb. 14
outstanding short subjects in this
with a buffet-supper, stage show
In addition to a splenone-reeler.
human and heart-warming and dance at the Capitol Hotel
didly
Grand Ballroom.
story, outstanding performances by

Paul Kelly and Victor Killian put
the subject in a class by itself.
Kelly deserves some sort of an
award for his performance, and generous credit must also go to Director
David Miller.
Richard Goldstcne
was the associate producer, and Albert Maltz and Karl Kamb are credOriginal Story. Virginia Van Upp; Camera- ited, respectively, with the original
man, George Folsey; Editor. Frank E. Hull.
story and screen adaptation.
DIRECTION, Expert.
All the action takes place in a
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Beautiful.
small Oklahoma oil field office. Kelly

CAST: James Stewart, Hedy Lamarr, Ian
Hunter, Verree Teasdale, Donald Meek,
barton MacLane, Edward Ashley. Ann Codee. King Baggot, Adeline De Walt Reymlds, Frank Orth, Frank Faylen, Horace
MarMahon, Greta Meyer.
CREDITS: Producer and Director, Clarence Brown; Screenplay, Patterson McNutt;

Allied was in its best condition,
financially and physically, since its
inception. With all members of the
board well grounded in the provisions of the consent decree, it was
agreed that the units were prepared
to lend all assistance in the facilitating of arbitration and in the
advising of members on various
phases of the decree's functioning.

New Brunswick, N. J. A ban on
Bingo and other games was ordered
this week by Prosecutor Morris of
Middlesex County.

equally as good.

Miss Lamarr is going around with Hunter,
but faces deportation. She marries Stewart,
whom she meets in a one-armed lunch, in
->rder to stay in the country, and pays him
"517.50 a week, his operating expenses, to
serve as her husband, coming to see him
^ne day a week to give him his "salary."
However, when Stewart sells a story and
'earns that she wants a divorce, he takes
matters into his own hands with amusing
™d completely satisfying results.

1)

not actively soliciting new units nor
encouraging greater expansion, Col.
Cole said that interest aroused by
the AID surveys had resulted in
unattached groups in several territories expressing a desire to become
linked with the national body.
Board members who concluded a
two-day meeting in Washington on
Tuesday expressed the belief that

arrives, obviously broke, to try to
get a job from his brother-in-law,
Killian.
Kelly wants a job driving
a nitro truck because of the big pay.
From there on it is the story of two
men, Kelly's desire for the job because of what he can do for his family, and Killian's opposition because
he knows Kelly will get killed. Kelly
wins finally, and leaves uttering the
title line.
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LOUIS

.

3rd week

PITTSBURGH

DENVER

.

3rd week

SAN FRANCISCO

.

3rd week

ATLANTA
HARTFORD

ST.

.

3rd week

.

.

3rd week

.

.

3rd week

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. 3rd week

DALLAS

NEW ORLEANS

3rd week

SPRINGFIELD,

2nd week
2nd week

BUFFALO

.

.

LINCOLN

.

CINCINNATI

.

IkaAWluf

.

III.

.

.

PORTLAND, Ore.

.2nd week

MELVYN

ROSALIND

RUSSELL'DOUGLAS
.m BINNIE BARNES ALLYN JOSLYN GLORIA DICKSON
LEE J. COBB
GLORIA HOLDEN
•

•

Jloue

.

2nd week
2nd week
2nd week

•

Directed by

ALEXANDER HALL

-
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20th -Fox Deals

•Editorial

Liberty

1

.

.

.

does

By CHESTER

Handbook

WW

Forces Calls Attention
Provisions in Section

its bit
B.

for Distribution
to

X

Washington

puting agency.
l\n excellent Hollywood mosaic, this cavalie
of American history originally conlived

presentation

for

nrld's

Fair

11939 now

New

the

York

finds

its

essential

a

i

|

|

For Greek Air

Show

Mort Blumenstock, Eastern ad. be
and pub. director for Warners, has

New York

been

appointed

a

good

way

all

being devoted to
|r emergency welfare work.
The first
0,00 already has been cabled to gallant
of air raid victims.

o

tlRST reports from

the

field

attest

to

exhibitor realization of the picture's im-

I

There has been and is the closest
co-operation between theaters, the
PPDA represented in the field by four
ploiteers, and the advertising, publicity

Irtance.

handle

Special meeting of the Executive
Board of Local 702, lab. technicians
union, has been called for tonight
for the purpose of huddling with

exploitation departments of

Metro and

lew's.

(Already there are indications that some
eater operators will go beyond the rental
Irangement in effect for "Land of LibIty."
Thus Grace M. Fisher, operating
e
Maryland Theater, Cumberland, Md.,
Is advised Metro that she will deduct from
e gross of the three days the picture
lays there "only the actual cost of the theler operation for that time and the adrtising expense in connection with the
ligagement and return to M-G-M the bailee of the gross business."
It
is
interesting
and significant that
I
(Continued on Page 2)

—

—

"flesh."

Argue

"Little

3"

in
will

Dismissal Feb. 17

his secretary, ar-

rived
the
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
to

remain

in the

here

Coast

route
York.

He

en

New

to

(Continued on Page 4)

from

expects

East for about a

(Continued on Page 6)

WB to Resume Ptd. Payments

"Take
Gov't

It

Or Leave

It"

May Tell Ascap

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY
Ascap-Department

of Justice conferences looking to a
Government's
the
of
settlement
threatened criminal action, sched(Continued on Page 4)

First to

Stockholders Since 1932

nounce his future plans next week.
Pending selection of his succes-

of Directors of Warner
Pictures, Inc., at a special
meeting yesterday voted to resume
payment of dividends on the preferred stock with the declaration of
the current dividend of 96 ^c per
share, payable on March 1, to preferred stockholders of record at the
close of business, Feb. 14.
Warner preferred has substantial

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 4)

Whalen Resigns
As Rep. Ad-Publicity Head
David

of

companied

(Continued on Page 4)

Will be

use

operation by all
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
companies,
Josyesterday set Feb. 17 at 2:15 p.m.
eph M. Schenck,
as the date for hearing the applicaboard chairman tions
of the "Little Three" to disof 20th-Fox, demiss the Government equity comclared here yesplaint, or in the alternative, to strike
terday.
out all paragraphs of the complaint
Schenck, ac- referring to the "Fig Five."
The postponed date was granted
by John Keller, after Judge Goddard was told that

the

Local 702 Board to Meet
With IATSE on Action Plan

ssible

d

to

increased

the

Fresh impetus reportedly has come
from the Ascap-networks controversy, with exhibs. moving to cash
in by offering music now off the

of selling film provided there is co-

(Continued on Page 6)

rental receipts above print

distribution cost are

litain for relief

campaign for

said.

radio.
If the dispute is prolonged, bookers handling "name" bands expect
(Continued on Page 6)

consent decree

the ad.
super-air show
which will be presented on the NBC
llnment.
red network and units of the Mutual
Patriotically and properly, "Land of Lib•y" is offered as part of the industry's
Broadcasting Co. system Saturday
ntribution to the defense effort.
Aside night, Feb. 8, for 90 minutes startHim the impetus it must give to the gen- ing at 11:15 E.S.T., to raise funds
program,

for

Good "II"—Schenck
Chicago — Provisions outlined
the

-

was

it

Varying explanations are offered

Blumenslock on Ads

years

d

acts alike,

Selling Via Decree

o

ii

An increase of approximately 25
per cent in live talent is now being
booked into film houses throughout
the country as compared with a
year ago, checkup disclosed yesterday. Demand is for "name" bands,
complete stage shows and vaude

(Continued on Page 4)

ble.

ago been forewarned of the shape
things to come it is exceedingly doubt
I whether it could have done a better
w in preparing a picture that is at once
fundamental and dynamic lesson in Amermism and absorbing, electrifying enter-

stars

the spotlight here last night
as the annual President Roosevelt
birthday balls were held throughout
the city. Celebrities from screenland
Deanna Durbin, Sterling
included
Hayden, Lana Turner, Wallace Beery,
Wayne Morris, George Raft, Preston
Foster, Maureen O'Hara, Charlotte
Greenwood, Red Skelton, Al Ritz and
Carolyn
others.
Six-year-old
Lee
missed out on the festivities, being
confined to a hospital with the flu.

is

timeliness
the nation

(DEED, had the industry more than two

DAILY

held
i

directed to
guide the individual salesman "in
determining whether or not refusal
to
sell
an independent exhibitor

and San Francisco Exposition

thousand-fold as
moves to make its defenses impreg-

hanced
Hiftly

at

Such consideration

FILM
—THE
Hollywood

Washington Bur.,

BAHN

Factors outlined in Section X of
I IS axiomatic that the hour produces the the New York consent decree, which
concerns arbitration of indie exhib.
ran.
claims of refusal to license on a
It also produces the picture.
Witness, please, "Land of Liberty," now requested run, are to be considered
the course of finding its way to hundreds by all 20th-Fox salesmen in negotheater screens through the instrumental- tiating seasonal deals with indies,
I of Metro, in this instance functioning the company has instructed in its
I behalf of the whole industry as the dis- consent decree handbook.

Ascap-Networks Dispute
Gives Added Impetus; Demand for 'Name' Bands Up

Stars in Spotlight
At Birthday Balls

B.

David B. Whalen, director of puband advertising for Republic
since September, 1939, has resign-

licity

ed, effective today.

Whalen

will an-

Board

Bros.

GWTW

33,566 Paid
Admissions Ahead
GWTW in the first week of its

pop engagement at the Capitol here
played to 33,566 more paid admissions than was recorded during a similar period in the original showing at
the house,
day.

M-G-M

reported yester-

a

1ME

Friday, January 31,

1|

DAILY

1 1

Liberty"
.

.

.

does

CIO Concedes Jurisdiction
Of IATSE Over Operators

its bit

First Section

Jan. 31, 1941

Fri.,

10 Cents

key men in defense industries have been
quick to appreciate the picture's potentialities

JOHN W. ALICOATE

DONALD

M.

CHESTER

B.

:

MERSEREAU

Publisher

:

General

::::::

BAHN

:

Manager

a

builder

of

morale.

And

today,

—

morale is freedom's greatest bulwark
conclusion made inevitable by tragic events
of the last year.
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LONDON—

MEXICO CITY—

Strike Injunction at Rialto,

Wilmington, Reversed

—

Dover, Del. The State Supreme
Court yesterday reversed the May
11, 1939 decree of Chancellor William Watson Harrington which enIATSE-MPMO,
ioined Local 436,
from picketing the Rialto Theater
Chief Justice Danin Wilmington.
iel J. Layton handed down a decision in which five judges concurred.
The decision held that "a bona
labor dispute existed; that there
justification for the concerted
action; that the strike was lawful,
and that the strike was not, in fact
or in law, at an end. The right to
picket peacefully and in a reasonable manner continued to exist."

fide

Scranton Unionization of theater
employes in this region will be
solely within the jurisdiction of the
affiliates of the
F of L,
under terms of an agreement recently drawn up by
F of L and
This fact came to
CIO officials.
light this week when at a hearing

A

IATSE,

A

—
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Ingvald and Arthur Oes

From Copenhagen

Arrive

Oes, identified with
Scandinavian
the
countries, has arrived in New Yoi-k

Ingvald

C.

96

95V2

1

1

1

5%

5%

6
Universal Corp. vtc...
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

Met. Playhouse. Inc.

+

—

1

l/

4

+

14

—

'/8

+1-16

SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
'45..
70
2nd deb.
67

in

Copenhagen, accompanied by

from

Bldg.

4s

1st

'57

60%

63

i
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AL JOLSON closes in his Broadway stag I
duction, "Hold On to Your Hats," tomorrow.
and leaves at once for Arizona.

CRACE GEORGE

has returned from Mia'

Looks Like Seventh Wek
For "Story" at Music Hcl

Houseman

The

Film Daily's
in
critics' poll of 1940, has
exclusively

to

the

"Ten Best"
been granted

Hawaii theater,

operated by Albert A. Galston. Deal
marks the second David O. Selznick
production to run at the Hawaii in
having
months,
recent
nlayed there for eight weeks. "Rebecca" engagements starts Feb. 12.

Totalitarian Propaganda
Pictures Banned in Cuba
Havan

(By

—

Deal

whereby

John

Houseman Strausberg Heads Beth El

a producer-writer-director
Samuel Strausberg, head of
contract with David O. Selznick is Interboro circuit, has been ell
Tentative president
reported to be near.
Beth
El
of
plans call for Houseman to report Brooklyn.
in Hollywood on March 15 to write
the script for "Jane Eyre" which
Selznick plans to put into production as his next pictui'e. Houseman
"Liberty
directing
is
currently
Young man Single Neat appe;
Barry play,
Philip
Jones,"
the
Motion picture theater ma
ance.
which opened Wednesdav at the Shuager.
15 years Broadway experienij
will

siirn

AVAILABLE
— —

1

bert.

Canadian

—

—

BMpBaMi

vacation.

brother,

Death blow
Cable)
to foreign films containing any proCurrency
Domingo Doubly Bereaved
paganda was struck by President Expect
Boston Ben Domingo, city man- Fulgencio Batista when he signed Ruling to Aid in Detroit
ager for the RKO theaters, has suf- a decree prohibiting the diffusion of
fered the loss by death within a few totalitarian propaganda bv mail, raDetroit
Ruling that Canadian
days of one another of his own dio, moving pictures, telegraph or
citizens may bring up to $5.00 in
mother and of his wife's mother.
any other medium.
Canadian currency, when they enter
this country under a 48-hour Social
Visit permit is expected to bring a
Universal Will
little
more Canadian business to
$300,000 on 4 Serials
downtown Detroit theaters, which
lost 90 per cent of this business in
WORLD S LARGEST
Universal budget for next season recent months.
Rigid currency re'STOCK SHOT" LIBRARYwill include an allocation of over strictions placed the rule, as interOVER 20 MILLION FEET OF'
IN
STOCK
NEGATIVES
INDEXED
$300,000 for four serials, with two preted for a time, that Canadians
1600 BROADWAY, N Y C \
to this
of them aimed at the adult trade, could bring only 25 cents
Clucif 6-0081-2-3-4
country.
it was reported yesterday.
Roxy Thea.

for a

Arthur, also foi'merly
with Paramount as a cameraman.
Trip was made by wav of Berlin,
Barcelona. Lisbon and Havana.
Both plan to re-enter film business on this side. For the present,
they are headquartering at the Ruby
his

—

GWTW

102V4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor
9'/8
8% 9'/8
Trans-Lux

Vs

8

M. MERSEREAU, general m
THE FILM DAILY, leaves today for Mil
WILLIAM CARCAN is here from

A seventh week for "The Im
delphia Story" at Radio City iH
Hall loomed as a definite possilft
last night. Whether the pictunA
be held beyond the present J
week will not be determined I
Camera Exchange.
Sunday night, but Gus Eyssellii
Ingvald Oes joined Paramount in sistant managing director of«
Denmark in 1916 This is his first Music Hall, indicated last iH
visit to the U. S. in 12 years.
that current business might wapl
the holdover.
This would esteHl
an all-time record for an attract
If.--' Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Reported
John
at the world's largest pictureH
Hollvwood First Los Angeles reater.
place
Signing
Selznick
Pact
first
voted
turn of "Rebecca,"

Syracuse. N. Y. "Rebecca," No.
1 pix on The Film Daily's "Ten
Net
Best," goes into the Civic Theater,
Chg.
SyraVa downtown house operated by
Vs cuse University, for three days, Feb.
11-13. and is expected to be followed by the nine other pictures se1% lected bv critics in the 1940 poll.
for
% Robert Case manages the Civic
1% the University.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

DONALD

of

i

was

Syracuse U. Theater Will
Play Film Daily "10 Best"

LOUIS HYMAN, general manager fcj
Lesser and Ernst Lubitsch Productions,
here Monday from the Coast.

before Judge Will Leach a motion
CHARLES BOYER has returned to r^p
was made to make permanent the
COLONEL W. J. DONOVAN has arm
temporary injunction restraining A Istanbul, Turkey.
F of L members from picketing in JOHN VAN
DRUTEN left for the Coasl
front of the Bull's Head Theater, terday.
North Scranton.
ROBERT E. SHERWOOD is scheduled tol
The CIO has revoked its contract New York today
for a vacation in Arizona
with the theater, it was learned.
JACK KIRSCH returns to Chicago tomor
This move brings to an end a long
MARTIN SMITH left last night for Colli
dispute between the two unions in
this territory and presages a strong
COL. H. A. COLE, Allied president, is in[
drive by the IATSE to unionize
H. M. RICHEY is due back from a
every theater in the territory now coast trip next week.
that jurisdictional issue has been
JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic prexy, ij
settled.
to New York Monday.

Paramount

FINANCIAL

and G0IIV

—

(Continued from Page 1)
Vol. 79, No. 22

COminG

Spend

front and backstage house operatii

one year radio production
Formerly with WarrH
Bros., RKO, B. S. Moss, Radio C
Music Hall and World's Fair. Ser
on opening staffs of Winter Gardi,
Beacon, Hollywood, Mayfair, Ran
City Music Hall and Criterion Th
Also supervisor for Worli
aters.
plus

perience.

Fair.
Acted as assistant stage ma
ager for Radio City Music Hall.
Would consider posit'
travel.
other than theater managing where
above experience would qualify.

Write Box 1940
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NTS, Manufacturers Set For N.Y. Sales Meet
Many Houses Remodeled
Our Healthy Biz
PLAIN TALK And
Planned;
And New Ones
—

•
:

5) St

. .

.

Product Demonstrations
Discussions
Walter Green to Preside

about equipment

-By

GEORGE

H.

Rochester Whatever the factors
contributing
filmland's
to
rugged
growth, add this: Eastman Kodak Co.
and General Mills are today joint
possessors of a
business
that is
world's largest processor of Vitamin
A.
It is Distillation Products, Inc.,
which started some 15 years ago

MORRIS:

Ramifications of the domestic market currently, as they apply to the
business upswing already under way
>eg cold comfort; and you are so as the result of national defense
strait,
expenditures elevating buying pownd so ingreatful, you deny me that." er and affording
exhibitors and
Shakespeare, King John. equipment manufacturers the opportunity to mutually improve the nai more modern rhetorical form, this might
tion's theaters will form the basis
be the cry of any one of tens of thousands for exchange of views at National

THE FILM DAILY

quipment Editor,

when

Kenneth C. Hickman,
Dr.
Eastman Kodak research expert, discovered stray vitamins cavorting on
film with which he was experimenting in a vacuum.

—

jj[>

today's film

i

patrons,

—

(Continued on Page 4)

don't be de-

for

the film theater woods are

ived,

full

of

ditorium seats which, as far as the better
indards

of

comfort

name
we mean
in

ats
ats,

it

concerned,

are

And when we

say

are

only.

synonymously with chairs.

The existence of poor seats
percentage

avy

..

..'

sily

explained.

of

exhibition

in

all-

too

outlets

-

Wil-Kin Sees Present

Boom

Biz

Continuing

Universal to Erect

A

$60,000 Exchange

simply that the seats
virtually every intheaters in which you

It's

and,

in

—

Atlanta— Wil-Kin Theater Supply,

Inc.,

—

]

showmanship.

.natter of dull

__;

JOW
so

Tide of film theater construction
during 1940 East of the Rockies, including new houses and important
remodeling operations to existing
ones, is disclosed as high and strong
by a survey made available to FILM
DAILY EQUIPMENT NEWS by the
offices of John and Drew Eberson,
motion picture theater architects.
Number of projects during that
calendar year, for which figures have
just been compiled, increased to 803
as compared to 798 projects in 1939.
Expenditures for this type of construction in 1940 totaled approximately $21,906,000 as against $22,{Continued on Page 4)

is

Indianapolis
Universal Films,
reports an unusually heavy vol- Inc., will build a new $60,000 exmce. so are the
ume of business transacted in the change building here at 517 N. Ild them.
To be sure, in most cases local and Charlotte film trade terri- linois St., according to Hadley Hull,
:re have been definite reasons for this,
tories during the past 60 days, and manager.
:h as lack of product or dull business over
the upswing continuing.
The two-story structure will be
period of time, and, in other cases it is
(Continued on Page 6)
Alexander Smith carpet and Da-

m

outmoded,

i

Erected;

Expenditures Off 1.7%

(Continued on Page 6)

the very fact that there are happily

Orders Continue Brisk
For B. F. Shearer Org.

D

of ( Gives Data

On Equipment

Reports

many houses equipped with up-to-

42%

25;

Biz Boost

FILM
— TheTHEDepartment
of

DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington

York Meeting March

Exports

Commerce has reported exports of
motion-picture, standard gauge (35
mm.) cameras for November, 1940,
as 19 in number valued at $18,020,

—

(Continued on Page 5)
West Coa-t Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
York, Pa.
York Ice Machinery
Los Ansreles B. F. Shearer Co. Corp. has issued a call for a special
Esquire
has installed Heywood Wakefield meeting of its stockholders to vote Toledo's
chairs, Motiograph projection, Bren- March 25 on a proposal which, if
ln°s, you can kiss past standards a fond
Colorful
>d-bve.
The public is just that way. If kert lamps, Benwood Linze rectifiers adopted, will effect a recapitalization
:'
<md Karaeheusian carpet, plus other and change its name to York Corpov weren't, our domestic mankind would
Toledo—Wally Caldwell's new Esration. The plan contemplates that
hitching Dobbin to the shay, instead of items in the local Picfair.
quire Theater, ideally located in
The Circle Theater in Bellflower, York Ice Machinery Corporation will downtown Toledo between the Great
4 erin<? the gas station attendant to "fill
ud."
Likewise, our own sound films Calif., has received Heywood Wake- merge with its subsidiary, York Cor- White
and the large hotels,
DULD have been but a "passing fancy." field chairs, new projectoi's, Bren- poration.
oroened with a gala premiere last
kert lamps and Karagheusian carpet
If the merger is approved the surt appears to be
!1
quite beyond the ken
night.
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 5)
some exhibitors that folks live not on
No expense has been spared to
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Pane 2)
i

1

-minute seats, the situation for the outded ones becomes all the more critical,
once the public has a taste of better

—

New

Makes

Way

adio

Motiograph Assures Exhibs.

«i
19

Debut

m

J

Company

At Long Last
Indianapolis

—

Members

of

the

Movie Club of Paul C. Stetson public
school here have started a campaign
to educate
pupils into better behavior in film theaters.
Club recommends showing "your disapproval of
the unrulv behavior of other children
by
refusing to
join
them," and
treating the furnishings and equipment in the theater "as you wish to
have

yours

your

home."

treated

by

visitors

in

Will

Two Photophone
Assigned

New

Meet All Sound Changes
Men
In order to clarify in exhibitors'

Duties

what Motiograph is doing
about "Control Track Sound Systems," H. Thorwell Adams, comminds

veteran RCA Photophone serpresident, has instructed disand engineering experts, young pany's
tributors of Mirrophonic Sound Sysin years despite a service record totems to impart to their theater custaling 23 years, have been promoted
tomers the fact that Motiograph is
to new positions, according to Edpreparing for anv changes which
ward
Cahill, RCA Photophone

Two

vice

C.
division manager.

M.

J.

"Mike" Yahr, formerly Pho(Continued on Page 4)

may grow
first

out of the basic principles

demonstrated by Bell Telephone
(Continued on Page 5)

Balaban Influence
Chicago
here

— Figures

reveal

that

11

just

announced

local

theaters

were equipped in the calendar year
1940 with modern air conditioning
equipment.
Nine were so equipped
in 1939.
Outlook for 1941 is for a
gain in modern air conditioning installations in this city which is the
pioneer community for film theater
cooling, of which Paramount President Barney Balaban was the trailblazer.

W
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Hollingsworths to Have
Third Beatrice Stand

Orders

—

COmMG

PLAIN TALK
human senses have been

The proper employment

vided.

under

senses

the

aegis

of

an

of

pro-

those

organized

judgment.
Consewho seeks film
entertainment discovers that, everything
being equal, a picture can be more fully
enjoyed when comfort is provided than when
even ever so little, that init is absent,
dividual is going to think in terms of GETTING comfort in full measure.
In those situations where there is but
one convenient theater to attend, the patron
of course has to "beg for cold comfort."
But on the other hand, in this day and age
transit
and transportation, the
of rapid
chances are that the moviegoer can find a
nearby film oasis where he doesn't have to
put up with comfortless film-viewing.

mind

is

quently,

designated

when the

as

individual

—

—

A
**

MYSTERY, deeper
an

by

trived

why such

than any yet con-

ingenious

a vital exhibition

scenarist,

is

essential as top-

neglected by such a substantial increment of theater-owners.
Perhaps the most logical clue to the neglect is the understandable preoccupation
of many good showmen with problems of the
day, both in and outside of routine business.
There has been much, admittedly, to disBut this has not prevented
tract all minds.
the more progressive outlets from recognizing the good principle that the show must
and so must provisions for the pubgo on,
lic's comfort.
Never in all the history of our industry
has the art and science of seating been at
such a high level, nor has the luxury of the
modern theater chair meant so much in
sustaining patronage and building it.
flight

seating

is

—

State in Beaver Falls.

to

New

circuit

York

contact

on

NTS,

h

Wednesday from

it

for

Mid-West.
LESLIE

ABBOTT,

has arrived on

vice-prexy of Motiog
the Coast via Salt Lake ~

I!

ELLIS W. LEVY, manager of the San
||
Cisco
Telenews Theater, is in Clevelanc
supervise opening of the Telenews Theater t
J.

town

E.

McAULEY

this

week,

the forthcoming

of

and

NTS

McAuley Mfg. Co. wjl
will be in New York*
sales

meeting.

JOHN HERTNER of Hertner
be in New York for the NTS
A. A.
FEINBERC.
prexy, concludes his
New York today.

U.

S.

current

Elec. Co. will
conclave.

Air Condition^
business visi to

—

—

Herbert Scheften, Albert G. Burger
and associates who operate similar
theaters in Chicago and San Francisco, opens officially tomorrow.
A
preview of the theater was held last
night
for
newspaper representatives and invited guests.
Irving
Reuben, assistant manager at Warners' Colony Theater, has been appointed house manager.

Shafran Launching Project

—

Sharon, Pa. Louis Shafran, business man here, as announced plans
for construction of a theater and
business block in Sharon's East Side
to cost $90,000.
The contract has
been awarded to Paul Glenn, local
builder, who will start work on the
project immediately.
The theater will be equipped and
operated by Warner Br-os. and will
seat 938 persons.

Negro House Progresses
Houston

—Foundation has been laid

National Theater Supply represen- NER of Wagner Sign Service, are among ecij
ment solons who will be in town for the
tative, recently equipped the theater sales
meeting.
with new Super Simplex projectors,
DREW EBERSON, junior member of John
Simplex 4-Star sound, Simplex High Drew
Eberson, arrived in New York yestc
Intensity lamps, new Bausch & Lomb afternoon from Florida.
treated lenses, Walker screen, Irwin
chairs, Alexander Smith's Crestwood
carpets and other items. The thea- New House for Cincy
ter was constructed by the F & Y
Cincinnati
Robert L. Fitzwsa
Construction Co., Columbus, O.
will erect a new 700-seat theater^
Queen City and Harrison Ave.,
Dyer Purchases Ritz
joining the Lick Run Playgroul
Burkesville, Ky.
Ira B. Dyer, who here.
The theater will be of bifl
formerly owned the Uptown at and concrete with terra cotta fret.
Tompkinsville, Ky., has returned to A parking lot will adjoin the edit
the trade again with the purchase
of the Ritz Theater here from Haskell Nivens. R. A. Jones is handling Dunaway Is Promoted
the Ritz for Dyer.
Bridgeport, Pa. Peter F. Hag
president of the Charles P. Cochr;
Remodeling Lyric
Co., announced on Wednesday tl
Louisville
The Lyric Theater, Ne- at the organization's annual meeti
gro house operated by Dudley Willis- James W. Dunaway. general s£
ton, Indianapolis, is being completely manager, was elected a vice-pri
remodeled and renovated.
dent.
I

i

—

—

*.

—

—

for a $30,000 theater here for Negroes.
Construction of the building
itself

will

begin immediately.

The

theater, being built for M. M. Lewis,
will seat 550.
Harry Guiberson is
the engineer for the project.

Mid-State Stand

Altec
Independent Theaters, Inc., has renewed an Altec agreement for sound business.
and repair-replacement service for
their 11 theaters in Chattanooga and
Brilliant
Memphis. H. B. Moog negotiated
for Altec.

Theater

Montreal Arrangements are being completed for erection of a theater to cost $40,000 on principal street
of Longueuil, Que., to seat 600 persons. L. J. T. Decary is architect.

Allison Chooses Ideal

—

Mooresville, Ind. Harmon Allison
has re-seated his Ritz Theater here
with Ideal chairs, purchased from
Indiana Theater Equipment Corp.

I

ROY BOOMER, Motiograph sales mana
been on an installation inspection trip
took him from Chicago to Louisville.

For

Bows

—

Ky.
The new
Sparks Theater here, sold by M. H.
Sparks recently to Mid-State Theater
Co., Cookeville, Tenn., has opened for

Renews With

—

ED HARTLEY,
turned

JOHN EBERSON, film theater architect, l<*
Bevley Bows Today
New York next mid-week for Texas.
Cincinnati James Rodgers opens
W. W. IRWIN of Irwin Seating Co., R|
Cleveland Telenews Theater, first his new Bevley Theater,
E. Hunting- WALKER of Walker American Corp., H* Y
all-factural theater built here by ton,
W. Va., today. B. N. Peterson, STRONG of Strong Electric Corp., and E. \M

Open Telenews Tomorrow

Tompkinsville,

New Canadian

and G0IIK

—

Pittsburgh National Theater SupBeatrice, Neb.
Frank and Marie
A Second Section of THE FILM DAILY ply Co. here has listed the following Hollingsworth, owners of the local
comprehensively covering the equipment field, houses as having been furnished with
Rialto Theater, have purchased from
published every second Friday, except holidays,
Emma V. Dwyer the property recentby Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc., 1S01 equipment by the organization:
L. B. Monrow's Princess, Shinn- ly vacated by the A. & T. Drug
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate,
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Man- ston, W. Va., Walker White screen, Store
and the Pemberton Shoe Shop.
ager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Simplex E-7 projector, Simplex High
This property is located on the
Morris, Equipment Editor. West Coast Bureau,
lamps;
Shadyside Amusement Corp.'s main street of Beatrice, almost di6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,
Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.
local Shadyside, Hertner rectifiers; rectly across the street from the
J. S. Stahl's Park, Munhall, Walker Pix Theater, which is also operated
White screen, Simplex projector and by Frank and Marie Hollingsworth.
lamps, Alexander Smith Crestwood
Work will start tomorrow to recarpet, Hertner generator, and Ir- model this building into a modern
win seats; Sheraden Theaters, Inc., theater of approximately 400 seats.
received Super Simplex projection, It is planned to have the job com.
about equipment
.
.
Simplex H. I. lamps, Crestwood car- pleted with the theater opening in
pet and Hertner generator; while late March.
Scott Ballantyne Co.
(.Continued from Page 1)
this latter order was duplicated, plus of Omaha will supervise the remodelbread alone. Much of mortal existence rests
a Walker screen, for S. Hamauer's ing and furnish all equipment.
upon comparison and contrast.
For their
discernment,
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Program Display

ADLER

S0UI1D SYST€ m S

"THIRD DIMENSION"

LETTERS—All

Sizes for

Interchangeable Use

and New Exclusive
"REMOVA-PANEL" UNITS
Adler Silhouette Letter Co.
2909-G Indiana Ave., Chicago
33-G West 60th St., New York

CONSULT

MOTIOGRAPH

INC

OR YOUR

Independent Supply Dealef

—

!

^core

another direct hit for

usAIRco

engineers in the field of low-cost theater

operate in your theater as soon as connections are

made with

— a job requiring but a few

air

conditioning. Refrigerated Kooler-

and

aire

puts air conditioning by refrigeration

hours.

within reach of every theater, regardless

air ducts

No

provide space!
to be built

of size.

Because

it

costs less to buy, costs less

to install, costs less to operate, Refrig-

tearing

!

down the house

!

of pipes

And no

providing an adequate "air defense"

important development in

blitzkrieg" without

hocking Aunt Minnie's jewels.
Refrigerated Kooler-aire

is

engineered,

assembled and tested at the factory. It

comes completely equipped, ready to

and wires

it

Refrigerated Kooler-aire

"summer

to

engineer needed

erated Kooler-aire solves the problem of

against

s8H»5x

roof cooling towers

No maze

to be installed

to run

No

water, current

economical

air

is

ALL IN

the most

efficient

ONE

and

conditioning in years

usAIRco's greatest achievement

PACKAGE

in 17

years of building comfort cooling equip-

ment that boosts the box

office

and

In Koolef-atre

a

beats the nut.

complete refrigerated

system
related,

Write Today for the Complete Story

any

EASY TO BUY WITH USAIRCO'S CONVENIENT FINANCE PLAN

usAIRcc

IMTED STATES
Northwest Terminal

Li

is

air

conditioning

assembled into one integrally

balanced

unit.

Capacities to

fit

size theater. Requires less than 4'x9'

floor space.

AIR CONDITIOSIHG CORPORATION

17 ih Year of Service to the Nation's Theaters

Al* CONDITIONING

every necessary element of

still

.

.

.

Over S,Q90 Installations
Minneapolis, Minnesota

—
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Building Projects

Equip. Manufacturer;

Showed Gain

To Attend NTS Meet

1940

In

IS

{Continued from Page 1)
in 1939, but inspection

267,000
these figures

(Continued from Page

of

shows that the 1939
total exceeds the 1940 total by only
1.7 per cent, and this may readily
be accounted for via economies effected in design, materials and differentials which prevailed in sectional labor costs.

The South, particularly Florida,
has been very active recently, as well
as currently, in the matter of conThis is also true of the
struction.
dynamic Detroit area, where 1940
brought 55 projects entailing an investment of about $2,500,000.
Present factors, it is pointed out,
indicate a boom in film theater construction during 1941. With the first
quarter only in its early stages,
building is on the upswing nationally
as compared to either 1939 or 1940,
it is asserted.

Figures on the Far West, when
issued, are expected to hold close to
the East of Rockies percentage com-

1)

Theater Supply Co.'s annual sal
meeting to be held in New York

•

•

ter,

SERVING on

•

N. Y.. are Carl

Charles K.

Solbert,

the Overcoat for Britain Committee in Roches-

Hallauer

S.

Bausch & Lomb, and

of

and Charles

Flint,

Case

Z.

Oscar N.

Col.

Eastman Kodak Co.

of

East Hartford, Conn., reports that this one-theater town will have

new

by those veteran Connecticut exhibs.,
Pete Perakos and Joe Quittner
Even more precedent-setting is word
that Lou Schussel, operator of the Farnum in Hamtramck. Mich., is
gonna give Melvindale (West Side Detroit suburb) its first pic theater
which'll be operated by the newly-formed Mel Theater Corp., and the
a

1,000-seater to

house'll

bow

in late

be

built

Out

Spring

household anent the arrival

in the Clark (M-G-M) Mellard

young

Clark Mellard,

heir,

exhibs., Mrs.

Lena

draw plans

zinger

B.

for

in Cincinnati there's lots o'

One

Jr

Stillwell,

have two stands

owns

the Bedford Theater

that

in

of

a bouncing
femme

our most energetic

has had Cleveland architect Paul Mat-

new house

a

she'll

of

cheering

— which

means

that

since she also operates

and

in Bedford, O.,

situation

Belmont Plaza Hotel, Feb. 9-14.
All company officers, together
its 29 branch managers and

;il

4

promotion personnel,
with manufacturers of tl
principal
products distributed
NTS, and participate in a week
round-table discussions and demoi
office sales

sit-in

It

<

asserted by compar
characterize the coi
clave as one of the most importai
in the organization's history,
strations,

it is

who

officials

Among the products whose mam
facturers will be present at the sakmeeting are: Simplex projectors ari
sound, Walker screens, Hertner gei
High lamps, Pee
Bausch & Lom
National Con
Cooling equipment, Wagnt
Rowe Candy Merchandiser

erators, Simplex

tup

less Magnarc lamps,
lenses, G-E lamps.

fort
signs,

lie

Irwin chairs, Alexander Smith cai
pet, Sealuxe lobby frames, and N*

parison.

tional carbons.

Two Photophone Men

New

Assigned

Duties

(Continued from Page

1)

commercial

engineer
at
Camden headquarters, has been assigned to the newly-created position
of Photophone product manager at
the Indianapolis plant, and Carl
Johnson, after 11 years in the RCA
service organization, has been appointed to Yahr's former position.

tophone

Roberts Overhauls House
Cincinnati
James Roberts has

—

completely equipped his Blue Bell
Theater, Oceana, W. Va., via National Theater Supply which furnished
Super Simplex projectors, Simplex'
High Intensity lamps, Bausch &

Lomb

tz-eated lenses,

Walker Plastic

molded screen and Simplex 4-Star
sound equipment. Altec will service
the house, which has 300 seats.
Superlite Lenses Selected
New Superlite
Glasgow, Ky.
lenses have been installed by Bruce
Aspley in his Plaza and Trigg Theaters here, purchased from National
Theater Supply Co. in Indianapolis.

—

Branch managers who

THE

boys out at the South Bend Lathe Works, South
Ind., have just issued a mighty fine new general catalog
whose 112 pages and more than 240 illustrations cover the 50 dif-

•
•
Bend,

•

ferent sizes and types of lathes which are so handy 'round theaters

and pic studios

Abraham

that he's been with the

company

for 43 years!)

•

•

• AMERICAN SEATING CO. has just received an $11,500
new Bodiform chairs to be installed in the W. R. Hart-managed
and

Floral

Room on Monday

W. H.

by Dr.

J.

B.

to

Bell The-

Gaddie, has opened here.

quite

to

harmonize

a testimonial

the

of

new

for

Altec,

sure

brought

home

the

in

This

is

held

bacon
for

just

a coupla decades, and

all

the

New

Bert

Sanford,

t'other

day by

42 of the Rand-

about the busiest the
it

looks as

ii

the 1941

Air

t

Officers who will attend the meet
ing, in addition to Walter E. Gree:

Oldknow, are: E. O. Hines
R. N. Harder, NT!
treasurer; R. B. LaRue, NTS secre
tary; and A. J. Palmer, assistant t
E. G. Hines; and the general offic
personnel will also be on hand.
Manufacturers' representatives in
elude Herbert Griffin, A. E. Meyei
and H. Heidegger, International Pro
jector .Corp.; John Hertner, Hertne
S.

prexy;

Electric

Co.;

W. W.

Irwin,

Irwii

American Corp.; J. E. McAuley, Mc
Auley Mfg. Co.; Harry Strong

oi

it

C

Brenkert Projector have evoked

landing a renewal agreement covering service

houses on Long Island

Herman Robbins,

W.

Seating Co.; R. O. Walker, Walkei

manager

copious 'thusiasm wherever they have been
negotiating

of

Minneapolis;

York

heroes will be treasurers and accountants

Cornn and

was

Allan Robbins. eldest son

Demonstrations

equipment biz has been
Pineville,
ater, owned

That

celebrate his installation as production

force

Opened
Ky.— The new

maroon

the chairs will be

luncheon the National Screen Service boys tendered in the Hotel Edison's

office

Theater

Crawmer,

i

Earle, St. Louis; and Branch Repre
sentatives W. B. Hardin, Dallas, am
The In
J. E. Currie, Pittsburgh.
dianapolis branch will probably b

GTE

to

Bell

T.

and O.

March

South Whitley, Ind.

York; H. Blumberg, Phils

represented also.

with the house's Spanish architecture

in

New

pointed an assistant manager in the industrial department (Bill
will hold both jobs, and it should be duck soup when you consider

—

Florida Theater in Sarasota,

—

Jr.,

name Variety for
another house at an undisclosed site
A. W. Robertson, Westinghouse's board chairman, declares that his company delivered approximately $18,000,000 worth of national defense materials in 1940
and will at least triple that total in 1941
If Paris Bucci, Italian
film distributor out in Detroit, can be so optimistic and forwardlooking, imagine what the rest of us in the trade ought to be! He's
organizing the Cine Roma Film Co. there, and plans, 'tis reported
Charles
to erect a theater devoted to Italian films exclusively
E. Wilson, G-E prexy, celebrated his first year in office t'other
night by addressing 2,000 members of his sales organization over a
telephone hook-up connecting 41 cities with New York's MetroSpeaking of G-E, Bill Yates, manager of the
politan Club
control and renewal parts division in Schenectady, has been ap-

Stanford, Ky. Charles Behlan has
closed his Lincoln Theater here for
He exremodeling and rebuilding.
pects to have it open again by

LeBrun Reported Building
Don LeBrun is said
Louisville
here to be building a new 400-seater

new

Television Theater in Detroit has disclosed the

Behlan Improving Lincoln

15.

building the

is

R. P. Rosser, Jr., Albany; N. (
Haefele, Baltimore; H. J. McKinne^
Boston; V. G. Sandford, Buffalo; V
J. Hutchins, New Haven; J. J. Franl

delphia; J. C. Brown, Atlanta; E. £
Marx, Charlotte; R. L. Bostick, Mem:
phis; W. A. Hodges, New Orleans
J. I. Watkins, Oklahoma City; J
Morgan, Denver; A. de Stefano, Lo
Angeles; R. P. Haase, Salt Lak
City; L. C. Ownbey, San Francisco
H. H. Randall, Seattle; R. W. Das
sow, Chicago; H. H. Hunt, Cinchn
nati; L. H. Walters, Cleveland; A. C
Schuyler, Des Moines; W. J. Turn
bull, Detroit; J. W. Shreve, Kansa
City; J. B. Schuyler, Milwaukee; A

order for

—

who

Sloan,

will atten

are:

Strong Electric Corp.; A. J. Scheick
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.; S. Kail
man, General Electric Co.; H. E
Barth, American Blower Corp.; E?
Wagner, Wagner Sign Service, Inc.
J. S. Mill, Rowe Mfg. Co.; E. A
Williford, National Carbon Co.; Pau
Garst and B. Hammel, Alexandei
Smith & Sons; and J. P. Travis, Uni
versal Building Products Corp.

Friday,

W

January 31, 1941

Mofiograph To Meet
161

Sound Advances

All

{Continued from Page

RCA

is

IN

kyjORTON

of

CLARK.

L.

President

an-

r.

Quoting a report submitted by Monograph's engineering department,
A.dams states that whether or not
any of the proposed systems will
ome into general use is a question
Hily time will answer, but that the
Vtotiograph engineering department
proceeding with the development
}f suitable reproducing equipment as

Feb.

Either of two proposed methods
operation can be incorporated into
Mirrophonic De Luxe Sound Systems
iL jy addition of control track pickup
:

}f

m

The design of our reproducer,"

Mil

such that amspace is available for the control
;rack pickup equipment, and if the
ystem using double sound tracks is
inally adopted, the reproducer modiications are simple and inexpensive,
ind the SH-7500 Reproducer optical
system was designed with possible
iouble track operation in mind."
He adds that equipment cannot be
released for sale until there is some
agreement in the industry regarding
recording standards, and the Reearch Council of the M. P. Academy
jf Arts & Sciences indicates that no
agreement has yet been reached.
'Just as soon as standards are
i\.dams points out, "is

ple

.'.

;,;,;.

;.

adopted,"

Adams

continues,

"we

will

and offer new systems,
capable of taking full advantage of
the latest developments in sound reproduction."
announce

.

L:

He has informed Motiograph

dealbe told

customers should
Mirrophonic De Luxe Sys:em purchased will be fully adaptable to the new developments in
whatever form they may come.
rs that
;hat any

—

Lexington, Ky. The local Opera
ilouse, operated by the Schine cirsuffered damage by fire which
yas confined to dressing rooms and
storage rooms in the rear of the
;heater, and to a brick wall torn
oose by a blast. G. Lewis Hensler,
nanager, announced loss was covered fully by insurance.
:uit,

air!
lera

h
X

!.&

New

York Meeting March
Reports

:

42%

25;
Biz Boost

{Continued from Page
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and 103 valued at $55,464 for the 11
months ending in November. Substandard gauge (less than 35 mm.)
are reported at 1,003 valued at $26,018 fcr November, and 8,016 valued
at $217,235 for the 11 months.

Under projectors, standard gauge
mm.) are reported as 86 with a
value of $36,322 for November, and
(35

921 valued at $352,349 for the 11

months.
Substandard gauge (less
than 35 mm.) silent are reported at
1,501 valued at $26,456 for November, and 11,471 valued at $279,202
for the 11 months; and sound at 103
Westinghouse Promotes
valued at $23,577 for November, and
1,457 valued at $231,843 for the 11
Four to Officerships
months.
Motion picture sound equipment si
East Pittsburgh, Pa. Election of
tported as
Recording, $5,795 for
four Westinghouse executives to
November and $133,519 for the 11
vice-presidencies was announced at
months; Reproducing, at $47,636 for
mid-week.
November and $636,455 for the 11
Those designated were: B. W. months.

—

1)

have 962,046

will

shares of common stock authorized
and outstanding which will be issued
on the basis of 15 shares for each existing share of preferred stock and
one share for each existing share of
common stock of York Ice Machinery
Corporation. This will result in the
distribution of 83.2 per cent of the
new stock to the present preferred
stockholders.
In announcing the plan, the company stated that its sales for the
first quarter of its present fiscal
year (three months ended Dec. 31,
1940) were $5,107,373, or 42 per
cent higher than the same period in
the previous year.

:

;

president

Clark,

of

Westinghouse

Electric Supply Co.; R. A.
of

Philadelphia,

manager

McCarty
of

com- Anderson Buys Majestic
Beaver Dam, Ky. W. C. Durham
has sold his Majestic Theater here
to Andy Anderson, who also owns
theaters in Hopkinsville, Hodgenville and Hartford, Ky., and has

—

pany's steam division; F. D. Newbury of Pittsburgh, manager of the
emergency products division; and
A. C. Streamer, of Pittsburgh, general manager of the East Pittsburgh

moved

division.

to

New

Jersey for his health.

Another For Bisby

—

H. R. Bisby, owner
Garland Theater here, has begun the construction of a second
motion picture house on the North
Garland, Tex.

of the

Side of the square.

The new show
Palace and

New

will be called the
will cost about $50,000.

FST To Build
Ocala,

In

Ocala

Fla.—Florida State Thea-

has taken out a permit
construction of a $40,000
This price is exclusive of
equipment.
It
will be of brick
and steel construnction, fireproof
throughout, with a capacity of 900
or more seats.
The question of a
balcony has not yet been decided
upon. This will be a Sparks house
and Roy A. Benjamin, Jacksonville,
Inc.,

for the
theater.

is

architect.

"SECOND CHORUS"
There'll

praise
install

—

enterprise
associated

be

many

choruses

from your patrons

if

of

you

Alexander Smith Carpet

not to

your
An
long

mention cheers from

ticket-taker.

why you

find this

One

reason

famous

floor

with

—

Tex.
The Cole
as the Opera
ilouse, burned to the ground Jan. 21.
Joss is estimated at $50,000, partly
nsured. Theater was remodeled re;ehtly and taken over by G. A. Cole,
iwner and operator. Fire occurred
luring the afternoon and nobody
vas in the building as films were
shown only at night.
Braunfels,

Theater, long

Omaha, Neb.,

of

children.

ters,

Theater Fires

Born,

Active in local civic
National Sign Association,
Advertisers' Club. Kiwanis, and former chairman of
Hobbies:
latter's Vocational Guidance Committee.
farming, boating, magic.
Is married and has four

Member

affairs.

company's SH-7500 Reand extra amplifier and viving corporation

ipeaker equipment.

Co

of National Sign Association.

facilities in

oroducer

Artcraft Sign

1902.

15,

apidly as possible.

:i

EQUIPMENT

Educated there.
Associated with s ign business for 25
years, since A. H. Blank opened his Omaha Theater.
For m any years vice-president and general manager of Lustrolite, Inc., Davenport, la.
Joined Artcraft
1935 as vice-president and sales manager. Elected
president Sept. 1, 1940, also concentrating on
Originated "V" type marquee,
sales management.
large-selling Artcraft item.
Invented and patented
pre-fabricated marquee, also widely marketed by
Artcraft. At time of NRA was member of National
Code Authority of sign industry and of the board

1)

"Vitasound"

WHO'S WHO
'"

Laboratories and Erpi as "Stereophonic." Disney's "Fantasound," developed by RCA is one of these, and
ners'

EQUIPMENT NEWS
tuiur

the best work
in the field . .

covering in most of the country's

Executing

successful theatres.

PAINTING
DECORATING
.

known

MURALS

ATTISTI
Mi WEST

42nd

STREET

.

.

.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

>TUDI0S
Nov

Ytrk

City

EQUIPMENT NEWS

Wil-Kin Sees Present

Mexican
Stili

Boom

Biz

Continuing
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w*VEjiy
Universal to Erect

House

A

a 7,000-seat theater to be
World's largest, has impelled
Oscar and Samuel Granat to remind
that their Cine Colonial, operating
for several months, has 7,200 seats
and would still be the largest.

plan

$60,000 Exchange
(Continued from Page

CORNER—"

1)

the

air-conditioned and utilize fluorescent lighting. On the first floor will
be a lobby, poster room, shipping
rocm, inspection department, a storage room and projection facilities.
The second floor will include offor the manager, secretary,
fices
tilation, B-L rectifiers, and Brenkert
salesmen, and a booking office and
projectors and lamps to W. N. CarEberson
separate enclosed booths for exhibinasion's Park in Starke, Fla.; BrenPlans for Fla.
tors to use in selecting films.
kert projectors, and Motiograph's
Provision has been made for parkMirrophonic sound to Dominion TheDaytona Beach, Fla. Drew Eber- ing facilities in the rear of the strucaters' Paramount, Newport News,
Va.; a Da-Lite screen to R. H. Bran- son, New York architect, has pre- ture. The company now occupies the
non's Roswell, Roswell, Ga.; Mirro- pared plans for a $90,000 theater to second floor at 326 N. Illinois St.
phonic sound to Florence Theaters' De erected by W. R. Lovett on the
Colonial, Florence, S. C; and a Da- Burgoyne estate. George W. Steele,
Lite screen to N. C. Theaters' Capi- local contractor, and S. J. Vaughn, Orders Continue Brisk
Jacksonville construction engineer,
tol, Raleigh, N. C.
For B. F. Shearer Org.
W. J. Stewart's Midway, Bluff have been awarded contracts for the
City, Tenn., got U. S. Airco ventila- work.
(Continued from Page 1)
Theater will seat 1,000. Seats will
tion, International chairs, and a Daamong other material ordered.
Lite screen; J. I. Sims' Reliance, be spaced 36 inches from back to
Organization has also made deOrangeburg, S. C, U. S. Airco ven- back. Air conditioning will be in- liveries of a considerable amount of
stalled.
The
theater
has
been
leased
chairs,
International
and
tilation
new equipment to the local Campus
while seats of the latter manufacture for 20 years by Drew Eberson, who Theater; the Casino in San Diego;
being
architect
a
besides
an
is
also
Drake,
Drake's
went to Stewart &
The new and the Tiger, Tiger, Ariz., as well
Wilson, S. C, Macon Brothers' Geor- motion picture director.
Daytona, as to a number of other houses.
named
the
theater
will
be
gia, Statesboro, Ga., and N. C. Thehoped
have
ready
for
and
it
is
to
it
aters' Caroline, Burlington, N. C.
U. S. Airco installation were pro- occupation by April 1.
Aladdin
vided to the Waters interests' ImIn
Portland,
Ore.
perial, Terrant City, Ala., and TriPix Theaters
anon, Central Park, Ala.; and to the
Completion
Portland, Ore.— The Aladdin, leadScenic, Brentwood and Garden, three
ing suburban, at Milwaukee and
Sparks houses in Florida.
Montreal With brick work com- Powell Blvd., has been reopened after
pleted interior work is proceeding complete remodeling including the
Young Renovating Strand
Portland, Me. Leo Young, man- on an 800-seat moving picture thea- foyer, outside lobby of the theater,
ager for Ralph Snider here, is super- ter at Sherbrooke St. and Hingston redecorating and fluorescent lighting
vising complete renovation of the Ave. in the West End. New auditor- on the marquee.
Frank W. Talbert has just been
Portland Strand Theater here, which, ium and acoustical control methods
when completed, will make the thea- will be employed to temper sound named as manager for the house,
ter one of the most up to date in the liveliness and overtones. It is plan- long a popular rendezvous for that
ned to have upper seating levels area. Talbert was for many years
East.
along the lines of a low mezzanine connected with the Sheffield-Republic
Equipment Exchange in Portland.
rather than a balcony.
Philbrook Plans House
will be installed to control humidity
who
Pittsburgh— C. S. Philbrook,
and air temperatures as well as cleanCommence Edison Theater
formerly operated the Sheraden The- liness, with new lighting effects.
ater here, has just completed plans
Ft. Meyers, Fla.
Work has been
Another theater is well advanced
for the erection of a new 500-seat in construction on St. Denis, near started on the new Edison Theater,
theater in Crafton Heights, on which Jarry St., with a capacity slightly a Sparks unit, and will be rushed
work is to start immediately.
less than that of the Sherbrooke St. through now to completion without
building.
Both were designed by further delay. It is hoped to have
it in operation before the close of
Eliasoph & Greenspoon, architects.
the current resort season.

screen have gone into A. B.
Huff Enterprises' Carolina, Kinston,
N. C., and both these items plus International chairs to N. C. Theaters'
Carolina, Fayetteville, N. C; Alexander Smith carpet, U. S. Airco venLite

"IN THIS

the Largest

Mexico C.ty (By Air Mail)— Announcement that Argentine builders

1)

I'i.v

Drew

Completes
House

—

Much Improved
Opens

Canadian
Move Toward

—

Introducing
in the

U.
'"'

"Heavy-Hitters'

Equipment Arena

FROSCH.

E.

Born

Marquette Univer
sity, Engineering Dept., Milwaukee, becoming associated in maintenance and production departments of

various
firms

industrial

that

in

city,

chiefly that of Tel-

ephone

AT &
served

Dept.

of

Then
with
NaT.

Theater Sup1929-1939 at
various branches,
including
Milwaukee and Minneapolis.
Came to Minneapolis
1934
as
tional

ply

for
NTS,
sales
representative
holding post until resignation in 1939. Then
purchased inventory and good-will of Cinema
Supplies, Minneapolis, and formed Frosch
territorial

Theater Supply Co., currently growing into
one of leading indie supply houses in the
country and servicing most of Mid-West
States.

BEN

PERSE.

Born

in

LIEBERMAN
Flag and Valance Co.

8954

N.

Michigan

Gibson

Hilling Opening Elm
Cincinnati
H. J. Hilling is openBetter Strand
ing the Elm, Ludlow, O., and NationPittsburgh Warners are installal Theater Supply has replaced the
ing a new lobby and modern marbooth equipment with new Super
quee at the Strand Theater in the
Oakland section, among other im- Simplex projectors, Simplex sound
and Simplex High Intensity lamps.
provements at this house.

Warners

IT':

646

NEW

Ave.,

Street,

Los

City, Feb

equipment

activity

end
knowledge

the

in

retail

Practical

of the business has

made
for

it

him

close
with
of

possible
to

form

associations

manufacturers

well-known prod

ucts.

Became

dent of

Motion

presi

Capitol
Picture

Supply

Corp.
in
1937, and has held that post ever since,
Many of the accounts which he has handled
personally have continued with him over a
span of 15 years.
He headquarters in New

York.
I

I

O. DAVIS.

Heads own supply business

—

FLAGSBANNERS—
VALANCES-

FIFTH AVENUE,

York

1908.

'
'
in Oklahoma City.
Born Grand Rapids,
Cojac To Start House
Mich., and educated there.
Moved to Okla
Ft. Meyers, Fla.— The Cojac Thea- New House For Luxora
homa 1901.
Spent 15 years in hardware
ter Co. will start work immediately
Luxora, Ark. Moses Sliman, it is business, mostly
on the construction of a new theater announced, will open a new film house
on Main St. Frank Bail, Ft. Meyers, here which will be known as the in Oklahoma City.
out,
entered
Sold
Fred W. Jack, Dallas, Lux.
is architect.
The building is located on
business,
and
Tex., is president of the company, Main St. and will have a seating ca- oil
then emergency
and Herbert Copeland, Atlantic City, pacity of 450.
film service to thesecretary-treasurer. They are assoThrough his
aters.
ciated with Warner Bros.

F or_

71

New

Educated in the local schools.
Entered the motion picture supply business
Since that time has han
at the age of 18.
died every phase of
11,

—

—

Wisconsin,

in

Attended

1906.

YORK,

Chicago,
Angeles,

N. Y.

Illinois

Calif.

—

—

efforts deliveries
were put on efficient basis.
Some
20 years ago, took
State
agency
for
Acme 35 mm. silent
projectors,
large

doing

business

volume.

When

sound

and

mm. became vogue, became one of first
Ampro agents and has remained with Ampro
Cincinnati
National Theater SupHaines City, Fla.
The Florida ever since. Is member of his local Chamber
ply has completely equipped Floyd Theater is installing a Superfex Twin of Commerce and Rotary Club. Family con
Williamson's Regal, a Negro house Heating unit.
This is one of the sists of wife, their son, and latter's two
at Dayton, O.
latest type oil burners.
sons.

NTS

16

Equips Regal

Superfex For Florida

—

—

j

—
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WB Using Gaudio's
New

Lighting Device

—A

Unw
Set;-

.cademy Award winning cameraman.
Being used for the first time in the

filming of "Affectionately Yours" at
Warner Bros., it is a 12-unit battery
of lamps that surrounds the lens on
The units
all but the under-side.
are rectangular, four to each side,
and joined so closely that their lusingle cable
minescence blends.
connects all units, being fitted with
a "fader" which can dim or increase
intensity of the light.

A

*

F«Md

i«ti

d-Wi

i,,f;;

scb
l»fil:

tas
Kin'
lilnl
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e»y
posi
lit

;
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Concord,

—This

community has

Views New Equipment

by twolong
an unthinkable step.
The soil of Concord has always been considered sacred
as the result of Paul Revere having galloped through the night awakening the
people and warning them of the approach of the British. The new theater will
be appropriately in Colonial style, and Julius Meyer of Boston, who served as a
director of First National Picture Corp. of New England, is one of the project's
organizers. (Ed. Note: Gosh, Julius, wait till the folks see "The Lone Ranger"!)

Mass.

historic

at

last

consented

—

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Newly designed and
perfected equipment for the film
laboratory field was described and
demonstrated last night here at a
meeting of the Pacific Coast Section

West Coast Bureau

—

of

Toledo's New Esquire
Colorful Debut

Fills

{Continued from Page 1)
this one of the finest and most
modern theaters in northwestern

In conjunction with RCA sound,
Capitol M. P. Supply Corp. of New
York is furnishing Century projec-

Capitol M. P. Supply
Four Contracts

Ohio.
Among the outstanding features are: Push-back seats, Audiophone equipment for the hard-ofhearing; public gallery presenting
works of local artists, changed
monthly through the courtesy of the
Toledo Museum of Art; and smoking

tors,

SMPE,

held at scoring stage of

RCA

Makes
make

Meet

in Coast

Ashcraft lamps, Baldor

recti-

Mfg. Co.
Michael Lashing, laboratory head
of 20th Century-Fox Studios, described
new waterproof tape
a
splicer perfected by his organization;
J. H. Van Leuven provided details on
the new Fonda Developing Machine;
and G. R. Crane of Erpi displayed
and presented a paper on the Integrating Sphere Densitometer. A new
United
States
Government film,
"Power and the Land," opened the

Superlite lenses, and RCA
Magic Screen for the Copake Theater, Copake, N. Y.
For the new St. Johns Theater,
meeting.
Jacksonville, Fla., Arthur J. Siegel,
University
To
president, Capitol is furnishing RCA
section.
In
sound, Century projectors, Ashcraft Sottile Purchases Site
lamps, Superlite lenses, RCA Magic
For
Theater
Screen, Adler letter equipment, BigHouston The University Theater
Draperies
For
elow-Sanford carpet, and various
in West University Place, a suburb
Charleston, S.
Albert Sottile,
other items.
of Houston, which is operated by Is Brisk In South
Other current Capitol jobs are fur- president of the Pastime Amusement
Interstate Theaters under a partnerCo., operators of the better theaters
ship agreement with D. F. Luckie.
Wil-Kin drapery installations re- nishing RCA Magic Screen for the here,
announced yesterday that the
will be completely remodeled to bring cently include the Park, Starke, Fla.; Brooklyn Fox; and Bigelow Wilton
company had acquired two buildings
it up to the standards of Houston's
Coral, Coral Gables, Fla.; Ritz, Eliza- carpet for the Park Theater, Caldon upper King St. and will erect a
other de luxe theaters.
bethton, Tenn.; Ritz, Brunswick, Ga.; well, N. J.
modern theater there sometime durNew theater will seat 800. New Roxy, Atlanta; Pal, Lyons, Ga.; Paling the year.
Plans are not yet
weather and air conditioning equip- ace, Thomasville, N. C; Strand, Key
Ritzier Re-equips
complete as to details.
ment will be added, and patrons will West, Fla.: Prince, Pahokee, Fla.;
This firm operates the Gloria, MaLima, O. George Ritzier, who has
be provided with free parking.
Raeford, Raeford, N. C; Playhouse,
been rehabilitating his Majestic The- jestic, Victory, Garden and Riviera
Spartanburg, S. C; Decatur, Decatur,
ater following a fire, has installed theaters here.
Ga.; East Point, East Point, Ga.; LitSalzberg Leases Theater
new International Opera chairs and
Strand,
Points,
Atlanta,
Ga.;
Five
tle
Cincinnati Ed Salzberg has leased
a pair of Brenkert lamps, purchased
Union,
Sewanee
Columbus,
C;
S.
the new theater from Dr. B. B. Caldfrom the Oliver Theater Supply Co.
Johnson
Tenn.;
Liberty,
Sewanee,
well, which replaces the one deof Cleveland.
stroyed by fire at Union, W. Va., City, Tenn.; Pantage, Birmingham,
Ambassador,
Raleigh,
Ala.;
and
N.
C.
naming it the Monroe. National TheWil-Kin draperies Meadows Betters Strand
Additionally,
ater Supply has completely equipped
Lavon, Weldon, N. C;
Dawson Springs, Ky. J. H. Meadthe house, which will open March 1 went to the
with Super Simplex projectors, High Florida, Tallahassee, Fla.; Carolina, ows has reconditioned and re-equipThey're not on your payroll,
Intensity lamps, rectifiers, American Goldsboro, N. C; Rex, Sumter, S. C; ped his Strand here, with improvebut
they work with you and
Seating Co. chairs, and RCA sound Bailey, Wilmington, N. C; Wildwood, ments including a new sound system,
for you 365 days a year.
equipment, which is replaced from Wildwood, Fla.; Apopka, Apopka, screen, marquee and projectors.
Fla.; Royal, Summerville, Ga.; Libthe old house.
Ask them for advice, for
erty, Hainesville, Ga.; Loop, Mobile,
help, for the unusual service,
Ala.; Fort, Chatsworth, Ga.; and the Lee Purchases Sound
Acme Leases Pix
Frankfort, Ky. The Winchester
Greenland, Greensboro, Ga.
and they'll respond quickly
East Rutherford, N. J.— The Rex
Amusement Co.'s Grand here has
and enthusiastically.
business
center,
has
Theater, in the
just been equipped with RCA sound
Faith
House
to
Debut
been leased by Abe Rotner and aspurchased by S. D. Lee from MidWho are they? They're your
Bristol, Conn.
Joseph Faith, op- West Theater Supply Co.'s Cincinsociates, to Acme Theaters, Inc.,
"partners,"
the trained
houses
Terryville,
in
represented by Morris Liebof of New erator of rural
nati office.
and expert men at your nearYork. Air conditioning will be in- Unionville, and Collinsville, will open
stalled and the interior, lobby and a 650-seat theater, converted from a Williams' Royal Bows
by National Theatre Supply
Red Men's auditorium, by the middle
exterior renovated.
Company store, ready to serve
Paintsville, Ky.
Kenneth WilSeats were sold by liams has opened his new Royal here.
of February.
you
with just the equipment
Heywood-Wakefield, and sound by

Remodel
Suburban Houston

—

Cinei

SMPE

Concord Frowned on Motion Pix Till Now
Though Paul Revere Was Famed for Motion
thirds vote of the town's civic solons to allow a movie house to be built,

motion picture
Burbank, Calif.
lighting device of revolutionary design which solves some of the camman's knottiest problems has
invented by Tony Gaudio,
r jn
;:;•:
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Wren To

Build Another

—

El Dorado, Ark. It has been announced here that 0. G. Wren, owner of the Crossett Theater, will construct a new theater building in the
near future at that place.

RCA.
I

for Dream
Indianapolis C. E. McCououghy

GoldE Unit

—

has purchased a GoldE Manual twosection ticket register for his

Fayetteville

House Open

—

Fayetteville, Ark.
Fayetteville's
newest

Theater.

film

house,

for Lyric

—The

Palace

here

has

Dudley Williston,
Louisville, Ky.
operator of the Lyric Theater here, Ace Theater Resumes
Brandenburg, Ky. Masden Bros.'
has purchased a new Hurley screen
have reopened the Ace Theater here.
to be installed immediately.

—

nflTionflLJK
THEATRE-

fc.

SUPPLY

Incomparable Lighting Equipment

been equipped with Motiograph projection equipment.

—

^rfg^

Hollywood, California

Motiograph For Palace
Louisville

AS Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of
equipment manufactured by:

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.

The U-Ark,

opened Thursday, Jan. 16, Manager
W. F. Sonneman has announced.

Hurley Screen

Dream

you need to bring more people
to your boxoffice in 1941.

s.

Estimates Cheerfully' Given
Let

Your

Us Enlighten You on
Problems
Lighting

CHARLES ROSS
333

JJ

C0MPANr>

-r

W. 52nd

St.,

New York

inc.

THERE'S A BRANCH

City

NEAR YOU

Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

—

8
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•
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EQUIPMENT

Schine Enterprises

FIELD NOTES

Unveil the

Roy Boomer

Oswego

^"^

in

turers

Chi., the

of

Wenzel

Co.,

theater supplies,

manufac-

report that

20 additional men have been added recently
to the working force to help supply the

house,

— Schine circuit's latest
— the new Oswego Theater,

was

opened last mid-week
by Mayer Willard J. Hall who cut
officially

Chicago

Inspects

PROSCENIUM
CHATTER

Memphis

Six Jobs in

Oswego
/"\UT

Friday, January 31, 194
DAILY

—Roy Boomer, Motiograph

sales manager, made a visit to Memphis this past week to inspect recent
installations of major equipment by
Monarch Theater Supply Co. which

LJUGH GOODING,

representative for

Na

if?
Theater Supply Co., has shift
headquarters from Columbus to

•

tion al

his

cinnati.
He recently closed Weaver Br
IrH
the ribbon in front of the box-office
include Motiograph Projection and Miamisberg, O., for their new Plaza Thea|
demand for the Wenzel Ace rear shutter and purchased the first ticket.
projectors, and L. D. Federson says that
After the evening show an invited Mirrophonic Sound for the Peabody ter. Installations will include Simplex EMotio- projectors, new Bausch & Lomb treateil
extra time has become so common that it crowd of some 150 attended a buffet and Luciann Theaters, and
seems to have always been that way.
dinner at the Pontiac in honor of the graph Projection for the Madison, lenses, new Walker Plastic Molded screen
*
*
*
Schine officials present.
Latter in- Princess, Idlewild, and West Mem- and other items.
all six of those houses being
phis,
*
*
*
G. W. Honsberger has been appoint- cluded J. Myer and Louis W. Schine;
located in Memphis.
ed manager of Westinghouse's Louis- Zone Managers Frank Boucher and
Ed Codo is building a new theate\
It is also reported by Motiograph's
ville office to succeed T. W. Volls, Gus Lampe: and District Manager
headquarters here that Service The- in Joliet, III., to be known as the Rio.
William J. Hubbert, of Watertown.
deceased.
*
*
*
Many prominent theatermen from ater Supply Co. of Salt Lake City
Mirrophonic De
the
territory and those adjacent were have recently sold
has
per
Cinema
Corp.
now
a
100
S.O.S.
Luxe sound equipment to De MorC. J. Williams has installed in his Royal
cent closed shop membership as the result present at the dinner, with a goodcontingent from Syracuse and daunt & Drennan, Idaho Falls, Ida- Theater, Paintsville, Ky., a Da-Lite screen

—

of a contract signed by that org. with both

size

the American Federation of Office Employes
Local No. 20940 and the Machinists' Union
the pact, it is understood, running for

Rochester.

ho, and another Mirrophonic De Luxe International chairs, Senarc lamps, Benwoocl
The new theater was designed by to the Unitah Theater, Provo, Utah, Linze rectifiers, Mohawk carpet and rebuil
John Eberson, of the firm of John and Motiograph projection equip- Simplex projectors.
and Drew Eberson, New York archi- ment to the Center Theater, Salt
one year.
Lake City.
tects, who came to Oswego to attend
The Broadway Theater, CounciX
Ray Colvin, prexy of Exhibitors
The Canteen Co. of Chi have finished the opening and subsequent festivi- Supply Co., St. Louis, has recently Bluffs, la., closed since a fire on Dec\
development of a three-way automatic ties.
14, is all set to open again, says Manl
House is one of the handsomest contracted to install Motiograph ager Earl Kerr. New sound and stagt
dispenser for the theater trade which'll
Luxe
Mirrophonic
De
Projectors
and
and
equipment is being installed. Cost O)
purvey popular soft drinks by simply and most modern in the country,
thorough comfort and pleas- sound systems in a new house in remodeling, Kerr states, is about $25,
pressing a button marked with the stresses
Mo.,
and
in the Pauline,
Raleigh,
beverage desired, and an experimental ant atmosphere.
000.
St. Louis.

—

machine is now working in the Royal
Theater, Gubiner-managed house. W.
S. Richmond is in charge of Canteen's
dispenser dept.

*

Work Commences On Two

Love Seats Are Feature
Of New Coral Theater

Lauderdale Houses

Ft.

—

Work is
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Coral Gables, Fla.— Sixteen of the
DeVry Corp. has completed a new 16
mm. sound job which was introduced to the approximate 1,000 seats in the new starting on two new motion picture
one of
trade at a recent showing in Chi.'s Hotel Coral Theater are of the love seat houses for Ft. Lauderdale,
Norman di- type, wide enough to accommodate operate as a unit of the Sparks
Bill Savoy and Joe
Sherman.
The new ma- two persons. This is the latest ad- chain and the other an outlet for
rected the demonstration.
The second
chine's moving parts operate in a bath of dition to the Paramount chain in the Warner Bros, pictures.
Greater Miami area and was built theater's plans have been approved
oil, with an improved direct drive from the
by the city and will be built for E.
motor to the machine equipment another at a cost of $100,000.
air-conditioned, has most R. Bennett and leased to the exhibiIt
is
feature.

—

—

*
*
modern projection equipment and
Alterations amounting to $1,000 will Simplex sound equipment. It is the
be effected to the Rialto Theater Build- 16th unit in the Paramount chain,
ing in Louisville as result of a city and will be managed by Tom Manbuilding permit having been issued to ning, who comes here from the Roxy
the Majestic Theater Co.
of Miami.
Robert Law Weed and
*
*
*
Edwin Roeder were the architects,
Don Miller is installing a new sign and and Fred Howland the contractor.
*

marquee on the Cinema Theater,
first-run house of Kaplan

*

*

&

oper-

Theater in Fordyce.
*

*

From the Arkansas front also comes word
that the 4-Mile Theater has just opened in
Little Rock.

*

*

*

D. Lee has installed International
chairs, Senarc lamps, Imperial generator, Da-Lite screen, and RCA sound
in his Town Hall Theater, Winchester,
Ky., and his Grand in Frankfort has
received RCA sound.
S.

Hollingsworth, owner of the Pix
E.
F.
Theater, Beatrice, Neb., will build a new
house across the street to replace the old
Scott-Ballantyne Co. of Omaha will
Rialto.
install

all

fixtures.

equipment,

house.

Both theaters are in the $25,000
class and are about the same size,
750-seats. It is expected that about
six weeks will be required to complete the buildings.

including

seats

M. M. Konczakowski has
his

New

ity

stand

just

reopened

Marlow, lower West Side communin

Buffalo, following reconstruction

and installation of new projection equipRebuilding ha*
ment, seats and carpets.
added about 250 seats to the capacity.
*

*

*

Monarch Theater Supply Co.
Memphis, Tenn., have also opened _
new and splendidly appointed supply
<

store fust next door to their old location, their new address being 492 S

Second

St.

*

*

*

who have

supply stores
Los Angeles and San
Francisco, are currently doing the largest
business in their history in sound and proMost recent installajection equipment.
tion: Dinuba Theater, Dinuba, Cal., where
they installed Mirrophonic De Luxe Sound
B.

in

F.

Shearer Co.,

Portland,

Seattle,

System.

*

The company already owns and
*

F. Eckles, of Fort Laudcontractor for the Bennett

is

Detroit,

that the K. Lee Williams Theater, Inc., has leased a building in Fordyce, Ark., and will open
another film house in the near future.
ates the Dall

erdale,

Zimmerman.

and

*

SHOWMAN HINTS-By Showmen

announced

It is

Ova

tors.

*

*

DECAUSE

"

of the

replacement expense

many theaters have faded,

volved,

in-

rain-

streaked mats or backgrounds for their
A newly developed
lobby display cases.
corrugated paper, in a wide variety of
colors and designs makes possible a frequent change of backgrounds. This paper
comes in 50 in. widths and in any length.
It is applied to a beaver-board background
Frames to hold the poster itby tacking.
self are tacked on to this background.

improvement

in
years in the
display
is
the
lobby
cases
These
new fluorescent tubular lighting.
tubes give a diffused light which does
Annot change the colors in the posters.
other benefit is that no heat is generated.

Biggest

of

*

*

*

two-features on the average marquee has caused managers untold
Properly

billing

inexpensive

Charlie Williams, well-known in the
Chicago and Indianapolis theater sup-

manner

of

crowding extra copy into a limited space
is
through the use of white glass, cut in
various lengths, upon which is lettered, in
black japan colors, words that are not important to the titles, star's names, etc. This
glass

fits

lume

letters.

into

the same slots as the flex-

ply field, has recently become president
of Indiana Theater Equipment Corp.,
316 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis, and
maintains a swell supply store there.
*

Louis

problem of the theater manager is keeping the curb space in front of
The
the theater clear of parked vehicles.
ordinary police "No Parking" stanchions are
Painting the
often overlooked or ignored.
curb with a sturdy white paint (or the official

big

color

used

by

the local police)

Frequent painting

psychological effect.
also

add

a

feeling

has

of

front of your theater.

cleanliness

to

a

will

the

*

*

Wiethe has taken over the

Cleves,

Columbus, O., and also the Beechwold,
under construction near Columbus, from
the C. A.

MacDonald

house

open

will

*

A

lighting

An

headaches.

*

*

in

interests.

The

latter

February.
*

*

Freeman and Newboldt will rebuild
their theater at laeger, W. Va., which
was totally destroyed by
M

*

fire recently.

*

Ray Smith, indie theater supply dealer of
Milwaukee, moved his headquarters from
635 N. Seventh St. to 710 W. State St,
and officially opened his new quarters on
Jan. 20, with over 500 of his friends in
attendance.

That's popularity!

—

!

UNTILYOU CAN SEE THIS GREAT PICTURE FOR YOURSELF
.

.

until

see

we can

actually report its performance to you, let the experts

all pictures tip

you off that here

'Brilliant production of

Remarque

one of

is

TOPMOST

— Film Daily

should score heavily."

"A most

A

auspicious beginning for the Loew-Lewin producing combination.

poignant and moving picture."

"A

importance

comedy and

novel has beauty, pathos and

magnificent production

.

.

—Motion
should win favor

.

Picture Daily

at the box-office."

—Hollywood Reporter
"One

of the best motion pictures

I

have ever seen!"

—Harry Crocker, Los Angeles Examiner
"Deeply impressive, beautifully acted and excellently directed

and produced."

—Dorothy Manners,

International

News

Service

"In the forefront of 1941's contenders for top motion picture honors. Audiences will thrill to the exciting story."
-Jay

"Truly distinctive ... a corking

by an outstanding

cast."

Loew

•

set of

Publications

performances

—National Box Office Digest

"Excellent... you should see it."

David L.

Emanuel

Liberty Magazine

Albert Lewin present

MARGARET

^Sft

FRANCES

<M?%
/

with

Glenn Ford

•

Mby JOHN
From the

Anna Sten
CROMWELL

Stroheim

Screen play by Talbot Jennings

novel, "Flotsam," by Erich Maria

Released thru

I

•

and Erich von
Remarque

UNITED ARTISTS

J

who

>fy

.

91
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Arbitration Factors

Argue

To Guide 20-Fox Deals

Dismissal Feb. 17

(.Continued from Page 1)

attorneys for the "Little Thr
are moving for dismissals of
Griffith and Crescent circuit^rf

ater."

pointed out that if all the
enumerated in the section
should be resolved in favor of the
indie, then the licensing of the product to a circuit theater would probably result in a finding' by an arbitrator that the distributor's refusal
was arbitrary.
It

V

is

Twentieth-Fox, it is stated, "defiwishes to avoid having any
such award made against it, and
insists that each of its representatives conduct its business in such
fashion that no basis for such a
claim can exist."
With reference to the effect of an
arbitrator award in favor of an exhibitor, it is contended that the two
competing theaters indie and affiliated
must bid between themselves
nitely

—

—

for the

product.

"Where

arises,"
situation
says, "it is the intent

such

the handbook
of the decree that in such competitive bidding the features should be
licensed to the exhibitor who offers
the better terms to the distributor.
The phrase 'better terms' would probably be interpreted as meaning
terms which are calculated to, and
on the basis of past experience probably would, produce the greater
revenue for the distributor."

Bros, to Resume
Payments on Pfd. Stock

Warner

(Continued from Page 1)

accruals.
last

made

These

total

$33.68,

the

•

•

Brooklyn

•

AMP A made

—

when

Bros. Circuit

V

they invited Joe Bernhard

Management Corp

to

be the

luncheon meeting

in the Edison Hotel's

Mort Blumenstock

will introduce Mister

bet that a helluva big

—as

a neat cherce

crowd

will

they

prexy

of

in

Warner

•

•

FOLKS who

be on hand

6

for this

dote on slick acting

will be pleased

will

V

V

V

•

.

idea

of

how

.

.

the fund appeals to the

in 1932.

.

•

mittee on Secondary School Relations
Mrs. Breen is the
former Helen Hughes
formerly Secretary and Director of

Universal Pictures Co., Inc

Local 702 Board to Meet
"Take It or Leave It,"
Gov't
May Tell Ascap
With IATSE on Action Plan

been more than sufficient to reduce
(Continued from Page 1)
some of these accumulations but IATSE executives in an effort to
the management has been concen- draw up a plan of action to break
trating on reducing its funded debt the negotiation deadlock reached beand strengthening its financial struc- tween the union and eastern laborature.
tories, it was learned last night.
It
Cash as of November, 1940, gain- was reliably reported that possibil$5,681,000
against
ed to $8,452,000
ity of a general strike would be distwo years previous. Current liabili- cussed as one alternative in the
ties are down to $15,278,000 from event
that
negotiations
remain
$19,833 000 and funded debt is down stalled.
to $60,200,000 from $69,970,000. All
At a recent membership meeting,
of this has been done from surplus
the
union's executive board was
depreciation
from
and
earnings
empowered to take strike action at
charges on theaters and other propany time it saw fit. All contracts
city carried to cash account.
ttu union held with laboratories in
the East have expired and the union
Dies
Father
Milton Silver's
has been making an effort to work
H. Silver, father of Milton out a uniform contract covering all
I.
Silver of National Screen Service, labs, in the East.
died yesterday in Flushing Hospital.
Layoff of about 16 men was reHe was 79 years old and is survived ported yesterday at the Consolidated
by his widow, four daughters and Laboratory.
Universal print work

was recently shifted from Consoli-

dated to Pathe Laboratories.
The
union is working on a plan to abSaxton Leaves Hospital
T
illiam K. Saxton, sorb men laid off by Consolidated
Baltimore
the
Pathe Laboratories, Inc.,
city manager for Loew's here, left in
Sinai Hospital yesterday, and will plant and the H.E.R. Laboratory,
convalescence from which is doing the "U" newsreel
his
continue
an abdominal operation at his home. work on a sub-lease basis.

—W

Complaint
for

J's a
trust suit against the "Little Thr
Columbia,
and Universal,
defendants with the Griffith Ami
ment Co. and the majors will be
gued here today before Fed»

UA

Judge Edgar S. Vaught.
A motion has also been

filed

these three defendants for an
tension of time until March 1,
which to answer the Governme
interrogatories.
The motion sta
that the defendants now are in pi
ess of preparing answers to each
the interrogatories.

Schine Motion to Come
Before Court on Monday
U. S. Attorney Gener
has served notice of a mot

Buffalo

• • ELM1RA College has appointed Mrs. Eugene L. Breen
New York City the National Chairman of the Alumnae Com-

(Continued from Page

Ask Dismissal

Griffith

office

of

rr

—

American public

Earnings lately have

Milton.

Of

Oklahoma City Motions
mary dismissal of the D of

• THOUGHTFUL gesture to their patrons
is a trailer being run by Loew's New York Theaters
It says
a simple "thank
you" to all Loew moviegoers
who contributed to the "March of
Dimes" fund.
.and who helped pile up $34,000 on the Loew circuit.
Obviously the sum amounts to 340,000 dimes
which gives you an
•

the

action.

—

session

Harry Baur

learn that

move against

the dismissal

"Little 3"

and you can

Bernhard

one of the heaviest of histrionic
soon be seen on screens hereabouts
for
World Pictures Corp. has acquired the rights to "The Mad Emperor"'
an historical drama with Harry cast as the Emperor
Paul of Russia
Opus will be released in February
Maurice Tourneur directed
and supporting players include
Pierre Renoir and Suzy Prim
to

hitters

%

star guest at the next

Sun Room on Feb.

V
•

and would requir ^|
to prepare pape'jy

at present,
tional time

say over

payment having been

dividend

"Little

(Continued from Page 1)

could be termed arbitrary and occasioned by the fact that a competing theater was a circuit the-

factors

1

DAILY

1)

ultd here today, are expected to be
brief.

to

amend

certain allegations in

complaint in the Schine anti-ti
suit, to be argued Monday.
G
eral impression here appears to
that insofar as the majors are c
cerned, the Schine suit will fol
the course noted elsewhere si
the New York consent decree.

Shirley at Metro Feb. 15
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA.
Hollywood
Shirley Temple
ports to Metro Feb. 15.

—

Sources close to the Department
indicated
that
the
Government's
attitude will be to present certain
demands on Ascap, similar to those
accepted by BMI, with a "take it or
leave it" alternative.

The Robbins Music Corp., M-G-M's
music-publishing
has
subsidiary,
filed
suit in the Federal court for
the Southern New York District
against CBS charging that the song,
"Don't Be That Way," published
by it, was performed without permission on Jan. 14 over station
WEEI, Boston.

From

THE FILM
DAILY to
JANUARY 3
Tallulah Bankh

Eddie Canto
Joyce
Adele Watsoi

Mum

James Boyle
Marcella D.i
Marcia Mann<

"True or False" Air

Show

From Syracuse U. Theater
Syracuse, N. Y.— Hagen "True or
False" program over NBC will be
broadcast from the stage of the
Civic Theater, downtown house operated by Syracuse University, on
Feb. 10.

It's

the first radio

program

taken on by the Civic, managed by

Bob Case.

FEBRUARY

1

Harold

Gable
Helen Chandler
Fraciska Caal
Ceorge Pal
Clark

Maxwell A.

Ernest

Gene

Roditi
Hilliar

Sheldoi

Marie "Paf
Donohoe

Silver

FEBRUARY

2
Molly Malon
Seymour Bun
Frank Albertso

Bonita Granville

Burton Lane

Hyman Silverman
Ralph Coder
Frank Zucker

Benny Rubin
Bobby North
Ethel

Doherty

?
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REVICUJS OF THC H€UI f ILHIS

'Dancing on a Dime"
l

with Grace McDonald, Robert Paige,
Virginia Dale

!

DAILY

74 Mins.

aramount

"Pride of the Bowery"

'Devil Bat'
with Bela Lugosi, Suzanne Kaaren,
Dave O'Brien
Producers Releasing Corp.
69 Mins.

with

Leo

Gorcey, Bobby
Donald Haines

Jordan,

Monogram

HORROR MYSTERY YARN HAS SUFMODERATELY
£ICAL COMEDY IS OKAY IN SONG FICIENT SUSPENSE AND ACTION TO BE
OFFERING HAS
3FDANCE DEPARTMENT BUT WEAK INTERESTING.
GROUND.
STORY VALUE.
Fans that go for horror stories should be
A combination
satisfied with this one.
Bela Lugosi, one

song and dance routines have
een tied together in this musical comedy,
ut the story material is pretty weak.
Reading the songs and dances, they are entraining and will interest an audience,
icture also serves as a debut for Grace
kDonald, an attractive and talented Broaday musical comedy performer who is per>nable, dances well and films well.
As a
series of

rogram offering the film will serve as a
Her, but lacking "names" and weak in
tory

material, picture

is

definitely limited

scope.

Grace McDonald, Robert Paige, Virginia
Peter Hayes, Lillian Cornell, William
rawley, Eddie Quillan and Frank Jenks
ead the cast, with all the players giving
arnest performances.
Joseph Santley discted, making the most of the material
ffered.
Maurice Rapf, Anne Morrison
hapin and Allen Rivkin wrote the screenale,

;

lay.

The night

a musical show is to open
the old Garrick Theater under the ausices of the WPA, notification arrives that

i

funds

have been cancelled.
Paige,
Hayes and several others are
Mowed to live in the theater by Frawley,
he watchman, when they come in a few
i/eeks later and tell him they are broke.
)ne thing leads to another, they rehearse,
diss McDonald appears on the scene and a
II

he director,

money shows

undle of counterfeit

up.

The

how goes on and is a hit, so with a little
uspense and fast action the counterfeit
wney gets paid back and everything is
unky dory.
CAST: Grace McDonald, Robert Paige,
'irginia Dale, Peter Hayes, Lillian Cornell,
Villiam Frawley, Eddie Quillan, Frank Jenks,
arol Adams, John Gallaudet, Phillip Terry,
ieorge Meader, Charles Lane, Arthur Aylesrorth, Wenda McKay, Fay Helm, Tom Coins.

CREDITS: Produced by Paramount;

Di-

Joseph Santley; Screenplay, Maurice
apf, Anne Morrison Chapin and Allen Rivin; Based on a story by Jean Lustig and
Max Kolpe; Cameraman, Charles Lang;
ecror,

H
l\l

/(,

M
1/

ditor,

Doane Harison.

DIRECTION,

0.

K.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

lood.

Maryland MPTO to Give
Ambulance to Britain

—

ranking bogey men has
the lead, a man-killing bat is a feature of
rhe film and the whole thing is done with
an air of mystery, suspense and chills.
As
a program offering, exhibitors should find

of Hollywood's top

one useful.
Lugosi, Suzanne Kaaren, Dave O'Brien,
Guy Usher, Yolande Mallott and Donald
Kerr head the cast, with the entire cast adequate.
Director Jean Yarborough does a
good job in making the picture horrendous,
and maintains the element of suspense.
Screenplay was written by John Thomas
this

SHORTS *

*

63 Mins.

ENTERTAINING

CAMP

CCC

POP
BACK-

"Penny To The Rescue"
Metro

into

10 mins.
Helpful Hints for Housewives
The problems of whipping up an
appetizing meal without much ma-

As

terial to

*J

A

>

:<

Little

it

Dead End Kids and
Tough Guys have been rounded up
of

one group for this Monogram release.
program offering for the nabe houses,
is
moderately entertaining screenfare.
a

Additional interest is given the film by
using a CCC camp in Arizona as a background, with a considerable amount of

work

with, after practically

everything

has gone wrong, are
neatly dealt with by Prudence Penny
in

this

subject.

In addition,

it

is

very amusing as well as practical.
material filmed at the mountain location.
Mr. Average Man gets in a row with
Leo Gorcey, Bobby Jordan and Donald his wife, and to "show her," he says
Haines head the cast, with Kenneth Howell, he will cook the dinner for them and
Carlton Young, Kenneth Harlan and Mary his poker playing friends while she
Film was goes out and plays golf.
Ainsley in the supporting cast.
The cake
produced by Sam Katzman, and directed blows up in his face, the cocoanuts
by Joseph Lewis from a screenplay by bounce all over the place and confuNeville.
The cast is able, direc- sion reigns, but Prudence, a neighLugosi, a physician in a small village, George Plympton.
has a dual personality caused by his belief tion adequate, and other technical aspects bor, saves the day.
Subject is a
that he has been deprived of enormous are up to par for picture's budget range.
Pete Smith reel.
Gorcey wants to train for the boxing
profits by Guy Usher and Edward Mortimer,
"New York Parade"
owners of a cosmetics company founded championship of New York's lower East
with a formula developed by Lugosi. Lugosi side. Jordan and the other kids get him to Columbia
10 mins.
creates a giant killer bat trained to kill sign up in the CCC because they have
Fine Material
However,
persons using a special scent he has de- no money for training purposes.
Highlighted by excellent photogveloped.
He presents his enemies with the Gorcey feels he has been tricked and there raphy, this reel depicts a panorama
scent in a shaving lotion and the murders is a considerable amount of trouble and
of New York City in sweeping
start.
Finally, O'Brien, a newspaper re- action before everything is smooth sailing
contrasts.
Material is fine and the
porter, and his cameraman, Kerr, solve the and Gorcey realizes the camp is a good
editing is on the same plane. Subwhole mystery, dispose of Lugosi and get place for all of them.
ject should interest any audience.
their jobs back.
CAST: Leo Gorcey, Bobby Jordan, Don- B. K. Blake and Andre de la Varre
CAST: Bela Lugosi, Suzanne Kaaren, ald Haines, Carlton Young, Kenneth Howell, produced
and directed the subject.
Dave O'Brien, Guy Usher, Yolande Mallott, David Gorcey, Sunshine Sammy, Eugene
Donald Kerr, Edward Mortimer, Gene O'Don- Francis, Mary Ainsley, Kenneth Harlan.
nell,

Alan Baldwin, John Ellis, Arthur Q.
Hal Price, John Davidson, Wally

Bryan,

Rairdon.

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Gallagher;
rector,

Thomas
Bricker;

Di-

Jean Yarborough; Screenplay, John
Neville;

Original

Cameraman, Arthur

Holbrook N. Todd.
Good.
Good.

Story,

George

Martinelli; Ed-

"Timid Toreador"

CREDITS: Producer, Sam Katzman;

Joseph Lewis; Screenplay, George
Plympton; Cameraman, Robert Cline; Original Story, Steven Clensos.

rector,

DIRECTION, Adequate.
0. K.

itor,

DIRECTION,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Di-

7 mins.

Laughable Cartoon
Porky Pig has his troubles in this
new Leon Schlesinger one-reeler.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Porky is peddling hot tamales in
the bull arena of a Mexican town
that is having a fiesta. During the
Plans
bull fight Porky gets cornered by the
bull, but Porky finally manages to

"Free

Company"

Bill of

Rights Air

Cinematography Awards

Warners

Shows

trick the bull into defeat to save his
own skin and win the plaudits of
the crowd. It's laughable.

First meeting of the "Free Comof writers, dramatists and
actors was held yesterday at Dinty
"Information Please"
Group, which is headed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Moore's.
RKO-Pathe
11 mins.
Hollywood Academy Award nom- by a number of prominent playUp to Par
wrights,
James
acting
with
Boyd
inations for achievements in cinemaThe much-disputed second "Infortography, both in black and white as chairman, plans to present 13 mation Please" short with Wendell
L.
half
net-hour
shows
over
the
CBS
and in color, are announced as folwork on Sunday afternoons from Willkie, which caused a sizzling conlows:
troversy last Fall, has as many
Black-and-white:
"Abe Lincoln in Illi- two to two-thirty starting Feb. 28.
nois," "All This and Heaven Too," "Arise Plan is to dramatize the principles laughs and as much interest as preMy Love," "Boom Town," "Foreign Corre- embodied in the American bill of vious releases in this series. John
spondent," "The Letter," "The Long VoyShows will emanate from Kieran, Franklin P. Adams and Osage Home," "Rebecca," "Spring Parade," rights.
car Levant comprise the regular
and "Waterloo Bridge."
both New York and Hollywood.
board of experts. The experts muff
Color:
"Bittersweet,"
"The
Bluebird,"
E.
Sherwood,
Welles,
Robert
Orson
"Down Argentine Way," "Northwest Mountseveral questions.
ed Police," "Northwest Passage," and "The Maxwell Anderson, Marc Connolly,
Thief of Bagdad."
Ernest Hemingway and a number
"All's Well"
and
of other prominent authors
Paramount
7 mins.
playwrights will write the shows.
Burt Champion Recovers

Nominations Announced

pany"

—

Baltimore
The Motion Picture
heater Owners of Maryland will
onate a trailer ambulance to profide a small town in England with
ledical facilities, as the result of
n appeal from American stage and
Fair Cartoon
creen artists working abroad. The
Burt Champion,
home office
mbulance unit will be named after publicist,
Cockrell
Story
to
Republic
Town
crier
Gabby gets into trouhas
returned
his
desk
to
%
lov. Herbert R. O'Conor.
following two weeks in the hos- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ble again in this short, produced by
Gabby notices a
Hollywood Republic has purchas- Max Fleischer.
pital battling flu and incipient pUeuVilmer Freeman HI
ed "Jason, The Bucket," a light ro- baby crying on his rounds and he
monia.
Miss Wilma Freeman in charge
mantic story, original by Frances decides to do something about it.
f promotion for Warners' home ofCockrell.
Armand Schaefer has He attempts to change the baby's
Disney
District Office
ice
publicity department, is rebeen assigned to produce it and diaper, but after a furious struggle
uperating at home from the effects
Chicago Walt Disney is opening Stuart Palmer to write the screen- he leaves in disgust with the diaper
f a broken foot.
a district office here.
pinned on himself.
play.

tHi

UA

—

in

—

'

v%
Exhib. Use of Live

Talent

Up 25

WHO'S

P. C.

•

•

•

WHO
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Introducing Interesting Personalities

•

•

•

Keough Will Attend
Para.

Panama Meet

WICTOR

SAVILLE. Producer. Born in Birmingham, England. Was educated
™ at King George VI School. Enlisted at 17 with the bombing platoon of the
London Irish, but received a head wound and was discharged in 1916. He then
sold films in Birmingham with Sol Levy. Their purchase for the English market
of "Birth of a Nation" and "Intolerance" was the start of his career. After the
Armistice, Saville formed an organization with Michael Balcon, an old school
friend, and Jack Freedman, importing films and renting them. This association
eventually became a full-fledged producing company, making "Woman to
Woman," with Clive Brook and Betty Compson. Saville made his first visit to
Hollywood in 1922 to sign Miss Compson. He made rapid progress, finally
joining Gaumont British, making "Mademoiselle from Armentieres" and other
films. His first directorial effort was "The Arcadians."
In 1930, he directed Madeleine Carroll in
"The W. Plan" for BIP, then directed for Gaumont such films as "I was A Spy"; Jessie Mathews'
first American hit, "First a Girl," and "It's Love

{Continued from Page 1)

the demand for them by film theaters to reach the highest point in
some years.
In the Midwest, exhibs. who have
not played "flesh" in years are evincing an interest in stage attractions, and results are said to be
Bookers in Chicago regratifying.
port the heaviest bookings in many
years and the same report comes
from other large cities.

Selling via Consent Decree

Good

"If,"

Says Schenck

Again."

Saville later produced independently for
London Films, having three consecutive hits in
"Dark Journey," "Storm in a Teacup" and "Action
for Slander." Signing with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
he produced "The Citadel" and "Goodbye, Mr.
Chips" at Denham.
In Hollywood, he has produced "Bitter Sweet," "The Earl of Chicago" and

{Continued from Page 1)

month, and a series of conferences
with company executives are in prospect at the

home

office.

Discussing the 1941-42 production
plans, Schenck said that the budgets
for individual pictures will be governed by their calibre. He mentioned no aggregate expenditure for the

is

preparing

"A Woman's

Face,"

starring

Joan

Crawford, also "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," starring
Spencer Tracy.

c. S. Bull photo

nito del Villar, managing direel
for Chile, Peru and Bolivia; S.
Pierpoint, manager for Brazil; R(
ert L. Graham, Mexico manager;
D. Rapoport, Cuba manager; Her

Gordon, manager for Central Ann

*

year.

Austin Keough, vice-president a
general counsel of Paramount, •«
be the guest of honor at the coi
pany's first all-Latin-American «
vention which opens its thr
session in Panama next Thui^
Keough is en route to Panama wi
John W. Hicks, foreign departme
head, who will preside.
Arth
Pratchett, general manager for Ce
tral America, will be host to t
visiting delegates.
Sales policies governing the 19
nroduct lineup will be discussed a
first-hand reactions observed in t
various territories will be subm
ted by the delegates.
Those attending the conventic
in addition to Hicks, Keoueh a
Pratchett, will be John B. Nathi
managing director in Argentine.: I

Referring to the sales problem
posed by the consent decree, Schenck

ica;

Blumenstock on Ads
reHe For Greek Air Show

said that the company would
quire an increased field staff.
will confer with Herman Wobber,
{Continued from Page 1)
distribution chief, on this and other for the Greek War Relief CommitYork.
New
matters while in
was announced yesterday.
tee,
it
Harry Maizlish, of Station
(Calif.) Ed Schreiber, of Warner's
Universal Delegation Off
home office publicity department,

KFWB

For "Back Street" Junket

WHN

Whalen Resigns
As Rep. Ad-Publicity Head
David

B.

Juan

guay;

J.

Oliver, manager for Ui
P. Donohue, Puerto R

Alvaro Reyes, manaj
Colombia; Mrs. T. Andrew
manager for Guatemala; Pedro G
{Continued from Page 1)
mano, branch manager at Sao Par
sor,
Whalen's duties at Republic
Brazil; Lazarus Constantine, mi
will be taken over by Charles Reed
ager at Trinidad; and Larry O'Toc
Jones.
James R. Grainger, Rep's assistant manager of Central Am
prexy, return to New York Monday.
ica.
Whalen joined Republic in New
Hicks will leave Panama imm
England in 1938 and later came to iately following the Convention i
New York as press-book editor. is due back in New York on Feb,
Before succeeding Al Adams as adpublicity head, he was exploitation

manager;
for

promotion
and Al Simon,
manager, are assisting Blumenstock.
Universal executives,
Air show is being arranged by
and trade paper writers leave today Spyros Skouras, president of the
Cinemasters Will Start
for Miami to attend the world pre- Greek War Relief Committee, and manager for the company.
A week's Samuel Goldwyn, chairman of the
miere of "Back Street."
16 Soundies on
entertainment is in store for the industry's Permanent Charities Com- 20th-Fox Buys Two Stories
delegation, activities to include deep mittee.
Fund raising will have a West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Arthur Leonard and Dick Hyh
The novel tie-up with some 52 or more
sea fishing, races and parties.
Twentieth Century- will give the gun to 16 new Sound
Hollywood
Sullavan
Boyer-Margaret
Charles
leading department stores through- Fox has bought "Blindman's House," Monday at the Fox-Movietone S
has its formal out the country. During the broadpicture
starring
new novel by Hugh Walpole to be dios here. Their firm, Cinemaste
opening on Tuesday.
cast listeners will be told by an- published in the Spring by Double- Inc., has already delivered eight m
nouncers of local stations at inter- day-Doran following serialization in ical briefies to the Jimmy Roosev<
Leonard \
vals that they can contribute by the Redbook. It has also purchased Mills organization.
Koppin Rites In Detroit
Henry S. Koppin, 64, calling their local department store an original story, "Confirm or Deny," again direct. Bands signed for
Detroit
mesincl]
productions
was buried in Elmwood Cemetery and promising to .pay, or a pick by Hank Wales, former foreign cor- forthcoming
will be dispatched to
senger
the
established
Koppjn
respondent of the New York Times, Tony Pastor, Gray Gordon,
Tuesday.
conand Samuel Fuller.
Fred Kohlmar Brown and Nano Rodrigo.
Woodward Theater Co. a quarter up the money if they want to
then.
Leonard-Hyland soundies are c
will be associate producer on the latcentury ago, and built it to 26 tribute
Macy's, Wanamaker's in Philadel- ter.
rently to be seen in Jack Der
houses, the largest circuit ever esGimbel's in Pittsburgh, and
sey's.
tablished in Detroit, and retired in phia,
the May Company in Los Angeles,
1933, selling or disposing of all
Morning Musicales via Recorc
Lester E. Matt Stricken
Among his five children are a few of the stores co-operating.
houses.
Starting yesterday morning
Jack Benny and Bob Hope are
Flint, Mich.
Lester E. Matt, pioare Clarence Koppin, manager of
slated as masters of ceremonies and neer exhibitor, died suddenly at his Filmarte Theater inaugurated a s
the Norwood Theater, and Henry S.
stars that will appear home.
Matt withdrew from active ies of regular morning musicales
Koppin, supervisor of the Wisper & the roster of
pi
is literally a Hollywood Who's Who.
operation
about three months ago, recorded music. First concert
Circuit.
Wetsman
Piano C
selling the State, Strand, Roxy, and ed was Darius Milhaud's
Theater op
Flu in S. C. Fadeout
William Dalbey Dead
Delia to the Butterfield Circuit. His certo for Orchestra.
a half hour earlier for patrons wa
Charleston, S. C. Flu epidemic in widow, after whom the Delia was
Omaha— William Dalbey, 70, past
ing to hear the music, with no
president of Local 70, AFM, died this territory has faded out, and named, survives.

newspaper

Monday

—

—

—

—

at his

many

He
here.
years in the pit of
home

played for film theaters are again reporting exTourist trade is help- Patent
the- cellent biz.

Omaha

ing.

aters.

tra charge.

New

Tele System

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—A

THE FILM DAILY

Pat O'Brien Signed
West Coast Bureau

—

of

by

20th-F<
DA.

THE FILM

patent has been
Twentieth Centu
Hollywood
Baltimore V. C. to Dance
Business Outlook Brighter
granted by the U. S. Patent Office Fox has signed Pat O'Brien for t
Baltimore -Local Variety Club to Robert B. Dome and Robert E. pictures a year for an indefir
The Alliance Theater
Chicago
His first picture slated
circuit reports the Winter business will hold its third Annual dinner- Moe, Bridgeport, Conn., assignors period.
The p
outlook as improving in Indiana dance at the Belvedere Hotel tomor- to General Electric Co. for a tele- start in March or April.
vision synchronizing system.
row night.
is non-exclusive.
and Illinois territory.

—

—

For Our National Defense Program

THE UNITED STATES ARMY
Will require
of

men

experienced in

still

and sound motion

picture production for service in event

emergency.

The basic

enlisted organization of the G. H. Q. Signal Corps Photographic Unit is
want to create a list of qualified men who will simply express
their willingness to serve in this motion picture organization in case of complete mobilization
of the United States Army.

now in process

be

of formation.

We

Those who have reached their 18th birthday
eligible to join this organization.

an opportunity for men
which they are best qualified.

This presents

branch

for

and those who have not yet reached

in the

THOSE INTERESTED

MAY

motion picture industry

their 45th birthday will

serve, in emergency, in the

to

REGISTER BY WRITING THE

Research Council

ACADEMY

of

MOTION PICTURE ARTS & SCIENCES
SUITE 1217 TAFT BUILDING,

of

Years

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

Giving Complete Information on Age, Education, Present Position, Studio with which connected. Number
in Motion Picture Industry, etc.

We

will

Require Several

Men

in

Each

of the following Classifications to

Complete the

tentative organization:
supervisors - Camera repair supervisors, (motion picture and still) - Cameramen, (motion
Chemists, (motion picture and still laboratory) - Clerks - Cooks - Editors, (picture and
sound) - Electricians, (motion picture) - Laboratory equipment engineers - Laboratory supervisors, (motion
Motion picture camera department supervisors picture and still) - Machinists - Motion picture engineers
Negative cutters and assemblers - Photographers. (Copy and Printer) - Developers - Projectionists - Sound
recording and re-recording engineers, supervisors, mixers, maintenance men, boom operators, recording and re-

Animation and
picture

and

title

still)

-

recording machine operators.

YOU WILL NOT BE REQUIRED TO FORMALLY ENLIST OR
ENROLL AT THIS TIME
THIS SURVEY IS

FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBTAINING INFORMATION ON QUALIFIED MOTION PICTURE MEN
WILLING TO SERVE IN TIME OF NATIONAL EMERGENCY.

For further information, contact your studio Research Council Representative, as listed below:

Darryl F. Zanuck, Chairman, 20th Century-Fox
Nathan Levinson, Vice-Chairman, Warner Brothers
John Aalberg, RKO-Radio

Bernard B. Brown, Universal
Farciot Edouart, Paramount
E. H. Hansen, 20th Century-Fox

John Livadary, Columbia
Charles L. Lootens, Republic
Thomas Moulton, Samuel Goldwyn
Elmer Raguse, Hal Roach

Douglas Shearer, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

This advertisement inserted by the Film Daily in the interest of National Defense.

£

|$

"TEN BEST" ALL ON
EASTMAN FILM
EVERY

one of the Ten Best Pictures,

se-

lected in the Film Daily 's critics poll for

1940, was

made on Eastman Negative

Films. This impressive record speaks for
itself.

In 1941, these exceptional films will

continue to contribute to the success
of

outstanding

screen

productions.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
J. E.

BRULATOUR,

Fort Lee

JN.

Y.

INC., Distributors

Chicago

Hollywood

SUPER-XX

PLUS-X
for general ntudio use

when

Utile light

is

available

BACKGROVND-X
far haehgrounds

and general exterior worh

EASTMAN NEGATIVE

•

.

'Little

3' Griffith Move Denied; May Trial Likely
(See Columns 2-3 Below)
I

THE
The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

-^FDAILY^

79.

NO.

NEW

23

YORK, MONDAY, FEBRUARY

TEN CENTS

1941

3.

DECREE CREATES NEW^ RIGHTS OF ACTION
Arbitration's Machinery Starts; Forms Simplified
THE WEEK
VS REVIEW
"17" Net

=

By

I.

H.

Officers of 31 Tribunals

Open
First

Up 107%

10MESTIC
UNIVERSAL: Company

reported
net profit for 1940 of $2,390,772, a
ain of 107 per cent over 1939, acording to its annual financial statelent.
Gross receipts for the same
eriod were $27,677,627, a jump of 16
er cent over the preceding year.
Company execs., set the "U" annual
ales convention for Feb. 8 in Chiago, one of earliest conventions ever
eld.
Expectation is that "U" will
eat other distributors to the gun in
elling 1941-42 product.
Company
nil build a $60,000
exchange in
.

.

.

for Business; Expect
Complaints Today

.

Offices of the 31 arbitration tribunals are "open for business" today as the industry launches its new
system of settling disputes under
the New York consent decree. While
the arbitration setup was scheduled
to start functioning officially on Saturday, prospective complaints were
withheld for filing today.
Clerks have on hand the standard forms on which exhibitors must
write their "demand for arbitra-

*

*

THEATERS:
ter

Survey of new theprojects in 1940 by John and

*

Loew Quarter

the
confer

at

to

Wanger was

White House
with

Fri-

President

Roosevelt.
After visiting
with the Chief

Executive,
Wanger told
reporters

only

the

purpose

of his visit
"just

my

to

pay

respects."

However,

Profit

Shows $542,789 Gain

Twentieth

e uniform in any one territory; (2)
lompetitive selling offers are not
ecessary; (3) Exhibs. in buying co-

.

in

his

JL

^g^

official*

WALTER WANGER

president
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, and the President may have discussed the national defense activities of the industry and ways to further the industry's contribution.
a s

Prosperity Club Legal,
Omaha Exhibs. Contend
Omaha

—Members

of

the

Omaha

.

"Little

Show-down

In Court

Seen for Ascap, U.

S.

Arbitration meetings to settle the
of U. K. film company
remittances to this country for the
next fiscal period agreed upon will
start at 10 a.m. Wednesday with
allocation

Greenthal

UA

Washington Bureau of

—

director

Contact

of

—

Hollywood

advertising

of

and

(Continued on Page 10)

LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY

(Continued on Page 4)

Ad

THE FILM DAILY
Monroe W. Green-

West Coast Bureau

F.

—

Names Glass

Western

thai,

By MILTON

Three" Loses Motion

(Continued on Page 10)

Remittance Arbiter

(Continued on Page 10)

.

{Continued on Page 3)

Columbia Educator

of

.

.

Myers

F.

(Continued on Page 7)

Washington It looks like a courtMotion Picture Exhibitors Association, all local houses, have filed a room show-down between the D of
ps, are not indies; (4) Arbitration brief with the Nebraska Supreme J and Ascap.
Conference here Friday between
actors to guide all its deals with ex- Court maintaining the weekly Prosibs.
Paramount plans to have perity Club being operated is not a Louis F. Frohlich and Herman Fink(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 10)
hree blocks of five ready when selllg starts under the decree.
Allied
tates Ass'n, at its board meeting
l Washington, found a number of
weaknesses in the decree, but decided
c support it during a trial period.
Court Refuses to Dismiss Griffith Suit
'ederal Judge Henry W. Goddard
et Feb. 17 as date for hearing on
Oklahoma City At close of an allhe "Little Three's" plea for dis- 20th-Fox to Use "Outlaw'
day hearing Friday on arguments on
lissal
of
the
equity complaint As Decree "Guinea Pig"
the motion of the "Little Three" for
gainst them.
summary dismissal of the Govern*
*
*
With 20th-Fox set to release the ment's anti-trust suit against the
MISCELLANY: RCA gave a dem- Howard Hughes production, "The Griffith Amusement Co. and distribnstration of its theatrical television, Outlaw,"
around the middle of utors, Judge Edgar S. Vaught oversing a 15 by 20-foot screen, with a March, picture, which will be sold ruled the motion. Vaught then ex.

Abram

An article soon to appear in the
Arbitration Journal shows that the
New York consent decree, in effect,
creates rights of action heretofore
unknown to the law and affords specific remedies which the courts have
This was revealed to
not supplied.
the Allied board of directors by General Counsel Abram F. Myers in

it

believed on
Capitol Hill
that Wanger,

(Continued on Page 7)

lentury-Fox, in its handbook of intructions for selling pictures under
he N. Y. equity consent decree,
olds: (1) Blocks of five pix need not

Declares

Washington last week.
Myers pointed out that while the
power of the courts under existing

was

capacity

*

CONSENT DECREE:

visitor

THE FILM DAILY

—Walter

Affords Specific Remedies
Not Possible in Courts,

is

)rew Eberson, theater architects,
Earnings of Loew's Inc., for the
/as placed at 803, five more than in 12
weeks ended Nov. 21, 1940,
939, expenditures for last year's showed an increase of $542,789 over
•rejects being approximately $21,- the corresponding period in 1939.
06,000 or $367,000 less than for 1939. Company's share of the net profit,
Theaters in the N. Y. met. area after depreciation, taxes and reserve
/ere reported at 1,208 by the N. Y.
for contingencies, was $1,936,245 for
'ilm Board of Trade, a gain of 11.
the 12-week period, compared with
*

a

day

(Continued on Page 10)

ndianapolis.
*

F.D.R.;

Defense Said Topic
Washington Bur.,

Washington

^

MITCHELL

Wanger Sees

"Divorce" Bill Up
Again in Nebraska
Lincoln,

Neb.

—

E.

M.

Neubauer,

author of luxury tax bills, introduced
another bill Friday which would prohibit

ownership or control

in

whole

or in part of motion picture theaters
in

Nebraska

by

producers

or

dis-

tributors.

The bill was introduced two years
ago but failed to make the grade.
The luxury tax bills are scheduled
for hearing Feb. 20.
the third divorcement measits appearance since Jan.
Earlier measures were introduced
Congress and in the Minnesota

This
ure to
1.

in

is

make

Legislature.

1W
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Hudson's

Bay

Play

(RKO Radio

Girl

The

Birth of

(Twentieth
Nation

a

Century-Fox)

Pictures)
(a)
(Astor Pictures)

Palace
Palace

(a-b)

—

—

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
55th

Filmarte

—

Roxy

to

Glory
of

a

(Columbia
Butterfly

Dual bill,
(b)
showing,
(e) Revival.

Low

Am.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind.
East.

23'/4

33
75

Eq

1
1

33
75

32i/a
07i/4

Paramount

10%

pfd
2nd pfd
Pathe Film

98

IOV2
98

10%

IOV2

1st

RKO

31 3A
31 3A
O71/4 IO71/4
105/g

98
IOV2

83/g

83/8

31/4

31/4

31/4

3'/8
58i/g

pfd

1

131/4

8%

61/4
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd. 171/2
40
pfd
Univ.
Pict.

Warner Bros

133
175

13V4

13 Vz

Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Para.
Para.

231/4

—

i/g

pfd.

Kodak

do pfd
Gen. Th.

do

Chg.

Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/2 %)
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 231/4

6 1/4
17i/4
1

38

6 1/4
171/4

140

3
581/g

3
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+
—
+

+
—
+
—
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Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4 s47 957/g
Bros.' dbs. 6s48
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95V2

.

•

+
—
+
—
—

—

957/g

+

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

Keough,

111,

Departure

13/4

1%

1%

91/4

9

9i/4

+

Delays

for

E.

RAMM,

sales

Exchanges,
a

business

promotion

manaf

Inc.,

leaves

trip

through

Panama

Release "Tobacco Road" Mar. 7

Ni
t

Criterion

(a-b)

Lulu Belle and Scotty
Signed for Two Rep. Pix

Roma
Palace
Palace

(d)

bill,

Popular

—

Cincinnati Lulu Belle and Scott
singing stars of WLW's
Booi
County Jamboree, signed contract

price

Friday to appear in two motion pi
tures within the next six months f<
Republic.

Shooting of the first, "Counti
Fair," will start March 15. Produ'
Luncheon was tendered Otto Bolle,
Albany Dan Burrows, Manhattan tion on the second, not yet titled,
managing director in South Africa assemblyman, hoppered a measure scheduled to start July 7. Lulu Bel
foi 20th-Fox, Friday at the Union
in the Legislature Friday providing and Scotty appeared last Decembi
League Club, New York, by presi- suspension or revocation of license in "The Village Barn Dance."
Bolle's
prior
to
Kent
dent Sidney R.
for the operation of any place of
departure today for Capetown.
public
accommodation, resort or
Bolle returned here a couple of
amusement on proof after hearing Intermountain Theaters
months ago for a vacation and home before licensing authorities that full
Elects John
Prexy
office huddles after a three-year stay
and
equal
accommodations,
etc.,
He makes his were not available.
in his territory.
Intermounta
Salt Lake City
headquarters at Johannesburg. OfBill follows line of legislation in Theaters
Association has elect
of the foreign department
ficials
headed by Walter J. Hutchinson, di- preceding years, attempting to cor- John Rugar of Park City as pres
rect conditions whereby equal ac- dent.
Other officers named includ
rector of foreign distribution, and
commodations have not always been Vice-president, George Smith, Ma.'
home office executives attended.
available
for certain colors
and na; Secretary, Treasurer and Ge
creeds in theaters, restaurants, ho- eral Counsel, Beverly S. Clendeni

—

Hays May Return to Desk
Either Today or Tomorrow

which has confined him to his home
for about two weeks, is expected to
return to his desk either today or
He will leave for the
tomorrow.
Coast within the next few days.

Jones Takes

On

Publicity

Austin Keough, Paramount general In Addition to Rep. Adv.
counsel, who was reported to have
left for Panama to attend the comCharles Reed Jones, heretofore in
pany's Latin-American convention, charge of advertising for Republic,
is still in New York and confined to
will take over the publicity stint
If sufhis home because of illness.
as well, following the departure of
ficiently recovered, he will fly to
David B. Whalen, it was learned
Panama tomorrow.
over the week-end. Whalen's resignation

was

effective

Friday.

General release date for "Tobacco Howard Lang Rites Held
will be March 7, it has been West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Funeral services for
announced by 20th-Fox. Picture has
premiere Feb. 20 at the Howard Lang, veteran actor, were
it* world
held Saturday.
Roxy.

Road"

Stratoliner.

Paramount

tels,

etc.

this city.

Will H. Hays, MPPDA prexy, recovering from an attack of the flu

Warner

Monogram

current

TWA

—

.

•

54

Follows

president of P
the week-end for
the Midwe

through

trip

Rugar

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3Vis46.
B'way 3s55
Para.

(c)

camerami

Europe.

Midwest.

20th-Fox Tenders Luncheon Anti-Discrimination Bill
To Its So. African Director In New York Assembly-

31)

Close

run.

6

>Z0

Rialto

Cine

—

over

left

Chicago on the

to

Equity Film
York today for

Globe
(c)

from

SALZBURG,

business

Cr<

^J

here this month
actor has been signed

yesterday

Inc.,

of
for

due

French

for

World

—

Pictures)
(c)
(Esperia Pictures)

Subsequent

St.

—

—

Escape

is

J.

Film,

LOUIS

Capitol
Playhouse

(

—

director

H. MILLS, general sales manai
of Equity Film Exchanges, Inc., leaves New Yt
today for a tour of the upstate territory.

Rivoli

55th

managing

Capetown

for

BERNARD

Hall

Strand

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c)
Co West
The Mad Emperor (World Pictures) (c)
March 3)
Pepe le Moka (Mayer & Burstyn)
Feb. 6
The Face Behind the Mask (Columbia Pictures)
Feb. 19
You're the One (Paramount Pictures)
Feb. 6
Maisie Was a Lady (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)

(a)

Net
High

torial

He flew
Music

—

—

here

two weeks'

Carnegie

FUTURE OPENINGS
(Columbia Pictures) (c)
Western Union (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Feb. 6
Honeymoon for Three (Warner Bros. Pictures) Feb. 7
(Universal
Pictures)
Back Street
Feb.
11
Arizona

CABIN

MILTON

Playhouse

St.

Little

(

director for 20th-F'

today

JOHN DORED, Paramount News
arrived

World

—

—

HARLEY,

L.

A. MONTAG
over the wee

for 20th-Fox, is in Miami
prior to returning to England.

Europe.
The
20th-Fox.

Astor

Broadway

The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)— 49th week
They Met on Skis (Mike Mindlin)
7th week
Hatred (World Pictures)
2nd week
Personal Column
I.
E.
Lopert)

—

STATIONS OF FRIDAY, JAN.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

days

JEAN

The Great Dictator (United Artists-Chaplin)
17th week
Fantasia (Walt Disney Productions)
12th week

Feb.
Tall, Dark and Handsome (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Feb. 6 (a-b)
Four Mothers (Warner Bros. Pictures)

(Ql

F.

left

Britain

Ambassador

TWO-A-DAY RUN

The Dream

riNANCIAL

in
South Africa, sails
the City of New York.

Rialto
Criterion

(e)

SCHNEIDER

OTTO BOLLE, managing

Paramount

(

A.

and GOING

and JOSEPH A. McCONVILLE
end for the Coast.

Roxy

—

(

DONALD
CHESTER

JACK COHN,

Rivoli

—

—

COminG

Theater
Music Hall
Globe

—

35

MM Cinecolor BLOW UPS from
16 MM Kodachrome

16

MM
16

Cinecolor

MM

Write

COPIES from

Kodachrome

for

low prices.

Quality and uniformity guaranteed.

CINECOLOR,
2800 W. Olive Avenue

INC.
Burbank, California

.
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DATE BOOK

REVIEW
"l/" JVet

Up 107%

Virginia
MPTO Winter
Hotel, Washington.

Today:

convention,

SJioreham

{Continued from Page

Feb. 4:
AMPP
Feb. 11:
Loew
office.

1)

The NTSC report
recommended, a 441-line

hrow of 60

feet.

the FCC
elevision standard, as forecast exo

yely in

The Film

'ously.

.

•

sult

lata

.

when

that

—

UA

Pix

n,

.

.

Paramount set
unfair taxes.
s theater meeting for March 27-29
Metro's "Philat Hot Springs, Va.
elphia Story" equals Music Hall's
ongest run by staying six weeks,
nth probability that it may be held
Harry Brandt
or a seventh week.
a Philly outlined the exhib. course
a the industry's participation in naSurvey shows exhib.
ional defense.
se of "flesh" shows up 25 per cent.
Varner Bros, will resume payment
f dividends on its preferred stock,
a arrears $33.68 since the last payCourt ruled against
lent in 1932.
F
lGMA in its dispute with the
.

coifci

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ad proofs

starring

for

have

fans won't

Selling season in CanParamount prouction in England hinges on overDisoming casting difficulties.

under way.

the

re-

they

all

.

.

ribs. filed

an appeal on the pending

a-gentine

tax dispute.

j

From

that uncertain

the

Albert

Carlisle
S.

Howson

Milton Silver

Here

"That Uncertain Feeling"
of

feeling

when they read

opus

that

•

tine's party, the

Feb.

14:

story

head
She,

T

T

Sherman, producer

that ingenious lass of 25

Feb.

of

on

15:

all

the

"Hoppy" yarns

Cecile

and

Hopalongs

of

is

an

U.C.L. A.

she worked

at Sol Lesser Productions

T

T

certainly one of the interesting as
• • • IN retrospect
well as amusing of January's pages was supplied by four Young
in the youthful critic-group of the National Board
Reviewers
who expressed their views on pix over CBS
of Review
The youngsters said that gangster films were okay if they're funny
and the cops don't win all the time
Love pix they characterize as "moosh, lovey-dovey, silly"
Torrid love scenes on
and necking, they declare, is bad
sofas embarrass them

enough in the park
but when you have to see it in close-up
"well, ifs just not nice"
on the screen
They don't like
most child actors under 10 years
and, if over 10, they are
expected to act their age
They assert that 40 per cent of
Hollywood boners are unnecessary
The four young commentators ranged from 11 to 14
We'd like to hear their justas-frank views a few years hence!

T

T

G.

Nabhan

T
•

•

•

CONGRATS

to

W.

operator owner of Dunsmuir, Calif
of the

Chamber

of

Commerce

*£

« «

of

more Bowl.
17:
Philadelphia Showmen's Club dinner for
Allen Lewis.

Feb.

Earle
the

:

W. Sweigert-Ulrick Smith

testi-

Warwick, Philadelphia.
Columbians dinner dance, Waldorf As-

Feb. 22:
toria.

Academy

Feb. 27:

there

upon
for

"f*

Awards

Dinner,

Biltmore

Bowl.

March 8: Warner Club ball, Waldorf-Astoria.
March 16
Boston Cinema Club dinner dance,
Cocoanut Grove.
March 27-29: Paramount theater partners convention, Hot Springs, Va.
April 4:
April

Ampa

Hotel
5-7:

25th

anniversary

dinner

dance,

Edison.

Texas Variety Club golf tournament,

Dallas.
April 24:
Ampa annual meeting.
April 29:
Pathe Laboratories, Inc., annual meeting.

May

5-8:

SMPE

Spring convention, Sagamore
Rochester.
15-17:
Variety Club national convention,
Traymore Hotel, Atlantic City.
Hotel,

May

in-

—Cecile Kramer

summers

Los Angeles primary and high schools

department

Photographers'
Association
Dance, Hotel Astor.

Philadelphia
golf

—

Club The ExPhilmont Country

Variety

tournament,

Club.

de luxe outdoor dramas

of

Prior to her association with the

boot

Valen-

St.

Madison ballroom.

Paramount Pep Club buffet-supper,
show and dance, Capitol Hotel.
Hollywood Warners Club party, Bilt-

14:

stage
Feb.

hibitor

as assistant in the story department, has collaborated for

the past three years

alumna

Press

New York

June 18:

HARRY

Rochester employes

Schine

12:

monial,

T
•

National Theaters mid-winter divisionconvention. Palm Springs.

10:

Feb.

The.

these truthful

The Lambs gambol and banquet.
J.
C. Nugent testimonial dinner, New

York.
Feb.

Feb. 21

Lyric,

Binghamton

theater

his election to presidency

1941

*>

#

Indie,

Acquired by Comerford

—

Binghamton Lyric, one of Binghamton's oldest independent houses,
passed Friday into hands of the
Purchase price
Comerford circuit.
of building and garage in rear was
reported to be $125,000.
Comerford took over operation
Saturday, assuming all film contracts and with no change in usual
Negotiadouble feature schedule.

were between Comerford offifrom Scranton, and Dr. H.
Jackson King and George King,
sons of the late George King, who
tions
cials

established the Lyric.

St. John, N. B.— New son of Alden Lockhart, manager of the Regent, has been named David Winston
Lockhart.
Middle
name honors

Churchill.

—

well-known

James A. Starr
Pat H. Harman

10:

al

look alike on the advertising

in the cast

THE FILM
DAILY to
Mary

Feb.

some screen

to

• • • THOSE Harvard guys who selected their "worsts"
and "bests" in filmland
are getting counter-lampooned by
the publicity gents of the Stanley-Warner org
via a huge
display at Philadelphia's Capitol Theater
It discloses the
Harvard alumnus purportedly being challenged by Elsie the
Borden cow
who, in disputing the Harvard choices, selected
Clark Gable, Errol Flynn and Ferdinand the Bull
as the men
with whom she'd like to be marooned on an island
Elsie
selects as the gals most likely to win success ..... .the quartette
comprising Bette Davis, Lana Turner, Miriam Hopkins, and Oomph
Sheridan
The Capitol stunt hit the Philly dailies with a bang
and helped build interest in RKO Radio's "Little Men"
which opens at that house on Feb. 19
with, of course, Elsie

in the writing

Representatives is hospitalized folDwing a severe attack of intesinal flu.
He was stricken while on
he floor of the House.

National Theater Supply Co. branch
managers' convention, Belmont Plaza Hotel.

Feb. 9:

T

to

ob Farrell Hospitalized
Portland, Ore.— Robert S. (Bob)
"arrell, well-known Portland exhibior, and Speaker of the House of

Feb. 9-14:

first

Ernst Lubitsch's

I

.

.

-8:

ads

•

GENERAL:
is

all

cluding the rollicking Hopalong Cassidy adventures, has appointed as

FOREIGN
a

for

placed on illustrations

.

M.

down

Van

G.

with
-with

humorous situations from
Merle Oberon, Melvyn Douglas and Burgess Meredith
is

A

f

W.

festival

example of the ad technique urged by
appears to be that embodied in the advance

Van Schmus

emphasis

.

turkey

s

istory
rexy,

feedbag

John Q. Public figures on sitting

Well, about the

Mister

.

"probably the strongest" in its
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
warned exhibs. in organizaion's bulletin that they must work
ogether against the imminent threat

or the

menu

.

.

Ampa

he doesn't know whether he's goin go be served

honey

M. P. Academy film awards
Film
anquet was set for Feb. 27.
ndustry's cash position was decribed by the Wall Street Journal
00.

the most recent

.

.

a

AT

•

fare

Edward
nd four in England.
mall will make five pix this year
or UA, with budget reaching $5,000,jo

•

Schmus scored the industry practice of dolling-up pic ads
sorts of hooey statements and reckless superlatives

r a third term, and forecast exansion of that exhib. organization
uring 1941. Allied tied up with NSS
or showing of commercial shorts,
Twentieth
n a non-exclusive basis.
Century-Fox plans 48 pix for 19412, with 44 being made in the U. S.
.

T

T

Col.

.

home

Philadelphia Variety Club dinner dance,
Bellevue-Stratford.
Feb. 8-10:
Universal sales convention,
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
Feb.

Daily, a week
H. A. Cole was
ected prexy of National Allied
.

Hollywood.
stockholders
meeting,

elections,

Seatle, Wash.
Jensen Randolph
von Herberg, weighing eight pounds,
13 oz., has been added to the increasing household of John G. von
Herberg, local theater man.
Mrs.
von Herberg is the former Gene

Dennis.

;
;

'
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Seat Tax Measure

Hoppered

iowa

Would Place Slot Machine Films
Under Agriculture Dept. With $240 License
Bill

—

in Colo.

Des Moines, la. A bill which would place a license fee of $20 a month
$240 annually on all coin-operated motion picture machines was introduced in
the House of the Iowa Legislature by Rep. Leo Hoegh of Chariton.

Court Overrules
little 3'

Motion

or

Denver

— Seat

measure

tax

The

has

been introduced in the State LegisLevy would be determined
by the total possible admission for
one show, the tax to be collected
lature.

annaully.
recently was introduced to
repeal the service tax of 2 per

would have

bill

Department

all

of Agriculture.

such machines licensed and inspected by the State
Revenue from the license would go into the State

General Fund.

Pix Quality Angle in Decree

Bill

amusement

cent, which affects all
tickets over 5 cents.

Plays Part
While the

26 Film Scores, 9 Songs

West Coast Bureau,

Awards

for 3

THE FILM DAILY

of

Section 10, 20th

New York

"recognizes
dent exhibitor is
pick of product,"
chat both quality
be considered,"
cree

Nominated

in

consent dethat the indepennot entitled to his
it also "recognizes
and quantity must
20th-Fox has addepartment in the

vised its sales
Twenty-six musical decree handbook just distributed.
Hollywood
Taking up provisions of Section
scores and nine songs written for
pictures have been nominated by X, which concerns refusal to license
the various studios for the Acad- Dy distributors, the 20th-Fox interSeven- pretation holds:
emy's three music awards.
teen of the scores nominated are for
"The fact that an exhibitor might
"original music score," and nine are have the necessary number of picfor best scoring achievement with- cures is not a complete answer. The
out regard to the source of the quality of the product, gauged on
music.
the basis of the existing situation,
must also be taken into consideraScoring nominations follow:
tion. For example, if there are only
Best Original Score "Arizona," Columbia
"Thief of Bagdad," two theaters in a competitive situa"Pinocchio," Disney;
"Our Town," Lesser, UA.
Korda, UA.
the circuit theater consis"The Howards of Virginia," Frank Lloyd- tion, and
Columbia; "Waterloo Bridge," M-G-M; "The tently secured all of the features of
"North the five distributors who are parties
UA.
Chaplin,
Dictator,"
Great
West Mounted Police," Paramount; "Dark co the decree, and the independent
Wife,"
Favorite
"My
Republic;
Command."
RKO Radio; "l,000,0 r B.C." Roach, UA.of theater secured only the produce of
Mark
"The
"Rebecca," Selznick, UA.
Columbia, Universal, United Artists,
Zorro," 20th-Fox; "The Fight For Life,"
Kepublic and Monogram, the indeU. S. Films-Col.; "House of Seven Gables,
"The Long Voyage Home," pendent exhibitor would probably be
Universal;
"The Letter," Warners.
Wanger, UA.
able to satisfy the requirements of
(without regard to source
Best Scoring
cnis provision, even though his prodof the music)— "Arise My Love," Paramount;
If,
"Strike Up the Band," M-G-M; "Second uct was sufficient in quantity.
"Our
Pictures-Para.;
National
Chorus,"
hand, the circuit theother
the
on
Town." Lesser, UA. "Hit Parade of 1941,
Loew's,
ater consistently secured
Republic; "Irene," RKO Radio; "Tin Pan
inAlley," 20th-Fox; "Spring Parade," Univer- Fox, RKO and Columbia and the
sal; "The Sea Hawk." Warners.
dependent theater secured Warner,
Best Song— "It's A Blue World" from Paramount,
Universal and United

—

—

My

Heart,"

Columbia;

"When

;

"Second Chorus," Para.; "Who Am I,
from "Hit Parade of 1941," Rep.; "I'd
Know You Anywhere" from "You'll Find
RKO Radio; "Argentina," from
Out."
"Down Argentine Way," 20th-Fox "Waltzing in the Clouds." from "Spring Parade,"
;

Universal.

Finnish Production

Reported Up 50 P.C.
Washington Bur.,

Washington
ports

of

—

foreign

THE FILM DAILY
Reduction
films

into

of

im-

Finland,

by current abnormal
necessitated
conditions, has proved a boon to that
country's domestic industry, the Motion

Picture Division, Department of

Commerce,

reports.

It

is

estimated

about 30 Finnish features will
be completed and released during the
present exhibition year, which compares with a normal average of about
Furthermore, it is reported, the
20.
war has improved the market for
Finnish films abroad, particularly in
that

Sweden.

may

designate this

If,

days. Likewise, if a fair film rental
for the features on such run would
be $20 or $30 per feature, a distributor could not insist that the
exhibitor pay $100 per feature.
It
undoubtedly would be held that such
action was designed to defeat the
provisions of this section."

Pointing out '.hat clearance granted to a distributor's theater is
not affected by the decree, the handbook stresses it will be the policy
of 20th-Fox "to grant only such

answer or object to the Government
interrogatories from Feb. 1 to Man
1 and advised the defendants and
1U tl
w
Government to get ready for
of the case probably next May.

I

Edwin C. Raftery, New York
counsel for Columbia, offered to pr
duce all contracts necessary to a
swer the questions propounded
the Government's interrogatories
speed them up so that the case cou
go to trial as soon as possible. Jud|
Vaught suggested that plaintiff a;
defendants could stipulate thre
fourths of contracts and facts of t'
case in the next few months.
Affidavits made by Rube Jackt
assistant general sales manager f
Columbia, and F. J. A. McCarth
general sales manager of Univera
in support of the motion for sui
mary dismissal were ruled by Jud;
Vaught as being insufficient, in agr€
ment with the contention of L.
Wright, Government attorney, repi
senting the anti-trust division of t
attorney general's office. Charles
Dierker,
Oklahoma City, Unit
States District Attorney, also repi
sented the Government. Raftery a:

Will Extend Regulations
For Films to Stage Shows

—

;

in

it

however, the fair clearance
jetween the next preceding run, and
^he last run is 14 days, a distributor
cannot impose a clearance of 60
run.

1)

defendants

"Fantasia" Detroit Bow
At $10 Aids Symphony

;

"Music

cive situation,

all

"For example, if a distributor determines that the only run on which
it wishes to license the exhibitor is
the last run in a particular competi-

;

You Wish Upon A Star," from "Pinocchio,
"Our Love Affair" from "Strike
Disney
Up The Band," M-G-M; "Only Forever,"
from "Rhythm on the Range," Para.; "Would
You Like To Be the Love Of My Life" from

Fox Warns

time for

clearance as in its judgment is reasonable and proper without regard to Malcolm McKenzie, Oklahoma Ci
the ownership of the competing the
attorney, represented C o 1 u
bi
aters."
United Artists and Universal. J.
Dudley, Oklahoma City, represent
Never Bought as a Unit,
the Griffith Amusement Co., L.
R. E. and H. J. Griffith, Conso
Declares Co-op of Mich.
dated Amusement Co., R. E. Griffi
Detroit
Reaction of Co-OperaTheaters and Westex Theaters Coi
tive Theaters of Michigan to the
attitude of 20th-Fox that it will conStill
to
sider booking co-operatives as circuits, under the New York consent Traveling Photo Exhibit
decree, is outlined by Carl R. Buermele, general manager, in this state- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI
Holly wood First of a series
ment for The Film Daily.
"The exchanges can still sell pic- annual public exhibitions of t
work of Hoi
tures the way they want to sell. best photographic
For instance, they can refuse to sell wood motion picture still camei
men is announced by the recen
to some of our member theaters, beRelations Institi
cause they can make a better deal organized Public
of the Academy of Motion Picti
elsewhere, if they want to.
The exhibit,
"We have never bought as a unit, Arts and Sciences.
of hundreds of pi
and I don't know whether such an initial display
artis
arrangement would be satisfactory. tographs by studio lens
will be held in April, and after s<
For instance, we might find that we
weeks in Hollywood will be s«
would thereby force some of our eral
citi
member exhibitors to buy pictures to New York and other large
that they didn't want, if we bought
Reel Fellows Club Dances
for all houses as a unit.
Chicago Approximately 800
"However, we don't really know
tended the Reel Fellows Club d
the answers to the new situations
ner dance at the Congress Ho
created by the consent decree yet.
Friday.
"We understand, of course, that
all our accounts are barred from
initiating arbitration, as are circuits
\ « s is Force Out
of 15 or more theaters."

;

;

;

-

(Continued from Page

tended

the independent exhibitor
probably could not be able to show
tnat he is entitled to complain because of inability to secure Fox

Artists,

product."

Discussing
on some run

—

licensing

— Section

of features
of the de-

VI

cree the handbook points out that
while the designation of run and fixing of terms is the prerogative of
the distributor, "terms and conditions must not be imposed which
are calculated to defeat the purpose
of this section." The handbook adds:

—

New

m

—

Cameramen

—

—

French Pix Chiefs

—"Fantasia"

open at
Wilson Therules for stage shows that have ap- ater about Feb. 15. House has been
plied to films, Ted Gamble, board taken over for the opening night
member and veteran showman, in- for a benefit for the Detroit Symformed operators at a conference phony Society, at the new high price
Portland,

Ore.

Board proposes

in the office of

Censor

to establish the

Mayor Earl

Detroit

same $10 per seat

Riley.

Have

for this town.

at

the

will

—

(By Cable)
Nazi pressure
credited with the resignation of
Jean-Louis Tixier-Vignancourf, director of the special cinema service

Vichy

is

under the Vice-Premier, and his asJean Masson.
Their policy
which favored exhibition of U. S. and

sistant,

English pictures, including

some

anti-

unoccupied France
was criticized by Cabinet members.

Nazi subjects,

in

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE

THROUGHOUT THE UNITED
STATES ON WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY. FEBRUARY 22!
;
-
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'Madeleine Carroll easily wins the
Star of the year.

A

great film!"
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lecree Creates

New

Action

tights of

•

•

•

**

at the

iw to afford relief in certain classes

versal

is untouched, the decree
oes further and creates actions and
upplies remedies unknown to the

Europe.

cases

in

Born

in

In

subjected

1938 he joined

unreas-

Myers' report, just made public, St. Louis Variety
Sets
ummarizes the activities of the year
As to $250,000 Polio
Ind considers the future.
he latter, Myers said that it was
St. Louis
five-year program to
mistake to assume that any of
[
he outstanding problems of the in- raise a total of $250,000 for the
ustry have been permanently set- erection of a building for the Midwest Polio Association has been deled.
"We merely are in an experimen- cided upon by the St. Louis Tent
"That of tne Variety Club, of which Harry
asserted.
he
stage,"
al
C. Arthur, Jr., Fanchon & Marco
hanges will have to be made in the
exec, is Chief Barker.
onsent decree is admitted by all.
The Variety Club has adopted the
representatives
Government
('he
Midwest Polio Association as its
(lave never claimed that it is a persole charity.
Louis K. Ansell, head
nanent solution. The experiences of
of the Ansell Brothers Circuit; Clarhe next year will determine what
ence D. Hill, manager for Columbia
hanges should be made in referIt Pictures, and Fred H. Wehrenberg,
ence to the 5-block selling plan.
nead of the Wehrenberg Circuit of
nay take three years to determine
Theaters and President of the Movhat changes should be made in
tion Picture Theater Owners of St.
eference to other provisions of the
lecree.
The exhibitors have a vital Ijouis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, were appointed by Artake in the decisions yet to be
nade.
They must be on the thur to formulate plans with the
interests. Association officers for the five-year
protect their
.lert
to

Club
Program

.

—A

I

|(

must see to it that all
and violations of the decree
They must
properly reported.

They

vasions

instances of hardare called
ihips under the decree
o the attention of the proper auee to it

that

all

by them after Aug.

31.

Un-

the three non-consenting defendants sign up in the meantime, the
jjihances are that the experiment will
last for only one season, he said.
j)ther provisions are presently effective, or will be as soon as the arbitration machinery can be set up,
jie continued, adding that the main
issue of the suit
theater divorcement has been postponed for a test
beriod of three years.
less

—

—

fCheers" Held
Coast Bureau

—

Hollywood
jiere has
held

produced "Port of Seven

Ascap counsel, and Victor

Waters, special assistant to the Attorney General, looking towards a
settlement resulted in no dice.
Sources close to the conferees reported that a fair summary was
that the conference had failed to net
progress.

Department
Ascap affair
tion

is

now

officials

for
of

Third

THE FILM DAILY

handling the

feel

that

clear

and infer that
be an agreement

their

posi-

whether there will
or a suit is up to Ascap. A Justice
spokesman at the week-end said the
Department did not know if any further confabs will be held with the
Ascap counsel.

seem

bear out
Governdetermined to have Ascap
accept virtually the same terms as
BMI or prosecute the suit. EviWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY denlty further talks
will be held
Hollywood A new method for tak- only if Ascap has some new proconsidered
ing still pictures is being
posals to make or is willing to
at M-G-ivl, it was said yesterday. modify its position.

M-G-M Testing Method
To Make Stills on Set

previous

ment

reports

that

to

the

is

—

uaa as it sounds,
make it possible

the
to

new idea wouia
photograph the

Ascap

to

Use Movies As

while the scenes are in proSong-Popularizing Agency
auction.
Stills are usually taken
In a prepared statement on Frialter the sequences are filmed, which
necessitates additional time and pro- day, John G. Paine, general manager of Ascap, announced that the
auction costs.
ine most important piece of society's plans for popularizing its
equipment which makes it possible new songs through other channels
particuto consider such a method is the than the radio networks
new stroDoscopic light. As is demon- larly in the movies, ballrooms, night
strated
.fete Smith's newest spe- clubs, hotels and p.a.'s, as well as
Wink," tne through the 200 stations it states
-yuicker'n
cialty,
stills

—

m

A

—

stroboscope can throw off an intense light in a split second. Thus,
it is possible for tne cameraman to
set his shutter-speed fast enough to
catch the action and get a clear

—

Benchley Making Three
Shorts at L.

I.

Studios

Robert Benchley punched the clock
at Paramount's Long Island studios
Friday to begin work on the last
three of six shorts.
The humorist
completed the first three of the series last September, after which he
returned to Hollywood to take up a
screen assignment.
The Benchley short subjects are
being directed by Leslie Roush from
scripts written by Benchley, Roush
ana Justin Herman.
Work at the
Astoria studios is scheduled to continue until the end of this week.

20th-Fox Signs Ashley
West Coast Bureau of

—

Four Star theater

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Wilson Ashley, wri"Cheers for Miss ter and director of plays at SyraiBishop" for a third week.
Second cuse University, has been signed to
j»eek there beat the first, some- a long-term contract by 20th Centhing that had not happened in five tury-Fox, the studio announced Frirears.

for Ascap, U. S.
(Continued from Page 1)

elstein,

Public protest at the boycott of

from the picture, instead of
tne posed photographs.

Ascap music by CBS,

More Argentine Showings

has steadily increased, the statement
relates, with newspapers joining in
until, it is claimed, 95 per cent of
the nation's press is now supporting

scenes

Myers reminded the directors that
ij:he selling system which the decree
prescribes for the five consenting
i:ompanies will apply to all pictures

\fest

Started as an auditor with Uni-

M-G-M,

In Court

have signed with Ascap have progressed "with astonishing rapidity."
The statement asserts that indie
radio stations using Ascap music
report listener gains at from 25 to
program.
The light and still camera 50 per cent; that the networks are
picture.
the mo- rapidly losing listeners and that
Baltimore The local Variety Club, would be synchronized with
camera
to open as the they have signed no new biz since
picture
tion
has presented a station wagon to the
is the first of the year and that a
Maryland League for Crippled Chil- motion picture camera shutter
number of big programs have canclosed.
dren.
In this way stills would be actual celled.

horities."

eleased

Seen

Developments

nable."
I

Btre

Show-down

Educated

Is
now handling the production reins on "Pot
0' Gold," the first Roosevelt picture for United
Artists release, while James Roosevelt is on duty
for the national emergency with the U. S. Marine
Five feet, nine
Corps, in which he is a captain.
Dark hair and brown eyes.
Has just
inches.
celebrated his twentieth year in the industry.

In other

is

1897.

Seas," then aligned with the Roosevelt company.
Is now associate producer for Globe Productions,
Roosevelt,
Inc., the company of which James
eldest son of Franklin D. Roosevelt, is president.

the exhibitor must allege
rords,
nd prove a violation of the antirust laws as a condition to relief.
Inder the decree, he has only to al;ge and prove that the clearance
is

City on Sept. 22,

•

became general manager for Universal distribution in
1925 he came to Universal City as general manager of the studio.
In 1932 he became a Universal producer.
His
pictures include "Imitation of Life," "The Good
Fairy" and "There's Always Tomorrow."
In

example," Myers said in his
report, "there is now no
emedy for unreasonable clearance
xcept through allegation and proof
f contract, combination or conspir-

which he

New York

•

•

shortly

%7r

j

HOLLYWOOD

High School of Commerce there.

1920,

nnual

cy in restraint of trade.

IN

Introducing Interesting Personalities

LJJENRY HENIGSON.

(Continued from Page 1)

f

WHO

WHO'S

day.

Expected

for "Dictator"

NBC

and

MBS

the Ascap cause. The Society's own
"The Great Dictator" had its first program "Ascap on Parade," says
Argentina showing last week at the the statement, has brought the
in Parana, capital of greatest avalanche of mail ever reOpen- ceived by the 109 indie stations
the province of Entre Rios.
ing was said to be without incident broadcasting it.
and other localities are expected to
grant permission for showing the
Quarter Profit
picture which is still under ban in
of $542,789
.ouenos Aires.
Walter Gould, head of United Artists foreign department, explained
(Continued from Page 1)
that while the ban had not been $1,393,456 in the same period of the
lifted in B. A., it did not affect the previous year.
realease of the picture in other
Per share earnings on the preparts of the country, since each mu- ferred stock was $14.16 for the 10nicipality has sole jurisdiction over week period in 1940, compared with
pictures shown in its territory.
Average common
$10.19 in 1939.
Arrangements are being made to stock earnings were $1.04 per share
In
Nicaragua.
picture
in
show the
in the 1940 quarter, compared with
Havana, one scene was ordered cut 71 cents in the same 12 weeks of
from the Chaplin picture.
1939.

Mayo Theater

Loew

A

Gain

Shows

Monday, February

3,

1

Si

DAILY
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SHORT SUBJECT R6VI6UJS ik
"The

"Baby Stars"
("Meet the Stars" Series)

Amusing Comedy

Catnip For Fans
Here is Harriet Parson's second
short in her current series for Republic, and all who wallow in the
romance, lore and personalities of
Hollywood's film colony will find lots
to their liking- in the footage. Eight
prominent directors arc shown judging particularly up-and-coming star
material. These judges are Tay Garnett, Raoul Walsh, Paul Sloan, Eddie Goulding, Orson Welles, John

Brahm, S. Sylvan Simon and J.
The Baby
Theodore "Ted" Reed.

whom

does a bit before the cameras, comprise Lois
Ranson, Lorraine Elliott, Lucia Carroll, Sheila Ryan, Marilyn Merrick,
Stars, each of

Hazard,

Jayne

Kay

Gay

Leslie,

Man"

Parkes, Tanya Widrin, Peggy Dig-

sponsible for many deaths and the
disgrace of their families.
The cast is fine and the direction
technical aspects excellent. Joe
and
a
Newman directed from a script by

20 mins.

10 mins.

Republic

Fired

RKO
Funnyman Leon

Joan

Patricia

Leslie,

Van

A*M P*A
*

cordially

invites

members

all

to attend another of its

"The Watchman Takes a Wife
Columbia
16 m *.
Hackneyed Material
Andy Clyde will get a few laujl
in this comedy, but with only a
Howard Dimsdale.
few laughs in 16 full minutes its
an unfunny comedy on the
The material is hackneyed an^
"Snow Eagles"
1,1 Sii
9 mins. out with age, depending on olcfTrf:!
RKO-Pathe
stick gags of pratfalls and so fol
Splendid Sport Reel
for laughs. Clyde has Betty Corj
Distinguished by some magnifi- son in the cast
as his wife. A cl
reel,
ski
cent photography, this
pie of other players are good cc|
filmed at Sun Valley, will delight
edians, but they are stifled by

Errol will g-et
goodly share of laughs in this tworeeler.
Errol is employed in a department store for the specific purpose of being fired every time a
customer comes in with a complaint.
However, his sob story, which usually has no effect on the irate customers, touches one complainant and
Errol and his wife and non-existent
children are invited to the man's
home for a week-end.
Confusion the heart of the sport enthusiast
ensues from there on with plenty and interest the average audience.
It also serves as a primer for wouldof laughs resulting.
be skiers, with Otto Lang, world
famous skier and instructor, going
"Respect The Law"
through all the meneuvers a beginMetro
21 mins.
Lang and Friedl
ner should know.
Fine Crime-Does-Not-Pay Short
Pfeifer, also a noted skier, ana
Up to par in every respect as a re- two
other experts go on a ski chase
lease in Metro's Crime Does Not Pay
down the side of one of the nearby
series, this issue depicts what seritowering mountains in a breathtakous results can happen from a dispattern that is a
regard of the law and bribery of offi- ingly beautiful
Frank Donovan
thrill to watch.
cials.
A shipping firm with waterfront was the producer.

Ella Bryan, and
Cleve.
Shown, too, are the former Wampas Baby Stars: Janet Gaynor, Anita
Louise, Joan Blondell, Sally Eilers,
Fay Wray, Claire Windsor, Evalyn property bribes a rat control inspecKnapp, Helen Ferguson, Sally Blane, tor in order to avoid paying out the
Dolores Del Rio, Carmelita Gera- amount of money necessary to make
Shortly afterghty, Sue Carol, Eleanor Boardman, the docks rat-proof.
Wells, wards rats come ashore from a ship
Jacqueline
Wilson,
Lois
Jobyna Ralston, June Collyer, and and bubonic plague breaks out. An
epidemic costing many lives results
Evelyn Brent.
This single reeler is interest-stud- before it is checked, with the shipded and will fit neatly into the pro- ping owner and the bribed official
going to jail, knowing they were regram of any house.
gins,

of

the

industry

famous luncheon meetings

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6
SUN ROOM— HOTEL EDISON

An

new

other company. Hope and Jerry Colonna will get solid laughs in gag
Harry Ritz makes a couroutines.
ple of faces at the camera and sevpersonalities also
eral other film

appear

in

the reel.

Columbia

10 Vi

tip,

prompt ... we

start serving at

1

The material seen

is

all

9

mins.

Travelogue
Latest in the Metro travelogue
series filmed by James A. FitzPatrick, reel is apparently comprised
of material shot some time ago and
is of fair interest, more because of
nostalgic reasons than any other.
Bonte Carlo, Algiers and some
scenes of the once gay and popular
Riviera resorts are depicted in the
but it is some time since crowds
sat on the Casino terrace and millionaires' yachts lay at anchor under the Monaco bluffs. Color in the
reel is good.
film,

Don't forget to save Friday, April 14

AMPA

SILVER JUBILEE— RELIEF

FUND BENEFIT

Judy"
6'/2

ml

Just Average
This average cartoon contaima
few laughs.
Subject matter del
with the efforts of a little gij
father to get a picture of her wl
a new camera.
Everything g*

"Picture People"

is

Fair

it
Please be
12:45 p.m. sharp.

'n

Columbia

RKO-Pathe

"Mediterranean Ports of Call"

and well worth

$1.25, including

"Paunch

escsl

10 mi
Hollywood Personalities
photographed
John Barrymore and Rudy Val
The
in color in this travelogue.
are seen in this short about Hoi
reel covers most of this western
wood personalities; Irene Rich i
Canadian province in a comprehen-

British Columbia

Metro

Pianist

ment through a nick-of-time
from the kitchen.

mins.

Interesting Travelogue

JOSEPH

PAULINE ALPERT— Whirlwind

Pluto gets in and out of a consJ
erable amount of trouble with am^
ing results in this new Disney siJ
ject.
Pluto awakens from a soij
sleep to smell the enticing aroma I

fair.

Canadian Rockies, Vancouver, Prince
Rupert and other cities and points
of interest have been filmed.

Blume'nsrock

miu

haywire and the picture mak g
turns out to be a very unhappy I

of the photography is fine, some of it breathtakEmerald Lake, the
ingly beautiful.

ROASTMASTER— Morton

8

Amusing Cartoon

"Beautiful British Columbia"

interesting and

Warner Bros. Circuit
Management Corporation

"Pantry Pirate"

RKO

but he does escape puni A

man

acts as the
edition in
commentator for this
Reel ballythe Snapshots series.
hoos the Pirates' Den, a Hollywood
night club which was also plugged
in a short made previously by aninvisible

sive fashion.

President,

material.

cooking ham. He unleashes himsl
and steals into the house. Eve^
thing happens to him as he trJ
to steal the ham, including the j
cidental swallowing of some scp
which causes him to literally S*
"Screen Snapshots"
10 mins. round himself with bubbles eviB
Columbia
time he burps.
Pluto doesn't ;l
Bob Hope Gets Laughs
the ham,

Our guest of honor and speaker
on this occasion will be

BERNHARD

4

her daughter, Frances, are depic
at h'ome and sketching along
sea coast; Tim Holt and his trail
horse; William Gargan and R
Hayworth are others present
Material is well selected and
subject should interest film fa
Louise Rousseau directed and Frs
Donovan produced.

"U.

S.

Naval Academy"

Columbia

10 mi
Splendid Short Subject
Certainly, every exhibitor sho<
book this timely reel.
With he
line news every day spot light
the role of the British fleet in
European War and the importa
to us of our fleet as our first
of defense, every American will
interested in seeing the future <ff
cers of our navy training at h'
napolis.
The reel contains a comprehensive panorama of Annapfa
life from the day cadets enter uiil
they have marched in their last ill
dress parade four years later.
|

londay, February 3, 1941
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new fums

reviews of
"Buck Privates"

It S "useful //

Bud Abbott, Lou Costello Lee BowAlan Curtis, Jane Frazee, Nat Pendle-

rh
jn,

The Andrews

ton,

Sisters

84 Mins.

liversal

Hatred'

WHIRLWIND MUSICAL COMEDY
LAUGHS AND TIMELY THEME
.
fli^lT A B. 0. NATURAL.

(French dialogue, English

--

i

this

aoocI,

teresting picture,
to the acting.

it.

is

Such

little

ado and bally

NEW YORK

gone

before its release that circuits
id indie stands are likely to believe "Buck
ivates" to be just another feature.
s

on

slapstick

side;

HERALD TRIBUNE:

It

has a fine

solved screen study.

"The Film Year Book

NEW YORK

—

as your theater's electric

inute

in

lots

Exhibitors

—

SUN: Although not

esting than any other foreign production of the past few months.

and tunes in the
everywhere should keep
in mind on another important
is picture
timeliness,
because its story
iunt,
its
als with our draftees in an Army cantonent, and hence the footage is as up-to-theaction,

in.

an inand there's quality
is

company, headed by Harry Baur, but
most modern at best it is a fragmentary and unre-

frankly

the

"Hatred"

a class with some outstanding French
films, this one is at least more inter-

The fact is that the attraction is a grand,
adcap musical which packs a whale of a
allop for the general public liking laughs
ilore

68 Mins.

DAILY NEWS:

ever a "sleeper" appeared out of Hol-

If

titles)

World Pictures

cellent

TIMES: Despite experformances by Harry Baur

and Gabrielle Dorziat,
drama, unrelentingly

it

is

haggard

strangely inconclusive.

clock.

Of course the military aspects are treated
a frothy vein, one almost of complete
But this is in the interavesty in fact.
provide Lou
ts of entertainment, and to
and his "straight man" partner
ustello,
jd Abbott, with gags and situations that
"Buck Privates" does not
e sidesplitting.
pire to pantomimic art and nuances, but
its way is well nigh as mirth provoking as
Shoulder Arms," the comedy landslide of

so beautiful that

I

would keep

it

under

CREDITS: Producer, Edward CorniglionMolinier.
PLAYERS: Harry Baur, Gabrielle
Dorziat,

Albert

glass under lock

Prejean.

* SHORTS *

"Stranger Than Fiction"
Universal
9 1-3 mins.
Highbrows probably won't go for the
Interesting Subject Matter
bbott-Costello vehicle, but it's going to
A Japanese stenographer and a
ake a lot of dough for outlets. The comecomplicated Japanese typewriter
ans hold the spotlight throughout, from
made up of trays with thousands of
teir "enforced"
enlistment to the finale,
letters opens this subject. An autounning through the scenes is a wisp of a
matic lifeboat launching device; a
ve story in which Lee Bowman, Alan Curtree planted upside down to get uns,
and attractive Jane Frazee comprise
usual foliage; an amazingly complete
le triangle.
There are some fine shots of miniature city at Traverse City,
rmy maneuvers to provide thrills.
Mich.; a train that is actually a boat;
The Andrews Sisters are at their zenith and a courageous
boy who has
this film, singing and dancing with verve
learned to paint and etch deftly with
id dash.
Fellow,
"You're a Lucky
Mr. his teeth since paralysis struck his
mith" is a swell song with ditto lyrics and body complete the reel.
Material is
estined for the upper crust of the hit
interesting and should entertain any

War

'orld

is

grim and

days.

key,

if it

USEFUL

and

were not so

that

we

cannot get along
without

it."

i

i

Other rollicking numbers are "Bounce

ass.

President

M.P.P.D.A.

audience.

With a Solid Four," "When
Brown Becomes a Captain," and "I

Brother

le

rivate

You Were Here."

Rendition of the
imed pop melody, "I'll Be With You In
pple Blossom Time," is likewise standout,
rthur Lubin's direction is expert, and Mil/ish

>n

Will H. Hays,

photography

Krasner's

solid.

"Fightin' Fools"

Metro

11 mins.

Good Kid Comedy
Our Gang and a rival gang stage
a small war in this subject with superior strategy by General Spanky

CAST:

Lee Bowman, Alan Curtis, Bud
Lou Costello, The Andrews Sisters,

turning the tide of battle for the
Gang when all seems lost. Kids
Nat Pendleton, Samuel S. should get a lot of laughs from the
inds, Harry Strang, Nella Walker, Leonard
Catapults, tomato tossone-reeler.
lliott,
Shemp Howard, Mike Frankovitch, ers and other methods of modern
liss Durling, Jeanne Kelly, Dora Clement,
warfare come into play as the rivals
laine Morey, Kay Leslie, Nina Orla, Dorshell each other with an assortment
thy
Darrell,
and The World Champion of squashy viands.
bbott,

ane

Frazee,

oogie-Woogie

CREDITS:

Dancers.

Director, Arthur

Alex

Producer,

ate

:reenplay, Arthur T.
:rial

for

Abbott

&

Lubin; Asso-

Gottlieb;

Original

Horman; Special MaCostello, John Grand;

Photography, Milton Krasner;
Jack Otterson; Gowns, Vera
/est; Sound Supervisor, Bernard B. Brown;
lusical Director, Charles
Previn; Musical
upervisor, Ted Cain; Dance Director, Nick
irector
rt

of

Director,

astle.

DIRECTION,
olid.

Expert.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

"Bagdad Daddies"
Universal
17 2-3 mins.
Entertaining Musical
Gertrude Niesen, Marion Wilkins,
Fuzzy Knight, a singing trio, Mavis
Minis and Jack Gwynne, a magician,
are featured in this two-reel musical.
Miss Wilkins and Miss Mims are
dancers. Short moves along briskly,
the backgrounds are elaborte and
the subject as a whole should amuse
the average audience.

The 1941
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YEAR BOOK
coming soon
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Arbitration Boards

Monday, February

Columbia Educator

Yep, IVs a Great

HCLLyWCCD
Speaking—
=

Life Salesmen Live

"Open

for Business"

Some people have the

business as a whole
the "life of Reilly," but
film

(Continued from Page

idea that the

1)

Simplicity appears to be the
keynote of these forms, which are
addressed to the clerk of the local
Preamble to the statetribunal.
ment of claim reads:
"The undersigned, in accordance
with the Rules of Arbitration and
Appeals, demands that the controversy hereinafter described be submitted to abitration under the Motion
Picture Consent Decree, and files
tion."

herewith a Submission dated
in accordance with the provision of
Section XXII, subdivision 9, of said
Decree."
The complainant then writes a
statement of claim and relief sought.
He then lists the name and address
each exhibitor or distributor
of
against whom the complaint is made,
name and address of each theater
involved in the controversy and the
name and address of each other exhibitor and distributor whose property the complainant believes may

to the
experiences of 20th-Fox film salesman Jim Pearson, way up there in the
Canadian woods. One day last week
he was stalled 20 hours in a train
because of snowdrifts, another day he
was forced to resort to using a sled
to get from one town to another,
with a temperature of 30 below being
whipped about by a 50 mile an hour
wind.
Yes, he closed the deals.
list

,

be affected by an award in the arbitration proceeding.

Prosperity Club Legal,
Omaha Exhibs. Contend
(Continued from Page

1)

violation of the state's lottery laws.

The brief was

in

support of a

motion to dismiss a citation for contempt asked by the City of Omaha.
The same tribunal has previously
ruled that Bank Night as operated
by Omaha and other Nebraska the-

is a lottery.
The court will
hear the case next week.
Agreement to abide by any decisExhibs. presented a comparison
ion reads: "The undersigned, com- of the two giveaways to show the
plainant, hereby agrees to submit to difference. They maintain that while
arbitration, in accordance with the each requires permanent registraRules of Arbitration and Appeals, tion cards and each requires weekunder the Motion Picture Consent ly registration, there is no requireDecree, and undertakes to abide by ment in the Prosperity Club plan
and to comply fully with the award that tickets be purchased, no rule
of the arbitrator."
that the winner must appear on the
stage three minutes after the winner is announced, no increase in ad20th-Fox to Use "Outlaw"
mission price on the day of the
award, and no one is required to
Decree "Guinea Pig"
buy a ticket to get the money.
(Continued from Page 1)
Basically, the prize is supposed
separately, will get special atten- to be $500 a week, increased to $1,tion in the matter of getting maxi- 000 if no winner.
Most of the time
mum circulation in a minimum of the giveaway is $1,000 since there
time as a gauge of how individual have been less than 50 per cent winsales will be handled and what the ners since the plan started last
results will be under terms of the Summer.
consent decree, it was learned at
the week-end.
Plans are now being made for Perfecting Transmission

aters

As

Remittance Arbiter

literally

is

3, 19

DAILY

(Continued from Page

1)

Prof. Milton Handler, of Columbia
University, acting as the arbiter.

By

RALPH WILE

—

Handler will continue the meetHOLLYWO
ings Saturday and next week until PARAMOUNT, the studio that owns
he has huddled separately with rep- ' rights to Ernest Hemingway's^"
resentatives of the eight majors Whom the Bell Tolls" and is reportd^
who are signatories to the monetary ering for his "The Sun Also Rises, '\
pact.

get

an

screen

original

story

from

arbitration
was novelist on the Chinese-Japanese
for
Necessity
caused by Metro asking that the Hemingway left for the Orient Friday w
allocation be made upon a straight his bride, Martha Gellhorn, to observe
remittance basis instead of the ra- Far Eastern conflict at first hand.
tio on gross billings agreed upon
/^HARLIE RUGGLES is playing a featu
by the other seven companies.
^-^ comedy role in "Model Wife," co-sl|

Names Glass
UA Western Ad Contact
Greenthal

ring Joan Blondell and Dick Powell, at
versal.

Ruggles'

Leigh Jason

second

is

directing.

picture

Universal, his first being

in

"The

lj|

Thisf

succession!
Invisible \\

man," which A. Edward Sutherland direct

(Continued front Page 1)

•
•
publicity for United Artists, an/*"\UR Passing Show: George W. We
nounced Friday the appointment of ^^
and Attorney Herbert T. Silverh
George Glass as Western publicity
and advertising contact for the com- lunching at Brittingham's; Dick Himber,
I

pany.
Glass relinquishes his post band leader, chatting with Bob Hope
Don Ameche at Paramount.
as vice-president of Russell Birdon
well and Associates to join
rDWARD H. GRIFFITH has selected f*
Feb. 10.
*— year-old Carolyn Lee for a stellar M
Glass was associated with Selzin "You Go Your Way," the Katherine Bull
nick International for three years
novel which he will produce and direct 4
in its advertising and publicity deParamount.
Griffith gave little Miss
partment. Previously he was radio
her initial role in "Honeymoon In B.
news commentator for the Los An-

UA

and her second in "Virginia," both of wlf
co-starred Madeleine Carroll and Fred rV|

geles Examiner.

Greenthal's appointment of Glass
Western publicity and ad contact completes the advertising realignment of UA, it was said.

Murray.

as

Greek

War

Relief Ass'n

Raises Fifth of

Fund

•

D ITA
"

*

HAYWORTH

•
will

teach Uncle Sil

the La Conga when she goe:»
the Naval Training Station in San Diegift
appear in a Columbia Screen Snapshot, wl h
being directed and produced by R
is
sailors

Staub.

•

•

Nearly one-fifth of the total of IMMEDIATELY following his return
if
$10,000,000 which the Greek War '
Chicago, where he attended the tM
Relief Ass'n, 730 Fifth Avenue, has
set as it goal for the aid

ians
date.

in

of civilGreece, has been raised to
Harold S. Vanderbilt, Hon-

orary National Chairman, announc-

monial dinner tendered Barney Balabari*
recognition of his five years as presiint
of Paramount, Harry Sherman left for lie
Pine, where his "Men Of Action" compy.
starring William Boyd, is on location.

ed Friday that the total contribution
•
•
received at national headquarters
Screen Tele
For
from regional committees was $1,- JOHN HUBBARD is playing an imporirt
role in "A Girl's Best Friend Is \m
NBC Television engineers are per- 989.403.
Following a Chicago meeting with Street," Charles R. Rogers' initial pro<efecting transmission details of the
Richard Wallace is ft
Columbia.
screen television which the Mid-west regional director, and tion for
Kent, Herman Wobber, general man- RCA large
of a Los Angeles meeting with West reefing.
members
recently
to
was
shown
ager of distribution, and other ex•
•
NTSC. Programs Coast chairmen of the Association,
ecutives for the purpose of further the FCC and the
this week Spyros P. Skouras, national presi- ELLIOTT NUGENT will direct the il
by
NBC
transmitted
to
be
discussion of operations under the
will be used by the technical staff dent, announced that 150 new local
Bob
Hope-Paulette Goddard piclf
consent decree.
to study what changes may be made committees had brought the total "Nothing But the Truth," for Paramort
of sub-committees to 600 in 48 states The comedy farce will be in way of a«to further perfect the system.
Schedule of these experimental and Hawaii and that during the next union for the director and stars, for it
IMetv
month it was expected the number Nugent who steered the popular tf>
programs follows:
local committees would be in- through its first picture, "The Cat and I
Tomorrow 2:00 to 5.00 p.m.. test pat- of
Canary."
lorn; 7:45 to 8:45 p.m., test pattern; 8:40 creased to 1,000.
New numbers for "Fantasia" are
•
•
p.m., NBC mobile television unit pickup of
Skouras, representative of
being prepared but whether they will
Thanos
Y.
N.
Garden;
Square
Madison
from
hockey
American motion picture
be incorporated into the present verseveral
McGANN, directing b
Americans vs. X. Y. Rangers.
The
sion has not been determined.
Friday 2:00 to 5:00 p.m., test pattern; companies in Greece and member of
Hard Feelings" for Warner Bros., «
7 :.!0
to 8:00 p.m., test pattern; 8:30 p.m.. the Athens Relief Committee, cabled
sequences, under the direction of
Two exlito know his directorial stuff.
of wrestunit
pickup
television
mobile
NBC
Leopold Stokowski, include "Peter
that he was sending stories and eye- rectors, Ricardo Cortez and Eddie Broiy.
ling from Jamaica Arena.
and the Wolf," "Till Eulenspiegel,"
witness accounts of the bombings in are in the cast of the film.
Cortez
Saturday -2:00 to 5:00 p.m., test pattern;
"Invitation to the Dance," "The Swan
7:10 to 8:10 p.m.. test pattern; 8:10 p.m.. Salonica, Yanina, Larissa, and Va- changed his make-up box temporarily *'
of Tuonela" and "The Flight of the
XBC mobile television unit pickup of bas- 'os, all in Greece, and not the Al- the director's chair two years ago. Bnhy
ketball from Madison Square Garden; Long
Bumblebee."
banian battlefront, and also unde- was a production executive in the 1920,'
Island University vs. Duquesne, and CCNY
fended Piraeus, the port of Athens.
•
•
Fordham.
vs.

pre-releases of the picture earlier
in March. In addition, plans are being made for another studio huddle
around the first of March which will
be attended by President Sidney R.

Large

Disney Plans
"Fantasia" Numbers

—

—

WILLIAM

»
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Own Pix Unit;

eBaron to Head

i

Will Start

—

—

1

(See Column 2 Below)
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lis!
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lib

of

Rental of

One Pix

Bureau

Washington— The MPTOA is still
peful of some cancellation concesdistributors operating
ns from
der the New York consent decree,
was disclosed here yesterday
esident William F. Crockett of
?T0 of Virginia, presiding at
annual convention at
it's
oreham Hotel.

lie;

n Di.

West Coast Bureau of

—

the
the

mount

n,

produce
•

IP

<

own

sively

ount

distribution.

alary Cuts at

When

RKO

Y.

Frank Freeman came to

the Para-

by Belter Biz

iided

mount
WILLIAM

dios,

LeBARON

stu-

LeBaron

agreed to resalaries
all
of
Reinstatement
main in the position he has been
roughout RKO to the basic sal- occupying for two years more.
As
ies paid before the cuts went into
the two-year period is now up, he
ect late in 1939 was announced has asked
to be relieved so that he
isterday by President George J. may give his time to fewer
pictures.
lhaefer.

Pay reductions were con-

(Continued on Page 3)
15

LeBaron

will

str

ducing unit for Par.

Bombs Dropped Nearby
Barbara"

Was in Work

During the 10 weeks that "Major
rbara" was in production at the
nham Studios approximately 125
rabs were dropped by Nazi raiders
(Continued on Page 6)

ilit

for

Parara

.

M

'ml

pic-

tures of h i s
exclu-

4"

(Continued on Page 7)

ski

«

stu-

has de-

dios,
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As

urged members of his or-

m
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New York Attorneys Named by Goddard,
Completing Arbitration Setup; Will Serve 3 Years;
Alger Known to Pix Industry Thru RKO Reorganization
Distinguished

Albert W. Putnam and George W. Alger, New York attorneys,
were appointed members of the Board of Appeals of the motion
picture arbitration system in an order filed yesterday in the
Federal Court by Judge Henry W.
THE FILM DAILY

cided to leave
that post to

nted,

—BOARD

Hopeful of Distributor Concessions

Hollywood William LeBaron, for
by the past several years managing dithe rector of production at the Para-

a possible minimum concesCrockett mentioned 50 per cent
the rental of one feature in each
Crockett, who was re>ck of five.

TEN CENTS

1941

Will Start Own Producing
Unit for Para. May 1

F.

of

4,

JOIN APPEALS

LEBARON QUITS
PARA. PROD. POST

LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY

By MILTON

IncltS

—

m

Each 5-Block Suggested
s the Possible Minimum
shington

YORK. TUESDAY FEBRUARY

AND PUTNAM
Still

%
W,l

NEW

24

u

his

new

May

UA Answers Goldwyn,

Goddard.

The order provided that the apwere effective immediately. Putnam and Alger are named
for a term of three years at a salary
The preamble
of $17,500 annually.
pointments

Cites

Two Defenses

to

the order specified that the ap-

Artists Corp. yesterdav
pointments were made under Secfiled its answer to the suit against
tion 22, sub-division 7 of the New
it brouaht by
Samuel Goldwyn in Yrrk consent decree.
which it denied all charges made by
The two appointees join former
Goldwyn and raised two defenses.
(Continued on Page 7)
UA charges Godlwyn with having
demanded on Jan. 2, 1939, that the
four stockholders sign over to him
to Stand
a voting trust agreement for a threeyear period under which he would
have complete management of the
Dictator'
company.
The demand was made, For
the answer said, at an adjourned
(Continued on Page 6)
Charles Chaplin's "The Great Dictator" will go into general release
Arthur Kelly,
about March
14,
Montage for Television

United

50% Terms
"Great

Devised by Levey System

pro-

United

distribution
head,
Artists
yesterday.
A general release
preview will be held in Miami late
said

Revolutionary step in television,
(Continued on Page 6)
establishing for the first time a definite television technique in the proThreaten to Boycott Disney gramming end of the audio-visual
Gets 48
Pix
form of transmission was disclosed
Signs
yesterday when it was learned that
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the U. S. Patent Office had granted Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington Unless negotiations
Hollywood Cartoonist Local 852 Lawrence Levey three patents on
has filed charges with the NLRB the "Levey System and Apparatus can be effected within 48 hours the
ount

1.

—

—

(Continued on Page 6)

Government

(Continued on Page 3)

O'Connor Heads
Pix Catholic Appeal

John
chief,

J.

will

O'Connor, RKO theater
again head the Motion

and Allied Industries Committee of the Archbishop's Committee of the Laity for the 1941 Appeal
Picture

for

N.

Y.

Catholic

Charities,

it

connection with
the appeal for more than 200 interdependent institutions and agencies
individuals

in

of Catholic charities.

Would Legalize
Bank Night in N. M.

Bill

Five Affect Pix, Theaters,

Speed Production,

and Three, Ascap
Denver — Eight
have been inbills

pictures are
scheduled to start as the production
pace is accelerated this week. Studio
check-up follows:
At Columbia: Two shooting, plus
three to go; they are "Her First

troduced in the Colorado legislature
affecting theaters and Ascap.
All
of them have been introduced by
title only, with the body to be filled
in when and if they get out of committee, where they are at present.
One of the bills, introduced by request, would provide for a board
of censorship.
Others would set a
tax on the sale and rental of motion

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

With

12 Films Starting

is

announced.
O'Connor will name his
own associates on the sub-committee which will solicit special gifts
from

8 industry Bills in Colorado
Studios

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Fourteen

~1

will file its suit against

(Continued on Page 6)

I

J. J.

Hours More
Decree

Ascap
As BMI

Over Company Union

—

Sante Fe, N. M.
Bank Night, outlawed here by a State Supreme Court
decision, would be legalized under a
Senate bill sponsored by seven members of the upper house.
Measure
would require 20 per cent of all
prizes paid go to the State general
fund.
Theaters would be prohibited
from raising prices at such shows,
but there would be no provisions as
to the quality of entertainment provided.
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Depinet Drive Parley

Exchange Today

In N. Y.

850,000 to See "Story"
In 6 Wks. at Music Hall

COminG

Leo Devaney, captain of the RKO
Pressure of other bookings will
Ned Depinet Drive, will hold a meet- cause the Radio City Music Hall to
Vol.79. No. 24
Tues., Feb. 4, 1941
10 Cents
ing in the New York exchange to- curtail the run of "The Philadelphia
Devaney and Harry Gittle- Story" tomorrow, W. G. Van Schmus
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher day.
son, editor of the drive publication, announced yesterday.
Van Schmus
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
General Manager have toured the company's
exchanges estimated that more than 850,000
Editor since Jan.
CHESTER B. BAHN
3.
The drive started of- persons will have seen the Metro
ficially Jan. 25.
Today's meeting pix in its six weeks at the Hall.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and will
be attended by Andy Smith,
"Arizona," which starts ThursHolidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
sales
manager, Harry Michalson, day, will be followed by "This Thing
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
short subjects sales head, and Bob Called Love," "Mr. and Mrs. Smith,"
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
Entered as Mochrie,
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
Eastern
division
sales "So Ends Our Night," "Cheers for
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
Bishop,"
"Major Barbara,"
post-office at
New York, N. Y., under the manager. Bob Wolff heads the New Miss
Terras (Postage free) York exchange.
let of March 3, 1879.
"That Uncertain Feeling," "Adam
United States outside of Greater New York
Had Four Sons," "Penny Serenade,"
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
"Tom, Dick and Harry."
Subscriber should Wage-Hour
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Upheld

::::::
:

Address

remit with order.

New

N.

York,

1501

BRyant

Phone

Y.

communications
Broadway,

all

THE FILM DAILY,

to

9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.

New

Filmday,

9-7117,
Cable address:

York.

HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—
Representatives:
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Ernest W. FredGranite 6607.
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St..
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
Marsoulan (12). MEXICO CITY— MarcoAurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

LONDON—

FINANCIAL
{Monday, Feb. 3)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Low

Am.

Col. Picts. vtc.

Columbia

(2Vi%)

Picts.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind.
East.

5V4

pfd. 23
pfd..

Kodak

7%

1%

53/4

23
1 3A

130Vi 130y2

131

do pfd
Gen. Th.
Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

53/4

23

13'/g

12'/2

323/8

3is/g

12Vi
32

IOV2

IOV4

10y4

103/8
83/8

10'/8
8'/4

IO1/4

RKO

31/4

31/4

31/4

20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd

6'/8

&Vs

&Vs

Paramount
Para.

pfd

1st

Paramount

2nd

pfd..

Pathe Film
.

Univ.

Pict.

pfd

Warner Bros
do

.

140

142
3'/8
54i/

pfd

2

3
541/2

8V4

142
3
541/2

S.

Supreme Court

+ Vs
—
'A
—
— %
Vs

+ Vs
+ %

—
—
—

Vs
Vs
Vs
Vs

+

—

—

1

Vl

F.

1

HAL B. WALLIS and his wife, LOUISE FAZ
DA, return to the Coast next week.

ARTHUR KELLY

returned

yesterday

from

4

Coast.

RICHARD ROWLAND

Cleveland on

in

is

ness.

1

ALBERT LEWIN goes to New Haven tor
tor
row to lecture at the Yale drama school.

CHARLES WILSON,

_

operator of the Bijou
iu d
Lansing Theaters, Troy, leaves this week-endir
a month's vacation in Florida.

MRS.

JULIA

K.

Virginia

censor

board,

"Little

MORRIS

ROBERTS,
a

is

LEONARD,

member

New

general

York

I

of
vis

counsel

r.

fof

ing

and

application

of

minimum wage

maximum hour

is

action against Crescent

Amusement

provisions of the
law.
Court also ruled that labor
unions are immune from prosecution under the Sherman Anti-Trust
law for incidents growing out of
jurisdictional strikes or disputes between rival unions.

has been extended by local FedCourt until 10 days after the
motion for summary judgment is
decided, and no time has yet been
fixed for summary judgment.
Latter motion will be made in behalf
of United Artists, Columbia and
Universal by counsel, Schwartz &

Late February Release
For Orson Welles Film

Frohlich

RKO
Kane"

plans
late this

from

to

release "Citizen
despite pro-

month

William Randolph
Advertising in
national magazines has been planted
for distribution on Feb. 28 so that
they will hit the stands with the
opening of the picture.
Premiere
plans are still not determined oftests

Hearst

ficially.

Albany

—Unqualified

opposition to

STIRLING HAYDEN arrives in Miami Thurl
make p.a.'s at two theaters where Pf

mount's "Virginia"

eral

of

in

March,

New York

of
it

is

City,
anticipated.

early

the
him.

home

showing.

is

TOM WALR.

office publicity staff,

CONSTANCE MOORE is
LEONORA KORNSTEIN,

accompjj

vacationing

in

Mil

head of ParamoM
stenographic department, is vacationing in j
ida.
E.

V.

DINERMAN, RKO

publicist in

CleveM

anl MRS. DINERMAN, have returned to thatfc
after a Florida vacation.

FRED WARNER, booth operator

Keegan Leaving Warners
For

UDT

the

interests.

to

Co.,

mount

Bros, organization for the past 16
years, with the distribution department, and more recently as district
in

Haven,

AURIOL LEE

—

Chicago Jack Keegan, who has
been associated with the Warner

manager

New

charge

of' all

for

Hollywood

arrived

yestill'

yestenl

here yesterday

L

England.

LANA TURNER

returned to the Coast ycl-

NELSON EDDY

Warner

first lap of a
April 20 and
the country.

leaves Hollywood today oirfc
concert tour that will last ii
will cover 25 cities throuisr

REGINALD DENHAM,
director,

has arrived

in

British playwrightid
Hollywood.

Kansas Censor Fees Cut
Topeka, Kans.

—The

Kansas

b(

of censorship, because of a sur;
on hand, has reduced the motion
ture censorship fees from $1 to
per 1,000 feet on all feature and c
edy subjects.
The rate on edt
tional, scenic and cartoon subj
will remain at 25 cents.
The
rate was ordered to take effect
Feb. 1, and will remain until the
plus fund of the board has been
solved.

ref.

—

CLOSE THAT DEAL
TOMORROW BY
TELEGRAPHING TODAY VI

—

—

left

CABRIEL PASCAL

arrived

day.

Bros, operations in Wisconsin, is to
sever connections with Warners Feb.
14 to become assistant to Earl J.
Hudson of the United Detroit Theaters.
In his new capacity, Keegan
will be in charge of film buying for
the Detroit Circuit.

—

at the Itvacationing in Flcto

is

LEE EPHRAIM, producer,
from Europe nn the Exeter.

Buying Post

daylight savings time and apparent
support for legislation to repeal pres- Bid Morris Joseoh Farewell
95%
%
95V2
New Haven Film Row and renent optional adoption of the Summer95V4 95V4
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
time permissive statutes is contained resentatives of the industry through9
Technicolor
8% 9
in the legislative program promul- out the state gathered to take l^ave
15-16 15-16 15-16 —1-16
Trans-Lux
of Morris Joseph. Universal manby the State Grange.
gated
Universal Corp. vtc.
6
6
6
+ Vs
ager here for almost 26 years, at
Universal Picts
the Ceriani Restaurant yesterdav.
N. S. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Greek War Short Planned
Bid
Asked
On behalf of the assemblage Harrv
66'/2
Met. Playhouse, Inc., 2nd deb. '45
69y2
A
large amount of footage taken F. Shaw m-esented
the "Dean" with
603,4
63
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
by volunteer cameraman of the Greek a
portable
typewriter.
Joseph
campaign against the Italians and leaves todav for a permanent resiRoxy to Pay 37V2C Dividend
Italian bombings of Greek cities will dence
in Florida, after a long illBoard of Directors of Roxy The- shortly be sent to this country from ness here.
Athens by Thanos Skouras, it was
ater, Inc. has declared a quarterly
dividend of 37%c per share on the learned here yesterday. Material will Vallee Quits Vis-O-Graph Post
outstanding preferred stock of the be assembled into a special short for West Coast Bureau of TUP. FILM DAILY
corporation, payable on March 1, to general distribution. Thanos Skouras,
Hollywood Due to the press of
stockholders of record at the close nephew of the Skouras Brothers, film commitments recentlv entered
20th-Fox,
RKO
represents
and
Paraof business on Feb. 15.
into with the Universal and Columbia
mount in Greece.
studios,
together with his radio
broadcast chore, Rudy Vallee has
Shoot Your Next Film at
Mrs. Dale Capell Dead
resigned as President of Vis-O-Graph
Carey. O.—Mrs. Dale Canell. wife Corp. of America.
Edison Motion Picture Studio
of the former owner of the Carey
SEW YORK'S FINEST
Theater died last week in St. Peters- Laughton Nixes "Mr. Pinkie"
Large and small sound stage— Latest pcinipment — Rehearsal rooms — Private projection
burg, Fla., where she was spending West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Mlve offices— Conveniently located.
the winter with her husband and two
Hollywood RKO has shelved "Mr.
MODERATE RiTES
daughters, Marilyn and Jean. Bur- Pinkie," following- rejection of the
Phnne CHickerlnq 4-8116-7-8
ial took place in Findlay.
lead by Charles Laughton.
6s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4 s47 95%
Warner Bros.' dbs.6s48 951/4
Keith B.

HAYS, MPPDA prexy, left for «
night; he will return East in 10

—

State Grange Opposes
+ 2% N. Y. Daylight Saving

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Three" Get Added
Time to Reply to Gov't

H.

last

two weeks.

or

& K leaves next week for a three-week tri|>y
THE FILM 'DAILY
plane to South America.
Washington Constitutionulity of
VICTOR BUNZE, wife of the opeiw
the wage and hour act of 1938 was
Nashville Time for answering in of MRS.
the
Theater, Waterford
vacation
unanimously upheld yesterday by terrogatories by the "Little Three." at LakeCasino
Placid.
the Supreme Court in a case involv- co-defendants in the Government's
Washington Bureau of

Chg.

Close

Seat

Law

By U.

WILL
Coast

and G0IDG

Tostal

Tekgrap
I

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED
APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE Bl
|

|

i-

*i
|

—
TWI

fuesday,

ji

February

4,

1941
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Salary Cuts

Montage

RKO

at

Via Levey System

nded by Better Bii
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

employes earning more than
500 a year and ranged from 10
er cent to 50 per cent on a gradua-

:

1

scale.

ted

former salaries
of
Restoration
3^ attributed to improved domes^rasiness which in recent months
as
le

\
ire

I

Wit
:ctq

i

•

•

of two men charged with
Dpyright violation in the renting
£ unauthorized pictures will be held
Pleading not guilty to a
'eb. 17.
indictment
opened before
aled

and

Judge Edward A. Conger
ere Louis Colasuono, head of the
olson Motion Picture Service, and
head of Movielab Film
ol Jaffe,
A third man, Antonio
,abs, Inc.
aidillo, has not yet been arrested.

Jaffe said yesterday that his coraany did the laboratory work on the
ictures but that he had accepted
he work with the belief that he was
lling a legitimate signed order.
The indictment alleges infringeiaent of copyrights in the renting
"hot" or duplicated
so-called
f
in churches,
ilms for exhibitions
Picchools and charitable groups.
ures involved were "Ben Hur," "The
attlest Rebel," "Connecticut Yan-

certain

that

and

was

name

not

Receiving

"The

and

"Dinky"

Little

^lower of Jesus."

The case

is

the first criminal ac-

the

kind in this district. Arwere made by FBI agents on
nformation furnished by the Copyright Protective Bureau, of which
ests

•

fack

Levin

is

'Lewis

and

Clark'

in Color

THE FILM DAILY
Kenneth Macgowan

—

Hollywood
produce "Lewis and Clark,"
starring Randolph Scott and Dean
It will be
Fagger, for 20th-Fox.

Drill

iiade

in

Technicolor.

M
Breaks Wrist In Fall
Albany— Catherine Stewart, RKO
nspectress, fell and broke a wrist
^'tfhile on duty,
:

a very elderly lady

ago

it

her at that

why

here's

WB

theater in Chicago

along

of

her

to

the

show

son

who

Then he drove

time

and the lady purchased a ticket and went into the theater
with the news
few minutes later she came out again
Realizing the woman's predicashe had left her glasses at home
and sent one of
ment
the manager obtained her address
the ushers for the forgotten specs
This woman has never forgotten
that courtesy and has since become a regular weekly patron
The moral in this is:
The Most Valuable Equipment A Theater

A

Can Have

Intelligence

Is

T

T

T

• ALL

of Paramount's talent isn't on the screen
• •
are out
and the boys and gals of the company's Pep Club
to prove it
via a big musical revue to be staged at the
Capitol Hotel on Feb. 14
and titled "The Gofer Boys Go To
Town"
The show was written by Sue Brust and Jesse Goodman
who will co-produce it
with music and lyrics by

Knox Haddon

Confidentially,

it's

a travesty on "life in the

Paramount Building"

T

T

T

THE FILM
DAILY to
Nate

J.

Blumberg

Nigel Bruce
Albert Margolies
Ethel Jackson
William French
Pat Dowling
Willard I. Scholes
Stella

Simon

A highlight of the invention permits the use of sound and dialogue
in montage effects, also
"wiping
in" and "wiping out" any portion of
the

action.

In addition to stressing tele montage effects, the invention, it is
claimed, facilitates live commercial
advertising by eliminating the use
of costly advertising film shorts;
allows for last minute changes; star
participation, substitution and ad
libbing.
Instant
set
and scene
changes are possible as is superimposing of illustrated commercial
advertising while visual action continues in the background; multiple
scenes.

A

general showing of the new
is planned for the near fu-

system
ture.

"U" Assigns Field

On Two New

Men

Pictures

an avalanche of invitations
to speak at various services and fraternal events
This past weekend
he gave a talk before the Albany Exchange Club
and
now he's afraid that he's gonna get booked up like "Gone With the

Wind"

ries

•

•

ONE

routinely put on
of

of the

news

a wire out

of the

Famous
the

in

•
way

man-

attended

recently

it

a

re-

World War fame
Irv was
lust because of the nooze item
have come down upon him

"Lost Battalion" of

historic

outiit

T
•

when

N. Y., that Irving Liner

of Troy.

Fabian's Proctor's Theater there

a Sergeant

•

services started something

SPEAKING

of

T

GWTW

our sleuths

down Houston,

aver that the second run of the pic in that situa(l)On opening
tion has produced several startling results
shattered the house record,
day last year at Loew's State,
and the opening day of the re-run last week, the opus played to
900 more than on the opening day last year
(2) On the second day (Saturday) of the re-run, the first two showings could
have seated 5.042 customers (there were 11 vacant seats)
Sunday, with a 12 noon b.o. opening, a double line was
(3)
formed at 10 a.m. and extended for more than three uptown city
blocks, snarling traffic, and
(4) The management of Loew's
State (and this is on the levell) arranged with several ushers TO
START LIVING INSIDE THE THEATER during the
showing, and so they bed down after the final nightly show
and stay on to open at 8 a.m. when the next day's line
starts forming
Tex.,

GWTW

—

m « «

to the

men

in

the

field.

"Buck Privates"
have scored heav-

First openings on

GWTW

From

inventor, who asserted that it is
the first important television patent granted for program production
incorporating,
supplementing and
co-ordinating the principal elements
of production, expanding the scope
of the cameras, and opening the
door for a new profession, that of
tele montage experts.

Fourteen field exploiteers have
been assigned by Universal to promote campaigns on the 25 key city
dates for "Back Street" and "Buck
Privates."
More men are being
added to what Universal claims to
bo one of the most ambitious field
campaigns ever attempted by the
company.
A new department has
been created temporarily to supervise this program, with special feature writers feeding newspaper sto-

•

union
West Coast Bureau of

And

a certain

passed

she
for

the

decoration:

away

ager

director.

highest

what time she would get out

info

ion of its

•

in front of

at the b.o.

:

;ee,"

our

We

himself

oi

him anonymously (because

to

in the not very long

he would return

that

accord

to

divulged)

an automobile

and asked

said

manager should be proud
so

a certain manager

of

Applause (with Two Palms)

of

One evening
alighted from

The patent is being handled by
Alexander Mencher, attorney for the

T

should be proud

org.

sufficiently

coveted Order

Trial

'ederal

THE Warner

•

are
his

/Opyright Infringement
charges to Trial Feb. 17

:

'

'I

cuts.

T

T

helped to offset the loss of for-

gn revenue which brought about

::>

to Facilitate Television Production,"
a method of tele montage effects.

to

tied

for Tele

» » »

were reported to
ily.
"Back Street" has

its world
premiere tonight in Miami where
more than 150 newspaper and trade
critics have assembled for the open-

ing.

SICK REPORT
—

With Clayt Eastman,
Albany
Paramount branch manager, up and
around after a hospital siege with
influenza, Barney Kranze, RKO district manager, and Max Friedman,
Warner Theaters zone booker, have
joined the Albany sick ranks.
John Christie, Strand, Watervliet,
has passed the crisis in his illness
and will now recover.
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He's got
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didn't u

So has Radio City
Music Hall!
Three weeks at the 4 Star,
Los Angeles started

it

with a bang! Advance
publicity is super-

wonderful! Radio City

grabs

it

on sight for

for

an early spot, as sej

lected

engagements I

get under way!
flight

J

from destiny

geraldine"fitzgerald
thomas mitchell
jeffrey

lynn

james stephenson
Mono

Maris

•

Jonathan Hale

VINCENT SHERMAN

Directed by
Screen Play by Barry Trivers
From a Story by Anthony Berkeley

'^ts

fi

^'.^ote

Tuesday, February

4, 19'
:id;
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50% Terms

to

Ohio Pastors

Stand

It ml Films'

Sheet "in the

(Continued from Page

month.

main

A

1)

Selling terms will

militarism Opposed

—

For "Great Dictator'
this

UA Answers Goldwyr

Moral Balance

ISItn-l*":

re-

at 50 per cent. Kelly said.
successor to Jack Schlaifer,

former Western division manager
and until recently leader of the

Columbus, O. Although holding the motion picture industry's "social and
moral balance sheet" to be "in the black," the report on movies, as presented to
the annual Ohio Pastors' Convention here, charged film producers with shunning
their "inherent social responsibility."
The report criticized drinking scenes,
pointed out that war is being glorified, and claimed that "certain financial interests are known to have vast holdings in both the film and military equipment
industries."

product with a militaristic theme was held undesirable, the
passing a resolution, which, in part, reproached the industry for the
"notable increase (in pictures) in the glorification of war, and the implication
In

particular,

pastors

Kelly sales drive, is expected to be
that military methods can best overcome Fascism and other pseudo philosophies
announced by Kelly today.
that bedevil the world."
who returned yesterday
Kelly,
apthe
that
from Hollywood, said
pointment of George Glass as West125
Gets 48 Hours
ern publicity and advertising conwas of greater importtact for
"Barbara"
Signs Decree
in
ance than generally realized. Glass
will "live" with each picture in pro(Continued from I'aye 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
duction and be the contact between Ascap in the District Court in Mil- in the immediate vicinity, Gabriel
production and distribution, a posi- waukee it was learned here last Pascal, producer of the picture for
tion not previously identified in the night.
UA release, declared following his

UA

setup.

Kelly said that the surprise picture of Hollywood was "Pot o' Gold,"
recently completed by James RooseBecause Roosevelt is a provelt.
ducer without experience, Kelly indicated that there was some apprehension as to the result of his first
production effort but that the finished product is "really sensational."

Other completed pictures of strongquality, Kelly said, are "That Hamilton

Woman," which Alexander Kor-

Bombs Dropped Nearby
Was Work

More

Ascap
As BMI

UA

As

tunity to make a settlement before
criminal proceedings are instituted.

Threaten
Pix

to Boycott

Disney

Over Company Union

has produced at a cost of $1,"That Uncertain Feeling,"
Milwaukee The BMI consent de(Continued from Page 1)
which Kelly describes as being a cree was signed yesterday by Fedagainst Walt Disney Productions ac"typical Ernst Lubitsch" comedy, eral Judge F. Ryan Duffy.
cusing the Disney organization of
and "Topper Returns," regarded as
unfair labor practices in sponsoring
the best of the Topper series. "New
The Ascap board of directors will the company union.
Wine" is nearing completion and
go to Washington to confer with
Aubrey Blair, representative of the
should be one of the best properD of J on the possibility of agree- A F of L, declared that unless DisCoupling the
ties on the list, he said.
ing upon a consent decree, it was ney agrees to abolish the company
these with "So Ends Our Night,"
stated last night. The board held a union and bargain with his employes
"Cheers for Miss Bishop," "Major
late session to decide when it would regarding wages, hours and working
Barbara" and "The Great Dictator,"
conditions steps will be taken by
UA is in an enviable position, Kelly make the trip.
A F of L to boycott his product
declared.
throughout the United States and
Full Record in Neb. Ascap

da

Albany

—

Bill Aimed at
and Bagatelle

Case Going

any pinball games or bagatelle machines which are defined as slot machines.

The

bill

was referred

to the

Code

Committee.

High Court
THE FILM 'DAILY

— The

U. S. Supreme
yesterday decided that
"question and answer" rec-

Washington

—

to

Bureau of

Washington

Albany, N. Y. Under provisions
of a bill introduced in the Assembly
by Christopher Lawrence, Republican, Bronxville, it is made unlawful to manufacture, possess or sell

Court here

Osa Johnson, producer of travel
pictures, author, explorer and lecturer, and Clark H. Getts, her manager, were married yesterday morning by Mayor LaGuardia at City
Hall.

(Continued from Page 1)

annual meeting of stockholders
Goldwyn's office, and the effect
such an agreement would alleged
have given Goldwyn 100 per ce
right to chose the company's dirt
tors.

Pickford Corp., Alexa._
Korda, Charles Chaplin and the
ton Corp., refused to turn over th<
80 per cent interest, the complai
contends, Goldwyn declared that
would vote against all compa:
measures and take other steps
obtain voting control.
The answ
alleges that Goldwyn has harass
If

and

the

annoyed

the

3

sociation.

Frohlich, counsel for
applied to the U. S.
Supreme Court for the full record
to be considered, in keeping with the
complete testimony before the Statutory Court which comprised Circuit Judge Gardner, and District

Judges Munger and Donohoe.

refusing

management

to

'

Goldwyn is not entitled to a
bonus payments because of his
leged refusal to comply with com
tions attached to them.
that

Everett Named Barker
New V. C. in Charlotte

of

—

Charlotte
Tent No. 24 of t
Variety Clubs of America has be
organized here.
Officers are H,
Everett, chief barker; Ben Rose
wald, first assistant; J. H. Vick
second assistant; John A. Bachnu
property manager; H. F. Kinc(
dough guy.
The officers and t
Canada.
following form the directorate; F.
Beddingfield, R. J. Ingram, T. A. L
Editing Award Nominations
tie, James Prichard, John Holst<
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Bert Adams
Charter Night Dinner date
Hollywood
The Academy Film
Editing Award Committee announced March 10.
the following nominations for the

—

the full
ord in the Nebraska-Ascap action is
to be admitted for the Court's determination of the case, instead of Academy Award for Achievement in
he abridged record as compiled by Film Editing: "Grapes of Wrath,"
William J. Hotz, representing the "The Letter," "Long Voyage Home,"
Amusement Owners Protective As- "Northwest Mounted Police" and

Louis D.
Ascap, had

WEDDING BELLS

Two Defenses

perform his existh
agreements and has held up
According to a Department of Jus- arrival here yesterday on the S. S. scorn, ridicule, and embarrassmen
tice spokesman the Government last Exeter.
the defendant and its members
Pascal disclosed that Donald Cal- releasing
night, following a long-distance call
false
and
misleadi
to its representative in Milwaukee, throp, the principal in the cast, died
statements to the press.
granted the 48-hour period in which of grief following the death of two
Goldwyn is taxed with violati
Ascap may have an opportunity to sons in the R.A.F.
the agreement by seeking Pal
Pascal told newspaper men that
make a settlement.
mount and Warner. Bros, as distri
Previous attempts of the Govern- George Bernard Shaw wrote 17 new utors of his films, and allegedly h
ment both late in December and last scenes for the film while it was in forced the expenditure of "vs
week proved to be in vain and this production.
sums" in the defense of legal pi
is believed to be Ascap's last opporceedings.
Another defense claii

200,000;

Pinball

Cites

TO THE COLORS
—

"Rebecca."

Northampton, Mass. First Lie
Martin F. Shaughnessy, manager
Writers Assigned
39
the Academy of Music here, is
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Camp Edwards.
Hollywood Assignment of 39 wriRichmond, Va. Theater men w
ters to 27 screen plays currently
in preparation at Warner Bros., sets leave for Camp Meade, Maryla
with the National Guard this mo:
a new record.

Illl

ill

tee

WB

—

—

include:

GWTW

Harry Nordin, home

oflB

Geoi
Theaters;
Neighborhood
Butcher and Ward Lockhart, Nati
GWTW's second week-end biz at a' Theater; Frank Marable, Belle^
"Virginia" Clicking, Says Para.
the N. Y. Capitol topped last week's doorman; Herbert Simmons, Gran
Para.'s "Virginia" closes its first
opening, Metro reported yesterday.
week at the N. Y. Paramount to- Meanwhile, the pix was held over in
Cleveland Fritz Vermes of
night with a gross of $60,000 esti11 spots for a third week.
Norwood Theater goes to Camp St
Engagement mated by Bob Weitman. Glenn MilSpringfield, Mass.
by, Miss., on Feb. 10.
of Elma Estelle Goldstein, daughter ler's ork is on the stage. Meanwhile,
Waldman at the Chicago
of Samuel Goldstein of the Western the home office yesterday reported
Chicago Allan Waldman has been
Chicago Melvin Rainey, secrets
Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., to Ar- the pix doing outstanding biz in its
thur H. Preston of New York, has first six pre-release runs in Virginia, named assistant manager of the to Dave Wallerstein, B & K disti
B & K Chicago theater.
running well ahead of NWMP.
manager, has enlisted in the An
been announced here.

Keeps Up the Pace

'

—

—

—

—
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Iger

8 Industry Bills in Colorado

and Putnam

Five Affect Pix, Theaters,

Appeals Board

oin

MPT0A

Still

Disfrib.

Concessions

and Three, Ascap

Hopes

for

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page

1)

picture

tax theater seats on

films,

Judge Van Vechten Veeder. an annual basis, would define Bank
eviously designated as chairman of Nights and gift nights as lotteries,
The would license and regulate operae board by Judge Goddard.
>pointments complete the arbitra- tion of theaters, and would require
m system setup.
the services of a licensed operator
kjger. widely known to the in- at public showings of 16 mm. films,
Etry through his services as spell master in the RKO reorg. proInterstate Plans $100,000
•deral

edings, received his A. B. degree
the Universitv of Vermont in

om

and

:92,

his

LL.B.

from

New

Houston Suburban House

(Continued from Page 1)
Three bills affecting Ascap, patterned after the Washington, Mon- S'anization to give the decree a fair
tana and Nebraska bills, have been trial.
"Don't say it won't work; it must
introduced.
Another would license
authors, composers and publishers work if we are to stay open, and
of both vocal and instrumental mu- we will stay open," Crockett as-

serted.

sic.

Similar sentiments were voiced by

Studios Speed Production, Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy, here
from Columbus, Miss., for the conWith 12 Films Starting
vention.
Kuykendall expressed the
opinion

—

Houston Plans for the erection of
member
jrk University in 1895.
another major suburban theater in
the firm of Alger, Peck, Andrew
Houston, to cost $100,000, are anid Rohlfs- he has practiced in New
nounced by Al Lever, city manager
Drk for 46 years.
for Interstate.
New house will be
Drafted Employers' Liability Act
the 14th owned by the circuit here

-i

A

Alger drafted the New York EmAct and many
Liability
oyes
r.endments to labor and child lalaws.
In May, 1926, he was
:>r
^pointed by the Governor as Morend Act

Commissioner

to

investi-

:'

—

—

—

II

flJ

li

aw

Institute,

Delta Psi, Phi Beta

iappa and Phi Delta Phi. His clubs He has been identified as a vicere the City, Phi Delta Phi, Lawyers president of the
Guardian Assets
Alger is a native of Corporation, director of the Rye
nd Centuryiurlington, Vt., where he was born Trust Co., the Atlantic Coast Fishi 1872.
His office is at 55 Liberty eries Co., and Tingue, Brown & Co.
t. and his home at 451 Park Ave.
His military career started with
his membership in Troop B, SquadPutnam a N. Y. Lawyer 40 Years
Putnam, who received his A. B. ron A. New York Cavalry, with
egree from Columbia in 1897 and which he was identified from 1898
He captained the troop
iL.B. in
1900, is a graduate of until 1917.
Lahe General Staff College of the on the Mexican border in 1916.
irmy, class of 1918.
He has prac- ter, he was a captain in a machine
iced law in New York since 1900, gun battalion and still later, major
of field artillery.
is firm now being known as Winirrop,

Stimson,

Putnam &

Roberts.

First to Go, and
First to Return

—

N. Y.
First
Schine
benefit by the circuit's
pledge to take back all employes
called to the colors is Herman AddiGloversville,

employe

to

former manager of the Schine
Cortland house, who was turned down
at the Army induction station. Addison takes over at Oneonta for the
circuit.
He was the first Schine man
to be drafted.
son,

1)

Beau," comedy romance, with Jane
Withers, Jackie Cooper, Edith Fellows, Josephine Hutchinson and MarProducer, B. B.
that O'Driscoll.
Kahane; director, Ted Reed; "Under
and will serve the suburbs of West Age," drama, with Nan Grey and
University Place, Southside Place, Mary Anderson. Original by Robert
Windermere, Southgate, Brentwood, Andrews. Edward Dmytryk directRice Court and Braeswood.
ing; Charles R. Rogers' production,
Hester & Wise handled the real "Senate Page Boys," drama, starring
estate transaction and plans are be- Herbert Marshall and Virginia Bruce.
ing drawn by MacKie & Kamrath, Alfred E. Green director.
architects.
Construction work will
At M-G-M:
Four shooting, plus "Dr.
begin within a few weeks.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." drama, starring Spencer
Interstate is now remodeling an- Tracy and Ingrid Bergman. Victor Fleming
director. Victor Saville producer; "Lady Be
other in the same section, the Uni- Good," musical adapted from the George
versity.
Gershwin stage show. Ann Sothern, Eleanore

the operation and management
the state prisons in New York as
ell as the operation of the Board
Later he was member
Parole.
the commission of experts on
arole which drafted the 1930 state
larole law.
Alger has served as
lairman of the commission on the Grant-Russell for "Dinner?"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
and suit industry of New
>at
Hollywood
Warners are closing
ork City, and was appointed imdeals for Cary Grant and Rosalind
chairman having jurisdicartial
Russell for "The Man Who Came
on over disputes in the industry,
to Dinner," which Howard Hawks
ater, he was director of the coat
will direct.
nd suit industry under the NRA.
e has also served as a Moreland Murphy
on Small Production
ct commissioner to investigate the
Hollywood Ralph Murphy will di;ate superintendent of insurance in
rect "Theme and Variations" bv
jnnection with mortgage guarantee
Robert Goldman for Edward Small.
jmpanies.
Alger is a member of the Amer- Siodmak on "Miss Muffet"
an Law Institute, the State Bar West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
La .ssociation, the Bar Association of
Hollywood
Paramount has asfew York City, New York County signed Robert Siodmak. French di;F
New York rector, to "Little Miss Muffet."
awyers
Association,
ite

(Continued from Page

Active in civic work, Putnam has
served as president of the board of
trustees of the Rye Country Day
School, has been a trustee of the
United Hospital of Portchester, and
is a
life trustee of Columbia University.
He is a member of Phi
Beta Kappa, Alpha Delta Phi and
Phi Delta Phi.
His clubs are the
University,
Downtown,
Columbia
University, Apawamis Country Club,
Maursing Island, and the Adirondack
League. He is a native of Spuyten
Duyvil, where he was born on Sept.
22, 1877.
His offices are at 32 Liberyt Street and his home is at Harrison, N. Y.

Tony Martin, Red Skelton and Lionel
Barrymore head the cast.
Director, Busby
Berkeley, producer, Arthur Freed.
At Paramount:
Five shooting, including
Powell.

"Skylark." domestic comedy, starring ClaudColbert. Ray Milland and Brian Aherne,
with Walter Abel and Binnie Barnes featured.

ette

Mark

Producer-director.

At

Sandrich.

RKO:

Five shooting, including "Before
Fact." drama, starring Cary Grant and
Joan Fontaine, with Dame May Whitty, Sir
Cedric Hardwicke. Xigel Bruce, Isabel Jeans,
Heather Angel and Stanley Logan. Director,
Alfred Hitchcock
and Tim Holt starrer,
western. "'Robbers of the Range," delayed
Edward
six weeks caused by bad weather.
Killy directing, with Bert Gilroy in charge
of production.
the

;

At
"Mr.

Republic
Three shooting, including
District Attorney," drama, with Florence
:

Rice, Dennis O'Keefe

and Peter Lorre. Director, William Morgan, producer, Leonard
Fields
Gene Autry western, "Back in the
Saddle Again." with Smiley Burnette. Jacqueline Wells and Mary Lee. Lew Landers directing for producer Harry Grey.
At 20th Century-Fox:
Three shooting.
At Universal: Five shooting, plus two to go
this week
"Double
Date," (tentative
they are
title)
comedy, with Glenn Tryon directing
;

:

producer Joseph G. Sanford "Unfinished
with
Irene
romantic
comedy,
Business."
Dunne. Robert Montgomery and Preston
for

;

Producer-director. Gregory LaCava.
At Warners:
Four shooting, including
"Sergeant York." drama, story' of a Tennessee
mountaineer who was the outstanding hero of
the American Army in the first World War
Others
with Gary Cooper in the title role.
in the cast include Joan Leslie. Walter Brennan. Xoah Beery. Jr.. Margaret Wycherly,
Producers.
Ward Bond and Clem Bevans.
Director,
Tesse L. Laskv and Hal B. Wallis.
Foster.

trary,

that the
but added

decree was arbihe felt the Gov-

ernment was sincere in its efforts to
correct industry evils.

Move

Sees Gov't

for Control

The MPTOA chief said the decree
was an example of what can be expected from Government entry into
the industry, and called it the opening wedge on the Govei'nment's part.
Kuykendall doubted that distributors will be able to offer 5 pictures
in a block at all times and feared
buying in less quantity will raise
film rentals.

"If the distributors enter into it
sincerely I think we can get along
with it," he said, "but if they try
to take advantage of the decree, it
is going to result in a lot of litigation and legislation."
Kuykendall expressed the hope
that exhibitors will make as little
use as possible of the arbitration

machinery.

The MPTOA prexy said he was in
Washington to check on admission
taxes and discuss the problem of
student admissions with Government
He warned that theater
officials.

men can expect to bear larger admission taxes in the future. He asked
the delegates to try to convince the
Department

Treasury

demanding

full

of

error

in

admission taxes on

students as the ruling is driving
students away from theaters.
Carter Barron, zone manager for
Richmond H.
presented
Loew's,
Keech, corporation counsel of the
District of Columbia, who voiced
the official welcome.
An analysis of the consent decree

was given by
counsel

general

Col.

of

Robert Barton,
the

MPTO

of

Virginia.

Other

officers

elected are:

Benja-

min T. Pitts, vice-president; Harold
Wood, secretary, and Sam Bendheim,

Jr.,

New

treasurer.

board members

are Carter
Charles Denmead, Sydney
Howard Hawks; "Mother's Boys," comedy Bowden, Jack Katz, R. H. Boiling.
drama, with Wayne Morris. Arthur Kennedy
Mid-summer convention will be
and William Orr featured. Ben Stoloff direct- held in June at the Chamberlin Hoing.
tel, Old Point, Va.
At Monogram Two shooting.

Barron,

:

D.

I.

Hennessy

Rites

Held

—

Bugs and Beetles

Newark, N. J. Funeral services
were held yesterday for David J.

Intrigue Fleischer

Hennessy, one of the earliest operators of movie houses in this city,
who died Jan. 31 at his home in East
Orange, N. J.
In addition to establishing the Rivoli and Ironbound
theaters here, he owned the old Empire, in Paterson. and the Broad

Miami, Fla. Al Wilkie, of Paramount, is conferring here with Mervyn Houser on plans to publicize
feature-length
newest
Fleischer's
Feature
cartoon, as yet unnamed.
deals with the difficulties of bugs
and beetles living just off Broadway.

Street in Elizabeth.

—

KEEP SELLING!

KEEP SELLING!

ELLING!

v^
A lot of successful theatre men who

•

^

mill in

law

good times and bad

that could easily

manship worthy

.

.

have arrived

be the keynote

of the

That unwritten law

•

.

have been through

of

the

at this unwritten

any book on show-

name:

is this

simple statement:

KEEP SELLING

KEEP SELLING. And SELLING in the
showman's book means "advertising". Paid advertising
publicity
exploitation and above all DISPLAY ADVERTIS.

.

.

KEEP SELLING

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

to the

and then

.

.

.

.

under your marquee ... on your

Three Best Seat Sellers in

by NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
.

.

screen ... on your outdoor poster spots.

That naturally brings us

ACCESSORIES

.

.

ING. In your lobby
.

.

.

.

.

this

Industry

.

. .

Trailers

Lobby Displays by NATIONAL SCREEN

General Accessories by ADVERTISING ACCESSORIES, INC.,

write your

own book

nflTionfli^*** service

of

•

showmanship!

nfiTionm^i^ accessories

RDVERTISinG RCCESSORIES.inc.

Named New

DeSylva

Executive Producer
(See Column 2 Below)

THE
The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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ARBITRATION DEMANDS IN PROSPECT

ISO

Metro Completing Photo Record of U.S. Theaters
Salesmen Making Pictorial
(Survey, Taking Both Interior and Exterior Shots
M-G-M salesmen have been infracted to take pictures of the exeriors and interiors of every the-

I

Jter in their territories so that the
lome office and exchange managers

Jan have a "visual" as well as a
It
written record of their accounts.
intends to
\i understood that
jiermit only theaters in good condiion to play its product.

M-G-M

"Arsenic and Old Lace" Reported Bought
By Warners; Release Said Set for 1943
Purchase of Warners of "Arsenic And Old Lace," smash Broadway hit, for
an undisclosed down payment and a percentage to the play's producers of the
film earnings was reported yesterday by well informed Broadway sources.
It
was stated that terms of the contract stipulate that Warners cannot release
the film version until after Jan. 1, 1943.
Purchase is the third this season by Warners, with "George Washington
Slept Here" at a reported $85,000 and "Old Acquaintance" at a reported $75,000,
previously bought.
Most spirited bidding for remaining hit shows is said to be for "My Sister
Eileen," with RKO and Columbia reported interested.
"Pal Joey" is also being
sought by several companies, as is "Lady In The Dark," with a reported asking
price of $250,000 on the latter.

25 Cases Expected to be
Filed in N. Y. Territory;

Forms Generally Asked
Each of the 31 industry arbitration tribunals has given
out one or more "demand for
arbitration"

application

forms,

al-

though no cases had been officially
filed up to late yesterday.
The New

York tribunal has received 25

re-

|

quests for applications, indicating
that number of eases are likely to
be filed shortly in this territory

ing supplied

alone.

Salesmen without cameras are bewith equipment.
Copin
es of the photos will be filed
'he home office and each exchange.
Plan was put into operation about
hree months ago and the job of
kotographing the nation's theaters
nearing completion.

De Sylva Succeeds

Pascal lo

LeBaron At Para.

Shaw

Do

Eight

Lack of activity during the first
few days in which arbitration has
become operative is believed by ex(Continued on Page 6)

Plays as Films

i

Ascap Suit Move

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Gabriel Pascal has selected eight
Hollywood B. G. De Sylva yes- of George Bernard Shaw's plays for
terday was appointed executive pro- screen material and plans to make
ducer at Paramount, effective May 1. two yearly, Pascal said yesterday, Is
By the apfollowing; his arrival here from Engp o i n tment,
land.
Pascal said that Shaw had
Conflicting reports were in circulaDe Sylva will
become convinced that motion pic- tion late last night concerning the
James R. Grainger announced on succeed Wiltures was the true art of expression Ascap situation.
The board, which
LeBalis
return from Dallas yesterday li a
for his plays and that the playwright was in session until 3 a.m. Tuesday
hat Republic Pictures Corp. had ron, managregretted that he had not become morning, had decided to set up a Conompleted negotiations to purchase ing director
screen-conscious sooner.
sent Decree Committee, comprised
he interests of W. G. Underwood of produc(Continued on Page 6)
Pascal brought over a print of
.nd C. C. Ezell in the Dallas fran- tion, who has
(Continued on Page 4)
hise for the
distribution of the a n n o u need
(.Continued on Page 4)
his intention
Diet to
t o
produce
B.O.
of
pictures
Restrictive Bill
his own for
Miami Beach, Fla. All the requiTo

Republic

—

Buys Out

Expected Today

Jnderwood-Ezell

m

talaban

Head

Get

Japanese

Names

Royster
Netco Theaters

(Continued on Page 4)

Orpheum In Frisco?

—Joe

San Francisco
the Blumenfeld
reported to be

Blumenfeld, of

circuit,

is

reliably

about to conclude
negotiations to take over the local
Orpheum Theater, a Fanchon &

Marco house.

The deal

is

said

present stage as
tions

to

result

have reached
of delibera-

between Blumenfeld and Harry

Arthur.

S-

W Tries Higher Admissions

Appeal

Strong

New

Para mount
A bill restricting disposal by forDe
BUDDY DE SYLVA
Harry Royster has been assigned release.
eigners of all investments, bank balo take charge of Paramount's up- Sylva became
ances and credits in Japan will be
tate
New York Netco Theaters an associate producer at Paramount presented to the Japanese Diet this
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 3)
idth headquarters in Poughkeepsie.

Blumenfeld to Take

"Back Street" Has

—

of a successful feature are
present in "Back Street," and to the
extent that it is geared to grace the
screens of the best outlets on Amersites

Main Streets, and carry fully
strong an appeal to the nation's
nabes.

ica's

as

entertainment value, and
drama and human interest, this Bruce Manning production, given a dual world premiere
here last night, is fine audience fare,
plus having the ability to attract
customers via two highly popular
stars, Charles
Boyer and Margaret
Sullavan,
magnets de luxe on any
marquee.
(For full review, turn to
Page 5.
For premiere color story,
see Along the Rialto, Page 3.)
Rich

in

particularly in

Move Designed

to

Cash

at Peak Times

—

Stanley-Warner is
Philadelphia
experimenting in this zone with a
five-cent raise in admissions Saturdays and Sundays.
The circuit
report from the is also eliminating balcony admisshows an unfav- sions and other lower scales where

Defense Tax Said Hurting
In Some Indiana Towns

—A

in

Indianapolis
of the ATOI
orable reaction on the defense tax possible.
measure in some localities in the
This is not a blanket increase, but
state, especially where there are no applies to some downtowns, neigh-

office

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 8)

—

— MERSEREAU.

'

'

Wednesday, February

5, 19|

DAILY

TEDA to Meet in Chicago
On Defense Aid Program
Theater
Wed., Feb.

Vol. 79, No. 25

JOHN W. ALICOATE

DONALD

:

:

MERSEREAU

M.

CHESTER

:

sociation
Hotel, Chicago, Saturday through
Publisher Monday to perfect plans to extend
full consultative assistance to the
Manager Government in the present national
10 Cents

1941

5,

:

General

::::::

BAHN

:

Equipment Dealers Aswill meet at the Congress

emergency.
Asked yesterday what form the
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and co-operation will take, Joe Hornstein,
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
of Joe Hornstein, Inc., declared that
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M. TEDA will give advice free of charge
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
Entered as to the Government and any of its
lecond class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
accredited
representatives
in
the
fost-office at New York, N.
Y. under the
Terms (Postage free) matter of planning, buying
and
act of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York erecting
the
physical
facilities
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
whereby all branches of the military
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should
$3.00.
remit with order. Address all communications service will be provided with canTHE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, tonment theaters, social halls, and
lo
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
New York, N. Y.
other
entertainment centers conCable address:
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
templated in the national defense
Filmday, New York.
B.

Editor

t

setup.

He

said that the organizaRalph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone tion's ability to provide consultative
Grarjite 6607.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fred- engineering service is also included
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., in the offer.
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

Calif.—

MEXICO CITY—Marco-

Marsoulan (12).
Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Calle del

Sindi-

"U" Studio

to

Hum

Both Spring and

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

High

Close

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc.

(2Vi%)

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...

%

Vs

%

7%

7%

130

128%

1287/8

Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

13

12%

12%

33%

32

32

Paramount

10%

103/8

Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
Pathe Film

96-

96

103/8

10%

3y4

83/8
3y4

East.

Kodak

73,4

—

do pfd
Cen.

8%

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd
.

.

6%

144%
3

Loew's

F.

ref.

+ V4
—2
10%— %
83/8 +
%
31/4
— %
6

lOVi
96

6

142

144

3

3

+2

6s46

—

104

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3l/4 s47 953/4
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 953/4

Monogram

Picts

Universal Corp.
Universal Picts

N.

Y.

1

A

3

\

A

3

1

%

9
8% 8%
15-16 15-16 15-16

1/4

+ %
+ %

95% 953,4
95% 95%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

CEORGE

have to
add another
symbolic "C,"^
for he has just
been made a
Commissioner,

of

Police

his

in

home town

Fla.

Warners,

arrived

leaves

Cj|
C

the

tor

week

PHIL ENGEL, Eastern
for

district exploitation
cploitation

yesterday

a

Rochestei
Roches
rei*

in1

work on campaigns for forthcoming
ng product
J

WILLIAM C. CEHRING, Central division n*
ager for 20th-Fox, leaves tonight for the Mwest to hold meetings on the consent decreet
the Chicago and Minnepolis branches.
He (
turns to the

of
N.

home

office

Monday

WENDY BARRIE

Harrison,
Y.
And why
not, since his]
hobby has always been the

Coast for

DOUC

j

a

arrives here Feb.
at Loew's State.

p.a.

FAIRBANKS,

JR.,

<»

1

vacationing^

is

Miami.

FLOYD ODLUM

law. His
designation to

SCHAEFER

J.

the latter part of this

he'll

— that

and G0IRG

FRANK

c

-

c

-

PETTIJOHN

was learned yesterday
along local Film Row. So, boys, any
time you want to see Charley, just
drive through a traffic light up Har-

has returned to

New

York

ORSATTI

and MRS. ORSATTI a
here from the Coast. They are stopping at I
Waldorf.

this latest post

rison way.

MARIA MONTEZ is at the Sherry Netherl.
NOEL COWARD is en route to San Fran
from New Zealand via Clipper.

=

JOCK
for

the

Admission, Billboard Tax
Bills

Hoppered

LAWRENCE,

public

relations

the

Producers Association,
Coast after a Washington

has

direjr

returned*

visit.

STANLEY HAND,

staff representative of Aic
has returned to New York fron '
vacation spent in Miami Beach
Service,

in

Neb.

—

Nominate Macy

for Regctt

As Ryan

New Tern

Fails of

—

Albany
The State Legislate
yesterday nominated W. Kingslid
Macy of Suffolk County, a fori*
Republican state chairman, memM<
of the Board of Regents for 12 yejl
effective April 1.
Macy will sfr
ceed George J. Ryan of Flushif.
who has served as a member of j
Regents sub-committee viewing ;j
tures on appeal from license re»

$1
Democnfc
tions by the censor.
Orleans," "The Lady From
a reel tax for each one they circumembers made a bid for Ryan's !•
"Unfinished Business," late.
election, but were out-voted.
"The Riders of Death Valley," and
The new ones are a luxury measFormal election of Macy is 1
"Oh, Charlie!"
ure charging a penny against each for noon today.
10c or fraction of ticket price, and
one levying 5c per square foot of
Passes Div.
Execs, to
showing space against billboards.
Its
Preferred Stock
Bernhard
at

Cheyenne,"

3%s46.104V4 104

deb.

MPPDA. Now

+ % New

54% 54% 54%
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith B.

Summer
— Universal's

COmiM

C.
C.
Pettijohn's
twin initials
used to stand for Charles C. as well
as Chief Counsel, which he is for

Lincoln, Neb.
Four swings have
been taken thus far in the Nebraska
Coast plant will be kept humming legislature against the film indusat top speed during the Spring and
try, three direct and one indirect.
Summer by the company's picture
Author of all the film trouble is
commitments, according to execs, Sen. E. M. Neubauer, of Orleans,
asembled here for the world pre- who saw two of these bills fail to
Net
Chg. miere of "Back Street" last night.
make the grade in the 1939 session,
It was
pointed out that more but is trying them over, and adding
than 10 features will be occupying a couple for good measure.
the majority of the studios' 22 sound
The oldies are a divorcement bill,
stages during February.
These in- reported in The Film Daily last
1% clude "The Man Who Lost Him- week, and one asking licensing of
self," "Nice Girl?" "The Flame of
distribs at $1,000 a year, plus

Miami Beach,

FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, Feb. 4)

Thru

Commissioner Now

— %

vtc

15% 16
+
OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
16

Bid

V2

Asked
69

RKO Again
On
6%

Warner

Hear

Ampc

Speak

Additional Demonstrations
Of DuMont Tele Begin

No action on declaring a dividend
on the 6 per cent preferred stock
of RKO again was taken by the
board of directors at a meeting last
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
Friday, it was revealed yesterday.
As of Friday, the dividends accumu- starting today, will demonstrate its
lated and unpaid on the stock were 625 line, 15 frame tele system at
the local studios, 515 Madison Ave.,
$6 per share.
Wednesday and Friday afternoons
until March 20. Demonstrations are
Arch Selwyn Seriously
timed from 3 to 5 o'clock.
Decision to stage the further demHurt in Motor Crash

Gradwell L. Sears, Clayton Bel
Leserman, Harry GoldbA
Sam Schneider and other War*

Carl

Bros, executives

now

in

New Y<m

join Ampa tomorrow wherm
pays tribute to Joseph Bernhardt
a luncheon-meeting in the Ediscfc
will supply
Sun Room.
will

WOR

entertainment program.

Tierney as "Red Cross Girl"

|

onstrations for members of the FCC, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAM
Hollywood
Gene Tierney
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY NTSC and others is due to the fact
that the pictures at the recent dem- star in Steve Fisher's "Red Ci]
Hollywood
Arch
Selwyn,
New
"But Beautiful" to Columbia
York play producer and a brother onstration were not deemed repre- Girl" for 20th-Fox.
obtained
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY of the pioneer film
producer, Edgar sentative of what can be
Hollywood Columbia has acquir- Selwyn, is in a critical condition in with transmissions on these standed Everett Freeman's screen story, a local hospital, suffering from head, ards, DuMont said yesterday.
"But Beautiful."
chest and leg injuries sustained Monday night in a head-on collision between his automobile and a street Prudential to Operate
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 66
603^
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

—

63

—

—

WANTED

Man

New

Farmingdale House

familiar with merchandise suit-

able for star tie-up for good Hollywood representation. Write Box 1950,

THE FILM DAILY,
N. Y. C.

1501

Broadway,

20th-Fox Signs

Nozimova

A new

700-seat theater will be
Farmingdale, L. I., by James
Hollywood
Twentieth-Fox has Allen Tuck. House has been leased
signed Alia Nazimova for "Blood to Prudential Playhouses for a 21and Sand."
year period.
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

built in

'

Wednesday, February

5,
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DAILY

Succeeds

"Landfall" Next

—

From Loew-Lewin

^ >e Sylva

eBaron at Para.
(Continued from Page 1)

:

David L. Loew and Albert Lewin

few months ago and has been
* laking the Bob Hope-Dorothy La"Caught in the
comedy,
iour
•raft."
Ike

T

will also produce "Birth
the Blues" for Para, with a cast

De Sylva

I

f

eaded by Bing Crosby,
|l%nd Caroline Lee.

Mary Mar-

v Vhether Paramount would acquire
Sylva's current hits,
of De
,vo

•

•

•

though

dream

FLORIDA'S

was

filmland

at

T

long

as

temporarily

of

realized

last

eyes

the

MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
becoming the center of
even
here last night

sometime

turned

industry

the

of

to

...

Louisiana Purchase" and "Du Barry
t'as a Lady," was the subject for
His
here yesterday.
peculation
Panama Hattie" recently was purhased by M-G-M for a reported
140,000. Columbia has been reported seeking both "Louisiana Pur\

.,

.

chase" and
';

"Du Barry," while Uni-

said to be dickering with
Sylva for a producer berth.
>e
Before joining Para., and prior
York to pro3 his going to New
ersal

ife:

was

duce
'

e

stage musicals, De Sylva had
een a producer at 20th Century'ox, RKO and Universal.

Campaigns Plug

Special
t

"Blonde" Pre-releases

..:&

Warners "Strawberry Blonde" has
en penciled into eight special preelease engagements during the next
In:
days, according to word from the
All bookompany's home office.
igs are being accorded a special
romotion campaign. They include:
Astor, Reading; Fox, Philadelphia;
10!

itrand,

Hartford;

Mary Anderson,

Strand, Albany; Warner,
lemphis; Grand, Lancaster, and the
Stanley, Atlantic City.
jouisville;

inglish Pic for Select
Select has closed a releasing deal
nth the B.S.B. Film Corp. for the
English pic, "It's in the Air."

WEDDING BELLS
Lincoln, Neb.

—Eugene

Shanahan,

nanager of the Nebraska here, was
Eiii» narried
Feb. 1 to Evelyn Hansen.
Bill Messmer, annon-pro.
y f !he's
louncer on the Lincoln Theaters
Jorp. radio show on KFOR, is getting
narried Feb. 23rd to Mary Jayne

Cambridge,

nglis, of
ney

Scranton, Pa.

'

—Harold Robert Bra-

projectionist, Bell Theater, was
larried to Mary Therese O'Donnell
ill,

ti

St.

Church,

Mary's

Dunmore,

Columbus, O.
iramatic
ournal,
iTrs.

—Harrold

editor

of the

—Goldie

of

Universal's

"Back

the

in

Street"

local

whose auditoriums were as totally
and Cameo Theaters
Brilliant were
as any two crates with native oranges
the audiences which the Universalis culled for the debuts
exporting into this sector an impressive array of top-flight critics and
reviewers
to share the proceedings with the scribes of Miami and
filled

environs

plus

hundreds

notables

of

of

the

wintering

nation

hereabouts

•

THAT

Street"

is

T

T

Universal

has

T
a

resounding

hit

in

"Back

All attending

of the attraction

last

night

the magnificence of the Bruce Manning-made film
and,
with generous praise for its entertainment value
truth to tell, there were more palms enthusiastically waving at
to

than at the climax of a Floridian
finales
storm
Lobby comment at both theaters. .. .was spontaneous
and most complimentary anent the direction provided by Robert
Stevenson
and the lead performances of Charles Boyer and
Margaret Sullavan
as well as the jobs turned in by Richard
Carlson, Frank McHugh, Frank Jenks, Tim Holt, Peggy Stewart
and Samuel S. Hinds
the

respective

•

•

T
SURROUNDING

T

was a program
which began on Saturday night with the Miami Beach Kennel
Greyhound races
and will wind-up tomorrow when the

•

the two-ply premiere

of events

Club's

visiting scribes and trade press luminaries sigh adieu regretfully to
Miami and their Universal hosts
Sunday afternoon the Alexander
Ott Water Follies was staged in the Miami Biltmore Pools
and
a dinner and floor show in the Royal Palm Club at night
Monday
morning brought not only the Metropolitan Fishing Tournament and
Water Sightseeing via the S. S. Pancoast
but also the arrival of
Deanna Durbin who was roundly acclaimed
and feted at a
cocktail party de luxe in the Miami Biltmore Patio
Highlight of
the evening was the dinner and floor show at the Beachcomber
Yesterday's prelude to the premieres was the luncheon and races at
Hialeah under the auspices of the Miami Jockey Club's directorate
After the premieres was the Midnight Typewriter Bowl Frolic in the
Miami Biltmore Club
and tonight is the dinner at Ben Marden's

Colonial Inn

T
this

Jennings, who did the
of "Night," is adapting the
Shute novel, but the producers have
made no decision as yet as to director or possible leads. Loew plans
to leave for the Coast about the
script

as plain as the leap of a marlin

the initial national showings
testified

Hall.

Talbot

•

•

UA

T

T

• • DEANNA Durbin created a
was her first public appearance here

real

and
She came in from

sensation

21st,

but

may

be preceded by Lewin.

New Haven—David

L.

Loew and

Lewin, producers of "So
Ends Our Night" will be guests of
honor at a press luncheon at the
Hotel Taft today, which will be attended by Prof. Allardyce Nicoll,
head of the Yale University Department of Drama, and Dr. William
Lewin
Lyon Phelps, Yale critic.
will be interviewed on WELI, and
will then speak at the Yale Drama
School on motion picture producAlbert

tion.

Harry F. Shaw, Loew-Poli divismanager, Lou Wechsler, UA
manager, Lou Brown, Loew-Poli
publicity chief, and Robert E. Russell, manager of the Loew-Poli, will
The picture opens here
officiate.
ion

Feb. 13.

George

R.

Rogcm Dies

West Coast Bureau

of

THE FILM DAILY

—George

R. Rogan, 56,
assistant city editor of the Los Angeles Herald-Express and a former
short subject producer and publicist
both on the West Coast and in New
York, died of a heart attack. His
daughter, Rita, now Mrs. Paul F.
Grover, appeared in several silent
pictures and was starred in "The
Broken Violin" made by Arrow.

Hollywood

the Coast accompanied by her mother; Mitchell Hamilburger,
her manager; John Joseph, national director of advertising and
publicity for Universal; and George Thomas of U's Hollywood

was well represented
seein' as
vice-prexy; Samuel Machnovitch, treasurer;
Charles Prutzman, vice-prexy and general counsel; Budd Rogers,
member of the board of directors; Bill Gorman, also a board
member; F. J. A. McCarthy, Eastern sales manager; and W. J.
In fact Universal

how Matty Fox,
C. Eckert,

Ohio State

was married Jan.
Thora Hoagland

Chicago

premieres

Lincoln

staff

'eb. 1.

*

world

the

•

la.

send "Landfall," Nevil Shute's
novel about the RAF, into production during the Summer for 194142 release by United Artists, the
two producers, now spending some
time in the East, said here yesterday.
Clifford Odets' play, "Night
Music," will follow, and also is planlineup.
ned for the 1941-42
Their first production, "So Ends
Our Night," an adaptation of the
Erich Maria Remarque novel, "Flotsam," which recently had its premiere in Florida, has been set for
It is
national release on Feb. 14.
expected to follow "Mr. and Mrs.
Smith" into the Radio City Music
will

29

to

Davidson, secreB & K pubicity director, announces her engagement to Allan Copeland of the
Chicago Tribune editorial staff. The
narriage has been set for April 5.

Heineman, Western

sales

manager, were likewise on hand

T

ary to Will Hollander,

•
to

•

•

T

CINEMATIC ALLY speaking

normal

Street"

T

but
will

the

grosses

do a helluva

lot

to

exhibs.

Florida will

now

everywhere

better than that!

get back

from

"Back

From

THE FILM
DAILY to
Stanley

W. Hand

Walter

B.

Jack
j.

Simons

Donohoe

A. Miller

Monta

Bell

—

—
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Pascal lo

Shaw

Do

Syracuse I v/n'f>s.' •• /Iff-oitf" Bingo War
Brings Beports of Officiuls' Crackdown

Eight

Plays as Films
rival

(Continued from Page

1)

Ri vol

Shaw's "Major Barbara" which was
produced under extremely trying
conditions due to continual air raids.
Picture, which is to be distributed
by United Artists, will have its premiere, tentatively set for Radio City
Music Hall, within two months. He

Syracuse, N. Y.
Bingo setups.

—

It's

an "all-out" war here on the part of exhibs. operating

Three

bally cars are touring the city night

Elks

Temple and Cameo-Mayfair games.

i-

(Continued from Page

that inasmuch as he had a theater license, he had better put on a show.
tors' union also stepped in, and the exhib. signed renewal contracts for

Operaall

three

Pagnol Completes Film;
Leahy to Attend Premiere
Ben-

production in England, Pascal M-G-M and Paramount pictures.
and a seventh is expected to
Theaters now under his control
when David Rose, Paramount's include the St. James (formerly the
managing director, arrives from the Apollo) and the Princess in MelU. S. Rose is now en route to Lon- bourne; His Majesty's in Perth; an
RKO, Warner Bros, and An- unnamed theater in Sydney now bedon.
glo-American now have pictures in ing acquired.
work.
"The move I am making," Sir
The American version of "Major Benjamin said, "represents the forBarbara," he said, would be slightly mation of a new picture circuit for
different from the one which will be Australia.
It is not for one preseen in England due to stricter cen- dominant firm to create a monopsorship on dialogue in this country, oly. Australia is too large, and the
but there will be no difference in product available too extensive
the story or theme.
and increasing.
"For my picture venture I am
Pascal expressed some disappointment that a one-reel picture he made more or less abandoning all my stage
showing Shaw talking to the Amer- interests."
ican people had not been shown on
American screens. When told that $16
Bill
Shaw's remarks might have been
Introduced
In
Arkansas
considered adverse propaganda, Pascal insisted that the reel was not
Little Rock, Ark.
Rep. John L.
propaganda and that he did not believe in propaganda on the screen. Sullivan, Little Rock, introduced a
in

said,
start

Minimum Wage

—

Vichy, France (By Air Mail)
Marcel Pagnol has just completed
the picture on which he was working when France was invaded, "La
Fille Perdue," with Maimu, Fernandel, Josette Day, Charpin and others
in the cast. A gala performance will
be given here at the end of the
month. Admiral Leahy will attend.
A copy of the film will be sent
to the French consulate in New
York to make releasing arrangements in the U. S.

Zealand Exhibs.
Suffer Loss on Year

Warners Change Two Titles
Rep. Signs Peter Lorre
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Two forthcoming
Hollywood
Republic has signed Warner Bros, pictures have been
"Mr.
heavy
in
the
Lorre
for
Peter
given new titles. The Dennis Mor-

Schnitzer Funeral Held
Pittsburgh Funeral services for
Mrs. Blanche Schnitzer. who died in
Los Angeles last week, were held
here at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Charles Benjamin. Besides her
daughter, Mrs. Schnitzer is survived
by two sons, Joseph I. and Abe

—

—

t

3

the personnel.

their
their

expanding

including a

Ezell will de\

time in the

entire

new

futuii

theater

interl
circuit of drive-ii

Balaban Names Royster
To Head Netco Theaters
(Continued from Page

1)

Appointment, which was announil
by President Barney Balaban,
comes effective March 1.
Royster's former post as assistil
to Sam Dembow, Jr., and LeomB
Goldenson in Paramount's theal
department will be filled by Ec
]

Hyman, who

is

being shifted frl
formerly was

Hyman

Detroit.

with

Century Circuit
has been film bu;4
for United Detroit Theaters and *
sistant to Earl J. Hudson, in chaill'

New York and

Grippe, Colds Hit Pa. B.O.
Wilkes-Barre,

Pa.

— An

epidei^

of grippe and colds, which has
fected at least 15 per cent of
population, coupled with the recil
I

heavy snow storms and inclem.l
weather has been felt at the b|

A

of the local theaters.
sirl
lar situation is reported in Scr;M
ton. For a time the Hazleton sclio^
were reported closed because of
rate of sickness among the puj|
office

l

225 "Virginia" Pre-releases
"Virginia" has received 225 prebookings to date, Neil F.
Agnew, vice-president in charge of
distribution,
announced yesterday.
"Virginia" in its day-and-date engagements at both the Earle and
Ambassador Theaters in Washington, is running neck and neck with
NWMP, reports to the Paramount

in

Texas

of operations.

Wellington, N. Z.— While attendance for the past year was up 361,676 to over 31,000,000, official figures made public here gives a loss
on the year of £32,743 for exhibitors.
Their receipts were up £122,557 but
expenses were increased by £155,420.
The statistics for the Dominion
show that distributors' rentals increased by £33,679.
New Zealand
has 524 theaters.

of Shaw's re- bill in the House this week which
the war may have would provide a minimum weekly
been misinterpreted because of his pay check of $16 for all Arkansas
engaged in intrastate
unusual sense of humor and that it employes
was Shaw's type of humor that was business. The measure is sponsored
guiding- England in carrying on the by the Arkansas State Federation
of Labor, and would fix a 40-hour
war with courage.
Shaw, he said, was working on an week for intrastate business, and,
original story with Panama as the eventually, a minimum wage schedule of 40 cents an hour.
background.

some

that

1)

Lloyd Rust will continue as mi
ager of the Republic Exchange
Dallas and there will be no chanj

sociai'-il

New

in the

ritory.

Underwood and

Sydney (By Air Mail)— Sir
that his place is in England
"The jamin Puller, who recently abanduring the present crisis.
to
Devil's Disciple" is another Shaw doned his living stage interests,
start a film theater circuit, Fullers
story on Pascal's schedule.
Theaters Pty. Ltd., has opened the
Approximately six units are now first of his theater acquisitions with

said

company's product

in

houses.

feels

marks early

Underwood-Ezell

and day for the Riviera-Brighton,

City officials are reported restive, and a crackdown is expected.
One exhib. who reportedly sought to operate auxiliary games without benefit
of films in a third theater ran up against a stone wall when he was advised

then plans to return to England to
start work on "The Doctor's Dilem- Sir Benjamin Fuller
ma" if the war is still going on.
Starts Film Circuit
If the war has ended, he will make
the picture in Hollywood but he

He

Republic Buys Out

and the heavy snowstorms.

release

home

office

say.

Local 306 Dances Feb. 14
Entertainment and dance will
given by Local 306, projectioniifj
union, the night of Feb. 14 at

Manhattan Opera House, it was
nounced yesterday.
Proceeds frl
the affair will go to the union's s:<
fund.

—

Playing "10 Best" Lineup
Rochester
"The Grapes

—

Wrath," second of the "Best 10"
The Film Daily's annual poll,)

i

Florence Rice gan-Jane Wyatt-Shirley Ross film
District Attorney."
playing a return engagement at
has been set for the feminine lead. formerly known as "She Stayed
Other "best" films
Little here.
Kissed" is now "Kisses for Breakthe year are expected to be boolti
Victory"
the
new
film
"Shining
is
Schnitzer,
both
veterans
of
the
fast."
at the house.
?

What?

]%o

Cocktails?

—

Paramount's
Miami Beach, Fla.
Cinema Casino, managed by Jerry
Shinbach,
not only serves coffee
(through the courtesy of a distributor) but also soda water (also through
the courtesy of a distributor) in its
lobby at a bar left over from the
days when it was a night club. One
theater here, the Lincoln, managed
by Sonny Shepherd and operated by
Wometco, serves its patrons demitasse in its lobby while they wait
for pictures to break.

title

for the picture co-starring

James

industry.

Stephenson and Geraldine Fitzgerald, heretofore,

"Winged Victory."

Seguel

to

"You Nazty Spy"

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood A follow-up story on
Metro Selects Next "Kildare" Title
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY "You Nazty Spy," two reeler in

West

I

Coast Bureau

—

Hollywood

— "The

People

vs.

Dr.

Kildare" will be the title of the next
in the series of Dr. Kildare pictures
Max Brand, creator
from M-G-M.
of Dr. Kildare, authored this latest
story, which will bring together
Lionel Barrymore, Lew Ayres, Laraine Day and all of the "regulars"
of the Kildare films.

which they were the

first to satirize

the conflict abroad, is being readied
for Columbia's "The Three Stooges,"
when they return from their current p. a. tour.
It is titled "I'll
Never Heil Again."
Felix Adler
and Clyde Bruckman are preparing
the script, and Jules White will produce.

ml Wotta Slogan!

Lincoln,

Neb.

— Joe

Rosenberg and

Hymie Novirsky, former

film peddlers

have taken over the Connie Bennett'
line of cosmetics for theater dispensaFor
tion in Iowa and Nebraska.
years, they've listened to exhibs. beef
about how bad business was, and;
that gave them an idea for a slogan:!
it mighti
"If your business smells

—

as

well

smell

good."
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"Back Street"

"The Pinto Kid"

Charles Boyer and Margaret Sullavan
89 Mins.
versal

"Mcxisie
with

with Charles Starrett, Louise Currie,

th

Ann

Was A Lady"
Sothern,

Lew

* SHORTS *

Ayres,

Maureen O'Sullivan

Bob Nolan

Columbia

61 Mins.

>

79 Mins.

Metro

(MIAMI BEACH PREVIEW)
ABLE CAST HAMPERED BY TRITE AND
FAST-MOVING WESTERN WITH PEROWERFUL, FINELY - ACTED LOVE
OVERLONG SCRIPT; BELOW PAR FOR
"Spotlight On Indo China"
SONABLE
CAST
IS REPLETE WITH AC)RY CAPABLE OF GROSS-GRABBING
SERIES.
9 mins.
20th-Fox
TION.
EVERY TYPE OF SITUATION.
Poor story material that is trite to the
Fine Topical Subject
14

^the

in Columbia's western seCharles Starrett, this one is up
ro par in every respect.
The action is fast
and furious and the picture is well-paced.
The cast is able and personable and the
direction keeps things popping, with film's
locations interesting.
Picture should get
a good reception from the action fans and
will fit nicely into nabe bills as a supporting

extent of incredibility, and too much of it,
drops this release below the standard set by
Exhibitors
previous films in this series.
should do average business with the film
because of series' previous reception, but a

Bob Nolan and his Sons of
Pioneers render several musical numbers, and Paul Sutton is nicely cast as the
villain.
Lambert H illy er directed from an
original screenplay by Fred Myton.

to

Latest release

Indo China, wealthy Far Eastern
colony of France, is today of great
importance to the struggling French
ent that it is geared to grace the screens
Government, but of even greater imthe best outlets on America's Main
portance to imperial Japan as she
little extra selling will help.
Cast is able moves onward in her attempted dom?ets, and carry fully as strong an appeal
and earnest, technical aspects are okay and ination of all Asia. Lowell Thomas
Rich in entertainthe nation's nabes.
the direction is adequate.
gives an interesting commentary that
nt value, and particularly in drama and
Edwin L. Marin directed from a screen- explains the political significance as
Manning
profeature.
nan interest, this Bruce
play by Betty Reinhardt and Mary C. Mc- well as economic importance of this
tion is fine audience fare, plus having
Starrett bangs the villains around with Call, Jr., with Charles Lawton behind the
colony to both France and Japan.
ability to attract customers via two
abandon, shoots the rustler chief in ap- cameras. Miss Sothern gives her usual breezy The material used has been carefully
popular stars, Charles Boyer and proved style and looks the part of the west- performance and has a few funny lines and
hly
selected and the photography is good.
magnets de luxe on ern hero. Louise Currie, an attractive blonde pieces of business that she gets the most
rgaret Sullavan,
Subject should be of interest to any
In short, outlets and their newcomer, is an eye-filling decoration for out of.
marquee.
Lew Ayres is a worthwhile addition audience.

iln

requisites of a successful feature

ries starring

"esent

lie-

"Back Street," and

in

to

the

—

m

something worth buying, and
Robert
something worth selling.
venson has turned in an excellent job
rons have

liversal

throughout, technical
rit goes hand in hand with skillful charer acting, not only on the part of the
d players but also the performances of
well-chosen supporting cast. Jack Otter's art direction strikes exactly the right
and,

direction,

e.

powerful

Hurst's

Fannie

—

unrequited love,
in
dlock unattained

>n

epjji

nati,

who

is

more

based

exactly,

conventional
in Cinvisiting Charles
affections,
but

the

Margaret Sullavan,
is enamored of the

ise.

story

or,

living

her
he is leaving to marry
Boyer, about to take a
;irl in Kentucky.
er boat, reverses his decision and sends
her to come to the wharf, which she tries
do although oblivious of the fact that
per has arranged to marry her there.
ter,

icii

returns

lfesses to her that
lei

Ai
S:

sd

the rendezvous,
ough the designs of Frank Jenks with
om she had an alleged date, sends Boyer
ay on the boat. Some years later, she runs
oss the now-married Boyer in New York,
i their love flames anew, but he is not
Subsequently she decides to
e to wed.
rry Richard Carlson, who had long sought
hand, but Boyer dissuades her.
Her

I

>

to

failure

keep

the

picture.

the

the

cast,

although

his

part

is

not

too

Maureen O'Sullivan, C. Aubrey
Smith and Paul Cavanagh are helpful. Joan
Perry and Edward Ashley do well in supStrong, and

she

follows

ere he dies after his

Boyer

to

Europe

grown son has de-

jnced her. Her demise follows, as the ret of shattered hopes and health.

AST: Charles Boyer, Margaret Sullavan,
Frank McHugh, Tim Holt,

hard Carlson,

Esther Dale, Samuel S. Hinds,
ggy Stewart, Nell O'Day, Kitty O'Neil,
Ha Walker, Cecil Cunningham, Marjorie
ink Jenks,

teson,

Dale Winter.

CREDITS: Producer, Bruce Manning; Di:tor,

Stevenson;

Robert

Author,

Fannie

Andy Panda's pa is a mighty trapper of the old school, according to
Every time pa tells a story
pa.
there is a laughing hyena mounted
on the wall of his den that laughs out
loud. Andy's mother complains about
a mouse, so the intrepid big game
hunter and Andy set out on his trail.
Outwitted at every turn by the wily
mouse, pa decides to blow him up,
but the mouse lights the powder
CAST: Charles Starrett, Louise Currie,
keg first and pa lands in a frame on
Bob Nolan, Paul Sutton, Hank Bell, Francis
Walker, Ernie Adams, Jack Rockwell, Roger
CAST: Ann Sothern, Lew Ayres, Maureen the wall next to the hyena, who
Grey, Richard Botiller, Sons of the Pioneers. O'Sullivan, C. Aubrey Smith, Joan Perry, laughs louder than usual.
CREDITS: Produced by Columbia; Direc- Paul Cavanagh, Edward Ashley.
tor,
Lambert Hillyer; Original screenplay,
CREDITS: Producer, J. Walter Ruben;
Starrett

and

his

cowboys

ride

North to

herd of cattle shortly after the close
of the Civil War.
However, Sutton, undercover head of a gang of rustlers, has fanned
the tempers of the ranchers in the territory
and they resent Starrett's intrusion.
Starrett almost gets hanged a couple of times,
disposes of Sutton and gets Miss Currie
before the picture is over after a maximum
of action in the doing.
sell

a

Fred Myton; Cameraman, George
Editor,

Meehan;

Mel Thorsen.

DIRECTION,

Fast.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Balaban Ambulance
To be Sent to Greece
Another ambulance, completely
equipped, will be shipped to Greece
this week as the gift of Barney Balaban, president of Paramount. The
ambulance was presented to Balaban
by 350 Paramount executives at a
testimonial dinner tendered him in
Chicago in celebration of his fifth
anniversary as Paramount president.
Gift was accepted for the
Greek Red Cross by Roger Holden,
Chicago Red Cross manager.

Screenplay, Bruce Manning, Felix
:kson; Director of Photography, William

Miss Sothern loses her job at a circus
becauses of Ayres' drunken kidding which
A considerate judge ordisrupts the act.
ders him to put her to work for three
months at the same salary and she goes to
work as a maid in the house. Miss O'Sullivan, Ayres' sister, is about to marry a heel;
their father is never home; their mother is
dead; Ayres is a drunkard and so forth, but
Maisie whips things together in amazing
style, and Ayres follows her when she leaves
to ask her to marry him.

Edward L. Marin; Screenplay, Betty
Reinhardt and Mary C. McCall, Jr.; Original Story, Betty Reinhardt and Myles Connolly; Cameraman, Charles Lawton; Editor,
Frederick Y. Smith.
Director,

DIRECTION,

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Art Director, Jack Otterson; Sound
Bernard B. Brown; Musical DiCharles Previn; Music by Frank

Fifth for "Kitty Foyle'

pervisor,
:tor,

inner;

At Rivoli,

New

York

Costumes, Vera West.

DIRECTION,

Excellent.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

RKO's "Kitty Foyle"
week at the

will be held

Rivoli Theater, Broadway, thereby establishpicture in
ing a record for an
antasia" Set for Chi.
Meanwhile, picture
that
house.
Chicago Local premiere of "Fan- starts a sixth week in Boston, Provsia
is reported set for Feb. 19 idence and Chicago and a third week
in Newark and San Francisco.
the B &
Apollo Theater.

for a fifth

le.

RKO

''

—

K

*

fOR€IGIl *

"Personal Column"
(French dialogue, English
Pax Films

HERALD

TRIBUNE:

titles)

89 Mins.

"The Rodeo Goes To Town"

10 mins.
Interesting Short Subject
This reel should be of interest to
audiences generally. There are few
people in this country who haven't
seen a rodeo at one time or another,
or seen them via newsreels or films,
but this subject shows the extensive
preparations necessary to get the big
show ready for the actual performances in big cities.
Cowhands are depicted breaking
horses, rounding up longhorns and
Brahma steers, practicing bulldogging, bronc riding and calf roping,
and the troupe as a whole goes
Commentary
through its routines.

20th-Fox

is interesting, photography is good
a clever and entertaining and the Texas ranch where material
blend of music and murder, of nim- was filmed provides a beautiful back-

Column"

"Personal

is

ble dancing

and mystery.
A mystery

DAILY NEWS:

rst;

niels;

7 mins.

Amusing Cartoon

porting roles.

-

Eventually

"Mouse Trappers"
Universal

ground.
film
sus-

about missing girls, absorbing,
"South of the Border"
penseful and horrendous, but not to Universal
9 mins.
the point that it thrusts into the bogInteresting Travelogue
category.
man
gey
Mexico provides the material for
YORK TIMES: Even after this interesting travelogue. Farms,
running the gauntlet of the censorial Mexican people, resorts and monushears, "Personal Column" remains a ments to a number of Mexican heros
beguiling, if occasionally frustrated as well as noted churches are deentertainment.
picted in the reel. The material has
CREDITS: Produced in France; Director, been well chosen, the photography
PLAYERS: Maurice Che- is good, and the reel as a whole has
Robert Siodmak.
plenty of audience interest.
valier, Pierre Renoir, Erich von Stroheim.

NEW
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<?i* DAILY
See 150 Prospective
Arbitration

Compulsory Pttrking

Facilities Ordinance
introduced in Youngstotcn City Council

Demands

—

Youngstown, O. A new fight on traffic hazards which create congestion
began in City Council here with the introduction of an ordinance which would
require all theaters and auditoriums built in the future to provide automobile

(.Continued from Page 1)

ecutives to be due to desire of most
exhibitors to let the other fellow
make the first move and start the

parking

ball rolling.
However, approximately
150 cases are expected to be

in

filed

throughout

country

the

dur-

ing the first week and the AmerAssociation
is
ican
Arbitration
awaiting- notification of the initial
complaints.
Meanwhile, the appeals board of
the industry's arbitration system
will establish offices on the 12th
floor of the RCA Bldg. in New

Headquarters

York.

will

be open

Sixth

Ave.,

New

the total seating capacity of the building.

—A

bill

designed

Expected Today

members, and send
Washington to confer with D

of board

officials.

Published

reports

it

o
fi

New

erably where the whole family go
and the average wage
earner cannot afford the increase
in

Indianapolis

Move

Washington that the Governm
was going ahead with its suit, cau
Ascap to give up the proposed
Defense Tax Said Hurting Japanese Diet to Get
to Washington. Then it was le
Restrictive Bill
In Some Indiana Towns
that the D of J was peeved whe'
ell
Ascap board members failed to aril
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
in Washington yesterday.
operating
on
defense week, it was reported yesterday.
industries
Dissension in the board was
work. This is attributed to the fact Bill would in effect only make curported last night to have alte
that wages in these localities have rent restrictions official, according
the plan for the full board to go
to the letter of the law. All credits
not been advanced.
Washington. The D of J was furt.
the
frozen there now, at least in

to the movies,

Indiana Measure Would
Okay Sunday Night Ball

V

(Continued from Page 1)

AAA

1230

Is

facilities.

Only churches would be exempted from the provision that places of public
congregation must provide 200 square feet of parking space for each 10 persons

In order to keep attendance and
for business on Feb. 15. This board
up to standard, localiis composed of Van Vechten Veeder, patronage
a former Federal judge; George W. ties adversely affected now have
Alger and Albert W. Putnam, New bargain nights during the week at
It
admissions below the tax limit.
York attorneys.
has been pointed out that while the
The
is now getting settled
small, it mounts up considin its new home in the U. S. Rub- tax is

ber Bldg.,
York.

Ascap Suit

5,

admission prices.

are
said threatening to file its suit
case of the U. S. distributors opMilwaukee today.
erating in the country.
In
the
meantime,
Lieut.-G
At the present time U. S. distribs. Charles Poletti of New York,
ag
Japhave over $2,250,000 tied up in
entered the case as Ascap coum
anese banks, with only infrequent He was reported last night
to be
withdrawals granted for print costs Washington working on a possi
when a permit is allowed for impor- agreement with the Governmc
tation of a new film.
Ascap officials last night were in 1
stant touch with Poletti by long c
tance telephone seeking to avert
suit and work out an agreement,
Massillon
Vetoes
was expected that delay beyond
Licensing
48-hour limit set by the Governmi
on Monday, would be granted, pei
Massillon, O. Mayor Harry W. ing the acceptance of some sort
Lash has vetoed an ordinance a decree.
passed by council Jan. 20, to license
Irving Caesar, Ascap board me»
and regulate Bank Nights and simi- ber, and Oscar Hammerstein II al
lar promotions in Massillon the- went to Washington yesterday
alog
aters.
with Arthur Garfield Hays, coun-1
Mayor Lash said the ordinance is for the Song Writers Protect e
so worded that it would permit peo- Ass'n of which Caesar is presided
ple to register upon payment of an They were reported to have returrj
entrance fee without attending the to New York last night.
performance, thereby engaging in a

Mayor

to

Omaha Operators Win
5% Increase In Scale

Games

Measure

I

—

Sunday night baseball in
Indiana was introduced in the state
Omaha Members of Local 343,
Senate, by members of the Marion IATSE, obtained a five per cent pay
county delegation.
increase and one week's vacation
A 1909 law now permits baseball with pay in contracts just signed
on Sundays only between the hours with all local indie theaters and the
Epstein circuit of seven houses. The
of 1 p.m. and 6 p.m.
deals run for two years.
The local is now negotiating with
More London Theaters to Open? Tri-States Theaters of Des Moines
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY in connection with that circuit's Or- lottery.
He said also the license fee of "Journey to Jerusalem"
London (By Cable) With longer pheum and Omaha theaters, firstthe $5 fixed in the ordinance is "entirehours of daylight, it is expected that run downtown houses, and with
In University's Theater
more London theaters will be opened. Mort H. Singer circuit in connection ly inadequate." The fee should be
legalize

—

—

Only three of the 42 West End therunning regularly at pres-

aters, are
ent.

Singer's Brandeis, the city's at least $25, he said.
other first-run. These contracts expire Feb. 1.

with

Rudy Knoepfle

TO THE COLORS!

Dwight Taylor

to 20th-Fox

West Coast Bureau

of

Hollywood
Jack Le Vien, of the Pathe News
contact department, has been ordered
to active duty on Feb. 11 with the
Second Armored Division, Fort BenHe has held a reserve
ning, Ga.
commission in the 61st Cavalry; will
start his service with the regular
army as a second lieutenant and becomes a first lieutenant in March.
He has been given a year's leave of
absence from Pathe News.

THE FILM DAILY
Taylor, who

— Dwight

has been at Paramount for the last
year and a half, goes to 20th Century-Fox to write the screenplay of
"Coney Island," to be produced by
"Coney Island,"
William Perlberg.
is an original by Edward Van Every,
who wrote "Sins of New York."

Re-elected

—

Cincinnati Rudy Knoepfle, representative for Republic Pictures was
re-elected president of the Cinema
Mark Cummins, Paramount
Club.
was elected first vice-president, Joe
McKnight, RKO, second vice-pres.,
and Pete Niland was returned as
Installasecretary and treasurer.
tion dinner and ceremonies are set
for Feb. 21.

on

Joseph Pollak, producer and htd
Theater On Films, Inc., staid
Friday that a number of bocl
ings had already been made for le
film of the Maxwell Anderson pl;
of

r

,

—

New Haven — First Army service Lana Turner for "Dr. Jekyll"
Film Row is that of Edward West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Fitzgerald, assistant booker at the
Paramount exchange, who is a Second Lieut, at Ft. Blanding, Jacksonville. Louis Posner of New York
is
the new assistant booker.

16 mm. size, will be presented h<
at the Civic Theater February
15 under the sponsorship of Sy:
cuse University. The University
printing and selling the tickets ar
it is stressed that the showings ;e
non-theatrical performances.

Signs Clive Brook's Daughter
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
with Dartmouth recently sponsori?
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood RKO has signed Faith a showing similar to the one sch<Hollywood
Estate left by Joe
Brook, daughter of Clive Brook. She uled for Syracuse next month.
Penner is valued at more than $100,-

Joe Penner Estate $100,000

—

will make her debut in "Before the
Indianapolis Abe Baker, assistant 000. His will leaves 66 2-3 per cent Fact" which Alfred Hitchcock will
1-3
33
cent
to
his
widow,
and
per
to
booker, Columbia exchange here, has
direct.
Constance Worth was also
been called to service and will leave his parents.
signed to the film.
about Feb. 10.

—

—

Syracuse
Maxwell Anderso
"Journey To Jerusalem," filmed
tact by Theater on Films, Inc.,

20th-Fox Assigns Writers

SICK REPORT
—

Bridgeport, Conn. Morris RoseWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
yesterday reHollywood
Twentieth Century- thai, Majestic manager, is ill withi
placed Laraine Day by Lana Turner Fox has assigned George Seaton to streptococcus infection.
Harry Rose, manager of the Glot,
for a leading feminine role in "Dr. write the scenario of "Separate VacaJekyll and Mr. Hyde," with Spencer tion," and Philip Dunne to prepare is ill at the Bridgeport City Hospitl
with a kidney ailment.
the script of "Benjamin Blake."
Tracy and Ingrid Bergman.

Hollywood

— Metro

—

_

'

/

"The Best Ever"

It m
:;=d

L

"Absolutely Necessary
A Considerable Asset"
'

"The 1940 Film Year Book
factual side which

is

is

excellent,

the

BEST EVER.

make-up

its

is

In

addition to

such that

it

its

seems

easier to find desired information than ever before."

H.

M. Richey

MGM
"Without the 1940 Film Year Book my knowledge of the
film business would be incomplete, as

NECESSARY

to consult

it

we

find

it

ABSOLUTELY

day after day."
Harry Buxbaum, Exchange Mgr.
20th Century-Fox

"The 1940 Film Daily Year Book

many

uses constitute

contained

in it

is

greatly appreciated.

A CONSIDERABLE ASSET and

Its

the facts

are very enlightening."

Frank C. Lydon, Manager
Hamilton Theater
Dorchester, Mass.

<7£e

1941

FILM YEAR BOOK
IS

and

will

soon be ready

for

NOW

IN

PREPARATION

distribution to FILM

DAILY subscribers
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Wheels of Progress

From Minn. Amusement

—

Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
Streamlining
the 27-year-old building code,
will do away with the requirement
of

of

(.Continued from Page 1)

A new

trend here, it will probspread, theater operators believe.
There had been some price
cutting
the independent theaters in the West Philadelphia area of late, and the S-W
move also may mean a stop to it.
ably

among

Extra "Fantasia" Shows
For Students; Cut Price
An

extra performance of "Fanon Saturday mornings and
another Sunday afternoons has been
inaugurated at the Broadway Theater in response to requests from
An admisteachers and students.
sion policy of half-price for all under 16 years of age will be in force
at the extra shows.
tasia"

Must Get

British Exhibs.

New

License for

theaters

water

borhoods, and out of town houses.
The idea is to cash in on the business at peak times.

Projectors

London (By Air Mail)— New Or-

and

to

four

keep two barrels of
red buckets back-

stage as a precaution against

Other

changes

which

fire.

affect
theaters are those concerning
conditioning, neon signs stokers,
will

i

local
air

electrical wiring

regulations

for

and changes
the

in

construction

the
of

theaters and assembly halls.

Irving Pichel Directing

Second Army Training Pix
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Irving Pichel is directing the second Army Signal Corps
training film to be made under Research Council auspices.
Dealing
with personal hygiene, script was
written
by William Ulman, Jr.,
from information supplied by the
Surgeon General.
Assigned to the production by the
Research Council, in addition to
Pichel,
are:
Edward Ebele, unit
manager; B. F. McEveety, assistant
director; Virgil Miller, director of
photography; A. Von Kirbach, sound
technician; Lou Creber, art director; Fred Sersen, technical effects.
Lieut. Col. Harold V. Raycroft,
U. S. Army Medical Corps, is medical adviser and Capt. Charles S.
Stodter, Signal Corps, is military

der recently issued by the Board of
Trade requires exhibitors to obtain
a license from BOT before ordering
For the purpose adviser.
a new projector.
of the order a new projector is one
made after July 31, 1940. Schedule PRC to
of the order includes metal shutters

Handle Shorts

A

series of eight two-reel subjects
on American history will be distrib-

and metal safes.

1!

"Night Train" to Get Play

Stanley-Warner Tries
Higher Admissions

5,

DAILY

|

HCLLTWCCri
Speaking—

Minneapolis— "Night Train," the
foreign import which did little if
any business when shown at the
World here prior to its New York
premiere, went so big at the Granada last week the house held it
Pictures
over for an extra day.
play

usually

maximum

a

of

=

RALPH WILK
—I
— HOLLYWC)

By

three

OAKIE'S

"The Great An|

role in

three-changes-a-week JACK
ican Broadcast," at 20th Centuryhouse.
Business was up more than
might have been a chapter taken frornj
100 per cent for the four-day run
In the picture, he plays the
diary.
and Minnesota Amusement now is
Strangely enough, bi
a song plugger.
planning to schedule it in all of

days

its

in

this

suburban and out-city houses.

Panama

1925 while between engagements in vaun
Oakie made his living for six mom
by plugging songs in New York.
ville,

City's Exhibitors

Form National Association
Panama City (By Air Mail)—
Exhibitors here have formed the
Public
Association
National
of
Spectacles, its purposes being the
best methods of improving the business, mutual protection, better pictures, and co-operation with the national and municipal authorities and
with the board of censors.
It is anticipated that new legislation affecting the industry may be
adopted under the country's new

•

•
/^VUR

Passing Show: Jesse

L.

Lasky,

VI

^-^

Disney, Leopold Stokowski, Roy Disif,
Ernst Lubitsch, Frank Lloyd, Henry Blati

George Pal, Fred C. QuinZ
Hugh Harman, Rudolf Ising, James Cagil
Robert Montgomery at opening of "Ff
King Vidor,

tasia."

DAYMOND

K.

JOHNSON,

author

'^ "Army

Hostess," has been signed
Lester F. Scott to do a rush polishing
on the dialogue of the film, which
plans to put into immediate production.

Constitution.

LJELEN AINSWORTH,

Studying Results

stage and screen comedienne, ac
for the last few years in the agency fi
has been signed by Neil McGuire Pro
'

Tests

of

With "Smellies'

to

former well-km

'

head their sales promotion departmei

—

Detroit Results of several weeks' DICHARD THORPE,
experiment with Dramatic Zephyrs '^ boasts one of the

M-G-M
largest

direcj

i

libraries

Vogue theater are now being eight and 16 milimeter films of imports
studied by the Aromatic Co. which events throughout the country. The njl
Prob- recent addition to his collection are fi
developed "smellies" here.

at the

uted by Producers Releasing Corp. lems encountered and audience re- on the President's inauguration and one
boating, ice fishing and winter sports n
Pictures were produced for Aca- actions are being carefully weighed
discon- demic Film Co. by Max and Arthur before general marketing of the con- general.
•
•
tinuing the suit of Producers Lab- Alexander. "Our Bill of Rights" is trolled Zephyrs to meet the mood
DEINHOLD SCHUNZEL, who is directf
against Universal the first of the subjects to be re- of the film scene is undertaken.
Inc.,
oratories,
'^"New Wine," the Gloria production ir
Pictures and Roxy Theater Corp. leased.
From Pix to Evangelism
United Artists release, has closed a deal v h
for an injunction to restrain expicture Enforce Detroit Curfew
Universal's
hibition
of
Detroit Don Glennie, booker for Wesley Ruggles, Columbia producer-direcr,
"Hired Wife" was filled yesterday
Pictures, is resigning to go to borrow Cini Monez, Brazilian dancer, ir
Republic
startDetroit Detroit police have
in the New York Supreme Court.
road
as manager for Mrs. a role in his picture.
the
on
ed a drive against children attendTerms of settlement were unreveal- ing theaters late at night, by strict Glennie, who is known as Donna
Producers claimed that it had enforcement of the curfew ordinance. Dalrymple, widely known evangelist. THE British not the Marines have la
ed.
'
prior right to the title and had used
ed at RKO and have the situation v
•

"Hired Wife" Suit Settled
Stipulation settling and

—

—

—

—

—

—

it

Two Woodward Avenue managers

have been fined at the start of the Wiethe Acquires Another

for a film.

"Abe Lincoln"

in

Demand

"Abe Lincoln in
was selected as one
in The Film Daily

Illinois,"

which

of the "10 best"

critics poll, has
been booked solid throughout the
United States and Canada for the
week of Feb. 12, Lincoln's birthday.
Every print will be in use on Feb. 12.

in

— Louis

Alfred Hitchcock's cast for

hand.

Wiethe, owner fore the Fact" includes Cary Grant, J
of The Bon, Bond Hill, has taken Fontaine, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Au
over C. A. MacDonald's house at Lee, Isabel Jeans, Heather Angel, Ni
Gottschall Succeeds Brady
Bruce. Violet Shelton, Stanley Logan
Chicago Dan Brady has retired Ada, O., from the MacDonald estate. Pax Walker.
acquired by
as director of the accounting de- This is the third house
•
•
Cincinnati

drive.

—

partment of the Indiana-Illinois theRobert Gottschall sucater circuit.
ceeds, with Frederick Adams named
Brady joines a Cedar
as assistant.

Wiethe from MacDonald.

A

V. C. to

Give Aluminum Lung

—

THREE-DAY

**

cooking

world

premiere

of

Smith-Prudence Pel
Soecialty,
which was held

newest

Pete

Buffalo
Local Variety Club is Amarillo, Tex., still wasn't long enoi
holding a dance March 16 to raise
Sam Wood on "King's Row"
for eager folk to see the Technicolor oi
funds for the purchase of an alum- reeler.
This news was received bv P
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Selznick Signs Stevenson
inum lung which will be presented to Smith at M-G-M when Armarillo exhibit
Hollywood Sam Wood will direct West Coast Burr,,,,
of THE FILM DAILY the city.
notified the commentator-star that folic
Henry Bellamann's "Kind's Row"
Hollywood David 0. Selznick has
>ng the premiere run so many reque
for Warners.
signed Robert Stevenson to direct Leigh at Syracuse Keith's
to see the Specialty were made, the sh
the Charlotte Bronte classic, "Jane
Syracuse, N. Y. Stockton Leigh, has been booked for an extra week.
Eyre." This will be Stevenson's formerly with Walter Reade, is now
first directorial effort for Selznick.
managing the RKO Schine Keith's POR sentimental reasons, George Mur|
here under Harry Unterfort, city *
Kathleen Colli

Rapids

circuit.

—

—

—

STO

has

Make

Poland
to
West Coast Bureau of THE

written

his

aunt,

manager.
Story
in New Haven. Conn., asking her to ship
FILM DAILY
Richard Cohen, premium and prothe tool kit he used while working asfl
Hollywood
Republic will make "Fantasia" for New Orleans
gram distributor in the New Haven
tool maker with the Ford Motor Compa
New Orleans— The Liberty The- He will use his own tools for his role
territory, is father of a 7 lb., 12 oz. "Cinderella in Washington," an origPic- ater here, Mort Singer B house, may an automobile mechanic in "Tom, Dick
baby boy, Peter Irwin, born at Grace inal story by Joseph Poland.

Rep.

I

—

;

Hospital,

New

York.

ture will star

Mary

Lee.

play "Fantasia."

Harry," at

RKO.

.

uULLS

I-"

t_

The Daily Newspaper

intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

79,

NO.

Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

NEW
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KEPORTJJA BUYINGJOLDWYN'S jNTEREST
3overnmentFilesAnti-TrustSuitAgainst Ascap

i

LCtion

Names

19 Publishers

nd 26 Individuals; Mar. 5
et for Arraignment
Milwaukee
*

— The

filed
;rday
gainst the

Government yes-

criminal

information

American Society of
'[omposers, Authors and Publishers,
aming, in addition to Ascap, its
"
fficers and board members, 19 pubshers of music and 26 individuals
''harged with violation of the SherAction was
*"'ian Anti-Trust Act.
''led in the U. S. District Court here,
Y-

•

(Continued on Page 6)

NO FOREIGN
MARKET CHANGE

SEES

Hutchinson Optimistic Over
South American Outlook
Conditions

where U.

S.

of

Settlement of Goldwyn Suit with United Artists
to Relieve Producer of All Obligations;
Goldwyn, Without Affiliation, Plans Three Pix

Said

Controversy between United Artists and Samuel Goldwyn
has ended amicably, it was reported reliably yesterday. United
Artists has agreed to buy Goldwyn's interest in the corporation
and relieve him of
thus ending

European markets

distribs.

still

operate

remain status quo during 1941 barring new developments
in the war, and world-wide business
is likely to remain on the same plane,

will probably

barring unforeseen developments, in the opinion of Walter J.
Hutchinson, director of foreign dis>CC to File Trust
tribution for 20th-Fox.
Hutchinson
does not expect any relief for the
film companies during the year in
iuil
the matter of currency restrictions
and unfavorable exchange rates,
DAILY
''est Coast Bureau
THE
FILM
of
but he expressed the opinion that
Los Angeles Albert J. Law, gen- U. S.
companies have an opportural counsel for Pacific Coast Con(Continued on Page 6)
erence of Independent Theater Ownrs, announced the preparation of a
uit to be filed in Federal Court Boston Censor to Enforce
gainst Ascap under provisions of
Regulations
iherman Anti-Trust Law and the Old
also

Against Ascap

—

Republic to Hold Four

—

Boston John J. Spencer, chief of
the Boston Licensing Board, has
.aws Against Triple Bills
clamped down heavy on censorship
rules and the new ones
*Are Sought in
States
or rather
enforcement of old ones are to be
M
St. Louis
Legislation against more stringent than ever before.
Spencer ordered local managers
''rinle bills in Missouri and Illinois
•s being prepared by the counsel for planning to show any of 34 pictures
"he Better Films Council of Greater named by him, to notify him in
t.
Louis.
For some months, it is writing not less than four days before the proposed showing. He also
(Continued on Page 8)
provided that, if he so requested,

—

Two

—

—

(Continued on Page 6)

No Complaints Yet
Received by AAA
Fifth day in which the arbitration
system of the film industry has been
in operation passed yesterday without a complaint having been received
by the American Arbitration Association in
New York. If complaints
have been filed in the field, the AAA
as yet has received no notification.
However, application forms known as
"demand for arbitration" have been
given out by all of the tribunals
and initial complaints are expected
to be received before the end of the
week.

who
planning four regional
sales meetings at which will be out-

UA.

lined and co-ordinated the distribution plans for the 1941-42 product,
and the locales tentatively selected
are Los Angeles. Kansas City, At-

reported set-

with

Republic

is

New

York,

it

Goldwyn

up,
is

without an

was

(Continued on Page 8)

Test Cases

Planned

Withdrawal

Cash

of Distrib.
Okayed by Brazil

By ITOA

for Arb'n

The Brazilian Government has
agreed to allow withdrawals by U. S.

ITOA plans to file arbitration
cases covering every type of concurrently
tied
moneys
up troversy, including clearance, overthere as a result of the unsettled tax buying and other types of disputes
dispute, it was learned yesterday. prevalent in the industry.
Cases
Payments resume next week after a will be used as tests for the arbitie-up that has lasted for some time. tration system.
At a meeting of
Foreign department officials here the organization yesterday it was
predicted yesterday that the whole
(Continued on Page 8)
distribs. of

(Continued on Page 6)

By H.

F.

REVES

FILM DAILY Staff

Correspondent

Detroit—Proposals for a new zoning plan for Detroit, which have been
Des Moines, la. A move to re- mulled over along Film Row for
move an old blue law which among some months, are definitely to the
other things prohibits Sunday mov- fore again, now that the bulk of
ies was under w ay in the Iowa legis- seasonal contracts are out of the
lature.
way. Plan was not feasible for 1940The blue law statute was in 41 product, but there is a possibility
the Iowa laws long before the movies that it can be adopted when the new

—

T

(Continued on Page 8)

Under the

a f f i 1 i ation
stated with any dislast night by James R. Grainger, tributing
SAMUEL GOLDWYN
company's president, as he left the company but
home office for the Coast studio he plans to
where he will arrive on Feb. 20, fol- produce three pictures during the
(Continued on Page 5)
lowing stopovers in Cleveland, Indianapolis, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minlanta and

Will Hold Conferences on Proposed Setup
Iowa Blue Law Repeal
in New Measure

sought

to end his exconclusive
tract

Revive Detroit Zoning Plan
Proposed

obligations,

the suit filed
b y Goldwyn

Regional Sales Meets

and New

(Continued on Page 8)

all

(Continued on Page 5)

Fleischer Starts

Second Feature
Miami

— Fleischer studios yesterday

started production on

its

second fea-

ture length cartoon titled "Mr. Bug
Goes to Town." Picture, which will

be
in

in Technicolor, has been a year
preparation and will be released

by Paramount late this year.
of the cartoon

is

said to

Theme

be neither

fantasy nor fable, but an original
based on the fight for life by a com-

munity of insects "45 seconds from
require 700
will
Broadway."
It
artists ten months to complete.

Thursday, February 6, 194
daily

No Mention
Tax

in Pa.

Theater

of

Budget Plan

Child Actor Measure

Hoppered

in

New

York

COmmG

and GOIDG

—

Albany, N. Y.— Harold B. Ehrlich,
Republican of Buffalo, has introduced
Vol. 79. No. 26
Thurs., Feb. 6, 1941
a bill in the Assembly permitting
the employment of children under 16
JOHN W. ALICOATE
years of age in radio broadcasting,
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
the making of motion picture films
General
and other theatrical exhibitions. In
CHESTER B. BAHN
budget message calling for $542.- each particular case permission for
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and 208,727 for the 1941-43 biennium— such employment must be obtained
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
local board of education in
the largest in the history of Penn- from the
by Wid's Films and Film Folk. Inc.
J. \V.
the locality in which the child resides.
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
sylvania.
The State Commissioner of EducaMersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
Entered as
The Governor did not ask for
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
subject to approval by the
tion,
a
post-office at New York, N.
Y., under the enactment of an amusement tax,
Board of Regents, would make genact of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) tax he had frequently indicated he
eral rules to guide boards of educaUnited States outside of Greater New York would not seek.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months.
A one-cent tax on amusements tion in granting such permission.
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Subscriber should
Harrisburg, Pa. The James administration formally recommended
10 Cents
the re-enactment of the so-called
taxes in a series of
Publisher "emergency"
bills introduced in the house this
Manager week by Rep. Edwin Winner after
Editor Gov. Arthur H. James delivered his

::::::
:

Address

remit with order.

New

N.

York,

1501

BRyant

Phone

Y.

communications
Broadwav,

all

THE FILM DAILY,

to

New

Filmday,

York.

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

Wilk,

Ralph
Granite

9-7117,

Cable address:

9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.

Hollywood

6425

Calif.—

LONDON— Ernest

6607.

Phone

Blvd.,

W.

Fred-

man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
\V.

I.

PARIS— P.

Marsoulan

St.,

Rue

A. Harle. Le Film, 29

CITY— Marco-

MEXICO

(12).

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Calle del

Sindi-

anions' the original emergency
of the previous administration, but the levy expired some time
ago and was never renewed with the
other "emergency" taxes.
The levies include taxes on cigarettes, gasoline, personal property,
corporate net income, gross receipts
on utilities, corporate loans, bank
shares and liquor.

was

taxes

WB

Midwest District
Leads in Sears Drive

Exhibitor

Group

Formed

FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, Feb. 5)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

Low

Close

5%

534

534

23%

23%

—

Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2 %)
Columbia Picts. pfd. 233/8

Con.
Con.

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind. pfd

East.

Kodak

do pfd
Gen. Th.

129
172

128

129

171

171

1334

Loew's, Inc
pfd

33

32V4

1334
33

Paramount

1

Vs

10%

1 1

1st pfd

97V2

96V2

2nd pfd

10'/2

10'4

97V2
10V2

8V2

83/8

8l/2

3V4
6'4

314

314

do

Para.
Para.

Pathe

Film

RKO

1

Vs

20th Century-Fox
61/4
6V8
20th Century-Fox pfd
142'/2 142i/2 142'/2
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
3'/8
3'/a
3
do pfd
.

.

+

Vs

+ Vs
—
+ 7/
+
+ %
+ iy
+
+ Vs
+ 14
23,4

133,4

Eq

8

1

2

3

/s

—
+

iy2
Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith

B.

ref.

F.

6s46

Loew's deb. 3V,s46 10434 10434 10434
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3l4s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 96
96
96

+

3^

+

Vl

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

134

9

Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts

N.

Y.

13£
134
874
8%
15-16 15-16 15-16
6'/8
6'/8
6Vs

+

Vs

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 66
603/4
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

Ray Meurer

Asked
69

Both are

as executive

local attorneys.

Organization now includes most first
and second-run houses.
Objective is to present a common
front for the industry on matters of
industry-wide importance locally, and
the organization is pledged not to
consider the problems of any individual theater or circuit, according
Typical activities
to a spokesman.
will include representation before
the City Council and before various
departments, such as the Board of
Health, on regulatory problems.

Ethel Barrymore Honored
On 40th Stage Anniversary
Members

of her supporting

—John

Ezell has resigned
here. W. M.

manager

Richardson, currently New Orleans
manager, will succeed him. Richardson's successor has not been named.

The following subjects
the final nominations for the M.
P. Academv short subject awards
with one subject to be picked in each
°roun for honors: One-reelers, "LonHollywood

don Can Take It." Warners: "Move
About Nostradamus." M-G-M:
Wink," M-G-M:
"Quicker
'n
a
"Sieee ." Pathe. Two-reelers, "Eves
of the Navv." M-G-M: "Service With
the Colors." Winers; "Teddv. the
Pmiffh Rider." Warners.
Cartoons.
"MilW Wav." M-G-M: "Pns= Gets
*v.o Boot." M-G-M: "A Wild Hare,"

Wmners.

Loew Theaters Start
p.m. Feature Shows

goers who attended 31 of thp Loew
rheatprs in the Met. area will find
+he change in the method of pre^"tine th" nroprams which Loew's
believe "will make moviejroing eas-

is

NBC

Later

at the
studios the
celebration was continued in a coastto-coast broadcast in which such

—

producer

accompan

CEORGE BURNS and CRACIE ALLEN

NORMAN

ELSON,

ance,

on

are

Waldorf.

the

leaves today
business.

O.
rived

HENRY

\*

BRIGGS, president of PRC, has

on the Coast.

BEN BERNIE
from

sales manager for Film I
for Boston and the MI,*,

New York

returns to

w

this

Coast.

the

ALLAN JONES
field,

arrives here today from Spri
Mass., where he gave a concert last nig

ROBERT YOUNG and
OSA MASSEN,
Coast
man's

wife

his

leave

to

Coast.

for the

this

week

Swedish
for

a

actress,

role

in

to

flies

Metro's

"A

Face."

9

Detroit— Suit of Midwest Theat
against Co-Operative Theaters
Michigan, has been postponed agx
in Federal Court, this time to Mai
4, when it is expected to be definite!
resumed. Some additional testimc
for the plaintiff is still to be presenl
before the defendant's evidence
introduced. Pressure of court bu
ness caused the postponement.

Score of Cities Bid
THE FILM DAILY For "John Doe" Premiere

nicht.

"The Corn

—

Atlanta

—

of

<ire

com-

stage and screen notables as Helen
Hayes, Arthur Hopkins, Louis B.
Grierson Will Retain Post
Maver, Herman Shumlin and AlexMontreal Hon. J. A. MacKinnon, ander Woollcott (from Ford's TheMinister of Trade and Commerce, ater in Baltimore) and John and
announced yesterday that John Grier- Lionel Barrymore in Hollywood parson, Film Commissioner of the Na- ticipated.
tional Film Board, will continue in
Grierson had announced Monte Banks for 'Blood and Sand'
that post.
his resignation.
Went Coast Bureau of TIIF. FILM DAILY

as Universal

West Coast Bureau

31

in

63

John Ezell Quits "U" Post

Final Nominations for
Short Subjects Awards

Green," with
other players honored Ethel Barrymore on her 40th anniversary on the
staee at the National Theater last

pany

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

dent and
secretary.

associate

At the end of the fifth week of
RUBINOFF arrives in Seattle today for
Warner Bros.' "Twentieth Year For first of four concerts in the state of Washing)
Sears" sales drive. Rud Lohrenz and
his Mid-West district took over the Co-operative-Midwest
lead from Henry Herbel and his
West Coast district, which had held Trial Set for March 4

the lead for three weeks.
Six districts and 31 branches ai'e
participating in the drive, which is
in Detroit
Is
nation-wide, in honor of Grad Sears,
?;eneral sales manager for Warner
Detroit
Leading Detroit exhibi- Bros.
tors and circuit executives are formThe drive will end April 19, "-hen
ing a new exhibitor group, to be the winners will share prizes toknown as Theater Owners, Inc., with taling $20,000.
Net William Henry Gallagher as presi-

New

WILLIAM PERLBERC,

20th-Fox, and JACK BENNY, who
him, have returned to the Coast.

A score of key cities are on
approved list of bidders for_
world premiere of the Capra-Risl
Defin
picture, "Meet John Doe."

1
1

announcement

of

the

city

chos

and the national release date
pected

from

Warner

Bros,

is

<

n<

week.

Foster Off to Cuba
Harry Foster will leave tomorr<
with a camera crew for Florida a
Cuba where he will direct the sho<
ing of enough material to make
a series of four one-reelers for i
Columbia Picturi
in
the
lease
"World of Sport" series. They vi

be gone about two months.

Toni°M's the nio-M when movie-

-

ier."

Tn these theaters, the main feature will start everv nicht. beffinninf tonicht. at about 9 o'clock, to
be followed bv the associate feature. Thi^ is a chance from the traditional time of starting the main
feature around 10:30 p.m.

Hollywood Monte Banks has been Tack Hively Comina to New York
signed by 20th Century-Fox to play Wert C,m_<l Rurra" of TIIF. FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Jack Hivcly, RKO dia comedv role in "Blood and Sand."
This will be Banks' first acting as- rector, left here yesterday for New
signment since 1928. although he has York to confer with Herbert and
been producing: and directing pictures Dorothy Fields on an original story
since that time.
of theirs which he will direct.

From

THE FILM
DAILY to
Louis Nizer
Joseph P. Keni
Charles S. Goc
Ben Lyon
Ramon Navarr
Marion Orth
Wm. Cary Duncan
Lupe Velez
Ronald Reagan
Jack Luden
William M. Pizor
Russell Gleaso
Edwars Plamondon

Da mon
D
A

Runyon's

I

L
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Copyright,

1941,

King Features Syndicate,
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If they give us cash

do the

U

With the Wind"

R

told in the best

F
E
B

R

U

Distributed by International

News

Service,

rest,

customers g^liuine^elitertainraent, we will
the years tcvcome. That is all "Gone

now and through

T

D
A
Y

Inc.

In a middling-sized city the other day at two mo
theatres showing "Gone With the Wind" at popularprices
they had ropes up keeping the crowds in line. We^are
that the same situation exists wherever they/are
on the picture for its second run and this^we
be a fine object lesson to the movie makersxhb occasionally become pessimistic over the future of>tne cinema.

is

—entertainment.

IJxts just

an enthralling story

manner of the screen. It has already hung up a
new record for money grossed ana this in a time when the world
market is not what it used tp/be and before it is finally laid away
on the shelf it will probablyplay to more cash customers and consequently more money than any half dozen pictures in the history 0/
the industry combi:

"Gone Withthe" Wind" is now an oldie as the age of pictures/go.
has played/all the big first run cities at advanced prices, and to
jammed houses. You would have thought it must have absorbed all.
the trade possible to one picture, because even the cash custome:
who are usually content to wait until an offering gets down to the
lower levels at the box office stretched a financial point to see it
But here it is doing a land office business all over again, ana we

It

suspect that

some

of this business is repeat stuff.

"GWTW"

THAT

before are
IS, many cash customers who saw
again, which is a further tribute to its entertainment value,
especially when it is playing against numerous new pictures.
personally welcome the return of the/picture because we know it
will prove an antidote to a severe attack of screen poisoning that we
sustained recently. One of those ,sad message pictures that come
out of Hollywood in cycles leaped out on us in a theatre not long
ago and bit us. The result was a spell of deep depression and
complete lassitude toward all suggestions of theatre going.
victim of screen poisoning, which is a malady peculiar only
to cash customers, can scarcely abide the thought of seeing another
picture for awhile. It produces dark thoughts of vengeance against
the makers of the picture. Sometimes a victim has been known to
sit brooding for hours at a stretch wondering where he might find
the producer and the director and the authors and even the performers and give them what-for.
seeing

it

We

1

9

4
1
*
i
*

A

THE CONDITION

is

usually only temporary, as in our case,

and can be promptly cured by something like "GWTW." We have
already seen it three times, which is quite a job of seeing if you
That is not a record with us,
recall the Inegth of the picture.
however. We think we have seen "Birth of a Nation," counting
revivals and all- at least half a dozen times and we gave the Disney
short, "Three Little Pigs," our business on no less than ten different
occasions.

"GWTW"

It might be argued that
is a sort of freak in the
picture business the like of which will never be seen again and that
it cannot be used as a yardstick on pictures generally.
do
not think this is true.
think that any picture with the
think
same entertainment value would do the same business.
this picture is definite proof that the movie makers have just
scratched the box office possibilities of their game. When they
stick to entertainment and entertainment only they are sure to be
rewarded. The old gag still holds true "There is nothing wrong
with the pictures that a few good pictures will not cure."

We

We

We

—

BUT THERE REMAINS among

the picture makers and espethink, the directors, that same curious misapprehension as
to what constitutes entertainment value that has prevailed since the
inception of the industry.
find it in the gloomy message cycles
that produce the screen poisoning among the cash customers and in
the arty efforts which win the encomiums of the critics but which

cially,

we

We

are not entertainment within the purview of the cash customers.
"GWTW" should be run at least once a week in Hollywood for
years to come and all directors required to be present at every
showing, with some representative of us cash customers announcing
to them at intervals: "See, boys, that is what we mean."

•%***

it

SOARING!
Show

Truly the Miracle of

Business!

"GWTW"

Day

after

day the

i
ii

becomes more
second round is

fact

popular prices on its
doing business that would be phenomenal for any other picture's roadshowing!
Let the experience of its extended runs guide you in your own booking!
As we go to press (more later!):
clearly established that

at

HELD OVER 3 WEEKS!
Boston

St.

•

Hartford

•

Louis

Buffalo

•

New Haven

Washington, D. C.

•

Bridgeport

•

Cleveland

•

Pittsburgh

•

Worcester

Oklahoma

•

City

New York.

•

HELD OVER 2 WEEKS!
Baltimore
Syracuse

•

•

New

Orleans

Richmond

Cincinnati

3 rd BIG

WEEK
POPULAR

•

•

•

Kansas City

Nashville

Philadelphia

•

•

Rochester

•

Springfield

•

Tulsa

•

•
Toledo • Columbus • Atlanta • Memphis
Reading • Wilmington • Canton • Evansville • Harrisburg
Indianapolis • ELEVEN DAYS: Boston »Waterbury, etc., etc.

•

Akron • Providence • Dayton

•

CAPITOL, N.Y.
SENSATIONAL!
Imagine!
of
at

The

"GWTW"
popular

27,910
first

first

12 days

at the Capitol

prices

attracted

more people than the

12 days of

its

of 11 weeks here

Houston

Norfolk

•

SETTING FOR

A DIAMOND!
A tip-off to those spots which
play less than a week:

you have
it

a

"When

diamond, give

the proper setting." Play

record run

"GWTW" on preferred time.

last year!

Clear the decks for extra days!

itl

iw
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UA Buying

To Revive

it

ioldwyn's Interest

Its

Zoning Plan
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

five-unit contracts

1)

urrent season. They are "The Lit^Foxes," the stage hit which he
^chased last year; "Blonde Dynanite," starring Gary Cooper, and
m untitled comedy starring Bob
lope. Distribution arrangements are
xpected to be completed during the
iroduction of the first picture.
Settlement of the case ends a
eries of events that started Dec. 18,
939, when the late Max Steuer, atorney for Goldwyn, announced that
client was terminating his disribution contract with UA. Goldwyn
harged violation of agreements _ in
lermitting other producers to enjoy
:ertain concessions when he filed his
On
iriginal suit on March 2, 1939.
\.pril 7 of that year, Goldwyn with[rew his suit and re-filed it a few
lays later in the U. S. District Court
n Delaware.
filed
As late as last Monday
inswers to the Goldwyn suit, denylis

UA

ng

all

charges.

Goldwyn owned a

UA

in the
his interest,
foing to the
est

hased

by

one-fifth inter-

corporation.

Whether

which is reported to be
company, will be puran individual was not

•

•

BILL Scully, Universal's vice-prexy and general sales manwon't have any Florida tan to sport at the company's Chicago

which opens Saturday

sales conclave

because he's been burning the midnight
world premiere

of

New Haven—Few

bills of interest
exhibitors as a group have ap)eared in the state legislature thus
There is a bill before the
'ar.
House providing for creation of a
]ommission to regulate and control
Bingo in the state, and another beore the Senate providing permission to operate Bingo games after
o'clock on Sundays, upon applica!

tion.

Although Bingo is competition to
heaters, many have expressed the
>pinion that it is not as keen as it
vas when exhibs. gathered to fight
iiscrimination in favor of playing
)f the game by fraternal and religous organizations, during the last
egislative session. A tax bill, which
exhibitors feared, has not been filed.
bill providing fine or imprisonnent and payment to the aggrieved
jarty of damages, for color or race
\.

iiscrimination in public places, in;luding theaters and motion picture
louses,

has been

filed.

T
•

•

•

THERE'S

—

irt

he

director, has been advanced to
post of associate producer by

iarry Sherman.

Aiding Greeks

—

Chicago
The employes of the
Monogram Exchange are giving five
per cent of their weekly salaries to
the Greek relief fund.

office

The "U" boys
are Matty

pow-wow
Bill

on details

to attend the two-ply

Miami Beach

A. McCarthy and

J.

Heineman

T

a tradition in intercollegiate football

any Princeton team is quick to capitalize an opportunity
It must be the Tiger in 'em
The M-G-M "team" in our
movie game is equally as quick
It must be the Lion in 'em
......At any rate, this corner suggested a few days ago that
Metro's Honor Roll Buttons be awarded to some o' the gents
over at Radio City Music Hall
in recognition of the invaluable services rendered in nationally spotlighting "The Philadelphia Story"
by virtue of the picture having played for six
solid weeks at the world's foremost pic house
which is the
that

biggest promotional feather-in-the-cap the picture could get

T
•

•

WELL,

T

yes'day

Sir,

we

and bestowed

Exploitation Chief

Bill

T
learned that

M-G-M

accepted

the Honor Roll Buttons

Ferguson

on the Messrs.

W.

G.

through

Van Schmus,

Gus Eyssell and Fred Lynch
It was an unprecedented step because
it
was the first time Metro has ever awarded an Honor Roll Button
without a complete campaign in writing having been submitted
which

will

continue

to

be the rule

Too,

it

is

the

initial

instance of more than one button being bestowed for
at

—but

a given theater

new and

the

a given picture
are famous for doing

then the Leo-ites

unprecedented

V

Y

T

• ANOTHER neat award has just been annexed by
Charles Smakwitz
in the
of the Strand, Albany, N. Y
nation-wide contest for the outstanding exploitation campaign
instituted in a theater for Hal Roach's "One Million B. C."
The prize is a new Buick automobile
Charley's campaign
was selected as best 'mong mor'n a hundred.
# Albert Lewin,
co-producer with David L. Loew of UA's "So Ends Our Night,"
delivered a lecture on Problems and Technique of Modern Mo-

•

•

.

.

Yale University Drama School yes'day
... • Jimmy (RKO Radio) Boyle, who is currently assisting
on the Buffalo campaign for "Mr. and Mrs. Smith"
hatches
a practical, paying and patriotic suggestion
that, with numerous features and shorts with real American themes now
available, exhibs. can handsomely aid
in the celebration of
National Defense Week
from Lincoln's Birthday to Washington's Birthday.
• Out in Cincinnati, Stanley Jacques,
exchange manager for RKO and Columbia, and Art Frudenfeld,
general manager of RKO Theaters there, headed rival teams on
the Sports Quiz program inaugurated at the Paramount Theater
by Dick Bray, sports radio announcer, and Jacques' team carried
tion

Pictures

at

the

.

Rachmil Associate Producer
Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Lew Rachmil, former

in

home

the

away

couldn't get

"Back Street"

John Joseph. F.

Fox,

;o

!

at the Blackstone Hotel

oil at

who'll sprint from Florida today for the Chi.

the suggestion

rew Theater Bills Filed
(n Conn. Legislature

and

anent the convention

•

earned.

•

ager

home

.

• Tom Killeen,

manager of the
Comerford Theaters, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., is almost the image of
Joseph P. Kennedy, and when Tom is seen with Postmaster General Frank C. Walker, former general manager of the Comerford
interests, folk are sure it's Mister Kennedy ...
9 By the by,
the jackpot.

.

.

district

—

our aforementioned Postmaster General has accepted the general
chairmanship of the Lackawanna County Chapter of the British

War

Relief Society, and also

Community Chest

was named

trustee of the Scranton

come

1)

into being.

Basically, plan calls for dividing
the city into East and West Side
zones, with all theaters from secondruns on, dividing product in such a
manner that a picture available for
a certain run would play all houses
of that run on the East Side one week
and all houses of the same run on the
West side during the next week.
At the same time, a film of balanced
quality would be released to the
same West run the first week, and to
the East side the next week. Similar alternate release would be followed right down the line according
to changes of subsequent runs.

Plan has received marked interest
wherever it has been discussed, with
practically no unfavorable comment
It would, of course, require
general agreement of all exhibitors
to be effective.
The idea is being definitely revived
here, with conferences on the
agenda for Co-operative Theaters of
Michigan and United Detroit Theaters, which would be the largest
groups affected, with Frank J. Downey, M-G-M manager, who is concerned with introducing the plan for
Metro product.

voiced.

WB

Adds Novel Ending
To "Strawberry Blonde"

Following sneak previews on both
East and West Coasts, Warner Bros,
has decided to tack on a novel finale
to "Strawberry Blonde," co-starring
James Cagney and Olivia de Havilland.
The new ending is a combination exit march and community
sing, marking the first time this has
been attempted with a feature picture attraction.

The

film follows

"Honeymoon

for

Three" at the New York Strand with
National release on Feb. 22.

Goldman Seeks

Patent Surrender
Goldman filed suit yesterday in N. Y. Supreme Court for a
mandatory order to direct Harry Gordon and Samuel K. Lackoff to surrender a patent on an improved moRussell

Suit claims
that defendants worked on the machine in the employ of the plaintiff
under agreement that the results
tion picture projector.

would be assigned to him.

It
St.

Was George!

Louis

ater

were

ing

of

— Patrons

woman

"Santa Fe
shouted,

George

Hoffman."

Mrs.

at the Fox

startled during the

Francis

Theshow-

Trail" when a
"Why,
there's
The exclaimer,

Curley,

had

spotted

one of her former pupils at the Lindell

Theatrical School on the screen.

George Hoffman all right
was billed in the cast as
George Hayward.
It

but

was
he

Thursday, February

6,

1

DAILY

Gov't Files Trust

Dallas Variety Clab to Donate Optical
Equipment for Under-Privileged Children

Astap

Suit Against

Dallas

— At

a

special

directors and the entire

(Continued from Page

set

2 p.m.

the

Clinic

assis-

the specific charges against
the defendants: conspiracy illegally
to control the most desirable copy-

discrimi-

against the users of copyrighted music and authors and composers not members of Ascap; conspiracy to restrain Ascap authors
nation

and composers from exercising the
them by the copyright
act; to restrict music from public
performance by its licensees in or-

rights given

der to exact additional fees; to
restrain composers in their right to
bargain for the sale of their own
music; to engage in illegal price
fixing; to require radio stations to
pay a percentage of their revenue

from programs

which no music

in

played; to require all commercial users of music to refrain from
playing any Ascap music unless
they procure a license to use all
Ascap music; and to restrict from
is

enjoyment, through commerperformances, much of Amermost beautiful copyrighted

public
cial
ica's

music.

Defendants Are Listed
The defendants named in the action are: The American Society of

Authors and Publishand directors, including Gene Buck, president; Louis
Composers,

ers;

officers

its

Bernstein, vice-president; Otto A.
Harbach, vice-pi'esident; George W.
Meyer, secretary; Gustav Schirmer,
treasurer; J. J. Bregman, assistant
secretary, and Irving Caesar, assistant treasurer.
The following directors of Ascap:
Max Dreyfus, George Fischer, Walter Fischer, Raymond Hubbell, Je-

rome Kern, Edgar Leslie, Jack Mills,
Starr, John O'Connor, J.
J. Robbins, Oley Speaks, Fred E.
Ahlert, Saul Bornstein, Deems Taylor,
Will von Tilzer, John Mercer
and Oscar Hammerstein II; E. C.
Mills, chairman of the administrative committee, and John G. Paine,
general manager.

Herman

Named

Corporations

The following corporations which
have divers officers and agents and
representatives on the board of directors of Ascap: Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc.; Irving Berlin, Inc.;

Bregman, Vocco
pell

&

&

Conn,

Co., Inc.; T. B.

pany;
Fischer,

J.

Fischer
Inc.;

Words & Music,

&

Mills
Inc.;

Inc.;

Chap-

Harms ComBros.;
Bros.,

Carl
Inc.;

Robbins Mu-

Corporation; Leo Feist, Inc.;
Miller Music, Inc.; G. Schirmer, Inc.;
sic

Dallas,

according

to

Paul

Short,

chief

17.

slit

Boston Censor

Old and

purpose of
eliminating competition and monop- the
the

illegal

in

board of

microscope
of which

all

named

among

olizing the supply;

under-privileged children

the

assume the financial
the Freeman Memorial

This equipment costing more than $1,000 includes a corneal
lamp, binocular ophthalscope, corneal loops and a tonometer,
are used in the treatment of defective eyesight.

and

Victor 0. Waters, special
tant to the Attorney General,

for

barker of Tent No.

defendants' arraignment.

music for

of Texas,

New

Enforce
Regulations
to

(Continued from Page

Withdrawal of Distrib.
Cash Okayed by Brazil
(Continued from Page

1)

manager must arrange for a
private showing.
The motion picture house most
affected at the moment is the Fine
Arts, a number of whose importations are on the list sent out by
Spencer.
Other houses that will at
once be involved are the Globe, Beacon, Stuart, Gayety, Trans Lux and

In

Foreign Markets

to

responsibility of equipping the Eye Conservation Clinic of

\)

Ryan Duffy who
on March 5 as date for

before Judge F.

righted

meeting of the Variety Club
membership of the club voted

Sees No Changes

1)

situation would be ironed out shortly.
At the same time, it was learned
that the Brazilian Government has
queried distributors as to whether or

(Continued from Page

1)

nity to increase revenues in La
American countries with "suitp*

pictures/0

cited
facts
foreign
ports in
tin-Americ
countries

now

virti

non-ex
ent and

ly

ditional

ing

p]

time

available.

Hutchin
not they have been handling any
was part
Under an agreeBrazilian shorts.
1 a r 1 y
o
ment signed Dec. 30, 1939, distribs. WALTER J. HUTCHINSON
mistic ab
operating in Brazil were required to
acquire for export Brazilian made company business in Latin Amei
shorts in an amount equal to 10 per for the forthcoming year, poin
others.
cent of the short imports they dis- to "That Night In Rio," "Blood 1
Spencer's notice says, "No picture tributed in Brazil.
Sand," "The Mark Of Zorro"
appearing on the appended list may
Clause has never been applied.
"Down Argentine Way" as be
be presented in Boston without the
films which should be big gross
permission of the chief of the licens- Merkel, Lowe for "Double Date" in the territory because of t!
ing division,
or
assistant
chief, West Coast Bureau
Hutchinson
of THE FILM DAILY story backgrounds.
which can be obtained only after
Hollywood Una Merkel and Ed- cently returned to the home o:
certain regulations have been ad- mund Lowe have been added to the after conducting a sales meeting
hered to."
cast of Universal's "Double Date" Porto Rico for the company's s?
Most of the listed pictures are which went before the cameras yes- representatives in the Caribbean a:
foreign-made.
While Twentieth Century-Fox
terday.
not operating in Germany or II
Boston Music Company; Willis Mu- does not belong to Ascap is excluded or territories they occupy, comp
representatives remain both in 1
sic Company; Harms, Inc.; M. Wit- from the market."
lin and Rome as a protective nn
mark & Sons; Remick Music Corure to watch over inventories
poration; Harry von Tilzer Music
of J Negotiations
properties, it was learned.
F,
Publishing Company, and all the To Continue, Says Buck
Leroy is in the Nazi capital
members of Ascap, in addition to
The following statement was is- Bruno Fux is in Rome.
those made defendants, were named
sued last night by Gene Buck, Ascap
Company is also maintaining
as co-conspirators.
president, following filing of the same policy in occupied territoi
G. Schirmer, Inc., and the Boston
Government's anti-trust suit:
with reps, standing by in the cap
Music Company are organized under
"We have just learned with deep cities. In unoccupied France,
the laws of the State of West Virginia, the Willis Music Company, regret of the Government's action company has established its he
under the laws of Ohio, and the re- in filing papers in Milwaukee. The quarters at Marseilles, with anot
mainder under the laws of New American Society of Composers, Au- office operating at Toulouse
thors
and Publishers appreciates
York.
Continental Europtan operati
that the Department of Justice is are being directed from the he
discharging its duty as it sees it in office by Ben Miggins, continer
Thurman W. Arnold Explains this important
step in the enforce- European manager, under Hutcl
Causes of Suit Against Ascap ment of the anti-trust act.
Our son. Company is represented in
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY society has always been willing and penhagen by Harry Frandsen; O
Washington
Commenting upon desirous of making any just and E. Mathiesen; Helsinki, B. Bio
the Government's charges in the reasonable change in its organiza- stad; Budapest, K. Matzner; Br
suit filed yesterday in Milwaukee tion and its method of operation.
sels, G. van Wynaerde, and in A
against Ascap, Thurman W. Arnold,
"We have been in existence for 27 sterdam by Louis Groen.
assistant attorney general, declared years, founded for the purpose of
In Lisbon, only European port tl
that in plain language Ascap is protecting the creators of music is considered "open," the compj
charged with exploiting composers against any infringement of their is represented by S. R. Parier
by preventing them from selling works and hope to continue to do Operations continue in Sweden, i
The society, of course does not to some extent in a number of otl
their music except on terms dic- so.
tated by a self-perpetuating board wish to operate in violation of the European countries, but blockac
That board, he said, law, but be it remembered that restrictions of many varieties i
of directors.
has the power arbitrarily to deter- throughout our long history a great numerous other difficulties prev
mine on what basis various mem- many courts both state and fed- any possibility of normal busine
bers of Ascap shall share in the eral have held that Ascap was As in the case of Sweden, compan
royalties from Ascap compositions. functioning in a lawful manner.
Finnish organization under T
to
"In
addition
discriminating
"The Department of Justice has dahl Jr., remains intact and tl
against composers," Arnold contin- just assured our society that it have
an increasing demand
ued, "Ascap has been using its mo- stands ready to continue negotia- prints, but shipping facilities
nopoly power to charge the users tions for an adjustment of the con- unavailable and the Soviet govei
of music for songs they do not play. troversy just as if no information ment controls the port of Petsar
This is done by compelling the user had been filed in the federal court only port through which delive
to pay a percentage of his gross of Wisconsin.
A more complete could be made. Robert Krier is
receipts on programs where other statement will be made upon the con- company's general continental
music is used or where no music is clusion of a meeting of the society's ropean representative at the prese
used.
By this method anyone who boa I'd tomorrow."
time, operating out of Lisbon

—
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"Secret Evidence"
Marjorie Reynolds, Charles Quigley,

ith

Ward McTaggart

* SHORTS *

63 Mins.

iducers Releasing Corp.

WELL-MOUNTED, FAST-MOVING PIC"What A
_JIS OKAY AS PROGRAM OFFERING. 20th-Fox
newest picture is highlighted
an unusually good performance by Ward

who

rTaggart,

een material.

is

definitely

excellent

Charles Quigley, handsome

capable, also lends class to the offerMarjorie Reynolds furnishes a con»[.
as the girl with
icing characterization
i

••'<

10m
.a:;

both McTaggart and Quigley are

in

Considering his limited budget, Producer
credit for a well-mounted,
rr deserves
t-moving picture. Director William Nigh
much suspense and the picture
s created
Ids interest to the end.

in
all]

Sneeze Will Do"
7 mins.

Not So Funny

Derr's

B.

E.

Little

Oscar the pig has a cold, and is
besieged by well-meaning friends
who give him remedies. Upshot is
that he mixes them all together when
he sneezes again and he goes out like
After a very unpleasant
a light.
dream he comes to and disposes of
the next medicine vendor with a wellIt's not-so-funny.
directed sneeze.
Reel is a Paul Terry production.

20th-Fox

Charles Quigley, newly appointed assistant
4 itrict attorney, falls in love with his secreAm
Marjorie Reynolds, daughter of poor
m rents. On the eve of their engagement,
ard McTaggart, who had been engaged to
arjorie, returns, having just completed a
son term for stealing jewelry.

Marjorie's brother, Howard Masters,
en remotely connected with the offense,

When

arjorie.

this as a club over
Marjorie goes to keep an

s

pointment with McTaggart, Masters folMcTaggart is shot, and Masters is
«.

Ml

ested as his assailant.

y-Fi

Technicolor.

McTaggart holds

d
:iif

art,

Quigley,

arjorie

Marjorie's sweetprosecutes the case, and

to admit that she had
McTaggart.
The case comes

forced

is

ne to see

an abrupt close,

when McTaggart

points

Bob White, a courtroom spectator, as his

r

ailant.

CAST: Marjorie Reynolds, Charles QuigWard McTaggart, Kenneth Harlan, DonCurtis, Howard Masters, Bob White,
tty McHugh, Bud Buster, Charles Phipps,
,

rothy

Vaughan, Boyd Irwin.

CREDITS:

A
si;

Producer, E. B. Derr; Assote Producer, Paul Page; Director, William
gh; Screenplay, Brenda Kline; Story, Edrd Bennett; Cameraman, Arthur Martilli;
Editor, Helene Turner.

DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

od.

Story"

>

Plays

to

High Grosses

'On the heels of the successful road
jr of the Philip Barry stage play,
-G-M's film version of "The Phila-

*

CHANGES WERE PLENTY
DURING

*

1940

KEEP

7 mins.
20th-Fox
Entertaining Cartoon
Filmed in Technicolor, this cartoon
is a lively musical number. A showboat appears on the river and the
Negroes assemble for the entertainment. Several Stephen Foster pieces
are "swung" in approved fashion.
The show on the showboat is good
Reel is a Paul
for some laughs.
Terry production.

UP

WITH THE PARADE

"Training Police Horses"
10 mins.
20th-Fox

*

FILM DAILY YEAR

Interesting Subject
Everybody has seen the policeman
on his horse as he moves through
the city, directs traffic, helps to control crowds and stands ready for any
emergency, but the training of the
fine horses has been little publicized.
Fantan, a four-year-old horse, is seen
being put through his training in this
reel from the time he is acquired by
the Police Department until he has
been thoroughly schooled and assigned to active duty. Paul Douglas
provides the commentary.

Story" played Atlanta and
smphis to outstanding business,
wording to an M-G-M statement, Won't Dismiss LeRoy Suit
the Grand, Atlanta, the film in
Application of Mervyn LeRoy to
first four days played to 187 per dismiss the $25,000 breach of conat of normal business, and at the tract suit of Leonard Goldstein was
.lace, Memphis, did 173 per cent denied yesterday by N. Y. Supreme
a similar period, topping figures Court Justice Aaron J. Levy. Plainboth cities of such large grossers tiff claims that LeRoy persuaded
"Strike Up the Band" and "North- him to drop a suit against Kenny
st Passage."
Baker and then failed to pay a promised settlement.

llphia

ON

"Mississippi Swing"

I

m

SCREEN MARCHES

THE

"The Temperamental Lion"

7 mins.
Fair Cartoon
A lion captured by a big game
hunter gets very indignant about being locked up in a zoo. His complaints get nothing but ridicule from
the other inhabitants, but when he
gets an opportunity he breaks loose
and gets even with the explorer. Reel
had is a Paul Terry production and is in

T

THE INDUSTRY OF

•

dge. Jury View "Confessions"
Federal Judge Matthew T. Abruz- Hellman Joins
and a jury yesterday viewed "ConChicago Morris Hellman, former;sions of a Nazi Spy" in a Warner ly of the Monogram exchange, has
os. projection room at the outset joined United Artists to contact the
the defamation suit of Katherine suburban territory formerly cov>og against Warners.
Plaintiff ered by Ben Isenberg, who has been
iks $75,000 damages, claiming that promoted to manager of the Chicago
i film depicts her in a bad light.
exchange.

—

BOOK

*

1941

EDITION

COVERS EVERYTHING

* MORE

VALUABLE

UA

THAN EVER BEFORE

*

w
Republic to Hold Four

SEEK CURBS ON "FLY -BY -NIGHTS"
Civic Agencies Back New Measure Introduced
in the Indiana General Assembly

Regional Sales Meets
(Continued from Page

1)

neapolis, Seattle, Portland,

and San

Francisco.

he will participate in production conferences
and huddle on the selection of dates
for the proposed quartette of reg-

While at the

studio,

ionals.

fail to comply with cerfrom other sources close to Repub- tain provisions, also provides penalties for violation of the act.
The
lic, plans to leave New York shortly
act does not repeal existing laws and
for the Coast, possibly tomorrow.
is supplemental.
The bill does not
deny sponsors the right to engage in
Laws Against Triple Bills entertainment for the benefit of char-

in

Two

States

(Continued from Page 1)

reported, the Council has unsuccessfully sought the co-operation of loexhibitors in eliminating the
cal

three-feature programs.
Final decision to fight for legislation was reached on the basis that
any financial advantage that might
bo enjoyed by exhibitors resorting to
triple bills was outweighed by the
injury to the eyesight, nervous system and general physical condition
of children and young persons who
attend them.
The full strength of several thou-

sand women is expected to be thrown
behind the bills after they are introduced in Missouri's capital, Jef-

such as organized church or fraternal organizations, but does deny
ity

Marking a high point in newspaper-theater co-ooeration. the Harrisburg (Pa.) Telecranh and the
Evening News went "all out" in
helping to publicize the premiere of
"Land of Liberty." industrv-sponsored film bein°- released by M-G-M
at the Senate, bv publishing special
British War Relief editions and devotincr the entire front page to the
premiere of the film.
All leadincr organizations in the
citv participated in the premiere activities
and Mayor MiHik^n issued

manager, and Jimmy Ashexploiteer. were instrumental in arranging for the ediAdd to "Highway West" Cast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY tions, said to be unparalleled in HarHollywood Warner Bros, has add- risburg's history.
ed Brenda Marshall (to play opposite
William Lundigan), Olympe Bradna "Come Live With Me" Big Grosser
and Willie West to the cast of "High"Come Live With Me" in its first
way West," formerly titled "Highfive key city openings in Spokane,
way 99."
Portland. Detroit and in Los Ane-eles, where it is playine day-andJoin Gregory Associates
date at the State and Chinese, is
James N. Slee and V. M. Ayles- playing to well above average busiworth have resigned from Springer ness everywhere Metro states. PerPictures, Inc., to join Francis Greg- centages range up to 166 per cent of
ory & Associates in the production normal at the United Artists, Portof commercial motion pictures.
land.
Senate

craft,

M-G-M

—

-

Deanna Durbin

at V. C.
Dallas
Deanna Durbin will be
honor guest at the first annual
Variety Club Ladies Day luncheon in
the Grand Ballroom of the Adolphus
Hotel, Monday.

—

to File Trust

Suit Against

Ascap

Public functions are

exempted.
Section 9 of the act provides that

any persons who or which shall make
any false material statement or conceal a material fact in any affidavit,
or fail to file the bond, required in
Section 4 of the act to be filed with
the secretary of state, shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof, be fined not less than
$25 and not more than $10,000 for
^Rch such offense, or be imprisoned
for any period not exceeding six
'"onths, or both, in the discretion of
the court. Each such violation shall
constitute a separate offense.
The bill has the approval of the
Better Business Bureau; the Indiana
Chamber of Commerce; the local
Chamber of Commerce, and other

1)

Although Law reful
to disclose details of the complal
two courses of action are possij
under the Sherman and Clayton la
namely, asking for an injunctiol
restrain Ascap from seeking furt
payments from exhibitors or su|
for treble damages.
Law stated that the suit would
Clayton Act.

I

for the benefit of independ]
exhibitors on the Pacific Coast wi|
in the jurisdiction of PCCITO.
filed

Test Cases Are Planned
for Arbitration

By ITOA

(Continued from Page 1)
said that there were enough caj
available to give the arbitration
a fair trial and each would be si
mitted to the local tribunals as s<]
as they could be prepared.

Discussing the consent decree
a whole, ITOA members expresj
the hope that the decree provisia
would be workable and that the itire new system of selling would!"
Fort Dix, N. J.— The first of this satisfactory.
army post's major movie theaters
i

Special Editions Issued
For "Land of Liberty"

—

quired six stitches.

with the law.

the promoter the right to engage in
these services unless he complies civic institutions.

City, and Springfield, capiIt is reported that
of Illinois.
the women are determined to car- a proclamation urging all citizens to
ry this fight to a successful con- see the picture.
clusion.
Tn addition to banner headlines
and stories about the film, both paHoward Recovering
pers carried program credits on page
The papers carried no price
Detroit
John Howard, Paramount one.
branch manager, and chief barker tag, but readers were asked to pay
of Variety Club, is recovering from as much as thev wanted to for the
a severe cut that just missed his left special edition. Net proceeds of the
eye, when a hockey puck struck him, performance were donated to British
while watching a game. His cut re- war relief agencies. Robert Sidman,
fei-pon

tal

PCC

(Continued from Page

—

Indianapolis House Bill 114 has
been introduced in the Indiana General Assembly to curb "fly-by-night"
operators and promoters.
The bill requires registration in
the form of an affidavit and the providing for the necessary assurance
that debts and taxes and damages
will be paid.
It also requires that
the real estate to be used be registered, and authorizes the courts to
restrain or enjoin illegitimate enter-

Grainger expressed high optimism
regardaing Republic's forthcominglineup which he characterized as easily the most ambitious ever contemplated by the organization.
Herbert J. Yates, it was learned prises which

Are Sought

Thursday, February 6, la
DAILY

Abrose, Byrne In Denver
Denver J. S. Abrose, newly ap" inted districl manager for United
Artists, and John P. Byrne, in a
similar post for Metro, have made
Drnver their headquarters.

—

Dix Theater
Opens; Another Shortly

First Fort

opened this week, with fanfare
Few of
reminiscent of Hollywood.
the structure's 1,038 seats were vacant at each of the two shows' opening night.

The house will be known as War
Its
Department Theater No. 1.
opening marks abandonment of the
huge tent which since the beginning
of training in September housed

much

of the picture entertainment
for the 44th Division.

War Department

Theater No. 2,
be located here, will open
two weeks.
Both theaters are

also
in

to

Iowa Blue Law Repeal
in New Measi

Proposed

(Continued from Page 1)

arrived and prohibits any busin
transaction or labor on Sunday
carries a fine of one to five doll
State representative William
turn of Logan, la., introduced
bill
which would repeal the
It would leave each city or to
the state the power to enact
blue laws desired.
1

Susanna Foster
Utah Guard

P. A.

Benefit
air-conditioned and easily accessible At
Admission
to the post's personnel.
for soldiers will be 20 cents, and for
Salt Lake City— The closing of
civilians, a quarter, in both houses. schools in Salt Lake City yesten
Books of 10 tickets will be avail- was but one of many indications
able to the soldiers, at $1.40 a book. the enthusiasm with which this tc
The boys are getting a better received the visit of 16-year-old
break than in neighborhood houses, sanna Foster in connection
at least in the matter of variety. "The Hard-Boiled Canary," her
Al
with
musical
Programs are changed every night, Paramount
and a couple of nights a week stage Jones.
Susanna's visit began Tuesi
shows are thrown in.
with an ovation at the railway s
In addition to the two large thetion, reached its climax last ni
aters, it is expected that in the
benefit performance for the I
Spring there will be 13 smaller at a
tional Guard at the Mormon Tab
houses in operation for use in reginacle.

The young Paramount

sinj[

mental and company activities. They
and her companion, 14-year-old Dc
be under jurisdiction of LieuLoehr, also of "The Hard-Boiled Ci
tenant Robert E. Montieth, post theary," were accompanied by the Br
ater officer.
ham Young University Orchestra

will

85 pieces.
The entire proceeds
the performance went to the Gua
Film Center Leases
which is celebrating its 100th
Alexander Film Co. has leased adniversary.
ditional film-vault space and the
Postal

Telegraph-Cable Co. leased
strre on the 45th Street side of the
Film Center Building.
Renewal
leases were also made with Star

Form Tele Company

—

Chicago J. V. Hoagland, J. W(|
and J. Williams have organized
Safety Film, Inc.; Joe Hornstein, Illinois Television Company wi
Inc., and Robert Lefkof.
offices at 1572 Milwaukee Avenue.
|

Ifi

1
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The Daily Newspaper

ntimate in Character
nternational in Scope
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Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

^DAILY
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3

NO.

79,

NEW

27

YORK, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

FEATURES RELEASED IN

,81

lernhard Sees Peril In
arns Industry
How Public To
r

s

rotii

*4

Quality's

Mustn't
View Price

H. MORRIS
Staff Writer

Financial structure of the indusis being placed in jeopardy as
result of outlets arbitrarily raisand lowering' b.o. scales, and,
f
this practice continues, the public
1
be led to regard price as the
rdstick of feature films' merits,
;eph Bernhard, general manager
Warner Bros. Theaters, told

S^JN 1940
Juggling Admish Scales
U.

Majors Offered 363 Last

Northwest Allied to Sound Out Exhib. Units
On Consent Decree; Preparing Legislation

It

Trademark

By GEORGE
FILM DAILY

r:

TEN CENTS

1941

7,

Year; Indies 318; Total
Less Than in 1939

—

Minneapolis
Harold Field, chairman of the legislative committee of Allied
Theater Owners of the Northwest, has left for a tour of the South to sound out
other exhibitor organizations on the New York consent decree.
Field's committee is drafting legislation for presentation to the Minnesota
Legislature which would set aside the decree in this state and permit exhibs. to
purchase full season blocks of pictures rather than blocks of five.
Northwest Allied also plans to ask legislatures of adjoining states to pass

!

Dp

luncheon meeting yesterday
the Hotel Edison's Sun Room, at
ich he was the guest speaker.

similar bills.

rr

Stays "All Quiet"

mfirm Settlement

t

tion

AAA

—

Demands
Fee

Resumes

—

picture plants which lasted
nearly 10 weeks because of dif-

ive

lei

Biggest Program

What promises to be Universal's
While hundreds of demands for
arbitration have been distributed by most ambitious program will be anthe arbitration tribunals throughout
nounced over the week-end to the
the country, no complaints had been
c o m p a n y's
received by the American Arbitra-

Association late yesterday.
Executives of the
regard the
r
silence on the part of exhibitors in
filing complaints as the "lull before
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Approximately 150
storm."
lollywood Reported
settlement the
filed
the United Artists-Samuel Gold- cases had been expected to be
(Continued on Page 8)
n differences published in yesterFilm Daily were confirmed
/'s
Proskauer
e last night when representatives Suit
Goidwyn issued the following Return
to Loew's
tement
'Negotiations today have been
Suit to compel Joseph M. Pros{Continued on Page 8)
kauer to repay to Loew's, Inc., an
alleged fee of $100,000 was filed in
ex. Production
the New York Supreme Court yesterday by Ruth L. Kirby, minority
ter Labor Controversy
stockholder
Loew's,
of
against
Proskauer,
Nicholas
M.
Mexico City (By Air Mail)
After Loew's,
Schenck, J. Robert Rubin, Al Lichtlalt of all production activities in

etween UA Goidwyn

I

Its

that film theaters current(Continued on Page 5)

Is

Announce

Set to

lpa's

Siting

1

U"

Arbitration Front

(Continued on Page 8)

district

and

branch

man-

agers

at a

conferthe
Black stone
Hotel in Chi-

ca g

special

Hayes and Robert Sher,
assistant attorneys general,

Washington.
Hayes and

features
63
plus a strong
of
short subjects are expected to be
announced at

Of
W.

Named V-P

roster

vice-president and
Corp., has been
elected a vice-president of RKO RaMerrill,

J.

treasurer

of

RKO

Hits
NATE

BLUMBERG

J.

New

dio Pictures

Merrill

by the board of directors.
has been with RKO for the

has held executive
positions with the Royal Baking Powlast

five

years,

der Co., Great Island Holding Corp.,
and W.
J. Sloane.

&

I

—

Atlantic City Herbert L. Copeland, general manager of the Warner
Bros, local and Pleasantville chain
of theaters for the past eight years,
Wednesday resigned his post and
will leave immediately for Miami,
(Continued on Page 8)

in

High Record

West Coast Bureau

of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
After several weeks
the three-day sessions.
of peak production, Warner Bros, is
Higher production budgets and a currently farther ahead on its prolarge

number

of

"A"

pictures

(Continued on Page 8)

are

(Continued on Page 6)

FPC

Minn. Proposes Ousting of Music Combines
Copeland, Warner Theater
Exec to Head Own Houses

active

Warner Production Pace

BMI and Ascap

RKO Radio Pix

were

Sher

(Continued on Page 5)

Staff to Buy
War Certificates

Montreal

Merrill

J.

are reported to be resigning in order to enter private law practice in

Be-

tween 58 and

(Continued on Page 6)

Bill Hits

Report Hayes, Sher

James

in

o.

(Continued on Page 5)

Resigning trom D.

sales

ence

Features distributed in the U. S.
during the calendar year 1940, including imported films given one or
more showings, totaled 681, a decrease of 80 from the 761 released
during 1939, it is shown by a survey conducted by The Film Daily
Year Book.
Most of the decrease was in imported features which dropped 74
from 278 in 1939 to 204 in 1940.
Amei*ican-made product decreased
only six features from 483 in 1939
to 477 in 1940.
Product offered during the year

—

Minneapolis Both Ascap and BMI
would be hit by a bill introduced in
the Minnesota House of Representatives yesterday by C. G. Mann and
E.

J.

Chilgren.

Under terms
right

from

of the measure, copywould be pi-ohibited

owners
"combining

in

any

manner

within the state to issue blanket
licenses for public performance for
(Continued on Page 8)

of

—

Entire head office staff

Famous Players Canadian Corp.,

has unanimously pledged part of their
weekly salaries to purchase war savings certificates.

More
teered

than 100
support

to

employes

campaign at a
ward Hotel, Toronto.
bons, vice-president,

were made

volun-

war savings
luncheon in King Edthe

J.

J.

Fitzgib-

presided.

Plans

employe in
theaters throughout Canada an opporto offer every

tunity to subscribe.

I

m

3%

"Scattergood" Premiere

To Be Held

in

Friday, February 7,

Altec Gets Service Pacts
For 45 St. Louis Stands

Vermont

"Scattergood Baines," RKO picHarry Arthur, of the St. Louis
ture based on the famous down-East Amusement Co., Fanchon & Marco,
Vol. 79, No. 27
Fri., Feb. 7, 1941
10 Cents
stories by Clarence Budington Kel- Ansell Brothers, Sam Shucart, Bess
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher land with Guy Kibbee starred, will Schulter, John Caporal, Clarence Turhave its gala world premiere in ley, and Frank Speros have signed
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
General Manager Montpelier, Vt., on Thursday eve- contracts with Altec Service CorporaCHESTER B. BAHN
Editor ning, February 13.
tion for sound service and repairs
The event, to be broadcast over and replacements for both sound and
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and the Yankee Network, will be held at booth equipment in 45 St. Louis theHolidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y., the Capital Theater and attended by aters.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Governor William H. Wills, the GovThese contracts, comprising one
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
staff,
high State officials, of the largest deals in the servicing
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
Entered as ernor's
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the leading
business men and distin- field in recent months, were negopo<tofnce at New York, N. Y., under the
guished visitors from all points in tiated by Stanley Hand, Altec staff
act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
Kibbee and newspaper representative.
United States outside of Greater New York Vermont,

::::::
:

months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscriber should
Address all communications
DAILY, 1501 Broadway,

$10.00 one year;

6

Foreign,
$3.00.
remit with order.

$15.00.

THE FILM

to

New

Phone
Y.
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Filmday, New York.
N.

York,

BRyant

9-7117,
Cable address:

writers from the principal
land cities.

Bill to

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
Calif.—
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Ernest
W.
FredGranite 6607.
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue

Ralph

LONDON—

Marsoulan

MEXICO CITY— Marco-

(12).

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

New Eng-

—

in

COminC
NATE

4,000 British

Cinemas

and G0IIK

BLUMBERG

J.

left

last

night for

cago.

JAMES

GRAINCER,

R.

Republic prexy and

arrived in Cleveland yesterday
York, en route to the Coast.

chief,

SPYROS

SKOURAS

flew

to

from

Washington

night.

Y^

WEINBERC,

LOUIS

Columbia

circuSU

executive, leaves today for a vacation in

1

•

BEN KALMENSON, Western and Southern
manager
his

New

Warners, returned to
from a tour of company

for

yesterday

offic

territory.

HAL
after

Vote Mickey Rooney Tops

Regulate Outdoor

Ads Introduced

1

DAILY

a

WALLIS

B.

vacation

en

is

route

the

to

here.

JACK HIVELY, RKO director, arrives hen
week-end from the Coast for a vacation.
JEAN HERSHOLT

leaves

today

the

for

on the Century.

Albany

M-G-M

yesterday

received

word

from its officials in England that
Assemblyman Robert F. Mickey Rooney won top honors as

NORMAN MORAY,
for

short

subject

sales

Warners, arrives on the Coast Tuesda
huddles on forthcoming product.

Albany
Wagner, Jr., son of the senior United b.o. star of 1940 in a poll conducted
KING COOPER, vice-president of Sonc
Three sails today on the Santa Rosa for a Caril
States Senator from New York, and by 4,000 British cinemas.
cruise.
Senator G. Frank Wallace, Syracuse, other Metro stars were among the
LYNN FARNOL goes to Hollywood Sund
yesterday hoppered a bill regulat- top 10 Spencer Tracy ranking third,
ing outdoor advertising on high- Jeanette MacDonald fourth and NelPHIL REISMAN
vacationing in Flori
ways. No tax is imposed but viola- son Eddy sixth.
RICHARD A. ROWLAND was in Chicago
Result of the poll, says the report, terday
tions would be subject to fines.
for the trade showing of "Cheer
backed war news off the first pages Mss Bishop." He goes next to Minneapol
Senator William H. Hampton hopof the Daily Mirror and other LonWILLIAM CARCAN was in Chicago yost .
pered in the upper chamber the child
don
studio

—

is

fo

FINANCIAL

bill submitted Wednesday in
Assembly by Harold Ehrlich, Buf-

falo.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
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I/4
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+

pfd

265 Simultaneous Dates
On "Strawberry Blonde'

F.

With the addition of 78 playdates
yesterday on Warner Bros.' production "Strawberry Blonde," the company announces a total of 265
simultaneous engagements beginning
Feb. 22. The feature, which co-stars
James Cagney and Olivia de Havilland, with Rita Hayworth,
Alan
Hale, Jack Carson and George Tobias
featured, has been scheduled for
eight special
pre-release engagements during the next 10 days.

deb. 3%s46
Para. B'way 3s55
54V4
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4 s47 953/4
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95^

54'/4

54'/4

95%
95%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram

95%

9534

.

Technicolor

1%

1

9

8%

+
—
—

3/^

Trans-Lux

6% +

6%

63 8
Universal Corp. vtc.
173 4
17
Universal Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

Met. Playhouse Inc. 2nd deb.
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

Mrs. William

173/4

-f-

14
}3/4

SECURITIES
Asked
Bid
'45
66
69

Selznick Signs Novelist Goodrich

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood David O. Selznick has
signed Marcus Goodrich, author of
the novel,
contract.

THE FILM DAILY

7

Games Are Banned

in

Somerset County, N.

I.

Edward Nugent

Funeral services will be held Sunday for Mrs. William Herman, wife
of the former Universal manager in
New York. Mrs. Herman died yesterday in Hawthorne, N. J., where
her husband operates the Hawthorne
Services will be held at
Theater.
the West End Chapel in New York.

—

FEBRUARY

"Delilah,"

to

a

writer's

Fred Stanley
Buster Crabbe
Fred F. De Silva
Paul Guertzman

FEBRUARY
King Vidor
Lana Turner
Samuel J. Briskin
Howard Jackson
Louis Morrison
Hallam Cooley

FEBRUARY
Ronald Colman
Lyle Talbot
Heather Angel
Lon Chaney, Jr.
Kathryn Crayson

8
Billy

Dooley

Charles A. Logue
Walter Klinger
Roger Williams
William M. Pizor

9

James
Phil

Murray
Zuinn

—

Somerville, N. J.
Prosecutor
of Somerset County yesterdav ordered all police chiefs to
ban Bank Night, Lucky Nijrht and
Bingo.
Police Chief Williams of
Bound Brook notified the Brook TheOne
ater to discontinue drawings.
was scheduled for this week with
two prizes totalling $300.

Crammer

Davis

Hart
King

Hollywood

Virgil

Joe

in

Tale
THE FILM DAILY

in Devil's Isle

West Coast Bureau of

Albert de Sart
L.

"Cheers for Miss Bishop" trade

New Haven

Nichol

—

Bette Davis will star
Smith's "The Widow of

Devil's Island."

—

I.

sl».

Levine, for*

Grand National manager, has

op<ec

distributing office as Inter-S,§
Film Co. on Meadow St. He I
a

handle

Northeastern,

Imperial

4

Select attractions, including two-«l
Chapins and Shirley Temples.
vine has been on the distribuA
end of the Connecticut film induiy
for many years.
1

Republic Signs Cooper Ent.
In the wake of James R. Gi
ger's departure for the Coast,
public's home office announced

n
'M

i

terday that Grainger has close *
deal for company's 1940-41 proi#
to play first and subsequent-runt
the houses operated by J. H. Co'M
Enterprises, whose headquartersll
in Oklahoma City.
Joe Phillijon
represented the circuit in the pi.tt
closing-

Gann Buys Comedy
Michael

THE FILM
DAILY to

63

Herman Dies

West Coast Bureau of

Houseman
Assistant

From

.

603,4

Selznick Signs

As Production

—

Picts.

Sonotone Corp.

Chicago Richard A. Rowland is
here for trade showing at the Esquire
Theater of "Cheers for Miss Bishop."
He goes to Minneapolis and then to
Memphis for other trade showings.
Many old-time theater owners attended a luncheon tendered him yesterday at the Blackstone Hotel, William Gargan was also here for the
showing.

Hollywood Expanding the newly
formed David G. Selznick Productions, Selznick has completed negotiations to bring John Houseman to
Hollywood as his production assistant.
Houseman comes to the Selznick organization with an impressive background of producing, directing and writing experience in the
theater, radio and screen.

Loew's

the

Rowland Given Luncheon I. Levine Opens Own
By Old-Time Chi. Showmen Film Office in New Hava

West Coast Bureau of

6s46

ref.

'or

—

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B.

dailies.

actor

(Thursday, Feb. 6)

J.

Gann has purchased

I

the

feature-corn'
"One Foggy Night," starring Zi
Pitts, which will be released thro?
Musart Film Productions, Inc.
tribution

of

OPPOSITE MADISOI

SQUARE GARDEN]
on 49th STREET

LOU LANG
and

his

orchettra
for
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THE SWEETEST STORY
EVER TOLD!
That's the "Philadelphia Story"! Not only in New York where
it broke all attendance records at the world's largest theatre, but
throughout the nation it is the sweetheart of box-offices. And
to those

who

are interested in

topping the big cities!

Get

its

record in small towns

—

it's

set for your sweetest box-office story!

.rfi

sui

Keep your eye on

Coming with
It

it!

the speed of a comet!

happens only

M,

at rarest intervals!

Suddenly across Hollywood's sky a flash of
Power, passion, humanity from a Preview Screen
Then word-of-mouth and Fame!
This
U

is it!

THE TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN"
Watch

for

it

so that your public

may know!

Take our sincere advice so that no time is lost!
Get ready to give it the playing time it demands!
Be prepared with promotion!
A great entertainment is on its way!
with Robert Young, Laraine Day,

Marjorie Main, Henry O'Neill

by Norman

Z.

McLeod

•

•

Tom Conway, Frieda

John Litel, Marsha Hunt,
Bayard Veiller
Directed
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
Inescort,

Based on the Play by

Produced by Edwin Knopf

•

•

Friday,

February

7,

1941
DAILY

Bernhard Sees Danger

(81 Pix Distributed
In U. S.

During 1940

Juggling Soles

In

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

by the major distributors totaled
363 features of which 15 were imThis was a loss of 25 feaported.
toces from 1939 when 388 were dis1

1

"^bed, 21 from abroad.
"Matures distributed by the

totaled 318, a decrease of
the 373 offered in 1939.

T

55 from

However,

columnist"

"Dear

for

today

J

formulating the Government's antitrust suit against the motion picture
industry and were instrumental in
shaping the provisions of the consent decree.
They represented the
Department of Justice at most of
the conferences with industry attorneys during the preparation of the

Lt.

Colonel

J.

co-columnist:

if

as

possible,

was

I

No.

1

Need Scale Boost Plugging

theater playing

To

bring about the concerted
boost in scales, Bernhard suggested
that a favorable public state of mind
be created by the industry's promotional forces, plus all advertising
men, as well as theater managers,
undertaking the task of recapturing the good-will which has been
lost to the industry, chiefly because
of unjust and unfair treatment accorded by certain magazines, newspapers, and Hollywood commentators, whose practice it is to discount
films in advance of being put on
sale,
a condition faced by no other

artists

—

mechandise or commodity.
Bernhard praised the constructive
attitude of the film trade press to-

"Yours

truly,

ward industry problems, contrasting

Lt. Colonel J. McGrath
Gefangennennummer 1135

approach with the other
channels'
criticism
discouragof
ing nature.
He said that the big job now is to
get the public into the habit of saying, as they did in earlier stages
of the industry's life, "Let's go to
a movie," instead of as now heard
in the home, "Let's go and see this
or that specific picture."
this helpful

Lager-Bezeichnung Oflag VII

C/H

Germany"

decree.

T

reported that Hayes and Sher

MANY

regional committees of the Greek War Reliej
Ass'n
are planning St. Valentine Day parties in co-operation
with their local theater
and donations received at these

start their private practice this
Spring.

will

•

Membership Drive

•

•

for
benefits will be forwarded to New York headquarters
transmission to Athens for civilian relief
One of the first
to be held at
scheduled shows will be the "Midnight Frolic"
the Majestic Theater, Johnstown, Pa.
q Spyros P. Skouras,
prexy of both National Theaters and the Greek War Relief Ass'n
flew to Washington last night to confer with Greek Ambassador Kiman Diamontopolous
about future plans for civilian
relief in Greece.
* Pete Harrison tells us that Leland Stowe
who returned here Wednesday after six months with the

Variety Club here

has opened a membership drive designed to reach every responsible
man in the territory connected with
show business. February dues have
been suspended to aid the campaign,
which is expected to result in acceptance of at least 50 new members.
M. E. Frosch is chairman of the
committee in charge of the campaign.

.

.

Greek army

AFA

Decision
York Supreme Court Justice

Smash Pix Not Enough
Admitting that
tent he

.

writing a series of articles for the Greek
in addition to his

is-

lectures

and

•

O

stories for the

Chicago

THE Warner home

office

News

to

a

certain

ex-

accord with the statement to the effect that there is
nothing wrong with the movie business that good pictures can't cure,
Bernhard contended that "if we had
to live on outstanding pictures alone,
this business could not survive," and
added that "it is the average pictures which constitute our bread and

.

is

in

—

meaning
good pictures,
smash pictures, are just dessert,
and the kind of dessert that is not
butter;

upon present conditions there

Herald

Bernard L. Shientag yesterday reserved decision on a plan submitted
to him for the designation of Senator Robert F. Wagner, Joseph Padway and Sidney E. Cohn to act as
trustees in administering the $17,000 death benefit fund of the former
American Federation of Actors.

syndicate

—

served often enough."

•

has sent us a copy of a cable
just received here by Quentin Reynolds from Lord Beaverbrook:
"I saw your film 'Christmas Under Fire' (Ed. Note: Warners are releasing it) last night for the first time
You have been our good

we will remember with gratitude all
They say an elephant never forgets
and the same thing is true of the British Lion.
• Warners' Mort
Blumenstock has another feather in his cap (and we don't mean that
In the day
you have done"

friend
that

Sign Ordinance Hearing Set

of

victory

Shinnecock Indian bonnet
interest
j

in

in the first

Letter"

was

Cosmopolitan,
11

months

tops!

of

Satevpost,

of 1940

.

via result of the Daniel Starch

either)

which discloses that

Survey

"Only a national movie habit, the
toward the

inclination
of people
product of Hollywood,

!

—

.

—

Detroit Detroit City Council has
scheduled a hearing on the new
projected sign ordinance for Thursday at 10:30 a.m.
Ordinance, as
planned, would ban flashing red
signs, unless they are 22 feet above
the sidewalk.

so

becomes our "guest

and have a large circle of friends in the profession who might like to send me a letter.
I would also be pleased
if you -would include me on your mailing list for one of your programs each week (Ed. Note: i.e., a Music Hall program).
I
am
anxious to keep in touch with American artists and anything you
can do for me will not be forgotten.
"I was wounded and taken prisoner in France in the last days
the British Force was there, it was bad luck as I was due to return
to Dublin to my business but could not get a boat.
Southern Ireland
(Eire) remains neutral and business is good there but communication
is very difficult.
If you can also pass my name to the American
Red Cross for some small food and clothing parcels, the cost of
same will be well covered in the future.
"I regret troubling you but grateful thanks in anticipation,

(Continued from Page 1)

New

our

rather

or

publication

for

American

lia.

Reserves

—and

Sir,

papers

British

Sweden, nine; Spain, eight; Argenseven; Mexico and Czechoslovakia, each four; and two each from
Russia, Cuba, Ireland, and Austra-

—

oi

am general manager, Theater Royal, Dublin, Ireland, and I
As communication
a military prisoner of war in Germany
with Ireland is slow and difficult, I would very much appreciate
your kindness in sending my name and address to your trade

tina,

Minneapolis

director

turned over the following letter from Ger-

"I

market.
Following were Germany with 38;
Italy, 33; France, 25; Hungary, 11;

V. C.

Van Schmus, managing

am

England was the top source of im-

It is

G.

many, to our publisher. Jack Alicoate
McGrath of the British Expeditionary Force

cast productions.

Report Hayes and Sher
Resigning from the D of

T

YESTEHDAY, W.

6

Radio City Music Hall

made independent product

ports during 1940 with 49
features shown on the U. S.

•

@

indies

increased to 129 in 1940 compared to
116 in 1939, the decrease in indie
offerings being in imports which
dropped 68 from 257 in 1939 to 189
Of the indie U. S.-made
in 1940.
offerings, eight were Yiddish language features and five were Negro
U. S.

are receiving from every movie
customer throughout the year an
average of 75 cents, whereas a decade ago the average yearly fan exBernhard aspenditure was $1.00.
serted that he recognized the necessity of instituting scale boosts to
attain the 1929-30 level, and favors
this step, but that the move should
be a concerted one.
He expressed
the belief that the additional defense tax will make increases more
difficult,
particularly in the lower
brackets, but that filmland should
act to get additional revenue from
patrons.
iy

—

the ads commanding reader
and Woman's Home Companion
Mort's ad on Bette Davis in "The
all

j

is absolutely
indispensable if we are to keep the
industry profitable," he said.
Leon Bamberger, Ampa prexy,
presided at the meeting, and Bernhard was introduced by Mort Blumenstock, in charge of Warner publicity and advertising in the East.
Representing the company on the
Goldberg, Carl
dais were Harry

Leserman,

Clayton

Bond,

Sam

Schneider, Paul Lazarus, and Eddie
Schreiber.

—

:

Friday, February 7, IS
DAILY

Universal to Increase

Number

of

"A"

Picture

WmM
MATTY FOX

eign affairs, and Charles Prutzman,
general counsel; also division managers Frank J. A. McCarthy and Wil'41-42,
for
63 Features
liam J. Heineman; home office executives Adolph Schimel, B. B. KreisPlus Strong Shorts Roster
ler, James J. Jordan, F. T. Murray,
Andrew J. Sharick, Morris Alin and
(Continued from Page 1)
Henry A. Linet; and from the New
company's
the
said to be among
York Exchange Jules Lapidus, Dis-

Will Make Between 58

And

plans.

.

Product

still

...

.

on

remaining

this

discussed
season's lineup also will be
sales
general
Scully,
William
by
who will preside at the

manager,

.
sessions.
Distribution, production, sales
.

-.

ana

,

—

Minneapolis Livingston Lanning,
brought here from Milwaukee by
Middle States Corp., to manage the
Minnesota when that firm reopened
a
the state's largest theater with
vaudefilm policy on New Year s kve,
of the house.
is no longer in charge
No announcement has been made
conas to why Lanning has severed
Earl
nections but for the past week,
Tetting, brought here from Milwaukee to handle Minnesota publicity,
been
has been in charge. It has not
announced whether Tetting is to remain as manager.

"Show Business"

Vallee In

West Coast Bureau

of

TUB FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Columbia has signed
Rudy Vallee to appear in a forthcoming musical, "Show Business.

TO THE COLORS!
Syracuse

— Bert Donovan, assistant

Regent, has been
is at Fort
McClellan. Sam Farber, checker for
Ross Federal Service here, has en-

manager

of

called to the

listed.

the

army and

Work, vice-president and genmanager of the studios; Mat-

thew Fox, vice-president; Joe Pasternak, Milton Feld, Dan Kelly and
John E. Joseph, director of advertising and publicity, who is coming
direct from the "Back Street" premiere in Miami.
District and Branch Managers
trict Manager, and Dave Levey, manDistrict sales managers and branch
ager of the exchange. Also branch managers who will be present at
manager Paul Baron of Boston and the convention include:
branch manager John V. Pavone of
District
Manager Dave Miller,
New Haven. Branch Manager George Cleveland; Branch Managers J. R.
E. Schwartz of Philadelphia will be Kauffman, Cleveland; Peter Rosian,
picked up en route.
Cincinnati; John J. Scully, Buffalo;
From Canada the following will J. J. Spandau, Albany; Pete Dana,

Chicago
advertising heads leave for
president,
today. Nate J. Blumberg,
entrain
departed last night.
Oscar Hanson, president of EmH. O. Execs. Going to Chicago
Leaving for Chicago today from pire Universal; Paul Nathanson,
vice-president of Empire Universal;
New York are:
oi A. W. Perry, general sales manager,
J Cheever Cowdin. chairman
William A. and Clair Hague, Canadian representhe board of directors;
general tative for Universal.
Scully, vice-president and
SeidelThe group from Universal studios
sales manager; Joseph H.
man, vice-president in charge of for- already en route to Chicago includes,

Lanning Quits as Minn.
Mgr.; Tetting in Charge

Cliff

eral

Suit

Demands Proskauer

Return Fee

to

Loew's

(Continued from Page 1)

man and David

Bernstein. The complaint contends that Proskauer represented the individual defendants
in a prior stockholders' suit and not
the corporation.
The former action resulted in an
order by Justice Louis A. Valente
which directed the defendants to
oay $527,802 to Loew's, and the complaint asserts that the stockholders
were
victorious
in
representing
Loew's in that suit. Plaintiff, therefore, claims that payment of a fee
to Proskauer was improper and that
the individual defendants alone were
represented by Proskauer.

Pittsburgh.
District Manager H. D. Graham,
Atlanta;
Branch Managers John
Ezell, Atlanta; J. A. Prichard, Charlotte; H. I. Mansfield, Memphis; W.
M. Richardson, New Orleans; Ed S.
Olsmith, Dallas; James Hobbs, Ok-

lahoma

City.
District Manager, J.

Two Weeks

Number

of

"A"

Pictures

Kansas City; Branch Managers G
ver Parsons, Kansas City; Hai
Hynes, St. Louis; Lou Levy,
Moines; Otto Siegel, Omaha.
Other Sales Execs, to Attend

Manager A. J. O'Ke
Los Angeles; Branch Managers
J. Feldman, Los Angeles; Jack Li
gan, Denver; R. O. Wilson, Po
District

C. R. Wade, Salt Lake
Barney Rose, San Francisco;

land;

Cii

L.

McGinley, Seattle.
Chicago;

Manager E. T. Gomerss
Branch Managers M.

Gottlieb,

Chicago;

District

Ed

Heiber, I

H. Hull, Indianapol
Frank Mantzke, Milwaukee; L,
Miller,
Minneapolis,
and Gord
E. Garrison, Craddock, special representative

Third "Sneak" Preview
In

Higher Production Budgets Set, With a Larger

in Detroit

troit;

H.

Educational Films

Shown

To 72,976 N. H. Pupils

—

—

Durham, N. H. Educational
Detroit Detroit became a national
center of sneak previews, with the tion pictures were viewed by 72,9
third within two weeks held here
pupils in New Hampshire schoo
and the fourth in the history of
talking pictures for this town. This during the past year, according
time it was Paramount's "Reaching the University of New Hampshire}
for the Sun," originally titled "F.O.B. visual educational department.
Detroit," premiered at the Vogue, a
More than half of the state's se
neighborhood house, without any advance notice, last night, in contrast ondary schools boast projection faci
to ballyhoo preceding other sneaks ities, and one school has invest*
Some 200 top executives of $3,000 in equipment for showir
here.
Packard Motor Car Co. were planmovies.
ning to attend, inasmuch as the background material of the film was
largely filmed at the Packard plant.

WEDDING

New

BELLS

Color Photo Patent
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
To Demolish Waldorf Theater
Washington A patent has been
New Haven
Mrs. Harry Quin
Announcement was made yesterday that the Waldorf Theater on granted to Wilhelm Schneider, Des- the former Beatrice Levenstein, en
West 50th Street, formerly owned sau, Germany, assignor, by mesne ployed by the Warner exchange i(
and operated by Harry H. Oshrin assignments, to General Aniline & the past four years, is on a Soot
and Sam H. Grisman, and recently Film Corp. for production of color American honeymoon trip, and wi
take up residence in Mt. Vernon
devoted to films, is scheduled to be photographs.
her return.
torn down and replaced by a comPlx on Short Wave Program
mercial building.
Schenectady Motion pictures will
Reading, Pa. Franklin Maury, as
Bookers Dine-Dance
be among the subjects discussed on sistant manager of the Embass
Chicago The Film Bookers Club a new short wave program in Span- Theater, was married recently
will hold its Winter dinner-dance, ish from WGEO here on alternate Miss Otona Elizabeth Siedlecki,
Wednesday nights, starting Feb. 12. Reading.
tomorrow night.

—

—

—

—

—

February

Iriday,

7,

w
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REVIEWS Of R€UI
"Western Union"
94 Mins.

)th-Fox

SWEEPING ACTION-STORY IN MAG-

"Stands

With Henry"

"Life
Dean

Robert Young, Randolph Scott,
Jagger, Virginia Gilmore

ith

flLfllS

It

with Jackie Cooper, Leila Ernst,
Eddie Bracken
Paramount
81 Mins.

AMUSING COMEDY

IS

OKAY AS PRO-

Alone"

l^JENT TECHNICOLOR IS SPLENDID- GRAM OFFERING FOR THE NABE TRADE.
jACTED BY A FINE CAST; SOLID
Aldrich
rtRTAINMENT FOR ALL AUDIENCES.

audiences should be thoroughIt has every
by this film.
necessary to make it a
itential quality
rong box office draw in theaters throughit the country; an excellent cast, Techni-

Any and

all

entertained

plentiful

ilor,

action,

a

sweeping

story,

production value and smart direction,
(hibitors have plenty of material to exoit with well-known and popular players
Certainly an action picthe top roles.
imre in Technicolor that depicts an
irtant era and development in our history
public interest value apart from any
is
the picture's other aspects.
ne

id-

ler

res

erst

h

;

vy,

The numerous action sequences

in

Im are climaxed by a forest fire that

the
is

a

and is topped off with a wild and
gun battle that sees the demise of
persons.
As to the players, Randolph

iriller

oolly

,.

ve
ttend

O'Ki

igen

id

I

fine

ott

is

m;

Robert

lored

role;

a

in

role

made

order for

to

Young is equally good in a
Dean Jagger gives an expert

taracterization

that leaves

nothing to be

Virginia Gilmore is beautiful to
with her beauty enhanced by the
echnicolor, and she makes the most of
hat she has to do; John Carradine, Barn MacLane, Slim Summerville, Victor Kilian
id Chill Wills effectively support the prinpals in juicy character roles, and the reainder of the cast is equally good.
sired;

jlok

o;t

ier,i

at,

production value goes to
ssociate Producer Harry Joe Brown, who
is left nothing to be desired in value, techcal finesse and casting suitability.
Direcr
Fritz Lang has made a cohesive and
noothly geared film from the broad and
Keeping screenplay by Robert Carson, and
makes all of the characters believable.
redit for the corking photographic job goes
Cameramen Edward Cronjager and Allen
Davey.
Credit for the

Gt;|

M
lal

:

i

.

After an opening sequence that establishes

who has become an
Jagger, chief engineer for
'estern
Union, the story goes back to
mafia, scene of the telegraph company's
mp off for the push westward. The love
terest is triangular, with both Scott and
>>ung falling for Miss Gilmore, sister of
jigger.
From there on the company is bet with trouble, principally caused by Barn MacLane, operating as an outlaw in the

Paramount

with

continues

series

its

and the results are the

release,

this

plus side of the ledger. Picture should get a
Exgood reception from nabe audiences.
hibitors have the advantage of having the
picture presold to a very large audience
through the medium of the air show, and the
film also offers other exploitation possibilities for direct

promotion and tie-ups.

Jackie Cooper is fine as Henry Aldrich,
consistently in trouble from the beginning
Leila Ernst is
of the picture to the end.
effective as his "girl friend," and Eddie
Bracken is helpful in the same role he
Reformerly played in the radio series.
mainder of the cast is helpful, with Fred

city of Centerville

ing serenely in the

no competitor

acme

morning calm, but Cooper

Cooper is
upsets the apple cart.
Interested in taking a trip to Alaska that
has been advertised by a Chicago philanthroAt the same time the city
oist, Olsen.

shortly

tive

ruin

with

grown
the

Cooper

there.

plans,

gets

the

wreaks

hopelessly

of

construc-

help for every-

motion

picture

industry."

in-

one mess after another, but winds
up by straightening everything out and also
volved

it

one connected with

fathers are trying to interest a canning company in building in Centerville to can the

mushrooms

—

Stands alone as the

bask-

is

Film

Daily Year Book has

moves the picture right along from start to
finish and keeps his characters in hand.
Screenplay was written by Clifford Goldsmith and Don Hartman.

The peaceful

1940

"The

Hedda Hopper and Moroni Olsen
Direction was handled by Jay
Reed
Theodore Reed, who also produced.
Niblo, Sr.

prominent.

in

George Weeks

getting his trip.

CAST: Jackie Cooper, Leila Ernst, Eddie
Bracken, Fred Niblo, Sr., Hedda Hopper,
Kay Stewart, Moroni Olsen, Rand Brooks.
CREDITS: Producer and Director, Jay
Theodore Reed; Screenplay, Clifford Goldsmith and Don Hartman; Cameraman, Leo
Tover; Editor, William Shea.

DIRECTION,

Good.

|

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

e friendship of Scott,

pshi

it,

mil

WHl

itlaw,

ise

of

and

a

Confederate

ott leaves the
[j

guerilla.

company when

Finally,

his actions

suspicion, but he tells Young that
acLane is his brother, and then kills three
MacLane's henchmen in a gun fight, with
lung finishing off MacLane after he has
iled Scott.
The line goes through, Young
tensibly gets the girl and Scott dies a
ing

ro.

CAST:

Para. Selling in Groups
Of Three in Mexico City

—Para-

Mexico City (By Air Mail)
this year is launching
booking system whereby it is
its current season product in

mount

new

groups

Palacio

Mounted

Chino, with "North West
Police"
as
the leadoff

feature.

Watts Acquires Control

—

Omaha Harry Watts, part owner
and manager of the Muse Theater,
has purchased the controlling interMrs. August Herman,
est from
Minor
widow of the former owner.

George Chandler, Chief Big Tree,
ief
Thundercloud,
Dick
Rich,
Harry
ang, Charles Middleton, Addison Rich-

atson,

a

selling

of three pictures to first-run houses
in Mexico City, according to Robert
Graham, branch manager here. The
first three-picture block goes to the

Robert Young, Randolph Scott,
an Jagger, Virginia Gilmore, John Carrave, Slim Summerville, Chill Wills, Barton
acLane, Russell Hicks, Victor Kilian,

1

1

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry Joe

Robert Carson; Based on a novel by Zane
Grey; Cameraman, Edward Cronjager and
Allen M. Davey; Editor, Robert Bischoff.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex-

>wn;

cellent.

Is,

Irving Bacon.

Director,

Fritz

Lang;

Screenplay,

The 1941

FILM

YEAR BOOK
coming soon

BIGGER — BETTER — GREATER
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Minnesota

Bill Hits

"Gone With the Wintl" Rounds Out
In London; 27th

BMI and Ascap

At

(Continued from Page

of

members

Year

GWTW

1)

then*

positions controlled by
such association."

First

"Air Raid Shelter"

in

"Gone With the Wind," M-G-M's London office reports, hasn't been stopped
by either air raids or blitzkriegs. This week the picture rounds out 52 consecutive weeks of playing time in bomb-blasted London.
This engagement of a
year includes successive runs in the Palace, Empire and Ritz Theaters.

compositions on a
blanket royalty or fee cowering
more than one or all of such comprofit

Week

is

now

its

in

considered

a

27th week at the Ritz, which has an underground location, and
virtual air-raid

GOOD HOKUM COMEDY WHI
MOVES TO HUMOROUS, PEPPY CLIM>
OKAY FOR RUN-OF-THE-MINE S*
TIONS.

Confirm Settlement

tax would be imposed on gross
receipts of all sales of both Ascap
and BMI within the state and both
would be required to file with the secretary of state complete records of
performing rights and a schedule of
(Continued from Page 1)
prices on all musical compositions completed between Samuel Goldwyn
each owns.
and United Artists whereby United

Arbitration Front

Artists has granted to Mr. Goldwyn
immediate release from his
United Artists distributing contract.
United Artists has also arranged for
Gene Buck, president of Ascap, the purchase of Goldwyn's stock in
issued the following statement last United Artists Distributing Corp.
night in connection with the nego- Mr. Goldwyn's suit against United
tiations now under way with the Artists will be immediately withDepartment of Justice: "The board drawn."
United Artists will buy the stock
of directors have met to discuss the
The board has and it is believed will hold it until
general situation.
an appointment with the Department some outstanding producer is availof Justice in Washington at 10 o'clock able to join United Artists' ownerpartners and the stock would then be
this morning."
offered for sale to him. Little credence is given to reports that Murray
Theater Silverstone desires to become a producer.
to
In 1938 Goldwyn changed the name
(Continued from Page 1)
of United Artists Studios to Samuel
where he will operate his own thea- Goldwyn Studios and he still holds a
Copeland has been in employ 99-year lease on the plant. During
ters.
of Warner Bros, for the past 12 the differences with United Artists
years and had only recently figured it was first believed he would reWesterner" through Parain the general agreement between lease "The
the Warner group and the Weiland- mount and it is now thought his fuLewis group of theaters here in ture releasing arrangements will be
which the two rival outfits got to- with either Warner Bros, or Parahis

Copeland, Warner

Exec

Head Own Houses

gether on a standard policy for both. mount.
has
Copeland
of
Resignation
caused some rearrangement in the

Warner Production Pace

local Stanley-Warner managerial setup. A. J. Vanni, who supervises the
out-of-town S-W houses, will add the
Atlantic City houses to his division,

the following city managers
functioning: Joe Murdoch, Camden;
Joe Bergin, Chester; Ray O'Connell,
Lancaster; Lew Black, Wilmington;

with

Paul Harvey, York. These men work
under District Chiefs Jack Mulhall,
Mort Lavine, and Eddie Moore in
their respective areas.

Hits

New

High Record

(Continued from Page

1)

duction schedule than at any time
in its recent history.
A total of 17 pictures have been
completed under the direction of J.
L. Warner, in charge of production,
and Hal B. Wallis, executive producer, and are now being edited or
ready for release.
Two finished production at the
studio Wednesday: "Shining Victory," featuring Geraldine Fitzger-

Vanni, who has been making his
headquarters in Wilmington, is movand James Stephenson; and
ing back into the 11th and Market ald
with
Street headquarters. Ted Schlanger "Thirty Days Hath September,"
Jane Darwell, Eddie Albert and Joan
is the zone chief over the entire area.
Leslie.

—

Dembow

Jr.,

Paramount The-

ater executive, will return to his desk

company home office Monday.
He was confined to his home for the
past few months following an auto-

at the

mobile accident.

To Direct "Miss Pinkerton"
THE VII M DAILY
Smith has been
assigned the direction of "The Retum of Miss Pinkerton," at Warner
Km-,.
Anthony Coldeway is doing
!i

,

i

Coast

B

'

Hollywood

eau

of

— Noel

the screenplay.

1)

week, but none has been forthcoming.
While functioning officially, several tribunal offices are not yet in
readiness for routine business, due
to painting and decorating of the
various headquarters.
this

age satisfaction from "Petticoat Politi
which has lots of laughs and wholes]
hokum.
It takes a bit of time to get
screenplay into full swing, but when it di
it moves rapidly.
Hence the second half
the feature is peppier than the first. Rosi
Karns essays the role of Joe Higgins who
saved up a nest-egg of a few thousands
is happy in the thought of retiring from
whirl of business.
His wife, Ruth Donne
is scared
when an insurance salesman tt
her that the mortality rate is exceedin

ll

among retired business men, chiefly
cause they have no work to keep mind z
body active.
The good spouse engine
matters so that her husband gets
mayoralty
nomination on the reforms
ticket, consisting mostly of straight-la
club women.
The crooked party in pov
makes it hot for the reform nominee to (
point where his nervous system is a
shattered by the anticipated strongarm t;
tics of the gang.
There are many amusi
high

Mex. Production Resumes
After Labor Controversy
(Continued from Page

1)

I

I

ferences between the Mexican Association of Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors and the Union of
Motion Picture Studio Workers of
Mexico, Section 2 of the all-inclusive
Union of Workers of the Motion Pic- situations, virtually all familiar to slapsti
ture Industry of Mexico, an under- followers, but they are well staged
standing was finally reached where- directed by Earle C. Kenton who makes
by both parties agreed to reopen most of the script. Cast enters fullv ii
friendly relations and to resume •he spirit of things, with Polly Moran a

—
—

t

work
It

Paul Hurst contributing largely to the CO

at once.

was decided by common agree-

ment that a commission of three
members each from the Association
and the Union would be appointed to
arbitrate any issue that may arise
in the future between producers and
the workers. While the Association
dropped its demands for the exclusion from the workers' organization
of Enrique Solis, secretary general of
the Union, on charges of being the

Jack Marta's photography is
Average stands can use "Petticoat
edy.

efficie
Politi
II

now when

to advantage, particularly
like

to

patrt

away from the serious

get

side

life.
il

CAST: Roscoe Karns, Ruth Donne
Spencer Charters, George Ernest, Lois Ra)
son, Polly Moran, Paul Hurst, Pierre Wi;
kin, Alan Ladd, Harry Woods, Claire Car>
Moore, Geoi
ton, Jeff Corey, Charles
Meader, Emmett Vogan, Pom Pom the Di

owner of film equipment and thereby
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Rob
an employer, the workers on their North; Director, Erie C. Kenton; Origi
part agreed to drop theirs on the Screenplay, Ewart Adamson, Taylor Cave
producers.
Solis himself agreed to Production Manager, Al Wilson; Director
leave all producers free to use what- Photography, Jack Marta; Supervising El
ever equipment they chose as well tor, Murray Seldeen; Film Editor, Edw«|
as whichever Union technicians they Mann; Art Director, John Victor Mack,
preferred.
All pictures which were ready to
start shooting- when the conflict arose
a re being rushed into immediate production.

To Halt Bingo
Hackettstown,

Three completed during the past
week were: "Singapore Women,"
Louis Ponsetto, who with Brenda Marshall, David Bruce
Apollo, Pa.
takes over the Woodies here from and Virginia Field; "A Shot in the
Joseph Cipriany today, will rename Dark," featuring Ricardo Cortez,
the house the Warren.
Regis Toomey, Maris Wrixon and
William Lundigan; and "Strang-e
Alibi," with Joan Perry and Arthur
Kennedy.
Returns

Apollo House to Ponsetto

Sam Dembow,

(Continued from Page

y?ui

Followers of the comical fortunes of
Higgins Family will get better than av

Between UA, Goldwyn Stays "All Quiet"

Ascap-D of J Meeting
In Washington Today

"Petticoat Politics"
with Roscoe Karns, Ruth Donnelly, Speni
Charters, George Ernest, Lois Ranson
Republic
67 M

is

shelter.

of

A

-REVIEWS

County

N.

J.

—

Musical

Cy

Director,

DIRECTION,

PHOTOGR;

Skillful.

i

Efficient.

at a testimonial dinner at the

county
wick here Feb.
Bingo within the past few days. Prosecutor Cook this week told police
to halt commercial games
throughout the county.
Last week
chiefs

ordered the

Wardrol

Sweigert-Smith Testimonial
Philadelphia— Earle W. Sweig*
Warren and Ulrik Smith will be honor gues

this week was the second
in the state to act against

Hunterdon County

Feuer;

Adele Palmer.

authorities

game banned.

Wa

21.

Where's Elmer?

—

"Pastor Hall," booked
UDT's Annex, gave Detroit its
Detroit

into
first

Gestapo victim, maybe.

Midnight
Buffalo

snonsor

March

Show

—Local

for

Greek Aid

Variety Club will

a midnight variety show
8 for the Greek War Relief

Fund.
Nicholas J. Basil, president
and general manager of Basil circuit, is general chairman.

dummy

Elmer, otherused on front displays

for sensational

films regularly at the

wise

a

house for some years, just disappeared
The management
from the front.
thinks

some objectors

must have "done him

to

in."

the

film

1'

Hcademy Lists Nominees; Ballots Out Thursday
(See Column 3 Below)

Character

The Daily Newspaper

nternational in Scope

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

ntixnate
I

in

ndependent

Thought

in

571

01

NO.

79-
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50LDWYN UA STOCK TO GO TO SELZNICK?
in

Walbrook, Baltimore/
THE WEEK
IN REVIEW

Files First

Arbitration on a Matter
Of Clearance Demanded;
20th-Fox,

UA, Goldwyn Agree

arbitration case under the
prescribed by the New
few days York consent decree was filed in the
SUIT:
answered Washington area. Arbitration on a
Artists
United
;er
matter of clearance has been demuel Goldwyn's suit, citing two manded by the Walbrook Theater,
"enses the parties to the disBaltimore, which named 20th Cenreement reached a mutual under-

By

i

L.

H.

UA

agreed

WB

and Durkee circuit
in its complaint. Case will come up
for hearing in the Washington tribunal in about three weeks.
Walbrook case probably will go

buy tury-Fox,

to

(ldwyn's interest in the company
i release him from his contract.
cm Daily's exclusive story was
'rfirmed the following day.

down on the records

of the

American

(Continued on Page 6)

ARBITRATION:

was all ready to start durweek with 150 demands in
ispect, but at the week-end it was

;

12,000

to
Ballots

on Awards;
Out Thursday

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

— With

THE FILM DAILY
official

announce-

ment today of the nominees, the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences cleared the tracks for
the big event of the Hollywood year
the bestowal of its annual Awards
at the formal banquet at the Bilt-

—

Gain

100%

Net is
of
George W. Alger and
Exhibs. Accounts
Putnam, New York attorParamount's
estimated
earnings
ys, were named to the appeals
for the 53 weeks ended Jan. 4, 1941,
nd headed by former Judge Van were approximately 100 per cent
Scully
khten Veeder. ITOA was planning
ahead of the corresponding period
O'flntration test cass.
of 1939, according to the company's
Chicago Universal's exhibitor acfinancial statement which was issued counts have increased 10 per cent
following
a
board
directors'
of
meet- over the number it had 10 months
;;
\SCAP: Ascap board and the D
Current estimated profit ago, William A. Scully, general
J, failing to get together on a ing Friday.
lsent decree, the Gov't filed its was $7,617,000, including $974,000 sales manager, announced at the
(Continued on Page 11)
company's annual sales convention
minal anti-trust suit against the
(Continued on Page 10)
:iety in Milwaukee, naming Ascap,
Opens Six-Day Meet;
officers and board members and 19
lblishers. Gene Buck, Ascap prexy,
Walter E. Green Presides Defense Files Appeals
f ted filing of the suit would not
Briefs in Gary Case
conferences
of
J
jvent Ascap-D
National Theater Supply Co. opens
king to an agreement, adding his
today in the local Belmont Plaza
Chicago Defense attorneys have
ird had a D of J appointment on
its six-day annual sales meet- filed briefs in the Gary anti-trust
::
iday.
BMI signed the consent Hotel
ing, which promises to be one of the case before the Federal Coui't of
Pacific Coast Conference
:ree.
(Continued on Page
M

"U"

icerned.
bert W.

Up 10%, Says

—

rfffl

NTS

t

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

that organization was
'paring a suit against Ascap, while
Minnesota measure proposed the

(Continued on Page 10)

6)

insel stated

sting of both Ascap and
ng biz in that state.

DECREE: The

BMI from

Gov't Said to

N. Y. equity suit

decree, stated Abram F.
ers, creates new rights of action,
ording exhibs. specific remedies
possible in the courts.
tsent

('
Cll
;9J

Ascap-D of I Talks to Continue
Insist

on Pact Like BMI's

Would Require Operators
Be Licensed Electricians

—Two

additional bills now
session of the
all hopeful of obtaining concessions
Michigan legislature, will seriously
James Hayes affect theaters, checkup of projected
ffm the distribs.
Robert Sher. active in formulatdiscloses.
Pi? the Gov't's equity suit, were legislation
First is House Bill No. 15, designed
.

.

.

Detroit

'TOA prexy Ed Kuykendall was before the present
.

.

.

(Continued on Page 10)

(Continued on Page 7)

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

— The

Washington

Ascap board of
directors and representatives of the
Department of Justice went into a
huddle here Friday for several
hours in an effort to reach a settle-

ment

of

the anti-trust suit filed
the society in Milwaukee.
The Government was stated to be
insisting upon a decree similar to

against

(Continued on Page 7)

Offer

Deal whereby

•

Made

Samuel Goldwyn's

United Artists
David O. Selznick was
reported at the week-end to be in
work despite denials made on the
Coast.
Conferences between UA
execs, and Selznick are understood
to have been held during the past
week, continuing discussions understood to have been in progress for
the past several months.
(Dispatches from Hollywood quote
Selznick as asserting that no overstock

interest

in

to

(Continued on Page 6)

27.

(Continued on Page 11)

quiet" on the abritration front
1
far as exhib. complaints were

No

Insists

would go

Final voting will start late in the
week, the ballots being scheduled to
be issued on Thursday.
Approxi-

Para.'s $7,(17,1

the

Talked; Selznick on Coast

Vote

more Bowl on Feb.
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Arbitration

f.nery
si:
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new system

LISTS

A

GOLDWYN

ending whereby

First

MITCHELL

New York Hears Deal Being

ACADEMY

Warners Named

Clearance Case

Zukor Opens Greek

War

Relief Office

Headquarters for the Amusement
Industry's Division of the Greek
War Relief Association were opened

today

in

406-7,
the P a r amount Build-

s

u

i

t e

w

ing,

A

d o

1

t

i

h

Zukor. Param o u n t s
board chair'

man,

I

p h|
I

func-

tioning as the
d i v i s ion's
chairman.

Zukor a nnounced that
ADOLPH ZUKOR

the division's
d v i s ory

A

Committee

embrace:

will

H.

Will

(Continued on Page 7)

'Speaking of Animals,'
Para. Shorts Series
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Paramount will dis-

—

tribute a

new

series of novelty shorts

"Speaking of Animals" to
be
produced by Scientific
Films.
Seventeen different farm animals
will converse with each other.
The
entitled

human voice to be heard
A
be that of the narratorD

only
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Playhouse

Little

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c)
Feb. 19
You're the One (Paramount Picturesi

CITY— Marco-

Calle del

55th

—

— Feb.
—
Glory (Columbia Pictures)
Escape
Tobacco Road (Twentieth Century-Fox) — Feb. 20
Pictures) — Feb.
Strawberry Blonde (Warrer
Street

Co West

LONDON—

Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

—

for

left

MORT BLUMFNSTOCK
World

FUTURE OPENINGS
Back

Aurelio Galindo,

Astor

Broadway

YATES

J.

F.
L.
HARLEY, managing director in
Britain for 20th-Fox,
leaves New York
for
England via Lisbon after a short
1
tion here.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

HOLLYWOOD,

MEXICO

HERBERT

MAUREY

—

The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)— 50th week
8th week
They Met on Skis (Mike Mindlinl
3rd week
Hatred (World Pictures)
2nd week
(Pax Films)
Personal Column
The Education of the Needy (Cinexportl

—

and G0II.G

day night.

the

TWO-A-DAY RUN

Representatives:
Calif.
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman. The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
\y. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
(12).

Palace
Palace

The Great Dictator (United Artists-Chaplin)
18th week
13th week
Fantasia (Walt Disney Productions)

THE

Marsoulan

(a-bl

(a-b)

—

COmmG

i

Theater
Globe

—

Mon,

Vol. 79, No. 28

Picture and Distributor
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
Night Train
7th
week
Kitty Foyle
RKO Radio Picturesi— 5th week
Gone With the Wind
Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)
Virginia (Paramount Pictures)
2nd week
Arizona (Columbia Pictures)

for

several

days

the

Coast

toda

price

GLENN FORD

MAX STUART

COL.
veek

returns

Florida

to

returns today from a

fol

vacation.
\

(.QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, FEB.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

"Tobacco Road" Handling 20th Cent.-Fox Continues
West Sells Screeno Co.
Hinges on N. Y. Reaction Parleys on Consent Decree
To Irving, David Dietz

7)

Net

Am. Seat

High

Low

Close

8

8

8

Chg.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind.
East.

5/g

pfd.

.

Kodak

do pfd
Gen. Th.
Loew's.
pfd

8

130

Eq

Inc

5
/8

8
1291/4

5/8

8

130

13%

13%

i37/8

33 3 8

33

333/8

+"i/4

do

11%

Paramount
Para.
Para.

Pathc

11%

1st

98

2nd

ll'/s

973/4
11

83/4

83/4

3%

3%
6%

3%

6Vi

17%

17%

17%

33 e

31/4

31/4

55V2

551/2

551/2

pfd
pfd
Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
.

.

Warner Bros
do pfd

.

Appropriating a record

11

6 1/2

....

+

1

initial

was

it

83/4

for

advertising

reception picture gets,
learned at the week-end.
Herman Wobber, distribution head,
is waiting until the premiere before
any final decision is made on handling of the picture throughout the
country.

on the

98

sum

and publicity on "Tobacco Road," 20th-Fox
started a smashing campaign last
week that will be pushed throughout
the country up to and through the
film's world premiere at the Roxy
Future handling of the
Feb. 20.
picture is dependent to some extent
exploitation,

Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2%
Columbia Picts. pfd..

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B.

6s46
Loew's deb. 3V2 s46 1043 8 104V8
Para. B'way 3s55
F.

ref.

Para. Picts. cv. 3V4 s47 95>/4
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 953 4

104%

951/4

95 4

96%

95%

"This Thing Called Love"

— %
Nixed by Decency Legion
—

Twentieth-Fox will continue its
meetings this week with branch
managers and sales forces in the
field
listening to company's legal
reps, outline operations under the
consent decree. First sessions in the
East were started last week with
Fred Pride attorney, addressing the
salesmen
in
different
branches.
Meanwhile, Felix A. Jenkins, general counsel, continued his swing
through the Midwest. Division managers William Sussman, East, and
William C. Gehring, Midwest, were
also attending the meeitngs.

Changes

in Billboard

Law

Before Mass. Legislature

1/4

—

Ii-ving and David Dietz have pi
chased the Eastern Screeno Co. frt
George West who has owned t
Screeno rights in this territory i
several years. West is giving up
rights to Screeno, Hi-Lo and otl
theater games in order to deyt
all his time to the operation of
three Monogram exchanges in Ki
sas City, St. Louis and Cincinna
He will headquarter in Cincinnati
1

1

1

George Weeks to Make
"South American Tour"
West Coast Bit-ran

—

Hollywood

THE FILM

of

I'AI

"South

Americ
Tour," an original story by Ber:
Giler and Bill Watteis. lias bi
bought by George W. Weeks,

Boston, Mass. Outdoor or billwill be filmed as a special featu
The Legion of Decency on Satur- board advertising is under
fire by the
day announced that Columbia's "This
independently of his "Range Bu
Monogram Picts
Massachusetts State Legislature, and
ers" productions.
Thing Called Love" had been given the
Sonotone Corp
1%
%
%
matter is being thoroughly studTechnicolor
a "C" classification because the
Trans-Lux
.1
+1-16 Legion considered "the treatment of ied by the film men. The State Pub- Fox
Singles Test Fails
lie Works Commission has decided to
63 8
Universal Corp. vtc.
6 8
6%
the plot concentrates throughout the
173 4
Universal Picts
Stevens Point, Wis.
17% 173/4
Fox wifj
strengthen enforcement of the Billgreater portion of the film upon a board law. One of the changes
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
now great fanfare announced a singlj
marriage
situation
which
as
screen
Bid
Asked
under advisement in the legislature feature policy for its Fox here laii
material is highly suggesttive and is one which would deprive
Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 66
69
cities and September, while it continued pla
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
60% 63
objectionable."
towns of the right to restrict the ing' duals at is Lyric. A four-mon||

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
1

1

1

1

3

—

.

:

Juror's

Death Causes Mistrial

Toronto

man

— O.

J.

Silverthorne, chair-

Ontario Censor Board,
General Sessions Judge George L. said
that he had heard no
Donnellan Friday declared a mistrial complaints against the film "This
in the trial of Max L. Hymes, former Thing Called Love" when he referred
controller of Movietone News, Inc., to a protest of the Social Service
following the sudden death of a juror Council of Canada.
at the close of the trial. Hymes is
"The management of the theater
involved
in where
charged with
being
the picture played reports
thefts of $42,000 from Movietone 50,000 people saw it and not a comNews through the issuance of im- plaint was registered," Silverthorne
proper checks.
stated.

erection
areas.

of billboards

within

public

of the
Pridi y

the public wants duals and the
is

SEND US YOUR DATES

ECSTASY

has convinced the circuit

trial

again on a twin

^=NEW

bookings apply to Samuel Cummins,
Eureka Productions, Inc., 230 East 41st
New York City.

YORK'S FINEST-

HAS EVERYTHING!
u*

merit

Street,

hout

bill policy.
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— Executive
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— Latest

— Private

MODERATE RATES
Phone

CHickering

eitulp-l

projection!
located.j

—Conveniently

4-81 16-7-8

CAGNEY'S

TOP
IS

STRAWBERRY
BLONDE!

We're not
kidding.

Better stop
all

booking

commitments
after

Strawberry Blonde'

because there's

no

telling

how long
you'll

be

holding

it!

$*4

It's

in

the

C«3

*

;

o*<

doV

THAT
J ITS GOT ei/eRVTWNG

«*«*

top CAS

fi2>5*l
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\\

_£

JAMES^CAGNEY
He scraps as hard

OLIVIA

as

ever— only

it

looks a lot funnier!

.
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DeHAVILLAND

Delivering their all-time standout performances in

with

and

HAYWORTH

RITA

and

ALAN HALE -JACK CARSON • GEORGE TOBIAS

RAO US. WALSH

Directed by

Screen Play by

Julius

A

and Philip G. Epstein • From a Play by James Hagan
Warner BrOs>-First National Picture

J.

3fe
UA

Goldwyn's
To Go

''SJt

Stock

(Continued from Page

to him to purinterest and that

Korda, Said Refusing to Sign
UA Goldwyn Agreement, Mum
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
When questioned rerefus-

is

ing to sign the Goldwyn-United Atagreement as a partner unless
a fixed valuation is placed on his
stock, Alexander Korda declined to
make any comment. The report was
also to the effect that if a high valuation is set on Goldwyn's stock,
Korda is believed ready to demand
that the company take over his stock
at the same price or he would refuse to sign the Goldwyn settlement.
tists

•

AD

•

•

— Local

Variety Club
at its luncheon meeting here tomorrow will hear Anthony Drexel
Biddle, Jr., Ambassador to Poland,
and William Shirer, CBS war correspondent.
to

Play

Own

in

Story

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Picture Corp. of
America has bought "The Devil Has
Wings" by Robert Paige and will
make it for Para, release with Paige

—

in

of

the cast.

Fred

W.

I

picture advertising people

Ken was with Macy's
the advertising for the

addressed a group

I

ten

and

told

movies was about the worst

motion

of

was Ampa, and

Note: That group

(Ed.

the time)

at

them

that

in the

thought

I

NTS Opens

was

tising

with increasing admiration

paign

for

'Tobacco Road,'

see what

I

to

And
me

20th-Fox's

in
is

current cam-

a particularly

intelligent

series

T

T
•

"NOW,

•

•

in

the kind of copy that

picture theaters

T

'sells

the goods'

is

moving

In the case of

makes people buy

the kind that

Six-Day

Green

(Continued from Page

W.

C. Fields
Fay Pulsifer

Ceo.

F.

H.

Lyon
Leverett

Henry Herzbrun
Alan Hale
John Farrow

Roy

D'Arcy

Harry Beaumont

its

k

the organization's annals.
Some 29 branch managers t
representatives are here to att<
the event, together with promin
in

manufacturers of equipment

disti

NTS.

Walter E. Green, company's pr<
dent, will preside.
large conl
gent of the organization's executr
and home office personnel will a
participate in the various sessio

tickets

think this campaign will do just that
Nearly every
adult in the U. S. has heard about the PLAY 'Tobacco Road'

has been presented on stages in

but six states of the Union,
so an ad campaign about the play itself is not now necessary
The important thing is that 'Tobacco Road' is now on the
SCREEN
This series of ads sells that idea
It starts from
It

the assumption that most people
it,

all

know about

and then

their favorite

lets them realize that
moving picture theaters"

want

the play,

at last

it

is

to

available in

Mister Collins says

—

very smart to have as this campaign's aim, CIRCULATION
and avers that in his opinion exhibs. who follow
the N. Y. campaign will meet with "tremendous success"

20th-Fox

is

T
•

•

•

the amount of genius which
Take for example a recent happening down
in Mississippi:
Private Frank Mitchell, Co. B of the 101st Signal Battalion
was issued a shirt which was reportedly six or so sizes
for one of
too large
but instead of returning the raiment
satisfactory proportions
he deleted a six-inch-wide slice from the
shirt-tail to the collar
and sewed the balance into a mighty neat
garment
Private Mitchell is from Brooklyn
and worked hereabouts for 20th-Fox
Why he didn't go to the Army supply solons
for a correct-size shirt is easily explained
The guy doesn't favor
IT'S

downright amazing

the pic industry breeds

TV

•

•

Chicago

—The business outlook
-

on

Many improvemf
w

Saturday.

jobs on theaters are expected, it
stated, from the huge business

c

pansion due to defense work. T
association was urged to co-open
fully with the Government in th
work. Films will be used, it is

by many of the Governme
departments engaged in defe:
lieved,

(

preparations.

were scheduled to be eta
ed yesterday. The sessions end
Officers

1

day.

Equipment

distributors are ss
be deeply interested in the sp
cial equipment required to show Wi
Disney's "Fantasia," various ada
tations of which are likely to
available for other film compani
to

Boston
tact

was

—John

Longo, theater co
for the Buck Printing C
injured in an automobile ac<

man

dent.

$1,000,000 in Film

Equipment for Gov't
•

•

EDWARD

G. Robinson will

visit

University Settlement this

where, 'bout 30 years ago, he got his training

afternoon

and acting

He's scheduled

a memento
served by the Greater

picture

i

distributors of theatrical equipmti
is the brightest in several years, d
tributors here attending the tnn
day session of the Theater Equipmc
Dealers Ass'n at the Congress f
tel, were told at the initial sessi

Longo Hurt In Car Mishap

ON

February 24
one of our FILM DAILY readwill
and one of the real veterans in our industry
ers
he will hold
be 75 years old
To celebrate his birthday
"open house" at his home that day
He operates the Belmont
Theater in Philadelphia and was an exec, with the old Stanley
Marcus
Co
So we say "Many happy returns!" to you

•

Biz Outlook Said Bright
For Equipment Dealers

—

From

1)

I

•
THE FILM
OAILY to

Mee

Presides

A

the last analysis, intelligent advertising

it's

E.

most important conclaves of

uted by

Benn

B.

Case

Arbitration Association as Case
1
under the motion picture set
The avalanche of complaints t
was expected to be received
week was not forthcoming, but
officials believe cases will be(ii
with regularity from now on.

Walter

country

particularly rude because I had just eaten lunch at their expense
But I
and had been invited to tell them pleasant things
said what I thought was then true
couldn't make that talk
I
today
For a number of years, I've watched moving picture adverI

Dead

Canton, O.— Fred W. Witter, 71,
at one time manager of the old Lyceum Theater here, died at his home.

"Some

Expert Kenneth Collins Speaks Again:

did a very rude thing

re-issues

Witter

Baltimot

,

years ago,

see

Biddle, Shirer Will Speak
Before Philly Variety Club

West Coast Bureau

111

1

—

garding the report that he

10,

(.Continued from Page 1)

1)

made

chase Goldwyn's
he is maintaining' the attitude he
has always taken in not being; interested in purchasing; any stock in
any distributing- company. Selznick
was also quoted as saying that at
one time he had been offered stock
in United Artists gratis).
United Artists is purchasing Goldwyn's interest in the company and,
according- to reported plans, will hold
the stock until an outstanding- producer becomes an owner-member, in
which case the stock would be offered
to him.

Philadelphia

"

«« Walbrook,

Files Clearance

to Selznicki

tures had been

Paige

Monday, February

to

make a

University

as

New

little

Settlement

York Fund.

.

.

•

in

one

is

of

the

units

John Curtis Caldwell,

been named
• Benjamin
the board of directors of the Appomattox Bank.
circuit operator, has been appointed to the board
Pitts, Virginia
trustees of the Fredericksburg, Va.. Community Fund

manager

of

art

speech and receive a

the Lee Theater in Appomattox, Va., has
.

.

to

Chicago Government
film
equipment placed
cago manufacturers thus

mate $1,000,000. Army
ordered $47,000 worth
projectors

from

orders for
with Chifar approxiSignal Corps

of 35 mm.
DeVry Corp., while

Motiograph received

a

$30,000 pro-

Navy DepartHowell and Holmes

jector order from the

ment.

Bell

T.

Projector

of

Navy

&

Co.

orders.

also

have

extensive

;
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Iscap

Why Exhibitors Go Broke;
Vermont Merchants Entertain With Free Show

Here's One Reason

of J

—

ntinuing Confabs

I

Barton, Vt.
Pleased with patronage during the past year, merchants of
Orleans County staged a free movie show in the Barton Municipal Auditorium.
Despite 25-below-zero weather, more than 500 persons turned out for the event.
A free dinner was also part of the "treat," and it was reported that the guests
consumed four bushels of potatoes, 1,200 rolls, 150 pounds of ham and 600
packages of ice cream.

(Continued from Page 1)

1 signed by Broadcast Music, Inc.
t is believed, however, that a
ic plan was evolved and that
Ascap board, with its
die the
Lieut-Gov. Charles Poletti
:el,
r ew York, did not succeed in
;ing certain of its points, the

Guide
Warners on "Heaven"

N. Y. Divine to

ernment obtained enough of a
..cession

to

continue the confer-

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

understood to have
Washington
The Rev. Dr. Nor;en up several of the points it has man Vincent Peale, pastor of the
conas
consider
herto refused to
Marble Collegiate Church, New York
issions.
City, and former pastor of the UniThe Ascap board left Washington versity Ave. M. E. Church, Syrariday night for New York and is cuse, N. Y., will represent the Proto return to the capi- testant churches during the filming
it expected
Further talks will be held be- by Warners of Hartzell Spence's
;en D of J representatives and •'One Foot in Heaven."
Dr. Peale was designated by a
etti until the outline of a decree
been set up. If any decree is committee composed of Bishop James
P'eed upon it is expected that fu- Edward Freeman, Bishop Charles
vVesley Flint, former Syracuse Uniire operation of Ascap and of BMI
along the same basic prin- versity chancellor; Dr. Daniel A.
ill be
ples, for the most part at any rate. Poling, editor of the Christian Herald; Dr. F. H. Knubel, president of
the
United Lutheran Church in
iarshall to Direct "Texas"
America; Dr. Edgar De Witt Jones,
'est Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY Detroit cleric, and Dr. Charles E.
Hollywood— George Marshall was Kerr, Oklahoma City churchman.
igaged by Columbia yesterday to
Committee met here Friday to
rect the new spectacular drama, make the selection.
Dr. Peale goes

Ascap

ees.

is

JaTexas," a story of the cattle wars
Mowing the Civil War. William
olden and Warren William will
ay the male leads. Sam Bischoff is
e producer.

For "Kitty Foyle

ixth
i

!

i'ie

it

Hollywood after Easter.
Designation of a Protestant cleric

as adviser for the picture resulted

from correspondence between Jack
Warner and Dr. Poling who conferred
in New York last week with Hal B.

—"Kitty

Wallis on the production.

THE COLORS!

Single Thanksgiving

Mort Blumenstock and Mitchell
Foyle" went into
home office were
sixth week at the Keith Memor- Rawson of the
here for the clerics' meeting.
setting up a new record

Boston

inl§,l,

to

WB

is

TO
i

Five employes of 20th-Fox have
en inducted into the Army and are
active duty in different camps as
last Friday, it was learned at the
ekend. Anthony Filigno, of the
mpany's Seattle office has been
jade a booker for one of the Northjst camps. R. Yentes N. Y. branch,
at Fort Ethan Allen; J. Hackney,
lanta office; F. Gattis, Dallas; P.

he

[en
.ugl

New

;rges,
jtillman,

rtment,

York,

and

Richard

home office contract deare company employes in

Delbert Dungan, Toronto
has joined the Canadian Army.

aining.
ice,

Richmond,

k

Va.

—Billy

Peay,

Lee

eater aide, who recently joined the
ivy is at the Norfolk Naval Base
dning to be an aviation mechanic,

Summers Neighborhood Thehome office, and Dabney Mac-

orge
no

2r

mzie, Capitol Theater doorman,
ve gone to camp with the National
lard.

Lew

Mentlik, former

New York

ws representative of The Exhibi

is at Camp Upton for a year's
'my service.

>r,

Sought

in

Day

Penna. Measure

Zukor Opens Greek

War

Relief Office
(Continued from Page

1)

Hays, Sidney R. Kent, Sam H. Harris, Joseph Bernhard. Martin Quigley, and W. G. Van Schmus.
Gradwell L. Sears has accepted
Require Operators Chairmanship of the Distributors
Committee and John H. Harris of
Be Licensed Electricians
Pittsburgh has accepted Chairmanship of the Exhibitors Committee.
(Continued from Page 1)
The country has been divided into
to require licensing for contracting 12
zones,
with these Chairmen:
A Arch M. Bowles, John J. Friedl, Harand journeymen electricians.
clause in the bill also provides that ry M. Kalmine, M. A. Lightman, M.
"any work involved in servicing, re- J. Mullin. R. J. O'Donnell. Elmer C.
pairing, etc., of theatrical equipment, Rhoden, E. V. Richards. Jr., Frank
such as motion picture projection H. Ricketson, Jules J. Rubens, J. R.
equipment, stereopticons, floodlights, Vogel and R. B. Wilby.
spotlights, and other stage equipIn accepting the division chairmanment" must be done or supervised by ship, Zukor said:
an operating engineer licensed by
"In all my years in the Amusea contracting or journeyman elecment Industry I have attempted to
trician, or by an operating engineer
protect my name, the name of Paralicensed by the law.
mount and the industry itself. When
Projectionists would have to se- I was approached by the Greek War
cure electrician's license under the Relief Committee to accept the
terms of the law. In addition, they chairmanship of the Amusement Incould not, even then, do emergency dustry, I was reluctant, not because
repairs on a burned out transformer I did not think the cause was a great
or in similar emergencies to keep one. as I believe the contrary most
the show running, but would have to enthusiastically, but I was fearful
close down and wait for the regular that for obvious reasons I would not
repair man.
be able to give the full energy necOperators' local and exhibitors are essary to raise the funds so badly
both proposing an amendment com- needed to help those who fight not
pletely exempting theaters from the only for their homes and liberty, but
terms of the proposed bill.
for civilization itself.
Because of
Senate Bill No. 44 would set a the nature of the cause and its
minimum wage of $16 for women urgency, I have accepted the chairemployes, and make no provision manship of the Amusement Indusfor part time work.
As viewed by try for the Greek War Relief Asexhibitors, usherettes would be re- sociation."
placed by boys generally, as there is
no minimum for boys, while candy McBride, Simon
Promoted
girls would be replaced by vending
New Haven
Harry F. Shaw,
machines.
Loew-Poli division manager, announces that Jack Simon, former

Would

—

manager of the Loew-Poli, Hartford,
for the past six and one-half years,
has been promoted to the helm of
Mt. Screen
Loew's State, Providence, succeeding
Edward McBride, who has been proDenver Frank H. (Rick) Ricket- moted to the State, Providence. Lou
son, Jr., was re-elected president of Cohen, manager o fthe Palace, Hartthe Rocky Mountain Screen Club at ford, moves up to the Loew-Poli
the annual meeting.
Other officers house, and the new manager of the
named include: Joe Ashby, first vice- Palace will be announced shortly.
president; Robert Hill, second vice- Simon first joined the Loew's organipresident; Henry Friedel, treasurer, zation at the Aldine, Pittsburgh, 18
Thursday of November, a week later and Ross Bluck, secretary. Albert J. years ago.
than the national holiday.
Gould was continued as counsel. DiThe resolution pointed out that rectors will include the officers and
the situation has caused considerable William Agren, A. P. Archer, Buzz
I\o Blondes! ! !
confusion and that "the business men Briggs, Duke Dunbar, Jack Langan,
of the Commonwealth are extremely J. J. Morgan, Dr. John Zarit and
Chicago And now it's intelligence
desirous of eliminating such uncer- Robert J. Garland.
tests for ushers! !
The executive
tainty."
council includes Ricketson, Ashby,
Management of the new Today,
newsreel
house,
Hill, Friedel, Bluck, R. J. Morrison
advertised
for
"attractive young women, with perTo Make "Saint" Stories in Eng. and Mickey Gross. Ted Helmi and
sonality, between the ages of 18-25,"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY John Denman will handle public refor its usher staff. Management also
Hollywood
RKO announced at lations.
specified gals must be high school
the week-end that all future picThe club plans to bring a world
grads, brunets, stand five feet, six
tures in the Leslie Charteris "Saint" premiere to Denver, to be followed
inches, weigh 125 pounds, must live
series will be made in England with by a grand ball in the Fall. Charity
at home, and pass a written intelanother actor in the Saint role will continue to be the main objecligence test.
hitherto played by George Sanders. tive of the club. The past year the
Year's contract at above-average
The company will launch here a new organization donated $3,000 to a
wages is promised those accepted.
series
of
detective
stories
with local hospital to furnish rooms to be

—

Harrisburg, Pa. A resolution has
been introduced in the Pennsylvania
House that "the Governor be directed
to proclaim such date for the observance of Thanksgiving in this Commonwealth as the President of the
United States may set for observance by executive proclamation."
The past two years Gov. Arthur
H. James issued a proclamation declaring Thanksgiving on the last

Ricketson Again Heads

Rocky

Club

—

A

And

—

—

Sanders

in the lead.

used in treatment of children.

EfVllLlE...of the haunting
loveliness
...the

•..

the gallant loyalty

understanding heart...

That Rare Thing...

Ingrid

Bergman

ADAM AD

SUSAN HAYWARD

•

FAY

WRAY

•

HELEN WESTLEY

Based upon "LEGACY", the best-selling novel by Charles Bonner

•

•

RICHAB

Screen play by William HuriM

HESTER.,, of

the smolder-

ing eyes... the crushing lips
| ..the clinging arms 9JLSt

CI JDcI/AXC

OUR SOWS

jfNNING
tel
lit

•

JOHNNY DOWNS

Blankfort *A Robert Sherwood Production

•
•

ROBERT SHAW

Directed by

GREGORY RATOFF^5

10

rmrr

U"

Exhibs. Accounts

Up 10%, Says

REVIEWS Of

Scully

"Honeymoon For
Ann

with
(Continued from Page

currently in session
stone Hotel here.

at

1)

Black-

the

Scullv and his two division managers. F. J. A. McCarthy and William J. Heineman, outlined the release schedule for the balance of
the year and announced that the
first two pictures in the group, "Buck
Privates" and "Back Street," were
doing heavy business in their early

openings.

Highlight

of

Saturday's

session

was the appearance of President
Nate J. Blumberg who said that it
was the duty of every good salesman to encourage more showmanhe contacts.
"Exhibitors must realize," he said,
"that all we can do is make the
finest pictures we know how, make
them available when needed and inject them
with box-office appeal.
After that, it's up to the exhibitor

ship

Monday, February

Td'% DAILY

in

the

theaters

to make the public come to his theater to see them. If there is a 'bottleneck' in this business today, it's
in the theater."
Cliff

Work,

vice-president

in

charge of studios, outlined the progress made by the production department and paid tribute to the cooperation advanced by the home office.
He said that the product condition of the company at the start
of the new selling season would be
better than a year ago when the

company showed the

largest
pictures.

number

completed
Joe Pasternak, producer, told the
sales staff he was not resting on his
laurels and would not let a "fah to-middlin' " picture sneak in to spoil
of

-

his perfect record.

Defense Files Appeals
Briefs in

Gary Case

(Continued from Page

77 Mins.

The average audience

probably

get

share of laughs from this release,
and exhibitors should not have much trouble in selling it with Ann Sheridan, George
Brent and Charlie
Ruggles as the top
"names."
But, although there are some
good laughs, the script has only one situation to fall back on for all its material and
the possibilities have been wrung pretty
dry before the end of the picture.
Technical aspects of the film are okay in all
departments.
Miss Sheridan is effective in a role as
novelist Brent's girl friend and secretary,
brushing off the pests at the right time so
her temperamental boss won't get upset.
Charlie Ruggles will get some laughs, Brent
is okay in his role, and Osa Massen, a newcomer, is adequate in a quite important
role.
Remainder of the cast is adequate.
Picture was directed by Lloyd Bacon from
a screenplay by Earl Baldwin.
Bacon makes
the most of his material and guides the
players through their paces competently.
Brent arrives in Cleveland for a lecture.
Miss Massen, wife of Ruggles and former
student at the same college attended by
Brent, has a dual personality resulting from
reading Brent's books.
Everything happens
at the same time, with Ruggles pleased to
get rid of his wife if Brent will have her.
But Brent doesn't want her and Miss Sheridan has ideas of her own on the subject,
with some amusing complications ensuing
before the embattled Brent and his secretary make their escape from town.
One
very amusing scene in a restaurant between
Brent and Walter Catlett should be good
fair

with Peter Lorre, Evelyn Keyes, Don Beddoe
Columbia
69 Mins.

Bacon; Screenplay, Earl BaldBased on a play by Alan Scott and
George Haight; Cameraman, Ernie Haller;
Editor, Rudi Fehr.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
Lloyd

tor,

win;

*

SHORTS *
"Fair

Paramount

as a

program offering.

amount
it

It

has a sufficient

of suspense and excitement to

interesting, and Peter Lorre,

lywood's better-known

good characterization
anything, the cast
story,

with

Lorre

is

one of Hol-

bogey men, gives
in

the lead

role.

a

reported leaving the
vate law practice.

Amusing Cartoon

and

STORKS!

will

get laughs.

number

a

If

good

in

of faults.

the lead role, portraying

immigrant who is terribly scarred in a
fire his first day in the country and finally
winds up as a gang leader.
Miss Keyes is
attractive and able; Don Beddoe does a
workmanlike job; and George E. Stone gives
a
very good characterization as Lorre's
friend.
Robert Florey turns in an efficient
directorial job.
The screenplay was written
by Allen Vincent and Paul Jarrico.
an

Lorre

is

badly burned around the face his

night in
burns down.
first

friendless and

New York when his hotel
The Hungarian immigrant is
is

on the verge of commit-

when given a hand by a bum.
The two become involved with a gang and
ting suicide

Lorre shortly assumes the leadership, using
a mask to conceal his face.
He falls in
love with a blind girl, Miss Keyes, but she
killed by the gang when a bomb is
planted in Lorre's car and it explodes while
she is in it.
Lorre takes vengeance on the
gang in neat fashion.
is

CREDITS: Producer, Wallace Macdonald;
Director, Robert Florey; Screenplay, Allen
Vincent and Paul Jarrico; Based on a radio
play by Thomas Edward O'Connell; Story,
Arthur Levinson; Cameraman, Franz A.

Planer;

Editor,

Charles

1)

^^

of J for

Paramount

quit

studios,

that

p

"Buddy" DeSylva, associate j
ducer, was elevated to LeBarc
former post.
*

*

MISCELLANY:

*

Loew's quart,

net profit of $1,936,245 was a g
of $542,789 from the previous yi
"Little Three" lost its mot
for dismissal of the Gov't's ti
suit against the Griffith Amusem
Co.
execs, announced t
.

.

.

.

.

.

RKO

salary cuts were ended by
proving biz for the company.
Film Daily Year Book sur
showed that 681 feature pix w ;
released in the U. S. during lift
announced that the 50 i
cent terms for Chaplin's "Great ll
tator" would stand.
Metro sta«
it was completing its photograiic
record of pix theaters in the U 3.
Republic bought its Dallas fr»

all

.

.

.

UA

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

back from Underwood-E;li
Stanley-Warner theaters decid

chise
.

.

.

to try higher admission scale

Metro Buys

Two

West Coast Bureau of

—

Stories

THE FILM

DA\

is also negotiating for rights to
R. Lipman's newspaper story, "
Bugles Blow at Midnight." S.
van Simon will likely direct
Takes the Wheel."

Nelson.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

*

SERIAL

—

fection.

*

19 mins. per ep.
Universal
Actionful Aviation Serial
The serial fans should get a full
measure of excitement from this
release and keep coming back each
week for the next episode. The story
deals with an espionage ring trying
to get a new "miracle" pursuit ship
from the designer and builder, a
former World War Ace. The cast is
good, the action moves rapidly, and
judging from the first three episodes
the whole series has one hangup
climax after another. Donald Woods,
Robert Armstrong, Billy Hallop,

John H. Bock Dead
Denver
John Henry Bock, 22,
and Mrs. Joseph
Mazzei, of the Art Cinema Theater booker for Gibraltar Enterprises,
died in a hospital here following an Kathryn Adams,
here, have a new son, their first attack
of the flu and stieptoccoci in- and Bill Cody Jr.

— Mr.

Hospital.

D

to head his own producing unit wr
will release through Para. B.

considerably above the

the players effective, while

all

the story has

is

make

"Sky Raiders"

The country fair is under a full
of Mayer, Meyer, Austrian & Piatt.
head
of steam with plenty of exciteDefrees & Piatt represented Warner
Bros., and Sonnenschein, Berkson, ment as the prize animals go through
Lautmann, Levinson & Morse rep- their paces. The characterizations
resented B & K.
are good and there is a running gag
worked throughout the picture that

at Montefiore

Goldtvyn Agree

m^

Today"
6 2/3 mins.

Universal

bom

9

{Continued from Page

HORROR FILM WITH SUFFICIENT SUS#
*
*
PENSE AND EXCITEMENT OKAY NABE
PARAMOUNT: William LeBa
OFFERING.
for the past several years
Exhibitors should find this picture useful ing director of production a\

H. Anderson, Johny Downs.

CREDITS: Produced by Warners; Direc-

other distributors was the law firm

child,

^^^

players.

7-Year Pa<
THE FILM DA

Jane Withers Gets
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

tice.

Pittsburgh

VA

Hollywood Metro has purcha|
"Johnny Eager" by James Edw
for a lot of laughs.
CAST: Peter Lorre, Evelyn Keyes, Don
CAST: Ann Sheridan, George Brent, Beddoe, George E. Stone, John Tyrell, Stan- Grant, and "Two Women," a n
ern drama, which Robert Z. Leon
Charlie Ruggles, Osa Massen, Walter Catley Brown, Al Seymour, James Seay, Warren
will produce and direct.
The sti
lett, Jane
Wyman, William T. Orr, Lee Ashe, Charles Wilson, George McKay.

1)

Appeals. Defendants contended that
there was no combination nor concerted action proved in the original
trial and that clearance, itself, was
legal and a prevailing trade prac-

Representing

will

flLfnS THE WEEK IX
REVIEW
Behind The

Mask"

MODERATELY AMUSING COMEDY HAS
ABLE CAST BUT LACKS STRONG SCRIPT.
a

"The Face

Sheridan, George Brent,
Charlie Ruggles

Warners

Patrick,

The three-day convention ends tonight with a banquet. The product
lineup is to be announced today.

3"

l)€UJ

10, 1!

—

Twentieth Centi

Fox has signed Jane Withers t
new seven-year contract follow
her current pact which runs till n
December.
Her next film will
"Coast to Coast" by Ethel I
Yarn was formerly announced
"Stringing Along."

Tex

Ritter Set to Star

In Cooper's
West Coast Bureau

—

"The Pioneei
of

THE FILM DA

Hollywood James Fenimore C
per's "The Pioneers" will be i
duced by Monogram Pictures
special feature starring Tex
ter, it is announced by W. Ray Jo
The film is sc
ston, president.
uled to go before the cameras
this month, with Edward Fin
Edward Cianelli producing. Screenplay of "The
are the featured neers" was written by Charles
derson.

-

February

londay,

10, 1941

11

*

wards Ballots

lo

e Issued Thursday

gre (

(Continued from Page

1)

ately 12,000 will participate in the

CRIME WAVE

Para.'s $7,617,000

HITS THREE

Net

Youngstoun, Uhrichsville Safes
Cracked; Stick-up at Sharon

a materially larger numthan joined to make the nomi-

er the Academy rules, junior
are eligible to
rs of the

nuiti

year.
ction of the
picture nominations
Correspondent,"
oreign
3est

were
'The

"ATAHT."
Grapes

of

"The Great Dictator." "Kitty Foyle,"
"The Long Voyage Home,"
Town." "The Philadelphia Story" and

•ath,"

Letter."

he
ur
shecca."

nominations for the hest actor's performance
Charles Chaplin for "The Great Die-

:..

it to

>r,"

ath."

ea

—

Youngstown, O. Cracksmen broke
nabe house, smashed
the combination on the safe and esSAG
caped with an undetermined amount
&n the thespic awards as well
of money.
on that for the outstanding pro-

tions.

Henry Fonda for
Raymond Massey

"The Grapes of
for "Abe Lincoln

into the Foster

—

Uhrichsville, 0.
Police here are
probing a safe cracking job at the
State theater where receipts estimated at between $400 and $500,
were taken when a safe was drilled

open.

—

Pa. "Gone
With tht
a sign on the Columbis
theater here, and Pat Nataro, manactresses
nominated were Bette
five
ager mutters "Ain't it the truth."
for "The Letter." Joan Fontaine for
For $1,000 is gone armed bandit?
iecca." Katharine Hepburn for "The PhilaGinger Rogers for "Kitty toted off the cash box after holding
Story,"
le" and Martha Scott for "Our Town."
up an usher as he was carrying it
The l>est direction nominations went to John
"The Grapes of Wrath" Sam Wood, from the box-office to Nataro's office.
I

Illinois,"

Laurence Olivier for "Rebecca"

James
ry"

Stewart

for

"The

Philadelphia

Sharon,

Wind" says

—

piii.'t

(1,

;

Foyle"; William Wyler. "The Letter";
"The Philadelphia Story," and
A Hitchcock. "Rebecca."
tpporting actor nominations went to Albert
iserman for "Foreign Correspondent" Walitty

ge Cukor,

;

for "The Westerner"; William
"They Knew What They Wanted";

Brennan
rgan for

Oakie for "The Great Dictator," and
Stephenson for "The Letter."
(Die supporting actress nominees were Judith
fdersnn for "Rebecca"; Jane Darwell for
he Grapes of Wrath"; Ruth Hussey for
'he Philadelphia Story"; Barbara O'Neil for
U This and Lleaven Too." and Marjorie
rileou for "Primrose Path."
Nominations in a writing category, new this
r.
for the best original screen play went
"Angels Over Broadway" by Ben Hecht;
r. F^rlicb's Magic Bullet" by John Huston,
'iinz Herald and Norman Burnside; "Foreign
^respondent" by Charles Bennett and Joan
nrtson;
'The Great Dictator" by Charles
aplin. and "The Great McGinty" by Preston
'<

'

;!

:.

L-

irges.

dominations for the best screen play were
he Grapes of Wrath" by Nunnally Johnson,

Foyle" by Dalton Trumbo, "The Long
Heme" by Dudley Nichols, "The Philaby Donald Ogden Stewart and
ebecca"
by Robert
Sherwood and Joan
itty

yage

phia Story"

rrion.
The best original motion picture story

nomtions were "Arise My Love," by Benjamin
izev and John S. Toldy; "Comrade X," by
Iter Reisch;
'Edi'son. the Man," by Dore
lary and Hugo Butler; "My Favorite Wife,"
Bella and Samuel Spewack and Leo Mc-<ry.
and "The Westerner" by Stuart N.

m

is

hclltwccd
Speaking—

Gain of 100%

(Continued from Page

1)

—

of undistributed earnings of
partially
owned
non-consolidated
subsidiaries and $98,000 profit on
purchase of debentures. This compares with a 1939 profit of $3,874,000, including $1,117,000 share
of undistributed earnings of par-

share

;ctions,
r

DAILY

Non-Theatrical Bingo

Be Legalized

in

May

Delaware

—

Dover, Del. Lifting of the ban on
Bingo and lotteries when the net
proceeds are devoted entirely to religious,
charitable
educational
or
purposes, is ons of several legislative proposals favored by AttorneyGeneral James R. Morford.
Also supporting' the move to liberalize the state's blue law, Morford states that the failure of the
General Assembly to adopt the rec-

tially owned
sidiaries.

non-consolidated

—HOLLYWOOD
r\IRECTOR

^

A

bill

lic,

sub-

More than a 100 per cent increase
was reported for the fourth quarter

ended Jan. 4 over the correspondquarter ended Dec. 30, 1939.
Fourth quarter earnings after all ater for his one-act, "Woman's World."
charges were $2,807,000, not in- It will have its try-out in Hollywood Feb.
cluding $381,000 representing tht 19-20.
amount of dividends received by the
•
•
corporation from non-consolidated I AURA D. WILCK, the writers' agent,
subsidiaries.
Earnings for the cor- *— who has her headquarters in the Equitresponding quarter ended Dec. 30 able building, has moved into larger quart1939, were $1,030,000.
ers on the Strip.
Her new address is 9172
Sunset Blvd.
Stocks Outstanding
•
•
Outstanding as of Jan. 4, 1941.
there were 134,189 shares of cumu- TLMER CLIFTON has completed the dilative convertible $100 par value 6 *~ rection of "The City of Missing Girls"
per cent first preferred stock, and which will be distributed by Select PicH. B. Warner, Astrid Allwyn and
532,470 shares of cumulative con- tures.
vertible $10 par value 6 per cent John Archer head the cast.
second preferred stock.
•
•
After deducting $281,154 of divi- THE Range Busters Ray Corrigan,
John
dends accrued for the quarter or. ' King
and Max Terhune will be the stars
these preferred shares, the remain
of the 17th annual mid-winter Rodeo and
ing $2,525,846 of estimated com
Fiesta de Los Vaqueros and grand marshals
bined consolidated and share of un of the all-western parade with
Governor
quardistributed earnings for the
Sidney P. Osborn of Arizona ni Tucson,
ter represent $1.02 per share on the February 21-23.
ing

—

•

—

•

D0WS 0F THE PRESS '"
'"on an original story by Al

"Vy
will

based
Bloch,

provide the vehicle for the next Scott

Dunlap production for Monogram. Albert
Duffy has been signed to write the screenR.

play.

•

•

/^IWILI ANDRE, once New

^^

York's most

popular and highest paid photographic
model, and Charles Quigley are new additions to the cast of "A Woman's Face,"

1939.

proposing changes in the

blue laws to permit "any work of
necessity in its broadest sense" has
been introduced by Sen. Harold W.
T. Purnell.
Changes are not as liberal as the recommendations of the

Frank McDonald, who recently

finished a stint of 18 months at Repubhas sold his drama of a tony, Philadelphia

bawdy house, "Drawn Blinds," to Arthur
Lawson and Raymond Morgan, New Yorkers, for a local
March opening.
Duo of
producers who will arrive here this week
plan to use film names in the two leading
roles.
McDonald has also made a deal
with the Guy Bates Post School of the The-

2,465,927 shares of common stocl
outstanding on Jan. 4, 1941, which
compares with 29 cents per share
for the quarter ended Dec. 30, 1939
ommendations of the Sabbath law
Computed on the same basis the
commission would "be considered a
estimated combined consolidated anc"
mandate for the enforcement of the share of undistributed earnings foi
existing law as written."
Theater
the year (53 weeks) ended Jan. 4.
men's participation in the Sunday
1941 represent $2.63 per share or
law question is conspicuous by its
common stock outstanding
such
absence. Bowling alley and skating
which compares with $1.08 per
rink operators are leading the fight
share for the year ended Dec. 30

for revision.

=

Br RALPH WILE

new Joan Crawford starrer at M-G-M. Miss
Andre, who has been living quietly in Cali-

Bought Common, Pfd. Shares
During the year 1940 the corpora-

fornia,

is

said

to

possess "one of the most

acquired 10,482 shares of its beautiful faces ever photographed."
first
preferred stock and 22,60C
•
•
shares of its second preferred stock
>al Joey" Rights Sold
of which 2,500 shares and 11,400 CAMUEL S. HINDS, veteran character
Sunday law commission of which
> Columbia Pictures
*J actor, has been selected to play Greer
Purnell himself is a member.
The shares respectively were acquired in Garson's father in M-G-M's "Blossoms In
fourth
quarter.
the
These
share?
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Purnell bill does not contain the lothe Dust."
Story is based on incidents
Hollywood
Columbia has pur- cal option provision urged by the were acquired at a discount of ap- from the life of Mrs. Edna Gladney who
proximately $203,500 which amount
ased screen rights to George Ab
commission.
has found good homes for more than 3,000
tt's current Broadway production,
Proposed changes in the gambling' has been credited to a special cap- babies. Walter Pidgeon will have the male
During the
al Joey," and has signed Abbott
and lottery law, contained in an- ital surplus account.
lead.
Mervyn LeRoy is directing.
produce the picture version, it is other bill introduced, are in accord- year 1940, Para, also acquired $925,•
•
r
Jorted. The music for "Pal Joey" ance with the recommendations of 000 principal amount of its i A per
cent debentures at a discount of ap- /*"NUR Passing Show: Jess Smith and the
iS written by Richard Rodgers and
Attorney-General Morford;
proximately $98,000 as referred to ^^ genial radio announcer, Harry Von Zell,
renz Hart, and the book by John
visiting Universal; Harry Sherman, left fieldabove.
Hara. Abbott's last picture venThe board of directors Friday de- er on the Sherman Cowboys team, preparing
Oakland, Pittsburgh,
re was the screen version of his
clared a dividend on its common for the tri-annual ball game between his
'ge show. "Too Many Girls," which
Sold
Gilbert to
stock of 20 cents per share, together nine and the Paramount Tigers scheduled
produced and directed for RKO.
with a quarterly dividend of $1.50 for Feb. 16.
will not direct "Pal Joey."
•
•
Pittsburgh
Warneis have added on its first preferred stock and a
another link to their local chain, the quarterly dividend of $.15 on its DEPUBLIC has assigned Smiley Bur)bina Wright, Jr., in Farce
:t Coast Bit-can of THE FILM DAILY
New Oakland Theater in the Oak- second preferred stock, in each case '^ nette to a featured role in "Counfy
Hollywood Cobina Wright, Jr., land section of the city, which was payable April 1, 1941, to common Fair," also Lulu Belle and Scorty (radio
1 a^near in "Duchess by Appointformerly owned and operated by T. stockholders of record on March 14, team). Burnette will continue in the Autry
mt," farce by Lady Mary Cameron. A. Gilbert. The new ownership goes and preferred stockholders of rec- pictures as well. Armand Schaefer has been
20th-Fox.
into effect Feb. 15.
ord on March 11.
set as the producer on "County Fair."
t
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One of the Big Money-Making Pictures of the Year!
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OF 47_TITLES F0RJ941-42
'Little Three" Trial May Go Over Until Autumn

Vill

Applications
Require Time; Defense

[as

Own

dismissal

Interrogatories

of the Government equity
against the "Little Three,"
mounced originally for this Spring,
ill
in all likelihood be postponed
ntil the Fall, attorneys for the deThese
•ndants revealed yesterday.
mrces said that applications to
ismiss the complaint in the suit
ould require some time before de*sion and that numerous interroitories would be interposed by the
Pendants before trial.
In addition to a delay necessary
Trial

;tion

(Continued on Page 4)

18

National Allied Admissions Surveg Paves
Wag for Opposition to \i>w Federal Taxes

Seven Adventure

Allied, through its individual units, is conducting a nationwide survey on
admission price trends among its members for the purpose of collecting information that can be used in opposing anticipated new Federal tax proposals.
Members are being asked to fill out questionnaires as to their admission
scales prior to July 1, 1940, and now.
Each unit is carrying out its survey individually, the results to be forwarded to national headquarters in Washington.
As the Congressional committees are meeting to revise the tax structure,
Allied wants the information so that the organization can present facts and
not conversation if called upon.

Convention Hears Program

Stories

Also Listed by Scully As

—

Chicago Titles for 18 of the 47
features on Universale 1941-42 pro-

gram were announced yesterday by
William A. Scully, general sales
In addition to the feamanager.
ture titles, seven adventure pictures
to star Dick Foran, Leo Carrillo and
Andy Devine were specifically identified.

In

Universal Corp. Net

Ascap-Gov'f Said

Up 123% Over 1939

Near Agreement

summary, Universal's program

next season will consist of 47 features, seven westerns starring Johnny Mac Brown, with Fuzzy Knight
and Nell O'Day; seven adventure
(Continued on Page 7)

A

eBaron Reported
\:>
r, dickering
est

K

Coast Bureau

—

With Metro
of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Despite previous re)rts that William LeBaron would
intinue with Paramount with his
vn producing unit after May 1, it
not unlikely that he may join M-M.
In fact, LeBaron and
utives are holding conferences

M-G-M

ex-

and

known that the Culver City stuis anxious to have him make four

is

o

ctures

annually for

its

organiza-

consolidated net profit of $2.Approval in principle of a proposed
232,805.48 was earned by Universal consent decree in the Government's
Corp. and subsidiary, companies dur- anti-trust suit against Ascap, was
ing" the fiscal year ended Nov. 2, reported
last night to have been
1940, after all charges, including in- reached, with but a few points still
come taxes and dividend require- to be agreed upon.
ments on the outstanding first preThe board held a lengthy meeting
ferred stock of Universal Pictures yesterday when it was decided to diswith
The result compares
Co., Inc.
continue its Saturday night program
a consolidated net profit of $999,- heard over indie radio stations, "As110.45 in the preceding year, or an cap en Parade." Producer Billy Rose
increase of 123 per cent.
stated that the program would not
He
In a statement to the security be given next Saturday night.
(Continued on Page 4)
holders of Universal Corp., J. Chee(Continued on Page 9)

Goldman Suggests
Of "A" Pix

in

Loew Stockholders Will
Playoff Vote on Schenck Pact

Erlanger

Bannon, Craddock as

"U" Divisional Aides
Chicago—Jack Bannon, former assistant

to

Sam Dembow, has

been

assistant to F. J. A. McCarUniversal's Eastern division

named
thy,

manager, and Gordon C- Craddock,
Indianapolis branch manager, has
been appointed assistant to William
Heineman, Western division manager, it was announced yesterday by
William A. Scully, general sales
manager, at the closing session of

Stockholders of Loew's, Inc., to(Continued on Page 7)
day will be asked to vote on the
letter in extension of President Nicholas M.
Philadelphia
Another
idies in
the series being sponsored by Wil- Schenck's contract for a five-year 20th-Fox Promotional
/ill Organize
liam Goldman in his effort to get period from Jan. 1, 1942, at the
Yorke
Berth for
first-run pictures for his Erlanger present salary of $2,500 a week.
An organization of independent theater in opposition to Stanley- Compensation is to include an allowGabe Yorke has been engaged by
hibitors is slated to be formed in
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
20th Century-Fox as Divisional ProIbany next Monday when a meetmotion Manager for the Western
s' is to be held at the DeWitt ClinDivision, it was announced yestern Hotel.
Session has been called
m.

—

Albany Area

Monday

Gabe

Record Price for Hart's Hit

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 4)

"Lady
Move to Kill Bill
To Legalize Bingo
Detroit

— Action

kill
the bill
churches and
lodges has been taken by the judiciary committee of the lower house
of the legislature, on the ground that
the matter is better handled by local

legalizing

control.

Bingo

to

for

in

Dark" Costs Para/Above $275,OOO

Carmen, Detroit, Blocked
By Writ of Circuit Court

—

Detroit
The Circuit Court here
has issued an injunction restraining
operation of the Carmen Theater,

f

For a figure said by the company
be "substantially above $275,000,"
Paramount has acquired rights to
"Lady in the Dark," Moss Hart's

was announced yesterday by Barney Balasmash Broadway

hit,

.

it

ban.
Figure is said to be: the highest
scheduled to open in about two weeks
and is already partly equipped.
price ever paid by a film company
The Court found, according to An- for a stage property. Previous rec(Continued on Page 4)

Home

:

:

~

.

(Continued on Page 3)

Offices Close

At 1 P.M. Tomorrow

to

Home

offices generally will close
p.m. tomorrow in observance of
Lincoln's birthday, a legal holiday in
New York State. Exceptions may be
two; 20th-Fox will be closed all day,
while Republic has not as yet deat

1

termined

its

policy.

Tuesday, February 11,
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Fabian Houses to Moses;
Moses Theater to Fabian

cominG nno gobrg
Vo.
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Publisher

HOWARD

DIETZ returned yesterday from

KYLE CRICHTON.

the

Coast.

Collier's

CHARLES EINFELD, Warner vice-prexy
charge of advertising and publicity, is en route
Honolulu in the Lurline for a vacation.

M.
B.
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::::::
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:

Manager

in
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FINANCIAL
(Monday, Feb.

Net

Low

Chg.

Close

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2 %>

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
131% 131
1683/4 1683/i
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
14
13%

131%
168%
13%

33%

32%

32%

1 1

5/8

1 1 1/2

111/2+

10%

10%

10%

'.

Inc

Paramount
pfd

Para.
Para.

1st

Pathe

Film

2nd

RKO
RKO $6

pfd..

9
33/8

41%

pfd

20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
.

Univ.

149

pfd..

Pict.

Warner Bros
do

6V2
17%

pfd

8%
33/8
41

63/8

17%
147

9
33/8
41
63/8
175/8

149

3'<i

3%

3V4

561/2

56'/2

561/z

+ 1%
—
— %

B.

Loew's

F.

deb.

B'way

ref.

6-46

3 V- -45

104% 104% 104%

3s55

Para.
Para. Picts. cv. 3 '/>s47 9S
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6-48 95V2

953/4

953/4

Monogram

7-16

7-16

Sonotone

7-16

Corp

Technicolor

9
9
15-16 15-16

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc...
Universal Picts
N.

Y.

6%
21

63/4

20

+

9

'/4

+

60%

chief

Schine circuit, and MRS.
on the Coast.

film

LYNCH,

buyer for the
are vacationing

JOSEPH M. SEIDER. Prudential Theaters Corp.
head, and MRS. SEIDER, sail tomorrow on the
Oriente for Cuba.

HARRY BRANDT

goes

to

Florida

the

first

of

next month.

WILLIAM WHEAT

and WILLIAM WALKER,
Pittsburgh exhibs., and their wives, have left
that city for an extended vacation trip through
the South by car.

LEO DEVANEY, RKO

executive, has returned to headquarters in Toronto after a nation-wide trip on behalf of the Depinet Sales

to

the

Coast over

the week-end.

GEORGE ABBOTT

yesterday

left

HANS EDWARD WEINCRAF,
director seen
in

recently

in

New York to continue
HARRY ROSE, manager

for

Viennese actor-

"Convoy," has arrived
his

Conn.,

Hold Hearings Feb. 20
On Two Neb. Film Bills

Union,

vice-president of the Chicago
has returned from a Florida

—

Lincoln, Neb.
Hearing on two
anti-film bills will
aired Feb. 20.
They were the fi)
two entered, and the divorcemt
measure, which followed by a cou]
of days, will be up at a later date

vacation.

A.

SILVER,

in

theater zone manYork, left over the weekMiami Beach.

BARNEY KRANZE, RKO
A'bany,
special

leaves tonight
Lincoln's Day

for

branch manager in
Boston to attend

RKO meeting

resumes his concert tour this
stops scheduled in several Southern
states before returning here Feb. 21 for a radio

a

week with

Cambridge, Mass., to lecture today at Harvard, following a lecture date

appearance.

yesterday

Louis Hartmann Rites
Will Be Held Tonight

Chi. Operators'

ALBERT LEWIN
in

Nebraska's

Warner

upstate New
end for a vacation in

ager

Drive.

ALLAN JONES

Summer.

stage career.

is

NEAL BISHOP.,
Operators

is

there.

The two to be considered are t
"luxury" tax measure which woi
slap a 10 per cent tax on all tick*

in

Providence.

to

Union
To Provide Tele Course

amusements,

—

I

'

Men Ask
%
Stock
Transfer
%
Film

—

—

%

—

%

%
1

1/4

Asked
69
63

Distribute

in addition to

c<

metics and cigarette sales, and o
which seeks to license distribute
for $1,000 a year, plus $1 a reel t
for every reel distributed in Nebrc

field of lighting to that of
sound.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Gar
%l
3% net Hartmann, and a brother, Ed

%

Port Richmond

has been closed.
Fabian plans to reopen the L
erty, Stapleton, S. I., on Feb.
House has been closed since 1:

Florida.

of the Globe, Bridgerecuperating in Atlantic City
from a stay at the hospital.
MRS. ROSE accompanies him.
port,

M.
sales

flew

in

In addition, Moses is taking!
Fabian's Strand in Great Kills w»

1

Hopkins Bringing Short;

May

arrived yesterday from the Coast.

+ % ward Hartmann.
+

6% +
21
+
66

and Fabian two

GUY KIBBEE

tomorrow

HERMAN SHUMLIN
LYNCH,

first

New

from the

—
—

15-16—1-16

Bid

leaves tonight on the
appearance tour through

Mr. Hartmann, an expert in lightserved for some 30 years as
David Belasco's chief electrician, and
for the past six years has been a
prominent member of the Music
Hall's technical staff, changing over

%

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

Columbia

V.

personal

England.

ing,

— %

95% 95%+
NEW YOSK CURB MARKET
Picts.

GEORGE

editor of

a stroke.

2'/4

NEW YORK EOND MARKET
Keith

returns

screen and radio
the Coast Friday.

Funeral services will be held at
Chicago
Local 110, Operators, ka.
tonight in the Plaza Funeral
plans a course of instruction in teleHome, 40 West 58th St., for Louis vision. A committee
has been ap- PRC Lab. Work to De Luxe
Hartmann, 64, chief assistant to pointed, under
the direction of RobProducers Releasing Corp. h
Harry Braun, director of sound main- ert Burns, an
executive committee signed a deal with De Luxe Labo
tenance and operation at the Radio member, to
prepare the course.
tory to handle its print work.
City Music Hall, who died on Sunday afternoon in Roosevelt Hospital
of a cerebral hemorrhage, following

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Loew's,
do pfd

MAX STUART

leg of a

Florida.

8:30

10)

High

from

to

flies

STIRLINC HAYDEN

S.

DONALD
CHESTER

Fabian circuit has taken over
Palace, Port Richmond, from Char
Moses who, in turn, has acqui;
from Fabian the Staten at N
Dorp, Staten Island.
Deals g
Moses two theaters in New D<

Lower
Levy

—

Albany Public hearing on Governor Lehman's proposed $385,100,000 budget for the fiscal year commencing next July 1 will be held in
the Assembly all day tomorrow by
the Assembly Ways and Means Committee and Senate Finance group.
Group which includes film representatives will ask a cut in the
stock transfer tax, claiming the

heavy impost has reduced purchase
and transfer of motion picture securities in this state.
They also
seek to eliminate double taxation of

odd lot shares.
Short entitled, "This Is England,"
will arrive here this week under the Hettisheimer Rites Held
care of Harry Hopkins, personal repNorwood, O. Funeral rites were
resentative of President Roosevelt held here for Andrew Hettisheimer,
when he returns via Clipper from 73, for 61 years a showman, and opEurope. Short has a commentary by •rator of the Norwood Theater at
Ed Murrow, CBS reporter in Lon- .he time of his death. A pioneer
don.
It was reported that it will Ohio exhibitor, he was a former vicebe distributed here by Columbia.
president of the ITO of Ohio.

—

**£ **
'**s

'Aro&

*ce*s
t

—

uesday, February 11, 1941
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Record Price Paid

DATE BOOK

or Hart's Stage Hit
(Continued from Page

price

iid

is

Today: National Theater Supply Co. branch
managers' convention, Belmont Plaza Hotel.

1)

understood to be the

Feb.

RKO

some years
5250,000 paid by
iack for "Room Service." Film prolusion will be deferred until after

it

ied.

is

'

been a sellout since. Piece has
nusic by Kurt Weill and lyrics by
ra Gershwin.
Bidding by film companies for the
ights to the Hart piece had been
Columbia especially sought
ively.
o make the purchase.
Broadway hits of the year thus
ar acquired for films in addition to
Lady in the Dark" include "Arsenic
md Old Lace," "George Washingon Slept Here" and "Old Acquaintmce," purchased by Warners; "Palama Hattie," taken by Metro;
Charley's Aunt," bought by 20thfyx, and "Pal Joey," just secured
ly Columbia.
Subject of active bidding are "My
>
ister Eileen," "Du Barry Was a
^ady" and "Louisiana Purchase,"
imong others.
las

2Q

mi
'

s

:

V
',''"

Be
,

Theater Drive for

Greek

Open Mar.

belief to

25

Amusement Industry Division
he Greek
leaded by

War

of
Relief Association,

Adolph Zukor,

will stage

drive March 25-30, it
vas announced yesterday.
Maj. L.
Thompson will be the drive chairts

own

aid

<1.

and A. P.

nan,

Assisting
oily,

Waxman,

them

its director.

Jack ConGoldenson,
and

will be

Leonard

Jeorge P. Skouras.
Zukor also announced the follow-

ng Exhibitor Organization

Harry Brandt,

Commit-

H. A. Cole,
2d. Kuykendall,
Abram F. Myers,
L A. Rosenberg, W. A. Steffes and
ee:

Col.

Nathan Yamins.

•

•
and

tive

we

LEST
it

RKO

and one

told

Wizard

Menlo Park's power

of

WNEW'S

by Jack Banner,

of

who knew

Edison's personal secretary for

men who

only two

of

publicity

ever had

we

Mister Tait.

attorney
director

are

and special features

and recount

solon, will discuss the early motion pictures

ing and dramatic circumstances anent the exhibition of them in

when

the amus-

New

York

Ernie Emerling

as right as a

is

can be polished-up

stunts of yore

Feb. 22:

to

hand salute

to pull

them out

Loew

Academy

how

is

sharply

gents wanted to spotlight the film by the

and thereby bring stimulation to metroTie-up was with the
Journal- American which gave Loew some high space
Readers were gven prizes for tagging "Comrade X" if they recognized
him wandering around the five boroughs
Awards totaled 100
smackers
He got tagged right off the bat down in Wall
Street
which goes to prove that even financial barons ain't
turning up their schnozzolas
at even a little pin money

•

•

•

big

and "any

T

T

title-line

"must"

and

cidentally,

of

T
which

is

course)

the world that

dead

is

pure-

way

Rumor has

that (quite

coin-

the characterizations in Fleischer's Studios'

new

—"Mr.

after

Hollywood

stars

it

Bug Goes To Town"
Our scouts declare
"stinging," if you prefer)

Honey, the bee heroine, bears a striking (or
resemblance to Deanna Durbin
while Hoppity, the grasshopper, has
characteristics a la Jimmy Stewart
and that Beetle, the heavy, is
that

astonishingly like

Gene Lockhart

Max and

Dave. Fleischer

may

seriously consider this suggestion

but a world premiere in

ington's Department of Agriculture

looms as a "natural"

•

•

—

Directorial Craftsmanship"

Out

in Chi,

Harry Miller has been

publicity-ad manager of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, succeeding Fritz Blocki, who's devoting himself to radio programs.

named

Mankiewicz
Dave O'Malley
Anita

Garvin

Rex Lease
Mike Mindlin

Harry Wasserman, division manager for M & P Theaters, will be
one of the lecturers at the special motion picture course being
presented by M. I. T

*

Biltmore

ball,

Waldorf-Astoria.

Variety Club charter

Charlotte

night

dorf-Astoria.

March 27-29:
vention,

€€

Paramount theater partners conHot Springs, Va.

Ampa

25th

anniversary

dinner

dance,

Edison.

Texas Variety Club golf tournament,

April 5-7:
Dallas.
April 24:

Ampa

April 29:

Pathe Laboratories,

annual

meeting.
Inc.,

annual meet-

ing.

May

5-8: SMPE Spring
Hotel, Rochester.

May

convention,

15-17:

Variety Club national
Traymore Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 18:

Philadelphia

hibitor

golf

Sagamore
convention,

Club—The ExPhilmont Country

Variety

tournament,

Club.

NS Changes

Shipping Point

New Haven— National

Screen accessories which have heretofore been
shipped out of New York to the Connecticut film men, will as of next
week be distributed directly through
the New Haven offices, in charge of

Emil Feldberg.
Peter Mikalarias Stricken
Connellsville, Pa.

U

%>

—Peter

Mikalar-

who for many years operated the
Orpheum Theater here in partner-

ias,

ship with

Gus Marakas,

until recent-

ly disposing of it to the Altoona Publix Theaters, Inc., died from a lingering illness.

not

Wash-

Director John Cromwell is 'bout to have delivered
to him a swell silver loving cup which N. Y. U. via Dr. Frederic
M. Thrasher, head of the University's cinema courses, has sent him
emblematic of "Exceptional and Consistent High Quality of

•

Warner Club

Dinner,

the Astor.

being knocked into a proverbial cocked hat

million-dollar Technicolor production

were patterned

tells

firms depicted in this photoplay are fictitious"

similarity to actual persons, living or

ly coincidental"

Awards

New

dinner,

March 16: Boston Cinema Club dinner dance,
Cocoanut Grove.
Mar. 16:
Boston Cinema Club annual dance.
April 13:
Treasurer's Club benefit show, Wal-

title

THAT

C.

ITOA banquet,

Hotel

politan box offices of the local circuit

the events, characters

installation

Nugent testimonial

Feb. 27:

Bowl
March 1:
March 8:

of the bag

and strongly the "Comrade X" man-hunt stunt clicked hereabouts
aforementioned

Club

Columbians dinner dance, Waldorf AsJ.

produce real results

Proof of the pudding

off a bit

the

Cinema

toria

Feb. 24:
York.

April 4:

whenever one has a mind

when

buffet-supper,

Earle W. Sweigert-Ulrick Smith testimonial, the Warwick, Philadelphia.

Feb. 21:
Cincinnati
dinner.

Mar. 10:

he avers that some of the tried-and-true exploitation

and dust 'em

Club

dinner.

LOEWS

•

•

Pep

Feb. 21:

City on April 14, 1894

•

Paramount

of

17:
Philadelphia Showmen's Club dinner for
Allen Lewis.

Feb.

appear before the mike

who was

seven years (1887-1894)
the

Several folks

will

A. O. Tait

of these is

Valen-

St.

Madison ballroom.

Photographers'
Association
York Dance, Hotel Astor.
Press

stage show and dance, Capitol Hotel.
Feb. 15:
Hollywood Warners Club party, Bilt-

Edward Wright Dead

—

Edward Wright, 57, piomember of the Chicago Opera-

Chicago
neer

Joseph

Rochester employes

Schine

more Bowl.

should program a commemora-

broadcast tonight from 9:30 to 9:45

the Great Inventor personally

One

Thomas A. Edison's birthday

is

WNEW

Station

Feb. 14:

T

today

forget

is fitting that

by murmurings down Miami

ioetz Heads Bookers Again
Cincinnati
Joe Goetz, assistant
ivisional director of
Theaters,
/as elected chief booker of the Cininnati Bookers' Club for the sixth
onsecutive term. Goetz founded the
Irganization and has been the chief
xecutive ever since.
Jimmy Bruetti, head booker for Warners, was
lected secretary-treasurer.

—

V
•

stated.

"Lady in the Dark," with Gerrude Lawrence starred, opened at
he Alvin theater here Jan. 23, and

14:

New

(^Ptlose °f the New York stage
Ji'tBand subsequent road tour plan-

.

12:

tine's party, the

Feb.

tors Union, is dead from a heart attack. Burial was at Streator, 111,

Sneak Previews Flop

—

Milwaukee Nine p.m. sneak previews, which have clicked in houses
several spots around the state,
proved a bust here. Both the Warner and Fox's Palace gave the previews a whirl here but they failed
to jell.
Showing included an unnamed flicker in connection with the
regular program.
in

:
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Ascap-Gov'l Said

iff

Near Agreement

—

he nor Oscar
had the time to devote to it, as preparation took up
most the week Rose was quoted as
that

neither

Hammerstein

II

saying that "there are just a couple
of points left" to be settled in the

D

&P

Will Start in April;
Employes Ordered to Avoid Tracks

Boston
It's just one headache after the other for New England theater
owners these days. While there are only two more "ice shows" as competitors,
both the horse and dog racing seasons will open earlier than ever before. Narragansett Park will start April 12.
There will be 190 days of horse racing at
New England tracks this coming season, while there will be at least 175 days
of dog racing.

(Continued from Page 1)

stated

"I

New England Racing

their

Heads of the M b P organization have issued
employes attending the races at any tracks.

strict

edicts against any of

of J negotiations.

With a consent decree believed

in
the offing, it is likely that the next
step would be a resumption of negotiations
between Ascap and the

broadcasting networks.
Any further statement on the status of negotiations is expected to

FPC Biz Up, But

New

Four Industry

Taxation Cuts Net

In

Ohio Legislature

—

come from Washington.

Bills

—

Montreal Operations of Famous
Columbus, O. With an eye to the
Canadian Corp. for 1940 future, the ITO of Ohio has instiIndies in Albany Area
showed improvement over 1939, but gated the hoppering of House Bill
gain in gross will not do much more 125 which extends the scope of the
Will Organize
than take care of increased taxa- Department of Workshops and Faction, so that net for the year is an- tories so as to give it jurisdiction
(Continued from Paqe 1)
by Leonard Rosenthal, exhibitor and ticipated as being close to level of over theaters showing "televised

Little

May Be

attorney of Troy.
It is
expected that

group will

affiliate

the

itself

Albany

with the

New York

State Unit of national
York
Allied, recently formed in
Other regional meetings for
City.

New

organization purposes are scheduled
to follow the Albany get-together.
Members of the down-state unit who
expect to attend include Max Cohen
and Louis Guidel, Brooklyn; Bob
Goldblatt, Tarrytown, and Sam Cornish, Harrison.
Allied of New Jersey meets today at the unit's headquarters in the

Sardi Bldg.

20th-Fox Promotional
Berth for Gabe Yorke
(Continued from Page

1)

day by Charles E. McCarthy, Director of Publicity and Advertising.
Yorke, who was formerly advertising manager for Fox and also was
head of all advertising for Fox West
Coast Theaters, will make his headquarters in Los Angeles, where he
will supervise promotion work in
co-operation with theaters playing
Fox pictures in the Western Division.

WEDDING BELLS
Abraham Leff of the 5 Boro Theater Circuit in the Bronx, announces
the marriage of his daughter, Ethel,
to Albert J. Beberfeld of Manhattan
at the Hotel Riverside Plaza on
Sunday. The groom is connected with
a large theater cleaning supply
house.

—

$889,724, equal to
for preceding year.

The balance sheet

$2.09

a

share,

will reflect re-

duction in funded debt made in the
year of $700,000 by maturing of
$350,000 of serial bonds and redemption of $350,000 of additional serials in advance of maturity.

Goldman Suggests
Of "A" Pix

Playoff

in Erlanger

(Continued from Page

1)

Warner was sent out Saturday to
local exchanges and home offices.
In it, Goldman referred to current reports that the opening of
the Disney show, "Fantasia," in the
Aldine, will contribute to the alleged
jam-up of first-run product in the
first-run situations here, with subsequent-run independents eventually affected.
Goldman analyzes the
first-run situation, points out that,
in his opinion, shunting "A" product into the houses using the lesser
first-run product downtown, will affect the value of these pictures and

winds up by saying that the Erlanger

is

available

for

playoff

of

"A" pictures.
He also says that if S-W should
release any "A" pictures for use

the

in the Erlanger, the house would be
willing to waive the usual 28 days
protection so that the subsequentrun situation would be alleviated.
Likewise, Goldman suggests that if
this doesn't happen, the least S-W
can do is to waive the clearance and
make the first-run pictures available earlier for the subsequent-runs.
The letter ends by listing the pictures of each exchange that are waiting for first-runs.

Carmen, Detroit, Blocked
By Writ of Circuit Court

(Continued from Page

Loew Stockholders

1)

Will

Vote on Schenck Pact
(Continued from Page

1)

ance for expenses except while t
eling, plus 2% per cent of the c
bined annual net profits of the c
pany, its subsidiaries and venti
after certain deductions.
If

contract

the

Schenck

is

is

to be granted

appro
an ex

sion of his existing option to i
chase at $40 a share as many
48,492 shares of common stock

are not previously acquired by
under his present option which
pires

March

(Continued from Page

iaries

1,

1942.

None was

I

r.

was

$318,882.

Re-election of present direc
also is scheduled at today's
ins of stockholders.

m

1)

thony Vermuelen, Attorney for Joseph Stoia plaintiff, that Joseph Mis- Illinois
kinis still had an interest in the
3-Man
house despite absence of direct interest, and that it violated his agree-

Indies to

Oppose

Censorship Boarc

—

Springfield, 111.
Independent t
of Feb. 16, 1940 not to operate
theater within four miles of ater owners will oppose the Carlf
Stoia's Midway and Circle theaters Searle bill introduced in the Legis
for five years.
Stoia and Miskinis ture for a three-man censorsl
Crouch, s|
split partnership at that time, with board, according to Will
Miskinis retaining' Alden theater retary of United Theater Owners
Expenses of the board would
only.
covered by a fee of $3 per 1,000 fl
Court further found that when of film examined. The bill goes
if
Miskinis withdrew from the Carmen committee hearings shortly.
project last year following an earliei
injunction, he started construction
of two other new theaters, and unusual advances were made to build- State, Knoxville,
ers, Philip Gorelick and Ben Mar- To Wilby-Kincey Circuit I
shall, who continued to build the
Carmen: hence the court inferreu
Knoxville, Tenn.— The State T
that these advances were indirect ater has been leased from Her
way of putting money into the Car- Schubert and is now being op
men.
ated by Wilby-Kincey, which a
Under the decree, the building can- controls the Tennessee, Rivie
not be used for five years from date Strand, Bijou, and Park.
of original agreement.

ment

a

Added

Dismisses Plagiarism Suit
Federal Judge William Bondy yesCorrea, probably as terday dismissed the suit of Harry

Feb. 17.

Tried In Fal

chased by him last year. Aggreg
ITO points out that the wage- remuneration
paid to Schenck
hours measure's enactment will add
the fiscal year ended Aug. 31, 1
to theater operating costs.
from the company and its sub

Correct as Prosecutor

—

Schneider.

Measure is one of four affecting
the industry now before the Legislature here.
Bill 240 would eliminate newsreels from state censorship, Bill 246 would
establish a
wage-hours law while Bill 271 would
make it a felony to possess obscene
films.

Ark. Adalissa Shinn
Mathew T.
and Thomas Austin Wilson, Jr., assistant manager of Malco theaters acting U. S. district attorney, will
appear for the Government in the
here, were married.
trial of Joseph M. Schenck and JoAnnouncement has seph M. Moskowitz, it was learned
Cleveland
Judge Alfred C. Coxe
been made of the engagement of yesterday.
Leonard Mishkind, head booker at postponed the trial of the suit oryesterday until
the Republic exchange, to Cecile iginally slated for
Russellville,

pictures."

Suit

for the filing of answers to ir
rogatories, the Government maj
a counter move, ask for further
animations of "Little Three" oflT
Attorneys point out that unlesV
trial can be started by June, a s
mer's delay of three months will
tervene during which time the C
recesses.

Players

Monday

Three"

STO

Essex and Sid Schwartz for an acCoral Gables, Fla.— Tom Mannii
counting and damages against Re- manager of the new Coral Theat
of
Plagiarism
public Pictures Corp.
is the father of a baby boy.
"Something For
play
plaintiff's
Nothing" in the Republic film,
Kansas City Eugene Snitz, boo
"Money to Burn," was charged. Dismissal was with the consent of the er for Columbia, is the father of

—

plaintiffs.

e^-pound

boy.

|

A GREAT PICTURE
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Full

page advertisements

in full color

scheduled for these national publications:
HOME JOURNAL
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION
VOGUE

reaching 8,866,993 readers!

LIFE

reaching 7,129,695 readers!

LADIES'

reaching 8,726,133 readers!

522,003 readers!

reaching

N. Y.

NEWS (MAGAZINE)

reaching 8,709,040 readers!

N. Y.

MIRROR (MAGAZINE)

reaching 3,572,5 1 3 readers!

•ttssssr
Paramount presents

MADELEINE

FRED

CARROLL
.. Stirling

Mtb******!

Pirnlwtl

I

MacMURRAY

•

Hayden Helen Broderick Marie Wilson

OO

UdlUiy II LbU

•

•

Upp • Based on a Story by Edward H. Griffith
Produced and Directed by EDWARD H. GRIFFITH

Screen Play by Virginia Van

and

Virginia

Van Upp

•

iw
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47 Features, 7 Adventure Pix, 7 Westerns For 'U'
Manpower
NevearU Exhib. Tries Truth On The Public—
— Seems To Work! Bannon, Craddock as
Secured,
or
And, Believe

Will
Scully Tells
Chicago Sales Convention
Additional
Be

(Continued from Page

1)

69 reels of short subjects,
serials, a special two-reel featurette and 104 issues of Univeries,

i

HT

Newsreel.
The new program was disclosed
by Scully at the company's annual
sales convention which ended last
night and was attended by branch
sal

and district managers and home office
and studio executives.
Definite Titles Listed
Definite titles included "Hellza-

It

Not,

It

Since he emigrated to the U. S. 19 years ago, Modesto Fernandez has saved
a mite each week from his meager wages. Now he has rented the Gem Theater in
Newark, N. J., giving that city its first Spanish movie house, and has appealed for
patronage in brightly colored pamphlets in Spanish and Portuguese. Folks, admiring his frankness, are responding by attending. This is typical of the Fernandez
messages: "Dear Public: Forget the poverty of this place. If you like the program,
help us to keep it going," and, "Think nothing of it if our theater used to be

frequented by vagabonds;
advertising

is

it

is

poor but

making further progress

in

"This Thing Called Love"
Rolling Up Holdovers

it

is

ours."

Looks as though truthful

our industry!

Sales Program Discussed
At NTS Convention Here

—

Springfield, Mass.
Columbia's
"This Thing Called Love" has gone
into its fourth week at the Bijou,

ring Marlene Dietrich;
of the Dakotas"; W. C. Fields, Gloria
Jean, Baby Sandy, Butch and Buddy

ed

GWTW

opposition theaters.

by delegates,
comprising some 29 branch managCincinnati -- "This Thing Called
in "Never Give a Sucker an Even
Break"; "Ride 'Em Cowboy" and Love," took peak grosses here for ers and representatives.
Yesterday's confabs served as a
"They're in the Navy Now," with the third week as a holdover.
Abbott and Costello; "The Yukon
preliminary to the sessions of less
"The Ghost of FrankenTrail";
Hartford, Conn. - - "This Thing routine character which will comstein"; "Bombay Clipper"; "Straight
Called Love" has been held for a mence today.
From the Heart"; "Mermaids in Dis- fourth week at E. M. Loew's, and
During the convention, all aspects
tress"; "The Black Cat," starring may stay on for a fifth.
of the 1941 sales and distribution
Basil Rathbone; "Captive Wild Woprogram of the organization will
starring
"Radio Follies,"
man";
"This Thing Called Love," Colum- come under discussion, as well as
Rudy Vallee; "Hello, Sucker" and
"Man or Mouse," starring Hugh bia production, goes into the Music improvements effected to various
Hall Thursday, with Columbia's "Ari- types of equipment manufactured by
Herbert, and "Juke Box Jennie."
zona" departing on that date after the several important companies
The Dick Foran-Leo Carrillo-Andy
a one-week run.
whom NTS represents in the field.
Devine series, which is to have early
American backgrounds, will include
"Beyond the Pampas", "In Old Mon- ror of the South Seas" and "Flying lin Auster, Joseph Bernhard, William
terey", "Viva, Pancho", "Sunset on Cadets."
Cowan, Ken Goldsmith, Marshall
the Sierras", "Dons of San Marcos",
Four serials, two of which are to Grant, Burt Kelly, Gregory La Cava,
"The
and
"The Fighting Padre"
be aimed at adult audiences, include Jules Levey, Frank Lloyd, Bruce
Americanos."
"Riders of Death Valley", "The Manning, Henry MacRae, Joe PasGang Busters", "The Sea Raider" ternak, Vaughn Paul, Ben Pivar, Joe
Deanna Durbin In Two
Sanford, William Seiter, Jack Skirand "Head Hunters of Amazon."
Besides those with definite titles,
ball and Glenn Tryon.
consist
will
program
the Universal
Shorts Lineup Complexion
Directors are: Ford Beebe, Eddie
of two Deanna Durbin productions
The short subject program con- Cline, Henry Koster, Charles Lafrom Joe Pasternak, one to be di- sists of 15 "Stranger
Than Fiction" mont, Arthur Lubin, Edward Ludrected by Henry Koster and the other
one-reelers; 13 two-reel Personality wig, George Marshall, John Rawlins,
by William Seiter; three from Frank
Musicals; 13 cartoons in Technicolor Ray Taylor, George Waggner and
Lloyd Productions, Jack Skirball, asfeaturing Andy Panda, a character Sam Wood.
sociate producer; an Irene Dunne
created by Walter Lantz, 15 "Going
Additional Manpower Sought
feature to be produced by Bruce
Places" and a special two-reeler of
Manning, who also is to produce a
Scully said that while these are
sufficient timeliness to warrant speall the names that could be announcCharles Boyer and Margaret Sullacial exploitation.
There will be 104
van feature; another with Margaret
ed at this time, since definite assignissues
of the
newsreel, released
Sullavan co-starred with Franchot
ments were either already made or
twice weekly.
Tone and produced and directed by
waiting, negotiations were under
Among the stars who have already way for additional men of
William Seiter; a Carole Lombard
equal calistarring production; a feature star- been assigned pictures are Abbott bre.
ring George Raft; Loretta Young and Costello, The Andrews Sisters,
Attending the convention were J.
starring in one; a production to be Mischa Auer, Charles Boyer, Johnny Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
Mack
Brown,
Carol
Bruce,
Virginia
produced and directed by Sam Wood;
Universal board of directors, Nate
Franchot Tone and Virginia Bruce Bruce, Bruce Cabot, Leo Carrillo, J. Blumberg, president; William A.
Lon
Chaney,
Jr.,
Brod Crawford, Scully, vice-president and general
co-starring in one; a picture with a
Cummings, Andy Devine, sales manager; Cliff Work, vicehorror character, "The Wolf Man"; Robert
Dietrich,
Irene
two starring the combined Dead End Marlene
Dunne, president in charge of the studios;
W. C. Fields, Dick Joseph H. Seidelman, vice-president
Kids and Little Tough Guys and two Deanna Durbin,
Foran, The Dead End Kids and The in charge of foreign affairs;
with Baby Sandy.
MatTo complete the program of fea- Little Tough Guys, Hugh Herbert, thew Fox, vice-president and extures, Universal will select from the John Howard, Gloria Jean, Charles ecutive assistant
to the president;
following properties it now owns or Laughton, Carole Lombard, Peggy Milton Feld, producer; Division Sales
controls: "Havana Nights," "Moon- Moran, Helen Parrish, George Raft, Manager Frank
J. A. McCarthy and
light in Hawaii", "You've Got to Basil Rathbone, Baby Sandy, Robert
William J. Heineman; John E. JosHave Rhythm", "Men of the Mount- Stack, Margaret Sullavan, Franchot eph, director of advertising
and pubed", "Sea Spoilers", "Frisco Kate", Tone,
Rudy Vallee and Loretta licity, as well as district and branch
"Half Way to Shanghai", "Missis- Young.
sales managers and home office exsippi Gambler", "Black Fleet", "TerThe producer group includes Is- ecutives.
sions

participated

(Continued from Page

1)

the company's sales convention here.
Replacing- Craddock in Indianapolis is H. H. Hull.
W. M. Richard-

son was appointed branch manager
in Atlanta and James Frew was

named exchange manager

National Theater Supply Co. openits six-day annual sales meeting
despite two weeks of
and a yesterday in the Belmont Plaza Ho"Badlands week of "The Philadelphia Story" at tel with morning and afternoon ses-

poppin' " with Olsen and Johnson
featured; Charles Laughton in "Almost an Angel"; "Hilo Hattie," star-

"U" Divisional Aides

in

New

in

Orleans.
Scully yesterday again stressed
his
unalterable policy of having
salesmen deal fairly with exhibitors.
Salesmen, he said, must eliminate
all sales talk that cannot be written
into a contract.
Paul J. Nathanson told the convention that Universal had become
the second ranking

company

Can-

in

ada, with high standing among exhibitors for product and business
association.

A new product slogan was announced by Scully. From now on it
will be: "Universal Pictures
The
Exhibitors'
Insurance Policy for
1941-42."
Fly leaf in the product
announcement book received a tre-

—

mendous

ovation

when

the

sales

heads read this message from President Nate J. Blumberg:
"Boys,
You're in Business."
Reports on "Back Street" openings threw yesterday's meeting into
an uproar when it was announced
that 14 holdovers had been registered and that second-day business
in almost every situation exceeded
the grosses for the first day.
Final Session Highlights
highlights of the closing
session was the playing of a record
of Joe Pasternak's address. He was
unable to attend the convention, his
presence being required at the studio to complete the final details of
the Deanna Durbin production, "Nice
Girl?" for its release date, Feb.

Among

21.

Another outstanding event was the
by J. Cheever Cowdin in which,
after thanking the sales force for
its fine work in building up exhibitor
good-will for the company, he stated
that the company's financial status
talk

was the firmest

in its history.
He
outlined the great annual increase in
gross revenue since the present man-

agement took over and paid high
tributes to Blumberg, Scully,

Work

and Seidelman.
Other speakers were Matthew Fox
who spoke on the company's outstanding stars, producers and directors assigned to the

new season prod-

and Dan Kelly whose speech
dealt with the preparation for getting production ready for the startuct,

ing date.

Equipment Dealers
Chicago

—

to

Co-op.

Manufacturers' representatives, meeting here with equip-

ment

TEDA

distributors at the
sesat the Congress Hotel, were
promised 100 per cent co-operation
and protection. Another meeting is
proposed for this city at an early
date.
sions

",
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Coast Sends Seven

Epidemics Are Ignored in the Rush
Of Halifax Fans to City's Movie Theaters

Pix Into Production
West Coast Bureau

—

of

FILM DAILY

TUP.

Seven new pictures
are scheduled to go into production
this week.

Hollywood

At Warners: Seven shooting, including "The Gentle People," melodrama, Irwin Shaw's stage play,
adapted to the screen by Jerry Wald
and Richard Macaulay. Ida Lupino
starred with Thomas Mitchell, John
Garfield and John Qualen.
Anatole
Litvak directing: "Highway Rest,"
comedy with melodramatic background. Cast is headed by Brenda
Marshall, Olympe Bradna, William
Lundigan and Willie Best in a comedy role. William McGann directing
for
Producer Edmund Grainger.
Screenplay by Ken Garnet and Allen
Rivkin, based on an original by Leon

Abrams.
At Columbia
Six shooting.
At M-G-M
Five shooting.
At Paramount: Five shooting, plus two
:

:

to

:

Committees

to

Aid Council Billboad Regulation
Awards Bills in N. Y. Senate

On

1940 Technical

West

Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Darryl F. Zanuck,
chairman of the Research Council of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, has announced the appointment of six committees of technical experts to assist the Research

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

;

Schine

Managers;
Given a

—

Gloversville, N. Y.
Widespread Dunningcolor Introduces
changes in Schine managers move
3-Color Process
District Manager Fielding K. O'Kelly, for six years in Amsterdam at West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the Rialto, to Cumberland, Md. His
Hollywood
A new three-color
place in Amsterdam is being filled by process for motion pictures, perWilliam
F.
Burke,
Philadelphia. fected by Dunningcolor Corp., will
Burke until recently was manager be immediately introduced on the

New

—

Rittenberg, manager of
the Schine Strand, Amsterdam, has
resigned to return to film production work in New York in early
March. His place is being filled by
H. Y. Gordon, Rochester.
In Gloversville, Harold F. Sliter,
former head of the home office publicity department, and for years executive assistant to Louis W. Schine,
vice-president in charge of theater
operations, has been made Mohawk
Valley district manager, with his
headquarters at the Glove Theater

Arnold

here.

S.

—

Albany
Sponsorship of three
comprehensive billboard advertising
bills by State Senator Thomas C.

Desmond

in the

wake

of earlier in-

RALPH W1LK

By

^J

— HOLLYWP
LJARRY SHERMAN
L.

Johnston as

has appointed

his

R[

>
,

production manav.

The announcement of the appointment \|
made at a Paramount luncheon meeting
)

introduce Johnston to Sherman departm-

heads and their aides.
Johnston was fmerly a member of Paramount's product l
department.

JACK OAKIE
•^

tured

has had to decline the fij

comedy

role

Gene

in

Market

troduction of the Wagner-Wallace forthcoming production for Columbia, "Is
measure stepped up the drive to con- Great Lady," because of his previous co
trol and regulate the matter for mitment to Warner Bros, for the
co-starri
Council in appraising nominations highway safety and scenic beauty.
role in "Navy Blues."
Markey offered ri
for scientific or technical achieveThe Wagner-Wallace bills are be- the role after seeing his performance I
ment awards now under considera- lieved to have a fair chance of pas"The Great Dictator."
tion by the Council.
sage at this session, principally be•
•
The year 1940 was marked by a cause they meet the principal obRALE ARMSTRONG, who has been
great deal of technical development jections of labor and farmers.
No '-' Russell Birdwell and Associates w
for
in the motion picture industry, and
tax impost is levied in their bill,
there were consequently a great which is not so restrictive as to cause past year, has been elevated to the pI
many more nominations for the loss of employment for bill posters. of assistant. He succeeds George GU,
awards this year than in past years. Likewise, upstate objection by small who leaves to become Western director f
Membership of these committees theater owners and farmers who re- exploitation and advertising for Unili

—

of the State, Fostoria, 0.

SPEAKING"
=
—
'

they are "Pioneer Woman." historical
drama, co-starring Barbara Stanwyck and Joel
McCrea with Brian Donlevy.
Producer-director.
William A. Wellman
"Hold Back
the Dawn." romantic drama, with Charles
Boyer, Paillette Goddard and Olivia de Havilland.
Mitchell Leisen directing, for producer. Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
At RKO: Five shooting, plus one to go follows:
Laboratory Sidney Solow. chairman; Gerthe 12th. "My Life With Carolina." romanald Best, Philip E. Brigandi, C. R. Daily,
tic comedy, being produced bv William Hawks
Gage, John K. Hilliard, George De
Fred
for RKO.
Cast is headed bv Ronald Colman and Anna Lee. with Charles Winninger, Moss, Kenneth Pier, Carl Schillinger, Ray
Wilkinson.
Gilbert Roland and Murray Alper.
Lewis
Lighting John Arnold,
chairman
Ear!
Milestone directing.
Miller, Walter Strohm, Joseph Valentine.
At Republic: Two shooting, plus "In Old
Photographic Keith
chairman
Glennan.
Cheyenne," western, ^tentative title), star- Lawrence Aicholtz, Winton Hoch, Grover
ring
Roy Rogers with George "Gabby" Laube, Virgil Miller.
Hayes.
Joe Kane producing and directing.
Production
Equipment Mitchell
Leisen,
At 20th Centurv-Fox: Three shooting.
chairman; Gavin Burns, Richard Day, D.
At Universal: Seven shooting.
Iszard, H. F. Koenekamp, Irving Pichel.
At Monogram: One shooting.
Sound E. H. Hansen, chairman; LawAt Producers Releasing Corp.: John T. rence Aicholtz, Daniel Bloomberg, Lloyd
Coyle producing "Federal Fugitive." with Goldsmith, John Livadary, Wesley C. Miller.
Pfeil
Hamilton, Dorothy Dav and Victor T. T. Moulton, William Mueller. Clem PortVarconi.
William Beaudine directing.
man, Loren Ryder.
Special Effect
Farciot Edouart, chairman
R.
O. Binger, Merle Chamberlin, Arnold
Shifts
Gillespie, Stanley Horsley. Paul Lerpae. William Thomas,
Joseph
Valentine,
Vernon
Sliter
District
Walker.
go.

HCLI_y\VC€D

—

N. S.
The demand for screen entertainment is so insistent and
consistent in Halifax and suburb of Dartmouth, that capacity business continues
to prevail. This, in the face of spinal meningitis, and diphtheria scourges as well
as the flu-grippe epidemic.
Not one of the 11 film theaters in the two centres,
connected by a municipal ferry, is failing to cash in on the urge for film fare.
After 6 p.m. it is usually impossible to get a seat, and all houses are running
grind, including FPC's ornate Capitol, which had originally separated the afternoon and night performances.
Halifax,

-

theater screens in a series of pictures produced by Cartoon Films,
Ltd., and released by Columbia Pictures.
Prints for the first of the
series are now being processed in
the Hollywood plant of Dunning-

ceive revenue for posting their property along highways with future

has been eliminated as
measure does not apply to the latter.
bookings

of the Desmond bills allows
municipalities, villages, etc., to set
up their own separate regulation;

One

•

•

kJORMAN TAUROG, MGM director,!
^ presenting "Darling Madge" with ll
'

Hedges Group

of Players at Laguna, sta«

The play written by Br;bury Foote,
scenarist, back in 19
was widely presented in army training cam.
ing next

week.

MGM

another puts the matter under the
superintendent of public works and Taurog plans to revive
the third zones roadsides for safety. ent day draftees.

the play for the pr

•

•

Indiana Bill Proposes
To License Billboard Ads

—

CLARENCE BROWN
Henry
Crosby, two U.

Neville

Lt.

S.

Army

is

playing

and

Lt.

officers.

host ,

Chat

The

iri

Indianapolis
Billboard adverti- are conferring with Brown on technical (I
ing would be licensed and placed un- tails of his forthcoming assignment
der control of the state by provisions M-G-M's "The "Uniform."
of Senate Bill 170 introduced in the
General Assembly by Senator Wil- SATISFYING his ambition of the past tl
bur A. DeWeese of Ft. Wayne.
** years, George Murphy will leave foil
The bill requires all persons, in- P. A. tour of South America immediately 1
cluding showmen and theater opera- completion of his co-starring role
in "Tel
tors engaged in outdoor advertising,
Dick And Harry," at RKO.
He has bit
to be licensed at $25 a year, in addistudying Portuguese for three months 1
tion to having a permit issued by the
preparation.
Secretary of State. The fee would
•
•
be 2% cents a square foot for billJAMES EDWARD GRANTS "Johrr
board space used.
"^
Eager," a story of the underworld 1$
Individuals or corporations outside
been purchased by Metro and will be placJ
the state conducting an outdoor adin production in the near future by Jcl
vertising business in Indiana would
W. Considine, Jr.
be required to file bond in amount
•
•
fixed by the Secretary of State.
|

IRENE SALTERN

"Heroic Greece"

color.

Artists.

As

Short

lumbia

two

has been signed by (I
to

design

the costuns
production
to be wil

forthcoming
One is the glamorous wardrobe
by Martha Scott in "They Dare
and the other will be for Jane
"Her First Beau."
for

Process is the result of several
years research by the engineering

Pictures
of

its

A one-reel short entitled "Heroic
Not Lov
headed by Carroll and Dodge Greece" will be completed this week
The
Withers
Dunning, and is said to greatly sim- by Frank Norton, producer.
as
well
will show historical
plify and reduce the number of labo- picture
•
•
ratory operations for turning out as modern shots of the country of
sn t
release prints, via the three-color Greece with a complete story nar- JORIS IVENS has completed direction
No rerated by Milton J. Cross.
"Oil For Aladdin's Lamp" for the J. Wsystem.
lease has been set.
ter Thompson Co. and is reading scripts n
staff

I

pictures the agency is considering producf
Herbert S. Jennings, former Glove "Western Union" Breaks Records
in the future.
"Western Union" was reported to $50,000 for Greek War Relief
manager, goes to the Colonial, Nor•
•
Chicago Van Nomikos, vice-prexy
have broken records at its pre-release
wich, N. Y.
Assisting in operation of the Glove openings in New York, St. Louis, of Allied Theaters of Illinois and ALEXANDER KORDA has purchased F,«
of
the Greek society,
Hecht's original story of present eft
are Wesley Lund, Altoona, Pa., as Milwaukee, Boston and Providence president
house manager, and Aubrey Pierce, over the week-end. Picture will be AHEPA, announces that the society German-occupied Paris, entitled "The Fp
former Newark, N. J., newspaper- released nationally by 20th Century- has made a gift of $50,000 to the bidden City." Hecht is now at work jt
Fox on Feb. 21.
Greek war relief fund.
the screen-play.
man, as student assistant.

—

*
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"The

123% Over 1939
{Continued from Pane

Trial of

Mary Dugan"
1)

with Robert Young, Laraine Day,

Cowdin, chairman of the board,
Tom Conway
xplained that the financial report
90 Mins.
Metro
p'-^s into account sterling revenues
|'ar)e principal subsidiary, UniverABLY CONTRIVED DRAMATIC YARN
I (IPPictures, adding that it should
SHOULD SCORE WITH ALL TYPES OF
that, because of war re- AUDIENCES.
>e noted
strictions, it has not been possible
As a play "The Trial Of Mary Dugan"
ictually to transfer all these revewas a hit, the first time it was made into a
-;:•
nies to the United States.
picture it clicked, and there is every reason
Under an agreement entered into to believe that audiences generally, parti'''^f
ast year with the British Governcularly women, will give this remake a good
ment, Cowdin said, Universal Picreception.
The cast is able, production
"
;ures was permitted to convert and
aspects fine, direction smooth, and story
''=n
ransfer sterling equivalent to $1,moves along evenly with an undertone of
At the suspense
500,000 at the official rate.
always present that climaxes on a
•- >nd of the fiscal year, the balance
high note of drama. Young and Miss Day
restricted sterling revenues,
)f its
carry some weight at the box office and
ncluding accounts receivable, was
the nature of the picture itself provides
""i
ipproximately 879,000 pounds, equivplenty of advertising and exploitation possident at the present official rate of bilities.
exchange to $1,524,000.
Young is excellent in his role, giving it
.;

:

'er

IT

COINCIDENCE

ISN'T

THAT SO

-

MANY

*

OF THE

'

:

::•

INDUSTRY'S EXECUTIVES

credence and

lew Gustav Brock Method

.

..

:

.

"

A method of making unlimited
lumbers of 16 mm. prints of hand
:olored scenes has been perfected by
justav Brock, veteran hand coloring
Brock's system entails hand
irtist.
oloring of a 35 mm. print, followed
>y reduction printing on 16 mm.
vodachrome.
Method is designed to make posdble the use of colored black and
,vhite stock shots in commercial 16
rim. color productions and is said
;o have the advantage of even colorng in any numbers of prints.
To Start

The
shorts
Music,"

Van Loon

first

of

the

Series

new

series

"So You Think You

a sincere plausibility. Miss day
good, never appearing to better
advantage photogenically or thespically.
A
fine supporting cast includes Tom Conway,
Frieda Inescort, John Litel, Marsha Hunt,

equally

is

Marjorie Main,

who

get heavy laughs,

will

Henry O'Neill, Sara Haden and Francis PierDirector Norman Z. McLeod handles
the story and players deftly.
Miss Day, escapee from a reformatory,
gets a job with an oil company headed by

lot.

Conway after his car kills her father. Young,
a company attorney, falls for her and vice
versa, but she refuses to

defends her, uncovers the

her.
real

Young

Haden, Francis

Day-and-Date for "Liberty"
Cleveland
"Land of Liberty"
}pens at Loew's Park and Granada

—

theaters

simultaneously Feb. 14.

THE FILM DAILY

YEAR

BOOK FOR ACCURATE

ably

murderer and

featuring H. W. Van Loon wins her acquittal with wedding bells following.
ind Elissa Landi, will go into work
CAST: Robert Young, Laraine Day, Tom
this week at the West Coast Service Studios under the direction of Conway, Frieda Inescort, John Litel, Marsha
3. K. Blake.
Columbia will release Hunt, Marjorie Main, Henry O'Neill, Sara
he series.

FOR

go to South Ameri-

ca with him because she can't get a passport
and doesn't want to reveal her past. Young
returns just as her murder trial is entering
its final phase and he takes over from Litel,

of who has been representing

Know

AUTOMATICALLY REACH

INFORMATION

—

THEY

CREDITS: Producer, Edwin Knopf; DirecNorman Z. McLeod; Based on a play
by Bayard Veiller; Cameraman, George Fol-

tor,

sey; Editor,

George Boemler.

DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

KNOW

ITS

VALUE

Good.

TO THE COLORS!

*

Pierlot.

Reinhordt Heads 20th-Fox ECU
Employes Credit Union of the

Miami
Max Chresler, assistant 20th-Fox home office declared a divinanager at the Rex, has been called dend of 4.8 per cent per share on all
:o the colors.
He expects to leave fully paid up shares at the annual
in about a month.
meeting last week. Harry Reinhardt,
of the home office domestic distribuNew Haven Jack O'Connell, as- tion department, was elected presisistant manager of the Roger Sher- dent for the forthcoming
year, sucman here, Stanley Wilchinski, chief ceeding Edwin S. Fraser of the forusher at the same house, Bob, son of eign department.
Eugene McEvoy,
Lou Schaefer, manager of the Para- of the domestic distribution
departmount Theater, and William Nutile, ment, was elected first
vice-president.
shipper at the Paramount exchange,
Credit Union's balance of undiall members
of the State National vided profit was $1,796.77 as of Dec.
Guard, will be Federalized Feb. 24
30, 1940.
and go to Fort Blanding, Fla.

1941

EDITION

+

THE

+ NOW

—

•=*:

;

'

.:'

—

Oliver W. Tramps, Gins Battling Pneumonia
secretary-treasurer of the Rainbow
Pittsburgh
Joe Gins, salesman
Theater Corp., has been selected to for the local Columbia exchange, is
fill the February quota of one
the
of
seriously ill with pneumonia at the
local draft boards.
Montefiore Hospital here.

Milwaukee

—

IN

PREPARATION

if

COMING SOON *

??

TEN BEST" ALL ON
EASTMAN FILM
EVERY

one of the Ten Best Pictures,

se-

lected in the Film Daily's critics polJ for

1940, was

made on Eastman Negative

Films. This impressive record speaks for
itself.

In 1941, these exceptional films will

continue to contribute
of

outstanding

to the success

screen

productions.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
J. E.

BRULATOUR,

Fort Lee

JN.Y.

INC., Distributors

Chicago

Hollywood

SLPER-XX

PLUS-X
for tfenerul studio use

when

Utile

lh/lit is

nmiluble

BACKGROUND-X
for buekurounds

und uenerul exterior

trork

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS

}

ST

4/iTH

^

j

h

The Daily Newspaper

ntimate in Character
aternational in Scope
ndependent in Thought

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

II

«E
.

79,

NO.

NEW YORK. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

30

13,

TEN CENTS

1941

,0EW STOCKHOLDERS VOTE SCHENCK PACT

K

7

i W. Allied Checks on Anti-' 5 Block Opposition
Ijaslee

Reported Sounding

of its
the Minneta legislature is being held up here
Allied Theater Owners of the
orthwest awaiting the return of
L. Peaslee, president, from New
'

.

and Chicago.

ork

Proposed

Bill Fixes $1,000 Fee; Also

for Northwest Allied
examined the bill and have
"ired it legal and constitutional,
ording to Fred Strom, executive

Attorneys

Would Impose

—

Des Moines Move to levy an annual license fee of $1,000 against
film distributors and a $1 reel tax
is

under

way

in

the

Iowa

legisla-

ture.

Rep. Harvey Long of Clinton

is

Directors, Officers;

Hail Schenck Leadership;

Reel Levy

Future Held Encouraging

of a Dollar in the State

— Presentation

Minneapolis

iti-block-of-five bill to

Rename

IOWA MAY LICENSE DISTRIBUTORS

Distributor Attitude
ftiile on Trip to the East
ut

Nicholas M. Schenck was voted a
five-year contract from Jan. 1,
preparing a bill for introduction.
1942, by the stockholders of Loew's,
Funds from tax would be turned
Inc., at their
over to old age assistance.
annual meetThe proposed measure would give
i n g
Iowa tax commissioner power to regTuesday. The

new

here

ulate sale and distribution
tion pictures in Iowa.

of

mo-

vote was
1,1 4

ive

eretary.

Chain Tax Measure

12-Man Censor Board

Corp. Boosts

lilas

Introduced in N. Y.

Established in Cuba

p r e f e rred
stock in favor of the ext e n si o n of
S c h e nek's
contract
a s
president and
55,774 shares
against the

—

—

KOCommonHoidings

Havana (By Air Mail) Censor
Chain store tax bill,
Albany
which would apply the store defini- board of 12 members with powers
to approve, revoke, suspend or reNICHOLAS
tion to film theaters, was hoppered
ject all pictures has been created
in the Assembly here Tuesday by
proposal.
Assemblyman Louis Bennett, Bronx by President Fulgencio Batista, an

A quorum
'DAILY Democrat, and referred to the Com- official decree reveals.
of seven members is necessary for
mittee on Taxation. Measure parala valid vote.
ler acquisition of 138,578 shares, lels
others introduced at previous
In the event of a dispute between
tlas Corp. now holds 732,896 shares
sessions which remained buried in
the members where no decision can
RKO $1 par common of its own committee.
be reached on a picture, meeting will
id 268.230 more through the AmerBill provides for a graduated levy
(Continued on Page 8)
an Company, the report of RKO
'Continued on Page 3)
Bureau of

'ashington

THE FILM

:'

the

SEC

discloses.

Atlas also reported holding
( Continued on Page 9)

327,-

Mrs. Rowland S. Robbins
Stricken in Miami Beach

SCHENCK

M.

All directors of the

company were

(Continued on Page 4)

—As a result of a fur-

Washington

i

4 1 6
of

common and

"During his stay in the East, Peas(Continued on Page 8)

5,

shares

3%

Sales Tax

Would

Admissions

Hit Ind.

Regional Sales Meetings
Follow "U" Convention

—

Indianapolis Proposal for a 3 per
cent sales tax, replacing the gross
3e Cooper to Personally
Chicago Regional sales meetings income tax and the truck weight
Mrs. Rowland S. Robbins, former conducted by Universal's division tax, is before the Indiana General
>irect Standard's Circuit
According to the bill's
wife of the late Joseph Dannenberg managers will be held during the Assembly.
authors it would raise nearly $30,(Danny), editor of The Film DAILY,
Oklahoma City Joe Cooper, pres- died in St. Francis Hospital, Miami next week, it was announced here 000,000 a year.
following the close of the company's
ent of Standard Theaters, Inc., is
The House bill would levy a tax
Beach, on Tuesday morning. Death annual sales convention.
.'heduled to arrive here from New
resulted from a shock, following art
(Continued on Page 4)
F. J. A. McCarthy. Eastern sales
ork within the next 30 days to per-

—

—

)nally

take over

direction

Orson Welles Film
"Citizen Kane."
It also is reported
that the picture
may be released at advance admission prices, although the sales exDecision

favor
is

RKO

a

roadshow

ex<}aJ§«kshortly.

W&

policy.

Mean-

salesmen
bee., ,fo
structed not to accept dates on the
Orson Welles picture until the issue
is clarified although the release date
has been set for Feb. 28.
while,

j

RKO's "9 O'Clock Plan"
To be Adopted Nationally
RKO's

RKO may roadshow

(ecutives

(Continued on Page 3)

Trailers, Short Aid Defense

RKO May Roadshow
I

(Continued on Page 3)

the

of

(Continued on Page 4)

v

7,500 Theaters to Run Recruiting Reels
Twelve one-minute trailers made
by the War Department to stimulate
recruiting and 300 prints of a Government-made short subject, "Power
of four westerns starring for Defense," running 10 mintues,

2Qth-Fox May Make New
Series of Four Westerns

A

series

George Montgomery is being considered by 20th-Fox for production on
next year's program, it was learned
yesterday. It was stated by a company executive that no final decision has been reached as to whether

are being shipped this week to designated exchanges throughout the
country as part of the activities of
the Motion Picture Committee Cooperating for National Defense. Between 5,000 and 7,500 theaters haye

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 9)

New York

neighborhood

policy of starting the main feature
at 9 p.m. will be extended, wherever
(Continued on Page 3)

GWTW at 3,000,000
Marh
GWTW

in Met.

on

3,000,000 mark

New
ports.

week

Area

Tuesday
in

passed the
attendance in the

M-G-M reFilm will start its fourth
at the Capitol Theater today.

York area alone,

—
Thursday, February 13,
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that similarity in title
and mutual appropriateness as a
medium for a screen star is not
sufficient factual basis for a plagiar-

LONDON—

Marsoulan

(12).

MEXICO CITY— Marco-

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Sindi-

Calle del

FINANCIAL
(.Tuesday, Feb.

High

Low

8

8

Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2 %) 5V2
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 23'/8

Con.
Con.

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind. pfd.

East.

Kodak

.8

5%

Chg.

8

8

13l/

13i/

13'/2 -

33

32'/2

32/2

2

Paramount

11

%

2

Decision
days.

followed

trial

of

three

11

11

107/8

107/8

33/g

33/g

-

Exhibs. Hire

10%

2nd pfd

9

Pathe Film

RKO
RKO

33/8
41

2/2
23/4

Vi

8%

8%

41
41
$6 pfd
20th Century-Fox ...
6V4
6V4
17'/2
20th Century-Fox pfd. 17/2
17/2
149
148'/8 148'/8
Univ.
Pict.
pfd

do

Bros

3/s
56

pfd

3Vg
55/2

3</a

55'/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith

B.

F.

ref.

6s46

Loew's

deb. 3'/2s46
Para.
B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4 s47 95'/4
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95/2

Harold Wilson Named
Aide to B. G. De Sylva

of Radio's
West Coast Bureau

—

Sponsored Commentators

THE FILM DAILY

of

Hollywood
Harold Wilson, formerly associate producer at 20th
Eighty-seven per cent of radio's Century-Fox, has been appointed asfilm commentators who are spon- sistant to B. G. De Sylva, Parasored are engaged by theater own- mount's
new executive producer.
ers, according to a survey made by Paramount has signed Monta Bell
the National Radio Film Commenta- as a producer.
Circle.

whose
Lowe,
David
Tilt Sunday B.O. Scale
"Soundtrack" is heard on
Waterbury, Conn. Warner's have
in New York, discloses that 32 per
raised admission on Sundays at the
cent of the radio film critics are State from
33c-44c to 35c-50c, insponsored, the remaining 68 per cent cluding
tax.
working on a sustaining basis. Of

gaged

by

merchants,

newspapers,

restaurants, wine dealers, etc.
Figures indicate that exhibitors
are the most loyal supporters of
film

radio's

are

Schine division manager,
vacationing in Florida.

FRED MAUSERT,
MRS.

and

State Theater, Glens Fk
have left for a morfs
Beach.

JOHN W. HICKS

returns Saturday from

LOWELL CALVERT
home

the

to

office

LEONARD

is

in

Cleveland,
is

vacationing

NATE

J.

BLUMBERG, WILLIAM

and other Universal executives
day from Chicago.

A. SCUIlf
returned yesr-

MERIAN C. COOPER sailed yesterday for If.
land to gather additional material for a picre
to go into produdction shortly that will be bid
on American flyers in that country.

CUY K1BBEE

left

New York Tuesday rL

Montpelier, Vt., where RKO will holt
premiere of "Scattergood Baines," which <tl
Kibbee.

—

ONA MUNSON

leaves today for the Coast

JOHNNY MILLICAN,
way Theater,
after

a

commentators.

HENRY

BLANKFORT

arrived

here

tures.

Ltd.,

leaves

on

the

Clipper

New York.
RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram

State, Providence,
for past three years, took over the
local State's helm yesterday.

LOUIS SHURR

leaves for the Coast the mi

WILLIAM
from

C.

CEHRING

has

returned

Chicago.

—

»V-!fow.s

tract.

Drop Super Bingo
Suppt

Bine-o, featured

at Schine's Madison, Monroe and
Riviera, for the last several months,

has been abandoned.

Shoot

Your Next

Film

at

Edison Motion Picture Studio

NEW YORK'S FINEST
Large

1600

BnOAOWAY
N T.C.
ClfCil
,

MOJtCHON ROOM filMlxCMANCi

6-0081-2 3-4
DrJIiau'

ment

small aottnd stage— Latest equip—andRehearsal
rooms — Private projection
—Executive
—Conveniently located.

theatre

offlces

MODERATE RATES
Phone

CHIckerlno

4-8116-7-8

•

,

i,

next week.

CFI

Rochester

or

i>

town.
of

ifficer

"".chines

today

president,

.

ager at Loew's

ly

PHILIP REED has returned to the Coast.
HENRY NEEDLES, Warner Hartford dis et
manager, has just returned from a tour of
p
South by boat and car.
W. J. CELL, managing director of Pathe :-

oatf

Niles Bouveng, liaison
between Eastman Kodak Co.
here and associated Kodak companies in Europe, died in Stockholn
Friday, a cable advised Eastmai

Tue

from the Coast.

Stricken In Stockholm
Rochester

{

operator of the Bn|has returned tfc

Schuylersville,
Florida vacation.

1

—

L

Florida.

Picts

McBride In Hub Post
Boston Edward H. McBride, man-

retuffl

Monday.

GOLDENSON

Named in Contract Suit
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.
was named defendant Tuesday in f
Sonotone Corp
13/4
l 3/i
1%
Technicolor
9
8% 9
$25,000 breach of contract suit file
Trans-Lux
in the New York Supreme Court b
Universal Corp. vtc.
6% 6% 6% Travelcade Film Corp. Defendant h
Universal Picts
20'/4
20'/4
20'/4
charged with failing to live up to ai
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITI ES
Bid
Asked alleged agreement to deliver 90 print
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.
69
66
of six negatives within six days o^
607/8
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
63
delivery, according: to an alleged con
95/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram

P>

ma.

headquarters here.

- %
95/2

95'/4

95'/4

id

MAUSERT

vacation at Miami

Eastman European Exec.

6%

Warner

87%

pfd

1st

LAMPE

the sponsored chatterers, 87 per
cent are hired by film exhibitors.
The remaining 13 per cent are en-

53/g23Vs -

23'/8

130/2 12914 129V4 166
166
166

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Para.
Para.

Close
8

GUS W. LAMPE,
MRS.

for

WNEW

11)

Net
Seat

New York Paramount

program

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am.

of 11 bands and
a score of specialty attractions, the

try."

tors

GOIDG

COfiiinC and

With the booking

Theater has
completed its "in person" schedule
ism suit. New York Supreme Court through July 4.
Bands definitely
Justice Peter Schmuck Tuesday dis- set include those of Benny Goodmissed the suit of Stephen Tamas man, Tony Pastor, Charlie Barnett,
against 20th-Fox. Suit involved the Gene Krupa, Mitchell Ayres, Vaughn
claim that plaintiff's story "Stow- Monroe, Will Bradley, Xavier Cugat,
away", written in Hungarian, was Leo Brown, Tommy Dorsey and Ella
pirated by the defendant's film of Fitzgerald.
the same title. The Court also pointIn addition to these bands, the
ed out that the plaintiff had failed Paramount has booked as extra
to copyright his story in the United added attractions Ella Logan, Ben
States and that this was "conclusive Blue, the Andrews Sisters, Jack
evidence of his abandonment of his Leonard, The Ink Spots, Red Skelcommon-law rights," making the ton, Kenny Baker, Jane Froman and
storv "public property in this coun- Danny Kaye.

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Ernest
W.
Fred6607.
Granite
man. The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue

1

that Trailer

«oln«'.

re

Thursday, February 13, 1941
13,151

Chain Tax Measure

To Adopt 9 O'clock

3 Plan

Introduced in N. Y.

Nationally
(Continued -from Pape 1)

!';

>

(Continued from Page \)

to its theaters throughout
m the country. In some spots, transportation facilities do not merit the

B

i,:n

feasible,

,

(

K

'

policy,

but where such a condition
exist RKO intends to adopt

J«d|s not

plan.

The "nine o'clock plan" went into
effect last night in Rochester, N. Y.,
where RKO operates the Palace, Century and Regent Theaters. On Sat'

:...,

'

k sen

^

is

i

urday nights, the last main feature
The assowill start at 10 o'clock.
a ciate feature will follow.

•

•

•

"HOLLYWOOD

Who's Who,"

just

off

the presses

of

Dell

and of great
be published twice a year

Publishing Co., should be a boon to movie editors

Book is to
to pic fans
with speand contains 1,000 portraits and 1,000 brief biographies
cial stories by Howard Dietz, Will Hays, Samuel Goldwyn, Walt Disney,
It's
a honey for quick
technicians, and the stars themselves
interest

U

i

•kith

Regional Sales Meetings
Follow "U" Convention

T
•

sCrat

his men in
Cleveland on Saturday, in Philadelphia on Sunday and New Orleans
Il
on Tuesday.
William Heineman, Western sales
iCotj
will hold two meetings of
' a manager,
the sales staffs in his division. First
was held yesterday in Chicago and
San Franfarter the second will he held in
will

feh head,

meet with

IS

lour of

Mjj

cisco

on Tuesday.

was announced at the final session Tuesday that both division managers would spend more time in the
field during the coming year.
It

h\,

I

Hit

:

:

will

Mrs. Rowland S. Robbins
Stricken in Miami Beach
(Continued from Pape 1)
attack of the flu which had developed into pneumonia.

Besides her husband, Mrs. Robbins
survived by her mother and sister.
Accustomed to divide her time between the North and South, Mrs.
Robbins was spending the Winter
at her Miami Beach home, 3300 Collins Ave., when stricken.
Simple funeral services will be
held
today at Philbrick Chapel,
is

Washington Boulevard, Miami Beach.

Gable-Lamarr Again Co-stars
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood Clark Gable and Hedy
Lamarr, will again be co-starred by
Metro in "The Uniform." Clarence

Hans Kafka

Brown

will direct this

story.

Hunt Stromberg

•

•

sults of a

(Continued from Pape 1)

is listed

one finds reBROUSING through initial issue
stars,
probe 'mong the Coast's so-called "400"

—

So here's what the greats
think of one another: Most Popular, Gary Cooper; Most Sophisticated, John Barrymore; Shyest, Fred MacMurray; Least AfNo. 1 Gad-About, Paulette Godfected, Barbara Stanwyck
dard; No. 1 Stay-at-Home, Charles Chaplin; No. 1 Flirt, Connie
Bennett; No. 1 Practical Joker, Carole Lombard; No. 1 Life of
Party, Bob Hope
Best Dancer, Cesar Romero; Most Intellectual, Paul Muni; Most Beautiful, Hedy Lamarr; Handsomest,
directors, writers, producers, etc

Robert Taylor; Best Figure (Ed. Note: Outside of GWTW's "take")
Ideal Wife, Myrna Loy; Favorite Legit Actor,
Betty Grable
Alfred Lunt; Favorite Legit Actress, Helen Hayes; Favorite Movie
Actor, Spencer Tracy; Favorite Movie Actress, Claudette Colbert
Best Film of 1940, "The Great McGinty"; Best Male Supporting Player, Albert Basserman; Best Female Supporting Player,
Hattie McDaniel; Did Most for the Industry, Cecil B. DeMille.

•

•

•

SPEAKING

new

publications
the first issue of an
"Don Freeman's Newsstand" has just
been released by Associated American Artists
Publication, a quarcreated
terly, is unique in that it's a one-man journal of Manhattan
in its entirety by a young artist, Don Freeman
Among the many
personalities of stage, screen and nite life whom Freeman has pictured
in the first issue are Ethel Waters, Paula Lawrence, Jimmy Savo.
• Ork leader Horace Heidt has shipped sets of his patriotic recordings
to 10 of the principal draft camps in the U. S
and presented an
11th set to Capt. James Roosevelt for the Marine and Naval base, San
Diego
Latter, who's producing "Pot O' Gold" which co-stars Heidt
and his Musical Knights with James Stewart and Paulette Goddard
declared the gift of records would play a part in maintaining a high
intimate

morale

New

of

York mag.

among

the

men

titled

drafted for service

T

as

producer.

•

•

FEBRUARY 12
Wallace Ford
William Collier,

Jr.

Tom Moore
Barry
Betty

Trivers

Jaynes

FEB. 13

Tom Gerety
John Wray

Howard Bretherton
Dorothy Mathews

tors

engaged

in construction, instalalteration, maintenance and
of air conditioning systems.

repair
Bill provides for inspection of such
systems in buildings of all classes
with penalty for failure to comply.

Assemblyman Dutton S. Peterson
introduced outdoor advertising regulation bills affecting zoning and
state highways.

RKO

Sets Release Dates
14 to May 9

From March
RKO

Radio has set the following

release

dates

for

latter

half

The company notified its exchanges
Walt Disney's next feature-

that

lengh cartoon, "Reluctant Dragon",
might be released within the above
period.

Pittsburgh Variety Club
To Hold Banquet Nov. 2
Pittsburgh— C.

C. Kellenberg,

Var-

iety Club chief barker, has announc-

Nov.

2,

has

defi-

the annual banquet.

.

Philadelphia exploitation staff for staging shindigs
for Ed
is holding the grand opening of his new apartment there next
For many years, Ed has
Sunday from "4 p.m. till bedtime"
been living in a hotel
"out of a trunk," as it were
and
he's so 'thusiastic re having a home
that he has issued a
real showman-flavored printed invitation for the premiere of
"Rosey's Roost"
and crediting Wanamaker for furniture,
Gimbels for piano, Victor for radio, Edison for lights
and
even Kresge's for screws and nuts

**

« «

» »

of

March, April and the first two
weeks of May:
"A Girl, a Guy and a Gob," March
14; "Footlight Fever," Mar. 21; "Melody for Three" (a Dr. Christian picture), Mar. 28; "Repent at Leisure",
April 4; "The Devil and Miss Jones",
April 11; "Robbers of the Range",
April 18; "They Met in Argentina",
April 25; an untilted Leon Errol
picture, May 2; "Tom, Dick and
Harry", May 9.

THE Columbian

.

From

James Crawford hoppered a
requiring licensing of contrac-

Sen.

ed that Sunday,

Weissman, club's prexy and chairman of the entertainment committee is arranging novel features for the affair.
• Yes, and
the Columbian Club has nothing on Ed Rosenbaum of Columbia's

THE FILM
DAILY to

bill

nitely been selected as the date of

T

Club, Columbia Pictures' social org.,
will hold its 11th annual formal dinner dance on Washington's
Birthday in the grand ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria
Phil

•

fee $1,000.

lation,

references
'ill

on chains under the present Department of Taxation and Finance: over
two and not more than five "stores",
annual license fee for each store in
excess. $50; in excess of five and
less than 10. $100; in excess 10 and
less than 25, each in excess $250;
each in excess of 25, annual license

"John Doe" Sneaked;
May Play Music Hall
The Capra-Riskin "Meet John
Doe," which Warners will distribute,
had an Eastern sneak preview Monday night for Warner execs., circuit
officials and others at RKO's Keith's
Theater, White Plains.
General reaction put the picture in the socko
class, it was said Tuesday.
"Doe,"
which is to be sold separately, is expected to go out at top terms, but
these presumably have not been set
as yet. Radio City Music Hall, which
has played all previously Capra films,
is regarded as the likely New York
outlet.

*>

.
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3%

Sales Tax

Would

Syracuse Cracks

Games
Hit Ind.

(Continued from Pane

on

all retail

—

Admissions

Down on

Theatrical Bingo;

Permittetl, But Bestrictions

Syracuse, N. Y.
Long
has materialized here.

anticipated

official

crackdown on theatrical Bingo

By order of Charles Wilkes, Fire Marshal, exhibs. playing Bingo are forbidden to admit standees, employ annexes or use wooden chairs.
Some exhibs. in the past have been accustomed to sell standing room, extend
the games to other than the auditoriums and to resort to temporary seating.

1)

transactions starting at

14 cents and continuing' upward in
33-cent brackets, increasing the tax
1 cent with each unit.
The bill fixes a flat rate of 3 per
20th-Fox
to Personally
cent on the gross receipts of tele- Joe
phone and telegraph services, utility Direct Standard's Circuit
Series of Four
services, whether they are privately
(Continued from Page 1)
or municipally owned; sales of meals
(Continued from Pane 1)
and drinks at any restaurant, hotel circuit which controls the first-run or not the pictures would be included
or drug store, and on admission to situation locally. Walter B. Shuttee, in the program or would be in addiany place of amusement, except state general manager for Standard, re- tion to the regular program, which
Plans
or county fairs and entertainment signed on Jan. 1 and post has been is still somewhat indefinite.
now call for 44 domestic features
sponsored by educational, religious unfilled.
The
or charitable organizations.
Bert Stern, circuit's advertising and four British features, making
specifically provides that the director, who doubles as manager of a total of 48.
bill
Company has been without a sertax shall be borne by customers and the Criterion, Standard's ace house,
prohibits the absorption of the tax has resigned, effective in 30 days. ies of horse oprys for several years.
by retailers.
Stern will resume booking of legit,
Exhib. leaders are lined up in op- attractions for the Shrine Auditor- Ontario Will Restrict
position to the measure, contending ium.
Children's Attendance
that its passage would eventually
Johnny Jones, assistant manager
cause many theaters in smaller cit- of the Criterion, has resigned to reToronto
Amendments to the
ies to close.
turn to Shawnee to operate his
Proceeds from the proposed tax father's Ritz. Jake Jones, his father, Theaters and Cinematograph Act of
Ontario requiring that children unwould be used to meet defense costs, is reported seriously ill.
Mathew
increase old age pensions and to Troter steps up from chief of service der seven attending theaters on
matinees in the province shall be acfinance educational expenditures.
to succeed Jones.
companied by an adult or a person
Robert Busch, has resigned as of student age are to be recommendSchine Theater
manager of the Midwest theater, ed, according to O. J. Silverthorne,
downtown first-run, to become man- chairman of the Ontario Board of
U. S.
ager of the Uptown theater just Censors. Theaters will be required
Julius to have a uniformed matron in atAlbany
Several Schine theater opened by Charles Ferris.
concerns received Federal tax re- Krisch, Standard theaters shorts tendance during the entire matinee
funds on income tax filed with the U. booker, has been transferred to man- performance.
E. Frank
These changes result from invesS. Government, publication of re- agement of the Midwest.
tigations into the flooding of the
ports here showed. Returns covered Roberts has succeeded Krisch.
the 1940 fiscal year.
W. C. Lewellen, formerly with Doric theater, Toronto with coal gas
Athens Joe Cooper Enterprises in Lincoln, fumes which overcame a number of
were:
Schine
Included
Realty Corp., Gloversville, $926; Neb., is now supervisor in charge of children.
Schine Reaity Corp., Gloversville $1, downtown houses, and Forrest Swi708; Schine Oneonta Corp., Glovers- ger is in charge of all suburban
Kate Smith
to Plug
ville, $607. Likewise, Seneca Theaters,
houses in a supervisory capacity.
Gloversville, received $1,245,
Inc.,
Para. Pix
Coast
Belpik Theater Corp., $1,404; En- Lyon Shifted to Des Moines
Kay Amusement Co., Inc., $1,100.
Paramount Pictures has arranged
Des Moines Transfer of Harold
Lyon from the Minneapolis branch for the Kate Smith show, following
its March 14 broadcast, to leave for
of 20th Century-Fox to Iowa to fill a
a four-week stay in Hollywood where
vacancy caused by the death of Abe
W. Riegelman is announced by Stan- the premieres of four Paramount feature pictures will receive air plugs on
ley J. Mayer, local manager.
Lyon the CBS Friday
night programs
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY will handle the Northwest Iowa ter- heard over 111
stations under the
ritory and Harry Gottlieb will be
Hollywood
James Gow, writer,
sponsorship of General Foods.
and Olga Alexander, secretary to Hal transferred to the Southern Iowa terThe four features included in the
ritor.
B. Wallis, Warner Bros, executive
Kate Smith broadcast tieup are "Las
producer, were married at the bride's
Vegas Nights", "The Roundup",
home in Beverly Hills. They are Lander Funeral Today
"Road to Zanzibar" and "I Wanted
honeymooning for several days at
Funeral services will be held at Wings."
Palm Springs.
noon today at Walter B. Cooke Fun-

May Make New

Cooper

Westerns

—

Concerns
Tax Refunds

Win

—

Show

Four

on

—

WEDDING BELLS
—

Humboldt, Tenn.
the

of

— Charles Hopper,

Rex Theater, was recently

married to

Emma

Louise James.

Martha Sleeper, screen and stage
actress, and Harry D. Deutschbein
of New York plan to be married tomorrow at Hampshire House. They
obtained a marriage license on Tuesday.

Scranton, Pa.— Herman John Bowof the
Comerford Theaters

ers,

maintenance

staff,

is

engaged

to

Elizabeth Anne Finnerty. Wedding
will take place Feb. 22 in St. Peter's
Cathedral, Scranton.

Home, 117 West 71st

under Theater License Fees Cut
auspices of the Actors Fund, for
Freeland, Pa. Reductions in theFrank Lander, 80, veteran actor who ater license fees were won by local
appeared in the first New York pro- theaters here after a long battle.
duction of "Way Down East."
He Under a new ordinance approved by
died on Monday at his home in Wood- the Freeland Borough Council the
side, Queens.
Refowich will pay a fee of 50 cents
per day and the Auditorium and RiNew "Pastor Hall" Campaign
alto will pay 25 cents each daily.
UA has devised a new campaign, Under the old ordinance all theaters
based upon the crystallization of were required to pay $1 per day.
public opinion during the past few
months, for "Pastor Hall." New ap- Select-Equity In Deal
proach is credited with enabling the
Select Attractions, Inc., has closed
pix to set opening day marks at the contracts with Equity Film ExState, Austin, and the Tower, Dal- change, Inc., for the handling of its
eral

las.

St.,

—

1941-1942 product in

Nick Schenck Voted

Ordered

New York

5-Year Loew Pad
(Continued from Paap 1)
re-elected at the meeting.
of
1,200,000
shares were
sented.

A

tc

rep

Weekly Salary Contin
Under the terms of the Sc

$2,500

he will continue at
present salary of $2,500 a week, p
2% per cent of the combined
nual net profits of the compa
its subsidiaries and ventures ai
certain deductions. He also is gi
an extension of his present option
buy at the same price of $40 a sh
as many of the 48,492 shares of cc
mon stock as are not previously
quired by him under his current
tion which expires March 1, 1942
A motion for a vote of confide
to Schenck and his associates i
appreciation of their efforts was c
contract,

ried.

Him Asset

to the Firm
the consensus of stockhc
ers present that Schenck's lead
ship was an asset to the comp
and a protection of their inv
Call

It

was

rnents.
J.

and

Robert Rubin, general coui
vice-president, in answer

questions said that the future
"encouraging" inasmuch as dom
tic business was good, money
being obtained from England
that South American grosses
I

improved.

David Bernstein, treasurer,
the stockholders that the war
not had a changed effect since 1
year. He also said that no pictu
had been shelved.
All Officers Re-elected

Following the meeting of sto
holders, the directors met and
elected the present slate of offic
They are, in addition to Schenck,
thur Loew, first vice-president; Da
Bernstein, vice-president and tre
urer; J. Robert Rubin, Edward Sc!
ler, Edgar J. Mannix, Al Lichtir
and Sam Katz, vice-presidents; L
pold Friedman, secretary; J. T. Mi
H. Helborn and Ben Thau, assist
secretaries; Charles K. Stern, Chai
C. Moskowitz, Len Cohen, R. Laza
and Nicholas Mayfack, assist
treasurers.
Re-elected directors were Schen
Bernstein, Rubin, Friedman, Mos
Lichtman, David Warfu
witz,

Henry

Rogers

Winthrop, John
Armsby and V

Hazel, George N.
liam A. Parker.

John

J.

Ryan Dead

—

Shenandoah, Pa. John J. Ry
former manager of the old Ho;
Opera House, now the Town Theai
here died in a local hospital,

had retired last
years at the

Summer

after

Hogan Town.

TO THE COLORS
Hamden, Conn.
Adolph

Johnson,

has enlisted

—

Robert, son
operat

Strand

in the air service.
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iShe paid him

$17.80

a week

to be his oriel

but kisses
were extra

and

there

were no
extras

OHr..."AHr...
u

UM-M-M-M-M!

r>

way you reel when you see
Jimmy Stewart ana Hedy Lamarr in this
thoroughly deli^htlul comedy. Will
keep seats rilled and S. R. O. si^ns out
constantly, says M. P. Daily. Top show
ror every kind or audience, raves
Hollywood Reporter. Laheled ror a
That's the

shouts Daily Variety.

clean-up,

another hit in the endless line or

It's

M-G-M

money shows.

""ft
^
iAMAKK
STUART
o-Go>awvn^Ver

r

•

until he took

her on a

3 -day

week-end amidst
the birds, the bees

and

the flowers.

ME
WITH
Sv t we
lTC p

.

VERRE E TEAS

Directed by

U-A*

An

M-G-M

Pic»» re
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1

'Strawberry Blonde'
James Cagney, Olivia de Havilland,
Rita Hayworth
Warners
97 Mins.

>/

with

German bands, beer gardens, gas
and other nostalgic memories of a
day gone by is recreated faithfully and enNothing has been
tertainingly in this film.
spared in the production from a perfect
recreation of the era and atmosphere to
giving the film a top drawing cast that
will be an attraction on any marquee.
Certainly exhibitors have a wealth of material
handed to them for exploitation purposes
as well as "name" draws, and the picture
heavily plugged by Warners, with
is being
a result that it should do well at box offices
lamps

There are plenty of laughs in the pic(ture and Jimmy Cagney has been given an
opportunity to create a characterization
slightly different from his usual roles, and
\ he makes the most of it in effective fashI ion. Olivia de Havilland is fine as Cagney's
I girl and wife, shading her performance neatRita Hayworth appears to
ly throughout.
advantage in a juicy role, and Jack Carson
also rates a hand for a well-turned performance.
The supporting cast is top notch,
with Alan Hale, George Tobias and Una
O'Connor prominently cast.
Raoul Walsh handled the directorial chore
deftly, making the players believable and
the situations credible.
The smoothly flow-M
ing screenplay was written by Julius J. and
Philip G.
Epstein.
Credit for the neat
photographic job goes to James Wong Howe
|)j;
and the excellent
musical arrangements
7
were whipped up by H. Roemheld, Ray HeinI

.

J

dorf

and Leo F. Forbstein.
opens with Cagney,

correspondence school dentist, pitching horseshoes in
his back yard with Tobias, an old friend.
A telephone call flashes the picture back
10 years, with Carson, sworn enemy of CagStory

oul

OW

i

ney, the

ff i

man who wants

a

a dentist.

Cagney

Carson are chummy and both live in
the same neighborhood as the story opens
and

r

i

from there.

With that beginning the story tells the
romance of Cagney and Miss de Havilland,
with time out for a crush on Miss Hayworth, whom Carson marries, and subsequently Cagney gets arrested for fraudulent
contracting work when as an employee of
Carson's he is used as a tool. Story covers
the 10-year period and Cagney takes his
revenge by yanking Carson's tooth without any anaesthetic.
In between the script
allows Cagney and his father, Hale, to get
into numerous brawls and otherwise give
vent to their
particular talents, but
it
is all well
integrated with the script.
CAST: James Cagney, Olivia de Havilland,
Rita
Hayworth, Alan Hale, Jack Carson,
George
Tobias,
Una O'Connor, George

It's

•

"j

John Archer

RKO

69 Mins.

Baines to the screen from the well-known
Clarence Budington Kelland stories, RKO
has created a personality full of backwoods shrewdness and homilies that should
especially appeal to family audiences.
Pic-

has a definite market in small town
Theaters where lack of "names" will not
make the difference it will in city and
ture

suburban houses.
In addition, there are
many thousands of magazine readers who
know the character through the Kelland
stories.

The
gives

every place.

I

Cowboy"

Guy Kibbee, Carol Hughes,

with Don "Red" Barry, Virginia Carroll,

"Caught

:<

:<

in the Act"

with Henry Armetta, Iris Meredith,
Robert Baldwin
Producers Releasing Corp.
62 Mins.

Milburn Stone
FILM BASED ON WELL-KNOWN KELPROGRAM OFFERING HAS SUFFICIENT
ENTERTAINING AND THOROUGHLY
Republic
56 Mins.
LAUGHS TO MAKE IT OKAY FOR NABE
jiLIGHTFUL SCREENFARE FOR ALL LAND MAGAZINE CHARACTER WILL
ACTIONFUL OUTDOOR DRAMA TRADE.
PLEASE FAMILY AUDIENCES.
^)IENCES.
SHOULD MORE THAN SATISFY THE
Transferring the character of Scattergood
Designed as a program offering, this film
Old New York of the Bowery, horse-drawn
WESTERN FANS.
carriages,

j

"The Phantom

"Scattergood Baines"

with

f

DAILY-

REVieuJS OF TH€ neui flLfns

:<

:<

3>{<

cast,

an

headed

excellent

by

Guy Kibbee, who

interpretation

of

the

sage old merchant from Cold River, is adequate in every respect. John Archer is good
as the struggling young lawyer, Carol Hughes
is okay as the school teacher, Francis Trout
portrays Pliny Pickett effectively, and Joseph Crehan, Willie Best and Emma Dunn
are among the competent supporting players.
Christy Cabanne directed with Michael
L. Simmons and
Edward T. Love writing
the screenplay.
Picture opens with Kibbee looking for a
place to set himself up in business.
He
arrives in Cold River and opens a store,
with remainder of story developed to bring
in the other characters and work out several problems that give the astute old hard-

ware merchant

chance to match brains
with a big mill interest and his local townsfolk. Needless to say, Kibbee puts all oppoa

CAST: Guy Kibbee, John Archer, Carol
Hughes, Willie Best, Francis Trout, Emma
Dunn, Lee White, Fern Emmett, Edward
Earle, Bradley Page, Joseph Crehan.
T. Brandt;
Director,
Christy
Cabanne;
Screenplay,
Michael L. Simmons and Edward T. Love;
Based on a series of stories by Clarence
Budington Kelland; Cameraman, Jack Mackenzie; Editor, Harry Berman.
Jerrold

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Comerford Quints Reorganize

—

Scranton, Pa. New team captains
were named at a reorganization
meeting of the Comerford Theaters
Basketball League of Scranton. They
are: Gene Lynch, Comerford; Bob
Kilcullen, Strand; Sam Miles, Capitol; Jack Gaughan, State; Joe Phillips,

Riviera;

Roy Sharpe, West

Side.

Jack Gaughan continues as president and Bob Kilcullen as secretary.

B & K Signs With AGVA
Chicago B & K has signed

—

asked of him in
adequate support
the lead
from a competent cast, including Milburn
Virginia
Carroll
and Rex Lease.
Stone,
Barry

everything
role and gets

does

George Sherman gets credit

as the associate
producer and director, directing in his usual
brisk fashion that keeps the action moving
Doris Schroeder wrote the
at all times.
original

Barry,

screenplay.

one of the

a con-

heirs to a large ranch,

being ambushed to discover
that Stone, the foreman, and Lease, the
sheriff, are in cahoots to get the entire
ranch and force all the peons off the propBarry meets again with a boyhood
erty.
friend who has turned outlaw to defend
the peons after his father was shot by
the gang. Barry has a considerable amount
of skullduggery to overcome before Stone
and Lease meet a timely end.
arrives

after

CAST: Don "Red"

Barry, Virginia CarMilburn Stone, Neyle Marx, Rex Lease,
Nick Thompson, Bud Osborne, Ernest Wilson, Burr Caruth.
roll,

and Director, George Sherman; Original Screenplay, Doris Schroeder; Cameraman, Reggie
Lanning; Editor, Tony Martinelli.

CREDITS:

sition to rout in effective fashion.

CREDITS: Producer,

Latest Barry starrer in one of Republic's
western series, this is up to snuff in every
respect and it should thoroughly please
the western fans and Barry rooters. There
is more than enough action, the cast is comDirection
petent and the story is okay.
is fast and backgrounds are good.

Associate

DIRECTION,

Fast.

Producer

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

—

the technical side.

Armetta is supported by Iris Meredith,
always competent and extremely attractive,
Robert Baldwin, Inez Palange and Charles
Miller.
Jean Yarborough directed from a
screenplay by Al Martin.
Armetta, a construction foreman for
Miller, is promoted to the sales department when a gang of crooks put the heat
on Miller to buy their faulty materials and
he knows Armetta won't stand for it. Shortly
after his promotion Armetta gets involved with a blonde, gets arrested as a
gangster and gets mixed up in a number of
other jams.
However, Armetta and Baldwin, a reporter who is the fiance of his
daughter, Miss Meredith, finally straighten
everything out satisfactorily.

CAST:

Henry Armetta, Iris Meredith,
Baldwin, Charles Miller, Inez Palange, Dick Terry, Joey Ray, Maxine Leslie, William Newell.
Robert

CREDITS:
Director,

Martin;

Producer,

T.

H.

Richmond;

Jean Yarborough; Screenplay, Al
Original Story,
Robert Cosgriff;

Cameraman, Mack

Stengler.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
O.K.

Would Bar Kids From Films
Sunday If Unaccompanied

Schine Plays Rep., Mono.
Films First-Run at 20c

Philadelphia— The Rev. Dr. William B. Forney will ask the Legislature
to
pass a bill prohibiting children under 15 from attendpool
Y.
RKO
Schine
Syracuse, N.
ing Sunday movies unless with adult.
has reopened the Main Stem's Em- Dr. Forney says he will confer with
firstpire, recently acquired, as a
Will H. Hays, the MPPDA prexy,
run outlet for Monogram and Re- in New York City.
public product on a Friday through
Monday basis, with remainder of the
week to be given over to re-issues. Leo Silver Will Build
Admission for the dual bills is a flat
Leo Silver has purchased the five20 cents.
story vacant loft building at the
First results indicate that the pol- southwest corner of Eighth Ave. and
icy may be a success, business re- 19th St., known as 171-175 Eighth
ported running well above expecta- Ave., and will build a film theater
House, built originally for on the site. Sale was effected by the
tions.
K & E legit., for some time has been Wood, Dolson Co., Inc., and the film
regarded as a "white elephant," realty firm of Berk & Krumgold,
other operators flopping with it. both of which acted for the Mutual
Richard Feldman is managing for Life Insurance Co.

—

with the American Guild of
Reeves, Lucile Fairbanks, Edward McNamara, Variety Artists for all B & K stage
Helen Lynd, Herbert Heywood.
shows. Nate Piatt says the contract Schine.
Price policy adopted has stirred
CREDITS: In charge of production, Jack takes effect immediately.
some indie exhib. resentment; most
L. Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis;
nabes charge 20 cents for subseAssociate Producer, William Cagney; Rich Names Joe Eoliski
Jack Karp is reported to
director, Raoul Walsh; Screenplay, Julius
Cleveland
Charles Rich, local quents.
J. and
Philip G. Epstein; From a play by Vitagraph
branch manager, an- have advised distribs. that he will
James Hagan; Cameraman, James Wong nounces the appointment of Joe Koli- not play pix which get their firstHowe; Editor, William Holmes.
ski as city salesman, succeeding Joe run at the Empire at 20 cents; his
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Minsky, now serving in the U. S. established price for second-runs is
Good.
a nickel more.
Army.
tract

should be of service to nabe exhibs. as a
supporting attraction. There are a sufficient
number of laughs in the picture to keep it
interesting, although it is slightly over-long.
Henry Armetta is the strongest "name"
offered in the cast.
Restricted by budget
limitations, the picture shapes up okay on

Indie Leases to Schine

—

Albany Mike Boumansour, indie
exhib. who ran the Placid, Malone
for many years in opposition to
Schine Circuit, has leased the house
to the Gloversville Corporation. Bou-

mansour will become Schine
manager there Feb. 16.

city

i^H

0l\
12-Man Censor Board

REVIEWS Of

Established in Cuba
(Continued from Paac
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but

Reported Ready

to

Sign

there

aura
cast

of

also

suspense
okay.

is

serve

plenty

is

nicely

All

as

lends

a

itself

of

and
in

action,

a

On

intrigue,

and

picture

all,

nabe offering.
readily

to

the

should
Picture

exploitation,

"Gene Krupa and His Orchestra"
Paramount
11 mins.

Story for Bob

Hope

THE FILM DAILY
Paramount has deHollywood
cided to star Bob Hope in a re-make
of the George Ade story, "Back

—

of

Broke," to follow "NothParamount
ing But the Truth."
produced the Ade story as a silent
film in 1922 with Thomas Meighan
and Lila Lee as the stars. Paulette
Goddard, apprearing with Hope in
"Nothing But the Truth," may also
be cast in the Ade story.

Home and

Wanger

Signs

Hathaway

THE FILM DAILY
Walter Wanger has
Hollywood
signed Henry Hathaway, who reWest Coast Bureau of

—

of sabotage
an island inhabited by CorFrom there on the plot thickens
doba.
until a U. S. Naval ship puts an end to
the activities of the espionage agents and

At sea they are victims

boat.

and put

in

at

mine-laying submarine.
3ets the gold and the girl.

their

Bennett also

Bruce Bennett, Oscar O'Shea, John Tyrell, Pedro de Cordoba,
Victor Wong, Charles McMurphy, Harry

CAST: Anita

Louise,

Strang.

CREDITS: Producer, Ralph Cohn;
tor,

Barton;

Charles

Screenplay,

Direc-

Joseph

Krumgold; Story, Augustus Muir; Cameraman, Barney McGill; Editor, W. Lyon.

DIRECTION,

Good.

on the bl<
provision of he New Y
consent decree. He is expected b
in Minneapolis Monday.
Field
one of the chief proponents of
of-five

anti-five

bill.

and "Nazi Sp

"Dictator"

May

Be Ok'd

in Argenti

—

Buenos Aires (By Cable) Ban
"The Dictator" and "ConJ
sions of a Nazi Spy" may be lif
both

provided certain cuts are made in
pictures, according to reliable ini
mation here. "The Dictator" is
ing shown outside of Buenos Ai
but the B.A. civilian population
other man from the same state sup- protesting against the local ban.
Meanwhile, a time bomb was c
ports his family by blowing soapy
covered in a Gualeguaychu thea
bubbles that last for weeks.
shortly before the first showing
the Charles Chaplin picture.

"Lady From New Orleans"
To Have $750,000 Budget
West Coast Bureau

of

WE

THE FILM DAILY For

— Republic has assigned

Given Large Order
Mikes By War Dept.

Hollywood
John Wayne

to play opposite Ona Washington Bureau of THE FILM <DA1
Munson in their de luxe production,
Washington Western Electric (
"The Lady From New Orleans." Pic- New York City, has just been awa.

—

ture will cost $750,000 and will be
produced and directed by Bernard

Voihaus.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Harry

War Department contract :
microphones, to cost $824,967.
U. S. Rubber Co. received an $81
209 order, and General Electric c
ed a

amounting

Harry Gittleson Returns

Good.

1

,:

officials

West Coast Bureau

1)

said.
Corking Musical Number
"Our legislative committee wi'
Gene Krupa, the number one over these
details with Peaslee v»|i>
drum beater, and his orchestra pre- he returns.
Sentiment has
sent several numbers in this reel
changed one bit since our organ
that are manna for the jitterbugs.
tion went on record in favor of
The orchestral arrangements are ex- bill and
I personally feel certai
cellent and the photography and
will be introduced, as planned.
backgrounds are top-notch.
Irene
"Harold Field, chairman of No
Daye and Howard Dulaney contrib- west Allied's Legislative Commit
ute vocal solos.
"Jungle Madness",
is still in the South sounding
"Perfidia", "Hamtranck", and "Call
exhibitors in that section to de
Of The Canyon" are played.
mine how they stand

sentatives

Ade

(Continued from Pane

has been making a check to h
what opposition we can expec
the bill, and after its passage, f
the 'big five' distributors," St
lee

and D of J repre- particularly at the present time.
"Unusual Occupations"
Charles Barton directed from a screenconceded yesterday that
10 mins.
Barton main- Paramount
a consent decree in the Government's play by Joseph Krumgold.
Interesting Short
anti-trust suit against Ascap was tains his action at a smooth pace and
Unusual methods of making a livimminent. The society's board held also maintains the element of mystery
and suspense which keeps the action in- ing in the world today employed by
no meeting Tuesday or yesterday.
Charles Poletti, New York's Lieu- teresting. Anita Louise decorates the pic- some people are always interesting.
tenant Governor who is also Ascap's ture effectively, Bruce Bennett is more A girl cuts out unusual dolls and
counsel, has been in Washington than adequate in the hero role, and the has established it into a good busiremainder of the cast give good perform- ness; a man takes care of a three
conferring with the D of J.
Oscar O'Shea and Pedro de Cor- and a half ton mechanical elephant;
Unofficial sources at Ascap indi- ances.
Ab Jenkins, mayor of Salt Lake City
cated that the decree "would not doba contribute good bits.
Miss Louise, a newspaperwoman, takes who is a terror to careless motorbe too tough."
Information on any agreement on a risky assignment for the Government to ists, holds more speed records than
a consent decree, it was indicated find out what the actual purpose of Ben- almost anybody else alive; a man in
by Thurman W. Arnold, would come nett's expedition is to an island that is New York breaks in mattresses by
from the office of the Attorney Gen- an integral part of the ocean defense walking on them; a man in Indiana
Bennett claims he is looking for has created a perfect miniature vilsystem.
eral.
lage in his own back yard; and anrold, so Miss Louise stows away on the

Ascap

5-Block Opposis

* SHORTS *

continual

ttl

flLm5N.w.AHiedChecks

I16UJ

"The Phantom
Submarine"

be suspended and reconvened 24 with Anita Louise, Bruce Bennett, Oscar
hours later. Board will be comprised
O'Shea
of five members to be appointed by Columbia
70 Mins.
the Minister of Commerce, one of
ACTIONFUL ESPIONAGE MELLER HAS
whom will serve as president of the HOKEY STORY BUT PLENTY OF SUSboard, and seven other members to PENSE.
be appointed by the Mayor of HaHidden submarines, foreign powers that
vana; the Minister of Education; the
are mining canal defense waters, secret
press association; the radio writers
agents, an unexplained murder and a few
association; and three further memother odds and ends have been incorpobers appointed by three other orrated into this meller.
The story is hokey,
ganizations.

Ascap Consent Decree

Thursday, February 13,
CUJIY

to $18,040,429.

RKO

Gittleson, editor of
employe publication, Flash,

Para. Takes Extra's Story
Radio's
cently left Paramount, to a term
His first directorial as- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY has returned from Toronto after
contract.
Hollywood Paramount has bought touring the United States and Cansignment for Wanger will be "Sun"Sing a Song of Homicide," by James ada with Leo Devaney, Ned Depinet
down" by Barre Lydon.
Drive captain. This is the third year
R. Langham, an "extra" in pictures,
and will assign him to prepare the in which Gittleson has accompanied
the Drive squad.
Want to Test Betty Field
scenario.

—

Funeral Tomorrow
Edward Trail, 83, former manag
of the New Montauk Theater ai
Trail

former treasurer of

its

died yesterday at his

home

predecessnJ
in Broc-

lyn.
He is survived by a daught:
Funeil
and four grandchildren.
THE FILM DAILY
services will be held tomorrow i
Hollywood Paramount wants BetCol.
Signs
Night
Club
Singer
8:30 p.m. at the Fairchild Chapel,
Warners Get "Hot Nocturne"
ty Field, now appearing on BroadColumbia has signed Joan Merrill, Lefferts Place, Brooklyn.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
re
to
West,"
the
"Flight
to
in
way
popular Broadway night club singer,
:
Warner Bros, has to a term contract. She will leave
Hollywood
turn to the studio for a test for a
Bid for "Corn Is Greei'
unproNocturne,"
an
"For
bought
"Hot
Hemingway's
role in Ernest
soon for Hollywood to appear in her Warners
duced play by Edwin Gilbert. James first film, a musical now being read- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAW
Whom the Bell Tolls."
Hollywood Warner Bros, is n
Cagney has been set for the leading ied for early production.

West Coast Bureau, of

—

I

—

—

Bingo Return Hopes

—

Wane

Newark, N. J. The hopes of representatives of 25 fraternal and religious organizations for return of
Bingo in Essex County are fading
fast. Common Pleas judges have indicated disfavor with a change in the
present Essex status.

role,

that of a band leader.

RKO

Buys Molnar Play
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Kruger Cast in "Chain Gang"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

ported bidding for Ethel Barrmore's current New York stage h,
"The Corn is Green."

Hollywood Columbia has cost OtGoes Into Chi. Roosev^
Kruger and John Litel in "The
Paramount rights to Ferenc Mol- Chain Gang" which Charles Barton
Chicago—B & K will open GWTT
nar's plav, "The Play's the Thing." will direct. It goes before the cam- at the Loop Roosevelt Theater f{
eras on Monday.
Price is reported at $45,000.
an extended run.
West

Hollywood

— RKO has bought from

to

GWTW

.

W

Thursday, February 13, 1941

all

Alias Corp.

Boosts

DAILY

Trailers, Short Aid Defense

Theaters
RKO Common Holdings 7,500

to

Run

Recruiting Reels

(Continued from Paae
(Continued from Paae 1)

-.
-

ig

warrants for common and 35,- pledged their support in showing the
pictures and it is expected that this
481 shares of 6 per cent convertible
number will be increased shortly to
preferred after adding 2,900 shares
10,000, according to Francis HarMhis class.
^ederick L. Ehrman disposed of mon, co-ordinator.
The distributors' division of the
600 shares of the $1 par common,
leaving him 200 shares and L. Law- motion picture committee, of which
rence Green disposed of 2,000 shares. William A. Scully is chairman, has
Ehrman grouped the nation's 31 exchange
leaving him 2,250 shares.
iisposed of 75 shares of the 6 per centers into six districts, one dis.ent convertible preferred and now tributing company to act in behalf
of all distributors in each area in
holds no shares.
Malcolm Kingsberg reported ex- handling the defense reels.
:hanging 10 shares of Keith-Albee300 Prints of Trailers Available
Orpheum 7 per cent cumulative conThree hundred prints of the onet-ertible preferred for an equal numminute trailers are being made availper
cent
cumulative
pre>er of 7
able.
Titles are "The Infantry",
erred voting trust certificates.
"The Air Corps", "The Armored
Michael J. Meehan put 9,000 shares Forces",
Artillery",
"The
Coast
)f 7 per cent cumulative convertible
"Flying Cadets Nos. 1, 2 and 3",
oreferred in a trust for his children, "The
Field Artillery", "Overseas
Kings- Commands", "The Signal Corps",
leaving him 17.004 shares.
transaction left him 490 "The Medical Department" and "The
.
berg's
of 7 per cent cumulative Quartermaster Corps.'
bpij shares
m[j|j],:onvertible and 10 voting trust cer"Power for Defense", the 10-mintificates.
ute short, tells the story of the use
of TVA power for defense indusKent Acquires 1,000 Shares
tries in the Southeast.
Sponsored
Stock by the OPM, reel was produced
Of 20th-Fox's
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY by a unit embracing Arch Mercey,
Washington Sidney R. Kent has whose services were borrowed from
acquired 1,000 shares of 20th Cen- the Office of Government Reports;
y-Fox common no par value stock, Philip Martin, Jr., and cameramen
is reported
in the SEC's semi- Floyd Crosby and Carl Prvor, with
onthly summary of security trans- Robert Horton, chief of OPM pubIons and holdings. The deal gives licity, as consultant.
Narrator is
ent 3,180 shares of common no Thomas Chalmers, who functioned
r value.
for both "The Plow That Broke the
Loew's Inc. reported Al Lichtman Plains" and "The River."
las acquired 100 shares of common
Carriers to Handle Them Gratis
10 par value, representing his enFilm Carriers, Inc., with the apire holdings in that class.
Loew's
;lso acquired an additional 4 shares
if Loew's
Boston Theaters $25 per Condor Pix to Guaranteed
Guaranteed Pictures Co., Inc., has
common to give the parent company
acquired exclusive world distribution
117,787 shares.
Pathe Film Corp. report states rights to the following Condor ProRobert M. McKinney holds 11 shares ductions, formerly released by Grand
National: "Capt. Calamity," "Devil
if $1 par common and Louis Philips
lolds no shares, directly, but has on Horseback," "We're in the Legion
sl2

:•

i

i

.

:

,

;

'

Common

—

-'?

;

Now," all in color: "Love
shares held by his wife.
"Yellow Cargo," "Navy
Robert L. Gordon disposed of 500 Flight,"
hares of Trans Lux $1 par common Spy," "Gold Racket," "Bank Alarm,"
:nd now holds no equity securities "King of the Sierras, action drama;
vhile Walter Siemers acquired 200 and "Trailing Trouble" and "Boots
hares bringing his total to 1,200 of Destinv," Ken Maynard westerns.
All pictures will be made available
hares.
Report of General Theaters Equip- to independent exchanges for release
nent Corp. states Edward C. Dela- during the current season.
ield
has acquired 200 shares of
apital no par value and now holds Acquire Horowitz Interests
Indianapolis Bennett E. Segalow00 shares.
sky, president and director of the
lottile Opens Albany Office
Central Indiana Corp., has announced
Pittsfield, Mass.—Michael C. Sot- purchase by the corporation of the
entire interests of Mr. and Mrs. Morile, operating a theatrical booking
gency of this city, has opened a ris Horowitz in the Fountain Square
ranch office at 18 S. Pearl St., Al- Theater Corp.. the Fountain Realty
any, N. Y.
H. L. Hickman of Al- Co. and the Indiana Central Coi*p.
The transaction terminates an assoany is in charge.
ciation of 20 years with Horowitz.

—

«ohen

Named Branch Head

—Harold

Leonard, Sturges Get Pacts
F. (Baby) We<t Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
salesman and
Hollywood Robert Z. Leonard has
handling advertising a new Metro pact; Preston Sturges
rms,
has been appointed Gulf ditto Paramount. Leonard's next is
tates exchange manager for Mono"Two Women"; Sturges, "Sullivan's
ram Southern.
Travels."

New

United Artists, Cleveland. Buffalo,
and Charlotte; Universal, Cincinnati,
Washington, Indianapolis and Minneapolis; Columbia, Albany, Boston,
Des Moines and Omaha; Warner
Bros., Pittsburgh, New Haven, Philadelphia, and St. Louis; Loew's, Inc.,
New York, Memphis, Detroit and
Salt Lake City; Paramount, Atlanta,
New Orleans, Chicago and Portland;
RKO, Dallas, Oklahoma City, San
Francisco and Seattle; 20th Century-Fox, Milwaukee, Kansas City,
Los Angeles and Denver.

Members
Members

of Distribs.' Division

of the Distributors Division are: William A. Scully, chairman, Neil F. Agnew, George Dembow, Ned E. Depinet, William F.
Rodgers, Gradwell Sears, and Her-

man Wobber.
Serving on the Theaters Division
Joseph Bernhard, chair-man,
are:
E. V. Richards, co-chairman, A. H.
Blank. Harry Brandt, Si H. Fabian.
John H. Harris, Ed Kuykendall, Sam
E. Morris, Charles C. Moskowitz,
John J. O'Connor, R. J. O'Donnell,
Spyros Skouras, R. B. Wilby, and

Nathan Yamins.

Orleans

'ohen, former
lore recently

RKO

—

Gettysburg, Pa.

borough

Has Urge

committees:

—

House William Elson. chairman, and Hy
Chapman, Maitland Frosch and Buzz Rubel.
(Heart)

Charity

man

;

—Joseph

chair-

Podoloff,

Harry Dryer and M. Frank McCor-

mick.
Publicity

—

Lester Rees, chairman
Morris
Abrahams, Cedric Adams, Lowell Kaplan,
Robert E. Murphy, Earl Pomeroy, Merle
Potter and Jules Steele.
Entertainment Charles
Rubenstein
and
Lowell Kaplan, co-chairmen: A. A. Kaplan,
Ben Meshbesher. Buzz Rubel. William Volk,
Sidney Volk and Charles Weiner.
Sports Gil
Nathanson, chairman
Fred
Abelson,
Don Buckley, Frank Eisenberg,
Gordon Greene, Charles Jackson, Paul Mans,
LeRoy Miller, Joseph Numero and Sol Toro;

—

—

dor.

Law
ley,

:

—

Sam Helpern, chairman Joseph FinA. A. Kaplan, Samuel Maslon and Ed-

mund

;

Ruben.

—

Shut-In Harry Dryer, chairman
William
Frank, Maitland Frosch, George Granstrom,
Hiller Hoffman, Lowell Kaplan, S. Kaplan
and Max Torodor.
Finance M. Frank McCormick and Edmund Ruben, co-chairmen
Henry Baker,
Ben Berger, Ben Friedman, A. A. Kaplan,
Max Torodor and William Workman.
Membership Maitland Frosch, chairman
Ben Berger, Sim Heller, LeRoy Miller and
Gil Nathanson.
Atlantic City committee
William Elson,
chairman; Maitland Frosch, A. A. Kaplan
and Max Torodor.
;

—

:

—

;

—

Hoffberg Pix to Dezel

—

Chicago Albert Dezel has just
returned from New York where he
has concluded a deal with Hoffberg
Productions to handle "Mile Ma
Mere" (Virgin Bride) and "Schools
for Husbands" in the entire middlewest. Robert Snyder has joined the
Dezel Roadshows as special representative in the Chicago area.

—

—The

Mexico, representing both film writfor newspapers and magazines
as well as film radio commentators,
has been formed here with Roberto
Cantu Robert, editor-publisher of
Cinema Reporter, weekly trade
paper, as president ad interim.
ers

E.

M. Loew
Boston

to Shift Titles
of

THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood
Title
changing
is
ramnant at Warners. "No Hard Feelings" is now "A Shot in the Dark,"
"Mother's Boys" is "Three Sons of

Guns," and "The Return of Miss
Pinkerton" is "Nurses Secret."

Fellerman Heads Big "U" Club

New

barker of Twin City Variety Club
here, has named the following 1941

Mexico City (By Air Mail) Assoof Film Commentators of

council

West Coast Bureau

Names Committees
Minneapolis — Ben Blotcky, chief

ciation

fee into the borough treasury, netted
the borough almost $4,500 in 1940.

WB

C.

Mexico Scribes Organized

Amusement Tax

Extend

Gettysburg
has continued in
force for two more years the amusement tax ordinance which would expire in March. The ordinance, which
compels all money-making amuseTakes ments in the town to pay a license

100

-

1)

proval of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, has volunteered to handle the physical distribution of the
Special
pictures without charge.
red, white and blue labels, bearing
the shield of the committee, are to
be fixed to all film shipments.
Exchanges which will handle the
short and trailers in the various
territories are as follows:

Minneapolis V.

—E.

Offices Shifted
M. Loew's headquar-

long in the Union Bank Building here at 216 Tremont, has moved
into the Metropolitan Theater Bldg.
at 260 Tremont, one block nearer
the theatrical and film district. Elaborate offices have been fitted up on
the fifth floor of the "Met."
ters,

Sam

Stokes Promoted

McAlester, Okla.

—

Sam

manager of three Robb

Stokes,

& Rowley

the Big "U" Club, theaters here for the past 13 years,
Saturday, are: President, has been promoted to manager of 13
Harry Fellerman;
vice-president, theaters
in
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Fred Meyer; treasurer, James David- Stokes is succeeded by Alex Blue of
son; secretary, Rose Youngfield; ser- Palestine,
Tex.
geant-at-arms, Tom Goff.
officers of

elected

$10,951 Gatelee Estate

—

To Handle Argentine Pix
Springfield, Mass.
John F. GateHavana (By Air Mail)
Justo lee, motion picture projectionist and
Suarez, manager of EFA, distribut- prominent labor leader, left an estate

—

ing company, has closed a contract of $10,951, according to an inventory
with AFA, Argentine firm, for dis- filed with the registry of probate
here.
tribution of its product in Cuba.

^

dt

10

Price-Cutting

Under

Coupons

Fire in Detroit

•

•

•

CAMUEL

—

Detroit
"Some theater interests
in Detroit have begun to threaten

admission prices, by buying
up several theaters and operating at
5 and 10-cent admissions," Carl R.
Buermele, general manager of Cooperative Theaters of Michigan, declared here, in launching an attack
on "special coupon arrangements"
whereby certain houses have operated at considerably under nominal
admissions, according to the charges.
"This has a tendency to reduce admissions to the city generally," Buermele said. "Leading exhibitors, including Co-Operative members, on
existing-

the contrary, feel that a raise in local

WHO

WHO'S
**

Producer.

Columbia

California,

Born Jan. 26, 1900,

University

1921, with

was with

the

Motion Picture

Catholic

Guild

week of April 4 at CamNorth Andover, 20 miles
Boston. Membership in this

will be held
pion Hall in

north of
guild has reached a total of 46 film
men. Among those who will attend
Retreat are Ed Carroll, Maurice
Corkery, Dr. J. Carroll, Jerry Crow-

Herb Higgins, Frank Lydon,
Frank McManus, Mat Moriarty,
Frank Rahilly, Joe Rahilly, Frank
ley,

Wolf,

Bimm Sampey

and

Patrick

Gill.

Overcome by Escaping Gas

—

Lincoln, Neb.
Mrs. Avis Rutherford, office manager for the Capitol

Theater, Bob Livingston's house,

was

overcome by escaping gas in her
apartment. She was revived by firecalled to the scene.
A theater
employee, when she didn't come to
work, went to her home, and found

men

her lying on the
ly didn't

know

floor.

rector

to

Jack Conway,

title

to

Ban Cash Bingo
— Law enforcement

Wausau, Wis.

here have announced that
in taverns and clubs
for cash prizes will not be tolerated.
officials

Bingo played

and

later

Stitt

Reorganizes

Publicity

UDT

Department

—

Story

told

how

the

heroine, a young heiress, was tossed
by the waves "on the deserted and
solitary beach of Long Island."

of Hollywood's ace scenarists,^!
the screen adaptation of "StranI
Victory," scheduled as Lesser's next pil
duction for United Artists release.
Tl
producer plans to start actual shooting
the picture next month.

write

;

I/AY KYSER,

and

radio

movie

star,

'^

conferring in Hollywood with RKO R
dio executives on his next feature pictm
which will be his third with this compai

DONALD
"Dr.

CRISP

the

join

will

and

Jekyll

Mr.

cast

Hyde," the

nc

Spencer Tracy starring vehicle for Meti
With his appearance in this Robert Loi
Stevenson thriller, Crisp will round out
years on the American stage and scree
Incidentally,
Lana Turner's role in tl
entirely different frc
yet played on the scree

is

ters.

Grand
Fraud
Of Bank

—

ANN

War-Time
Delay Franklin's

Trip

tickets.

operating a theater circuit in the
provinces, and formerly
RKO general manager for Canada,
has overcome the prevailing border
crossing and currency exchange restrictions, and is in his usual Winter
stay at Miami Beach. His Southern
trek was delayed about a month by
the war-time restrictions.

S-W

Starr as

Detroit Offices

Shift to

Philadelphia

—

Ben Schwartz Rejoins
Try Singles at Night
Detroit— The Fox Theater

—

WB

Cleveland Ben Schwartz has resigned as manager of the Capitol
ing- out single bill policy for
Theater, an Associated Circuit house,
nings only this week. "Back Street" to rejoin the Warner circuit as manis run for five shows a day, with addager of the Ohio Theater in Canton.
ed shorts at the night shows, while He succeeds William D. Harwell who
"Youth Will Be Served" is run off o-oes to Mansfield a city manager.
three times for the matinee trade William Dworski, who has been hanonly, up to the supper show.
dling Mansfield, has resigned.
is

tryeve-

the producer for Columbia.

•
lirREE AND EASY"

•
has been designate

*
the final title of M-G-M's productio
based on Ivor Novello's stage hit, "Th
Truth Game."
George Sidney is directin
the film which features Robert Cumming!
Ruth Hussey, Nigel Bruce and Reginal

Wilmington, Del.
A. J. Vanni,
Stanley-Warner district manager,
has returned his headquarters from Owen.
assumPhiladelphia in
to
here

and blizzards.

press.

LESSER has signed Frances Marjl

I

When

local

COL
*^ one

Bill Hendricks has been placed in "FATHER TAKES A WIFE" has be.
ministering a proposed federal food charge of publicity and advertising
'
selected as the title of the story whii
stamp plan in Arkansas counties.
for West Side theaters, Cliff Brown Herbert and Dorothy Fields are writing f
A bill also has been introduced of East Side, and downtown houses, RKO. Anne Shirley and Adolphe Menjc
in the House to increase the privi- including the first-runs, will be diare the first members of the cast to
lege tax on money wagered in pari- rectly under Stitt.
Alice Gorham chosen.
mutuel machines at horse race tracks will handle special publicity work.
from the present five per cent to 15
rvARRYL HICKMAN, seven- year -o
The additional tax reveper cent.
nue would be allotted to payment Orders
Jury Probe "^ youngster who director Norman Tai
of old age pensions.
rog predicts will be a sensation in "M«*
Night
A bill has been introduced in the
of Boys' Town," has been signed to
Your
long-term contract by M-G-M.
Senate which would require the state
Springfield, Tenn. Judge Dancey Hickman played one of the Joads in tl)
to collect two-thirds of the odd cents
won on pari-mutuel horse and dog Fort has ordered the Robertson "Grapes of Wrath."
race tickets and to raise the privi- County grand jury to investigate a
lege tax on horse and dog races by recent Bank Night fraud at the local
by the CresMILLER has been engaged by C<
five per cent of monies wagered at Capitol Theater, owned
cent Amusement Co.. of Nashville.
lumbia for a leading role in "Sho
the tracks.
on
trial
Two people are waiting
Business." in which Rudy Vallee and Gle
charges of winning a $600 Bank Gray and his Band will be seen. Pix wi
Restrictions
Night prize by substituting bogus be directed by Sidney Salkow, with Irvin

press agents.

Rayo Films failed to receive
press books for "Wolves of the Sea"
from New York, the company's press
agent stepped into the breach and
dashed off his own release for the

— HOLLYWOCll

Revenue would pay the cost of ad-

Buenos Aires 'By Air Mail)
They
always come through, do Argentine

—

—

RALPH WILK

By

Detroit Publicity department of
United Detroit Theaters Circuit, in
charge of Ralph Stitt, is being reorganized, following recent split of the new production
circuit into three groups under su- anything she has
pervisors for each section of thea-

ing direction of the enlarged terriLocal division of the district
tory.
Vanni's supervision will be
Hampered by stomach ulcers for under by John L. Mulhall, who
headed
many years, the Florida sojourn is makes his headquarters in West
essential for his health, which is afChester, Pa.
fected by the Northern intense cold

Probably Coney

Speaking—

First job after

York,

writer,

maritime

Wausau

York.

New

in

St. John, N. B.— J. M. Franklin,
She apparent- president of Franklin & Herschorn,

of the gas.

in

HCLI_y\VCCD

•

•

Irving Thalberg.

—

—The next Retreat group of

New

Universal

•

Has been film cutter, assistant diand office
boy
old silent days.
Was reporter and editor
in New York for short period then became Story
Editor of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in 1930, remaining in that capacity for seven years.
Wrote
original story "Night Mayor"; screenplay "Society Doctor" which introduced Robert Taylor;
co-produced "A Family Affair" which was first
of the Hardy series.
Produced "Girls' School"
for Columbia Pictures, and has just completed
producing "Keeping Company" for M-G-M. Now
preparing sequel called "Keeping Married."
He
is
married to a non-professional and has two
sons, one named after Irving Thalberg.
Has
dark eyes, dark hair, is tall and getting stout.
in

admissions is ultimately called for, if
anything."
Local admissions have remained
practically unchanged for a year Ark. Measure Proposes
past, but signs of a drop have ap- To License Bookmakers
peared, notably in the last run houses,
where 15-cent admissions have been
Little Rock, Ark.
A bill has been
adopted by such a house as the new introduced in the House to legalize
Esquire.
the placing of bets on horse races
with licensed bookmakers.
The license fee would be $50 annually. A
Boston Catholic Guild
tax of seven per cent would be levied
Retreat Set for April
on the total amount of bets accepted.

Boston

HOLLYWOOD

Introducing Interesting Personalities

MARX.

leaving

IN

Thursday, February 13, 19
DAILY

•

KATHERINE

•

STEVENS, daughter

of Sar

Wood,

the director, draws the secon
feminine lead with Barbara Stanwyck ani
Joel McCrea in "Pioneer Woman." Willian

Wellman

A.

will

produce

and

direct

fo

Paramount.

•

•

"CARIBBEAN LOVE

^

SONG,"

by Roge

Ralph Freed has beer
added to the already elaborate musical score
of M-G-M's "Ziegfeld Girl."

Edens

and

•

•

HICHARD

DE MILLE, 18, son of Cecil B
'^ De Mille and now a student at Columbia I
University,

has

been

cast-

in

a

sunnortin?

\

Wild Wind," hi*]
the
father's next production for Paramount.
role

in

"Reap

Roosevelt
m.

Hollywood

To Address Awards Banquet:

tation

— President Roosevelt has accepted the

invi-

Walter Wanger, president of the M. P.
be broadcast nationally and hundreds of theaters

of

Academy,. to address the Academy's awards dinner Feb. 27 from Washington via radio. His speech will
are expected to present it to their audiences. Hour of the President's broadcast speech is yet to be set.
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WAVE Jff OPTIMISMJWEEPING FILM
Morris,

III.,

BIZ

Demand

Exhibitor Files Arbitration

tiMd
:

wt -

Claims Loew's Refuses to

Anderson Circuit
rent

iff.

Hollywood

— The

Chicago
iemand to

second arbitration
filed in the U. S.

be

Botsford Besigns Paramount Studio
Post in Order to Continue With LeBaron

Named

I

he sg

A.

Him Second-Runs;

License

the arbitration machinery esunder the New York consent decree became operative on Feb.
is that of E. F. Vanderveer, owner
State Theater, Morris, 111.,
)f the
vho yesterday filed a complaint with

— A.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
M. Botsford, executive assistant

DAILY
to

William

LeBaron and

veteran member of Paramount's production staff, has resigned in order to continue
with LeBaron who is expected to establish his own producing unit.

since

;ablished
i,

»

he local

AAA

Vanderveer

office.

alleges

that

Loew's

Petrillo

AAA's Experience

a Dictator,

TNEC Told by Arnold

Face Handicaps

—

Assistant Attorney General yesterday characterized the activities of
Joseph Petrillo- of Chicago, head of
the American Federation of Musicians as "dictatorial."
He said a

group headed by Jascha Heifetz, the
Several concert violinist, obtained a charter
(By Air Mail)
'rench motion picture studios have from the A F of L and "were ineopened under the auspices of the stantly supressed by a threat of
linistry of Education, but produc- Petrillo to bar them from radio,
ion is handicapped by several fac- recordings, concert halls and motion

—

Vichy

lack of raw materials; strict
ensorship; lack of contact between
ers:

ree

and Occupied France; amorti-

pictures."
(Editor's

G-M general
the industry's arbitration
sales manas prescribed by the New
ager. Richey
York equity suit's consent decree
returned yeswill be an experiment, the American
terday from
Arbitration Ass'n will apply the exa Coast - to industry
perience gained in other
C o a st trip
tribunals over a period of 15 years
during which
This
to the motion picture setup.
he visited 14
was brought out in the Arbitration
exchange citJournal, published today and deies and spent
RICHEY
H.
M.
voted almost entirely to arbitration
12 days at
in the motion picture industry.
the Culver City studios.
Paul Warburg, chairman of the
In addressing and meeting exhibiadministrative committee, one of the
(Continued on Page 6)
several writers in the journal, re-

Note:

Arnold's

I

j

refer-;

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 8)

"Citizen Kane" Will Get
Test at Higher Admissions

Blumbera and Two Others
Issued "U" Stock Warrants

(Continued on Page 8)

Renews Charges
Propaganda in Films

Vheeler
)f

'ashington

Bureau of

Washington

An out-of-town opening of "CitiTHE FILM 'DAILY zen Kane" at advanced admission

— Sen.

Burton K. prices is reported to be under con/heeler, D., Mont., renewed his criti- sideration by RKO sales executives.
sm of allege propaganda by "the Reception of the Orson Welles pic(Continued on Page 6)
ture in the premiere city will determine the general policy and the

j

I

!

Washington Bureau of

—

Liberal Sunday Bill
Dover, Del.—The State Senate yesterday approved 14-3 the liberal option
Sunday observance bill introduced late yesterday morning by Senator Paul R. Rinard, Republican of
Wilmington.
The bill was reported

favorably by the full judiciary

mittee

the

com-

afternoon and
called up within half an hour for
a vote.
The House adjourned for
the day without acting on the measure, which is in keeping with the
recommendation of the Sunday Law
Commission.

'

early

in

Early Selling, Hollywood Convention

ILS to Give

Up

Oriental;

House Goes

to

Mike Todd

—

Chicago Jones, Linick & Schaefer
will surrender the Oriental theater,
Loop house, to the 32 W. Randolph
Street Corp., from which it is leased,
on Feb. 20, it was confirmed yesterday by Aaron Jones, Jr.
It is reported that the house, which
(Continued on Page 6)

_.

(Continued on Page 8)

Mono. Plans Program ot 42
Weighs

Monogram's 1941-42 program will
consist of 26 features and 16 westerns, it was revealed yesterday by

W. Ray Johnston,

president,

who

New

York.
Johnston said that an earlier
selling season was being considered
currently

is

in

25% Tax

in

Conn.

Anti-Ascap Measure

THE FILM DAILY

Washington
Universal issued
11,000 warrants to purchase common
stock during January, the SEC has
been informed in a report for that
month. Universal reported the warrants went to N?te J. Blumberg,

(Continued on Page 8)

Del. Senate Votes

M-

Rodgers,

Washington

Jul

Richey,
e xecutive assistant to W. F.

THE FILM DAILY
While
Thurman W. Arnold, system

Washington Bureau of

Open

Br AL STEEN
Staff Writer
A spirit of optimism appears to
be prevailing in every branch of the
motion picture business, according to H. M.

FILM DAILY

At Call of Industry

(Continued on Page 8)

French Studios

Metro Exec. Finds Exhibs.
"Showman-Conscious,"
With Little Talk of Decree

and that it was possible that the
new program would be launched in
April instead of May as in the past.
Present plans call for an annual
(Continued on Page 6)

New Haven — Latest

of the antitheir appearance in State legislatures this
year has been hoppered in the Connecticut Senate.
Bill (201) provides that copyright
societies must pay a license fee of
25 per cent of their entire gross receipts annually to the State.

Ascap measures

to

make

Laudy Lawrence to
Remain in the V.

S.

Laudy Lawrence, M-G-M's manager for continental Europe, is en route
to New York where he is expected
to remain for the duration of the
war.
R. Monta, legal head of

M

G-M's

activities

New

in

Europe,

also

is

home office
Since Paris was occonferences.
cupied by the Nazis, Monta has been
due

in

York

for

headquartering in Lisbon.
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Monogram

ft

will

WILLIAM

is

for Universal,
tion.

be broadcast.

en route here from

SCULLY, general

A.

Eu

leaves

today

for

Europe

mana

sales

a

FloridtfjM

morrow.

"Miss Bishop" Into Boyd,
Settling WB-UA Dispute
Philadelphia

— Richard

Rowland's
"Cheers For Miss Bishop," United
Artists release, has been booked into
the Boyd, one of the top-ranking
Warner houses here, thereby settling the dispute that raged over
the Aldine booking of "Fantasia,"
it
was believed yesterday by inIt
formed sources on Film Row.

UA

was

UA

WILLIAM

Expert Assessors to Pass
On Theaters in Detroit

—

McDERMOTT, drama

F.

the Cleveland Plain Dealer,
the Broadway shows.

GEORGE MARSHALL

Detroit
The special importance of
theaters among types of buildings
is recognized in plans presented to
the City Council for the reorganization of the city assessment system
by the Board of Accessors. Special
assessors specializing in each class
of property are to be developed and
theaters are the only class of buildings devoted to one industry, aside
frcm hotels, to be specially mentioned, others being grouped under
"industrial, mercantile and public
"residences
or
buildings,
utility"
and stores" generally.

terday,

for a

is

critic

here to look o

arrived in

New

York y

brief visit.

ROBERT SHERWOOD,
York tomorrow

director, arrives in
morning, via TWA.

EDDIE ZORN, president of the UTO
has

nois,

the

returned

from

a

winter

K

of

vacation

West Coast.

NICK MARLEMES.
Britain,

will

operator of the Roxy, N
spend the rest of February in Fl

ida.

DR.

FISHMAN,

B.

J.

Fishman

circuit,

New

general

Haven,

manager of
and his fam
Beach stay

leave by boat for a Miami
several weeks on Feb. 22.
will

Legit.

Sunday Competitio
Shows Ope

Hits High; 12

Broadway pix houses will
Chi. Censors their stiffest competition of the
Chicago Chi. censor board has ter this Sunday when 12 legit, sho
refused to issue a permit to Abe will be open, eight of them for ma
Teitel's exchange for "Highway to nees as well as the evening p
formances.
Hell."

W

Road Closed, Rule

—

Para. Ties Two Shockers
For Offering to Duals

Vs

133/8

32

Paramount

here

is

continental

JOHN JOSEPH, director of advertising;
publicity for Universal, leaves for the Coast

UA

pfd.

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's. Inc
do pfd

director,

vacation.

a

—
—

5
23

23

the Coast for

sei

Angeles publisher, are the speakers whose addresses

UA

Close

Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2
Col. Picts. pfd

RKO

HIVELY,

Brazil

pean manager,

TINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

JACK

in

27 after a

Feb.

broadcast, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the Philharmonic Auditorium, will
attract a crowd estimated at 3,000.
Walter Wanger, president of the M. P.
Academy, Donald Odgen Stewart, Rosalind Russell and Manchester Boddy, Los

UA

(Thursday, Feb. 13)

leaves for Rio
office confabs.

LAUDY LAWRENCE, Metro

realso stated that other
Sindi- leases would be booked into the Boyd.
taking action
discussed
against Warners when they tied the
Aldine up with "Fantasia" as the
house had been looked upon as the
first-run show window in this city
for
product, and
had a contract for bookings at the house.
Whether or not a final settlement
of the dispute has been reached was
Net not known, but the booking of the
Chg.
picture was regarded as an indication that it had been.

Calle del

home

of

and ooino

CARLO BAVETTA, manager

J.

20th-Fox,

The

Editor

THE

commc

ticipating.

Manager

General

::::::

BAHN

Public Relations

of the Motion Picture Industry
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Feb. 27 will be the biggest day in the public relations work of
the motion picture industry, it is anticipated.
On that day, besides the M. P.
Academy's awards banquet, which will be addressed by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt from Washington by radio, there will be a special broadcast on "How
Can Motion Pictures Aid in National Defense?'' with prominent people par-
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"The Mad Doctor" and "The Monand the Girl" will be offered
by Paramount in double feature terster

as a "double bill shock
show," according to Neil Agnew.
general sales manager. Decision to
release the pair as a combination
followed a successful tryout at the
Paramount Theater, Los Angeles,
where business topped "Arise My
Love" and "The Ghost Breakers."
To make the "double bill shock
ritories

show"

possible,

Paramount

CAGNETC TOP

will hold

up bookings on "The Mad Doctor"
in dual territories until prints on
"The Monster and the Girl" can be
sent to exchanges on Feb. 28.

Picts

Sonotone Corp

1%

13^

]3/^

Technicolor

9

87/8

9

6%

6%

Trans-Lux
634
Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts
I8V2
18
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

18'/2

—
—

Rivoli Expects $60,000
1% Week with "Back Street"
Vi

SECURITIES
Asked
Bid

Met. Playhouse Inc. 2nd deb. '45
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

.

66

69

60%

63

Consolidated Will Build
1,000 Seater at 19th St.
Consolidated
prises, Inc., will

UniversaFs "Back Street" is about
to equal and break the house record at the Rivoli Theater, Broadway, according to John Wright, manFirst two days'
aging director.
business ranked with all-time highs
and present indications point to a
$60,000 week.

Amusement Enterbuild a new 1,000 Chi. Theater

seat house on the corner of Eighth

Chicago

Janitors

—Theater

Ask Raise

janitors'

union

Avenue and 19th St., it was learned is asking for a 20 per cent wage inScale
Berk & Krumgold sold crease and a six-day week.
yesterday.
the property to Bliss Properties, now runs from $27.50 to $42.50 weekBoth independents and circuits
Inc., with Consolidated leasing from ly.
will meet with union officials.
the new owners.

BIONDE!
JAMES CAGNEYo„.
OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
h THE

STRAWBERRY BLONDE

Rita Hay worthed
ALAN HALE JACK CARSON
GEORGE TOBIAS
.;..,

•

Jgllal I. and Philip C. Epilein
horn o Ploy by Jomei Hogun

ScrMn Play by

Dir.ci.d b,

RAOUL WALSH

-so get that Trailer going!

WARNERS,

Producers
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32,000,000 BEINC SPENT ON EXCHANGES
i i«i

TO

SMPE

Crystallizes Spring Convention Plans

til

PLAIN TALK
about equipment

iyiil

. . .
:;;

GEORGE

-By

Equipment Editor,
IN today's
'

Ok

H.

For Rochester Gathering

MORRIS-

THE FILM DAILY

of this publication, there

issue

weighty evidence that major producer-

is

distributors,

well

as

as

their

fellow

indie

any grass grow under
the matter of providing
new exchange buildings or remodeling extant ones wherein to carry on their business.
The extent of such activity evokes the
question, "Why?"
put the query yesterday to one of the leading administrators
letting

orgs.,

aren't

their

tootsies

Huse and Aides Reveal
Committees and Program
All committees have been completed and program crystallized for
the 1941 Spring Convention of SMPE,
to be held in
the Sagamore
Hotel, Roch-

May
was

One

men.

Pro gram

he explained.

and

of the hurry-up factors springs from

not distant future
will see certain shortages in standard or prefabricated building materials which are curprobability

but may not necessarily rethe national defense program

main

so

gains

momentum.

as

Autumn, this corner
pointed to the favorable
aspects the market has afforded for new
building and remodeling.
It makes no difference intrinsically whether a project takes
the form of a film exchange or a film theater.
They're all sisters under the skin.
They require brick, steel, hollow tile, plaster,
sash, trim, and all the other material requirements, including equipment and furnishings, as delineated by the architects.

facilities

will be in

that the

rently available

learned

zation spokes-

major company directly concerned with
distribution operations.

the

init

y e s t er day
from organi-

of a

hurry,"

5-8,

clusive,

We

"We must

N. Y.,

ester,

in

EMERY HUSE

executive
charge of

Emery Huse, SMPE president; E. A.
WilHford, past-president; Herbert
(Continued on Page 4)

MONOGRAPH
NAMES DISTRIBS.

i

periodically

MO

Proof that

they are not snoozing is to be
the increase of film theater improvement and new construction projects
in 1940, especially in the last quarter. That
boom is continuing.
Correspondingly, equipment purchasing ac(Continued on Pane 2)
found

in

Designation of Agencies
Is Part of Expansion

—

Mills-Roosevelt Soundies.

The

pro-

and entire sound
systems for same are manufactured
by RCA Mfg. Co. in the Camden
jectors,

and

amplifiers

Indianapolis

Indianapolis

October,
for

the

plant

plants.

The RCA

was completed

and

in

built

especially

making of 16 mm.

projectors.

last,

Involves

New

Buildings,

Moving rapidly to provide the most
modern facilities for the physical
distribution of film, major companies

—

Chicago Motiograph reports the
appointment of the Dayton Theater
Supply Co., Dayton, O.; Standard
Theater Supply Co., of Boston; Delta
Theater Supply Co., New Orleans,
La.; Charlestown Theater Supply
Co., Charlestown, W. Va.; Akron
Theater Supply Co., Akron, O.; and
the American Theater Supply Co.,
Toledo, under Paul Huler management, as distributors of the Motiograph line of projection equipment.
Lester Abbott, vice-president of
the company, is on a West Coast
business trip for the company. Factory here in Chicago is working with
orders on the books, and extra workers are being added to the payroll.

$124,000 Film House

Chicago Territory's

and leading indies are pouring an estimated $2,000,000 during 1941 into
new exchange buildings, remodeling,
and purchase of essential equipment.
Impetus to the program is being
given by recognition of two chief
necessities, namely, need for thoroughly up-to-date and efficient clearing houses for film, as result of the
increased activity expected to arise
from the provision of the consent decree; and the advisability of speeding-up exchange modernization in
view of the possibility that various
(Continued on Page 4)

W & V Reopen Rifz;

Order Pace Continues

—

— Announcement was

Chicago
Momentum of orders
Louis Rosenbaum, placed for equipment by outlets in
manager, Muscle Shoals Theaters, this and immediately adjacent secInc., that he has signed a contract tors is indicated by reported sales
with Hugh Daniel, vice-president of of National Theater Supply.
Sheffield, Ala.

made

here

Reading, Pa. Closing of the State
Theater and reopening of another,
the old Arcadia, now the Ritz, is announced by the Wilmer & Vincent
The State was turned over
Corp.
(Continued on Page 7)

by

Rubber Reports
Sales At 20- Year High

R.

W. Dassow,

local

manager

for

(Continued on Page 6)

U. S.

Rising to the highest total in 20
years, sales of United States Rubber
Co. amounted to $228,988,780 in 1940,
an increase of 17 per cent over 1939
(Continued on Page 7)

Agree

WB-Stanley

—

Albany's Solons Clear

Way For New WB House
Albany —Permit to demolish old
on the

dwellings

Warner

Circuit

site

of

Delaware

the

new

On

Chicago

—

the Theater

Three-day conclave of

Equipment Dealers Pro-

tective Ass'n held here over the past

week-end brought forth unanimity
Omaha New Lightmaster "one- among some 29 supply dealers and
kilowatt" high intensity projection 40 attending manufacturers for colamps and rectifiers have been in- operation with President Roosevelt
stalled in the Tivoli Theater, Beau- and the Government's national demont, Tex., one of the Jefferson fense program as the latter relates

—

{Continued on Page 5)

Installation of two large generators to provide the power necessary
for color photography has recently
been installed at the Edison Motion
Picture Studio, reports Leon Levy,

vice-prexy.

The Edison Studio provides both
large

and small sound stages, re(Continued on Page 5)

Theater

100% Co-operation With Gov't.

Ballantyne Lists Sales,
Domestic and Foreign

Edison Studio Installs
Generators For Color

(Continued on Page 5)

TEDPA-Mlrs. In Full Accord

Plan 18,000 Units
Chicago Mills Novelty Co. plans
to produce total of 18,000 Panoram
movie machines this year for the
in

Build

aware of the necessity to step
nation's exhibitors.

Program

Slate lo

Rosenbaum To

(Continued on Page 5)
less

' on the gas are the

1941

Remodeling, Equipment

Ever since the early

has

Distribs.'

(Continued on Page 5)

>Tis

In 99th Place

—

Photographic apparatus and materials and projection
equipment industry (except lenses)
ranks 99th in the U. S. in value of

Washington

products,
reports

the
here.

Dept.

Such

of

Commerce

value

in

'39

other divisions, it ranked: wage earners, 111th;
cost of materials, 136th, with $42,556,269; and 64th in value added

was $133,899,429.

In

by manufacture with $91,343,160.

—
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DULY

Neu Holds Reception
For NTS Delegates
Oscar

A

THE FILM DAILY

Second Section of

comprehensively covering the equipment field,
published every second Friday, except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc., 1501

New York

Broadway,

City.

John

W.

Alicoate,

Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor. West Coast Bureau,

6425 Hollywood Boulevard,
Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

Hollywood,

Cal.,

Neu,

Montgomery, Ala., Nabe
To Be Circuit Operated

COmiHG

and GOIflG

Neumade

Products'
Montgomery, Ala.— A $40,000 theprexy, will host a cocktail reception ater building of brick and stucco is
this afternoon at his company's local to be erected on Fairview Ave.
A. A.
FEINBERC, U. S. Air Conditioninf
in
headquarters this afternoon for those Cloverdale, fashionable residence sec- prexy leaves New York today for Minneapol
attending the NTS sales conclave at tion. It will be this city's first nabe.
JOHN EBERSON, film theater architect, retur
to New York tomorrow from Texas.
the Belmont Plaza Hotel.
The building, which will be owned
Among those who will be present by J. E. Britt, will be leased to Ala- JOE HORNSTEIN is back in town from Ctl
at the Neu reception are Earle G. bama Theaters, Inc., R. M. Kennedy, cago where he attended the TEDPA meeting.
Hines, Walter E. Green, Oscar Old- Birmingham, manager. The circuit
OSCAR NEU. prexy of Neumade Products, h
know, Herb Griffin, R. P. Rosser, is affiliated with Wilby-Kincy Ser- also returned to headquarters here from Chic».
Jr.,
J.
E. McAuley, Bob Walker, vice Corp. of Atlanta.
DREW EBERSON, junior partner of JohnPl
Eberson.
leaves
Harry Strong, Arthur de Stefano, A.
New York on Surfd
New theater will be a 700-seater, Drew
morning for Florida.
J. Palmer, R. B. LaRue, E. A. Wil- will have steam heat, built-up reJOHN HERTNER, W. W. IRWIN, R.
liford, Bill Smith, Bert Bohlender, frigeration, and washed air condiWALKER and J. E. McAULEY
in
N<
Bill Kunzman, Jack Hammond, Ed tioned.
Floor will be of structural York this week to attend the NTS were
sales meetir
Hartley, Lou Friedman, W. J. Hutch- steel and concrete.
HARRY
STRONG,
E. WAGNER, A. J. SCHEIC
ins, James Frank, Jr., M. C. Haefele,
William J. Okel of this city is arch- S. KALLMAN were among
other visitors to Ni
H. S. McKinney, V. G. Sanford, Har- itect.
York this week for the NTS conclave.
ry Blumberg, J. C. Brown, E. H.
LESTER ABBOTT, vice-prexy of Motiogra[
Marx, A. G. Smith, R. L. Bostick, Cojac Selects
is on a business trip for his company and retui
W. A. Hodges, J. I. Watkins, Jap
shortly to Chicago from the Coast.
1

PLAIN TALK
.

.

about equipment

.

(Continued from Page 1)
has been sharp, again revealing the
recognition by outlets that it is unwise to
defer the acquisition of replacements, even
though the need may not be urgent. Many
smart circuits and exhibitors are translating
into action the first law of good biz strate"Buy When They Want to Sell." Right
gy,
tivity

—

now, equipment manufacturers want to sell.
Virtually all have made arrangements to
keep theaters supplied. But suppose Uncle

Sam even

as

much

as

infers that he

needs

more factory concentration on the sinews
Well, the answer is that
for defense?
Uncle Sam's mere wish is an order in the
eyes of the highly patriotic group of manufacturers

we have

this

in

industry.

And

you can ditto the supply dealers.

IT

is

optimism which

is

behind the tremen-

dous improvements being effected now to
exchanges, theareal property,
Yes, we have had
ters, and even studios.
One,
our pessimists in the cinema realm.
on a vital occasion, was our loftiest figure,
Thomas Alva Edison, to whom it was suggested by an advisor that he apply for
foreign patents on the Kinetoscope includEdison said it
ing England and France.
But if he
wasn't worth the $150 expense!
"missed the boat," so did the co-father of
35 mm., Auguste Lumiere, who refused the
offer of a young man who wanted to buy
Said Lumiere: "You
his invention in 1895.
should be grateful my invention is not for
sale; it would undoubtedly ruin you ... it
has no commercial value whatever."

—

filmland's

Morgan, R.

P. Haase, Lloyd

Ownbey,

H. H. Randall, R. W. Dassow, H. H.
Hunt, L. H. Walters, A. C. Schuyler,
B.

Schuyler, Bill Turnbull, Jim
Shreve, A. T. Crawmer, J. R. Currie,
Bill Earle, W. B. Hardin, and B. N.
Peterson.
The party will also be attended by
equipment editors of the trade press.
J.

To Build

New

Wheelers
Fla. Stand

—

Ft. Meyers, Fla.
Wheeler Bros.
Construction Co. has been awarded
contract for the new Lee Theater
to be erected for the Cojac Theater

Co.

It will cost,

exclusive of equip-

ment, approximately $52,000.
Bail

is

architect.

Work

Frank

started Feb.

3.

The Cojac company is affiliated
with Warner Bros. Production Co. of
Hollywood. Fred Jack of Dallas, Tex.,
is president, and Herbert Copelan,
Camden, Me. To make room for manager-secretary. Opening day has
a new and larger Comique Theater been set for May 15. The new house
here, Samuel Kurzon, head of the will have a seating capacity of 750.
Graphic Theater Circuit has purchased several adjoining buildings Abbott Organization Moves
Chicago Abbott Theater Equipwhich, with the old Comique, will be
ment Co. announces removal of their
razed.
The Comique, built in 1913, has store from 1303 So. Michigan Ave.
been in the Kurzon chain since 1926. to 1311 So. Wabash Ave. (Warner
The new theater will be of Colonial Bros. Building). Occupancy of new
type, fully air-conditioned and with quarters occurred on Feb. 3.
750 seats on one floor.
To Convert Into Theater
Gillett, Ark.
A brick building
Buys Sheridan
here has been leased and is being reChicago
The Marcus Theater modeled to house a new film theater.
Corp., an Essaness Theater subsidiary of which Edwin Silverman is
prexy, paid $150,000 to the Chicago
Title & Trust Co. for the Sheridan
Theater at 4036 Sheridan Road. A
mortgage of $90,000 was placed on
the property by the circuit.

Kurzon to Raze Comique
For Larger Pic House

—

—

MTC

—

—

Two Theater Companies
Move For Incorporation

—

Detroit Two new theater comp.
are being incorporated heij
First is the Mercury Theater C,
18025 Wildemere Ave., by Saul Sloa.
theater builder, with a capitalizatiu

nies

of $25,000.

Second

is

Clawson Amusement C,

capitalization $12,000, which is u{
derstood to plan a new theater ;
Clawson, north and suburb. Incorpi
rators are Morris Fishman, Irvi:r
Belinsky, and Sonia Mellon.

Eastman Kodak Votes
Rochester

man Kodak

— Directors
Co. on

$1.50

Ea
Wednesday d,:
of the

clared the regular quarterly divide!
of 1% per cent on the company
preferred stock, and a quarteir
dividend of $1.50 each on the commi
shares. Both disbursements are paable on April 1 to holders of recol
of March 5.

For

IN Progress We Must Recognize Change,
I
There will
some sage has pointed out.
exchange-operation heads and
that cap will fit in 1941,
because they have no intention of standing
pat and letting opportunity for improvebe

lot

a

exhibitors

ments

of

whom

slip

Peterson

by.

Named by NTS

—

Indianapolis B. N. Peterson has
been appointed manager of the National Theater Supply Co., Indianapolis branch.
Peterson has been connected with the company for several
years and comes from the Cincinnati, 0., branch.
He began his career in this city with the company
and rose from the ranks.

urn nun

THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

ki:iii»ju;i
"GET IT FROM NATTOr»At"

Chatman

Joins Allender
Detroit— William B. Chatman, formerly representative for Columbia

Premium Co., has joined the R. Allender Co., manufacturing upholstery and carpeting for theaters.
Brilliant

Program Display

ADLER

S0UJ1D SYST€fTlS

"THIRD DIMENSION"

LETTERS— All

Sizes for

Interchangeable Use

and New Exclusive
"REMOVA-PANEL" UNITS
Adler Silhouette Letter Co.
2909-G Indiana Ave., Chicago
33-G West 60th St., New York

CONSULT

MOTIOGRAPH

INC

OR YOUR

Independent Supply Dealei

v3

New "One Kilowatt" Arcs
use "National/' "Suprex" and
"Orotip" Carbons

The

• The new "One Kilowatt"
a record in

lished

arcs

have estab-

performance. That's

why

hundreds of new installations have been made
in the smaller theatres in every section of the

1881-1941
This

is

our sixtieth year of continuous

The remarkable improvement in prooffered by these new high intensity arcs
what smaller theatres have needed for

country.
jection
is

just

Low initial and operating costs have been

service in the field of carbon arc fight-

years.

Remarkable progress has been
made in carbons and carbon arc equipment. Many industries and the general
public have profited by these accom-

a great factor in their universal acceptance.

projection in your theatre ask your dealer for a

plishments. Greater achievements are

demonstration. Note the improvement in black

assured by the most modern research

and white projection and how natural and pleasing the color features appear on the screen. Your

ing.

and manufacturing

facilities.

If

you

are not

now

using

modern high

intensity

patrons too will notice this difference.
The words

''National," "Suprex" and "Orotip" are trade-marks
of National Carbon Company, Inc.

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

General Offices:
30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

nm
New

York

-

Branch Sales Offices:
- Chicago - St. Louis

Pittsburgh

-

San Francisco

.

;
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Spending Heavy

SMPE

On

Film Exchanges

Plans Are Announced

(.Continued

from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

materials may be difficult to obtain
as the national defense program
gains momentum.
Checkup of recent and current exchange improvement operations discloses the following:
Loew's - M-G-M recently opened
new exchange building in Memphis.
New Charlotte exchange building will
be occupied next month, and the new
ComCincinnati exchange in May.
pany also officially occupied its new
Chicago exchange building on Jan. 1,
Remodeling projects are curlast.
rent in Albany, Boston, and Portland,
Ore.
RKO is Building Three

RKO

Radio is building in Boston,
occupancy around March 15, and preparing to build in Philadelphia and
New buildings have been
Chicago.
put up in Memphis and Milwaukee.
Remodeling is current in Toronto and
Calgary, and within the past year
the company has remodeled offices
in Cleveland, Denver, Los Angeles,
New Orleans, Portland and Seattle.

Warners are constructing new exchange in Pittsburgh to be finished
in about three months, and company
recently put up exchanges in Milwaukee and Los Angeles.
Paramount expects to have its
$110,000 land and exchange building
project completed in Washington by
Aug. 1, 1941, and contemplate new
exchanges in Minneapolis and Cincinnati.

Activities are continuation

of extensive 1940 program which saw
Paramount open new buildings in St.
Louis, Salt Lake City and Memphis,
and remodel San Francisco, Los Angeles, Cleveland, Pittsburgh
las exchanges.

Universal

is

building

and Dal-

new

$60,000

exchange in Cincinnati, occupancy in
Organization is also
early March.
putting up a new $60,000 exchange
in Indianapolis, and, as leases

expire

to existing exchanges, will remodel.

20th-Fox Kept Only Walls
20th-Fox has its St. Louis exchange
a major remodvirtually completed

—

eling operation, only the walls of the
Indianoriginal building retained.
apolis and Calgary are also remodeling operations, and company is contemplating, it is reported, entering
negotiations for improvements to
exCincinnati
Washington and

changes.

United Artists completed new San
Francisco exchanges in mid-December, and plans improvements to existing exchanges on lease expirations.
Columbia has sent a home office
representative on a current swing
through the keys to determine remodeling needs and will receive a
full report at termination of the

T
•

•
tell

•

PIC theater operators up

if

some

of the

point

virtually completed

remodeling

program.

in the

Nova

Scotia territory

more new houses

in

sector

their

blue laws were junked on theater operations

some decidedly indigo

out

if

a censor board inspector

made

arrests

a 100 bucks

fine for

Then,
live

of

a license

talent

nobody can

on the books

just

tell

into

like

with

the
is

seen on stage

is

amount
the

for

each

house liable

but as long as they are

True, these statutes aren't enforced

come along and put 'em

a

fee of

any theater

in

and

Another pip

every time a stockingless femme
too, there's

hoosgow

exit light out

pronto and without need of a warrant

or screen

performance

into the

a backyard

finds

including

statutes

chucking a theater owner, lessee or manager

committee; James Frank, Jr., chfiK
man, membership committee; £hl
H. F. Heidegger, chairman, conve:B

-when stick-in-the-mud guys will

Hence

practice

conservative

the

Reception and Local Arrang
ments: George A. Blair, chairma
J. G. Capstaff, J. I. Crabtree, K. ll

Cunningham,

Jones, L. .1
E. K. Meel
Brian O'Brien, R. S. Potter, W.
Rayton, S. E. Sheppard, and C. 11

Jones,

G.

J.

L. Nixon,

I.

C.

Tuttle.
C.

Registration and Information: A.
Kunzmann, chairman; E. R. Geil

James Frank,

Jr., C. M. Tuttle, G.
Matthews, Sylvan Harris.
Hotel and Transportation: F.
Altman, chairman; A. A. Cook, C.

Ives, E. C. Roland, E. C. Fritts,

have a dagger over

exhibs. (and there are lots of 'em)

which

is

a psychological barrier against building houses

window have

blue laws out the

kick

the

boys.

— the

failed

thus

their

heads

Efforts to

far

Well,

equipment sales!

less building, the less

T

getting to be a second

is

—
— avers he's considering remodeling his 700-seat Col.

Mister Walsh,

.

• George LeWitt, who lately purchased the building in which he has operated the Strand under
lease in Plainfield, Conn., has installed a new tile floor, and is now
figurin' on purchasing air conditioning along with making other
changes to interior and lobby.
• There'll be a hot time in
the ole town of Rochester, N. Y., next Wednesday night for Frank
W. Lovejoy, Eastman prexy, 'cause at the dinner of the Rochester
Museum he'll be awarded that institution's 1941 Civic Medal for
"eminence in the field of industrial science and community leaderonial in Southington, Conn.

.

.

.

.

ship"

T

•

VERSATILE Herman Heller, of West Los Angeles, at one
time managing director of Warners Theater on The Great White Way,
ork leader de luxe, and one of the sparkplugs in the presentations of
Vitaphone in its pioneer stages, has just been granted a patent (2,230,949)
along with Frank M. Kennedy of Los Angeles for an automatic picture
dubbing system, and Mister Kennedy has assigned his interest to Heller.
• A bit ago, we reported that Robb & Little, Boston architects, had drawn

•

•

plans

Mass.
will

for Julius

— that

be

stalled

in operation this

two

opening

for

new

Meyer's

community's
latest type
of

first

Summer.

.

— and
.

•

now we

learn that the theater

Joe (Chicago) Goldberg has in-

Brenkert projectors

in

the

K

B &

Apollo

for the

Walt Disney's "Fanasia" which'll have its press preview
to be followed on Wednesday by a gala society

the benefit of

Folsom, treasurer

800-seater to be built in historic Concord,

house,

of

the Grant Hospital

fund.

.

.

• Marion

B.

Eastman, has terminated his work with the National

Defense Advisory Commission, but will continue as vice-chairman
Department of Commerce Business Advisory Council

T

T

I
j

I. L. Nixci
K. Carver, Walll
Clark, R. M. Evans, N. B. GreJ
George A. Blair, J. I. Crabtree, [
Kingslake, 0. Sandvik, and H. 1

E.

Tuttle.

Projection: H. F. Heidegger, chal
Belcer, B. Blackford, I
J. Fisher, C. W. Howi,

man; W. E.
J. Dwyer, R.

W. H. Ingram, J. Lawrence, C. M
W. H. Repp, E. F. Tetzlaff,

son,

M. Townsend, C. M. Weber.
Following is the Spring Conv«
tion Program.
Monday, May 5 9 a.m., Sagamore H<
:

Registration;
Gl
9:30
a.m. -12,
House, Hotel Roof, Technical session; 12
p.m., Starlight Room, Hotel Roof, Get-^
gether Luncheon for members, their fami
and guests; 2 p.m., Glass House, Hotel R
Technical session; 8 p.m., Glass House, H

Roof,

Roof, Technical session

Tuesday,

May

6:

a.m.,

9

H

Sagamore

Roof, Registration; 9:30 a.m., Glass Hot
Hotel Roof, Society business and Techn
session; 12:30 p.m., Luncheon; (Program
'7
this afternoon to be announced later)
Starlight
Room, Hotel Roof, Se
p.m.,
;

T

]

R. Martin, W. Westwater.
Publicity Committee: Julius Fiber, chairman; G. A. Chambers, j
R. Greene, G. E. Matthews, H. ]
Gilbert, F. C. Ellis, Sylvan Harris.

chairman;

Marco Polo the way
he has to fly 'round the country on company biz plus helping
Uncle Sam with good advice on equipment.
• Another Joe,

• Joe Hornstein

1

Banquet and Dance:

T

• ACCORDING to recent reports, the gents of the Inter• •
mountain Theaters, Inc., in Salt Lake City
and at the Pauline,
St. Louis, and Ken, Chicago
sure like the Motiograph equipment which Fred Matthews and his aides recently shipped to 'em

next Tuesday night,

extensive

local
arrangements; SylvE
Harris, chairman, papers committe
Julius Haber, chairman, public**

tion projection.

The exhibs.

Republic plans to continue remodeling program, which, in recent past;
has seen remodeling of Buffalo, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Boston, and, more recently, to Dallas

Monogram has

lot

t

man,

T

us that there'd be a helluva

two-a-day run

office.

1)

executive vice-president; \
C. Kunzmann, convention vice-pres
dent; A. C. Downes, editorial vie
president; George A. Blair, chai
Griffin,

survey.

an

Spring Conclav

of the

Annual Banquet and Dance of SMPE;
Wednesday, May 7: 10 a.m., Glass Hoi
Hotel

Roof,

Technical

session;

12:30

p.

Luncheon; 2 p.m., Glass House, Hotel R>
Stereopticon sound papers sessions; 8 p.
Eastman Theater, Stereopticon sound dem
stration for delegates and invited groups;
Thursday,
Hotel Roof,

May

8:

10 a.m., Glass Hoi
session; 12:30 p

Technical

Luncheon; 2 p.m., Glass House, Hotel R'
Technical and business session, with adjoi
ment following.

Montague Opens

Citrus
Edinburg, Tex. L. J. Montagu
new Citrus Theater has opened In
It is
on Court House Square.
806-seater and cost approximate
Coincident with the rec<
$70,000.
opening, Montague shuttered
Valley Theater.

—

Air Corps Contract to B & H
Bell & Howell have received ordfc
for $204,528 from the Army aviati

command

for aircraft cameras.

I

.!

Friday,
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TEDPA-Mfrs. Unite
To Help

HO'S
TARLE

Government

(Continued from Page

™

to the supply and control of materials emanating from factories serv-

ng filmland.
Three sessions were held for the
upply dealers themselves, and two
which the dealers met with the
nufacturers.

A

manufacturers' unit to co-operabout to be
formed under the aegis of Oscar Neu
of Neumade Products Corp. of New
York City, and William Gedris, president of Ideal Seating Co. of Grand
Rapids, Mich.
ate with the dealers is

of

Born

in

Arcadia, Ind., Nov. 19, 188

Cincinnati.

tary of

was named

More

Ms
Gr«

RCA

i

Beldor Mfg. Corp., Century Electric Co., General Electric Co., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., National
Carbon Co., Heywood-Wakefield Co.,
C. S. Ashcraft Mfg. Co., Ilex Optical
Co., Neumade Products Corp., Projection Optics Co., U. S. Air Condi-

jtree,

Co.,

H,

chai

ford,::

H

ODVi

Hi

,;1J
Cet-1

Hoi

roglH
,ii;7
I

1PE;
iss

Hoi

JO V

'
;

j

i

Jan

(Continued from Page

i

jiipii

Bombay,

Headquarters

Work To Commence Soon

On

Gainsville, Fla.,

House

Albany's Solons Clear
Way For New WB House
(Continued from Page

1)

1)

Gainsville,
Fla.
C.
Addison
this city has announced
will start very soon on a
$75,000 motion picture theater to be
located on W. University Ave. The
new theater will have a seating capacity of 1,000 and will be the most
modern in that part of the state. The
theater is to be operated by the Cojac
Co., and will be named the Varsity.
Herbert Copelan of Atlantic City,
a co-partner in the Cojac Co. with
Fred M. Jack of Dallas, Tex., is in
Gainsville completing the deal. The
Cojac Co. operates a chain of theaters featuring Warner Bros, produc-

Pound of
that work

tion.

Toledo

—

—American Theater

are

ized unit. Southern Amusement Co.,
circuit operating out of Lake Charles,
and independent exhibitor L. W.
Watts, are both scheduled to build.

Supply

RjetUall

0.; and
Strong Utilities and Strong 40 amp.
rectifiers to George Duncan for the

J^

Ky.
Firm also sold 506 Ideal chairs,
Da-Lite screen, Simplex projector,

"ARIZONA"
modern

of

Let

Your

Us Enlighten You on
Problems
Lighting

Alexander Smith Carpets have a
double-barreled appeal they're as
long-wearing as they are good to
look at
two reasons why you
find them in most of the country's

—

.

.

.

successful theatres.

sound and Vallan

Clarence Fleischman, operator of
World Theater here, also purchased from ATS 1,300 Ideal chairs.

the

line

equipment

_

Strong projection lamps, BigelowSanford carpet, and Strong rectifiers
to Roger Scherer for the local Dixie,
plus Motiograph
tracks.

FULL

—

with
together
to
of trained men
staff
a
small
handle any job large or
Generaanytime, anywhere.
searchlights and
tor trucks,
floodlights, for premieres and
general lighting activities.

Lyric, Carlisle,

i

India.

for Leesville, La.

Leesville,

Wapa Theater, Wapakoneta,

aviati

ond-run amusement house upon com-

La. Two new theaters
scheduled for this city in the
wake of the news that it would become a permanent military barracks
the moment.
Midtown offices are maintained at as Camp Polk is erected for approxi1440 Broadway, New York City.
mately 30,000 soldiers in a mechan-

Co. here reports having sold a DaLite screen to Emil George for his

oidj

Co.,

pletion of the new theater. The new
building will have a marble front,
and will be modern in all respects.
It is expected to be ready for use in
July.

master complete sound systems in- ter itself is scheduled to come from
clude the Aspley Theater, Glasgow, municipal department shortly.
Ky.; Kozy Theater, Kahoka, Mo.;
Walnut Theater, Walnut, la.; Lyric
Theater, Seward, Neb.; Niobrara

Two

The

installation of
the generators is part of a policy to
keep the modern equipment up to

Ro

jjjoi

>J

Construction

Ave., to be known as the Colbert
Theater, in honor of the county in
which it is located. It will seat 1,000.
The Ritz, operated by the same
company, will be continued as a sec-

has been issued by the municipal
Co. theaters and at the
building department to A. Panzieri,
Dakota Theater in Yankton, S. D.
Inc., who has contract for theater
Other sets of the same equipment are construction of the 700-seat house
scheduled for installation in the Ralwhich will be let on a 20-year lease
ston Theater, Moran, Kan., and the basis on an average $7,000 annual
new Oil City Theater, Falls City, rental to the Warner circuit.
Neb., within the immediate future.
State labor department is checkRecent installations of Duo Sound- ing plans, and permit for the thea-

theater, and a complete shop with
power tools for the making of scene-

American Theater Supply
Fills Four Feb. Orders

upsi

1,,1-J

1)

Birmingham, for immediate erection of a
$124,000
theater on Montgomery

Amusement

to

(41

b Hoi

(Continued from Page

Daniel

—

Ballantyne Lists Sales,
Domestic and Foreign

(Continued from Page 1)
hearsal rooms, a private projection

ry and props.

technj

S«

$124,000 Film House

Co. export division
has been very active within recent
weeks. One of the latest shipments
included 12 sound jobs for shipment

lad

of,

Build

ment installed.
The Ballantyne

Edison Studio Installs
Generators For Color

!-'

:

From

salesman.

Rosenbaum To

Theater, Springview, Neb.; Memphis
Theater, Memphis, Mo.; and Our
The Nira
tioning Corp., Advance Mfg. Co., Theater, Hawarden, la.
General Register Co., and Bausch & Theater, Orange City, la., will also
Lomb Optical Co.
have new Duo Soundmaster equip-

Howi'

.

manufacturing

&

Walt

C,

prominent

TEDPA

lan'is.

r,

TEDPA.

whose representatives took
firms
conclave were:
part in the
Vallen, Inc., Ideal Seating Co., Strong
ProElectric Co., Brenkert Light
jection Co., Robin Imperial GeneraMfg. Co., Benwood Linze
tors,

s,E

:.

Bros.,
executive secre-

According to present plans, another meeting of the association will
take place here some time in June.

bers, I

a

between them and equipment

Denver,

lias

Studied engineering

Projector Corp., and in
1936 became IPC's president, which post he has
Under his regime, IPC has enjoyed
since held.
tremendous progress and has blazed numerous
new trails in the fields of ultra-modern projection and sound,
at 92 Gold St., New York City.

soli-

Harry Graham, of Graham

II

I.

Began business career as

manufacturers.

ritts.

EQUIPMENT

director of International

darity and national welfare was the
decision of the dealers to set up a
grievance committee to foster goodwill

G. HINES.

University

IN

Joined
1911-14 was with Harrison Williams.
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., 1915, leaving in
1917 to become president of Livingston RadiaReturned to McGraw-Hill in 1921 for
tor Co.
Subsequently became vice-prexy of
two years.
American Brown Boveri Electric Corp. until 1927.
Equitable
In December of that year went to
Trust which in 1930 merged with Chase SecuriJoined Chase National Bank and in May
ties.
In June, 1936,
of 1936 was elected a director.
he became president of General Theaters Equipment Corp.
On Jan. 7, 1935, was elected a

1)

Another move toward trade

at

WHO

CHARLES ROSS

Inc.

W. 52nd St., New York City
Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471
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EQUIPMENT NEWS

Chicago Territory's

Course Success;
Experience Oi Pic Professors Helps

Boston
course

in

inent film
1)

Lot

—

Held by Ideal Org.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology has scored heavily with its
Motion Picture Projection. Eight lectures have been given and promexecs, have been scheduled as lecturers. Subjects include wiring and

Ideal Seating Co. were hosts
their employes and wives, nun
bering about 250, at a banquet in ti

(

in Springfield,

Mass.

—

and Irwin chairs, Simplex sound
Springfield, Mass.
Samuel and
and projectors, Peerless lamps, Alex- Nathan Goldstein, Western Massaander Smith Crestwood carpet, and chusetts theater operators, have purPeerless rectifiers to W. Kohlhorst's chased the property at Dwight and
Fairy, Nappanee, Ind.
State Sts. and announced that they
Other houses, and equipment or- will build on it a business block condered, are: B. Banowitz's Ken, Chi- taining offices and stores. The prop-

PM

erty contains 7,600 square feet of
space, fronting 76 feet on State St.
and 100 feet on Dwight. It is assessed for $55,700.

The Goldsteins operate a circuit
theaters
throughout Western
Massachusetts and Vermont.
The
cuit's State, Mandota, 111., Walker
operating company is known as
PM screen; Simplex lamps and rec- Western
Massachusetts Theaters,
tifiers; and Billy Stone's Warner,
Inc.
Nathan is president and SamPeoria, 111., a Walker screen and
of

uel, vice-president.

Crestwood carpet.

Jan.-Feb. Jobs Listed

Shearer Co.

—

San Francisco Equipment installation in Jan.-Feb. by B. F. Shearer
Co. here include Heywood Wakefield
chairs and L. C. Chase mohair chair
covers for M. Parisi's Princess; Motiograph sound, Da-Lite screen, Motiograph projection, Wagner letters
and B. F. Shearer drapes for the

Hotel Pantlind Grill Room here o
Feb. 1. Occasion was the celebratic
of the completion of 20 years in bus
ness.

Goldsteins Plan Project

111.;

cago, B & K lenses, Walker
projection,
Simplex
E-7
screen,
Peerless lamps, and Hertner transverters; Balaban Circuit's Commercial, Peerless lamps; Melzer Brothers'
Ambassador, Chicago, Peerless lamps
and Crestwood carpet; Alger Cir-

1

all

and regulations of the booth, operation of the machine, sprockets, loops, fire
shutter, intermittent movement, upper and lower magazines, take-up devices,
timing, stereopticon, rewinding and patching films. Among the recently appearing pic "professors" were Thad Barrows, Jack Saef, and Hy Fine.

PM

B. F.

A

uses of the booth; machine, spotlight, rheostat, compensator, economizer, rules

organization, says that Irwin
chairs, Simplex sound, Walker
screen, Simplex projectors and lamps,
Alexander Smith's Crestwood carpet
and other items have been delivered
to K. Childs' Times, Jacksonville, 111.;
Simplex projection
Irwin chairs,
lamps and rectifiers, plus Alexander
Smith's Crestwood Fluorescent carpet to M. Ewing's Luxe, East Peoria,
the

By

Anniversary Banquet

institute's Projection

Order Pace Continues
(Continued from Pane
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Bigelow-Sanford
$2,075,243 Net in

Had
'40

Bigelow-Sanford Carpet

Co., Inc.,

reports for year ended Dec. 31, 1940,
net profit of $2,075,243 after depreciation, interest, Federal income and
excess profits taxes, etc., equal after
6 per cent preferred dividend requirements, to $6.11 a share on 313,609 shares of common stock.

Telenews Theater Opens
With Effective Bally

—

Cleveland The Telenews Theater,
kind here, opened Jan. 31
to the public.
The formal opening,
however, was preceded by two pre-

first of its

views.

Civic leaders, city officials,
of the motion picture industry and the press were entertained with a cocktail party, at which
time they were shown the theater
appointments. On Friday night, the
eve of the public premiere, an invitation exhibition of the whole show

members

WB

Installs

Exhibitors Supply Co.

WE

RCA Sound

—

Pittsburgh Warner Bros, are in- Improvements to Ritz
Kane Gets Booth Job
stalling complete new RCA sound
Bruceton, Tenn. A new front
Albany John T. Kane, Bingham- equipment in the 1,100-seat Melrose ticket office for the Ritz Theater
ton, submitted a low bid of $4,400 Theater, in the Carrick section, which remodeling and redecoration of
to the Commissioner of Social Wel- they took over several months ago, interior has been completed.
fare today for erecting a motion pic- among other improvements being front is of structural glass.
ture booth at the Woman's Relief made at this house.
Corps Home at Oxford, N. Y.

—

—

Army

Sweet

To Repair Crystal Lobby

to

Re-Build

—

Salem, N. Y.
Viv Sweet's Star
Theater here recently burned to the
aters, Inc., have taken out a building ground, but a new house will go up
permit for repairs to the Crystal in the Spring. Meanwhile, Sweet is
lobby.
operating Town Hall.

Daytona Beach,

Fla.

— Sparks The-

man

M

ger.

—

Honolulu.

firm of Cleland & Snyder, acted a'
master of ceremonies. The firm c
Cleland & Snyder have been leg;
representatives for the Ideal Seatin
Co. since its inception.
The prir
cipal speaker of the evening wai
Mayor George Welsh. Other guesl
were Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Clelam
Morris Berman of the Morris Bei

accounting firm, who also ha\
been associated with the Ideal Seat
ing Co. since its beginning, and
and Mrs. Richard Kanton.
William A. Gedris, president c
Ideal, addressed the gathering, ter
was held.
dering the thanks of the organiz
Herbert Scheftel is president of tion to the loyal employes who hav
the company now operating Tele- served them so well over a perio
news theaters in New York, Chicago if years.
and San Francisco. Ellis W. Levy,
Sterling silver merit buttons wer
manager of the San Francisco, came awarded employes who have bee
here to launch the local project which with the company five years or mon
is reported to have been built at a
Those who have been with the corr
cost of $125,000.
pany 10 years or more received gol
One of the features of the theater buttons.
is the elaborate lounge, with an acThe Hall Quartet sang severs
companying permanent art exhibit.
Furnishings for the lounge are said numbers during the evening. Fo)
lowing the close of the banquet th
co have cost $25,000.
George W.
Burrows of Cleveland designed the employes attended the basketbai
game at the YMCA between th
ouilding.
Irving Ruben, formerly
Ideal Seating Co. and the Precisio
with Warner Bros., is house manaParts of Holland.

Blumenfeld circuit's Esquire; HeyThis compares with net profit of
wood Wakefield chairs, L. C. Chase $2,180,344 or $6.44 a share on com- Active In The Mid-West
mohair covers, Wagner letters and mon in 1939.
St. Louis
Exhibitors Supply Co.
B. F. Shearer drapes for the AveNet sales were $27,628,360, against
nue, General Theatrical Co.'s house; $25,038,397, an increase of $2,589,963 here has sold a Da-Lite screen, Ashcraft Cyclex projection lamps and
and Heywood Wakefield chairs, L. C. or 10.3 per cent.
Mohawk carpet to H. Pittner for his
Chase mohair covers and KaragheuStrand in Fairfield, 111.; Motiograph
sian carpets for S. H. Levin's AlexLibbey-Owens Names Winslow
Mirrophonic sound, Cyclex
and
andria.
Toledo
Ralph Winslow, former lamps, and Mohawk carpet to A.
Out of town jobs include Heywood
Wakefield chairs, Da-Lite screen Mo- assistant advertising manager of Kalbfel's local Pauline; Cyclex lamps
tiograph projection and sound, Brenk- Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa., to the Red Bud Theater in Red Bud,
ert Senarc lamps, Benwood-Linze has been named director of advertis- 111.; and a Da-Lite screen and Cyclex
rectifiers and Karagheusian carpets ing and publicity of Libbey-Owens- lamps to the Kentucky in Marion,
for Ed Levy's Dinuba, Dinuba, Calif.; Ford Glass Co., G. P. MacNichol, Ky.
Wagner letters and Karagheusian vice-president in charge of sales, anM. Karsch bought 800 Ideal chairs,
He succeeds Mohawk carpet, Cyclex lamps and a
carpets for Enea Bros.' Enean, Pitts- nounced on Feb. 6.
K.
Matson,
public relations Motiograph projector for his Ritz
burgh, Calif.; and Karagheusian Carlton
in Rolla, Mo., and the Odeon in Bonne
Fluorescent carpets for the Consoli- director.
Terre, Mo., purchased Cyclex lamps.
dated Amusement Co.'s Waikiki in

—

Nathan Snyder, attorney of r

Dr. Velvarde Building
1,500-Seater In Panama

A new

1,500-seat motion pictur
being erected by Dr. Fat
ian Velarde in the residential sectio
of Panama in the Republic of Pan
ama. Ben Schlanger, Consulting The
ater Architect of New York Citj
prepared the designs for this projed
Technically and decoratively the the
ater will be of the most advance
type of design, assuring high qualit
sound, picture projection and full un
obstructed vision of the picture.
Seating is to be arranged accord,
ing to a stagger system in combina
tion with a double bowled downwar
and upward type of floor slope. Th
theater is expected to be completei
on or about July 15.

theater

is
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and
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the best work
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Executing

PAINTING

DECORATING

Theater Completed

MURALS

—

Detroit New 1,000-seat theater at
Fort Custer, near Battle Creek, has
been commenced, and will be opened
as soon as projection equipment has
been installed as the first Army theater in this state.

enterprise
associated

with

the
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W&Y Reopen Rifz;
Slate to
oosts

(Continued from Page 1)
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m

%

the

to

iet in

Warner Bros. -Stanley

inter-

which will reconstruct and moda cost of $75,000. Work

ests,

ernize at

here

Harry Moshowitz Explains The True Reason
Why He Nixed Love Seats For New Theater

Kroehler Sold 2,866

There are none of those new-fangled "love-seats" installed in the new
Loew's American Theater, Parkchester, Bronx, emphatically states Harry Moskowitz, construction chief of Loew's circuit. He declares that his decision was not
predicted on fact that he is a bachelor, but on the premise that young lovebirdpatrons sit too close together, blocking the view of customers behind
them. "Anyway," says Harry, "they tell me the birth rate in Parkchester is extremely high."

Push Backs

be started as soon as contracts
ore awarded.
Closing of the house
°-3 reconstruction is one of the few
Building Is Put
p
i«e periods in more than 35 years.
Laboratories
Otis B. Kyger, State manager, and
practically all of his staff will be
Chicago Steadily increasing detransferred to the Ritz.
The State program of first-run mand for its products made it necespictures will be transferred to the sary for G-M Laboratories to enmanufacturing facilities
its
Ritz, and former State policies will large
maxibe continued, according to Paul E. and, in order to provide the
Glase, Wilmer & Vincent general mum of efficiency in plant arrangement it has erected a new building,
manager.
The interior of the Ritz, with seat- purposely planned to serve the exino capacity of more than 600, has acting needs of precision production.
The new building, located at 4314been transformed with new furnishMontings, chairs, carpets, draperies, dec- 26 N. Knox Ave. here, in the
In- rose Industrial District, is of the
orations and lighting effects.
terior pillars have been removed and modern daylight type of construcwindow
a modern projection room installed, tion with ample skylight and
G-M Laboratories, Inc., rewith two lounges in the basement. areas.
A large foyer has been constructed, cently announced the perfection of
with a manager's office at the side. their latest photoelectric product, the
A new marquee has also been erected. new G-M Standard Exposure Meter.

iebratio
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The cost of all improvements will
approximate $30,000. Herman No-

ive

or

mon

tbe

com

i

tad

&

Vinwitsky, Norfolk, Va., Wilmer
cent engineer and building superintendent, directed the reconstruction
work.

l

Fol

U. S.

Rubber Reports
High

Sales At 20-Year
tli

•een

'recisioi

(Continued from Page

1)

of $195,310,847. Earnings increased 12 per cent and were equal,
sales

on

dividends

after

preferred

the

to $3.58 a common share,
against $3.18 a share in the preceding year.
The 1940 statement includes sales
and earnings of Fisk Rubber Corp.
for the first time. Fisk was acquired
in December, 1939, through an exchange of stock.
stock,

10

;ectioi

iif

nig

The

tk

City

project

qualitj
full un-

ture.

.:.:va

Need Restoring Villa Rica
Villa Rica, Ga.
According to announcement by B. P. Neal, owner,

Newly Incorporated Firm
To Build Pic Theater

—

i

Theater, burned several weeks ago,
has begun and will be rushed to completion. The two-story structure will
seat 600, and will contain offices on

in the

Amusement

tral

Olympia,

Co.'s

Cleveland.

Goldberg
For

New

Lists

Items

Chi. Newsreel

—

Chicago Joe Goldberg, Inc., reports following equipment supplied
by his company for the new Today
newsreel theater which is Richard
Beck's hcuse: Brenkert projectors,
Benwood Linze rectifiers, Clear Facts
carpets, B & L lenses, RCA sound

DeVry Gets Gov't Order

DeVry Corp. was also awarded a and Automaticket registers.
Government contract for $29,376 for
The house will be the most modmotion picture sound projectors dur- ern in the Chicago Loop area, according to the Goldberg management.
ing the past two weeks.

Byron Spencer and M. White, one
share each. All reside in Kansas City.
Spencer, Terrell & Britt, 915 Federal Reserve Bank Building, Kansas
City, Mo., are attorneys for the company and prepared the articles of incorporation.

F or_
FLAGSBANNERS—
VALANCES—

the second floor.

IT'

333

W. 52nd

St.,

New York

Inc.
City

Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

world.

may enjoy

ment

carrying around

own heads all the worries of the
Not so, smart showmen. Worries

that can be delegated, they delegate

—

in the pink of condition, they

know

they need engineers, so they take Altec
service

—sound

service.

to

people willing and able to take responsibility. To keep projection room equip-

LIEBERMAN

Hollywood, California

CHARLES ROSS

folks

in their

Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given
Let Us Enlighten You on
Your Lighting Problems

RELAX

"AS FOR ME,
Some

Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of
equipment manufactured by:

.

m

Additionally, 887 seats were placed
Esquire Theater, Toledo, O.,
operated by the George P. Crosby
Co., and 746 seats went to the Cen-

—

Gainesville Definite plans for the
erection of a motion picture theater
in downtown Gainesville, and tentative plans for the building of another motion picture theater on property adjacent to the University of
Florida Campus are announced by
E. J. Sparks, president of the Sparks
theaters in Florida.
One theater will be erected on W.
University Ave., just west of and
in the same block as the Seagle Bldg.
It will be known as the State Theater, while the second theater, being
considered for the university section
will be called the Campus Theater.

The company, which is to have 200
shares of $100 par value stock, $20,000 authorized, plans to erect, maintain and operate a new theater in
Waynesville, Mo., adjacent to the
General Leonard A. Wood Army
camp in central Missouri.
The incorporators were: James W.
Taylor, Spencer City, 18 shares, and

KM..J

,

local houses.

work of rebuilding the Villa Rica

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.

I'll.

In Gainesville

Jefferson City, Mo. The Secretary
of State's office has granted a charter of incorporation to the Commonwealth Waynesville Corp., Kansas
City, Mo.

^S
;-.i

company's Push Back Seats during
January include 908 seats for Ken
Theater Corp.'s Ken Theater, and
325 seats for Today Theater, operated by Beck Enterprises. Both are

—

tbe the

Jvancei

—

Sparks Circuit Plans

Two

In Jan.

Chicago B. B. Buchanan, director
of sales for Kroehler Mfg. Co., states
here that important installations of

will

in but

i

WB-Slanley

EQUIPMENT NEWS
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Take

lax: save all

service

and booth parts

this time-tested

way

to re-

your energies for the prime

job of showmanship.

Change

to Altec.

Flag and Valance Co.
71

FIFTH AVENUE,

646
8954

N.

Michigan

Cibson

NEW YORK,

Ave.,

Street,

Los

Chicago,
Angeles,

N. Y.

Illinois

Calif.

m37H«.UJ.Il»l,Tl
250 West 57th Street,

CHANGE TO ALTEC SERVICE

•

New

York City

A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER
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NTS Atlanta Branch

Moliograph Reports

FIELD NOTES

Continues Brisk Biz

New

—

Atlanta National Theater Supply
branch here discloses among
** Russ Egry and Bill Lyzott, were recent- recent sales Simplex sound to Manning& Wink's Strand, Athens,
ly on the sidelines as a result of Ole Man
Tenn.; Super pedestals, Simplex "C"
Flu, but are now back in the game as potent
sound, B & L lenses, Simplex E-7
as ever.
*
*
*
projector, Alexander Smith's Crestwood carpet, and Hertner transverAmong the Cleveland Film Row ters to Paramount Enterprises'
luminaries who attended the opening Beach, Miami Beach; Super pedesof Toledo's new 900-seat Esquire Thea- tals, Simplex A-30 sound, Walker
ter were Herb Ochs and Col. Harry E. PM screen, Super Simplex projecLong of Pioneer Pictures. The Esquire tors, Simplex Hi lamps, and Hertner
is under the direction of Wally Cald- Simplex
Hi lamps, and Hertner
well, formerly manager of Loew's Val- transverters to Boswell & Reynolds'
entine.
Greenland, Greenland, Ga.
*
*
*
R. H. Brannon's Roswell, Roswell,
Folks around the pic biz are still sayin' Ga., received Irwin chairs; Crescent
Knickerbocker,
Co.'s
what a swell thing that was for Fred (Chi- Amusement
cago! Beck to have done, namely, the giving Nashville, G-E Copper Oxide rectiof proceeds from the opening day of his fiers, Florida State Theaters' Drivenewsreel theater, Today, to the Greek Re- In Theaters, in St. Petersbui g and

A

LTEC'S

stars

the

in

Cincy

territory,

Co.'s

Installations

—

Ten Mirrophonic De
Systems are listed LJARRY ROBERTS, associated in
•imong recent installations made by
' eration
of the Pic Theater,
Chicago

Luxe

Sound

Motiograph, Inc.
ing these sound

Situations receiv-

systems comprise
the Pauline, St. Louis; Pic Fair, Los
Angeles; Tiger, Tiger, Cal.; Paramount, Newport News, Va.; Colonial,
Florence, S. C; Peoples Cinema,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Hampton, Norfolk,
Va.; Greater Detroit Theater, Dearborn, Mich.; and also Naval Air Station, Kaneohe, Hawaii, and DeMordaunt & Drennan, Idaho Falls, Ida.
Motiograph Projectors were also
installed recently in the Lyric, MarInd.; Star, Tonawanda, N. Y.;

ion,

and by Great Detroit Theater, Dearborn, Mich., and Menmar Theater
Co., Boise, Ida.

respectively, B & L lenses,
Simplex E-7 projectors, Peerless Hy-

Tampa,

Fund.
*

*

*

Mannie Shore has broken ground
a

new

seat

about 100 and

is

for

transverters; and Paramount Enterprises' Coral, Coral Gables, Fla., reMannie's second ceived Simplex sound.

War, W. Va.

theater in

It'll

in that town.

Dr. Walter R. Clark of Eastman Kodak
Co. spoke t'other night in Rochester on
"Infra-Red Photography" and gave his listeners, the Rochester Section of the American Chemical Society, something to think

about.

*

*

International

*

Register

Co.

of

manufacturers of ticket takers
and vending machines, have purchased
for a reported $325,000 a location on
Washington Blvd. for expansion of
Chi.,

their business.

Lou
in

Israel

Akron

is

to be

about to open

a

—

new

the same situation.

Eugene

Chrystal,

counsel for Eastman

public

relati,

Kodak

Co.,

ha

technically retired from that post, bu
actually he is remaining on call fo
such special work as the company ma
require.
His connection with the oi
ganization dates from the formation o
the Tennessee Eastman Corp. in 192(
and his vast experience makes him a
invaluable reserve asset.

Mario

Moreno,

("Cantinflas")

b.o.

actor

star

on

th

as well as Lati

America's top ranking comedian, is goin
into the exhibition
business for himsel
He is putting up his own movie theater
Mexico City, and the house is just abou
completed.
i

Syracuse Carrier Corp.'s dealers
convention will be held here Feb. 2425, and plans for the conclave are

*

*

*

Warners State Theater in Racin
Company officials have also announced sale of organization's former Wis., is getting new sound and pre
jection machines to bring it up to daU
plant in New Brunswick, N. J., to
Harris-Hub Bed & Spring Co. of Chi-

building a new nabe stand
as the Eliot.

known

On

Shafran's Project

—

Sharon, Pa. Plans have been an- cago.
Of the
nounced for the construction of a

new building

to

theater, store

rooms and

include a 950-seat
suite of offices, by Louis Shafran, local businessman, contract for which has just
been awarded to Paul Glenn, contractor of this town.
Work on this project is to start
immediately and is to be finished by
August 1st. When completed the
theater is to be operated by Warner
Bros.

Jack Moss of Detroit has installed
new DeVry Brilliant Lenses in the Krul

Home and King

five original plants of Carrier before it consolidated all manufacturing facilities in Syracuse in
1937, only the Bridgeport, Pa., plant
remains to be disposed of, J. I. Lyle,

Modernizing WB's Sheboygan
Sheboygan, Wis.

—Plans

are under

way

for extensive improvements to
Sheboygan Theater here,
to include a new porcelain enamel

Warners'

toilet

canopy, lobby modernization,
rooms, flooring, lighting fixand heating and ventilating

Cynthiana, Ky. Carl Rohs opened tures
renovations.
his new house here Feb. 6.

SHOWMAN HINTS-By Showmen
There's an old adage, "A Stitch in time
That could apply to the consaves nine."
Too often
dition of your theater seats.
chairs are allowed to become loosened from
he floor, screws to protrude from the bot-

and

toms,

hat

become detached
bottoms.
The result is

racks

to

Film Enterprises, Inc., Floral Park, from the seat
torn clothing and stockings and an imI., has been chartered by the SecreA quick intary of State's office in Albany, N. Y., mense general repair bill.
to deal in motion picture equipment. spection daily by your maintenance man,
L.

Firm's capital is set at $1,000.
porators are Edward L. Moore,

Incor-

Edward

porter
a

H. Moore, and Grace H. Moore, Louis save
Jr., of Floral Park, is the

R. Caragol,
counsel.

S. H. ("Si") Fabian has signed a contract
providing High Fidelity RCA Photophone
sound for the Paramount Theater, 2,274seat Fabian house, Stapleton, Staten Island,
N. Y.
Deal also covers three-year service

and maintenance.

or

general
a

lot

night-watchman,
deterioration
of

money

in

of

will

your

prevent
and

seats

the long run.

While your patrons do not visit your
basement, clean, bright boiler and engine
rooms are a source of genuine satisfaction
to the manager who takes his "housekeepbasement
seriously.
For
concrete
ing"
floors, a new rubber-base paint has been
developed which outlives ordinary paints
and is impervious to moisture.

Make

up quickly.
are

letters

being

off

as

made.

the

amount

ing

value

of

RCA sound
W. Va., and

and

ater Supply has put

in

that

his

theater

Midwest The

new sound and

Willis Vance's Eden Theater

in

projectoi

Cincy

The Family Theater, Grand Rapid
Mich., has placed an order with Ide<\
Seating Co. for 500 new seats at a
approximate cost of $4,500.
Speaking of Midwest Theater Supply, th;
"adopted" Ed Novak of its staff. E
recently left Cincy for military service
Shelby, Miss., and upon his departure, th
Midwest boys gave him a magnificent trave
ing bag.
Furthermore, he will receiv
weekly billets from the Midwest force.
org. has

Another movie house is going up i
on the site of the old Doc
Building. The Silver State Amu seme
Co. has taken a lease on the proper
and will construct an 800-seater. Con
wipe
pany also operates the theater in Wi

Keep your marquee letters clean!
Exposure to the smoke and dust in the atmosphere will cause these letters to darken
your

lamps

Whitesville,

;

Theaters.

Charley Behlen and H. C. Congleton,
operators of the New Lincoln in Stanford,
Ky
are bringing the house up to date via
installation of RCA Photophone sound and
an RCA screen. The partners also operate
stands in Nicholasville and Stanford, Ky.

From the Cincinnati "front" comes wor
Pete Lang has installed new Brenke

that

in

Carrier prexy, asserts.

front,

Rohs' Stand Debuts

—

Circuit's

Meet

Carrier Dealers'

is

the op

Jacksor
nabe hous

complete.

Paul Glenn Gets Call

The

Plans Completed for

Hertner

and

lamps,

Candescent

Miss.,
in

manager and the biggest
Mexican screen and stage,

-

lief

PROSCENIUM
CHATTER

of

it

Dirty

light,

your

a

your

practice
letters

impair

sign,

to

marquee changes

and

the

cut

down

Reno, Net

1

.,

nemucca, Nev.

advertis-

reflect

upon

the peneral cleanliness of your theater.

Keeping your sidewalk clean is doublyimportant on rainy days.
Removing excess
slush and puddles of water is not only a
safety measure, but will help preserve your
carpets.
One of the Broadway houses in
New York has improvised a giant squeegee
'similar
to
those
window washers use,
It's a simple
but several times as large).
matter to squeegee your sidewalk. You'll
be surprised how much water this device
removes.

Out in Hollywood, Paramount's Lore
Ryder has been appointed chairman of tf
West Coast Admissions Committee
Designation was made by Pre>
SMPE.
Emery Huse. Members of Ryder's commi
Remerschied, Holl
tee include H. W.
Moyse, K. F. Morgan and J. G. Frayne,

All exchanges were represented
the gala opening of Carl Rohs' ne
theater in Cynthiana, Ky. Features
the debut were a parade by the tou
band, and a sumptuous spread providi
by Carl for the visiting film gents,
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Friday,

Four

Race

<ffl DAILY

to Start

Petrillo

TNEC Told by Arnold

Television in (hi.

—The

"race" to promote
and television here is beoming more intense than ever, with
MBC. CBS, Zenith Radio and B & K
among those competine for the
The attendant demand for
lODgrs.
ipr~S atop high buildings has re-

Chicago

mth

FM

;u>3r in manv of the more desirible locations being out of the marZenith, for example,
cet at present.
las signed for space in the 40-story
^ield building, while B &
is gens' ahead with studios in the State
jake Building. CBS plans a station
n the 1 North LaSalle St. building,
laving received FCC authority for
,he construction.

K

NBC has leased space in the Civic
station,
)pera Building for an
'ollowing granting of a construction

FM

>ermit
lointed

NBC,

by the FCC.

was

it

FCC

out. does not possess
mthority to build a station here.

network originally planned a
station in Chicago but
vhen the FCC ruled that no firm
ould operate more than three tele
outlets,
NBC decided to drop its
noposed Chicago outlet in favor of
me in Philadelphia, and New York
md Washington, D. C.
Introduction of FM has increased
;he value of high buildings to the

The

elevision

FM

n'oadcasting industry, as
opera;ors as well as television stations
mire high buildings for spraying

Consequently,
here has been much activity both
lere and elsewhere in the renting
;nals

)f

to listeners.

desirable

"few
Vill

sites.

York Arbitrators
Get Certificates

Arbitrators from the New York
uea will be formally presented with
heir certificates at a ceremony in
he offices of the American Arbitraion Association on Tuesday. Names
•f
the arbitrators will be revealed
t that time.

(Continued,

•

•

•

TONIGHT

Hotel

the

grand ballroom

Astor's

sound with the glamorous goin's-on

Day

of St. Valentine's

a pang

calendar year

in the

show

because every entertainer

—

all

but the No.

1

Photogs

politics,

A

Yep, tonight will be

probably

that

upper crust

don

to

which gathers

their

of the

to

a

gotta follow

picture,

accounts

the

for

worth
ability

glad rags and attend en masse

—

and tomorrow
Wotta party!

stuff

morning with liniment and Bromo Seltzer

T

T

• • • 'NOTHER neat attraction tonite
Pep Club's affair at the Capitol Hotel

is

the

Paramount

Festivities

will

get

will attend

claimed her an honorary
trip

The

Love Field

to

T

of

Dallas

The wings symbolize

and Air College at
gift from a Dallas
young "U" produdction

the Dallas Aviation School

silver

jewelry store (Deanna

citizen

is

bacon

marryin'

fork is

Vaughn

a wedding
Paul,

while the ten-gallon hat

THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington Patent laws should
be changed so that owners of patents would be required to grant unrestricted licenses if they grant any
Washington Bureau of

—

at all, and to prevent the
imposition of restrictions upon the
buyer in the sales of patented
articles by the patent owner, Thurman W. Arnold, Assistant Attorney
General, has recommended to the
licenses

TNEC.
The

was from

the Variety

Club symbolic o' the plains and cattlemen o' the Lone Star State
Bob O'Donnell was Toastmaster at the luncheon

Sherman

THAT

on Wednesday night o'er
Station WHN
of ushers from the Astor Theater
matched wits literally with a team of Capitol Theater
ushers
The "game" was to see which group could, upon heardialogue, tell what player spoke them
ing lines of
During the extended run of
and to place the scene
the seating chaperones got to know the dialogue
at the Astor
and they triumphed in the competition by
virtually by heart

•

was quite a
when a team

battle

GWTW

Stuart Erwin

Benny

Fred Scott
Marcia Harris
Michael D. Farley
William

R.

Florence

Swigart

FEBRUARY
John
•

aid

Barrymore

Howard Higgins
William Janney
I.
E. Chadwick

A.

;•:!'

H.

Halprin

Lou Ostrow
Benjamin Listengart
Hugh Wedlock, Jr.

FEBRUARY
ii

Rice

15

16

William
LeBaron
H. R. Kassman
Chester Morris
Leah Ray
Dolores Starr

the

first

committee

present legislative proposals believed necessary to carry
on the work of his department. The
SEC, the FTC, the Commerce Department, and the Treasury also are
scheduled to submit legislative proposals for the consideration of the
TNEC in preparing its final report
to Congress.
Arnold told the committee that the
Supreme Court's recent decision in
the Hutcheson case has removed his
tuthority to institute legal action to
to

combat jurisdictional strikes.
"The labor practices we have charfcterized as economic evils are not
common to the majority of labor
unions," Arnold asserted.

Stern Hospitalized

Emanuel

Dr.

•

law.

Arnold was

Dr.

•

anti-trust division head also

proposed much stiffer penalties for
persons convicted of violating the

member

• • • UNIVERSALIS Deanna Durbin concluded this week a whale
where among many other activities
of a successful visit to Dallas
she was guest of honor at the Variety Club of Texas' first annual
When she left the city
ladies' day luncheon
she had four
namely, a scroll, a pair of
things she didn't have when she arrived
wings, a silver bacon fork, and a novelty ten-gallon hat made of cellophane
The scroll, presented by Mayor J. Woodall Rodgers, proher triumphant

Patent

j

under way with a buffet supper
to be followed by the presenwhich is a play penned,
tation of "The Golfers Go To Town"
Then dancing to
directed and played by home office talent
the melodies of Dick Raymond's orchestra till the wee sma'
hours of the morn
More than 1,200 members and guests

T

Arnold Recommends
Law Changes

star

said, is

'tis

entertainment world, Society,

with music and

filled

1)

equally at a disadvantage

and has

a star

is

and

to get the

et al

is

position attraction

a thousand words
of the

always
come so early
vaude lingo, have a

In that respect the talent

it

participate, in the floor

We

'cause the Photogs' Ball

that the subsequents. in

tough time following

—being

a "sweetheart"
and general high-jinks

for other parties

re-

Annual Dance and EnterN. Y
In the language

the shindig is

tops in celeb, attendance, talent
feel

will

from Page

ence was to the American Guild of
Musical Artists, of which Lawrence
Tibbett is president.
The A F of
M, under Petrillo, has claimed jurisdiction over the entire musicians'
field.
The Guild contested the claim
in the courts, but lost).
Arnold made his statement while
testifying before the TNEC for the
second successive day. He had previously recommended that the maximum fine for anti-trust violations
be raised from $5,000 to $50,000 and
suggested an enlarged program of
anti-trust enforcement.

of the 12th

tainment of the Press Photographer's Ass'n of

exec, on June 7)

Jack

a Dictator,

Stern, in charge of

welfare of Paramount home office
employees, has been under observation at the French Hospital the past

few days.

GWTW

Quadruple Premiere
For GWTW In DEI
GWTW has been launched the

Manager Kamern of the Astor acted as
The prize was a copy of "Gone With the Wind"
quizmaster
autographed by the film's stars. ... • The "I.Q." of the industry
He's
is being further upheld by Pic Producer Albert Lewin
and now
just completed lectures at Yale, Harvard and Brown

Dutch East Indies with simultaneous

a score of 9 to 8

swings south

to

speak

to students of four colleges

schools

« « «

» » »

and

five high

in

premieres in four theaters in Batavia
and Soerabaya, according to a cable
M-G-M officials from "Red"
to

manager for the
the Straits Settlements.

Silverstein,

company

Collecpremiere was "a tremendous
success, with his Excellency the Governor General and high state offiin

tive

cials present," Silverstein stated.

==?

The Film Daily's Calend
COLUMBIA
West

r

10-21-40

Abilene, 58 mins
FD: 7-17-40.
Charles Star re tt, Marjorie
Cooley, Don Beddoe
of

Thundering Frontier, 57 mins
FD: 9-16-40. Charles Starret,

12-5-40

10-3-40
Won't Talk, 69 mins
10-17-40.
Joe E. Brown, Frances
Robinson, Tom Dugan

Under

21,

10-24-40

64 mins

FD: 11-15-40.
Bruce
Hudson, Paul Kelly

Cabot,

FILM DAILY

Philadelphia Story, The, 112 mins..

1-17-41
Katharine Hepburn, Cary
Grant, James Stewart

FD:

X, 90 mins

12-11-40.

marr, Felix

Clark

Gable,

Hedy La-

Bressart

81 mins
12-11-40.
Marx
roll, Diana Lewis

Bros.,

12-6-40
John Car-

12-11-40.

FD:

Granville,

1

Cooper,

Jackie

Queen, Master Detective, 66 mins.
11-28-40
FD: 11-28-40.
Ralph Bellamy, Margaret
Lindsay, Charles Grapewin

Ellery

Blondie Plays Cupid, 68 mins
10-31-40
FD: 12-4-40.
Penny Singleton, Arthur

Lake, Larry Sims

7-31-40
Lady in Question, The, 81 mins
FD: 12-11-40.
Brian Aherne, Rita HayNobody's Children, 65 mins
FD: 12-12-40.
Edith Fellows,
Lois Wilson

Wolf Keeps

Lone

Flight

Lee,

Maisie

1-9-41

The, 61 mins
2-5-41.
Charles
Currie, Bob Nolan
Kid,

FD:

Louise

Starrett,

Face Behind the Mask, The, 69 mins. 1 - 16-41
FD: 2-10-41. Peter Lorre, Evelyn Keyes,

Don Beddoe
Phantom Submarine, The, 70 mins. 12- 16-40
nett

Trial of

Duff.

WALT

M-G-M
64 mins
FD: 10-3-40. Ann
Roland Young

Dulcy,

Ian

10-4-40
Hunter,

FD:

Lee Bowman.
104 mins
10-31-40.

Taylor,

FD:

Norma

11-1-40
Shearer, Robert

Conrad Veidt, Nazimova
77

mins
10-29-40.
Frank

Hullabaloo,

Tom Conway

Murder

Face at the Window, The (Arthur Ziehm,
10-23-40
Inc.), 65 mins
Tod Slaughter, Marjorie
FD: 10-25-40.
Taylor

Mercy

(Producers

Plane

Grey, Dan Dailey,

10-25-40

Morgan, Virginia

Jr.

11-22-40
100 mins
Judy Garland, George
FD: 11-15-40.
Murphy, Charles Winninger

Little Nellie Kelly,

Distrib.

Corp.),

72 mins
James Dunn, Frances

10-31-40.

Murder (World Pictures),
52 mins
FD: 12-4-40.
Manning Whiley, Barbara

Design

for

Me

Back

to

.

Oklahoma, 64 mins.
11-11-40
Tex Ritter, Bob Wills &

FD: 11-26-40.
His Tex. Playboys
of

Pinto

FD: 1-10-41. John Howard, Ellen
Akim Tamiroff

Knight,
in

K.

S.

the Air

(

B.

12-12-40.
Ward, Garry

FD:

FD:

I

B.

Corp.l, 74 mins..

George
Marsh

Alliance

Film

12-27-40.

Churchill,

S.

i,

Formby,

Polly

12-6-40.

FD:

Home

to Texas,

1-30-41.

Slim

Paige,

Tex

63 mins.. 12-30-40

1-24

FD: 2-7-41. Jackie Cooper, Leila En
Eddie Bracken

PRODUCERS RELEASE*,
CORP.

Cal Shrumm,

Ritter,

Andrews

12-15-40
Leo Gorcey, Bobby JorFD: 1-31-41.
dan, Donald Haines

Pride of the Bowery, 63 mins

12-20
Misbehaving Husbands, 65 mins.
FD: 12-12-40.
Harry Langdon, Bey

PARAMOUNT

Bat,

.

10-11-40
Rangers of Fortune, 80 mins
FD: 9-19-40. Fred MacMurray, Patricia
Morison, Albert Dekker

Evidence, 63

My

Lodge,

Diana

11-8-40
Colbert, Ray

Love, 113 mins

10-17-40.

Cavalcade of Faith (Jeffrey Pictures Corp.)
64 mins
Catholic Documentary
FD: 1-10-41.
Break the News (Trio Films), 75 mins.
Maurice Chevalier, Jack
FD: 1-10-41.
Buchanan, June Knight
i

Film Alliance of the U. S.)

62 mins
Jack Buchana, Elsie Randolph, Arthur Margetson.

FD:

1-13-41.

Virginia

Morris,

Dale
Police,

125 mins.

11-22-40
Gary Cooper, Madeleine
FD: 10-22-40.
Carroll, Paulette Goddard

Cherokee Strip, 86 mins
Richard
FD: 11-6-40.
Earl Carroll's, A,

FD: 11-22-40.
J.

1

62 mins
Henry Armetta,

1-17
Iris

1

Me-

dith

RKO RADIO
10-180
70 mins
FD: 10-3-40. Tim Holt, Virginia Gilmd,
Byington

Spring

son,

Ann

Lucille

Carrol

Richard

Ball,

Cl

Miller

They Knew What They Wanted, 96 mins
10-251
FD: 10-9-40. Carole Lombard, Cha*
Laughton, William Gargan

Out West, 76 mins. J
11-151
FD: 10-9-40. Lupe Velez, Leon ErrolJ

Mexican

Spitfire

You'll Find Out,

1 1 -22
97 mins
Kay Kyser, Peter Lo»,

11-14-40.

Bela Lugosi, Boris Karloff

Florence

Remedy

for Riches,

60 mins

11-25-40.
Jean Hersholt,
Lovett, Edgar Kennedy

62 mins.

Ken Murray,

11-88

85 mins

Girls,

10-4-40.

FD:

10-11-40
Dix,

Rice, Victor Jory

nell,

Larceny Street

10-4-40

Quarterback, 74 mins
Wayne
FD: 10-17-40.

Francis Lister

1-31

Act,

the

in

FD: 2-13-41.

Too Many

Claudette
Milland, Walter Abel

FD:

mins

Marjorie Reynolds, Cha *

Laddie,

in

reel shots.

Arise

Suza«

Lugosi,

Quigley.

10-18-40
Drew,

10-25-40
Flames, 60 mins
FD: 10-14-40. Documentary from news-

World

12-13
Bela

Dave O'Brien

FD: 2-6-41.

Ellen

Truex

Byrd

1-31-41.

Secret

.

69 mins

Kaaren,

Three Men from Texas, 70 mins.. 11-15-40
FD: 9-10-40. William Boyd, Russell Hayden, Andy Clyde

Christmas in July, 70 mins
FD: 9-20-40. Dick Powell,

Ralph

Blythe,

Devil

FD:

Ernest

I

Dale

Virginia

With Henry, 81 mins

Life

Evans

FD:

Rus

11-1
Dancing on a Dime, 74 mins
FD: 1-31-41. Grave MacDonald, Rob

12-22-40
Her First Romance, 77 mins
Edith Fellows, Wilbur
FD: 12-27-40.

Night at

54 mins

Dr<|

1-101

1-17-41.
FD:
William Boyd,
Hayden, Minna Gombell

1

.

Max Terhune

Rolling

Doomed Caravan, 62 mins

FD:

John

n

1-29-41.

FD:

Sakall

'"

110 mins
2-221
Madeleine Carroll, F|
MacMurray, Carolyn Lee

FD:

1-25-40
60 mins..
Ray Corrigan, John King,

Basin,

"Northwest Mounted

Domino, The (Select Attractions),
65 mins
Michael Bartlett, June
FD: 12-11-40.

Lilac

Sensation

Third Finger, Left Hand, 60 mins. 10-11-40
DR: 10-11-40. Myrna Loy, Melvyn Douglas,

Mary Dugan, The, 90 mins.. 2-14-41
2-11-41.
Robert Young, Laraine

Bc|

Cedric Hardwicke

Sir

'Virginia,

10- 14-40
Old Swimmin' Hole, The, 75 mins.
Jackie Moran, Marcia
FD: 10-23-40.
Mae Jones, Leatrice Joy

Ayres,

(Arthur Ziehm,
Mystery
10-23-40
Inc.), 70 mins
FD: 10-25-40. Bruce Cabot, Tamar Desni

Torso

It's

Sothern,

10-1-40
FD: 10-15-40. Ray Corrigan, John King,
Max Terhune.

1-10-41

Lew

Everest, Michael Drake

120 mins
FD: 11-14-40. Stokowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra

Escape,

Lady, 79 mins
Ann Sothern,

MESCELLAHEOUS

DM SZVEV

'Fantasia,

1-171

March,

Fredric

lXf

Gifford

Boris Karloff, Richard Fiske,

casts and;

Texas Rangers Ride Again, 68 mins.

Caught

FD:

Amanda

Byrd,

Trailing Double Trouble, 56 mins

Maureen O'Sullivan

Commands, The, 65 mins

FD: 2-14-41.

a

Anita Louise, Bruce Ben-

FD: 2-13-41.
Devil,

Was

2-5-41.

mins.

FD: 1-10-41.
Warren William, Frances
Robinson, Bruce Bennett

Ralph

Field,

Arrai

.

1-31-41
Live With Me, 86 mins
FD: 1-30-41. James Stewart, Hedy Lamarr, Ian Hunter

11-23-40

Pinto

Robert Taylor, Ruth HusPidgeon

Come

FD:

The, 65

1-3-41

12-27-40
Keeping Company, 78 mins
FD: 1-14-41.
Frank Morgan, Ann
Rutherford, John Shelton

Day,

Date,

a

10-9-40.

10-7-40
Lorna Gray,

64 mins

Mantan Moreland

West
11 -29-40

Command, 110 mins

FD: 12-23-40.
sey, Walter

10-17-40
Billy

Bonita

75 mins
FD: 12-19-40. Lew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore, Laraine Day, Robert Young

FD:

worth, Glenn Ford

15-40

-

1

Gene Reynolds

Dr. Kildare's Crisis,

Great Plane Robbery, The, 53 mins.
12-9-40
FD: 11-26-40. Jack Holt, Stanley Fields,
Noel Madison

of the Desert,

FD:

Take

Gallant Sons, 73 mins

12-25-40
127 mins
FD: 11-20-40.
Jean Arthur, William
Holden, Warren William, Porter Hall

FD:

Drums

Complete

cast.

78 mins
12-26-40.

Victory,

.

FD:

1940, by companies.

I,

are the principal players in the

iWOVOfiRlll

.

12-13-40

Go West,

Rochelle

Arizona,

Names

review.

FD: 11-26-40.

FD:
Girls

of

of English-speaking features released since Oct.

92 mins
11-8-40
FD: 11-20-40. Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy, George Sanders

Comrade

So You

list

Bitter Sweet,

Mere-

Iris

dith

A

12-6-40
Cor-

Lillian

Naish

Moon Over Burma, 76 mins

10-18-40
Dorothy Lamour, Preston
FD: 11-26-40.
Foster, Robert Preston

11-290
Doroy

11-290
Men, 84 mins
Kay Francis, Jack Oali,
FD: 12-3-40.
George Bancroft

Little

Let's

1-171
Music, 84 mins
12-11-40.
Bob Crosby, Jean R*
ers, Elizabeth Risdon

Make

FD:

1-10-41
Second Chorus, 83 mins
Fred Astaire, Paulette
FD: 12-3-40.
Goddard, Artie Shaw & Orch.

12-200
No. No, Nanette, 96 mins
Anna Neagle, Richd
FD: 12-20-40.
Carlson, Victor Mature, Roland Yoig

12-27-40
Love Thy Neighbor, 82 mins
FD: 12-18-40.
Jack Benny, Fred Allen,
Mary Martin

Kitty

Foyle, 107 mins
Ginger
FD: 12-23-40.
Morgan, James Craig

12-270
Ders

Rogers,

<

ti

Current Feature Releases

a»f

ording to date of review. Dates after
credits are included

Hon

!

mins

78

onvoy,

1-8-41.

FD:

a—
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with
...1

3-41

John

Cle-

Carroll

3-7-41

75 mins

*

Kay

j/1-21-41.

James

Francis,

Mildren Coles

son,

Montgomery, Gene Raymond
2-13-41.
Guy
FD:
Hughes, John Archer.

2-21-41
Carol

Kibbee,

REPUBLIC
Bill

FD: 9-27-40.

10-11-40

and Moonlight, 72 mins

lelody
i-l

FD: 10-3-40. Johnny Downs, Barbara Allen (Vera Vague)

"Red"

Don

10-7-40.

FD:

UI

10-10-40

Vengeance, 57 mins

rontier

Parade of 1941, The, 86 mins.. 10-15-40
Kenny Baker, Frances
FD: 10-15-40.

Hugh Herbert

The

Blazers,

11-11-40
Livingston, Bob

Robert

10-29-40.

FD:

Vho Killed Aunt Maggie? 70 mins.. .11-1-40
John Hubbard, Wendy
FD: 11-1-40.
111
Barrie, Edgar Kennedy.
7

'

Neighbors, 67 mins
11-8-40.
Leon, Frank

riendly

FD:

-7-40
and June
11

Weaver

!.'•

11-15-40
Ranch, 84 mins
FD: 11-18-40.
Gene Autry, Jimmy Dur-

/lelody

';

Ann

ante,
larnyard

Miller

FD:

'exas

.

Terrors,

12-6-40

Mary Lee,

11-22-40.
June Storey

FD:

57

Rufe

mins

Davis,

11-22-40

11-22-40.
Don "Red"
Duncan, Arthur Loft

FD:

Barry,

11-29-40
FD: 11-25-40.
Roscoe Karns, Ruth Donnelly, Spencer
Charters

'

Legion, The, 58 mins
12-5-40
FD: 11-28-40. Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes

lorder
Is

•ehind

FD:

u

the News, 75 mins
12-23-40.
Lloyd Nolan,

12-20-40
Doris Dav-

Frank Albertson

enport,

12-27-40
mins
Dennis O'Keefe, Louise
Campbell, Jimmy Lydon

lowery

FD:

.11-5

71
1-3-41.
Boy,

Vyoming Wildcat, 56 mins
FD:

1

Don "Red"

1-7-41.

Hood

Barry,

FD: 1-10-41.

Judge,
1-22-41.

1-28-41

72 mins

Weaver

Brothers and

El-

viry

\i

1-24-41
on a Rainbow, 79 mins
FD: 1-24-41.
Gene Autry, Smiley Bur-

t'din'

;.;

\

nette,
J

Mary Lee
67 mins
Roscoe Karns,
Spencer Charters

etticoat Politics,

FD: 2-7-41.
nelly,

Robert Sterling

11-8-40
93 mins
FD: 11-6-40. Tyrone Power, Linda Darnell, Basil Rarhbone

So

Youth Will Be Served, 66 mins.. .. 11-22-40
FD: 11-25-40. Jane Withers, Jane Darwell,

Robert Conway

New York, 65 mins.. 12-13-40
FD: 12-6-40.
Sidney Toler, Marjorie
Weaver, Robert Lowery

*Chad Hanna, 86 mins
FD: 12-18-40.
Henry

12-27-40
Fonda, Dorothy

Lamour, Linda Darnell
Michael Shayne, Private Detective, 77 mins.
1-10-41
FD: 12-19-40.
Lloyd Nolan, Marjorie
Weaver, Walter Abel
Charter Pilot, 70 mins
FD: 12-23-40.
Lloyd
Arleen Whelan

Nolan,

12-6-40
Lynn Bari,

of

the

Rio Grande, 73

mins.

1-17-41

FD:

1-3-41.

Cesar

Romero,

FD:

2-7-41
Ruth Don-

K.

the News, The, 77 mins.. 1-31-41
1-8-41.
Margaret Lockwood, Barry

Margie, 59 mins
FD: 9-18-40. Tom

Emlyn Williams

Dark and Handsome, 78 mins.1-24-41
FD: 1-24-41.
Cesar Romero, Virginia

Tall,

Gilmore,

Milton

mins.

Now, 64

Where

12-6-40

Nan

Brown,

Did

You Get That

Grey,

Anne Nagel

1-8-41.

.

Heaven, A, 87 mins. ... 10- 1 1 -40
10-16-40.
Robert
Gloria
Jean,
FD:
Stack, Hugh Herbert
1 1-22-40
the Wild Cat, 65 mins
Ralph Bellamy, Margaret
FD: 10-28-40.

Meet

Joseph Schildkraut

Lindsay,

65 mins.

Girl?

Leon

Errol,

Helen Parrish,

Charles Lang.

Buck Privates, 84 mins
1-31-41
FD: 2-3-41.
Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Lee Bowman, Jane Frazee
Back Street, 89
FD: 2-5-41.

2-7-41
Margaret

mins
Charles Boyer,
Richard Carlson

Sullavan,

WARNER RROS.
Knute Rockne

—

American, 98 mins.
10-5-40
FD: 10-7-40. Pat O'Brien, Gale Page,
Ronald Reagan, Donald Crisp
All

Tugboat Annie
FD:

Sails

10-29-40.

Hale, Jane

Again, 77

Marjorie

mins.

10-26-40
Rambeau, Alan

Wyman

73 mins
11-30-40
John Garfield, Marjorie
Rambeau, Brenda Marshall

East of the

Little Bit of

Slightly

12-27-40
John Bar-

1-3-41

FD:

mins.

10-4-40
Diamond Frontier, 71 mins
10-4-40.
Victor
McLaglen, John
FD:
Loder,

.

Bruce,

Mischa Auer

FD:

River,

10-31-40.

The, 95 mins
11-23-40
11-14-40.
Bette Davis, Herbert
Marshall, James Stephenson

Letter,

FD:

10-18-40
Herbert, Peggy

Lady With Red Hair, 81 mins
11-30-40
FD: 11-22-40.
Miriam Hopkins, Claude
Rains, Richard Ainley

in the Tropics, 82 mins.. 11-15-40
11-1-40.
Allan Jones, Nancy Kelly,

Always a Bride, 57 mins
11-2-40
FD: 11-28-40.
Rosemary Lane, George
Reeves

Tempted, 60 mins

Hugh
FD: 10-28-40.
Moran, Johnny Downs

One Night

FD:
Abbott

&

Costello

Santa

10-25-40
Seven Sinners, 86!/2 mins
Marlene Dietrich, John
FD: 11-4-40.
Wayne, Broderick Crawford
11-1-40
Pipeline, The, 65 mins
FD: 11-15-40. Richard Arlen, Andy Devine, Jeanne Kelly

Devil's

Law and Order, 57 mins

10-18-40
FD: 11-28-40.
Johnny Mack Brown,
Fuzzy Knight, Nell O'Day

11-29-40
Bank Dick, The, 74 mins
FD: 12-3-40. W. C. Fields, Una Merkel,
Richard Purcell

Give Us Wings, 62 mins
Billy Halop,
FD: 12-4-40.

.

Barnes,

Virginia

Dispatch from Reuter's, A, 89 mins.. 10-19-40
FD: 9-24-40. Edward G. Robinson, Edna
Best, Eddie Albert

11-1-40
Dennis O'Keefe, Constance
FD: 8-6-40.
Moore, Helen Parrish

Patricia

Morison, Lynne Roberts
in

1-7-41.

FD:

Fe Trail, 110 mins
12-16-40.
Errol Flynn,

Havilland,

South

12-28-40
de

Olivia

Raymond Massey

Suez, 86 mins
11-16-40
FD: 12-19-40.
George Brent, Brenda
Marshall, George Tobias
of

from Destiny, 73 mins
2-8-41
FD: 1-3-41. Geraldine Fitzgerald, Thomas
Mitchell, Jeffrey Lynn

Flight

1-3-41
Hudson's Bay, 95 mins
FD: 12-24-40. Paul Muni, Gene Tierney,
Laird Cregar

Romance

William

VIM VERS AL
I'm Nobody's Sweetheart

of Zorro, The,

11-29-40
Pan Alley, 94 mins
FD: 11-25-40. Alice Faye, Betty Grable,
Jack Oakie, John Payne

FD:

Ends Our Night, 117 mins.. .2-14-41
Fredric March, Margaret
FD: 1-27-41.
Sullavan, Glenn Ford

Tin

Pecos,

by" Hayes, Marjorie Reynolds
Arkansas

FD:

10-4-40
Gay Caballero, The, 57 mins
FD: 10-28-40. Cesar Romero, Sheila Ryan,

Ursula Jeans

Cheers for Miss Bishop, 95 mins
Martha Scott,
FD: 1-14-41.
Gargan, Edmund Gwenn

Ameche, Betty Grable,

Junlie

59 mins.
1-14-41
Roy Rogers, George "Gab-

the

10- 11-40

Harrison

Girl

of

.

10-18-40
Night Train, 90 mins
fD: 10-25-40. Margaret Lockwood, Rex

-6-41

Duncan
(obin

rison,

Woman, The, 72

Invisible

rymore, John Howard, Charlie Ruggles

3-29-40
Over the Moon, 78 mins
Merle Oberon, Rex HarFD: 12-19-40.

Carmen Miranda

Julie

deet the Missus, 68 mins

.„•

mins..

Valerie

Veidt,

Son of Monte Cristo, The, 102 mins.
1-1-41
FD: 12-3-40. Louis Hayward, Joan Bennett, George Sanders

Murder Over

67 mins

Follies,

10-4-40. Don

11-29-40

Conrad

1-10-41
San Francisco Docks, 66 mins
FD: 1-3-40.
Burgess Meredith, Iren^
Hervey, Barry Fitzgerald

Hobson

Profile,

"Down Argentine Way, 94

Mark

Rufe Davis

Steele,

Wax Museum,

10-13-40
Public Deb No. I, 105 mins
FD: 9-18-40. Brenda Joyce, George Murphy, Charlie Ruggles

lit

Langford,

at the

Blackout, 80 mins
FD: 11-18-40.

Betty

Barry,

Moran

Vail

Guy Kibbee,

10-25-40
The, 82 mins
8-20-40. John Barrymore, Gregory
Ratoff, Mary Beth Hughes

Great
FD:

10-24-40
Hickok, 59 mins
Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes, Jacqueline Wells

oung

Chan

Roberts,

63 mins.
10-6-40
FD: 8-1-40. Sidney Toler, Sen Yung, C.
Henry Gordon

Charlie

69 mins

Baines,

cattergood

FD: 7-2-40. Lynn
John McGuire

indicates date

Great Dictator, The (Chaplin) 129 mins..
Charles Chaplin, PaulFD: 10-16-40.
ette Goddard, Jack Oakie

11-15-40

Street of Memories, 71 mins

1-31-41
and Mrs. Smith, 95 mins
Carole Lombard, Robert
FD: 1-20-41.

Ir.

;;-

CENTVRY-FOX

20th

Elli-

FD:

indicates Technicolor production.

reviens.

2-14-41
Phantom Cowboy, The, 56 mins
FD: 2-13-41. Don "Red" Barry, Virginia

Judy Cambell

merits,
l

Brook

Clive

are distributor release dates:

titles

Berle

2-21-41
"Western Union, 98 mins
FD: 2-7-41.
Robert Young, Randolph
Scott, Dean Jagger, Virginia Gilmore

UMTED ARTISTS
Long Voyage Home, The, 105 mins.. 11-22-40
FD. 10-9-40. John Wayne, Thomas Mitchell, Ian Hunter

Case of the Black Parrot, The, 60 mins.
1-11-41
FD: 1-13-41.
William Lundigan, Maris
Wrixon, Eddie Foy, Jr.

12-20-40

Huntz

Hall,

Bobby Jordan
2-28-41
Dark Streets of Cairo, 59 mins
FD: 12-4-40.
Ralph Byrd, Sigrid Gurie,
George Zucco
of the Vigilantes, 75 mins.. 12-13-40
FD: 12-12-40. Franchot Tone, Broderick
Crawford, Peggy Moran

Trail

11-18-40
Pony Post, 59 mins
FD: 12-12-40.
Johnny Mack Brown,
Fuzzy Knight, Nell O'Day
Baby Sandy Gets Her Man, 66 mins.
11-8-40
FD: 12-12-40.
Baby Sandy, Una Merkel, Stuart Erwin

Four

Mothers, 86 mins
1-20-41.
Priscilla,
Lane, Gale Page

FD:

1-4-41

Rosemary,

Lola

High Sierra, 100 mins
1-25-41
FD: 1-20-41. Humphrey Bogart, Ida Lupino, Alan Curtis
She Couldn't Say No, 63 mins.. 12-14-40
FD: 1-22-41.
Roger Pryor, Eve Arden,
Cliff Edwards
.

Honeymoon
FD:

for Three,

2-10-41.

Brent,

Charlie

77 mins..

Ann

..

Sheridan,

1-18-41

George

Ruggles

Strawberry Blonde, 97 mins
FD: 2-13-41.
James Cagney, Olivia de
Havilland, Rita

Hayworth

TM
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Optimism

New Haven

"The Devil

Sweeping Film Biz

In

with Boris Karloff, Richard Fiske,

Bill

Conn.

Monogram

— Two-men-in-a-booth Program
more been

legislation has once

Commands"
(Continued from Page 1)

Two-Men-In-a-Booth

Again Hoppered

filed

in the State Legislature as Senate
Bill 775, by Sen. Samuel H. Malkan.

Plans

of 42 Pix

(Continued from Page

1)

Richey said he found that all
Amanda Duff
The bill reads:
sales convention in Hollywood ea
"While operating a moving picture in April when details of the n
65 Mins.
were more "showman-conscious" and Columbia
FIRST-RATE MELLER HAS PLENTY OF machine, every operator shall de- program will be announced.
were anxious to know what exhibiWhile Monogram is not affec
CHILLS, LOTS OF SUSPENSE AND AC- vote his entire time and attention
tors in other parts of the country
He shall not leave by the consent decree in the N
to that work.
TION.
were doing- in the form of adveroperating side of a motor-driven York equity suit, sales plan/fin;
Boris Karloff, No.
Hollywood bogey man, the
He said he and cast make this film first-rate entertain- machine at any time nor engage in being formulated to meet thif'di*
tising and exploitation.
with any- selling conditions.
Discussions"
did not hear one pessimistic note, ment for the meller-minded audiences. Pic- unnecessary conversation
one, nor in any other work in the under way here among' Johnst
ture
should
draw
well
in
the
nabe
houses
assured
everyone apparently feeling
and the customers will get a full measure motion picture booth while operat- Steve Broidy, general sales m
that business was on the uptrend.
ing a moving picture machine." One ager, Harry Thomas, Eastern c
jt chills and thrills before the end of the
trict manager, and Norton Ritch
Find Product Improved
picture. Exhibitors should have no difficulty inch Cellulose acetate films of 100
Even in areas that are not enjoy- in exploiting this picture, with Karloff's feet, or one and one-quarter inch, Foreign sales head.
tors,

1

ing the effects of defense spending
the exhibitors are talking about the
improvement in product and the resultant

benefits

Richey said.
have not yet

at

the

box-offices,

West Coast

theaters

felt the effects of Government defense orders but the theater owners know their boom is
coming and are hopeful for the fu-

ture, he added.

Some

exhibitors, Richey said,

that
opinion
the
expressed
their grosses have been helped
by the current AscaprBMI controversy, the absence of popular music on the air being responsible for sending people to
the theaters.
"The American exhibitors are not
selling this industry short," Richey
asserted. "They are doing a terrific
job on improving their theaters,

buying new seats, installing the best
sound possible and doing everything
to

make

their

theaters

and comfortable."
Richey said he

attractive

found

that
exhibitor in

every
every part of the country was

practically

opposed to war pictures.

He

him that
patrons wanted action,
comedy, smart comedy-dramas
and musicals with modern settings, but that war themes, depressing or not, were not popusaid
their

showmen

told

draw

a

All Studio Lots Humming
Hollywood, Richey said, was the
activity.
of
beehive
proverbial
Studios are humming and the M-GM lot was never busier. He expressed keen enthusiasm over recently completed M-G-M product,
declaring that some "honeys" were
Douglas Shearer, he
on the way.
said, had completed successful experiments in improving sound recording which would have a coron
effect
respondingly beneficial
sound reproduction.
Distribution branches of the

STORKS!
Cleveland

— Manny Pearlstein, pub-

director for

Warner Theaters

in the Cleveland zone, is the father
of a new son, Gerald.

for

a

certain

type of

trade.

Director Edward Dmytryk manages
keep an element of suspense and excitement prevalent throughout the picture which
will maintain interest, and the story itself
moves along smoothly to a climactic finish.
Karloff is tine in the lead role and he gets
adequate
support
from
Richard
Fiske,
Amanda Duff, Anne Revere and Ralph Pen-

Wheeler Renews Charge
Of Propaganda in Films
(Continued from Page

ground.
to

ney.
Karloff, a brilliant college professor, has
spent most of his life working on a machine which registers people's brain waves
and records them on a chart.
The sudden
death of his wife affects him seriously and
ne determines to communicate with her
through the medium of his machine, even
rhough discredited by his fellow scientists
and torced to become an outcast to continue
ms work. Accidental death of an employe
makes his work suspicious to the townspeople where he is living, and shortly after
the arrival of his daughter, Miss Duff, and
her fiance, Fiske, another accident takes his
and leaves his daughter free from
life

worry.

CAST:

Boris Karloff,

Anne

Amanda

Duff, Rich-

Ralph

Penney,

Adams, Walter Baldwin,
MacDonald, Shirley Warde.

Kenneth

ard

Fiske,

Revere,

Dorothy

Wallace MacDonald; Director, Edward Dmytryk; Screenplay,
Robert D. Andrews and Milton Gunzburg;

CREDITS:

Story,

Producer,

William Stone; Cameraman, Allen G.

Siegler;

Effective.

Joseph Ermolieff Action

Against Schaefer Dropped
West Coast Bureau

—A

of

THE FILM DAILY

breach of contract
personal liability suit against George
J. Schaefer, RKO president, brought
by Joseph Ermolieff, Russian producer, was dismissed by mutual
agreement of attorneys for both
Ermolieff accused
sides yesterday.
Schaefer and RKO of violating a
contract whereby the Russian would
Solemnly
"I
play,
his
produce
Swear," for the screen in French
and English.
Ermolieff sought $1,049,000, but
case was dropped when it was
agreed that Schaefer was acting in
behalf of the company and had no
personal responsibility.

Hollywood

PHOTOGRAPHY,

1)

motion picture industry" yesterc
in a letter to Fred Weber, gene
manager of Mutual Broadcasti
Co., in which he asked for a copy
talks by air commentators over
network during the last year.
"Complaints of propaganda by
radio, by some of the newspapers,
many columnists and the motion p
ture industry have become so num
1

ous that
of

official

notice

must be

tat

them," Sen. Wheeler asserted

The

isolationist leader said
Hitler, Stalin and Mus
lini are able to keep their people

only

way

subjection is by control of
pictures, press and radio.

mot

JLS to Give Up Oriental;
House Goes to Mike Todc
(Continued from Page

1)

Brodstein's Name Dropped had been sought by B & K, will p£
To
to Mike Todd the next day.
In Sork Clearance Suit
yesterday joined Illinois Allied
is further stated that stage and fi
Philadelphia Judge Guy Bard in bills will be continued.
the U. S. District Court has allowed
Jones, Linick & Schaefer hold
the dismissal of the Henry Sork- 30-year lease on the house fr<
Harry Block action against David the 32 W. Randolph Street Cor
Brodstein of the Orpheum Theater, which in turn leases from the

—

M

Reading.

Al Clark.

Editor,

DIRECTION,

lar.

licity

1,000 feet in length are excepted,
except when such films are used in
The technical aspects of the picture are regular places of exhibition charggood, with plenty of weird electrical ma- ing admission, not including churches,
chinery that makes a highly effective back- lodge rooms, and clubs.

name alone

The

anti-trust

suit

was brought

New

York.

Latl
is the underlying lessee of the L«
Mayer and John R. Thompson
ropolis Corp., of

against distributors and several exBrodstein ar- tates.
hibitors in Reading.
gued that he had nothing to do with
Leaves Para.
Jack
clearance in the area, and his argu- Merrick Leaving for Coast
To Join Walter
ment has now been sustained after
George Merrick leaves for Holll
decision being held in abeyance for
wood tomorrow to start his seco;|
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY a few weeks.
production for Select. Title set
Hollywood
Associate Producer
'I'll Buy Your Life."
Jack Moss has resigned from Para- Winston in Cobian Post
mount and he will join Walter Wangof
H. Winston, formerly in charge
His Loew's theaters in Porto Rico, leaves
er as produdction associate.
first work with Wanger will be on
New York next Thursday to return
"Sundown" which Henry Hathaway to the island where he will assume
will direct.
direction of advertising and publicity for the 20 houses operated by
Detroit Ruth Johnson, telephoJ
business are just as happy over
Ramos Cobian. Circuit is Loew's op- receptionist for many years at Unitl
the prospects for the future as
position in Porto Rico.
Detroit Theaters, is to be marri'l
said.
Richey
exhibitors,
the
soon to C. Franklin Funk of Ridgj
They see good business ahead.
Contract wood, N. J.
Strange to say, Richey concluded, Linda Darnell Gets
there was very little talk about the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Willianl
Indianapolis LaVerne
Twentieth CenturyHollywood
consent decree in the New York
office staff, was marril
Universal
new
Darnell
a
Linda
given
said,
he
Fox
has
Exhibitors,
suit.
equity
The couple af
Studio also to Kenneth Enzor.
were more interested in showman- seven-year contract.
a spending their honeymoon in Wasl
ship, believing that the decree will recently signed Jane Withers to
ington, D. C.
new long-term pact.
take care of itself.
Good.

Moss

Wanger

—

WEDDING
—

New

—

—

BELLS
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The 1941 FILM YEAR
is

now

BOOK

of

MOTION PICTURES

in preparation and will soon be ready for distribution
to all subscribers of THE FILM DAILY

,
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AAA's 15 -Years' Experience At Call of Industr
Arbitration's Unique Feo>
tures Discussed by Allied's

{Continued from Page

as

a

method of self-regula-

and as an integral part of their
business mechanism."
System's Unique Features
Unique features of the arbitration system prescribed bv the decree are discussed by Abram F.
Myers, Allied general counsel.
In
tion

reeard, Myers points out that
1. The decree provides for the
institution of arbitration proceedings by exhibitors asainst

this

distributors, but it makes no
provision for the institution of
proceedings
by
distributors
against exhibitors.
exhibitors
2. Although
the
stand to gain by the awards,

actually the proceedings have
for their main purpose the enforcement of a decree entered
in a suit by the Government under a public statute.
3. Controversies can be arbitrated which could not be subjects of civil actions at law;
not, at least, without allegations
and proof of combination and
conspiracy, which will be unnecessary in proceedings under the
decree.
arbitration tribunals
4. The
are charged with the duty of
deciding certain controversies on
abstract principles of "reasonableness," with no fixed standards to guide them.
complaining exhibitor
5. A
may be awarded a run, or be
given a reduction in clearance,
at the expense of another exhibitor, without joining the latter as a party; although, of
course, the affected exhibitor
may intervene.
by other
Pertinent statements
writers are as follows:

Keough's Statement

AUSTIN KEOUGH, Paramount
general counsel: "To the extent that
the decree imposes obligations voluntarily undertaken by the distributors,

it

imposes

upon

them

"Thank You"
Detroit

shown

— "Land

at

a

of

special

of

(Continued from Page

Oklahoma

City Cashes in on Labor

Row

It

Bill

Liberty" was
screening at

The situation in Marseilles is imFernand Rivers has one
Oklahoma City, Okla.— Bob Pfo- proving.
tenhauer, manager of the State the- feature in production; Roger Ferdinand has one; Marcel Paenol is at
ater h°re, took advantage of union
work on "Le Petit Ange" (Little
sign painter pickets in front of his
Angel).
Rivers' film, "Mon Cure
theater bv emplovine- a youth to carChez Les Pauvres," was started bery a card alongside the pickets which
fore the invasion.
Andre Hugon is
read:
making "Chambre 13" with Josse"Unfair To Hitler.
All Fellow
line Gael. Robert le Vigan and Jules
Travelers will not see 'Foreien CorBerry.
Victor Francen is expected
respondent'.
'

Alfred Hitchcock proplaying at the State The-

;

to

act

the

role

of

Dr.

Three pickets have been patrolling
ment subsidy.

from

for more
than a week because the display
company who prepares art work,
fronts and posters for the theater
on a " «fe-wo' k basis is not a member of the A F of L building trades
union.
in

return

to

Emile Roux, a disciple of Pasteur.
The film will be made with Govern-

ater."

of

the

theate'

-

-

;

Hub

:

<

—

Boston Committee of 100 leading
Bostonians will sponsor the local engagement of "Land of Liberty" at
+>>° St.n+p and Ornheum theaters.
Gov. Leverett Saltonstall has teleo-rar-hed
Will H. Hav S
MPPDA
prexy, that he "shall be hapnv to
,

recommend the

|

studio for the dubbing and
of films has been
installed at Endoume.
Only American and German pictures will be
dubbed, selection to be made by the
Ministry of Propaganda at Vichy.

synchronization

"Citizen Kane" Will Get
Test at Higher Admissions

Bostonian Committee Will

Sponsor "Liberty" in

A new

I

film

to the citizens

Massachusetts, the state where
Liberty was born in this country."
of

straints or limitations upon either
the distributors who consented to
the decree or exhibitors who arbitrate under it. Economic and social
theories are not to be legislated into existence bv arbitration."

theater

in

1)

which

it

will

play.

Meanwhile, Welles plans to start
second picture for RKO about
April 1. It is planned to make the
entire picture in Mexico City with
Dolores Del Rio starred.
No title
has been selected but the script
his

finished.

Between now and April 1, Welles
and John Houseman expect to produce
Play

a
is

stage play in New York.
"Native Son" and rehearsals

start shortly.

Ascap Quint
Chrrles

WALTON

Continued from Parte

New York

is

In

Vaude Bow

H. HAMILTON, nrofessor of law, Yale University: "The
signing of the consent decree in the
motion picture case is an event of
consequence in the national economy.
It provides the dominant trade, upon
which the people depend for amusement, with an instrument of gov°rnment. It marks a long step forward in anti-trust proceedings and
oromises to turn a weapon usually

J.
Fred Coots,
DeRose, Jean Schwartz and
Jack Lawrence, five of Ascap's composer-members, have organized a
vaudeville unit and open at the RKO
Theater, Dayton, 0., today. The act
will be billed as "Songwriters on
Par; de," and is booked for a local
annearance at the Loew's State,
Mar. 6.

for trust-busting to a more
constructive use. And it presents an
opportunity to shape a judicial
orocess to the very life of an industry

Continue Clearance Survey
Toronto Members of the Ontario

Pete)

Demand

Arbitration

(Continued from Page 1)

aribtrarily

Tobias,

-

—

Clearance Board, the body recently
formed for the purpose of instituting
clearance reforms in this province,
at work."
state that the special committee apEnsure "Fair, Full Hearing"
pointed to survey the clearance situAmong other summarizing state- ation
in leading Ontario centers has
ments was one written by James
found there is so much material
Hayes, special assistant Attorney
General, who said: "In short, instead available it may be a week or more
befoie thls data is compi led.
of attempting to limit free and open
.
operation of this arbitration system,
there is virtually an open invitation 1° Pay 3y2 P.C. Dividend
Montreal
Directors of Marcus
to all who might be affected by an
award to come in and present their Loew's Theaters, Ltd., have declared
grievances or their claims to the a dividend of 3% per cent on the prearbitrators.
These rules insure a ferred stock, payable Mar. 31, to
shareholders of record Mar. 15.
fair and full heHring."
!

|

Lansing for the entire membership of
both houses of the Michigan Legislature, and the House of Representatives passed a Bill, HR 12, thanking
the management of the Butterfield
houses involved for the screening.

1)

difficulties.

duction

Exhib. Files

Illinois

zation of pictures made in the Free
zone and distributed only in that
zone, and export restrictions and

new employed

does not
go beyond this. It does not make
new law. It does not empower the
arbitrators to establish additional
trade practices or put additional rerules of trade conduct.

Bob Pfotenhauer

1)

ports that "we want to use the first
year to find out whether arbitration
is a system which business groups
can afford to install and to run practically

PICKETED,
JUST JOIN IN
IF

Abram Myers

Counsel,

French Studios Open
But Face Handicaps

refuses to licens^jJ
second-run films for his towr^v
complaint is also directed ago
Morris and Times theaters of

Anderson

circuit,

A hearing is expected to be
before a local arbitrator in 30 d
(Editor's Note: First arbitra
demand, originating with the >
brook theater, Baltimore, conceit
clearance).
It is reported that several o'
arbitration demands are being
mulated here. One is understood
ing prepared by the Bartelstein B
Circuit, and will allege
in Cicero.

over-bm

Blumberg and Two Oth(
Issued "U" Stock Warrals
i

(Continued from Page 1)

5,000;

W. A.

Scully, 3,000;

and JB

Seidelman, 3,000. As of Jan. 10 1ft
versal had outstanding warrants^
purchase 273,066 shares.
A January report of Param<Bt
states the $1,000,000 promissory it
of Feb. 20, 1940 is now fully rfc
following the last payment of $.r l,
000 on Jan. 29, last. The $35,771*
promissory note of Dec. 30, 1939 «v
amounts to $27,023.47 as of Janlv
following a payment of $60.42. I
holder of the note in consideration
the payment and completion of laments on the million-dollar note
revised the installment dates onl<
outstanding note.

AAAA to Manage Varie
Guild

for Sixty

The 4A's

will

Days

manage the Ar

ican Guild of Variety Artists f( a
period of 60 days, Frank Gillmore
prexy stated last night, follov
resignation of AGVA's prexy, De
Barto, and the ousting of its se
tary, Hoyt S. Haddock. At the
of the 60 days the Guild meml
new officers, Gilln
will
elect
stated.

Pro-Bingo Measure
Before Conn. SenaU
New Haven
filed

a

Bingo
Senate

State
municipalities
civic,

Senator Coles ha
(S.B. 703) in rh
which would permi

keep Bingo, fo
and religious organi

to

fraternal

zations only,

—
bill

.

—

which also o

ates in Morris.

indefinitely,

ing favorably on Bingo for

after

vor

two sue

Present law require
annual voting on popular petition

cessive years.

—

©¥

PlV
RH^^
IX ^r/\m l\l>V

Hollywood Thirty-five top-bracketed pictures, supported by a strong lineup of westerns
and short subjects, will comprise RKO's 1941-42 program, George Schaefer, president,
announced over the weekend. Schaefer denied reports that Ned Depinet would head RKO production. He said Depinet's arrival on the Coast
was solely for the purpose of discussing next season's program
jj

t

^^
^^

£3
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Increase in Profits"
Forecast by Standard Trade

REVIEW

and

Securities

Announces 47 Pix

New

Survey

L.

H.

MITCHELL

"A good

operating adjustments
according to its rentals, and
made in the past year is expeced
This is a jump
financial statement.
(Continued on Page 3)
"f 123 per cent over the 1939 net.
stated
William A. Scully, sales head,
that Universal exhibitors' accounts
were up 10 per cent. Jack Bannon
was nampd aide to F. J. A. McCarthy, Eastern division sales manBill
ager, and Gordon C. Craddock to
1940 of $2,232,805,

$500,000 Tax Saving

Looms Via Ohio

William Heineman,
manager.

Western

sales

3" To Argue

For Dismissal Today

Columbus

Half of 1941
Hoppered in Minn.
Next Week for N.W. Allied;
Will Be

W. Goddard

Dakota Introductions Next

hear an application of the "Little Three" today to dismiss the Government's complaint in the New

By GEORGE E. GUISE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

suit. The attorneys for
the "Little Three" alternatively will

York equity

ask the court to strike out all allegations in the complaint which refer in
any manner to the five companies,
signatories of the consent decree.
The "Little Three" contend that

the complaint is insufficient because
these three companies alone could
not create a monopoly.

Minneapolis

— Legislative

Committee of Allied Theater
Owners of the Northwest, following an all-afternoon session with
E. L. Peaslee, president, announced
Friday night its bill to contravene
blocks-of-five provision of the New
York consent decree will be introduced in the Minnesota Legislature
within a week, with subsequent in-

troduction in North and South Dakota planned.
Decision of the committee to spon-

N. H. Theater Files

Arbitration

—Theater owners of Ohio

Demand

—

(Continued on Page 4)

Camels Interested

Boston New England's first arbiwill save approximately $500,000 anFirst case under nually if a bill hoppered by Rep. tration case to be filed under the In
provisions of the Tohn'T. DeRighter of Cleveland to New York consent decree went upon
the arbitration
Possibility of an invasion of the
New York equity suit consent de- reduce state admissions tax from 3 the records Friday of the local
cree was filed by the Walbrook The- per cent to 2 per cent passes and is board, with Paulstan, Inc., of which theater field by the R. J. Reynolds
ater,
Baltimore, in reference to signed by the Governor.
Benjamin Gold is general manager, Tobacco Co. through a sponsored
foreseen Friday when a
Second was by E. F.
clearance.
Pete J. Wood, secretary of the ITO as plaintiffs against Paramount et game was
demonstration of a new game was
Vanderveer. owner of the State The(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 8)
given in the Chanin Building Theagainst Loew's,
111.,
ater, Morris,
ater with Camel Cigarette material
Inc., alleging the distrib. company
Unit
Advisory
Arbitration
Five
to
Purchase
(Continued on Page 7)
refused to license him for secondFor
Jersey Allied
run pix. Arbitration Journal of the
Debentures
Bids for Indie Exhib.
AAA. in an article on arbitration
A committee of five to act in an Aid in
Listing of $2,492,800 additional
under the decree, stated that the 15
in ar- 3% per cent convertible debentures advisory capacity in the preparayears' experience of the
bitration was at the call of the pix of Paramount Pictures was author- tion of arbitration cases has been
Radio networks, through BMI, are
ized Friday by the New York Stock appointed by Allied Theaters of New seeking to line up indie exhib. supindustry.
#
*
*
Jersey.
will
assist
The
committee
Exchange.
Debentures are due in
port in the present "war" with
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 7)
ACADEMY: President
M. P.
Ascap.
Roosevelt has accepted invitation of
Strategy is disclosed through a
(Continued on Page 7)
Walter Wanger, M. P. Academy
prexy, to address by radio from
Washington the awards banquet on
Academy has
the night of Feb. 27.
Planning

Banks
Paramount

3

in First

Federal Judge Henry

ARBITRATION:

m

THREEJTATES

will

increase in profits from
operations in this country" is forefor the film industry during the
UNIVERSAL: At its early Chi- cast
first half of the current year by
cago sales meeting, Universal anStandard Trade and Securities' curnounced 47 features for the 1941-42
Included rent motion picture survey.
season, naming 18 titles.
The survey just released says:
in the line-un will be seven western
"The effect of increasing domesUniversal Corp.,
adventure films.
tic theater attendance, larger film
parent company, had a net profit in
"

By

"Little

TEN CENTS

1941

IN

Seen Gai ning

Good

17,

Sponsored Game!

New

BMI

"War" With Ascap

AAA

Amusement Tax for Australia ?

::

finished its listing of nominations
for awards and the ballots were sent
out on Thursday. On the evening of
ihe banquet a broadcast on what pictures can do for the national de-

War-Time Measure Would

Hit 1,500 Theaters

Sydney (By Mail)— With a theater tax already in effect in all AusBorrowing Schaefer
tralian
states except Queensland,
imposition of a war-time Federal
the
on
put
be
fense program will
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY amusement levy looms as a new b.o.
air from the Philharmonic AuditorHollywood Despite loss of cer- worry for Australia's 1,500 film theWanium, L. A., with speeches by
tain foreign markets,
George J. aters.
ger, Donald Ogden Stewart, Rosa- Schaefer, president of RKO Radio,
Average admission prices at firstlind Russell and Manchester Boddy, declared
his
organization
has run theaters (evenings) are from 1
L. A. publisher.
weathered one of severest crises in shilling 6 pence to 5 shillings; at
*
*
*
the industry's history without bor- other theaters, from 1 shilling- to 2^
THIS .AND THAT: Report gained rowing from banks and that it is shillings 6 pence.
No officiar "fig^

RKO Thru Severe Pix Crisis,

—

No

—

(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Paae

FM

Metro

Station at Studio
Wrst Coast Bur.,
Hollywood
Mayer Studios,

THE FILM DAILY

—

the

FCC

Metro-Goldwyn-

Inc.,

has applied

to

for authority to operate an

FM

station at Culver City.
Operation would be on 45.5 megacycles, covering 7,060 square miles,
with
an
estimated
population
of
2,468,178.

Metro

is

forjan^f

M

the

first

studio to apply

—

3)

T3
1 s

r

ci

ci
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Monday, February

H The Broadway Parade m
Picture and Distributor
Train
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
8th week
Gone With the Wind (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)
Virginia (Paramount Pictures)— 3rd week

—

Night

JOHN W. ALICOATE

DONALD

M.

CHESTER

B.

MERSEREAU

General

::::::

BAHN

:

Manager
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Paramount
Roxy
Strand

Ecstasy

(Eureka

Productions)

Rivoli

Criterion
Rialto
Loew's State

Palace
Palace

—

EMIL STERN,

(b)

Low

High
Col. Picts. vtc.

Columbia

(2V2

%

pfd.

Kodak

121/8
12 3/8
313/4 303/8 3OI/2
1085/g 1 085/8 1085/g
105/8
10
10

pfd
pfd

2nd

951/2
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ioy4

10!/8
8l/8
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31/4

31/4
401/2
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Pathe Film

m

RKO
RKO

4oy2
$6 pfd
6
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd 17
Univ. Pict. pfd
141
.

Warner
do

734
126

12'/2

Paramount
1st

75/8

129'/2 126

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Para.
Para.

73/4

Close Chg.
8
43/4 -l" y4

pfd.

Picts.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind.
East.

5

8
43/4

8

401/2

5%

.

.
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1

57/8

17

17

39

139

2%

3'/g

54i/2

pfd.

8l/s

53

27/g

53

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith

B.

F.

ref.

6s46. 102i/4

deb. 3'/2s46. 104
B'way 3s55 ...
Para.
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47 951/2
Warner Bros. dbs. 6s48

Loew's

1

O21/4

102y4

1

04

104

951/4

—
—
_ 4
—
—
—
— %
— %
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—
—
—
—
—

'/4

33/g
1/

13/8

-I-

13/g

3/4

13/g

Va

1/4

5

i/g

11/2

—

Va

951/4

Va

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Shaw,

in

New

1%

1%

8y8

83,4

83,4

A

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

Trans-Lux
Universal
Universal
N.

Y.

Corp.

vtc.

6V8
17}4

Picts

55/g

17

5%
17

—
—
—

1/4

1/2
1

Vi

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 65
607/g
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

Universal

Would

Examination

Dual

bill,

Subsequent run.

(b)

Rialto

Capitol
Rialto

Strand

World

—

Criterion
Music Hall

20

(c)

55th

St.

Palace
Palace
Playhouse

(c)

Follows current

bill,

(d)

Popular price run.

Van Schmus Pledges Co-op Conn. MPTO and
To Zukor

Greek Drive Meet on

for

notice

First exhibitor pledge of co-operation in the Amusement Division's
drive for Greek war relief, that of
W. G. Van Schmus, managing director of Radio City Music Hall, was

over the week-end
by
Adolph Zukor, division chairman.
Within 10 days, Zukor expects
to receive pledges for the Greek
cause from every theater in the
United
Motion
picture
States.
houses have been placed on a direct
quota basis by district managers,
and will stage special shows during
received

the
the

week

of

March

25-30, to raise

necessary funds for the huge
combined industry benefit.
Under the direction of John H.
Harris and Grad Sears, 12 division
chairmen and 62 district co-chairmen one exhibitor and one distribut or from each of the 31 exchange
centers have been appointed. These

Asked
68

and district chairmen will
marshal the forces of the amuse-

division

ment industry

in the drive.

to

HARRY WALLENSTEIN
manager,
Winter vacation.
district

has

SUSANNA FOSTER

of

gone

and

They

will

for

be

It

B

Florida

I

DOLLY LOEHR

tour

p. a.

Chicago,
to

Iry

is

a

|

Para.'s
in Buffali
for the

morrow and arrive in New York
opening at the Paramount Theater on

We

day.

LENITA LANE, who has been signed by
Century-Fox for two features, returned to
yesterday, on the Chief, after havi
I

wood

vacation

New

in

York.

MRS. ROGER MAHAN. wife of the V.
exchange manager, New Haven, and ROGEf
will entrain for Miami Beach on Washim

R

WILLIAM

Allied
Pix Legislation

"m.
trict

is

SIRICA, operator of the Lido,
vacationing in Miami Beach.

MELINCOFF, Warner Theater Boston
manager, leaves for Miami by train F

HARRY

LINK,

general

|

ma^cr

professional

of Feist, Inc., New York music publishing I
has arrived on the Coast for confabs with
executives on campaigns for "Ziegfeld Girl

le

New Haven— Connecticut MPTO

met Friday at luncheon at Ceriani's,
with Arthur H. Lockwood in from Brandt-Levine
Numerous bills
Boston to preside.
of varying degrees of interest to
the exhibitors were presented by
Herman M. Levy, executive secre-

Take Lak<

Cleveland, from

Warne

—

Cleveland Branrep, Inc., has
incorporated by Harry Brandt, L
Leading in the discussion were the Levine and Marty Levine, to ope |
two-men-in-a-booth bill, the Lake Theater, which has 1 e
perennial
which has been tardily filed as a
leased from Warner Brothers,
"safety" measure, several bills which
would serve to intrench competitive der Warner operation, the Lake
organization Bingo more deeply in been opened and closed several ti
communities, labor, anti-Ascap dis- during the past two years.
crimination,
and other measures,
Brenrep, Inc., opened Satur
and a possible amusement tax bill.
playing foreign pictures on a
Allied Theater Owners of Connec- feature policy.
Price scale is
ticut will meet tomorrow at the same as other local downtown
HofBrau Haus, with A. M. Schu- run houses, 33 cents to 55 ce
man presiding. Lawrence C. Cap- Louis Levine manages the hous
Ian, executive secretary, will also
If this policy proves sucessfu
present the State bills filed for conCleveland, it will be extended
sideration, and plans will be made
Committee other spots.
regarding the public
hearings on the bills, which will be
tary.

<

fi,

held beginning Mar.

1.

63

Block

of Officials

Reargument Refused
In Del. Picketing Case

—

of

secretary

I

Dover, Del. The State Supreme
Court here on Friday denied the motion of William H. Foulk, attorney
for the Rialto Theater, Wilmington,
for reargument on appeal taken by
Local 473 IATSE, from the Court of
Chancery picketing injunction recently decided in favor of the union by
the higher court.
H. Albert Young was local counsel

Pictures Corp. Friday
appeal in the New
York Supreme Court for an order
which directs 10 company officials
to testify before trial in reference
to the director's suit of Samuel I.
ComPosen against the company.
claims
incompetency
and
plaint
waste on the part of officers and directors of Universal.
for the projectionists.

Universal

filed

f;fc

Loew-Poli division manager,
York from a Miami vacation.

Detroit on their
Boiled Canary."

—

—

Picts
1 3

his

vacation

to six weeks.

F.

Paramount
Roxy

— Feb.

five

World
St.

14)

Net
'">

in

fe\

He

of Fishman TheataVl
Fairfield,
has left wiTTBis
for a Miami Beach vac

CHARLOTTE McGUIGAN,

terbury

Am. Seat

direct
to

Birthday.
(a)

(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, FEB.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

managing

Essaness prexy, and
to Chicago from a

the Community,
family by train
of

—
—

FINANCIAL

HARLEY,

L.

have returned
Palm Springs.

Playhouse
Little Carnegie
48th St. Theater
Cine Roma
Miami Playhouse
Filmarte

55th

—

—

FRANCIS

AARON FISHMAN
Astor

Broadway

FUTURE OPENINGS

Sindi-

will arrive here froriHir

Creat Britain for 20th-Fox, returned
York over the week-end from Florida.
for Europe March 1.

New York

•

week

Roadshow (United Artists-Hal Roach)— Feb. 18
Hard-Boiled Canary (Paramount Pictures)
Feb. 19
Tobacco Road (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Feb. 20
Go West (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c)
Escape to Glory (Columbia Pictures)
(c)
Strawberry Blonde (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Feb. 21
Pepe le Moke (Mayer & Burstyn)
March 3
The Mad Doctor (Paramount Pictures) Feb. 20
Mr. and Mrs. Smith (RKO Radio Pictures) (c)
Kitty Foyle (RKO Radio Pictures)— Feb. 20 (b)
Six Lessons From Madame Lazonga (Universal Pictures)
The Mad Emperor (World Pictures) (c)

ALEXANDER KORDA

Coast on Friday bringing with him a print (iti!
new UA release, "That Hamilton Woman."

Music Hall

Compliments of Mr. Flow (Hoffberg Productions)

CITY— Marco-

Calle del

—

—

HOLLYWOOD,

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Dictator
(United Artists-Chaplin)— 19th
(Walt Disney Productions)
14th week

and G0IIK

Capitol

(d)

The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)— 51st week
They Met on Skis (Mike Mindlin) 9th week
Personal Column (Pax Films)
3rd week
The Education of the Needy (Cinexport)
2nd week
The Dream of a Butterfly (Esperia Films)

LONDON—

MEXICO

week

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

Representatives:
Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
(12).

Creat

Fantasia

THE

Marsoulan

—4th

TWO-A-DAY RUN
The

COminC

Theater
Globe

—

Western Union (Twentieth Century-Foxl
2nd week
Honeymoon for Three (Warner Bros. Pictures)— 2nd week
This Thing Called Love (Columbia Pictures)
Back Street (Universal Pictures)
Maisie Was a Lady (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
The Devil Commands (Columbia Pictures)
Buck Privates (Universal Pictures)
The Phantom Submarine (Columbia Pictures)
High Sierra (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b)
Father's Son (Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a)

Publisher

17, i|H

DAILY

Pan-American Press Club
Inaugural Ball Feb. 24

l

4t>t/or>

Pan-American Press Club

will hold
the Crystal
Garden of the Ritz Carlton Hotel
on Feb. 24.
Club is composed of
its

inaugural

ball

at

newspaper men and women, editors.
radio
commentators and
publishers in the U. S. and Latin
America. Maria M. Garrett is presi-

writers,

dent.

From

M
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May

(Australia

Tfflt DAILY

See B.O. Gains For

Cel

tew Amusement Tax

:

First Half of

1941

'l*o|,
*"'"
'!

(Continued from Page

™
J.

ent of box-office takings are for
American films and that rentals reDeceived by the distributors of America 1* films represent 30 per cent of
£ross income of theaters showHull
" »lir^nhose films, then the total thewti
ter income in Australia would be in
he neighborhood of £9,000,000 ($28,toy
'00,000 at the present rate of exhange) annually.
Only two Australian states, New
I

lli(

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

to be reflected favorably in earnings
of the motion picture industry in

show the gross income of thebut, assuming that 85 per
iters;
ires

J'«iii

•

•

•

NEXT Thursday

which

be the 20th February 20

will

)

Herman Robbins, National Screen Service prexy, has spent in his comThat day will see him duly saluted by Ampa
pany's service
which has invited him

to

address that org.'s luncheon meeting in the

ii!h

lo

i

-'

ii

Victoria, have
exhibs. are alpwed to reject a total of two and
ne-half per cent of all non-British
ilms they have contracted for to
for
"X (lake room on their programs
Australian quota films, in addition
o their right to reject 25 per cent
k
f all non-British films for which
mi
Mr Wi hey have contracted for any reaThe two and a half per cent
ons.

Wales
!outh
iuota laws.

and

NSW

In his talk to the press boys
Sun Room of the Hotel Edison
and discuss
Mister Robbins will review the past score of years
Maurice "Red" Kann will
the immediate problems of the industry
who'll be parked on the dais with
introduce the guest of honor

a bevy

in the Robbins'

.„ Ii
,,'k

NSS

There

"warblings"

so

much advance

interest

T

RECOMMENDATION:

—that industry folk take
and read
Hay Whitney
by Feature Writer Clarke Robinson
It's the second of

•

•

•

is

that reservations are pouring in

T

a gander at the February issue of Caravan mag
the article on John
from initial letter to sign-off

!

'

other execs, of

of

a series entitled "Rich

Young Men Who Work"

Daily Mir-

i

if

ejection

W

the

ROGER

ill

Victoria

law has been suspended in
for the year ending June

Dan Parker thought

ror's
it

It is reported that cer;0, next.
ain rejection rights are contemk
ilated in Queensland.
Four Australian features were
One was
iytafproduced during 1940.
by Cinesound Productions
nade
,,'ty. Ltd., the principal producer in
one by Expeditionary
'S Australia;
m 'i'ilms, Ltd., and two by Famous FeaFacilities are adequate
ures, Ltd.
present production schedules,
i[(jU'or
'rat some prospective producers are
'ameiielieved to have encountered diffiLfdo

of the article that he blurbed

atop his column in that sheet

•
for

•

•

LESTER

Isaac, director of sound

B.

yesterday celebrated his

Loew's,

25th

and visual

anniversary

projection

with

ili

.

ulty in arranging finance to make
nore expensive pictures than those
iow being produced in Australia.
Lit

It,

Most of the feature pictures made
Australia recently have cost
n
round £5,000 each, although the pic-

"'!

has

| ure just
!

hers.

ures,

completed by Famous Feawhich is titled "Forty

Ltd.,

Thousand
lave cost

Horsemen," is said to
upwards of £30,000. The

echnique of Australian pictures is
air, but the pictures are regarded
isually as lacking in good stories
nd actors.

Satoft(]

ton
ce

35

hous<

>

Paramount, Warners

i

Members

of the

Warner Club have

been invited by the Educational Committee of Paramount to attend tomorrow night a lecture by the handwriting and hand analysis expert, Dr.
of
his
Ranald,
who'll
tell
dramatic interview with Hitler, and
will illustrate
how it's possible to
Josef

understand
personalities
and
handwriting.
The
the

'

frora

FIU»

AlLY
,

tof;

Brill

Ms«

W
„,

US«

id*

•

.

A.

W. Alexander,

or-

Paramount Committee,

hand
hands of
via

if

properly

examined, should reveal generosity
and good-will,
this being about the
first instance of such inter-company
fraternizing
Another
hereabouts.
interesting
the
social
aspect
of
"merger" is that Dr. Ranald is going to talk about the Nazi top man

—

who has said to
"Hands up!"

.

so

many

nationalities:

Altec service engineer of Asheville.

N. C, has just celebrated his silver wedding anniversary.

Joe

Shea has

motion

left

picture

division,

establishing

cities

•

to join the public relations

spend several

and'll

exhib.

contacts

for

.

• Having

.

.

.

"The further gains in prospect
are expected to lift attendance in the
first half of 1941 some 5 per cent
to 10 per cent above the similar 1940
period.

special

more

.

in

showings

their
of

plant

defense

its

.

T
•

•

OSCAR
Neu

a typical Oscar

tions in this country."

Five Banks to Purchase

Paramount Debentures
(Continued from Page 1)

of

Neumade

Products,

on Friday night

party

at his

The Neu method

de luxe

of entertaining

is

traditional

and

home with a clear idea of hosAmong those who attended the affair were

Earle G. Hines, Walter E. Green, Oscar Oldknow, Herb Griffin,
Don Mersereau, Bob WalR. P. Rosser, Jr., J. E. McAuley
ker, Harry Strong, Arthur de Stefano, A. J. Palmer, R. B. LaRue,
Bert Bohlender, Bill Kunzman,
E. A. Williford, Bill Smith

Jack Hammond, Ed Hartley, Lou Friedman, W. J. Hutchins, James
Frank, Jr., M. C. Haefele
H. S. McKinney, V. G. Sanford,
Harry Blumberg, J. C. Brown, E. H. Marx, A. G. Smith, R. L.
Bostick, W. A. Hodges, J. I. Watkins
Jap Morgan, R. P.
Haase, Lloyd Ownbey, H. H. Randall, R. W. Dassow, H. H. Hunt,
L. H. Walters, A. C. Schuyler
J. B. Schuyler, Bill Turnbull,

Jim Shreve, A.

T. Crawmer,
and B. N. Peterson.

on

and

sale.

official

notice

of

issuance

Also authorized for

list-

ing were 74,784 additional shares of
common stock for conversion of the
debentures, which are to be sold to
five banks at private sale at 95.20
per cent of face value, or $2,373,146,
plus interest from Sept. 1, 1940, to
date of delivery. Purpose of the issue is said to be to better the cash
position of the company.

hurled

company

the branch managers will go
pitality

1947

T

Neu, prexy

headquarters in honor of the delegates to the National Theater
which wound up on the
Supply Company's sales conclave

week-end

some

of the

—

•

fully in operations,

weeks

Miami Beach premiere, a cluster of the
trade press hied out to Hialeah to see the pups run, and devised a most
efficient new method of determining in advance just which hound would
cop.
• Over in the Metro bailiwick the yarn is spun about a
company big-wig who saw Manager Herman Landwehr buttoning up
his coat and emerging from that house where GWTW is current.
"How's business?" asked the Metro mogu!, to which Herman, pulling
himself up to his full six-feet-plus, replied: "Well, you can see; there
isn't even room for me inside!"

had

additional

widening in profit margins is expected. The combination of all these
factors promises to bring about a
good increase in profits from opera-

What's Walt Disney going

the latter pic

this

should be carried to net
income. With the benefits obtained
from production economies effected
during the past year also being re-

i

When

Most of

receipts.

flected

to do with Debussy's "Claire de
Bumble Bee," Wagner's "Ride of
the Valkyries," Stravinsky's "The Firebird" and Sibelius' "Swan of
Tuonela," which he's currently working on at his Coast studios?
• James C. (Rivoli) Dunn has gone in again for coin collecting, having
c .IIsq S
grand or so on the first week of Universal's "Back Street"
films.

Lune," Rimsky-Korsakov's "Flight

theater attendance, after falling about 5 per cent
in the final half of 1940 from the
level of the first six months, is continuing to rise gradually under the
influence of increasing consumer incomes and better quality pictures.

for

Greek War Relief,
forces of General Motors'

aided Pete Harrison re-organize publicity dept.

i

In Merger (Social)

Ii

.

survey states
"Average weekly

revenue

the

Beach.

ganization.

in the first half of 1941
should be higher than a year before,
with those concerns operating a substantial number of theaters experiencing the best gains."
Discussing theater attendance, the

hibitors

"This rise should be accompanied
by a corresponding increase in final

T

T

Wilting

i

much

so

comine months, despite low returns
from the important English market.
Earnings of most producers and ex-

J.

R. Currie, Bill Earle,

W. B. Hardin,

Will Crouch In Car Crash
Chicago—Will Crouch, United Theater Owners Association executive
secretary, narrowly escaped serious
injury in an auto accident, near

Bloomington.

Car was demolished.

Vermont Legislature
Addressed by Kibbee

—

Montpelier, Vt.
Guy Kibbee addressed the State Senate and House
on Friday morning. He has been here
for the world premiere of "Scattergood Baines." Kibbee was introduced
by Governor William H. Wills of
Vermont who extended the RKO
Radio star an invitation to make
scenes for the second Scattergood
Baines production in Vermont.

Monday, February

Bill in

vs.

3 Slates

"Blocks of 5"
(Continued from Page 1)

yjr the bill was made after many
discussion meetings and following
a thorough canvass of the question
involving
constitutionality,
its
of
commerce and due process clauses
of the legislation.
Committee action was unanimous
despite absence of Harold Field,
chairman, still in the South conferring with exhibitors on the decree.
"Committee members were unalterable in their opinion that the
independent exhibitor will be far
better off buying an entire season's
output, with a cancellation privilege of 20 per cent and with no
forcing subjects, than he would be

attempting to operate under terms
of the consent decree," said Fred
Strom, executive secretary of Northwest Allied.
"Many factors other than the full
season purchase entered into deliberations of the committee and these
all were given careful consideration.
"It was the judgment of the com-

3 Censors to Each
Nicaragua Theater

N. H. Theater Files

Washington Bur., till: FILM DAILY
Washington Operation of theaters
and censorship of films in Nicaragua
are to be more definitely regulated
under a new decree issued by the

Arbitration

—

Ministry of Interior, the Department
of

Commerce

reports.

the amended
regulations
three "judges" will be appointed in
each locality to supervise theaters
and three censors will be assigned

Under

each theater.
It is not expected,
however, that administration of censorship regulations will be materially
changed.
to

Editor,

The Film Daily:
Mark

was

Twain who i
al., the latter embracing Twentieth
to say everyone talks about
Century-Fox, Paramount Film Dis- weather,
but nothing is ever c
tributing Co., Colonial Theaters, Inc.
about it. This might be modern
of New Hampshire, RKO and Vitaand streamlined to the follov
graph (Warners).
quotation, "Everyone talks about
Paulstan, Inc. operates the Park
movies and the net result is— ll
theater in Nashua, N. H., and other
ing."
theaters and charges that the defenI am a small town editor and
dant companies have refused to liI and my Good Frau ei
cense any of their feature pictures lisher.
For those two u
for runs at the Paulstan-controlled the movies.
theater and that, according to the lated reasons, I feel "qualified'
have talk about the motion picture
the
defendants
complaint,
thereby violated Section Six of the ness.
There is nothing wrong with e
consent decree.
Attorney George S. Ryan of Bos- motion picture business which c *i
ton represents Paulstan, Inc., in this mon sense and sanity cannot c
action which has drawn immediate The exhibitor, in the "good
His stocl n
attention to the film district both days," sold pictures.
because of its importance and be- trade was entertainment. There v
no
"double
or triple" features. E
cause of being the first case brought
before the local board under the de- single feature was backed up
It

i-

]

fc

Screen, Stage

and Radio

In "Carnival for Britain"
On Friday, at midnight, the American Tneater will hold under its auspices in the Radio City Music Hall
what is characterized as "the greatest benefit ever held in theatrical
history." The performance is christened ''Carnival for Britain," and will
bring together an unprecedented array of screen, stage, and radio stars.

mittee that the bill should be vigFred Lynch, director of publicity
orously pressed for passage and for the Music Hall, said on Friday
should receive wholehearted support that the sponsors will present Gerand endorsement of every indepen- trude Lawrence, Helen Hayes, Ethel
dent exhibitor in the Northwest, Merman, Bill Kobinson, George Burns
whether or not affiliated with Al- and Gracie Allen, Joe Cook, William
lied."
Gaxton, Victor Moore, Olsen and
Strom said the organization also Johnson, Ethel Waters, Peggy Wood,
will attempt to have similar legisVera Zorina, Gracie Fields, Anton
lation passed in North and South

Dolin, Maurice Evans, Tony and ReDakota.
nee DeMarco, George M. Cohan, the
Peaslee said he and other officers Radio City Music
Hall Rockettes,
of Northwest Allied are back of the
Corps de Ballet and Symphony Orintimated
and
legislation
proposed
chestra, the entire cast of "Inforhe felt it would have better than an mation Please," Monty Wooley, Danpresthe
at
even chance of passage
ny Kaye and scores of additional
ent legislative session.
artists
special
numbers and
in
sketches by Irving Berlin, George S.
Lust Heads Service Men's Kaufman, Deems Taylor and others.
Tickets are now on sale at the
Com'tee on Entertainment box-offices of the Radio City Music
Hall and at all ticket agencies, and
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY are priced at $1, $2 and $3, with
Washington Sidney Lust, indie a few at $5 and $10.
chain operator, has announced the
formation of an entertainment committee which will devote itself to pro- Extend Front-of-the-House
viding entertainment for the 50,000
Organization in Rochester
soldiers, sailors and marines in the

—

Washington area.
With Lust as chairman, the com-

LETTERS

Demand

(Continued from Page 1)

VM

17,

—

1

-

a

cree.

program

1

of live short subject

Today, the exhibitor, who is liDefendants have approximately
21 days in which to file answer to erally just a plain "stooge" f<j i
chain organization, has to sell cs ly
the complaint.
bars, stage all types of giveaw I
and suffer with double-feature s.
Taylor, LaPlata, Md., Exhib.,
Entertainment is secondary. SI wAsks Relief from Clearance
manship is fast becoming a lost! rt
The movie moguls holler, ad
Washington's AAA office, first to
have an arbitration complaint filed and long, about loss of profits, ey
under the provisions of the New rant and tear their hair (if
York consent decree, is also the first because people just will not at rid
the movies often enough
to have two cases presented.
The answer is really a simple lie.
Second arbitration demand originated with John H. Taylor, owner GO BACK TO OLD STANDA1&S
of the LaPlata, Md., Charles The- Give the public entertainment ul
ater.
Taylor is seeking relief from out the "giveaways" quit encou gthe
14-day clearance of Sidney ing gambling through "Bank Nij t",
drop to single feature bi-..ng
Lust's Marlboro theater, Marlboro, etc.
j

.

—

—

WITH THE POSITIVE ELIMIjA
TION OF "B" FEATURES.

Md.

Taylor claims that the two situaLet the theater managers do suare 30 miles apart and no
own booking without too much it
competition exists.
tation from front office.
Get he
theaters back on the basis of p
Total
Attendance service, where the manager and iblie
can understand and appre> ,te
Placed at 31,500,000
each other.
tions

—

—

-

GWTW

A

total of 31,500,000 persons

1

have

seen "Gone With the Wind," M-G-M
announced Friday.
The first 580
theaters showing the David O. Selznick production in its current popular-priced engagements report a
total of 5,500,000 attendance to date.
This added to last year's total of
26,000,000 at the road showings
raises the total well beyond the 30,-

So, a newspaper
of his field and tells

man

steps

tut

w

ng

with the motion picture biz. I
pose now some prominent star
turn around and write an episth

nil

titled

"What

—

Is

what

is

Lousy About

IP-

j|ii

Rochester
With front-of-thenalists
With No Holds Barret
RALPH RYA
part of the Army-Navy house employes in all downtown themittee,
Editor, Inglewood Califoi a
Committee of the Jewish Welfare aters organized under supervision
Board for this region, will arrange of the Stage Hands Union, a drive
movies, dances, sports matches, etc., is being mapped by Michael MunBi
both in the Capital and at the vari- gavin, local's president, to organize l»00,000 mark.
the same employes in the nabes.
ous surrounding Army camps.
With 5,000 to 6,000 popular- Vt. Bone of Contention
Members of the group are: John
Officers have been elected by the priced engagements in prospect this
J. Payette, Carter Barron, Edmund new union.
They include Harry Le- season, all-time attendance records
Montpelier, Vt. Proposed chabi
Plohn, Harry Anger, Gene Ford, meraux of the Palace, president; appear
shattered.
certain
to
be
in Sunday laws have started fin
Jim McNamara, Joe Turner, Dave Edward Reynolds, Regent, vice-presweek
is now in its fourth
siderable squabbling in the iiUi
Ginsburg, Ben Lust, Phil Lampkin, ident; Mary Fink, Loew's, secretary; at the Capitol, Broadway, where it
Harry Krivit, Sam Galanty, Arch Millie Garrison, Palace, treasurer. has played to nearly a half-million Legislature.
The chief bone of conterlon,
Engel, Max Cohen, Sam Wheeler, Headquarters have been opened.
patrons, far exceeding the attendin
Rudolph Berger, Ed Melniker, Ed
ance for a comparable period last which has already caused one t}
the State Senate, is a bill v ifli
Fountaine, J. Flax, Hardie Meakin,
year.
would enlarge the list of legal unArt Brown, Arch McDonald, Lee Mailers Acquires the Riley?
day amusements for which admi ion
Indianapolis It is reported along
Everett, Nelson B. Bell, Don Craig,
may be charged to include bowling,
Jay Carmody, Bernie Harrison, Billy Film Row, that Pete Mailers has ac- Chi. Police Censor Recovers
Chicago
Lieut. Harry Costello, roller skating and dramatic pr en
Bennett, T. DeWitt Bittenbender, quired the Riley Theater, Ft. Wayne,
Jack Mullane and Charles Rosen- from the Quimby Enterprises. Mai- Chicago Police censor, is back on the tations
Sunday films were okayed in 39.
lers formerly operated the house.
job after a serious illness.
thal.

Sunday Amusement

—

GWTW

—

—

Millions thrilled to

Susanna as she

B Flat above High C

in

"The Great

Victor Herbert"... and millions
will

love her as the

little

hit

more

hard-boiled

canary of "America's Music Town!"
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Camels Interested

German Threats

Sponsored Game!

In

cut by the boycott, Norwegian Government's press representative

material.

Camels previously have been plugby the R. J. Reynolds Co.
*
through the medium of four technitheaters. Last
i color short ad reels in
sponsored free
Chesterfield
year,
film shows in a promotional camjjpaign, but this will be the first atItempt to put on a sponsored show
ged

j
;
!

|

5MI Bids for Indie Exhib. Advisory Arbitration Unit
Aid in "War" With Ascap For New lersey Allied
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

by the LTO of Ohio members who have complaints to
from Russell Clevenger, BMI's pub- make under the consent decree in
letter received

lic

relations

part says:

director.

Letter

in

the

New York

equity suit or before

the arbitration board.

Night, Bingo and similar
schemes are violative of the law of
Kentucky," Assistant Attorney General Jesse K. Lewis said it was the
'statutory duty of local law enforcement officers to cause the proper
criminal proceedings to be
against persons
operating
iMight or Bingo."

made
Bank

A bill legalizing Bank Nights was
passed by a special session of the
General Assembly in April, 1938,
after Gov. A. B. Chandler had vetoed
a similar bill passed by the regular
1938 session.
In October that same year, Lewis,
in replying to a request for an opinion on the legality of Bingo, declared
"Bingo is illegal under Kentucky
laws for the same reason Bank
Nights are illegal." He previously
had held Bank Nights illegal under

niston, Ala.

for

any of the parties concerned were
unavailing.

would

Game

probably

average

Introductory trailer and
about eight minutes, with
remainder of time taken up with
stage questioning, checking of cards
and awarding of prizes. It is understood that all material would be
a theater.

'

It is reported that Norwegians attending the German-controlled film houses
gave such violent disapproval of propaganda films that the authorities ordered
bans on any of the following actions by patrons: laughter, meaningless applause,
stamping with the feet, whistling, coughing, and clearing one's throat.

"Bank

York staff correspondent for Jay
Emanuel Publications, is now in
Company D, 106th Infantry, 27th
Division, at Fort McClelland, An-

this type, if any deal is conHowever, attempts Friday
eluded.
night to secure confirmation from

around 15 to 20 minutes of time in
,

Washington

Bank Nights Illegal
Frankfort, Ky. — Declaring that

Maury Miller of Passaic is chair"We have long been amazed that
motion picture exhibitors have ac- man of the committee which includes
cepted the conditions under which Harry Lowenstein, Newark; Irving
George Gold, the lottery ban.
Linden;
they receive Ascap music. It is, of Dollinger,
Both Lewis and Attorney General
course,
understandable
the Newark, and Sam Frank, Hammenthat
Hubert Meredith have given opinions
houses controlled by the producers ton.
At a meeting of the organization that no law ever got around the
who have Ascap connections must
neia last week a resolution was "constitutional provision against lotaccept them, but it is difficult to passed condemning the practice of teries." They stated it applied to
understand why the independent ex- distributors in supplying features gifts awarded by lot by theaters.
The 1940 General Assembly placed
hibitor must conform.
Under pres- ana short subjects for non-theatwhich New Jersey a 15 per cent tax on such Bank
ent conditions, motion picture pro- rical exhibition,
Allied contends is unfair compe- Night prizes, but took the stand that
ducers, through their tie-in with
The organization such action did not legalize them.
tition to theaters.
Ascap, collect more from Ascap askea tnai the practice be discon"Movie houses are daily violating
chan they pay. The overage comes tinued.
The resolution named all the law in conducting Bank Nights;
from the producer collecting a sub- major companies except M-G-M.
and churches openly participate in
stantial part of the fee that the
and reap the profits derived from
Bingo, which unquestionably is a
exhibitors pay."
gambling scheme," Lewis said.
Thus far, the Allied affiliate has Compulsory Arbitration
taken no action, but that is promExec.
ised by Pete J. Wood, unit's secre- Assailed by
Wis. Bids Fred
tary, "when the proper time comes."
A warning of a serious lag in the To "Virginia's" State
nation's defense program if Congress
Madison, Wis.
Wisconsin State
passed any laws compelling indusErpi Sales Provision
try and labor to arbitrate their dis- Assembly and Senate, in special
putes was given Friday night by joint resolution, Friday invited Fred
Is Bonanza To Exhibs.
.Paul Felix Warburg, speaking as a MacMurray to visit Madison Mar.
As a result of arrangements made director of the American Arbitra- 15 for the Wisconsin premiere here
by Erpi, whereby film theaters are tion Association. He declared that of "Virginia." A one-time Madison
enabled to acquire, for $100, out- "a worker forced to stay on an as- high school student, MacMurray
right title to company's equipments sembly line by governmental edict spent most of his youth in Beaver
and Dam, and attended colleges at Wauin their houses, encouragement is becomes an inefficient worker,
Invitation also issued to
being given to outlets to replace such inefficiency can create a devas- kesha.
Madeleine Carroll. Edward J. Benjii,
the equipments with those embody- tating bottleneck."
Warburg spoke before a hundred Capitol Theater manager, where
ing the latest advances, exhibitor
representatives of industry, labor "Virginia" will play, engineered the
sources asserted yesterday.
While the arrangement is not and the national defense agencies joint resolution.
new, nevertheless many theatermen as part of a debate between himself
have not realized until recently that and .hep. E. E. Cox of Georgia on Eller, Frankenberg on Coast
they could purchase the equipment, the subject of "Should Compulsory
Chicago Harry
E.
Eller
and
instead of going along with it on a Arbitration Be Instituted In Labor
license fee basis.
Channels close disputes Involving National Defense Julius Frankenberg of the Radiant
to the situation declared on Friday Industries."
The debate was broad- Screen Mfg. Co. have gone to the
that as long as 18 months ago a cast nationally from the Waldorf- West Coast, with a model of their
group of manufacturers obtained Astoria Hotel over NBC's Blue Net- automatic film projector machine,
to make several demonstrations.
from Erpi its consent to an arrange- work.
ment whereby houses could buy the
equipments and set the stage, figuraV. C.'s $1,000 for Toy Project
tively speaking, for trade-ins.
Several thousand Erpi equipments
Baltimore The Variety Club of
can be closed out on the $100 per Baltimore has presented a check of
unit basis, it is estimated.
$1,000 to the sponsors of a toy-lendCanton, O. A daughter was born
A number of exhibitors, it is re- ing project in this city, through in a local hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
ported, have effected deals involving wnich children may borrow toys for Frank Matthews.
Father is house
better than $100 allowances when a week, on the same basis of lending manager of the Morrison Theater at
trading the purchased equipment library books. C. William Hicks is nearby Alliance, operated by Tri-

flof
i

in

asserts.

top-ranking executives of the Esty
Agency, ad outfit handling Camels,
present looking over audience reac-

:

Taxes

—

(Continued from Page 1)

^Jime, Minute Mysteries, a memry test with answers punched on
„ards after a short has been shown
.and series of questions asked the
copyrighted by Roy
is
l audience,
[Post and Austin Ripley. Jam Handy
Co., is reported producing the screen

of Increase In

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington Boycott by Norwegians of German propaganda films in the
Nazi-occupied country has been so successful that the Nazis warn that other
taxes will have to be increased if the revenue of the theaters continues to be

used in the lobby display, on the
stage and on the screen, and with

I

Ky. Official Holds

Norwegian Boycott of Nazi Films Brings

short runs

'provided free to theaters for distribution and use.

RKO Thru Severe Pix Crisis,
No Borrowing

—Schaefer

(Continued from Page 1)

not indebted to its parent company
This is
for current productions.
true despite the reduction in foreign currencies and serious restrictions
to

on the flow of foreign funds

New

York.

Schaefer stated that "Kitty Foyle"
and "Mr. and Mrs. Smith" are currently among the biggest money
makers in RKO's history. Purpose
of his
Coast visit is to perfect
plans and estimates for the studio's
1941-42 production program.

TO THE COLORS!
— Charles

Chicago

Dixon,

Warner

Theaters, Joseph Real,

Highland Theater and Edward Friedwald of the
Jeffrey Theater are in the Army.
Akron, O.
ter

—First

managers

Tom Long,
Lew

to

of Akron's theajoin the Army is

of the Palace Theater.

Mentlik, until recently

New

AAA

MacMurray

Bow

—

—

—

STORKS!
—

new

units.

chief barker.

Theaters, Inc.

Monday, February

17, 111
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$500,000 Tax Saving

Looms Via Ohio
(Continued from Page

Cr REVIEWS Of THE flEUJ

Bill

"This Thing Called

"Blonde Inspiration"

Love"

with John Shelton, Virginia Grey,
Albert Dekker
Metro
72 Mins.

1)

of Ohio, in a bulletin issued follow-

ing the bill's introduction, says:
"In view of the splendid financial
condition in which the State finds
itself, there is considerable sentiment
among the business interests of Ohio
for a reduction in taxes, and it is our
feeling that we are entitled to a lot
of consideration because the amusement industry was the first to suffer

from emergency taxes, which were
first enacted by the Legislature back

with Rosalind Russell, Melvyn Douglas,
Binnie Barnes

Columbia

—

audiences.
The
actors are adequate, but they lack material,
he technical aspects of the film are okay,
txhibitors will have to sell the picture
as it lacks any marquee "names" that will
serve as a draw.
John Shelton, Virginia Grey, Albert Dekker, Charles Butterworth, Reginald Owen

program

fare

for

nabe

i

1933 when the initial admissions suave, continuously funny, splendidly cast,
expertly directed and produced with no limit
tax of 10 per cent was imposed.
"In addition, our business is carry- on the purse strings, with the result that it
ing the load of the National Defense has a handsome setting.
The story itself devolves around one cen- and Alma Kruger are the principals, with
Tax upon all admissions above 20
cents, and it is very possible that the tral idea, but it has been kept flowing con- Miss Grey and Shelton handling most of the
present Congress will increase this tinuously and one situation after another work and providing the love interest. The
tax to include all admissions of 10 crops up to carry the humor along. Exhibi- entire cast performs commendably. Picture
cents and perhaps from the first tors should do big business with it every was directed by Busby Berkeley and the
place. Rosalind Russell and Melvyn Douglas screenplay was written by Marion Parsonpenny."

in

Change

'

Fly-by-Night"

—

Indianapolis At the suggestion
of the Indiana Farm Bureau, American Legion and the Indiana Teachers Association, the ATOI withdrew
H. B. 114 designed to curb operations of Fly-by-night promoters and
a new measure, H. B. 458. Latter embraces practically all the provisions of the earlier measure, but
exempts shows and sports events of

filed

up

to

the original bill was LeRoy Dennis,
operating the Dennis Film Bureau,
Dennis sent out
Inc., of Wabash.
more than 1,000 letters to school
men, legislators, and others, charging that the bill "would create a

monopoly on entertainment
favor of the theaters."
Dennis furnishes films to schools,

virtual
in

Indiana.

in

etc.,

O'Brien Enters
Chicago

ChL Law Firm

— Vincent

O'Brien,

local

attorney for Warners, is now a member of the law firm of Defrees,
Buckingham, Fiske & O'Brien.

Jack Kirsch Licks Flu
Chicago Jack Kirsch, Illinois Allied prexy, who was hospitalized for

—

the

flu,

marquee drawing power and the very

idea

of

the

Bill numerous

To Meet School Opposition

school, lodges, churches, etc.
Behind the opposition lined

spell

has recovered.

story

lends

readily

itself

to

exploitation ideas.

Miss Russell has never appeared to better
advantage. As a comedienne she is topdrawing talent, and does a whale of a job.
Melvyn Douglas is excellent in the other
starring
role.
Smooth supporting performances are contributed by Binnie Barnes,
Ailyn Joslyn, Gloria Dickson and Lee J.
Cobb, with remainder of the cast much more
than adequate.

Alexander Hall turns in a smooth directojob on all counts. Every punch line and
situation is smartly handled and perfectly
timed for heavy laughs, with no backfires
any place. Credit for the adroit and amusing screenplay goes to George Seaton, Ken
Englund and P. J. Wolfson. The production
reins were handled by William Perlberg, who
rial

afforded
the

in

the

way

settings to

As

picture
of cast,

make

it

everything

necessary

technicians, story and

a

smoothly finished job.

Miss Russell and Dougget married, but she is a top-ranking
insurance company executive and has a
"theory" about marriage, to wit, that a man
and his wife should live together for three
months after getting married to get to
know each other before they "actually"
become man and wife. Using this plot base,
one amusing situation after another is developed with all ending well, but not before
numerous complications.

CAST: Rosalind Russell, Melvyn Douglas,
Binnie Barnes, Ally n Joslyn, Gloria Dickson,
Lee J. Cobb, Gloria Holden, Paul McGrath,
Leona Maricle, Don Beddoe, Rosina Galli,
Sig Arno.

CREDITS:

Read While You Wait
Detroit
prising

— Eddie

manager

Jacobson,

enter-

of the Parkside

The-

reading matter for his
customers when he had a standing
crowd in the lobby. He corralled the
neighborhood supply of morning papater, provided

ers

when the

first

edition arrived at

8:45 p.m., and passed them out to
about 100 customers waiting in line
and not one asked for a refund,
spending the time before the show
broke, in reading the news.

—

net.

Shelton, under the domination of Miss
Kruger, a wealthy relative who also wears
the pants for her own husband, Owen, leaves
her home so that he can become a writer.

him some money to
and Shelton promptly
gets mixed up with Dekker and Butterworth, a pair of unscrupulous pulp magFrom there on to the
azine publishers.
windup there is considerable confusion and
turmoil, with most of the story a little too
wacky for credibility. However, everything

Owen

secretly

finance

turns out

gives

career,

his

all

right in the end.

CAST: John

Shelton, Virginia Grey, Albert
Dekker, Charles Butterworth, Donald Meek,
Reginald Owen, Alma Kruger, Rita Quigley,
Marion Martin, George Lessey.

Fineman; Director, Busby Berkeley; Screenplay, Marion
Parsonnet; Based on a play by Cecily Holm;
Cameraman, Sidney Wagner and Oliver T.
Marsh; Editor, Gene Ruggiero.
DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

CREDITS: Producer,

B.

P.

for the story,

las

Producer, William Perlberg;
Alexander
Hall;
Screenplay,
George Seaton, Ken Englund and P. J. Wolfson; Based on a play by Edwin Burke;
Cameraman, Joseph Walker.
Direcor,

DIRECTION,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Swell.

Fine.

Cooper Aids Greek

Relief

—

Oklahoma City John Sinopoulo of
Midwest Enterprises, Inc., leader of
the Greek War Relief Fund here,
announced the

total

had been boosted

to $8,600 with a $500 donation from
Joe Cooper, president of Standard
Theaters Corp.

Frieda

Litel,
Billy

Inescort,

Dawson

Warners

HI-

PLACE.
Any audience that wants to laugh and
what audience doesn't? will get a big bang
from this new Columbia comedy. It is

John

57

h

s

SENTIMENTAL FAMILY STORY O.l
HAS AS PROGRAM OFFERING FOR NABE

KOR LAUGHS, BUT THE STORY
SHORTCOMINGS.
LARIOUS STORY, SPLENDID CAST, EXA weak story with too few laughs dePERT DIRECTION AND A-l PRODUCfeats the efforts of an earnest cast to make
TION; SHOULD BE BIG B.O. EVERY
rhis picture more than moderately amusing

—

"Father's Son"
with

HOKUM AND HORSEPLAY ARE MIXED

98 Mins.

GAY ROMANTIC COMEDY HAS

flLfllS

New

Members Enter
13
Detroit's Variety Club

—

Nabe houses can probably

find

use&t

picture as it has a sentimental
||
story that is not too gushy, and the'
this

is
not overlong.
The cast is i
than adequate, the picture is all right t
nically and the story itself does not lag id
.us some laughs in addition to its lie

itself

!

Lack of "names" fill
aspects.
necessitate selling by the exhibitors.
John Litel and Frieda Inescort, man ic

serious

in the film, and Billy Dawson, liir
Helpful assistances
head the cast.
contributed by Christian Rub, Berenice Pit
Sammy McKim and Phillip Hurlic. D. Es
Lederman directed from a screenplay

wife

son,

Niblo, Jr.

Fred

hot-tempered man, never sens
to understand the scrapes is
son, Dawson, gets into, because as a kicie
.limself had worked and had had no He
Miss Inescort intervenes on :
ror play.
Litel,

a

be

able

to

of the child, but the family trie
keeps getting worse until they separate Id
L)awson and his mother move to ano e
This situation is neatly mendedfcy
house.
young Dawson with a little skull-dugger! o
.hat everything ends happily.

naif

CAST: John Litel, Frieda Inescort, lly
Dawson, Christian Rub, Berenice Pilot, F
McKim, Sonny Bid.
lip
Hurlic, Sammy
Scotty Beckett, Myra Marsh, John Dilli,
oeorge Lloyd, Inez Gay.
CREDITS: Produced by Warners;

Dii|

Lederman; Screenplay, lid
Niblo, Jr.; From a story by Booth T;
.ngton; Cameraman, Allen G. Siegler;
tor, Frank Magee.

tor,

D.

Ross

I

DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAP

Good.

ice-Capades Back

Wednesday

to

for Six

Hut
Day

—

Boston Ice-Capades comes for e
second time this season to BosJD
Garden next Wednesday for a six-ctf
This ice show did an $85,i{0
run.
gross in five days and nights h

Detroit Detroit Variety Club is
taking in these 13 new members in
in November, hitting exhib. gross
a major expansion:
The Skating Club of Boston
John R. McPherson, manager, NaVivi-Anne Hult
that
tional Screen Service; Paul David nounces
rJromberg, accountant, Wisper & Swedish skating star, will direct e
Wetsman Theaters; James E. West, Ice Carnival of 1941, to be sta^d
theatrical photographer; Clark C. at the club's own arena late
Coulter, Coulter Premiums; Edward March.
exploiteer; Robert BernBellew,
M-G-M salesman; Carl L. William J. Otto Dead
stein,
Krueger, Jam Handy Picture SerLouisville— William J. Otto, 69
vice; Edward L. Hyman, assistant stagehand in Louisville theaters
to the president, UDT; Jack Broder, more than 40 years, died of pn<
circuit owner; Lester Grouber, night monia
at St. Joseph's Infirm^
club operator; Robert P. Corbin, where he underwent an operatfi
UDT supervisor; Clifford Giesseman, two weeks ago.
Altec Service Co., and Philip F.
Brestoff, musical director, Michigan George F. Broadwell Stricken
Theater.
Oberlin, O.— George F. Broadwj
49, theater owner, died at his hojp
Kaplan Stricken In Miami
here from a heart attack.
Miami, Fla. Sigmund Kaplan, 81,
retired theater operator of East Or- Reopen Chicago's Lamar
The Essaness Circft
Chicago
ange, N. J., died suddenly at the
home of his son, Julius I. Kaplan, has re-opened the Lamar Thea|p
under Ted Grant management.
Miami.

i,

Jf\

UA

—

—

1
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Tfflfits

"Americans AM"

RKO-March

=

By RALPH WILK

fe=

—HOLLYWOOD
;DWARD
'

H.

GRIFFITH

has

signed

the

Velasco dancers, Fredo and Mari, to do

in "One Night In Lisproducing and directing
TMIWaramounr. The team will appear in a
()
J! jLisbon night club scene. Griffith sent to San
'Francisco for the dance team which had
j^jbeen appearing at the Bal Tabarin.

number

toecialty
)

which he

is

.

lj

I

I,

CTARTING
on,

^

mil

IMarkey

'awn,

D,

I

ittnplay

trained seal act

be used
sequence

as a lid

hi

go

|

ERNST LUBITSCH

society

the

fund

milk

picture.

lunching at the Brown

Paramount.

chatting at

ist,

•

Irk

to

anil

STARTING

date for James Fenimore Coo-

"The

per's

March

postponed to

time

additional
II

icscoit,

for this
e Pilot,

Tex

!o

Join
Job

Dikp
Dili

MOT

standing citizens.

to

"Forbidden

Finney will need
preparations

20.

complete

•

THE WEEK VS
REVIEW

•

R^TE

DAVIS will receive her 24th actaward during the past 12 months
when Cinelandia, fan magazine of the Latin

"

Passage"

21 mins.
Excellent Reel
Latest in high-caliber Crime Does
Not Pay series that Metro is releasing, this subject is one of the

Ritter "special."

PI

sonny

which Edward
Monogram, has been

Pioneers,"

Finney will produce for

of

Metro

•

separate

mended

Time

18 mins.
Topical and Interesting
With racial elements in the U. S.
a daily topic of discussion, this new
issue of
is both topical and
interesting as it depicts the part immigrants play in this nation today.
Subject shows the many foreign
peoples who have settled in this country, when they have come in the
greatest numbers and what they
have done for the country. At the
same time, it is pointed out that of
all today's immigrants and citizens
by naturalization, the percentage
maintaining allegiance to their homelands is relatively small. U. S. Senator James J. Davis, Welsh-born;
Senator Robert F. Wagner, Germanborn; Sidney Hillman, Russian-born;
Justice Felix Frankfurter, Austrianborn; and William S. Knudsen, Danish-born, are introduced in the reel
Certainly, all of them rank as out-

Derby; Robert Siodmak, Paramount's new
director, and his brother, Curt, the scenar-

tnes on
rrniy

in

sei

scrapes

i

a

in

will

acts

benefit
never

team that waltzes on unicycles, a
and a novelty musician. The

team, a

trace
ilit,

"The Great Lady,"

testing vaudeville specialty acts.
has cast a feminine acrobatic

is

he

far

isistancjSo

casting for

production for Columbia, Gene

first

his

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS

.V

hcllywccd
Speaking—

ing

"I/"

Announces 47 Pix

nets; Dir

American
:nplay,

loolli

f

Ta

iiezler;!;

presents

her with its
first
Pan-American award for the "best
1940." The new
screen performance of
award is based on her work in "The Letter

:Pf

countries,

"

#
#
QHARLES LAUGHTON

^

%
i

l/fly)l

return

to

comedy for the first time since "Rugof Red Gap," when he does Ferenc
Molnar's "The Play's the Thing," in which
Holbrook Blinn starred on

late

Broad

wa y-

VA/ARNERS

has purchased

As Ascap and the Gov't
were reported, without denial, close

a play

"Hot Nocturne,"

by Edwin Gilbert,

who

is

under

Warners, as a starring vehicle
James Cagney and Olivia de Havilland.
Title will be changed to "The Band Played
On." Cagney will play a bandleader.
J
contract to
for

•

•

kiARLENE DIETRICH

has been signed by
'"' Warners
to co-star with George Raft
and Humphrey Bogart in "Hard to Get,"
scheduled to go into production Mar. 10.
Mark Hellinger will be the associate producer and Raoul Walsh is to direct.
iters 1

pW

of

DEPUBLIC'S "Babes on
1

* been

retitled

Broadway" has
"Angels Without Wings."

;

•

ma

QDETTE
~

edy

•

MYRTIL, former

star,

musical com-

was signed by Warners

ff

for

the Drincipal character roles in
Gentle People," starring Ida Lupino
John Garfield.
hoi

•
TWENTIETH-FOX
Call, Jr.,

Ciifl

a

Dowall.

and

•
has purchased "Frater-

a magazine story by Mary Mcdealing with a British boy refugee
probable vehicle for Roddy Mac-

nity,"

as

one

"The

.

.

.

to a consent decree, a bill was hoppered in Connecticut which would
collect 25 per cent on Ascap's reve-

Paramount's
in that state
net of $7,617,000 for 1940 was reported to be a gain of 100 per cent.
Para, paid a record price of
more than $275,000 for Moss Hart's
stage hit, "Lady in the Dark"
William LeBaron, who recently quit
Para., to produce on his own, was
reported dickering with M-G-M
Trial of the "Little Three" in the
Gov't equity suit may go over until
the Autumn
Loew stockholders
voted Nicholas M. Schenck a new
five-year contract as prexy at $2,500
a week plus percentage of profits.
Atlas Corp. acquired 138,578
shares of RKO common to its holdings, bringing total up to 732,896.
N. W. Allied's checkup on exhib.
opposition to the blocks of five provision of the consent decree continues
H. M. Richey reported wave
of optimism sweeping the industry.
Monogram plans 26 features and
16 Westerns for 1941-42 and expects to start selling early
.RKO
will adopt its New York 9 p.m.
showing hour for main pix on duals
nationally.
Trailers and short on
national defense prepared by the
Gov't will show in 7,500 theaters.

nue

.

.

* *

1)

circulation, despite denial, that Samuel Goldwyn's interest in United
Artists would go to David 0. Selz-

nick
will

gles

the
.esforit

{Continued from Page
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finest studio has ever made. Dealing the colorful costumes of the Indians,
with immigrants who foolishly ac- are enhanced by Technicolor which
cept devious means of getting into brings them vividly to the screen.
the country rather than wait for The commentary is also interesting.

visas, the subject

is

highly dramatic,

"Two For the Zoo"
packed with action and climaxed with
a bang. Any audience will be high- Paramount
7 mins.
ly interested in this subject.
The
Amusing Cartoon
story is expertly written and the cast
Gabby, the town crier, insists upis fine.
on delivering a newly arrived rare
baby specimen to the royal zoo. However, Gabby doesn't notice that the
"Red Men On Parade"
Metro
9 mins. baby animal has hopped out of its
mother's pouch when he starts his
Americana
The annual American Indian Inter- iourney and when he turns around
Tribal Ceremonies at Gallup, New and discovers that he is leading a
Mexico, are depicted in this new Fitz- full sized specimen he is surprised,
Patrick travelogue. The tribal cere- to say the least. Gabby has plenty
monies are interesting and pictur- of trouble before he gets himself
Cartoon is a Max
esque, and all of the material, the out of his jam.
beautiful New Mexico landscape and Fleischer production.

Let people know you've got something to sell. Let them know it's

good

.

.

.

attractive

.

.

.

amusing

.

.

.

entertaining. Use advertising.
For there never was a time in the
history of the world when the

,.

_£

had more or better means
of blowing his own horn than today. There never was a business
or an industry that afforded more
or better means of blowing your
own horn than this motion picture

seller

i

WP

industry of ours.

There never was a better method
than the Three Best Sellers offered

by the Prize Baby
Trailers

.

.

.

of the Industry...

Lobby Displays

.

.

HHTIOnflL 5CREEF1 SERVICE

.

and every conceivable kind of
Standard Accessory made by the
Prize Baby of the Industry!

IIHTIOnnL

5CREEH ACCESSOR!!

—
in the Government's
expected to make a
decree within a day or so. Only disputed point is said to have been settled when Ascap agreed that an individual
deal with the user of his music, but with Ascap collecting the fee.
Negotiations between Ascap and the
resumed next week.

Board of directors of Ascap yesterday approved

Ascap Approves Decree:
inouncement

consent decree

a

Department

anti-trust suit against the society.

of

in

Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

international in

m

is
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Scope
ndependent in Thought
ntimate

Justice
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I0VT JUIT STANDSjAGAINST "LITTLE 3"
Arbitration Case Names Durkee, and 4 Majors
limilar to Anti-Trust Suit
In

Which Westway Theater

|ost

UA

on Appeal;

—Leo.

Cited

Homand, operTheater, is filing
arbitracomplaint with the
|.on board in Washington, claiming
liat the Edgewood theater, operated
ly Durkee interests, is enjoying unleasonable clearance over his theBaltimore

J.

Westway

|ting the

AAA

|ter.

The action, which

is

a follow-up

Homand's anti-trust case against
leven distribs. and the Durkee inerests, in which appeal was lost.
If

(Continued on Page 7)

Chi. Censors

Would

Eye Films for Tele

—

Chicago Chicago Censor Board is
expected to exercise jurisdiction over
films used for television.
Chief inspector is of the opinion
that the authority of the board extends to the tele field.

Goddard Sustains Complaint's Sufficiency, Denies
Dismissal Pleas, Orders Answers Filed in 20 Days;
Columbia Being Forced

to

Adopt 5-Blocks

—Frohlich

Federal Judge Henry

W. Goddard yesterday sustained the

legal sufficiency of the
"Little Three" in the

Government's complaint against the
equity action, and denied appli-

New York

cations of Columbia, Universal and
United Artists to dismiss the suit
on a number of grounds. The Court
at the same time ordered the defendants to file their answers within the
next 20 days. Defense counsel said
in Chi.
there would be no appeal.
Bill
Immediately following the hearing
Chicago Extended runs of recent Louis Frohlich, attorney for Columand current releases in the Loop bia, disclosed to Judge Goddard that
Jefferson City, Mo.
Anti-Ascap have resulted in a product jam, with
Columbia was giving serious considbill has been introduced in the lower
the situation worrying first-runs and eration to conforming its selling
House of the Missouri Legislature by subsequents alike.
policy with that of the "Big Five"
Rep. Paul E. Turner, Dem., of St.
B & K, to solve its own problem
(Continued on Page 7)
Joseph.
in part, is using the Riviera on the
Measure would make it illegal for North Side for
first-runs.
It is retwo or more persons holding copy- ported
that legit, houses, now dark,
righted works to pool their interests
may be reopened for films.
for the purpose of collecting fees
"Kitty Foyle" is in its seventh
or issuing blanket licenses.
Viola- week at the RKO Palace.
With
in
tors would face confiscation of their
going into the B &
works by the State.
Roosevelt for an extended run, and
A state board would fix "a fair
(Continued on Page 6)
Albany, N. Y. A state unit of na(Continued on Page 6)
tional Allied was established here
when indie exhibs. adjourned early
Aide; Allied Signs 2,000
last night after a five-hour meeting.
Play
Films
Charter of New York State Unit of
Reiner
Shorts

Extended Runs Jam

Copyright Pooling

Loop

Product

Target of Mo.

—

—

trael,

Akron,

Ubilrafion
Cleveland, O.

Files

Demand

—Cleveland's

first ar-

has been filed by
president of Ellet
limusement Co. of Akron, against
raramount, RKO, Warners, Fox,
/Oew's,
Co-operative theaters of
|>hio and W. L. Hart, owner of the
JJorka and Rialto theaters, Akron.
Israel asks irrespective run for
litration case
Louis
Israel,

(Continued on Page 7)

lavini to

"Outlaw"

Howard Hughes has appointed

R.

"Bob" Savini as his special replesentative to approve all contracts
In the two pictures Hughes is proucing for 20th Century-Fox reII.

I

(Continued on Page 7)

Defer Action on Ind.
Fly-by-Niyht Bill
Indianapolis

— Members

B

described as an effort to curb operations
of
"fly-by-night"
operators.
Morgan told the committee that many

communities without theaters
would be deprived of motion pictures
by the measure. The committee decided to defer action.
small

K

Albany

Formed

—

Goodman, Morgan's

Adv.

To

Houses
Sponsored

National Allied, Inc., was accepted
More than 2,000 theaters have from the incorporators.
Appointments of Monroe Goodman
Acting as chairman of the meetas assistant to Oscar Morgan, head been signed by Allied for the showof Pai-amount's short subjects de- ing of commercial pictures under an ing was Leonard Rosenthal, Troy,
(Continued on Page 7)
made with National
partment, and Manny Reiner as man- agreement
ager of the short subjects publicity Screen Service last month. National
and advertising department, were Screen is to handle the distribution Vogel Picks Committee
of the reels for national advertisers.
announced yesterday.
For Greek
Relief
Goodman has been associated with
At the Washington meeting of
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)
Joseph R. Vogel, division chair-

War

GWTW Grosses $2,500,000
Represents

of the Judi-

committee heard George
Morgan of Peru, oppose the passage
of House Bill 458 which has been
ciary

GWTW

on

Pass on All

contracts for

N. Y. Allied Unit

man of the Amusement Industry
Division of the Greek War Relief
(Continued on Page 6)

"Take" During General Release

Coast Studios Send Nine
Pix Before the

Cameras

"Gone with the Wind"
seven

weeks'

time

has

in

some

grossed

$2,500,000 in the situations where it
recent!" opened at popular prices,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
it is learned. With a domestic gross
Hollywood Nine pictures go into of $23,500,000 on the first-run, this
production this week. Four studios figure brings the total up to the
now have eight shooting, and one, $26,000,000 mark.
seven. The checkup:
Possibility of a gross well over
At Columbia: Seven shooting, in- $30,000,000 is now betHigjvisaa§zed
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Pageo)

—

X 1

Niayara County Puts
Ban on Binyo Games
Buffalo

County

—John

S.

Marsh,

Niagara

Attorney, has ordered all Bingo games closed in the
county, affecting four Niagara Falls
theaters,

District

fraternal societies and
and several professional
Lockport and North Tqnaall

churches,

games.

wanda likewise

are

J

hit.
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Central America
described Paramount's recent allLatin-American convention in Panama as one of the best examples of
good-will-building bv an American
commercial organization in the history of Latin-American trade relations, according- to John W. Hicks,
head of Paramount's foreign department. Hicks returned Saturday from
the company's first convention at
which representatives from all the
21 republics attended.
Screenings of "Virginia," "The
Lady Eve" and four reels of "I
Wanted Wings" resulted in a cable
being sent to Barney Balaban informing him that the pictures would
be sold at the same terms as were
asked for "North West Mounted
in

Delegates heard cabled
from Balaban, Stanton Griffis, Frank

Freeman,

31%
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NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith

Loew's

B.

F.

Arthur

Hornblow,

Cecil

3'

2

s46

104

104

104

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc...
Universal Picts
N.

Y.

Broadway Sunday

Legit.

Fails to Affect Films
Survey yesterday of Broadway
houses disclosed that Sunday business had not been affected by the
unusually heavy number of legit,
shows open both for matinees and
evening performances during the

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picfs. cv. 3l/4 s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

Monogram

Rex Bell of Terre Haute, past
president of both the Indiana Outdoor Advertising Association and the
National Outdoor Advertising Association, led the fight against the
measure, introduced by Sen. Wilbur
A. DeWeese of Ft. Wayne.

6s46

ref.

deb.

6%

6Vi

6'/s

+ %

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

.

65

60y8

day. Managers were of the same
opinion in declaring that what trade
the legit, houses had gotten had not

hurt their own attractions.

Asked
68
63

Labor Pictures Planning
Shorts as Well as Feature

—

Hollywood
be

held

— Funeral

this

services

Tenn. Legislature Quits;

No

Industry

Bills

JOHN HICKS,

J.

Nashville, Tenn.
First of the
State Legislatures to call it quits
this year, the Tennessee Legislature

Division of the AF of L, in addition
to producing a feature based on the
life of Samuel Gompers in Hollywood, also will make a series of
shorts for theaters and schools, according to I. M. Ornburn, secretarytreasurer of the company. Ornburn
is here for the AF of L executive

witz to

board sessions.

sides.

film

measures.

Schenck

Trial Deferred

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yesterday postponed the trial of Joseph

M. Schenck and Joseph M. Mosko-

March

head

Paramount's

of

f

gr

Sullivan, senior chief film buyer for department, is due back tomorrow from Sei ia
Mo., where he attended the funeral of
rs
National Theaters. Sullivan died at Hicks' mother.
the week-end after a protracted illJOHN JOSEPH, Universale advertising m
ness.
He had been associated with publicity chief, is en route back to Holly
oc
the Fox organization during his en- after several weeks in the East.
tire
career in the film industry,
LAUDY LAWRENCE, M-C-M's European i»
spanning some 25 years.
He for- ager, was due to arrive from Lisbon last ntf
merly had been in the distribution
MARTIN SMITH. Ohio circuit operator
end, taking the National Theaters Allied leader, is in town for a week.
post while heading the Fox exLYNN FARNOL is back

change

Los Angeles.
survived by his wife, two
sons, two daughters and two grandchildren.
Interment will take place
in Los Angeles.

He

in

is

Bureau
A

divisional promotion bureau has

from the Coast)|

CHARLES MIDDELBURG, of the Capitol
ater, Charleston, W. Va., is in town.

division, Ed Solomon will
be assigned to either the Eastern
or Central divisions, and a third
man will be named to the other post.
Promotion bureau will function as
a field unit and its members will
devote their entire time to contacting exhibitors, exploiting divisional

Western

premieres and subsequent exhibition
of all percentage specials in firstrun houses.

3 on consent of both

'

RODNEY BUSH, assistant to Charles E. I
Carthy, director of advertising and publicit)oi
20th-Fox, returned to the home office Sua
from Miami where he worked on plans 01
the opening in that city of "Tobacco Road.
MARCEL REBIERRE,

European staff earner;*
in New York f

March of Time, arrived

for

terday

on the

Excambion.

LEE SHUBERT was due back yesterday

«

Florida.

HERMAN SHUMLIN

has

returned

from'

Coast.

JANE

SEYMOUR arrived
New York.
KATHARINE HEPBURN is

yesterday

on

kj

Coast from

for a

brief

in Hartford, Co,
vacation at her home.

JACK OSSERMAN and
Chicago

to

the

his

three

a

KELLENBERG,

C.

C.

Fox

after

wife have retuad
weeks' vacation*

Coast.

Pittsburgh,

in

SAM SHAYON,
Marco

office,

land.

is

manager

sales

vacationing

in

for

H

the Soul

the New York Fancho 6
has just returned from New
p
of

LEONORE LONERCAN,
New York to Hollywood

aged

10,

planed

1

at the week-end f a
RKO's next Ginger Rogers film, "'%
Dick and Harry."
role

in

GUY KIBBEE, on a "Scattergood Baines" k
is
in Concord,
N. H. today.
He goefo
Portsmouth tomorrow.
tour,

American Seating Reports
$53,367 Gain in Profits

ALBERT LEWIN
row
eral

JOHN GOLDEN

M. Taliaferro, president of
American Seating Co., in a statement to company's stockholders, disclosed a net income for the organiH.

zation in 1940 of $456,679, a rise of
$53,367 over 1939. This net amounted
to $2.07 for each share of outstanding stock, and was 25c above the
amount earned per share in 1939.
Increase in earnings, Taliaferro
said, was due partly to the slightly
higher volume of business, and partly to a reduction in selling and administration expenses.

in

goes

to deliver a lecture
Catholic colleges.
left

to
to

Washington

toif

the students of

yesterday for a vacal

GRACIE FIELDS flew here from
terday to appear in the "Carnival
Friday night at the Music Hall.

Denver
for

Briti"

Continue Decree Meetings
Consent decree meetings at 20»>
branch offices will contiie
through this week and part of nl
week before all the branches \U
have been visited by the compans

Fox

general

counsel,

Felix

A. Jenkii

and Fred Pride, company lawj
Company's dollar volume of sales Branch meetings have also been
tended by the company's divis
in 1940 was some $418,000 greater
than in 1939. an increase of about managers.
five per cent.
Funeral rites were held at 1
tonah Sunday for Fred W. Jord
59, veteran manager and press rt
who died at his Lake Mahopac ho
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY from a heart attack.
Washington
President Roosevelt
yesterday nominated Matthias F.
Make Your Next Movie at
Correa to be United States attorney
for the Southern District of New
Edison Motion Picture Studio
York, succeeding John T. Cahill.
NEW YORK'S FINEST
Correa, who will handle the GovernLarge and small sound stage—Latest equip-!

Roosevelt Picks Correa
As Federal Prosecutor

—

New

ment litigation in
York City,
will take his post immediately after
Senate confirmation.
Cahill is returning to private practice.

;

Florida.

Rites for Fred Jordan

Passed

Miami
Labor Pictures, Inc.,
formed by the Union Label Trades adjourned without passing any

and GQIfiC

will

morning for John

DeMille, Adolph Zukor, Harry been created by Charles E. McCarHunter (Australia) and David Rose thy, 20th-Fox advertising and publicity
director, for localizing ex(London).
ploitation on all percentage specials,
it
was disclosed yesterday.
Tnd. Committee Votes
Under the direct supervision of Rodney Bush, assistant to McCarthy,
To Bury Billboard Bill
Gabe S. Yorke will work in the

—

167y2

COmmG

THE FILM DAILY

B.

—

167'/2 167'/2

West Coast Bureau of

Divisional Promotion
for 20th-Fox
messages

Police."

Indianapolis
(Monday, Feb. 17)
Well-organized opposition to the Signboard Bill which
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
force
outdoor advertising
Net would
High
Low Close Chg. companies to buy state permits for
Am. Seat
each billboard they maintained rei/
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %) 47/8
43/4
47/8 +
g
sulted in a recommendation for inColumbia Picts. pfd
definite postponement of the measCon. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
7% 7% 7% -f-"i/8 ure after a hearing by the Senate
East. Kodak
l/
127
127
127
2
Judiciary B committee.
do pfd
2l/
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

Hold John J. Sullivan
on Coast Today

Rites

ment

— Rehearsal
—Executive

theatre

— Private projection!
—Conveniently

rooms
office*
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COMING!

toil
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Jeni

IT'SM-O-D-E-R-N! Abig
at

I

.Joii

Mtll

change for Errol Flynn
but no change in quality!
It's the Sea Hawk as a
modern Hawkshaw-a great
mystery, a terrific romance

story

-a

brilliant

new

box-office

number from WARNERS

MARSHALL
BRENDA
BELLAMY ALAN HALE
RALPH

LEE PATRICK

•

•

ALLEN JENKINS

Directed by

•

LUCILE

WATSON

LLOYD BACON

Screen Play by Lester Cole and John Wexley
From the Play by Lazlo Fodor, Bernard Merivale and Jeffrey

Dell

AMERICA'S
10 the millions who
loved her as the imp*
ish little 'smart girV

now add the
lions more who
•

mil*
will

adore her as the
most beauti*

screen's

most talented
actress
in a ro*
mantic role that

ful,

.

.

makes her sparkle
like new wine
!

->

S

BOXOFFICES WILL CHEER
the new, charmingly

misbehaving

DEANNA DURBIN

with her grandest cast

FRANCHOT TONE
Walter

BRENNAN

Robert

BENCHLEY

Ann

Gillis

•

Anne Gwynne

•

•

Robert
• Helen

STACK

broderick

Elisabeth Risdon

•

Nana Bryant

Screen Piay by Richard Connell and Gladys Lehman

Based on the play 'Nice Girl" by

Directed by

Phyllis

WILLIAM

Duganne

A.

A JOE PASTERNAK

SEITER
Production

ATIONAL RELEAS!
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Copyright Pooling

GWTW Has Grossed

Target of Mo.

$2,500,000 More

Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
for the film, as it has only played
limited number of houses to date c
the popular priced run and it is e:
pected to play some 6,000 houses (
that basis.

and just" fee to be paid for commercial use of music.

Second Anti-Ascap Bill
In Conn's Legislature
New Haven — Second anti-Ascap
measure has been hoppered

in

the

Connecticut Legislature.
Like the
first, it provides for a 25 per cent
tax on gross receipts of copyright
societies operating in the State.
S. B. 1085-3-1 also makes licensing in this state a requirement and

makes

misdemeanor for any

a

it

person "who shall without first obtaining the necessary license therefor attempt by threats of suit or
other

means

either oral or in writing, to compel persons in this state
to purchase licenses for the rendition of musical numbers."

Colonial, Wheeling,
To Shea Enterprises
Wheeling,

Goes

W. Va.— The Shea The-

Enterprises, Inc., of New
York has taken over the Colonial
Theater here, formerly operated by
Laskey & Harris, the new ownership
atrical

become effective immediately.
The house will be closed temporarily for complete remodeling and reto

furnishing.

End 25-Year Ohio Ban

On

"Birth of

a Nation"

—

Cleveland The Ohio Censor Board
has given an "all clear" signal to
J. S. Jossey for the showing of "The
Birth of a Nation" in Ohio. The picture has been banned in this state

T
•
is

•

•

SIGH

session

in

on proverbial pins

T

Whenever a State Legislature
are
our solicitious movie gents and solicitors
and needles lest some goofy anti-pic statutes be adRelief

of

Dept.:

But the Tennessee State Legislature's biennial session con-

vocated

cluded on Saturday with an O. Henry twist
The boys'
affecting operation of movies
a resolution thanking Tony Sudekum, prexy
Co., for the loan of

the

No laws were passed
last act was to adopt
of Crescent Amusement

movies during the past 24 months

for

use

in

State Penitentiary!

T
•

»

.

the

title,

.

"Ministers in the Movies," he discloses how screen characand the treatment of religious
of clergymen

terizations

themes
point

is

are
clearly

handled under the

made

Production

The

Code

that filmland treats clergymen very fairly

Highlights of film news in the dailies hereabouts this week
were two articles in the Sunday New York Times
namely, Bosley Crowther's jottings in the Mag. Section anent

•

male stars as b.o. magnets
and Ted
"Logbook of a Newsreel Camera Man,"
on the recently-returned-from-the-Balkans-and-Middle-East John
Dored
who works for Paramount News under A. J. Richards
and W. P. Montague
the

ascendency

Strauss'

of

arresting

bit,

Allied Signs 2,000

Houses

To Play Sponsored Films
{Continued from Page 1)

Lose Strausberg Action
Minority stockholders' suit again
Strausberg, president
the Interboro Circuit, has tern
nated with a judgment for the d
fendant in a decision handed do\
by Justice Samuel H. Hofstadt<

Samuel

>

m

T

IN another fortnight or so
RKO Radio's promoto
tional forces will move down a few home office flights
new quarters on the 10th Floor.
• Francis Stuart Harmon,
assistant to Prexy Hays of MPPDA, has a very well-written
Under
article in the Feb. issue of "Church Management"

•

Interboro Stockholders

Vogel Picks Committee
For Greek

War

Relief

(Continued from Page 1)

New York County Supreme

Cou:

In its decision, the Court, in c
scribing the parties to the litig
tion, set forth that "we are deali:
here with a closed corporation who
few stockholders are shrewd a
suspicious business men who ga
no impression on the witness sta
of being either guileless or cred
lous. They met frequently and to
an active interest in the affairs
the corporation and whatever th
did or consented to was scrutiniz
carefully by counsel of their oi
choosing before action was takei

In summing up the case, the Coi
stated that "apparently, they we
satisfied with the result, but m
that the financial prospect of t
new corporation has become bright
due in g'reat part to the effort a
attention of Strausberg, they se

undo what they had previou
consented to and acquiesced in."

—

til

ii

to

a

Schaefer Will Remain

directors, the organization
pledged 1,800 theaters with the stipulation that the contract would not
become operative until 2,000 houses
Allied's

Association, has announced his Committee for the New York territory. At Studios Indefinitely
His district exhibitor co-chairmen
Eckhardt Heads Bookers Club
are: Buffalo, Vincent McFaul; Al- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI
Chicago Jack Eckhardt, of 20thIt is reported bany, Moe Silver; New Jersey, Don
had been obtained.
Hollywood
President George
Fox, is the new president of the Film
that the required number have been
Bookers Club, succeeding Harry signed and that National Screen has Jacocks; and New York City and Schaefer of RKO yesterday s
Brooklyn,
Harry
Brandt,
John
J.
nounced that his stay on the Coast
James of UA. Other officers chosen: several important pictures ready for
O'Connor and A. A. Hovell.
for an indefinite period. While he
Sam Traynor, Bailey Enterprises, distribution.
Other members are Sam Rinzler, he will take complete charge of t
Princeton, vice-president; Frank WilNational Allied, local units and Joseph Seider, Si Fabian, Irwin studio. J. J. Nolan will continue
liams, Warner Brothers Theaters,
Sam act as his assistant.
Whiteman,
Bob
secretary; Jack Wohl, Great States exhibitors, themselves, are expected Wheeler,
Fred Schwartz, LauTheaters, recording secretary; Jack to benefit financially from the hook- Strausberg
rence Bolognino, Gus Eyssell and Leo
Friedman, Capitol-Monogram Pic- up.
"Smith" Opening Thursday
Brecher.
tures, treasurer; and Al Raymer, In"Mr. and Mrs. Smith," RKO fil
diana-Illinois Theaters, sergeant at
Oscar A. Doob has been made
will open Thursday at the Mus
arms. Russell Hurt of the Alger
chairman of the publicity commitColumbia's "Th
Hall, following
Theater Circuit was chosen as down- Product in Chi.
tee, and Marvin Schenck, chairman
Thing Called Love" which open
state representative.
of the entertainment committee.
Thursday.
(Continued from Page 1)
The first meeting of the Commit- last
Disney's "Fantasia" expected to stay tee will be held today at the Hotel
"History of
indefinitely in the Loop Apollo, there Astor and plans will be made to
enroll every theater in the territory
are further first-run complications.
into the
to take part in the drive.
Operate in Bolivia
week-end a
Albany Over the
"Conquest"
Topping
"Blonde"
La
Paz, Bolivia (By Air Mail)
few members of the state legislaBen Cohen to Durban Post
Bolivia has a total of only 35 film
Warners' "Strawberry Blonde" is
ture received "An American's History
theaters, with seven located in this
New Haven Ben Cohen, former
The Tower of Babel,"
of Hollywood
topping "City For Conquest" preCountry's largest house
capital city.
an anti-film industry brochure sent
vious Cagney starrer and one of the manager of the College here and
Aggreis the 1,000-seat Ebro here.
purportedly
and
Hollywood
from
company's top money-makers, ac- for the past two years manager for
gate seating capacity of Bolivian film
edited by G. Allison Phelps.
cording to reports from the first six Loew's in Calcutta, India, has been
Hollywood suptheaters is 5,500.
Members who received the pamphkey city pre-release engagements. transferred by Loew's to Durban,
plies 90 per cent of the 536 features
let threw the document away, FILM
will have its South Africa. Before sailing, he and
for 25 years.

.i

—

»(

-

,

Extended Runs Jam
Loop

Wivood"
Ash Can

Only 35 Pix Houses

—

—

—

—

DAILY

learned.

"Strawberry Blonde"
New York premiere
York Strand Friday.

at

the

New

his wife are visiting the
parents in New Haven.

latter's

imported annually.

:,

:b

,

I,

I)
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lomand Arbitration
ase

Cuba Holds Up Films for German Legation;
Would Determine Effect on U. S. Relations

Names Majors
(Continued from Page

—

1)

ims that Edgewood now has a
day clearance over the Westway.
n addition to Durkee, distribu)rs accused in the complaint are
wentieth Century-Fox, Warner- Vi-

a:e

igraph, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
nited Artists.

Havana (By Air Mail)
Three packages containing moving picture films
consigned to the German legation in Cuba have been held at the Customs House
pending investigation, it is reported at the Ministry of the Treasury.
Customs
officials propose to open them to determine whether they contain propaganda
films which might harm relations between the U. S. and Cuba.
The German Minister has protested against the proposed inspection. Meanwhile, customs officials are awaiting a decision of the Ministry of the Treasury,
which has consulted the Ministry of State. The pictures were imported from
Germany via Santo Domingo.

and

r

gaming'

of the latter, one of the
in
the complaint
UA, no
aaftiakes the case unique.
arty to the New York consent deree, is outside the jurisdiction of
le arbitration setup.
vAttle

Three,''

Coast Studios Send Nine
Pix Before the

Cameras

(Continued from Page

eluding

(Continued from Page

1)

"Show Business,"

musical,
with Joan Merrill, Ann Miller, Allen
Matthews, attorney, preJ.
Jenkins, Rudy Vallee, the Three
ared the complaint for the WestStooges, Glen Gray's Casa Loma
'ay.
Band. Sidney Salkow directing the
The Durkee interests were also Irving Starr production;
"Chain
amed in the first arbitration de- Gang," melodrama, with John Litel
land to be filed under the provis- in the lead.
Chares Barton direct>ns of the New Yok consent decree, ing.
he plaintiff in the initial case was
At M-G-M
Five shooting, including "The
homas D. Goldberg, operating the Uniform," drama, starring Clark Gable and
Rosalind
Russell.
Hunt Stromberg production
Walbrook. Goldberg's chal>cal
Charles Brown directing.
Original story
mges the seven-day clearance en- with
by Hans Kafka, cameraman, William Daniels.
ryed by the Durkee Ambassador.
Paramount: Shooting eight, including "Little Miss Muffett," comedy-drama, with Anne
In his anti-trust action brought Shirley and Richard Denning with Catherine
Craig. Robert Siodmak directing and produci 1939, Homand sought to force the
er, Sol C. Siegel.
istributirs to reduce the 14-day
RKO Five shooting, including "Tom, Dick
learance granted to Durkee's nabe and Harry," comedy-drama, starring Ginger

Moms

:

State Unit of Allied
Established in Albany
1)

with John Gardner, Schenectady inAbout 20 exhibs.
die, as secretary.

were present, as was Sid Samuelson
of

the

Allied

Information Depart-

ment.

The meeting unanimously nominated an organizing committee, four
members being Abe Stone, Eagle
Theater, Albany; Max Cohen, Lido,
Brooklyn; Robert Goldblatt, Music
Hall, Tarrytown, and Leonard Rosenthal, Troy.
Two other members
will be nominated at a meeting in
Buffalo to be held in early March.
Affiliation was voted with national
Allied.
A temporary organization
was effected, with the stipulation
Rogers with George Murphy, Alan Marshal
and Burgess Meredith. Garson Kanin direct- that a state-wide convention of indie
Federal
Chestnut,
who ing, producer, Robert Sisk. Original screen- exhibs. be held by Oct. 15, when all
Judge
eard the case, ruled that Homand play by Paul Jarrico.
acts would be subject to ratification
At Republic
Four shooting, including or rejection.
ad failed to show a conspiracy in
The organizing com"Two-Gun Sheriff," Don "Red" Barry westestraint of trade or unreasonable
mittee has full authority to set a
ern, with Lynn Merrick in the feminine lead.
estraint of competition.
temporary scale of dues; adopt a
Producer-director, George Sherman.
temporary constitution and by-laws;
At 20th Century-Fox
Three shooting.
Decision held that Homand's alAt Universal: Eight shooting, including name committees, etc.
sgation of conspiacy was based on
:

I

:

:

:

rather meager circumstantial
ence," and the Court added:

evi-

"A 14-day clearance period is not
ncommon and there is nothing un-

"Hit the Road," comedy-drama, with Gladys
George. Barton MacLane, Bobs Watson, Bernard Punsley, Billy Halop. Huntz Hall, Gabriel Dell.
Producer, Ken Goldsmith, director,
Joe May "The Black Cat," mystery-comedy,
with Basil Rathbone, Hugh Herbert, Broderick
Crawford. Gale Sondergaard, Anne Gwynne,
Cecilia Loftus, Alan Ladd and Bela Lugosi.
Producer, Burt Kellv, director, Albert S.
;

Gov't Suit Stands

Against "Little 3"
(Continued from Page

by selling

1)

in blocks of five.

Frohlich
explained that Columbia was being
forced into that position by competition of other

companies and Govern-

ment prosecution of the

suit.

Frohlich will ask for a dismissal
of the Crescent circuit suit in Nashville this Friday, he said.
Claim No Triable Issue
At the outset of argument yesterday, Frohlich asked for a dismissal,
claiming that there was no longer
any charge of conspiracy or issue of
divorcement and that the opening
statements of Assistant Attorney
General Thurman W. Arnold and
Paul Williams, Special Assistant to
the Attorney General, made at the
start of the trial had disclosed no
triable
issue against the "Little
Three."
Frohlich did not press for a dismissal, contenting himself with renewing an application for this relief
which he had made prior to the filing
of the Government's supplemental
complaint. Judge Goddard then stated
that he had already passed on Columbia's motion and that he would
not reverse himself by dismissing
the complaint. The Court pointed
out that it did not consider the Government's request in the complaint
for divorcement a ground for dismissal, even though the theater-owning companies had been dropped as
defendants.

Benjamin Pepper, appearing for
and Universal, who argued at
more length, charged the Government with consenting to an illegal

UA

Savini to Pass on All
Contracts for "Outlaw'

plan for the sale of blocks-of-five,
claiming that the Government had
(Continued from Page 1)
abandoned divorcement, the one
lease.
Savini will divide his time thing that it claimed created a
Rogell.
Morgan's Aide;
between the 20th-Fox home office monopoly.
He argued that blockAt Warners: Eight shooting, including "The
booking had never been ruled illegal.
leiner on Shorts Adv.
Xurse's Secret," mystery, with Lee Patrick, and his own Astor Pictures Corp.
Hughes' first picture under the To compel the defendants to operate
Regis Toomey. Julia Bishop, Ann Edmonds.
Noel Smith directing. William Jacobs pro- deal is "The Outlaw."
Second is as under a system of blocks-of-five
(Continued from Page 1)
Original by Mary Roberts Rinehart.
ducer.
yet untitled.
would make them "the first victims
Morgan in the Southern division for Screenplay, Anthony Coldeway.
of this plan," Pepper declared, since
even years and has been with Parathey would be unable to compete with
aount for 11 years in the home of- Louis Israel, Akron Exhib., Greater
Helps the
"Big Five."
ice.
In Mass., But Not in Wis.
Reiner formerly was connected Files Arbitration
No Monopoly Complaint
?ith
M-G-M, Warner Bros, and
Robert L. Wright, special assistant
(Continued
from Page 1)
i Sonogram and until recently directSpringfield, Mass.
Increased em- to the Attorney General, represented the publicity for the Quiz Kids Ellet theaters, now under construc- ployment has upped business more ing the Government, in explaining
Radio program, resigning that post tion, claiming the present clear- than 20 per cent in all Springfield the complaint stated that the Gov»o join Paramount.
ance granted Rialto and Norka theaters so far this year.
Many ernment's case was not one of moon this season's product is unreason- theaters put out SRO signs last nopoly, and that the Government
~> arking Ordinance Blocks able, and that the tribunal declare week, although the "Ice Follies" conceded that the "Little Three,"
inoperative the present Norka and was also packing them in.
Co- singly or together, could not create
Project In
Rialto contracts with defendant dis- lumbia's "This Thing Called Love," a monopoly. Wright asserted that
tributors.
is in its fifth week at the Bijou, and the basis of the complaint was an
"Philadelphia Story" in its second attack upon illegal contracts which,
Youngstown, 0. Because of a
week at the Poli.
by restraining competition, violate
iroposed ordinance requiring large Mills Again
marking lots adjacent to theaters,
the anti-trust laws.
Varners has abandoned plans for Public Relations Setup
Milwaukee Despite the fact that
His complaint, he said,, aside from
recting a $100,000 theater on the
national defense contracts for Wis- charges of conspiracy, could be sus•Jorth Side at Youngstown, it is anmanufacturing
industries tained because it claimed that disAscap has dispensed with its pro- consin
tounced by Frank B. Savage, man- motional setup under A. P. Waxman, have provided jobs for 27,700 addi- criminatory clearance and block•ger of the Warner theater.
Ten- and henceforth public relations will tional persons and increased pay booking were invalid.
One distribants in two large apartment build- be
concentrated in Edwin Claude rolls $1,404,000 during the last six utor can violate the anti-trust laws
ngs which promoters planned to Mills under whose jurisdiction pub- months, local exhibitors have failed when dealing with one exhibitor if
•aze to make way for the theater licity activities were conducted prior as yet to realize any commensurate the contract entered into in any way
vere notified that they may remain. to the Ascap-BMI friction.
upturn in business.
suppresses competition.
sual in the

'

agreement."

Soodman

'jj

[eJl

Employment

Demand

—

;

WB

Youngstown

—

Heads Ascap

—

CONGRATULATIONS
The Judge

The

to

BEST

all

who

helped

make

TERRIFIC!

with Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney, Fay Holden,
Rutherford, Sara Haden, Ian Hunter,

Screen Play by Jane
and Kathryn Grayson
Murfln and Harry Ruskin 'Directed by George
B. Seitz
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
•

•

Milly

HITS!

PRIVATE SECRETARY

Just screened!
Just

Aunt

the

OF ALL THE HAPPY HARDY

ANDY HARDY'S

Ann

Secretary

~^>&*

//

wo

Two American

films, David 0. Selznick's "Rebecca" and "Intermezzo," released
through United Artists, have just been sold for Italian distribution, it was learned
This is the first break in the tacit agreement of U. S. distribs. not to sell to Italy since Jan. 1, 1939 when the Italian Government
sterday.
The films are said to have been sold to Renato Sechia for around $30,000 with distribution rights to run for five years.
ganized ENIC.

Pix Sold to Italy:

The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

NO.

L 79.

Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old
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HAY SETTLE INITIALJIRBITRATION CASE
'Meet John Doe" to Run in 2 Broadway Houses
)c

Top

Rivoli

t

»sts to

Engagements
and 51st Street;
Determine Terms
for

For probably the first time on
oadway, a film will get a dual
»rld premiere on a pop price, coniuous run policy at two theaters
len the Frank Capra-Bob Riskin
leet John Doe" opens early next
onth at the Rivoli and 51st St.
leater, formerly the Hollywood.
Grad Sears, Warners general sales
anager, announcing plans for the
opening yesterday, said the
ial
Ivoli is upping its b.o. scale for
(Continued on Page 3)

attle for

or

High Sites

FM-Tele

in N. Y.

Will Serve on 21 of the 31 Tribunals;

FM-tele

interests

in

New York

m

before trial of the
arbitration case filed under the

(Continued on Page 3)

Marcus Post at RKO

Discusses the Decree

Ken Thea.
Hollywood
president

of

who came

of

THE FILM DAILY

— George

J.

Schaefer,

RKO

Radio Pictures,
Hollywood several days

to
ago for an indefinite stay to assume
full charge of the studio, announced
yesterday that effective immediate-

(Continued on Page 3)

Weigh
Rates

Men

in

Uniform

Corp., Chi.,

Files Clearance
Chicago

—Ken Theater

Case
Corp.,

John

Landis, treasurer, filed complaint
with the Chicago arbitration board
against Paramount Pictures, Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 2)

Special Admission

for

Board of directors of Ascap met
yesterday and discussed the proposed consent decree as approved
by its special counsel, Lieut. -Gov.
Charles Poletti of New York, and
prepared by Thurman W. Arnold, assistant Attorney General, without
Another
reaching a
conclusion.
meeting is scheduled for 11 a.m.
today at which time it is expected

Minn. Measure Would Ban LaCrosse Anti-Trust Suit
Slot Machine Pix in Bars
Goes to Trial Before Jury

—

—

Minneapolis A bill which would
THE FILM DAILY
Madison, Wis. A Federal District
Washington A sub-commtitee on prohibit operation of dime-in-the- Court jury heard opening statements
odern motion picture theaters are commercial amusement of the De- slot movie machines in taverns and here yesterday in the La Crosse
the same legal category with the fense Council of the District of Co- other places licensed to sell hard
theater company's $1,475,000 damDera houses which flourished in lumbia will meet today to consider liquor or non-intoxicating malt bevage suit against Paramount Pictures
Jefferson

City,

Missouri

le

i

—

ber,

McDonough Assumes Ascap Board

(Continued on Page 2)

Mo. Decision of
Supreme Court that

first

were presented formally with new system prescribed for the motheir certificates at a brief ceretion picture industry by the consent
nation-wide panels of arbitrators mony in the AAA offices yesterday
decree in the New York_ equity suit
for the motion picture arbitration afternoon.
loomed yesterday as a possibility.
system were announced yesterday
Whitney, in addressing the arbiIt was learnsd that parties repreby C. V. Whitney, president of the trators, said that while the consent senting Thomas D. Goldberg, operaAmerican Arbitration Association. decree in the New York equity suit tor of the Walbrook Theater, BaltiPanels cover 27 of the 31 tribunals; provided for the appointment of a
more, who filed the case, and attorThe minimum of 10 arbitrators for each neys for 20th Century-Fox, Warner
others will be named later.
New York arbitrators, 53 in num(Continued on Page 6)
Bros, and the Durkee circuit named
in the complaints, were attempting
to reach an agreement on the clearMeets,
ance controversy which was the ba-

"battle" centers in mid-town ly,
J. R. McDonough, vice-president,
anhattan especially in the neigh- will assume the duties formerly held
)rhood of 42nd Street, as it is be- by Lee Marcus.
Marcus will serve

Missouri Theaters
lay Get Tax Exemption

York's 53 Arbi-

Settlement

Names of 428 business and professional men who will compose the

he

DO

New

trators Presented Certificates

West Coast Bureau

ty are staging an intensive struge to garner the best high sites
the mid-town area for the erecof FM-tele stations and studios,

Agreement Sought Before
Washington Hearings on
Walbrook Complaint Start

NAME 428 ARBITRATORS FOR FILMS

485

and later

is

Washington Bureau of

—

expected to have

(Continued on Page

(Continued on Page 3)

3)

Minnesota
the
Co..
(Continued on Page 2)

Distributing

(Continued on Page 3)

Census Finds 15,115 Theaters

AGMA

to Battle
Petrillo Decision

The American
Artists yesterday

Guild of Musical
notice of ap-

filed

the Court of Appeals from
the decision of the Appellate Division
of the New York Supreme Court
which dismissed the plaintiff's complaint in its suit to restrain James C.
Petrillo, as president of the American
Federation of Musicians, from ordering his men to refuse to work with
peal

to

AGMA

members.

$673,045,000 Volume of Business
Planning Greek

War

Aid

In All of U. S. Cities
Greek war relief midnight benefit
shows will be held in practically
S. city during the week
March 25 under arrangements
now being completed, it was an-

every U.

of

nounced yesterday. Committees are
working in 31 exchange centers to
(Continued on Page 2)

in

LeBaron's Unit Will
Get Para. Financing

1939

In a preliminary summary of the
16th U. S. Census, the Department of
Commerce's Bureau of Census yesterday reported that film theaters, including those using vaudeville, constitute 15,115 of the 44,917 places of
amusement in the country, or 33.7
per cent. In 1935, there were 12,024
film theaters.
Total volume of business of the
15,115 theaters during 1939 was
(Continued on Page~2fy _j

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood William LeBaron, who

—

down

steps

May

1

Paramount's

as

head, will continue at
the studio with his own indie unit
which will be financed by Paramount, it was learned definitely yes-

production

terday.

LeBaron variously has been reported talking deals with Metro and

J

United Artists.
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LONDON—

Marsoulan

A

town Manhattan shows that several
firms have rented space compara-

Sindi-

Calle del

NBC.

recentlv.

tively

course,

of

has used the Empire State Building
for several vears. Later rentals include. 500 Fifth Ave., to CBS: the
Chanin Bldg. at 42nd St. and Lexington Ave., to
444 Madison
Ave. to WOR, while the Daily News
is expected to use its own building
on East 42nd St.. provided the FCC

WMCA;

grants

FM

an

it

Metro-

license.

(Bloomingpolitan Television Co.
dale's department store) has space
CBS
available in the Hotel Pierre.

'ome time ago rented space in the
The Finch organiChrysler Bldg.
zation will probably operate from
in

the

building-

WHN

at

1819

and the
Both
Broadway.
Yankee Network plan to operate
from the Palisades Park in New

WNYC

will probably operJersey.
ate from near the Municipal Build-

FINANCIAL
(.Tuesday, Feb.

DuMont
ing in lower Manhattan.
has ouarters in a tall Madison Ave.

FM

Radio Broadcasting
building.
Co. has leased space at 70 Pine St.

18)

AMPP

Again Names

Freeman
West Coast Bur.,

1)

lieved the tall buildings in that section offer the best possibilities for
transmitting signals that will cover
large areas.
study of recent rentals in mid-

CITY— Marco- quarters

MEXICO

(12).

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Sites

—

as

Hollywood Y. Frank Freeman was
unanimously re-elected president of
Association of Motion Picture Producers for a
second time
at a meeting
board
of
of
directors
a s s o c

o

o

f

I

w

o

I

for

M

J.

f

i

a n n

v

i

i

x

,

J

c e

Work,

second v

Net
High

Low

Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)

Columbia

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind.

East.

Kodak

5

5

pfd.

7%

7%

1%

127'/8 127i/8 127'/8

do pfd.
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

315/g

31

31

Paramount

10%

10l/2

IOV2

pfd
2nd pfd
Pathe Film

96
IOV2

95y4

8%

83/8

3V4
6

31/4

31/4

5%

5%

Para.
Para.

1st

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
.

Warner
do

pfd.

Pict.

Univ.

Bros

+

Vs

Ascap Meets on Decree;
Will Confer Again Today

pfd

Picts.

Con.
Con.

Chg.

Close

lO'A

—
+

Vs
Vs

—

Vl

+
10V4
8% +

95%

...1391/2 139V4 1391/4
3
3

2%

(Continued from Page

—
—
+

V4
Vs
Vs

'A
Vs

pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3V2 s46
Para. B'way 3s55

Keith

104%

104i/4

104%

+

Va

1)

that definite decision will be reached.
While the proposed consent decree has not been signed, it was intimated in Washington that Arnold

would make such an announcement
tomorrow, but at the moment this
does not appear definite.
The Ascap board is believed to be
reading the decree closely, exploring every possible future interpretation both with a view to devising
ways and means of meeting the new
setup which would then prevail and
to work out methods of administration.

It was reported that the consent
decree calls for payment of a $24,NEW YORK CURB MARKET
000 fine, $5,000 for the Society and
8% 8% 8%
Vs $1,000 from each of the 19 individual
Technicolor
15-16 15-16 15-16 —1-16
Trans-Lux
6
6% 6
% defendants.
Universal Corp. vtc.
The League of New York Theaters yesterday demanded a share
Places Picture
of the royalties that music publishTheaters Total at 15.115
ers get for the use of songs from
musical comedies on the air.
Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4 s47 95!/2
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

95'/8

95%

....

—
—

Census

(Continued from Pane

1)

$673,045,000, or 67.4 per cent of the
amusement field's aggregate of $998,The 1935 film theater re079,000.
ceipts total was $508,196,000.
The film theaters together employed 125,684
persons, or 56.2 per cent of the average yearly
total employment of 223,729 in the amusement
Full-time employes numbered 103,industry.
Total number of em879; part-time, 21,805.
ployes in 1935 was 93,052.
Exhibition's showing in the matter of pay-

The total amusement
better.
still
was $225,481,000, with film theaters

Bill Offered to Take
Ascap-Radio Tiff to

FTC

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM 'DAILY

Y.

FRANK FREEMAN

c epresident; Fred W. Beetson, executive vice-president.
Present as representatives of studios which are members of associai

were: Harry Cohn, Mannix,
Freeman, J. R. McDonough, William
Goetz, Cliff Work, Walter Wanger,
H. M. Warner. Will H. Hays, Beetson,
Maurice
Benjamin,
George
Cohen,
George
Nasson,
Alfred
Wright, Jack Karp, Homer Mitchell,
Herbert Freston, and Mendel Silbertion

berg.

Planning Greek

may

soon find

its

way

to

the

Federal Trade Commission if a bill
introduced yesterday by Rep. Martin

J.

Kennedy. Democrat of

New

War

is

accounting for $131,583,000, or 58.4 per cent.
Full time employes received $124,165,000, part
Total 1935 payroll
time workers, $7,418,000.
was $102,804,000.

York,

The

is

bill

Eastern

district

exploi.

morning frcm Buffalo.
continue her p. a. tour in

player,

She

leaves

New

England.

RAMM,

E.

sales

Exchanges,

•

anil

this

Film

:
m

Friy

promotion manager*
Inc.,

leaves

for

Boa

tomorrow.

WILLIAM BOYD and his wife, GRACE BR).
LEY, are scheduled to sail tomorrow from os
Angeles on the America for New York.

Rep. Sets First Western
Quarterly Sales Meeting
THE FILM DA
Hollywood— Republic's first qu

West Coast Bureau of

terly general western sales meet
has been set for Feb. 27, 28 and
Four other meetings will be h<;
one in the South, one in the Midc
West, one in the East, and one
Canada.

j

I
,

LaCrosse Anti-Trust Suit

Goes to Trial Before Jurj
(Continued from Page 1)
up theaters for participation.
Continued from Page 1)
A two-minute trailer is being produced in Hollywood for free distri- Amusement
the
Co.,
Wellwo
bution to co-operating houses.
Theaters of Wisconsin, and disti)Joseph R. Vogel outlined his plans uting units of Twentieth CentuB
for Greek War Relief Week, Mar. Fox and United Artists. Judge PI
25-30, at a luncheon yesterday at ric Stone presides.
the Hotel Astor at which Adolph
Seeking triple damages unt
Zukor and Spyros P. Skouras were Clayton act, plaintiff charges
guests of honor.
fendants acted to monopolize ft
Present were: Gus Eyssell, Bob product in restraint of trade
Weitman, Marvin H. Schenck, Os- other acts allegedly resulting ;|
1
car A. Doob, Leo Brecher, Laurence losses.
S. Bolognino, Harold Rinzler, John
The La Crosse Company, an ini
J.
O'Connor, Daniel Seider, Irwin
pendent operating three houses B
Wheeler, Joseph Bernhard, Harry
Brandt,
Samuel Rosen, Fred J. La Crosse, is represented by Rob"t
A. Hess, Milwaukee; Eugene I
Schwartz, Irving Barry, Peter LevaSaunders, New York; Saul Coorl
thes, Jack Connolly, John Healy, P.
Milwaukee.
S. Harrison and A. P. Waxman.
Among attorneys for defenda*
Vogel announced receipt of pledges
of co-operation from the Loew, RKO, are F. W. R. Pride, New Yol
Warners, Paramount and National Joseph W. Finley, Louis Phillil
Theaters.
Others were given at New York; Harold Wilkie and Dad
the luncheon by the Radio City Mu- Beckwith, Madison.
sic Hall, the Brandt, Fabian, Brecher. Bolognino, Randforce, Casey and
Wheeler, Century and Prudential
sign

t

j

Circuits.

New

Make

Traveltalk Series

—

Hollywood .lames A. FitzPatrick
has been signed to a new contract
by M-G-M to produce 12 more Tech-

adopted.
provides that whenever nicolor Traveltalks.
He will conthe holders of music copyrights fail tinue his All-American series of
concentrating on the
to reach an agreement on the pub- Traveltalks
Eastern states, highlighting such
lic use of their product the dispute
there
reports
were
of
the
Census
The Bureau
shall go to mediation before the places of historical interest as Valunincorporated
proprietors
of
active
6,717
FTC which is empowered to fix a ley Forge, Gettysburg, Bunker Hill
businesses in the film theater division, an
and Independence Hall.
fair compensation.
increase of 713 since 1935.
rolls

payroll

ENGEL,

Aid

In All of U. S. Cities

Washington— The dispute between
Ascap and the broadcasting indus- FitzPatrick to
try

it

H

to

Equity

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am. Seat

from

WILKERSON, publisher of the
Reporter, returned to the Coast last

LOUIS

president;'
Cliff

the Sci.

in

night

SUSANNA FOSTER, Paramount

Edgar

r s t

last

R.

PHIL

second]

a

vacationing

arrived

for Warners, left yesterday for Provid
and Boston to set up campaigns in the
England territory on "Strawberry Blonde."

also re-elected

time:

is

man

were

officers

TOM CONNORS
WENDY BARRIE

n g

i

coins

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, RKO prexy, pies
from the Coast tonight for New York on
*
sonal business and will return to Hollyvjd
the first of next week by plane.

W.
wood

The

Monday.

and

1!

Coast.

f

ation

i

COmiM

Prexy

THE FILM DAILY

19,

—

Wednesday, February

19,
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May

"Meet John Doe"
In

2 B'way Houses
(Continued from Page

Arbitration Case
(Continued from Page

1)

nan of the Gary Cooper-Barbara
Stanwyck starrer, with the same
scale to prevail at the 51st St. house.
Top will be 99 cents.
Jlandling to be given the picture
ithe terms to be asked, it is unStood, both are largely dependent
u
upon the two Broadway test runs.

—

which Warners

is

selling

separately, is expected to bring top

percentage terms.

Broadway run nlans call for a
nieht premiere with the usual trimmings, including broadcasts from
While
the lobbies of both houses.
the invitation list for celebs, will
prevail, there will be no reserved
seats for the premiere, ticket sale
starting on noon of the opening day.
Premiere date will be determined
early next week, according to Sears.
Warners plan to launch the pix in
keys throughout the U. S. and Canada shortly
opening.

after

the

New York

T
*

•

©

that

offices

ship of

Eritish

was

T

received yes'day by Metro from

its

London

Leo (company's trade mark) has been requested by a
the line (no pun intended)
tor use as its battle

M-G-M,

symbol

•

WORD

School kids in

'tis

has

understood,

Oklahoma

roared

its

City last Saturday did their

approval.
bit

.

.

ior Britain

more pounds of scrap iron or steel to the
and Circle Theaters
to
barter for admish
Some 4,150 pounds were collected.
tickets
• Mrs. Lillian Lockwood, London-born owner of the Irvington Theater in Portland, Ore.
is devoting the entire gross receipts of her theater one day each
On the initial "British" night
week
to British war relief
"Shipyard Sally," "London Can Take It,"
three pix were shown:
Co-operating on these special nights
and "Goodbye, Mr. Chips"
is the Associated British Societies.
• Arthur Knorr. mogul of the
Roxy Theater's stage show dept., has two water colors in the American
at the American Fine Arts
Water Color Society's current exhibition
Building in West 57th St.
each bringing
Warner, Plaza

Ritz.

five or

.

.

.

May Get Tax Exemption
(.Continued from Page 1)

far-reaching

effect

throughout the

State.

When

Louis County attempted
to impose a tax on four theaters,
the St. Louis Amusement Co. claimed exemption under an old statute,
dating back to 1885, relating to the
performances in opera houses. The
St. Louis County Circuit Court at
Clayton, Mo., ruled against the company several months ago but an appeal was taken
Supreme
to the
St.

SURVEY

Emerson Yorke Studio discloses that
in the U. S., Canada and Latin-Amerover 15,000,000 persons
ica
have viewed in 1940 the 762 prints of the one and twoin black and
reel theatrical, informative and industrial films

•

•

•

white and color
• Foundation Books,

by

produced

— local

by Yorke's organization
publishing house, will shortly re-

—

the Nat Falk-written-and-illustrated
from its presses
foreword of which was written
work on animated cartooris
lease

by a top industry expert, Paul Terry

Minn. Measure Would Ban Weigh Special Admission
Rates for Men in Uniform
Slot Machine Pix in Bars
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

the
question of
admitting
unierages (3.2 beer) was introduced in
formed soldiers, sailors and marines
The high court now reverses the the Minnesota House yesterday by to local theaters at special rates.
Circuit Court and directs it to en- Rep. Andrew Hayford of MinneapA. Julian Brylawski of Warner
ter a declaratory judgment grant- olis and William Huntala of VirBrothers will represent the film ining the company the tax exemption ginia.
dustry at the confab and explain
ban
mabill
would
the
it claimed under the 55-year old law.
Not only
the difficulties to be overcome in the
also
but
While the case at bar involves chines operated for revenue
plan.
prohibit
them from such
only the four houses of the St. Louis would
Ray H. Everett, chairman of the
Amusement Company in St. Louis places even when used for enter- sub-committee,
told
The Film
County the ruling of the Supreme tainment purposes without cost to Daily the plan definitely will not
The latter provision call for free admission.
Court is so sweeping in character the patrons.
He indiwas inserted, Hayford said, to pre- cated half-prices on certain desigit will be possible for all other mofrom
instaltavern
operator
vent
a
tion picture theaters in Missouri
nated nights might be found advisabout 300-400— not located in cit- ling a machine and then distribut- able.
He also expressed the view
with
which
to
chips
or
selling
ing
ies of first or second class to claim
that the service men admitted at
operate
it.
and obtain similar tax exemption.
special rates would be called upon
This provision of the bill would to pay the full tax rate demanded
not hit the showing of 16 mm. films by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Ken Thea. Corp., Chicago, in small projectors. Several places Complete industry co-operation is
in Minneapolis and St. Paul have
anticipated, with the proper safeFiles Case of Clearance
been using these as business get- guards to protect exhibitors.
ters, showing oldtime movies.
Court.

(Continued from Page 1)

RKO

Pictures,

Keith-Orpheum
west Corp., and

Kadio-Keith-Corp.,
Corp.,

RKO

Mid-

RKO Pictures Corp.,
claiming unreasonable clearance is
granted to the Shakespeare Theater,
'jof the Schoenstadt Circuit.

L'

Ken

Theater

also

wants

more

reasonable clearance over the Pix
Theater of the Schoenstadt Circuit.
Thirty days ai-e given the companies
-I to answer.

Carmen Theater

Injunction
Prevents Transfer of Bldg.

—

Detroit Circuit Judge Guy A.
Miller in a final injunction in the
Carmen Theater case restrains the
builders from transferring ownership of theater building for four
years in addition to denying their
own right to operate it.

setup.

R.

J.

McDonough Assumes

Lee Marcus Post

at

RKO

.

V
400 Missouri Theaters

1)

for the dispute.
Reports reaching the American Arbitration Association yesterday indicated that the
matter would be settled before it
would come up for arbitration.
Settlement of cases before reaching an arbitration board is not unusual, J. Noble Braden, executive
secretary, said yesterday.
The fact
that there is an established method
of settling' a complaint often influences both parties to agree before
a hearinar, it was said.
The Walbrook case was filed Feb.
6 and went down on the records as
Case No. 1 under the motion picture
sis

the

Picture,

Settle Initial

N. Y. Senate Bill Would
Outlaw Pinball Games

—

Albany
Sen. Pliny Williamson
yesterday introduced an amendment
to the Penal Law outlawing pinball
games and bagatelle machines; their
possession, rental and operation, etc.,
companion measure of Assemblyman Chris Lawrence's meas-

Bill is a

ure previously hoppered.

(Continued from Page 1)

as

associate

Donough who

producer under Mcwill continue to han-

as in the past, the corporation's
relations with independent produc-

dle,

ers.

Schaefer also announced that Dan
Winkler in charge of studio commitments will continue in his present capacity.
Winkler joined RKO
a year ago.

Schaefer's West Coast Stay

May Span Six-Week

Period

In taking complete charge of the
RKO studio, George Schaefer, president, will oversee the completion
of five pictures in work and five pictures in preparation. While Schaefer announced from the Coast yesterday that he would remain in Hollywood for an "indefinite period,"
home office executives indicated that

they

expected

York

in five or six

him

back
weeks.

New

in

THE FILM DAILY
— Although
no

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

official

statement has been issued regarding
status of Harry Edington, it is
believed he will continue at RKO as
an independent producer. There is
still a little less than a year remaining on his present contract.

"Hard-Boiled Canary's"
Dallas Bow Aids British

—

Dallas;
Para.'s "Hard-Boiled
ary" will have a reserved
Southern opening at the State
Auditorium here March 8, with

Canseat

Fair

BritRelief getting all proceeds.
Interstate is wiring the 3,800-seat
auditorium.
Allan Jones, Susanna

ish

War

Foster and Dolly Loehr will make
also attending a $10 per plate
dinner on March 7.
Dallas Symphony will play at the opening.

p.a.'s,

Allied to Re-elect Today
Chicago Van Nomikos will be reelected vice-president, Richard Sal-

111.

—

treasurer of Illinois Allied at
a meeting today at the Congress
Hotel.
Contract of Jack Kirsch,
prexy, has two more years to run.
kin,

ami/
'

Or>

eei

m
T

APRA
ISKIN

OHN OE

—

— —

—

;;

;;

;;;

<M
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Gamble Woodward

1)

the actual total will run between 20 and 40, depending on the
number of disputes occurring in the

city,

local

districts.

AAA.

Arbitration panels for the 27 territories, with arbitrators' occupations
and local addresses, follow:

NEW YORK
Johnfritz Achelis, pres., Commercial Factors
CoYp.. 2 Park Ave.; Prof. Willard E. Atkins,

chairman of Dept. of Economics, New York
University, Washington Square; Francis Bancroft, vice-pres., Pease & Elliman, Inc., real
estate, 660 Madison Ave.; Andre L. Benel,
vice-pres.,
director of exec,
committee of
Brown, Wheelock, Harris, Stevens, Inc.,
Huilding and Real Estate, 22 E. 40th St.;
James G. Blaine, pres.. Marine Midland Trust
Co., 120 Broadway; Wm. T. Bostwick, vice-

Manhattan Storage

80]

McLanahan, Merritt
St.

& Warehouse

Co.,
Seventh Ave.; Robert R. Bruce, attorney,

pres.,

&

Buechner,

Robert

;

Ingraham, 40 Wall
Wainwright,

broker,

&

Willetts, 52 Wall St. ; Frederick R.
Luce
Smith
Cantzlaar, secy, and treas., Binney
Co., Accounting and Financial, 41 E. 42nd
Peter Cavanaugh, attorney, 49
St.
Wall St. Julius Henry Cohen, general counsel, N. Y. State Chamber of Commerce, 111
8th Ave. ; also
Roscoe S. Conkling, attorney, Natl. Food,
Drugs, and Cosmetics, Board of Trade, 50

&

Wm.

;

;

E. 42nd St. ; Robert Emmet Connolley, attorney, 36 W. 44th St.; Edward F. Darrell,
Ayer & Son,
advertising exec, N.
Inc., 30 Rockefeller Plaza; W. Palmer Dixon,
Co., 61
broker, Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades

W

Jr.,

&

Broadway; Guy Emerson, vice-pres., Bankers
Trust Co., 16 Wall St. George H. Engelhard,
;

Engelhard, Pitcher & Amann, 70
Pine St.; Benedict Erstein, pres., Erst Co.,
Paul L. Fitzpatrick,
Inc., 349 E. 49th St.
director of Policy and Sales Development,
General Motors Corp., 1775 Broadway; Osmond K. Fraenkel, attorney, Goldsmith, Jackson & Brock, 76 Beaver St. Henry J. Fuller,
director, Savage Arms Co., Lincoln Bldg., 60
E. 42nd St. and 40 Wall St.; Roswell L.
attorney,
Cravath, de Gersdorff,
Gilpatric,
Swaine & Wood, 15 Broad St.; Jules Glaenzer, vice-pres., Cartier, Inc., Jewelers, 653 5th
Ave.
also
I. Edwin Goldwasser, vice-pres., Commercial
Factors Corp., 2 Park Ave. Wm. J. Graham,
vice-pres. and director, Equitable Life Assurance Society of U. S., 393 7th Ave.
Daniel H. Haynes, vice-pres. and director,
attorney,

;

;

;

;

American Machine

& Foundry

511

Co.,

5th

Marshall Kempner, broker, Heidelbach, Ickelheimer & Co., 49 Wall St.; Milton P. Kupfer, attorney, Kupfer, Silberfeld,
Warren
Nathan & Danziger, 29 Broadway
Leslie, pres., director and chairman of Board
of Jamaica Water Supply Co., 161-20 89th
Ave.; Warren Leslie, Jr., attorney, 110 E.
42nd St. John T. McGovern, general counsel,
Photo Engravers Board of Trade of
N. Y. C, 60 E. 42nd St.; Thomas S. McLane, pres., Skidmore Coal Co., director,
Douglas Gibbons & Co., 580 5th Ave.; Joseph
Mayper, chairman and counsel, Trans-Atlantic
Morris
Passenger Conference, 80 Broad St.
Ave.

;

and

Will Harston, Inc.,
120
Broadway;

treas.,

— Broker-Pershing

Co.,

also
C.

Frank Crawford, ex-pres.. New York
Master Printers Assn., 415 Washington Ave.,

Bklyn.
Eli
Whitney Debevoise, attorney,
20 Exchange Place; Roy Dickinson, president,
Printers Ink Magazine, 185 Madison Ave.;
Lucius R. Eastman, Jr., importers, Hills Bros.,
110 Washington St.; James P. Gifford, law
professor, Columbia University, Morningside
Heights; John Raiss, broker, 52 Wall St.;
J. Raymond Tiffany, general counsel to Interstate Sanitation Commission, 25 W. 43rd St.

S.

;

;

John K. Watson, attorney, 61 Broadway.

ATLANTA
R.

G.

Martin,

Inc.,

61

Pryor

credit

St.,
officer.

mgr.,

N.E.

;

Tripod Paint,

James C.

Shelor,

trust
Trust Co. of Georgia,
Trust Co. of Georgia Bldg.; Dr. Harvey W.
Cox, pres., Emory Univ. A. W. Heden, district
mgr, Sinclair Refining Co., 573 W.
Peachtree St. ; E. L. Stanley, credit mgr.,
Noland Co., 270 Garnett St.; Harold T.
Patterson, lawyer, First National Bank Bldg.
Frank Wilson, member City Council of Atlanta, 35 Marietta St.; Granger Hansell, attorney, Trust Co. of Georgia Bldg. ; Allan
VVatkins, lawyer, 1025 C. & S. Bank Bldg.;
V. J. Booth, vice-pres., Moore, Inc.; Leonard
Haas, lawyer, 601 Haas-Howell Bldg.

senior

;

BOSTON
CPA,

40 Broad St.; Raymond
P. Baldwin, lawyer, 1 Federal St. ; Daniel
Bloomfield, mgr.
Retail Trade Board, 80
Federal St.; E. G. Boutelle, CPA, 80 Federal
St.; Prof. Arthur L. Brown, lawyer, Boston
U. Law School; Ralph R. Brewster, CPA.,
110 State St.; John A. Daly, 209 Washington
St. ;
William Hitchcock, attorney, 73 Tremont Building; Walter Humphreys, secy.,
Natl. Assn. of Wool Mfrs., 80 Federal St.;
Reuben Lurie, lawyer, 85 Devonshire St.;
Arthur Rogow, mgr., Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
Roy F. Williams, editor, "Industry," Park
Square Building.
C. N. Angell,

;

BUFFALO
E. Barrett, attorney, 1315 Liberty Bank Bldg.;
Lincoln W. Beale, exec, vice-pres., Tiernon
& Co., 501 Ch. of Comm. Bldg.; Joseph M.
Boehm, gen. constructor; Boehm Bros., 245-

261 Colorado Ave.
Donald D. Bradley, pres.,
Rolls
Chemical Co., Inc., Ellicott Square
Bldg.
Charles H. Everitt, general contractor,
E. H. Everitt, Inc., 295 Auburn Ave. ; Joseph
E. Fronczsak, architect, Fronczsak & Whitman, 17 Court St. Bldg.; Philip Halpern,
lawyer, Prudential Bldg.
Edward W. Hamilton, lawyer, 508 Walbridge Bldg. ; Norman
;

;

;

Lenahan,

secy. -treas.,

Sons, Inc., 283 Perry St.

;

Frank Lenahan &
Philip W. Ransom,

Court St.; Thomas J. Reese, pres.,
International Printing Ink Corp., 559 Ellicott
St. ; Nathan Rovner, lawyer, Liberty Bank
realtor, 17

Bldg.
also
Merrill
E.

attorney,

51

Chambers

St.;

also

Maj. B. H. Namm, pres., Namm Department Store, 452 Fulton St., Brooklyn; James
A. O'Gorman, Jr., attorney, O'Gorman, Brophy, Roepe & Ring, 522 Sth Ave.; John C.

Pemberton, attorney, 36

W.

44th

St.

;

Lionel

S. Popkin, attorney, Hess, Mela & Popkin,
George A. Spiegelberg, broker,
20 Pine St.
McCauley, Spiegelberg, Davis & Gallagher,
;

Francis Adams Truslow, atMorgan & Lockwood, 44 Wall St.
William T. Van Atten, vice-pres., Dun &

Pine

70

St.

;

torney,

Broadway; Hon. William H.
Wadhams, former Justice, City Court of N.
Y. C., former Judge of Court of General
Sessions, 530 5th Ave.; Frank L. Weil, atorney. Weil. Gotshal & Manges, 60 E. 42nd
Victor Weybright, managing editor, SurSt.
Bradstreet, 290

;

Skinner,

BuffaloCorp., 600 Electric

vice-pres.,

Niagara & Eastern Power
Bldg.; Weldon D. Smith, treas., Adam, Meldrum & Anderson Co., 400 Main St. Harris
;

N.

Snyder, secy. -treas., Buffalo Slag Co,
Federal Portland Cement Co., Inc., Ellicott
Square; Richard H. Templeton, attorney, 519
White Bldg.
Robert C. Van Amringe, attorney, 177 State St.; Howard L. Volgenau,
assistant secy.,
Buffalo Chamber of Commerce, Chamber of Commerce Bldg.; George
W. Wanamaker, attorney, Liberty Bank Bldg.;
Henry P. Werner, chairman of board, Best
Foods, Inc., 88 Lexington Ave., N. Y. City;
Regis O'Brien, attorney, Erie County Savings
Bank Bldg.; Professor Ernest Brown, University of Buffalo School of Law.
;

CHARLOTTE

vey Graphic Magazine, 112 E. 19th St.;

Wm.

M. Godard, Queens College;

J.

Life Ins. Co., Johnston Bldg.; Ernest
Beaty, professor, Davidson College; Francis
O. Clarkson, attorney, Charlotte Law Bldg.;
C. A. Cochran, attorney, Law Building; W.
D. Flintom, broker, Thomas & Howard Co.,
til S. College St.; B. B. Gossett, pres., Chadwick-Hoskins Co., mfrs. of cotton goods, S.
Johnston Blvd.; W. M. McLaurine, secy.,
American Cotton Mfrs. Assn., Liberty Life
Bldg.
Dr. Shelton Phelps, pres., Winthrop
College, Rock Hill, S. C.
T. W. Pritchard,
Pritchard Paint & Glass Co., 112 W. 5th St;
John D. Shaw, attorney, Law Bldg.; Frank
Tillotson, Carolina Business School, LibI).
F. L. Jackson, secy.-treas.,
erty Life Bldg.
Davidson College, Davidson, S. C. Ray Furr,
lantic

.1.

;

;

;

;

Winthrop College, Rock Hills, S.
prof.
Mc.V fume, attorney, Charlotte
E.

C.

Law

Denver

vice-pres.,

Dry Goods

;

St.

CINCINNATI

Walnut

St.

Sterling B. Cramer,, first viceThird Union Trust Co., 4th
P. T. Ellsworth, asst. professor
;

&

;

economics, University of Chicago
Frederick W. Garber, architect, 616 Walnut St.;
W. W. Hawett, prof, of economics, U. of Cincinnati; A. R. Jaqua, asst. editor; National
Underwriter; Bert H. Long, attorney, vicepres., Cincinnati Bar Assn., Atlas Bank Bldg.;
of

Barry Morey Sullivan, treas., Morey Merca
Co., p.o.
Box 5150 Terminal St.; L
C. Thomas, pres., Thomas-Hickerson M
Co.. 1000 East 18th Ave.

W.
Wood

Thomas H. Morrow,

attorney,

Judge

Common

Pleas Court, Hamilton County Court
Shaffer, executive, Waite,
Schindel & Bayless, 1318 Union Central Bldg.;
Lawrence J. Smith, attorney, 1015 Provident

House;

Herbert

&

Bank, 7th
Vine Sts. ; Louis J. Strieker,
attorney, Union Trust Bldg. ; Alfred J. Fiedlander, executive, 313 Vine St.

CLEVELAND
A.

C.

U.

serve

Arbuthnot, professor, Western RePercy Brown, resident partner,

;

& Weeks,

1040 Union Commerce
Bldg.
Charles M. Buss, law, Niman Buss,
1010 Leader Bldg.; Hon. Dan B. Cull, executive, Cull & Fuller, 1044 Hanna Bldg.;

Hornblower
;

W. W. Dawson, prof, of law, Western
Reserve U. Law School
Prof. Walter T.
Prof.

;

Dunmore, dean, law school Western Reserve
R. Fairgrieve, attorney, Scott &
Fairgrieve,
1106 Standard Bldg.; W. A.
Goldsmith, president, Walter A. Goldsmith
Co., 1900 Superior Ave.; James H. Herron,
pres., James H. Herron Co., 1360 W. 3rd
St.; Ralph B. Hunter, The Equitable Assn.
Soc, asst. mgr., 900 Union Commerce Bldg.
Judge George Kerr, attorney, 700 Union Commerce Bldg.; John D. Marshall, attorney, 300
Engineers Bldg.
George Roudebush, Esq.,
attorney,
Seagrave Roudebush &
Snyder,
Adrion, 915 Williamson Bldg.; Prof. Earl
L. Shoup, prof, of Pol Science, Western Reserve U.; Birkett L. Williams, auto dealer,
4801 Euclid Ave.; Lewis Wintersute, CPA,
509 Terminal Tower; William B. Woods, attorney;
Woods & Japper, 1814 Terminal

U.

;

F. Austin, building construction,
Co., 4649 Humboldt Ave. ; Hon.

Wm.

;

man, supervising director of high schools,'
Broadway Hugh Ferry, sec. and treas., P
ard Motor Car Co., 1580 East Grand Bl
Samuel Fitzpatrick, export mgr., Fei
Motor Truck Exp. Autos., 3444 Three
Drive; Harry J. Fox, banker, Detroit 1
Co. John Lovett, sec. and genl. mgr., &
;

;

Manu Assn., 1001 National Bank Bl
McEvoy, attorney, 3266 Penol
Bldg.
H. L. Newman, vice-pres., Detroit
surance Agency, 510 Fisher Bldg.; H.
Robins, pres., H. M. Robins Co., 120 Af
son Ave.
Jerome G. Thomas, dept. hea
bus. adm., Wayne University, 457 P
Ave.; T. C. Hanson, prof., Univ. of
McNichols Rd. at Livernois; J. Lee B;
vice-pres., Detroit Convention and To
Bureau, 1005 Stroh Bldg.
igan

James

;

D

KANSAS CITY

DALLAS
J.

Abous,

B.

Jr.,

pres. of Natl. Bank of
of Commerce; Fred

Bank

A. Dewey, professor of law, Southern MethoLawrence H. Flock, prof, of bus.
dist U.
L. M. Jordan,
adm., Southern Methodist U.
general manager, Sears, Roebuck & Co., 1409
S.
Lamon St. L. W. Klingman, agency
mgr., Equitable Life Inc., 906 Tower Petroleum Bldg. Lewis W. MacNaughton, geologist, Continental Bldg.
Roy R. Ray, prof.
of
law, Southern Methodist Univ.; R. J.
Smith, executive, Braniff Airways, Love Field
C. H. Zachry, vice-pres., Burt Bldg., So. Union
Gas Co.
;

;

;

;

DENVER

George

I).
Begole, secy., Waldo-Begole,
1575 Monrose St.; James E. Cartwright,
Cartwright Realty Co., 1650 Glenarm
St.; Clem W. Collins, CPA, First National
Bank Bldg. C. E. Eddleblute, genl. agent,
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co., Patterson
Bldg.
Clarence Eynon, attorney, First Natl.
William W. Grant, attorney,
Bank Bldg.
Equitable Bldg.
Judge Geo. A. Luxford,
attorney, Symes Bldg.
Max D. Melville, atSamuel Priess, retorney, Equitable Bldg.
Charles M. Reed,
tired,
645 Madison St.
gen. mgr., Retail Credit Mens Assn., Denver
Charles A. Shinn,
N'ntional
Bank Bldg.

Inc.,
pres.,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

CPA,

Parry Barnes,

Lunsford, Barnes

21 W. 10th St.; Benjamin F. Boyer, dea
law, U. of Kansas City ; Wallace Brown, cl
man of Department of English, U. of Ka
Thornton Coake, banker, Colui
City ;
Natl. Bank, 10th & Grand Sts.; Poweli

Groner, pres., Kansas City Pub. Service
728 Delaware; Ernest E. Howard, bridge
signer, Howard, Needles & Tammen,
Baltimore Ave. ; Morton T. Jones, insura
R. B. Jones & Co., 301 W. 11th St.; J
F. Rhodes, attorney, 2500 Fidelity Bl
Henry M. Shugart, attorney, 410 Comm
Bldg.

LOS ANGELES
Stanley
St.

M. Arndt,

Herbert

;

lawyer,

Cameron,

458

railroad

State of Calif., California
Carpenter, asst. treas.,
J.

of
F.

Co.,
cett,

S. Sp
commis

State
Natl.

Bl>

Sui

147 N. Los Angeles St.; W. R. J
Investment Counsel, 634 S. Spring

Frank Gautier, executive, Consol Rock P
Co., 2730 S. Alameda St.; Prof. Morr
Handsaker, dept. of ecom. and sociology, C
dental College; Capt. Robert Henderson
Calif.
Assn. Newspapers, Security Bl
Shirley
St.;

E.

Meserve, attorney, 555

S. Flo
Title Insure
Pierce, pres., Mortuary,

Oscar Moss, CPA, 505

Bldg.;

Mark A.

Washington Blvd.; James M. Rust, 268
Lorraine
Blvd.
Maurice Saeta, atton

1

;

W. 8th; A. Carman Smith,
& Drum, Inc., 650 S. Grand
403

pres.,

Sr

Ave.;

I

Stalmaster, attorney, 608 S. Hill St.; W.
Stewart, exec, Globe Mills, 907 E. 3rd
C. J. Thorson, financial analyst and com
417 S. Hill St.; H. F. G. Pelsue, vice-pi
Graham Bros., Inc., 3425 Fowler Ave.;
G. Grimes, exec, Grimes Stassforth Stat
ery Co., 837 S. Spring St.

(

MEMPHIS

Tower.

Commerce, Natl.

W

W

M. Brucker, lawyer, 2850 Penobscot Bl
L. J. Carey, gen. counsel, 163 Madison A
Eugene A. Casaroll, pres.. Automobile/
pers, Inc., 9760 Van Dyke
Ivan E. ^

;

Hon.

De

Co.,

;

Jerome Clark, vice-pres., Union Central Life
Ins., 1514 Union Central Bldg.; Philip A.
Cohen, attorney, Cohen, Hurtig & Cohen,
6 E. 4th St.
pres., Fifth

Goods

;

DETROIT

;

Adams

Dry

Co.
John H. Singleton,
pres. and mgr., Crosta, Inc., 1830 Market

CHICAGO
William Bachrach, pres., Dearborn Co., 666
Lake Shore Drive. Samuel G. Clawson, attorney, 105 W. Adams St.; James Cunningham, executive, Peoples Gas Light & Coke
Co., 122 S. Michigan Ave.; Arthur J. Goldberg, attorney, 39 S. LaSalle St. ; Charles
Zane Henkle, vice-pres., Continental Illinois
Natl. Bank, 231 S. LaSalle St.; Adolph Kroch,
bookstore owner, Kroch's Bookstores, Inc.,
206 N. Michigan Ave.; Hayes McKinney, attorney, 105 W. Adams St.; William A. McSwain, attorney, 38 S. Dearborn St. Charles
P. Megan, ex-pres., Chicago Bar Assoc, 30
N. LaSalle St.; E. Milton Pashkow, attorney,
100 N. LaSalle St.; Benjamin Wham, pres.
elect of Illinois Bar Assn., 231 S. LaSalle
St.;
George K. Bowden, lawyer, 105 W.

;

Thomas W. Alexander, attorney, Independence Bldg.; Guy O. Bagwell, gen. agent, At-

;

Dean

Bldg.;

C. B. Miller, Duke Power Co.; Chas B. Ross,
Westbrook Ins. Agency, 413 S Tyron St.;
John M. Dunlap, principal, Piedmont Jr. High
School; E. A. Hilke, attorney, Johnston Bldg.;
John F. Watlington, Jr., Wachovia Bank &
Trust Co., 128 South Tryon St.

;

;

;

Moskowitz,

B.

1

Frank M. Barker, former pres.; Rotary
Club of Buffalo, 109 Ashland Ave.; William

J.

193

19,

York's Panel of Arbitrator,

;

Other speakers at yesterday's
ceremony were Paul Felix Warburg,
chairman of the administrative committee; Miss Frances Kellor, first
vice-president of the AAA; former
Judge Van Vechten Veeder, chairman of the appeals board, and J.
Noble Braden, executive secretary
of the

New

to

Wednesday, February
DAILY

E. R. Barrow, pres., Barrow-Agee Lab
tories, 123 South Front St.; Arthur C. Br
E. L. Bruce Co., Inc.
W. H. Jassi
vice-pres.,
Perkins Oil Co. ; Donelson
Lake, supervisor, Equitable Life Assura
Eugene Moore,
Society, Sterick Bldg.
trict mgr., U.
S. Rubber Co., 713 Lin
Ave.; Robert M. Nelson, attorney; Doddri
Nichols, vice-pres., Union Planters Natit
Bank, 69 Madison Ave.; Vance Alexan*
vice-pres., Union Planters National Bank
Trust Co.
;

;

MILWAUKEE

Dr. Henry L. Benzhaf, business mgr., H
quette U., 615 N. 11th St.; J. H. But
'
mgr., Standard Oil Co., 414 N. Michigan
Harry E. Christiansen, pres., General Lunj
Co., 757 N. Broadway; William Doll, pr
Wisconsin Bar Assn., 208 E. Wisconsin A<
Walter Dunlap, pres., Klau-Von Pieter
Dunlap Associates, Inc., 744 N. 4th
H. S. Garness, exec, mgr., Milwaukee A
of Credit Men, Milwaukee Gas Light
Doei
Bldg.
Ced Logan, credit mgr.
Shoe Co., South Milwaukee; Jeremiah
Journalism,
College
of
O'Sullivan, dean,
quette University; J. F. Pyle, dean, John*
Business Administration, im
College of
quette U.J Ray S. Shannon, credit
(Continued on Following Page)
I

;

;

K

m

;;
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(Continued from Preceding Page)
I 'eyenberg Shoe Manufacturing Co., 234 E.
leservoir Ave.; Carl B. Rix, member Board
* Governors, American Bar Association, Wells
uilding; Paul J. Stern, retired, 757 N. Broadway; Fred F. Stuckert, credit mgr., Hanson
[love Corp., 539 W. Wright St.; John S.
'albridge,

{

Jr.,

secy.-treas.,

Niedecken-WalSt.
John

Company, 767 N. Jefferson

idge

;

attorney, 213 W. Wisconsin Ave.;
homas P. Whelan. prof., Marquette U., 110
Wisconsin Ave.
H. O. Wolfe, attorney,
f'^'orth Water S. H. V. Zeidler, credit
Mueller Furnace Co., 2005 W.
L.
-"Soma J.Ave. ; Fred H. Zens, credit mgr.,
tandard Oil Co., 414 W. Michigan St.
'arner,

;

_*

MINNEAPOLIS
L. Anderson, attorney, 2681 First
Bank Bldg. ; M. D. Chandler, viceNorthwestern Natl. Bank & Trust Co.,
fth & Marquette Ave.; Hiram A. Douglas,
J res.. Citizens Morris Plan, 710 Marquette
\ ve. Lloyd Hale, vice-pres. and sales mgr.,
:{. H. Tennant Co., 2530 N. 2nd St.; J. D.
"j (oltzermann, pres., Holtzermann's Antiques
mporting, 415-429 Cedar Ave.; George W.
rwin, mgr., Air Reduction Sales Co., 327-25
"J
"
E.
Arnett W. Leslie, pres., John
,ve.
S.
Ellis B.
t.eslie Paper Co., 301 S. 5th St.

\

Lewis

Jj atl.

''res..

;

"

;

;

-''

f

outhworth, exec, vice-pres., Title Ins. Co. of
New York Life Bldg.; Oscar C.
[inn..

&

trand. Strand
irthur J. Walker,

Roe, 1010 Foshay Tower;

Farnham Stationery
104 Lumber Exch. Bldg.

pres.,

School Supply Co.,

DES MOINES
Adams,

D.

Join,

secy..

genl.

Chamber

of

immerce, Savery Hotel; John E. Bemis,
Tfccountant. Insurance Exch. Bldg.; C. A.
Hand, superintendent of production, Iowa
'ower & Light Co., 106 S. E. 1st St.; E. S.
ioudinot.
engineer, 3438 University Ave.;
)onald Evans, attorney, Equitable Bldg.
A.
Heggen, genl. mgr., Des Moines Co-opera'

;

\".

Dairy Percy Hoak. pres., Wheeler LumBridge & Supply Co.; B. F. Kauffman,
Bankers Trust Co., 6th & Locust St.
Mackamanq, attorney. Register &
\ H.
Tribune Bldg.
Dale L. Maffit, mgr., Des
iloines Municipal Water Co., 10th & Locust
its.; Elmer E. Miller, secy., Des Moines Bldg.
Loan Assn., 411 Sixth Ave.; Harry E.
i
Russell, pres.. Office Equipment Co., 416-18'9 W. 10th St.; Harold B. West, pres., O. B.
.Vest Co., 216 W. Court Ave.; R. H. Young,
Fitch Co., (Mfg. Chemists)
ecy., F. W.
Vlartin
Tollefson.
dean, Drake University
ive

'.

;

ier

'res..

;

';•

-

(

-aw

School.

NEW ORLEANS
Brossman,
fulane U.
George
Paul

College

dean,

of

Law,

J. Woodruff, Seaboard Ref.
907 Baronne Bldg.
Joseph
Callande, exec. Southern Pacific R. R. Lines,
Mil
Pan American Bldg. R. C. Lloyd, ex'cutive, 611 Cotton Exchange PI.; Harry A.
Mitchell,
prof,
of
marketing, Tulane U.
iugene A. Nabors, prof, law school. Tulane
IT.;
Wm. A. West, Jr.. attorney, Maritime
31dg.
Marvin J. Barloon, asst. prof, of
-conomics, Tulane U.
Robert L. Simpson,
ires.,
C. T. Patterson & Co., Ltd., 800 S.
Peters St.
Sumter D. Marks, attorney, Spenc•r.
Phelps, Dunbar & Marks, United Fruit
;

To.,

executive,

;

;

:

attorney,

Loucks.

First

;

;

Ruilding.

:

.

;

'

U.

B.

of

Bldg.
Dr. C. F. Daily, asst. prof.
economics, U. of Oklahoma, Norman,
Okla.
Carl Dalbey, vice-pres., Okla. City
Hardware Co., Okla. Wholesale, Credit Men's
Assn.
Dr. Cortez Ewing. prof, of Govt., dir.
if sch.
of citizenship and public affairs, U.
if Okla..
Norman, Okla.; T. B. Hendrick,
«ecy., Collins-Dietz-Morris,
Box 1617; Prof.
George A. Hoke, assoc. prof, of economics
Co'lege of Bus. Adm.. U. of Okla., Norman,
Okla.; James S. Twyford. Twyford & Smith,
505 Tradesmens Natl.
Aaron
Bank Bldg.
M. Weitzenhoffer, pres., Davon Oil Co., P. O.
Colcord

;

if

;

;

:

I

I

;

jiBox 1586.

OMAHA

Natl. Bank Bldg.
Matthews, attorney, Insurance Bldg.; Henry C.
Moeller, CPA, Omaha National Bank Bldg.;
George W. Pratt, attorney, Omaha National
Bank Bldg. Walter F. Sprengel, credit mgr.,
Paxton & Gallagher Co., 9th & Jones Sts.;
Samuel L. Wintess. attorney, 4811 1/2 S.
24th St.
;

;

PHILADELPHIA
John R. Abersold, Wharton School of FinJ. N. Aitken, Jr., CPA,
John Lord Butler, sales promotion counselor. Packard Bldg; Robert J.
Callaghan, attorney, 1500 Walnut St.; Bernard
F. Cataldo, business law dept., Wharton Sch.
of Finance; Roland J. Christy. CPA, 2340
Lincoln Liberty Bldg.
Frederick N. Curley,
finance dept., Wharton Sch. of Finance; Paul
T. Furnas, treas., Sandura Co., Finance Bldg.;
Tohn H. Haire, CPA, 123 So Broad St.;
ance, Univ. of Penn.

Packard Bldg.

J

;

.

;

;

W

r
Hart, CPA, 1616 Walnut St, also—
Clarence Kaeber, pres.. Electrical Credit
Assn.. 19th & Allegheny Ave.; J. Cyril McGarrigle. CPA. Packard Bldg.; Dr. Ernest
Minor Patterson, prof, of economics, U. of
Penn.; Fayette R. Plumb, pres., Fayette R.
Plumb. Inc.. 4837 James St; Calvin H. Rankin,
accounting dept., Wharton Sch. of Finance;
Charles C. Rohlfing, prof, of political science,
U. of Penn. Rupert C. Schaeffer, Jr., lawyer,
instructor of business law, Wharton Sch. of
Finance; Smith Simpson. Wharton Sch. of
Finance. U. of Penn.; Francis Small, CPA,
2616 Girard Trust Bldg.; A. E. Southgate,
exec, in Phila. and Reading Coal & Iron Co.,

Edwin

;

Bank Bldg.; Bernard F. Musser, attorney, 507 torney. Boatmen's Bank Bldg., 314 N. BroadUtah Oil Bldg. Henry J. Plumhof, retired rail- way.
road man, 1351 Normandy Circle; Ivor Sharp,
FRANCISCO
KSL (Radio Service Corp. of Utah), Union
P. M. Downing, Pacific Gas & Electric Co.,
Pacific Bldg.
Wendell M. Smoot, asst. vice245 Market St., S.F.
William Fisher, impres., Utah State Natl. Bank, 102 S. Main St.;
;

SAN

;

;

Wright, retired. Highland Drive
Lane; Albert Bowen, 47 E. S.
Lincoln G. Kelley, pres., Lincoln

Clarence E.
& Walker's

Temple

St.;

Kelley Co., CPA, Walker Bank Bldg.;
Lawrence H. Pierce, pres., Utah Society of
CPA's. Peat. Marwick Mitchell & Co., Continental Bank Bldg.; F. Henri Henriod, atG.

torney.

Continental

Bank

;

.

;

—

Reading Terminal; also

A. E. Southgate. exec, in Phila. and Reading
Coal & Iron Co., Reading Terminal; H. Eugene
Wheeler, treas., N. W. Aver & Son. Inc., 210
W. Washington St. W. A. Wiedersheim,
attorney, 2026 Land Title Bldg.; Edward W.
Wrieht, asst. prof, of accounting. U. of Penn.;
S. Morris Snvder. Jr., banker. Fidelity Phila.
Trust Bldg.; C. J. Dexter, 213 S. Broad St.;
A. N. Boyd, dir. of personnel, Phila. Electric
Co.. 9th & Chestnut Sts.; Clarence N. Callender, prof, of business law, U. of Penn.;
H. Robins, pres., American Pulley Co.,
J.
;

ST.

Bldg.

LOUIS

porter-exporter, 216 Pine St.; Robert B. Gay-

Gaylord & Gaylord, 1332 Russ
Bauer E. Kramer, attorney, Aiken,

lord, attorney,

Bldg.;

Kramer & Aiken, 1203 Central Bank Bldg.,
Oakland, Calif.; William P. Hubbard, attorney, 486 California St., 1018 Meher Bldg.;
Wallace E. Hyde, attorney, Crocker 1st Natl.
Bank Bldg.; Donovan 0. Peters, attorney,
Sherman & Peters, Mills Tower; Col. Robert
A. Roos, Roos Bros., Inc., Chain Dry Goods,

798 Market St.; Albert A. Rosenshine, atSt.;
:orney, 111 Sutter St.; Herbert S. Shuey, secBrooks, consulting civil engineer, 1501 treas., Morrill Co., Engineers, 343 Sansome
Mart Bldg.; J. S. Calfee, investments, 611 St.
Olive St., Railway Exch. Bldg.; J. LionD. C.
berger Davis, chairman of board. Security Natl.
William Gordon Buchanan, CPA and prof.
Bank Savings & Trust Co., 316 N. 5th St.;
Edwards
Victor Cullis, asst. secy., Mississippi Valley of bus. adm., Georgetown U.
J.
Trust Co., 506 Olive St.; Harry G. Erbs, Burroughs, Jr., attorney, Cummings & Stanley.
St.,
secy.-treas., Missouri Inst, of Accounting & 1626
N.W.; Brice Claget, attorney
Law, 711 St. Charles St.; James L. Ford, Jr., Southern Bldg. Robert F. Cogswell, attorney
Hibbs Bldg.; Sefton Darr, attorney, 1037
vice-pres.. First Natl. Bank, 323 N. Broadway;
Charles D. Drayton, attor
Benj. F. Frick. Jr., partner, Stix & Co., In- Woodward Bldg.
vestments, 509 Olive St. Thomas C. Henning, ney, 1001-15 St. N.W.; Dr. Alexander
attorney, Hennings. Green, Henry & Evans, Dye. doctor, 2500 Massachusetts Ave.; Nor
Charles M. Huttig, man B. Frost, attorney, Frost, Myers & Tow
Boatmen's Bank Bldg.
Francis W. Hill, attorney
pres., St. Louis Lumber Co.: Harold T. Jolley, ers, Hibbs Bldg.
Woodward Bldg. Henry S. Owens, accountant
vice-pres., Boatmen's Natl. Bank; also
M. McDonald, pres., McDonald Real '10 17th St.; Julius I. Peyser, attorney and
C.
Estate Co.. 823 Chestnut St., 2320 Marconi St.; banker, Investment Bldg.; Prof. H. F. Hard
John P. Meyer, pres., Northwestern Natl. Bank ng, assoc. prof, of public speaking, George
Washington U; Edgar Morris, 718 13th St
of St. Louis; Joseph A. McLain, dean, Washington Univ. Sch. of Law, Lindell & Skinner; N.W.; E. Barrett Prettyman, attorney, 88S
Eugene J. Mudd, vice-pres., Mercantile-Com- Connecticut Ave. N.W.
merce Bank & Trust Co., 721 Locust St.; M.
H. Rcdemeyer. realtor, 408 Pine St.; B. G. 31umenthal
Para. Assoc. Prod.
Schackelford. educator, principal, Clark School,
FILM DAILY
Coast Bureau of
4515 Maryland Ave.; Ethal A. H. Shepley,
Hollywood
Richard Blumenthal,
attornev. 319 N. 4th St.; William H. Stead,
dean, Sch. of Bus. & Public Admn., Wash. assistant to Producer Arthur HornU., Washington U. Lindell & Skinter. W.
an assoblow, Jr., has been
Stuart Simington. pres., Emerson Electric Co.,
1824 Washington Ave.; Kenneth Teasdale, at- ciate producer at Paramount.

Fred Y. Armstrong, attorney, 705 Olive

R.

S.

WASHINGTON,

;

K

;

;

V

;

;

;

;

a

Wet

THE

—

made

4200 Wissahickon Ave.

PITTSBURGH
Charles F. C. Arensberg, atty., Patterson,
Crawford, Arensberg & Dun, 1404 First Natl.
Bk. Bldg.; W. C. Arther, pres., chairman of
hoard. Pittsburgh Academy, Pittsburgh, Academy, Pittsburgh. Pa.; Horace F. Baker, attorney,
1128 Union Trust Bldg.; Jacob J.
Blair, asst. prof, of economics. Univ. of Pittsburgh. Res.: 765 Gynsy L?ne. Lebanon; Glen
LT Cleeton. head of dept. of printing, Carnegie
Inst,
of
Technoloev;
Henry Ernest Cole.
Allegheny County Sabbath School assn., 714
Investment Bldg. Dr. Tames H. Greene. Cham-

**&

.

;

Chamber of Commerce
attorney, Oliver Bldg.: A.
treas.,
B. Scaife & Sons,

of Commerce,
Thomas N. Griggs,

ber

Wm.

Murray,
Oakmont, Pa.
V.

PORTLAND
Abraham Asher, attorney. Corbett Bldg.
Ormond R. Bean. comm. of public utilities,
Oreeon Bldg.: Rupert R. Bullivant, attorney.
Pacific Bldg. Joseph K. Carson, attorney. Yeon

V

**rO
*»~

;

Thomas K. Carstensen, CPA, Pittock
Philip Chipman, attornev, Yeon Bldg.:
Ralph A. Coan, attorney, Pittock Bldg., Roland
Davis, attorney. Porter Bldg.
Verne Dusenherry. attorney. Spalding Bldg.; Dr. Ronald
M. Erb, pres., U. of Oregon. Eugene, Oregon;
Honkins Jenkins, principal emeritus, Jefferson
High School. Lewis Bldg.; Irving Rand, attorney, Public Service Bide.
E D. Ross, pres..
The Irwin-Hodson Co.. 439 N. W. 15th Ave.;
Georee W. Schreffel, Oregon Mutual Life Inc.
To., Box 711; Richard Sherwood, mgr., Phoenix
Mutual Life Inc. Co., Public Service Bldg.;
Tames Gerald Swindells, attorney, Yeon Bide.
Charles A. Tomassene. insurance broker, Wilcox Bldg.; Harold Wendel. pres., Lipman,
Wolfe & Co., 5th & Washington; Elmo S.
White, attorney. Railway Exch. Bldg.
I. D.
Winslow, dis. mgr.. Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co., 730 S. W. Oak St.
;

V^*-"

:

m

|^

gfl

wp

u
The hero of "Wuth-

;

\

ering Hei §hts" and

SALT LAKE CITY

U

Thos.

H. M. Baldrige, attorney, Omaha National
Bank Bldg.; Thomas B. Coleman, Pittsburg
Hate Glass Co., 14th & Jones Sts. Gerald E.
Collins, attorney, 4838 S. 24th St.; D. P.
Hogan, Loyal Hotel; G. P. Horn, exec, mgr.,
Omaha Assn. of Credit Men, Sunderland
Bldg.
John W. Hughes, pres., Guarantee
Mutual Life, Insurance Co., 1805 Douglas
St.;
Harry E. Judd, CPA and attorney,
Omaha National Bank Bldg. E. F. Leary,
;

'-'

C.
Co.,

;

Adams, dean, school of bus.
Oklahoma. Norman Oklahoma;
R. J. Benzel, dir.. First Natl. Bank, 612 N. E.
16th St.; L. D. Callahan, mgr., Colcord-Osler,
Ramsey Tower & Commerce Exch. Bldgs.,
A.

Dr.

idm.,

"

Elton

Gilchrist
Francis P.

Rldg.
Rids.:

OKLAHOMA CITY
'.

;

John M.

Omaha

;

-

Bank Bldg.

Natl.

accountant,

;

.

I

—

;
;
:

A. Beal. dean. sch. of business,
Utah; H. M. Chamberlain, vice-pres.. Walker
Bank & Trust Co., Walker Bank Bldg.; Earl
T. Glade, vice-pres. and mgr.. KSL Radio Sta.,
Mark H. Greene,
Tribune-Telegram Bide.
of Utah; E. O. Howard,
prof, of business,
pres., Walker Bank & Trust Co., Walker Bank
Bldg.; Walter C. Hurd, attorney, 700 Utah
Savings & Trust Bldg.; Robert L. Judd, attorney; C. Vernon Langlois, attorney. 409
Boston Bldg.; Wm. J. Lowe, attorney. Walker

"

Rehecca"

is

the per-

of

U

;

ft

*j

feet lover for

That

Hamilton Woman.

INTELLIGENCE
IN MOTION PICTURE
ADVERTISING
by Kenneth Collins

C
Mr.

Publicity Director of

He

vertising.

New

Publisher of the

Collins, assistant to the

Macy's and Gimbel's and

is

author of

recognized as a noted authority on

is

*JOME

ten years ago,

York Times, was formerly

selling

because

I

had

was about
just

them pleasant
couldn't

I

the

eaten lunch

things.

make

and merchandising.

did a very rude thing.

I

motion picture advertising people, and
for the movies

many books on ad-

But

I

told

worst

1

Now,

Nearly every adult
of fact,

the play

it

is

not

series

of advertisements
to see

lets

particularly rude

is

them

It

tell

true.

watched mov-

I've

And in Twentieth Century-

a particularly

intelligent series.

the kind of copy that "sells the goods." In the case
tickets.

I

think this

campaign

TOBACCO

is

that

starts

TOBACCO ROAD

from the assumption

realize that at last

is

that

will

do

just that.

ROAD. As a mat-

but six states of the Union, so an advertising

that idea.

sells

and then

it,

me

to

United States has heard about the play
all

was

campaign about

now on

the screen.

most people

know

is

available in their favorite

circulation.

Twentieth Century- Fox

it

picture theatres.

Thus

the advertising problem

apparently realized

this

and

set

becomes

As an

advertising

man, I'm

dramatic nature of the layouts.

meet with tremendous

NEW

It

chiefly

one of

medium

out to get the greatest possible circulation, using every

the people in the metropolitan area that

will

is

I

For a number of years,

what

makes people buy

the kind that

in the

see

I

now necessary. The important thing

about the play, want

moving

it's

has been presented on stages in

itself

This

ROAD,

in the last analysis, intelligent advertising

of moving picture theatres,

ter

TOBACCO

thought the advertising

was then

thought

ing picture advertising with increasing admiration.

Fox's current campaign for

I

expense, and had been invited to

what

that talk today.

that

in the country.

at their

said

them

addressed a group of

I

TOBACCO ROAD

was coming

to the

Roxy

particularly gratified with the excellence of the photos

is

my

belief that the exhibitors

who

follow the

New

to tell

screen.

and the strong

York campaign

success.

YORK'S "TOBACCO ROAD" CAMPAIGN - INCLUDING THE ENTIRE
SERIES OF ROXY ADS WHICH MR. COLLINS LIKES SO MUCH - NOW AVAILABLE IN A SENSATIONAL 16-PAGE SHOWMANSHIP MANUAL WHICH IS THE
TALK OF THE TRADE! ASK FOR IT -AT YOUR 20TH CENTURY- FOX EXCHANGE!
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ARBITRATION CASE

LA. DRIVE-IN FILES

Ascap Members toOkay Consent Decree Tonight
Will
:

Become

Effective 90

Days After Court Accepts;
Claim No Effect on Films

Arbiter's Decision on U. K. Remittance Divvy
To Aftect Split of Coin from "Down Under"?
With

oral

hearings concluded by Prof. Milton Handler on the
all written briefs must be handed in
is expected to give a decision sometime next week after studying
other material this week-end.
It is possible but not probable
hearing may be called Monday. Seven majors are aligned in favor
allocation on a basis of gross billings, while Metro is asking that
arbitration

Raises Classification Issue; Regent of Brooklyn
Brings First N. Y. Action

allocation of English monetary remittances,

General meeting of Ascap's memwill be held at the Hotel
Astor tonight to ratify, as a matter
of form, a consent decree to termiGovernment's anti-trust
nate the
Ascap's
suit against the Society.
board at a special meeting yesterday
unanimously approved and authorized signature of the decree.
The decree is to become effective
bership

today. Handler

the briefs and
that a further
of making the

allocations be based on gross remittances.

Although there is no written or oral agreement that this decision shall have
any bearing on Australian or New Zealand remittances, it is expected that it
will have an effect on allocation of remittances from these two countries. The
same situation has existed there for the past year, with Metro and the seven
other majors in disagreement as to how the allocation should be based.

(Continued on Page 5)

1-2(

Admission Tax

Proposed for Iowa

—A

special one
Des Moines, la.
cent tax on all theater tickets up to
50 cents and two cents up to one
dollar will be sought in a series of
bills to be introduced in the Iowa

Exposed Films Lead

Three Zeidman Films

Pix Exports in 1940

For

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM 'DAILY

— Complete figures for

the year 1940 compiled by the Department of Commerce on motion
picture exports show exposed films
leading with a value of $4,035,493
lower House.
for 189,321,259 linear feet.
The bill alone is expected to raise
Other figures for the year were:
approximately $3,000,000 and, tdSensitized, not exposed, less than
gether with seven other special tax
one inch in width; positive, 12,630,measures, would raise $8,000,000
214 linear feet valued at $133,117 and
(Continued on Page 8)

UA

—

Meet Monday on Short

Wave Program

for S.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood B. F. Zeidman yester-

—

Salem, Ore.

—A

substantial

number

composers and publishers
grouped for the purpose of fixing fees
for
music
playing of copyrighted
would be a monopoly and a restraint
of trade under provisions of a bill in-

of authors,

troduced yesterday in the Oregon
State Senate. Measure is aimed primarily at Ascap.
It provides owners
of copyrighted music must file their
holdings with the Secretary of State.

The

filed.

drive-in theater case

was

filed

New

in
ner,

Orleans by Charles K. Woolpresident of the Modern The-

ater Corp., and names Paramount
as the sole defendant.
Woolner
charges that Paramount has refused
to sell him product, thereby causing a shortage of pictures.
The case is regarded as an inter(Continued on Page 3)

Proposed

Tax

S. C.

Would

—

Farnol Handling Eastern
Publicity for

Sam Goldwyn

tax exemptions. Present levy is 10
per cent.
With exemptions ended,
a yield of $100,000 is anticipated.
Another would amend the rate and
method of assessment in the tax

Lynn Farnol, former director of
publicity and advertising for United
Artists, has opened his own public
relations organization at 250 Park
Ave. Farnol will direct the Eastern
publicity activities for Samuel Goldwyn and will handle the campaign

upon motion picture theaters so as

(Continued on Page 5)

Columbia has not yet reached a
decision as to whether the company
will hold a single sales convention
or regional conclaves, it was stated

(Continued on Page 3)

Anti~Ascap Measure
In Oregon's Senate

had been

day branded as premature published
reports that he had completed a deal
Hit Theaters
with Hal Roach whereby he would
produce three pictures for United
Columbia, S. C. Changes in existArtists release under the Roach disZeidman admit- ing tax sources were recommended
tribution contract.
ted that negotiations are pending yesterday by a legislative sub-combut said no agreement had been mittee.
(Continued on Page 5)
One would eliminate all admission

A.

Lincoln, Neb. The luxury tax bill,
Heads of major company foreign
which includes a 10 per cent tax on
all theater admissions, comes up for publicity departments are scheduled
hearing in the Nebraska legislature to meet next Monday to consider
today.
plans for a film industry short wave
This
measure, submitted with radio program to South America.
(Continued on Page 5)
At a meeting of the department

terday by the American Arbitration
Association which also revealed that
the first case in the New York area

Thru Roach!

(Continued on Page 8)

Conduct Hearing Today
On Neb. 10% Tax Bill

First arbitration case involving a
drive-in theater was announced yes-

January Tax Collections Soar
$6,583,277; Compares With

1940*s $1,486,534

(Continued on Page 4)

Columbia

On

Still to

Decide

Sales Conclave Plans

yesterday by A. Montague, general
(Continued on Page 3)

THE FILM DAILY
Admission tax colWashington
lections for January show a sub-

Monogram Planning
Late March Meeting

stantial increase over the figures for
the same month of the previous
Republic's regional year, the Bureau of Internal ReveHollywood
dates for quarterly sales meetings nue reported yesterday. The Januwill be held as follows: Hollywood, ary collections, under spur of defense
Feb. 24 and 25, instead of 27, 28 levies, totaled $6,583,277.97 com-

annual sales convention of franchise
holders to late March in Hollywood.
Previous plans called for the parleys

Republic Announces Dates
For Regional Meetings
West Coast Bureau

—

of

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 5)

Monogram

plans

to

move up

to be held late in April.

its

I

"Ji*
Have

Select to
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THE

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I.
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue

LONDON—

PARIS—

Marsoulan

MEXICO CITY—Marco-

(12).

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Calle del

Sindi-

FINANCIAL
'..(Wednesday, Feb.

19

High

Low

Close

7%

73/4

73/4

-

Chg.
V4

Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2 %>

126'/2

do pfd.
Gen. Th. Eq

166
12

7%

Paramount
pfd
pfd

1st

2nd

ioy4

10%
951/2

10%

10%

ioy8

8

.

5%

.

139

pfd
Bros

Pict.

do pfd

38

53/4

- %

138

l'A

2%

2%

2%

531/2

531/2

531/2

%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F.
Loew's deb.

6s46

ref.

3%s46

Para. B'way 3s55
53
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4 s47 95
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 94

95
93

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

...

%

3/8

1%

3/8

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

1%

1%

Universal Corp. vtc...
Universal Picts

5%

5%

5%

Picts.

of Information.

to start

on his

first

picture which

scheduled for release on

May

1.

1

con-

Merrick-Alexander

"This Is England," short subject
to brought over recently by Harry Hop-

slated
is
of which, "City of
Missing Girls," has been delivered.
Stein, who is due shortly from London, will produce the remaining
three for the program.

make

six,

first

Kinsky Gets Cummings'
Tri-States District Post
Des Moines,

la.

— G.

Ralph Bran-

manager

kins,

President

envoy

to

Roosevelt's

district offices

Quebec Gov't

to

night for Detroit,

kee

to

LOWELL CALVERT

fa

yesterday

returned

Midwest.

the

CHRISTY WILBERT,

of the 20th-Fox explof
leaves New York today to \t
to 1

tion department,

Washington and Philadelphia
up campaigns on "Tobacco Road."

Pittsburgh,

EMERSON YORKE

ration for "This Is England."

yesterday

left

for

Bost

tomorrow from Ho-

arrives

wood.

Booth Measure Hearing
Called in Hartford Today
will

Milw"Tobacco Roa"

Indianapolis and

campaigns on

up

exploited

20th-Fox

last

OSCAR LEVANT

New Haven— Exhibitors

Coast.

the

Monday.

here

set

from

,

,

flew to the Coast last nij|

SOLOMON,

EDDIE

representative
Lisbon today

meet

spectively, will be on hand to lead
the discussion. Exhibs. will also sit
in on a hearing of a new bill licensing all persons operating a boiler or

JANE SEYMOUR

has arrived on the Coast.,

WENDY

is

BARRIE

MOSS HART

has

here for a vacation.

returned

from

Florida.!

CRACIE FIELDS
ber of
of

has arrived here after a nig
throughout the country on be If

p.a.'s

British

war

relief.

ARLINE JUDGE
OLIVER

is

UNGER,

at the

Pierre.

manager

sales

for

J.

I

Hoffberg, was in Boston yesterday for the opf
ing of "The Virgin Bride" and "School For rl»
bands," Hoffberg releases.

EMMA,
into
tour,

Paramount's

town yesterday
starting

snake

for

at the

a

wrigid
appear; e

starlet,

personal

Copacaban Club.

HAL HORNE and RICHARD CONDON
Chicago for the opening of "Fantasia."

1,000

Expected

ITOA Movie

Attend

to

Ball

arc*

March

I

requiring

Two bands and an array of stik
and screen stars are promised
thr guests of the ITOA's eighth :!
nual Movie Ball to be held at I
National Anthem Bill
Hotel Astor on March 1. Eli D;i
zig's orchestra and Zito and
Tabled by Mass. Solons
rhumba band will supply the mup
Approximately 1,000 persons
Boston It will not be necessary
annual eve
for theaters in Massachusetts to play expected to attend this
"The Star Spangled Banner" after Ballroom is to be decorated in a
each performance. The bill seeking triotic motif.
to make this mandatory has been
Yet
tabled in the Massachusetts legisla- "Fight for Life"
ture after motion picture interests Be Exhibited in Chicago

—Amendment

I

—

of the law
under 16 years of
age could be admitted to certain theaters, providing they are accompanied by an adult, was urged upon the
belief that the atprovincial government by a delega- expressed the
enforcement of this would
Chicago U. S. Film Service's I
tion from organized labor, which has tempted
mean merely confusion and disturb- Fight for Life," released by Colul
returned to the city from Quebec.

Montreal

so that children

May

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Associate Producer
Mark Hellinger has submitted his
resignation but as yet no action has
been taken on it by Warner executives. He has 18 months remainIt is
ing on his present contract.
understood Hellinger's action followed differences of opinion on
stories and production matters.

Hollywood

Hammons May Produce
Story

ances

in the

CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4
f

houses.

by

Nell

Shipman

Hershfield to be Emcee
At Columbian Club Party
Headed by Harrv Hershfield as
emcee, an array of Broadway talent
will entertain the Columbian Club
m embers and their friends, at its

VTJ

may yet be exhibited here.
Police Censor Board will have
special showing for City Counc
bia,

judicial committee chairman.
sor's ban thereafter may be

C<
lif

with the approval of Mayor Kell

eleventh formal dinner dance Saturday night in the grand ballroom of
the Waldorf-Astoria.
Among those who will appear are
Betty Hutton, of "Panama Hattie":

Radio Rogues of "Hellzapoppin"
and The Four Step Brothers, night
club dance team.

THE FILM
DAILY to

Crouch Joins Mike Todd

—

Crouch has resigned
E. W. Hammons is considering a as executive secretary of United
story by Nell Shipman as his first Theater Owners of Illinois and has
picture under ris new production been named publicity director for
plans. Title is "Tomorrow For Sale." Mike Todd's Oriental Theater.
Chicago

a raoKCTiCN boom— him sto"«gi
WAVICr
MJTBIIUTIOH
IICHANCt

returning

leaves

here

is

DAN FRANKEL

Edward Murrow, London
commentator for CBS does the nar-

Bond.
Lawrence C. Caplan and
supervised more than a Herman M. Levy, executive secretarscore of theaters operated by Tri- ies of Allied Theater Owners of ConStates in the western Iowa and necticut and Connecticut MPTO, re-

Nebraska territory.
Joe Kinsky, district manager for
Eastern Iowa, will be transferred
from Davenport to succeed Cummings.
H. A. Grove will succeed

British

yesterday.

of Tri-States at Hartford at a hearing on the
Theaters, announces Evert R. Cum- two-men-in-a-booth bill, unexpectedmings, district manager at Omaha ly called for 1:30 p.m. today befor Tri-States, had resigned after 12 fore the Judiciary Committee.
BeCummings will fore adjourning to the Capitol, the
years at the post.
take over active management of three theatermen will meet at luncheon for
theaters he recently purchased in discussion of the bill at the Hotel

ton, general

GELL,

TREM CARR

special

Great Britain, is to be released by Columbia it was announced

-i;6

—

N. Y. C. -

will be

WILLIAM

Monogram and Pathe,
Clipper for the U. S.

is

-1%
—
— % Hellinger Quits WB Post;
Pact Had 18 Months to Go
- %

Chi. Janitors Get New Contract
Chicago The Janitors' union has
signed a new contract with the theater owners, receiving a five per
cent wage increase this year and anNo
other five per cent next year.
change in hours or other working
conditions are involved.

1600 B'WAY,

Film

GOIM

and

—

53

53
95
93

Select distribution

Weigh
% Kid Admission Changes
i/s

31/4

40

53/4

1

British-made two-reeler, will be handled in this country by 20th-Fox, it

was learned yesterday. Film will be
distributed by the company without
any distribution charge and all proproduce ceeds will go to the British Bureau

'"%

8

31/4

40

40

COminG
61,"

from Daven- missioner.
% port to the Fort Theater in Rock
% Island where he has been manager.

11%
30%

95V2

31/4

$6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd

"Men Of The Lightship No.

was concluded Tuesday in New York. tributed by Eastman at cost and the
Fagan left yesterday for Hollywood lab. work will also be done at cost.

1% ern Iowa
l'/2

10%

8%

RKO
RKO

w

11%
303/4

British Shorts

engine in buildings and
Kinsky, with Grove moving the East- approval of boilers by Labor Com-

73/4

25V2 126
66
166

95 Vi

Pathe Film

Univ.

1

30%

Loew's, Inc
do pfd.
Para.
Para.

75/8
1

Take Two

Cummings

Net

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak

six features for

Y,

and Columbia

Oregon.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am. Seat

20th-Fox

A program of 15 features for the
1941-42 season was announced yesterday by Select Attractions, Inc.
Publisher
Product is to be produced by Myron
Manager C. Fagan, Merrick-Alexander Productions and Paul L. Stein.
Editor

::::::

BAHN

15 Pix;

Produce Six

10 Cents
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Pittsburgh
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BBB Asks

La. Drive-In Files

Bank Night's Ending
Pittsburgh

•

— Citing court decisions

Bank Night

holding

the Better Business Bureau has sent
letters to the 132 motion picture theater owners in Alleehenv County
ig them to abandon this practice
?
Itarily, statin? that Pittsburgh
\
is the only major citv in the state in

Bank Nis-ht type of theapromotion nrevails.
The Better Business Bureau con-

tends

of this lottery

that the continued operation
has had the effect of
encouraging' widespread promotion
of other tvpes of commercial lotteries, including Bineo, and that many
law-abiding
businessmen,
theater
owners and retailers have been
olaced at a competitive disadvantage
bv those who resort to il'eeal devices

tive of

sult of this condition is that the substitution of "chance" for "merit" in

modern merchandising has encouraged lower standards of business
ethics, as well as merchandise and
service, which are contrary to the

•

best interests of the public.

4

—

WilliamsDort. Pa. Order from the
of District Attorney Charles

office

S. Williams outlawed Bingo in Lycoming County.

.

Columbia

On

State

Still to Decide
Conclave Plans

(Continued from Page 1)
'sales manager, but that determination will be reached shortly.

When asked

Columbia would

if

in blocks-of-five, pending adjudication of the Government's action
sell

aeainst the so-called "Little Three,"
Montague said that his company has
had a definite selling policy in the
past: has one currently; and what
the future will bring forth he is unable to

prophesy.

He

expressed him-

as "sitting on the
carefully observing."
self

sidelines,

arrived

New

York

yesterday by plane from
Paramount's Coast studios
fresh from her screen debut in "Lady
Eve"
Already, love lyrics are being penned about her charms
this being the first instance of the native Manhattan language being

—

patronage and trade.
further claims that another re-

EMMA

•

effectively

It

'

W
•

•

ter

to attract

•

(Continued from Page

to he a lottery,

which the

*

Arbitration Case

in

used in verse

Emma

For example a couplet typically descrip-

"There was a

reads:

little goil
and she had a
happens to be a King Snake
Nothing
her has been seen around these diggin's for symmetry and gliding

coil"

little

like

for

Emma

although some

grace

The

our local beauty judges contended that

of

and lacks

she's too long-waisted

who has a

curator of reptilia hereabouts

and

snakes

when

this

official

will

even act as one

sweet member

of the

by Paramount

reception

at

of

S.

House

touch

deep, abiding affection for

Squamata family
the Copacabana Club,

is

tendered an

10 East 60th

St.

DURING Emma's

current New York stay
she
Waller and Herb Berg
acting
upon the executive order of Bob Gillham
The reception today
will be heavily attended by local news "hawks"
who will be
distracted from their natural prey by the presence of three pulchritudinous "Eves" of various sizes
The largest will be
arrayed in elephant leaves
the smallest in spinach leaves
the thinnest in banana leaves
while Lawrence Gould,
consultant psychologist, will attempt to prove via the trio of lovelies
"why Eve must be collective and of composite physical
lines; that this fact may be found in the great variety of women
taken to wife by American men"
Between this lecture, and
the problem of etiquette involved (how to shake hands with a
hostess like Emma)
plus the unique hospitality and beverages a la Monte Proser (Copacabana Club's proprietor)
the
than that of
position of Emma should be far less horizontal

•

•

e

will be chaperoned

Tom

by

the guests

T

V

•

THERE being no performance of
the footlight
Road" on a Monday night

•

•

the stage play

"Tobacco

on Feb. 24 to
Roger (20th-Fox) Ferri avers that some four male stars who
will be present
have played "Jeeter" Lester in various companies
'mong others at the shadow version.
• Alfred Hitchcock's "Reopus

Dunn

(Rivoli),

and now

his

.

"Foreign Correspondent" the Casa
"Mr. and Mrs. Smith,"

the latest Hitchy coup,

it

'it

will revert to the

Music Hall commencing today

Neilsons'

Saturday night sport

knotting on the

proud

"Doe" Availability
Prime Exhib. Query
Exhib. inquiries on

the availability

Capra- Riskin "Meet John
Doe" have inundated the Warner
sales department, it was said yesterday by Grad Sears. Total as of last
night stood at 649, which the home
office called a record. Scores of exof

favorite

the

of

Jack Level

bib at that Spanish

versatility

who

is

current Sportsmen's

ligurin'

show

—Neilson

geese

reported

stemmed from

that
a

quests from fans.

their

inquiries

similar flow of re-

Exhib.

interest

in

availability is made the more noteworthy by the fact that there have
been no trade showings for exhibs.

• The

Rutgers

consisting

restaurant

Are-kayo

Prof.

Neilson

particularly

staffites

of

to eat in

restaurants

RUSS Holcomb,

Altec engineer in the Los Angeles
daddy of "the world's smallest engineer"
His son, who weighed two-pounds-seven-ounces at birth,
and is now, Russ says,
has just emerged from an incubator
on his way to becoming "the world's huskiest engineer"
• Herb Drake, Orson Welles' purveyor of publicity was dreaming in snow-flecked Manhattan yes'day of getting his tootsies back

•

•

sector, claims to be the

,

on the desks of his 44-foot craft "lone".
Hively is also hot-stove-leaguing until he
Pacific's boating advantages.
.

.

.

sold

drive-in

delicate,

New York case was filed by
Albert Margulies, secretary of the
Hilary Theater 1 Corp., operator of
the Regent Theater in Brooklyn.
Margulies named the five consenting
distributors and asked that the Regent be allowed to play day-anddate with the Apollo Theater which
now enjoys a seven-day clearance
over the Regent.
He claimed that prior to the NRA,
the Regent and Apollo played dayand-date but that under the code
the Apollo was given seven days'
protection, even though the Regent
charges five cents more than its
competitor.

Meet Monday on Short

Wave Program

for S.

(Continued from Page 1)

A.

•

heads Tuesday at the MPPDA office,
a sub-committee was appointed to
draw up an outline of a revised plan,
inasmuch as the original proposals
did not meet with the approval of
present.
being
is
consideration
Serious
given to a plan submitted by Dave
Blum of M-G-M. This calls for the
making of discs which would be sent
to South American stations for longwave broadcasts.
The sub-committee consists of
Blum, Ken Clark of the MPPDA,

Jerry Kaisor of Warner Bros., and

Fortunad Baranet of Universal.

is

of

V
•

more

Music Hall Summons

on entering the goose-calling contest at the
The lowdown is that if Level can lure

won't have

the

hibs.

his

of

...

Jai-Alai

is

Paramount has

all

cast will cast themselves

witness the Zanuck picturization of the

footloose

If

theaters in other territories, observers believe that the New Orleans house might be considered a
victim
of
discrimination,
but if
Paramount sells no drive-ins as a
matter of policy, the issue becomes

The

T

becca" played the Music Hall,

St. John, N. B.— The Savoy, Fort
A Kent, Me., on the border line, is now
[in the Mitchell Bernstein and Joe
Lieberman string.

to

Raymond Ditmars

her escorts this afternoon

.

Canadians Buy U.

you love

the skin

sharply pooh-poohed by Dr.

latter point is

1)

esting one inasmuch as the question
of whether a drive-in theater comes
under the classification of a regular
theater will have to be settled insp
far as: ±he interpretation of the consent decree is concerned.
Arbitrators will have to refer to Section
VI- of the decree which prevents a
distributor from refusing to license
for exhibition its pictures in a theater on some run.

.

•

gets

Visiting Jack

back

to

blue

The Smiths, Et Al
Former Governor Alfred E. Smith
will head a family circle of Smiths
in a Smith party which will see "Mr.
& Mrs. Smith" at the Radio City
Music Hall tonight. Sales Manager
Andy Smith of RKO Radio will be
host to Al's clan and other personwith that appellation. With
the former governor will be Mrs. Alfred E. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith,
Alfred E. Smith, Jr., Mrs. Francis
Quillinan (nee Katharine Smith) and
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Mooney.
alities

;,

w?»
Thursday, February 20, 194|H

Proposed

Would

S. C.

Tax

Hit Theaters

{Continued from Page 1)

to provide a graduated license tax
based on population, ranging from
3 per cent of the gross amount paid
for admissions in towns up to 5,000
to 10 per cent of gross amount of
paid admissions in towns over 20,000 population. Change is estimated
to increase the vield bv $175,000.

•

•

Cinci. Salesmen
Hit Bull's-Eye in Drive

—

Cincinnati
Nat Le Vene and
George Gomersal, Universal salesmen, have achieved 100 per cent of
their sales possibilities in the William Scully drive. Event is said to

•

Worked

house.

Acted

in

as treasurer during

companies headed by

—

—

Universal has cast
Hollywood
Evelyn Ankers and Charles Lang for
the leads in "Hit the Road." Shemp

Howard

will be in the cast.

Took over management
for Fox in eight

of

Washing-

weeks.

Man-

SV EAI INC=
RALPH WILE
.=

News"

radio

show

for

M-G-M.

Made

a

and

Temple; an untitled Marx Brothers
a

^^

•

•

A LTHOUGH reading scripts for his ne
*» assignment, Richard Thorpe, M-G-M

d

has

called

^"^ Moritz

•
assigned

Henry

Columbia.

for

at;

•

SELZNICK

O.

Liebling

the deal.

•

QAVID
*""

has

to do the screenplay of "Ead

Was a Lady"
Wood handled

pro-

has

signed

long-term writing contract, Peter

to
Vif'i

tel, 20 years old, son of Salka Viertel, writ(|
and Bertel Viertel, writer and director. S
months ago, Peter was a file clerk in V
Lewton's department. He has written

picture,

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
They've found roles
for four European newcomers. Signe
Hasso, Swedish star, debuts for RKO
in "Father Takes a Wife" and Michele Morgan, French actress, in the
company's "Joan of Paris"; Victor
Francen, French film actor, starts
for Para, in "Hold Back the Dawn";
and Eva Gabor, Hungarian actress,
bows in via "Forced Landing,"
which William Thomas and William

West Coast Bureau

—

Pine will

Puppetoon, "Weste,
Daze," is having its initial sof
California run at the Paramount, Los/"7,
geles. It is in for a two weeks' engagemer

•

Dual Four European Imports
Get First American Roles

—

PAL'S

/^ENE MARKEY

sequel to "Hullabaloo."

Dual bill, "School for Husbands"
and "The Virgin Bride," enters its
sixth week at the Central Theater
Saturday to set another odd record
for the season.
The two films, one
English and the other French, are
being handled in this country by J.
H. Hoffberg. House, which ordinarily is a grind with action mellers and
westerns, has had no letup in its
heavy business since the imports
opened and their run there is indefi-

— HOLLYWOO
/^EORGE

back cast and crew f
added scenes on "The Bad Man." It sta
Wallace Beery and Lionel Barrymore ai
features Laraine Day and Ronald Reaga
The picture is the third in succession
which Thorpe has directed Beery.

ducer at studio and produced "Hullabaloo."
Is
now preparing "Kathleen," which will star Shirley

By

rector

WHN,

Rep. Signs Bob Crosby
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY nite at the present time.
Republic has signed
Hollywood
The same double bill is now in its
Bob Crosby, brother of Bing Crosby, eighth week at the Little Theater,
for the lead in "Rookies on Parade" Newark, and opened over the past
opposite Ruth Terry.
week-end at the Lake Theater, Cleveland, to SRO business for an indefinite run.
Picture opened yesterday
Columbia Retitles Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY at the Translux, Boston, and also
will open in a number of other key
Hollywood Columbia has retitled
spots shortly.
Wall
is
Friend
"A Girl's Best
Knew
"She
New title is
Street".
all the Answers".
Prices Up and Down in Wis.

—

at Brighton Beach Music Hall.
George Sidney.
Opened his own
Bought seats for his first theater

short subjects for M-G-M.
Took over
management of Radio Station
New York.
In 1937 was sent to Coast to produce "Good

to Stay"
THE FILM DAILY Freak English-French
Paramount is seeking Bill in 6th at Central

Get "Hit The Road" Leads
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

HCLLyWCCD

•

several

of

comedy by Oliver Sturm.

brother,

circuit of six theaters in St. Louis.

Wants "Lady Came
Hollywood

•

summer seasons

his

ton Theater, Detroit, and turned it into a winner
aged Loew's circuit de luxe theaters in Pittsburgh,
St. Louis and Cleveland.
Brought to New York
by Loew's, Inc., as an executive under Col. E. A.
Schiller.
Produced stage shows at Capitol. Also
produced all the stage units for various Loew
Theaters.
Together with Major Bowes supervised the musical scores at Cosmopolitan Studio
for features sent East by M-G-M
Produced

"Next Time We Love." Pete Rosian
is branch manager.

to buy. for the use of Claudette Colbert, "The Lady Came to Stay," a

•

motion picture theater, Palace, Brooklyn.
from William Fox and in this way met the motion picture magnate. Managed the
Nemo, New York, for Fox. Worked for Fox for 10 years in St. Louis, Washington and other cities.
Introduced prologues to St. Louis.
Managed Koplin-

be the first in the company's history
that two firsts have come from one
office. Harry Young won the Eversharp set for the largest number of
sales on "Fugitive" and the reissue,

West Coast Bureau

HOLLYWOOD

IN

Introducing Interesting Personalities

I
OUIS K. SIDNEY. Born in New York City. Educated in High School of
*- Commerce, New York. Was a water boy at New York Hippodrome. Later
worked in box office at Hippodrome. Wrote publicity for Oscar Hammerstein's
Victoria Theater.
Was stage manager of "The Writing On the Wall," starring
Olga Nethersole. Treasurer for the Colonial Theater, New York, class vaudeville

Goldwyn

Two "U"

WHO

WHO'S

make

for Para, release.

Reopen Up-state Mich. Houses

—

Detroit Increased activity among
smaller upstate houses is evident
from a series of transfers that is
being made currently. At Kinde,

"The Canyon," which was

novel,

publish

by Harcourt last August.

•

•

THE

famous "Moon Gates" of Anna M
'
Wong's Santa Monica home, importl
from China, will be shown for the first till
on the screen in Pathe's "Picture Peoph'
directed by Louise Rousseau. The gates opi
upon Miss Wong's quaint Chinese garde,
with its rare Oriental pigeons, chicke

peacocks and all Chinese floral displ.
Miss Wong has never employed a garden;
luving planted and nurtured the rare bu
herself

as

hobby.

a

•

•

ESTER SCOTT has signed

I

the

Techil

^~

process Corporation to do all the proc«
work on Ray Johnston's original story, "Ar^
Hostess," which Scott puts into product!
soon.

•

A

FTER viewing

•
made for "House 'I
McGuire has signed Cct

tests

** A Hill," Neil
Ernest Wooster, a newcomer, is Neal, young Southern actor, for the male lei
opening the long-closed Kinde The- in five more musical brevities. Neal's secoi,
ater.
At Reading, Gus Bentley is in which he shares honors with Sheila Dar.
reopening the Reading Theater, re- and Darrell Calker's band, is "Thank YJ
cently closed by E. F. Vetter. And Mr. Doorway," based on an original song f
in
Burton Township, near Flint, Johnny Blackburn.
Milwaukee While admission Joseph
•
•
P. Uvick, who runs a small
prices have been holding steady in
house at Deckerville, is taking over r. n. DERR has assigned Stanley WalLe
Milwaukee, changes have been made
'— ''
to write a motion picture treJ
the Burton from W. E. Lyon.

—

Query: Did Nazis
See Wanyer's Pix?
Walter Wanger's "Foreign Correspondent" received a Page 1 break
in
the New York Post yesterday
when the newspaper printed a wire
service report from London that the
former Premier of the Netherlands
Government-in-exile had been kidnaped in Portugal and flown to Germany. The Post pointed out in the
story

that
in

incident

Government

In Janesville,

and tortured to obtain
defense pact.

was
a

abducted
secret Dutch

"Confession,"

of

by James Halleck
date is Apr. 15.

based on the pf
Production starti||

Reid.

•

•

D EPUBLIC has purchased "Newspaperir
remains 35 cents. In 1890's and a star in eraly motion '" Are Human" by Michael Fessier,
Eau Claire, the Badger and O'Klare pictures, died here yesterday.
Moe J. Siegel has assigned George Artl
theaters have hiked their admissions
as the producer of the picture, which
Scott
for
Martha
Dickering
RKO
pre5 cents with a 20-cent top now
be Arthur's first assignment at Repub
vailing at the former house and a West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY They have also purchased "Hell On Win;
negotiating
Hollywood
RKO
is
25 cents top at the latter.
by Mark Williams.
admission

still

\

—

with Martha Scott to play the lead
in "The Devil and Daniel Webster".

in

official

ment

Fox has dropped the balcony admisWm. M. McDowell, Actor. Dies
sion at its Myers to 20 cents any
Oakland. Calif.— William M. Mctime, whereas it formerly was 35
cents at night. Lower floor evening Dowell, 84, a matinee idol of the

paralleled

"Foreign Corresponwhich a high Netherlands

the situation

dent"

the

in several state cities.

For

Sunday Night

—

Ball,

Hockey
Censors Back- Track

Indianapolis
Indiana House has Ohio
Columbus, O.
The Ohio censor
before it a bill, passed by the Senate, to legalize not only Sunday beard revoked, without comment, its
okay of "The Birth of a Nation."
night baseball but ice hockey.

—

•

METRO

"Odor
rick

as

will

play

a

dog

a

as

produce.

•

has bought a mystery tale ca

Baynard Kel
Arnold vo
blind detective wh
Jack Chertok 'II

of Violets"

vehicle

of

the role of a
his

helper.

by

Edward
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Okay

Iscap Will
il

of J

Decree Tonight

(Continued from Page

^0

1)

approved by the
kJJ. S. District Court for the South'"
rn District of New York.
days after

it is

""""tnination of the

D

/on through the

it
I

of J's Ascap

decree's

med-

Bernard Wortis, Associate Professor of Neurology, New York University Medical
College, and Director of the Laboratory of Experimental Neurology.
The Committee on Exceptional Photoplays singles out for the National
Board the films of unusual quality or outstanding merit in the artistic development of the screen. The new chairman was formerly Associate Psychiatrist to the
ing

neuropsychiatrist

in

several

government

On

Today
10% Tax

;

,

e

:

,

Broadway area

Three Benny Zeidman Pix
For UA Through Roach

Farnol Handling Eastern
Publicity for

Sam Goldwyn

The decree as proposed by Assistant Attorney General Thurman Ar(Continued from Page 1)
nold, and accepted by Ascap, modion Paramount's "I Wanted Wings."
fies previous policies of the Society
In addition to these motion picrespect to licensing the public
in
ture accounts, Farnol has a number
performance for profit by broadof other commercial clients and exMasters and others of copyrighted
pects to add several others in the
musical works, by providing that
film field.
? Ascap may not as heretofore be
an exclusive agent in behalf of its
"members, but that the members in- Republic Announces Dates
dividually may deal directly with For Regional Meetings
f;

gains

both

in

collections

comparisons.

January Broadway

collection is re-

Sponsored Air Show

From Theater Lounge

—

Cleveland Holden Swiger, manager of the Telenews Theater, announces that starting March 3, 15minute radio programs originating
in the theater lounge, will be broad-

Membership of the Screen Readers
Guild in the East has now reached a
total of 90 per cent of Eastern readers, it is announced. It was also announced that three officers of the
Guild have been re-elected unanimously. A reciprocal resolution of
affiliation has also been concluded by
the East and West Coast Guilds, it

was

said.

week at 6:15 p.m.
This program, to be
called "Speak Up," will include audi- "Fantasia" Set in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh "Fantasia" will play
ence participation with a moderator
to handle the question and answers. at Shea's Fulton Theater here immeIt is sponsored by the Burt Depart- diately upon the completion of the

cast five nights a

over

WCLE.

—

'

:

ment

run of "Back Street," current.

store.

;

!

''.

i

users if that is their preference.

(Continued from Page 1)
This privilege is, however, condiupon the member notifying and 29; Middlewest and Kansas City,
Ascap of the intention to deal di- Feb. 27 and 28; Southeastern in Atrectly,
and also that any fees lanta, March 3 and 4; Eastern in
°] charged
by the member shall be New York, March 6 and 7; Canri
paid into Ascap by the user and adian in Toronto, April 1.

tioned

,

1

*

according to Ascap's
membership in the
The for eligibility to
royalty distributing formulae.
society.
.decree further provides that indiMembers to Elect Ascap's Board
vidual members of Ascap may not
'J
Another provision of the decree
appoint any other agency than Ascap
j for the re-sale of rights, and spe- stipulates that the board of directhem from ap- tors of Ascap must be elected by
•fcifically prohibits
'1 pointing
BMI as an agent in that the general membership as rapidly
regard.
as the terms of present directorThe decree also stipulates that ships expire. The practice hereto""'distributed

TO-DAY

AM* PA
cordially invites all in the motion
to attend a luncheon at

any person

who

regularly practices

production and regular
publication of one song, instead of
J
i five compositions which has heretofore been the minimum requirement
1 upon

the

WEDDING
« West

Coast Bureau of

—

BELLS

THE FILM DAILY

A

studio romance,
six months ago at the
l Republic plant, will culminate in a
June wedding with George Batchel7 ler, supervisor of production for Pro'"
ducers Releasing Corp., as the bride-

Hollywood
which began

;:

"

groom, and Adele Palmer, a Republic
costume designer, as the bride.

fore has been for the board itself
to elect successors to vacancies.
Another provision of the decree
provides for a broadcaster at his
option to have the privilege of securing a license to utilize the Ascap
repertoire upon either a blanket basis as has heretofore prevailed, or
a "per program" basis, in either case
paying fees only in respect of such
programs as make use of Ascap
music.
In the case of network broadcasts,
the decree puts into effect a provision which has been a main source
of contention of the existing controversy, that is, that as to such broadcasts the entire fee for the use of
copyrighted music must be paid by
the originating station, and no fee
whatever paid by the interconnected
stations.

will

be

ROBBINS

1

the profession of songwriting shall
1 be eligible to membership in Ascap

picture industry

which our speaker

HERMAN

" ;:;

|.„

show
The

ported at $1,287,553.18 compared
with $192,232.74 for January, 1940,
(Continued from Page 1)
for an increase of $1,095,320.44. The
reached as yet.
Stories Zeidman January figure is also $94 091.96
wants to make for Roach are said to more than the $1,193,461.22 collected
be "Words and Music," by Max Lief; for December.
"The Proud Riders," by Harvey Ferguson, and "Sitting Bull," by John
Tainter Foote.
SRG Claims 90% Enrolled

;:

by film companies have
rolled
signed riders to their contracts.

1)

the $6,653,971.00 collected for the
previous month of December.

services.

is

'„'

::

(Continued from Page

pared with $1,486,534.64 for January, 1940, for a gain of $5,096,743.33.
The January collection,
however, was $70,643.03 less than

Johns Hopkins Hospital and Medical College. He acts as consultant and attend-

,

;

Soar to $6,583,277

The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures announces the appointment of a new chairman of its Committee on Exceptional Photoplays, Dr. S.

accepted as a prelude to a
ettlement of the Ascap-networks
ispute. However, President Neville Conduct Hearing
filler of the NAB told The Film
Neb.
Bill
)aily that it will be necessary to
(Continued from Page 1)
,,'iake a careful study of the Ascap
jlecree to determine its full effect three other anti-industry bills by
:pon the present music situation.
Senator E. M. Neubauer, is the
"We hope that its effect will be toughest of the lot, and might cost
o create and maintain an open and the film business around $200,000 anTax charge is
ompetitive market for music," Mil- nually if passed.
based on "each 10 cents worth of
kier said.
ticket, or fraction thereof," which
See No Effect on Its Pix Biz
would make a 15-cent admission carSources close to Ascap last night ry
a two-cent gig.
xpressed the opinion that the deIt will be a full week, it is beTee will have no effect on the Solieved, before the $1,000 distributor
It
aety's relations with film biz.
tax bill will come up for hearing.
'*
s understood that Ascap directors
''"epresenting music companies con-

im

Jan. Tax Collections

Neuropsychiatrist Heads National Board's
Committee to Pich Exceptional Photoplays

President, National Screen Service

and Affiliated Companies

ROASTMASTER: "RED" KANN
Editor "Boxoffice"

SONGS BY GYNIA GRAY

—

We

SUN

Please Be Prompt
Start Serving 12:45 Precisely

ROOM—HOTEL
—

Tickets $1.25 Including Tip

Don't forget to save Friday

EDISON

Ladies

Welcome

night-,

April

4
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REVI6UJS OF THE FI6UJ

"Andy Hardy's

Private
Secretary"

with Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone,
Fay Holden
Metro
101 Mins.

"Six Lessons

"Road Show"

From

Madame La Zonga"
with Lupe Velez, Leon Errol, Helen Parrish
Universal
62 Mins.

Hubbard

John

87 Mins.

United Artists

AMUSING COMEDY SUITED TO ALL
FAST-MOVING MUSICAL COMEDY BUT TOP STANDS. LACK OF PACE AND
ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL HAS ABLE CAST OF COMEDIANS AND LOGICAL ROMANCE ARE DRAWBACKS.
AUDIENCES; TOPS TO DATE FOR HARDY PLENTY OF LAUGHS FOR SMALLER

"The Dream Of

Metro

hits a

new peak

tremend-

for the

Exhibithe best to date in every respect.
tors should do a land office business with
the film as it is right down the alley as
entertainment for all types of audiences.
Metro should, by the same token, derive
a

heavy gross return.

ably has

The

story itself prob-

more meat than previous

releases,

dealing as it does with the commencement
There's plenty of
high school class.
down-to-earth reality in the form of a fam-

of a
ily

from "across the tracks."

The

is

Metro parades

anything from opera to modern music in a
Mickey Rooney outdoes
himself as Andy Hardy, making the most

captivating style.

of every situation

serious

business.

whether
Lewis

it

is

comedy

Stone's

or

portrayal

of Judge Hardy could not be improved on,
Fay Holden is fine as Mrs. Hardy, Sara
Haden competently portrays Aunt Milly,
Ann Rutherford fills the bill as Mickey's
Ian Hunter, Todd Karris,
girl friend, and
Gene Reynolds and all the other members

of

the

cast

give

sterling

support

to

the

principals.

An

expert directorial job is turned in by
B. Seitz.
He never lets the action
lag, he points every situation and keeps
the characters well in hand throughout.
Credit for the smoothly geared screenplay
goes to Jane Murfin and Harry Ruskin. Picture is tops all around on the technical
side with an excellent musical score by
Herbert Stothart.
Rooney, president and treasurer of the
senior class at Carvel High, is also the head
of numerous committees and busy with the
He
play the class is giving at graduation.
appoints Miss Grayson as his private secretary and gives her brother, Karns, the job of
chairman of the decorating committee. The
two motherless children and their father,
Hunter, have been having a tough time of
things. Rooney's association with Miss Grayson makes his girl, Miss Rutherford mad,
and Rooney has plenty of trouble on his
On top of this, he rewords a telehands.
gram that costs their father a job so they
can stay for graduation, flunks his English
course and gets himself generally in the dogBut a happy ending for everybody
house.
and the picture should be a
is contrived,
happy evening's entertainment for every

George

will

hold attention.

Director John Rawlins keeps the ball

roll-

ing from start to finish and makes the most
of the laugh situations. Technically the pic-

okay, with the briskly paced screenplay written by Larry Rhine, Ben Chapman,
ture

excellent from top to bottom.
a new discovery in the picKatherine Grayson, who should go
ture,
She has
over with a bang with audiences.
plenty of personal charm, considerable ability as an actress and a singing voice that is
rich,
cultured and capable of delivering
cast

Lupe Velez-Leon Errol & Company should
get a good reception from audiences in the
smaller houses in this release, latest in a
series they have been making. Picture should
fit nicely on double bills. Story is formula
stuff, but there are plenty of gags, amusing situations, lots of music and good laugh
lines to keep it moving along at a brisk
pace which

the ingredients are present in the
Roach-directed "Road Show" to make
it
but it rarely
a successful production,
reaches expected potentialities for several
reasons.
Chief of these is apparent compromise 'twixt outright slapstick and smart-

is

C. Rubin and Marion Orth. Miss
Velez and Errol are amusing in the principal roles, Helen Parrish and Charles Lang
provide the romantic interest, and William
Frawley, Eddie Quillan, "Big Boy" Williams,
Shemp Howard and Frank Mitchell help
Stanley

contribute to the laughs.
Errol, posing as a South

American, and

daughter, Miss Parrish, are en route to
Havana to try and get Helen a job in a
night club run by Madame La Zonga, Miss
Velez. Frawley, also a phoney, is on the boat,
and the two men shortly try to outwit each
other. Also on the boat are Lang and his
cowboy band, going to Havana to get a
Latin background so they can get a job in
New York. One thing leads to another, Errol
cheats Frawley but gets hot money in return
for his phoney stock and things pop generally. Everything is finally straightened out
his

satisfactorily.

CAST: Lupe

Velez, Leon Errol, Helen
Parrish,
Charles Lang, William Frawley,
Eddie Quillan, "Big Boy" Williams, Shemp

Howard, Frank Mitchell.

CREDITS: Associate producer, Joseph G.
Sanford; Director, John Rawlins; Screenplay,
Larry Rhine, Ben Chapman, Stanley C. Rubin and Marion Orth.

DIRECTION,

Fast.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Briggs Defers Return
to

West Coast Bureau

of

—

March

—

The

ness.

result

that

is

it's

neither.

Secondly, the footage, while almost always
amusing, is seldom uproarious and possessed
of situations which "build." In other words,
pace and progressive action are lacking. This
might have been achieved if the film were
not so lengthy, gags were better and more
frequent, and had characterizations a litmore human and sympathy-provoking
tle
been devised for Carole Landis and John

Hubbard.

The

1
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Initial preparations
Hollywood
for PRC's 1941-42 program will keep
Prexy O. Henry Briggs in Hollywood
until March 1. Briggs will then re-

that element skipped-over so lightly
that there is small solicitude evoked as to
whether this boy and girl ever belong to one
Somewhere along the line, Mr.
another.
Roach should have, bromidic as it is and
sounds,
brought the lovers down to scene
or scenes which might make the onlooker
find

—

—

Esperia

English titles)

96

Films

DAILY NEWS:

Poignant

M

dra

musical excellence and liberal co;
appeal make picture one of the fir,
to ever come from Italian studios.

NEW YORK

TIMES:

A

ha-,

wedding

of the operatic and ciner
tic has been effected by the prod
ers of Puccini's "Madame Butterf]

DAILY MIRROR: The
its

picture m
attention for several reasons.

CREDITS:

Produced by Grandi Fill
Carmine
Gallone.
PLAYEl

Maria

Cebotari,

Fosco

Giachetti,

Gem

Paolieri.

SHORTS

*

*

feel a heart throb.

the contrary, there
in the
cast is
capable, particularly in the top spots, with
Adolphe Menjou handling his assignment
The Charioteers
well as key comedian.
sing very effectively, and the Hoagy CarGem of song
michael tunes are tip-top.

"A

But, shortcomings to

much worthwhile entertainment
The
film for run-o'-mine fans.
is

and

individual

rendition

honors

go

to

"I

Should
Carole

Have Known You Years Ago" and

stuff.

The

Landis.
story

This
is

combo

is

bull's-eye

pretty superficial,

re-

counting the romance of a wealthy playboy
who is "railroaded" to an asylum, escapes,
joins an itinerant carnival, and finds in its
proprietress the girl of his dreams.
"Road Show" doesn't pack enough real
wallop for the big stands, but for average
situations

is

okay.

CAST: Adolphe Menjou,

Carole

Landis,

Woodworth, Florence Bates, Willie Best,
The Charioteers.
CREDITS: Director, Hal Roach; Author,
Hatch; Screenplay, Arnold Belgard,
Langdon, Mickell Novak; Associate
Directors, Gordon Douglas, Hal Roach, Jr.;
Director of Photography, Norbert Brodine;
Photographic Effects, Roy Seawright; Editor, Bert Jordan; Art Director, Charles D.
Hall; Set Decorations, W. L. Stevens; Sound
Recording, William Randall; Assistant Director, Bernard Carr; Musical Score by George
Stoll; Music by Hoagy Carmichael; Lyrics,
Eric

Harry

New

Good.

(Italian dialogue,

Director,

average filmgoer, loving romance, will

John Hubbard, Charles Butterworth, Patsy
Kelly, George E. Stone, Margaret Roach,
Polly Ann Young, Edward Norris, Marjorie

Good.

From Coast

Hal

turn to New York, stopping off
en route at PRC branches in Dallas,
Washington,
Charlotte,
Atlanta,
D. C, and Philadelphia to confer
with franchise holders.
T. H. (Ted) Richmond, who pro- Harris Robison, Stanley Adams.
audience.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION, Skillful.
CAST: Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone, Fay duced "Caught in the Act," for PRC,
Holden, Ann Rutherford, Sara Haden, Kath- will make "South of Panama," a spy Fine.
erine Grayson, Ian Hunter, Gene Reynolds, melodrama, from an original story
Mag.
George Breakstone, Todd Karns, Addison by Sidney Sheldon and Ben Roberts. Mitchell Plans
Richards, Margaret Early, Bertha Priestley, Pix starts March 10.
Curtis Mitchell, editor of Movie
Joseph Crehan, Lee Phelps, John Dilson.
and Radio Guide, has resigned his
CREDITS: Produced by M-G-M; Direc- ated by Aurania Rouverol; Cameraman, Les- position with the Annenberg Publiter White; Editor, Elmo Vernon.
cations, Inc., to start research into
tor, George B. Seitz; Screenplay, Jane MurDIRECTION, Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY, the possibilities of a new type of
fin and Harry Ruskin; Based on a story by
Katherine Brush; Based on characters cre-

Butterfly"

All

HOUSES.

ously popular Hardy series with this release,

fORCIGn *

-'

with Adolphe Menjou, Carole Landis,

SOCKO

SERIES.

A

ik

FILftlS

publication.

Village In India"

Paramount
11 mi
Very Good Travelogue
Filmed

in

Technicolor,

a

srfl

village in India is depicted by
camera.
This village is no cen
of tourist crossroads and the peo
and their way of life are that mi
more interesting. The daily exi
ence of the peasant from dawn
dusk is shown and a fire destrc
the village in a climactic sequen

Short

is

extremely

intex-esting.

'More About Nostradamus"
Metro
11 mi
Tremendously Interesting Subjec
Every audience should be int<
ested in this short.
Continuing
series about the noted prognostical
of the middle ages, this subj<
brings even more startling pred
tions to the screen that were ma
by this occult man hundreds of yes
ago.
He predicts the downfall
Hitler, he predicted the first a
second World Wars, and other thin
discovered in his writings are so t
curate as to be unbelievable, b
there they are for all to see.

Third Dimensional Murder"
Metro
7 mil
Unusual and Interesting

Some weird effects are achiev
in this third dimensional short, thi
in a series Metro has been makir
and audiences should like it
mensely. Use of special cardboa
glasses are necessary for getting t
effects of the unusual screen tec
nique. There are plenty of thrills
Pete Smith produc
the subject.
the reel.

<7Ae

1941 FILM
YEARBOOK

3

This

volume

will give

you more valuable information pertaining

to

motion pictures and the motion picture industry than you can

anywhere

possibly obtain
of

production, distribution

else in the world.

and

It

covers every phase

exhibition.

\

Partial

list

of contents:

f[

A

'

Credits on all pictures released in 1940.

«j

The Ten Best Pictures

fl

Personnel oi important Companies, Studios and Asso-

list

of

17,500

titles oi

pictures released since 1915.

of

1940 with complete credits.

ciations.
f[

Work

of

Players,

Directors,

Authors,

Cameramen,

Screen Play Writers, Film Editors, Song Writers, and

Dance

Directors during 1939-1940.

f[

Telephone numbers

f[

Financial statements

of

Players Agents.

and complete

pictures of the

fi-

nancial structures of major motion picture companies.

C

Complete Equipment Manufacturers and Supply Dealers Section.

f[

An

accurate up-to-the-minute

list

of

theaters in the

United States.
*

Addresses

of

Producers,

Distributors,

Exchanges,

Laboratories, Trailer Companies, Insurance Brokers,
etc.

C

A

modernized

streamlined

Showman's Manual

of

Exploitation comprised of 101 different types of stunts

and campaigns applicable to various types of productions that have been tried and proven effective by
other showmen.

The

COMING SOON

its

1941 Film Daily

predecessors but

Year Book
still

will

given free

be bigger,
to all

better

and

different

yearly subscribers

than any of

to
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Admission Tax

Proposed

for

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS

Iowa

"Whispers"
Metro

Interesting Short
(Continued from Page 1)
The methods of disseminating
which would replace a portion of the word of mouth smear
campaigns are
school levies in the counties.
dealt with in this reel.
The camRep. Leo Hoegh of Chariton, a paign of a group of real
estate holdRepublican, is the main sponsor of ers to prevent the razing
of old
the measure with half-a-dozen other tenements by a crusader
is depicted
co-sponsors.
representatives as
in the reel, and these people do their
The House already has a bill li- work efficiently. Shortly before an
censing film distributors with a $1,- election a word of mouth smear pro000 annual license fee and a special gram is started to discredit the man
$1 a reel tax on all films.
who wants to erect modern, sun-lit
Another tax measure expected to and sanitary apartments to take
be introduced in the Senate would place of the wretched slums.
Reel
place a special tax on Bank Night should serve as a lesson to the pubawards with the proceeds to go into lic to carefully weigh any chance inthe poor fund.
formation they pick up as to its truth
before passing judgment on a per-

Would Tax Machines, Games

—

son or a plan.

Ark. A bill is pend"Quiz Biz"
ing in the House which would place
9 mins.
a tax of five per cent on the gross Metro
Questions and Answers
receipts of music and marble maA Pete Smith short, subject is a
chines. It would also place a penny
tax on each game of pool, billiards quiz program with questions asked
on the screen and so much time given
or dominoes.
the audience by a screen clock to answer. A running gag worked through
Sunday Pix Vote Nullified
the picture should get laughs. The
McDonald, Pa. Because 364 vot- questions are not too easy and audidid
County
ers living in Allegheny
ences in general should be internot get an opportunity to vote on ested in the reel.
Little Rock,

—

the issue, the results of a Sunday

movie referendum

in this

town, situ-

ated in Washington County, were declared invalid Saturday by Judge
Robert E. Burnside.

PSC Reserves

Decision

In Film Delivery

Case

F'aramount

Exposed Films LeadPix Exports in 1940

"Wild Oysters"
10 mins.

1

11

mins.

Unusual Cartoon

(Continued from Page

1)

Latest in the Charles Bowers' Ani- negative,
20,033,010
linear
mated Antics series, this one is clev- valued at $452,123.
erly done.
Two mice live comfortOne inch or more in width, positive,!
ably in a hole in the wall, but their reported at 74,129.985 linear feet
$683,839 and negative. 20.454,288
troubles start when pop goes out for valued at
Negative (expose
$514,372.
the morning milk and gets embroiled posed and developed), features (4.000
000
with the household cat.
However, feet or over) were reported at 7,562,099
feet valued at $321,755.
Others
(less
his troubles with the cat are as noth4,000 linear feet) included newsreels at
ing to the terrifying experience he 397 linear feet valued at $10,125 and
has with a bunch of oysters before short reels, etc. at 2,014,976 linear feet
he escapes back to his home in the at $88,572.
lil

1

1

^

Under positive films, features (4,000 I
over) were reported at 141,413,331 linear
valued at $2,745,173 and le<s than 4,000 1
feet: newsreels, 6,830,055 linear feet
at $123,357 with other shorts, 31,226,401 1
feet valued at $746,511.

wall.

;i

"Waiting For Baby"
Paramount
11 mins.
$684,329 Exports in 1940
Hilariously Funny
This is one of the funniest shorts
Robert Benchley has ever made and
it should get terrific laughs from
any audience.
Mr. Benchley gives
his impersonation of the expectant
father, explaining that the expectant
mother gets all the attention and the
father deserves some thought in the
matter. Analyzing the stork situation, Benchley goes through a per-

formance that
ing.

is

Exhibitors

hilariously amusshould certainly

book this one.

Equity,

SAG Would Halt

Amateurs' Salacious Plays

—

Albany
Another Public Service
Taking cognizance of the possible
Commission hearing was held on
charges that State Film Delivery, damages that may result to legit,
Inc., had extended its operations to presentations in Los Angeles through
Decision was salacious plays by groups of amaunauthorized points.
teurs to attract attention from film
reserved.
Counsel for Film Delivery at- companies, Equity and the Screen
Philadelphia Capt. John L. MulActors Guild have jointly adopted a
hall, Warner circuit district mana- tempted to show through testimony
resolution warning such players that
ger, is at Fort Bragg, N. C, with the of George E. Thornton, a Saugerties
violation of the union's rules will bar
17th Field Artillery. William Mor- theater owner, that it was forced to
them from membership.
Other
gan moves up from the Grand, Vine- extend its operations because a rival
AAAA unions are also endorsing
land, N. J., to replace him, with company, Smith & Howell, had disAction
and supporting the move.
Charley Crowley, Chester manager, continued part of its service, thus
was
taken after certain amateur prosituation.
The
an
emergency
creating
vetMulhall
is
a
Vineland.
going to
ductions in the L. A. area had caused
eran of the first World War and for- counsel admitted, however, that there
a number of organizations to take
merly taugh military science at may have been a "technical violation

TO THE COLORS!
—

Of Reproducing Equipment
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM

— Exports

of

'Da

mo

1

picture equipment for 1940 have I
reported by the Department of C

merce with reproducing equipnl
leading in value. Exports of reji
ducing equipment are reported at
Recording equipment x
$684,329.
ocrts are reported for the yeaiit
$141,570.
Other figures for the year are: CamerasJ
tion picture standard gauge (35mm.) 117 v;i
(less
at
$57,380; sub-standard gauge
35mm.) 8,414 valued at $229,189. Projec
are
reported
(35mm.)
as
standard gauge,
Sub-stan
in number valued at $382,106.
35mm.) silent, 12,176 valuei
(less than
$296,274 and Sound, 1,598 valued at $265

"Out of the Frying Pan"
Interests Three Majors
Metro, 20th-Fox and Warners I
reported to be bidding for the scrB
rights to "Out of the Frying P*|

new comedy which opened

last

w<l

William Deering of Metro's ta«
department is co-producer.

STORKS!

into consideration a police censorship West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAi
of the statute."
Hollywood Mr. and Mrs. Fnl
Smith MacGregor, Albany termi- of all shows to halt undesirable prothe Naductions.
Capra have a new son, the inff
tional Guard include Stan Given, nal manager for Smith & Howell,
weighing 6% pounds at birth. TT
Paramount booker, and son of Herb testified that several companies which
have two other children, Frank,)
formerly shipped by Smith & How- Film Unit, Inc., to Produce
Given, PRC exchange head here.
and Lucille, 3.
Reell, are now using State Film.
Film Unit, Inc., a production comsupport
introduced
to
ceipts
were
Maloney,
conPittsburgh William
pany to make feature-length films
Jack Goldman, \\
Cincinnati
MacGregor's statements.
tact man for Warner Bros. Circuit,
for theatrical distribution, has been prietor of the Lincoln and Roosevj
left this week for a year's Army serorganized by Sidney Kaufman, Hans is a grandpa. His daughter, ]V|
Westinghouse Bonus
vice.
Burger, Louis Lantz and Georges Joe Miller-, has a baby girl.
Wages and salaries of Westing- Freeland, it was learned yesterday.
Louis J. (Bud) Alleman, 2nd, of house Elec. & Mfg. Co. employes Initial capital of $200,000 has been
Richmond, Va. Earl Stitzer of
S. Barret McCormick's publicity de- will be adjusted upward by 8 per banked for production of the comstaff is the father^
partment at RKO, has resigned and cent this month under terms of com- pany's first film, which is scheduled Byrd Theater
an 8-pound son, Earl Jr.
at
Cavalry,
101st
April
or
C,
late
in
Troop
added
way
in
whereby
is
to get under
pany's bonus plan
Camp Devens, Mass.
compensation is based on average early in May. Comnany is now negoCincinnati Metro's Woody Brt
earnings of the three preceding tiating for a distribution outlet, it
ler is passing the perfectos. It'iJ
December bonus was also was said.
Pittsburgh Milton Golden, assist- months.
Valentine baby girl.
ant manager of Warners' Squirrel 8 per cent.
Company's net for January was
Hill Theater here, has just received
Fight Polio
Alex Bookspan, of the Fishnn
December's, $1,492,782; $100,000 to
his appointment as a cadet pilot in $1,730,539;
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Theaters, Inc., office, New Havi,
service
$1,497,782.
for
November's,
report
will
and
and
the Army
California theaters and Mrs. Bookspan, are parents o»
Hollywood
in March.
Richard A., bornp
collected $100,000 from patrons in new baby boy,
Scouts to See Harvard Play
Hospital, weighing
Haven
camNew
paralysis
infantile
recent
catch
the
will
scouts
Film
Boston
Akron, O.— Tom Long, manager of
7 ounces. Selig Fishman,
House," annual production paign. Charles Skouras headed the pounds,
the Palace Theater, has been called "On the
Theaters executh
Fishman
the
California
of
of
charge
in
Club,
committee
Harvard's Hasty Pudding
to military service. He is succeeded of
is the grandfather.
collections.
which has its premiere Mar. 20.
by Sid Holland.

PMA.

Others

off to

—

camp with

—

—

8%

—

I

—

—

—

—

..*.

About 700 members

of Ascap, meeting last night at the Hotel
Astor, approved without one dissenting vote the signing of the
jxy, and Charles Poletti, counsel explained decree's details. Buck flies to Hollywood today for a meeting
scap on the decree. Copie s of th e decree were distributed which each member was to sign, agreeing to

Approve Decree:
he terms o.

i.>e

decree and the bos.^

s

» tion.

The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

rOl. 79,

NO.
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WINN. JILL NULLIFIES BL0CKS-0F-FIVE
London

Files

Lower
ktst Side Subsequent Runs;
Arbitrary Rentals Charged
•ase Affects Detroit

Detroit
laints

::

—First

filed

Arbitration Cases

UNFINISHED HOUSE ASKS ARBITRATION
New Akron
in

House Seeks Same Run As Competitors

Demand Under

under the arbitration

Companion
In Effort to

Planned
Speed Action;
Bill

Prison for Default of Fine
By GEORGE E. GUISE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

—

Minneapolis
The anti-'block-ofMartin Mooney, while interparties were listed as the five' bill of Allied Theater owners
of
the
Northwest,
designed
to
Norka and Rialto Theaters in
nullify the purchase clause of the
Akron.
Operators
the
uncompleted New York consent decree so far as
of
Paramount,
Loew's,
RKO, Ellet Theater asked that the house, Minnesota is concerned, was introubsequent-runs, naming Co-opera- were
duced yesterday in the state legisive Theaters
of Michigan as in- Warner Bros., 20th Century-Fox, W. when completed, be given the same
lature by Reps. Harry Nonnemacher
olved because of booking some of L. Hart, Co-operative Theaters of run as the Norka and Rialto.
and Arthur T. Gibbons, both of
louses concerned.
London claims
etup are by Julius D. London, cirFirst demand on beuit operator.
lalf of the Booth Theater is against
itagraph and Paramount and affects
he entire lower East Side setup of

(Continued on Page 7)

\nti-Ascap
In

Measure

South Dakota

—

against Ascap, a bill has
een introduced in the lower house

irly

South Dakota legislature
would impose a 25 per cent
ax upon gross income of organizaf

the

,-hich

for use of copymusic in the state. Fees colfrom both theaters and broad-

ions collecting fees

ighted
jcted

<

Whether a theater under construction can demand a run is the basis
for an arbitration case filed in Cleveland by the Ellet Amusement Co.
of Akron.
Named in the complaint

Ohio,
ested

Move to

Soviet Commission

St. Paul.
It was referred to the
House Judiciary Committee.
A companion bill also will be in-

After Equipment, Pix

troduced shortly in the Minnesota
Senate to speed consideration of the
measure.
Fred Strom, executive secretary

Continued on Page 8)

"Fly-by-Night"
Indianapolis

Bill

—Determined effort by

—

THE FILM DAILY

to 10,739

Washington Bui eon of

—

Shares

Maj.

THE FILM DAILY

•

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 7)

Rep. Allots 8500,000
For Trade, Fan Mags
West Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Herbert J. Yates has
okayed $100,000 for fan magazine
advertising for Republic which will be
first time the company has done any
fan magazine advertising.
Republic
will spend $400,000 for trade paper
advertising which makes a half million dollars to be spent on RepuBlic's
1941 product starting with "Sis Hopkins."

—

THE FILM DAILY

(Continued on Page 8)

PRC

Through Deal With

Washington A decrease of 7,125
Gen. J. 0.
shares of Universal Pictures Co.
'lauborgne, Chief Signal Officer of
first preferred 8 per cent cumulative
he Army, will leave Washington
stock ($100 par) now outstanding
n Sunday, on an inspection trip
since the last report is revealed in
hich will take him to Hollywood to
a report for Jan. filed with the
onfer on motion picture defense
Washington

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood A three-man commission from the Soviet Union has artivities of itinerants in Indiana, is rived here for a three months' stay
Gets $1,000,000
slated for today when the measure to purchase production equipment
and cameras and also to negotiate
will have its second reading.
Backed by the Associated Thea- for product, it was learned yesterCFI
Commission is headed by
ter Owners of Indiana, the bill was day.
Irsky.
Gregor
It
is
reported
that
reported out by the Judiciary B
Deal reported to involve more
Committee and had its first reading they will spend $500,000 on the purthan $1,000,000 was closed yesterchase of equipment alone.
•esterday.
Producers Releasing
It is understood that the com- doy between
Should the measure be lost, it
(Continued on Page 8)
mission has made an offer to Para- Corp. and Consolidated Film Indus(Continued on Page 7)
tries, by which capital will be made
available by CFI to the producing
Outstanding "U" Preferred

\rmy Chief Signal Officer
Stock Cut
*o Confer on Defense Pix
-Vashington Bureau of

Kill Ind.

oponents to kill the so-called fly-byBased on the night bill, designed to curb the ac-

Sioux Falls, S. D.
Visconsin law and directed particu-

JJ

in Detroit

Consent Decree

two Detroit com-

T

.

Two

Cite New Federal Rules
In Gary Trust Suit Brief
Chicago

—Brief

filed

Neb. Industry Tax

Bros. Circuit Management Corp. opposing the appeal of the Gary
Theater Co. of Gary, Ind., from the
dismissal
of
its
anti-trust
suit
against Columbia Pictures, et al.,
(Continued on Page 2)

Killed in

Grosses, Says Robbins

Bills

Committee

—

Neb. E. M. Neubauer's
tax bills, which asked a
licensing of distribs. at $1,000 a year
plus $1 a reel tax and a tax of one
cent against each 10 cents or fraction
Lincoln,

luxury

of ticket price,

were

killed in
(Continued on Page 8)

com-

present
lineup.

Larger grosses would result in the
instances of many film outlets if
exhibitors
were to make their
weekly advertising budgets flexible,
Herman Robbins, National Screen
Service's president, told a capacity
luncheon meeting of Ampa yesterday in the Sun Room of the Hotel
Edison.
He cited the fact that, "hell or
(Continued on Page 7)

completion of its
and its 1941-42
Total comprises 63 producfor the

program

(Continued on Page 8)

by Warner

Urges Flexible Ad Budgets
Would Mean Larger

company

Detroit Exhibs. Indicted

Over Admish Tax Returns

—

Detroit
The Federal drive against
exhibitors who failed to return to
the Government admission taxes collected has been started here. Eight

indictments each have been brought
against Sol and Mac Krim, circuit
owners, for alleged failure to return
(Continued on Page 7)

LeBaron, 20th-Fox
Sign 2-Year Pact
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood William LeBaron has
been signed to a two-year contract
as a producer by 20th Century-Fox.

—

He
10.

will

report to that studio

March

«

w

Outstanding "U" Preferred
Stocks Cut to 10,739 Shares

Louisville Will Ignore

Ky. Anti-Games View
Louisville

—Operators

of

theaters

here featuring Bank Nights breathed
easier after Safety Director H. WatPublisher son Lindsey announced he did not
JOHN W. AL1C0ATE
"see any point" in altering the status
General Manager of Bingo and Bank Night in LouisDONALD M. MERSEREAU
Editor ville, in reply to assertions of AssisCHESTER B. BAHN
tant Attorney General Jesse K.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and Lewis that both Bingo and Bank
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Night are "violative of the law of
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Vol.79, No. 36

Fri.,

10 Cents

Feb. 21, 1941

Friday, February 21,

::::::
:

(Continued from Page

FINANCIAL

Philadelphia— More than 300 film
are expected to be present at
the dinner being tendered to Earle

men

W.

{Thursday, Feb. 20)

Low

High

Am.

Chg.

Close

Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/2 %)

Columbia
Con.
Con.
East.

pfd...

Kodak

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

7l/2
734
7'/2
129
1273/4 1273/4
166
166
166
12
12
12
325/a 32
325/8

—

manager,
arrangements.
Vi

+ 1%
+ %
+ 1%

103/4

10'/2

103/4+

pfd
2nd pfd
Pathe Film

96

96

96

1st

8

RKO

ref.

F.

6s46 102'/4

102V4

3s55

523/4

Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4 s47 95'/4
Bros.' dbs. 6s48 93

95'/4
92'/2

.

.

Warner

Vl

-f-

is

523/4—
95V4 +

l/

4

V*

93

I

make

for communities

to

it

more

9'/8
9
9'/8
15-16 15-16 15-16
6
Universal Corp. vtc...
5% 6
Universal Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

65

68

58l/2

61

Conn. Bill Sets Up
Bingo Commission

—

Conn.
Bingo commission
Hartford,

Bill

to

in

this

establish

state

to

regulate playing of the game and to
increase prize value from $250 to
$500 was heard by the Judiciary

Committee

this

Exhibitors,

week.

who

already feel keen-

about the competition of Bingo,
which can only be played by churches
and organizations in this state, will
have several new bills to contend
ly

in

this

direction.

Variety Clubs' Convention
Plans to be Set Mar. 22

—

manager
in

M.

difficult

hold referenda

tered, qualified voters to sign the
petition for a referendum.
Present
law requires the signatures of five
per cent of the voters.

+ ft Sher-Hayes Quit D of J
-f
% To Form D. C. Law Firm

SECURITIES
Bid
Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45..
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

to the SEC for registration of 74,784 shares of common
stock, $1 par value, to be registered upon notice of issuance and
2,492,800 principal amount of 3%
per
cent
convertible
debentures,
due Mar. 1, 1947, to be registered
upon notice of issuance. Both are
on the New York Stock Exchange.

Adams Theater and John Howard,

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

with

Would lump

Robert Sher and James V. Hayes,
former special assistants to the at-

Paramount

of

Alternates are: Frank

Pictures.

Downey,
Metro branch manager, and William Flemion, PRC manager.
Perry was also named delegate
to the pre-convention arrangements
committee, to meet at Atlantic City
on March 22 with David Newman,
of the Moule and Newman Circuit,
J.

as alternate.

Miriam Howell
N. Y.

Myron

to Direct

Flora

-

•

in St. Louis, Kansas City and Cincinnati, ha
turned to Hollywood after a visit here on \i

ness.

WATSON

LUCILLE

arrives

today

from

Coast.

LARRY
American

STESSIN,
Arbitration

publicity director tor
Association, leaves ti»

for Boston.

Cite New Federal Rules
In Gary Trust Suit Brief
(Continued from Page 1)

contends the decree of dismim
must be affirmed under the corift
construction of Rule 41 (b) of I
New Rules of Civil Procedure.
Brief, prepared by Vincent I
Brien and John Merrill Baker, j!
Defrees, Buckingham, Fiske & |
Brien, defense counsel, pleads til
under the rule in question, defe»
ants' motion to dismiss submit!
the case to the lower court on I
merits, with the duty to weigh
of the evidence and under Rule
1!

(a) find the facts specially.
It is contended that by rea
of further provisions of the lal
rule, the sole question which cc
have been raised by appeal j
whether, in view of all the evidei
the findings were clearly erronec
"As plaintiff has not underta*
to show that the findings are cleaB
erroneous but on the contrary
expressly limited its brief to
question of whether its evidei
j
(

Selznick Office would

be sufficient to submit

t<

jury the judgment will be affirm
Miriam Howell, former story edi- as a matter of course without c
tor for Samuel Goldwyn and now
sideration of the evidence", the bi
connected with the Lyons agency,
was reported this week to be leaving the Lyons organization the first
U.K. Permits Sunday Shows
of March to take charge of the
As a w
London (By Cable)
Myron Selznick office here. Miss
Howell will scan all plays and time measure, British statute b;
performances in mt
stories suitable for films, it was ning Sunday

torney general connected with the
D of J anti-trust division, are engaged in private practice as partners in Washington, it was learned
Both Sher and Haves
yesterday.
represented the Government in the
drafting of the motion picture con- said, in this capacity.
sent

j

I,

Detroit Detroit Variety Club has
elected as its delegates to the 1941
Atlantic City national convention,
Charles C. Perry, manager of the

on Sunday movies.
The measure
would require 51 per cent of regis-

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

a

Bill

O'Brien would

102'/4

3V2^^
523,4

Monogram

Pa.

1/

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B.

pected from all
tory and New York City.

l/

8

20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
138'/2 138
138'/2
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
2% 2% 2%
do pfd.

Loew's deb.
Para.
B'way

in charge of the
Delegations are exparts of the terri-

is

%
+ Vl Sun. Pix Signers 46%
103/
103/8 +
103/
4
8% 8'/4 8'/4 + %
Harrisburg— A bill introduced
3% 3V4 3l/4
6
5% 5% + 8 the House by Rep. Joseph

Paramount
Para.
Para.

district

manager at the Warwick tonight.
Edgar Moss, 20th Century-Fox district

pfd

Picts.

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind.

Paramount

Sweigert,

manager, and Ulrik Smith, branch

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

come

of shares now
WILLIAM K. SAXTON, Loew's city maiE
reported at 10,739.
Baltimore, is completing his convales<
The universal report states dur- at
from a recent operation at Freeport, L.
ing the fiscal year ending Nov.
NORMAN H. MORAY is on an eight w«
company acquired 1,2, 1940 the
swing through the country.
364 shares for sinking- fund purWALTER GOULD, United Artists foreign*,
In Nov. and Dec. 1940, a
poses.
further
1.170
shares
were pur- pa rtment head, left yesterday for Florida.
HARRY MICHALSON, short subject
chased for sinking fund purposes
manager of RKO, and LEO DEVANEY, capta ot
and on Dec. 12, 1940 the company the
Ned Depinet sales drive, leave Tuifc
sent to registered holders a "call for a nation-wide tour of the company's*
for
tenders
of
first
preferred changes.
stock" which resulted in a purGUY KIBBEE has extended his p.a. tt.
New England and will not return here
chase of 4,591 shares.
Shares purchased for 1940 sink- next week.
HARRY KAUFMAN left yesterday for :
ing fund purposes averaged $86.81
per share while those purchased Springs, Ark.
JACK HIVELY, RKO director, leaves toda
for the 1941 sinking fund so far
have averaged $101.83 per share. the Coast.
GEORGE WEST, Monogram franchise hci

outstanding

applied

Sweigert-Smith Dinner
Expected to Draw 300

and

The number

SEC.

—

calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

cominc

1)

Kentucky."
Lewis said it was the "statutory
Y., under the duty of law enforcement officers" to
post-office at New York, N.
Terms (Postage free) take steps to prosecute persons opact of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York erating Bingo or Bank Night.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
"It was agreed several years ago
Subscriber should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communications that only charitable and fraternal
remit with order.
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, institutions would be permitted to
to
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
New York, N. Y.
use Bingo as a source of revenue,
Cable address:
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
and some Bank Nights could be esFilmday, New York.
tablished under restrictions," Lindsey
HOLLYWOOD, Calif.— said. "It was agreeable to everyone
Representatives:
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Para. Applies to Register
LONDON—Ernest W. Fred- and as long as the various instituGranite 6607.
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., tions keep their word, I don't see any Common and Debentures
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue point in changing the situation."
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
MEXICO CITY— MarcoMarsoulan
(12).
Washington
Paramount has
Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindiand Publisher; Donald M.
Entered as
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
Alicoate, President

1

l

DAILY

—

and theaters has been suspe:

halls

Commons was informed yesterc
by the Minister for Home Securit

ed,

decree.

Cohn Resigns

Flora Cohn, buyer and booker with
Casey & Wheeler, Prudential Playhouses' affiliate, has resigned, it was
learned yesterday.

lohn Joseph Heads AMPP's
Publicity Directors'
West Coast Bureau of

—

Com.

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood John Joseph has been
chairman of publicity direcJoseph Coyne Dies in England
tors' committee of AMPP succeeding
London (By Cable) Joseph Coyne, Harry Brand who has just completed
Robert Taplinger
73, veteran U. S. actor, died in a his term of office.
has been elected vice-chairman.
nursing home.
elected

—

Georgia House Com.
Ohays Sunday Pix

—A

House Committee
measure authorizing the operation of motion picture
Atlanta, Ga.

has

approved

a

theaters on Sunday.
'

—
24 HOURS THAT

SHOOK NEW YORK!
"Tobacco Road"

is

the

first

motion picture ever to run
all

night in a deluxe

theatre

.

.

.

f ollowing

Broadway
an un-

precedented 8 A. M. opening
the 6000-seat

at

Roxy yesterday!

—

The doors never

closed --here's

:

why

I

8 A. M.Thursday-12° above Zero

'GOT UP AT 5 A. M. TO PUT
'I'VE

BEEN WAITING SINCE

M.— AND

MY MAKE-UP ON SO COULD
SEE TOBACCO ROAD' ON
I

BROUGHT
MY LUNCH! I'M GOING TO
BE THE FIRST ONE IN!"

7 A.

'

I

THE SCREEN AT THE EARLIEST

SHOW!"
Florence Millett

Charles Geramita
635 Glenmore Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

130

34th St.
York City

E.

New

"FREEZING, ISN'T
OUTSIDE? BUT
THE STAGE PLAY
I

WANT TO

I

IT

SAW
AND

SEE THE

PICTURE!"
J.

Horke

276 New Jersey Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

A NURSE— WAS ON
DUTY ALL NIGHT AND
CAME STRAIGHT HERE TO
"I'M

SEE

ON

BET IT'S BETTER
THE SCREEN!"

IT! I'LL

K. Keys
301 E. 38th St.
New York City

'I

WAS SOLD

ADS.

I

BY THE

DON'T MIND

THE COLD."
Marita Alercem

7

258

Mt.

Hope

PI.

Bronx, N. Y.

I
>K

w&

c

12:30 P. M. Thursday!

ON LINE BECAUSE
I'VE HEARD PLENTY

"I'M

ABOUT THE PLAY!"
"THE PICTURE'LL BE GREATER
THAN THE PLAY. BROUGHT

Morris Brandler

145 Terrace Ave.
Hempstead, L. I.

MY DAUGHTERS VICTORIA
AND CONSTANCE ALL THE
WAY FROM YONKERS TO
SEE IT."
L. M. Clark
32 Riverview Terrace

Yonkers, N. Y.

SAW THE PLAY

.

.

.

READ THE BOOK
AND NOW I'M GOING
TO SEE THE PICTURE,
'TOBACCO ROAD'."
.

.

H. Retus

3130 44th

St.

Astoria,

I.

"WE BOTH THOUGHT
THE PICTURE WOULD BE
SWELL SO WE MADE A
SPECIAL TRIP."
Mr. and Mrs. B. Homel
Townsend, Conn.

TRIED TO SEE IT FOR
EIGHT YEARS AT THE
FORREST THEATRE BUT
NEVER MADE IT. HOPE
IT'S AS GOOD AS THEY

'I

I

SAY!"
John Sheedy
1000 Cypress Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

L.

.

j:ju

m. Thursday

k.

!

DON'T MIND THE COLD.
SAW THE SHOW, TOO—

"I

I

AND 'TOBACCO ROAD' IS
WORTH WAITING FOR — I'M
ON PINS AND NEEDLES TO
SEE JEETER

AGAIN!"
Rose Kosko
E.

New

York City

6th

NEVER SEEN THE
PLAY— SO I'M GOING TO
SEE THE PICTURE IF HAVE
TO WAIT ALL NIGHT."

"I'VE

534

St.

I

Carole Mazza
733 Arnow Ave.
Bronx, N. Y.

NEVER WAITED SO
LONG FOR A PICTURE
BEFORE... BUT IT MUST

'I

BE

WORTH

IT!"
'I'VE

Ruth Heyt

450 North Grove
East

Orange, N.

St.

J.

BEEN PHOTOGRAPH-

ING THEATRE CROWDS
FOR 20 YEARS— AND
HAVE NEVER SEEN THEM
I

STORM

IN LIKE THIS!"
Jimmy

Sileo

79 W. 45th

New York

and so on

St.

City

thru the night!

Friday,

February 21, 1941

London

"<?!{< DAILY

Two

Files

—

"

;

Flexible

Arbitration Cases

Urged by Robbins
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

companies refuse reasonable
clearance to the Booth over the Whittier, operated by Komer & Goldberg,
and the East End, operated by the
De Lodder circuit.
London also alleges that the companies are granting unreasonable
dY rance to De Lodder's Delthe
;r the Booth; that Vitagraph is
"idt granting reasonable clearance
3n First National product over the

T
•

•

REVIEWING

•

oi

T
celluloid

run at the Roxy yesterday
editors

some

oi

"Tobacco Road"

it

had assumed

our metropolitan dailies

of

began

at is

might have been simplified

its

the night
the

crit-

j

operated by the Steffes
that companies are
charging arbitrary rentals, in effect
refusing a run.
London's Second Suit
De Luxe,

and

I

London's second suit is on the new Midown Theater which he opened just a month
igo, in the near-downtown district, and en:ers the most complicated
booking situation
in Detroit
on the lower Woodward Avenue

—

Uthough located three blocks
tself.
Houses involved are

off

Woodward

the Coliseum,
operated by London's brother-in-law,
Jack
Krass the Mayfair, operated by Cohen Bros.
:he Majestic operated by Schreiber Circuit
ind the Globe operated by William Schutenhelm.
The Schreiber and Cohen clearance situa:ion is now the subject of a protracted lawsuit in Federal court filed by Schreiber against
Co-operative Theaters of Michigan.
Co-opera;ive
and also Mutual Theaters and other
local booking organizations
are both named
;

London

by

as affected

by

this

Distrib. Companies
London names Paramount, Loew's,

;on

way home

cinema appraisers

line

in

were closed.

bed

No! a bunch

But,

on pins-and-needles

to

take

ol the

a good
to

be

at

In this early outpouring lies a definite

and one which exhibitors should heed
For when the
can be lured into voluntarily rising in the gray and cold
a Manhattan morn
to view a pic
there is only one con-

symbol
jaded
of

critics

namely,

clusion
this

same

curiosity

that curiosity can be
mighty strong .... It is
which theatermen all over America will quickly

as an impelling force in the grosses "Tobacco Road" is
up
during its national release
Filmgoers, millions of them,
have seen the stage play
They want to see the
screen version
That same situation helped the GWTW "take"
enormously
They read the novel, liked it, and went "all-out" for
discover

bound

—

to pile

—

product, just as producer-distributors must do likewise with advertising in the industry's trade press.

the motion picture to the tune of

a reported $26,000,000 to date
Fan appetite alone, ruling out the many other badges of merit which
"Tobacco Road" wears, will make solid profits for those booking

—

"Within
a
few months," he
pointed out, "our industry will embark on a revolutionary plan of

—

it

T
•

•

T

marketing its product in accordance
with some of the requirements of
the consent decree.
This new selling plan will entail new responsibilities to keep pace with the new

y

WELL, Emma, Paramount's snake

starlet,

was

feted

yesterday afternoon by the company
initial personal appearance in the East

on the occasion of her
after having played
a role in "Lady Eve"
Her gala local debut was held in Monte
Proser's swank Copacabana Club, 10 East 60th St
Dr. Raymond Ditmars showed his academic affection for Emma
while the news hawks of the dailies and trades
were far
more reserved
and showed it by fortifying themselves with

order of things."

Speaking of his early newspaper
he declared that one of

training,

clinking glasses of a well-known "antidote."

Goodstein Enterprises
Files

Doe" Premiere
Hollywood, Mar. 12

to

turned out of their trundle beds

the theater right at 8 a.m.

Case

'John
In

their

"look see" at the opus

•
RKO,

the Midtown case, and
:laims they are giving the Coliseum unreasonable clearance over the Midtown,
in effect
refusing run, contrary to section six of the
Xew York consent decree.
He also claims
[hat the distributors grant the Mayfair, Globe
ind Majestic unreasonable clearance over the
Midtown, contrary to section eight, and asks
ior an order granting relief on both counts.
The Midtown case is further unusual in
:hat it is probably the first filed for a brand
lew theater, and seeks relief right away alhough the house opened in January after
:ontracts for opposition houses for the sea-

Vitagraph

first

assignment on

second case.

Names

ind

ical

in

Denver

Army

Chief Signal Officer

To Confer on Defense Pix

—

Denver First case to come before
the Denver arbitration board under
the setup of the New York consent
decree was filed by the Joseph J.
Goodstein Enterprises, Inc., operating the Longmont Theater in Longmcnt, Colo.
Goodstein claims that
seven distribs., three of them signers
of the decree, refuse to sell him films,
leaving him only the product of Vitagraph, RKO and Republic for his
theater. The other house is the Fox

(Continued from Page

production, the

1)

War Department

1)

high water," certain operators stick
to
the spending of an identical
amount of money each week for the
promotion of product booked, and
this practice frequently prevails despite the larger exploitation possibilities certain attractions possess
over others. There is still a job of
showmanship to be done in this respect, and it can be done through
advertising, he added.
If new or dormant patronage is
to be brought into film houses, in
addition to regular customers, advertising accessories of all types
should be more generally utilized,
Robbins asserted, and showmen have
suggested to them everything of a
resultful nature in the unusually
valuable press-books prepared by
the producing companies.
Robbins said that exhibitors must
make their customers conscious of

that the

Estate;

Ad Budgets

an-

the things drummed into him was
"Don't let the story die."
"Well, that's what I really mean
when I say that we've got to make
the exhibitor conscious that in advertising he's got what it takes,
what this industry needs to bring
patrons back to the theater. Thus
we are constantly saying to our
exhibitors, 'Don't let the picture
die.'

Robbins was introduced by MauGeneral rice "Red" Kann, editor of Box OfHollywood
World premiere of
Mauborgne will meet are: Lt. Col. fice. Among those on the dais were
'Meet John Doe" will be held March
Darryl F. Zanuck,
Nathan Charles Casanave, Vincent Trotta,
Col.
12 on a reserve seat basis at $2.20
Levinson and Maj. John Aalberg! Toby Gruen, George Dembow and
'.op at Warners' Hollywood Theater.
He is expected to return to Wash- Harry Samwick. They and Paul
Benjamin, Ed McNamee and Milington around March 12.
The War Department said his trip ton Silver were introduced by Leon
Ampa prexy.
is the result of steps which have Bamberger,
Andy Smith, Jack Hively, William
been taken to take advantage of
Longmont Theater, operated by Fox the offer made in November by Y. F. Rodgers, H. M. Richey, Oscar
Intermountain.
Signers of the de- Frank Freeman, chairman of the Morgan, Major Leslie E. Thompson,
cree who are parties to the action Motion Picture Production Defense J. J. O'Connor, and Martin Smith,
are 20th Century-Fox, Loew's, and Committee, to make available to the prexy of ITO of Ohio, were among
Paramount.
Goodstein also claims Signal Corps the facilities of the the more prominent industry figures
that Universal, Columbia, United industry for training film produc- at the luncheon.
Artists and Monogram refuse to sell tion on a non-profit basis.
to him.
OPPOSITE MADISON

\

West

Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

FEBRUARY
Edwin
Cordon
Arline

i

Victor Fleming

Norman Taurog

L.

Marin

S.

White

Robert Young
B. P.

Soviet

Commission Here

For Equipment, Pictures

Fineman

23
Emil C. Jensen
Rita Weiman

last night.

Among

those with

whom

Detroit Exhibs. Indicted

Over Admish Tax Returns

(Continued from Page 1)

mount

two pictures, "Champagne Waltz" and "Give Us This
Night", but no deal has been concluded.
The commission is also
"feeling out" other companies on
for

product purchases,

it

is

said.

SQUARE GARDEN
on 49th STREET
j

(Continued from Page

Judge

FEBRUARY 22

James Kirkwood
G. W. Yates
Nacio Herb Brown

FEBRUARY

21

nounced

1)

about $3,300 for July through October.

The U. S. Attorney states that the
defendants claimed they needed the
funds in the operation of their busiThe charge is technical emness.
bezzlement.

LOU LANG
and

his

orchestra
for
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Exhibs. Puy Bonuses;
industry Millennium?

Bill Nullifies

Blocks-of-5 Pix

"Tobacco Road"
Charley Grapewin, Marjorie Rambeau,
Gene Tierney, William Tracy.
20rh-Fox
84 Mins.

(Continued from Page

with

Northwest

1)

have
been taken to introduce similar bills
BOX OFFICE "NATURAL," FINELY in both North and South Dakota at
ACTED AND DIRECTED. ONE OF FILM- the present legislative sessions.
The only change made in the bill,
LANDS BIGGEST PRE-SOLD PROPERTIES.
as approved by Northwest Allied's
Appraising "Tobacco Road" from the trade
executive committee last week, was
standpoint, its overwhelming asset is clearly
insertion in the penalty clause, after
pulling-power.
So thoroughly presold
its
is

that the

it

the

eyes

of

is
a "must" booking in
showmen. When its pro-

film
all

ducer-distributor, 20th-Fox, tags

most

valuable

property

the

it

as "the

industry

of

the

land

have presented it.
comparisons 'twixt

medium

is

the words "$1,000 fine", the words
"or in default of payment, one year

imprisonment".

Neb. Industry Tax

Bills

Committee

Killed in

(Continued from Page

1)

hearing yesterday.
There
where road companies
was very little debate on the measThe public's flare for
ures and the bills had little support
novels or plays and the
except from their author.

and this element is
bound to creep into and strengthen "takes"
everywhere. But no sane amusement-seeker
will expect the screen's "Tobacco Road" to
more than resemble the stage offering.
The latter's bawdy, uncompromisingly
realistic and sordid elements could not be
exhandled by Hollywood. Consequently
the
cept for the first half of the picture
"Tobacco Road" is Screenplay
celluloid
Writer Nunnally Johnson rather than either
Author Erskine Caldwell or Playwright Jack
Kirkland. Naturally, profanity, which oozed
from the stage dialogue, is extinguished
film

Allied, said steps

has

even known," the cap fits if stage plays of
more recent years are the yardstick.
To drive this point home, more than
8,000,000 have seen the footlights version
on Broadway and in the some 290 other
cities

of

strong,

—
—

completely.

But with all the deletions, and not a few
adjustments, Darryl F. Zanuck has succeeded in fashioning a solidly interesting
directed by John Ford.
Dicture, expertly
The familiar story's main roots have been
kept virtually intact, recounting the vicissitudes of the poor-white farmer, Jeeter
Lester 'Charley Grapewin), and the rem-

mittee

Bob Livingston, owner of the CapTheater here, was the only show-

itol

man appearing against the measures.
He argued that children bought a

Exhibs. asking for adjustments, like
dogs biting men, are not news.
But when exhibs. voluntarily come
through with bonus checks to d is
tribs., you have the counterpart of
"man bites dog," and perhaps the industry millennium.
Two Republic exchanges reported
to the home office yesterday that
exhibs. had done just that. Nicholas
J.
Basil,
general manager of Basil
Bros. Theaters, operating in Buffalo
and Niagara Falls, sent a bonus check
fo Jack Bellman, Rep.'s Buffalo branch
head, in acknowledgement of the
biz done by "Hit Parade of 1941."
And John B. Wilson of the Koppel
Theater, Koppel, Pa., did the same
thing, his check going to James H.
Alexander of Rep.'s Pittsburgh exchange. Wilson cited "Scatterbrain"
and "Wagons Westward."

Minneapolis Theater
Closes After 7 Weeks

Anli-Ascap Measure!
In

South Dakota
(Continued from Page

1)

casting stations are included in
bill.

The proposal also includes the
censing of organizations as well
"music
them.

employed

detectives"

The three per cent state tax u.
amusement admiss^
was scheduled to be cut to two

theater and

cent under Gov. H.

reform
the

bill

program.

Bushfield's

J.

However,

was introduced

into the

his mentally-backward son marries a
psalm-shouting widow because of her willingness to provide a dowry in the form of
an automobile. Most of the footage's comedy revolves around this car's mad usage
by the youth, and Grapewin's schemings
to convert the auto into enough cash to
enable him to keep his farm.
It is at this point that Nunnally Johnson
takes hold of the yarn and weaves sequences
of sympathetic stamp
the evident inability
Grapewin and his physically depleted
of
spouse 'Elizabeth Patterson) to avoid going
to the Poor Farm. Their escape from this
alternative is effected by the payment of six
months' rent by the friendly son of the
land's former owner.
At the finale, the old couple remain on
their property, and the void in the life of
their strapping, laborer son-in-law is filled
by their unattractive daughter joining his
household, from which another daughter
nermanently deserted to go to the city.
Hollywood's "Tobacco Road" is that story
cleaned-up, with a dash of the atmosDhere
of "Grapes of Wrath" and "Over the Hill."
The picture is excellently cast, acted and
photographed.
The eagerness with which
it
awaited goes hand in hand with its
is

—

w
lej

lature by the drafting committee
admission tax was expressly exerr

ed from the cut.

Hot battles are expected on b
the music and admission issues
fore final action is taken.

Move

in

Indiana

to Kill

—

Minneapolis
The Minneapolis "Fly-by-Night" Measure
Theater here, the Northwest's larg(Continued from Page 1)
on them.
est movie house which was reopened
It seems unlikely that Neubauer's New Year's Eve by Middle States means that no similar proposal
divorcement bill will even get a com- Corp. of Milwaukee with a vaude- be considered at the present ses
mittee hearing. It has been indefi- ville policy, closed last night.
The of the Legislature. Bill is sponsi
nitely postponed and observers say house has been unable to do satis- by Reps. Claude L. Baylor and
that the author of the bill is not factory business despite elaborate Goddard.
anxious to have the bill heard.
stage shows, due to inability to seOpposition is being steered by
cure first class pictures all of which Roy Dennis of the Dennis Film
are contracted by the Minnesota reau, Inc.
Stiff fight today on
Gets $1,000,000
large proportion of all theater tickets
sold and therefore the tax would fall

PRC

Amusement

Through Deal With CFI
(Continued from Page

Co.

floor of the

House

is

indicated.

1)

37 of which will be features
and 26 westerns. First film of the
new program, "Federal Fugitives,"
is set for release.
In return, CFI will handle the
nants of his scattered family who cling
laboratory work of the
unproductive
land complete
their
desperately
to
D
RC during the coming year. Parthrough ignorance, habit and sentiment.
To make the soil pay, the banking inter- ticipating' in the pact is RCA, which
do all recording.
O. Henry
ests are determined to oust the tenants will
president of PRC, repreand substitute modern agricultural methods. Briggs,
Before this bad news is conveyed to Grape- sented the company in the negotiawin,

1!|

tions

tions.

Leon Fromkess. head

PRC

of

for-

eign department, has closed a dea
with British Empire Films, Inc., for
the distribution of the company's
product in Australia, New Zealand
Tasmania and South Sea Islands.
1

entertainment

values

to

make

turnstiles

click.

CAST: Charley Grapewin, Marjorie RamGene Tierney. William Tracy, Eliza-

beau,

beth

Dana Andrews, Slim Sum-

Patterson,

Ward

Bond, Grant Mitchell. Zeffie
Tilbury. Russell Simpson, Spencer Charters,
Irving Bacon, Harry Tyler, Charles Halton,
merville.

George Chandler.

CREDITS:

Producer,

Darryl

F.

Zanuck;

John Ford; Screenplay, Nunnally
Johnson; Author, Ersktnc Caldwell; Adapted
from stage play "Tobacco Road," by Jack
Kirkland; Play Producers, Jack Kirkland,
Harry H. Oshrin; Musical Direction, Richard
Day James Basevi; Set Decorations, Thomas
Little; Film Editor, Barbara McLean; Sound,
Eugene Grossman, Roger Heman.
Director,

DIRECTION,
Fine.

Excellent.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Hamilton

Woman!

The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old
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7 Producer- Directors Set Record in Hollywood
Guild
Screen
Aimed
and
"True Blame" Measure
THE WEEK
Reports
Now Working
Central
May Be
Directors'
List

REVIEW

IN

On West

Arbitration Cases

=

By

L.

H.

ARBITRATION: Slow
-bitration

—

Annapolis,
require

THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of

—

in

"original

legal

in starting, reached a total of 37, it is reported

hoppered

Bill

which would

this

state

names"

to

in

fine

been

in

infractions.

for

*

Attorney General's office in
Washington. The petitions do not

the

Signs

On Divorcement
—

With Managers Union Columbia Will Open

In

*

—

Des Moines, la Investigation of
Tri-States Theaters Corp. and Central States Theaters Corp. for violation of the Sherman anti-trust laws
has been asked by a group of independent Iowa theater operators, it
was learned over the week-end.

To Ask Hearing Date

i

*

By OTTO WEBER
Staff Correspondent

FILM DAILY

The group has forwarded petitions asking for the investigation to

'

lms.

Special Unit Probe

use their
has

including
advertisements,
all
on
programs, with a penalty of a $100

'

First

films

The

ture.

—

—

—

the Maryland Legislameasure would require
that legal names be printed in the
same size letters as assumed names

demands under the con- by the Screen Directors'

'

Md.

players appearing

all

exhibited

Guild. Prob;nt decree setup are now flowing in. ably the highest total in film history,
irst
case to be filed Walbrook the list includes:
heater, Baltimore
may be settled
George Abbott,
David Butler,
"
ithout a board hearing. Leo J. Ho- Frank Capra, John Cromwell, Cecil
iand of Baltimore named Durkee B. deMille, John Ford, Sidney A.
{Continued on Page 4)
'nd four majors in his demand. Ken
heater Corp. of Chi. filed clearance
ise against Para. Julius D. London,
'etroit circuit operator, filed two
ises alleging unreasonable clearLouis
ice and arbitrary rentals.
- ;rael of Ellet Amusement Co. of
Bill
kron, 0., asked same run for his
leater now building as is allowed to
le Norka
and Rialto Theaters in
Minneapolis
Minnesota's theater
kron. Case names Para., Loew's, divorcement bill, introduced in the
KO, WB, 20th-Fox, Co-op. Theaters Legislature by Rep. L. E. Berg of
Ohio. Paulstan, Inc., operating West St. Paul, is buried under a
I
ark Theater, Nashua, N. H., filed heap of others awaiting action of the
gainst Para., 20th-Fox and Colonial general legislation committee of the
heaters claiming license refusal, house.
oseph J. Goldstein Enterprises, Inc.,
Berg has announced he will deDerating the Longmont, Longmont, mand the committee set a date for
(Continued on Pane 6)
olo., alleges
that seven distribs.,
mong them three that signed the
jnsent decree, refuse to sell him Prizes
-

In Md. Legislature

Coast Studios

Hollywood
Producer-directors
now working on Hollywood lots have

MITCHELL

at Tri-States
States;

Made Mandatory
New Iowa Games Bill

ASCAP DECREE: Board

—A

of direcbill aimed at
Des Moines, la.
ts of Ascap accepted a consent de- regulating games in Iowa by requirree from the D of J. Membership in
ing the awarding of a prize at drawfew York approved action of the
ing is being drafted for introduction

Initial

Pad

—

Detroit Jack Broder, local circuit
owner, signed what is believed to be
first contract with managers' union
in country for Seville, Time, and
Times Square Theaters. Union is
Theater Managers and Assistant
Managers Local 22,312, AF of L, of
which Arthur Brock, manager of
ConSeville Theater, is president.
tract was negotiated for the union
by Clayton Bordner, attorney.
Contract provides for pay increase
(Continued on Page 4)

Ad

Budget Set
For "Meet John Doe"
$143,000

(Continued on Page 7)

Sales Drive Mar.

1

Columbia has set its annual sales
and billings drive for Mar. 1-May
it
was announced over the
30,
week-end.
"Columbia Exhibitors
Dubbed,
Good Will Campaign", drive will
carry the slogan, "Good will is the
best asset of any business", and in
lieu of the traditional tribute to a
company exec, will be dedicated to
(Continued on Page 7)

Para. Adding 10 Salesmen

Warners has set a $143,000 ad
Anti-Ascap measure hoppered in the Iowa house by Rep. Joseph budget said to be 15 per cent above To Sell Shorts Exclusively
South Dakota would assess the
Wagner of Ottumwa, an attorney. that ever before alloted a film by the
society 25 per cent of its collections
Capra-Riskin
the
for
Paramount plans to add approxiwould require Bank Night company
(Continued on Page 7)
M that state. Second anti-Ascap The bill(Continued
on Paae 6)
mately 10 salesmen to sell short
ill was
introduced in Conn. Copysubjects exclusively. Company's new
ight pooling is target of a Missouri
shorts program is said to be the
leasure.
strongest in its history and present
*

—

3ard.
i

—

*

Loew's Sets Merit Pix Plan

*

(Continued on Page 4)

BLOCKS OF FIVE: Northwest
Hied stands to its

guns in

its

oppo-

the blocks of five pix proision of the New York consent deree. Bill was filed in the Minnesota
Jgislature which would nullify blocks
£ five
in that state. N.W. Allied
liends to have similar measures in-

Circuit in Revolutionary

tion to

.

ON VARIED FRONTS: PRC
(Continued on Paae 6)

For Greek

Pledge

War

Relief

chairman

of the
Division of the
Greek War Relief Association, announced over the week-end that
more than 1,000 theaters have algets ready signed pledges to participate

•oduced in North and South Dakota.
I
Gov't will not drop its criminal
nti-trust suit against the "Little
hree."
*
*...•
.

1,000 Theaters

Adolph

Zukor,

Amusement Industry

(Continued on Page 7)

Promotion Move

Loew's Theaters are taking a revolutionary step in the promotion of
films playing that circuit, regardless
of what studios the productions come
from, it is revealed by Oscar A.

Universal Will Add
Two Shorts Series
is

Doob.
popularize a
of Merit" to be used in

Unusual plan

"Loew Mark

will

connection with attractions adjudged
circuit to be of "ace" calibre,
designating individual films selected

by the

(Continued on Paae 6)

Universal will add two new short
One
series next season.
to be personality band subjects

subjects

which contract players also will
Another will be a series
of Technicolor cartoons by Walter
Lantz, in addition to his Andy Panda
in

appear.

subjects.

y

"
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Queen

.Strand
Rialto

Carnegie
New York
Palace
Palace
Central

Little

The Great Dictator (United Artists-Charlie Chaplin)
Fantasia (Walt Disney Productions)
15th week

—

— 20th

Astor

Broadway

University of Life Artkino)
Virgin Bride (Mile. Ma Mere)

(J.

55th

H. Hoffberg Productions)

—6th

week

St.

—

—

Filmarte
Miami Playhouse
(a)
Central

—

Chump

(Universal

Pictures)

Blondie Goes Latin (Columbia Pictures)
Manon Lescauf (Esperia Films) (c)
(a)

21)

Dual

(b)

bill,

Subsequent run.

—
— Feb.
— Feb.
(c)

27
25

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vfc. (2'/2 %>

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
75/8
8
East. Kodak
129y2 128'/2
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's. Inc
do pfd

12'/2

323/4
108'/2

Paramount
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
Pathe Film

RKO
RKO

12'/2

32

108V2
10%. 10y8

8
3'/4
40]/2

$5 pfd

20th Century-Fox ...
5%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 17
Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

3

75/8
1

28

2

12'/2

32
108V-.

40 Vi

17

17

2%

+
—
—

Vi
s/g
'/g

1034

8
3'/4
40'/2

5%

+ Va
+ %

8

3

—

Va

+

Vi

+

'/g

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B.

Loew's

ref.

F.

deb.

6s4S

Picts

Sonofone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Y.

series of promotions.
Gratton Kily, formerly booker in
the Montreal Office, has been promoted to salesman. Mickey Kamarofsky has been advanced to senior
booker in the Winnipeg Exchange.
Theodore Cohen, also of the Winnipeg exchange, has been elevated to
assistant booker, from ad salesman.

Samwick Again Active
Head of Amer. Display

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

N.

district

3 ,/2 s46

B'way 3s55
Para.
Para. Picts. cv. 3y4 s47

Monogram

—

Wolfe Cohen, Warner
manager, is on a
three weeks' tour of exchanges in
Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver.
Prior to his departure, he announced
Toronto
Canadian

a

314

5%

Wolfe Cohen On Swing
Thru Western Canada

1%
9
1

1%

13,4

83/,

8%

—

l/

8

15-16 15-16

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 65
Rcxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
58'/2

68
61

Coast

the

to

two-week stay

from

returns

at

over
the

I

Ml

STIRLING HAYDEN

MAURICE
has

vacation

today.

Boston

in

is

BAILEY,

by car for

left

story department hjf

Florida

a

for

vacation

a

ALFRED NEUMANN,

author,

in

I

a

exhibl

Connecticut

ABE

World

Coast.

St.

Playhouse

Roxy
Rialto

Cine
bill,

(d)

left

the

for

"Lady from

in

the

Soutl

today from the

cl

UA

publicist,

J

New

returned

Friday

day for

a

1

from

c

Republic
Saturday to ap|l
Orleans."
signed to a

Coast

Illinois Allied prexy, left
three weeks' sojourn in Florida.

si

to

ill

LeMaire Special Assistar
To DeSylva at Paramouit
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAM

Dual showing.

Warners Say One Foot
In Heaven is Enough

—

Hollywood Rufus LeMaire, tal<l
and formerly assistant I
Pandro S. Berman at RKO, has b(l
Philadelphia Foot trouble dog- signed by Paramount to handle s;|
ged author Percival Christopher cial assignments under B. G. ll
Wren here last week. Warner's pe- Sylva.
titioned the Common Pleas Court
for an injunction to prevent further
Ky. Governor Suggests
publication and sale of Wren's book,
"Two Feet From Heaven," com- "York" Nashville Debut
expert

—

plaining that they already own "One
Foot In Heaven," the film rights to
which cost $20,000.
The Warner interests were joined
in the suit against Macrae-Smith
Co., of 1712 Ludlow st., the publishers, by the author of "One Foot
etc., identified in their complaint as
Hartzel Spence. The injunction action alleges that Spence's creation
appeared in print last October, three
months before Wren's.

—

UA

to

Hold Trade Shows

For "Topper Returns"

—

Frankfort, Ky. Gov. Keen Jo
son has sent a suggestion to G
Prentice Cooper of Tennessee t!
an effort be made to obtain
premiere of "The Life of Serge;
York," for Nashville the week p
ceding
the
Kentucky Derby
Louisville,

May

3.

Cleveland Likes "Virgin Bride'
Cleveland,

O.

— "Virgin

Brid

French pix, which started at
L:ke last week, may stay for
weeks, although originally schedu
to

play four.

Pix

is

doing top biz

health.

wick currently is
United Artists will hold trade
tional Screen executives regarding a screenings of "Topper Returns" in
proposed expansion of the business. key cities during the week of March
10-15, the period to be known as
Charles Chaplin's "The Great Dic"Topper Trade Show Time." Trade

"Great Dictator" Enters
20th

Week

at the Astor

Defense Steel

—

I

Demand

tator" starts its 20th week at the
Astor Theater, Broadway, tomorrow. Halts Schine Project
Only a small list of pictures has approached the half-year mark at the
Newark, O. Because of the shortAstor in the last few years
ape of steel caused by the national
Report from London gives the defense program, work has been
earnings of "The Great Dictator" stopped on the new 1,300-seat thein its nine weeks's showing in Lon- ater being built here by the Schine
The foundation and
don and several British provincial Theater Co.
cities at $1,600,000, most of which most of the brick work have been
completed.
will be "frozen" in England.

I

Roma

Samconferring with Na-

some time due

:

has arrived ll

JACK KIRSCH,

New York

•

SCHNEIDER

RAY MIDDLETON,
tract,

Palace
Palace

(a)

returns

ESTELLE SCHROTT, former
Mexico City.

Samwick, founder and
president of American Display Co.,

for

flew
£

left for

Harry

subsidiary of National Screen Service, is back as executive head of the
company after having been inactive

for

DAN FRANKEL

Net
Chg.

SEADLER

51st St. Theater

55th

Follows current

tour through

studios.

Rivoli

—

Meet the

New York SatuJ
New England.

left

by plane.

Strand

—

FINANCIAL

here for a vacation.

is

from Europe.
Criterion
Music Hall
Capitol

—

Sindi-

p. a.

week-end

Paramount

The Lady Eve (Paramount Pictures)
Feb. 26
Feb. 27
The Mad Doctor (Paramount Pictures)
Feb. 27
So Ends Our Night (United Artists-Loew-Lewin)
Come Live With Me (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c)
March 14
Footsteps in the Dark (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Meet John Doe (Warner Brothers-Frank Capra) (c-d)
Meet John Doe (Warner Bros. -Frank Capra (c-d)
March 3
Pepe le Mcko (Mayer & Burstyn)
March 1 (c)
The Mad Emperor (World Pictures)
(c)
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
That Night in Rio
Meet Boston Blackie (Columbia Pictures) (c)
(a-b)
Feb. 27
Western Union (Twentieth Century-Fox)

CITY— Marco-

Close

GENE RAYMOND

SUSANNA FOSTER

Playhouse
Cine Roma

FUTURE OPENINGS

LONDON—

Low

J. A. McCONVILLE, foreign manager for
lumbia, left Friday by plane for trip to fi»
the company's Latin American offices.

JACOB WILK, Warner
World

—

(

HOLLYWOOD,

High

Eastern ad. and pub. head
Universal, returns to New York Wednesday a
a Miami vacation.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
—

has returned from the Coast. jl

LOU POLLOCK,

SI

week

The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.)— 52nd week
They Met on Skis (Mike Mindlinl— 10th week
2nd week
The Dream of a Butterfly (Esperia Films)
2nd week
Compliments of Mr. Flow (Hoffberg Productions)

Representatives:
Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman. The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
W. I.

(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, FEB.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

JACK COHN

for a

TWO-A-DAY RUN

THE

Calle del

....Paramount
Roxy

—

Y., under the
at New York, N.
March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should
$3.00.
remit with order.
Address all communications
to
FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
New York, N. Y.
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Cable address:
Kilnnlay, New York.

Marsoulan
(12).
Atirelio (Jalindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Criterion
Capitol
Music Hall

(

post-office

MEXICO

Rivoli

week

of Crime
Film Alliance)
Kitty Foyle (RKO Radio Pictures) (a-b)
Six Lessons from Madame Lazonga (Universal Pictures)
(a)
School for Husbands (J. H. Hoffberg Productions)
6th week (a-b)

act of

PARIS—

—2nd

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)

Mr. and Mrs. Smith (RKO Radio Pictures)
You're The One (Paramount Pictures)
Tobacco Road (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Strawberry Blonde (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Road Show (United Artists-Hal Roach)
It Happened to One Man (RKO Radio Pictures)

Manager

COfllinG and GOIfiG

Theater
Globe

shows were devised so that exhibitors throughout the country can see
the picture in advance of its release
date which

is

March

21.

heralded by
United Artists as the best of Hal
It
fsaRoach's "Topper" series.

"Topper Returns"

is

tures Joan Blondell, Roland Young,
Billie Burke, Patsy Kelly, Carole

Landis and Eddie "Rochester" Anderson.

From

THE FILM
DAILY to
Harry D. Buckl
Richard Thorp

Harry
Nathaniel

Blair
Finstf.

Howard Barnes,
first

The

string critic of

New York

Herald Tribune, who
writes this apprais-

"Tobacco Road* 9

R ox

al of all the merits of

TOBACCO ROAD,
isrecognizedasone
of the finest critics of the

cinema

in

this country.

— •"= May

?»*
it

is

interesting to

note that Mr.

artistic

standard which

flected in all his writing in

is

•••Elizabeth
PattersoJ
"ow Uan a Andrew*

-

f e.-body

Barnes has maintained not only a
high

Lester

'

Slim Summervute

;;•

George Payne"

-.Ward Bond

•

Grandma

The Herald

Mr. Lester"." ••
*

tmo Dealer
Mayor

Tribune, but has been most accurate

"

'

'

Parage

estimating the boxoffice interest of

motion pictures. He follows well

A

the tradition of The Herald Tribune,

we

believe

that

went

Road " might

John

age

?°

al]

'

*hat

Justliy its!
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^TiUiantlyl
^
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n ada
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resulted in
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into the

Aders °n
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rancis Ford

rsl

have been on

ga^SSd. in

importance and interest to

the industry, but because

.

that "Tob a ^*n^,° rge Cha ndler

should have
beirf
record-breaking

We reproduce Mr. Barries' review of
TOBACCO ROAD in its entirety not only
its

T ,
LL

"

which has just recently led in Variety's
box score for dramatic critics.
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•..

in

-Harry Tylpr

'~:
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re-
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DAILY

Producer-Directors

Signs

H'wood Record

At

(Continued from Page

Pad

With Managers Unio

1)

(Continued from Page

Tay Garnett, Edward H.
Griffith, Henry Hathaway, Howard
Hawks, Ben Hecht, Henry King,
Franklin,

La Cava,
Rowland V. Lee, Frank Lloyd, Ernst
Lubitsch, Leo McCarey, Rouben Mamoulian, George Marshall, Hal E.
Roach, J. Walter Ruben, Wesley
Ruggles, Mark Sandrich, Willam A.
Seiter, George Sherman, John M.
Stahl, George Stevens.
Andrew L. Stone, Joe Kane, Harry
S. Webb, Orson Welles, William A.
Wellman, Herbert Wilcox, and Lewis

Milestone.

V
•

•

•

three-theater

H. Cooper's annual good-will event,

celebration of his son's

and a

Biscuit Eater"

campaign

J.

birthday,

came

Neb., with 4,500 youngsters admitted free to

in Lincoln,

"The

V

CIRCUIT Solon

series of shorts.

New

activities of the

campaign chairman,

•

.

view Paramount's

Final report on the

York and Brooklyn Federations

by former Supreme Court

Charities, issued

.

Jewish

of

M. Proskauer,

Justice Joseph

particularly praised the

—the

on Saturday

off

amusement

division's co-

chairmen, David Bernstein and Major Albert Warner, for the part which

Para. Adding 10 Salesmen
To Sell Shorts Exclusively
pirns call for an extensive campaign.
Shorts that will lend themselves
to exploitation is the goal of Paramount for next season. Each short
is to be advertised and exploited on
a large scale.

•

WILLIAM

•

to help set up
Miami Beach

the "Nice Girl?" campaign at the Lincoln Theater,

The picture opened there over

week-end

the

miere.

.

.

RKO

Pathe has completed three
shorts spotlighting Nazi activities
First, "Eyes on
in South America.
Brazil", is being released by RKO
Radio today. Second, "What's Happening in Argentina?" will go out
March 21, while the third, "The
Swastika in Chile", is set for April

—

18.

its

Henny Youngman

• Helen Hoerle
in Pittsburgh,
ater, — and

Prints Lost

British

Ship Sinks

British cargo boat carrying thl
20th-I
"Maryland",
prints
of

torpedoed.
Company plans to I
duplicate prints to Wellington fr
the Coast, it was said.

Association will hold

lief

"Maryland"

When

shortly.

Deanna Durbin
for the recent "Back Street" pre• March 3, the erstwhile eve of Inauguration Day,

a helluva fitting date for

with

Army

film, from England to New ZeaU
was reported Saturday to have b<

La Dee Lowrance to inaugurate her
new Hollywood colyum to be syndicated via NEA.
• On the
night of that same day, the Youth Division of the Greek War Reis

managing Rainbo and

recalling the

At Scully's suggestion, special ads were made up

.

THE FILM DAILY

man-

A. Scully, Universal general sales

took time-out from a Florida deep-sea fishing vacation

ager

is

pected to join

V

V

p.a. visit of

South American Activities
Of Nazis in 3 RKO Shorts

der,

they and their committee colleagues played in the drive's success

•

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

of $7.50 to $12.50 per week, for d<
nite scheduling of hours, and soi
reduction of hours, for employmr
of "swing" manager who will rel/
others to give them one night
each two weeks, and for employnu
of only union managers.
One manager who was not a uni
member has joined to keep his j
One assistant manager discharg
two weeks ago for alleged unsat
factory work but, according to uni
for union activity, is subject of pr
ent negotiations for reinstatement,
Broder's two other houses are i
covered as Town Theater may
closed, and as his brother, Abe B
;

Alexander Korda.
Fritz Lang, Gregory

West Coast Bureau of

Initial

is

— her

.

charity ball in the Waldorf-Astoria,

introducing

the

show

floor

stars.

.

.

handling publicity for Walt Disney's "Fantasia"
first

Take Over Dondis House

—

Boston Louis Gordon and Artl
Lockwood are taking over the Strz
Theater in Skowhegan, Me., from
estate of the late Joseph Dondis.
will be operated in conjunction
the State in Calais recently purch
ed by the Gordon-Lockwood firm.

w

pic assignment after 20 years in the the-

who was manager of the "Fantasia"
been transferred to the Smoky City from Beantown.

Milt Chamberlain,

Company, has

1

New RKO
The new

Reade's Trent

RKO

Open

Reade's Trent

T

Trenton, New Jersey, opei
Saturday. House has been comple
ly rebuilt under the architectural
ater,

V

Three Dog Tracks In Mass.

—

Boston Three dog tracks, instead
of two, will be operating in Massachusetts this Summer. The Dighton
track, closed last year, re-enters the
field.

Hell" on March 3
Equity Film Exchanges has set
the premiere of "Highway Hell" for
the Lincoln, New Haven, March 3.

"Highway

•

•

•

Brooklyn
year's
to

Army

A

new

in-car

theaters,

loudspeaker

for

distinguished

by

RCA Photophone.
loudspeaker hangs inside the
door of the car, and connects by
means of a 15-foot heavy weatherproof cable to the plug-in receptacles
An imof the Drive-In theaters.
portant feature of the new unit is
a volume control which permits pabeen developed by

The

to

liking.

speaker
is

in

John Lewinger

today

French,

he's twice

out

by

German,

a veteran

Hitler

was

John

And

olive

a

then

ditto

in the
in

regulate volume to their
Overall diameter of the
housing is 8", and depth

rection of

Thomas W. Lamb.

addition

in

"Penitentes"

Austrian

the

French

Departing, he

receives four weeks' salary from the Fabian organization

pledge that his job will be waiting

start

to

and Yiddish

Italian

But he bets that history won't repeat this time

and a

when he again wears

mufti

A

Wins Okay

certificate of

approval has

bi

issued by the National Board of 1
view for the picture, "The Lash
Approval is foi
the Penitentes."
revised version of the film. It |
allow exhibition in Boston and Pre
dence.

drab

• SAMUEL Goldwyn announces that Jack Benny, Eddie
Cantor, Judy Garland, Bob Hope, the King's Men, Frances Langare among the musical stars who have
ford and Tony Martin
volunteered appearance with more than 50 tunesmiths
at the
motion picture industry's concert for Greek War Relief at Holly• Jointly sponwood's Shrine Auditorium tomorrow night.
sored by SAG and AFRA, "Gambol of the Stars" will be held at
the Cocoanut Grove on the evening of St. Patrick's Day by Hollywood's actors and actresses of screen and radio.
• During the
recent visit of Tyrone Power to Denver, Bob Dane, then assistant
manager at the Ogden, was mistaken for the movie star when he
appeared at Power's hotel, so Tyrone urged Bob to try for the
screen (P.S. Bob passed his screen test with flying colors and has
a 20th-Fox contract now)
•

light weight, excellent frequency response, and rugged construction, has

trons

a prize

reports

V

/Yen*

In-Car Loudspeaker
Drive-In

who

For one thing John speaks

Spanish,

And for another
Army until chased

V

getting something of

is

Paramount usher

service

English

and not

RCA Develops

UNCLE Sam

•

.

.

.

5".

f€

€4

«

P>

»

.

They Bribe 'Em
To Leave the House

\ oh-

Detroit

—The

customers

used

to

bribed with dishes to
come in, now they bribe 'em to
come out.
I.
J. London's Lincoln
Theater, playing NWMP, found itself
with a horde of youngsters who in
sisted on staying to see it over and
over again, keeping later patrons

have

to

be

from getting seats.
the management hastily
stock of candy and made an
announcement from the stage, offering free candy to all children who
Finally,

bought

a

met the manager out in front. There
was a rush for the exits, and the
seating problem was solved.

*

k

-
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REVIEWS Of THE flEW

.V

"Adam Had Four

=

By

-

Sons"

—

RALPH WILK

"Prairie Pioneers"

with

—HOLLYWOOD

L«LBERT A. GALSTON and Jay M. Sut* ton, who operate the Hawaii, Holly-

Ingrid

Bergman, Warner
Susan Hayward

Service Club, while Sutton will soon
ake office as president of the Hollywood

Club.

Jptimist

•

•
CHARLIE RUGGLES

instruc-

seamanship from Barton MacHe re.ane at San Pedro each week-end.
:ently acquired a yacht, "Schlemiel," and is
tion

:,

taking

is

in

lust learning the ropes. MacLane owns a
>8-foot yawl and has done much sailing.

•
PRODUCER

•
has

assigned

Michael L. Simmons to write the screenof "Scattergood Pulls The Strings,"
"Scattergood
which will be the second
Jaines" film he will make for RKO-Radio.
from five of
ifory line is being derived
Zlarence Budington Kelland's most popular
irories among 107 owned by Brandt.
)lay

i

:

:

•

•

PARAMOUNT

has

Stirling

set

Hayden

the lead in two films, to follow
Dildo Cay." They are "You Go Your Way"
ind "Botany Bay," to be produced in that
)rder.
Edward H. Griffith will direct the
first two.

•

JOSEPH SANTLEY has been
J Republic
1

comedy,
Cohen.

Albert

J.

by

•

•
LENI LYNN'S

be produced by

to

conscription

a

assigned

to direct "Rookies on Parade,"

first

picture

for

Republic

be "Angels Without Wings," another
Albert J. Cohen production. Others in the
cast are Jane Frazee, Mary Lee, Lois Ransom
and Marilyn Hare.
will

I

l

•

•
LIARRY CAREY,

abandoning plans for

a

Broadway appearance, returns to apRKO's "Parachute Battalion" which
Leslie Goodwins will direct.
'

'

pear in

•

•
'

^'TAKE

the Laughter," a

rst

novel by Karen

De Wolf, screen writer for Columbia,
The
is
being published by Bobbs-Merrill.
book's locale is Hollywood in the early '30's.

\ijETRO

has bought rights to Edna Fer"Cimarron" from RKO at a price
reported in excess of $100,000.
Spencer

'"*

ber's

Tracy
(

h

may get the
"Rio

Rita"

•

•

picture for the

Marx

Bros,

^ will

be titled "Step This Way," with
production to start within two weeks.
Hal
Finberg, Ray Golden and Sid Kuller are
*

'

studio has

rights

the leads in "Rio Rita."

klEXT Metro
j

The

lead.

from RKO
for $85,000.
It is believed that Nelson Eddy
and Jeanette MacDonald will be cast for
bought

also

preparing the scenario.
I

!

•
EDWARD SMALL

*

l

I

i

•
is

dickering with

ner Bros, for rights to

stage farce,
twice filmed as

old

if

War-

Margaret Mayo's

"Twin Beds," which was
silent

by

First

Dick Powell and Joan Blondell
leads

a

is

finish,

top-drawing

regard to selling the picture, despite
the fact that the cast as a whole gives
brilliant performances, Miss Bergman and
In

Warner Baxter
has

it

to

potential

by

the deal goes through.

National.

may get the

it

of

effort

is

league

from

a

and

exhibi-

get boosted

to

campaign

and any
be directly reflected in

will

difficult

is

picture

any

certain

is

mouth

box office

increased
It

the
in

attention

special

word

selling

Yet
winner

offer.

because

a

returns.

appraise

to

the

perfor-

mances of the cast without being unfair
some place because every cast member
gives

performance

that leaves nothing
nothing to be desired.
However,
attractive
Susan Hayward gives a
performance that is not only memorable,
but is certain to zoom her stock.
She
portrays
an
unscrupulous,
heartless
and
a

lacking and

scheming

(five-letter-word)

perfection,

to

bringing hatred and destruction to a whole
family.

Miss Bergman is superb in the picture.
Her portrayal of the foreign governess of
the family is shaded perfectly, she has
never appeared to better advantage on the
screen and her performance leaves nothing

be

to

splendid
father

desired
also

is

a

any

in

his

four

to

sons,

Warner

way.

He

surprise.

interpretation

of

a

widowed

the

giving

gives

the

role

a

sympathetic

understanding that makes it
on the screen.
As to the remainder of the cast, the
four boys, portrayed by Richard Denning,
Johnny Downs, Robert Shaw and Charles
Lind, are fine, Fay Wray is good in a
brief role as the mother, and Helen Westley, June
Lockhart and Pietro Sosso are
valuable adjuncts to the film.
Director Gregory Ratoff hits a new peak
with his masterful handling of the film,
approaching the job with a sympathetic
understanding of the story, motivating his
characters skillfully and masterfully pointing every scene.
The splendid and deeply
moving screenplay was written by William
Hurlbut and Michael Blankfort.
And last,
but just about most important, is the
brilliant
production job of Robert Sherwood, a newcomer to the business. Casting
perfection,
technical perfection and the
resulting fine picture assures him a place
of
importance in
Hollywood production
live

vividly

cast

okay, but the material

is

story

spans

a

decade

or

more

in

is

83 Mins.

Livingston,

three
with

Steele and

principal

Ken

roles

Davis handle the
as the mesquiteers,

MacDonald,

Jack

Screen debut of Bonnie Baker and Orrin

Tucker should draw

Ingram

and

Davison Clark providing the villainy for the
piece. Esther Estrella and Robert Kellard are
prominent in the cast. Lester Orlebeck directed from a screenplay by Barry Shipman.
The mesquiteers ride into California with

their fans of radio and

weak

orchestra fields to theaters, but

routine.

There is a sufficiency of action to satisfy
the shoot-'em-up clientele, the backgrounds
are okay, the direction fast and the technical aspects of the film are up to par.

makes the

material

comedy
plenty

the average

in

known combination, and
Colonna

has

also

The production value

is

in

the well

addition,

in

large

a

Exhibitors have

slot.

material

exploitable

of

story

film just another musical

radio

Jerry

following.

handsome, the cast

as a

whole capable, the music

the

direction

isn't

any story worth the name to hold the

paced,

well

is

but

catchy and
there

just

As it is, it is merely a series
gag situations with broad slapstick used
for laughs in between musical numbers.
Miss Baker and Tucker are adequate in
their roles.
Colonna makes the most of
film together.

of
a

train

of pioneers. Steele, a friend of Kel-

son of

lard,

Guy D'Ennery, a Spanish don

land holdings, hopes to get per-

mission for the settlers to establish themselves on the Kellard ranch. However, Mac-

Donald and his gang want the property to
work it with hydraulics for gold and they
make trouble all around. There is a considerable amount of skullduggery before the
mesquiteers get together and clean things
UP-

CAST: Robert Livingston, Bob Steele,
Rufe Davis, Esther Estrella, Robert Kellard,
Guy D'Ennery, Davison Clark, Jack Ingram,
Ken MacDonald, Lee Shumway, Mary MacLaren, Yakima Canutt, Jack Kirk.
CREDITS: Associate producer, Louis Gray;
Director, Lester Orlebeck; Screenplay, Barry
idea, Karl Brown; Based
on characters created by William Colt MacDonald; Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Editor,
Ray Snyder.

Shipman; Original

DIRECTION,

Fast.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

the

of

life

Adam

Stoddard and his family.

Fay Wray, the mother, dies not long after
Miss Bergman comes to them as a governess.

her

Misfortune

home

causes

Baxter

to

send

while, but his fortunes are

for a

recovered during the war and she returns.
Miss Hayward enters the picture as Downs'
wife.
All the boys are in the Army. With
the end of the war comes the denouement f
Miss Hayward's infidelities and tragedy
ensues, but Baxter finally realizes Miss
Bergman's worth, and although there are
a number of things to be straightened out,
their happiness is assured after Miss Hayward leaves the family home.

CAST:

Bergman, Warner Baxter,
Susan Hayward, Fay Wray, Richard Denning, Johnny Downs, Robert Shaw, Charles
Lind,
Billy
Ray, Steven
Muller, Wallace
Chadwell, Bobby Walberg, Helen Westley,
June Lockhart, Pietro Sosso, Gilbert Emery,
Renie Diano, Clarence Muse.
Ingrid

CREDITS:

Producer,
Robert Sherwood;
Gregory Ratoff; Screenplay, William Hurlbut and Michael Blankfort; Novel
by Charles Bonner; Cameraman, Peverel
Marley; Editor, Francis D. Lyon.
Director,

DIRESTION,

ranks.

The

The

"name" draws with huge

are the only

prize

deserves

tors,

Latest in the Three Mesquiteers series
from Republic, "Prairie Pioneers," dips below the generally high standard of the series.

deft

is

the technical aspects of the film
in every respect and the
production as a whole is above reproach
on any score.
to

Baxter

'

'

and sure, the screenplay
moving panorama of emotions that
hold an audience tense from start

direction

it

for

•

Four Sons" is a truly great
screen dramatization in every respect. The
picture should be a standout in the 1941
film crop, and it should keep box offices
busy overtime, if properly handled.
The
cast is excellent from top to bottom, the

are

Brandt

Jerrold

"Adam Had

will

Paramount

Mins.

81

SHOULD BE A 1941 STANDOUT AND
SHOULD DO SOCKO BIZ.

vood

Jerry Colonna

58 Mins.

MUSICAL HAS LOTS OF MELODY AND
CAST HAMPERED BY ROUTINE MATERIAL CAUSES WESTERN TO DIP BE- ABLE COMICS; BUT STORY MATERIAL
DRAMATIZA- LOW SERIES' STANDARD.
IS WEAK.

Columbia

certainly civic-minded. Galston recently
^Completed a term as president of the Holly
ire

with Bonnie Baker, Orrin Tucker,

Rufe Davis

BRILLIANT
SCREEN
TION OF A SPLENDID STORY; PICTURE

this

in

One"

"You're the

Bob Steele,

Republic

Baxter,

section,

and other theaters

wood,

Robert Livingston,

with

f ILfllS ,v

Excellent.

Excellent.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

every

situation,

most

part.

but his material is old in
for the rest of the cast,
Albert Dekker, a very fine actor, is cast as
a comedian and it is not a happy selection,

Edward
as does

As

Horton

Everett

Teddy

gets

some

laughs,

Hart, and Lillian Cornell and

Renie Riano are helpful.
Ralph Murphy
directed from a screenplay by Gene Markey,
who also wrote the original story and served
as the producer.
Horton, an agent,

trying to get Bonnie
Dekker's band. Dekker has a penchant for blondes and Miss
Baker accidentally becomes a blonde and
Horton "glamourizes" her and they both
follow Dekker to a health resort where he
is taking a cure to reduce for a television
engagement.
Tucker's band plays at the
resort and Colonna runs it. Miss Baker and
Tucker are old sweethearts, difficulties crop
up, gags are shot in one after another, difficulties are cleared up, lovers get together,
everybody happy.
a

is

job as singer with

CAST: Bonnie Baker, Orrin Tucker, Albert Dekker, Jerrv Colonna, Edward Everett
Horton, Lillian Cornell, Renie Riano, Teddy

Tom Dugan, Walter Catlett, Hal K.
Dawson, Bert Roach, Dewey Robinson, Mariska Aldrich, Eddie Conrad.
Hart,

CREDITS:

Gene Markey; DiMurphy; Original story and
screenplay, Gene Markey; Cameraman, Ted
rector,

Producer,

Ralph

Tetzlaff;

Editor,

DIRECTION,

Archie Marshek.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Ascap Names Committee
To Renew Network Talks
Ascap on Friday appointed a committee to reopen talks with the networks on resuming use of the society's music.
A definite date, for
meeting with the radio interests has
not been set, information from the
broadcasters disclosed.
Gene Buck,
Ascap prexy, E. C. Mills, John G.
Paine, Walter Fischer, Oscar Hammerstein II, John J. O'Connor and
Herman Starr form the negotiating
committee.

'
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Loew Theaters

Set

Cuban Film Boartl
Charging

Merit Pix Plan

Havana (By Air Mail)

It

—

Dr.

of

Urges Catholics Boycott Pix
Manuel

{Continued from Page

1)

1

RKO

objection, namely, what is to be done
about the pictures that do not get
the "Mark of Merit." The circuit
will try to take care of that objection in ad copy and publicity. Nevertheless, Vogel feels "the objection is
not important enough to stop us

from trying the scheme."
Managers of all Loew's theaters
have been advised by the home office
to give the idea an "all-out" trial,
and to submit their views on the
plan.

The "Mark of Merit" scheme, it is
understood, had its inception in wake
of a trade screening of UA's "Cheers
for Miss Bishop," which, the circuit
holds is "an exceptionally good picture ... we feel confident the public
will love
but a picture without
box office stars." This film, Loew's
asserts, will be the first to carry the
'Mark of Merit" badge.
Subsequently the designation will
be used for other exceptional photo.

.

.

plays which, as one Loew spokesman
"have a damn good chance of
landing a place in any annual ten
best poll."
Advertising value of the "Mark of
Merit" device will be particularly
strong in the instances of meritorious star-shy films.
Entire idea of the Loew plan is
based upon truth in advertising, for
which that company has been a foremost crusader.

said,

Harry

J.

Powers Dies

Morristown, N.

J.

— Harry

J.

Pow-

ers, 81, who owned and operated theaters in Chicago for 35 years, died

here Friday after a two months'

ill-

ness. He retired from his theatrical
activities 10 years ago and came to
Morristown in 1939.

Cuban Film Board
(Live With

Pellon, counsel of the

of Trade, has filed suit against the magazine "Vive

as "one of the ten best pictures" as
they come along.
Doob explained on the week-end
that Joseph R. Vogel, of Loew's
Theaters, feels, as do other company
officials, that if careful judgment is
used in selecting the "Loew Mark of
Merit" pictures, the public will have
confidence in the designations and
respond. Impartiality of the selection process, Vogel believes, will
react not only to the benefit of the
circuit, but to the national stature of
the pictures chosen, whether they be
from Paramount, Warners, 20thFox,
Radio, UA, Columbia,
Universal, M-G-M itself, or any
other source.
Doob states frankly that Loew's
officials realize that the plan has one

THE WEEK IN
REVIEW

Trade Sues Magazine,
Con La

Iglesia,"

the Church).
Plaintiff claims that the magazine has started a campaign condemning and advising that Catholics boycott the following pictures: "Carne
De Cabaret," (Mexican), "Tell Your Children," "Unshamed," (U.S.) and "Rue
Du Paiz," (French). Films were okayed by the Cuban Film Censorship Board.

Arbitration Cases
(Continued from Page 1),

$1,000,000 for production purposi
through deal with CFI which will \
the firm's printing.
Republic
spend $400,000 on trade paper
and $100,000 in fan magazines (Y
the first time) on new season pre
.

Prizes Made Mandatory
In New Iowa Games Bill
{Continued from Page

games patrons

To Ask Hearing Date
Divorcement Bill

On

{Continued from Page 1)
1)

to register for each

particular drawing and in addition
prohibits more than three theaters
within any municipal corporation
from taking part in one drawing.

Rep. Wagner in explaining his bill
claimed that games "draw millions
of patrons in the state of Iowa to
see what is often a second rate picture that people would not pay to
see otherwise".
"It has been noted that in some
places the first prize is not drawn
for a period of several months for
the reason that the names drawn
were of patrons who did not register for that particular drawing. This
bill would make the giving of the
prize mandatory for the date designated and there would always be a
winner because only the ticket holders' numbers would be in the receptacle from which the numbers are
drawn", Wagner said.
"It has been the practice to put
the tickets of
in the receptacle
patrons who have been registered
for a long period of time. Naturally
this penalizes the patrons who register for the particular show because
their odds of winning are reduced
Too, it opens the door for
greatly.
an unscrupulous manager to throw
in a lot of tickets that have no
business being in the receptacle,
whereas under my plan of turning
the first three tickets drawn, with
the prize going to the third drawn,
over to a clerk of the municipal corporation, any aggrieved person can
come in and show he or she did not
purchase a ticket and that it should
not have been in the receptacle. Too,
prevent the inclusion of
will
it
names and tickets that could be
purely fictitious."
"This bill is not to penalize any
legitimate
a
conducting
theater
Bank Night, but its purpose is to
protect the public".
The bill would also allow patrons
winning the prize by registering
before the drawing for the par-

measure
The
drawing.
would apply to any plan of awardwhether called Bank
prizes
ing
Night or not and provides for a
ticular

.

.

1

William LeBaron signl
2-year producer contract with 20
Century-Fox.
Standard Tra|
and Securities foresees domestic bl
biz gaining during first six montl
of 1941.
Camels cigarettes (R.|
Reynolds Tobacco Co.) reported I

uct.

.

.

.

.

.

.

hearing on the bill early this week.
The bill was prepared and introduced,
Berg said Saturday, at the behest
of a group of independent exhibitors.
It is not a Northwest Allied measure,
terested in theater games via Mini!
although the unit previously has supMysteries. ... A new N. Y. unit I
ported similar proposed legislation.
.

.

.

Executives Among Guests
At Columbian Club Party

national Allied was formed in i\
bany.
gross of $2,500,OJ
this year so far brings total gross I
$26,000,000.
Two pix were sd
for Italian distribution by
Sel

Columbian Club, the social organization of Columbia Pictures' em-

nick's

.

.

.

GWTW
.

.

.

UA —

"Rebecca" and "Intermez2l
for first time since Jan. 1, 19:|
eleventh annual
ployes, held its
Census gives total of theaters
dinner-dance in the grand ballroom U. S. at 15,115 with 1939 volume
of the Waldorf-Astoria on Saturday biz at $673,045,000.
Jan. adm:
night, with more than 700 attending. tax collections soared to $6,583,&
Jack Cohn had in his party Judge compared with Jan. 1940's $1,486,5
and Mrs. Ferdinand Pecora, Judge
Exposed films led in pix expo
Sol Streit and guest, Mr. and Mrs. in 1940 for a total of $4,035,4
W. G. Van Schmus, Mr. and Mrs. "Meet John Doe" will have d'
M. A. Slesinger, Mr. and Mrs. L. M. N. Y. C. showings at Rivoli and 5
Blancke, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Briskin, St. Theaters.
J. R. McDonou
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Nizer and Mr. assumes Lee Marcus post at RJ
and Mrs. Charles Schwartz. Banking studios.
Extended runs are ja
interests were represented by Mr. ming product in Chicago's L(
and Mrs. James Cavagnaro, Mr. and district.
Mrs. G. D. Burrows, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Dent, Mr. and Mrs. F. McN. Ransom,
Theater
Under Fie
Mr. and Mrs. Carl C. Lang, Mr. and
Mrs. E. Van Pelt, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- In Michigan,
Jersey
liam Creelman and Serge Semenenko.
Columbia execs, who were present included
Detroit
Bank Night is to
A. Schneider, A. Montague, R. Jackter, Louis
Astor, M. J. Weisfeldt, Leo Jaffe, David A. banned in the suburb of Royal O;
Lipton, M. Wormser, Division Managers Carl according to action taken by
Shalit and Phil Dunas; Branch Managers I.
City Commission, instructing

—
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Games

New

—

H. Rogovin and T. F. O'Toole; David A.
O'Malley, Leonard S. Picker, Irving Moross,
C. W. Sharpe, Frank McGrann, Hortense
Schorr, Al Sherman, Hal Hode, H. J. Takiff,
H. L. Smith, F. L. Weber and William Brennan.

Prominent among industry figures were,
from Loew's, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Schenck,
Charles Moskowitz and Oscar A. Doob; from
RKO Mr. and Mrs. Fred Meyers, Mr. and
Mrs. Max Fellerman; from Feiber & Shea:
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Shea and Andrew MacDonald
from Warner Bros.: Mr. and Mrs.
Nat Fellman, B. E. Hoffman and Clayton
bond Gus Eyssell and Mr. and Mrs. Russell Downing of the Music Hall; John Benas,
Spyros Skouras and Willie White of Skouras
Theaters; Mr. and Mrs. Ed Zabel of National Theaters; Mr. and Mrs. Louis Schine
Mr. and Mrs. Joe
of the Schine Circuit
Eagan of the Wilmer & Vincent Circuit; Joe
Ingber and Lew Wolf of the Brandt Theaters;
Harold Rinzler, Irving Kaplan, J. Birnbaum
and M. Frisch of Randforce Theaters; John
Slattery, Danny Seider and Eddie Seider of
Prudential Playhouses; Lew Fischler of Belle
Theaters; Jack Gelbert of Interboro Theaters;
Harry Royster and Harold Greenberg of Publix Theaters; Bernie Brooks of Rosenblatt &
Welt Theaters; Ben Miller of Hccht Theaters of New Jersey
Al SucViman of Consolidated Theaters; Wally Howes of TransStern
of Rugoff & Beckitu! Theaters; Eddie
er Theaters, and Mr. and Mrs. L. Germaine,
Mr. and Mrs. Landers, Eddie Reed, Archie
;

;

;

municipal
necessary

attorney to draft
ordinance.
Move \1
made at the suggestion of the J
official
Motion Picture Censors!
Committee, which also proposes!
7 p.m. curfew for children unl

companied by adults,

in theaters!

—

Elizabeth, N. J.
Union Com
one of the last North Jersey Bii
meccas, is about to clamp down
the game, as part of a general di
against gambling, instituted by
grand jury after a series of

vestigations and
cutor David this

hearings.

Pre

week asked po

chiefs to assist in the drive, wh
will also be aimed at theater dr;
ings, some of which have aire:
been ordered to stop in some p<
of the country.

26

Houses

for

Lichtman
THE FILM DA
The Lichtman Tl

War-time Prosperity
Swells St. John Biz

revocation of a theater's license
for 90 days for violation of the act.

Local theaters are
Sr. John, N.B.
getting the best patronage in years
due to war-time prosperity. Saturday
business, has been so heavy, the auditoriums have to be illuminated and

taking over the (
Theater in Petersburg, Va., it is
ported here, in addition to new enj
hold "Pepe Le Moko" Premiere Mar. 3 prises in Portsmouth and Newj:
"Pepe Le Moko," French pix will News, Va., and in Bennings, DJS.
"Strawberry Blonde" for a second
week. Pix opened to "City of Con- have its American premiere March The Gem brings the circuit totalkp
Warner home office 3 at the World Theater at a $10 top to 23 houses and the new theafB
quest" biz,
will bring the total to 26 by Junei
for the benefit of France Forever.
reports.

—

ushers

weed out those seeking

remain

for

another screening.

to

;

Washington Bureau of

Washington
ter

chain

—

is

Silverman.

"Strawberry Blonde" Stays
New York Strand will

.

londay, February 24, 1941
DAILY:

Iowa Indies Ask
) of J

Investigation

any

the Stars."

complaints except
'unethical and unfair" competition,
i^is understood.
.Stt the same time, some of the
operators have sought legal
.-de
grounds through the Attorney Gen;ral's office to prevent construction
if a new house in East Des Moines
)y Tri- States and other interested
according
)arties,
to
informed
specific

;ources.

The protest against the new
heater claims violation of the New
fork consent decree with the Tristates "attempting to get the cus;omers away from the independents
iperating on the East Side," it is

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—The

HOLLYWOOD

Parsons,

is

a

Born

in

Burlington,

writer and newspaper

Iowa,

August 23.

work

Sales Drive Mar.

Her mother, Louella

drifted into motion
Essanay studios, Harriet drifted along with her, playing in
baby roles.
Harriet began writing at an early age and sold her first story to
Photoplay Magazine at the age of twelve.
Attended Horace Mann School in
New York City between 1918 and 1924, and then
entered Wellesley, graduating in 1928.
First
newspaper job was covering Boston film exchanges
for the New York Morning Telegraph while still
in college, and on graduation got a job as scenario
writer at M-G-M.
Not long afterward, joined
the staff of Photoplay Magazine.
Wrote for fan
and national magazines until 1933.
Went to
Columbia to produce the "Screen Snapshots" series
of shorts.
In 1938, had her own NBC radio program a fifteen minute broadcast of Hollywood
news. At one time edited a page in Liberty Magazine, and another in "Woman's Day."
Regularly
keeps-up her "Keyhole Portraits" of stars which
have been syndicated for some eight or nine
years.
Married to King Kennedy, an actor-writer,
on Sept. 28, 1939.

picture

Columbia Will Open

at old

1

(Continued from Page 1)

woman, and when she

—

;aid.

Vashington Bureau of

IN

•
•
•
Introducing Interesting Personalities
•
•
•
LJARRIET PARSONS. Producer of Republic's series of short subjects, "Meet

(Continued from Page 1)
•ite

WHO

WHO'S

the individual

exhibitor and salesman.
The three months' period spanned
by the drive will be marked by the
release of a number of the com-

pany's

top

features,

including

"Penny Serenade", "Adam Had Four
Sons",
"They Dare Not Love",
"Texas", "Blondie Goes Latin", "She

Knew

All

Page

Boys",

the

Answers",

"Senate

"Her First Beau",
"Bedtime Story", "Our Wife", "Time
Out for Rhythm", "Doctor's Husband", "The Lone Wolf Takes a

Chance", "Ellery Queen's Penthouse
Mystery" and an untitled Wesley
Ruggles production.
Western releases during the drive
will include "Outlaws of Panhandle"
and "North From the Lone Star".

Department of

ustice has complaints against the
Tri-States and Central States ciruits under investigation, it was
r

1.000 Theaters

Greek

Pledge

$143,000

War

Department of Jus- For
Relief
over the week-end by Robert L.
(Continued from Page 1)
iVright, special assistant to the At:orney General, and head of the spe- in Greek War Relief Week, March
25-30.
cial unit of the Department set up
is a result of the New York consent
Jules J. Rubens, division chairlecree.
man of the Chicago territory, adIt was learned from Departmental vised Zukor that 263 theaters in
[
;ources
that counsel representing Illinois will take collections in the
he Iowa indies was in Washington lobbies.
Rubens' committees are
ibout a month ago for conferences working in Wisconsin, Indiana and
vith officials, and that the investi- Michigan.
gation is still proceeding.
Two special midnight shows have
So far as is known, this is the been given
to date; one in Johnsh-st complaint to be filed subsequent
town, Pa., under the direction of
York
conNew
the
signing
of
the
;o
Harry Kalmine; and the other in
sent decree and referred to the speMemphis, Tenn., at Loew's Palace
:ial unit for action.
Theater,
the direction
Cecil
•onfirmed at the

Ad Budget

Set

For "Meet John Doe"

ice

(Continued from Page 1)

"Meet John Doe,"
the

home

office

papers will get the
the appropriation.

Albany

lion's

won

—Jewel

Productions,

Inc.

Friday to secure a
license for the pix "Kidnapping
Gorillas". The Board of Regents at
share of its monthly meeting sustained con-

was reported at
Saturday. News-

it

Regents Over-rule Censor
On "Kidnapping Gorillas"
its

fight

tention of the appellant

by stating

Meanwhile, Warner execs, are said the picture should be granted a
to be mulling over the idea of a ense.

stage production of "Meet John Doe"
and discussions are under way with
Robert Riskin. If the plan should
materialize, Riskin, who did the
script, would re-write for the stage.
It would be the first time that a picture had been adapted for the legit.,
it is claimed.
Capra arrives from the Coast for
under
of
the dual Broadway opening of the
Vogel. These are the first of several
pix in mid-March. Riskin stays in
hundred scheduled before March 30.
Marshalltown
Hiree
Sam H. Harris has accepted the the East until after the bow.
Exhibs. for False Arrest
chairmanship of the legitimate theater division and William (Bill) Cinemasters Names Technicians
Bert Wilson has been appointed
Marshalltown, la. The owners of Corum has accepted the chairmanchief cutter and editor for Cinemashe Casino Theater, S. M. Horowitz ship of the Sports division.
ters, Inc., John E. Graham has been
md M. C. Roskopf, were named denamed assistant director and casting
'endants in damage suits totalling
to Produce head and Don Malkames named chief
>10,500.63 for false arrests of three
cameraman, it was announced by
nen on charges of attempting to
Series of Westerns
Arthur Leonard and Dick Hyland
iass counterfeit money.
The plaintiffs are Lyle Cooper of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY currently producing Soundies at the
-.eGrand, Leonard Cooper of Toledo
Hollywood George Weeks, pro- Fox-Movietone Studios for the Jimmd R. A. Lewis of Garwin. In each ducer of the "Range Busters" series my Roosevelt-Mills organization.
)f three suits, the plaintiff charges
for Monogram, is planning to pronalicious prosecution and false ar- duce an additional series of eight
Hub Sub Aids Theaters
'est.
The petitions charge that on pictures to be known as the "Four
Boston Opening of the new Huntfan. 30 the three men bought tickets Horsemen" for the 1941-42 season.
ington Ave. Subway means much
it the theater, paying for them with
to the Uptown, Loew's State, Fenluarters which the theater officials

Sue

—

George Weeks

New

—

New

—

Regents
censorship

upheld
division

refusal
to

of

permit

lic-

the
the

licensing of "Life on the Hortobagy"
in turning down the appeal on the
case of Eureka Productions, Inc.
Both films were reviewed earlier
in month by three Regents, who in
turn submitted their report to the

board.

Service Men, Conventions
Swell Boston Biz 40%

—

Boston Business at all downtown
picture theaters was up 40 per cent
the past week, a fact ascribed to the
gathering in the city of thousands
of service men returning from a six
weeks' Caribbean cruise and also to
an unusual large number of conventions.

Durning Joins Atlas Board
Harry M. Durning has been

elected

a member of the board of directors
of Atlas Corp., it was announced
Friday, following a meeting of the

board

in Jersey
City.
Durning,
Collector of Customs of the Port of
Loew's has started a all of which have been tremendously New York, is a special partner in the
The three were arrested, the peti- new policy of holding frequent joint
hampered for the past year and one brokerage firm of Moore & Schley.
ion charged, and were taken to the
meetings of the Boston and Provi- half by streets being closed. The
>oliee station where further examinadence publicists and managers to dis- new Subway serves this entire Masion proved the money was genuine.
cuss problems and to map out pro- sachusetts Ave. district.
lelieved to

Huddle on N.

be counterfeit.

Boston

—

E.

Promotion

way and

Civic Repertory theaters,

TORKS

motion schemes.

TO THE COLORS!

Monogram

to Star Bela Lugosi
Holloway With Lockheed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Albany Mrs. Joseph Weinstein,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Bela Lugosi has been wife of the Warner Theaters zone

—Bert

—

—

new short subject booker, presented her
melo- husband with "a feature," a six
horror-mystery
tant publicity director at Paramount, drama, "Murder by the Stars." Sem pound, eight ounce baby boy at Al>f absence by Malco for a year of
has been signed as director of pub- Katzman will make the feature as bany Hospital. The Weinsteins al\.rmy training.
licity for Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
a special. Production starts Mar. 20. ready have a baby girl.
Hollywood

—

Russellville, Ark.
Bruce Young of
he Ritz staff has been given a leave

Holloway,

was for two-and-a-half years

•

who

assis-

signed to play the lead in a

Monogram

??

TEN BEST" ALL ON
EASTMAN FILM
EVERY

one of the Ten Best Pictures,

se-

lected in the Film Daily's critics poll for

1940, was

made on Eastman Negative

Films. This impressive record speaks for
itself.

In 1941, these exceptional films will

continue to contribute
of

outstanding

to the success

screen

productions.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
J. E.

BRULATOUR,

Fort Lee

IN.

Y.

INC., Distributors

Chicago

Hollywood

SLPER-XX

PLUS-X
for general studio use

when

little light in

available

BACKGROLXD-X
for

backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS

M

U

IM<()I)

J
I

I

b T

The Daily Newspaper

Intimate In Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

-^FDAILV
VfiL. 79.

NO.

NEW YORK,

38

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

TEN CENTS

25, 1941
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TRUST JUIT RE-STATES GOV'T COMPLAINT
House Resolution Asks Investigation of Film Biz
Introduced by Rep. Boren;
Proposes 5-Man Com.;
Referred to the Rules Com.
LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Rep. Lyle H.
Boren (D., Okla.) yesterday introduced a resolution in the
By MILTON

F.

Washington Bureau of

—

House

of

Representatives

calling

$900,000;
And the

30 for 1941-42; Westerns Also at 30; Quartely
Announcement of Titles, New Policy

Plans

as
12

Colleges, Schools

Havs

Office.

company's future

many Westerns,
shorts,

it

was

four serials and

announced

by

James

be
suit filed in Federal Court by Hillannounceside Amusement Co., owner of the
ments at the beginning of each Mayfair
Theater, Hillside, N. J. The
quarter.
Object, as explained by
complaint, first to be filed since enGrainger, is to enable the company
try of the New York consent decree,
to offer timely pix in keeping with
completely restates the Government
entertainment trends.
claims of monopoly and charges the
Feature Classifications
defendants with a continuation of

make

detailed

specific

The

feature

will include
(Continued on Page 3)

6

De alleged

violations
anti-trust laws.

(Continued on Page 7)

In

Asks

—

an investigation of the motion Prexy

14,890 Projectors

J.,

Names Majors

The eight major film companies and the Hays office were
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY in the past, no titles of stories were
named defendants yesterday in
Republic's lineup announced.
Los Angeles
Grainger stated that
000 triple damage anti-trust
for 1941-42 will embrace 30 features,
to
policy will

R. Grainger at the
first of a series of five regional sales
picture industry.
The author of the resolution has meetings which opened here yesterFor the' current season, Relong been interested in industry af- day.
fairs
and was a member of the public announced 26 features, 32
House Interstate and Foreign Com- westerns.
merce Committee that conducted
Departing from company custom
for

Mayfair, Hillside, N.

REPUBLIC TO INCREASE FEATURES

The

Great Neck Theater

Set Ascap Decree

Wants

Hearing for Mar. 3

Arbitration

Sherman

the

of

plaintiff is represented
(Continued on Page 7)

by

Broadway Holiday

Week-End

—

Biz Tops

Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
Second arbitration case in the New
York area and the third in the Wash- yesterday fixed March 3 as the daj
Broadway's holiday week-end busiington territory were announced yes- for hearing arguments in support of
terday.
opposition to the approval of ness was among the best in recent
and
gram was foreseen by Nathan D.
years and in some cases smashed all
New York case was filed by the a consent decree by the Court.
Golden, chief, motion picture diviEsquire-Great Neck Corp., operator
Judge Goddard instructed the at- existing records in Main Stem theAtlantic City
Increased use of
motion pictures in the field of education as a result of the defense pro-

Department

sion,

Commerce,

of

(Continued on Page 6)

West Coast Studios Send
7 Pix Into

Production

West Coast Bureau of

are

—

THE FILM DAILY

Seven new pictures
scheduled to go into production

Hollywood

(Continued on

Page

6)

Lcew's State with "The Philadel-

Jacob Segal Badly Hurt,
Wife Killed in Car Crash

—

Dragnet Catches 17
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Warners new-talent

—

dragnet has resulted
of 17 players to

in

the signing

Indianapolis

was postponed

J.

1.

6)

Measure

— The

fly-by-night

Held Unlikely that Arnold
Will Start
bill

indefinitely on its sec-

ond reading

Washington Bureau of

—

400 Film Bills in 43 States
Total

About 80 Below Peak Figure

Slot

Machine Pix

to

More than 400

Be

Censored, Licensed in Pa.

—

Harrisburg, Pa. Small films used
in coin-operated projectors are subject to censorship in Pennsylvania
and the fee is $2 for each reel, no

matter how

many

subjects

tains, it is ruled by the State
ment of Justice.

it

con-

Depart-

Attorney General Claude T. Reno
(Continued on Page 7)

AFM

Trust Suit

THE FILM DAILY

in the House. Re-hearWashington
Although Thurman
ing at the request of supporters of W. Arnold has denounced Joseph
the measure was granted.
It must Petrillo,
head of the AFM, as a "dic(Continued on Page 3)
tator" and stated he has intimidated
new unions from entering the music
field, it is considered extremely un-

in

(Continued on Page 7)

1939

term contracts since

Before the addition of these
17 newcomers, the studio's contract
list stood at 52 players, of whom 21
are catalogued as stars.
Emphasis on the development of
new talent is evident in the fact
that 10 of the 17 new contractees
had never faced a movie camera before they came to Warners, and of
the other seven only one is a veteran
screen personality.

Jan.

Fly-by-Night

Mrs. Anna

Glen Rock, N.

(Continued on Page 2)

Grants Re-hearing on Ind.

Segal, wife of Jacob Segal, Columbia's manager of foreign exchange
operations, was killed early Sunday
when the car in which they were rid(Continued on Page

Warner Netc-Talent

aters.

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 3)

affecting the
motion picture industry directly and
indirectly have been introduced in
43 state legislatures during current
sessions, a survey by FILM DAILY
staff correspondents reveals.
This
is about 80 measures less than were
bills

introduced in 1939 which was a
peak year for proposed film legislation.

A

flurry

of censorship

(Continued on

Page 6)

bills

has

Stage Show, Duals
At 20c In Detroit
Detroit

—

New

bargain

in

shows

when the Broder

starts

Friday

cuit's

Town changes

Cirstage show
plus double features at 20 cents admission.
House will run a full week
Variable price admison each bill.
sion is being discussed, with admissions considered to run as high as 50
cents for star "name" value stage
shows.
to

V

,

1
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Janitors

Union Picketing

Holiday Week-End Biz

Calling

Browne

On Broadway

Detroit

—New

to Detroit

phase

in

the

Tues., Feb. 25, 1941

10 Cents

phia Story" made history. On Saturday, Washington's Bh*thday, played to 20,198 paid admissions from 8
A.M. to three o'clock Sunday morning.
The 3,300-seat house gave six
shows during the period and the
crowds were such that the management declared that "never has anything ever happened like this." Screen

months-old

::::::
:

9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.

New

Fitmday,

Cable address:

York.

COmiRG

and G0IIIG

(.Continued from Page 1)

two-

picketing of downtown
houses,
chiefly
United
Detroit
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher Theatres, by Building Service Employes
International
is
expected
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
Ceneral Manager Thursday with anticipated visit of
CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor George
E. Browne, IA president.
The janitors' union has not called
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y., out any UDT employes, according
to Ray Carroll, international repby Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
resentative, although actual memMeisereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
Entered as
bership of from 10 to 100 per cent
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at
New York, N. Y., under the in various houses is claimed.
act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
Seeking a $5 daily wage six-day
United States outside of Greater New York
eight-hour day, and union
year;
months,
$10.00 one
6
$5.00; 3 months, week,
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Subscriber should recognition,
Carroll explained the
remit with order.
Address all communications
to
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, situation by stating, "We can do
New York, N. Y.
Phone BRyant 9-7117, better to inform the public that the
Vol.79. No. 38

Sets Marks.'

LEO BONOFF

Madison and Saybrook,
in March.

of

J

Co'JJ

planning a trip to Miami

is

JAMES BRACKEN, head

of the Warner Tb
Haven contact office!

ater Department, New
leaving for two weeks

HAL HORNE

in

Miami.

WILL GARITY, RCA

and

engineer, planed to San Francisco
for "Fantasia's" opening.

from

JERRY LaROCQUE, Fairyland, Warrensbi
offering was augmented by Lou Holtz
MRS. LaROCQUE were in Albany Sun
and Hollywood stars including Lola and
visiting film row.
Ditto MR. and
Lane, Wendy Barrie and Arline FERGUSON, Copake, Copake, and PHIL MRS.
BAROl
.

Judge.

"Philadelphia Storp" prev-

iously had played six
dio City Music Hall.

Warner

weeks at Ra-

Bros.'

"Strawberry
Blonde" gave the Strand its largest

Happy Hour, North Creek, and Algonquin,

Inci

Lake.

ELMER LUX, RKO
has

returned

there

branch manager at Buff,,
a
trip to
Albany

after

ALEXANDER KORDA

is

here from

the

Coal

single day's business in its history.
EMERSON YORKE returned to New York yl
management is 'unfair' than by Week-end gross was the highest since terday
from New England.
calling our men out.
will do "The Fighting 69th," the recordLEO DEVANEY, captain of the Ned Depi
that when the operators, electri- holder. On Saturday the first show
Sales Drive for RKO, arrived yesterday from "3
cians, and other crafts come with started at 9:15 A.M. and the last ronto prior to a nation-wide tour of the Rfl
us.
Janitors could easily be re- show ended at 4 o'clock Sunday branches.
placed, and it would not be very morning.
Pace was continued yesHARRY MICHALSON, short subjects sales mil
difficult
ager, will accompany Devaney when he leas
to operate the houses if terday.
today
on the first leg of his trip.
only our men went out."
Radio City Music Hall's business
AURIOL LEE has gone to the Coast.
Picketing, with as many as 20 surpassed attendance of last Washpickets out at times, is maintained ington's Birthday, rolling up a weekARTHUR MENKEN, cameraman for Paramoi
by requiring every employed mem- end gross of $63,000 with "Mr. and News, has arrived in San Francisco, leaving fr
The Paramount en- there shortly by Clipper for the Orient.
ber to devote an hour a day to this Mrs. Smith."
ERICH REMARQUE has returned to Hollywo
activity,
Carroll
said,
explaining joyed capacity business with "You're
A. A.
FEINBERG, president of U. S.
that only theatrical and amuse- the One" and the Capitol drew in the Conditioning, is here from Minneapolis.
crowds with "Go West." The Roxy
ment janitors are in the line.
A. C. CONSTANT, Ohio circuit operator, a
had one of its biggest week-ends with
"Tobacco Road." Other houses re- MRS. CONSTANT, are spending a two mont

We

t

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Ernest W. FredGranite 6607.
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
VV. I.
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue

LONDON—

PARIS—

CITY— Marco-

MEXICO

Marsoulan

(12).
Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Aurelio Galindo,

Calle del

Sindi-

riNANCIAL

.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Am.

Seat

%

Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/2
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Ccn. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind.
East.
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7%

7%

77/8

+

5
225- 8

5

225/3

— %

5

Chg.
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12%

323/4

31 'A
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+
+
+
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lOT/g

101/2

10%

+"%

129

129
167

Eq

Loew's,
do pfd

Low

225/8

Kodak

do pfd
Cen. Th.

High

Inc

Paramount

129
167

167

yz
1

l/

8

l/

2

Para.
1st
pfd
Para. 2nd pfd

Pathe

8 '/8

Film

RKO

'

Century-Fox
Cent-Fox pfd.

20th
20th
Univ.

6'/s
.

pfd.

Pier.

17V2
138

Warner Bros
do

57/s

17

38

138

3

6%
171/,

27/8

+
+
—

V4
'/?

V?

3

pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
F. ref. 6346
Loew's deb. 3'/2s46
B'way 3s55

Keith

B.

Par.

Para. Picts.

Warner

cv.3V4 s47

Bros.' dbs.

95%

95 '/4

95 4

6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts.

Sonotone Corp.
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
....
.

.

8%

.

87/8

Y.

of

Monogram
the

are leading the

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb.
Rcxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

'45

65

59V2

Asked
68
62

Breakston, Tansey

Form

Company

Shorts

to

Make

Heidt Theater Giveaway
Brings Arrest in Akron

—

MRS.
operators
vacation

is

the "Fantasia"
from the Coast.

of

here

PETER SHAYNE, wife
union
in

prexy, has
California.

left

public

of the Chica
that city for

field

—

show.

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Herbert

Moulton

"Great Dictator" Goes Out
\

On General Release Mar. 7

will

All independent exhibitors in th
Metropolitan area have been invite
to attend a meeting of the recentl

New York

formed
National

Allied

in

State

Unit

(

New York

t<

morrow. Session is to be held £
produce a series of six one-reel subUnited Artists has set March 7 as
New Jersey Allied's headquarteil
jects, "Hedda Hopper's Hollywood," the national release date of "The
Max Cohen, of th
in Sardi's Bldg.
starring Hedda Hopper who will al- Great Dictator."
Picture will be
Lido Theater, Brooklyn, will presidt
so act as commentator, to be released shown at popular prices in cities
Regular meeting of New Jerse
by Paramount.
where it already has been seen at
advanced scales as well as cities Allied is scheduled for today at th
where it not yet has been exhibited. organization's offices.
New "Hardy" Tops Series Biz
the
Among' the cities where
j

In its first six key city engage- Charles Chaplin picture will be seen
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood George Breakston and ments. "Andy Hardy's Private Sec- for the first time are Detroit, CinJohn Tansey have formed Avon Pic- retary" is topping all nine previous cinnati, Akron, Richmond. Norfolk,
tures to produce a series of two-reel Hardy films by 10 to 30 per cent, Nashville, Evansville, Wilmington,
Per- Albany, Stamford, Scranton, Hardramas. Initial subject, "Beyond the M-G-M reported yesterday.
Track," is in production with Tan- centages of normal business range risburg, Reading, Camden, Canton,
sey directing. Principals include Joe up to 265 per cent in Waterbury, Trenton. Toronto and London, OnWhiteheart, Drew Demarest and Ca- where it is running ahead of "Boys' tario.
Many other engagements
are being- set for early showing.
Town" and "Strike Up the Band."
rol Wayne.
West Coast Bureau

SPITZER,

S. N. BEHRMAN and MAXWELL ANDERS!
company's current playdate
Akron, O. It took Akron authori- leave for the Coast this week.
drive.
Team known as the "Tex ties four days to make up their
ROBERT E. SHERWOOD is due back f
Ritter Rhythm Rangers," consisting minds, apparently, but John Wagner, Tucson
in about two weeks.
of Atlanta, Charlotte, Memphis and
22, assistant manager of the Palace
KATHERINE LESLIE goes to Hollywood t
New Orleans, is leading the field, Theater here, is to appear before a week.
with the "Range Busters," compris- municipal judge on charges of preMADELEINE CARROLL leaves the Coast sho
ing Dallas, Oklahoma City, Denver senting a lottery in connection with
ly
for a vacation in Miami.
and Salt Lake City, are in second the appearance of Horace Heidt, his
GENE TIERNEY arrived here yesterday fu
place, followed by "Frankie Darro's band and the "Pot o' Gold" scheme
Hollywood.
Hell Raisers" which includes the of entertainment.
RUBINOFF has arrived in Texas on his natio
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and WashHeidt, after a four-day stand here, wide concert tour.
ington offices.
moved on to Youngstown. ContenVICTOR CORDOVA has returned to New Yoj
Boston, in having the highest na- tion of the prosecution is that giving
after completing a role in a new RKO productio
tional average for a branch, is in away money on the turn of a wheel
Mne for a special cash award, al- to members of the audience constithough not a member of the winning tuted a lottery because possible re- Metropolitan Area Indies
team.
The charge
cipients paid to get in.
Invited to Allied Meeting
has no connection with Heid't radio

West Coast Bureau of

Met.

TONY

Southern and western exchanges
in

vacation on the Coast.

department,

Herbert Moulton to Produce
6 'Hedda Hoppers' for Para.

8%

Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts.
N.

ported similar good business.

South and West Leading
In Monogram Date Drive

Make Your Next Movie

at

Edison Motion Picture Studio

NEW YORK'S

FINEST

and small sound stage—Latest
ment — Rehearsal rooms — Private projection
theatre—Executive
—Conveniently located.
equip-

Large

offlceB

MODERATE RATES
Phone

CHIckerlng

4-8116-7-8

I

-

'

m

"

-m
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14,890 Projectors

Republic to Increase

n Colleges, Schools

Number

{Continued from Page

1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

peaking here yesterday before the
epartment of visual instruction of
ijailst annual convention of the
lal Education Association.
)epartment of Commerce surey just completed has established
le colleges and high schools in the
S. and its possessions now equiped to show films in the furtherance
such Defense educational prof
rams as may develop, Golden disTotal movie projectors in
osed.
alleges and schools was reported at
f.

4,890.

Luxe

•

•

shoulder

i

6,059 are silent and 6,384 are equipsound.
Of the 2,447 35-mm. pro1,624 are silent and 823 are sound.
I "Of the total number of projectors in the
S. and its possessions reported in the ref.
questionnaires, 12,411
16-mm.
lies to the
I ojectors and 2,426 35-mm. projectors are
i colleges and high schools located in Conlental U. S.
Of the 12,411 16-mm. projecI rs, 6,037
are silent and 6,374 sound.
The
426 35-mm. projectors consist of 1,612 silent
d 814 sound machines.
I
"The survey shows that 4,182 silent 35-mm.
fm-strip projectors and 143 35-mm. sound
m-strip projectors are in use in the colleges
Ld high schools of Continental U. S. and
I
silent and 6 sound projectors in its terories and possessions.
to the data presented, 9,690
I "According
I i*h schools and colleges failed to reply to
It may be estimated that
j e questionnaire.
I to 20 per cent of those failing to reply
|:tors,

for

l:tors,

personal
the

RKO

Depinet,

to

letter

U.

Radio's V.-P., doesn't miss a trick

pix

selling

solidly

to

throughout
first

NED

•

comes

it

S

in

of that series of features

coup

Latest

some
behali

is

public

6,800

Second

of

Gene Autry with Smiley Burnette
and Mary Lee; 8 Historical Westerns
starring Roy Rogers with
George "Gabby" Hayes and Sally
Payne; 8 Three Mesquiteer productions featuring Robert Livingston,
Bob Steele and Rufe Davis; and 8
Action
Westerns featuring Don
"Red" Barry. Two of the serials
will be in 15 episodes and two will

Baines"
Brandt and

T.

Kelland stories will be "Scattergood Pulls the Strings"

Brandt has showmanship in his veins

being the son

lerry
the late

of

and for many years
Hollywood and the industry generally will be
having taken up production reins actively

loe Brandt, former president of Columbia Pictures

a filmland leader
the better

for Jerry

MONROE

T

T

T

has put down the neat and
effective barrage
of "super-teaser" ads currently appearing
in the local dailies
on the Loew-Lewin opus, "So Ends Our
Night"
which moves into the Radio City Music Hall on
Thursday
Each day until the run begins
copy tells the

•

•

•

Greenthal

some specific reason why the
• This is the final week of
Playhouse's presentation of "They Met On Skis"

millions of fans hereabouts
attraction is a great picture.

the 55th St.

.

.

which French pic has enjoyed a long and highly successIn this attraction, Michael Mindlin
entertainment property
packed with action,
comedy and human interest ... .The ski racing scenes are magthe best this corner has viewed to
nificent and thrilling
date
Wot only is the picture timely for winter showing
but is as refreshing a romantic and sport festival as could

ful stay at that house

—

ve at least one 16-mm. projector.
I "Of interest also is the fact that 7,526
hools state they have no permanent motionI :ture equipment of any type.
Certain of
ese, however, indicate that they 'can borIw' or 'rent' as many as 5,578 16-mm. moIm-picture projectors and 1,070 35-mm. proI :tors either from other schools or from comI 'rcial distributors of such equipment.
This
presents a potential market for those
I gaged in the distribution of educational films
('

Id equipment."

AC Opens

the Rice

ia.

It is called

•

•

•

exploitation

IF

the

contest

District Attorney",

Orleans" and

it

won't be

certainly

Campaign put behind the pic by Fabian's
includes a Fulton St. display window
press staff
which, if you know Brooklyn, is something
21 issue of the Greenpoint Weekly Star looks as though
ing

by the Fabian
aging

forces.

editor, will

in

His

trasting

life

his

A &

S's store

And

the Feb.

be guest speaker tonight

at the

it

February meetin'

the Doctor C'ub of Brooklyn in the Unity Club, Bedford Ave. at
St

try-

and

were published
Richard de Rochemont, M of T's man-

.

.

lack of

for

Joe Lee

of

Dean

be "What Democracy Must Mean To You," conAmerica with conditions in Europe today.
• Film

topie'll

in

of which will be given special
trade paper and fan magazine advertising campaigns.
Republic is
so enthusiastic over "Mr. District
Attorney" that the company will
spend another $50,000 on production.

for rights to

novel

New

"If

I

Had My

York Sun

Life,"

Book

the yarn in mss. form

will

has

•

•

•

The

Latin-American

Those in Attendance
is pending with the Bris-

deal

tol-Myers Agency for radio exploitation on "Mr. District Attorney."
Here for the regional, which closes today,
are: H. J. Yates! M. J. Siegel, president of
franchise

holder

in

;

and

J.

T.

Shef-

Northwest;

the

Ed Walton, branch manager

of

Oklahoma

City.

Grants Re-hearing on Ind.
Fly-by-Night

Measure

(Continued from Page 1)

Festival

Inaugural

Ball

held

night in the Ritz Carlton by the Pan American Press Club
was a spirited party and well attented by many of the
correspondents disseminating film news to the fans of Central

take place before the last 10 days of
the Assembly session. Pressure by
opponents is being brought to bear.

last

and South America.
• Duke W. Dunbar, who for years
has been
was secretary of the Denver Film Board of Trade
named an assistant attorney general of Colorado.
O Arthur
Whitey Egberts, director of advertising and publicity for all
.

.

.

From

THE FILM
DAILY to
Zeppo Marx
Warren Hymer
Helen Jerome Eddy

.

New Jersey
has received the
Distinguished Service Award of the Junior Chamber of ComThe honor was voted the young exec.
merce of Jersey City
for his work in publicizing the 1940 Red Cross Roll Call drive
Loew's theaters in northern

which netted the
campaigns in Jersey City

largest

the

Seattle office; J. H. Sheffield, Portland branch
manager; Gene Garbase, Denver branch manager; E. M. Loy, Butte branch manager;
G. S. Pinnell, Salt Lake City branch manager; Sid Weisbaum, San Francisco branch
manager and Francis Bateman, Los Angeles
branch manager.
Second regional will be held in Kansas City
Thursday and Friday.
Grainger will preside
at this meeting, which will be attended by
Yates, Lloyd Rust, Dallas branch manager;
Nat Steinberg, St. Louis branch manager;
F. R. Moran, Des Moines branch manager;
C. F. Reese, Omaha branch manager; R. F.
Withers, franchise owner in Kansas City;
Gilbert Nathanson, franchise owner in Minneapolis; and Sol Davis, franchise owner at

al-

T

the Rice.

A

.

.

penned by Joe Mackey, reporter for the
not be published until late Spring, but
ready interested Hollywood's moguls

"Lady from New

"Down Mexico Way",

all

field,

Brooklyn Paramount doesn't win that "Arizona"

award

"Meet The Stars."

day of Republic western
meeting was devoted to a selling analysis of "Sis Hopkins," "Mr.
First

sales

also.

T

V

companies are reported bidding

—

Southern Amuseent Co. of Lake Charles recently
>ened their newest theater here in
lis section of rice-growing LouisiCrowley, La.

sons' series,

Republic Productions, Inc.

summer months

:

1

be in 12 episodes. Shorts, released
one a month, will be Harriet Par-

has a superb

possibly be conceived for the spring and

top

are 6 Supreme productions starring

Clarence Buding-

these

Republic's

budget
classification;
2
Special
Premiere productions starring Gene
Autry with Smiley Burnette, Mary
Lee and all-star casts; 14 Anniversary productions; and 8 Jubilee
productions.
Among the westerns

contacts

relations

"Sccrttergood

of

when

production,

straight-from-the-

being produced by Jerrold

by Christy Cabanne

directed
ton

"In the survey just completed, 27,33 high schools and colleges were
mtacted, and replies were received
om 17,500, or 62.9 per cent. Of the
725 colleges contacted, 1,424, or
2.6 per cent, made reply.
Of the
935 private and parochial high
;hools reached, 2,431 replied, or 79.8
hr cent. Of the 23,617 public high
thools covered, 14,725 made returns,
t" 62.3 per cent," said Golden.
"The present survey covers 12,443 16-mm.
Lotion picture projectors and 2,447 3 5 -mm.
[ojectors which were reported as owned by
lieges and high schools in the U. S. and
I; possessions.
Of the 12,443 16-mm. proId

of Features

amount

in the

history

of such

Top Pix Trailers to
Have Special Music
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Jack L. Warner has
assigned
three top composers to

—

music for as many
top-budget pix.
Dmitri
Tiomkin will do the music for "Meet
John Doe," Max Steiner for "The
Great Lie" and Erich Wolfgang Korngold for "The Sea Wolf" trailers.
Move results from exhib. reaction to
"The Strawberry Blonde" trailer.
write

trailers

special
for

l

|Tm

jm

Hi!!

JIMiSVSVl

BttKulTI
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FRANK CAPRA'S
PRODUCTION

ARBARA

GARY

COOPER-STANWYCK

JO))KM)0)5
with

EDWARD ARNOLD WALTER BRENNAN
Spring Byington

•

James Gleason and Gene Lockhart

This Screen Play, as were most of the major successes
of Frank Capra, is by

ROBERT RISKIN
Directed by Frank Capra
Distributed by Vitagraph, Inc.

^^^ WARNER BROS.

Tuesday, February 25,
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REVIEWS Of

400 Film Measures

Hoppered

43 Slates

in

flLfllS

I1CUJ

with Richard Arlen, Andy Devine,
(Continued from Page 1)
with Deanna Durbin, Franchot Tone, Walter
Dorothy Lovett
been noticeable this year, a type of
Brennan, Robert Stack, Robert Benchley
62 Mins.
Universal
legislation that has been quiet for Universal
95 Mins.
MOVING ACTION MELLER
FAST
several years. Censorship measures
THOROUGHLY CHARMING AND DE- SHOULD SERVE NICELY IN THE SMALLER
have been proposed in Arizona,
and New Mexico, while LIGHTFUL ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL SPOTS.
Illinois
As a program offering for the nabe
Con- AUDIENCES; PIX IS A SURE-FIRE BOXin
threateningare
others
OFFICE HIT.
trade this action-meller should fill the bill
necticut and Missouri.
The story moves along at a brisk
nicely.
Largest number of bills affecting
-

theaters are those involving taxes
of one kind or another, including
Wages
old age pension proposals.
and labor laws rank second while
censorship may move into third
place in importance.
Three states legislatures have not
yet convened but are scheduled to
go into session before summer. They
are Florida in April, Louisiana in
May and Georgia in June. Laws affecting films are expected to be proposed in these three states.

Another Durbin picture from Universal is
swnonymous with the words entertainment
and box-office, and this one is no exception

to

one

star

the

rule.

Files Arbitration

Demand

(Continued from Page

1)

newly-opened Squire Theater,
Great Neck, L. I., against the five

of the

had such

has

doubtful if any
an imposing record
is

Hollywood in many years,
and the amazing list of Durbin successes
reflects great credit on Universal, producer
Joe Pasternak and the charming star herAny exhibitor can be certain of drawself.
ing on all types of fans when he plays this
of hit pictures in

picture,
fare

as

for

it

equally

is

appealing screen-

ages.

all

Pasternak

Producer

new Durbin

Squire Thea., Great Neck,

It

in

this

presents

an

Gone

release.

entirely
is

the

She has been changed into a
very glamorous young woman, older in appearance, more attractive than ever before
and more finished in her acting. Her truly
beautiful voice shows unlimited possibiliAll in all, Miss Durbin is a
ties in scope.
knockout in her new role and should bowl
In addition, she has never
over audiences.
been photographed more beautifully, with
cinematographer Joseph Valentine giving
her exquisite lighting effects and always
little

girl.

pace, the direction keeps the players and
action moving and the cast as a whole is
stronger than in previous releases in this

should find the picture
useful as a filler on double bills.
Arlen and Devine are supported by Dorothy Lovett, Janet Shaw, Jack Arnold, Tim
Ryan and other capable players. Lew Landers directed from a screenplay by Alex
Gottlieb.
Sam Robins wrote the original
story and Charles Van Enger photographed.
Arlen and Devine are newsreel cameramen for Mercury Newsreel. To get a scoop
on the competition Arlen sends a phoney
news bulletin to the other reels over a
teletype machine run by his girl, Miss Lovett.
She loses her job and breaks their engagement, but Arlen promotes a job for her as
a radio newscaster.
A couple of saboteurs
enter the picture and the pace of the action increases.
Paying Arlen back for the
trouble he made her, Miss Lovett sends him
However, things pop
off on a fake story.
and Arlen and Devine square themselves
with everybody by rounding up the sabo-

series.

Exhibitors

consenting distributors in the New
York equity suit's consent decree.
Named in the complaint also is Great
Neck Playhouse, a Skouras theater,
teurs.
which now has 30 days clearance filming her advantageously.
CAST: Richard Arlen, Andy Devine, Doroover the Squire which seeks to have
thy Lovett, Janet Shaw, Jack Arnold, Gus
In addition to producer Pasternak's painsthe protection reduced.
Schilling, Ralf Harolde, Richard Terry, Tim
The Washington case was filed by taking care on all production and casting Ryan, James Morton, Gladys Blake, William
Leo J. Homand, operator of the details, a great deal of credit for the pic- Forrest, Robert Winkler.
Westway Theater in Baltimore, ture's all around perfection is due to direcCREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben Pivar;
against Loew's, Inc., Warner Bros, tor William A. Seiter. Seiter has approached Director, Lew Landers; Screenplay, Alex
and 20th Century-Fox. Case involves the job with a full understanding of the Gottlieb; Original Story, Sam Robins; Camwas drawing, and conclearance now granted to the Edge- characterizations he
eraman, Charles Van Enger.
wood Theater of the Durkee inter- sequently gets handsome results, with the
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION, Good.
players responding to his deft direction in

That

ests.

it

was impending was

The

exclusively disclosed Feh. 18 in

Film Daily.

Jacob Segal Badly Hurt,
Wife Killed in Car Crash
(Continued from Page

1)

ing left the road and hit a telephone
Segal suffered a skull fracpole.
ture and is in serious condition at
Paterson General Hospital. They
were returning from the dinnerdance given by the Columbians at the

Waldorf-Astoria,
is

presumed

the

H.

to

New

York.

Segal

have fallen asleep at

wheel.
J.

Seiter points his scenes
measure.
and keeps the characters understandable and believable at all times. Much
Richard Connell and
credit is also due
Gladys Lehman for a smartly contrived and
The diasmoothly executed screenplay.
logue they have written for the characters
is in keeping, it is always fresh, and plenty
bf subtle humor has been cleverly written in.
full

expertly

Powers

Morristown,

Rites

N.

Held

J.

—Funeral

ser-

were held here for Harry J.
Powers, 81, principal owner of three
Chicago theaters and one-time assovices

ciate of the late E. L. Erlanger,

New

York producer. Powers died Feb. 21.
His Chicago theaters were the Powers, the Blackstone and the Illinois.
He was born in Ireland but lived most
of his life in Chicago, moving here a
year ago.

Durbin has also been surrounded
top-notch cast, numbering among
skillful perforrriers as Walter
its
list such
Brennan, Franchot Tone, Helen Broderick,
Ann Gillis and Robert Stack, all of whom
Benchley's performance as
are excellent.
the father of the three girls, Miss Durbin,
Miss Gwynne and Miss Gillis, is humorous,
sympathetic and understanding. Miss Broderick is fine as the housekeeper and Brennan is excellent as the romantically-minded
Tone gives a
postman and bandmaster.
finished performance as the romantic young
adventurer that upsets the small town, and
Stack is fine as the nice boy from next
The redoor who really loves Deanna.
mainder of the cast is equally talented.
Miss
with a

Tone
tive

that
of

of

arrives
a

town as the representaYork scientific foundation

in

New

interested in the dietary discoveries
Stack pays more
Professor Benchley.
is

attention

to

his

car

than

to

Deanna and

Joe Kauimann Recovers
she makes a big play for Tone to try and
Cleveland
Joe Kaufmann, Uni- wake him up. The results of this beginning
versal branch manager, is back in are amusing, entertaining and quite underEverything is satisfactorily setdaily harness after a two-month bat- standable.
tled in a hectic climax so that everybody
tle with a "strep" germ.

—

Set Ascap Decree

Hearing

"Lucky Devils"

"Nice Girl?"

Good.

V.

lor

Mar. 3

(Continued from Page

1)

torneys to include in the body of t!l
decree an explanatory letter sel
by Ascap to the Department'-]
Justice which modifies the p(£|
sions governing
to be charged

the

compensafrM

by Ascap for hi

ensing songs to the broadcaster!
The Court stated that it could n|
approve of the decree if part of
constituted

important

a

The

letter.

in that

it

letter

provides amoi

other things that Ascap and tl,
broadcasters may agree upon ai
method of licensing not with stan
ing any provisions in the decre
Victor O. Waters special assis
ant to the Attorney General stati
to reporters that a new complai
and a consent decree would pro
ably be filed by the Governme!
tomorrow.
The six-year-old anl
trust suit now pending in the Fe
eral Court will be dismissed,
criminal
in
Milwaukee,
suit
stated, will not be affected by tl'

but will probably be di
posed of by the imposition of fine
Milton E. Diamond and Herm£
Finkelstein represented Ascap ye
decree,

terday.

West Coast Studios Send
7 Pix Into Production
(Continued from Page 1)

this

The studios now ha
The check-up:

week.

1

eight shootings.

At Columbia: Eight shooting, ii
eluding "Naval Academy," drami
with Freddie Bartholomew and Jin
my Lydon. Director, Erie C. Kento
producer, Wallace Macdonald for tl
Irving Briskin unit.

Set Greek War Relief Dates
At M-G-M: Eight shooting, inclu'
Southern California ing "Washington Melodrama," my
Hollywood
independent
theater
exhibitors and
tery drama, with Frank Morgan, Ar
owners yesterday set the week of Rutherford, Dan Dailey, Jr., Virgin
March 25 to March 30 to raise money Grey. Producer, Edgar Selwyn, ar
at their theaters for the Greek re- director, S. Sylvan Simon.

—

fund.
Paramount:
Six
shooting,
includi
At
Charles Skouras,- president of the "Night of January 16th," mystery-drama, wi
Asthi
Ellen
Drew
and
Nils
Greek relief fund for Southern Cali- Robert Preston.
Producer. Sol C. Siegel. and director, Willis
fornia, presided at the meeting.
Clemens.
lief

happy and Stack finally does wake up.
Miss Durbin sings five numbers which are
modern, patriotic and old by turn, and puts
over every one with a resounding sock.
Exhibitors can safely advertise this one
as a "must" for the family and everybody
else that enjoys good entertainment.
CAST: Deanna Durbin, Franchot Tone,
Robert
Robert
Stack,
Brennan,
Walter
Benchley, Helen Broderick, Ann Gillis, Anne
is

Gwynne, Elisabeth Risdon, Nana Bryant,
George Billings, Tommy Kelly, Marcia Mae
Jones.

CREDITS: Producer, Joe Pasternak;

Di-

William A. Seiter; Screenplay, Richard Connell and Gladys Lehman; Based on
the play "Nice Girl" by Phyllis Duganne;
Cameraman, Joseph Valentine; Editor, Bernard W. Burton; Music and Lyrics, Stephen
Foster, Aldo Franchetti, Andres de Segurola, Jacques Press, Eddie Cherkose, Walter
Jurmann and Bennie Grossman.

DIRECTION,

RKO

:

Four shooting.

At Republic: Four shooting, plus two to
the middle of the week, they are "Rooki
on Parade," conscription comedy, with B'
Crosby. Ruth Terry. Marie Wilson, Edc
Joseph Santl
Foy, Jr., and Cliff Nazarro.
"T
directing for Producer Albert J. Cohen
with Jol
New
Orleans,"
drama,
Lady from
Wayne, Ona Munson, Helen Westley and Ri
Middleton.
Bernard Vorhaus, producer-dire
.

;

tor.

At 20th Century-Fox:

Two

shooting.

At Universal Six shooting.
At
Warners: Seven shooting, includit
"Underground," drama. Vincent Sherman
:

William Jacobs.

rector, producer,

One shooting, George V
At Monogram
Weeks' "Range Busters" series, "Tumb
down Ranch in Arizona," with Ray Corriga
John King, Max Terhune and Sheila Dare
Director. S. Roy Luby.
:

rector,

Excellent.

At

Fine.

Marguerite Clark Left $365,436

—

Mrs. Margueri
New Orleans
Clark Williams, former star of tl
silent movies, left an estate valuePHOTOGRAPHY, at $365,436.50, a court inventory file
here disclosed.

Tuesday, February 25, 1941
DAILY

[rusl-Suil Re-States

Short Story In Titles

House Resolution

LETTERS

—

Manchester, N. H.
Many funny
things have been said in dual billings on film theater marquees, but
it
remained for the Crown of this
city, which often features three mov-

5ovTs Complaint
(Continued from Page

law firm

he

a

jhulman,

Hays,

of

member

1)

Podel and

of

the

firm

David L. Podel who was as-

)eipg

iBfcted with the
ISequity action.

Government

in

ies,

to offer this triple-header:

"The

Devil

Commands".

"Junior G-Men".
"Across the Sierras".

defendcharges
the
discriminatory practices Held Unlikely that Arnold
,gainst all independent houses and Will Start
Trust Suit
laims that ownership of theaters by
the
of
(Continued
Page
from
1)
he defendants is a violation
The complaint con- likely here that Arnold will institute
.nti-trust laws.
action
Petrillo's
against
union under
ends that the defendants through
heater ownership and control of 90 the anti-trust laws.
Observers point out that the Sucent of production have praciier
iced coercive selling methods upon preme Court's recent decision in the
^dependents throughout the coun- Hutcheson case held that labor unions
may not be prosecuted under the
ry.
Sherman Act. Arnold consequently
Plaintiff's theater, the complaint
was forced to dismiss a number of
ontinues, has been relegated to a
suits pending against various labor
osition inferior to theaters owned
unions.
y Warner Bros. Circuit ManageThe anti-trust chief has recomment Corp. in the area of North Jer- mended to Congress that legislation
unlawful
eombinabecause
of
the
3y
be enacted amending the Sherman
ion of the defendants.
Act to correct this situation. HowThis theater, Hillside claims, along ever, it is felt by observers that until
other North Jersey theaters such legislation is enacted Arnold
'ith
be powerless to act against
fcave submitted to unjust and op- will
ressive limitations regarding runs Petrillo or any other labor organizand clearance, both as to time and tion for violation of the anti-trust
This inferior position has laws.
Irea.
een imposed regardless of whether
Renews ARI Contract
Earner Bros, theaters compete or
ot, the complaint declares.
Hollywood
George J. Schaefer
In addition, the complaint asserts, announces that RKO radio has respite of protests the Mayfair has newed its contract with Audience
een compelled to pay to all com- Research Institute for another year.
anies with the exception of Colmbia, Universal and United Arsts,
large sums of money "exited" from it for score charges
n representations that these sums
ere payable as royalties to "entirely independent companies includHillside

,nts

with

AFM

RKO

1

:

t

ig

RCA, Western Electric and
The complaint asserts that

rpi."

j,

.,iese

r

i

representations were false.

Other alleged unreasonable
scriminatory payments for
'ntals are also claimed.

1

i
:'

and
film

'ayes and Sher Will Leave
I'epartment of Justice Mar. 1
\ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
James Hayes and
",

—

,.

obert Sher,

t

assistants

j iecial

sneral

",:

whose resignations as

become

to the
effective

Attorney

March

1,

establish offices for the private
'actice of law in the Washington
lilding immediately after that date.
Jth were key figures in the New
')rk consent decree
negotiations,
j^ieir resignations were exclusively
recast Feb. 7 by The Film Daily.
ill

!>

.';

:

''.

Sher had been head of the consent

and was formerly aswith the Agricultural Adstment Administration and the
Works Agency. Hayes was
Inderal
ssistant U. S. Attorney in New
wk from 1934 to 1936. They both

'--

icree

division

:g"tiated
'-'

the anti-trust division staff in
The firm name will be Hayes
Jjid Sher, and they will engage in
.hied

',;

„

'38.

a

(j

jmeral practice.

—

Asks Pix Biz Probe
(Continued from Page 1)

The Film Daily:
With the Federation campaign just
over, I do want to take this occasion
Editor,

hearings on the Neely bill last year.
In 1938, he considered the introduction of a Federal divorcement
The Oklahoma solon's
measure.
resolution calls for a five-man committee to conduct the investigation
of the "practices and methods of
doing business which prevail in connection with the production, sales,
leasing, distribution and exhibition
of motion picture films and the use
of the motion picture as a medium
for influencing the economic, political and social patterns of American life."

to extend to you, on behalf of myself,

the officers of the two Federations
and the trade leadership, heartfelt
thanks for the co-operation extended
to us through your publication.
Federation is deeply indebted to
the trade press, and particularly to
your paper, which has always been
so helpful in placing the story of
the 116 affiliated charities before a
most responsive group of readers.
Through your fine coverage of our
campaign events, you rendered a distinct public service, which we believe
contributed directly to the success of
the drive.
I do hope we may look forward to
enjoying your co-operation for many

The proposed committee would
have the usual subpoena powers
and presumably would be made up
of three Democrats and two Republicans.
Under usual House procedure, the author of such a resolu- more years to come, and again let
tion is appointed chairman by the me assure you of our warm appreciation for all you have done.
speaker of the House.
1940 Federation Campaign,
Boren's resolution was referred
Joseph M. Proskauer,
House Rules Committee,
to
the
Chairman.
which must give it a rule before it
is

sent to the floor for approval.

(The Boren resolution

is

the first

Slot

Machine Pix

to

Be

"roposal for a Congressional probe
of films in several years.
Last
move of that nature was instigated
by Rep. Samuel Hobbs, D., Ala. several years ago.
Recently, there
have been hints by Sen. Burton K.
Wheeler, D., Mont., of a similar
inquiry because of alleged "propa-

Censored, Licensed in Pa.

ganda"

ment

in films.)

(Continued from Pdge

1)

wrote the opinion for/ Francis B.
Haas, superintendent of Public Instruction, for the guidance of the
Pennsylvania
Board of Censors,
which operates under the Departof Public

Instruction.

Thank You, Jay Emanuel!
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Republic Boosts Budget to $15,000,000
{See Column 2 Below)

The Daily Newspaper

ntimate in Character
nternatlonal In Scope
ndependent in Thought

Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old
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iCHINE SETTLEMENT NEGOTIATIONS FLOP
Atlas Film Security Holdings at $6,477,735
)dlum Trust Owns 28% of
KO's Preferred and 39%
)f Com., Report Reveals

300 NBC, CBS and Mutual Stations Set to
Carry F. D. B.'s Academy Address Tomorrow
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
President Roosevelt's address to the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences tomorrow night will be broadcast over 300 NBC, CBS and Mutual stations.
F. D. R. will be introduced from Hollywood by President Walter Wanger
of the Academy, presiding at the annual awards dinner in the Biltmore Bowl.
The President's address will be followed by the singing of "America" by Judy
Garland. The broadcast will be for 15 minutes and will start at 8:45 p.m., P.S.T.
(11:45 p.m., E.S.T. ).
There will be no airing of the Academy awards, as the
presentation ceremonies come too late in the evening to be broadcast.
Several hundred theaters will join in airing the President's speech and the
other portions of the Academy program.

—

Amusement

securities in the $30,55,630.21 portfolio of Atlas Corp.
of Dec. 31 were valued at $6,5
77,735.07, according- to the comany's annual report to its share-

made

olders
lortfolio
I

public
B.

Floyd

resident

yesterday by

Odium.

The

represented about 55 per

of the corporation's net assets
that date, it was stated.
Odium points out that at Dec. 31,

Hit
ti

owned approximately 28 per

Itlas

the preferred stock and apIroximate 39 per cent of the com[nit of

Decree No Cure-all,

15,000,000 Budget

U. S. Preparing for Trial;
Gov't Expects Crescent
And Griffith Will Battle
Negotiations for the settleof the Government suit
against the Schine circuit have
broken down and the D of J is now

ment

engaged
trial

in the preparation of the
of the action, reliable Govern-

ment sources revealed yesterday. No
reason for the breakdown was given.
The Government sources also
stated that settlement of any of the
three circuit suits now pending in
the Courts the others are against

—

(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 10)

So Boren Asks Probe

Fixed for Republic

Decree Meeting

IT

West Coast Bureau
it

Arrowhead Mar. 6

Meeting of National Theaters ex;utives, division managers and legal

work out a form of procure for operations under the conHit decree has been set for March
at Arrowhead, Cal., it was learned
NT
Skouras,
Spyros
esterday.
tiieftain, leaves tomorrow for Flordvisers to

(Continued on Page 3)

Washington Bureau of

By RALPH WILK
of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington

—Even

if

the consent

Los Angeles
Republic's 1941-42 decree is carried out to the letter
production budget will total a record and spirit by all parties to it, it
$15,000,000, representing an increase does not guarantee correction of all
of $5,000,000 over that for the cur- the abuses in the industry, Rep. Lyle
rent season, the regional sales con- S. Boren (D., Okla.) said yesterday
vention was informed at the conclud- in explaining his resolution for a
(Continued on Page 4)
ing session here yesterday by Pres<

Continued on Page 12)

Va. Defense Council Asks

Sunday

Pix for Soldiers

Name

Boro Committees

For Greek

Name

Para, in Wis.

THE FILM DAILY

War

Relief

Arbitration
Milwaukee

Demand

—Paramount

is

made

defendant in the first arbitration action filed here yesterday by the
Evansville Theater, Inc., operator
of the Rex at Evansville, which alleges the distributing company is
furnishing prints to the Jeffris in
Janesville before the Rex.
Operators of the Rex maintain
(Continued on Page 9)

THE FILM DAILY
The Committee for the MetropoliWashington Breakdown of Sun- tan Area of the Amusement Industry Atlantic City Convention
day blue laws in various Virginia Division for the Greek War Relief For N. J. Allied in June
I. Y.
cities was seen as a possibility yes- Week, March 25-30, which is under
Appointment of Leo Abrams as terday resulting from a recommend- the Division Chairmanship of Joe
Allied Theater Owners of New
few York Exchange manager for ation of the Regional Defense Coun- Vogel, held its organization luncheon Jersey will hold its annual conven(Continued on Page 12)
(Continited on Page 9)
anService
was
fational Screen
tion in Atlantic City during the first
ounced yesterday by George Demor second week in June, approxi(Continued on Page 3)
mately three months earlier than

NSS
Exchange Manager

Ibrams Appointed

Washington Bureau of

—

"Best-Liked" Pix Via Gallup

I

it

ion County, IV. 3.
to End Bingo

"Boom Town" Tops

in Institute's

Moves

Police chiefs in the
ties

of

Union County,

20 municipali-

New

Jersey,

were ordered yesterday by Assistant
Prosecutor Thomas F. Honeston to
close all Bingo games, following the
return of a Grand Jury presentment
holding that Bingo, regardless of the
purpose for which it is played, is
gambling.

Fan

Poll

by Secretary of State with an annual
fee of $100 by a bill hoppered yesterday by Assemblyman Max Turshen.

Stealing a march on the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
which in Hollywood tomorrow night
will bestow its annual awards, the
American Institute of Public Opinion the Gallup Poll last night disclosed the results of a nation-wide
poll which, in the words of Dr.
George Gallup, director, "shows how
the movie-going public generally
Mr. and Mrs. John Citizen whose

(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 4)

Bingo Licensing Measure

Hoppered

in N.Y.

Assembly

—

Albany Bingo games, operated by
bona fide charitable, civic, educationfraternal, veterans or religious
organizations, etc., would be licensed

al,

—

(Continued on Page 3)

—

IJA-Goldwyn Buy-out
Deal Hanging Fire
Deal whereby United Artists was
have bought Samuel Goldwyn's
interest in the distributing company
Status is
has not yet been closed.
reported to be the same as when it
was announced that Goldwyn's suit
against UA had been settled amicably and that Goldwyn would dispose
to

of his stock.

Wednesday, February 26,

Zanuck Going
With First Pix
West Coast Bureau

—

of

to Capital

for

Army

THE FILM DAILY

Ascap Decree May Be Sent
To N. Y. Fed. Court Today
Washington Bureau of

—

Hollywood
Lieut.-Col. Darryl F.
Zanuck, chah'man of the Research
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:
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
A-n. Seat
Col. Plcts. vtc.

High

Low

C'nse

7%

73/4

7%

Chg.

(2V2 %)

Columbia Pic ts. pfd
Fm. Ind

Ccn.
Con.

Ind.

F-n.

pfd...

Kodak

East.

75/8

132

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq

7%
131

7%
2'/8

Va
Vl

12V4

12V4

31%

12}4
32

+
—

Paramount

11

Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
Pathe Film

97%
10%
8V4
3V4

10% 10%
97% 97%
10% 10%
8'/4
8V4

+
+
+

Inc

RKO
20th Cent.-Fox ....
20th Cent.-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner

6%
3%

Bros

54

do pfd

3%

3%

6

6

2%
54

2%
54

1l/2
Va
4
Va

V

—
— %
—

F.

ref.

son's

guest.

Members

of the Council, the officers and members of the Board
of Governors of the Academy, the
officers and members of the Board
of Directors of the Association of
and
Producers,
Picture
Motion
members of the Producers' Defensp
Co-ordination Committee will meet
General Mauborgne at a dinner to
be given in his honor by Colonel
Zanuck at 20th Century-Fox Studios Friday evening.

—

fcr profit, with written consent of
parent or guardian of child and consent of msyor or president of village board, with notice to the Societv for Prevention of Cruelty to
Children within the county.

Nab

Six in Theft

Of Eastman Kodak Film

.

93% 93%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
93%

Monogram

—
—

V4

%

Sonotcne Corp
Technicolor
Corp.

vtc.

5%

5%

5%

—

V4

Picts

J. O'Brien Dies In England
Announcement was made yesterday of the death in England of Edward J. O'Brien, short story writer
and European story editor of Metro.

O'Brien died at the age of 50 at his
day.

in

with a series

kodachrome

film

from

Kodak

Co. and another
with receiving the alleged stolen

heard in Felonv Court
tomorrow. Film valued at between
$25,000 and $30,000 was snd to have
been stolen at frequent intervals.
s:oods will be

E.

home

men charged

of thefts of
the Eastman

man

Picts

Trans-Lux
Universal
Universal

Five

Buckinghamshire

last Fri-

Detectives arrested the men after
learning that film was being sold to
the trade at a price lower than that
designated by the fair trade practice
law.

Toss Out Conn. Safety

—

Bills

New Haven Two bills on safety
devices for motion picture machines,
filed in skeleton form at the Legislature, have been thrown out because
full text was not supplied by Feb. 18.

GTE

to Pay 25
Directors
of

Cents

General Theaters
Equipment Corp. yesterday declared
a dividend of 25 cents per share on
the capital stock, payable March 17
to stockholders of record March 10.

JACK

WARNER

L.

major networks, NBC, CBS
and Mutual. The letter contains an

here

today

CEORGE

SCHAEFER

J.

en

is

route

SPYROS SKOURAS leaves tomorrow for
and goes from there to the Coast.
leaves today

WILLIAM GELL,

English

from

Europe.

HERBERT

DRAKE

today

for the

returned

last

night

JOSEPH

BREEN,

I.

production code
the Coast.

en

is

CARTER
nanager,

BARRON,

department

long

A^xrnder Korda's "That Hamil-

New York

Beattie to Manage
In Para. Philly Exchange

Sales

—

George Beattie,
Paramount salesman yesterday was
announced as the new sales manPhiladelphia

ager of the local exchange, succeeding Ulrik Smith, who recently
William
head.
branch
became
Heenan one of the real oldtimers
the area, and who up until now
Peerless Exchange, takes
over the upstate Paramount area
held by Beattie.
in

headed

Eastern

tj

manal
divis|

visitor.

Loew

of the

adverll

Miami convalescing

frj

illness.

LOUIS

SILVERS, musical director for 20i|
and MRS. SILVERS, are at the Waldorf]

Fox,

ED

ton Woman" will have its
-rornipre earlv in April
°ifv Music Hall. Korda

office

in

is

New

salesman,

Loew's

home

a

is

THORGERSEN,

Movietone

in April

to

ARTHUR HERSCHMAN
ing
a

decree.

To Open Here

route

BEN LOURIE, Columbia

NAB

Woman'

fil

admi'r]

ven, is visiting with Phil Fox, Columbia
at Buffalo.

"That Hamilton

is

Boston.

resume negotiations for the
use of Ascap music and will prob-

with Ascap immediately.
Ascap is rewriting its by-laws to
comply with the provisions of the

Floij

Coaslfl

distributor,

trator,

ably be sent out as soon as the deIt is also
cree is officially signed.
understood that both
and BMI
are ready to resume negotiations

Ho

to

three

offer to

f|

wood.

NAB

to Neville Miller,
prexy, relative to immediate negotiations. Copies of the letter will be sent to the

due

is

the Coast.

MATHEW FOX

Ascap is understood to have an official communication ready to be sent

at Radio
brought a
A'bany Under the provisions of "Hnt of the picture from the Coast
h's week.
" bill intrcduced in the Assembly by
Next trcture on Korda's producGeorge T. Manning. Republican of
Rochester, and referred to Codes •ioTi schedule is an untitled story
Committee, the penal law is amended ivhich will star Merle Oberon. He
to permit employment of children in ^lans to return to Hollywood in a
theatrical performances or enter- r ^w days to start work on the new
tainments given by association or feature.
non-stock cornoration not maintained

+ % Police

6s46

Loew's deb. 3%s46. 104y8 104'/4 104'/4
Par. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4 s47 95
95
95
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

]

Va

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B.

j

Training Films produced by
the Council for the War Department.
Maj. Gen. J. O. Mauborgne, Chief
Signal Officer of the Army, is here
for conferences today and tomorrow on the training films program.
He will attend the Academy Awards
dinner tomorrow as Colonel Levin-

such action is taken, the decree will
be signed there.

_

131/8+

323/8

Loew's,
do pfd

Army

Child Performer Measure
In New York's Assembly

February 25.

.Tuesday,

chell, manager of the Council, will
leave Friday night for Washington
to formally deliver the first two

Editor

G0MG

and

THE FILM DAILY

Washington According to the Department of Justice the Ascap conCouncil of the Academy; Col. Nasent decree may be sent to the Fedthan Levinscn vice-chairman of the
If
Council, and Capt. Gordon S. Mit- eral Court in New York today.

Publisher

COmiM

19|t

News,

is

OSCAR LEVANT

commentator

sports

vacationing

in

Florida.

has returned from Hollywo

Georgia Sunday Pix Bill P
Lacks 4 Votes of Passing
i

—

Atlanta A bill to permit Sundi
movies in Georgia lacked four vot
of passing at an extended session
'he Senate yesterday.
Senator P
Campnell, of Covingston, author
the measure, indicated he would mo'
fcr
reconsideration
today "whi
there

a larger attendance."

is

Nat Ross Slain on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIl
Hollywood Nat Ross, former
rector and producer, was shot ai
killed here Monday night in the doo
way of a factory of which he w;

—

part owner.
Ross had been wi
the old Universal and had directi
a

number

cf pictures.

He

is

survive

by his wife, Andrene Bries, actres
A suspect is under arrest.
Joe Kallett 111 in Rome
Rome, N. Y.—Joe Kallett, Kall<
Circuit, attached to the Capitol he:
is ill,

the sickness canceling a trip

Florida.

Bill Requires Operator
For Every Booth Machine

Pa.

—

A bill has
Harrisburg, Pa.
been introduced in the Pennsylvania
House which would require the em-

ployment of as many projectionists
as there are projecting machines in
any projection room in the state.

...IT'S
Come

FOR SALE— 35 MM.
Bell & Howell Camera

complete
with Accessories
Excellent Condition
Priced Very Reasonable
Address Box 1960
Film Daily, 1501 Broadway, N. Y.

I

our Thursday-Sunday

to

Gonzales'

orchestra,

fun,
7

LIFE!

no

P.M.

cover

CB

celebrated

charge,

Dinner-Dances!
guests,

great

everything!

1-8131 for reservations

BEVERLY HILLS HOTEL
BEVERLY

HILLS, CALIF.
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NT Decree Meeting
&t

DATE BOOK

Arrowhead Mar. 6
Feb. 27-28:

Republic

Kansas

(Continued from Page 1)
ida

March 3-4:

Coast.

of the

DwigH.

firm of

March

Koegel

operation.
Company busies problems, forthcoming product
Jd other phases of operations will
.so be discussed at the meeting.
Length of meeting hrs not been
theater

determined.

Atlantic City Convention
For N. J. Allied in June
(Continued from Page

March

•

•

•

Dinner,

Biltmore

sales

meeting,

regional

wondering

of

in

industry

circles

how

just

come that Dr. Gallup's American Institute of Public Opinion
happened to time its "best-liked" film survey results
to break virtually on the eve of the Academy Awards
Well, Phil M. hears that
the Doc thought it might give the Academy diners something to talk
about tomorrow night before the Awards are disclosed
It's the
Doc's premise too that there's a helluva difference between what
satisfies Hollywocd and what satisfies the cash customers up and
down Ihe land
The pal' was the Inst lule's own idee
and
not suggested by any film company
And the Insli'ute, 'meaning the newspapers which support it. pays ihe shot

—

—

1)

Exact dates and hotel head}u°rters are yet to be determined.
Board of directors yesterday deeded upon an earlv summer conclave because Allird's national contention is to be held in Philadelphia
September.

Paramount Pays $150,000
For "Louisiana Purchase"
dWest Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY
Paramount yesterday
of

bought screen rights to "Louisiana
Purchase," Broadway stage musical
[hit, for $150,000.
On Feb. 10 the
studio bought Moss Hart's "Lady in
Victor
the Dark"
fcr $285,000.
Moore, of the Broadway cast, is ex;• pected
to go to the Coast to act in
"Louisiana
Purchase."
McDonald
Carey of "The Lady in the Dark"
"
sast has been placed under a term
j contract. He will report to the studio on June 1.
•;-

!

.'.

lowing successful openings throughout the South, according to Neil Agnew, general sales manager. Reports
on last week-end grosses indicate that
"Virginia" business ran from 12 per
cent to 213 per cent ahead of receipts
•accorded "Rhythm on the River" and
"Arise My Love," two previous Paramount ace grossers in large and small

Agnew

Robert Taylor isn't the
9 CALL this "MetrOdes":
shakes in the "Flight Command" situation
There's
Charley Taylor, ad and publicity director jor Shea's Great Lakes
Theater, Buffalo
Latter is first showman to be honored for a
third time by having a campaign reproduced in M-G-M's Cooperative Service Sheet
It was his promotion on "Flight Command" which turned the trick
Previously his winning campaigns were for "Boom Town" and "Third Finger, Left Hand"
• First motion picture ever to receive official endorsement of the Book of the Month Club
is M-G-M's "Happiest
Man on Earth"
which is the film industry's first short subject to be adapted literally from a short story
A flock of
literary lights lamped the opus (a picturization of an O. Henry
Memorial Award-winning yarn) at the Club's N. Y. quarters

9

.

.

and waxed so 'thusiastic that they even admitted that the
movies are growing up
Christopher (Kitty Foyle) Morley,
Dorothy Canfield Fisher, Henry Seidel Canby, and Harry Scherman, (Club's prexy who has a "c" in his name to differentiate
'twixt himself and Hollywood's Handsome Harry of sagebrush
saga fame)
all put their stamps of approval on the tab
production.
.9 Ernie Emerling, assistant to Oscar Doob in
Loew's ad dept., is devoting a portion of the weekly staff meetEach publicity gent subin's to a discussion of ad layouts
mits an ad layout on a forthcoming pic
Each of these ads
is then subject to "round
table" discussion
At the last
meeting, Al Senft, Loew poster display whizbang, gave a lecture on copy, layout and lettering

9

9

©

the grosses

THAT

hath charm

horror

rolling

up

is

— "The

Mad

Doctor"

Agnew and

his exhib. customers
.

.

reeler of the "International

9

Examination

of

Columbia's

Forum (Round Table

be interested

and

i.

Mannix

Charlotte

sales

Ar-

meeting,

Waldorf-Astoria.

ball,

Club charter night

Variety

dinner.

CEA

March 11:

t.ngham,

annual
England.

general

Boston Cinema
C;coanut Grove.

Mar. 16:
Mar. 28:

meeting,

Club

dinner

Notdance,

Actors Equity quarterly meeting, Hotel

Astor.
April

1

Republic

:

regional

sales

meeting, Tor-

onto.
13:
Treasurer's
doif-Astoria.

Club

Wal-

benefit show,

at

Paramount theater partners convention. Hot Springs, Va.

initial

of the Screen)"

two-

series

Aside from the

seeing such personalities as

Wythe

L. Shirer,

—

listening to their

Miss Thompson

FitzPatrick

€i

« «

» »

A.npa

April 4:

Hotel

25th

anniversary

dinner dance,

Edison.

April 5-7:
Dallas.

Texas Variety Club golf tournament,

April 24:

Ampa

April 29:

Pathe Laboratories,

annual

meeting.

annual meet-

Inc.,

ing.

May

5-8: SMPE Spring
Hotel, Rochester.

May

15-17:
Variety Club national
Traymore Hotel, Atlantic City.

convention,

Sagamore

convention,

Gambol of the Stars, Cocoanut Grove,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

Mar. 17:
June 13:

Philade.phia

hibitor

Variety

tournament,

golf

—

Club The ExPhilmont Country

Club.

Nov. 2:

Pittsburgh

Club

Variety

banquet.

Abrams Appointed NSS
N. Y. Exchange Manager
(Continued from Page 1)
in charge

bow,

vice-president

of

Abrams was with Universal
Elmost 25 years, serving as man-

sales.

for

ager in

New

Haven,

sas City and
years as Big

New

St. Louis,

York.

Naming

of

New
sales

Abrams

to the local
frees Morton
for important duties as

National Screen

Van Praag

Kan-

After 10

"U" manager in
York he became short subjects
manager.
office

Midwestern district manager, a post
he has held for the last two years.

Solons Tithing Time
Off for "Dictator"
Lincoln, Neb.

all

Linton Wells, and Dorothy Thompson
exchange of views on world affairs
picgoers will wonder why La Dorothy, hasn't, wilh her majesty and personality, invaded Hollywood long
ago
When the journalistic
"greats" get on the tack of the Nazis being a super-race
you
realize how "bats" the tenet is
by merely taking a good look

Williams, William

James A.

in

it

They're both profiting

has some unusual audience-interest assets
fact that fans will

new

and "The Monster

The only ones who aren't scared about

the Girl"

by

being demonstrated

various situation playing Paramount's

in

chilliest

neatly via the idea.

E.

regional

Warner Club

8:

annual

Theaters convention,

Republic
York.

M3r. 10:

.

and

From

Njtional
6:
Calif.

New
March

meeting.

Inc.,

Boston.

March 6-7:

©

only

are Neil

THE FILM
DAILY to

Exhibitors,

March 27-29:

double-barreled

said.

March
rowhead,

April

.

Para/s "Virginia" Ahead
Paramount's "Virginia" has scored
in 34 additional engagements fol-

Independent

4:

the Astor.
stockholders

Corp.

A.ias

2:

meeting,

PLENTY

Jlasual.

cities,

Republic

ITOA banquet,

1:

April

&

Casky will be
present at the meeting to analyze
the consent decree and its effects on

i

meeting,

sales

Atlanta.

Members

in

Awards

Bowl.

and will go from there to the

Harris,

regional

City.

Academy

Feb. 27:

lent to a

set here

— Democratic

"The Great Dictator"
miered

equiva-

command performance was
this week for Saturday when
will

be pre-

locally before its regular run at

members of the
unicameral
legislature.
Solons said they'd adjourn their business Saturday morning if such an
arrangement could be made, and

the Varsity for the 43

Nebraska

Howard Federer, general manager of
the Nebraska Theaters, Inc., of which
the Varsity is a part, set the picture
for unreeling in the a.m.
This is
the first time the legislators have
taken time off and gone en masse
to a screening.

»
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Decree No Cure-all,

Best-Liked" Pix Via Gallup

"Boom Town" Tops
So Boren Asks Probe
(Continued from Page

1)

Congressional investigation of the
motion picture industry.
The resolution is now pending before the House Rules Committee.
The Rules Committee may at its discretion hold hearings on the question
of submitting it to the full House
or may report it without hearings
for decision

by the

full

House mem-

not expected by
the Rules Committee before the end
bership.

Action

is

of the week.

Results

From Own Study

Boren asserted he introduced the
resolution on the basis of his own
study of the industry over a period
of years. Boren, who was one of
the most active members of the
House sub-committee that conducted
hearings on the Neely bill last year,
said he did not think the Neely bill

in Institute's

Fan

TO THE COLORS

Poll

—

(Continued fr om Page 1)
Cleveland
Dick Dowdell of
nickels and dimes keep the motion frequent movie-goers show a preferWarner poster department, and s
picture industry going
would make ence for 'special' pictures, such as of Lester Dowdell, head booker
the Academy Awards if they had the pictures made from best-sellers and
United Artists, leaves March 7
say."
the more
serious and ambitious serve a year in the Army.
From the list of more than 100 dramatic attempts. 'The Letter,' for
top-grossing pictures released be- example, ranked fourteenth with the
Rochester
Albert O. Fenyves
tween Jan. 1 and Nov. 30 last with the infrequent group, and tbirty- owner and operator of the
sixth
with
the
frequent.
Lin'Abe
which the Gallup interviewers were
here, is the first Rochester Thea
armed, these pictures emerged as coln in Illinois' was eighteenth with manager to be called for Army s
the infrequent, and thirty-seventh vice under the selective draft. Di
the best-liked:
ing his absence, the theater wilK
1.
"Boom Town" (Metro); 2. with the frequent.
operated by Paul and Chester Fe\
Popularity Parallels Box Office
"Knute
Kockne
All
American"
"The pictures selected by the pub- vessy, former operators of
(Warners); 3. "Rebecca" (UA-Selznick) ;
4.
"Northwest
Passage" lic as the best, are, with one excep- Strand, Madison and Monroe.
(Metro); 5. "Strike Up the Band" tion, the pictures which were most
Pittsburgh Lieut. J. Roth, son
The
(Metro); 6. "The Fighting 69th" successful at the box-office.
exception is 'Knute Rockne' which, I. Roth, operator of the Penn Aver
(Warners).
Institute's Theater, is now stationed at Cai
("Boom Town," "Rebecca" and although second in the
top Lee, Virginia.
1

—

—

Am

—

1

—

survey, was not among
"^Northwest Passage" were included
among the "Ten ±5est" in the 1940 leaders in terms of box

the

office

re-

—

Richmond, Va.

Carroll Biwi

Film Daily poll; "Knute Rockne" ceipts."
service staff, Colonial Theater,
iNoting that "Rebecca" is the only
and "69th" were on the Honor Roll.)
joined the Navy.
picture favored by movie-goers to
Based on 10,000 Interviews
Academy
De included among the
New Haven
Latest departu
The new Gallup movie poll is nominations, Dr. Gallup adds, "Apfrom the film district for camp s
dif-

1,

—

was comprehensive enough.
understood
"The inquiry I propose will not state, and

to have covered every
utilized several hundred
1,100 interviewers on the

parently, there is considerable
vice include Jack O'Connell, assist!
ierence of opinion between Hollyat the Roger Sherman, and Willi
of tue
wood
and its customers."
Nutile,
Paramount shipper.
E
Boren said. "It will be open minded AIOPO staff. Approximately 10,000
Discussing the comparative tastes
and constructive in nature. The pur- movie-goiers were contacted, it is of men and women, Dr. Gallup says: Hughes, assistant to chief usher
the Roger Sherman for the past th
pose is to determine if there is any- said, with consideration given to
"Considerable variation was found
thing wrong and if so, what can be population and the ratio of film in the survey between the choices years, takes O'Connell's place at
Roger Sherman. James Mahan,
done about it. If there are no abuses attendance.
of men and of women. ATAHT, for sistant shipper, has been promo
in the industry, let's find out."
women,
The poll disclosed marked differ- example, ranks second with
to replace Nutile.
He pointed out that the Neely bill ences
Favorin the selections of frequent thirty-ninth with men. 'My
has lingered in the House Interstate
Portsmouth, O. Ralph Miller,
and infrequent movie-goers as well as ite Wife' finished in fourth place
and Foreign Commerce Committee
in those of men and women. Frequent among women, but only thirty-fourth sistant manager of the Garden T
recomno
and
hearings
the
since
fans, those going once a week or more, with men. 'Knute Rockne' and 'The ater, has been summoned for a yes
mendations have been made by, the
"Boom Town," "Knute Fighting 69th' were, on the other service in the U. S. Army.
Oklahoma repre- favored
be

conducted* as

a

prosecution,"

—

committee.

The

hand, more popular with

men than

Rockne," "JNorthwest Passage," "Resentative feels that inasmuch as the
becca," "Strike Up the Band" and with women.
Neely bill is unsatisfactory, inquiry
'The Fighting 69th" in that order,
"Men 1. 'Knute Rockne'; 2. 'Boom
should be made to ascertain what
any, is while the infrequent fans those Town'; 3. 'Northwest Passage'; 4.
if
legislation,
substitute
going less than once a week picked 'The Fighting 69th'; 5. 'Sea Hawk';
needed.
these, in order: "Rebecca," "Boom 6, 'Strike Up the Band.'
Would Call Industry Leaders
Town,"
Passage,"
"Women— 1. 'Rebecca'; 2. ATAHT;
The investigation, he said, will "Knute Rockne," "The Fighting 3. 'Boom Town'; 4. 'My Favorite
Wife'; 5. Strike Up the Band'; 6.
cover both economic and social prob- 69th" and ATAHT.
Dr. Gallup comments: "The in- 'Waterloo Bridge'."
lems. Those called to testify would
include industry leaders, representaTo Film Picture in Alaska
tives of the civic groups that have
Exch.
fought for and against the Neely
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
At
Party
bill, and any others with an interest
Hollywood Mala and Ewing Scott,
in the industry. "There is sufficient
Cleveland 'Film Exchange Em- director, writer, leave this week for
public interest for such an investigation at this time," Boren con- ployes Local B-5 celebrated its fourth Seattle to make "Son of Nantook"
birthday with a dinner-dance at
tended.
More than 125 for Republic. Picture will be made
Boren indicated that he has given the Carter Hotel.
at Point Barrow, Alaska. They will
up plans for introduction of a members and friends attended, indivorcement bill because he did not cluding out-of-town IATSE and B-5 be gone six months and picture will
think it would have much chance officials. Victor Wellman, Local 160 be filmed with a native cast.
The Oklahoma solon IATSE secretary, acted as emcee.
of passage.
Harlan Holmden, 1st International
said he has always been careful not
manager; I. J. Schmertz, 20th Cento introduce measures that will be vice president of the IATSE and
tury-Fox branch manager; Charles
business
manager of Local 160
rejected.
Rich, Vitagraph branch manager;
brought greetings from InternaBernard Rubin, PRC office mantional
president George Browne;
Other exchanges represented
ager.
Atlanta
Richard
other
speakers
included
were Universal.
Walsh, International vice-president
Holds Depinet Drive
Highlight was presentation of a
of Brooklyn in charge of film exIra BeckRKO's Atlanta branch holds the change locals; Harold Rundell, pres- gold membership card to
sted, charter member of the union
lead in the Ned Depinet Drive for ident of the Buffalo local; John J.
and first business manager; Belle
the third week. Sixteen exchanges Rubach, Buffalo business manager;
Lyons of Warner Brothers was honand three districts are over their Ted Tallry, president of the Pittsorded for her 32 years' service as an
quota marks. The Southeastern Dis- burgh local; Ben Bein, John Shelton
inspectress and Jerry Ki'upk of
trict, of which David Prince is man- and Louis Lightner of the CincinParamount was likewise honored
ager, leads the eight districts. The nati local; and Arthur Fix, business
for 32 years' service as shipper.
E; 'stern division, Bob Mochrie sales manager of the Cincinnati local.
by
Mayor Edward Blythin addressed
represented
Distributors
were
the
Western
and
leading
is
manager,
Lester
Zucker,
Columbia branch the guests.
Canadian divisions.

—
—

—

"Northwest

IATSE and

Heads

Cleveland Union

—

RKO's

Exchange
Lead

—

East Liverpool, O.
er,

manager

of the

—James A. Fi
American Th

tere here, has been order to rep
March 2 for a year's military tra
ing. Fisher will be honored at a d
ner and party to be given him
and friends Thursc
associates

night.

—

Scranton, Pa. Ushers James
land and Joe Novak of the Cap.
Theater and John Fursha of the I
of the 28th Division (Pennsylva
National Guard) for a year's trjj
ing at Indiantown Gap, Pa.

—

William Lofl
Olyphant, Pa.
maintenance man at the Gran
Theater, is a member of the 10
Infantry, 28th Division, now at
diantown Gap, Pa.
Freeland,

Pa.— John "Kelly" G

rick, assistant

wich Theater,
Marine Corps.

operator at the Rt
has enlisted in

—

Chicago Charles Dixon of W
ner Theaters is now stationed
Fort Bliss, Tex.

Van Loon Short
"So You Think You Know

Starting

Mu

the second of the series of mus
shorts being produced and direc
by B. K. Blake for Columbia
lease, is being produced at the
Feature
Coast Service studio.
the short will be Martinelli, Stdl
nagle, and Hendrik Willem Van L<n
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new
mark of

lOEW'S"

AWARD
for

1941

merit!
new service
Each year the lead-

launches in 1941 a

Ioew's

J for moviegoers

!

ing critics of the nation select the "ten

best" pictures of the year. Unfortunately,
that choice

is

made

TOO LATE

to fur-

nish a guide to you ticket-buyers.

Loew's modestly and with great sinproposes to pick its own "ten best"

cerity,

as the passing parade of pictures goes by.
These selections will be made in time for
you to see and enjoy them.

In 1940, Loew's showed

six

m\

out of the

•

year's "ten best": Rebecca, Foreign Cor-

respondent,
sage,

Boom Town,

Northwest Pas-

Our Town and The Mortal Storm.

For 1941 we have created a "Loew

Award"

for those pictures

we can hon-

be among the year's
"ten best". There will be many other fine,
entertaining pictures shown during this
estly predict will

year which may, in your opinion, deserve
equal recognition. Your personal comments or letters praising or criticising our
selections will be

As our
for 1941

first

welcomed.

"Mark

Richard A. Rowland's

CHEERS

of Merit" picture

we choose

CHEERS FOR MISS BISHOP
— and, in addition, we predict that the
performance of Martha Scott

RICHARD

ROWLAND

A.

will

be con-

Academy Award.

sidered for the 1941

present,

MISS BISHOP

MISS

with

MARTHA SCOTT
EDMUND GWENN

WILLIAM GARGAN

and introducing

MARY ANDERSON

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

-plus

BISHOP

.

Released thru

UNITED ARTISTS

;

.

•-T-"

W
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Schine Settlement

WHO'S

Negotiations Flop
(Continued from Page

I in

It

suit

in

1)

—

understood that the Schine
will be the first one to be tried.
is

officials are now in the
collecting evidence to be presented in that case, it was disclosed.

Government
field

W Interrogatories
Columbia

in

LEX GOTTLIEB.

Born

Dec.

'*

Oklahoma and Crescent
Nashville was very unlikely.

Griffith

!

A

WHO

Filed by
Schine Action

Columbia Pictures, through counSchwartz & Frohlich of New
York City, filed yesterday in Buffalo's Federal Court a group of in-

47 in number plus
sub-divisions and
their respective
occupying 46 pages, seeking clarification and definition of the charges
brought against the company as a
co-defendant in the Government's action against the Schine Chain The-

HOLLYWOOD

IN
21,

1906.

Raised

in

Hutchinson,

Graduated from University of Wisconsin in 1928, then
as reporter and feature writer.
Publicity direcNew York Paramount Theater for three
tor
years, then advertising manager United Artists
two years, then advertising manager Columbia
Pictures two years.
Meantime, also wrote more

to

i

\

fifty

Answer by

Government

the

to

Columbia's list of questions in the
Schine action is requested by the
defendant on or before March 13.
interrogatories
general,
the
In
Government to state
asked the
names, specific dates and circumstances attendant upon the charges
which cover alleged violations of

Sherman Anti-Trust statutes.
The company asked that instances
of unethical trade practices be set
together with those occaforth,
the

sions upon which preferential treatment was accorded to the Schine
circuit to

the detriment of other ex-

A

large portion
hibition interests.
of the interrogatories filed yester-

day were concerned with the charge
that Columbia combined with other

WEDDING BELLS
Philadelphia - - Lena Weichel of
Scrantcn, was married to Lawler J.
Schultz of Warner Bros, here in Memorial Presbyterian Church.

—

Stellamae MatJonesboro, Ark.
thew's cashier and secretary at the
Strand Theater, and T. K. Jenkins,
of Jonesboro, were married.

liam
local

—Marriage

of WilWillis, manager of the

Cowan, Tenn.

Thomas
Rex Theater, and Miss Martha

Jean Cooper, which took place at
Sewanee on Feb. 8, is announced.

holding writer berth there for past
year.
Produced "Buck Privates" with Abbott
and Costello, just released.
Married, one son.
Plays tennis and collects books.
Blonde hair.
One blue and one brown eye. Five foot six in.
after

—

tor Transit.

.

.

.

Panels of arbitrators for Seattle
and New Haven were announced
yesterday by the American Arbitration Association.
These panels
had not been completed when the
personnel in other territories were
revealed recently. The Albany and
Indianapolis personnel are yet to
be announced. " 'Names and occupations of the
-

height.

-

Machine Pix Licensing Pittsburgh BBB Renews
Proposal Looming in Chi. Plea for End of Games
Slot

new panel members Tollows:
SEATTLE^
Frank

—

distributors and with the Schine interests in such preferential treat-

ment.

—

Bayley,-

S.-

Bucey, attorney

•

attorney

Sr:,

G.

;

H.

Henry.

Burd. professor U.
Failure of theater if Washington Carl Dakan, professor
Pittsburgh
U of
operators to reply to the letter sent Washington ;- Ford Q. -Elvidge, attorney;
WiHjam
E. .. Froude.
attorney;
Tracy
E
Business
Better
by the
to them
(>nffin.
attorney; W. C. Morse,
Bureau, requesting that they volun- engineer and sup't." of Seattle Waterhydraulic
Dept.
Bank Nights, has Robert Peel, secretary-manager of Interabolish
tarily
brought a demand by the Bureau for mountain Assn. of Credit Men. and O B
;

;

-

Thofgrirnson:

attorney."

action.

In a registered letter sent to exhibitors by the bureau, failure to
receive answer to the initial request
was cited, and in addition stated
that the BBB was still hopeful that
this form of lottery could be stopped by voluntary action and that
theater operators would abandon
Bank Nights as a public nuisance
and as a growing threat to the orderly conduct of business.
At a meeting of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of Western

Warren

NEW HAVEN
Allen.

C.

credit manager, Second
National Bank; W. C. Armstrong, secretary-treasurer. Rockvestos Prod. Co.; Vernal
W. Bates, president & treasurer, L" C

Bates

Co.

Milton

;

-

:

P.

,

Bradley,

treasurer,

Morris Plan Bank; M. R. Davie, professor
unusual aspects of
of sociology, -Yale University; James
Flemthe complaint and the pursuant in
ng, Jr.. professor of Law; A. G
-Gulliver
terrogatories was the point that Codean of the School of Law Yale University;
Henry W. 'Jones, "Jr.. president,
lumbia has been induced by enterAmerican Tube Bending C. Herbert S. Mactainment, gifts and favors, tendered
Donald,
lawyer;
Oscar Monrad, secretary
of
to its representative by the Schine
New Haven Chamber of Commerce;
George
P.
Murdock.
professor of anthropolinterests, to accord favoritism to
ogy.
Yale University; Maurice C. Resnik,
This charge is rethat circuit.
attorney; David M. Richman, attorney; Na:han G. Sachs, attorney; Philip. R. Shiff
futed by Columbia, and the Government is asked to explain fully what Pennsylanvia late last week, no ac- attorney.
it means by the allegation.
tion was taken by the association
Sections 39 through 49 of the with regard to discontinuing Bank Va. Defense Council Asks
complaint, and sections 10-18 inclu- Nights. Secretary Fred J. HerringPix for Soldiers
sive of the bill of particulars, came ton was quoted as saying the bureau
for
not
was
"if
it
that
in for the main attack by Schwartz inferred
{Continued from Page 1)
& Frohlich in the demand for more Bank Nights there would not be cil for Northern Virginia, The
Counlottery."
Bingo and other forms of
specific information.
cil
recommended that film houses
Holding that it was not a question in Alexandria, Va., be
opened on
whether Bingo or Bank Night came Sundays

One

of

the

:

Sunday

Early Trial of Crescent
Anti-Trust Suit Expected
Tenn.— Trial of
Nashville,

the manager of the BBB stated
that it' was immaterial, inasmuch
the as the theater owners had been
Government's anti-trust suit against asked to take voluntary action to
the Crescent Amusement Co. et al, end a scheme which has been outmay come at an early date if Federal lawed in Pennsylanvia by Supreme
Judge Elmer D. Davis acts soon on Court action.
the defendants' motion objecting to
most of the charges originally filed Completes Travel Films
Aug. 11, 1939, as irrelevant and
by
headed
Pictures,
Travelon
immaterial.
Smith, has completed "MonuA hearing on the defendant's mo- James
ments of the U. S." and "Yellowtion, set for Friday, was moved up
stone National Park" the first of a
to Monday, and Judge Davis heard
series of 26 travel pictures in color
the plea of George H. Armistead, Jr.,
and using a different technic in camcounsel for defense. Action on this
No release has
era presentation.
motion will clear case of all pending
been set.
the
for
trying
date
motions and a
suit

Des Moines, la. Anne Rose of the
Des Moines branch of Paramount
Pictures, Inc., and Ted L. Groves,
also of Des Moines, will be married
in the Spring, it was announced here.
Groves is with the Rock Island Mo-

clearance over the Rex and they
seek such an award in their com-

to

Announce Arbitration Panels
For Seattle; and New Haven

and Universal.
Co-author "Separate
Rooms," Broadway play now in its 45th week,
and just advanced to associate producer at Uni-

Chicago Te City Council today
For the most part, the interroga- may get an ordinance providing for
tories followed closely the pattern the licensing and taxing of autoof defendant companies generally matic projectors.
in the D of J's New York equity
The new censorship board plan
action against the majors, which also may be introduced.
brought forth the present consent
decree.

(Continued from Page 1)
:hat on the basis of comparative admission prices, Jeffrisjs hot entitled

plaint.

Republic

aters, Inc., et al.

I

Para, in Wis.

Eagle

terrogatories,

j

Name

Kansas.

Brooklyn

published short stories. Went to Hollywood in 1937, free-lanced as writer with
screenplay credits at Warner Brothers, Columbia,

than

versal

l sel,

DAitr

on

-its

first,

to
accommodate 20,000
soldiers soon to be stationed at Fort
Belvoir.
E. C. Gibbs, member of the Coun-

cil,
said, "Soldiers would be much
better off in the movies than in beer
parlors. Soldiers could be admitted
for 10 cents if the theatre owners

would cooperate with our program."
Alexandria is one of the few Virginia cities that has not exercised
local option to permit Sunday movies.

Ben Geldsaler III
Toronto Illness

—

of
Ben Geldexec, and member .of
the Ontario Clearance Board, As
delaying the Board's meeting.

saler,

FFC

merits will probably be

Leo Rosen Recovers

set.

Judge Davis

also on

Monday heard

the plea of attorneys for Columbia,
Universal, and United Artists for a
dismissal of the suit as to them.
He gave no definite idea of when
decision may be expected.

—

Albany Leo Rosen, manager of
Troy Theater, Troy, Warner
first-run, is back on the job after a

STORKS!

the

Chicago— Edward Hickey", chief enlong seize in the hospital in Troy,
due to influenza with pneumonia com- gineer, Warner theaters, is the father
of "a baby boy.
plications.

91

10

Atlas Pix Holdings

Queen's
Penthouse Mystery"
"Ellery

(Continued from Page 1)

stock of RKO, including 120,000
shares of the latter to be received
under allowances made by the court
in connection with the reorg. of
which Atlas was proponent.

mon

Holdings
as listed

in

amusement

of

issues,

the report, follow:
Amounts based on
31

market

7,000

K-A-O

RKO

Conv.

7% cum.
V.T.C....S

6%

728,875.

(b)

Cum.

Conv
Walt Disney Prod.
6% Cum. Conv...

(b)

Stock

This

FANS.

second subject

in

Larry

Darmour's

Queen"

series should please fans
the "whodunits."
He has assembled an excellent cast of players, with
Ralph Bellamy playing Ellery Queen, Margaret
Lindsay,
his
secretary-collaborator,

"Ellery

like

1,525,694.22

Exchange

Voting trust

or

N. Y.

interesting screenplay.

Madison, a ventriloquist, is enbringing
with
the
of
valuable
jewelry from China to New York, with the
gems to be sold for the benefit of the
He is murdered in a New
Chinese cause.
York hotel, and Bellamy, Grapewin and Margaret Lindsay start an investigation to track
down the murderer.
Russell Hicks, Eduardo Ciannelli, Anna
May Wong and Frank Albertson are among
the principals who are suspected, but Bellamy, Grapewin and Miss Lindsay finally

Noel

certifies for

K-A-0

have been
priced at the closing market quota-

7 per cent preferred stock

tions of the preferred stock repre-

sented by such certificates.
Optimistic As to R-K-O Outlook
Discussing R-K-O, Odium in his
report to the shareholders expresses
optimism as to the company's longterm outlook, although it is stated
the company is suffering from loss
of some foreign markets and as yet
has not had sufficient time to adjust
itself to a cessation of long-continued reorg. proceedings.
The report states that Simpson,
Thacher & Bartlett received $284,050 for legal services during 1940,
of which $200,000 was for services
rendered over a period of years in
A
connection with RKO's reorg.
substantial portion of the latter
amount was reimbursed by allowances. A member of the firm is an

and director of Atlas.
Net income for the year, after
expenses of $1,102,373.08, was $2,-

officer

$1,739,243.11
including
521,022.48,
net realized profit on securities.
Surplus at Dec. 31, 1940, after deducting net unrealized depreciation of
assets, amounted to $19,888,631.55

Net cash on hand was over

$8,-

500,000, or roughly 15 per cent of
net assets.

A dividend of 25 cents per share
has been declared on the common
stock payable March 25 to stockTotal
holders of record Mar. 7.
dividends on both preferred and
common stock during 1940 totaled
$2,729,623.00, of which $1,305,015.75
was paid on the preferred and $1,424,607.25 on the common.
Annual stockholders' meeting is
Of the directors
called for April 2.
proposed for election four have been
on the board for some years. These
four are L. Boyd Hatch, Oswald L.
Johnston, Floyd B. Odium and Samuel Zemurray.

"Outlaws Of The Rio
Grande"
with

Tim McCoy,

Virginia

flLfflS

t

Happened To Or

"It

Man"
with Wilfred Lawson, Nora Swinburne
Marta Lebarr

Carpenter,

Charles King
Producers Releasing Corp.

53 Mins. RKO
82 Mi
STRONG DRAMATIC STORY, EXCI
PLENTY OF FAST AND FURIOUS ACEFFECTIVE BLENDING OF MYSTERY TION SHOULD PLEASE THE WESTERN LENTLY MOUNTED. IS ABLY ACTED.
Produced in England, this new RKO
AND COMEDY SHOULD CLICK WITH FANS.

and Charley Grapewin his father, Inspector
10.000
97,500. (a) Queen.
James Hogan has done an excellent diCommon Stocks
rectorial job effectively blending the mys84,000.
7,000
GTE
tery and comedy.
James Burke, Tommy
146,000.
20,000 Paramount Pictures
3,754,224.68
R-K-O
1,001,126
Dugan and Mantan Moreland supply most
327,811 R-K-O option warof the laughs. Anna May Wong, Noel Madi102,411.17
rants
son, Ann Doran, Russell Hicks, Eduardo
(a) Indicates securities traded in on Ciannelli
Frank Albertson, Charles Lane
over-the-counter markets or on se- and Theodore Von Eltz are among the able
curities exchanges other than the principals.
Eric Taylor has fashioned an

N. Y.
Curb.

19

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

who

quotations

Shares

35,481

with Ralph Bellamy, Charley Grapewin,
Margaret Lindsay
Columbia-Darmour
69 Mins.

WHODUNIT"

Preferred Stocks
Dec.

REVIEWS Of THE KtW

?<

Total $6,477,735

Wednesday, February 26,
DAILY

trusted

solve

the mystery.

CAST: Ralph

Bellamy, Charley Grapewin,
Margaret Lindsay, James Burke, Anna May
Wong, Eduardo Ciannelli, Frank Albertson,

Ann

Noal

Doran,

Russell Hicks,
land,

Madison, Charles Lane,
Dugan, Mantan More-

Tommy

Theodor Von

Eltz.

CREDITS: Producer,

Larry

Darmour; As-

Producer, R. C. Flothow; Director,
James Hogan; Author, Ellery Queen; ScreenCameraman, James S.
Eric Taylor;
play,
Brown, Jr.; Editor, Dwight Caldwell; Music,
sociate

Relying on action and more action as the
of the piece, this western should
Tim Mcplease the outdoor meller fans.
Coy and an able cast of action players keep
things at a boiling point throughout, the
outdoor locations are interesting, the story

theme

adequate and the direction is brisk.
is supported by Virginia Carpenter, Charles King, Ralph Peters, Karl Hackett
Peter Stewart directed
and Rex Lease.
from an original screenplay by George H.
Jack Greenhalgh handled the
Plympton.
cameras.
Ken Duncan, partner of U. S. Marshal
Tim McCoy, is hot on the trail of three
After
members of a counterfeit gang.
killing one of the members of the gang
is

McCoy

him, Duncan trails
the others to a secluded cantina, but gets
captured by the gang. McCoy and his sidekick, Peters, trail Duncan to the gang hide-

who

ambush

to

tried

lease
it

is

a fine

the

exhibitors

prove

George H.
Greenhalgh;

Plympton; Cameraman, Jack
Holbrook N. Todd.

Editor,

DIRECTION,

Fast.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

O. K.

Bingo Licensing Measure

Hoppered in N.Y. Assembly
(Continued from Page

Tax equivalent

1)

to five cents

on each

to

the

sell

picture

to

I

handled
it
shoi
profitable piece of screen merchc

a

dise.

Heading the cast
excellent

Hollywood-made

Wilfred Lawson,
been in seve

has

Lawson

films.

fine

interpretation

will

hold

ably

supported

to

attention

at

a

difficult
all

times.

gives
role

i

He

I

Ivan

by Nora Swinburne, Mai
Brandt, Reginald Tate i

Worth.

Worth and Miss Swinbun

Labarr,
Brian

is

who

actor

L. Stein directed from
screenplay by Paul Marzbach and Nina J
vis.
Stein's direction is sure and drama:
and the screenplay is a smoothly flow

document.

Neufeld;

m

Intelligently

public.

CAST: Tim McCoy, Virginia Carpenter,
Charles King, Ralph Peters, Karl Hackett,
Rex Lease, Phillips Turich, Frank Ellis, Ken
Duncan, Thornton Edwards, Joe Dominguez.
Sigmund

First

that

I

are

Producer,

counts.

story

beginning to end \
plenty of emotional highlights, the gene
mounting is excellent and the cast
splendid.
Exhibitors should get fine au
ence reaction everywhere.
However,
picture is lacking any "names" that hi
marquee drawing power, and it is up

but run into difficulties themselves.
Plenty of action ensues before McCoy turns
the tables on the gang and rounds them up
for safekeeping behind bars.

CREDITS:

all

interest from

tains

out,

Director, Peter Stewart; Original Screenplay,

picture on

has a strong dramatic

Paul

fine.

The

concerns the financial ruin
through treachery on the part f
In addition to busini
his partner, Tate.
ruin, his own home life has toppled intel
shambles and he goes to prison for forge.
Four years later he is released and
tracks down Tate and kills him in self <
fense.
An honest scheme he has promoll
is forced into the discard by regard for i
family and Lawson again becomes an Ot
story

Lawson

cast.

CAST: Wilfred Lawson, Nora Swinbur
Marta Labarr, Ivan Brandt, Reginald Ta,
Brian Worth, Edmond Breon, Patricia R,
Athole Stewart, Thorley Walters, Ruth Mali
land,

Ian

Fleming.

50 cents through operation thereof
CREDITS: Producer, Victor Hanbury;
would be imposed to go to the State, rector, Paul L. Stein; Screenplay, Paul Me:adminoffice
State's
the Secretary of
bach and Nina Jarvis; Based on a play |
Lee Zahler.
istering and supervising generally Roland Pertwee and John Hastings Turn
DIRECTION, Effective. PHOTOGRAPHY, the operation of the act.
PHOTOGRAPF
Good.
DIRECTION,
Good.
Sunday games for more than Good.
four hours a day or after midnight
Tyrone Power for "Yank in R. A.F." would be barred as would be minors
in Suit
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY under 18 years of age. Strict penal- Settlement
Twentieth Century- ties would be set up for violation.
Hollywood
vs. Interstai
Jorgenson
Fox has cast Tyrone Power for the Organizations to be eligible for a
stellar role in "A Yank in the R.A.F." license would have to be formed at
Dallas A settlement satisfacto
Henry King will direct. Two other least five years prior to the date of
to H. N. Jorgenson, plaintiff in
of the studio's stars had been ten- application.
anti-trust suit against the Interst
tatively cast for the picture (now reAssemblyman Turshen also rein- Circuit, has been made out of coi
written) under its original title of troduced an amendment to Section
approval of Fedei
"The Eagle Flies Again." Captain Nine, Article One of the State Con- and with the
Atwell.
James Adams of the R.A.F. will come stitution to bring about Bingo legali- Judge W. H.
Some days ago Judge Atwell c
over from England as technical ad- zation "under religious and charitjudgment in the sum of $5,2
dered
take
viser on the film.
would
able auspices." Latter bill
entered against Interstate. Moti
at least three years to become effor dismissal was put off from tirj
fective, requiring favorable vote by
Film
Roberts to Direct
to time by Interstate until Mond
the people of the State after two
when attorneys went into court a
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY successive legislatures approved.
asked dismissal of the suit.
Hollywood Charles Roberts, forJorgenson claimed that he W
short subjects demerly with
forced to raise prices at his Ej
Gibbs Funeral Today
partment has been assigned by
Funeral services for Robert Paton Grand Theater from 10 cents to
to direct "Hurry, Charlie, Hurry."
a loss
Russell Gleason has been added to Gibbs, 81, veteran actor, will be held cents, thereb" causing him
has placed, Anna Lee, this noon at the Walter B. Cooke $18,000. He sued for three tin)
the cast.
attorn
British player, under a seven-year Funeral Parlors, 117 W. 72nd St. His that amount, plus $5,000
fees.
career spanned 44 years.
contract.
l'i

Made

—

By

—

RKO

—

RKO

RKO

RKO

An open letter to the Motion Picture Industry
History repeats itself

I

—with Greece and Fascism enacting the roles of David and Goliath.

he heroic valor of the Greeks in their defense of democracy, has aroused the admira-

tion of every liberty loving American. This
try

—has

little

stood up and fought Fascism to

little

country

—and

it's

a standstill. It has put

a very small coun-

new

heart into

all

countries.

loday,

we

of the

Amusement

Industry, are asked to

the struggles of millions of valiant men,

knowing

that here in the

furthermore

do our small

women and

Sears have very kindly volunteered to aid
tributors for this great cause.

We

have

me

it!

The

suffering,

children, will be lightened by

United States are fellow humans

—are willing to do something about

part.

who want them

to

win and

John H. Harris and Gradwell

in organizing all exhibitors

set aside the

and

L.

dis-

period of March 25-30 as the

days to raise the funds through the active participation of

all

theatres everywhere.

As Chairman of the Amusement Industry Division of the Greek War Relief Association, I

I

appeal to you to do your share in making our drive a complete success.

he Greeks love liberty so much they're willing to die for

thrice blessed country can

do

is

to help the

women and

it.

The

least

we

of this

children of these gallant

defenders of democracy.
Sincerely,

tV
ADOLPH ZUKOR,

Chairman

6

»
«
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61.8% of 1940's Features From Original Storie
Numerically Fewer, But the
Percentage is Higher, Figures of the

PCA

Directors 9

Disclose

for

Hollywood— Nearly 62 per cent
new features okayed by the

of 523

There was a marked decline
the resort to biographies for
Matures, the 1940 total being 8 or
1.5 per cent as against 17 or 2.8 percent in the preceding year.

—

In 1940, there
cent in 1939.
11 features or 2.1 per cent
based on radio programs (four) and
comic strips (seven). In 1939, the
PCA cleared 10 features (1.6 per
cent) based on unknown sources
and eight others (1.2 per cent)
from miscellaneous sources.
The PCA in 1940 approved 523
features, including 44 of foreign
origin, in addition to 707 shorts and
seven reissues. Comparable figures
for 1939 were 584 features, 715
shorts, and 12 re-issues of features.

to

give

SDEAI\IN6«

directors

film

credit

(Continued from Page

Name

Boro Committees
For Greek War Relief
from Page'

=

ident James R. Grainger and Herbert
By RALPH WILK
Yates.
Allocation of funds for the new
HOLLYWOcIl
lineup includes:
HAUL Jones, Paramount producer, had,
Six de luxe features, $750,000-$l,sound track made of the audience re
000,000 each; 14 anniversary pictures, tion to a sneak preview of his picture "'*
$250,000-$500,000 each; 10 jubilee Lady Eve," starring Barbara Stanwyck a
pictures, $150,000 apiece; two pre- Henry Fonda. Running the picture and t
miere Gene Autry features, $500,000 sound track simultaneously in a projecti
minimum each.
room, he discovered that all the belly laug
Sales quotas, it was announced by were caused by slapstick comedy gags.
Grainger, will be substantially increased.
XA/ARNERS will team Bette Davis at
Yates and Grainger leave today
* * Mary Astor in Stephen
Longstree
for the Kansas City meeting tomorFirst titles and new novel, "The Gay Sisters," purchas
row and Friday.
casts for coming season's product for $35,000.
•
•
will be announced at the New York

—

(.Continued

1)

J.

every other night."

cent.

Fewer Short Stories Used
Short stories, too, were a less
21 or 4 perfertile source in 1940
cent as compared with 59 or 10.6

1)

^HARLIE RUGGLES, who has finish
meeting March 6-7.
Yates and Grainger, accompanied ^^his featured role in "Model Wife,"
by Donahce and Coe, their advertis- Universal, plans a trip to confer with
ing agency representatives, plan to agents regarding a proposed p.a. tour
visit 33 key cities in the U. S. and the states East of the Mississippi.
He
six key cities in Canada to talk to also contemplating a fling at Summer sto
theatermen, newspapermen, exhibi- in Maine.
tors, distributors, on correlating na•
•
tional publicity campaigns with lo- \A/INDING up added scenes on "The B
cal publicity, and getting reaction to
"' Man," starring Wallace Beery,
new programs.
M-G-M, Richard Thorpe is conferring wi

I'

meeting- at the Hotel Astor yesterday. John J. O'Connor, co-chairman
for this area with Harry Brandt and
Fred Schwartz, presided.
Spyros Skouras spoke on the aims
of the Drive.
Boro committees appointed at the
meeting include for Manhattan, Leo
Brecher and Max Cohen; for the

!,j

Republic to Start

studio executives concerning his next dire

Fan

per

Bronx,

were

nino; for Westchester, Irwin Wheel-

Magazine Ads on April

Queens, Fred Schwartz and Sam
Rhonheimer; Brooklyn, Harold Rinzler and Sam Strausberg; for Staten
Island, Si Fabian and Charlie Moses
and for Long- Island, Joe Seider. In
addition to these Boro chairmen,
the division and district managers of
all circuits will act as co-chairmen in

Republic as of April 1 will start
advertising campaigns in the fan

The Title Registration Bureau
in 1940 registered 3,214 feature and
As of Jan. 1, total
shorts titles.

number

of features

and

by the industry since

its

titles used
advent was

J. J.

Thompson and

L. Bolog-

er;

Brandt outlined the
of committees to work

Is Joe's

Face Red!

Omaha, Neb.—Joe

benefit.

Murphy will be able to play the part,
he has just started work in "Tom, Dick Al
Harry," at RKO, and Metro has plans f
him as soon as he finishes his loanout •
signment.
;

organization
nabes.

among

being kidded to death
attention

exhibs. to

of

is

Nebraska-Iowa

"Western Union."

sent 'em Postal Telegraph.

week Ferguson Rites Held
Oklahoma City Services for the
expected to hit
by Hal Home father of Todd Ferguson, M-G-M exfirst

at the Apollo here is
$19,000, it was said
prior to his departure for San Francisco where the Disney cartoon feature is also set to open. Home returns East for the Cleveland opening
and then returns to the Coast for
conferences with Walt and Roy Disney.

10,554 in 1939 to 9,011 in 1940; unas
eight
ideas
totaled
suitable
against none in the preceding year.
figures:
Other comparable

AAC

for his wires

1940

Changes
Trailers

Submitted

1.759

Directed

Submitted

Directed
Revisions
\ds Submitted
Ms Revised or Rejected ..
Stories
Okayed..
Publicity
Ad Accessories Cleared
li.uiL''in
)i dried
.

(

<

English

$19,000 in Chi.

— "Fantasia's"

Scott, the 20th

Century-Fox branch manager here,

Do

Chicago

-

He

(

Metro Set in Mexico City
Mexico City (By Air Mail)—ProdSchwartz was appointed local treasMetro's general
urer. The meeting also was addres- uct deals closed by
•
•
Niesed by A. P. Waxman, general pub- manager in Mexico, Carlos E.
pick of Metro films into METRO has acquired motion pictt
licity director of the National Greek bla, send the
rest into the
rights to two original stories for t»
Relief Drive, and Ray Whittaker of the Alameda, and the
Metro second-runs go to the screen: "The Dam," by Lester Cohen, a
Iris.
the Shubert office.
Bucareli, which reopens next week "The Road Away From Home," by Rich;
"Fantasia" to

Year's activities of the Advertising Advisory Council as summarized, show a sizeable drop in the
number of stills submitted in 1940,
figure going to 98,333 from 1939's
high of 109,083. Stills discarded or
retouched in 1940 numbered 1,217
as compared with 787 in 1939, indicating greater vigilance on the
part of the Hays organization.
Explotation ideas dropped from

calling

•
•
magazines, it was disclosed yesterday
by Charles Reed Jones, ad-publicity GENE MARKEY, Columbia producer,
All pix in the company's
director.
angling with M-G-M to borrow Geoil
De Luxe group and probably those Murphy for the leading male role in "Eat
in the Anniversary group as well will Was A Lady."
It is doubtful, however,

after rebuilding.

AAC

assignment.
He has been hand
three scripts to read, a comedy, a musii
and a drama of the type of "Night Mi)
Fall." which he directed a few years ai|

torial

1

each section.

42,866.

Greater Vigilance by

HCLLyWCCD

Fixed for Republic

Hollywood

Criticizing

due them, or of making
the public director-conscious, George
L. David, drama critic for The Democrat and Chronicle here, proposes a
week for each top director's films to
reveal his technique and personality.
Writing in his column, David says:
"The department would like to see
some independent theaters give a
series of each prominent director's
pictures through a two- or threemonth period.
They could have a
Hitchcock week, a Cukor week, a
Goulding week, and so on, changing
the picture each night
or at least

THE FILM DAILY

in

failure

its

the

Production Code Administration in
1940 were from original stories, according to PCA figures just released for the 1941 Film Daily Year
Book to be published shortly. Originals in 1940 totaled 323. While numerically lower than in 1939, when
329 originals were approved, the actual percentage of 61.8 is higher
than 1939's of 56.3.
Features made from stage plays
also gained in 1940, totalling 51
or 9.8 per cent as compared with
34 or 5.8 per cent in 1939. There
were fewer novels utilized for features in 1940—109 or 20.8 per cent
as compared with 127 or 21.7 per

—

Rochester

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of

$15,000,000 Budget

Weeks

Proposal by Critic

.

.

1939
2.013

25

47

1.027
6

981

11.256

12.386
198
15.709
6.960

240
10.646
4.796
1

Xone

—

ploiteer working out of Memphis,
were held here yesterday.

May

Legalize Bingo In Md.
Annapolis, Md. A bill to legalize
Bingo has been introduced into the
State Senate by Sen. John Callan.

—

''Back Street 9 •Minded

and

Clifford

•
STANLEY CORTEZ

stunt concocted this year. He
had all the help for the theater report
for work for a week via alley stagelicity

door entrance.
Film playing

•
is

photographing "X

Black Cat," at Universal. Albert
gell

is

•

•

BRADBURY

FOOTE, M-G-M

was "Back Street."

you

guess?)

scenarist,

I

been invited by the Hedges Group
Players at Laguna Beach, to direct their
ganization

in

a

presentation

several

years

duced.

He

of

his

He wrote

"The Merry Monarch."
but
submitted
ago,

it

to

the p

the

Group with the idea of testing

i

pi

was never

it

it

pi

Hed|
on
(

stage.

ABBOTT
tures
originally

•

•

and Costello

will

at

Universal

called

make

instead

of

four p

the

t

for.

•

MICHELE MORGAN'S
(can't

(

S.

directing.

—

Paul Anderson, at
Lincoln, Neb.
the Lincoln, claims the dizziest pub-

Dowdey.

•
American film

t

but will be made in an adaptation
"Journey Into Fear" instead of "Joan
Paris."

M

ST

F L

TH

•

ST

79.
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Court Dismisses

La Crosse $1,476,000 Trust

No Conspiracy, Says Judge
By STERLING SORENSEN
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Federal Judge
Madison, Wis.
Patrick Stone here yesterday dismissed proceedings in the damage
uit of the La Crosse Theaters Co.,
by Frank Koppelberger,
headed
against Paramount Pictures Distributing Co., the Minnesota Theaters Co., and three other defen-

—

Stringent Building

Measure

in

Iowa

The

measure

would

affect

con-

(Continued on Page 3)

Iowa-Neb. Indies Will
Meet on Adverse Bills

—

Moines la. Allied-IndepenTheaters of Iowa-Nebraska,
Inc., has called a meeting for March
10-11 to be held in Des Moines.
Meeting is said to have been called
by President Lee Wolcott primarily
for the purpose of discussing a numDes

,!

:

:
'

J

Rows on

dent

(Continued on Page 4)

Sunday Films Issue
Again Alive in Ga.

—

The Senate voted
Ga.
29 to 14 yesterday to reconsider the
earlier adverse action on a bill to
permit Sunday movies under a local
option plan in Georgia. The bill now
returns to the calendar to await later
Atlanta,

action.

Servicing

Government yesterday filed
Federal Court a proposed consent
in its anti-trust suit against
Ascap and at the same time asked
disfor approval of the decree by the
The

By JOSEPH ESLER
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Chicago Infant slot machine pix
industry is finding the going anything but smooth, according to re-

—

circulating here,

ports

machine

in

the coin

leading

Several
tributors,

shipments

of

both

films

chines.

A

well

in
and madecree

known Minneapolis

tributor, has had only two reels of
These have
films for his machines.
been repeated so often patrons no
malonger will patronize them.
bottleneck seems to be the
jor
delay in the arrivel of new subjects.

A

capital.

phonograph

dis-

who signed up

Counter Suit

Involve

—

'

Report Deliveries of Equipment and Films Slow;
Jurisdictional

Suit,

Regulation of
Des Moines, la
construction of new theaters and
supervision of such buildings by
the State Fire Marshal is sought
in a bill introduced in the Senate
of the Iowa Legislature.
The bill was introduced by Sen.
Frank Martin of Davenport and is in
line with recommendations recently
made by the State Fire Marshal.

3

Distribs.

Suit

Licensing at Source Provision's Application to
Films, Moot Exhib. Point

SLOT MACHINE FIX BIZ HAS WOES

for equipdant companies named in the $1,ment and territory during the Vend476,000 anti-trust action.
show here at the Sherman HoFailure of plaintiff's attorney to ers
tel
in January, are waiting for
(Continued on Page 8)

'

TEN CENTS

1941

FILE ASCAP'S
Acts on Plaintiff's Failure to Produce Co. Exec;

'

R

The Daily Newspaper

Intimate In Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

J=

NOT

NSA,NSS

Servicing Controversies
There is considerable controversy
(Continued on Page 10)

Court.

Simultaneously with the
the decree, the

filing of
of J filed a new
supersedes the suit

D

complaint which

originally brought by the
of Justice in 1935.

Depart-

ment

An answer by

Ascap, which gen-

erally denied charges of monopoly,
was also submitted to the Court.
(Continued on Page 4)

Manager, No Prexy,
For

New

Allied Unit

Anli-Ascap Measure

Maryland Senate

New York Unit of National Allied In
Actions and counter actions bepresident but will funcCharles Casanave, general will have no
a board
manager of National Screen Acces- tion under the direction ofmanager,
Annapolis, Ind. A bill requiring
and directors of National of directors and a business
sories,
a $2,000 license for individuals or
Eastern
the
of
setup
the
similar
to
Screen Service were revealed yesterUntil a organizations attempting to collect
Pennsylvania Allied unit.
day.
of music royalties in Maryland has
Casanave and National Screen Ac- board can be elected, a committee
been introduced into the Senate.
organization.
cessories were named defendants in six will head the
The license would be issued by the
The committee of six will be coma suit filed in New York Supreme
State Comptroller, and would be re(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 10)
quired before any person or group
tween

—

lackter Heads Columbia
Sales Drive Committee

Handle Accounting,
Bookkeeping for 'John Doe'

(Continued on Page 4)

S-I to

Columbia Cuts "Love",

Selznick-International will handle
Legion Alters Rating
Rube Jackter, assistant sales man- the physical accounting and bookager, has been appointed chairman keeping for "Meet John Doe" which
The Catholic Church sounded
of the committee in charge of the is to be distributed by Warner Bros.
"Columbia Exhibitors Good Will This was learned yesterday follow- "cease firing" yesterday in the pul(Continued on Page 8)
pit and press attack on Columbia's
(Continued on Page 8)
"This Thing Called Love," following cuts in the picture which caused
the Legion of Decency to re-classify

RCA Net Profit at $9,113,156

(Continued on Page 3)

Gross Income Gain of 16%, Net Gain of 13%

Wanger

On

to

1941-42

Have Three

UA

Lineup

RCA's net
$1,030,345

profit for 1940

jumped

over the preceding year

to reach $9,113,156, the annual report of the corporation made public

Walter Wanger will deliver three today by Prexy David Sarnoff disthrough closed.
for distribution
pictures
United Artists next season, the proincome from all
gross
Total
ducer announced yesterday. Two of sources amounted to $128,491,611
$110,494,398
the features will be completed dur- in 1940, compared with
(Contittued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 8)

Senate Advances
Child Actor Bill
Albany

—The

Senate

advanced to

third reading yesterday the

Hampton

which would permit employment
of children by radio, motion pictures
and other theatricals under conditions approved by the State Education Department.
bill

Ws?

Thursday, February 27,

Defense Aluminum Order Company Records Ordered
May Hit Studio Recording Produced in SPG Hearing
40

Vol. 79, No.

10 Cents

Thurs., feb. 27, 1941

Dan M. Baker, NLRB

Decision by the Office of Production Management of the National

trial

COminG

1*

and GOirtG

ex-

aminer, yesterday directed Warners
E. C. GRAINGER, president of the Shea
Defense Bureau to establish priori- and Loew's, Inc., to produce volucuit, his wife and daughter leave tomorrow »
ties for aluminum, with the metal minous records, including payrolls, a month's vacation in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
placed in the "much needed" cate- before next Wednesday in the hearEMMA JASIN and CELIA WEISBERC of Me',
gory, may seriously affect the sup- ing on the SPG's petition to be politan Playhouses are vacationing in Florid;.ply of blank platters for studio re- named collective bargaining agent
BEN SHLYEN, trade paper publisher,
cording purposes.
In musical se- for ad-publicity employes.
from Kansas City.
It
was indicated that two or
quences and others, scenes are shot
SAM BRISKIN is stopping at the Shft
and the sound track is synchronized three days would be sufficient to Netherland.
from a recorded disc.
Aluminum close testimony in the instances of
JOSEPH
BREEN has returned to Hollywcl
the two companies. H. S. Bareford
blanks are extensively employed.
BOB SMELTZER, WB Central district ml
counsel and BurH. E. Reeves, president of Audio appeared as
ager, returns to Washington today after
I
Devices, Inc., one of the three large ton Zorn as Loew's counsel yester- days in h.o. huddles.
recording companies in this city, day, with H. N. Glickstein appearCUY KIBBEE left Boston yesterday for Hi
said that his company had been ing for the Guild.
lywood following two weeks of p.a.'s.
Testimony in the action concernconducting experiments for the past
LEO DEVANY, HARRY MICHALSON and (S
two years to develop a substitute ing six other film companies was SCHAEFER
are due in Albany today in conn,
for aluminum, but that none as yet concluded last Monday after a series tion with RKO's Depinet sales drive.
could match its flat surface, which of hearings lasting 15 days. At the
ARTHUR WILLI, RKO's Eastern talent sc<|
must be ground accurately to with- conclusion, representatives of the goes to Buffalo today, returning on Saturday,
in several thousandths of an inch. companies again refused a request
MADELEINE CARROLL leaves the Coast
The porousness of the substitute of the SPG for a consent election. week for a Miami vacation.
also would have to be low, he add- The membership of the SPG emPAUL LUKAS is here from the Coast.
ed, since the plate is later covered braces more than 90 per cent of the
ANDRE
DAVEN planed to New York from rl|
eligible
publicity
department
emwith acetate.
Among the substances already ployees in the industry, the Guild lywood to meet the French star, Jean Cabin.
CARTER BARRON, Loew's Theaters' Eastern
tested, he said, are glass, steel, claims.
vision manager, is here from Washington.
All matters in dispute will now
bakelite, brass, copper, zinc, plasJULIUS GORDON is here from Beaumont,
of alloys. be decided by the NLRB in Washtics and several types
WILLIAM ROSENBERG of Rego Park has
None has as yet come up to specifi- ington, on the basis of the record
cations.
A steel material now un- compiled. The Guild has requested Camp Upton for Texas.
der study shows promise, he said, "the earliest possible date" for the
JOHN and MIKE COWLES, Des Moines
but he fears that this too may soon ordered elections which will be con- lishers, are in Hollywood to attend the Acadnj
dinner tonight.
be added to the list of defense ma- ducted to determine the Guild's materials, along with aluminum and jorities.
Dual Bills Ruled Out
present
machine
Audio's
tools.
aluminum supply should last "a Party Will
Return
Vichy Statutes
By
couple of weeks," he said.
To Health of
Vichy, France (By Air Mail,
Double feature film bills are in i
to Talk Seven Minutes
Cleveland Friends of A. M. Good- discard for pix theaters in Franc
man, United Artists branch man- Free Zone, according to new statu
In Addressing
ager, will tender him a "Welcome
published in the official journ
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Home" party at the Variety Club
Maximum length of pictures to
Hollywood
Academy Awards on Monday, March 8.
Plans call shown on one program is
3,£j
dinner in the Biltmore Bowl tonight for an informal stag dinner, to be
meters. This eliminates double bi
AcadWalter Wanger,
is a sell-out.
followed with entertainment.
The and encourages the showing of sh(
emy prexy, will preside, with Bob party marks Goodman's return to subjects and newsreels.
Hope emceeing. Writer awards will health after a three month's illhe presented by Quentin Reynolds. ness.
Committee in charge of arYorke Making U. S. Forest Ret
President Roosevelt will address the rangements are Charles Raymond.
Emerson Yorke, indie shorts pi
diners from Washington over a spe- Loew division manager; Nat Wolf,
cial
hookup, with 300 radio sta- Warner zone manager; Charles Rich, ducer, has been engaged by the U.
write and prodv
tions carrying the talk, expected Vitagraph branch manager; M. B. Forest Service to
black a
to span seven minutes.
Horwitz, of the Washington circuit an original one-reeler in
white, "Big Game of Alaska." Lot
and Norman Levin. Lou Geiger.
alrea
Harry Leffert and Lester Dowdell tion footage from Alaska is
Tele Licenses
in and was filmed by Jimmy Yo
of the UA exchange.
West Coast cameraman. Alois He
Of RCA,
and Philco
rilla will handle narration and Sol
RKO Title Change
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Palmer the music for the Yor
short which features the monar
Washington The FCC yesterday
Hollywood RKO has changed the
announced it has renewed the tele- title of "The Devil and Daniel Web- of big game, the Brown Bear
vision broadcast license of RCA for ster" to "A Certain Mr. Scratch." Alaska.
the period ending Feb. 1, 1942 and William Dieterle will produce and dithat of Philco upon a temporary rect with production to start March
basis for the period ending April 1, 15.
James Craig and Anne Shirley
next.
General Electric's television will play the romantic leads.
license was renewed temporarily
for the same period.
Para. Signs June Preisser
-
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Am.

Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %)
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind.
East.

pfd.

Kodak

1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

High

Low

Close

8
5

8
5

8

8

%

%

%

73/4

71/2

7V2

13

123/4

321/2

32V8

13
32i/8
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pfd
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5
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Paramount
Para.
Para.

— Chg.

Pathe Film

8 1/4

8 1/4

8 1/4
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61/8

31/4

31/4

20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd. 171/a
Univ. Pict. pfd
.

Warner
do

Goodman

—
—
+
+

+
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3/8
1/4

y8

.

.

Bros

3

6
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6
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Universal Corp.
Universal Picts

Shea
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Circuit Acquires
Theaters in Ohio

,

GE

—

Shea Chain, Inc., has acquired
two theaters in Cambridge, O., and
two in Marietta, O., it was reported
yesterday by E. C. Grainger, president, who said the houses were acquired through the purchase of stock
Para. Options "Thousand Lies"
owned by the late Edward Finch West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
and Edward Steward in the C & M
Hollywood Paramount has an opAmusement Co.
tion on "Palace of a Thousand Lies,"
Deals involved the Colonial and a spy story by Leo Birinski. It is
Strand in Cambridge and the Hippo- being considered as a vehicle for
drome and Putnam in Marietta. With Claudette Colbert. Studio has cast

—

of the Colonial in
Wheeling, West Va., about three
weeks ago, the Shea circuit now operates more than 60 theaters.

the

acquisition

—

Academy

Renew

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

FDR

—

Vi

2nd pfd

RKO

New

Mark

Anna

Q. Nilsson for "Pioneer Woman," Barbara Pepper for "The
Night of January 16" and Walter
Abel for "Hold Back the Dawn."

—

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— June Preisser former-

West Coast Bureau of

y with M-G-M has been signed to
a long-term contract at Paramount
and will be groomed for stardom.
]

Warners Buy Glasgow Novel
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Warner Bros, is reported to have bought Ellen GlasWest Coast Bureau of

—

gow's novel, "In This
$40,000.

Our Life" for

Joan Bennett
David Sarnoff
Franchot Tom
Ian Keith
Albert Deans

,5i

=

rhursday, February 27, 1941

^s

Col. Cufs

Stringent Building

"Love";
rrnrr

Legion Ranks

Measure in Iowa

———

':'

'

!.

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

of theaters, halls, audioriums, or other places of public
.^embly where nitrocellulose or
Jbustible films are used. The fire
larrshal would have sole jurisdiction
of the reguis to the application

it

*iitruction
;:

ations.

Before construction detailed specifications must be submitted to the
'ire marshal who would have five
Mays to approve or reject.
All seats would be required to be

[permanently bolted to the floor and
spaced not less than 30 inches from
pack to back measured in a horizontal direction and no row of seats
'ould have more than 15 seats heween aisles and where there is only
me aisle no row could contain more
;han seven seats.
No smoking would be allowed except in properly ventilated resty'ooms or in segregated parts of the
'mditorium or balcony completely

i

The

.

=ri

•

•

•

FILM Row-mings,

—and

what we hecr from

the

mob:

Bob Christenbury, vice-prexy and general manager of the Hotel Astor
has been chosen
where the pic-ers pick their noontide bones
honorary chairman of the honorab'.e hostelry's employes' committee
which is giving a show and dance in the grand ballroom on
to raise coin to buy two field ambulances
Monday night
• Leon (RKO Radio) Bamberger,
one for Britain, one for Greece.

—

.

Ampa's prexy,

that Martin Starr replaces Milt (NSS)

c!arions

editor of the Souvenir Journal

which Ampa'll publish

Silver as

in connection

Phil M. understands
because people thought that

with their April 4 dance in the Hotel Edison
former editor Silver resigned the post
the Silver Jubilee

was

Ampa

instead of for

for himself

The new

be weighing the element of confusion anent his own
Anyway,
because of the preponderance of Silver Starrs

editor is said to

name

the Journal's deadline

is

March

15

fireproof.

The combined width of entrance
main exit openings would have
meas:o equal 30 inches horizontal
urement for each 150 seats with all
ioors opening outward.
Emergency exits must have a
ombined width equal to not less
:han 10 inches horizontal measurements for each 150 feet and no
jxit less than three feet, six inches,
iit-in width
and six feet, six inches in
"find

'

height.
-

.

The booth requirements would be

-at least 48 square feet for one machine and an additional 24 square
each additional machine.
'feet for
^Wherever feasible there must be two
W doors in every booth and every
-'Dooth must have a water closet or
toilet stool installed either in the
booth or in an adjoining room in
the
with
communication
Indirect
Ladders could not be used
booth.
opf.ito approach the booth and the
iaerators would have to be at least
s:L8 years of age.
n The fire marshal is required to inspect and examine all theater in the
MState and after failure of the operator to remedy any violations
given the
Rafter warning he is
power to ask the county attorney
Jicto prosecute with penalities set at
sentences not exceeding 60
•jail
days or fines not exceeding $500.
3:

'or!

•

•

CONTINUED

•

Over

from above:

chatter

ney's local office

is

'bout the

at

Walt Dis-

boss speaking from

Hollywood during the intermission broadcast of the Metropolitan
Opera tomorrow over the NBC-Blue network
Walt will
spiel on "American Culture" at approximately 3:59 p.m.
B. B. Kreisler, TJ's
'twixt acts of "The Barber of Seville".
said
short subjects manager, has sent a souvenir ash tray
to be molded out of clay from the floor of Death Valley
to every exhib. in the land
to remind that company's serial
"Riders of Death Valley" is soon to be released.
• Not to be
outdone by any man, manners or means
Prof. "Skip" Weshner has sent around a trio of teaser tags
accompanied by a
.

.

.

.

all in verse
about "That Uncertain Feeling".
Orson Welles will speak tonight at the Dramatic Workshop
the New York School for Social Research

missive
of

.

• • • WENDELL Willkie comes back
when Radio City Music Hall unleashes the
short

Levant

•

Lloyd

in

to

the

latest

local

.

screen today

"Information Please"

which he matches wits with John Kieran,

F.P.A.,

and Oscar

as Clifton Fadiman hurls some fast ones over the plate.
C. Douglas, concoctor of best-sellers, has just pacted with

whereby some of his well-known novels
Longmans, Green & Co
are to be dramatized as part of the publishing company's new series
transcribing standout screen hits into stage plays for amateurs
First of these is

"Nice Girl?" In N. Y. Para.
Universale "Nice Girl?" starring
i/
WDeanna Durbin starts an indefinite
/engagement at the Broadway Para'
'mount Theater on March 26. It will
f/be the first Universal picture to
^play the Paramount in more than
10 years, although "The Boys From
Syracuse," a Universal release, had
there last
its New York premiere
M
Summer.
%
'*
'

:

*

Theater Bandit Slain
Humboldt, Tenn. Police killed a
bandit fleeing after holding up Mrs.

—

R.

D. Cox, cashier of the

— ater

here.

Rex

the-

is

had been

identified

by

title,

and by

producing company and the theater

Catholic Review Claims

William

B.

be followed by "White
Brenner, v.-p. in charge

T

T

—

<t

—

T

•

to

Helen Twelvetrees, whose long name used to be such
a problem to get on the marquee of the local Mayfair Theater
when that house showed her RKO Radio pix
has
turned to Radio as her new field of histrionic endeavor
One of our most vivid recollections of La Twelvetrees was her
with a colorful sentence about
name on a big Mayfair sign
marching around the double facade
her role in a feature
It was Showman Joe Plunkett who, we think,
of the house
devised said sentence which read:
"Blonde, Beautiful, Yet
Cripes, how the little
Fate Decreed She Fight For Love"
shop gals used to sigh when they read that!

«

as Partly Objectionable because of
emphasis on
the original theme
which, however, has been considerably lessened.
"Inasmuch as Legion classifications are national, it was necessary
that the Legion be sure that the
revised version would be the version
throughout the United
exhibited
States. This assurance was given in
a spirit of co-operation by Jack Cohn,
executive vice-president of Columbia
Pictures Corporation, in a signed letter to the Legion under date of Feb.
25, reading as follows:
" 'In accordance with your request,
Company has made all the
this
changes in its production, "This
Thing Called Love," requested by
the National Legion of Decency.
Wires have been sent to every one
of our branches, as well as our
notifying them of these
Studio,
changes, and that they are effective
immediately.
" 'Mr. Hode has informed me that
these changes will alter the Legion's
rating on this picture from C to B.
" 'May I, on behalf of Columbia
Pictures, express my thanks to the
National Legion of Decency for its
co-operation in the foregoing.
" 'Sincerely yours,
(Signed) '"Jack Cohn'"
Pastors of Catholic churches in
cities where the original, uncut version opened last week cited the Le-.
gion's ban from the pulpit and, according to churchmen, it was the
first time that a condemned picture

recuperating from illness at his N. Y. home.

Banners" and "Green Light"
operations for NSS,

sufficient to warrant a change in
classification from 'C or Condemned
to 'B' or Partly Objectionable. The
cut version of the film has been rated

exhibiting it also singled out. Parishioners were asked to protest to the
MPPDA, to Columbia and to the
theater operator.

"Magnificent Obscession"

:

of

The Legion, it is understood, will
formally announce its action and a
statement to its members on Saturday. The statement will say:
"The many and important cuts
which were made in the original
version of the film have been deemed

.

:

.

1J

"B," or partly objectionable.
Legion had condemned the

comedy.

ib

's

as

"B

If

«

» » »

Films Moral Tone 'Lax?

—In

a front page edi"Has Hollywood Gone
Crazy?" the Catholic Review blasts

Baltimore

torial headed,

at the industry in its current issue,
charging a recurrence of lax moral
tone of films, such as originally
brought the Legion of Decency into
being.

Wallace
THE FILM DAILY

Col. Signs Richard
West Coast Bureau

—

of

Hollywood Richard Wallace has
been signed by Columbia on a longterm contract. He will direct two
features a year.

—
Thursday, February 27,

Anti-Ascap Measure

WHO'S

Maryland Senate

In

yJAURICE A. HANLINE, current head of Republic Pictures story department,
'^'was born in Baltimore, Maryland, June 6, 1895. Completing his High School

(Continued from Page 1)

On

to

1941-42

Have Three

UA

(Continued from Page 1)

former

Moss,

Paramount

producer, has been signed by Wanger as a production executive and
a term contract has been handed to

Henry Hathaway.

education in 1913, he entered into his father's business, the Hanline Bros. Paints
and Varnish Mfg. Co., where he remained until 1924.
Heeding the call of his
literary ambitions, the young Hanline joined the organization of Horace Liveright, publishers, as chief editor where he remained until 1930.
In 1928 he was
sent to England as resident vice-president of the Horace Liveright Publishing Co.,
In 1930 he was
and purchased Continental material for American publication.
brought to Hollywood by Jesse L. Lasky as Paramount story advisor to B. P. Schulberg.
Later, the same year, he returned to New York with Walter Wanger
In 1932
as story advisor at Astoria Paramount.
Hanline returned to Hollywood as assistant storyDureditor to Walter MacEwen at Warner Bros.
,
ing 1933-34 he accepted writing assignments at
Metro, Columbia, Universal and Warner Bros. From
1935, until December 1940, when he became
story editor at Republic, Hanline was story editor for Pickford-Lasky, story editor for Jesse L.
Lasky at RKO and under a writing assignment to
.

Lineup

ing the Summer and the third will
Titles
be started late in the Fall.
of first two are "Sundown" and "The
Eagle Squadron." Present plans call
for product to be made on a more
elaborate scale due to increased production facilities.

Jack

HOLLYWOOD

IN

Ik

could institute court action for the
royalty collection.
Fines for violation would range
from $200 to $1,000 with provisos
for jail sentence from 30 days to
a year.

Wanger

WHO

Moss and Hatha-

Warner

Bros.

writing

Hanline's

"Years of Indiscretion,"

credits

include,

a novel published in

1932,

k^^
**^

1

"Lottery Lover," Fox, "One Rainy Afternoon,"
Pickford-Lasky, "It's Love I'm After," Warners,
"Heart to Heart," Fox, "The Gang's All Here,"
Republic, and "Two On the Aisle," Republic.

File

V.

Ascap Decree;

Hearing on Monday!
(Continued from Page 1)

Decree hearing

is set for Monci
of J issued a statement
nouncing that Ascap has signet
decree "in which it agreed to ce

The

D

engaging
paitment

in activities

which

I

thq

alleges constitute
tion of the Sherman Act."
The release further states, "1
decree brings to an end litigat
started by the Government agai
Ascap in 1935.
In the opinion
the Department, the decree pa
the way for an immediate set
ment of the difficulties betw
Ascap and the broadcasters wh
have resulted in the banning
Ascap music from the air si
Jan. 1, 1941. All objectionable pi
tices have been resolved by the c
sent decree.
The only matter

maining for adjustment is one
price between Ascap and the brc
casters."

The D of J statement digests ]
tinent provisions of the decree,
points out that motion picture
hibitors as well as radio stati
and hotels "will be able to obt
the right to perform any As
compositions desired without be
compelled to take the entire As
catalogue." The statement is sig

Iowa-Neb. Indies Will

Only Four French Pictures

next month. Merian C. Cooper will
prepare "The Eagle Squadron" for

Meet on Adverse

Started Since Armistice

early production.
The third Wanger picture will be
selected from three properties on
hand.
"So Gallantly Gleaming,"
previously announced for the new
season, has been postponed.

(Continued from Page 1)
Vichy, France (By Air Mail)
ber of adverse bills in the legisla- Since the armistice with Germany
However, it is believed by but four motion pictures have been
ture.
some that the proposed investiga- made or put into work in France.
Fernand Rivers is producing "L'an by Thurman W. Arnold, Assist
tion of the Tri-States Theaters Corp.
on anti-trust charges will come up 40" (The Year 1940) at Marcel Pag- Attorney General.
nal's
studios
in
Marseilles with
for discussion.
Exhibitor interest yesterday ce
ered especially in the decree's
The convention will be addressed Cecile Sorel and Felicien Tranel.
Maurice
Cammage
is making "Un
vision for licensing at the sou
by H. M. Richey, assistant to W. F.
Chapeau de Paille d'ltalie" (The Asked whether the provision cc
Rodgers, general sales manager of
Italian Straw Hat) with Fernandel.
be interpreted as also applying
M-G-M.
Abel Gance has just put into pro- producers and exhibitors, sour
duction
"Venus Aveugle" (Blind close to the Government insisted
Venus).
"Fantasia" Pittsburgh
decree must speak for itself.
Marc Allegret is ready to start
Were the provision applied
Benefit work
on "Parade en Sept Nuits" films, exhibitors might
be relie
(Parade in Seven Nights).
of paying the direct Ascap fee, v
Pittsburgh
At two meetings
Marcel L'Herbier and the journal- it being met instead by the prodi
disrepresenting
committees
of
ist, Gaston Thierry, expect to begin
and exhibitors in the production activities at Nice as soon who bought or originated the mi
tributors
for a given picture.
territory
Pennsylvania
Western
as the authorities have provided the
Some sources suggested that
plans were completed for the cam- necessary finances.
might be a matter for the courts
paign to be conducted to swell the
Shortage of raw stock is holding
Greek War Relief Fund, at which up production. As soon as a supply determine.
Victor O. Waters, special as;
Harry M. Kalmine, division chair- is received, Maurice de Canonge and
tant to the Attorney General sta
man, presided.
Greville will start new films.
yesterday that the decree with
The local premiere of Walt Disney
exception of slight changes in wc
"Fantasia," at the Fulton March 5 Forest Service
Short Ready
ing, is similar to one officially
will be a benefit for the Greek War
"Ocala," a one-reeler of "The leased by Ascap last week. A let
Tentative plans also
Relief Fund.
Yearling" country, otherwise known of Ascap to the D of J, which
call for a post-premiere radio broadas the Ocala National Forest in Flor- plained basis of compensation to
cast in which attending celebrities
ida, is being offered for free exhibi- paid by broadcasters was not
will participate.
tion by the Forest Service, U. S. eluded in the decree, he said, si
Arthur E. Braun is chairman of
Department of Agriculture. "Ocala" the decree already covers th
the local committee and Steve J.
was directed by Charles McDonald, points.
arrangeof
Contos is in charge
formerly first vice-president and
Waters left yesterday for Wa
ments for the premiere.
general manager of Van Beuren
ington and will return to New Y
Pictures.
on Monday for the hearing bef
Hanna to PRC in Cleve.

way

will

join

the

Wanger

studio

Sunday Night Blackouts

Mean No

Theater Loss

—

Toronto Ontario Theater managers are hoping all provincial pracblackouts will follow the plan of
the city of Brantford, where a blackout as part of the war savings campaign was held on Sunday night.

tice

Sunday shows are not permitted

in

Ontario theaters.

Heads

Bettigole

Fitzer

Co.

—

Syracuse, N. Y. Effie Bettigole is
now head of the Fitzer Amusement
Co., Inc., operating the Rivoli. House
is using $500 Bingo games on Monday and Saturday nights with 50
Sunday policy is
cents admission.
now vaudefilm.

Subsequents Benefit
From Better Films
Detroit

— "Box

tures which have

neighborhoods

office value of pic-

become

and

available for

subsequent-runs

has shown a marked inrecent weeks," Carl R.
Buermele, general manager of Cooperative Theaters, said in an interview.
Buermele, whose organization books probably 50 per cent of
generally

crease

in

important Detroit theaters, is in an
position to judge booking

excellent
values.

"Quality of pictures has improved,
and prospects point to increased business as better pictures came into the
neighborhoods, based upon the bookings we have set ahead for coming
weeks," Buermele added.

Bills

Bow

As Greek War Aid

—

John P. Hanna, for nine years
connected with M-G-M in the sales
and auditing department, has joined the Cleveland exchange of Producers Releasing Corp. as salesman
in northern Ohio.

New

Lichtman

Company

Federal Judge Henry

—

W. Goddai

Richmond, Va. The State Corporation
Commission has issued a Republic Signs Football Star
charter to the Republic Theater West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA.
Corp., Norfolk. A. E. Lichtman is
Hollywood Sammy Baugh, fc
listed as president and maximum
ball star, has been signed by Rep
capital is $50,000.
lie to star in "King of the Te
For Adjacent Parking Lots
Rangers," a serial budgeted
Shooting Rubber Co. Film
$900,000. It will be world premie;
Oakland, Calif.— The City Council
Springer Pictures, Inc., is produc- in four Texas cities simultaneo
has passed an ordinance to permit
Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston
location of parking lots adjacent to ing a second picture for the U. S.
San Antonio.
Rubber Co. at Fox Movietone.
theaters in dwelling districts.

—

—

'The

are

Hardys
in

town!"

'The Hardys

are

in

£

town!'

'The Hardys
are in town!'

"THE

HARDYS
ARE
IN

TOWN!

^:*°°*"
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:<

'dftSs

"Queen

"The Lady Eve"
with

Stanwyck, Henry Fonda,
Charles Coburn
97 Mins.

Barbara

Paramount

with

of

DEW

flLfllS

"Blondie Goes Latin"

Crime"

Noel

Madison, Genevieve Tobin,
Jack Hulbert
I
Film Alliance
55 Mins.

with

I

with Chester Morris, Rochelle Hudson,
Richard Lane

Simms

Columbia

69 Mins.

:<

"Meet Boston Blackie"

Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,
Larry

:<

Columbia

61 Mins.

STRONGER CAST AND HIGHER BUDGET
AUDIENCE NATURAL, SHOULD LINE
ENGLISH-MADE CROOK MELLER HAS
ESPIONAGE MELLER WITH ABLE CAST
MAKE THIS BEST RELEASE TO DATE IN IS GOOD PROGRAM OFFERING.
EM UP AT EVERY BOX-OFFICE; FILM ADEQUATE CAST BUT WEAK STORY.
SERIES.
-JOTENT CONTENDER FOR THE YEAR'S
This new importation from England does
There is plenty of action in this new
Eighth and latest release in Columbia's
COMEDY HONORS.
not enhance the reputation of the British
Columbia meller, with murder, espionage

—

The amazing Mr. Sturges a mighty man
and with this little comedy gem he
he
Three topmakes his score plus three.

—

is

notch comedies in a row

is

—

Sturges' record

Paramount to date, which is just about
1,500 per cent as a Hollywood batting averThis new Para, release is an
age goes.
audience natural that should line them up
at the box office everyplace, roll them in
with

when they get in the theater,
send them home advertising the film's

the

and gags liberally, injects a lot
smart business and clever cuts for effect,
but at the same time keeps the continuity
smoothly flowing to a corking climax. Credit
for the
handsome mounting of the film
goes to Producer Paul Jones, and Monckton
Hoffe is credited with the original story
Sturges based his screenplay on.
pratfalls

of

(As

excellent from top
Miss Stanwyck once again proves

to the cast,

bottom.

her ability as a

look

to
,

at,

alert

English accent.

comedy

role

it

is

comedienne.

perfectly natural at

a

don't

try, but because they are bogged down
by the material. As a program offering in
small nabes the picture may have some

value,

but

that's

about

the

limit

of

its

scope.

aisles

and
entertainment merit by word of mouth.
This picture deserves all the effort exhibitors can put behind it, because they
returns.
The picture
will get handsome
itself is a sparkling comedy that should be
a strong contender for comedy honors this
year, or any year for that matter, and it
has potent box office potentialities. In Miss
Stanwyck and Henry Fonda an exhibitor
has marquee power, and the two stars of
the piece are surrounded by a scintillating
cast of players that eat up every opportunity.
Sturges script is a zany comedy based on
an old story theme, but he makes it a refreshing and sparkling entertainment piece
that will hold audience interest from beginning to end.
He points his scenes skillfully, builds
the laughs expertly, employs

to

The story is weak material and
the players flounder around without making
anything convincing, not due to the fact
that the cast is not adequate and they
film makers.

to
all

every

She

lovely

is

situation

and

times, even with an

Fonda, who wades through
with wonderful results, is

Genevieve Tobin and Noel Madison, both
competent American players, head the cast.
Jack Hulbert is okay and the rest of
cast tries hard, but some of the English
accents are a little bit too thick for the
average American filmgoer to understand.
Reginald Denham directed.

Miss Tobin and Madison are the brains
behind a gang of jewel thieves, with Miss
Tobin the smarter of the two.
Hulbert,
a C. I. D. inspector, meets her at a country
estate and saves her from being knifed by
an escaped convict who was sent to prison
because he disobeyed her orders. The gang
plans a huge holdup and Hulbert is mystified by a chain of events that he can't
figure out, although he suspects her of
being the gang's leader. An actionful climax
ensues and Hulbert pledges marriage to Miss
Tobin before any of his associates have an
inkling of her real identity.

CAST: Genevieve Tobin, Noel Madison,
Jack

Hulbert,

Francis L. Sullivan, Arthur
Frank
Collier,
Edward
Lexy,
Googie Withers, Felix Aylmer, Leo Genn,
Peter Haddon.

Wontner,

CREDITS: Producer, Richard Wainwright;
Reginald Denham; Based on an

Director,

Edgar Wallace novel.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

also a

of his

West Coast Bureau of

role

Hollywood Metro has
motion picture rights to

Charles
and finesse.
Coburn is fine in a secondary lead, as is
William Demarest.
Eugene Pallette, Eric
Blore and Melville Cooper are good for lots
of laughs, and the remainder of the cast
hurdle

with

ease

CAST:

Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,
Simms, Tito Guizar, Ruth Terry,
Danny Mummert, Irving Bacon, Janet Buston, Kirby Grant, Joseph King, Eddie Acuff,
Jonathan Hale.
Larry

CREDITS: Producer,

Robert Sparks; Director, Frank R. Strayer; Screenplay, Richard
Flournoy and Karen de Wolf; Story, Quinn
Martin; Based on a comic strip created by
Chic Young; Cameraman, Henry Freulich;

Gene Havlick.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Editor,

Magazine

surprise.
It is a far cry from some
more serious characterizations to the
he has in this film, but he jumps the

"Blondie" series, this is the best to date
and it should get a good reception from
family audiences. Exhibitors should find the
picture a handy piece of screen merchandise.
In addition to the regular members
of the cast, Tito Guizar, who has a large
radio audience, has been added.
Guizar's
following and the nationally known comic
strip that inspires the films will do much
to pre-sell the picture.
Miss Singleton, given a more versatile
role than in previous releases, sings and
dances capably in addition to her other
chores.
Arthur Lake is good as usual as
the blundering Dagwood, and Larry Simms
is
Baby Dumpling to T. Guizar puts over
his
numbers in smooth style, and Ruth
Terry, Jonathan Hale and Danny Mummert
are helpful to
the general proceedings.
Frank R. Strayer directed from a screenplay
by Richard Flournoy and Karen de Wolf.
The Bumsteads are invited to go to South
America as guests of Lake's boss, Hale.
But at the last moment some business comes
up that Lake is supposed to stay behind
and take care of. In his own inimitable
fashion he gets on the boat instead and
then must keep his presence concealed.
Between worrying about being recognized
and worrying about Miss Singleton's friendship with Guizar, Lake has quite a time
before everything is ironed out.

Article

—

Purchased
THE FILM DAILY
acquired

"How To
Keep Your Husband From Getting

the blank verse that started this report.

CAST: Barbara Stanwyck, Henry Fonda,

Jones; Direction and Screenplay, Preston Sturges; Based
jn a story by Monckton Hoffe; Cameraman,
Victor Milner; Editor, Stuart Gilmore.

DIRECTION,
Fine.

Tops.

Paul

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

value.

ture

readily

Chester

West Coast Bureau

—

of

Exhibitors should find this picusable screenfare.

Morirs

capably

as the suave rascal
ethical methods to

Rochelle

Hudson

heads

the

cast

who uses extremely unachieve his own ends.

an attractive and able
picture.
Richard Lane
competent as a police inspector and the
remainder of the cast is more than adequate. Robert Florey directed from a screenplay
by Jay Dratler.
Florey paces the
action well and builds the suspense
nicely.
Morris and his pal, Charles Wagenheimj
are about to get off a boat in New
York
when they see a pretty girl, Constance
decoration

for

is

the

is

Worth,

in trouble.
Morris gets rid of her
annoyer, but is arrested by Lane. However,
when allowed to go to his room he discovers
the man there, dead. Naturally, he

expects
be suspected of the murder so he skips
the boat and sets out on the trail of
Miss
Worth. She also is murdered and Morris
makes his escape from the scene in a car
driven by Miss Hudson. One thing
leads
to another and he finally enlists the
aid of
Lane and the police in cracking open a spy
to

ring.

CAST: Chester Morris, Rochelle Hudson,
Richard Lane, Charles Wagenheim, Constance Worth, Jack O'Malley, George Magrill,

Michael Rand.

CREDITS:

Producer, Ralph Cohn; DiRobert Florey; Original story and
Screenplay, Jay Dratler; Cameraman, Franz
rector,

F.

Planer;

James Sweeney.

Editor,

DIRECTION,

BMI

Fay and Ameche

new

tion

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Good.

Rio
THE FILM DAILY
to

—

CREDITS: Producer,

skullduggery in wholesale lots before
an exciting climax is reached. The cast is
capable, the story moves along briskly, the
direction is good, and for a program offering
the film has more than an adequate produc-

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Hollywood Plans are being set
Ahead," an article by Clara Belle by 20th-Fox to have Alice Faye and
Thompson and Margaret Lukes Don Ameche go to Rio de Janeiro in
Wise, published in the current issue April for the South American preis
equally good.
of Woman's Day Magazine.
miere of "That Night in Rio" late
Fonda, son of ale baron Pallette, and his
in the month. It is expected that
bodyguard,
Demarest, board a boat off
Carmen Miranda, also in the picture,
20th-Fox
Buys
Play
South America after a year in the jungle.
will be on hand for p.a.'s when the
On the boat are Miss Stanwyck, her father,
"Private Confusion," a play by picture opens.
Coburn, and Cooper, all card sharps and out Hardie Albright and Austen Parker,
to fleece the suckers.
However, Miss Stan- is reported to have been purchased
wyck falls for Fonda and vice versa, but by 20th-Fox at an undisclosed price. Columbia Signs Irwin Shaw
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
he gives her the air when he finds out Play was not produced on Broadway.
Hollywood Columbia has signed
about their past.
This determines Miss
Irwin Shaw, Broaddway playwright,
Stanwyck to make him pay and she shows
up on the scene again at his home with a Charles Coburn, Eugene Pallette, William to do the screen play on "Mr. TwiEric
Blore,
Melville
Cooper, light," the story of the U. S. Suphoney English title and a phoney uncle, Demarest,
Blore, who is also a crook.
Fonda falls Martha O'Driscoll, Janet Beecher, Robert preme Court which will be Everett
Greig, Dora Clement, Luis Alberni.
Riskin's first production under his
for her all over again and marries her, with
Miss Stanwyck then getting her revenge.
But a happy ending is smartly worked out
and audiences will leave theaters feeling
as gay as this reviewer did when he typed

and

to

Do

Entire Musical

Score for Rep.

Canova Pix

West Coast Bureau

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood

of

—Harry

Engel,

BMFs

Pacific
Coast manager, has just
closed a deal with Republic to do
the entire musical score for the next
Judy
Canova
picture,
"Puddin'
Head." All songs are to be written

by Jack Owens, under an exclusive
contract to BMI.
Score will be exploited by all the
BMI affiliated radio stations two or
three weeks prior to the release of
the picture, with a campaign backed by the entire organization.
Exploitation of songs from James
Roosevelt's "Pot o' Gold," which
BMI is publishing, will start be-

tween Mar.

1

and

15.

contract.

Schuchert Funeral Held

—

Chester, 111.
Funeral services
were held here for John W. Schuchert, 83, former theater owner.

Thad H. Brown Dead
Cleveland, O.— Lieut. Col. Thad H.
Brown, 54, former FCC commissioner,

is

dead here.

3*
RCA's Net Profit

Thursday, February 27,

V© Rehearing for "Fltj-bij-iViglti" Measure;
Indiana Move to Curb itinerants is Dead

Reaches $9,113,156

Indianapolis

—The

Indiana General

the

"fly-by-night" bill
Assembly.
Decision

l$i|

DAILY

will
kills

not come up for a rehearing in
the measure designed to curb

Court Dismisses

|

La Crosse Trust Suit

itinerant operators.

(Continued from Page

in

1939,

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

an increase of $17,997,213,

the stockholders are advised.
Operations for 1940 compared with
1939 show an increase in gross income of 16 per cent, an increase in
net profit of 13 per cent, and an
increase in the number of persons
employed of 9 per cent.

Paying 42.5c on Common
After payment of all preferred
dividends, earnings applicable to the

common

stock

were

42.5 cents per share,

equivalent

to

compared with

35 cents per share for 1939.
or
accrued
Total
taxes
paid
amounted to $7,580,403, an increase
of $2,791,154 or 58 per cent over
the preceding year. This was equivalent to 54.6 cents per share on the

outstanding common, compared with
34.5 cents in 1939.
These taxes do
not include Federal excise taxes on
radio products sold and on radiograms transmitted, amounting to
$1,680,256.

produce William

Handle Accounting, Jackter Heads Columbia
Bookkeeping for 'John Doe' Sales Drive Committee
S-I to

At the year-end, total number
employes was 25,038, an increase

"The Court is thoroughly c<
ing the completion of discussions Campaign," it was announced yesCampaign will get under vinced there was no conspiracy
between Warner executives and Rob- terday.
any time between any of the def>
ert Riskin, co-producer of the pic- way Saturday and continue for three
dants," Judge Stone said in c
months through May 30.
ture.
With Jackter on the committee missing the action.
Lowell Calvert, Selznick-InternaCase, which was being tried
tional executive, will pass on all will be Louis Astor and Louis WeinRiskin re- berg, circuit sales executives; Max fore a jury of 10 men and two \
exhibition contracts.
turned last night to the Coast where Weisfeldt, short subject sales su- men, got under way here 10 dj
Only two witnesses had b<
pervisor; Maurice Grad, sales pro- ago.
the S-I deal is to be inked.
Warners will ask straight 50 per motion manager; Henry Kaufman, heard for the plaintiff.
United
Artists
and Twenti>
cent terms for the Frank Capra- manager exchange operations and
Bob Riskin feature, "Meet John George Josephs, manager sales ac- Century-Fox distributing units i
Wellworth Theaters of Wiscons
Doe." Terms are said to be among counting department.
Jackter
now
is completing plans headed by E. R. Ruben, were a
Warners
for
asked
by
the highest
for competitive events to be out- named defendants.
an important production.
The dismissal action closes e
"Meet John Doe" has its world lined as the campaign progresses.
case which attracted widespread
premiere in two New York theaters A series of awards will be set up to
Houses are the include branch managers, salesmen terest among exhibitors, distril
early in March.
and bookers in all the Columbia tors and producers.
Corps of
Rivoli and the 51st Street, formerly
the branch offices throughout the U. S. attorneys participated in the p
Following
Hollywood.
the
ceedings.
tfroadway opening, the picture will
Tapis
be launched in key cities through- Nine Super Films
!

On

At Britain's

Warner Product Confabs
To Continue

at

Burbank

Welwyn

$23,653,014

1938 the plaintiff whi
theaters in LaCrois

brought a suit for treble damajg
London (By Air Mail)— The Wel- under the anti-trust laws in 1|
wyn studios are preparing for a year amount of $350,000 claiming tit
of continuous production, according the anti-trust laws had been v*
to a statement by W. J. Gell. First lated by the defendants in an

go into production will be "This leged conspiracy to divert the pril
is Dangerous," a thriller with uct from the theaters operated
f
an increased budget.
La Crosse Theaters Company to n,l
Stories for the coming season theaters erected by Wellworth Tl«
have been purchased from David aters.
Hume, Eden Phillpots, Hugh Wiley
The case first came to trial 1
and from the publishers of Jack Oct 30, 1940 before Judge Stce
London, Gene Stratton, Porter and and a jury, but
was interrupted
Edgar Wallace stories. An Edgar the sudden illness of the plaintilif
Allen Poe tale will also be filmed.
attorney.
The trial was resuir.l
on Feb. 17, before Judge Stone ai
Try 9 O'clock Plan in Albany
a new jury.
During the course 1
Albany Fabian's Palace is inaug- the second trial plaintiff's attorri
urating the New York City plan of sought another continuance for 19
projecting the No. 1 feature picture introduction of evidence.
at 9 p.m. during the first half of the
Judge Stone in denying the C(i
week, according to Lou R. Golding, tinuance ordered that the case Q
district manager.
dismissed on the merits and ex<
to

Warner home Man

here yesterday following the

arrival of Jack L. Warner from the
Coast will be continued at the Burbank studio when Warner returns
to the Coast. He is expected to be
accompanied by Grad Sears, Carl

over the preceding year.
Earned Surplus
statements
financial
Year-end
Leserman and Mort Blumenstock,
contained in the report indicate:
After providing for all dividends all of whom are participating in the
and other deductions from the sur- New York confabs.
The studio meetings will also inplus account, the total earned surplus at Dec. 31, amounted to $23,- clude H. M. Warner and Charlie
653,014, an increase of $3,121,679 Einfeld, the latter returning from a
over the surplus at the end of 1939. Honolulu vacation shortly.
Cash on hand and in banks at
Dec. 31, amounted to $17,468,406, "Smith" for RKO Houses
compared with $13,440,164 at the
"Mr. and Mrs. Smith" will play
end of 1939.
over
the RKO Theater circuit of
receivable
Notes and accounts
York
beginning the week of Increase Cost oi Music
New
year-end
at the
reserves)
(less
March
13
and
in the Brooklyn disChicago Country clubs will have
amounted to $17,409,673, compared
trict beginning the week of March a more expensive setup for talent
with $16,181,298 at the close of
10.
in competition with theaters this
the previous year.
Spring. Chicago Federation of MuYear-end inventories were $20,ties) at Dec. 31, amounted to $30,- sicians has ruled clubs will have to
007,888 (valued at the lower of cost
335,482, compared with $25,746,265 pay the higher scales of Class A.
or market), compared with $14,at the close of the preceding year,
The
1939.
close
of
the
737,488 at
increase of $4,589,217.
an
B & K Gets Tele Extension
increase was necessitated by greater
Reporting on television, "now
volume of business, and by addiChicago B & K has received an
standing on the threshold of a pubtional requirements in connection
lic service, which has great poten- FCC extension to March 19 for inwith Government orders.
progress
is stallation and operation of two transtialities,"
continued
$54,885,967 Current Assets
seen, with special attention directed mitter units for its television sysTotal current assets at the year- to the increased brightness and de- tem, going into the State Lake Buildend amounted to $54,885,967, com- tail of television pictures; projec- ing.
pared with $44,358,951 at the end tion of 15 by 20-foot pictures on a
of the previous year.
theater screen; enlarged pictures O'Donnell Replaces Shore
Total current liabilities were $24,- for the home and development of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
550,485, compared with $18,612,686 automatic radio relay stations which
Hollywood
Joe O'Donnell has
at the close of 1939.
hold great promise of linking vari- been added to the writing staff of
Working capital (the excess of ous cities in an ultimate television Republic's serial department, replaccurrent assets over current liabili- network.
ing Sol Shore who has been drafted.
2,125

In July

Studio operates

J

Ccnferences on forthcoming product inaugurated at the
office

of
of

1
.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Capital additions and improvements during the year in plant facilities and equipment for manufaccommunica- out the country.
broadcasting,
turing,
tions, and research, including additions to the patent capital account,
amounted to $4,723,390, compared
Of
with $4,609,486 during 1939.
the 1940 capital additions, approximately $1,000,000 was due to manufacturing plant expansion in connection with Government orders.

A. Burford, vi
president of La Crosse Theaters
key witness, prompted the J
to grant the defendant's motio
a dismissal. Burford is on the
Coast, under a physician's care.

—

—

—

—

erated each of the defendants fr>l
any charge of guilty participate
in the conspiracy as charged.

UA

and Twentieth-Fox took

t

position that the sale by them
their motion pictures to the W('

i

worth Theaters rather than to IK
La Crosse Theaters was in their of
individual judgment and not the si«
ject
of
any conspiracy betwei
themselves

Paramount

or with the defend.
or the defendant W(

worth

in which Minnesota Amu:<
Co., a Paramount subsidia'
has an interest.

ment

The court's ruling sustained
position in a significant victory
the defendants.
Detroit

t]
i

Nabes Get Vaude

Detroit— United Detroit Theatja
is

extending vaudeville into seveil

nabes.

?*w

m

hursday, February 27, 1941

Manager,

New

or

No Prexy,

Allied Unit

two men from each of the

osed of

From

the

New York

committee will be repnted by Max Cohen and Bob

J—-iblatt; the

Albany territory

will

represented by Leonard Rosenhal and Abe Stone, while the Bufalo region will elect its representaives at a meeting scheduled for
e

larch 18.

Date for a state-wide meeting, at
the directors will be elected,
expected to be set shortly.
New
'ork independents met yesterday.
•hich

;

'ourt

Decree Restores
In Wilmington

•ickets

Wilmington,
Tilliam

ay

Del.

—

Chancellor

Watson Harrington
a

signed

final

decree

yesterin the

fewcastle County Chancery Court
acating the order of May 11, 1939
•hich prohibited
Local 473, projctionists, from picketing the Rial-

Theater, Wilmington, and which
reversed Jan. 30 by the State
upreme Court at Dover. The union
nmediately established a picket

3

ras

ne.

Costs totalling $1,262.87 were asessed against the theater company
y the Chancellor's order. The sum
ncludes $805 for the printing of the
ecord. $439.78 to register in Chanery Anthony F. Emory's office for
(reparation and certification of the
ranscript of the record, and other
osts in the amount of $18.09.

Costs
'aid

RCVIEUIS Of SHORT 5UBJECTS
will

Stars"

9 mins.

launches

two-reeler

a

new

series

"Timber"

within 30 days.

8

mins.

Amusing Cartoon

The irrepressible Donald Duck has
Uniform Child Actor Act
more than a fair share of troubles
Board of governors of the League in this short as he gets mixed up
f New York Theaters has gone on with a tough logging camp boss.
ecord in favor of nationally uniform The proceedings are amusing and
hild labor laws as they relate to should entertain any audience. Donald finally makes a hairbreadth eshe stage.
cape from his tormentor and shuffles off down the tracks looking for
aude for Shubert-Rialto
Reel is a
St. Louis
Charles S. Miller plans new fields to wander in.
production in Technio reopen
the Shubert-Rialto with Walt Disney
or

r

—

color.

and musical shows.

"Information Please"

TO THE COLORS!

11

mins.

Very Interesting

—

St.

the
efferson Barracks for a year's miliary training. Henry Pontzious, reef

RKO-Pathe

Jan Struther, English novelist
augments the regular board of exLouis Ed Lewitz, treasurer perts in this scuffle of wits. John
Fox Theater, has reported at Kieran, Oscar Levant and Frank-

f

manager

amusement

for

the

St.

Louis

chain, has moved
ito Lewitz's job pending his return
torn military service.
Co.'s

—

Syracuse, N. Y. Hayden D. Hiccritic of the Herald-Joural,
reports for a year's Army

ok, film

ervice

March

lin P. Adams comprise the "regThe questions asked
ular" board.
are tricky, and the experts give a
good account of themselves, with

some hearty laughs
Donovan produced.

resulting.

Frank

"Picture People"

RKO-Pathe

10 mins.

Tops the Series

Movie fans should get a full measure of entertainment from this reel.
New Orleans—Bill Specht, staff Although it doesn't parade a lot of
orrespondent of The Film Daily stars, the material used is good, is
ere, reports
for Army induction funny and is interesting^
In addin March 3.
tion, the commentary is smart and
5.

"Mat Men"

9 mins.
which has corking possibilities. Un- RKO-Pathe
fortunately, however, they are not
Good Sport Reel
A Lehigh University and its famrealized in the initial release.
round table forum on world affairs ous wrestling team provides the
The short
by four such well-informed persons material for this reel.
should have evolved into a spirited is interesting, entertaining and well
enlightening and conclusive discus- put together.
Billy Sheridan, the
sion, but the performers seem ill at noted Lehigh Coach, and his team
ease, cover only familiar ground in are seen in action.
In addition, a
their opinions and are not forceful
in conclusions. Subject of course has
moments of extreme interest, but on
the whole it is merely another subject essentially capitalizing on promWilliam Rowland
inent "names."
produced and directed.

and charges were ordered RKO-Disney

audeville

:<

Louise burlesque bout is good for lots of
get a lot of laughs.
Rousseau directed and Frank Dono- laughs as two boys emulate the anOne-reeler is just tics of the professional grunters.
van produced.
Hollywood People
Judicious use of slow motion phoThird in Harriet Parsons' series about tops for this series to date.
tography enhances the subject.
on Hollywood personalities for Re"Mad About Moonshine"
public, this
time has plenty of
"Pluto's Playmate"
"names" and it should interest the RKO
19 mins.
RKO-Disney
8 mins.
average movie fan. Reel opens with
Fairly Amusing Comedy
Very Funny Cartoon
a fashion show for kids, with chil"Slow burn" Edgar Kennedy and
Introducing a new and completely
dren of a number of celebrities ap- his nemesis, father-in-law Bill Frapearing while the proud parents ney, will get a fair amount of captivating character in a baby seal,
watch. Then a sequence is devoted laughs with their troubles in this this new Disney cartoon is a dandy.
Lou Brock produced The seal meets Pluto on a beach
to players between takes at the Re- two-reeler.
public studio.
A sequence at Lou- and Harry D'Arcy directed. Ken- and Pluto is baffled by the seal's
efforts to get him to play ball with
ella. 0. Parson's home and another nedy, out of work, learns that Fradevoted to the annual Redbook ney is the heir to a southern plan- him. The antics of the two animals
award at Ciro's wind up the reel. tation. Franey palms the property are highly amusing and should thorentertain
any
audience.
off on Kennedy as he knows it is oughly
worthless and the whole family sets Pluto and the seal are fast friends
"International Forum"
when the reel closes as the seal has
Columbia
18 mins. sail for the South. Kennedy gets inShort is in Technivolved in a feud with another fam- saved his life.
Good Idea Misses
color.
Boasting such prominent "names" ily and winds up by being arrested
as Dorothy Thompson, Wythe Wil- as a moonshiner.
"Prairie Spooners"
liam, L. Shirer and Linton Wells, this

"Meet The

Repubic

{Continued from Page 1)
tate units.
ity area the

:<

DAILY

RKO

13 mins.

Fair Musical

Ray Whitley and

Number
his

cowboy mu-

are featured in this short.
The group sings several numbers
against an outdoor background and
a story of sorts is worked in to
Subject
provide a little romance.
is okay for spots handling western
sicians

films.

—
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Suit,

Counter Suit

Involve

NSA r NSS

(Continued from Page

1)

Herman Robbins and Tony
Gruen as directors of NSS. At the
same time an order to show cause
and a stay was signed by Raymond
E. Aldrich, Justice of the Supreme
Court by

Court of Westchester County, returnable on March 4 in White Plains on

two complaints served by Casanave
against Robbins, Gruen and other
defendants in two actions now pending in Westchester County, according to Gustave Simons, attorney for
Casanave.

Robbins-Gruen complaint,
Casanave is charged with having
In

the

made a number

of misrepresentations to National Screen Accessories
in a deal in which the latter two
companies acquired a half interest

American Display Co., Inc.
Charge Against Casanave
The complaint also claims that
Casanave secretly and against the
in

of his principals made a
private deal with Harrv Samwick
under which Casanave alleeedly received 50 per cent of all dividends,
guarantees and other monies received
and NSS as
by Samwick from
a one-half owner of American display.
interest

NSA

National Screen Accessories is a
nominal defendant only, not being
joined as a plaintiff because of the
equal division of the board of direc-

U. S. "Soundies" Not
Wanted in Australia

—

Sydney
Possibility that American
"soundies" (coin-in-slot pix) might
be introduced in Australia has drawn
forth a vigorous protest from Tom G.
Virgona, director of Globe
News
Theater here.
"The door must not
be opened to 'soundies'," he stated.
"They are undesirable and strict censorship would be required.
It would
be hard to imagine any ordinary,
self-respecting young man asking his
girl friend out for an evening at the
slot machine 'soundies'."

AFM Says Instrumentalists
Are Signing With the Union
While Henry Suber, treasurer of
Local 802, New York branch of AFM,
stated that several instrumentalists
had joined the union, naming Eugene
List, pianist, and Oscar Straus, composer,
executives were reported hoping that there will be a
last minute change and that there
will be no dead-line. They are said to
be awaiting "word" on important
developments.
It has been broadly
reported that
execs, have
been in touch with Washington officials in an attempt to enlist support
against the ukase of James C. Petrillo,
prexy, that instrumentalist
would be barred from engagements
unless they joined the AFM.
In the meantime, the
is
marking time on the Albert Spalding situation, the case of that noted

AGMA

AGMA

AFM

AFM

Samwick, however, was American violinist becoming increascleared of any suspicion that he was ingly important in the
acting contrary to operations known dispute. Spalding will be permitted
to continue on the Coca-cola series
to National Screen.

tors.

AFM-AGMA

over CBS on Sundays pending a
American Display Deal Cited
study of his contract with CBS.
The plaintiffs allege that on March
Screen Actors Guild is lending sup6, 1936, NSA and NSS entered into port to AGMA and close co-operation
an agreement with American Dis- between AGMA and AFRA is inplay which provided, among other dicated.
things, for the acquisition of a 50
and NSS
per cent interest by
of American Display and provided
of acfor the distribution by
cessaries made by American DisUnder the terms of the deal
play.
Casanave obtained a loan of $15,-

NSA

NSA

Cast

for "Strange Victory"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Sol Lesser has signed
Virginia Bruce and Martha Scott to

—

Slot

Machine Pix

Business Has

HCLLy>V€CD

Woes

(Continued from Page

as to who will service the machines
Both proafter they are placed.
and electricians claim
jectionists
jurisdiction in various key spots.
Plans of one company to use the

American Railway Express,

to ser-

vice the film needs of their distribNo plan
utors, have gone astray.
has been worked out to date.
There is also some talk about exclusive territories, not being proof J
tected, presumably owing to
frowns on such restrictions.

D

Expect Chi. License

Speaking—

1)

—

RALPH WILK

By

— HOLLYWOJI
UNIQUE

policy
wil
be institutes]
Warner's
Hollywood
and
Downf?]
Theaters for the run of "Footsteps in II
Dark," starting today. "Here Comes H;J

piness,"

be run

the other feature on the bill, *|
the afternoons only, with "Fo

in

steps" running single-bill at night.

k/JALIBU-BY-THE-SEA
'"'as the permanent

has been select!
the

for

site

fi'

of

$50
West Coast strawhatter, according
In Chicago, it is expected the City Managing Director Harrison Slott. Servil
Council will pass an ordinance pro- on the advisory board for the "Malibu Ph'l
viding- for at least a $50 annual fee ers" are Frank McDonald, motion pictifl
for the projectors.
The officials director; Bernard B. Brown, sound supi
of the Chicago Operators Union are visor at Universal; Barry Fitzgerald of If
also planning to claim jurisdiction Abbey Players; Charles Christie, and CI
Esmond.
in the servicing of the equipment.
9
9
Leo J. Kelly, who resigned as DRODUCER E. B. Derr has purchased Jcl
Eastern sales manager for the ' T. Neville's original story "I Give

Visograph

films,

is

now

associated

with the O. D. Jennings Co. of Chi-

if

and

Life"

screen

has

assigned

him

Production

play.

to

write

starting

<r

date

>

cago, as sales manager.
scheduled for April 22.
Kelly reports Mario Castiano of
•
•
Techniprocess
the
Film Laboratories DITA HAYWORTH has been assigned 1
of Hollywood as seeking new outlets '*
Columbia to star in the John M. St
for their 16 mm. shorts in the auto- production of
"Our Wife."
matic projector film field.

I

Keeping Theaters
Open in Captured Bengazi
British

(By Air Mail)
theaters and

Bengazi, Lybia

Under

British

rule

•
•
kjjATTHEW BOULTON has
""' by M-G-M for a featured

been

sigrl

role in "1i

Uniform." the Clark Gable-Rosalind Rus;l
co-starrer.
This studio has also sigrl
seven-year-old Jackie Horner to a contrjK
She is a musical prodigy who was heard
.

here have been reopened. a talent scout at a piano recital where :t
Pictures in Arabic from Es>ypt are presented the works of Chopin, Mozt
shown for the 40.000 natives, and and Bach after having studied but
American and English newsreels for months. She is to be groomed for a r\
the 7,000 Italians remaining here in an early film.
and the British forces. A temporary 6:30 curfew has been imposed. 1 UCILLE BALL, who has just comple
To enable the theaters to make a *~ a starring role in Harold Lloyd's |
good showing at the box-office, the Girl, a Guy and a Gob" for RKO Rao,
value of the lire has been set at one will be the guest star next Sunday on 9
cent instead of the official quotation Charlie McCarthy radio program.

shops

for the lira of five cents.

•
•
DERNARD HERZBRUN has

been signed

"Strange Victory," which
*^ Producer Jerrold Brandt to design
he will produce from the novel by Theater Asks Tax Rebate
Lowell, Mass.
A petition for sets of the forthcoming RKO-Radio picti
000 from NSA to acquire 150 shares Rose Franken and William Brown
of American Display which Casa- Meloney.
He is seeking Charles abatement of 1940 valuations has "Scattergood Baines," films produced
been filed with the state Tax Appel- Brandt. The new picture goes before
nave later turned over to NSA, the Boyer for the male lead.
late Board by the Lowell Theater cameras on March 10 under the direct
complaint alleges.
Co., which claims its property at 29 sf Christy Cabanne.
Casanave is charged with repre- Metro Pep Club Elects
•
New Haven The Metro Pep Club Bridge St., which houses the RKO X/ERDA and •Verna Rodick,
senting that the stock was purchased
Oklaho
overfor $15,000 while the real price has elected new officers headed by Theater, stores and offices, is
The assessors ' singing tw ns of radio fame, yesten
$83,000.
secretly agreed upon was $10,000. Rosemary Patterson as president, assessed
property at $180,000 and were signed by Columbia to be featu
Plaintiffs also contend that Casa- Molly Smith, vice-president, Anna valued the
Bill Elliott's new starrer, "1
nave has received in excess of $40,- Caparossi, treasurer, and Ethel Phi- last Sept. 28, the owners of the as twins in
property
paid
tax
of $8,748. They Return of Daniel Boone."
a
of
lips,
secretary.
his
share
from
Samwick
as
000
•
•
are asking for a rebate of $4,033.80
Samwick's profits.
The complaint
"ryPSY GYPSY" second in the Pa
on the taxes which they paid.
damages, an ac- Exchange Man Buys House
demands

appear

in

—

I

1

j

—

:

$5,000

counting by Casanave, and an order
restraining Casanave from in any
way disposing of funds.
The plaintiffs are represented by
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim.
Simons declared last night that no
action brought by Robbins, Gruen or
NSS had been served upon Casanave
and the stay of the court prevents
them frcm taking further steps until
the hearing and the determination of
Casanave's motion in the main action.
Casanave states that in his

—

'-' mount
Madcap Models series
Minneapolis Joseph Stern, manahas be
To Distribute Egyptian Pix
shorts, produced by George Pal
ger of Majestic Pictures here, has
Detroit Albert Rashid is estab- completed. The next release will be "Hoi
just purchased the Mohawk Theater
lishing the Near Eastern Film Co., Boola," with a South Sea background, id
in Cherokee Heights, West St. Paul,
will
be
from Charles Christians. He will at 658 Taylor Ave., to act as na- the film to follow this
f
ake possession on March 1. Stern tional distributor for 35 mm. Egyp- Americana."
•
•
plans a series of alterations and tian films in this country. The films
THROUGH co-operation of Lockhead /
are in Arabic.
improvements in the 700-seater.

—

'

'

complaint he

seeks to pi'otect his
substantial stock interests and joint
"ontrol of NSA and Advertising Ac-

cessories, Inc.

Scholl Shifted to Cincy
Lincoln, Neb.
William Scholl,

—

RKO's

publicist in the prairie district, has been sent to Cincinnati.

craft

licas

of

Corp.
the

of

Burbank, authentic
type British fight

latest

made available
have
been
->!anes
PRC's "South of Panama," scheduled to
into

production March 10.

Production Costs in U. S. Above $215,000,000
{Turn

.

NO. 41—In Two Sections.

79,
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The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

i

to

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

Section

NEW YORK,

I.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

TEN CENTS

28. 1941

ACADEMY AWARD TO 'REBECCA'
Thanks Pix for National Defense Support
Memorial
Over
1940 ACADEMY AWARDS No
Award Was Made; Ford

F.D.R.

Thalberg

Speech Broadcast
100 Stations; Calls Pix
Response Wholehearted
By MILTON
Vashington Bureau of

LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY

F.

—Praising

the motion
picture industry for the great part
has played in the National defense

Washington

Wins

PRODUCTION
"Rebecca,'

(Selznick International, released

by United

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bu.cau of

PERFORMANCES

Hollywood

James Stewart in "Philadelphia Story." (M-G-M).
Actress: Ginger Rogers in "Kitty Foyle." (RKO Radio).

Actor:

national
of the

t

Supporting Actor: Walter Brennan in "The Westerner."
released by United Artists).

Presi-

iffort,

FrankD. Roose-

lent
.in
\r

e

,i

i

g h

John Ford for "The Grapes of Wrath."

L3th
annual
awards din-

ger

>roadcast by
300 stations
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
)f
the CBS,
*JBC and Mutual networks, and was
(Continued on Page 14)

&nli-"5 Block" Bill

Hearings Next

Week

—

"
'.

^ew York consent decree
lesota,

Donald Ogden Stewart

in

\i

Min-

by United

Artists).

Bagdad"

Vashington

Bureau

—

;

of

THE FILM DAILY

Washington FCC yesterday announced proposed rules to govern
stations to be considered
it the hearing, beginning March 20.
The proposed rules are open for
(.Continued on Page 4)
television

Kane" Will Open
Weeks, Welles Hears

'Citizen
«ib 3

Orson Welles is reported to have
3een informed by RKO that "Citizen Kane" would open within three

the
This
is
second year in
succession that
has won
S-I
the award for
the best production of the

(Para-

"Pride

(Continued on Page 9)

Detroit

and

Perinal,

effects:

Up

the Band."

effects:

"The Thief

of

Bagdad."

— Sidestepping the

(Korda-United

SPECIAL EFFECTS
Lawrence -Butler, "The Thief

Republic Will Complete

Artists).

Full
of

SHORT SUBJECTS

Program by Aug.

Bagdad." (Korda-United
Korda-United

—

Artists).

its announced program for the current season before Aug. 10, the Midwest sales meeting which opened yes-

^

Cartoon: Rudolph Ising. "The Milky Way." (M-G-M).
(M-G-M).
1,000 feet or less: Pete Smith, "Quicker'n a Wink."
1,000 to 3,000 feet: Gordon Hollingshead, "Teddy, the Rough Rider." (War"
ner Bros.).

(Continued on Page 12)

Monseigneur Enterprises
Files Arbitration

SPECIAL AWARDS
To Bob Hope, a special new Academy award for the person doing the most
unusual work for the film industry.
To Col. Nathan Levinson, for his service in making possible the mobilization
of the film industry for making of defense films for the Army.

Demand

Third arbitration case in the

York

district

was

(Continued on Psje 141"

J

is

I

^

New

yesterday.
clearance, Jack

filed

Charging unfair
Davis, president of the, Monseigneur

(Continued on Page 9)
-I

10

Republic will
Kansas City, Mo.
complete delivery on the balance of

BS

^

right to

RKO

Uptown Thearbitrate, the
ater, through the Montcalm Theater
Corp., has filed a clearance suit in
Circuit Court against five major dis(Continued on Page 4)

(Selznick-United Artists).

Jack Whitney, "The Thief of Bagdad."
,

Theater

Detroit

paramount).

(M-G-M).

Artists).

Sound

RKO

UDUMajors

Sues

CINEMATOGRAPHY
George

that

year,

SOi/nD RECORDING
Douglas Shearer, "Strike

Color:

Ji
WALTER WANCER

award having been won by "Gone

(Alexander Korda, released

FILM EDITING
Miss Anne Bauchens, "Northwest Mounted Police."

Photographic
;

United Artists.

i

Black and white: George Barnes, "Rebecca."

Consider Commercializat'n
Df Tele at Hearing Mar. 20

associate,

by

leased

tor

MUSIC

Prejudice."
(M-G-M).
Color: Vincent Korda, "The Thief of

(Continued on Page 12)

..

Toldy

"The Philadelphia Story."

for

ART DIRECTION
and white: Cedric Gibbons, Paul Groesse,

scheduled for considera-

is

S.

Best original score: Leigh Harline, Paul J. Smith and Ned Washington,
"Pinocchio." (Walt Disney, released through RKO Radio).
Best song: Music by Ned Washington, lyric by Leigh Harline for "When
You Wish Upon a Star" in/ "Pinocchio." (Walt Disney, RKO release).
Best scoring: Alfred Newman, Tin Pan Alloy." (Twentieth Century-Fox).

Black

Northwest Allied's
Minneapolis
mti-"block-of-five" bill, which would
let aside purchase provisions of the

I

and John

Best original screenplay: Preston Sturges for "The Great McGinty."
mount).

was

Academy

Interthe award
of Motion

for

banquet

^^

Best written screenplay:
(M-G-M).

captured

"Rebecca," re-

Best original motion picture story: Benjamin Glazer
"Arise My Love." (Paramount).

Academy o f
Motion Picure Arts and
sciences
by
adi o. His
iddress

(Twentieth Century-Fox).

WRITING

the

of

(Twentieth

DIRECTION

the
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— Selznick

Picture Arts &
Sciences
last
night at the
thirteenth annual Academy

Century-Fox).

ad-

t

dressed

(Samuel Goldwyn,

Supporting Actress: Jane Darwell in "The Grapes of Wrath."

last

1 1,

Honor

Direction
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Friday, February 28,

CWTSuiY
Greek War Relief Material lAmpa Names John Flynn
Nominating Com. Head
To be Supplied Theaters

10 Cents

John C. Flynn was designated
At a meeting yesterday of the
publicity committee
the New chairman of Ampa's nominating comof
York Amusement Division of the mittee at a closed meeting of the
Greek War Relief Week, A. P. Wax- paid up membership at the Hotel Edi-

Publisher

rial

First Section

Vol. 79, No. 41

Feb. 28, 1941

Fri.,

son yesterday. Session was described
the line-up of matewhich would be furnished co- as an exceedingly lively one, with
plenty of verbal give-and-take.
operating theaters in the MetroNamed to act with Flynn were:
politan area.
Gallagher, S. Barret McCorRay
Each theater is being supplied

man announced
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Chg.

Close

with 24 collection boxes for use in
lobby collections, 2,000 buttons, six
head bands, six sashes and four halfsheet cards two of each style.
All this material will be supplied
the theaters via their regular film
delivery trucks.
A special trailer,
featuring Melvyn Douglas, to be
used during the week of March 2530, will be sent to all theaters by
National Screen Service a few days
before the Drive opens.

—

Kate Smith Show to Plug
Four Paramount Pictures
In a deal closed yesterday by R.
M. Gillham, director of advertising
and publicity for Paramount, four
of the company's pictures will be
plugged heavily on the CBS Coastto-Coast Kate Smith program. Pictures included in the deal are "Road
to Zanzibar," "The Roundup," "I
Wanted Wings" and "Reaching for
the Sun."
Programs will be heard
on March 28, April 4, April 11 and
April 18.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc.

Columbia
Con.
Con.
East.

(2Vi%)

Picts.

Fin.

Ind

Fm.

Ind.

pfd..

Kodak

1
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Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
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5%
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37%

1371/2
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Film

RKO

20th Century-Fox
5%
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
1 37i/2

Warner Bros
do

i

32

Paramount
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts.

.

.

+

Vi

.

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

1%

1%

i"

i"

13/4

+1-16

"i" +ili6

Universal Corp. vtc...
Universal Picts

20th-Fox to

Pay

day blue law repeal bill was defeated
by the House of Representatives yesterday.
The vote was 21 in favor
of repeal and 13 in opposition with
one not voting.
It is expected that the bill will be
restored to the calendar for another

37 Vac

Board of Directors of 20th-Fox
at its meeting yesterday declared a
cash dividend of 37% per share for
the first quarter of 1941 on the outstanding preferred stock of the corporation, payable March 31, to stockholders of record at the close of
business March 17.

New

NATHAN

GOLDEN,

D.

Department

Division,

leaves

the

Coasts,

York.

Motion

chief,

Commerce,

of

Pi. rt

a

in

is

York.

TREM CARR
a

has returned to
here on business.

short stay

the Coast

CARL A. SCHROEDER, supervising ediV
Screen Guide and Movie-Radio Guide, is ep
to the Coast.

THORNTON WILDER
America

on

Santa

the

today

sails

for

ij

Lucia.

STEPHEN LONCSTREET

left this

week

foifct

Coast.

GILBERT

MILLER

returns

here

nex

from Arizona.

AL

ZALIS

Globe

of

Poster,

Baltimort!
lore L
i'

committee.

making a New England tour for new bus-o
and renewal of old acquaintances.

Hearing Monday on Move

MAURICE BAILEY, operator of the Wh.iy,
Westville, and Whitney, and JACK HALPM,
Conn, theater contractor, are motoring to 'm
Orleans.

For Harrison Subpoenas

—

Philadelphia A further hearing
the petition for issuance of subpoenas duces in the case of Harrison Brothers and Co. vs. Warners,
et al, begun Wednesday before Federal Judge George Welsh will be
held Monday.
The petition which seeks a ruling
on what records those subpoenaed
must bring in with them, is expected
to be decided at that time.
The Harrison action revolves
about the Lansdowne Theater, in a
case filed in November, 1939. It is
tentativelv scheduled to come up
April 21.
In addition to the request for
damages, claims of unfair clearance
are made.
in

HARRY

F. SHAW, Loew-Poli division man
MRS. SHAW, leave March 6 for a \i
in Panama, featuring deep sea fishing.

and
tion

TERRY TURNER, head
licity

plans
of

RKO

of the
field *
staff,
is
in
San Francisco workinjo*
for the Coast premiere there next

Harold

Lloyd's

newest production,

"A A

A Guy and A Gob."

GEORGE M. COHAN

on the Coast.

is

Macgowan Given Leav
To Head S.A. Amity Coir
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM

DAlfr

Hollywood
Kenneth Macgovl,
veteran Twentieth Century-Fox 8sociate producer, has been grarri
an indefinite leave of absence fir
the studios to become field direiar
of the South American Amity C»
mittee.

To Universal Holdings

Julius Joelson Acquires
THE FILM DAILY
Washington Universal Corp. was Consolidated Circuit
the sole film company to file a reWashington Bureau of

—

the SEC, semi-monthly
of security transactions
and holdings, issued today, discloses.

port

with

summary

Twenty-one theaters of the

C

solidated circuit will pass to Ju :

fol/br>

—

over-time.
IATSE, Casey Confer Today
Federal Judge Charles Woodward,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Due to the inability of ordered the Vogue Wright Studios to

—

MURRAY SILVERSTONE
day for

Joelson tomorrow if papers can
Universal
Preston completed in time. Joelson, for m
reported
that
Davie has acquired 400 common voting trust certificates and now holds years a New England circuit
"Wings" Astor Premiere
3,000 and 26,500 through Standard erator, will headquarter in I,
Waits on Chaplin Exit
Capital.
Davie reported holding no York.
Consolidated is headed
common voting trust certificate war- L. S. Bolognino.
for
Date
premiere of Paramount's rants but has 111,283 through Stand"I Wanted Wings" at the Astor The- ard Capital.
ater, Broadway, depends on United
Peyton Gibson acquired 100 comArtists' willingness to pull out "The mon voting trust certificates and
Great Dictator." It is reported that now has 1,400.
Murray Silverstone, UA top executive, has the sole say-so on the Karloff Back to Columbia
closing of the Charles Chaplin picBoris Karloff, now appearing on
ture and present indications are that Broadway
in "Arsenic and Old Lace,"
"Dictator" will run into April.
will leave the play's cast in June, to
return to the Columbia lot.
CoOver-time Payments Ordered
From
starred with Peter Lorre, he will
Chicago
Federal Judge John make "The Boogie Man Will Get
THE FILM
Barnes, ordered Filmack Trailer Co. You," a comedy-horror story by
DAILY te
to pay $2,769.56 to 67 employes for Robert Andrews. Jack Fier will provote later in the session.

6s48

3'/,s46. 1 643/4 1643/4 1643/4
Para. B'way 3s55.
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47 95
95
95
94
94
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 94

Under the new rules, members of
the committee are barred from nomination for office or the board.
It's
the first time, too, that the trade
press has been represented on the

V.

COmiriC and GOIRC

its slate

10.

3/8

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
ref.

Committee must complete
by April

Del. Sunday Blue Repeal
— % Loses Out by Three Votes
Dover, Del. — Lacking three votes Davie and Gibson Add
_
of the necessary two-thirds the Sun-

pfd

Keith B. F.
Loew's deb.

mick, Ed McNamee, Charles Alicoate,
Joel Swensen, Hortense Schorr, with
Hap Hadley as first alternate.

:

FEBRUARY

duce.

William Wellm

Newman

With Essaness

—

Pat Casey to attend, the scheduled pay 181 employes, $17,734.11 for
Chicago Dan Newman, has joined
meeting between IATSE local busi- over-time.
the Essaness circuit publicity deBoth orders stem from the wage- partment, succeeding Bob Montness managers and Casey has been
hour law.
postponed until today.
gomery there.

Irving Brisks

MARCH
Lois

MARCH

1

Moran

John Loder
Wells Root

i

Manhf
Jack Whit

N.

L.
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IPC Can Meet All Normal Demands, Green Says
Concentration Chiefly
That Forward Step
Branches
No
PLAIN TALK Assures
Upon
Sound
Simplex Equip. Shortage;
—
of

. . .

about equipment

By GEORGE H. MORRISEquipment Editor, THE FILM DAILY

Hails

New

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Burbank It all comes under the
Warner
heading
of
equipment.

Irwin Chairs

"There will be no shortage of Simplex projectors or Simplex Four-Star

sound," said W. E. Green, president
of National Theater Supply Co., in
outlining National's 1941 program
jective has been made, but who can declare
to the company's 29 branch managers
that the surface is any more than scratched? assembled for the annual sales conThe problem is one involving the human vention at New York's Belmont Plaza

THERE'S
'

a big job yet to

industry.

Some

be done

of

film

Take any device essential to the operation
of a modern motion picture theater, and try
imagine its design or application at odds
with the human equation.
A projector, a
screen, an aisle light, a ticket-vending machine, a heating system, a theater chair,
an air diffuser,
choose what example you
will, cannot be manufactured, sold or utilized without the human factor present.
to

—

Carl
nizes

M. Snyder of General
this

the core

fact

so

clearly

that

it

formed

his

We

it clear that the faInternational Projector
Corp., makers of Simplex equipment,
were entirely capable of filling all
normal demands for Simplex projec-

tors

for

fling

their

heel-falls

ly

Air-Cond. Sales Mgr.

"The cosmetic industry," he continued,
"has grown in sales volume far beyond our
own (appliances), and yet the mothers who

announced

keep that
over-sen-

heel has a rubber tip nearinch high, but is reinforced

S p y r o
S k o u r a
is

s
s.

the

largest
amount yet

have its formal opening this
evening under the personal direction
of its operator, Richard E. Beck.
House seats 350 in specially designed Kroehler seats, and is the

to

Sound and Service

theater to utilize so-called

Seen on the Upswing

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7)

Currently a broad wave of exhibitor-spending for re-equipment of
their booths, while their contemporaries in many locales are busy

—

(Continued on Page 5)

Salamanca, N. Y. This town is to
have a new 1,100-seat theater which
is being designed by John and Drew

Report

RKO Reade's Theater
Gala
Bow

Eberson, New York architects, for In
Holiday
the owners, Schine Realty Corp.
Another Schine project calls for
Trenton, N. J. Walter Reade and
a new 1,300-seater on Center St., Trenton New Brunswick Theaters
Ashland, O. This building will also Co. held on Washington's Birthday
be planned and its construction su(Continued on Page 5)
pervised by John and Drew Eberson.
I

—

Modernization Strong in V. S.
Is

a Bellweather

Evidence of the gratifying extent
of modernization activities in theaters throughout the country is presented by a report from Altec SerDothan, Ala. R. L. Martin, thea- vice that the company was chosen to
ter circuit owner of Columbus, Ga., make
installation
of new sound
has filed a deed in Probate Court for equipment in the following theaters
a 12-ft. strip of land bought from during January:
People's Cinema,
Houston County for $7,200 and for Brooklyn; Gaiety and Preview Room,
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 5)

—

i

will

Ebersons Planning Two
New Schine Theaters

Martin Acts to Put Up
New $100,000 Theater

spent

—

refrigeration department, with headquarters at Bloomfield, N. J., according to an announcement just made

Its

1941 by

allocated

first local

Altec Holds

be

in

the program,
it is learned
SPYROS SKOURAS
from sources
close to that operating company.
Chicago This city's new newsreel
While a large increment of the
theater, christened Today, and lo- budget will be expended for new
cated at Madison and Dearborn Sts.,
(Continued on Page 4)

Elliott Harrington has been named
sales manager of the General Electric air conditioning and commercial

Vending Machine Sales
Seen on Rise by Hunt

to

Nat o n a
Theaters
headed by

Newsreel House

as in the contract stage within

the
past three weeks, has drawn a protest by 2,700 members of three Negro
church congregations.
The protest
was handed to City Attorney Lewis
Cutrer, and contended the theater
would be too close to the churches.
H. M. Cohen is building contractor
and has obtained a permit.

000,000 and
$2,500,000 is

temperamental movie "mike."

Makes Bow Tonight

(Continued on Page 6)

Theater Protested

muf-

This

—

Houston—A new $40,000 Negro

an

New

as young as their daughters should
Cincinnati National Theater Supknow that their better health, their freedom from drudgery, and their extra hours ply announces the sale of 20 vending
machines. Their Herman Hunt states
(Continued on Page 2)
there is a definite tendency toward
look

to

out of the

Climaxing an intensive "Five Year
Plan" of new theater construction,
remodeling and circuit re-equipment,
between $2,-

silent

WB

One of the highlights of the National sales meeting was the introduction and display of the new line
of Irwin Seating Co. theater chairs,
(Continued on Page 4)

GE Names Harrington

click

stars,

by many stiff steel wires which keep
the soft material from bending. The
Studio describes the new equipment as "silent as the soul."

of

and sound during 1941.

invented

femme

heels

The new

Green made

cilities

four years of ex-

high

sitive,

recently.

value.

theater, the second to be

have

familiar

Electric recog-

recent address before the
California Retail Hardware Ass'n in San
Francisco.
"Too small a percentage of the
huge total spent on advertising," he declared, "is utilized in describing the benefits derived from our products.
Too much
of it assumes price is the only intriguing
headline.
have forgotten that any industry must constantly remind its old and
new customers of the benefits of its services in a simple and human way, so that
it builds friendliness and appreciation of the
product far beyond
immediate material
of

after

periments,

in this

progress toward the ob-

theater equipment,
and who can declare that such relationships
aren't part and parcel of that equipment?

relationships

technicians,

Projection,

And Reseating of Stands

An

Altec "Service"

True to traditions of showmanship,
Hazel Kirkbride, secretary of Altec
Service's W. E. Gregory, and Frank

W.

Nelson, of H. J. Griffith Theaters,
were married t'other day in a
ceremony held on the stage of the
Junction Theater, Junction City, Kan.,
in connection with the opening of the
Inc.,

film,

Mexico.

in

—

and they're honeythat State and in New

"Arizona"

mooning
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Eastman and B & L Get

Westinghouse Adjusts
Scales on Merchandise

Anti-Accident

—

THE
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Broadway,

City.

Bloomfield, N. J.
Several important changes will be made in the
jobber, dealer and consumer compensation and discount structure on
large Westinghouse Mazda lamps,

March

effective

1, it

of
to

the appliance industry."

PLAIN TALK
equipment

ing to our
stress

too

is

little

field.

Too much

placed upon equipment price, and
on benefits.
There should, we

be a closer meeting of minds on this
point twixt manufacturers and their theater

feel,

customers.
True, manufacturers have in
many instances pointed out benefits over
price,
and often exhibitors have bought
that way, especially when guided by their
architects.
But there is still a vast amount
of equipment which is acquired by houses
because its tag is most convenient to the
pocketbook, regardless of the full functional advantages of competitive equipment
which costs a little more.
Equipment's
human relationship really
gets under way when the devices are APPLIED. At this point it is not only serving
the exhibitor, but the public,
and don't
let's fool ourselves, there wouldn't be any
film theater equipment made or bought
if there wasn't a public to serve.
This brings us to another pasture. AFTER
the equipment is purchased and installed,
little of a continuous nature is done by the
theater to drive home to customers the
benefits of the equipment serving them. It
is this pasture which holds vast promotional
promise once it is thoroughly "attacked."
In conclusion, let two points be stressed.
First, with due deference to the cosmetic or
appliance fields, filmland takes no back
seat in keeping America healthy, happy,
serene, and theater equipment plays a huge
role in this.
Secondly, we have a hunch
that when the public and exhibitors are
made to see the advantages which excellent
equipment affords them, theater attendance
will be stimulated, revenues will increase as
a consequence, and manufacturers will find
clearer "sale-ing." It's worth thinking about.

—

Commence McDaniel

Project

—

Martinsville, Va.
Ground has been
broken for a new theater and business block on Starling Ave., South
Martinsville, for Dr. E. M. McDaniel.
The new house, containing the theater and two store rooms, will cost
about $20,000. With the completion
of this project, Martinsville will have
five movie houses.

uiTinuu

ing awards for exceptional safety
records made in the 16th annual
statewide accident prevention campaign of Associated Industries of

A.
A. FEINBERG,
prexy, has arrived in

U.

Eastman Kodak

Engineering and Maintenance Division, Roll Coating Department, Folmer-Graflex Corp., Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Co.

duction of U.

S.

Army's visual education

— The

MORRIS

FENSIN, prexy of General Seatil
Chicago to spend a Winter vacatiil

Miami with Mrs.

in

Fensin.

JOHN EBERSON,
turns to New York
Houston
the

new

film

on

Fairmont, W. Va.—To fill lighting
Inc., operators of needs of new industrial plants enhere, will begin the gaged in national defense work,
construction immediately of a new Westinghouse Electric & Manufacmovie house to be called the Hum- turing Co. will build a factory imboldt Theater. The building will in- mediately at Fairmont at cost of $3,clude rental space for a store and 000,000, David S. Youngholm, viceoffices.
Full upholstered chairs have president, announced here. Fluoresalready been ordered from Interna- cent lamps will be manufactured extional Seat Corp., and air-condition- clusively at the new plant.
ing equipment has been bought from
Construction of the plant will be
United States Air Conditioning Corp. such as to permit complete blackout
The house is planned to seat 1,000 in emergency. From 800 to 1,000
and there will be a separate balcony workers will be employed. They will
and entrance for Negroes.
A big come from Fairmont and vicinity.
Milan,

is

not far

Plan

—

to

Meet

Biz

Henderson, Ky.

Boom

— In anticipation of

a business boom, theaters here have
announced plans to enlarge the seating capacities of their auditoriums,
and the construction of a new house
is being considered, it was disclosed

following announcement in Washington that the War Department has
awarded a contract for the erection
of a new $15,000,000 anhydrous ammonia plant here.

CTS

architect,

in

prexy

of

—

Theater

here

week for

local

family,

is

sojourning

also

in

Program Display

ADLER

"THIRD DIMENSION"

LETTERS—All

Sizes for

Interchangeable Use

and New Exclusive

u:iiL>Jkr:i

Adler Silhouette Letter Co.
2909-G Indiana Ave., Chicago
33-G West 60th St., New York

ti

Florida.

R. E. WARN, assistant manager of the Wes;
ern Electric Co. of Australia, has arrived in Ne
York, accompanied by MRS. WARN.
They lea
shortly for Washington,
D. C, and
Housto
prior to heading for the Coast from which th
wil sail for New Zealand.

DREW EBERSON, junior partner of John ai
Drew Eberson, returns to New York this mornii
from Laurel, Del., where he attended the opei
ing of the new Waller Theater.

Georgia Stand Opens
Conyers, Ga.

— This city's new mc

tion picture theater, representing a
investment of $20,000, held its foi

mal opening Feb.

24.

Represents

tives of leading civic clubs

and

Akron, O. Louis Israel, owner of
the new Ellet Theater now under
construction, has purchased from
NTS Co. Simplex high lamp houses,
Hertner generator and Simplex projectors.

Super-Simplex Installed
DeWitt, Ark. A new Super

—

oi

Si

plex projection system has been
stalled at the New Theater.

Ask for the new booklet
describing

Central Theater Supply to furnish it
with a new Robins Stedypower Generator.
Arthur V. Scheckler, CTS
owner, effected the sale for his company.

Brilliant

Dl

Automatic

Florida.

Furnishes Generator

Louisville
Rex
placed an order this

r,|

frc'l

he attended the dedication
Mellie Esperson Building.

ganizations in Rockdale County pai
ticipated in the program.

from Israel Selects Equipment

"REMOVA-PANEL" UNITS

FROM NATIONAL"

be-

Humboldt.

is

theater

Monday morning

where

BILL GEDRIS, head of Ideal Seating and
Gedris

Chickasaw

Government shell-loading plant

trail"

ing.

vices,

Amusement Co.,
the Rex Theater

at

businil

Co., has left

Optical Co.,

New W. Va. Lamp Plant

built

on a

& Lomb

Selected for Humboldt

ing

York

manager of the Research Council of the Acader]
of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, f ly /I
Washington tomorrow from the Coast for \\
week of active service in conjunction with prj

vision,

Westinghouse Building

Humboldt, Tenn.

Condition^

Air

S.

New

trip.

Paper Manufacturing Diand Kodak Office Factories.
One hundred Per Cent Certificate
Winners: Eastman Kodak Sundries
Manufacturing Division, Hawk-Eye
Works. Honorable Mention: Bausch
Division,

U. S. Air Conditioning

THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

•CET IT

and GOIflG

IRVINC SAMUELS,

Snyder said has potent mean-

own equipment

COmiRG

—Local firms are receiv-

LT. COL. DARRYL F. ZANUCK, vice-prexy
was announced New York State.
charge of production for 20th-Fox; COL. N,
Among them are: Trophy winners, THAN LEVINSON,
chief sound engineer for Wa
Eastman Kodak Film Manufacturing ner Bros.; and CAPT. GORDON MITCHElll

recently by D. S. Youngholm, vicepresident, Westinghouse lamp division, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.
Small quantity consumers will enjoy a 25 per cent discount on purchases of $15 or more, and 20 per
cent on purchases of $5 or more.
The contract bases for larger quan.
.
.
about
tity consumers have been revised
and provide all purchasers under con(Continued from Page 1)
tract with more favorable discounts
relaxation are due not to cosmetics but for given values of annual purchases.

Now what

Rochester

Awards

SOUriD SYST€fT)S
from

MOTIOGRAPH
4431 West Lake

St.,

Chicago,

INC

III.

YOUR INDEPENDENT DEALER

i

—

"riday,

Sales
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By Wil-Kin

Bombs

O'er Rochester

Rochester

—The

the "flash bomb"
ial
photographic

Maintain Rapid Pace

Ace Nabe Purchases

man who

directed
experimental aerpictures over this

October, Major George W.
Goddard, was here recently to confer with officials of Bausch & Lomb,
Eastman and Folmer Graflex. These
experiments, "which had very fine
results," will be repeated here in

Kroehler Pushbacks

city last

Atlanta—Wil-Kin Theater Supply
reports that its installations
vithin the past 30 days in the Atlanta and Charlotte territories include
international chairs for N. C. Theaters' Carolina, Hendersonville, N. C;
i3renkert projection lamps, MotioI&tph's Mirrophonic sound, DeVry
Hses and International chairs for
Lenoir Theaters' Center, Lenoir,
K. C; Brenkert lamps, International
:hairs and DeVry lenses for Dominion Theaters' Village, Hilton Village,
[i/a.; Wil-Kin drapes, Imperial generator, Brenkert lamps, DeVry lenses
md International chairs for Ameri[Zo., Inc.,

Amusement

:an

Co.'s

American,

and International chairs
Shew's Yadkin, Yadkin-

starke, Pla.;
L*or

J.

E.

N. C.
S. Airco ventilation was inthe
stalled in three Sparks' houses,
Fort, Fort Lauderdale; Edison, Ft.
Myers; and the Fairfax, Jacksonville,
/ille,

U.

—

Florida stands, and in the Dunn,
Dunn, N. C.
Alexander Smith carpets went into
Bluefield Theaters' Granada, Blueield, W. Va., and the L. A. Stein
Circuit's Royal, Blackshear, Ga.
Sparks' Brentwood, Jacksonville,
Fla.,
received Brenkert projection
lamps; N. C. Theaters' Carolina,
Charlotte Brenkert projector; Shep
ill

Plymouth,
Plymouth,
Brinkley's
N. C, Brenkert lamps and Benwood
,Linze rectifier; and DeVry lenses
were installed in Knox-Tenn. Theaters' State, Knoxville, and in Sparks'
Victoria, New Smyrna, Fla.
Company also supplied Wil-Kin
drapes to Palmetto Theaters' Ritz,
Columbia, S. C; Knox-Tenn. Theaters' Bijou, Knoxville; N. C. Theaters' Carolina, Fayetteville, N. C;
and R. H. Brannon's Roswell, Rosswell, Ga.

Remodeling the Jerome

—

Jerome, Pa. The Jerome Theater
in this town, formerly operated by
James DiMauro and recently taken
over by Chas. Szewcyzk, who operates two theaters at Boswell, Pa., is
being remodeled and refurnished by
the new owner.

April

or

October

May, Goddard

said.

The

demonstration threw this
into an Orson Welles

municipality
"dither."

Put Up
$100,000 Theater

Martin Acts

New
a

to

{Continued from Page 1)
30-ft. adjoining lot bought

from

che Williams estate for $17,000.
J. J. Speight, attorney for Martin,
disclosed that the theater owner
would erect a movie house on the
property to cost approximately $100,-

—

Rochester Latest type of equipment, making it one of the finest
neighborhood houses in this area, is
planned for the new 1,200-seat theater to be started soon in suburban
Brighton.
The theater, first neighborhood
house to be built here in several
years, will have new type Kroehler
pushback seats, the latest type RCA
sound system with multiple loudspeakers, and a mezzanine lounge
where smoking will be permitted.
The lounge also will be available for

Five Canadian Houses
Place Orders with CTC

The Smith Theatrical Enterprises
operate houses in Cleveland, Detroit,
Milwaukee, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and New York.

—

i

^jTjTTlfi

ONE
PACKAGE

'RfijX^&ZGt&ct

—

Toronto Charles Bochner, mana- Zelinsky to Construct
Canadian Theater Chair Co.,
reports the firm has just completed Another Coast Theater
installation of new chairs and drapes
Los Gatos, Cal. Louis Zelinsky,
at the Orpheum Theater here, operated by Norman Rittenberg, and at manager of the Premier Theater
the New Brock Theater, at Niagara- here, will build a new $50,000 theaThe new house will seat 750,
on-the-Lake, owned by John Allen.
ter.
The firm also has assured seating and will be of the stadium type, with
contracts for the Kent Theater, slanting floor and semi-balcony in
Montreal, the Villeray, Montreal, and the rear.
The building now occupied by the
the Avalon Theater, Longueuil, Que.
Premier Theater will be taken over
by a new theater enterprise. It will
Approve Kiva Plans
Portales, N. M. Plans for the en- be thoroughly remodeled and enlarging and remodeling of the Kiva larged and reopened under the name
Theater here were approved by rep- of the Los Gatos Theater, with Anresentatives of the Griffith circuit, thony Blanco as manager.
according to Jack Baldock, local manger,

—

—

ager.
The present building will be
carried out to the alley, the floor will
be torn out and slopes changed, also
new equipment added. New projection and sound equipment have already been installed at the Kiva.

Alexander Redecorating Albee

—

Cincinnati
Joe Alexander announces redecorating and repainting
of the main floor, balcony and all
lobbies of the RKO Albee, work
starting immediately.

'Laws to Build House
Lafayette, Cal.
Elwood Laws,
owner-manager of the El Rey Thelater in Walnut Creek, has purchased
property here and wil construct a
,new theater. Laws is a partner of
Joe Blum enf eld, operator of 20 theaters in Northern California.

'SlmL^^^

ing.

price paid for the 12-ft. strip
is the record high for a real estate
aeal in Dothan.

The

SUMMER
BLITZKRIEG

theater parties.
A large parking station in the rear
of the structure will be available in
patrons of the theater and to the
12 stores to be located in the build-

The theater will be opened about
Sept. 1, according to present plans.
Philip Smith Theatrical Enterprises
of Boston, who have taken a 25-year
lease on the property, will operate
the theater.

000.

AIR DEFENSE

Engineered Into a Single Unit
for Efficiency

Refrigerated Kooler-aire

—

Will

Remodel Liberty

C—

BIGGEST HITS

a

com-

ing and dehumidifying system engineered into one integrally-related, bal-

As

anced unit.

a result, Refrigerated

Kooler-aire does the job better and

Costs Less to

Own and Operate

Installed in a few hours.
special

towers,

No

No

cooling

deep
and piping.

superstructures,

wells, or intricate wiring

engineer needed to run it. Comes
engineered, assembled, and

factory

equipped and ready to
Write for "Your Best Air
Defense", learn how this amazing Refully

tested,

operate.

—

box

Cleveland L. P. Langford, presiGreenville, S.
The Liberty Thedent of Oliver Theater Supply Co., ater here will be remodeled at a cost
reports the folowing installations of about $7,500.
during the month of February: Quilna Theater, Lima, new Brenkert
35 mm. projectors; new Ellet Theater, Akron, new RCA sound equipNears Installation Stage
ment and rubber matting for the
Known in Picture Industry have used our
Lake Wales, Fla.—L. F. Martin, lobby and foyer.
Medium of Advertising
contractor for the new Sparks Lake
Theater, announces that the building
Theaters Bettered by Ritzier
is well under way and will be ready
Lima, O. A. D. Ritzier has imfor the installation of equipment
and
proved his Majestic and Lyric Theawithin the next few weeks.

is

plete, automatic, refrigerated air cool-

frigerated

Langford Reports Installations

and Economy

office

can

Kooler-aire

boost

and beat the nut

in

the

any

theater, large or small.

Address your
request to

Department RK-1

usAIRcq
AIB CONDITIONING^

CARDS

SNIPING

—

ters

SSA Leases Dodd

—

Bldg.

BANNERS

with new Simplex projectors,

Bausch

& Lomb

lenses

and Walker

Reno, Nev.
The Silver State
Amusement Co. has taken a lease
on the Dodd Building, and will con- Hertner Generator to School
Canton, O. The Timkin Vocationstruck a new modern picture house
to seat 800.
The company also op- al High School has installed a new
Hertner generator.
erates a theater in Winnemucca.

—

'Rajx^x&focC

DeANGELIS
UNITED STATES AIR
451

W. 46th

ST.

NEW YORK

Phone: Circle 5-9393

CITY

CONDITIONING CORPORATION
NORTHWEST TERMINAL

-

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
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National Theaters

IPC

In Big Equip. Drive

All Exhib.

Ready

{Continued from Page 1)

houses, particularly in Northern and
Southern California, and for structural improvements to many situations there and in other territories,
nevertheless, the item covering acquisition of new equipment and replacements is a highlight.
During the past four years, 193740, inclusive, National Theaters, in
behalf of its various divisions, including Fox West Coast Theaters,
Fox West Coast Theaters of Northern California, Fox Inter-Mountain
Theaters. Fox Midwest Theaters,
Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises,
Evergreen State Amusement Enterprises, Fox Michigan Corp., and other
corporate units, has been concentrating chiefly on providing air conditioning for all outlets. Now that this
phase of National Theaters' program
has been completed, to virtually 100
per cent, funds will be applied to
the larger scale purchase of other
equipment, principally new projection, sound, seats, etc., spokesmen
assert.

Conception of what the 1941 National Theaters' program means to
the equipment field can be formed
by citing the very minimum percen-

tage boost over the preceding four
years, 25 per cent.
Concentration on some houses will
naturally be greater than on others,
but during the year, in addition to
major equipment installations, all of
the approximately 550 outlets of National Theaters will come in for
maintenance in one form or another.
Slightly more than $1,000,000 will
be put into new theater construction
on the West Coast, the bulk of which
is assigned to the erection and equipment of a quartette of houses in the

—

Los Angeles area.

—

of which Ernest Schwartz is
president, has brought the Norvel
Theater up to date with new modern
lighting fixtures, new Simplex proCo.,

Alexander Smith Crestwood
carpets and U. S. Rubber Co. matting. Job was done by National Theater Supply Co.

—

Canton, O. H. L. Walters, manager of National Theater Supply Co.'s
Cleveland office, recently installed
new equipment for A. G. Constant in
the Palace Theater of this city. The
equipment consisted of a new Walker
plastic

moulded screen, Bausch &
lens, and new Hertner gen-

Lomb F-2
erator.

Announces

New

—

Va. Theater

Roanoke, Va. A modernistic theater which will seat about 700 will be
built on Williamson Road, a short
distance from Roanoke. Dan Weinberg, president of Bedford Theaters,
Inc., and the Lehigh Development
Corp., made the announcement. House
will cost about $75,000 and will be
ready in August or September.

Demands

(Continued from Page

1)

agers at the national sales meetir
reported substantial sales for tl I
new Irwin chair, even though it hi I
been on the market for only a fcA
days. Prices are moderate and b(,P
\

T
•

T

WASHINGTON'S Birthday saw the official
new $3,000,000 Mellie Esperson Building,

•

•

opening

dedication and

Houston, Tex.,

of the

which event was attended by the architect,— John Eberson, of the firm
of John and Drew Eberson
The building was constructed two months
ahead of schedule .
• The Wenzel Co. of Chi. have changed their
.

name
remain

C,

new

.

.

Same

Dave

in

charge

the office

of

Simplex sound and equipment in the

National Art Gallery auditorium

.

.

.

Mrs. John Crone

is

remodel-

constructing a

is

first

such venture in that town ....

•

•

TV

OSCAR NEV, Neumade

•

Products' prexy, certainly
National Theater Supply Co.
sales conclave delegates
when he tendered that buffet supper
party for them and the company's execs, in his N. Y. headquarters
Tender-ed is the word, what with those Vermont turkeys,
Virginia hams, et al
• Virgil Jackson of the Jackson circuit
is planning a new theater in the ditto housing project and Dayton,
O., way
• Henceforth, the DaLite Screen gents are going to
They're air condibe 100 comfortable under all conditions
tioning their general offices in Chi
using a 10-ton job

found the way

to the hearts of the

.

.

•

•

.

.

.

•

OUR

Madison Cawein

system

be interested to know that
has been granted a patent for a
which has been assigned to Hazel-

Corp

new movie

theater being erected in Crestwood, Fla.,

cohorts

technical
of

Manhasset, N.

television synchronizing

ton

.

That

will

Y.,

has not been named as yet
In conjunction
with the opening, a contest will be conducted
with a cash prize
to be awarded the person selecting the winning name
Carl S. Hal-

by Neal Robinson

of the

Bausch & Lomb's vice-prexy, has been named
National Association of Manufacturers

director-at-large

Plandaire, Inc.,

Type H. V. Spun Aluminum Air

facturers of Kno-Draft Ceiling

manu-

Diffusers,

have appointed Roscoe C. Rider, Jr
to post of advertising manager
Until recently he was with Acheson Mfg. Co. of Rankin, Pa., manufacturers of brass pipe fittings

and

specialties

T
•

•

into

•

WELL,

boys, we'd better all keep an eye

whose Legislature a

on Iowa

has been introduced which sure'U
yeah, and the procedure of architects, chair
bill

houses
projection booths, and what not
You seating
solons will be interested to know that all chairs'll have to be
and spaced not less than 30 inches back
bolted to the floor
and no row of seats could have mor'n 15 seats twixt
to back
aisles
and where there is only one aisle
no row could
And, gentlemen, the patrons can't
contain mor'n seven seats!
smoke 'cept in properly ventilated restrooms
or in segregated parts o'the auditorium or balcony completely fireproof
Yep, an there're flocks
(what'n'ell is "completely" fireproof?)
emergency exits, and what
of "musts" for projection booths
have you
Yep, boys you'd better keep a capital eye on
Iowa!
affect pic

states.

Describes

New

"Clipper"

The Irwin Clipper has a smooiJ
back panel with top edge roll<;|
over to protect the upholstering m
terial.
The center standards are
steel

<il

•

an early re-opening, Cincinnati flashes
new theater in Hyden. Ky., the

ing the formerly dark Ideal for

the manufacturers and distributo:
are confident that the Clipper will
a new high in sales records, Gre<

and personnel

officers

Peterson, Altec's supervisor in Washington,

of installation of

Lloyd Johnson

who's

H. Pederson,

L.

•

.

charge

is in

Co

Projector

including

service dept.
D.

.

Wenzel

the

to

jectors,

Constant Places Order

Meet

known as the Irwin Clipper and Cli]
per De Luxe. A number of the mail

lauer,

S & L Improves Norval
Cleveland The S & L Amusement

to

installation,

embossed steel
with tubular front and rear
the closed panel,

typjj

pos

Aisle standards are of steel corr
sponding in design to the cent
standard.
Seats are Zigger sprir
type with enclosing steel seat buckt
Compensating seat lifter is options
No screws or bolts are exposed ar
Arm rests a:|
place on the chair.
attached by a new method elimina
ing use of screws and simplfyir

Compensation is mai
on both the seats and backs of d
wider than usual chairs.
Featuring De Luxe
The Clipper De Luxe is equippi
with a full-length embossed ste
back which protects the rear edj
of the seat. Center standards are
closed steel design and are so man
factured that the chair backs a:
attached to center standards wi
This mak
concealed fastening.
the chair back and center standan
appear to be one continuous ste
member. The aisle standards are
attractive design in either steel
The seats are of an e>.
cast iron.
tirely new flex-steel spring type,
exclusive feature with the Irw
Seating Co., and so constructed th
approximately 75 per cent of tl
surface area of the seat is direct
supported by the springs. This
sures long life and eliminates da;
ger of springs pocketing. The u;
holstering material on both seat ai
back is easily recoverable. The cha
is all steel, and no tacks are use
according to the company statemer
In addition to the 29 branch ma:
agers, those who attended the
tional sales meeting at the Belmoi
Plaza included all the officers of tl
company and a large group of N;
tional's general office sales and exe
instalation.

i:

N

utive sales personnel.

NTS

Fills

Madison Order

—

Cleveland The Scoville, Essick
Reif circuit contracted with H.
Walters, local National Theater Su;
ply manager, to install new Alexal
der Smith Crestwood carpeting, Her
ner generators and U. S. Rubb
Co.'s

matting in the Madison The

ter.

•

•

•

FROM

Butler,

Ky.,

sold his Pastime Theater there
at

wafts word that Dr.

the ceremonies attendant upon the recent opening

stand in Cynthiana,

Ky

W.

H.

Race has

Federal Judge MacSwinford spoke
of

Carl Roh's

new

H Has New Lenses
Chicago— Bell & Howell have ju
completed a new line of fast, loi
B&

throw, 2Y2 and 4-in. projection lense

Friday,
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Report Shows

Altec

Modernization Trend
(Continued from Page 1)

Portland, Ore.; Texas,
Harmony, Sand
Texas;

•

Seagoville,

WHO'S WHO
HAROLD

EQUIPMENT

W. RAMBUSCH.

Academy

Royal

IN

Attended
Graduated Pratt Institute, Brooklyn.
Copenhagen. Started business career as decorator

of Art,

Worked in New
of churches and theaters.
York, England, Norway, Denmark and Austria.
Became interested in lighting business and illumination through his conviction that, without
light, decoration could not be seen, and, with
the wrong kind of light, the best decoration
could be spoiled. He felt there was an essential
wedding of light and decoration, as well as
«•&.
source light, and light reflected from decoraDirected the lighting of the Roxy Thetion.
ater.
Has decorated some thousand theaters
Of one of the
and lighted several hundred.
unique developments of recent years, he has
been a leading exponent, projected downlight
from above the ceiling through small apertures,
with regular stock lamps and no lenses, giving
an almost invisible source of light and pleasant,
agreeable distribution. He is president of Rambusch Decorating Co. which does
painted decoration as well as scientific lighting of theater interiors.

Springs,
I Dkla.; Nusho, Broken Arrow, Okla.;
Ana, Cal.; Royal,
[ Sfew Yost, Santa
I Painscourtville, La.; 011a, Olla, La.;
Bell, Oceana, W. Va.; Lux, LuxL'Ja, Ark.; Preston, Salem, Mo.; Elks,
I Vfiddletown, Pa.; Prichard, Prichard,
Via.; Mariner, Marine City, Mich.;
1 Majestic, Lima, 0.; U. S. A. T., Cha:eau Thierry, Brooklyn Navy Yard,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Granada, Auburn,
Benner, Philadelphia, Pa.;
| Wash.;
iDswego, Oswego, N. Y.; San Carlos,
ISan Carlos, Cal.
Currently, Altec Service activities
I
n the Northwest, as reported by R.
I Hilton, district manager, include the
I signing of service contracts with the
JLake Theater, Buffalo, Minn.; the
Reade's Theater
Robinsdale, Minn.; Granite, Cordley
\ Robin,
Sranite Falls, Minn.; Falls and CamLine
In
Holiday
Cooler
Stanley,
Star,
Minneapolis;
| ien,
Brookings,
N. D.; and the College,
A complete new line of Cordley
(Continued from Page 1)
An Altec service contract has
> 3. D.
electric water coolers featuring hand- afternoon here an invitation opening
I also been signed by the Plaza Theasome new cabinets styled by FedIter, Potosi, Mo.
of the new RKO Reade's Trent Theerico, one of America's foremost deC. H. McCroskey, who operates a
ater located on Warren St.
in
100
cent
increase
signers,
per
:hain of Arkansas theaters, has reCeremonies and house's debut were
turned to Altec Service. The agree- cooling capacity, new quiet operament was negotiated by A. Fiore, tions, new accessibility to working attended by a large number of civic
who has also signed up R. Applebaum parts provided by front and side and state notables, together with
panels as easily removed as lifting
for sound and booth service for the
numerous theatermen from that secnewly remodeled Roosevelt Theater the hood of your car, new gunmetal tion of New Jersey and from Northwhich
blends
in
with
furniture
finish
I in the Mississippi Delta.
ern Pennsylvania.
Nat Williams has appointed Altec any surroundings, is announced by
Service to provide repair -replace- Cordley & Hayes, New York City.
J
Ability to cool twice as much waservice for projection equip| ment
t ment in his five Interstate Enter- ter per dollar of purchase and opprises theaters in southern Georgia. erating cost provides film theaters
with highly economical drinking
• L. W. McClung negotiated for Altec.
water sources for their patrons.
Cordley Bubbler type water coolers
Perkins Electric Co.
are equipped with a specially designed Cold Saver which takes adLists
Jobs
vantage of the cold waste water to
Toronto Equipment sales by the pre-cool the incoming water. Copper
Perkins Electrical Co. to theaters in cooling coils in bubbler models are
various Canadian centers are report- hot-tinned inside and outside to comtransfer efficiency
ed by L. F. Hoffman, Toronto mana- bine highest heat
sanitary lifelong freedom from
ger, as follows: Vocolite screens in- with
|

ue

—

,

& Hayes Have

New Water

RKO

Gala

:

I

•

'

Bow

Sound and Service
Seen on the Upswing
(Continued from Page 1)

erecting

new

houses,

is

noticeable

throughout the U. S., it is declared
by Homer B. Snook, RCA Photophone equipment sales manager, who
that, from the standpoint
of his organization, sales are principally concentrated at present in
the Florida and Ohio areas, with
other sectors close on their heels in

reports

purchases.

Improved
business
conditions,
Snook says, are the main factor in
the present spurt, aided by the national defense effort which has concentrated trainees in areas where
entertainment
facilities
have been forced to expand.

existing

time, W. L. Jones,
national service manager, reports a similar growth in the comLike
servicing
business.
pany's
sales, service enjoyed a better year
in '40 than in '39, and the first two
months of '41 point to a bright future for the servicemen, he adds.

At the same

RCA

Dunn

Boosts Capacity
Greenwood, Ark.
Clint Dunn,
manager of Clint's Theater, has in-

—

stalled 250 cushion seats making the
total seating capacity of the house
406.
The front of the theater was
also recently remodeled and other

improvements made.

'

Canadian

—

Chateau and Rex Theaters,
Rotenberg, owner; Reo, Tom Wal[ton, owner;
Kum-C, G. C. Smith,
Jwner, all in Toronto; Regal, H.
Hager, owner, Hagersville, Ont.; and
Paramount, R. Rahn, Hanover, Ont.
Perkins firm also has sold Morel.ite Mon-arc
Suprex lamps to the
Center Theater, D. Stapleton, owner,
Dttawa, and the Laurier Theater,
Donat Paquin, owner, Hull, Que.
stalled,

C.

I

I

|

Builds

Second Theater

—

Rogers, Ark. John I. Cooper, owner of the Victory Theater here, announces that he will open a second
llm house in the Edwards Building
some time in April. The house will

-

seat 300.

Euris Enlarging Ritz
Detroit Nick Kuris, owner of the
500-seat Ritz Theater at Muskegon,
Mich., is enlarging the house to 1,200
seats.
Addition is being made by
taking over an adjacent building formerry used for a bowling alley.

—

'

corrosion, Cordley

& Hayes

officials

state.

Akron Houses Get Items

—

Akron, O. Akron Theater Supply
Co. here reports sale of Simplex projectors to Clarence F. Smeltzly's local Ideal, and a Robin Imperial generator to M. A. Mooney for his local
Allen Theater.

dentall
J^

—

FULL

line

modern

of

together with
trained men to
a
staff
of
handle any job large or small
Generaanytime, anywhere.
searchlights and
tor trucks,
floodlights, for premieres and
general lighting activities.

equipment

Enlighten You on
Problems
Lighting

Let Us

Your

CHARLES ROSS
W. 52nd

St..

You're in good company when you
install Alexander
Smith Carpet.
You'll find this famous, long-wearing floor covering in most of the
country's successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

Inc.

New York

City
Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471
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EQUIPMENT NEWS

New Newsreel House

As

Blitz

"With America's defense program
In this packaged air conditioning
foremost in the news of today and system, all the necessary elements of

with our own plant doing its bit to
speed up production for defense orders, I can't help but associate the
term 'air defense' with this business
with luminous or fluorescent of theater air conditioning," said A.
A. Feinberg, president of the United
paint.
The house has a narrow frontage States Air Conditioning Corp., Minof 30 feet and features an unusual neapolis, upon his arrival in New
modernistic sign furnished by the York this week on business.
"In fact we are making 'air deWhiteWay organization.
Joe Goldberg, Inc., supplied the fense' a theme in our announcements
Brenkert projection, Benwood Linze to the theater owners, operators,
rectifiers, Clear Facts carpets, B & L architects, and engineers regarding
RCA sound, Automaticket our new Refrigerated Kooler-Aire
lenses,
registers, and other equipment. The Single Unit Air Cooling and DeSystem,"
continued
Beck organization has leased the humidifying
property for a 13-year term at a USAirCo's prexy. "After all, theareported rental of $285,000, in addi- ter air conditioning can be likened
tion to which the lenses will pay a to air defense, in that it provides
percentage of gross profits over and protection against the 'blitzkriegs' of
above the guarantee of minimum hot weather that raise havoc with
Summer attendance figures."
rental.
USAirCo's new "air defense unit,"
Loewenberg & Loewenberg designed the theater, with interior a complete refrigerated air cooling
work being executed by David Chap- and dehumidifying system engiman studios. Unusual trade inter- neered into a single unit, is considest is attached to the debut because ered by USAirCo's president to be
the initial performance wil be taken the most important development in
over by the Illinois Chapter of the the company's 17-year history.
American Institute of Decorators.
Observers say that this theater em- Lively Equip
light," sources of which are
in the theater's ceiling and
upon the side walls which are

Demand

bodies

so

many

features

in

equip-

ment and design that the AI of

D

is

using it as an index of "things to
come."

Theater Fires
—

New Haven A 15-year-old boy,
who forced his way into the closed
Park Theater Building and remained
hidden in the auditorium for five
hours, set fire to a pack of papers
in the orchestra pit and started a
fire which
is
estimated at $3,000
damage. Rear of building sustained
major damage.
Michael Tomasino
is owner.

enbloom for Schine's, who promptly
reopened the Kentucky until the Viv
can be renovated. Stage, roof, seats
and carpets were badly damaged and
the screen ruined.

—

Cal.

Quincy Theater,

managed by Paul Sprague, was

totally destroyed by fire on Feb. 15,
loss totaling about $15,000. Conflagration is believed to have been caused
by a cigarette. House will be rebuilt
in

Being Met by Frosch

—

Minneapolis
Frosch's Theater
Supply's recent orders include Brenkert projectors for E. L. Danielson's
Castle, Mabel, Minn.; Century projection for A. D. Lindner's Mosinee,
Mosinee, Wis.; Brenkert projection
for George Jenkins' Elk, Elk River,
Minn., and for Angus McDonald's
States, East Grand Forks, N. D.,
with latter stand also getting Brenkert projection lamps, as did North
Star Amusement's Bijou, Minneapo-

the near future.

—

—

"Heavy-Hitters'

Equipment Arena

The entire unit is set up at the
factory and arrives at the theater
MERHIE, owner and manager t
E.
ready to operate as soon as connecCharleston Theater Supply, CharlestS
tions with water, current, and air
W. Va. Born in Massachusetts, 1892. Ei
ducts are made. Less than 50 square
tered film exchange business in 1907. Renti
feet of floor space is required for inforeign - made
p
stallation of a complete 20-ton caand domestic Bi
pacity Refrigerated Kooler-aire unit.
graph, Edison ai
Operation is automatic.
Kalem product
The new unit is made in cooling
In
outlets.
19
capacities that meet the requireowned eight sm,
ments of any theater, regardless of
theaters in tl
USAirCo officials state that
size.
Charleston
sectc
design
and
because of its compact
along with a fil
origcomplete factory assembly, its
exchange and su|
inal and operating costs are well
ply house.
Rent<|
within the reach of the most modest
to
houses Mutu
Theater operators, architheater.
and Universal pro<
tects, and engineers are invited to
uct from 1911
I
write United States Air Conditioning 1917. Made movies in 1914-15 of We'
Corp., Minneapolis, for "Your Best Virginia for San Francisco Exposition ar
Air Defense," a big book describing exhibited them there. With Dept. of Agr
the new Refrigerated Kooler-aire culture from 1918 to 1921 making movi<
unit in detail.
and illustrating magazines.
Quit film e>

N

I
!

Vending Machine Sales
Seen on Rise by Hunt
popcorn

(Continued from Page 1)
and roll candy vending

change in 1918. Supplies and manufactui
jf motion pictures from that time to presen
In 1915 made first movies ever taken insic
coal mines,
two miles from mine openin
Firm of which he is now owner-managili
was established in 1910.

—

ma-

H|^

Opens

— The

Playhouse,

this city's third motion picture theater, held its formal opening Feb.
20. The $25,000 structure is the first

House

New Movie for Newington

—

—

Theater Bids

Army

authorities are
opening bids on two new theater
projects at Fort Custer, near Battle
Creek, in addition to the new 1,000seat house opened a week ago. New
house, to seat 638, is to be built for
use of Negro soldiers. In addition,
a present theater is to be enlarged
to 1,000 seats.

Detroit

Carrollton's Third
Carrollton, Ga.

^

—

Army Opens

rounding territories.

Newington, Conn. A modern fireThe Tacoma Buildhousing the Tacoma Theater, proof motion picture theater is to be
has been damaged by fire.
Audi- erected on the north side of Cedar
torium was virtually destroyed. A. J. St. by Fred R. Quatrano, who has
Ackerman operates the theater.
the Lido Theater in Waterbury.
Indianapolis

ing,

—

in the

^

ted the interior of the building. R. L.

Harned owns and operates the house.

Introducing

chine in theaters, and the local concern has replaced several percentage JOSEPH A. TANNEY, president of S.O.M
machines in lobbies. Exclusive deal- * Cinema Supply Corp., New York. Borl
ers in Advance venders, which hold Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Nov. 17, 1896. Gradu
the popular five-cent bar candy, Hunt ated Johnstown, Pa., High School, 191'
Reporter for John:
states exhibitors announced increased
town Leader, 19141
sales due to the regular size of the mmm
candy bar, which is larger than that
15.
Salesman!
Hjdi
American Auto Sup
of the percentage machine.
ply
Wilke:
Co.,
Business in general, according to
Barre, 1916-17. ErJ
lis,
and Minnesota Amusement's predictions of Hunt, will be about
listed U. S. Navl
15 per cent over last year, judging
Grand in Mankato, Minn.
Served in war zon
RCA Magic Screens were supplied from the first two months.
on U.S.S. Agamem
He also notes a tendency toward
to Minnesota Amusement's Garden,
non
n
n
for
Hibbing, Minn.; and Hy Green's El soft drink venders in theaters.
1918-1!
months,
Lago, Lake, and East Lake. B. J.
Dept. Certificate
Returned to Ameriit
Benfield acquired via the Frosch or- Ask
i|fr can
Auto Supply Gj
Rochester The War Department
ganization
RCA sound, Da-Lite
as
manager c
screen,
Brenkert projection and has announced that Bausch & Lomb
lamps, Baldor generator, Seamloc Optical Co., manufacturers of thou- Scranton branch, becoming secretary an
general manager, 1919-27.
Formed Inter
carpet, and U. S. Air Conditioning. sands of dollars worth of defense
The Tropic Theater, Fairfax, Minn., equipment, has applied for another national Theater Accessories Corp., Servici
on Sound Corp., Sales on Sound Corp., Net
received a Da-Lite screen and RCA certificate of necessity, asking special tax privileges on additions, to York, 1928; merged in 1939 with S.O.J
sound.
Company is currently working on production facilities made for de- Cinema Supply Corp., which also acquire
Consolidated Theater Supply Corp., an
orders from more than a score of fense work.
Coxsackie Mfg. Corp., at same time. Promi
stands in the Minnesota and sur-

The local State
damaged b" fire cinema to be opened outside the busiearlier this month, is repairing damness section on the West Side. J. Ebb
age. Blaze started on stage and gutDuncan is manager.
Milltown, Ind.
Theater, severely

CORNER—"

—

mechanical conditioning refrigerating machine, cooling and dehumidifying coils, circulating blowers, and
evaporative condenser are combined
in one integrally related assembly.

War

—

Cincinnati Fire destroyed the Viv,
Corbin, Ky., operated by Louis Mer-

Quincy,

"IN THIS

Against Hot Weather

(Continued from Page 1)

"black
hidden
trained
treated

Y.

USAirCo Markets New Unit
Described

Makes Bow Tonight

Friday, February 28,
DAILY

to

Be Rebuilt

Newark, Ark.

— The Royal Theater,

nent

in

i

industry, civic and fraternal affair!

Has two
Margery

daughters,

Judith

Ann,

10,

am

Isabel, 4.

Sets Cape Elizabeth House
Boston Leon P. Gorman, veterai
operator of theaters in New England

—

is to construct a new 1,200-seat the
ater in Cape Elizabeth, Me. Gormai
owns the Cape and Cameo Theater:
in Cape Elizabeth at the presen

time.

which burned recently, will be re- To Start Conn. Theater
Waterbury, Conn. Fred Quatran<
built in the near future. Plans have
been drawn by an architect connected of the Lido here has a permit t<
with the National Theater Supply build a 700-seat theater in Newing
Co., it is announced.
ton, Conn., digging to start March

—

j

W

February 28, 1941

riday,

Names Harrington

jE

EQUIPMENT NEWS
Mil

SMPE's Coast Solons Get Eye

—and Earful

Albuquerque

lo

Get

Of Kodachrome at Goldivyn Studios Meeting

lir-Cond. Sales Mgr.

West Coast Bureau
Hollywood

(Continued from Page 1)

Rainbault, manager,
P.
hich further designates new sales
actions and other changes in the
loomfield organization.
Rainbault
appointed manager on January
ucceeding S. M. Crocker, who was
r
ected a

i

.
;

a

G-E

separate sales sections.

Joe Hornstein, president of Joe
Hornstein, Inc., reports that Brenkert projection has been installed by
his organization in Kridel's Mayfair,
Newark, and orders from the Weiss'
Gramercy, New York, and Plaza,
South Jamaica, for Karagheusian
carpets have been filled.

ft

3

ea
;-i
ip

;:.

;jj

'"

•*
1,1

'•j

>*
.'•
'

"[

Its

room coolers, store coolers,
efrigerators of the commercial type,
ir circulators, and ventilators. The
.ontractor and industrial sales secion, under S. Martin, Jr., will have
he responsibility for the sale of all
ondensing units, evaporators, evaprative condensers, coils, and central
oolers,

equipment.
Rainbault also announced the apointment of Frank H. Faust as comiercial engineer of the entire deartment, and that of E. B. McClellant

ind as assistant sales manager. The
itter will be in charge of field op'rations and distributor relations. In

absence of the manager, J. E.
tosik will henceforth be in charge
f the air conditioning and commerial refrigeration department.
ie

Imperial Steady Power generator.
Raytone screens were also furnished to Josephson's World, New
York, and to two Randforce nouses,
the Supreme and Ridgewood, both
Brooklyn.
in
The Elite Circuit

—

B & L

bought

rectifiers,

as

Ninth Theater

Albuquerque is to have a new
motion picture theater as Seventh
and Central. L. Puccini, who will
erect the building, has leased the
property to Claude Graves. The theater, which will open between May
15 and June 1, will be of modern
Spanish architecture and will seat

Columbia Hall Will Not
Compete with Exhibs.

Joe Hornstein Reveals
Numerous Current Jobs

The automatic heating sales secIdeal chairs have been sold to the
ion, under L. H. Hcbson, will be reSt. James, St. James, L. I., and to
ponsible for the sale of all oil and Baker-Strausberg's Main Street Theas heating sales throughout the ater, Flushing, L. I. The latter house
The cooling equipment also purchased a Raytone screen,
Ajlountry.
ales section, headed by C. M. Row- Motiograph projector, Brenkert Enmd, will supervise the sale of water arc lamps, Karagheusian carpet and
;:r

THE FILM DAILY

vice-president.

Harrington has been connected
'ith General Electric air conditionlg and automatic heating activities
rom their inception, and his early
ssignments on the development of
n automatic oil furnace led directly
d the formation of the department,
which he has served in various
1
ngineering and sales capacities.
Inder the new arangement he will
jpervise distribution and policy matrs,
and under him will operate

,!.Jnree

of

and demonstrations of improvements in Kodachrome
film held attention at meeting of Pacific Coast Section of Society of Motion
Picture Engineers held on Tuesday night at Samuel Goldwyn Studios.
Roy S.
Leonard of Seattle exhibited a Kodachrome picture he produced showing the
city power development of Skagit River watershed.
Carroll Dunning described
the production of Kodachrome duplicates by Dunningcolor Laboratories; and
paper by L. R. Martin, of Eastman Kodak Co., titled "The Motion Picture as a
Tool in Science and Engineering" was accompanied by demonstration reels.

John

y

— Discussions

900 persons when finished.
The building will occupy what is
Louisville Purchase by the City now a vacant lot directly across
of Louisville for "slightly more than Central Ave. from the Masonic Tem$200,000" of Columbia Hall for use ple. It will be 50 by 142 feet in size
as a soldier-civilian recreation cen- and two stories in height. It will be
ter is announced by Aldermanic Pres- of steel, concrete and hollow tile conident and Acting Mayor Andrew struction. The exterior will be stucBroaddus. Renovation work will be- coed with tile wainscoting at the
bottom of the walls. The plans for
gin immediately, he said.
Columbia Hall's theater has been the theater include a balcony which
used frequently in past months for will be built later to increase seating capacity.
One corner of the
legits and several films.
Broaddus said, however, "we don't structure will be rented for a store
intend to operate the theater in com- location. J. B. Burwinkle, architect,
petition with others.
Everything has designed the building.
shown or staged there will either be
Claude Graves, who will manage
for and by soldiers, or one of our the new theater, operates the Coroown municipal amateur groups. nado Theater in the 100 block on
There will be small charges for such S. First. Before coming to Albuaffairs, but we want it known the querque, Graves operated theaters in
city isn't in the theatrical business." Boulder, Colo., for seven years.

—

did

Cohen's Starr, Rheinbeck, N. Y.,
which also got Brenkert Senarc
lamps.
Hornstein's organization is modernizing the Empress, New York;
furnishing equipment for the new
"Fantasia" units, including Brenkert
projectors,

heavy bases, Enarc lamptreated lenses and

B & L

houses,

miscellaneous accessories.
The Clinton Point, Clinton, N. J.,
has ordered chairs reupholstered and

new Kargheusian
huford Launches Prospect
Colonial Heights, Va.
Jesse F.
huford will start immediately on

—

construction of a 450-seat theawhich will be operated by
eighborhood Theaters, Inc., of Richlond.
Building will be in Colonial
/illiamsburg design and cost ap'
roximately $40,000. A. 0. Budina,
m
rchitect for Neighborhood Theaters,
lys that the house will be ready
y the middle of June.

carpet, Motiograph
projection,
Brenkert
lampH-I
louses, and miscellaneous equipment

has gone out to Neil Hellman's
Drive-In, Colonie, N. Y.

new

,ie

;r

«

here,

Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of
equipment manufactured by:

F orFLAGSBANNERS—
VALANCESSome

J^S

—
MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.

IT'

CHARLES ROSS
333

W. 52nd

St..

New York

Inc.
City

may enjoy carrying around
own heads all the worries of the
Not so, smart showmen. Worries

folks

world.

—

—

be delegated, they delegate to
people willing and able to take responsibility. To keep projection room equipthat can

LIEBERMAN

Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given
Let Us Enlighten You on
Lighting Problems

ment in the pink of condition, they know
they need engineers, so they take Altec
service
sound service and booth parts

in their

Hollywood, California

Your

RELAX"

ME,

way

to re-

lax: save all your energies for the

prime

service.

Take

this time-tested

job of showmanship.

Change

to Altec.

Flag and Valance Co.
71

FIFTH AVENUE,

646
8954

N.

Michigan

Gibson

NEW YORK,

Ave.,

Street,

Los

Chicago,
Angeles,

N. Y.

Illinois

Calif.

250 West 57th

Street,

New

York City

Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

CHANGE TO ALTEC SERVICE

•

A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER

EQUIPMENT NEWS

•

8

Friday, February 28,

EQUIPMENT

Far East Equip. Biz

RCA Announces New

FIELD NOTES

Registers Big Gain

In-Car Loudspeaker

Schine Circuit has renewed an agree-

Far East including the Federated
Malay States, Straits Settlements,
New Zealand, and Australia has
shown a remarkable increase during
the past few months, according to
R. E. Warn, assistant manager of
the Western Electric Co. of Aus-

Theater business throughout the

THE

ment under which Altec Service provides

'

sound

and

replacements,
to 117
Schine houses.
The deal was negotiated
by Guy Selmser and Bert Sanford for Altec.
plus

service,

repairs

complete

theater

*

inspection,

*

*

—

—

New

tralia, who has just returned to
of Washington, D. C,
York after a five-year assignment in
has taken over operation of the recently
opened Gem Theater, Petersburg, Va. the Orient.
Equipment business there, he says,
House, seating 425, is now under the
personal management of John G. has more than doubled in many reVaughn, formerly at the Booker T. gions, particularly in the Netherlands
East Indies. The upswing began in
Richmond.
*
*
*
Java early in 1940 spreading to SuOut in Fordyce, Ark., remodeling of a matra and adjacent territories progressively.
theaters are going
store building which will house a new K.
up in both Batavia and Madam. ThaiLee Williams Co. film house got under way
land, despite political reorganization,
recently.
has also felt the increase, where in
*
*
*

Abe Lichtman

Brown Supply Co., of St. Louis, Mo.,
have been appointed a distributor for
General Electric fans and heating de-

Robert H. Unseld, for the past six years
with Bell & Howell, has been named advertising manager of that company.
*
*
*

The State Theater, Sycamore, III.,
under management of E. Mettinger, is
having a fine new front installed. Business in that sector has been improving
consistently.
*

*

*

Marcel Mekelburg of the Fine Arts Products & Distributing Co. of Boston is seeking
a permit for an open air movie theater in
Billerica, Mass.
*
*
*

A new

theater,

unnamed

as yet, is

being erected at Eighth Ave. and 19th
St., New York, to be operated by the

M & M Amusement Co.,

of which Morprexy. Latter has signed
Photophone for sound
equipment and three years' service for
the house.

Jacobson
with RCA

ris

is

*

*

*

Schwartz is planning to remodel and
enlarge his 400-seat Parkway, Bridgeport,
within the next few weeks, adding some
Reseating and redecorating are
200 seats.
Phil

also scheduled.

*
//

was

sorta

*

"old

*

home week"

re-

a 15-ft. heavy weatherproofed cable
to the plug-in receptacles of the
Drive-In theaters.

Phil Isley, prexy of the compai
bearing his name, is busy preparit.
important feature of the new for the opening of his new Granai
unit is a volume control which per- Theater, Brownwood, Tex.
mits patrons to regulate volume to
*
*
*

An

their

liking.

knob

is

The volume

control

Two new theaters are under construct!)
atop the speaker in
Ohio, to be operated by compani
housing, making it convenient for
headed by M. White, who is interested
operation whether the speaker is
a number of situations in that state.
Tl
hung on the right or left hand door. 900-seater building at Dayton is to
New
be knov
This location also affords maximum as the Da-Vue,
while the 714-seat hou
nrotection for the volume control. in
Cincy will be named the Ridge Theatc
Musical reproduction is excellent, and
*
•
*
Bangkok a new de luxe house, the speech is clear and crisp at all volHenry Rosinsky is bringing his 90
Patanakorn, will open soon.
This ume levels, observers state.
seat New Broadway Theater, Philadt
theater will seat approximately 2,000
Freedom from damage and efficient
and will boast technical facilities the operation under all weather condi- phia, up to date with installation
equal of any in the United States. tions are assured by the special High Fidelity RCA Photophone sour
New Simplex E-7 projectors, a metal-sheathed weatherproof plug equipment and a theater turntable f\
Walker screen, high-intensity lamps, which has been developed for the record reproduction.
*
*
*
curtain controls, and a full comple- cable end.
The cable also has a
The Roxy Theater in Petersburg, V;
ment of accessories, all of American quickly adjustable slack-takeup declosed for some time, will get interior r
manufacture, are now being installed, vice and a car bumper fastener.
modeling plus a new front. New seats ai
Warn said.
Overall diameter of the speaker booth equipment will
be installed. Openii
Following a brief rest in New York housing is 8 in., and depth is 5 in. will take place in a few weeks under ma
City, he makes stop-overs in Wash- The loudspeaker hangs equally well agement of Neighborhood
Theaters, Inc.
ington, D. C, and Houston, Texas, on the glass of the car door and on
*
*
*
prior to sailing for New Zealand late the door will itself, making it posMidwest Theater Supply Co. ha-\
sible for the patron to operate the
in April.
loudspeaker with the door glass in installed Brenkert lamps, RCA soun
any position.
Both the hanging International chairs and Mohawk cc
Cornwell Gets Contract
bracket and the back of the unit are pets in the recently rebuilt Liberti
Whitesville, owned by Stephen Lan
Ft. Meyers. Fla.
Contract for the rubber cushioned to protect paint
The housing is painted and which has been destroyed by fit
new $67,000 Edison Theater has been finishes.
*
*
*
awarded to M. M. Cornwell, local con- brown, with a crackle finish.
Northwest
Theater
Co. of San Francis
tractor. This is a Sparks house and
f
is making quick headway on its new Klama
he architect is Rov A. Benjamin,
Da-Lite to Expand
Falls, Ore., stand.
House will operate
•Jacksonville.
It will be a 700-seat
Chicago The Da-Lite Screen Co. the Tower.
house.
*
*
*
is planning an addition to its plant
at 2722 N. Pulaski St. A two-story
Also out of New Mexico comes wo\
New Gets
Sound
building will be erected to take care that redecoration and remodeling of t,
Punta Gorda, Fla.
New RCA of the expanding business of the Silco Theater has started. When cor
sound reproducing equipment has company. A new catalog is now be- pleted, the house will be complete
been installed in the New Theater, ing prepared and will be ready for streamlined, according to Manager
according to L. V. Desguin, manager. the trade in the near future.
W. Ward, Glatz and Tryon of Denv)
are in charge of the lobby and interii
The Silco, along with
decorating.
Sol here, and El Cobre, Santa Rita, an
the Tejo, Hurley, are operated by Sil*
Theaters, Inc., affiliated with Gibralt\
Enterprises, and are under the manau
located

—

—

RCA

—

SHOWMAN HINTS-By Showmen

I

*

*

the

Com-

*

Reported opening of the 700-seat
Joe Faith's Bristol, Conn.,
house, has been delayed. Opening was
Bristol,

set originally for

*

The Army
1,000-seat

is

mid-February.
*

*

opening the

theaters

Battle Creek, Mich.

at

first of

Fort

two new

Custer,

near

ceived the same care as the marquee.
Of equal importance in conjunction with
the above paragraph, all advertising displays
should receive the same attention as any
other branch of the operation, the signs
should be dusted and cleaned thoroughly
and refurbished when necessary, especially
those signs or displays that may be exposed
to the weather.
The lobby of any theater in my opinion
is your "front man" and with that thought

ment of Ward,
Silver City.

who

have installed at the Rivoli and that is a
systematic check-up every 15 minutes, in
which every part of the house is covered
thoroughly. At strategic points in the house
we have printed forms, on which the person jots down the condition and initials the
same. If anything needs or demands immediate attention it is reported to the manager
on duty who immediately takes prompt action. Otherwise the reports are collected at
the end of each day.

is

*

New

Simplex

stalled

N.

in

mayor

I

*
have been
Theater, Farmingtc]

Allen

the

also

projectors

I

I

is

PROSCENIUM
CHATTER

A new in-car loudspeaker for
Drive-In theaters, featuring light- DILL HAY is planning to build a new f
weight, excellent frequency response, '' theater in Charlestown, Ind., locale
and rugged construction, has been the new powder plant which the du PoT
developed by RCA Photophone. The interests are constructing. Some wag hi
loudspeaker hangs inside the door suggested as a name for the theater!
of the car, and connects by means of Powderhorn.

cently at the Cincy offices of Altec, with
arrival of L. J. Kraft, Columbus engineer, and B. P. Schroeder, located at
By JAMES C. DUNN
Louisville. Latter dropped off to make
Manager,
Rivoli Theater, New York
Esquire
Theater.
at
the
a Power survey
P. F. Thomas, Altec credit manager
have always placed special emphasis on in the back of my mind,
have always infrom the Detroit offices was 'nother the cleanliness and the care of the outside sisted upon our inside lobby being immacuvisitor and joined Bill Connor, local of the theater; first the marquee is always late at all times, holding the various attaches
manager, for a swing round the dis- well lit, with no bad lamps, painted at least of the house responsible.
trict, calling on various exhibs.
once a year, more often if deemed necesA helpful suggestion which think might
*
*
*
sary.
Next, outside signs have always re- benefit other theater men is a system we
Soon to open in Orem, Utah,
munity Theater.

1*

i

M.
*

*

*

The new Oakley Theater

in Chi. h\
the equipment fin
who participated in the project we
WhiteWay Signs; Iron Fireman C<
Hans R. Teichert, interior decoratin
O'Brien, electrical wot
Goldberg
Barthel, theater equipmei
Guercio
Edward P. Steinberg was architect a,
H. Kaplan Co. the builders.
*
*
*

opened.

Among

&

&

T. Jagmin, Detroit theater decorator,
redecorating the East Detroit Theater, Ei
Detroit, for Jeff Williams.

\

Ws Opposition grabbed Warners

le's
te'll

first!)

got 'Strawberry Blonde' against

him now. Next

have to buck Errol Flynn in 'Footsteps in the Dark'!

Then he's got to play against Robinson, Ida Lupino and
iarfield in

»dds he'll

Jack London's 'Sea Wolf!

You can

have Warners next season! -But

lay good

who

won't?

Friday, February 28, 19'

{•Aouiy

RKO

Theater

Will Consider Tele

Detroit

Commercialization

Sues UDT, 5 Majors
(Continued from Page

(.Continued from Page 1)
criticism and suggestions by parties
at the hearing. All parties desiring
to appear are requested to file with
the Commission their intention on

March 15.
The question of opening

televis-

commercialization will be
discussed at the hearing. One proposed rule of particular interest to
the industry reouires that all motion picture film employed in a
television broadcast must be briefly
described as such at the beginning
Other proposed
of the proeram.
rules provide that no ners^n shall
own more than one television station that would serve substantially
the same area as another television
station owned by the same person;
licen^rs will be for a one year period; licensees shall maintain a regular program for a total of five hours
per day except Sundays.

1)

and United Detroit Tn!

tributors
aters.

believed by some here that
the first case in which an affilia
of a major company has broueht a
tion against other major distri
tors and an affiliated circuit.
Named in the suit, aside fr
UDT, are Paramount, Univers;
It is

T

or before

WHAT

•

•

•

to

ion

/

Out

Columbus, Ohio, on Sunday, Feb.

in

panied by his wife

visited

With his blind master,
he was unable

and

Showman,

wou'.d you do. Mister

who

munity's most prominent citizens

tickets

started

was

too,

and much
to

,

a case

like this?

.one of the com-

accom-

blind

Warner
theaters in that city

Well, his

usher that he

the

money was refunded

had driven

'cause he

NOW

aforementioned

this

V\

into

Columbus

gentleman's

"seeing-eye"

'Topper' Trade

Announced

Show Datcl

for 15 Cities

Dates for trade shows on H|
Roach's "Topner Returns" h^ve be^
Period betwe<|
set in 15 cities.
M^rch 10-15 has been designated \
United Artists as Topper Trade Sho

•

Time when

been informed

corner has

Columbia and Unit

without which

dog

The sightless gentleman purchased

dismay

Bros.,

Artists.

attend that theater

•

•

in
_.

totally

is

of the

T
•

.

and was informed by

in

to his

16,.

his "seeing-eye"

about

get

to

one

could not be admitted with his dog

primarily

is

T

T

the

that

accompanies

dog

ilies

exhibitors and their far
will be invited to see the pi

ture.

In Kansas City the picture will
seen on March 10 at the Lindber*
Theater. Next day screenings ha'l
been arranged for the Fine Ar^s. D
1

Miramar Making Twelve
Shorts on National Defense
THE FILM DAILY
Miramar Pictures is

Wes* Coast Bu-eau of

Hollywood

—

a series of 12 one-reel subiects dealing w'th national defense.
The fi v st two, "Forward March" and

making

"Let Us Unite" have b°en completed.
Governor Olson of California furnished the introductory remarks for
both subjects, with Knox Manning
C. P. LeRoy
doing the narration.
Jackman is producer and director.
Miramar h^s opened offices at

Talisman studios.

Mocfadden Resigns as Prexy
Bernarr Macfadden yesterday annrunced his resignation as president
of Macfadden Publications to be succeeded by 0. J. Elder, former advertising director cf Liberty Magazine.
Macfadden will continue as editorial
consultant.

V. C. Card for Jesse Jones
WaMngton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Jesse Jones, Secretary of Commerce, will be presented
with a geld honorary membership

—

card in the Variety Club at a luncheon at the Willard Monday. Carter
Barron and Nate Golden are in
charge.

W

.

Guessed Right

J.

in

—

There
show bus'ness.

Toccoa, Ga.

new

is

W.

someth'ng
J.

Collins

the Ritz Theater, was so impressed with Metro's "The Philadelphia Story" that he offered to buy
admissions for the Atlanta showing of
the pic and give them to native Toecans as an inducement to get them

of

to go to Atlanta to see the film.
Collins,

return

figured

to

Toccoa

they would
walking, ta'king

that

ads for the film, soon to be shown
at his house.

They

master in

his

the latter's travels

all

always permitted in

eral

is

manner

of

and

hotels, restaurants

Why

other public places

Columbus stands do

all

shouldn't they be allowed in a

Well, the answer

theater?

and that the pair

is

that they are

in fact sev-

and we have been assured

so

-film

of the

After examining the evidence

fact by first-hand sources there

the cause of the blind man's banishment appears perfectly

namely, that either

clear

or failure

inflexibility of rule

determined the action
taken
comparatively few "seeing-eye" dogs in
the entire nation
and it seems that any so-called "hard and
fast" rule might be dispensed with in case of an occasional
emergency such as this
Too, it seems that good judgment
should come forward in film theater attaches
for we've seen
so many instances of good judgment in the management of theaters
that we know positively that there is no famine of that
commodity
Furthermore, one of the greatest virtues of the
entertainment world
is that its members everywhere
are given to aiding the unfortunate
and understanding much
better than any of its contemporary industries
when and
Messrs. Showmen, how about
how to dispense such aid
making it a RULE (with no exceptions) that "seeing-eye" dogs
are admitted to your houses in company of their masters who
in comparison with which a shuttered
live in a darkness
to

properly

appraise
There are

theater

is

the

a blazing sunlight arc

T
•

•

•

bird" matinee

situation

DOWN
was

T

in Houston, Tex.,

T
a brand new

successfully executed

for the

twist to the "early

"So Ends Our Night"

engagement at Loew's Theater there
Manager Francis Deering
and Frank Bruner, UA's representative pulled the extra-revenue stunt
A special breakfast premiere was arranged for 6 a.m. the day the opus
as well as
and newspaper ads plugged the showing
cpened
• Our
news stories, radio, and special 'windows at Henke & Pillot.
temporarily-absentfrom filmland solon, Oscar Serlin, must be delighted
enjoyed in Boston by "Life
wiih the tremendously successful run
Wi'.h Father"
Yep, 22 weeks is a long time in Beantown
Immediately after March 3, "Father" moves from
or any other town
down to Philadelphia's Walnut St. Theater
its New England venue
in
We predict that it will create another brilUant b.o. quake
.

the

Quaker City

did.

?<r

« «

w

v*

.

troit;

Tower, Milwaukee: Fox Boul

Esquire,
vard, Los Angeles;
£J
Louis; Whitney, New Haven; Broal
way, Denver, and the Uptown, Bo
ton.
On March 12 the picture
be screened at the Cedar-Lee. Clev
land, and the Rhodes, Atlanta.
Chicago's nreview will be at tl
Esquire on March 13, with othe
1" ter in the week at Shea's Niagar
Buffalo; Carolina. Charlotte, and tl
Rocsevelt, Des Moines.

w

"Tonight Belongs To Us"

To Star Loretta Young
West Coast Bwcau

Hollywood

of

THF FILM DJUW

— Loretta Youner will

li

the feminine star and Gregory Ratcl

produce and direct Columbhl
"Tonight Beloners to Us," schedule!
to go before the cameras in mill
April. Film is ba=ed on Lady Elean<|
will

Smith's novel, "Ballerina."

Metro Buys

Two

West Coast Bu-eau of

—

Stories

THE FILM DAII

Metro has bougl
Hollywood
"Men from the Citv" bv Maurv Gr:
shin and "Enemy Within" by J. Wal
Robe!
ter Ruben and Wells Root.
Sinclair will direct "Men from til
City" in which Rrbert Sterlinl
Marsha Hunt, Virginia Weidler ar|
Fay Holden will be seen. Guy Tro|
per is preparing the scenario. Ricll
ard Rosson will direct "Enemv Witll
in" with W. R. Burnett writing tr"
Charles Winninger has be<
script.
engaged for a role.

WEDDING

;

BELLS

—

Marriage
Crown, Point, Ind.
Maurice McKenzie, former executh
assistant to Will H. Hays, MPPD
prexy, and Nellie Stone was solemi
ized here.

I

\?e

/

\

l

m

A

If

ever a picture was
to

Make Money,

That Hamilton

.

ii^siss;

made

it's

Woman!

N^

F

HE KIND OF PICTURE THAT HAS

1

,000

,— ?£

43

,000,000'-

^

THE PICTURE BUSINESS GREAT..

.

.

a heaven-sent piece of casting which brings together the

world's most publicized couple in a hit that's big and exciting

not only in

you from
its

romance but

its

its first

in

great story idea

stirring production

paign that will bring

.

it

.

whole plan ox profit for

its

.

.

through every phase of

to the hard-hitting

to your

marquee

ALEXANDER KORDA

promotional cam-

in a blaze of glory.

presents

9?;men

<^aan renee

LEIGH

OLIVIER

*JAa£ tMcmwltcm

Me<mwm./

Directed by Alexander Korda

with

ALAN MOWBRAY

•

SARA ALLGOOD

•

GLADYS COOPER

Original screenplay by Walter Reisch and

Released thru

R.

•

HENRY WILCOXON

C. Sherriff

UNITED ARTISTS

t

tJvl€&@ *jt€l/t&

attracted an unprecedented

rush of newspaper correspondents to Hollywood
to

watch their news-mamn^ performances under

the personal direction of Alexander Korda, work-

X

ing for tne first time with tne unlimited facilities

of American production close at nana. Hundreds
of full pages in black and white and in color nave

been

I

lie.se

journalists'

tbe importance of

advance publicity tribute to

THAT HAMILTON WOMAN!

—

-I«^^

Friday,

February 28, 1941

Wins Academy's Award for Best Direction

Ford
Special

1&R&5

Awards

iff Hi

Won by

National Daylight Saving

Bob Hope, Col. Levinson;
1,200 Attend Banquet

By New Yorh

With the Wind," released by M-G-M,
"Rebecca" also won the
1939.
Oscar for the best black and white
aoematography.
^The 1940 Academy awards were
made last night before a crowd estimated at more than 1,200 in the
Biltmore Bowl in Los Angeles. Walter Wanger, president of the Academy, presided, with Bob Hope acting
Attendance was the
emcee.
es
largest in the Academy's history and
a great crowd estimated at many
thousands flocked about the Hotel to
catch a glimpse of film notables.

[in

of ballots cast was not announced but 12,000 were mailed out.

Number

Thalberg memorial
Irving
award was given this year.

No

|

of New York, launching a move for uniform daylight
the U. S., is sending a representative to Washington to confer with
members of Congress, the National Defense Commission and other agencies,
it was announced yesterday by President John Lowry.
Association proposes a national daylight savings law as an important factor in
the defense program, pointing out that England, Canada, Germany, France and
Italy have adopted year-round daylight saving as a war measure.

screenplay, and Preston Sturges'
Para, production, "The Great McGinty," for the best original screenplay.
Best scoring award went to Alfred Newman for 20th-Fox's "Tin
Pan Alley"; best original score to
Leigh Harline, Paul J. Smith and
Ned Washington for Walt Disney's
"Pinocchio." Harline and Washington also won
an' Oscar for
the best song

in

"The Phila1 p h i a

M-G-M won

t

jmith
to

i

o

n

Goes

;on." An Os^ar for the
oest performance by an

JOHN FORD
aer work in
Foyle."
Best

formance was

RKO

went

to Ginger
Rogers for

Radio's "Kitty
supporting actor pervoted to Walter Bren-

aan fcr his role in Samuel Goldwyn's
production
of
"The Westerner,"
which
released.
Brennan twice

UA

won

this same award
for "Kentucky" in 1938 and "Come
and Get It" in 1936.
Jane Darwell

oefore has

won the award for the best supporting actress performance for her work
in
Twentieth Century-Fox's "The
Grapes of Wrath."
John Ford was winner of the best
lirection award for "The Grapes of
Wrath."

—

the
awards
best cartoon,

.

Washing-

actress

subject

pro-

Stewart won
he actor performance in
1939 for "Mr.

Ford won the 1935 award

—

i

'

Rosalind Russell

for cine-

matography;
Quentin Rey-

scientific

and

Three

in

Weeks

"The

Way"

Wanger
DARRYL

F.

ZANUCK

Wink,"

—

UA

Technical Awards

tional

Today
release

is the picture's nadate but as yet no
for a premiere have

^reparations
been made.
Welles is said to be confident that
the way has been paved for an early
release but will not comment on the
result of his discussions with Gec'ee
J. Schaefer, RKO president, during
f he latter's ouick trip
to New York
last week-end.
Whether the picture will have its
first showing in New York or be
given a test showing at advanced
admission prices out of town has
not been determined, inasmuch as
possible legal repercussions due to
the picture's theme may be encountNational magazines are carered.
rying advertising on "Citizen Kane,"
copy having been placed for publication about this time of the month.
Meanwhile, Welles' second picture

RKO

is

beino: prepared.

Scripts

were received from the Coast yesterday and an art director is to be

and remarks to the broadcast speech by
the best one- President Roosevelt which was rer e e 1 e r , ceived at the Biltmore Bowl over a
"Quicker'n a two-way radio.
At the conclusion
DAVID O. SELZNICK
a of the President's address, Bette
Pete Smith specialty.
Davis voiced the thanks of the asThe Academy's special awards semblage in behalf of the film inwent to Bob Hope for providing the dustry, while Wanger voiced assurmost unusual work in pictures for ance that the industry would conthe year, and to Col. Nathan Levin- tinue its support of national defense.
son fcr his work in mobilizing the
Metro had three features listed
industry for the making of defense among this year's Academy awards
films for the use of the Army.
in some classification
"The Philahad 20 entries in the finals for delphia Story," "Pride and Prejuthe awards; M-G-M and RKO had dice," "Strike Up the Band," besides
eight each; Warners, seven; 20th two
shorts,
"The Milky Way"
Century-Fox, four; Paramount, two, and "Quicker'n a Wink."
United
and Columbia, one.

(Continued from Page 1)

weeks.

for

awards.

made the inMilky troductory

had three features in the
list— "Rebecca," "The Thief of Bagdad" and "The Westerner." Paramount had three features "Arise
My Love," "The Great McGinty" and
"Northwest Mounted Police." Twentieth Century-Fox was represented
by two "The Grapes of Wrath" and
"Tin Pan Alley," and RKO by one,

assigned shortly.
Exteriors are to
be made in Mexico City and jungles
Inin other parts of the republic.
teriors are to be shot at the Holly-

wood

studio.

Para., Rep.

Buy

Stories

West Coast Bu-eau of

Hollywood

"War Town,"

a conscripstory by Sidney Biddell
will write the screen play. Fred

rights to
tion

emp

who

THE FILM DAILY

— Paramount has bought

MacMurray, Dorothy Lamcur and
Brian Donlevy are tentatively assigned to the leads.
Republic purchased "Hurricane Smith" by Charles
Booth as a vehicle for John Wayne
upon completion of his role in "Lady

from

New

Orleans."

Artists

—

Research council, with the approval of M. P. Academy awards committee, granted major award for
scientific or technical achievement
to 20th century-Fox Film Corp. for
design and construction of 20th Century-Fox's silenced camera, developed by Daniel Clark, Grover Laube, "Kitty Foyle." Warner Bros, short
subject, "Teddy, the Rough Rider"
Charles Miller and Robert W. Stevwon an Oscar for that organization.
ens; certificate of honorable men-

"The Informer."
Alexander Korda's "Thief of Bagfor
scientific
technical
or
lad" received four Oscars
for the tion
Jest color art direction, the best achievement to Warner Bros, art
;olor cinematography, the best spe- department and Anton F. Grot for
design and perfection of Warner
cial effects and the best photographic
Bros, water ripple and wave illusion
effects.
machine.
Other Awards
Wanger, in his introductory reParamount's "Arise My Love"
marks, praised the men who started
hvas voted the best original motion
the M. P. Academy, naming Louis
picture story with script by BenB. Mayer, the late Douglas Fairiamin Glazer and John S. Toldy, the
banks, Sr., Conrad Nagel and Fred
atter the pen name of a refugee
Niblo.
vhose parents still live in one of the
Presentation of Awards
lictator countries.
Donald Ogden
Stewart's "Philadelphia Story" was
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
iccorded honor for the best written made the acting awards for the
for

Levinson;

two short technical

Story," an
d u c

Academy; Mervyn LeRoy for best
production and direction; B. G. DeSylva for the music awards; Bob Hope
for short subjects; Wanger presented the special award to Bob
Hcpe and General Morborgne to Col.

—

d e

M-G-M

1

nolds handed
out the Os"When You cars to the
Wish Upon a writers, and
Star" from Col.DarrylF.
Zanuck the
"Pinocchio."

James Stewart was awarded the
palm for the best performance by

work

Open

in

Best Player Performances

an actor for his

Kane" May

Citizen

City Merchants Association

Merchants Association

saving

(Continued from Page 1)

[

Law Proposed

—

"Yearling" Starts Next Mon'h
Wcs+ Coast Bu-eau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Metro will start the
cameras grinding on "The Yearling,"
Spencer Tracy vehicle, within four
weeks. Story is from Margaret Kinnan Rawlings's highly popular novel.

—

Preparations for filming the story
will be begun next week at Ocala,
Fla., when a technical crew starts
South.
menagerie of animals will
be shipped to Ocala later.

A

Love Succeeds Bandy
Jimmy Durante's Father Dies
Dallas A. W. Love has been
Bartolomeo Durante, father of the
named as adsales manager for the stage and screen comedian. Jimmy

—

20th-Fox branch here. Love, a poster Durante, died yesterday at Midtown
clerk at the exchange, succeeds Bob Hospital at the age of 92.
Jimmy
Bandy, resigned.
Durante flew here from Hollywood to
be at his father's b3dside.
Capitol, Lebanon, Sold

—

GWTW

at 44-75c In Chi.
Lebanon, Pa.
Capitol Theater
opened for anChicago
Building has been sold by Louis Samler, of New York, and Samuel Sam- other extended Loop run at the B &
ler, of Philadelphia, to Abe A. Ull- K Roosevelt last nig'ht. with a price
range of 44 cents to 75 cents.
man, of Reading, for $75,000.

—GWTW

JEETER COULD

IF
"A

MEMORABLE MOTION

WILL BE A GREAT
YEAR ON THE SCREEN IF 1941
TURNS UP ANOTHER FILM AS
FINE AS 'TOBACCO ROAD'!"
PICTURE!

IT

— Howard
New

Barnes,

York Herald Tribune

LONG LAST AMERICA'S
MOST FABULOUS PLAY

"AT

'TOBACCO ROAD REACHES
1

UNDER THE
SOCKO PRODUCTION AND

THE SCREEN

ENTERTAINMENT STYLE OF

20TH CENTURY-FOX'S
DARRYL F. ZANUCK. THE

PIC-

EVEN MORE SENSATIONAL THAN THE PLAY!"
TURE

IS

— Jimmy

Starr, Los

Angeles

Evening Herald and Express

"THE BEST BLANKETY- BLANK
PICTURE SINCE 'THE GRAPES

OF WRATH

AND

'.

.

.

ABUNDANT

SIDE-SPLITTING

COM-

THE

TOPNOTCH

JEETER LESTER

OF THE LOT!"

EDY

.

.

.

— James Francis Crow,
Los Angeles Citizen -News

!

!

NLY READ
u

3

A BOXOFFICE NATURAL, FINELY
ACTED AND DIRECTED! ONE OF
FILMDOM'S BIGGEST PRE-SOLD

A 'MUST' BOOKING IN THE EYES OF ALL

ii

. . .

20™ CENTURY- FOX'S LONGAWAITED VERSION OF
'TOBACCO ROAD' SHOULD

PROPERTIES!

HELP SWELL THE HEALTHY

SHOWMEN! a

GROSSES ALREADY RUN UP
BY THIS MODERN MIRACLE

The Film Daily

PLAY! a

— Lee Mortimer,
New

"A MAGNIFICENT JOB OF
PICTURE-MAKING AND THEATRICAL ENTERTAINMENT! THAT

"I

THINK

IT'S

FINE!"

— Cecilia Ager, PM

WILL BE A PRODIGIOUS
MONEY-MAKER SEEMS UNQUESTIONABLE! "
_ Daily variety
IT

*/

York Daily Mirror

EARTHY, RICH, RACY AND

POWERFUL— 'TOBACCO ROAD'
COMES TO THE SCREEN WITH
TOP MONEY VALUES FOR THE
BOXOFFICE

a
Boxoffice Digest

And now he's
waiting for word
from miami where

"tobacco road"

opened

a

two-

theatre run yes-

terday— at the
lincoln and the
SURF!

3%t

V2

Anti-"5 Block"

Hearings Next

Bill

Week

$215,000,000 tor Production

Friday, February 28, 194

Rep. Will Complete

Theatrical FilmTBudget at $144,577,050
THE FILM DAILY at $43,051,733 in 1939 compared
Washington — Annual production with $35,574,879 in 1937. Cost of
budget of American motion picture contract work was $3,644,889 in 1939
studios now exceeds $215,000,000, and $7,012,657 in 1937.
Other exaccording to the Bureau of Census penses were listed at $29,891,244 for
which today released 1940 census 1939 and $15,602,742 in 1937.
figures covering the calendar year
Breakdown on Product
of 1939.
A breakdown on the product by
Both theatrical and non-theatrical
production are included in the $215,- kind and cost, and receipts for work
000,000 figure, it was learned. The- done during the year shows the folatrical embraces features and shorts lowing:
Theatrical films, total cost, $144,but not newsreels which the Census
Bureau classified as non-theatrical 577,050 in 1939 and $134,257,598 in
for unexplained reasons.
Non-the- 1937. The number of such negative
atrical includes advertising, educa- films in 1937 was 3,942 with data
Washington Bureau, of

Program by Aug. 10

-

(Continued from Page

1)

by the State Senate's General
Legislation Committee Wednesday
tion

of next week.

The House Committee to which the
bill was referred also plans a hearing on the measure Tuesday.
"Northwest plans to back these
bills

to the limit,"

ecutive

Fred Strom, ex-

secretary,

said

yesterday.

"However, the divorcement bill now
before the legislature and another
which would prohibit operation of
dime-in-the-slot movie machines in
beer taverns and places where hard tional and industrials, in addition to incomplete for 1939. Cost of $138,1939 and $126,039,177
liquor is sold, are not Northwest newsreels. Laboratory work and cost 161,477 for
for 1937.
Feature subjects, 3,000
Allied measures and this organiza- of prints are also covered in the
total
of
$215,000,000. feet or over, color process numtion will make no effort to secure production

We

intend to concentrate on bills which our Legislative Committee has indorsed."
their passage.

Fly-By-Night, Licensing Bills

Prepared by Northwest Allied
Minneapolis Two new bills drawn

—

by Allied Theater Owners of the
Northwest, one to stop the giving
of free shows in small towns and
other to regulate licensing of
picture houses, will be introduced in the Minnesota legislature
early next week, Fred Strom, executive secretary, announced yesterday.
The first measure hits at fly-bynight exhibitors who tour the hinterlands with a projector and batch
of film and gather contributions
from merchants for staging a free
entertainment either in a tent or a
the

new

village hall.
The bill would impose
a heavy license fee on such itinerants and would make their shows
subject to the same regulations as

govern theater operators throughout the state.
The second bill, now ready for introduction, would give governing
bodies of cities, towns and villages
in the state the right to demand that
public
interest,
convenience
and
necessity be shown before issuing
permits to build or licenses to operate any new theaters.

Casanave Contends Suit
Charges Lack Foundation
Charles Casanave yesterday declared there was no foundation for
the charges brought against him by
Herman Robbins and Toby Gruen of
National Screen Service in a civil
action involving the operation of National Screen Accessories
ican Display Co.

and Amer-

In a formal five-page statement,

Casanave charged conspiracy which
resulted in his being deprived of
"virtually all voice in the management and control of the corporations
and that Herman Robbins has in
effect taken over the entire control
of the corporations."

A suit brought by Casanave in
Westchester County asks for, among
other things, an injunction against
the "continuance of the conspiracy."

bered 27 with a cost of $14,356,442
in 1939 and 12 with a cost of $8,Black and white
777,149 in 1937.
numbered 493 with a cost of $117,830,011 in 1939 and 1,087 with a
cost of $112,043,405 in 1937.
Short subjects, under 3,000 feet
in length, color-process numbered
125 with a cost of $1,723,400 in 1939
and 92 with a cost of $1,194,095 in
$93,000,000 for Salaries
More than $93,000,000 was paid 1937. Black and white shorts numwith a cost of $4,024,out in executive, supervisory, cler- bered 2,751
528 in 1937 with 1939 data on numical and star salaries, representing
1939 cost, hownearly 50 per cent of all production ber incomplete. The
ever, was $4,251,624.
costs. Wages paid to skilled and unNon-Theatricals, $10,445,057
skilled manual labor amounted to
less than half of the salaries paid
Positive films, total cost, (excludto executives and creative talent.
ing cost of producing negatives)
Of the $215,664,929 total cost of was $6,415,573 in 1939 and $8,218,production,
pictures
produced in 421 in 1937.
Non-theatrical films,
California cost $186,848,971 and the total cost was $10,445,057 in 1939
amount expended in New York State and $5,715,977 in 1937. Under this,
was $18,059,670.
The report does advertising, color-process cost $960,not permit a determination of the 730 and black-and-white $742,150
average cost per negative because for 1939 with the 1937 figure re$38,301,356 represented investments ported at $4,539,515 for both clasin unfinished productions at the end sifications.
The 1937 advertising
of the year. The number of feature figure includes newsreels.
Educasubjects included 493 in black and tional, color-process cost $117,767
white and 27 in color.
and black-and-white $608,160 for
Approximately $6,000,000 was ex- 1939 with combined 1937 figure at
pended for short subjects, a substan- $320,680.
Industrial, color process,
tial increase over 1937; $6,415,573 cost $304,611
and black-and-white
was expended for positive prints, $1,844,845 for 1939 which combined
and nearly $4,500,000 for newsreels. 1937 figure $855,782. Newsreels in
1939 cost $4,440,895 and others $1,$2,100,000 for Industrials
toIndustrial films produced during 425,899. Unfinished productions,
the year cost more than $2,100,000, tal cost for 1939 was $38,301,356
Of this
compared with $855,782 two years and $33,074,784 for 1937.
$37,earlier, and educational films ex- theatrical films accounted for
panded to over $725,000 from $320,- 758,388 and non-theatrical films
$542,968 in 1939.
000 two years earlier.
Theatrical production accounts for
$144,577,050 of the latter.
The production budget's increase
through the years is cited by the
Census Bureau, which points out
that it stood at $77,000,000 in 1921,
$86,000,000 in 1923, $93,000,000 in
1925, $184,000,000 in 1929 and $197,000,000 in 1937.

Other figures show number of

es-

tablishments in 1939 were 178 compared with 83 for 1937; total number of persons engaged in industry
33,687 in 1939 compared to 32,398
in 1937 of which 9,635 were salaried officers and employes in 1939
and 13,060 in 1937 and 24,052 wage
earners (average for year) in 1939
Salaries and
and 19,338 for 1937.
wages totaled $139,077,063 in 1939
Of this,
and $139,551,080 in 1937.
salaries accounted for $93,341,137
in 1939 and $102,393,327 in 1937.
Wages accounted for $45,735,926 in
1939 and $37,157,753 in 1937. Cost
of studio supplies, containers for
films, fuel, and energy is reported

(

Co

ii

fin

ii

pd from Page 1)

terday at the Muehlebach Hotel wa
informed by Prexy James R. Graing
er.

For 1940-41, Republic listed 28 fea
tures and 30 Westerns; of the 51
D.'
30 already have gone out to exhi'
iibi
tors, Grainger declared. Yesterd;
session was devoted to a consid 3t
tion of the forthcoming 28 pix.
Among the pictures scheduled fo
early completion are "Sis Hopkins,
a De Luxe release starring Jud
Canova, with Bob Crosby and band
"Lady From New Orleans," starrin;
John Wayne with Ona Munson, an
Judy Canova's second De Luxe pre
duction

of

the

season,

"Puddir

Head."
"Rookies on Parade" On Apr. 15
"Rookies on Parade," featurin
Bob Crosby, is before the camera
and will be released about April U
"A Bachelor For a Day" and "Lov
Begins at Home," two features i
the Higgins Family series, are sched
uled for release on May 1 and Jul
20 respectively.
"County Fair," Smiley Burnette'
first starring vehicle, is also shootin
and is set for release about May
"A Gentleman from Missouri," on
of Republic's Weaver series is noi
in work and will be released on Ma
Another release scheduled fc
17.
mid-May is a musical productioi
'.

"Angels With Broken Wings," fee
turing Leni Lynn.
Autry Special on July 5
"Milkman's Matinee," a novelt
musical, based upon the all-night n
dio program, is scheduled for releas
on June 16 and Gene Autry's secon
Special Premiere production, "Dow
Mexico Way," budgeted at $500,001
will be released about July 5, whil
"Ice Capades," the last of the 4 D

Luxe productions
is

of the season, whic

announcer as a musical

spectacli

on July 15.
Among the western productions
work or in preparation are "Singin
Hills," "Under Fiesta Stars" an
"Old Faithful," starring Gene Autr
with Smiley Burnette and Mary Let
"In Old Cheyenne," "Sheriff of Torn!
stone," "Nevada City" and "Custer
Last Stand," starring Roy Rogei
with George "Gabby" Hayes an
Sally Payne; "Pals of the Pecos,
"The Old Spanish Trail" and "Gauch
of Eldorado," starring Robert Li\
ingston, Bob Steele and Rufe Davi
as the Three Mesquiteers; and "Tw<
Gun Sheriff," "Desert Bandit" an
"Kansas Cyclone," action westerr
starring Don "Red" Barry.
Republic's Midwest sales meetin
will continue through today. Graingc
and H. J. Yates will leave Kansa
City tonight for Atlanta to open th
Southern sales meeting there o
March 3. The Atlanta meeting wi
continue through March 4.
will be released

i

Receipts, total value, was $22,341,466 in 1939 and $24,692,999 in
1937.
Under this receipts for use
of studio facilities was $1,419,621
for 1939 and $5,907,131 in 1937. Receipts for laboratory work (including developing and printing) done
for others were $18,589,505 in 1939
and $15,317,921 in 1937. Value of
other work done was $2,332,340 in
1939 and $3,467,947 in 1937.
A breakdown of wage earners by
months shows that June was the
leading month for both 1939 and
1937 with 29,915 in June, 1939, and N. E. Unit to Meet Mar. 4
Boston Annual meeting of tb
21,335 in June, 1937. November was
the lowest month in 1939 with 20,- Independent Exhibitors, Inc., will tj|
970 and March in 1937 with 18,313. held here Tuesday.

—

REBECCA
}

ACADEMY AWARD FOR THE
BEST

PRODUCTION

OF

1940

WITH GRATITUDE TO
THE MAKERS
THE VOTERS

AND

David O. Selznick

14
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Pix Defense Support Lauded

Ent.

President's

Asks Arbitration

Academy

Talk Heard by Millions

Mass. Censor

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page

1)

which
operates
the
Forum Theater in Metuchen. N. J.,
filed his complaint against the five
consenting companies and three theaters in Plainfield. They are Paramount, Oxford and Strand.
Davis, former British circuit operator, declared that the Forum had
to follow the three Plainfield houses
and asked that the present clearance
arrangement be abolished.
Enterprises,

A

clearance case also

was

filed in

heard by many millions of listeners.
Speaking from the White House,
President Roosevelt stressed the con-

wherever it is imperiled by force
or terror.
Praises Newsreels' Defense Service

tributions of the industry in the
present national emergency, in what
is
interpreted as a reply to the
charges of Senator Burkton K.
Wheeler (D., Mont.) that the industry has fostered propaganda, for its
"great service" in acquainting the
public with the measures and its
objectives.
The full text of the
President's speech follows:
"Mr. Wanger, ladies and gentle-

"An all important factor in hemispheric defense is the lend-lease bill,
whose early enactment by the Congress we confidently anticipate.
It
is a pleasure here and now to acknowledge the great service which
the newsreels have performed in acquainting the public with all of the
implications of this measure as it
takes its way through the various
legislative stages.
Acceptance of
the task of co-operating with all the
Americas in defending the entire

Boston by Garbose Bros., operators
men:
of the York and Capitol Theaters in
"I am happy to greet the motion
Athol, Mass., asking that there be
picture industry of America, whose
no clearance between their houses
and those in Boston and Fitchburg. representatives are gathered from
far and near for the annual awards
dinner of the Academy of Motion
Exhib. Carelessness Delays
Picture Arts and Sciences.
"In these days of anxiety and
Filing of Arbitration Cases
world peri] our hearts and minds
Carelessness in preparing arbiand all of our energies are directed
tration forms is causing delays in
That objectoward one objective.
the filing of cases. Applications imtive is the strengthening of our naproperly filled out are returned to
Every day we reational defense.
the complainng exhibitors and a
lize that more and more things in
number of such instances have been
our life must be evaluated in just
brought to the attention of the
such proportion as they contribute

American Arbitration Association.
Exhibitors who wish to file com-

AAA

plaints, the
warns, should write
the full name of a defendant com-

pany and not the name as it is
popularly known. For example, Paramount Film Distributing Corp.
should not be written as just Paramount, the
advises, nor should
20th Century-Fox Film Corp. be
referred to as Fox.
Strict legal
procedure must be followed, it is

AAA

said.

Dunigan Quits

—

—

—

—

—

—

arenas and other public exhibitions
to post a "standing room only" sign
immediately after the available seats

had been sold out.
A $5,000 maximum penalty is provided for failure to post such notice
under the bill. It has been referred
to the

House

District

Committee.

implicit in our
is a nat-

—

Boston Film censorship in Mas
sachusetts is again up for legislativ
consideration, but even the propon
ents of the bill are not optimisti
as to its passage.

Proposed by Leo

Thomas

Sullivan an.

new

would,
pres
censorship laws, create the positio
of State Censor with an advisor;
board of three and would have ever;
film to be played within the stat
submitted to this board for appro
val, deletion or whatever change
might be deemed necessary.

Members

of the

legislative

The Film Daily

com

ural outgrowth of our good neighbor policy in our relations with the
other American republics.
Happily
for democracy, the Americas stand
forth today as a notable example of
international solidarity in a world

erty

likelihood the bill would be re
ported out of committee, but seeme>
to feel that it would have no actua
chance of passage in the House. Th
hearing has been set for March 12
with the provision being made tha
if the committee is still tied up wit'
other matters at that time it ma;

tion.

be further postponed.

which freedom and human libare threatened with extinc-

in

"We have

Our Government has

invited
vou to do your share of the job of
interpreting the people of the Western Hemisphere to one another. And
all of us in all the twenty-one American republics are grateful that your
response is so immediate and so
lics.

that

i:

all

Another measure

vitally affectin

theaters has been introduced" by Gee
T. Walsh. It would prohibit the prac
tice of some
theaters in sellin
blocks of tickets to organization:
charitable or otherwise and permit
ting these organizations to sell th
tickets at their

own

prices, usuall

with a rather stiff premium, the pre
ceeds going to the organization cor
cerned. Under the terms of Walsh
bill this would be prohibited and n
picture theater, theater nor agenc
would be permitted to sell ticket
for a price greater than that plair
ly marked on the tickets.

George Feinberg Among
Injured in Air Crash

—

Atlanta, Ga.
George Feinberf
vice-prexy of Dazian's, Inc., theate
textile dealers, 142 West 44th St
New York City, was injured when th
Eastern Air Line sleeper crashe
here early yesterday, killing seve
wholehearted.
and hurting two others known to th
"I do not minimize the importance
film industry. They were H. A. Lil
of the motion picture industry as the
tledale, assistant to the managin
most popular medium of mass en- editor of the New York Times, an
tertainment. But tonight I want to
his wife, Mrs. Clara S. Littledah
place the chief emphasis on the sereditor of Parents Magazine.
vice you can render in promoting
solidarity among all the people of
the Americas.
to Star in

Camera

"For

all

this

and for your splen-

did co-operation with all who are directing the expansion of our defense
In
forces, I am glad to thank you.

the weeks and months that

lie

ahead.

Washington, know we shall
have your continued aid and support."

we

in

Anti-V. S. Picture
Rome (By

—

—

Coca Cola, through theaters
vending machines.
Harold Piatt, a

tion of

brother of Nate Piatt of the B & K
Circuit, has charge of the Coca
Cola department.

—

Ministry of
Air Mail)
Culture and Propaganda is getting
ready to take a cinematic slap at
the U. S., and guess who's going to
star?

None other than

to " A Whiff of Heliotrope,"
Richard Washburn Child novel which
Para, filmed in 1920 as "Heliotrope"
and aeain in 1936 as "Forgotten
Faces."

J.

P. O'Neill, Jr., the
as related to any

mittee told

UBC Distributes Coca Cola
Small Buys Story from Para.
Chicago
The United Beverage
Hollywood
Edward Small has
purchased from Paramount screen Corp. has taken over the distriburierhts

Bill

plans for national defense,

—

U. S. Post
Lester C. Dunigan, chief of the
criminal division of the office of
DictaU. S. District Attorney John T. hibited in their countries.
those who enforce the totaliCahill has announced his resigna- tors
tion.
Dunigan is opening a law of- tarian form of Government think
fice with two other former prosecu- it a dang-erous thing for their untors under the name of Dunigan, fortunate peoples to know that in
Makepeace & Pratt, at 40 Wall St. our democracv officers of the Government are the servants, never the
masters of the people.
McCarey Signs Todd Earns
"In all that I have said on that
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Leo McCarey, produc- all-important subject through many
er-director, has signed to a five-year months past I have emphasized that
personal contract Todd Karns, 20- in the assault on the democratic
year-old son of the screen comedian, form of Government which imperils
world civilization today, our probRoscoe Karns.
lem of national defense has become
one of defending the entire Western
Hemisphere all three of the Amer\ o Seat for
North, Central and South. We
icas
the Congressman?
can no longer consider our own
Washington Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
nroblem of defense as a separate
Washington Rep. Andrew Edmisinterest.
It involves the defense of
ton (D., W. Va.), has introduced a
all the democracies of all the Amerbill in the House that would require
icas
and therefore in fact, it inWashington theaters, stadiums,
all
democracy
the future
of
volves

What?

Western Hemisphere,

been seeking to affirm
our faith in the Western world
through a wider exchange of culture,
to the national defense.
of education, of thought, and of free
Dictators Don't Want Our Films
expression among the various na"The American motion picture as tions of this hemisphere. Your inis
international
force
a national and
dustry has utilized its vast resources
a phenomenon of our own genera- of talent and facilities in a sincei'e
tion. Within living memory we have effort to help the people of this
seen it born and grow up into full hemisphere to come to know each
maturity. We have seen the Amer- other.
ican motion picture become fore- Finds
Pix Response Wholehearted
most in the world. We have seen it
"In carrying on this program of
reflect our civilization throughout
advancing the spirit of inter-Amerthe rest of the world the aims and ican solidarity and continental deaspirations and ideals of a free peo- fense our Government
has estabThat is the lished machinery to co-ordinate our
ple and of freedom.
real reason that some Governments growing
commercial and cultural
do not want our American films ex- relations with the American repub-

—

Hearing Mar. 12 on

poor,

old

Primo

Camera.
Story will center around Camera's
defeat of an American boxing champ.
Camera won the U. S. heavyweight
title from Jack Sharkey in 1933.
(Hollywood might make a quick
Ed.).
sequel, starring Max Baer

—
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It is significant

that throughout

its

eleven year history, the sound

award of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences has been made every year to ERPI licensees using
Western Electric equipment. Congratulations to the individuals
and Sound Departments who have won the awards!

recording

This Year's Winner: M-G-M,

"Strike

Up

the

Band"

Etectrical Research Products Inc.
195 Broadway, New York,
f

i^l«

Mil

I

N. Y.

i

Subsidiary of
1930-1940

Western Electric Company
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MONEY
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TEN CENTS
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ON GROSS JILLINGS

DIVISION

1

U. S. Grand Jurors Will Probe Musicians Dispute
Petrillo Inquiry May Be
Arbiter's Decision Favors
5 % Amusement Levy
THE WEEK
7 Co/s; May Set Precedent
Staged Here or in Chi.;
Looming for Canada
IN REVIEW
For Australia, N.Z. Split-up
Waters to Act for D of
—
Academy Awards
THE FILM DAILY
on
—
—
was handed down
Washington — A
Grand
ment

By

I

L.

H.

considering the imposition
of a five per cent, amusement tax in
the budget to be brought down in
Parliament in about three weeks. This
will probably be the extent to which
the Dominion this time will invade
a field of taxation hitherto enjoyed by
the provinces.

Washington Bureau of

MITCHELL

The Dominion Govern-

Montreal

J

Federal
M. P. ACADEMY: S-I's "Rebecca," Jury investigation, probably either
New York or Chicago, into the
UA release, won Academy's Oscar in
jurisdictional dispute between James
for the best production of 1940;
John Ford the award for the best C. Petrillo, of Chicago, president of
direction with 20th-Fox's "Grapes the American Federation of Musicians, and the American Guild of
of "Wrath"; best actor honors went
Musical Artists, headed by Lawto James Stewart for his role in
M-G-M's "Philadelphia Story"; best rence Tibbett, was announced Friactress performance to Ginger Rog- day by the Department of Justice.
Victor O. Waters, special assisers for her work in RKO's "Kitty
(Continued on Page 7)
Foyle"; art direction, black and
white, the Cedric Gibbons and Paul
Groesse for M-G-M's "Pride and Prejudice," in color to Vincent Korda
Halts
release,
for Alexander Korda's
"The Thief of Bagdad"; best sound
recording to Douglas Shearer for N. 0.
M-G-M's "Strike Up the Band." An
outstanding feature of the 13th anNew Orleans
District Court
nual banquet was the radio address
by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Judge Paul E. Chasez put a temthanking the industry for its sup- porary halt in the collection of this
city's sales tax Friday when he report of national defense.
fused a suspensive appeal from his

is

Expect Drive-ins to

Demand

Arbitration

Court Ruling

Subsequent to the filing of the
(Continued on Page 6)
second arbitration case by a drive-in
theater, industry observers are of
the opinion that a large number of
Y.
drive-in disputes will be submitted
to arbitration boards throughout the
country because of the "some run"
clause in the consent decree in the
New York equity suit.
Less fear of the New York equity
Latest case was filed by Joseph's
suit's consent decree by both exinjunction restraining the collection drive-in theater near Austin, Tex., hibitors and distributors is in evi(Continued on Page 6)
net of the two per cent tax on grounds
dence, according to Louis Phillips

UA

2%

Sales Levy

Financial: RCA reported a
for 1940 of $9,113,156
Production costs in the U. S. for
1939 was $215,000,000, according to
report of the Bureau of Census
Republic will boost its 1941-42 budget to $15,000,000, an increase of
Atlas Corp.'s hold$5,000,000
ings in film securities amounts to
$6,477,735, Prexy Floyd B. Odium
reported to stockholders.
profit

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

#

*

SUITS: Negotiations for

settle-

ment of the Gov't suit against the
Schine circuit flopped, with D of J
preparing for trial of that suit as
well as those against the Griffith and
Crescent circuits .
Court dismissed
the La Crosse Theater $1,476,000
anti-trust
suit vs. Para. Distrib.
Corp., Minn. Theaters and others.
.

#

THIS

(Continued on Page 7)

.

.

.

See H'wood Defense Pix
Speeding Up Training
West Coast Bureau,

of

THE FILM DAILY

*

*

Hearing on

theater divorcement bill was
asked for by Rep. L. E. Berg; Rep.
Lyle S. Boren (D., Okla.) asked for
Congressional probe of the film industry; resolution to that effect was
offered in the House
N. W. AlHed's anti-five-pix blocks bill will
.

this

A

separate sales organization for
the selling of Paramount's short sub-

(Continued on Page 7)

Defense Program Limits
Fantasound Production

week

.

.

in

Minn.

Warners have

program,

it

was announced by Walt

(Continued on Page 6)

dates

city

(Continued on Page 6)

Cut

in

By U.

for

set 16 selected

the

key

Capra-Riskin

16 calling for single billing, ad-

vanced admission prices and extended
runs, it was announced over the
week-end by Grad Sears.
The playdates were chosen because
of the geographical locations of the
involved which will enable the
(Continued on Page 7)

cities

Quota Opposed

K. Films Council

London (By Cable)—The British
Council on Friday advised

Films

Oliver

Lyttleton,

president

of

the

Board of Trade, that the lower quota
sought by exhibitors is no solution
(Continued on Page 6)

"Meet John Doe," with contracts for
all

"Fantasia" will be shown in only
12 cities during the early part of
this
year because of limitations
placed on the production of Fantasound units by the National Defense

Paramount managers, salesmen and
bookers in 17 cities where he ex-

Extended Runs

Tilt,

department

legal

a Coastto-Coast tour.
Phillips conducted meetings with

'Meet John Doe" to Play Solo
Deals Call For B.O.

Paramount's

who returned Friday from

.

AND THAT:

heard

of

Para. Shorts Sales Will
Have 10 District Reps.

(Continued on Page 7)

ivfinn.

be

Found Diminishing

jects has been created by Oscar MorHollywood
Army defense films gan, general short subjects sales
being produced in Hollywood under manager, who announced at the
Government supervision and aus- week-end that there will be 10 dispices of the Research Council of trict representatives.
Academy will speed up training of
Eight of the special shorts repre-

—

Decree Fear

N.

—

I

allocation of
Arbiter's decision
British remittances
Friday by Prof. Milton J. Handler,
Columbia University, who found in
favor of the seven majors opposed
Handler's decito the Metro plan.
sion is final and all remittances will
be made on a basis of gross billings.
Joseph Hazen, of Warners, represented the seven majors at the final
J.
hearing before Prof. Handler.
Robert Rubin appeared for Metro.
Allocations for the first three
months of the new remittance year
had been made under the old system,
subject to revision when the dispute

Washington Premiere
For "Citizen Kane"?
Orson Welles' "Citizen Kane" may
have

its

world premiere

in

Washing-

ton within the next three weeks, it
was learned at the week-end, although the report could not be confirmed.

Monday, March

Cr^AoULY:

H The Broadway Parade m
Picture and Distributor
Train
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
10th
Back Street (Universal Pictures)
3rd week
Strawberry Blonde (Warner Bros. Pictures)
2nd

—
—
Century-Fox) — 2nd

Night
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Meet the Chump (Universal
Youth

of

(Times

Pictures)
Pictures)

Calle del Sindi-

Pepe

Ma Mere) (J.
Moko (Mayer & Burstyn)

Bride
le

(Mile.

—

Hoffberg Productions)

+

Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2 %) 5Vs
5'/g
5Va
Va
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 23|/8 23 Vs 23 Vs
Con. Fm. Ind
11-16 11-16 11-16+1-16
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75/8
75/8
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East.
Kodak
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130% 132
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13%
32%

32

Paramount

11%

10%

10%

103/8

Para.
Para.

1st pfd
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Pathe Film

RKO

8%
3%
6%

20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
137
.

.

.

8y4

3%
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137
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Warner Bros
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13l/4
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+ %
+ V4
11%+ V*
103,4 +
%
8V4 + %
13%

32

3%
5%

137

— %

3% +

pfd
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Monogram

(b)

bill,

Playhouse

Roxy

Y.

his wife,

GRACE BRAD
Coast o

and his Eastern rep., ED PESKAY
tomorrow from Hollywood.

ROGERS

writer,

in

is

Philadelphia for a week'

bill,

(d)

Eastman Drops Infringem'
Action Against Agfa Ansa

Rialto

Paramount
Criterion
Capitol

Dual

Eastman Kodak

Co. on Frida;
patent infringemen
suit against Agfa Ansco Corp. in th
Federal Court. No explanation wai
The suit wa;
given for the move.
discontinued without prejudice to
renewal and without costs to eithe:
party against the other.

dropped

Palace
Palace

Roma

run.

8 Schulte Detroit

Houses

Return of Silverstone

Face Managers'

Strike

To See Lineup Finalized

its film

%

—Theater

managers' union
Friday with the State
Labor Mediation Board of intention
to strike eight houses operated by
William Schulte in Detroit. Schulte's
upstate houses will not be affected.
The union presented its demands
Detroit

filed

notice

recently to the circuit's

office

but,

with Schulte in Florida, no conference was arranged. The union now
contends one assistant manager was
fired

and a manager transferred

to

a smaller house as penalty for union
membership, and proposed to strike

as a result.
Notice of strike intention is required under new state law for
thirty days in advance.

Minimum Wage-Hour
Bill

Hoppered

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Wanger

filed suit

charg

Make

THE FILM DAILi
Wanger wil
pictures for United Ar

West Coast Bureau of

Three's Counsel
To Realign Court Fights
Little

Louis D. Frohlich, of the law firm
of

Schwartz

&

Frohlich,

Hollywood

make

—Walter

three
release during the 1941-1945
season.
The first subject will be
"Sundown," the Saturday Evening
tists

serial by Barre Lyndon. Wan
ger will also make "Eagle Squad
ron" based on exploits of Americans
who have their own flying unit in
His third picture
Britain's R.A.F.
will be chosen from three story
properties he has been considering
for some time.
"So Gallantly Gleaming," an epic
of Western American pioneer days,
previously announced for 1941 re
lease, has been postponed.

who argued Post

—

—

had

UA

UA

Again

held within a week, but observers
Robert A. Herring Dead
believe no final agreement will be
Montreal Robert Allan Herring,
reached until international leaders
of IA, who have conferred with pro- 56, co-proprietor of the Mount Royal
ducer representatives in the past Theater, died suddenly at his home
here Friday.
on basic agreements, are called in.

plaintiff

UA

in Mich.

—

The

ing the defendant with the infringe
ment of a patent obtained in 1931
Final details as to United Artists' providing for a method of manufac
1941-42 program are expected to be turing motion picture film, and seek
completed this week following the ar- ing an injunction, accounting an<
damages.
rival of Murray Silverstone from
An answer interposed in the actioi
Coast conferences today. Hal Roach
is due here from Hollywood tomor- contended that the patent was in thi
row with Ed Peskay, his Eastern public domain and raised a defenst
representative, and discussions are that Eastman Kodak was seeking t(
to get under way relative to next sea- obtain a monopoly through the filing
of invalid patents.
son's product.
One or two new producers are expected to align themselves with
during the new season and deals are
3 Pix
to
Entire
said to be near completion.
Release in '41-42
lineup is said to be determined For
with the exception of casting.

Lansing, Mich. New bill intro- motion for dismissal of the GovernBid
Asked duced in the State Legislature will ment's complaint in its anti-trust
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 64
67
establish wages and hour legisla- action against United Artists, CoRoxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
58% 61
tion for theaters in addition to all lumbia and Universal, plus the CresThe earlier cent Amusement Co., in Nashville
intra-state industry.
Casey, IA Studio Reps.
bill setting $16 a week minimum for on Thursday, returns to New York
employes has been temporar- this week to set procedure in this and
To Confer
on Pacts women
ily shelved pending the fate of this other pending suits of the type.
Denial by Federal Judge Elmer
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY new bill.
Provisions for minimum hourly Davies of the Nashville action's disHollywood
IATSE studio local
sec- missal followed similar denials in the
representatives and Pat Casey, rep- wages are: 40c first year; 45c
Buffalo and Oklahoma City Federal
thereafter.
50c
year;
sixth
ond
to
resenting producers, conferred Frihours of Courts against the so-called "Little
maximum
for
Provisions
day regarding new pacts desired by
work are: 44 first year; 42 second Three."
IA unions.
year.
Another meeting is expected to be year; 40 third to seventh
N.

Eastern divisii
set up campaigr

tomorrow from the

WENDY BARRIE

Rivoli

—

Follows current

and

to

production.

Theater

St.

Cine
(c)

ill

Warners'

Strand

(c)

Subsequent run.

of Cinemasters, returns to
Florida on business. * 1*

to

p.a.

—

Picts

Sonotone Corp.
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

St.

....Miami Playhouse

53%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

-55th

opera

ST.
JOHNS, novelist an
arrived here over the week-en
from the Coast after completing the origin:
story and treatment on the next Howard Hughe

World
•

here

ADELA

Central

—

Net
Chg.

Am. Seat

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

arrive

screen

week

Pennsylvania circuit
a vacation.

i

28)

Close

—7th

Chicag

in

HAL ROACH

Astor

Footsteps in the Dark (Warner Bros. Pictures)
March 14
That Night in Rio (Twentieth Century-Fox) (c)
Meet John Doe (Warner Bros. -Frank Capra) (c-d)
51st
Meet John Doe (Warner Bros. -Frank Capra) (c-d)
A Dangerous Came (Universal Pictures) (c)
Hard-Boiled Canary (Paramount Pictures (c)
March 6
The Trial of Mary Dugan (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
Andy Hardy's Private Secretary (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c)
March
6
(a-b)
Bros.
Pictures)
Honeymoon for Three (Warner
March 6 (a)
Murder Among Friends (Twentieth Century-Fox)

Dual

trip

WILLIAM BOYD

FUTURE OPENINGS

(a)

a

ENCEL,

PHIL

Broadway

—

Films)

HYLAND,

LEY, arrive here
the America.

The Mad Emperor (World Pictures)
University of Life (Artkino)
2nd week

(Esperia

for

is
Buffalo
in
on "Strawberry Blonde."

New York

H.

Florida

in

ploiteer,

FOREl GN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Virgin

S

day from

Central
Palace
Palace

(a-b)

(a)

—

i

DICK

Criterion
Rialto
Little Carnegie

The Great Dictator (United Artists-Chaplin) 21st week
Fantasia (Walt Disney Productions)
16th week

FINANCIAL
Low

tor,

ALLISON,

A.

R.

Hall

Paramount

TWO-A-DAY RUN

Manon Lescaut

High

Capitol

Music

was due

from the Coast yesterday.

Roxy

—

—

(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, FEB.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

MURRAY SILVERSTONE

Strand

(

Calif.—

Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue

Ralph

Rivoli

week
week

Tobacco Road (Twentieth
Come Live With Me (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Picturesi
So Ends Our Night (United Artists-Loew-Lewin)
The Lady Eve Paramount Pictures)
The Mad Doctor (Paramount Pictures)
Meet Boston Blackie (Columbia Pictures)
If Happened to One Man (RKO Radio Pictures)
2nd week
School for Husbands (J. H. Hoffberg Productions)
7th week
Western Union (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a-b)
Sins

COmillC and GOIfiG

Theater
Globe

week

—

194

3,

Durante Funeral Today

Funeral services for Bartholomeo
Durante, 92, father of Jimmy Durante, will be held at 10 a.m. today
at St. Joseph's Church, Catherine
and Monroe Sts.

MILLIONS
dKI WAITING TOSIE
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GINGER ROGERS
as
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-

the role that won the Academy Award

all

who had

a part in

making

"Kitty Foyle" the box-office sen-

sation of the year.

.

.

the

that set long-run and
records

in

dozens of

show

money

cities ... the

picture that today is playing to
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PICTURES

Monday, March

U. K.

Money

On Gross

Division

By linking Program a Weekly Stttge Feature
Springfield, Mass. — George Freeman succeeded
switching plans of

Billings

(Continual from Page

docs

a

in

sponsor to

was

N. Y. Decree Fear

Exhib. Avoids liudio Slum- Opposition

niitss.

put on

rad o

a

show from

a

auditorium,

free

Found Diminishing

local

making the program

regular Tuesday night feature from his Loew-Poli stage instead, with no cost
theater.
Program, Fines or Fortunes, quizzes members of the audience.

a

1)

(Continued from Pane

to the

finally settled.
This decision
not affect the basis of alloca-

tions on

If

is

allotted a

amount

certain

of time to dig

into

a

fish

bowl full of coins and take out as much as he can.
If incorrect,
he is also
permitted to dig in, but for a shorter time.
In addition, the unsuccessful members are asked to do some stunt as a fine, thus providing the comedy angle.

moneys from Australia and

New

Zealand, which system is also
dispute.
It is believed, however,
that the decision may set a precedent which will also be accepted for
these latter allocations.

correct, the person

in

Expect Drive-in Houses

Demand

To
Defense Proaram Limits
Fantasound Production
(Continued from Page

Disney from the
week-end.
Premieres have
for
Washington,

(Continued from Page

1)

Coast

over

Arbitration

the

Cut

K. Films Council
(Continued from Page

1)

against M-G-M and 20th CenturyFox, claiming that it cannot get
sufficient product and seeking relief

Quota Opposed

in

By U.
to

the

problem

1)

presented

by

cur-

make a general practice of it.
Operators of such type theaters
Additional cities may be added, have been complaining of product
Di-ney said, when restrictions are shortage and, in some cases, inabilrelaxed on instrument companies
ity to get any pictures at all.
which are giving all their products
The decree makes it mandatory
not

to

Government agencies.

for

Ted Gamble Acquires Two
Hood River Kolstad Houses
Portland, Ore.— Ted It. Gamble,
of the Capitol Theater, reports the acquisition of the Rialto
and Cascadian theaters, at Hood
River, Ore.

distributors

to

sell

established

and reputable exhibitors product on
some run and reliable sources predict
an avalanche of arbitration
"ases involving drive-ins, inasmuch
is drive-in operators are expanding
heir enterprises.

manager

On

Shorts for Dailies

retiring.
was started because of anticipated
Roy Gamble, brother of the pur- increased interest in shorts as a rechaser, will manage the Hood River sult of the consent decree.

Bulletin
I'ecently rewill shortly

be closed for a complete remodeling, and reopening early in June.

U
l,i
j«t

J.

tti

H. M. Richey, assistant to W.
The Films Council instead sug- Rodgers. M-G-M sales manager, wl
gested increased studio facilities for returned recently from a natio

!,

tl

wide tour, also said that he four
exhibitors' fears of the decree dimii
ishing, except in the Minneapol
territory where Northwest Allied
against
fostering
legislation
blocks-of-five provision.

year, while in the face of that fact,
domestic production is falling off.
Continues to Set
Recent checkup shows studios promising less than 40 features, for the?
In
year, only a small proportion of
which have been completed. For the
Mexico Citv (By Air Mail)
first quarter of the current exhibi- David O. Selznick's
whic
tor's quota year from (Oct. 1. 1940) has
entered its sixth consecutiv
only 10 British features were trade- week at the Teatro Alameda in Me:
shown; one was a cluck.
ico
City, just established a ne\
Effect of the war on British pro- all-time record for the Teatro Re
duction is strikingly illustrated by in Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, whei
For the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer relea;
comparison of official figures.
the exhibitor's quota year from Oct. played for three weeks, the longe:
1, 1938 to Sept. 30. 1939, 101 British
run ever enjoyed by any picture
pix were tradeshown, while for the that Northern city.
Reports froi
succeeding quota year, 94 were Torreon, Coahuila, state that tr
tradeshown. Fourteen of the latter Selznick opus is doing from 350
were of poor quality.
400 per cent the normal business f
Exhibitor's quota 'for 1938-39 was Isauro Martinez's Teatro Princes:
per cent, for 1939-40, 15 per
12
will be released next Apr
cent. The Films Act authorizes the in Guadalajara, Jalisco, simultan<
Board of Trade to recommend to ously at both the Cine Reforma an
Parliament during the current year the Teatro Variedades.
The R<
an order altering the quota provis- forma will hold the picture for fiv

GWTW
New

'\\

Mexico

Records

GWTW,

!'if

p

1

is

The Cascadian was
modeled.
The Rialto

a
leG

i

Metro Bulletin Service

The theaters, purchased for apM-G-M last week inaugurated a
proximately $50,000, were previously new short subjects bulletin service
owned and operated for a number of to motion picture editors of 1.200
years past by Art S. Kolstad. who daily newspapers in the U. S. Move

houses.

1)

plained the workings of the doer
and the manner in which produ
must be sold after Sept. 1.
'Tl
blocks-of-five ruling admitted
|||
somewhat of a puzzle to the\JFe
men who centered most of the
questions on that subject, but Ph
lips said the issue was now tho
oujihly clarified and that the sal
staffs in the cities in which he vi
ited were well grounded in the d
cree's provisions.

tailed product.

under the "some run" provision.
Complaint also asks for day-and- British producers, protection for
been announced
technicians, and help in obtaining
St.
Louis,
San date playing time with several com- talent and finance would greatly
petitive houses.
Francisco,
Cleveland,
Pittsburgh,
increased production.
It is reported that M-G-M has promote
Minneapolis, and Detroit.
Picture
Under the Films Act, the quota
selling one or two drive-ins in
been
is currently showing in New York,
rises to 17% per cent in the current
Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia Texas, although the company does
and Boston.

3, 19';

titled
"A Line on
will be mailed at regu-

GWTW

ions.

is

Shorts" and

First release concerns
Happiest Man on Earth," a

lar intervals.

"The

%

Call in

WB

Exploiteers
For Huddles on Two Pix

Miniature.

weeks, a record, while the Vari«_
dades will have it for only the fin
week.

IATSE Moves

to

I

Organize

Entire staff of 15 exploiteers in
Rapids Houses
the field for Warners has been called 7
Pre-Releases for "Gob" Set
into the home office for special meetDetroit—The IATSE has startej
Pre-release engagements for Harings on campaigns for "The Sea
an organizing drive against seyej
old Lloyd's "A Girl, a Guy and a
Wolf," set for Mar. 22 release, and
Gob" were announced by RKO at the "The Great Lie." Advertising bud- non-union theaters at Grand Rapich
World premiere will be'
according to Roger M. Kennedy, ir
week-end.
gets on both films have been inPicket:
Show- creased.
ternational vice-president.
held tomorrow in Honolulu.
assigned to the Savo
have
been
ings before release include the GolExploiteers from the studio are
den Gate, San Francisco, on Wed- now in Sonoma, Calif., and Burling- Theater, operated by Murray an
nesday; State and California, San ton, Wis., mulling arrangements for Goodrich, and regarded as the ke;
Diego, March 11; Fifth Avenue or possible world premieres there. So- house. Others are neighborhood the
Paramount, Seattle, March 13; Or- noma Chamber of Commerce seeks aters, with the Fulton, operated b
pheum, Kansas City, and Hippo- premiere of "The Sea Wolf" and Leo J. Robinson, named as next o
drome, Baltimore, March 20, and the Burlington wants "The Great Lie" the list.
Albee, Providence, March 27.
on behalf of its internationally fam-

Grand

WEDDING
Madison,

Wis.

BELLS

— Wayne

Berkeley,

manager of the Majestic theater
here, was married to Miss Adeline
L.

Hellekve at Stoughton.

Green Bay, Wis.

—John

Marquis,

projectionist at the Packer theater
here,
was married to Florence
Dionne at Duck Creek.

—

Pittsburgh
The engagement of
Godfrey Lefton, PRC salesman, to
Iris Spitalny, daughter of orchestra
leader, Maurice Spitalny, has just
been announced. The marriage will
take place March 23.
A bachelor
dinner will be given the groom-to-be
on March 10 by his many friends
in

the industry.

ous Burlington Liars Club.

Rodgers
The

to

Address

Ampa

significant part played by the
press boys in the motion picture industry will be the theme of W. F.
Rodgers' address at the Ampa luncheon Thursday. The M-G-M sales
chief will be the guest of honor at
the affair which will be attended by
important M-G-M executives.

B

& K

TO THE COLORS!

Execs. In Florida
Chicago B & K executives now
Florida on winter vacations, are

—

Pittsburgh— S. David Lefton, olc^
Hollander, publicity director; est son of Lew Lefton, local PR
Nate Piatt and Harry Lustgarden, branch manager, and Stanley LeiberTilt
district managers and Mack Schos- farb, branch cashier, have joinell
shorn, manager of the concession the U. S. Army, being the first vof[
department.
unteers from Film Row.
in

Will

1

!

^

March

londay,

3,

&t

1941

"John Doe" Will Play

Grand Juries

I.

S.

o

Probe

AFM

(.Continued from

Dispute

Page

mdled the Ascap anti-trust

suit,

^?

?a*.ist

1

artists

le

lion, the

[ts

either

AFM,

of union

i

I

om

his

own

members

that

the department
"shows that Peof

AGMA

organization

•

•

•

resign

and

(Petrillo) will notify all
idio interests, picture studios, symho ny
orchestra
managements,

to

their patience

for

—

racy

well-rounded,
corner

a
its

entertainment
in

lotta outlets will

be content

"normal horsepower"

tionally
latter

going

speaking)

course
to

is

for

to

It's

is

good

one

only
that

news

allow the film

to

merely deliver

the

way

to

the

floorboards

If

the extent of the public's response

at

1

i

i

The

are lavishly provided via the press-

this

book compiled by the promotional staff of Bob Gillham
Campaign
cand opera companies, recording
which the latter set in motion in the pre-release stages of the picture
>mpanies, booking agencies, etc.,
is another biz boon
lat members of
will not be
icognized by the
and that
embers of the
will not be
• • • ANOTHER event of the week-end was the transjrmitted to render any services at
planting of
Radio's publicity -ad dept
from the 12th
ly function at which
memto the 10th floor of the
Building
Barret McCormick
irs participate."
made the triumphal entry at the head of his troops.
« Just
"The grand jury investigation will
so inquire into booking agencies,
for the record:
Demise of King Alfonso XIII removed a
mcert bureaus and others dealing
most movie-minded monarch
When he ruled in Spain
ith artists in the musical field.
he frequently entertained film luminaries
and was one of
A Justice spokesman said that the
the very first among the world's royalties to be photographed
jpreme Court's recent decision in
and recorded when sound came in
ie
Hutcheson case barring proseitions against labor unions under
e Sherman Act would not cover the Court Ruling Halts
Defense Pix
atrillo case because third parties
Sales
Training
e involved.
The Hutcheson case N. O.
'cision would evidently apply if
(.Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)
e action involved only a jurisdicmal dispute between the two mus- that it violated the State Constitu- draftees in Army rules, regulations
tion.
and defense mechanism four to five
al unions.
The tax applies to film accessory times as fast as in the past, accordrentals and sales and to all sales ing to Major General J. 0. MauMoore-Finkel
of radio, radio parts and the like. borgne, chief signal officer of the
o
It was placed upon the city by Mayor United States Army.
and the Commission Council after
Approximately $1,000,000 per year
Pittsburgh
The new 800-seat the State had repealed its one per will be spent by the Government
mdyside Theater, in the Shady- cent sales tax and concurrently re- on defense films, with an increase
ie section of the city, which is be- pealed the city's one per cent sales
Subjects
in budgeting if needed.
g constructed by Moore & Finkel, tax at the time.
are being produced on a non-profit
10 own the Capitol and Hilltop
The suspensive appeal if granted, actual cost basis with all talent conleaters here, will be operated by
would have allowed the city to con- tributed, all Guild rules waived with
arner Bros. Circuit upon completinue collecting the tax pending a exception of basic pay for craftsm. This house is expected to open
hearing by the Supreme Court. Con- men and actual labor.
out March 15.
The first two completed films deal
fusion existed, however, on when
the tax would stop.
Judge Chasez with health and hygiene, and the
declared it became illegal to collect third subject will deal with military
it upon the issuance of his injuncservice.
tion.
Others pointed out that until
service of the order had been per- ITOA Holds Annual Ball
Almost 1,000 persons packed the
formed on the Mayor and the Commission Council, the tax was in ef- Astor Hotel grand ballroom Saturday night when the ITOA held its
fect.
eighth annual Movie Ball. Stars of
the stage and screen were present,
From
Block Leaves American Banker
including Ben Blue, Boris Karloff,
THE FILM
John Arthur Block has resigned Carol Bruce, Orson Welles, Calgary
DAILY to
as drama and motion picture edi- Brothers, Ella Logan and others.
Edmund Lowe
tor
and critic of the American

T

T

T

RKO

Levy

.

See H'wood
Speeding Up

ew

House
Be Warner-Operated

—

Larry Kent

Charlotte

Virginia

Henry

1

before receiving the final approval
of Sears and Robert Riskin, with the
feature to be released for these special type engagements only. Selling
terms are reported at 50 per cent.
Large scale advertising and publicity
campaigns will precede each of the
showings.

"The 16 engagements set to date,
are: Rivoli and Hollywood Theaters,
New York City, March 12; Hollywood
and Downtown Theaters, Los Angeles, March 12; Victory, Dayton,
March 15; Colonial, Richmond, March
14; State, Harrisburg, March 21;
Norva, Norfolk, March 21; Lincoln

or Stuart, Lincoln, Nebr., March 19;
Criterion, Oklahoma City, March 12;
Roxy, Springfield, 111., March 14;
Mary Anderson, Louisville, March
14; Knickerbocker, Nashville, March
14; Beach, Miami Beach, March 12;

Paramount, Miami, March
the Circle, Indianapolis,

and

12,

March

12.

RKO

2%

i

the

theaters are

.

;

this

around

instead of stepping on the gas (promoall

achieving

angle
gets

with the result that

taken in the instance of "Lady Eve"

be surprised

mechanics

There's

"Lady Eve"
when a picture

fears for

AGMA
AFM
AFM
AGMA

I

an-

will get two rewards
the coming of Spring
Both will warm up box-offices
and Paramount's "Lady Eve"
with the pic the better of the two "bets"
Houses and the
fans 'will be right iond o'the Fonda-Stanwyck opus
because it's

other 17 days

join

FM, he

who can hang on

EXHIBS.

fast in this biz

has notified Tibbett that un-

|ss the
I

in

es," it continued,
illo

join

protection."

"Information
!

to

or to lose the bene-

1)

to get a true cross-section
of the country on the picture's potentialities, according to Sears.
Every situation is to be carefully
checked for maximum possibilities

Petrillo.

The Government statement charg|i that Petrillo, whose power in the
FM, described as "absolute and
ibject to no control," had attemptto destroy AGMA and to "force
i

i

Prices

company

charge of the proceeding

in

Upped

(Continued from Page

who

i

Solo at

1)

the Attorney General,

to

int

DAILY

Banker. Block will continue to re- Will Jordan Down With Flu
Chicago—Will Jordan of the Wilview the stage and films in a weekly program over a local radio sta- liam Morris offices is confined to his
home with a severe flu attack.
tion to be announced soon.

Para. Shorts Sales Will
Have 10 District Reps.
(Continued from Page 1)

sentatives have been named and assigned to their territories. They are

Richard Scheinbaum, Chicago; J. J.
Curry, Los Angeles; James Harris,
Boston; Edward Ugast, New York;
Charles Duer, Denver; Harry Dodge,
Atlanta; Saul Jacobs, Philadelphia,
and Max Stahl, Cleveland. Representatives for Dallas and Kansas City
district are yet to be appointed.

To Re-issue Rogers-Stewart Pic
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood With Ginger Rogers
and James Stewart Academy award
winners, RKO-Radio will re-issue
"Vivacious Lady" in which they both
appeared.

Drive-in Expansion

Under

Way in Texas
— Expansion

Austin, Tex.

of

drive-

theaters in Texas is forecast by
the incorporation of four new comin

panies here.

Chalk
Dallas;

000.

Hill

Chartered are:
Drive-in Theater

Co.,

theater; capital stock $40,Incorporators: W. G. Under-

wood, R. A. Conner and R. R. Conner.
Northwest Highway Drive-in Thetheater; capital
Dallas;
ater
Co.,
stock $40,000. Incorporators: Claude
Ezell, R. A. Conner and R. R. Conner.
South Main Drive-in Theater Co.,
Houston; theater; capital stock $40,Incorporators: W. G. Under000.
wood. C. C. Ezell and Lowell Russell.

Austin Drive-in Theater Co., Ausopera and theater; capital stock
$40,000. Incorporators: Lowell Russell, R. A. Conner and R. R. Conner.
tin;

/r MAKES A
B/G D/FFERENCE

past your theatre.
picture you're
it look inviting

spend an evening?

That's a

test of

showmanship.

utit

pi'

Because your lobby

.

.

.

your marquee

.

.

.

your theatre front

is

your

first

appeal to the

come in.
And it makes a big difference to your box office how you make that first appeal. They'll
never reach your box office unless you can make them believe you've got something
more desirable inside than the price of admission

public to

And we

claim that the combined product of

Trailers ...

THE THREE BEST SEAT SELLERS

.

Lobby Displays ... General Accessories from the Prize Baby
"gee -I- must -see -that "look.

.

.

of

the Industry— will give your theatre that

film;

ft

I bio,
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The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

35L
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Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old

NEW YORK, TUESDAY, MARCH 4.
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TEN CENTS

1941

DELAY ASCAP DECREE'S EFFECT ON FILMS
Mount Morris Theater Files Arbitration Demand
De Toto's 'Some Run' Case
First to be Submitted to
AAA Tribunal in Buffalo
An arbitration case based on the
'some run" provisions of the conlent decree in the New York equity
suit has been filed in Buffalo by
Xichard De Toto, owner of the Genesee Theater, Mount Morris, N. Y.,
igainst 20th Century-Fox and Warier Bros.
De Toto charges in his complaint
hat the two companies had refused
\o make their 1940-41 product availible to him, despite the fact that his
(Continued on Page

14)

ndie Exhibs. Back

Sussman Starts China "Double Features"
As Chi. Adelphi Goes in Dinnerware Biz

—

Adelphi, operated by Ludwig Sussman, director of Illinois Allied,
the crockery biz as a side-line.
House is offering a 60-piece dinnerware set to femmes, with charges of
five and 10 cents, the latter for "double feature" units.
It's the first time that
"double features" have figured in the premium field here, 'tis claimed.
Adelphi, using heavy newspaper display to plug the plan, emphasizes that
the dinnerware "is not given away free," but figures that the entire set will
cost femmes only $12.35, broken down in the copy as "36 admissions at 22c,
$7.92; Government defense tax (3c on each ticket), $1.08; 60 pieces of dinner-

Chicago

is

9 Months' Period Allowed
For Expiration of Present
Licenses, Court Told

in

ware, $3.35."

"My Sister

MPTOA's Convention

Eileen,"

Max Gordon

to Col.

First

Week

June

in

The Ascap consent decree
affect
tels

will

not

motion picture exhibitors, hoand restaurants for a nine-

month period to allow for the expiration of the present licenses,
Victor O. Waters, Special Assistant
to the Attorney General told Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard at a
two-hour hearing yesterday. Judge
Goddard gave every indication of approving the decree within the next
day or two.
Waters stated that there were
over 20,000 licenses issued to nonradio users of Ascap music and that
"chaotic conditions would result" if
the nine-month moratorium was not

MPTOA will hold its annual conFor an announced price of $225,(Continued on Page 14)
Columbia yesterday closed a vention during the first week ir
Orieselected.
yet
June
in
a
city
not
deal for the purchase of screen rights
Salem, Ore.
Independent the- to the Broadway comedy hit, "My inal plan was to have held the event Upstate Exhibitors
iter operators objected to "double Sister Eileen," now current at the in May but the June period was deharges" for use of music from Biltmore, with a second company cided upon so that the sessions would
not conflict with a number of other
wth film producers and Ascap at playing in Chicago.
Action
in Oregon Senate hearing on a bill
Max Gordon, producer of the stage conventions to be held in May, ino make combinations of musical hit, joins Columbia under a term cluding the national Variety Clubs
Last October, Western
Albany
opyright holders illegal in Oregon. contract and will produce the screen SMPE and several state units.
Ed Kuykendall, president, who ar- New York MPTO brought Ed KuyThe measure, sponsored by Sen. version as well as other pictures, it
Gordon rived in New York yesterday, said kendall here for a meeting at the
>oe A. McKenna, Portland Repub- was stated by Columbia.
(Continued on Page 19)
Ten Eyck Hotel, where the MPTOA
ican,
(Continued on Page IS)
would require music copy(Continued on Page 18)
president made a good impression
It
Bulgarian Market Loss
Exhib. Defense Committee on key exhibs. in the territory.
Exhibs. Oppose
was announced then that organizaLooms After Axis
Meets in
York Today tion efforts would be made in the
?
our Bills, Favor Four
wake of the Kuykendall visit.
Bulgaria's
alignment with the
Executive committee of the theBy far the most important exhibs.
Des Moines Opposition to four Rome-Berlin-Tokyo
axis
probably aters division of the Motion Pic- in the area were in attendance at
tate bills and support of four others
will mean another lost market to ture
(Continued on Page 19)
Committee Co-operating for
onstitute the ITO of Iowa's legislathe U. S. motion picture industry. National Defense has been called for
te program which will be discussed While Great Britain
has not issued a special meeting in New York toof J Investigation
t the organization's annual convenany navicerts for the shipment of day by Joseph Bernhard, chairman.
ion to be held here at the Savery
to Branton
"News"
Is
films to Bulgaria for some time, it Entire committee with the exceplotel next Monday and Wednesday.
(Continued on Page 15)
(Continued on Page 18)
In a bulletin issued by President
Des Moines, la.— G. Ralph Branton,
(Continued on Page 18)
general manager of Tri-States Theaters Corp., said yesterday he had no
knowledge of any investigation of

)re.

Anti-Ascap

Bill

000.

—

Await MPTOA

—

owa

Move

New

—

D

$1,000,000 Hub Candy 'Take

I

Md. Family Pix Bill
Hearing Tomorrow

—

Annapolis, Md.
A bill has been
introduced into the Maryland legislature calling for the Maryland State
board of censors to designate certain pictures for family showing, and
prohibiting the exhibition of all other
films to children under 16 years of
age. Hearing on this bill will be held
before the Judiciary Committee at
Annapolis tomorrow.

M&P

Houses Alone

No Consent Decree

for

to

UA,

Says Murray Silverstone

(Continued on Page 15)

Do $200,000
By FLOYD

BELL
Correspondent
Boston theaters, motion

FILM DAILY
Boston

—

Bix
L.

Staff

New York, told newspaper men
here that the company would press
its
defense of the Government's
charges in the New York equity suit

legitimate and burlesque,
a candy business of more
than $1,000,000 in 1941, according
to estimates made by officials of theaters and candy companies.
In some instances, the candy concessions are controlled by the the-

(Continued on Page 19)

(Continued on Page 18)

Chicago

—Murray

Silverstone,

UA

top exec, en route from Hollywood
to

picture,
will do

$100,792 to Odium;
$100,900 to Sarnoff
Proxy statements filed at the

New

York Stock Exchange for the annual
meetings of Atlas Corp. and RCA
disclose that in 1940 Floyd Odium,
Atlas prexy, received $100,792 while
David Sarnoff, RCA's president, was
paid $100,900.

V
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4,
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Yates Outlines National
Plans at Rep. Parley

O'Connor Starts Drive
For Catholic Charities

Ad

Atlanta
Vol. 79, No. 43

Tues.,

March

4,

JOHN W. ALICOATE

two-day reg-

ional sales meeting for the Southern district opened yesterday at the

10 Cents

1941

— Republic's

Henry Grady Hotel with Prexy

Publisher

J.

R. Grainger presiding.
are H. J. Yates; A. C.

Attending
Bromberg,
Southern franchise owner; Henry
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CHESTER B. BAHN
Glover, Atlanta branch manager;
M. Snelson, Memphis branch
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and W.
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y., manager; L. V. Seicshnaydre, New
W.
Inc.
Folk,
J.
by Wid's Films and Film
Orleans branch manager; J. H. DilAlicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
Entered as lon,
Charlotte
branch
manager;
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the
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1938,
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8,
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second class
Harold Laird, Tampa branch manYork, N. Y., under the
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During

the
afternoon
session,
Yates outlined Republic's plans for
national advertising. Individual advertisements on each of four 19401941 pictures "Sis Hopkins," "Lady
From New Orleans," "A Man Betrayed" and "Mr. District Attorney," will open the campaign in the
May issues of nine fan magazines.

THE

Representatives:

HOLLYWOOD,

Calif—

Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Ernest W. FredGranite 6607.
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
I
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W

Calle del

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

bu.di-

Montgomery B. O. Tops
Thanks to Military Biz

COmiDG

O'Connor, RKO Theaters'
vice-president and general manager,
launched yesterday, in his official capacity as chairman of the Motion
Picture industry committee, the annual drive within filmland's ranks

John

GOMG

and

J.

ED KUYKENDALL

arrived

New York

in

yest<

day from Columbus, Miss.

WILLIAM GELL
yesterday

New

arrived in
Lisbon.

from

York by plaj

the Catholic Charities of the
HARRY BRANDT is vacationing in Florida^]
Archdioces of New York.
ED SAUNDERS is back from a Florida vac
The 22nd annual appeal, for the
SIMONE
SIMON arrives in Hollywood \!
purpose of raising funds to assist in week from Chicago.
support of some 200 charitable inROBERT E. SHERWOOD has returned to till
stitutions, is under the Archbishop's York from
a
of

Committee of the Laity, chairmaned
by Alfred E. Smith. In addition to
New York's former Governor, and
John A. Coleman, executive chairman, two of filmland's most prominent figures are serving, Postmaster General Frank C. Walker, as
treasurer, and George J. Schaefer,

—

assistant treasurer.

Committee

headed

Herman
Blumberg, W.

includes
J.

Western vacation.

Jack Alicoate, Major Edward Bowes,
James R. Grainger, Austin Keough,
Harry Brandt, Spyros Skouras, William F. Rodgers, Samuel Broidy,
Harry D. Buckley, William A. Scully,

left

for

Florida

yesterdaj

en route to Hollywood
assignment.

Metro

a

fill

BEHRMAN

N.

S.

is

JOE SHACRIN, owner of the Foster Theatl
Youngstown, O., is in Hollywood visiting wi
his twin brother Max, of the Max Shagrin Agenc

W.
for

N. SKIRBALL, Ohio circuit owner, has
vacation in Florida.

a

MITCHELL

O'Connor

by

Robbins, Nathan
G. Van Schmus,

SWANN

FRANCIS

Herschorn
John,

FRANKLIN,

circuit,

is

in

the

Franklin

York

from

'I

N. B.

QUENTIN REYNOLDS
in

of

New

lc|

three weeks to

make

returns to London wit
a RAF short for Wa

ners.

FRANCIS

HARLEY

L.

the Siboney,
20th-Fox.

returning

to

sailed
his

yesterday
post

London

f

Reisman, Dennis F. O'Brien,
J. CARLOS BAVETTA, Twentieth-Fox Brazili
Gradwell L. Sears, George Skouras, exec, is en route to Rio by boat.
Martin Quigley, Patrick Casey, WilHILLER INNES, manager of Paramount's hor
liam White, John Nolan, Leon Net- office production department, leaves tomorrc
ter, John Murphy, Si Fabian, Charles for a vacation in Florida and Jamaica, W.
GENE TIERNEY, 20th Century-Fox playi
L. O'Reilly, Sen. William J. Murray,
P. A. Powers, Bert Sanford, Charles visited her sister, who is attending St. Cat
erine's School, in Richmond, over the week-end
Reagan, John O'Connell, William T.
M. N. GRASSCREEN, branch manager ai
^owers, William Morris, Al Hovell,
DAN HOULIHAN, head booker, of 20fh Centur
E. C. Grainger, John Kane, Maurice Fox, Albany office, were in New York
ov
Kann, Joseph McConville, Charles the week-end on business.
B. McDonald, Joseph P. McLaughlin,
HERMAN RIPPS, Metro manager in Alban
and Joseph E. McMahon.
has moved his wife and six weeks' old be
Phil

—

Montgomery, Ala. Swell in the
military population at the Southeastern Air Base here is the raison
d' etre for the biggest theater patronage in years. With 8,000 military
(Monday. March 3)
men and some 2,000 women and chilNEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net dren already here, and more coming
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OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
'57
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st

Bid

64
58 Vi

Asked
67
61

Quiz Kids in Six Shorts
Yearly Under Para. Pact
Following the completion of the
for Paramount
first Quiz Kids short
calling
release, a two-year contract
arranged
for six shorts yearly was
Quiz
with Louis Cowan, owner of the
anwas
it
program,
radio
Kids
nounced yesterday by Oscar Morgan,
Paramount's short subjects sales
Five Quiz Kids will appear
chief.
Joe Kelly as
in each subject, with
quizmaster.

i

Havana (By Air Mail)

— Film tech-

nicians' union is being organized here

as a result of the plans by several
foreign producers to make Spanish

language films here, using imported
directors, cameramen and lab. workers.
Union constitution is being
drafted by a committee of seven.

PAUL,

PRC's Production Hits
Peak, Declares Briggs

to

the

upstate Capitol.

SCOTT LESTER,
Albany,

Fox,

poster clerk in 20th Centur
returns today from a Berms

vacation.

HARRY GOETZ left for the Coast last night
Peak production activities of ProJAMES WHALE, Warners' director, arrives
ducers Releasing Corp. were reportSS America from the Coast today.
ed yesterday by O. Henry Briggs,
JEAN CABIN, under contract to 20th-Fox, a
president, who returned from Hollyrives today from Lisbon.
wood conferences. Completed prodO. HENRY BRIGGS, PRC prexy, returned
uct includes "Federal Fugitives" by
New York from a Western trip yesterday.
Jed Buell. Scheduled to go into proPAT O'BRIEN goes to Chicago Friday for
duction this month are "Emergency
Landing," also produced by Buell; p. a. at the Chicago Theater.
"South to Panama," a Ted Richmond
production; "Murder in Khaki," profor
duced by E. B. Derr; "Billy the Kid's Rites in Bryn
Trigger Pals," with Bob Steele, and Richardson, Former Exec.
Marshal"
"Frontier
one of the
series, both to be produced by SigBryn Mawr, Pa. Funeral servic<
mund Neufeld.
were held here for Charles E. Ricl
Briggs discussed new season pro- ardson, former film company execi
gram plans with the production staff. tive, identified at various times wit
Fox Film as vice-president and treat
Universal Preferred
urer, with Paramount as trustee an
director and with RKO as treasure
13 Points; Closes at 150

<

Mawr

.

94

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone Corp

Film Technicians Will

Organize Cuban Union

3/4

....

3

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb.
B'way
Para.

l

National Film Carriers

To Meet Here

May

12-14

Eighth annual convention of National Film Carriers, Inc., will be
held May 12-14 at the Park Central
Hotel, it is announced by Clint WeyNew officers will be
er, secretary.
elected, James P. Clark is the retiring president-treasurer.
Annual luncheon for distributor
branch supervisors will be held on
the convention's closing day.

—

Up

Pictures

Universal

New

York Stock Exchange yesterday

to

close at 150.

Schenck-Moskowitz Trial
Slated to Start

Tomorrow

Federal Judge Grover M. Moscowitz was designated yesterday as
the presiding judge in the Govern-

ment trial of Joseph M. Schenck and
Trial will
Joseph M. Moskowitz.
start tomorrow.

Helen E. Barry Dead
Edmond, Wash. Mrs. Helen
Barry, owner of the Princess,

preferred Mrs.

bounded up 13 points on the

—

1
i

dead.
issue
callable

Ten thousand shares of the
Stock
outstanding.
at. 110 plus dividends.
are

John Weitzel

—

is

Dead

John Weitzel, custoCincinnati
dian for Paramount, father of Frank
Weitzel, Alpine Circuit, and Miss
Edna Weitzel, Columbia, died following a prolonged illness.

(•::

•

Broke All Box Office Records
Embassy New York

at

'HEROIC GREECE'
First

single-reel

picture
selling
a feature!!!

more

tickets

than

BOOK
l&Jl

NOW— F. NORTON

PARAMOUNT BLDG.

N.

Y. C.
„

I>

>

3

!i|

;;

ton

:

St

a

M-O-D-E-R-N Adventure!

in his big
v

mm
I

RALPH BELLAMY
Also Lee Patrick

•

Directed by

•

ALAN HALE

Allen Jenkins and Lucile

Watson

LLOYD BACON

Screen Play by Lester Cole and John
Bernard Merivale and Jeffrey Dell

Wexley • From the Play by Lazlo fodor,
A Warner Bros.-First National Picture

.

J

Tuesday, March

AGMA Wants Quick

DATE

4,

1!

BOOll

Action on Pelrillo
Today:

March

American Guild
is

of Musical Artists
seeking quick action by the D of

March

its announced purpose to conduct
a grand jury investigation of the actions of James C. Petrillo, prexy of

J in

the

from

AGMA

to join the

AFM.

Quickly after Spalding's action

it

was announced that Efrem Zimbalist,
violinist, and Jose Iturbi, pianist, had

AGMA

joined Petrillo's organization.
discounts Zimbalist's action by statcard to
ing that he needed an
lead an orchestra in his new position as director of Philadelphia's
Curtis Institute of Music.

AFM

AGMA's

meet this
will
morning to listen to a confidential
report by Henry Jaffe, its attorney,
to map out its general plan, with particular attention expected to be paid
to the Government's investigation of
Petrillo's activities.
It is reliably
board

reported that the Government has
for
been collecting data on the
the past six months.
Henry A. Friedman, attorney for
the AFM, stated last night that he
members
knew of no further
who had joined the AFM.

AFM

AGMA

William J. Gell Arrives;
Hold Cocktail Party Today
William J. Gell, managing director
Pathe Films, Ltd., finally arrived
in the U. S. yesterday on the Clipper. Gell left London for Lisbon on
Feb. 13, and had an extended wait
Visa difficulties
there for passage.
marked his New York advent yesterday, the experience sizing up as a
comedy of Governmental errors, it is
of

understood.
Gell will be tendered a cocktail
party at the Warwick this afternoon.
His stay is not expected to be long.
His principal business is with Monogram and PRC whose product Pathe
handles in the United Kingdom.

•

•

M-G-M's Exploitation Honor Roll
its

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Mrs. William Desmond, 40, is head here. As Mary
Mclvor, she was William S. Hart's
leading

woman

in silent films.

Howard

months ago yesterday

SIX

During

supervisor

with
time

that

Dietz

launched

placed ceremoniously

Roll Button

submitted

to

the

Honor

more than

of

the very

first

recognition
of

•

1,000

Roll judges committee

and why

interest rife in the competition

services, industry-instituted,
for

•

INSET with

not?

here's one

for

JUMPING

vention.

Mar. 28:
Astor.

to

excellently devised

Midwest Forum on Visual Te|
Congress Hotel, Chicago.

Republic

regional

the fact

of

Too,

it

is

Atlas

Corp.

stockholders

April 4:

Ampa

25th

anniversary

Hotel

Edison.

dorf-Astoria.

Ampa

April 24:

annual

meeting.

Jewish Theatrical Cuild benefit,
perial Theater.
April 29:
Pathe Laboratories, Inc., annual m|
April 27:

ing.

May

5-8: SMPE Spring
Hotel, Rochester.

that

it

has increased

because
revealing just

it

who many

hibitor

showmen

Nov. 2:

Could Only Read," were
town with "Cheers for Miss

Woman"

literally in the

golf

New

Y|

Carriers annual

convenl|

—

Club The
Philmont Cou|

Variety

tournament,

Pittsburgh

Castro

Variety

Club banquet.

Named President

Of Cuba's Film Board
Havana (By Air Mail)— Octa
Gomez Castro, manager of Coil
nental Films, is the new presidl

of

"If Jeeter

to

meeting,

Club.

at-

phase of filmland
this corner has

Philadelphia

June 18:

has spurred

date

UA went

Saga|

convention,

Park Central Hotel.
15-17: Variety Club national
Traymore Hotel, Atlantic City.

of the

Cuban Film Board

of Tral

named includel
Justo Suarez, manager of AH
Eladio Novo Pi
vice-president;
manager of Ibero America Fill
Other

to

meeting!
dinner da|

Texas Variety Club golf tournarr|
April 5-7:
Dallas.
April 13:
Treasurer's Club benefit show, \|

;

show

meeting,

sales

April 2:

May

situations

Bishop" and put "That Hamilton

officers just

secretary; Juan Costa Marcote, mj
ager of Cifesa, treasurer; Dr. Mj
uel Pallon, general counsel; Frl
cisco Alvarez Coto, manager of Z|
ith Films, and Rogelio Hernanj
Chaple, vocales.

pink of

Exammation of the ads Paramount has
created for "Lady Eve" discloses much power
and a helluva
lot of interest was evoked by Warners' ad headed "He Gets
National Screen Service's "It Makes
Madder Every Week!"

selling

Aids,

1:

onto.

are

"Tobacco Road," plus another,

Pierre Gendron
Dorothy Mackaill
Harry Hornick

ing
April

vention,

several striking examples of skill
The 20th-Fox insert on
and originality in trade paper ads

to

March 28-29:

May 6: RCA stockholders
May 12-14: National Film

another important

to

Paramount theater partners i|
Hot Springs, Va.
Actors Equity quarterly meeting, H|

March 27-29:

T
•

convention, Stevens Hotel,

cago.

game

—

•

PRC

March 22:

by a comAfter an exhib is placed on the Honor
mittee of three in New York
Roll
he's eligible to try for a handsome award plaque presented
to those submitting six successful Honor Roll campaigns within a oneLapel button is awarded for first and each succeeding
year period
campaign to the sixth
the winning showman receiving a card
congratulating him on his
of a different color on such occasions
achievements
Any resume of the Honor Roll's success story would

showmen to sell the show
the real showmen in this biz

I

Jermyn, Scranton.

whereby a guy can win

T

many

l|

Boston Cinema Club dinner da
Cocoanut Grove.
Gambol of the Stars, Cocoanut Gr|
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
March 21: Ceorge Beattie testimonial, H|

qualifying campaigns are passed upon

in

meeting,

general

Universal stockholders' meeting, l|

15:

Mar. 17:

likeness of Leo the Lion and bordered
the Honor Roll Button in a showman's

T

revel,

Mar. 16:

do a job of film exploitation

tendance and revenue

Club

mington.
in his lapel

AAA

that of selling the

Robert Rubin
Charles E. Moyer
David Bader

CEA annual
tingham, England.

March

Northwestern theater circuit to sign an elaborate "round
pledging that each signer would achieve the Honor
Further, how circuit branches have
Roll at some future date
vied with one another for distinction of being nation's top Honor
Roll winner
and how links in indie chains have dittoed
and in no few instances showed vaunted first-runs how to really

MERITS

Night

Variety Club charter n|

March 11:

robin"

•

Twelfth
Charlotte

8:

Allied-Independent Theaters!
Iowa-Nebraska, Inc., meeting, Des Moil

in a

•

8:

dinner.

with blue and gold
lapel
is more than a symbol of creative and go-getter prowthey'd tell how they'd
ess
If the buttons could talk
been won by exhibs. ranging from Radio City Music Hall's W. G.
Van Schmus
to obscure yet able chaps who run tiny nabe
stands
and how they inspired one large group of managers

•

sales

March 10-11:

bringing the public into the pic theater

•

regional

Warner Club ball,
ill, Waldorf-Asto/
Waldorf-AstoVJ
A.
M. Goodman
an
dinner,
CleL I

Pierre.

campaigns have been
which bespeaks the

the effort he puts into the vitally important

noted from Friday

DAILY

March

—

During these past 26 weeks

•

J.

Republic
York.

8:

Mar. 10:

have been playing a brand new version of the ancient game, "Button.
Who's Got The Button?"
Answer currently is. more than
100 gents in the exhibition biz
each of whom, as a reward tor
having conceived and executed a standout promotion campaign, has

had an Honor

an|

Variety Club.

W. R. ("Bill") Ferguson as
showmen the nation o'er

Button.

be incomplete -without mention

Desmond Dead

Mrs. William

T

T

T
•

Inc.,

Calit.

New
March
March

Exhibitors,

Boston.

National Theaters convention, Ar

head,

American Federation of Musiit was learned yesterday. Rea-

linist,

Independent

6:

March 6-7:

cians,

son for the desire for speed is the
resignation of Albert Spalding, vio-

Republic regional sales meeting, Atl;I
4:

meeting,

condition

and Erpi's "Oscar Loves Erpi" were other highspots
RKO Radio didn't let any grass grow under tootsies in
turning out the "Kitty Foyle" ads and announcing revival of
"Vivacious Lady" right in the wake of the Academy honoring
Ginger Rogers

a Difference"

Watts Tells 'Em
Just What's What
Omaha, Neb.— Harry Watts, of thel
a new tack in advertising^

Muse, took

"Arise My Love," and
His ad copy read:
"I
a

know

it's

it

worked.

a lousy title, but it's|

swell picture."
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PROM ISES a
Carroll

i

•Murray

Jonn

I

•

Patricio

IyTamiroff
i

You can always

BANK ON PARAMOUNT!
We promised "N. W. M. P.
last year.

Now we

. .

and we delivered

promise every one

HOT HITS including
REAP THE WILD WIND
of these

this

SUMMff?

year! and we'll deliver!
****,

«

7

and

Hi
of

all will

be

PARAMOUNT'S
ANNOUNCEMENT
for 1941-1942

# A

*

plan of providing exhibitors everywhere with a

dependable source of supply! Watch for this announcement!

Printed In 0. 8. Amertcm,
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1941
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REVKUJS OF TH6 n€UJ FILIUS

:<

.v

"The

Mad

with

Rathbone, Ellen
John Howard

a Guy and
a Gob"

"A

Girl,

with George Murphy, Lucille

Ball,

Basil

Doctor"

"Footsteps in the Dark"

Drew,

with Errol Flynn, Brenda Marshall, Ralph
Bellamy, Alan Hale
Warners
96 Mins.

Paramount

Edmond O'Brien

90 Mins.

ABSORBING
MURDER
HIGHLY
SUSPENSEFUL

:<

:<

* SHORTS *

MELLER
IS
ABLY

SERIO-FARCE MYSTERY MELLER FALLS
"Eyes On Brazil"
BELOW POSSIBILITIES DUE TO STORY
f^LARIOUSLY FUNNY COMEDY IS ACTED.
RKO-Pathe
11 mins.
WEAKNESS.
ENTERTAINfor
GENERAL
Psychiatry
material
provides subject
iOLID SMASH
Excellent Subject
MENT; HAROLD LLOYD MAKES AN this story that has been contrived into a
Basis for a first-rate mystery meller with
A good selection of material, insuspenseful, interesting and absorbing mur- plenty of laughs is contained in the plot
AUSPICIOUS DEBUT AS A PRODUCER.
91

Mins.

This picture is a laugh-getter that will
jraw continuous guffaws from any and every
It is goofy, cockeyed and just
)lain funny throughout, but extremely good
It is up
taste is in evidence at all times.
>ro RKO and the exhibitors to sell this to the
[public as a great piece of entertainment
.because the featured players in the film are
not strong enough box office draws to get
the smash business the film deserves on its
merits. The picture deserves all the push
that can be put behind it from all angles
las it is pure entertainment, it will vastly
amuse audiences, make them want to go
fro the movies and make them want more
Lloyd-produced comedies.
It is difficult to single out any one ele-

audience.

:

{

I

i

I

I

of the picture that contributes to the

ment

The

result

final

swell

story

is

a

more than another does.

gem

as

far

as

screenplays

type go, the direction is subtle, brisk
smart at all times, and everybody in
Richard Wallace
the cast outdoes himself.
for the grand direction and
is responsible
Frank Ryan and Bert Granet get credit for
Grover Jones wrote
the swell screenplay.

of this

and

the corking original

story.

George Murphy,

in about
he had had in films, does a
whale of a job. He exudes personality, displays loads of ability as a comedian and should
profit
handsomely from this picture in
getting better parts in the future. Miss Ball
is
attractive, vivacious, capable and alert
A surprise performto every opportunity.

As

to the cast,

the best

role

contributed by Edmond O'Brien,
gets a crack at a juicy role. He
performance that is extremely funny,

ance

is

who

also

gives a

shaded and generally good from all
Running the top players a close race
for honors
is
George Cleveland, a grand
performer at all times and very funny in
Henry Travers, Franklin
a very funny part.
Pangborn, Kathleen Howard, Doodles Weaver
and Frank Sully are helpful additions to the
cast,
and the remainder of the cast is

neatly
,

I

'

I

I

angles.

J

.

equally

good.

concerns the romance of Murphy,
a sailor,
with Miss Ball. She gets a job
with O'Brien as his secretary after hitting
him on the head the night before with her
handbag in a rioutously funny sequence, and
Story

j

I

'

i

:

he also enters the

picture

as

a

suitor

for

The conversion of staid and
O'Brien into a "right guy" by
Miss Ball and Murphy is highly amusing.
At the end of the picture Murphy goes back
to the Navy and O'Brien gets Miss Ball.
However, the story is not as important
as the fun in the picture, of which there is
There is a lot of exa heaping helping.
tremely funny business, the dialogue is

her

hand.

respectable

AND

der mystery. Film should interest the aver
age audience and keep fans' attention from
beginning to end. The cast is able, the
direction suspenseful and the story maintains its pace and suspense. Exhibitors have
lots of opportunities in the matter of exploitation on this picture due to the story
material.
is fine as a
mad psychicapably supported by a good
cast, with the lovely Ellen Drew providing
the principal feminine interests. John Howard, Barbara Allen, Ralph Morgan and Martin
Kosleck turn in neat performances, with
Kosleck excellent as the devoted disciple
Tim Whelan directed from
of Rathbone.
a screenplay by Howard J. Green.
Rathbone, who had been married to an

Rathbone

Basil

He

atrist.

is

unfaithful woman, goes slightly mad and
decides to marry as many wealthy women
as possible and then do away with them.
He dreams up the methods of elimination
and Kosleck carries them out. Having murdered his first wife he is doing away with
He gets
the second as the story opens.
away with this murder and then moves to

of this yarn, but development of the script
The
falis short of the story possibilities.

screenplay lacks any real punch drama and
it
does not have any hilariously amusing

comedy, and

is

also

slightly

incredible

at

On

the whole, the picture is moderately entertaining screenfare for the average
audience.
Errol Flynn and Brenda Marshall should
draw at the box office, and the film should
times.

be afforded a fair reception generally. There
is a strong supporting cast and the picture
has a first-rate production value, with
plenty of exploitable material handy for
exhibitor use in pushing the picture.
Flynn is debonair and good looking, but
his efforts at light comedy are slightly heavy
Marshall competently and
handed.
attractively fills the bill as his wife in the
Ralph Bellamy gives an expert
picture.
interpretation to the murderer's role, and
Alan Hale, Lee Patrick, Allen Jenkins,
Lucile Watson, William Frawley and RosLloyd
coe Karns give capable support.
Bacon directed from a screenplay by LesBacon does all
ter Cole and John Wexley.
he can with the story and players, but is

Miss

CAST:

George

Murphy,

Lucille

Ball,

able commentary distinguish this
short and put in a bracket above
the usual releases of this type. The
film should be an eye-opener for
the average U. S. audience, showing
as it does a predominant German
population in the Southern district
of Brazil, with 1,200 German schools
functioning and German industrial
woiks and air lines booming. Julien
Brvan filmed the material.

"Caballero

College"

RKO-Pathe

9

mins.

Corking Short
The noted Chilean Cavalry School
near Valparaiso is depicted in this
subject. The school, which is housed
in part in an old hacienda, is not
only beautiful architecturally, but
lies

a

in

magnificent

valley

sur-

rounded by towering mountains that
give the whole scene a picturesque
The brilliant
beauty seldom seen.
New York. After opening swank offices
Chilean cavalry team which has won
hampered
by the script deficiencies.
and building up a practice Rathbone meets
Unknown to his wife, Miss Marshall, and trophies on a number of continents,
Miss Drew, fiancee of Howard, a newspaperand has walked away with honors
his mother-in-law, Miss Watson, Flynn, in
man. Interested in the suave Rathbone, Miss
of times at the Madison
addition to being a respectable business a number
Drew, who has a suicide complex, marries
man is an author under an assumed name Square Garden show, is seen in achim

after

a

hasty

finding out that

him.

Rathbone

proposal

Howard
is

is

finished

caused by his
about to expose

off

in

a

bangup

climax and Howard is set to get his girl
back with her complex completely cured
by what she has discovered about Rathbone.
CAST: Basil Rathbone, Ellen Drew, John
Howard, Barbara Allen, Ralph Morgan, Martin Kosleck, Kitty Kelly, Hugh O'Connell,
Hugh Sothern, Howard Mitchell, Charles

Henry Victor.
CREDITS: Producer, George Arthur; Di-

McAvoy,
rector,

Billy

Benedict,

Tim Whelan;

Screenplay, Howard J.
Tetzlaff; Editor,

Green; Cameraman, Ted
Archie Marshek.
DIRECTION,
Good.
Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

and

Annual stockholders' meeting of
Universal Pictures will be held in
Wilmington,
Edmond

Del.,

O'Brien,

on March

Henry

Travers,

15.
Franklin

Pangborn, Geor«e Cleveland, Kathleen Howard, Marguerite Chapman, Lloyd Corrigan,
Mady Correll, Frank McGlynn, Doodles
Weaver, Frank Sully, Nella Walker, Richard
Lane, Irving Bacon, Rube Demarest.

written

women's

book tearing apart his
which they are
Also an amateur criminoloa

club, over

planning to sue.
Flynn tells Hale, a police inspector,
Madison, has been murdered
that Noel
despite the police conclusion that he died
gist,

that is highly interesting to
Training of the mounts,
watch.
co-ordinated riding and jumping sequences are of particular interest.
Frank Donovan produced the sub-

tion

ject.

from natural causes.
Flynn's investigation of the crime causes
to get involved in a number of weird

him

him in a jam with
However, he manages to
Miss Marshall.
extricate himself at the final bell and trap
Bellamy and square himself with his wife.
CAST: Errol Flynn, Brenda Marshall, Ralph
Bellamy, Alan Hale, Lee Patrick, Allen Jenkins, Lucile Watson, William Frawley, Roscoe Karns, Grant Mitchell, Maris Wrixon,
Noel Madison, Jack LaRue, Turhan Bey.

situations that finally get

Universal Stockholders

Wilmington Meet Mar. 15

has

family's

L.

Pittsburgh Variety Club
Benefit Aids

Greek Cause

The local Variety
Pittsburgh Club is sponsoring the premeire
benefit showing of the Walt Disney
Technicolor production, "Fantasia,"
at the Fulton Theater tomorrow
night, the net proceeds of which
will be turned over to the Greek
CREDITS: In charge of production, Jack War Relief Drive being conducted
Harry M.
Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B. in the Pittsburgh area.

Wallis; Associate Producer, Robert Lord; Director, Lloyd Bacon; Screenplay, Lester Cole
and John Wexley; From a play by Lazlo
Fodor, Bernard Merivale and Jeffrey Dell;

Cameraman,

Ernie

Haller;

Editor,

-

chairman of the AmuseDivision, and the
branch managers of the various film
distributing companies here are co-

Kalmine

ment

is

Industry

Owen chairmen.

Marks.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Houlihan Heads

New

Club

—

"Tarzan" Rights

to

Crystal

Albany An inter-company club of
bookers and film office employes, to

be incorporated shortly as the Washington Club, elected Daniel R. Houlihan, 20th Century-Fox booker, president; Elmer Sichel, also 20th CenRyan and Bert Granet; Story, Grover Jones; clusive distribution of "New Adven- tury-Fox, secretary, and named Al
Cameraman, Russell Metty; Editor, George tures of Tarzan" for the U. S. and Marchetti, Universal booker, GeorCrone.
Canada. Melvin Hirsch, president of gette Bingham, Columbia inspectress,
PHOTOGRAPHY, Crystal Pictures, plans a country- and Bill Murray, Monogram booker,
Fine.
DIRECTION
to the board of directors.
wide sales trip.
Good.

Crystal Pictures, Inc., of 729 SevThere is
enth Ave., has concluded arrangebright and the situations riotous.
Lloyd;
DiCREDITS. Producer, Harold
ments with Burroughs-Tarzan Enterone brawl which will bring down any house
rector, Richard Wallace; Screenplay, Frank prises, Inc., of California for the exwith belly laughs. All in all, any exhibitor
can sell this one the limit as tops in entertainment for everybody, and the more selling behind the picture the more returns
everybody will get.

telligent handling of the subject
matter and a completely understand-

W

14

Delay Ascap Decree's
Effect

First Phonovision Machine in Detroit
Plays to 1,000 Nickels in Three

These contracts, he

said,

Ml. Morris Th. Files

tions.

Equally unsuccessful was Weinberger who asked that Ascap be
required to keep records of the number of performances of each song
so that show producers could obtain
He
a percentage from publishers.
also wanted some assurance that
Ascap would not prevent the broadcasting condensed versions of musical shows.
Seligson sought further
democratization of elections of Ascap
board members.
Lieut. Governor Charles Poletti
predicted a speedy settlement of
Waters
radio's fight with Ascap.

Demand

Detroit
First local slot machine pix installation has been placed in a West
Side night club, and has played to 1,000 people in three days of operation, at a
nickel apiece. Phonovision, which has the installation, is planning to put in two
more within the coming week.

Arbitrat'n

Meanwhile, a local ordinance for control of the machines is under consideration, and the machine operators are seeking to have them licensed as the-

house has been in operation sin<
1931. He alleged that a competith
house, the New Family, had mono
onoi
olized the product of the two

would require re-negotiation at the
end of the nine months. His stateatrical exhibits, subject to the same
ment was made in response to a
music or coin machines.
question put to him by the Court.
Three Oppose Decree
Opposition to the decree was Start Seven on Coast;
raised by Neville Miller of the National Association of Broadcasters,
Milton R. Weinberger, attorney for
the League of New York Theaters,
and Harold Seligson, attorney for
a publishing' member of Ascap.
Miller objected to long period licenses granted by members to Ascap
and to alleged discrimination between radio and non-radio users of
music.
He stated that while nonradio users could license on a per
piece basis, radio was limited on
commercials to a per program basis.
Miller also opposed the requirement
that Ascap members turn over royalties to Ascap on individual deals.
Waters pointed out that the terms
of the Ascap decree follow closely
those granted to BMI and argued
that a per program basis opened
the field to competition in the music
world.
The Court indicated that
Miller's objecit would not accept

4, 194

Days

—

on Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

applied.

Tuesday, March
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"U"

in

police control as theaters, rather than as

Lead With Four

(Continued from Page

1)

t

panies.

Case

Modified Outdoor Adv.

Curb Looming

in N. Y.

is

falo and
State.

the first to be filed in Bu:
the fourth in New Yoi

Durkee Theaters Intervene
Albany The last effective bar to In
THE FILM DAILY
Walbrook, Edgewood Case
Hollywood
Seven new pictures some curb on billboard advertising
Washington Bureau of THE FILM BAIL
are scheduled to go into production in New York state may be removed
West Coast Bureau

—

—

of

week. Most active studios are
Metro and Universal, with eight
features.
The check up:
At Universal: Four shooting, and
four to go, they include, "Sandy
Steps Out," comedy, starring Baby
Sandy.
Burt Kelly, associate Producer, with Harold Young directing;
"Mutiny in the Arctic," outdoor action drama, with Andy Devine and
Richard Arlen. Ben Pivar, producing with John Rawlins, directing;
"Horror Island," mystery, with Dick
Foran, Polly Moran, and Leo Carrillo.
George Waggner directing;
"Cracked Nuts," comedy, with Una
Merkel, Stuart Edwin and Mischa
this

Auer.

Edward

F. Cline directing.

Six shooting, including "The
Return of Daniel Boone," Bill Elliott's next
starring western, in which Verne and Verde
Rodick, Oklahoma singing twins, make their
screen debut.
Director, Lambert Hillyer.
At M-G-M Eight shooting.
At Paramount: Six shooting.
At RKO: Four shooting.
At Republic: Four shooting, plus "Singing
Hills."
western, starring Gene Autry
with Smiley Burnette to go the 7th.
At 20th Century-Fox Three shooting including "Miami," musical, with Don Ameche,
Betty Grable, Robert Cummings, Jack Haley
and Charlotte Greenwood. Harry Joe Brown,
associate producer, and Walter Lang direct-

At Columbia

:

:

within the next few days, Capitol
Hill gossip avers.
Entering into the picture is the
fact that the Wagner-Wallace bill,
carefully drawn, would do a minimum of damage to outdoor advertising business itself, since it is not
an inimical move with regard to that
industry.
The measure is only applicable to road scenery and traffic
safety conditions and does not include a ban on the small theater
posters which abound upstate in

At

Warners:

Eight

shooting.

—The

Edgewood

Th<

mand's Westway Theater, Baltimon
against 20th Century-Fox, Warnei
and M-G-M.
The original complaint asserte
that the majors granted a 14-da

clearance to the Edgewood Theate
over the Westway. By intervenin{
Edgewood will be on the defendin
side when the case comes up.
It is expected that the arbitrate
rural districts.
in the Walbrook complaint will b
Governor Lehman, who has always named today or tomorrow. Fores
had both
F of L and CIO support, Park Theater Co. (Durkee) has file
annually recommends some such a declaration of intervention in th
measure to the legislature, and the latter under rule one of the conser

A

Wagner-Wallace

bill
fits
in with
gubernatorial suggestion.
For
years the bulwark of opposition has
been due to labor and farmer animosity and with the major causes
for their adverse stand seemingly
eliminated, the 1941 session stands
a good chance of enacting such

the

Assembly Com.

decree.

and when the case reaches
Walbrook Amusement C(
will use the following arguments,
is understood: 1, The Walbrook ha
If

hearing,

i

been in operation for 20 years; 2, I
was there before any of the 3 dc
fendant theaters; 3, It is larger tha
within 50 seats of th
2 of them
third; 4, It charges bigger price
than all three; 5, Producers have al
ways found Walbrook a satisfactor
account; 6, Theater has a fine reputa

—

legislation.

:

ing.

Washington

ater, Baltimore, Durkee-operated, ha
become an intervening party in th
arbitration -case filed by Leo J. H<

Hear
Discrimination Bills Today
to

—

Albany The Assembly Judiciary tion in the community; 7, Its return
Committee is holding a public hear- to the producers are greater tha
Royal Canadian Air Force ing this afternoon, in the Assembly defendant theaters; 8, All three de
Chamber on all bills amending the fendant theaters run Paramount an<
stated that the Government recog- Co-ops on
"Bush Pilot" civil
rights law and labor law in re- Metro film without clearance ove
nized the need for Ascap, as a pothe Walbrook.
lation to race discrimination.
licing agency and for collective barMontreal With the co-operation
The measures have been hoppered
gaining but contended that Ascap
of the Royal Canadian Air Force, by Assemblymen William T. An- Reelism Plus Realism
had gone too far in carrying out work
will begin sometime next Sum- drews, Daniel Burrows, Robert J.
Maiden, Mass.
As about 1,00
these purposes. The decree corrects
on the filming in Canada of Crews and Anthony Guida which persons watched violence of the ol
mer
these abuses, he stated.
background
shots
Warners' would implement Governor Lehman's West depicted in the motion picturt
for
"Bush Pilot." Air Force spokesmen annual message by putting teeth in "Arizona," a masked bandit held u;
Holding "So Ends Our Night"
yesterday said permission to pro- the laws outlawing the practice of William McKay, 58, and fled with
Radio City Music Hall will hold
ceed with Canadian phases of the discrimination by business affecting cash box, containing $160 which Mc
"So Ends Our Night" for a second
pictures had been granted "subject the public welfare and amusement, Kay was toting from the foyer
week.
to certain restrictions."
In past years, the main office of the Granada The
including theaters.
The story is understood to deal most of these bills have been killed ater.
with Canada's pioneer airmen and in committee.
>»«•<• Chaps, Critics
will be indirectly linked with develNeaman House to Padolf
opment of war fliers produced under Alarcon Heads Cines Unidos
Some of the critics who attended
Natrona, Pa. Lou Padolf, who op
Air Training
the Commonwealth
the Miami junket premiere of UniMexico City (By Air Mail) Gab- erates the Virginia Theater, Pai

WB

—

—

fr

versale "Back Street" have offered
a suggestion to Lou Pollock, Eastern
advertising
and publicity director.

According to Pollock the critics had
such a good time that they have
suggested
junkets
on
15-episode
serials, so that they can remain in
Miami for 15 weeks, reviewing the
premiere of each episode.
Pollock
is taking the suggestions under advisement but warns the critics not to
be too optimistic.

Age

—

—

Plan.

Limit for
N.

St. John,

"Chad Hanna"
B.—The New Bruns-

riel Alarcon has been named presi- kersburg, W. Va., has taken ove
dent-manager of the newly organ- the Roxy Theater here, operated b;
ized Cines Unidos, S. A. which has Mrs. Samuel Neaman since the re
taken under its wing the Cine Re- cent death of her husband.
forma, and the Teatro Guerrero,
both of Puebla, in the state of Puebla. as well as the Cine Diaz Miron,
Today's Short Story
of Veracruz, in the state of VeraOn the Lansing
Lansing, Mich.
cruz, the Cine Radio, of Jalapa,
Theater marquee:
Veracruz, and the Real Cine, of

wick Board of Censors slapped a 16
years age limit on "Chad Hanna,"
at the Capitol, St. John, during a
three-day run.
The minimum age
for patrons was not given advance,
notice. It was the second such restriction by the board in recent Orizaba, in the same state.
Gabriel
months, the predecessor being "They Alarcon will establish his headquarDrive By Night."
ters at the Reforma, in Puebla.

—

"Dr.

Kildare's

"I'm

Still

Crisis"

Alive"

—

Tuesday, March

5
1

4,
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No Canadian Odeon
Tie,

—

London (By Cable) Reports linkOdeon with the recently
organized Odeon Theaters of Canda, Ltd., now engaged in establisha new Dominion circuit, brought
statement from the local Odeon
office that it knows of no connection.
Formal comment, however, was withheld in the absence of Oscar Deutsch,
is ill.

Toronto

—Allied

closely with Brit-

ish Odeon, it is said, but controlled
solely by Canadian interests whose

BIZ

Week

in

June

(Continued from Page

1)

he expected to have the convention
margin of the small-town they want to see. It's not how far
city selected before the end of the
exhibitor comes from the country, ac- but how good is the movie!"
Los Angeles remains as a
Thirty-seven per cent of the small week.
cording to the Country Gentleman
town moviegoers usually ask for a strong possibility but several other

magazine,
typical

which

town

in

reports
a

rural

that

a

territory

draws 36 per cent of its theater business from out-of-town, rising to 50
per cent on Saturday nights. Eightysix per cent of the out-of-town audi-

ence goes to
once a week.

the

movies

at

least

is

D

"News"

Inquiry established that the charter was
granted on Jan. 7 last.
Odeon Theaters of
Canada, Ltd., is a private company, with
50,000 shares of no par value stock.
Counsel
for the company is Samuel Sanford McNairn
of this city.
Principals, however, will not

First

Profit

withheld for the present,
In a "typical" small town, it was
Odeon Theaters of Canada, Ltd., has
been chartered by the Dominion to shown that theater-goers sometimes
establish a Coast-to-Coast circuit of travel far and wide to the town theater, 67.2 per cent riding 10 miles,
film houses.
and 88 per cent, five miles and over.
The new company already has acIt was found by the Country Genquired four theaters in Vancouver,
tleman that "Good roads and the
has purchased a site on which to
automobile have put rural America
build in Kingston and is developing
They'll go to see what
on wheels.
an expansion program that calls for
the acquisition of established houses
of J Investigation
and the erection of others where
necessary.
Deal for a local indie Is
to Branton
string is said in work.
identity

MPTOA's Convention

BOON TO TOWN EXHIBS.

Their Profit Margin Comes from Country; 86% of Out-of-Town
Audience Goes to Movies Once Weekly

Says U. K. Odeon

ing British

who

RURAL

weekly program, 70 per cent ask for
photos of movie stars. Stars whose
pictures are wanted: Dorothy Lamour, Don Ameche, Gene Autry,
Carole Lombard, Barbara Stanwyck,
Betty Grable, Jack Benny, and Randolph Scott.
Some conclusions reached by the

Country Gentleman:
Rural people consider the movies

are said to have made bids for
the conclave.
Because of the consent decree and
the new methods of selling, the convention, wherever it is held, will
be an important one, Kuykendall
cities

said.

CWF

Praises Film Leadership

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood The Los Angeles Comtheir best entertainment.
Small-town merchants have a real munity Welfare Federation board of
appreciation of the fact that a good directors unanimously passed a resoshare of their volume comes from lution praising the civic leadership
and that of the motion picture industry in the
outside the city limits
the movies are important to them be- 1940-41 Community Chest Appeal.
The resolution was prepared in apcause they bring them business.
Distance from the theater is no preciation of the industry's successful Chest campaign.
bar to attendance by rural people.
.

.

.

Bulgarian Market Loss
Looms After Axis Move

TO THE: COLORS!

(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

—

undetermined as to whether
New Haven Benjamin Siegel, asBulgaria is considered enemy terri- sistant to George Miller at the Whaltions.
Branton issued the following state- tory, according to Massce, Barnett ley, was feted by 50 friends at Ceriani's before leaving with the Nament:
& Co., film forwarders.
be identified until March when all companies
"At this time, we have received no
Bulgaria has about 145 motion tional Guard.
must file their annual summaries under the
law.
Jack O'Connell, assistant, and
notice of such an investigation from picture theaters in which 41 per cent
Meanwhile reports associating the Nathan- the Justice Department, nor do we of the films shown last year were Stanley Wilchonski, chief usher, of
son-Hanson interests with the new circuits are know of any cause or reason for American-made.
Germany supplied the Roger Sherman, were presented
circulating in trade circles here, although there
such an investigation, and until we 34 per cent and France 12 per cent, with farewell gifts from the staff
is no verification.
The four Vancouver theaters taken by Odeon are officially notified and are familiar the balance coming from other coun- before leaving with the Guard contingent for Ft. Blanding. Bob, son
include the Plaza and Paradise, indie first- with the content, we can make no tries.
runs, secured from the Dawson circuit
the comment."
of Lou Schaefer, Paramount manaDunbar, Point Grey district suburban, acger here, also leaves with this group.
quired from J. Howard Boothe and the Vogue,
to Visit Philco, Bell
The Film Daily announced exclulatter just being completed by Vested Estates,
Ltd.
sively last week that a group of inMont Labs, on Tele East Liverpool, O. A farewell
party was staged here for Bill FishOdeon reportedly is also dickering for dependent Iowa operators had reBeacon, Rio, Kingsway and Olympic theaters quested the Attorney General's office Washington Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY er, manager of the American Theater,
the

company

for anti-trust law viola-

is

still

;

FCC

—

And Du

in

Vancouver, where William

Long has been

J.
The Justice
named British Columbia supervisor for the for the investigation.
new circuit. Long is a former Edmonton the- Department at Washington also conater man.
Boothe joins Long in an executive firmed an investigation had been in-

Washington

— Chairman

James

L.

Fly of the FCC revealed yesterday
that the commissioners will make
capacity.
stituted, but no findings have been another field trip to study latest deArchitect for the Kingston Odeon project
released.
velopments in television prior to the
is H. G. Duerr of this city.
Fly
hearing, starting March 20.
Reports that British Odeon was considering
Canadian activity have stirred the Dominion "Topper Returns"
said the Commissioners will visit
Trade
Harry
trade at least twice in the past.
Philco Laboratories on Thursday and
Weedon, Odeon architect, was here in 1938. Showing in 7 More Spots
Bell and Du Mont Laboratories on
and last year, Richard Ford of Odeon came
here on an inspection trip.

WEDDING

BELLS

producers' representative at the Virginia Censor Board, was married to
Everett R. Danzler.

Cleveland

—Harold

Saltz,

Univer-

was married
New York to Bella Apbooker,

Y. Universal exchange.

—

Sadie Meckler, with
for the past 12

M-G-M exchange

Wo

years, and Fred
be married April
Center.

6

San Antonio

of this city, will
at the Jewish

—Arthur

I.

Rothafel,

son of "Roxy," and Hollywood
script writer, is a rookie in Uncle
Sam's army, stationed at Dodd Field,
Fort Sam Houston, selective service

30;

induction center.

—

Springfield, Mass. Jack A. Smith,
New York and six other cities have
son of Edward Smith, manager of
been added to the list of trade show- Hold Rites for Mrs. T. L. Davis
the Paramount Theater here, has
ings of Hal Roach's "Topper ReAtlanta
Funeral services were joined the Army Air Corps.
turns." The New York screening will
be held at the Astor, Broadway, on held in Sacred Heart Church here
yesterday for Agnes Davis, wife of
March 11 at 11:15 A.M.
Chicago Morris Parfray, manager
On March 10, exhibitors in the T. L. (Jeff) Davis, manager of the of the Vogue Theater of the IndianaMinneapolis territory may see the Atlanta Exchange, United Artists, Illinois circuit, is now at Ft. Bragg,
picture at the St. Louis Park and who died in her sleep following what N. C.
those in the Pittsburgh area will at- was diagnosed as a heart attack. It
tend a screening at the New Gra- was the second death in the family
William Rosenberg, son of Leon
nada. Three showings have been set within a short time, Davis having Rosenberg, proof reader at the
ago.
weeks
lost
his
father
but
a
few
Theater,
Salt
for March 11— Studio
Barnes Printing Co., printers of The
Lake City; Egyptian, Seattle, and Mrs. Davis was a native of Phila- Film Daily, is at Camp Sam Houstwo
mother
of
delphia
and
was
the
the Tower, Dallas. Another showing
ton, Texas.
will be held March 12 at the Al- children, Jean and Robert.
hambra, San Francisco.
Sidney Kingsley, Pulitzer prizeBill Fadiman to Speak
winning playwright, reported at
No Pre-releases for "Rio"
William Fadiman, M-G-M's Book Newark yesterday for induction into
Twentieth Century-Fox has deter- and story editor, will discuss the the army. His actress wife, Madge
mined against any pre-releases for subject "Do Great Books Make Evans, will close their Oakland, N. Y.
"That Night in Rio" and will open Great Movies?" before the Womas's home and live in New York during
Club of Douglaston today
the pix at the Roxy on March 13.
his absence.

—

—

—

Cleveland

leaves for a year's military ser-

Friday.

Richmond, Va.
Rosemary McDonald, daughter of Earl McDonald,

sal assistant
last week in
pell of the N.

who
vice.

THETW

Ginger Rogers,
best performance
in
by an actress
.

.

''Kitty Foyle.

r

;<

o

RADIO
PICTURES

PANDRO
IN

S.

BERMAN

CHARGE OF PRODUCTION

NEW

PRINTS:

NEW ADS; NEW ACC

|

AWARD WINNERS

%

James Stewart,
best performance
by an actor, .in

"The
Story.

Philadelphia
i »

NATIONAL
RELEASE
DATE

MARCH 28

MI

•

CHARLES

SSORIES;

MIUU

FOR A

A

GEORGE STEVENS PRODUCTION

Screen Play by

P.

I.

Wolfson and Ernest Pagano

NEW CLEANUP!

A

O'\

18

Indie Exhibs. Back

Ore. Anti-Ascap
(Continued from Page

Mexico

1)

Bob White, Portland independent
owner, advised the special
committee that the theaters must
pay a "score charge" to film producers as well as an annual fee for
each seat in their houses to Ascap.
theater

The producers, it was stated, are
members of Ascap and collect a
seat fee.

of the

Herman

Oregon

Kenin,

lation.

Exhibs.' Defense Committ'e
in

New York Today

(Continued from Page 1)

tion of

Simon Bolivar, liberator of South
America, is being rushed into production by Miguel Contreras Torres
for Hispano Continental Film, S. de
R. L. for which he claims he has secured the co-operation of the governments of Bolivia and Venezuela
where he says he will shoot his battle

(Continued from Page

the only restaurant within the lobby
of an American theater. Green sold
& P people and their
out to the
first act was to close the salon but
to install candy stands in the lobby.
In
& P (Paramount) theaters
alone, the business for the year will
probably exceed $200,000.
Sidney Loew, Jr.. who heads the

M

Mad

Harry Brandt and Bob O'Don-

expected to be present.
Balance of the group includes E.
V. Richards, Abe Blank. Si Fabian,
John Harris, Ed Kuvkendall, Charles
Moskowitz. J. J. O'Connor, Spyros
Skouras, Bob Wilby and Nathan
nell is

Yamins.

Bolivar

for

M

a

story.

biggest of the candy firms supplying bars and confections to Boston
theaters, says that the business had
grown so rapidly that it has become
almost as great a factor in many

Iowa Exhibs. Oppose
Four Bills, Favor Four
(Continued from Page

situations as the actual admissions.
Following the appearance of Dr.
I Q locally the sales of the various

1)

Leo Wolcott, the necessity of defeat- Mars candies was boosted tremending adverse legislation is emphasized ously for several months and the
as well as the necessity of pushing stands were hard put to it to supply
for the enactment of bills believed to the demand. In every instance, the
be beneficial to
tors.

independent exhibi-

Philadelphia

—

Warner Bros,

cir-

joined 20th Century-Fox as an a
producer is making preparations
"Charley's Aunt," which will star Jacl
Benny.
is
It
slated to go before th>

ciate

cameras

April,

in

now

writing the

also

produce

erary

March.

for

Summer

for

Seaton

i

Perlberg wi
Blake," the Lit

"Benjamin

Tyrone Power.

star

George

and

screenplay.

selection

Guild's

scheduled

production

It

Dunne

Philip

i

and wi
is

writ

Patrick,

Joh

ing the screenplay.

•

•

/*"\UR Passing Show:

^^

Gail

Engstead, Leigh Jason,

P.

L.

Wolfso;

Fred C. Quimby, James A. FitzPatrick an
Albert G. Ruben at "There Shall Be h
Night."

A RTHUR

HORNBLOW,

Paramoui

Jr..

**

producer, has added one of the mo
hissed
villains
of
recent stage histoi
Nestor Paiva. to the cast of "Hold Bai^

theaters get five cents straight for
their bars and in manv instances
a drug store next door will be selling
the same candy, three bars for a

Measures to be opposed by the ITO
prepayment of Iowa sales
tax by stamps or coupons; taxing dime.
Loew says that the present thedistributors $1,000 a year and $1 a
reel, which would be passed on to ater trend is toward "chewy" bars
exhibitors; admission tax of one but that all brands of candy are
cent to 50 cents, two cents to $1, having an excellent sale.
According to wholesalers, such as
three cents to $1.50, four cents to
$2, 5 cents over $2, all in addition Necco, Hersheys, Lovell and Covell
to the Iowa sales tax; regulation of and others, who sell vast amounts in
Bank Night or Cash Nights, calling this territory, the sales for 1940
for separate registration for each doubled those made in 1939, and
drawing and prohibiting the carry- yet they expect an almost equal ininvolve

The

Dawn," which stars Charles Boyc
Goddard and Olivia de Havillan
Paiva has for many years played the villa
Paulette

•

•
^^ONTINUING his
^"^

campaign

symp

for

Barton
MacLane I
checked in at Universal for a leading p
n "Hit The Road."
This makes the thi,
thetic

engagement
acter

other

two were
Dr. Jekyll

roles,

in

which he has played

than

the

a

The

:

villa n.

chs^

1

oth

m

in "Come Live With Me" ar
And Mr. Hyde," both at M-G-l

Bills which are to be supported
Daylight Lodge TOM HARMON, Michigan's All-Americ
by the ITO concern the licensing of Wagner Heads
football player, will star in Columbi;
Detroit New officers installed by
slot machine movies at $240 a year;
allowing cities and towns to regu- Daylight Masonic Lodge (theatrical) "Autumn Glory," a football story of
worshipful college coach, on which work will sta
Louis
Wagner,
late telephone rates; granting of 5 are:
Irv ng Briskin will produce wi
uer cent credit on sales tax if paid master; Romulus Albu, senior war- July 10.
before the 15th of each month, and den; William Swistak, junior war- Edward Dmytryk as director. Harmon w
the regulation of construction of the- den; Sidney L. Day, treasurer; Ed- arrive here after graduation in June
aters and auditoriums using com- ward A. Smith, treasurer; Eric A.
•
•
bustible films.
Newman, senior deacon; Philip Ma- CADIE ADAMS, singer and actress, fo

produce records in the Harrison Bros.
anti-trust suit against the circuit and
major distributors, thereby calling
off a scheduled hearing on a petition
to subpoena the records.
A pre-trial examination starts Friday. William Mansell, Warner Bros,
branch manager, bas been called to
the stand along with Lester Krieger,

jeske, junior deacon; Nathan Goldstaff and Michael Badarak, stew-

Sandy Golding Dead
St. John, N. B.— Sandy

Golding,
39, assistant manager of the ComStanley-Warner booking and buying munity here, died after a long illhead, and Johnny Turner, booker.
In addition to his wife and
ness.
The Harrisons, who operate the two young children, he leaves his
Lansdowne Theater, a suburban brother. W. R., lessee and manager
house, are asking for $210,000 triple of
the Community for many years;
damages in a dispute involving su- his sister, Mrs. R. G. March, wife of
burban clearance. It was filed late the local
20th Century-Fox exchange
in 1939.

manager;

Harold Lloyd,

RKO

West Coast Bureau nf

—

Negotiating

THE FILM DAILY

his uncle, W. H., manager
of the Capitol. His father, J. N., was
for 16 years before his death last
March, assistant manager of the
Capitol.

Hollywood
RKO and Harold
Lloyd are expected to sign a contract for Lloyd to produce and star
in "My Favorite Spy," a story which
Burns Gets "Goodfellow"
he bought several weeks ago.
Wi

Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY Bob Burns, formerly

Paramount

man and Herman

—

to write the
"Louisiana Purchase."

script

of

1926.

"Sandy Steps Out" Cast
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

has

J.

a

Mankiewicz

in

ners

"In

This

of distinguished

Our

Life,"

Virginia

dramati

families

t

Glasgow, author of "She Stooped
Folly" and "Barren Ground," as a starrin
vehicle for Errol Flynn anl Olivia de Havi
Ellen

THE FILM DAILY

— Universal

'

novel

added

I

Edward Everett Horton, Evelyn An- land
kers, Kathryn Adams and Raymond
Walburn to the cast of "Sandy Steps PARAMOUNT expects to sign Rudy Val
Out" which stars Baby Sandy. Har- '
Barrymore for "Worl
lee and John
old Young is directing the film which Premiere," Sol
C. Siegel production, whic
went into work yesterday.
will go before the cameras in late Marcl

Lead

Hollywood Jerome Chodorov and
Joseph Fields have been assigned by

of

'

of

contract player, for the lead in "The Goodfellow,"
a play written by George S. Kauf-

'

*""
merly under contract to M-G-M ar
other major studios, has opened a liqu
store in Beverly Hills.
She has also bee

ards; Kurt Holschauer and Alexander M. Young, associate stewards; made district representative for Park
•Tack Dickstein, chaplain; Walter L. Tilford.
Ricken, marshal; Howard S. Taylor,
•
•
musical director; and Paul H. Pitzer,
LjAL
WALLIS
has purchased for Wai
tiler.

THE FILM DAILY Greta Garbo - Mickey Rooney?
Paramount has signed West Coast Bu -ran of THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau

Scripting "Louisiana Purchase"

sit

—

:

cuit executives yesterday agreed to

is

'The Drunkard."

crease this year.

ing over of prizes.

Warners Will Produce
Records n Harrison Case

=

By RALPH WILK
Metropolitan theater, where once
Ben Green held forth with his PlatHOLLYWOOI
inum Salon, at that time billed as ^/ILLIAM PERLBERG, who recen

Empress" in English, in Hollywood,
and later sold it to Warner Bros.

Metro has announced plans

1)

aters, notably so in the case of the

scenes.

Contreras Torres, made "The

1941

4,

HCLLyWCCD
Speaking—

Over Million Dollars

—

Air

Ascap

bill
opposed
the
representative,
which he said might be the "first
step toward restrictive legalization
affecting labor." He said the measure would require an administrative office of 200 people under the
Secretary of State.
Kenin presented the committee a
letter from John C. Kendall, attorney for the Oregon State Broadcasters' association saying that the
broadcasters oppose the McKenna
At the 1939 session, broadcastbill.
ers sponsored the anti-Ascap legis-

Meets

(By

City

Mail)
Spanish-talking picture on the life of

right holders to file their copyrights
with the secretary of state.

share

Boston's Candy 'Take'

Torres to Produce
Bolivar in Spanish

Bill

Tuesday, March
DAILY

Vallee will appear as a film star and Barry
more as a producer.
Earl Felton wrot
the scenario and Otis Garrett will direct.

—

•
•
Metro is reported considering co-starring Greta Garbo and CRED MacMURRAY will co-star with Ei
Mickey Rooney in a comedy to be '
rol Flynn in Warners' "Dive Bomber
directed by George Cukor. The stu- which will go before the cameras in
dio would not confirm the report.
days with Michael Curtiz directing.
Hollywood

1

:,r ''

^^™

Hiesday,

March

4,

1941

19
DAILY;

"My

War Halts Film Imports Into Martinique
Washington Bureau
THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Cessation
imports
Martinique
reported by

Ipslate Exhibitors

Sister Eileen,"

of

kwait

MPTOA Action

(Continued from Page

of film

Department of Commerce

1)

iat time, but since then no organiSome
ation effort has been made.

T

exhibs. who have always shied
of groups have made known
ffl&r approaehability on the
roposition, but, lacking interest on
nXie organization's part, have gone
io further.
Now that national Allied is in the
»i
field,
the feeling is that
:ate
,<

i]

into

Max Gordon

the

is

an annual survey of the industry

French possession. Theaters continue to show old films, it is reported.
Normally about 200
features are required yearly to supply the market of which 50 per cent have
been American and 50 per cent French.
in

in that

(Continued from Page 1)

leaves for the West Coast on Friday.
"My Sister Eileen," based on Ruth
McKenney's New Yorker sketches,
was dramatized by Joseph Fields

J i'e

No Consent Decree for UA, Solo Night Bill Policy
MPTOA Says Murray Silverstone
Test Clicks on Coast

and Jerome Chodorov.

A

in

(Continued from Page

and would not be a party

to

Hollywood

any con-

—

Jnder Interior Dept.

both theaters,
proves that majority of evening
patrons prefer single bills, since
single programming gives them a
chance to catch the main feature at
convenient times, while majority of
afternoon
patrons favor double-

ork will

,

a

stone said announcement of the date
of the latter would be made by Kelly.

Mexico City (By Air Mail)—The
ensorship Board which up to the
resent has been operating as an

i

Murray Silverstone returned to
New York yesterday from his West

Coast trip.
fice of the Departmento Central
Central Department) will now be
laced under the direct control of C. E. Ericksen
tie Secretaria de Gobernacion (Mint.try of the Interior), by order of

resident

Manuel Avila Camacho.

For

Eastbound
Confab on Releases

UA

Hollywood

—

in

tant

Warner

the

its first night
competitive bid-

was

rights

spir-

films.

The experiment,

management

Offer of $150,000

in the opinion of

bills.

of

it

Made

For "The Corn is Green"
An offer of $150,000 for

of

Management figures
hit on plan to make
THE FILM DAILY happy.
Clarence E. Ericksen,

West Coast Bureau

from

with virtually every major company seeking to make the purchase.
Columbia, the winner, recently acquired rights to another current
stage success, George Abbott's "Pal
Joey."

the Dark," starring Errol Flynn
and Brenda Marshall, at both Warners' Hollywood and Downtown theaters has resulted in decision to continue the policy with other impor-

[PTOA members
,;

hit

ited,

single-billing at night of "Footsteps

sent decree.

Silverstone, who had been on the
in Western New
go ahead with previous Coast for several weeks, returned to
his New York headquarters to conlans to organize in the Albany
fer with Arthur W. Kelly, sales chief,
^change district.
and other execs, on the 1940-41 program and to complete plans for the
Mexican Censorship
company's sales convention. Silver-

.•

smash

December last,
THE FILM DAILY in
ding for the screen
Reaction of patrons to

West Coast Bureau of

1)

to Col.

rights to "The Corn

is

screen
Green," Ethel

Barrymore's Broadway hit stellar
by a major film company is
confirmed by Herman Shumlin, the
producer. Identity of the company,
however, is not disclosed.
has at last
Metro is reported to have offered
vehicle,

both factions $125,000 for
the rights to the
Broadway stage hit, "Claudia."

new

Secretary of the Interior Miguel vice-president and general manager
leman, and Director of the Central of Walter Wanger Productions, left Guy Theater to Marcus
"Lady Eve" Gets $55,000
epartment Manuel Rojo Gomez have for New York last night to join MurCincinnati Manny Marcus, operaParamount's "The Lady Eve"
Iready signed the necessary papers ray Silverstone and Arthur W. Kelly tor of the Esquire, here, and a chain
starts its second week at the Broadcensorship
the
transfer
of
l>r the
in a series of pre-seasonal distribu- of houses in Indiana, has taken over way Paramount
tomorrow after finfice.
tion conferences. He will represent the Columbus, Dayton, from Homer ishing
its initial week with a reporta committee of United Artists' in- Guy.
ed gross of $55,000.

—

Passes
I lew? York Senate
ilampton Child Actor Bill

producers

dependent

ser in arranging the 1941-42 United
He
Artists program of releases.

Albany, N. Y.— Senator William H. plans to remain
ampton's bill repealing the penal a month.
A.w on child actors to put the sub-

'4

.Xct squarely up to local educational
ithorities for approval passed the
The bill has
'.lenate late last night.
jDt yet been reported out in the As-

in

Clair Promoted
Joe Clair who has been handling
ippings for United Artists pub>city department has been promoted
>e

)

Zealand Film
Imports Show Drop

lYett?

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington During the first 47
weeks of 1940, 391 feature motion
pictures with an aggregate length of

—

feet

were

registered

in

New

Zealand, as compared with 456
films totaling 3,123,350 feet registered in the comparable period of
1939,

the Department of

Commerce

reports.

Foreign motion pictures registered
the current period numbered 344
with a length of 2,406,353 feet, as
compared with 390 of 2,636,950 feet
in

registered
of

1939.

in

the

same

47

weeks

quota films regisfrom 66 of 486,400

British

tered declined
feet in the 1939 period to 47 of 345,920 feet in the first 47 weeks of
1940.

SLC Lead

in

UA

about

and

Drive

United Artists' Arthur Kelly sales
drive is bringing results in excess
of expectations, according to Paul
Lazarus, campaign chieftain.
Present standings of the various
branches, in their respective groups
are: Group "A" Pittsburgh, Detroit, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Cleveland, New York,
San Francisco. Group "B" Atlan-

A

P
cordially invites

industry and

WM.

Warner

Frank Capra, Hal Roach and Mary
Pickford would form a new producing company is "all news to me."
Capra, Roach and Pickford were unavailable for comment but little
credence

is

given to report here.

Bros. Theatres

SONGS BY OLGA KARGAU
may be
Miss Gleitzman, Circle 6-5000.

Tariff: $1.25 including tip. Tables of 10

Producing Co. "News
To Me," Says Selznick
O. Selznick declared last night that a published report in a New York daily that he,

RODGERS

PICTURES

New

—David

F.

be

will

ROASTMASTER, HARRY GOLDBERG

Omaha, West Canada.

Hollywood

luncheon meeting

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

—

THE FILM DAILY

a

General Sales Manager

Louis, Buffalo, Minneapolis, Seattle.
Group "C" Salt Lake City, Indianapolis, Charlotte, New Haven, MilDenver,
New Orleans,
waukee,

of

to

Our honored guest speaker

Washington, Cincinnati,
Canada, Kansas City, St.

West Coast Bureau

affiliates

A

of the motion picture

(Serving at 12:45 Precisely)

Dallas,

East

members

*

THURSDAY — MARCH 6
SUN ROOM — HOTEL EDISON

—

ta,

all

its

—

publicity writer.

•!

2,752,273

New York

Pittsburgh, Atlanta

j

Jjjmbly.

comprising

Wanger, Edward Small and Sol Les-

reserved.

Call

Don't forget you have a date, Friday, April 41
Make your RESERVATIONS
for Hie big

NOW

AMPA SILVER JUBILEE
Dinner Dance and Entertainment, Benefit RELIEF
Tickets:

Main

Floor,

Edw. Schreiber, Warner Bros.

$5 per person

— Boxes,

$10 per person

FUND

1

FROM MEN

WHO KNOW

BOX-OFFICE VALUES!

We've
says.

told

Now

you what David O. Selznick

read what

LOUIS

B.

MAYER

Vice-President in Charge of Production,

Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer

ft

I

have seen

Studios,

Says:

'CHEERS FOR MISS BISHOP!

Dick Rowland has made a

MAGNIFICENT

picture that should achieve outstanding
business at the box-office!"

presents

Cheers for Miss Bishop
An
™th

MARTHA SCOTT

andfaring

EDMUND GWENN

and introducing

From
by

Unforgettable Love Story

the novel

•

•

WILLIAM GARGAN

SIDNEY BLACKMER DOROTHY PETERSON
•

MARY ANDERSON

Directed by

TAY GARNETT

STREETER ALDRICH

"Miss Bishop" by BESS

•

Screen adaptation
and

STEPHEN VINCENT BENET Screenplay by ADELAIDE HEILBRON
SHERIDAN GIBNEY Released thru United Artists
•

•

!--'

M
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!

I
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The Daily Newspaper

Intimate In Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old
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HEAR DISTRIBS. ON BLOCKS OF 5
'[}' Panama Parley to Call Blumberg, Seidelman

MINN. TO
Editorial

Latin-American Conven-

Censorship
.

.

=

.

tion,

again an issue

By CHESTER

B.

Universal will hold a convention

present move by Ohio exhibitors to

repeal that section of the existing state

censorship law which provides for the censorship and licensing of newsreels cannot
but engage the attention and rate the en-

j
]
|

couragement of showmen generally.

;

motion picture censorship, of course,

All
is

i

strongly counter to

But

|

censorship

distinct

American Way.

the

applied

as

to

newsreels

may be appraised and branded

properly
j

Apr. 2

Latin-American managers in Panama April 2-4, it was announced yesterday by Joseph H. Seidelman, vicepresident in charge of foreign affairs, who said that Nate J. Blumberg, Universal president, also would
of

THE
'

First in

Open

attend the sessions.
Convention will be the first of its
kind held by Universal in several
years.
Current product will be
(Continued on Page 4)

as a

Leaving aside the constitutional aspect,
Ohio's own experience with newsreel censorship attests how utterly unnecessary such
During the last two years,
a practice is.
the Ohio State Division of Censorship examined no less than 8,400 "clips."

!

|

J

I

i

an interview
is negotiating for the purchase of the New
York Yankees baseball team with
representatives of the estate of Col.
Jacob Ruppert. Schenck said he was
ready to offer $1,000,000 in cash,
with further payments if he could
in

make

a deal.

Higher Taxes Reduce

approach to the totalitarian precept,

an abhorrent and evil thing indeed.

I

Joseph M. Schenck,

20th-Fox Talks Deal

CFI Net to $590,031

how many do you sup-

of that total

**

pose the good censors ruled were unable
"moral," "educational," "amusing" and "harmless"
the four cardinal cine-

to qualify as

—

matic virtues in Ohio?

—

—

count 'em! three, which,
terms of percentage, is .0003.
Quite a case for newsreel censorship,
don't you think?
Exactly three

in

I

I

the real explanation to be found
that the five newsreel distributors pay the State of Ohio $3 for each
of the newsreels reviewed?
in

But
the

is

fact

XA/HETHER
"' ences at

it

reflects

disturbing

work during

influ-

|

period of
national stress or not, it is a fact that film
censorship is being proposed and agitated
again in several states after a period of

I

quietude covering several years.

I

j

I

this

Measures establishing censorship systems
already have been
proposed in Arizona,
Illinois,
Massachusetts and New Mexico;
others are reported threatening in Connecticut and Missouri.
would be well

not only exhibitors
but all those whose allegiance is pledged
to democratic principles to remember that
for the perpetuation of a free America, a
free screen is as vital as a free press.
The censor who deletes today, given the
It

for

apt to insert tomorrow.
That
has happened abroad; there are unofficial
if
not official censors who would like to
authority,

see

it

is

happen here.

Allied's Bill for

Week

Net income for 1940

By GEORGE E. GUISE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

—

Minneapolis Hearing before the
Minnesota Senate General Legislation Committee on the anti-block-offive bill sponsored by Allied Theater
Owners of the Northwest was postponed last night for one week when
opposition to the measure developed.
Senator James A. Carley, committee chairman, said the group was
about to recommend the bill for
passage, regarding it as non-controversial, when an attorney claiming to represent

all five distributing
(Continued on Page 8)

of $590,031.37

°fter deduction of all charges, including depreciation and Federal Settle if
taxes, was reported yesterday by
This
We-t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Consolidated Film Industries.
Hollywood Possibility that Ernst compares with a net income of $628,- Is
Lubitsch may be signed by 20th- 297.11 for 1939. However, the finanFox to a producing pact was fore- cial statement points out that the
M-G-M will attempt to settle,
seen here yesterday when it was net before taxes for 1940 was $775,wherever possible, disputes filed for
learned that negotiations are being
(Continued cm Page 4)
arbitration before the cases reach
continued.
It is believed that Luthe arbitration boards.
In some
bitsch would probablv make one or N. Y. Air Conditioning
instances, it was said yesterday, set(Continued on Page 9)
tlement is impossible, but it is MBills
Protests

With Ernst Lubitsch

Possible,

—

A ND

General Legislation Com.
Adjourns Hearing on N. W.

yesterday, revealed that he

=

BAHN

Company's

Years, Will

Joseph M. Sehench
To Acquire Yankees?

Metro's Policy

Draw

New

Discrimination

Bill

(Continued on Page 8)

— In

the wake of nrotests
Hit Film
by theaters that air conditioninglegislation will cost them out of proAlbany Assemblyman Irwin Da- portion, the New York State Sheet
vidson introduced a bill yesterday Metal, Roofing and Air Conditioning
Contractors upheld their point of
i mending the civil rights law in relation to prohibiting, and providing view in protests directed to each
f or the punishment of wrongful re- legislator.
The air conditioning people claim
fusal of, admission to, and wrong-

Would

Albany

Houses

—

J. M. Schenck 'Enters Trial
With Complete Confidence'

As

indictment against

trial of the

Joseph M. Schenck and Joseph M.
Moskowitz, charging income tax
Federal
fraud,
opened
before
(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 9)

Select Walbrook Arbitrator

MPPDA

Hearing Before Prettyman on March 25

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Will H. Hays, who has

RCA

Will Build New
Laboratories in Princeton

Washington Bureau of

—

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington
E. Barrett Prettyman, prominent Washington attorney, has been selected as the arbi-

For further research into televis- trator in the first arbitration case
ion and radio, RCA will establish filed in the country, as a result of
the world's largest research labora- the provisions of the New York contories in the radio-tele field at Princeton, N. J., it was announced last
prexy.
night by David Sarnoff.

The new

RCA

sent

decree,

the

local

AAA

office

announced yesterday.
RCA
Prettyman will arbitrate the case
Laboratories, Sarnoff filed by Thomas D. Goldberg's Wal-

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 9)

to Re-elect

Hays on March 31
signed
a
with the

new

five-year

MPPDA,

is

contract

scheduled

for

president at the annual meeting to be held in New York
on March 31. The local Hays office
yesterday confirmed that Hays had
signed a new commitment while in
New York just before his departure
for the West Coast.
Hays yesterday
started a new year in the industry's
top spot.
re-election

as

T*
Thursday, March

6,

194

DAILY

SPG

to Elect

"Gentlemen's Agreement"
in Ads Stands

Five

On Symbols

As Negotiating Com.

Slate of five representatives to
There is no change in the status
appear for the SPG at all future of the "gentlemen's agreement" not
HERMAN WOBBER, 20th-Fox distribution ch
negotiations with the major produc- to use stars and other rating symleft last night for the Coast on a business tr
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher ers for a contract covering- the ad- bols in motion picture advertising, He expects to return to the home office in t
vertising and publicity employes in it was said yesterday by Lester to three weeks.
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
General Manager the home offices, will be elected at Thompson, director of the AdverRODNEY BUSH, assistant to Charles E. V
CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor the Guild's next monthlv meeting on
tising Advisory Council.
Carthy, ad. and pub. chief for 20fh-Fp^i
The agreement, which has been in last night for Miami to work on campaH
March 13.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and
Nine candidates have been nomi- effect since 1935, is a voluntary un- "That Night In Rio." He returns here ^
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
part of next week.
nated by the Representative Council, dertaking by the directors of pubby Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
S. BARRET McCORMICK, ad. and pub. dirt
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
as the slate for election to the com- licity and advertising of various
tor for RKO, leaves for the Coast tomorrow
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
Entered as
motion picture companies.
The
mittee.
Additional
will
nominations
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
FRED MILLS, president of Mills Novelty C
agreement is not a part of the Adpost-office at New
York, N. Y., under the be open at the regular meeting.
MILLS, HAYDEN MILLS and JAl
act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
Hearings of Warners and Loew's vertising Code administered by the CORDON
BROWER are here from the Coast on business.
United States outside of Greater New York
MPPDA.
before
the
NLRB,
which
were
opened
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
BEN COHN, of Ben Cohn Productions,
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Subscriber should last Wednesday, resumed yesterday
postponed his departure for the Coast after
45
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10 Cents
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Address

remit with order.

to

THE FILM DAILY,

New

York,

N.

Y.

communications
1501
Broadway,

all

BRyant

Phone

9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.

New

Filmday,

9-7117,

Cable address:

before Dan Baker, NLRB trial examiner, at 120 Broadway, and will
continue today.

Hy

York.

Glickstein.

SPG

counsel,

in-

troduced a mass of material designed
Representatives:
HOLLYWOOD, Calif.— to give the Guild concept of an adRalph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fred- vertising and publicity department.
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
Marsoulan (12). MEXICO CITY— Marco-

M P Associates to Talk

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Club Room Acquisition

Calle del

Sindi-

Meeting of the Motion Picture
Associates will be held Saturday at
the Hotel Lincoln at one p.m. for
the purpose of discussing' acquisition of club rooms and drafting of
a plan for a new membership drive.
Session will be a luncheon meeting,
first that will be presided over this
Net
Chg. year by Joseph J. Lee, new presi-

FINANCIAL
'.(Wednesday,

March

5);

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

Low

Close

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2 %>
Picts. pfd.. 22'/2

Columbia
Con.
Con.

Fm.
Fm.

East.

Kodak

....
22'/2

— %

Ind
Ind.

pfd.

128'/4 127

do pfd
Gen.
Eq
Th.
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

170

pfd
pfd

1st

2nd

127
170

170

323/8

Paramount
Para.
Para.

22V2

31

%

2Vi
IVi

11 14

11

ll'/s

98

97%
10%

98

10%

10%

Pathe Film

RKO

.6

20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
147
Warner Bros
3
do pfd

6

6

147

147

2%

—

3

3

Loew's

ref.

F.

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4 s47 943/i
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 94

94%

94%

94

94

-

Va

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

9

9

9

1

1

1

Selznick Signs George Barnes

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood David O. Selznick has
signed George Barnes, who won the
M. P. Academy's cinematographic
award on "Rebecca," to a long-term
contract.

at

'HEROIC GREECE'
single-reel

picture
selling
a feature!!!

more

tickets

than

BOOK
ROOM

1311

f

KRANZ,

left

last

executive of Select
night for Hollywood.
I

vidual theaters.

Union pressure was given as reason for the change.

PRC

of

ington yesterday in connection with the openi
the picture at the Earle and Ambassat
Theaters tomorrow.
of

Canada

Only Six Original Stories
For 20th-Fox In 1941-42

to Start

on Monday

West Coast Bureau of

THE FILM

DAI1

Re-incorporation of Grand NaFilms, Ltd., of Canada as
Producers Releasing Corp., of Can-

an announceme
made this week, 20th-Fox reveal

Miramar Making Feature;
Foreign Rights Arranged

306,128 See "Dictator"
In 20 Weeks at Astor

Hollywood

—In

only six original screen stori
ada and Newfoundland was an- that
would be used for picture materi
Six branches
nounced yesterday.
1941-42 pr
cock will represent Paramount in will start operating on Mondav. They on the forthcoming
This is a considerable dr<
the Ken Theater arbitration case are in St. Johns, Montreal. Toronto. gram.
original stori
against Paramount, RKO, RKO Mid- Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver. from the total of 33
Sor
west Corp. and RKO Theaters, PRC also announced yesterday that used for this season's program.
two short st
charging unreasonable clearance to a deal had been closed with Abdul 13 novels, at least
three plays will form t
the Shakespeare Theater of the Karim & Co. for distribution in Iraq, ries and
pi
Rosenberg. Iran, Syria, Palestine, Egypt and nucleus of material for the new
circuit.
Schoenstadt
gram, it was said.
Stein & Rosenberg will represent Turkey.

—Law firm of Spitz & Ad-

Three "Name" Bands Set
For Warner Club Ball
Three nationally known orchestras Jack Teagarden and his Orchestra. Raymond Scott and his new

Wat

Coast

Bureau of

Hollywood

completing "Spawn
reel

THE FILM DAILY

—Miramar

subject.

C.

Pictures is
of Mars," a nine-

Leroy Jackman

N. Y. C.

is

producer.
Peter H. Hoyt Co., New
Orchestra, and Ramon's Cuban Ca- York, controls rights to the United
will supply the music for
balleros
Kingdom, and Puritan Pictures Corp.,
the 12th Annual Warner Club Ban- has rights to Cuba, South America
quet and Ball this Saturday night, and the West Indies.
in the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel
Arrangements for domestic disOver 1,500 per- tribution are now being made.
Waldorf-Astoria.
sons are expected to attend the affair which will feature outstanding
Daylight Saving
stars of stage, screen and radio as
entertainment For British This
gala
part of the

—

Two-Hour

Summer

program.

Neil Angus McKay,
Pickford Manager,

Former

Dead

Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
We
Hollywood Neil Angus McKav,
1

—

who resigned as Marv Pickford's
business manager in 1939 after 19

57.

NOW— F. NORTON

PARAMOUNT BLDG.

an attack of the

ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS returns to
Salt Lake City— Stan E. SamuelCoast tomorrow.
art director for Intermountain
ROBERT M. CILLHAM left for the Coast
Theaters, Inc., for the last 10 years,
plane last night.
has severed his direct affiliation with
JOHN X. QUINN, Metro's St. Louis exchan
the organization and has set up the
Florida with his fami
Theater Display Co. with headquar- head, is vacationing in
MATT SCHULTER of F & M's St. Louis of
ters in Salt Lake.
New company will service Inter- is at Hof Springs, Ark.
E.
Z. WALTERS, Altec comptroller, is ba
mountain, which is now operating
vacation.
27 theaters in Utah and Idaho, but from a Florida and Key West
ROBERT C. SHERWOOD, producer of Colu
under the new set-up he can take on
for Wa<
contracts with other chains or indi- bia's "Adam Had Four Sons," left

London (By Cable)

Broke All Box Office Records
Embassy New York
First

to

sen,

tional

—

Universal Corp. vtc...
6'/2
6'/2
&Vi
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITI ES
Bid
Asked
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 64 Vi 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
58'/4
61

West Coast Bureau

CHARLES
tractions,

& Adcock, Para.
Counsel in the Ken Case

6s46"

3'/2 s46

deb.

Theater Display Co.

Six Branches

Spitz

three weeks' stay due

Schoenstadt.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B.

New

dent.

Chicago

32%

Samuelson Organizes

years' service,

is

dead.

—

British daysaving will be two hours be"inning Mav 3 and continuing until
Aue. 9. Extension of the "saving"
from the present one hour, continued
during the winter, is a war move.
British exhibitors hail the move with
longer evenings are
satisfaction;
counted upon to materially increase
light

film

theater attendance.

As of last Tuesday night, Charl
Chaplin's "The Great Dictator" h
played to 306,128 persons at the A
tor Theater, Broadway, during t
Pictu
20 weeks of its showing.
bows out March 23 to make way i
Paramount's "I Wanted Wings."

/'

N.

...

SHORTS CHAMP
OF THE INDUSTRY!
When

you buy Shorts

for the

coming

M-G-M gave
OUT OF THREE

season remember

TWO

you

ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS
this

year.

BEST CARTOON

BEST ONE-REELER

Rudolph king's

Pete Smith's

THE MILKY

WAY

QUICKER'NAWINK

Thursday, March

71

"U" Panama
Two

To Call

Parley

Higher Taxes Reduce
CFI Net to $590,031

Execs.

{Continued from Page

6, 1941

DAILY

(Continued from Paqe

1)

screened for the territorial manag-

1)

ers, pictures including'

031. an increase of $16,734 over th
1939 net before taxes of $758,27?

ican supervisor, and Fortunat Baronet, foreign publicity director.
As well as being' a gesture of good
will, the convention is said to emphasize the importance which Universal has always attached to the

federal tax rate for the compan;
jumped from 19 per cent to 2£^e
cen^ in one vear it was statedjM
Sales for 1940 totaled $7,23313
compared to $7 409.452 for 1939,
dron of $174,115.
The increase it
Federal taxes totaled $55,000.
Th
1940 earnings are eouivalent to $1.4'
oer share on the 400.000 shares o
nreferred stock issued and ou^stand
ing.
Net eaimings in 1939 wer
equivalent to $1.57 per share.

"Back Street."
"Buck Privates," "Ladv from Cheyenne," "Nice Girl?", "The Man Who
Lost Himself" and others.
Besides Seidelman and Blumbere,
others to attend from New York
will be C. C. Margon. Latin-Amer-

market.

•

•

OSCAR

•

(Loew Theaters) Doob started a national wave

when he hatched

widgets
figures

in the

borders

the idea of putting these sprightly

noozepaper ads

of the circuit's

them more attention-getting, readable and amusing
widgets have their daily adventures
much
characters

strip

and

fans

of

lots

fashion

the

in

now

of

them with

turn to

Mickey Mouse. Superman, Popeye,

Blondie.

The Doob-created widgets are known as "Willy"

al

et

and

shown toward

avidity

the

Skippy,

—

make

to

Today, these

—

comic

of

little

and their fame and effectiveness has obviously
upon Chicago
with the force of stars on Alabama
because the B & K boys seem to have gone whole-hog on the widget
"Nilly"

fallen

R. C.

To

Wakefield Nominated
Vacancy on FCC

Fill

way

Washington

Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— President Roosevelt

Senate the
yesterday sent to
nomination of Ray C. Wakefield,
president of the California Railroad
Commission, as a Commissioner on
the Federal Communications Commission to fill the vacancy caused by
the death of Thad Brown.
the

Short to Aid Fund Drive
"For the People," a nine-minute
short subject recently completed by
Audio Productions in Astoria, which
deals with various charity projects in

New York

City, will be refor showing in

next month
Metropolitan theaters in connection
with the Greater New York Fund
Drive, which begins April 14. Raymond Massey has donated his services as narrator of the film.
leased

PRC

W.

E. Raynor Joins
West Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood
formerly

— William

FILM DAILY

E. Raynor,
book editor for
has been named West

press

Monogram,

for

Coast publicity representative
Producers Releasing- Corp. Raynor
succeeds Eddie Graneman who has
resigned.

came

in

including

pub'ic

symbolically

one

advertising

attractions

circuit

—so

much

For the record,

—

own Oscar

and

•

WHILE

•

made no
it

No
no

ain't

to

matter,

statue,

the
for

getting

is

results

—Loew

Motion Picture

of

recognize the accom-

have

Theaters

their

either!

on the Loew "tack"

which

that stunt

Our Night"

Lester Pollock executed in behalf of UA's "So Ends

engagement at Loew's Rochester (N. Y.)
was a honey as a biz builder in advance of
Lester issued cards
each pair of which had
the film
These he distributed
identical series numbers in the margins
to schools, offices and factories in the city
One set of cards
The
went to the male employes and another to the gals
school gals were urged to try to find the youth with the corresponding number
and both would be admitted free to the
The boys were asked to find the girls, too
picture
and how!
Thus the romantic aspect of the pic were plugged

which

starts its

Theater today

T
•

•

•

DICK Walsh

Had Four Sons"

an epidemic
with

T

T

of

the
of

to

resu't

participate

in

the

and space-getting

campaign

Buffalo

in

smart exploitation up-State

opening

for

that

Robert C. Sherwood,

house

Theater

Lafayette

an

just

Columbia's

now)

"Adam

week's biz came

producer came

film's

which

of

excellent

1,

stagehands, has returned to his office after being ill with influenza
since the first of the year.

tell

lots

the few innovations in

and

provision

unleashed a grand campaign
of

to

parking

The Academy

Doob

Mister

it's

an award

via

used

so that proper credit should go to the "author"

Arts & Sciences has

plishment

of

fans

the

to

one

is

widgety

less than 26

have

houses

ad which

directory

automobiles

outlined
certain

that

& K

were no

there

the

how whole-hog can be

Just

recent B

This widget business

their cars

(looks like there's

John C. McDowell Recovers
John C. McDowell, secretary
Theatrical Protective Union No.

that

fact

to this corner's attention

illustrations

•

eyes

readers'

attracting

of

gleaned from the

was loaded

town

to

with

to

festivities

tieups

TO THE COLORS!
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood
retary to

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Howard

Clausen, sec-

•

RKO

and comfortably

RADIO'S promotional
settled in their

new

forces

are

now

neatly

on the 10th
having migrated from the 12th
quarters

Floor of the RKO Building
While the step was geographically downward
it
Floor
was in every other respect a huge step upward and forward

Warner, and James
Warner property man,

Best working conditions produce best results in the wise
The company's proBarret McCormick business philosophy
in settling the new quarters for his charges
motional head

THE FILM DAILY

arrangement plans before deso that the department would funcyes, and so that all employes
tion with highest efficiency
would be happy
regardless of any other consideration
and in the new locale
It
and contented at their work

J.

L.

Finnegan,
nave been drafted.
West Coast Bureau of

—

to

•

Jackie Coogan goes
Hollywood
Fort MacArthur, San Pedro, in

California's third draft call.

—

Latest to be drafted
St. Louis
here are Lester Sol Levy, film salesman, and Conrad Peter Heib, theater usher.

made more than 50
ciding upon a final one

Report disclosed that since Jar
1941 Consolidated has acouirei
an additional 139,000 shares of Re
1.

public Pictures Corporation of Dela
Report states that the gros
income from world distribution o
Republic pictures during 1940 wa:
approximately $8 330,000. an increase
ol 4.7 per cent over 1939. notwith
standing the continued adverse ef
feet of the War upon European dis
tribution and particularly in th<
British Isles.
Thp statement also reports the ac
ouisition of a number of film ex
changes by Republic during 1940
and expresses the opinion that b;
reason of the acquisition and opera
tion of these exchanges there will b
a decrease in the cost and expensi
of distributing Republic pictures
with a result that Republic Picture;
Corp. will receive a greater share o
the gross income from distributiot
of these pictures than was previous
ly received by it.
Total current and working asset
are set at $6,374,288.72, with tota
assets of $11,802,898.91 listed.

ware.

Columbia Buys Five

Stories
DAIL)
Columbia has bough

Wert Coast Bureau of

Hollywood
five

Your

—

THE FILM

—

properties "Take Bacl
Dreams," an original by Lyni

story

Root and Frank Fenton; "Women i)
the Navy," from an unpublishei
short story; "Navy Nurse," by Hilar
Lynn; "Just Another Dame," shor
stcry by Roberty Hyde; and "Th

Man Who Came

to Life," short stor

by Samuel W. Taylor.

Sydney, N.

S.,

House

to

B & L

Johns, N. B.— E. H. Lyon'
Strand, Sydney, N. S., one of th
oldest film theaters in Nova Scotia
is now a link in the Bernstein i
St.

T
•

,

different

demonstrates that the McCormick flare for public-relations
is matched by his appreciation of human-relations

Lieberman chain.

WEDDING BELLS
St.
office

—

Louis Ida Berg of Universal'
here will wed Oliver I. Kaplan

—

Cleveland Vera Diamond, secre
tary to Lee Goldberg, PRC franchiS'
owner, has announced her engage
ment to Dr. J. Maurice Jacobsor
formerly of Kansas City and now o
Cleveland. Wedding will take plac

March

19.

.

Here's something

can

Showmen

get their teeth into!

. .

,a «d

bov a

.

Thursday,

March

™«#
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"Melody For Three"
with Jean Hersholt, Fay Wray, Walter
Woolf King, Toscha Seidel
67 Mins.
RKO Radio

HUMAN

INTEREST YARN INSOLID
TF*H(OVEN WITH MUSIC. WIDE APP'=^FITS IT FOR ALL AUDIENCES.
Every so often there pops out of Hollya limited budget picture with de-

wood

more appeal to audiences than some
A its more costly contemporaries. "Melody
Comparafor Three" is just such a film.
cidedly

too,

tively,

it

is

Dr. Christian"

much the

recent

best of

stories, starring

Jean Hers-

holt.

This Stephens-Lang production's corneris
the engaging and frequently ingenuity-spiked screenplay fashioned by Lee
Add to this the
Loeb and Walter Ferris.
logical use of incidental music (if you can
Brahms "incidental"); the skillful di:all
stone

by Erie C. Kenton; a wide assortment of elements making for human interand some concepest; and solid acting,
tion of the feature's merit begins to loom
rection

—

sven in cold type.
Background of the

action

is

where Fay Wray works

town

a

in

as

small

music

a

nurse when
called to duty by Jean Hersholt, the comHer small son,
munity's revered physician.
the offspring of her
Schuyler Standish,
marriage to a now nationally famous musilearns to play the violin through her
cian,
personal instruction. The father, whom she
divorced in Paris not long after their wedding, does not know of the child's existence, nor where his former wife is living.

betimes,

and,

teacher,

as

a

—

—

But one day while en route to Chicago for
concert engagements and to

fulfill

a

radio

the father (Walter Woolf King)
crashes in a storm at the small town's aircontract,

Christian is called to administer
to him, and, aware of the relationship 'twixt
King and Miss Wray, assigns the latter to
Dr.

port.

nursing

the

injured

patient.

I

couple results in
dramatic fashion, and at the climax, their
son makes his radio debut triumphantly as
program.
solo violinist on his father's air
Considerable comedy is injected into the
footage via Cliff Nazarro; the antics of child
actors and the flare on the part of smalltown matrons to bring "culture" (in this
instance, of the musical variety) into their
communities.
The players are excellent,
particularly young Standish whose role is
in exacting one.
The Stephens-Lang combine has given
the finale in the broadcasting studio an uncommon degree of atmosphere and authenticity, first, by staging a sight-seeing tour of
i typical big studio in the true-to-life manler, and, secondly, presenting the famous
violinist, Toscha Seidel, as the orchestra's
Latter as the scheduled
concertmaster.
plays only about 16
ioloist
(in rehearsal)
Brahms Hungarian Dance, an
)ars of a
irtistic chore which the youthful Standish
akes over in full as the screenplay provided.
Reconciliation

of

the

—

All strata of
:

audiences

will

"Melody
la Deanna

Three."

local

if

cadenza.

CAST: Jean

Hersholt,

Fay Wray, Walter

A/oolf King, Astrid Allwyn, Schuyler

Stand-

sh, Andrew Tombes, Maude Eburne, Patsy
luth Parsons, Toscha Seidel, Irene Ryan,
clvia Allman, Irene Shirley, Donnie Allen,
.eon Tyler, Cliff Nazarro.

CREDITS:

Producer,

"Meet the Chump"
with

William

Stephens;

new fiLms
Spurs"

Jeanne Kelly

60 Mins.

Universal

SLAPSTICK COMEDY OKAY AS FAMILY OFFERING; SHOULD PLEASE THE
HERBERT FANS.
Latest

in

Hugh Herbert's zany

Universal, this one

up to

series for

predecessors
in every respect.
Picture is okay as a program offering for the family houses and
should meet with the solid approval of
Herbert's fans.
One gag in the picture, a
nut who designs millinery from old kitchen
utensils and vegetables, will undoubtedly get
a vote of approval from
male audiences.
Picture has an able cast and a fairly brisk
pace.
Herbert is amusing in the lead role and
gets a lot of good comedy support from
Shemp Howard, another amiable maniac.
is

its

Kelly,
Anne Nagel and Kathryn
take care of the feminine pulchritude
and Lewis Howard is helpful. Edward Cline
directed from a screenplay by Alex Gottlieb.
Herbert, trustee of a $10,000,000 estate
belonging to his nephew, Howard, is supposed to turn over the estate to Howard on
his twenty-sixth
birthday.
However, he
has spent better than half of it and decides
to act crazy to avoid a showdown.
He
fricks Howard into the insane asylum and
Howard shifts his affections from Miss
Adams to Miss Nagel, a nurse at the institution.
Gangsters, kidnappings and a
lot of other fancy didoes transpire before
Herbert gets himself out of his predicament.

Jeanne

Adams

CAST:
Jeanne

Hugh Herbert, Lewis Howard,
Anne Nagel, Kathryn Adams,
Howard, Richard
Lane,
Andrew

Kelly,

Shemp

Tombes, Hobart Cavanaugh, Charles Halton,
Martin Spellman, Ed Gargan.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ken Goldsmith; Director, Ed Cline; Screenplay, Alex
Gottlieb; Original Story, Hal Hudson and
Otis Garrett; Cameraman, Elwood Bredell.

DIRECTION,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Okay.

Good.

"Devil

and Miss Jones"

RKO's Easter Week Pix
RKO's Easter week

with Ray Corrigan, John King,

release will be

are expected during the holiday per-

San

Francisco,
Rochester,
Syracuse, Chicago, Des Moines, Kansas City, Cedar Rapids, Davenport,

Dubuque,

Marshalltown,

Omaha, Sioux

New

Or-

City, Waterloo,

Lowell and Boston.

PLEASE.

Erie C. Kenton; Original ScreenLee Loeb, Walter Ferris; Story Editor,
Dorothy Barstow; Assistant Director, Glenn
Cook; Director of Photography, John Alton;
Art Director, Bernard Herzbrun; Set Dressings, Earl Wooden; Costumes, Harold Clendening; Recording Director, William H. Wilmarth; Film Editor, Edward Mann; Music

in

of Elmer Clifton's original story, which

was

adapted to the screen by Earle Snell, keeps
intact the "spirit" which is part of the
"Range Busters," and affords I. Stanford
Jolley, Dorothy Short, Milt Morante, George
Chesebro and Eddie Dean opportunities to
display their

histrionic

wares.

Faced with the mysterious murders of a
number of men suspected of robbing the
Denver mint, and the appearance in San
Francisco of the "Jingler," who brings large
to the San Francisco mint
from a presumably secret mine, the "Range
Busters" are deputized by the Government
to seek out the murderer and also to track
down the source of the gold being brought
in by the unknown "Jingler."
Reaching the
deserted town of Bottleneck, the "Range
Busters" find themselvs involved in a battle
between the half-demented former
Mayor, and the "Jingler," who has been
using the supposedly worthless mine as a
storeroom for the stolen Government money,
as well as hiding a rich vein of ore.
John "Dusty" King's two vocal renditions
of "A Rainbow Is Riding the Range" and
"Goodbye Old Paint" are noteworthy, adding much to the enjoyment value of the
George W. Weeks
picture, and the series.
and Anna Bell Ward are credited as producer and associate producer respectively.
CAST: Ray "Crash" Corrigan, John
"Dusty" King, Max "Alibi" Terhune with I.
Stanford Jolley, Dorothy Short, Milt Morante,
George Chesebro, Eddie Dean.

amounts of gold

Roy Luby; Author, Elmer ClifS.
Screenplay, Earle Snell; Cameraman,
Robert Cline; Musical Director, Frank Sanucci; Editor, Roy Claire; Songs by Lew
Porter and Johnnie Lange.
Deft.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

supporting class category as far as billings
it thoroughly deserves a boost from
exhibitors on its merits.
Marjorie Weaver, John Hubbard, Cobina
Wright, Jr., Mona Barrie, Douglas Dumbrille and Sidney Blackmer are the featured
players, with the entire cast giving a good
account of itself.
Ray McCarey directed
from a screenplay by John Larkin. McCarey
moves the players smoothly, keeps the action suspenseful and puts a punch into the
general doings from start to finish.
Story concerns a Tontine insurance policy
signed by 20 men 20 years previous to the
date the story opens, with the survivors due
to share $200,000.
With one month to go
on the policy Miss Weaver suddenly realizes that murder has been committed on a
wholesale scale when six of the remaining
1 1
eligible survivors die of "heart" attacks.
She convinces Hubbard, a doctor, of this
and they start to work to run down the
a

go, but

party.
Things happen continually
from there to a climactic finish when they
uncover the murderer after he has wiped

guilty

out the rest of the policy holders.
CAST: Marjorie Weaver, John Hubbard,

Cobina Wright,
Dumbrille,
ley,

Lucien

Mona Barrie, Douglas
Blackmer, Truman Brad-

Jr.,

Sidney

Littlefield,

Bill

Halligan,

Don

Douglas, Milton Parsons, Eddie Conrad.

CREDITS: Associate Producers, Ralph Dieand Walter Morosco; Director, Ray
McCarey; Original Screenplay, John Larkin;
Cameraman, Charles Clarke; Editor, Harry
trich

Reynolds.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Three more

March

For

Freedom"

midnight

at Radio City Music Hall,
March 28 thus far includes:
Burns & Allen, Deems Taylor,

cities

have been

Raymond Gram Swing, Eddie Cantor, Jimmy Dorsey and his orchesset

Screenings have been scheduled
Carolina Theater, Charlotte,
9;

Talent assembled for the "Greek
benefit

for "Topper Returns" trade shows,
which are being held throughout the
country between March 10-15.

delphia,
jection

Rich Array of Talent
For Freedom Festival
Festival

More "Topper'
Trade Shows Slated

on March

Excellent.

Average audiences should get a full measof entertainment from this ably contrived
murder mystery.
The picture is
briskly paced, has plenty of comedy, the
cast is competent, the direction sure and
the story itself will hold interest throughout. Lacking "names" the picture falls into
ure

rector,

ton;

at the

DIRECTION,

67 Mins.

MYSTERY WITH
IS ENTERTAINING

FILMFARE.

the series of "Range Busters" pictures remains up to the standard
set by the preceding two features, and
should fill the bill for average western
fans, and in particular those who follow the
trio, Ray "Crash" Corrigan, John "Dusty"
King and Max "Alibi" Terhune.
S. Roy Luby, whose directorial hand deftly
guided the trio through the situations

This third

play,

Tip-Top.

Hubbard,

Jr.

20th -Fox

THIRD OF "RANGE BUSTERS" SERIES
GOOD MURDER
STANDARD; SHOULD EFFECTIVE COMEDY

Director,

by C. Bakaleinikoff.

Cobina Wright,

MAINTAINS

city

geles,

Among

Marjorie Weaver, John

with

57 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

DIRECTION,
bookings include Provi- Good.
dence, Washington, Cleveland, Columbus, Trenton, Denver, Los An- Three

leans,

Max Terhune

Monogram-Weeks

iod.

Key

:<

Friends"

DIRECTION,
CREDITS: Producer, George W. Weeks;
Associate Producer, Anna Bell Ward; Di- Good.

"The Devil and Miss Jones" for
which 23 key city runs have been
booked. More than 200 engagements

:<

"Murder

"Trail of the Silver

Hugh Herbert, Lewis Howard,

like

It's a sort of yarn a
that star's forte perchance had
>een the art of double-stops instead of the

or

)urbin

me

Reviews of

,v

.v

Uptown, Philaand the Fox proNew Orleans, on

at the

March
room,

11,

tra;

Hall

14.

Ina Clair and Philip Merivale

from "The Talley Method"; Gene
Kelly and Vivienne Segal from "Pal
Joey"; Carmen Amaya, James Barton, Johannes Steele, Wythe Williams,
George Hamilton Coombs,
The Andrews Sisters, the Music
Hall Rockettes, the Music Hall Ballet and Erno Rapee and the Music
Orchestra.

The noted

artist, McClelland Barhas volunteered to draw the
services cover design for the program to be
were held here for Alexander Schul- distributed at "Greek Festival for
PHOTOGRAPHY, man, 51, operator of the Best and Freedom" at the Music Hall at midCasino theaters.
night, March 28.

Schulman Funeral Held
New Orleans Funeral

—

clay,

—

9t
Minn. Grants 5-Block

Porto Rican Theater
Denietl Radio Station

Hearing to

Washington Bur.,

Dislribs.

Washington

1)

companies which have accepted the
New York consent decree, appeared
before the committee and asked time
to prepare arguments against the
measure.
Fred Strom, executive secretary of
Northwest Allied, objected to the de-

—The

FCC

yesterday
permit for a
radio station to United Theaters, Inc.,
San Juan, Porto Rico, and granted
the permit to another
individual.
Commission found the theater company was not financially qualified and
that the competitor would provide
superior technical service than the
station proposed by United Theaters.

denied
(Continued from Page
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a

delay to March 12

The

was ordered.

RCA

Will Build New
Laboratories in Princeton

(Continued from Page 1)
would set aside the blockof-five purchase clause of the con- stated, will be the headquarters for
sent decree so far as Minnesota is all research and original developconcerned and permit all distributing ment work of RCA, and for its patcompanies to sell a full season's prod- ent and licensing activities.
uct at one time, the exhibitor to
Appointments of executive perhave the right to cancel 20 per cent sonnel for the new laboratories
of film contracted if he desires.
were also announced by Sarnoff.
Northwest Allied has gone on Otto S. Schairer, heretofore vicerecord unanimously for the full sea- president in charge of the Patent
son block-buying plan.
Department, will be vice-president
in
charge of RCA Laboratories,
which will include the Patent DeAscap Charges NBC,
bill

CBS

partment.

Back Mass. Measures

—

NBC

Broadcasters' Committee, representing 20 radio stations in the state, opposed the legislation as detrimental to all interests.

Massachusetts

Ascap yesterday sent a formal

NAB

in-

for negotiations
held it
to end the music war.
was not a bona fide offer as no speciof a proposed
fic offer or outline
vitation to the

NAB

formula was included.

HTA As

West Coast Bureau of

—The

Hollywood

The-

considering independent film production of "Meet the
People," with $250,000 private backing.
Sol Lesser is also bidding for
screen rights to the show.
ater Alliance

is

Brock Checks Off

RKO

Lot

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Producer Lou Brock
has completed "They Met in ArgenWest Coast Bureau

—

of

tine" and checks off the

week

RKO

lot this

complete plans for an outside package deal.
to

Selznick Buys "Claudia"
David 0. Selznick yesterday bought
screen rights to "Claudia," the Rose
Franken play, and to the 30 stories
she has written around the character
of Claudia.
$187,000.

Price

is

reported

at

ter,

chief

—

RCA

Manufacturing Company;

RCA

CommunicaC. W. Latimer,
tions, Inc.; and I. F. Byrnes, Radiomarine

Corporation

of

America

members

of a Research ConBoard.
General supervision over the research activities will also be exercised by an executive board consisting of Messrs. Sarnoff, chairman,
Schairer, Beal and Jolliffe, and the
executive heads of the RCA compaK. Throckmorton, RCA
nies,
G.
will be

sulting

Manufacturing Company, Inc.; Niles
BroadcastingNational
Trammell,
Company; W. A. Winterbottom,
RCA Communications, Inc., and
Radiomarine
Pannill,
Charles
J.
Corporation of America.

Harry

T. St.

Cyr Dead

South Hooksett, N. H.— Harry T.
Thomas J. Mclntyre Dies
St. Cyr, 55, motion picture operator
Laconia, N. H. Thomas J. Mc- at the State Theater in Manchester,
lntyre, 63, who formerly operated is dead here of a bullet wound, selfinflicted.
the Gardens Theater is dead.

—

if

Possible,

HCLLyWCCD
Speaking—

Metro's Policy

is

(Continued from Page

1)

G-M's aim to dispose of complaints
and make amicable settlements behearings can be
complaining exhibitor is
believed to have a just claim.
One of the first cases on which
settlement has been discussed is that

fore

— HOLLYWOl
nULLI WW

arbitration

held, if the

the

of

By RALPH WILE

whose

Theater,
owner, E. F.
State

Morris,

111.,

Vanderveer,

charged inability to obtain M-G-M
Vanderveer now has been

product.
offered

third-run

which,

if

States

under

Metro

pictures,

expected to
close the case.
Vanderveer's case
was the second filed in the United
accepted,

the

is

new

arbitration

MARLENE
bia's

DIETRICH
"Miss Madden

will star in
Is

4

QJ^IbII

Vwining."*

|; t

from an original by James EdwarB
Grant, is scheduled for June production.
ture,

,

;|

•

•
WIRGINIA VAN

Paramount seen
combined vacatio
and business trip to the Bahamas.
Mis
Van Upp will wait until Edward H. Griffitl
Paramount producer-director, has found
arist,

is

UPP,

planning

a

suitable location site for "Dildo Cay,"

whe

she will go there to do a final polish job o
the script, working in local color.

•

•

OUR

Passing Show: Wallace

W.

Berg, Arthur

setup.
land,

Ernst Lubitsch,

Beery, Phji^j

Loew, Richard A.
Bartlett

Rows

Cormack an

I

,> ;
:

France Film Granted
Serenade" Injunction

Furthman lunching at the Beverl
Brown Derby; Josef von Sternberg
Hills
Norman Foster, Sally Blane and Dan Tothero

Jules

viewing an art exhibit at Exposition Park.

—

Montreal
An interim injunction
lias been granted to France Film

Canada Films, Reg., Cinema jfictures Corp., Reg., and the
Co. against

•

•

DRADBURY

"

FOOTE, M-G-M

scenarist, ha

the first rough draft of hi
current writing assignment based on th [j
title, "Squatters' Rights."
As soon as h
works the story into more complete forrr
he plans a trip to Kansas to delve into th
state archives for data on squatters.
finished

Kev.

subtitles was obtained in the
United States by the defendants and
that the film is currently showing

iti

in
\

'

lish

RCA.

engineers of the RCA
companies O. B. Hanson, National
Broadcasting Company; E. W. Rit-

The
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6,

.fathers of the Redemptorist
order prohibiting them from snowing the film, "Serenade" to which
c ranee P'llm claims exclusive rights.
ihe injunction expires March 14, and
•
•
broad engineering policies.
France Film Co. has deposited a
THE
Paul Jones production for Paramount
E. W. Engstrom, will be director
sum of $5,000 as a guaranty.
'
of the Princeton Laboratories, with
"The Road to Zanzibar," starring Bin;
fiance Film Co. has entered an
Dr. V. K. Zworykin and B. J. Thompdamages Crosby, Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour, wil
action claiming $25,000
son as associate directors. Dr. Harfrom the three defendants. It claims be released nationally on April 11. Jone
is
currently reading scripts to select hi
old H. Beverage will be director of
that it acquired all the rights in
1941 production schedule for Paramount.
Communications Research in charge
Canada on the film "Serenade." The
of the Long Island Laboratories at
copy of the film was bought by J.
Riverhead and Rocky Point, which
A. De Seve, managing director of VA/ILUAM BOYD, the "Hopalong Cas
will be continued at those locations.
France Film in the name of La Com- ~ ™ sidy" of Paramount's westerns, whi
Arthur Van Dyck will be manpagnie Cinematographique Canad- !s vacationing in New York with his wife
ager of the Industry Service Section
lenne, subsidiary of France Film. Grace Bradley, on his return to Hollywoo<
of the new organization and will
It is alleged that a copy with Eng- will star in "Secret of the Wastelands.'
continue in charge of service, to liProducer Harry Sherman expects to film thi

censees of

Indie Producer?

Hollywood

Ralph R. Beal, research director,
have general direction of all
research and original development.
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, who has been in
charge of the RCA Frequency Bureau, has been made chief engineer,
and will direct and co-ordinate the
will

Boston
Louis Frohlich, counsel
for Ascap, yesterday charged before
the Massachusetts Legislature's constitutional law committee, that
and CBS were backing three antiAscap measures in the state in an attempt to break the society's control
of its music.
Harold Fellows, chairman of the

Settle

construction

lay but Carley said he believed the

companies should be permitted to
present arguments against the bill.
Committee members agreed and the

Thursday, March
DAILY

at the Auditorium
torist Fathers.

of the

production
either
in
Monument
Utah, or Blue Canyon, Arizona.

Valley

Redemp-

nARAMOUNT'S

aviation

picture,

"Forcec

Landing," will go before the camera;
April 1, Producers William Pine and Williarr
Thomas announce.
•

BBC Closed

to Film Stars
Aligned With Peace Move

London (By Cable)

—Action of the

•

r^RAMA

of

the

•
building of a great darr

'' will provide material for a new picture
Broadcasting Corp., in barMichael Redgrave and other with a cast comparable to that of "Boom
Town" when Metro films "The Dam,"
film and stage stars from making
Lester Cohen which the studio has
broadcasts because of their endorse- story by
ment of or association with the Peo- recently purchased.
•
•
ple's Convention, advocate of a "people's peace," will be considered by "THE CONSTANT NYMPH" has beer
'
announced for production at Warners'
Actors Equity, the Musicians' Union,
the National Council for Civil Liber- Burbank studio in late spring, with Errol
ties and the National Committee of Flynn and Joan Leslie in the leading roles
It will
and Edmund Goulding directing.
the People's Convention.
The People's Convention, in a follow "Dive Bomber" on Flynn's schedule.
organization Story was filmed first in 1929 and again
statement,
said
the
would consider what steps could be in 1934.
•
•
taken "to assist its supporters in
the entertainment profession who TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX has bought
are now suffering an unjust political ' an option on "La Vida y Milagros," a|
censorship imposed by a body that Spanish bull-ring story by Fortunio Bonanova
to be vigorously non- as a possible sequel to "Blood and Sand,
is supposed
political."
now in work.
British

ring

:

El

im

15-

Thursday, March

6,

1941
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20fh-Fox Talks Deal

Morgan Has Waitress Taste Screen Fare;
If She Likes It,
So Will The Customers

With Ernst Lubitsch

Birmingham, Ala.
sure-fire

(Continued from Page

1)

same

the

speculation
any deals Mark Hellinger is
rCT^ted to be involved in were
squashed yesterday by a high Warner exec, who pointed out that Hellinger has a year to go from this
April on his current pact and Warners expect him to fulfill it.
time,

Strong Stage
Set for

Two B

previews

at

—

At the State Lake theater, Milt
Britten and the Harmonica Rascals,
come in tomorrow, to be followed
the next week by Henry Armetta and
Joe Venuti orchestra. The next week
will bring Joe Reichman band, and
the week of March 28th will find
Blackstone headlining.

(Continued from Page

1)

ernment."
U. S. Attorney Mathias F. Correa
in his opening statement to the jury
said that he would subpoena a number of Schenck's associates and
friends as witnesses.
He outlined
the Government case, and in doing so
referred to transactions allegedly
had by Schenck with Willie Bioff
and Roland West. He also referred
to transactions involving Schenck's
previous ownership of the Agua Caliente Hotel.
Correa told the Court that the
Government case would take from 10
days to two weeks, while Harold
R. Corbin indicated a trial lasting
five to six weeks in length.
Corbin asked jurors two unusual
questions: "Would you be prejudiced
if evidence of extensive, legitimate

gambling

Gregory Firm Leases Quarters

(Continued from Page

were

introduced?"

"Would you be prejudiced

if

was in prospect.
Prettyman is a member

of the law
firm of Hewes, Prettyman, Await &

1)

the bill would cost New York business men $949,000 the first year in
so regulating installation and repair
of air conditioning systems under
the guise of setting up licensing of
contractors to do work.
At present, exhibs. hire air conditioning concerns to handle installation and repairs on a contract basis,
usually by bid.

GWTW
Salt

Sets

Lake

—

lar prices to the

for this
house.

Smiddy and formerly was general
counsel for the Bureau of Internal
Revenue and corporation counsel for
the District of Columbia.
He is a
director of the Washington Bar Association and the Board of Trade.
Prettyman, who specializes in administrative and utilities practice,
is an instructor at Georgetown University Law School.

SLC Records
"Stop Games, Seize Equipment"
City— GWTW, which
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Launching a

returned late in February at regu-

termountain
has broken

1)

WB

I

J. M. Schenck 'Enters Trial N. Y. Air Conditioning
With Complete Confidence' Bills Draw Protests

K

—

Case Filed

brook Theater of Baltimore against
20th-Fox,
and Durkee circuit
asking for better clearance.
The
hearing has been set for March 25
it was announced.
Designation of the arbitrator was
accepted here as indicating the case
would proceed to arbitration; reports
had been current that a settlement

I

(Continued from Page

Named

a

Judge Grover Moskowitz yesterday,
Schenck issued the following statement, "I enter this trial with complete confidence. No man ever comand Pix Bills plained
that I did him any wrong,
& Houses much less, have I wronged my Gov-

Chicago
B & K has a heavy
stage and film program for the Chicago and State Lake theaters, during March.
Pat O'Brien heads the
Chicago stage bill tomorrow with
Warners' "Strawberry Blonde" as
the film attraction. "Tobacco Road"
follows for two weeks' run, with
Lawrence Welk and ork heading the
stage show.
Allan Jones and Will
Bradley band will occupy the Chicago stage the week of March 21.

In First

Morgan, manager of the Alabama Theater, has a
pic coming to his house will draw.
Each attrac-

how

I

Lubitsch's present association is
with Sol Lesser, releasing through

UA.

— Russ

of telling

—

i

Lt

way

another theater the preceding Saturday night. There's always
a certain waitress attending the preview, and, when she's lamped the attraction,
Russ asks: "What's your answer?"
If the gal says: "Oh, it was grand,
didn't
get a bit sleepy,"
the manager smiles.
But if she asserts, "It was all right,
suppose, but
got pretty sleepy a couple of times," then Russ frowns.
Latter
avers the gal is "typical" and has a "mass" mind.
Birmingham fans like any pic
that doesn't put to sleep the waitress who works hard all day.

tion

two pictures a year under any deal
that was agreed upon»

,

Arbitrator

—

Paramount, an In-

Theaters Inc. house,
all attendance records

or any other Salt Lake
The run is indefinite.

drive on gambling in Christian County, Circuit Judge Ira D. Smith has

ordered all Bingo, Bank Night,
punchboard, pinball games, and similar devices halted and equipment
confiscated within a week.

and
one

of the defendants thought that enFrancis Gregory & Associates, tertaining was part of his business
commercial motion picture produc- and took entertainment costs off his
ers, have taken a long-term lease gross income?"
for the north wing of the fourteenth
floor of the Central Terminal BuildDiscrimination Bill
ing. Until extensive alterations are
completed, sometime late in March,
Hit Film Houses
the firm will occupy temporary quar-

New

Would

ters

in

the

same

(Continued from Page

building.
ful

ejection from,

places

1)

of public

REO

entertainment and amusement. Bill
Casts Simone Simon
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY includes motion picture theaters. It
Judiciary CommitHollywood RKO has cast Simone was referred to
Simon for a role in "A Certain Mr. tee.
Senator Joseph Esquirol hoppered
Scratch," formerly "The Devil and
Daniel Webster."
Cameras start a measure prohibiting discriminagrinding March 21 with William tion by businesses affecting the pub-

—

producing and directing.
Jane Darwell and Gene Lockhart will
be in the cast.
Dieterle

interest because of race,
creed or religion.

lie

Bergen Bans Theater

"Cimarron" in Color
With Gable-Shearer
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Metro plans to remake
"Cimarron," rights to which were
recently acquired from RKO, as a co-

—

vehicle for Norma Shearer
and Clark Gable. Pix will be dipped
in
the Technicolor dye-vat, it is
understood.
Original version of the
Edna Ferber story had Richard Dix
and Irene Dunne in the leads.
starring

Hackensack, N.

J.

color,

Games

—

Prosecutor

Breslin of Bergen County this week
ordered ban of "professional" Bingo
and movie theater games, including
Band and Lucky Nights. His order,
given at a conference of all municipal police chiefs of the county,
excepted Bingo run by local organizations for churches or charities.

No "Tobacco Road" Cuts

—

in Chi.

Chicago
Chicago censor board
has passed "Tobacco Road" without
a cut for early Loop showing.
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SHORTS *

"From Singapore To Hong Kong"
10 mins.
Columbia
Timely And Instructive
With the Far Eastern situation

getting

daily

newspaper,

this

6, 19'

Reviews of the new fiuns v<
"Take

*

Thursday, March
DAILY

attention
subject

every

in
is

timely,

It was
interesting and instructive.
produced by Andre de la Varre. The
material is well chosen, the commentary is intelligent and the phoSubject depicts
tography is good.

It

Or Leave

It"

"Sniffles Bells the

Cat"

Warners

7 mins.
Fair Cartoon
«
A meeting is held by the mice to
Bob Hawk and his "Take It Or
Leave It" air program are filmed in select someone for the task of bellStraws are drawn and
this reel, third of a series. There is ing the cat.
"University
Lifg^
plenty of humor and the questions Sniffles gets the dubious honor. Snifare tougher than average, with only fles bells the cat accidentally and be(Russian dialogue, English titlem
hero
among
friends.
Leon
his
Artkino
one of the questionees hitting the comes a
93 Mir
DAILY NEWS: Third instalment
jackpot with a perfect score. Show Schlesinger produced the one-reeler.
the cinema life of Maxim Gorky is
has a good variety of questions and Subject is in Technicolor.

Columbia

11 mins.

Good Quiz

fORCIGR *

Stuff

Of

is

well

staged.

meandering affair that is less the
ography of an adolescent than
excuse to expound party credos.

'

b
a\

"Splits, Spares And Strikes"
"The Haunted Mouse"
HERALD TRIBUNE: Handicappel
10 mins.
Warners
7 mins. Columbia
by shoddy direction and presentation
Interesting Bowling Number
Amusing Cartoon
picture nevertheless brings vividly v
With bowling gaining more fol- life Gorky in his late teens.
This one-reel cartoon produced by
both Singapore and Hong Kong,
with commentary relating history of Leon Schlesinger has a number of lowers every day in this country,
CREDITS: Produced by Soyuzdetfilm; D
the two cities and their importance laughs. A weary cat enters a ghost this reel should be of interest to rector, Mark Donskoy. PLAYERS: N. Va

town and goes nearly crazy as he is average audiences. It features Tillie
tormented by a ghost mouse. How- Taylor, one of the world's best woMiss Taylor demon"Cliff Edwards and His Buckaroos" ever, finally the mouse gets plenty men bowlers.
10 mins. scared when a ghost cat appears on strates excellent form, superb skill
Warners
the scene.
and considerable ability as a trick
Fair Musical Reel
shot artist.
Edwards and a group of
Cliff
singers interpolate several western
"Community
Sing No. 5"
numbers in this short. "I Can't Get
"Wild Boar Hunt"
10 mins.
Along Little Doggie," "My Little Columbia
10 mins.
Warners
For
Audiences
Range"
Songs
The
On
"Home
Buckaroo,"
Good Sport Reel
Lew White, radio organist, proand "Song Of The Plains" are heard.
A ranch background is used. Jean vides the music for this singing reel.
Howard Hill, the world's foremost
Negulesco directed.
Music used is catchy and audience archer, gives an exciting demonstra"Beyond The Blue tion cf his skill in this sport reel.
should respond.
Horizon," "Walkin' My Baby Back Subject should appeal to any audi"Fresh As A Freshman"
18 mins. Home," "You've Got Me This Way," ence.
Hill goes boar hunting on a
Columbia
"Beautiful Dreamer" and "So You're California island and neatly knocks
Fair Comedy
Third release in Columbia's "Glove The One" are the numbers used. out a charging boar. In addition, he
Slingers" series, this one is just a Reel also features male and female also does some plain and fancy shootDavid Durand, Paul singers to help audiences get started. ing that is amazing to watch.
fair comedy.
Dorothy
Vernon,
Wally
Hurst,
Vaughan, Adele Pearce and Rita Rio
are featured. Jules White produced
and directed. Durand, a promising
fighter, enrolls at a college. Naturalt-day.

there is a girl involved, there arp
songs, dances and a fight, with Durand knocking out the competition.

ly,

"Take the Air"
20 mins.

Warners
Fair

Comedy

There are a few good laughs in
William T. Orr, Mary
Eddie Foy, Jr., Andrew
Brodel,
Tombes and Frank Ferguson are
featured. B. Reaves Eason directed
from an original screenplay by Nat

this two-reeler.

Hiken. Foy is searching for talent
for a radio program his father has,
but is not interested in Orr as they
don't want imitators. However, Orr
hitches a ride to New York with him
and crashes the program as a singer

with

Mary Brodel when Foy's great

find,

an Indian, turns out to be a

dud.

"Ice Capers"

Columbia

9

mins.

Skating Reel
Irving Jaffee, undefeated world
champion speed skater, goes through
Instructive

his paces in this subject for the
benefit of winter sports fans. Jaffee
illustrates a number of skating printhat should be helpful to
ciples

and advantageous for improved skaters, and he also puts on
a comic routine that should get a few

novices

laughs.

bert, S.

Kayukov, N. Dorokhin.

"Pepe

Moko"

le

(French dialogue, English
Mayer b Burstyn

NEW YORK

titles)

85

Min

TIMES:

"Pepe \\
Moko" turns out to be an item we\
worth the waiting, the most disth
guished "new" French film in month
and months.

HERALD TRIBUNE: A

truly grei

French film has been found to follov\
"The Baker's Wife" at the Worl
Theater.

DAILY NEWS:
ful

Picture

is

a co/oi

and absorbing adventure.

CREDITS: Produced by
rector,

Julien

Gabin,

Mireille

Duvivier.
Balin,

Paris

Films;

PLAYERS:

Gabriel

Gabrio.

D
lea
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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MAJORS ATTACK MINN.

4

Must Recognize
"This

is

No Time

The motion picture industry has
reached a new era in its history and
all branches must recognize it, Wil.

Ham
gers,

M-G-M

Criticized in Past,"

NW

Exbibs. Have Perfect Answer
to "Adults Only" Bill
By MAXWELL WEINBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

general sales

manager,
told

"Dangerous Reversion to a Business Method Much
Counsel Tells House Com.;
Decree Arbitration Plan Assailed by
Allied

S0L0NS IN MD.
BAD GUESSERS

Rod-

F.

Annapolis, Md.

Ampa

—Maryland

tors proved themselves

members and

in an impromptu
test, staged here

guests at the

age-guessing con-

—

Men

By GEORGE E. GUISE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Minneapolis The anti-block-of-five bill of Allied Theater
Owners of the Northwest was attacked as a "dangerous reversion to a business method much criticized in the past" when

—

the Minnesota

legisla-

bad guessers

by motion picture
o r g a n iexhibitors who are opposing a bill
zation's regwhich would divide films into two
ular luncheon
categories one for adults and one
at which he
for children under 16.
was the guest
The measure, sponsored by Sen.
of honor yesWilmer C. Carter, would impose a
terday.
$5 fine on any exhibitor who admitThe new
ted, either wilfully or by mistake, a
F.
RODCERS
W.
era, partially
child under 16 to see a picture labrought
belled, "For Adults Only."
the
and
about by the consent decree
Five boys were produced at the
Page
10)
on
(Continued
hearing by exhibitors who demanded

Metro Exchange

New Era— Rodgers

industry's

for Mis-

understandings." Metro's
Sales Exec. Tells Ampa

5 -BLOCK BILL

Woolner

tives' Judiciary

in

Arbitration

Second

Demand

A

second arbitration case has been
by Charles K. Woolner, who
operates the Modern drive-in theIn his
ater near New Orleans.
complaint, Woolner charged
first
that Paramount refused to sell him
product.
His second complaint, received by the American Arbitrathat the legislators try to guess their tion Association yesterday, lodges
the same charge against M-G-M.
(Continued on Page 6)
While both complaints involve the
filed

"some run" provisions of the con-

To Join Civic Groups

Theater Admission

M-G-M has instructed its branch
offices to have at least one person
on their staffs become members of
a civic organization, Rotary, Kiwanis

Tax Killed

in

Schenck Overpaid Taxes
To Gov't, Jury is Told

N.D.

—

Oppose
Laws
End Sunday

—

Saving Measure In
Washington Bur.,

THE FILM DAILY

—

National daylight
Washington
measure has been hoppered
the House by Rep. Donald H. Mc-

saving
in

Lean of Elizabeth, N.
fense .measure.
a

J.,

as a

de-

Introduction follows

move launched by the Merchants'

Association of New York. Time-saving period would be from the last
Sunday in March to the last Sunday
in

October.

Joseph M. Schenck will prove that
the "shoe" is on the other foot and
that he has overpaid the U. S. on income taxes for 1935-37 and not underpaid as claimed by the Government,
Harold H. Corbin, his attorney, stated to the jury yesterday in his opening address. Corbin announced that
(Continued on Page 10)

Playing Time Gap in Detroit

National Daylight

First-Runs in Effect

Get Added Protection

Selznick "Claudia" Deal
Involves Quarter Million

By H.

FILM DAILY
Detroit

—

F.

ken's play, "Claudia," plus rights to
some 30 stories written about the
Claudia character and an additional
rider calling for the services of Miss

Correspondent
Increasing of time beand second-run playdates
Staff

liar

situation

when

blocks-of-five

buying begins here this year.
Actual increase of this time lapse,
which is in effect increased protecFranken and her husband, William tion probably involuntarily given
Pane

6)

praised the New York consent decree and explained its workings to
members of the Committee. He was
the only one to oppose the measure.
His attack on the bill before the
Senate General Legislation Committee Wednesday night and again before the House Committee yester(Continued on Page 7)

Rep. Buys Handel's
Chicago Franchise
Republic has purchased, effective
the rights held by

as of Feb. 21,
Irving Mandel
franchise for
public
product
served out of

(Continued on Page 11)

of Chicago in the
distribution of Rein
the territories
Chicago, Milwaukee

(Continued on Page 10)

"U" and

UA to File

Trust Suit

Gov't

Answers Today

Answers of Universal Pictures
and United Artists to the amended
(Continued on Page 7)

Lubitsch, 20th-Fox

REVES

tween first
Deal by which David 0. Selznick on numerous pictures currently is
acquired film rights to Rose Fran- apparently going to create a pecu-

(Continued on

measure at a hearing yesterday.
David Shearer, Minneapolis attorney who said he had been retained by Loew's, Twentieth Century-Fox, Warner Bros, and RKO,
to oppose passage of the measure,
the

(Continued on Page 7)

Fargo, S. D. A theater admission
tax proposal which was passed by
Page
on
6)
(Continued
the state Senate last week was killed
when it reached the House on WedBill
Iowa Indies
nesday.
The bill proposed to place a tax
Blue
To
of one cent on every admission, reAllied-Independent gardless of the scale. Revenue would
Eldora, la.
Theater Owners of Iowa-Nebraska, have been used for old age pensions.
Inc., is opposing a pending bill in
(Continued on Page 6)

House of RepresentaCommittee considered

Sign 3'Year Pact
West Coast Bur., THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood
Ernst Lubitsch has
been signed by 20th Century-Fox to

—

producer-director contract for three
He has one more picture to
do for United Artists in association
with Sol Lesser. That Lubitsch might
go with 20th-Fox was forecast in
yesterday's FILM DAILY.
years.

.

British Exhibs.

Worried
Pettijohn Starts
20th MPPDA Year

Over Operator Shortage
London (By Air Mail)
Vol. 79, No. 46

tors,

March

Fri.,

7,
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Telegraph
FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR
TELEPHONE BILL.

| CHARGES

—

Boston More bad news for the
picture theater operators here. Just
when they were breathing a real
sigh of relief over the fact, apparently, that ice shows were about to
conclude their Boston appearances
with the engagement of the Carnival
at The Skating Club of Boston
March 20-23, today came the unexpected announcement from Boston
Garden that Ice Follies, which broke
all
records for all time when it
appeared here in February, is returning to the Garden April 10-13
for a series of six performances.
The Ice Follies on its previous eightday engagement here did more than
This is the fifth ice show
$185,000.
to play Boston this year.

—

Picts

just

As Pettijohn explains it, it
19 years ago yesterday that
on the payroll, although he

he went
had started to work the day before.
Although his contract has expired, a
new pact is expected to be signed
before the annual meeting on March

STANLEY HAND. Altec staff representati
returned to the home office after a sw
through the Southwest and Midwest.

,

has

THAD BARROWS,
Boston area,

booth operator head
for a month.

CLORIA SWANSON
on

the

in

li

Florida

in

is

j

sails

today for the

America.

\

ARTHUR LOEW

is
spending a short vacati
Palm Springs before returning to the N
York office after studio confabs.

31.

at

HARRY RUSKIN.

Nine Additional Special
Dates for "Meet John Doe'
Nine additional special dates have
been set by Warners' for "Meet
John Doe," bringing the total number of engagements on this feature
to 25.
They are: Victory, Charleston,
South Carolina, March 14;

Show

San Francisco Harold Lloyd's "A
Girl, A Guy and A Gob" shattered

Picts

ization.

was

Warfield, San Francisco, March 14;
Objection has been raised to the Orpheum and 5th Ave., Seattle,
Majestic,
19;
Providence,
training of women operators that March
they
(with
some exceptions, of March 21; Grand, Terre Haute,
course) do not take readily to tech- March 23; Grand, Evansville, March
State, Tampa, March 19; and
nical training and that they quickly 25;
Playhouse, St. Petersburg, March 20.
tire of a projectionist's duties.
All will play the film on a single
bill policy with advanced admissions
Letup In Ice
and extended runs also part of the

Lloyd Pix Gives Frisco
Theater New Biz Record

+

Charles C. Pettijohn, general counof the MPPDA, yesterday started
his 20th year with the Hays organsel

ever.

Opposition In Boston

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

Exhibi-

the matter of a probable shortage
ol' projectionists in film theaters and
who, a month and more ago, began
agitating the tubject, are becoming
acutely concerned as military plans
for a new call for men for the armed
forces take shape. Training of new
operators to replace those called to
the colors has been discussed by different branches of the CEA.
The general CEA, some weeks ago,
considered a proposal that it should
undertake the training of new operators from among men and women
exempted from military service, but
the CEA rejected the scheme. Another proposal would have circuits
do the training and perhaps individual theaters. Many small exhibitors,
however, could not stand the extra
expense, and the entire subject is
being agitated more seriously than

No

(Thursday, March 6),

High

—

who have been worrying- over

deals.

Ed Golden
Social

to Produce
Hygiene Picture

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Edward A. Golden,
former Monogram sales manager,
has formed University Film Productions, Inc., and will start shortly on
"The Kiss of Death." Picture, which
will be distributed on a road-show
West Coast Bureau of

—

the Coast for

Metro writer,
10-day visit.

a

DIANNE DAVIS
Coast for

a

part

in

has arrived
a show.

MADELEINE CARROLL
a

Florida

is

here

here

fa

from

I

has left Hollywood

vacation.

HAL HORNE and RICHARD CONDON

are e

back here this week-end after attending "Fa
tasia" openings in a number of key cities.

VINTON
vacation

FREEDLEY

in

left

yesterday

for I

Nassau.

Atlas Stockholders Will
Vote on Stock Retirement
In addition to election of directo

I

and voting on other company bus}
ness matters, stockholders of Atl;
Corp. at the annual meeting Apt/
2 in Wilmington will vote on a pr,
posal to retire 704,953 shares of con
mon stock held in the treasury ar
to reduce the amount of the capit
of the corporation accordingly.
Retirement of this stock wou
leave 2,723,047 shares issued ar,'
issuable. Surplus of the corporatic
would be reduced by $3,524,765 rej<j
resenting the par value of the stoc
which would be retired.
Holdings of directors in Ath
Corp. are listed in the proxy stat
ment as follows: Harry M. Durnin

1,000; L. Boyd Hatch, 4,840; Oswa
with the social hygiene L. Johnston, 3,742; Floyd B. Odlurr
problem with particular emphasis on 106,620; and Samuel Zemurray,
500.
the national defense angle.
Stockholders will also vote as
Written by M. C. Ransome, the
whether or not selection of L;
script has been prepared with the
co-operation of leading health and brand, Ross Bros. & Montgomei
basis, deals

i

I

scientific authorities

the production.
set for June 1.
in

who

will assist

the

Stump

Rosso Joins Pathe
Plant's Gen'l Mgr.

L. T.

Congressional Candidates

On

as auditors shall be finalized.

Release has been

in

Embassy

As

L. T. Rosso has joined Pathe Fil
Laboratories as general manager

<

Bound Brook plant. Rosso ha
been service manager of Consolidate
the

Probably the first case of political
candidates for national office using Film Industries for the past 10 year
a theater as a stumping ground went
on record last night when the three "Last Mile" Re-issue Mar. 20
its world premiere on Wednesday,
Astor Pictures has set the relea;
Prev- candidates for Congress from the
it
was reported yesterday.
Congressional district, New date for its re-issue of "The Lai
ious high opening-day gross was 17th
RockeYork
City,
appeared
at
the
Mile" as Mar. 20.
established in 1935 by "Top Hat,"
and by "Hunchback of Notre Dame" feller Center Embassy Newsreel
Joseph Clark Baldwin,
"A Girl, A Guy Theater.
in a holiday week.
OPPOSITE MADISON
and A Gob" soared well above such Rep., Eugene P. Connolly, ALP, and
SQUARE GARDEN
recent box-office successes as "My Dean Alfange, Dem., made brief ad"Mr. and Mrs. dresses.
Wife,'
on 49th STREET
Favorite
Smith" and "Kitty Foyle."
Radio Trio To Sue on Title?

opening-day attendance records
for the Golden Gate Theater, with
the exception of holiday weeks, at
all

Rep. Pacts Martin Broones
West Cast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Martin Broones has
been signed by Republic as an asso-

—

His first assignment
be "Cindy" which will star Judy
Canova.

ciate producer.
will

—

Attorney Ross Laird
vill enter a Federal Court suit today
"or the Radio team, Tom, Dick and
^larry, against RKO Radio for use
if "Tom, Dick and Harry", as the
;itle of the new Ginger Rogers film,
Chicago

it

was reported yesterday.

LOU LANG
and

his

orchestra
for

DINNER & SUPPER

DANCING

ElVFDERI

FROM MEN

WHO KNOW

BOX-OFFICE VALUES!

.-;.-.

Cheers for Miss Bishop
An
vm

Unforgettable Love Story

MARTHA SCOTT

andMaturing

•

•

and introducing

MARY ANDERSON

From

"Miss Bishop" by BESS

by

WILLIAM GARGAN

EDMUND GWENN SIDNEY BLACKMER DOROTHY PETERSON

the novel

•

Directed by

TAY GARNETT

STREETER ALDRICH

•

Screen adaptation

STEPHEN VINCENT BENET Screenplay by ADELAIDE HEILBRON
SHERIDAN GIBNEY Released thru United Artists
•

•

and

.

HAROLD LLOYD'S**

LAUGH SHOW BOMBAI
San Francisco, scene of a hundred premieres with Hollywood
stars and

all

new

the rest, got a

thrill

Wednesday... as ALL

OPENING DAY RECORDS FOR YEARS WERE SHATTERED BY

RKO RADIO'S SENSATIONAL SURPRISE
Crowds that started
Golden Gate Theatre

lining

HIT!

up at 8:30

A.

.

.

M. jammed the

day long. They laughed! They howled!

all

They roared... and went out shouting the praises of the big
two-ocean naval comedy... agreeing enthusiastically with the
Chronicle reviewer,
rib in

who

said: "If this film doesn't tickle every

your body, brother, you're ready for the ash heap."

Boys, the fleet's IN!.. .All the good things you've been hearing

production are TRUE!... It's ROUGH,

about Harold Lloyd's

first

ROWDY, ROMANTIC

- AND

SENSATIONALLY BOX OFFICE!

LUCILLE

GEORGE

EDMOND

MURPHY * BALL* O'BMEI
HENRY TRAVERS- FRANKLIN PANGRORN
SCREEN

PLAY

BY

FRANK

RYAN

AND

BERT

GRANET

«»» b/Hichard

walla

PRODUCED
HAROLD LLOYJ
B

KOW

.PQMANTIC

)S THE GOLDEN GATE
M*v

U

3^

<W

I

I

itf

R K

,

>

O

RADIO
PICTURES

V

—

M*
Men

Metro Exchange
To Join

Civic

Friday,

(Continued from Page 1)

V
MANY

•

•

the

so-colled

•

Mae West

to

Make

Starring Film

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood William Shapiro has
signed Mae West and obtained
financing for the production of a
Shastory by Bernard Schubert.
piro wants John
co-starring role.

will

"soup and iish" tomorrow

and hie to
Annual Warner Club Ball

Waldorf- Astoria

slide

into

snooty

the

to attend the 12th
which
be studded with company execs, in addition to the Club's members
Al Schwalberg is the mainspring behind this year's affair
and his ilare for showmanship and all-around efficiency is sure to result
in the event topping all predecessors
Harry Mayer is in charge of
the entertainment
and there'll be slews of that
Three orks.
Raymond Scott's, Jack Teagarden's. and Ramon's Cuban Caballeros
will purvey the dance tunes

will

V

One would exempt bowling alleys
from licensing, a second would permit the use of schools for amusements and the third would tax all
vending machines, such as candy machines now used by exhibs.

William Shapiro

V

prominent exhibs. hereabouts

(Continued from Page 1)

the lower House of the Iowa Legislature to repeal the Sunday bluelaws.
Move, an unusual one for an exhibitor unit on surface appearance,
is not so unusual when the organization's slant is known.
As explained to The Film Daily
by Prexy Leo F. Wolcott yesterday,
the opposition is due to the fact that
enactment would make the state
wide open on the one dav now comparatively free from public dances,
skating rinks, school and athletic
events and the like which are making
such heavy inroads on theater patronage.
The Iowa-Nebraska unit is also
measures
opposing
three
other
which have just been introduced.

194!

Bad Age Guessers

or Lyons Club, Better Films Council or Parent-Teacher unit.

Iowa Indies Oppose Bill
To End Sunday Blue Laws

7,

Maryland Solons

Groups

W. F. Rodeers, general sales manager, in explaining this move at the
Ampa luncheon yesterday, said he
believed the industry should have
close contacts with such groups in
order to be well informed as to
trends.
He indicated that industry
man should be active in civic affairs
and "for that reason M-G-M had applied for membership in these various organizations.

March

UILV:

V

V

NEW

York University's Class of '41 has just voted
Spencer Tracy and Bette Davis as their favorite pic stars
• A. J. Mason of Springhill, N. S., a veteran exhib, has been
elected vice-prexy of the Nova Scotia Fish and Game Protective
Association ... • Governor Herbert Lehman will attend the
annual party for orphans tomorrow a.m. o'er in the Brooklyn

•

•

•

Strand Theater ...

• Pete Harrison has about completed

plans

an International Cartoon exhibition to be held by the Greek
Relief Association, and is weighing whether to auction the
cartoons, or to route them around the big cities to be seen en

for

War

bloc ... • Monroe Greenthal has sent invites out for the trade
showing to be held in the Astor Theater here on Tuesday morning
at which time the scribes and local showmen will lamp Hal
Roach's "Topper Returns," which is reported to be "tops" among
all the "Topper" epics

—

T
•

T

T

•

•

JUST recently
on the occasion of the three-day benefit
performance of "Land of Liberty"
held at Fabian's Palace Theater
on Staten Island
for

Edgar Goth,

director of publicity

and advertising

pulled a real coup which other theater

the circuit o'er there

Inasmuch as the shows were for
Bundles for Britain
the astute Edgar figured he'd raise promotional
hell for such a swell cause
and he did
by going out and sellThe copy
ing a full-page co-op ad among the community's merchants

managers

will

do well

and what the benefit perwhere they could buy tickets
all about
The ad appeared in the leading sheet,
and it was headed by the exclamation:
the Staten Island Advance
"God Bless America"
told folks

•

•

•

ALL

T

T

T

you air-minded

celluloid gents will be pleased

manager in New York, has been appointed District Traffic Manager
in Philadelphia
Ed has made a lot
for the Lines
to

know

that

Ed Whallon, United Air

of friends in the pic

16

if

1

fied.

Selznick "Claudia" Deal
Involves Quarter Million
(Continued from Page 1)

Brown

Meloney. in writing th
screenplay, involves approximatel
$250,000, it was reported yesterdaj
Of this sum, about $140,000 cover
the rights to the play, about $47,00
rights to the Claudia stories, an>
the balance the writing salaries o
the playwright and her novelist hu
band.
Miss Franken. it is saic
stands to earn $500,000 from Clau
dia's adventures on printed pag(
Joh
stage, screen and the radio.
Golden produced "Claudia" at th
Booth Feb. 12; a Chicago compan;
opens shortly.
To enable the stage hit to casl
in, the Selznick production will no
be released before the midsumme
of 1942.

to imitate

formances were

Barrymore for the

(Continued from Page 1)
ages, to illustrate the problems «
hibitors would face if the measui
passed. All the guesses were wronj
The Citizen's League for Be
Motion Pictures' Committee is s
soring the bill, and criticized tl
Maryland State Board of Censoi
for laxity in enforcing the law. Mr:
Howard D. Bennett, chairman of th
committee, also charged the Hay
office with maintaining "a huge slus
fund" that is used to "blind" th
women's clubs of the nation.
The committee insists that th
Maryland censor board classify film
as provided by the bill they are pre
posing, and rejected the censors
defense that present-day films ar
too subtle to be successfully class!

end

Latin-American Locale
For "U" Western Series
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAIL)

—Universal plans a ser

ies of seven Westerns with a Latin
Combo se
American background.

for leads embraces Dick Foran, Le<
Carrillo, Andy Devine. First two ii
series will be "Beyond the Pampas'

and "In Old Monterey."

Lines' theatrical

of the entertainment field

Sam

Harris Under Knife
Sam H. Harris

Palm Beach

—

recovering at the Good Samaritai
Hospital from an appendectomy.

V
•

•

•

AS Mark Twain

but nobody does anything about

about theater attendance
There are some

who do something
Ryan out in Chi

Theaters' Charles H.
to fight

MARCH

7

Walter Zingman

MARCH •
MARCH

9

Jimmy Durante
Margaret- Lee
Jess Smith

Hal Hode
Edgar B. Hitrick
Claire Trevor

Jerome

J.

Cohen

Joe Miller

competition

—everybody

might say today

and one

He

in particular is

talks

it

Wamer

recognizes that in order

provided by radio, bowling, and what not

the solution, in large part,

is

to

carry films' appeal into the

home

homes where
and tell your story in a conyour real competition is operative
Meet and fight competition from without by penevincing manner
There are plenty of ways and means of
trating into the homes"
Charley is a wise showman
invading homes via promotion
the plan will work
He knows that if properly harnessed
Charley drums

into his district charges:

"Get

into the

TO THE COLORS!
THE FILM DAILi
Hollywood— William Parkus, RKC

West Coast Bureau of

Radio studio carpenter, answered th
draft call this week. Studio laborers
Lewis Baehr and Duncan Blanchart
enlisted in the

Navy.

Vincent G. Hart has been commiS'
sioned a captain in the N. Y. State
Guard and is attached to the Adju
tant General's staff.

"it's

Friday,

March

7,

1941
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Four Majors Attack

Hilary Theater Arbitration Demand May
Be First Case to he Heard in the

Minn. 5-Block

held in New York if an arbitrator for the complaint filed by the Hilary Theater Corp. of Brooklyn is selected
within the next few days.
Names of available arbitrators were sent to the involved parties yesterday,
asking them to make their choices. It is possible that a selection will be made

Bilt

First hearing of an arbitration case

(Continued from Page 1)

Hay was the first intimation given
'Northwest Allied that distributors
ijined to oppose the measure.

Para. Not Included
_)
Shearer was careful to eliminate
Paramount when he enumerated the

U

^companies he represented. He exsystem setup
^jjiby the decree and said this assured

Woolner
17.

Arbitration

(Continued from Page

enough to hold a hearing before March 25 when the first case filed in the
(in Washington) is scheduled to be heard.
The Hilary Company, which operates the Regent Theater, wants equal availability with the nearby Apollo.
Complaint names the five consenting companies.

Carlson, Mayville Exhibitor,
Asks Arbitration at Buffalo
An arbitration case also was filed

shown.
More than 100 state exhibitors
™|
™jwere on hand when E. L. Peaslee,
^president of Northwest Allied, rose
ito refute Shearer's arguments.
"The arbitration plan setup in this
jdecree is too complicated and unwieldy," Peaslee said. "There is so
imuch red tape connected with an
appeal that a picture would be pretty
much out of date by the time the
Minneapolis ex^ase was settled.
hibitors have studied the decree and
{be

Public Morals Board

Apes

Minnesota Measure

!0ri
ai

i!

i!S1

i

Atlanta

—A

bill

similar to the an-

measure recently
Minnesota has been

ti-block-of-five

inof-

troduced in
fered in the state legislature here.
Measure would permit exhibitors to
cancel a maximum of 20 per cent on
a block of pictures and would ban
the forcing of short subjects.
Bill was introduced bv Senator
Homer Edenfield of Kingsland.

want it. We prefer the
plan of buying a full season
that's what
f product at one time and
"This Thing Called Love"
verjthis bill provides."
Secretary
Executive
Fred
Strom,
in Sherbrooke
Of
Jfof Northwest Allied, told the comgmittee exhibitors were justified in
Sherbrooke, Que. The Provincial
^asking a 20 per cent cancellation
board of censors in Montreal will
are
cancellations
right.
said
no
He
y
reconsider its decision to permit
provided in the New York consent
showing of the film "This Thing
arbitration.
by
m decree except
Called Love." following cancellation
Eliminates Blind-Buying
oil
of its scheduled run at the Granada
fc
Shearer then pointed out that the Theater here.
M decree eliminates blind-buying by
Though approved by the Quebec
exhibitors, a practice complained of
K for many years under the season- censors several weeks aero, it was
condemned bv the Leg-ion of DecM block plan.
°ncy in the United States and by
™
With this, William Frank, mem- the Toronto Leg-ion
of Decency.
ber of Northwest Allied who operMayor Joseph LaBrecque has reates a group of Minneapolis nabes,
quested the censors to review the
raked the distributors for producing
film again in the light of these probad pictures and refusing to make
tests.
bhe sort of films the public is deIt was reported at the censors'
manding.
"The picture business is sick and office in Montreal that the film has
that's what has made it sick," he heen returned here from Sherbrooke
fl
and the Granada theater is now
g said. "I've seen 40 to 50 pictures in
the past few weeks, and they just showing another film on its current
we

don't

tjold

,l

a

Withdrawn

—

s

ia

Iji

;

'

:

jtj

;

ser

I.

have any box-office value. The program instead.

jjjdidn't

producers won't make the kind of
pictures the public wants to see.
And unless they start making them
pretty soon, the whole industry will
fold up.
Let's have this bill, cancellation clause and all."
The Committee deferred action,
promising to consider the measure
further next Thursday.
.;

At the

Legion of
last nisrht. it
was said that a possible explanation
of the Catholic attitude in Sher-

Decencv

in

offices

of the

New York

Will Televise
Tournament Finals

Entire card of the final session of

Tournament of Champions at
Madison Square Garden will be tele-

the

vised

next

by

NBC

starting

Wednesday.

at

8

p.m.

The tournament

together all of the Golden
Gloves winners in Atlantic seaboard
cities to compete for places on the
will bring

all-Eastern

team which later will meet
Midwest champs.

the Chicago

It was indicated that the Legion
would move at once to bring the
chansre in classification from "C"
(condemned) to "B" (objectionable
in part) to the attention of the Canadian Legion of Decency. The two
Legions exchange rating lists, as
does the U. S. Legion with similar
organizations in many Latin-Amer-

In

Md.

son,

—

and

UA

Today

would face

violators.
come of $272,760 for the year ended
expressly provided that the Dec. 31, last, after depreciation,
morals board shall not infringe on amortization, interest and Federal
the territory of the existent Mary- income and excess profits taxes
land State Board of Censors.
had been allowed for in a statement
issued this week. Net is equivalent
to 34 cents per share on the 799.878
Prudential Delivers First
shares of common stock after allowShorts to
ance for preferred dividends. This
earning compares to 31 cents per
Prudential Pictures' releasing- deal
share earned in 1939.
and
inked
with Columbia has been
the first two shorts have been competed and turned over to Colum- Michigan Bill
bia, it was announced yesterdav bv
Edmund L. Dorfman Prudentia Repeal 1846 Blue
Harry Hersbfield. who is
prexy.
Detroit State Senator Ben Harvice-president of Prudential, wrote
reneal the
the story and also supnlies the com- rison introduced a bill to
mentary for the first subject. 1846 blue law which prohibits being
"Abroad At Home." Prudential has "present at any public diversion,
several series planned and will de- show, or entertainment."
Although practically a dead letter,
liver one short a month under the
present setup. That the deal was in the law is said by legal authorities
work was disclosed Julv 7 last, in to be effective in preventing pasThe Film Daily with full details of sage of blue law legislation bv lo^al
municipalities, and the Harrison bill
the setup and production plans.
may be sidetracked for this reason.
It is

Two

Columbia

Would

Law

1

—

brooke might be that word of the
Legion's reclassification of the Columbia production, following cuts by
V. C. Gives
the distributor, had not as yet been
received there.

NBC

yesterday in Buffalo bv A. A. Carlowner of the Carlson Theater,
Mayville, who seeks to eliminate the
clearance now granted to the JamesAnnapolis, Md. A bill setting up town Theater and be given day-anda three-member board of public date availability.
morals with jurisdiction over theatrical performances, will be introduced
to File Gov't
into the Maryland Legislature short- "U"
The bill would provide for the Trust Suit Answers
ly.
appointment of the three by the
(Continued from Page 1)
Governor, to serve without reimbursement, save traveling expenses. trust suit against the "Little Three"
The bill would allow the board to Government complaint in the antiexamine shows, carnivals, vaudeville, will be filed in the Federal Court
theatrical performances or other ex- today, attorneys stated last night.
hibitions, public or private, at which Columbia, third defendant, expects
and would to file its answer on March 10.
pntertainers perform,
have the power to stop anv performance which in the opinion of its
members, was immoral, indecent, Sonotone Reports 1940
sacrilegious, obscene, or which tends
Net Income of $272,760
Fines
to debase or incite to crime.
of $1,000 and one year imprisonment
Sonotone Corp. reported a net in-

Looms

Bill

:

1)

decree and are of the exact
same nature, Woolner apparently
plans to file individual complaints
with the possibility that if he loses
one case he might win the others.

U. S.

Bill

Demand

sent

early

Georgia

Second

S.

may be

fjiplained the arbitration

''^exhibitors of the rierht to cancel out
%ariy pictures they did not feel should

in

Buffalo

latest

—

Aluminum "Lung"
An aluminum "lung-."

development in the "iron lune"

presented to the city
of Buffalo by the Variety Club of
Buffalo at its charity dance in th°
Hotel Statler Sunday nieht, March
16.
Syd Lehman, Phil Fox. Murrav
Whiteman, Melvin Schwartz. Sydfield,

will be

ney Samson, Irving- Fried. Robert
T. Murphy, Kenneth G. Robinson,
Vincent R. McFaul, George Hanny.
ican countries.
Jr., Stanley Kozanowski and Ralph
Inquiry at Columbia's home office W. Maw are working on details.
last night brought the statement Mayor Tom Holling has assured his
that no word had been received of presence, to receive the "lung" for
the Sherbrooke incident.
the city.

Refugee Comedy
Bole for Chaplin
We*t Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Charlie Chaplin's next
comedy for UA release will see him

—

the role of a bibulous refugee, lost
a big city, presumably New York
since Chaplin leaves shortly for the
East to start work on the production.
According to Chaplin, he'll appear in
greater part of
full dress for the
the picture which may have Paulette
Goddard opposite again.
in

in

Biggest openings since "A

#*•

KSJ*

tf

TOBACCO ROAD"

IS

NOW THE

buffer's

Ragtime Band"!

. • .

PHILADELPHIA!
Smashes the records of "Jesse James", "The Rains
Came" and "The Grapes of Wrath"!

SAN DIEGO!
Two-theatre take tops everything on record ... more
than doubling the opening of "Tin Pan Alley", "Down
Argentine

In

Way" and "Western

Union"!

SEATTLE!
marks

by "The Grapes of Wrath",
"Down Argentine Way" and "Tin Pan Alley"!

Shatters the

in

set

KANSAS CITY!
Dual opening beats two-theatre figure of "Tin Pan
Alley" and

"Down Argentine Way"!

inUTICA!
Doubles the records set by "The Grapes of Wrath"

and "Tin Pan Alley"!

\9N

PICTURE INDUSTRY'S GREATEST PROPERTY!

10

Friday,

<?•{< MILV

Must Recognize

New

Pix's

Era-Rodgers
(Continued from Page

1)

establishment of the arbitration system, calls for greater confidence and
trust among the various branches
of the business; in fact, Rodgers
said, there must be a united industry inasmuch as all have a

common

—

194

Chicago Franchise

London (By Air Mail) The Ministry of Information, engaged in the production of propaganda films for not only British, but Empire and American exhibition, is advised to rely upon irony rather than counter-abuse as a weapon
by Dr. Murdo Mackenzie, distinguished psychologist.

(Continued from Page 1)

and Indianapolis, it was formal!
announced yesterday by James B

Mackenzie, addressing the British Kinematograph Society, pointed out
that all Nazi propaganda is a variant of the theory of "Herrenvolk"
persistent
assertion of Teutonic superiority.
Instead of entrusting Francophiles and Teutonic abusers with the production of offsetting propaganda films, the MOI
should engage ironical experts
psychologists who would skillfully create the
character of "the eternal Teuton, living a low-grade Don Quixote existence."
Dr.

—

—

Maj. A. G. Rudd Named
Newsreel Theaters V. P.

7,

Rep. Buys Mandel's

Wants Irony, Not Counter-Abnse of Nazis,
(/sec! in British Gov't Propayanda Shorts

objective.

Rodgers expressed the hope that
the arbitration system would minimize disputes. He said that M-<G-M
was ready to conciliate and, if pos-

March

Schenck Overpaid Taxes
To Gov't, Jury is Told

settle any controversy before
reached the point of arbitration,
and urged all exhibitors who had
complaints to take advantage of the
"This is no time for misunoffer.
derstandings," he declared.
sible,

Grainger, Republic's prexy.
L. W. Marriott, branch mana
of
the
Indianapolis
office:
J
Frackman, manager of the Milwau
kee office, and Harry Lorch, man
ager of the Chicago office, remai:
in
their
respective
positions
a
branch managers, and there are n
changes in personnel of the respec
tive

offices.

Chicago channels yesterday con
(Continued from Page 1)
Major A. G. Rudd has been elected
vice-president of The Newsreel The- he would bring to the jury hearing firmed sale of the three Republi
aters, Inc., it was learned yesterday. the income tax fraud charges a num- exchanges and stated that Irvin;
Election took place at the annual ber of character witnesses to con- Mandel is retiring temporarily fror
meeting held earlier in the week. clusively prove that any form of dis- distribution and will now supervis
Major Rudd has been general man- honesty was "absolutely foreign to erection of the new exchange build
Sees Move for Code Benefits
ager
W. their nature," in referring to Schenck ine at 1.300 Wabash Ave., ther<
of the chain since 1937.
It makes no difference whether the French Githens is president of the and Joseph M. Moskowitz.
RKO Radio and Republic will hav
companies sell one picture at a time company.
Corbin declared that Schenck over- new air conditioned offices on thes
or a dozen, Rodgers said, as long
paid $165,00 during the years in dis- premises.
as there is fair dealing on both sides. was just beginning the mighty task pute and that with a tax expert's aid
Republic's production policies an
Those who were instrumental in it has assumed in the way of war he could have legitimately avoided product, as they dovetail into th
proposed
the
out
throw
helping to
payment on an additional $400,000. sales pattern, were discussed yes
relief and help to the country.
Fair Trade Practice Code of two
In 1937. Corbin said, Schenck had terday at the company's two-da;
good
example
of
trust
and
As
an
legislayears ago are now seeking
paid $125,000 taxes on a dividend on regional meeting which will con
cusM-G-M
with
its
will
enjoyed
by
tion covering many of the points
20th-Fox stock owned by him which elude today at the home office. An
while
the
said
that
tomers,
Rodgers
offered in that code, Rodgers said,
he subsequently learned was not tax- other topic on the agenda was dis*
a
guarantee
company
offered
to
adding that he thought some of the
"Gone able because it was paid out of assets cussion of the selling plans for th
were misguided. He in- profit to theaters playing
leaders
and not profits. Corbin characterized remainder of the season's releases'
of the
cent
Wind,"
80
per
With the
sisted, however, that the approach
Schenck's prosecution as "outrageJames R. Grainger officially ad
deals were made with no guaranous."
to the problems was serious.
vised the delegates that all picture'!
of
were
convinced
exhibitors
tee
as
did
distributors
The first two witnesses, William sold on the 1941-42 lineup will be d
While the affected
M-G-M's faith in the picture. In the J. O'Brien, a deputy tax clerk, and
not ask for the consent decree, Rodlivered by July 30.
which
Town"
for
case
of
"Boom
was
John B. Codd, controller for 20th-Fox
gers said that they believed it
Those attending the conclave com
increase
to
exhibitors
asked
M-G-M
on the Coast, spent the major part prise Arthur Newman, Albany; IV
the best way to settle the Governthat
Rodgers
said
admission
prices,
of the afternoon identifying Govern- E. Morey, Boston; Jack Bellmar
ment's suit and he pledged M-G-M
4 500 theaters volunteered to raise ment exhibits
and Schenck's personal Buffalo; Sam Seplowin, Detroit; Sar
to support it. As far as M-G-M was
asked.
being
without
prices
their
records.
concerned, he continued, no violaSeletsky. New Haven; Morris Ep
The jury consists of the following:
Rodgers praised Ampa for its new
tions on the part of its salesmen
stein, New York; Nat Lefton an
Emerson P. Hempstead, insurance execuand
comrelief
fund
providing
a
said
his
in
step
He
would be tolerated.
tive,
115 W. 16th St., foreman; Charles Sam P. Gorrel, Cleveland; Georg
Briggs, free-lance writer, 36 W. 59th St.; H.
pany would accept every judgment wished it success.
Kirby, Cincinnati; Max Gilli:
Charles
Harry
Anderson, cashier, 327 W. 21st St.; Philadelphia; J. H. Alexander an
"gracintroduced
by
Rodgers was
rendered by the arbitrators
Mrs.
Winnie
Leamy,
nurse,
Vermilyea
157
iously" regardless of how it affected Goldberg-, advertising and publicity Ave.; John J. Gettings, bookkeeper. 1415 Row- Sam Finebere Pittsburgh; and Jak
chief of Warner Bros. Theaters, who land St., the Bronx; Mrs. Estelle Schrank. and George Flax, Washington
M-G-M.
2839 Bainhridge Avenue, the Bronx.
Representing the home office a
Rodgers said he looked forward said Rodgers probably coined the housewife.
Clarence King, cashier. 676 Riverside
phrase of "friendly company" be- Dr.AlsoTohn
to harmony within the industry and
G. Tohannesen, business executive. yesterday's sessions were Herbei,';
was confident that it would prevail. cause he came from Philadelphia, the 470 W. 24th St.; Arthur M. Hamilton, in- J. Yates, James R. Grainger. Grove
it

tils

i

i

-

.

;

Cites Efforts for Shut-ins
for the work the industry was
doing as a whole, Rodgers pointed
out that the business contributed
27,000 subjects last year to hospitals,
institutions and other places housing
shut-ins.
The industry, he said,

"city

of brotherly love."

Dietz In a "Sales Talk"

As

Howard

Dietz, M-G-M's director
of publicity and advertising, was
railed upon for a few words. Summed
up. these words consisted of a sales
t.Rlk for some old furniture he would
like to get rid of inasmuch as he is
moving to a new home. While ad-

Hays Office Okays
Hottest Love Scene

mitting that Rodders was a great
guy and that M-G-M was a great
company and had a swell program

Wc<t Coast Bur., THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood
Hottest love scene,
literally,
ever passed by the Hays
office was filmed with James Cagney

of pictures

—

and Bette Davis in "The Bride Came
C. 0. D." at Warners.
Pair worked in a mine tunnel surrounded by three blazing pine and
oak log fires needed to create fantastic shadow-shapes on the tunnel
walls.
Incandescent lamps on all
sides added to the heat.
Scene had
to be broken up into one and twominute takes, to give the actors an
opportunity every few minutes to go
outside and breathe.

(he

named the current

ones with casts), Dietz reminded his
listeners that he'd still like to sell
some of those odd furniture pieces,
among them being a phonograph he
was given for a tie-up. but he promised to sell it cheap. Dietz predicted
that under Rodgers' regime, the
phrase "friendly company" ultimately would be changed to the "affectionate company."
Rodgers was presented, at intervals, with three plastic images of
Leo the Lion, each sprouting a tree
on his back.
President Leon Bamberger presided.

vestment manager, 22 Romnev Place, Scarsdale,
N. Y. ; Ravmond P. TTo'den. editor
and executive, 44 W. 10th; William A. Marble, bank credit department of Manufacturers
Trust Co., 425 E. 86th St., and Beniamin C.
Morris, Jr., security salesman, 115 E. 82nd

Schaefer, J. J. O'Connell, Jac|i
Pindat. Frank Soule, and Charle
Reed Jones.
C.

Rufus A. Cooper Dies at 70

St.

The

alternate jurors are

:

Tames G. Bohart,
24th St.. and Wil-

netrolenm buyer, 450 W.
liam Bradley, president of Copy-Craft,
37 Washington Square.

Day
And

of Rest for

Enaineers

Firemen, Goal of

Albany

Inc.,

Statesville, N.
per, 70, retired

one day of rest in
seven provision would be made to
apply to engineers or firemen employed in dwelling, apartment, loft,
storage place, building and warehouse, under provisions of a bill introduced yesterdav by Sen. William
H. Hampton of Utica and Assemblyman Harry D. Suitor of Niagara
Falls.

A. Coc
theater operato
merchant and banker, died at hi
heme following an illness of seven

months.

Slany in Aryentine
Films Drawiny Fire

—

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)
Argentine film producers have become seriously worried about the attitude of the patrons in South and
Central American countries who resent the Buenos Aires slang spoken
in most Argentine films.
The lingo largely employed in
films,

Cristobal, C. Z.

wood Anderson

C— Rufus

Bill

—The

Sherwood Anderson

'tore

111

(By Cable)— Sher-

is in Colon Hospital
for treatment.
He was stricken
seriously ill aboard the SS Santa
Lucia.

called

"criollo,"

is

unintelli-

and Uruguay.
Which is just as well inasmuch as
it includes many a word and phrase
used only by the lowest strata of sogible save in Argentina
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Moon, DeLodder on Stand
In Midwest vs. Co-op. Suit Playing Times

Buffalo V. C. Gives

«REVIEUJS »

Greek Aid Benefit

Detroit In the Midwest versus
Co-operative Theaters suit, George
W. Sampson, former manager of the
with Alice Faye, Don Ameche,
independent Esquire Theater, testiCarmen Miranda
fied to product difficulties in the
20th -Fox
90 Mins. Southeast Detroit area at that house,
A NATURAL IN ANY LANGUAGE, ANY and Raymond E. Moon, former genwas
THEATER, ANY COUNTRY; SHOULD BE eral manager of Co-operative,
recalled to the stand briefly.
TERRIFIC B.O. SMASH.
Fred DeLodder, president of CoIt's a
pleasure, as the expression goes. operative, testified yesterday that it
When a better musical comedy is made, it is the policy of Co-operative to assist members in getting product, and
will really have to be something to top this
persuasive
Co-op.
uses
its
new 20th-Fox release.
Exhibitors should that
do SRO business every place with this film power to obtain product in dealing
as it is a box office natural for all audi- with distributors.

Buffalo—The Variety Club of Buffalo is sponsoring the Greek War
Relief benefit show in the Great
Lakes Theater midnight, tomorrow.
Don Tranter, Courier-Express radio
yor,

is

associated with club

ofj

=^rs

in staging the

program.

Patron Contributions, Benefit
Show, Program In Canton
Canton,

O.

—Fifteen

theaters

in

Canton district have co-operated in forming the Canton Chapter
of the Motion Picture division, Greek
War Relief Association, Inc., and

j

the

devote the week of March 25
30 to a campaign for raising
funds for civilian relief in Greece.
accepted
Contributions will be
from patrons every day during the
will

j

ences; Twentieth should get a gross that
will hit the records set by "Alexander,"
and the public at large will get an immeasurable amount of sheer and thoroughly enjoyable entertainment from the film. At the
same time, a picture of this type does an
inestimable amount of industry advertising

j

|

to

that

helps

to

bring

errant

customers back

to theaters.

campaign and on Saturday night,
March 29, all of the co-operating

Lavishly mounted and superbly filmed in
theaters will join in presenting a Technicolor, it starts off with a bang and
big stage and screen show in Loew's never once lets up in pace right through
theater with all the proceeds going to a corking climax. The cast is excellent
from top to bottom, direction is smooth and
to the fund.
District Chairman will be George sure, the story is smart and brisk, the phoA. Delis, district manager for the tography is top-flight and nothing has been
A. G. Constant Theater circuit, and stinted on the production end. Credit for the
co-chairman will be Orville W. grade A production job goes to Fred KohlCrouch, manager of Loew's theater mar, but the master of musicals, Darryl F.
Zanuck, undoubtedly deserves a lot of the
her.
credit.

Irving

Mullins Heads Greek Benefit
Chairman In Boston Sector
Boston—The week of March 25
has been named as Greek War Relief

Week

at

all

responsible for the

George Seaton,
Bess Meredyth and Hal Long contributed
the high-geared screenplay.
Hermes Pan
staged the dances and the corking musical
score was written by Mack Gordon and
Harry Warren.
At least two of the songs
should jump right up into prominence as
hit tunes.
Leon Shamroy and Ray Rennahan
deserve a big hand for their superb photography, with Miss Faye photographed magni-

local picture the-

in

M

all

Cummings was

swell job of direction, and

keeping with the national
schedule and Martin P. Mullins, head
& P organization has been
of the
named chairman of the activities in
aters

theaters.

Joseph Brennan will be Mullins' ficently.
A scheme is being Ameche for ambassador of good-will might
chief aide.
worked out whereby a graduated be appropriate for that gentleman until
scale will be applied to various class something better comes along.
To put it
houses for the percentage to be do- mildly, he is slightly terrific in the film.
nated to the fund.

Playing a dual role, he exudes personality,
puts over his songs with a bang and is the
epitome of the suave boulevardier and lover

More Disney Films May-

the best role he probably has ever had
for suitability.
Alice Faye is beautiful to
look at, does everything asked of her with
finesse and puts over her own musical numbers effectively.
in

Play Boston's Majestic

—

Theater, where
Boston
currently "Fantasia" is playing, has
been sub-leased for 33 weeks from
the Shuberts with an option for another six months. In all probability,
following the long run anticipated
for "Fantasia," other Disney opuses
will be given a premiere in this
house. More than $30,000 has been
spent on the rejuvenation of the Majestic, owned by the Taylor Estate,
owners also of the Boston Daily

Majestic

Globe.

Michael Goldie Dead
Parma,

O.—Michael

Goldie,

—

"That Night In Rio"

47,

widely known northeastern Ohio
theater executive, died at his home
here from a heart ailment. For 14
years, until last November, Goldie
had been manager of the Broadvue
His widow and
theater, Cleveland.
two children survive.

!

!

However, it is the brunette Brazilian
bombshell, Carmen Miranda, who provides
most of the fireworks in the film.
When
she sings a song she gives it everything
from the top of her head to her toenails
and she has a pair of hands that are just
about the most expressive things a person
could ever watch.
In her case its not so
much a question of what she sings as how
she sings it, "and how." Two numbers that
she sings are sensational.
Strong support
is
afforded the principals by S. Z. Sakall,
J. Carrol Naish, Leonid Kinsky, Curt Bois
and Frank Puglia. Sakall and Bois are particularly funny.

NAB

Execs. Seeks Specific
Ascap Offer on Music Sale

Ascap,

Rites for

j

Adds

to Projection
Continued from Page

yesterday, a

Edwin Percival

1)

the first-runs, is proved by check on
individual films which exhibitors in

neighborhood houses have complained about not being able to book,
because they have not cleared priorrun houses.
Situation
probably arose from
late closing of several major film
deals in the territory. In any case,
result would be a number of 194041 films left over when the decree

terms become effective in September.
This shculd give neighborhood
exhibitors a strong bargaining position because they would be able
to refuse to buy one or two of the
according to exhibitors

who have examined

the

possibili-

ties.

Another

possibility, as voiced by
Buermele, general manager of
Co-Operative Theaters, is that major companies will not produce all

C. R.

films

originally called for in presschedules, thereby eliminating
this particular bottleneck.
One angle that may develop into
greater importance is the latent sentiment for a move to single bills.
Exhibitors, typified by those inter-

ent

viewed, feel they will have enough
latitude of choice under the fiverites for Edwin Percival, 62, uncle unit buying plan, to justify considof Norma Shearer and former Can- eration of a concerted move toward
adian theater man, were held here.
single bill policy for this town
with every house in the city now
deserves, as it is a picture that a lot of playing duals.
The increasing gap in playing time
people will want to see again.
The story concerns Ameche as the hus- is definitely an accidental developband of Miss Faye, a suave Brazilian financier ment with the immediate situation
known as Baron Duarte, and as Larry Martin, aside from the matter of film deals
an American entertainer appearing in a arising from the practical day-toRio night club with Miss Miranda as the day problems of bookers working
Combinatrouble and love of his life. His impersona- with available pictures.
tion of Duarte as Martin so impresses Duarte tion of two pictures on double bills
and his business partners, Sakall and Bois, presents inevitable headaches and
that when Duarte is called out of town to suitable running time, bills of fairly
equal drawing value for each playtry and arrange a loan to salvage their fortunes, Ameche as Martin is pressed into ser- date, rental costs, cast combinations,
and ultimate box-office value of
vice to impersonate the Baron to allay susfilms have caused many to be put
picions.
A hilarious and delightful situation then aside until they could be fitted into
Calif.

—

Funeral

ensues as Duarte suddenly returns and two
Barons are on the scene at the same time.
Miss Faye also has her moments of anxiety
when her husband, who has been neglecting
her for some time, suddenly becomes very
amorous and the next day she is not quite
sure where she spent the night. The situation
is handled subtly and in excellent taste, and
is

highly amusing at

all

times.

Naturally,

everything turns out to be very proper, but
while it lasts it is a full 90 minutes of
solid entertainment.

CAST:

Alice Faye,

Don Ameche, Carmen

Miranda, S. Z. Sakall, J. Carrol Naish, Curt
Bois, Leonid Kinsky, Carmen Miranda's orchestra, Frank Puglia, Lillian Porter, Maria
Montez, Georges Renavent, Edward Conrad,
Fortunio Bonanova, Flores Brothers.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Fred KohlDirector, Irving Cummings; Screen-

the

schedule.

"Tobacco Road" Opening
Day Biz Running Ahead
With "Tobacco Road"
in over 100 additional
day and this week-end,

set to open
key runs to20th-Fox re-

ported yesterday that the picture's
opening at the Fox and State theaters, San Diego, had given the two
houses the biggest opening days'
business in their history.
In Philly, the film was reported to
have given the Stanley its biggest
opening day in three years and it
also set a three-year high for the
Olympic, Utica. Other openings this
week were also reported "very big."

mar;

George Seaton, Bess Meredyth and
Hal Long; Based on a play by Rudolph Lothar
and Hans Adler; Cameramen, Leon Shamroy
and Ray Rennahan; Technicolor Director,

PHY,

richly

stated

Santa Barbara,

word-of-mouth

it

was

der the Federal consent decree.
It is understood that efforts to
complete membership of the negotiating committees will be intensified during the next few days.

play,

which

it

specific offer or formula for the sale
of Ascap music to the networks un-

Every extra ounce of energy exhibitors
put behind this picture will bring them back
handsome returns at the box office as it
can't be oversold on the basis of being
hangup entertainment everybody will enAt the same time it should get a big
joy.

campaign

I

first blocks,

Officers of the National Association of Broadcasters, following preliminary exchange of letters with
Ascap, are seeking to obtain from

Gap

Natalie

Kalmus; Editor, Walter Thompson.

DIRECTION, Top Notch.
Excellent.

PHOTOGRA-

Mrs. Floyd Hospitalized

—

Pittsburgh
Mrs. Glen Floyd,
wife of the exhibitor who operates
theaters in Follansbee, W. Va, and
Steuvenville, O, is at the Ohio Valley Hospital in Sewickley, where she

underwent a major operation.

<
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MENACE SELLING IN

BILLS

TEN CENTS

1941

GA.

AND MINN.

—

Industry Salvation in Extended Runs Schenck
Passage
Make
"Up
Producers
THE WEEK
Seattle Theaters
Five Measures Might Mean
Them," Says Exec; ComREVIEW
Anti-Blochs-of-5
—
L.

edy-Dramas

for 20th-Fox

Joseph M. Schenck, board chairof 20th-Fox, stated Friday in an

man

FIVE-PIX BLOCKS General legis- interview
:

that he believed that ex-

committee of the Minn. Senate tended runs of films was the only
aeld hearing on N.W. Allied's bill to salvation of the film business.
"It is up to the producers to
make the N.Y. consent decree's blockthis type
rf-five provision inoperative in that make pictures worthy of
said.
state. Hearing was adjourned to give of run," Schenck
The 20th-Fox program for 1941attorney representing four of the
onsenting majors to voice their op- 42 calls for a predominance of comwith
position to N.W. Allied's bill. ... An edy dramas, Schenck stated,
lation

anti-blocks-of-five bill
in

(Continued on Page 3)

was introduced

Georgia.
*

*

ARBITRATION

Arbitrator in first

Baltimore) is E.Barrett Prettynan. Drive-in theaters ask arbitraion on product: Joseph's Drive-In,
ustin, Tex., filed the first against
-G-M and 20th-Fox; Charles K.
iWoolner, operator of the Modern
rive-in near New Orleans filed one
ase against Para., and another
gainst M-G-M.
Genesee Theater,
Mt. Morris, N. Y., filed on product
unavailable against
and 20thFox.
Cameo Theater, Jersey City,
filed on clearance.
.

.

.

WB

.

—

Brazil Gov't

Halt in Sales

.

jurors

For 15 minutes Friday night, Seatstaged a sample war-time blackout, the first in the nation, under
the direction of the Home Defense
Committee, with the Coast Guard
and officers of the Ninth Army
Corps co-operating.
sirens
at
Factory whistles and
10:40 p.m. sent the city into darkness during a theoretical air raid,
while 6,000 air raid wardens patroled
tle

Passage of the anti-block-of-five
in
Minnesota and Georgia
might mean that the five consenting companies would be obliged to
halt the servicing of product in
those states.
This was learned on
Friday from an authoritative source

who

said that "we can't follow a
prescribed selling method in one territory and not in another; the policy
must be uniform."
Industry leaders are concerned
over the measures for fear they will
upset the entire work of the consent

Okays

(Continued on Page 3)

Film Remittances

Metro Decree Policy

Film Shipments to

BROWN

Defined by Rodgers

Sweden Near-Normal

By JOSEPH

FILM DAILY

F.

Correspondent
Rio de Janeiro (By Cable)— The
Film shipments to Sweden are
Bank of Brazil has notified the U.
M-G-M's position in respect to the
approaching pre-war levels, it was
S. distributors operating here that consent decree in the New York
they will be permitted to remit funds equity suit is summed up in a letter reported Friday by Massce, Barnett
Swedish
which have been tied up since the to its customers by W. F. Rodgers, & Co., film forwarders.
shipping schedules are close to norfirst of the year due to the tax ques- general sales manager.
But the
tion which is in dispute.
In discussing the decree, itself, mal and films are being sent over
(Continued on Page 10)
Rodgers declared that the "time has on twice-a-week sailings.
Shipments to England also are
(Continued on Page
Staff

Free Defense Short
Available for Theater Use 6,000 Theaters Lined Up
AFM
For Greek Relief Drive

grand
probe dispute between

will

AGMA

and James

U.

S.

Petrillo,

.

.

.

Both Delaware Houses Pass
Sunday Blue Law Repealer

.

.

.

.

.

hree-year
producer-director
pact
with Ernst Lubitsch.
M-G-M ar.

itration

(Continued on Page 9)

First

prexy.
Federal Judge Henry W.
"Power for Defense," first reel apGoddard approved the Ascap consent proved officially by the Motion Picdecree.
MPPDA is set to re-elect ture Committee Co-operating For
Will H. Hays prexy on March 31, National Defense, is now in the ex"ollowing his signature to a new five- changes and available to all exhibs.
ear pact.
20th-Fox signed a who have signed pledges to co-op.

5

bills

about.

10)

AND THAT:

THIS

by Big

demand (Walbrook The-

arbitration
ater,

.

—

This city's 50 theaters
operating staffs and their patrons
know what a blackout is all
Seattle

the streets.

*
:

of Anti-Block-of-

their

MITCHELL

H.

to

In First Blackout

IN

By

to

policy

is

to

where

settle

Minn, Arbitration Case

without a hearing. M-G-M
exchange men instructed to join various civic groups in their cities.
.
Ratner,
Monogram jumps its new season production budget by 18 per cent.
jEepublic buys Irving Mandel's Chi. 1,273 Institutions Get
franchise.
Louis Phillips of Para. Free Films for Shut-ins
f jlegal dept. finds fear of N. Y. consent
Sjdecree diminishing.
UA's prexy
Film industry during 1940 supJannounced new distribution plan,
wadding to producer's percentage and plied films free for the entertainment
of shut-ins in 1,273 institutions
'^arranging financing of pix.
Na- throughout the U. S., it is said today
tional daylight saving bill hoppered
in the annual report of the MPPDA's
jjSJin Washington.
Universal signed Conservation Department. Total of
HJnew contracts for its seven top execs.
(Continued on Page 8)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 10)

—

Dover, Del. The Senate and House
Representatives Friday night
passed a Sunday blue law repeal bill
which now awaits the signature of
Governor Walter W. Bacon.
The
of

(Continued on Page 8)

.

.

'Ossible

.

More than 6,000 theaters throughout the country will participate in
the Greek War Relief Drive, according to a statement issued over the
week-end by Adolph Zukor, chairman

.

.

White Bear Lake, Names 4 Majors

.

.

.

First arbitration case in Minnesota was filed at the week-end in
Minneapolis.
Dispute involves the
"seme run" provisions of the equity
suit's consent decree and was filed
by David Ratner, owner of the White
Bear Theater, White Bear Lake,

Minn.

Named

in the complaint were MBros.,
and 20th
(Continued on Page 10)

G-M, Warner

RKO

ITOA Ruled Proper
Dispute Defendant
The ITOA was
defendant
basic

in

a

contract

Friday by

New

ruled as a proper
dispute involving its

with Local 306 on
York Supreme Court

Justice Aaron J. Levy in confirming
an award against the People's Cinema,
Inc., a

Brooklyn theater.

The Cinema

was ordered to employ only Local
306 men on the ground that it as
a member of the ITOA was bound by
their contract with the Local.

Monday, March

10, 194}
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Century-Fox)
11th week
Strawberry Blonde (Warner Bros. Pictures)
3rd week
The Lady Eve (Paramount Pictures)
2nd week
So Ends Our Night (United Artists-Loew-Lewin>
2nd week

10 Cents

1941

Queen's

Pent House Mystery (Columbia Pictures)
(J. H. Hoffberg Productions)
8th week
for Three (Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a-b)
Murder Among Friends (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a)
You're Out of Luck (Monogram Pictures) (a)
Doomed Caravan (Paramount Pictures) (a)
Ellery

Editor

—

School for Husbands

....Rivoli
Capitol
Criterion
Rialto

(a-b)

Central
Palace
Palace

Honeymoon
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New York
New York

TWO-A-DAY RUN
The Creat Dictator (United Artists-Charlie Chaplin)— 22nd week
Fantasia (Walt Disney Productions)
17th week

Astor

—

Broadway

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Virgin

THE

Pepe

le

The Mad

—

Hoffberg Productions)
8th week
Moko (Mayer-Burstyn) 2nd week
Emperor (World Pictures)

Bride

H.

(J.

—

World
55th

Playhouse

St.

Rivoli

51st St. Theater
Strand
Astor

Miami

—

Criterion
Music Hall

—

—

Friday for a Florida vac,

left

MORRIS LEONARD, B & K counsel
cago,
is
due back tomorrow from
American aviation trip.

HARRY

M.
March

around

WARNER

will

arrive

in

in

a

Ch
Sou

New Yo

15.

LOUIS HYMA\N, general sales mana
Lubitsch-Lesser
Productions,
left
New
.,!
yesterday for a 10-day
lU-day swing of the Middl
West in connection with showings of "That Ui
certain Feeling" which UA will distribute.

STIRLING HAYDEN
lot today from a
Cay."

JACKTER,

manager,

has

Columbia's

gone

arrives

Florida

to

HAROLD DANSON,
partment,

will return to the Par
tour to appear in "Dili

p. a.

in

for

assistant sal
a vacation.

Paramount publicity di
Miami today for a sho

of

...Paramount
Capitol
Palace
Palace

—

FELIX A. JENKINS, 20th-Fox general com
sel, was due to return to the home office ov
the week-end.

JOHN DORED, Paramount News camerama
leaves early
next week, accompanied by
wife, for Rio de Janeiro to cover events in Sou

America.

HARRY RUSKIN,
M-C-M's Hardy

dialogue writer for most

Famly

films,

is

a

New Yo

visitor.

JAMES COSTON, Warner Chicago zone
(a)

riNANCIAL

(e)

7)

Chg.

Close

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/2 %)

Columbia
Fm.
Fm.
East.

47/8

47/8

"4

pfd

Picts.

Con.
Con.

4%

Ind...
Ind.

pfd

Kodak

130'/4 130

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd...
Pathe Film

RKO

+

130

32l/2

31

'/2

315/8

113/g

113/8

113/8

10%

103/4

10%

83/8

83/8

83/8

RKO $6 pfd
40
40
40
20th Century-Fox ..
6'/8
6'/8
6'/s
20th Century-Fox pfd. 18
18
18
Univ. Pict. pfd
152
151
152
Warner Bros
3
3
3
55'/4
do pfd
55
55y4

1

—

7

/g

+ ^

F.

ref.

+

V4

—

Vs

+5

+ %

deb. 3'/2s46
Para.
B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

•

•

9
9
9
15-16 15-16 15-16
63^
65/
63/4
vtc.
8
19
19
19

—
-f-

current

bill,

(d)

Dual

showing,

Columbia Posts Awards
As Campaign Stimulant

down

ager,

way,

Florida

sun

getting

mai
ta

••1

ALDERMAN

tion.

questions

constitute

+2

'/8

l/

4

QUATRANO

of

the

Lido,

Waterbur

QUATRANO,

and their young
to Miami and Havana this week.

fly

son,

a

lottery

even though some degree of

skill,

required

has

left

song writer and compost
Chicago for Hollywood, where he w

join

the

Warner studio

staff.

Warner Zone Heads Mee
With Bernhard Tomorrow
Joseph Bernhard, general manage
of

Warners Theaters,

over a

presic

will

meeting of zone manager

tomorrow

in

the

home

office.

Dr.

in for the meeting are James Co:j
branches which show ton, Chicago; Nat Wolf, Cleveland
greatest improvement in billings, I. J. Hoffman, New Haven; Don Jj
over their campaign quotas, during cocks, Newark; Moe Silver, Albanj
the 13 weeks of the campaign end- Ted Schlanger, Philadelphia; Han
Kalmine, Pittsburgh; John J. Pa\
ing May 30.
Campaign quota for ette, Washington.
each branch represents its billings
Home Office execs, who will pai
for the fiscal year ended June 28,
ticipate in the conference are: Claj
1940.
Hinchey, Harry Gok
In addition to general awards set, ton Bond, Ed

staffs

Judge Dobson held that Quiz conwhich the participants
in
through a drawing gain an opportunity to win an award by answering

i

FRED
MRS.

LARRY MUNROE,

—

Portland, Ore. Circuit Judge AlPosting of a series of awards to
fred P. Dobson has sustained the branch managers, salesmen, office
James
Attorney
demurrer of District
managers and bookers, as further
R. Bain and Sheriff Martin T. Pratt
to the complaint of the Rainier The- stimulus for the "Columbia Exhibiaters Corp. in its suit to enjoin the tors Good Will Campaign," was anpublic officials from interfering with nounced on the week-end by Rube
Quiz contests conducted weekly at
Jackter, assistant general sales manthe Oriental and Hollywood theaters.
The theaters corporation some time ager and drive's chairman.
Awards will go to entire sales
ago obtained a temporary injunc-

special

Picts

Universal Corp.
Universal Picts

Follows

of

12

Leonard Schlesinger, Fran
Phelps, Sam Morris, Nat Fellmai
Abel Vigard, W. S. McDonald, Hai
ry Rosenquest, Louis Kaufman, Hei

cash bonuses go to the 10 berg,

Ann, Bogota, 17th Theater leading salesmen who show greatest
improvement in accounts sold by
In Brandt-Weinstock String May 30, 1941, compared to number

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

(c)

Theater Quiz Contests
In Ore. Ruled Lottery

knowledge and ability is
to answer the questions.

6s46

Loew's

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

run.

tests

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B.

(b) Subsequent
Revival.
(f)
run.

of the Warner exchani
staff, New Haven, is recuperating from a
cent operation at Newburgh, N. Y.

Net

Low

bill,

LEE

(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, MARCH
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

Dual

Two-a-day

>(

B

—
—

—

—

I

RODGERS

F.

vacation.

Meet John Doe (Warner Bros.-Capra-Riskin) March 12 (d)
Meet John Doe (Warner Bros.-Capra-Riskin)— March 12 (d)
Footsteps in the Dark (Warner Bros. Pictures)
March 14
Wanted Wings (Paramount Pictures) March 26 (e)
Fools of Desire (B. B. Ray)
March 18
March 13
The Round Up (Paramount Pictures)
Cheers for Miss Bishop (United Artists-R. A. Rowland)— March 13
March 19
Hard-Boiled Canary (Paramount Pictures)
Rage in Heaven (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)— March 13
March 13 (a-b)
Mr. and Mrs. Smith (RKO Radio Pictures)
March 13 (a-f)
Vivacious Lady (RKO Radio Pictures)

LONDON—

W.
tion.

RUBE
Central

(a)

FUTURE OPENINGS

HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—
Representatives:
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Ernest W. FredGranite 6607.
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle. Le Film, 29 Rue
Marsoulan (12). MEXICO CITY— MarcoAurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

and GOIDG

Music Hall

Back Street (Universal Pictures)
4th week
Andy Hardy's Private Secretary (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
The Trial of Mary Dugan (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)

Manager

COmmG

Theater
Globe

and Frank
of accounts sold by June 8, 1940, man Maier
Harry Brandt and David Wein- Jackter said.
stock have acquired their 17th theater to be owned by them jointly.
15 Consuls Lined
for
House is the Queen Ann in Bogota,
of
capacity
seating
having
a
N. J.,
"Rio" Short
Hookup

Cahill.

Up
Wave

1,399. Brandt, alone, also has taken
over the Rialto Theater, PoughkeepPhiladelphia Short wave hookup
sie, N. Y., a 1,600-seat house, from to South America with 15 consuls
the Elite Amusement Co.
American and Central
of South
American countries making short addresses will go out this week over
Twin City V. C. to Induct
station
following a special
Minneapolis New members of the screening here of 20th-Fox's "That
Twin City Variety Club, secured Night In Rio." The consuls, their
through the recent membership cam- staffs and a number of special guests
paign, will be formally inducted at will attend the screening which will
a dinner meeting at Nicollet Hotel be held in the auditorium of the radio
station.
here tonight.

—

MILE
THE GREAT HUMAN DOCUMENT
THAT Will LIVE FOREVER

—

WCAU

Cregory LaCava
Lowell Calvert
Stuart
Floyd

Holmes
E.

Stone

Monday, March

10, 1941
DAILY

Industry Salvation

Would Hall Selling
n Ga.

and Minn.

(Continued from Page

In

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

eight musicals added as an important part in rounding out the sched-

ecree if similar bills are introduced
other state legislatures.
i

The Georgia Senate passed a bill
p'—feursdav permitting distributors
3
\ their entire programs in one
locTT with 20 per cent cancellation
The measure almost set
rivileges.
record for speed in execution. It
ras introduced on Tuesday, reported out of committee on Wednesday

ule.

T

On

passed on Thursday.

House Committee considering the

ill

favorably reported

it.

Two methods

Friday,

of the

in

Minneapolis
s

»

span

go

field's

'twixt

a long

the local

way toward

quota

determining whether

a

$1,000,000. or

entertainment

the

—

tenth of the national total set

be attained

T

T

BAROMETER

showing the splendid interest being
is to be found in dispatches
taken in the Greek Relief drives
coming from various key cities
Up in Albany this week
75 distribs. and exhibs. turned out for a drive meeting
Moe
some of the exhibs. journeying from 240 miles away!
Silver, WB's Albany zone manager, is general chairman and RKO
Organized labor, stageRadio's B. G. Kranze co-chairman
A group of
hands and operators, pitched into the task
women will have war relief shields in front of every theater in

— Faced with the addi-

')wners of the Northwest Friday
oted to employ Clarence 0. Holten,
- Minneapolis attorney, to defend the
neasure, now pending in the Minneota Legislature.
James D. Shearer, attorney reamed by four of the five distribuors who have accepted the
fork ccnsent decree, told legislators
Friday the
anti-block-of-five
bill,
by Northwest Allied, is
K ponsored
mconstitutional in that it would regdate distribution and licensing of
product which is shipped in intertate commerce.
Shearer claims the state has no
ight to regulate such product and
laid he would be prepared to back
lip his statement with legal opinicns
J-ind decisions when he appears at a
J learing on the bill, now scheduled
'

•

•

—

—

'

the territory,

New

i

the

whose support is the very cornerstone
Greek Relief drives must enjoy
Those six days
March 25 and 30 inclusive
all

T
•

Legality

ional claim that its anti-block-ofive bill is unconstitutional, the Leg[dative Committee of Allied Theater

"'

to

—

W. Allied Retains Counsel
Bill's

shoulders

and exhibs

success which

the

will

will
if.

their

in order to alleviate civilian suffering

our distribs.

of selling in a single

xecutives said. If the bills become
iws, they said, it is quite likely
hat the five companies will stop doig business in those territories.

To Defend

and

that her sons

putting

—

Distributors
its passage.

be practically impossible,

tate will

T

T

eternal credit

filmland's

to

is

and hardships
It's no time for mere lip service
behind Greece's fighting fronts
and men like Adolph Zukor, Grad Sears and
to the Greek plight
have no intention of
to name a few
John H. Harris
Neither have the overwhelming majority of
letting it go at that
wheel

'r

le

IT

daughters are so wholeheartedly

ft

tid

•

•

•

it

)^)ok immediate steps to fight

it

planned

is

Driving over ice-covered roads

were Alex and

from the far northern territory to attend
James Papayanakos and John Yanakis

,,

than

200

stands

and Southern
in

in

Louis.

St.

have

I'.linois

St.

County,

Louis

signified

intentions

Minnesota

•

•

BOB

of the Bijou,
of

Russell,

committee

Sam Badamo, manager

activities,

and the program

of the College Theater

hands

in

75c

New Haven

is

price

stands

The Mayor's committee

Peter Benard, police
Morris Rosenthal,
Majestic's manager, Manuel E. Kugell, Harold B. Dow, Sam HadelRadio, Joe
man, Jim Fensmore are in charge of tickets
Lopez; Trailers, Jack Schwartz; Entertainment, Harry Rose,
consists

of

superintendent, and Charles A. Wheeler

j

—

All

is

collections

nanager of Co-operative Theaters of
Michigan, is in the hospital to un-

A 6% -pound son was
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ornstein
it the Magee Hospital here. Father
s cashier for the local 20th CenturyPox exchange.

Roland West.

of the

are co-operating on the show and arranging to take up lobby
In Bridgeport, Matt Saunders heads committee

—

Pittsburgh

to

TO THE COLORS!

T

T
manager

of benefit's seats all over the house

Juermele Under Knife
Detroit Robert Buermele, Universal booker, and son of the general

jorn to

M

Loew-Poli, New Haven,
is chairman of the Greek War Relief midnight show benefit
to be held in that house March 29
Lou Schaefer of the ParaJohn Hesse,
mount is in charge of radio and press publicity
Bill Reisinger
of the Roger Sherman, trailers and supplies

be leading the wav in this
4 ight against the block-of-five purhase clause in the consent decree
1
I md we don't intend to give up until
1 >ur bill is enacted into law."

STORKS!

F &

have been named co-chairmen
Daring the five-day drive,
shown
and "flying squadrons" of girls
native Greek costumes will visit all night clubs and taverns

T
•

tc

lergo a hernia operation.

of

in the interests of the fund-raising

I

wrong.

a meeting attended by some 80 theater

Corp.,

for this afternoon.
are in this fight to a finish,"
X "id Fred Strom, executive secretary
>f Northwest Allied, "and we will be
with plenty of argument to
j eady

eems

of

Harry C. Arthur, prexy and g.m.

Service Corp.. and Maurice Schweitzer, of Paramount Pictures Distrib.

"We

••

wake

owners and managers

T ommittee

t >rove Shearer is

Schenck-Moskowitz Trial
Resumes; Codd on the Stand

from Schenck

MORE

Missouri

to raise funds

House General Legislation

the

make no

in

•

•

T

i

.

will

special feature pix will be

•

Eastern

.

The company

biographical pictures, he stated. The
company will produce in Technicolor
if any outdoor or costume pictures
are made, he said, but none are
presently scheduled.
No over-all budget for the coming
season is planned, Schenck declared,
since each picture will be produced
on an individual budget according
to the worth of the subject.
In commenting on the operation
of the consent decree, Schenck said:
"I am of the personal opinion
that it will work out very well.
It will give a good deal more
satisfaction to the producers because their films will stand or
fall on their own merits."
On the subject of double features,
he pointed out that the problem was
one which is entirely up to exhibitors to determine on the basis of
whether single features will pay.
Exhibitors cannot be told what to
do on this subject, he added, indicating that in the final analysis it
was up to the public to determine
whether they wanted one or two
pictures on a bill.

Trial of Joseph M. Schenck and Joseph H. Moskowitz on an indictment
charging them with conspiracy to
defraud the Government of income
taxes, continues today with further
cross examination of John B. Codd.
Codd was questioned Friday by the
Government attorney on the reported
loan of $100,000 to Willie Bioff. He
also testified as to the transfer of an
interest in the Agua Caliente Hotel

T

:

l>y

Extended Runs

Humphrey Doulens and Harry Neigher

Midnight show has
Meriden
been set for the same night all over the district
and Waterbury are also organizing committees
Lou Cohen,
new manager of the Loew-Poli, Hartford, is in charge in that
city
General chairman for Connecticut zone is I. J. Hoffman,
of

Warner Theaters

—

Chicago Richard Hagstrom, of
Warners Oakland theater; Hugh
Ward, of the Shore theater, and Jack
Fleming of the Cosmo have been
drafted.

Larry Ayres of the 20th-Fox distribution office has reported for training under the selective military
training law. Robert Skillman of the
contract department is at Ft. Bragg,
N. C.
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Derr B. Neagley of
the local 20th-Fox branch office
reports for military training on
Wednesday. N. A. Anderson of the
office is already in camp.
Rochester

— Ensign

Robert

W.

Percy, on leave from Eastman Kodak
Company, is an instructor at the
U. S. Naval Reserve Radio School
at Noroton Heights, Conn.

NEVER SO MUCH WARNER ACTION!

LONDON'S
.

GENE IOCKHART

SI
•

NEVER SO MANY WARNER THRILLS!
JOHN

^

AFLOAT
TERROR
JOF
,v

Rouen
bv Robert

.

Music
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"Thai Night In Rio"
with Alice Faye, Don Ameche,

Carmen Miranda
90 Mn

20th -Fox

A NATURAL

IN

ANY LANGUAGE,

AIY«

THEATER, ANY COUNTRY; SHOULD
TERRIFIC B.O. SMASH.

BE

the expression g esu
When a better musical comedy is made
will really have to be something to top
m
new 20th-Fox release.
Exhibitors she
do SRO business every place with this It]
as it is a box office natural for all ai
ences; Twentieth should get a gross ikuc
It's

a

pleasure,

as

the records set by "Alexand
and the public at large will get an imnva
urable amount of sheer and thoroughly tn
joyable entertainment from the film. At
same time, a picture of this type does a
inestimable amount of industry adverti n
that helps to bring errant customers i cl
will

hit

;

^

to theaters.
JJ(

Lavishly

mounted and superbly

filmet '%

Technicolor, it starts off with a bang |iw
never once lets up in pace right thru
to a corking climax. The cast is exceleri
from top to bottom, direction is smooth ant
sure, the story is smart and brisk, the

M

»!

4*
rography

is

people will want to see again.

top-flight and nothing has been

stinted on the production end. Credit for the
production job goes to Fred Kohlgrade

The

A

mar, but the master of musicals, Darryl F.
Zanuck, undoubtedly deserves a lot of the
credit.

responsible for the
swell job of direction, and George Seaton,
Irving

Rnss
t.,J

Cummings was

Meredyth and Hal Long contributed
Hermes Pan
high-geared screenplay.

staged the dances and the corking musical
score was written by Mack Gordon and
At least two of the songs
Harry Warren.
should jump right up into prominence as
Leon Shamroy and Ray Rennahan
hit tunes.
deserve a big hand for their superb photography, with Miss Faye

photographed magni-

ficently.

ambassador of good -will might
be appropriate for that gentleman until
To put it
something better comes along.
mildly, he is slightly terrific in the film.
Playing a dual role, he exudes personality,
puts over his songs with a bang and is the
epitome of the suave boulevardier and lover
in the best role he probably has ever had
Alice Faye is beautiful to
for suitability.
look at, does everything asked of her with
finesse and puts over her own musical num-

Ameche

u

for

bers effectively.

However,

is

it

the

brunette

Brazilian

bombshell, Carmen Miranda, who provides

When
most of the fireworks in the film.
everything
gives
it
she sings a song she
from the top of her head to her toenails
and she has a pair of hands that are just
about the most expressive things a person
In her case its not so
could ever watch.
much a question of what she sings as how
she sings it, "and how." Two numbers that
Strong support
she sings are sensational.
principals
by
S. Z. Sakall,
is afforded the
Naish, Leonid Kinsky, Curt Bois
J. Carrol
and Frank Puglia. Sakall and Bois are par-

story concerns

Ameche

hus-

as the

band of Miss Faye, a suave Brazilian financier
known as Baron Duarte, and as Larry Martin,
an American entertainer appearing in a
Rio night club with Miss Miranda as the
trouble and love of his life. His impersonation of Duarte as Martin so impresses Duarte
and his business partners, Sakall and Bois,
that when Duarte is called out of town to
try and arrange a loan to salvage their fortunes, Ameche as Martin is pressed into service to impersonate the Baron to allay suspicions.

A

and delightful situation then
ensues as Duarte suddenly returns and two
Barons are on the scene at the same time.
Miss Faye also has her moments of anxiety
when her husband, who has been neglecting
her for some time, suddenly becomes very
amorous and the next day she is not quite
sure where she spent the night. The situation
is handled subtly and in excellent taste, and
hilarious

highly amusing at

Naturally,
times.
everything turns out to be very proper, but
while it lasts it is a full 90 minutes of

is

solid

all

entertainment.

CAST:

Alice Faye,

Don Ameche, Carmen

Curt
Bois, Leonid Kinsky, Carmen Miranda's orchestra, Frank Puglia, Lillian Porter, Maria
Montez, Georges Renavent, Edward Conrad,
Fortunio Bonanova, Flores Brothers.
Miranda, S. Z. Sakall, J. Carrol Naish,

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Fred Kohlmar; Director, Irving Cummings; ScreenGeorge Seaton, Bess Meredyth and
Hal Long; Based on a play by Rudolph Lothar
and Hans Adler; Cameramen, Leon Shamroy
and Ray Rennahan; Technicolor Director,
Natalie Kalmus; Editor, Walter Thompson.
play,

DIRECTION, Top Notch.
PHY,

PHOTOGRA-

Excellent.

ticularly funny.

Every extra ounce of energy exhibitors
put behind this picture will bring them back
handsome returns at the box office as it
can't be oversold on the basis of being

hangup entertainment everybody will enjoy.
At the same time it should get a big
word -of- mouth campaign which it richly
deserves,

as

it

is

a

picture

that

a

lot

of

jrm THB. FILM
MARGU 7,

OAJ/-V
1944

<w
1,273 Institutions

(.Continued

from Page

was

1)

shorts, 14,404.
Types of institutions receiving this
service included homes for crippled
children, orphanages, hospitals, reformatories, prisons, homes for aged

persons, schools supported by charity, war veterans' convalescent homes
and institutions for underprivileged

boys and girls.
Applications for gratis service are
carefully investigated and approved
by home offices of the distributing
companies, and if okayed, branch

Uanagers

exchange

districts where
the institution is located are authorided to furnish the features and
shorts.
in

Passed

—

Opening of the new Beach Theater (Sparks) has again
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Shipment was exbeen delayed because of inability to have seats delivered.
pected to be made from Chicago early in February, but has been delayed several
times.
The demand for seats for Army camps and Navy stations is the reason
given for inability to get shipments on time.

13,357 and

Industry Execs. Attend
N. Y. Warner Club Party
Jack L. Warner, headed the list
of Warner execs, and industry leaders who attended the 12th annual
Warner Club banquet and ball in
che grand ballroom of the WaldorfAstoria on Saturday night. Party atcracted 1,500.
Music was supplied
oy Jack Teagarden's and Raymond
scott's orks and Ramon's Cuban Ca-

10, 19j

jL

Blue Law Repealer

Army, Navy Theaters Gettiny First Call
On Seats; Xew Sparks Openiny Is Delayed

Gel Pix for Shut-ins
features so serviced

Monday, March
DAILY

in

Delaware
JO

(Continued from I'aye

1)

measure, House Bill No. 413, was
troduced by Representative Rob<
H. Richards of Wilmington, major
floor leader, as a substitute for tr
of Senator Paul R. Rinard.
The vote on the Richards ref
was 18 to 16 in the House ancr *

^

Inter-American Distribs.,
Film House Incorporated

three in the Senate.
The new 1
Albany Secretary of State chart- repeals outright the 200-year-i
ered two film firms here, Film House, Sunday blue law, but prohibits pr:
Inc. and Inter-American Distribu- to noon and between the hours
tors, Inc., both New York outfits.
six and eight p.m. on Sunday t
Film House, Inc., with $10,000 au- holding of public auctions, put

—

thorized capital stock in $10 shares
has Irving Jacoby, Beatrice Jacoby
and Stuart Legg, New York, as subscribers and Nathan Spiro Cohen,
oalleros.
Under the direction of Al 505 5th Ave., as filing counsel.
Schwalberg and Harry Mayer, stage,
Inter-American Distributors, with
screen and radio talent entertained.
200 shares, no par, had Irving I.

dances,

public

theatrical

if]

enterta

ments and the public performance
motion pictures, unless the city coi
or

He
mi
ire

bodies of inc
;m
porated towns add further restr
tions
or
permit
the
activities
in
1
Aside from entertainment values,
hours they are forbidden by the st« ;,
programs furnished by the industry
Other company executives present included:
are used in many institutions as an Joseph Bernhard, Sam Schneider, Mort Blum- Brandwein, Morris H. Wertkin and statute
The bill specifically permits rec<
integral and important part of the re- enstock, Ed Schnitzer, Al Schwaloerg, Herman John J. Sweedler as subscribers,
tion or broadcast of radio or tele
habilitation work, especially with Starr, Ben Kalmenson, Leonard Schlesinger, Brandwein being of counsel.
l^.
Kaufman, Barney Klawans, Mitcnell
sion programs and lectures or n
J.
children and adolescents.
Kawson, Sam Lefkowitz, Jules Levey, Howard
sical concerts at any hour on Sund;
i^evinson, W. Stewart McDonald, Karl Mac- Blank
to Build

Bausch & Lomb Co. Reports
1940 Net of $1,675,773
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. at the
week-end reported a consolidated net

Donald,

ton Bond,

Max

Blackman.

legislative

t

and Green

Herman, K.

Maier, T. J. Martin,
rlarry Mayer, Sam Morris, Robert W. Perkins,
r'rank N. Phelps, Harold Rodner, Harry P.
Decker, H. M. Doherty, Nat Fellman, Stanleigh
Enedman, Joseph Hummel, Don Jacocks, Clay-

cils

fctt

$100,000 Theater in
Omaha— Ralph

ipn

Omaha League of N. Y. Theaters

Blank, former Cen-

:il

To Sue Dramatists Guild

manager, and
An anti-trust suit will be fi
Among the other industry executives in at- Walter M. Green, owner of a theagainst the Dramatists Guild by
tendance were: Jack Shea, George P. Skouras,
profit for the year ended Dec. 31 last
concern, will erect a League of New York Theaters
red Meyers, Walter Reade, Harold Rinzler, ater advertising
un<
of $1,675,773 after charges and taxes, Herman Robbins, George Dembow, S. H. $100,000 residential house, the Adthe New York State laws to test
leaving a balance of $3.41 a share for l abian, Emanuel Erisch, INeil F. Agnew, James miral, here. Ground will be broken
Guild's new minimum basic agr
Grainger, and Harry Brandt.
Also presi<.
tral

States

district

.is

i<

1

the common stock after preferred dividends.
Net for the previous year was $1,387,356, or $2.77 a share on the
smaller amount of common stock.

Campbell MacCulloch Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

ent

was Mayor Meyer Ellenstem

ot

Newark.

22,000 Film Employes
To Benefit by Hour Law

March

1 to
14.

stockholders of record on

—

who won

female impersonations
on the stage in "The Fascinating
FPC to Pay 25 Cents
Widow" and other plays, died Friday
Montreal
Directors of Famous at his apartment in New York after
Players Canadian have declared the a week's illness. He appeared in a
regular dividend of 25 cents a share number of motion pictures, "The
Might,"
"The Countess
on the common stock, of no-par Widow's
value, payable March 29 to share Charming," "The Clever Mrs. Carfax" and "Madame, Behave."
holders of record March 15.
his

it was disclosed at the we<
An attorney for the Leag
end.
stated that the suit would be bas
on the contention that Guild w
operating in restraint of trade
insisting that all playwrights j<
a the Guild if their plays are to

ment,

Spencer Tracy

On Broadway

to

Appear

Next Year

THE FILM DAILY Broadway play next

Julian Eltinge, 57, actor

renown for

—

1.

Spencer Tracy will appear in

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood Campbell MacCulloch,
Hollywood Wesley O. Ash, regformer head of Central Casting, died ional director in Los Angeles of the
after a lingering illness. He started wage-hour division of the Department
picture work as scenarist for Tri- of .Labor, announced at the week-end
angle Films. Fifteen years ago he that 22,000 employes in the film inwas brought to California by Louis dustry in Hollywood would benefit
B. Mayer to act as efficiency expert under the Federal wage-hour law.
and later acted in a similar capacity Ruling followed an industry survey
at Universal.
prepared by Eldred M. Cocking, survey analyst for the Department of
Services for Mrs. Slaten
Labor, which involved 585 classificaMemorial services for Mrs. Rae tions of jobs. The Labor Department
Slaten, mother of Rose Slaten, head held that the law applied to those in
of Columbia's film cutting depart- "'shooting" units. Producers had conment, who died Thursday after a tended that they were exempt. Maprolonged illness, were held Sunday jority of the studios have been comat the Park Memorial Chapel, 4511 plying with the ruling, it is stated,
Fort Hamilton Parkway, Brooklyn. and their employes will not be affectShe is survived by her husband, Max, ed.
and two children, Rose and Harry.
Status of 778 actors, 47 sound men,
151 prop men, 155 cameramen, 131
set designers and 56 second assistRCA to Pay Dividends
ant directors, remain to be deRCA board on Friday declared termined.
quarterly dividends of 87V&C and
$1.25 per share, on the first and "B"
preferred stock, respectively, payable Julian Eltinge Dies
April

April

season, accord- produced.
ing to word from the Metro studios.
He is reading two scripts and would 111. Bill Hits
like to appear in a Theater Guild
of
production.

Assumed
Companies

Names
Chicago

—

compani
under dumr
Twentieth Century- names would be affected by a bill i
Hollywood
Fox has assigned Joan Bennett to troduced in the Illinois Legislatu
play the feminine lead in "Man Hunt" by Representative John Ryan. Mea
opposite Walter Pidgeon. Fritz Lang ure would prohibit companies fro
starts directing the picture today. It transacting business under assum
Names of true owners
Miss Bennett's first under her names.
is
with property would have to be filed wi
contract
two-pictures-a-year
the county clerks.
20th-Fox.

Joan Bennett in

"Man Hunt

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Republic Buys Story
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Republic has bought
"Backdoor to Happiness," an original
by Earl Snell and Charles Royal.
Royal will write the scenario. Bob
Crosby will likely be starred in it.

that

are

Illinois theater

organized

Legit, and Pix Want Lillian Gish
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIi
Hollywood Whether or not Lilli;

—

Gish will appear in Columbia's screi
version of "Ladies in Retirement"
a moot question. Lester Cowan ai
Gilbert Miller, who will produce tl
film, say Miss Gish has verbal
agreed to appear in it. The produ
Warners Sign Hoysradt
ers of the stage play, "Life Wi
Film version of "The Man Who Father," in which she is appearing
Came to Dinner" will have John Chicago, say she will remain with tl
Hoysradt in the role he created in play indefinitely.
The actor will leave for
the play.
Hollywood this week to report at Para. Settles With Holden
Warners.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIi
Hollywood Paramount has settle
Charles Cushing Dead
its long dispute with William Holde|
Boston— Charles C. S. Cushing, 61, who was twice suspended, by givir
playwright, died here at the week- him a new seven-year contract
end. He is survived by a brother. double his former salary.

—

in;

iaisti

Monday, March

10,

1941

<?$

Warn Against Shortage
1PTOA as Well as

Allied

Suggest Exhibitors
stablish Film Back-log

Inits

MPTOA

Both the

and some Allied

are warning their members not
L-tf aught short on product during

DAILY;

of Pix During

Dramatization of Films on Radio Shows
Favored by 71.4 % of Fetnmes in Chechup
In a poll of 5,000 women by the Women's Institute of Audience Reactions
on the question of dramatizations of motion pictures on radio programs, 71.4
per cent voted in favor of such programs and 28.6 per cent registered opposition.

lits

Summer.

jhiing

i

New

system of

may create some hardships,
asserted by exhibitor leaders,
theater owners should be pre-

iliTTTg

is

[

id

ired.

Writing in an organization bullen, Leo F. Wolcott, president of the
"0 of Iowa, advised that*exhibitors
could create "a back-log of pictures
>w under contract so they will not
forced to

[•

jump

into

buying too

Situation is exnext Fall."
acted to be discussed at the unit's
o-day convention which opens toy in Des Moines.
t

.rly

Ed Kuykendall,

MPTOA

his latest bulletin,

president,
declares that

will
very theater operator
otect himself as far as possible
th product 'on hand and on order'
that he will not be caught short
d have to sign up at fancy prices
order to keep his theater open.
"This is going to be a real test
your ability as a film buyer," he
ntinued. "You will need good prodt and you will expect to pay what
.

'di

is

worth

in

.

.

your own judgment,

d you may have to get tough to
event a precedent being established
r excessive prices that will dog
Don't forget that in1'U all year.
;ad of one deal with these compaes for their product under this new
;
stem you will have to make eight
ten separate deals for the same
mber of pictures with the same
:

mpany."
Raising the question, "Will there
any big pictures released this
mmer?" Kuykendall says point-

'^"But what is going to happen to
(on this year's
5 product released
the
Summer
totracts)
during
'lafmths? There will be a very strong
nptation to pull out any outstandpictures, that otherwise would
into release for the theaters to
a in June, July and August, and
e it to dress up the first blocks-ofe offered.
No pictures are identi-

Comic Relief
Detroit

-''"

|
J,

i

—Comic

relief in

the Mid-

west Theaters suit against Co-Op.
was furnished when some evidence
was introduced by plaintiff's counsel
to the effect that 0. Adelman, attorney, was owner of the Roxy TheDefense counsel was prompt
ater.
with a motion to dismiss on the
ground that if this were true, the
whole suit was in error in suing the
Cohen Brothers who operate the

Adelman, attorney for the
Cohens, was stockholder of record for
the corporation operating the Roxy.
The court put aside the incident with
a comment on the humor of the sit-

house.

uation.

Summer

Film Shipments to

Sweden Near-Normal
(Continued from Page 1)

increasing and have reached the
Hearing to point where they were in late '39
6,000 Theaters Lined
at the outbreak of the war.
For
Relief Drive
Attract Baltimore Exhibs.
Films are still being sent to Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, and even
(Continued from Page 1)
Baltimore -Hearing on the Wal- Rumania via Lisbon. However, shipof the Amusement Industry Division. brook theater arbitration demand ments to Rumania may be halted
Zukor expressed himself as "extremebefore E. Barrett Prettyman, Wash- momentarily.
ly gratified by the warm and spontaneous response of exhibitors." In ington attorney, at the capital on Moon-Krass Will Erect
addition, Zukor stated, approximate- March 25 is expected to attract a
ly 500 theaters, including 50 in the number of local exhibs. as inter- Detroit
greater metropolitan area, will hold
ested spectators.
special midnight shows.
Detroit— A new 500-seat house, to
Report in the trade here is that be called the Main Street, will be
Exhibitors are now being serviced
with press books and accessories to on the findings to be handed down in erected in the north end suburb of
Owners are Raymond
aid them during the Greek War Re- the case filed by Thomas D. Gold- Royal Oak.
lief Drive which winds up with the- berg rests the decision of other ex- E. Moon, general manager of Mutual Theaters, booking co-operative,
ater aid lobby collections March 25- hibs. here as to filing more cases.
Importance of the Goldberg de- who is making his first venture as
Approximately 5,000,000 blue
30.
and white buttons have been distrib- mand is pointed by the contention a theater owner, and Jack Krass, cirthat the Walbrook, which is seeking cuit operator.
uted.
pictures 21 days after the last play
served Cooper for "Para, on Parade"
fied in these contracts, which makes date in Baltimore city, was
years on the 21-day basis West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
it a very simple matter to hold back for 20
has
Paramount
Hollywood
the release of any picture until after from 20th-Fox and Warners as well
Sept. 1. Do you think the distribu- as other companies, while for the signed Jackie Cooper and Susanna
musical
tors will be able to resist this temp- past 25 years, the house has been Foster for the leads in its
tation? The type and quality of pic- served on this clearance by Metro film, "Paramount on Parade" which
tures scheduled and announced for and Paramount. Latter two compa- Sol C. Siegel will produce. Bradford
release the end of this season will nies are still supplying product to Ropes and James Gow are writing
the scenario.
Goldberg on the 21-day basis.
tell the story."

Up

Walbrook Case

Greek

—

Suburban House

—

—

)

Monday, March

First

Metro Defines Decree

Minnesota

Product Not on Auction Block

Arbitration Case
(Continued from Page

(Contin ued from Page

1)

Brazil Gov't

— Rodgers

10, IS)

Okays

Film Remittances

1

Cenutry-Fox.
Ratner claimed that passed for debating regarding either graciously and without any hard
he was unable to Ret any pictures its virtues or its disadvantages. It feelings in any direction
on any run from those four com- is a matter of record and an instru"We will deliver not less than our
panies, while a competitive house, ment under which we will conduct minimum obligation of features and
the State, obtained all the pictures our business to the best of our abil- short subjects this year, and be preity."
from the distributors.
pared to trade-show and offer a
As to how M-G-M will operate group of pictures for early Fall reBraden Filling Arbitration
lease, sometime in June or July we
under the decree, Rodgers wrote:
Speaking Dates This Week
hope, but in any event, far enough
"We Will Respect Decree"
in advance to protect the playing
Arbitration and its adoption by the
"We will respect the consent demotion picture industry will be the cree in all of its content; we will time of our anticipated customers.
"I firmly believe that we, as an
subject of two addresses this week not tolerate, much less countenance
by J. Noble Braden, executive sec- any violations on the part of our industry, are big enough and sufficiently visionary to recognize that
retary of the American Arbitration representatives.
we are on the threshold of an era
Association.
He speaks today in
"We
have no idea of placing our of great opportunity.
Philadelphia before the Wharton
product on the auction block; but
"It therefore seems to me that full
School of Finance and Commerce of
will, wherever the relationship is advantage should be taken of that
the University of Pennsylvania. Tomorrow Braden will talk before the satisfactory, continue in the future, which is before us and use to the
Harvard Business School at the Har- as in the past, to first offer our prod- fullest extent whatever talents we
uct to our present customers.
possess in a supreme effort to bring
vard Club in New York.
"We will not price our merchan- to the theater those patrons who
Cold to dise beyond the possibilities of our may be seeking their amusements
customers to pay; we are not now, in other directions.
111. Censorship
nor will we in the future, seek any
"We Now Have a Yardstick"
"We now have a yardstick by
Chicago Searle bill for state film subterfuges in selling short subjects,
newsreels or trailers.
Every unit which it is decreed we must conduct
censorship, pending- in the Legislaof our output will stand on its own our business and a unified effort in
ture at Springfield, is getting the
merit.
the direction of harmony can only
cold shoulder from women's organi"We have confidence in our prod- lead to progress.
zations interested in motion pic"If the consent decree was nectures.
Bill is in the hands of the uct and in our staff, and an everlasting confidence in our policy of essary to bring about a closer unjudiciary committee.
fair dealing being recognized and derstanding it can safely be regarded
The existing Hays Office setup
as beneficial to all of our interests.
the Production Code Administration, supported by our customers.
We owe it to ourselves; to our inheaded by Joseph I. Breen is held
"We Will Fairly Defend"
dustry, and to our given word, to
the proper approach by both Mrs.
"We will recognize any claim for give it a fair trial and we will do
F. J. Wandle, of Oak Park, chairman of the
division of the arbitration as provided for in the just that. We have accepted it 100
State Federation of Women's Clubs, decree, and will vigorously yet fair- per cent and what is more will supand Mrs. Richard McClure, presi- ly defend our position where we feel port its administration that it be
dent of the Chicago Better Films we are right; yet in any instance given full and proper opportunity
Council.
Former is drafting a re- where the final judgment is rend- to demonstrate its values. We hope
port for submission to the Federa- ered against us, it will be accepted they aie many."
.

Women's Groups

Measure

—

—

MP

(Continued from Page

companies

must

deposit

1)

with

Bank

of Brazil in escrow a
equivalent to the disputed taxes
such remittances until a final djgji
ion is reached.
Under this setup, a companya remittable sum of $1,000 will fil
have to pay a five per cent renl
tance tax, then eight per cent mf
s

f

be put in escrow, and finally an
ditional five per cent is paid on
remittable moneys due to a differ

in
exchange which is be:[
pegged by the bank. Thus, a tc|i
of 18 per cent is immediately
ductible under the existing systil
tial

Discussions are being continu
regarding the tax dispute and a rj
tax structure is also being discussl
but at the present time has
been put into any definite fo:j
Robert Schless, Warner foreign
partment executive, is due here
a South American trip.

Metro Signs Ray M'Donci
For "Babes on Broadwa"
Metro at the week-end signed 1
to a contract and sch

MacDonald
the

uled

"Babes

19-year-old

dancer

On Broadway," which

go into production soon with Mic
Rooney and Judy Garland.
C
rently appearing on the stage
Loew's State here, MacDonald
scheduled to depart for Hollyw
on March 21. In addition to M-G"Babes On Broadway" he is
slated for a part in the next
i

the

Hardy

pictures.

tion.

Move launched by the Better First
Films Council of adjacent Evanston
feature special election
is
not expected to get very far.
While the BFC claims a poll showed
singles favored by 73 per cent, it is
pointed out that B & K unsuccessfully tested singles at the Varsity,
Evanston, last year.

for

single

Rushing

Short

Patriotic

West Coast Bu-eau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Leon Schlesinger is
lushing production on "Gone With
the Draft." a Merrie Melodie cartoon
patriotic short.

Good Friday Legal

Ind.

Holiday

— Indiana by new staadded another observanceFriday — to
of legal

Indianapolis
tute

Good

its

list

holidays.

Dal McDermid Buried
Detroit— Del A. McDermid,

52,

Free Defense Short
New Operators Alliance
Available for Theater Use Enters Independent Field
'Continued from Page

Syracuse Rites

for

Hayes

—

Committee Setting Plans
For N.

J.

Allied Conclavt

Alliance of Motion Picture MaPlans for the annual New Jer
chine Operators, a new organization, Allied convention are being set
has opened its offices at 156 West a committee headed by Lou G
44th St., it was announced Friday. Sessions will take place in Ath
The group, which has a small mem- City early in June. Other meml
bership, is not affiliated with any of the convention committee
Initial reel runs 11 minutes, is other union and has been organized
Harry H. Lowenstein and Jack M
booked gratis and will be furnished for the sole function of helning its
zer.
E. Thornton Kelly is com
also to exhibitors who have not members who are employed by indie
tion manager.
signed the pledge, but onlv after all houses.
Members will hold a beefsteak
co-operating exhibitors have been
The membership is comprised of ner tomorrow night at Passaic
serviced with prints.
men who formerly were members lowing a business meeting.
To avoid anv confusion with reg- of the United Theatrical and Moular shorts which mig-ht be considtion Picture Service Employes Union,
ered as part of the defense program,
an organization which was reported
Gifts of Binoculars
the committee, headed by Joseph
to have a CIO charter, but never
Bernhard, is anxious that exhibi- received
British Thanks
it, according to the latest
tors understand that onlv those reels
England's appreciation of binocu
A represeninformation available.
approved by it are official and that tative of the group stated that the
lars sent by members of the Amen
no exhibitor is required to pay any- membership in no way expected to
can film industry is expressed by Sar
thing- for showing: any of the apEckman, Jr., M-G-M managing dij
encroach on any other union now
proved reels on the screen.
rector for Great Britain, in a lette|
Any licensed operator
in the field.
1)

erate in the industry effort. To date,
the Committee has received pledges
from nearlv 8.000 theaters, but the
drive continues to sign up every theater in the U. S.

<

-

Win

convention director of Jam Handy
Picture Service, was buried in Acacia
A dozen one-minute trailers dealPark Cemetery. His widow and one ing with the defense training proson survive.
gram, will also soon be available for
all

is

welcome

to join the group,

it

was

said.

to Si Seadler, advertising head.

Others who wish to send binocu
field and opera glasses to En
land may send them to the Interna
lars,

the theaters.

Technicolor to

Pay 25c

Syracuse, N. Y. Funeral rites Eli Arkin's Father Dead
Technicolor, Inc., will pay a diviwere held here for James J. Hayes,
Chicago— Eli Arkin, Sr.. 73. father dend of 25c per share March 31, to
58, veteran actor, whose death oc- of Eli Arkin of Warner Theater cir- stockholders of record at close of
curred in New York City.
cuit, is dead, after a long illness.
business, March 17.

<

tional

Department of M-G-M, 154

Broadway, New York City. They wi
be used for civilian air raid defense

IN PERFECT

AGREEMENT
— each in

EASTMAN

negative films

special field

— work in perfect agreement

with director and

cameraman

its

to capture

completely the beauty of every scene.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E.

BRULATOUR,

Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

Hollywood

SUPER-XX

PLUS-X
for general studio use

when

little light is

available

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds

and general exterior worh

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS

WHEN 5 HOLLYWOOD PRODUCERS
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WORK OF ANOTHER-
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Men
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presents

Cheers for Miss Bishop
An

From
by

•

Ho!

WILLIAM GARGAN

EDMUND GWENN SIDNEY BLACKMER DOROTHY PETERSON
Directed by TAY GARNETT
introducing MARY ANDERSON

endfiatu^

and

Unforgettable Love Story

MARTHA SCOTT

m*

He!

•

•

Van
iitil
it's

the novel

STREETER ALDRICH

"Miss Bishop" by BESS

•

Screen adaptation

STEPHEN VINCENT BENET Screenplay by ADELAIDE HEILBRON
SHERIDAN GIBNEY Released thru United Artists
•

•

and

n

»i!l

•

li

8

exj:

DC

The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old
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FIRST ARBITRATION HEARING

ONJRIDAY

Boren Requests Hearing on Pix Probe Resolution
;

Wants

Conduct His

to

Own

Mar. 17 "Bouble Feature" Holiday in Mass.;
State's Exhibs. Oppose Synthetic Labor Bay

Investigation Regardless
Of the TNEC's Monograph
By MILTON
Washington Bureau of

—

—

Boston
Massachusetts, or part of it, has a new "double feature" holiday.
By act of the General Court, March 17 will be officially designated as both
"Evacuation Day" and "St. Patrick's Day."
The first celebrates the British
evacuation of Dorchester, now part of Boston.

LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY

F.

Washington
Okla.,

D.,

Eep. Lyle H. Boren,
author of the pending

The General Court

holidays to

:

!

Monograph No.
ure Industry
vritten

I

43,

is

also considering a proposition to have a synthetic

Labor

Day in Massachusetts. Under the terms of a bill just proposed the third Monday
in Septmeber would be Labor Day here regardless of national observance.
The
argument is that by extending the Summer tourist season three weeks more
than $10,000,000 added money would be left in Massachusetts by visitors.
Arguing against the bill are many picture theater men in Boston and other
metropolitan centers who contend they are already badly enough harmed by
Summer business on the North Shore and on Cape Cod without having synthetic

Congressional resolution to investigate the motion picture industry, has
ksked for a formal hearing before
:he House Eules Committee, it was
earned yesterday.
Disclosure came as the TNEC
inally yesterday released its 85-page
j

"The Motion Pic-

further battle

against.

—a Pattern of Control,"

by Daniel Bertrand,

TNEC

Administrative Assistant; W. Duane
Svans, senior economist, Bureau of

Keep Small Exhib.

UA, Universal Ask

of

School

to Sit in

Instituted

Peskay

Alive—Kuykendall

Dismissal of Suit
lo Press
United Artists and Universal asked
for a dismissal on the merits of the

Government

By OTTO

equity

FILM DAILY

hree circuits threatens to become

Staff

Correspondent

actuality shortly. Case has been
nore or less dormant since late in
.939 and early in 1940 when it was
reported that Loew's, Inc., was nego-

Detroit Managers Union
To File Against Schulte

(Continued on Page 7)

Detroit

—Theater managers'

First film arbitration in the U. S.
New York consent decree will be heard in Boston
next Friday, when Prof. Arthur L.
Brown of Boston University's Law
School sits in the case filed by Benjamin Gold's Paulston, Inc., for the
Park theater, Nashua, N. H.
Complaint which Paulston, Inc.,
filed on Feb. 13 against Paramount,
20th-Fox, RKO, Warners, Loew's and
Colonial Theaters, Inc., of New
Hampshire charges refusal to license
for some run.
Prof. Brown, accepted as the arbitrator, is a graduate of Harvard

Circuit with
ner Act, asking

Hellinger and

reached

an

amicable agreement whereby HellingHe
er's resignation was accepted.
will

leave

the

studio

expected that he
Century-Fox.
is

Saturday.
will

join

owner of the State theater, Morris,
which will be heard in Chicago

To Review Carmen Case

ing

Sitting as arbitrator will be a lead-

Chicago banker, Chprles

Detroit

—Michigan

Supreme Court

will allow construction work on the
Carmen Theater to proceed, modifying an earlier injunction by the Circuit Court. House is practically completed and owners intend to finish it,
(Continued on Paae 61

GEORGE

Measure

GUISE
Chairman Impressed FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Minneapolis The Catholic Legion
By Tele's Developments
of Decency gave its indorsement
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY vesterdav to the anti-block-of-five
Washington Chairman James L. bill of Allied Theater Owners of the
Fly of the FCC said yesterday that Northwest pending in the Minnesota
he was "greatly impressed" by the legislature.
Helen Lynch of Minneapolis, reprecent developments in the television
art as exhibited both in New York resenting the League, told the JuE.

—

It

20th
I

j

(Continued on Page 6)

Zane

(Continued on Page 6)

—

THE FILM 'DAILY
have

New

sult of the
York consent decree
will be that of E. F. Van Derveer,

Saturday.

Bv

FCC

Saturday

Second arbitration case to be aired
bv an AAA tribunal set up as a re-

Mich. Supreme Court

Catholic Organization Backs Minn.

Bellinger Quits WB;
May Join 20th-Fox
Bros,

In Chicago

River Theater Corp. Files
5th N. Y. Arbitration Case

New York

arbitration case
New York consent decree paved the way for the

Fifth

to be filed since the

(Continued on Page 6)

LofD Against "Five-Blocks'

(Continued on Page 6)

Warner

Van Derveer Hearing

Til.,

union

complaint against the Schulte
NLRB under the Wagunion recognition
532,787,030 1940 Profit
and an order restraining alleged disof union activities. ClayA net income of $32,787,030 for couraging
ton Bordner, attorney for the union,
940 was reported yesterday by
(Continued on Page 5)
Vestern Electric Co. This figure is
quivalent to $5.46 per share, comlared to a net of $16,476,086 equal
is filing

Western Electric Reports

Mark

—

(Continued on Page 5)

m

—

Gold

WEBER

action against
Asking for a
Des Moines, la.
+he "Little Three" in closely similar
sincere attitude from both sides and
Fedthe
filed
vesterday
in
answers
The long pending anti-trust suit
Neither answer raised a plea to help keep alive the small
eral Court.
>y Ed Peskay, operator of the Pickdefense, but con- theater operator, Ed Kuykendall.
any
affirmative
Greenwich, Conn.,
vick
Theater,
denying D of J president of the MPTOA, appeared
themselves
to
fined
ueainst the major companies and
as a surprise speaker at the Allied
(Continued on Page 4)

Hollywood

Benj.

(Continued on Page 4)

Greenwich Trust Case

West Coast Bur..

by

stemming from the

(Continued on Page 7)

Ed

Boston U. Law
Action

Brown

(Continued on Page 5)

Maugham to Write
Story for SelznicU
We*t Coast

Bur..

—

THE FILM DAILY

W. Somerset MaugHollywood
ham, who for past 20 years has
Hollywood writing offers,
refused
has been signed by David 0. Selznick Productions to write an original
screenplay in Hollywood.
Following a brief lecture tour,
Maugham will start his new writing
duties.

THt

fnu

Tuesday, March 11, 19<

!

DAILY

Chico and Harpo Marx
Schenck Trial Witnesses

5

%

Wage Boosts for

COminG

Heywood-Wakefield
Vol. 79, No. 48

March

Tues.,

Chico and Harpo Marx took the
center of the stage yesterday in the

10 Cents

11, 1941

:

:

:

of Joseph M. Schenck and
Joseph H. Moskowitz in the Federal
Court on an indictment alleging an
income tax fraud conspiracy, when
both stars were questioned on friendly
card games with Schenck. The Government sought to show that the
Marx brothers had no business deals
with Schenck and that their relations
were purely social. Harpo stated
that the 20th-Fox chairman had not
approached him at any time in regard to working for that company.
The testimony in the morning dealt
with Schenck's yacht, Caroline, when
its former captain, Victor Johnson,
took the stand. The Government
sought to press home the point that
the yacht had been used for social
purposes only and that no films were
screened on its decks.
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Marsoulan (12).
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Co., chair

H.
arrive

L.

WARNER

arrives in Hollywood
short stay in New York.

a

ANDY SMITH,
in

and S. CHARLES EINFIJ
from the Coast.

next week

morning after

ufacturers.

sales

manager of RKO,

Ten RKO Radio branches, headed
by Atlanta, have exceeded their

arr i

Atlanta today.

A.
A.
SCHUBART, manager of
operations for RKO, returned to the I
yesterday after a swing through the K

RKO

Branches Above
Quotas In Depinet Drive
10

here

JACK

man-

WARNER

M.

hai

f|

Me
( vV<

JAMES R. GRAINGER left Sunday night
plane for Chicago, and goes from there to Dai
New Orleans. He will return to the ho
office in about 10 days.
and.

NOBLE BRADEN spoke yesterday at I
J.
quotas in the Ned Depinet Drive during the first five weeks. They are, University of Pennsylvania.
in addition to Atlanta, Philadelphia,
CHICO MARX leaves for the Coast Monday
New Orleans, St. Louis, Oklahoma CLEN ALLVINE leaves today for Chicago!
City, Kansas City, Washington, Mil- connection with the Chicago opening of I
waukee, Indianapolis and Buffalo. Happens On Ice" in that city, returning hi
Monday to prepare for the opening f
The Southeastern district tops the next
the new "It Happens On Ice" April 3.
eight districts and also is over quota.
RICHARD BAER and PERRY FERGUSON, .
Of the three divisions, the Eastern spectively
production assistant and art dire<r
division is in the lead.
Welles, are here from the Cct
for Orson
with
Welles.
to
confer
will
manager,
Andy Smith, sales
Again Hint Settlement
ioin the drive touring squad in AtLeROY DENNIS and his wife, of the Der
lanta today and travel with Drive Film Service, Wabash, Ind., were in Chicago c
In Schine Trust Suit
Captain Leo Devaney to several the week-end on business.
Harry Michalson, short subPIERRE SCHWAB, French producer, is en ro
cities.
Buffalo Sources close to the Gov- jects sales manager, also is on tour. to New York.
ernment's anti-trust action against
IRMA WILSON, who recently completed a
in
Metro's "Ziegfeld Girl," is here from
the Schine circuit, et al, declared yesG-B
Evans,
Will
Coast for a few days.
terday that some time would unDIANE DAVIS arrived yesterday from the Co:
doubtedly elapse before the case Exec, Dies in England
HARRY LANCDON is here from Hollywood
comes to trial because procedure of
a vacation.
the defendants must take into acLondon (By Cable) Will Evans,
CHARLES PATHE, French film pioneer, is
count that the Government's charges 63, one-time joint managing direcroute to this country from Lisbon.
cover a period of some nine years, tor of Gaumont-British, is dead at
WHITEY FORD flies to the Coast this we.
whereas only about half that span is his home in Epsom, Surrey. He was
end.
covered by cases of a similar type a pioneer in the British film field.
BILLY BIEN, of Advertising Accessories, li
now pending in the Federal Courts.
is
spending the week in Cincy.
Evans, who turned to films from
Informing channels also indicated
RKO Cincy theater head
IKE LIBSON,
reoperations,
roller
skating
rink
that the possibilities for settlement
vacationing in Florida.
are strong, and that such a step may tired in 1931 as co-managing direcFRANK D. DREW, M-G-M Cleveland brap
tor of GB. His associate was C. M.
outcrop in the near future.
nanager and MRS. DREW flew to Florida
Woolf. Mark Ostrer succeeded him. 3 two weeks' vacation.
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Brockton, Mass. Collapse of the
roof of the Strand Theater early
yesterday after a fire caused the
death of 12 firemen. Sixteen more
firemen were injured in the disaster.
The 30-year-old theater building roof
caved in over the balcony and trapped
about 25 men in the building. The
fire started about two hours after the

Assembly last
to order of final pas-

Otterbein,

Warners' laboratorv is rushine
an order of 325 nrints on
L
he Frank Canra-Robert Riskin production of "Meet John Doe" to handle the bookings already set to fol^ow the tri-citv world premiere tomorrow in Hollywood, New York
•^nd Miami.
-

'"hroup'h

sage for a vote tomorrow the budget
continuing the franchise tax
en business corporations; the emergency tax on transfers of stock; the
emergency tax on net incomes of unincorporated businesses; an impost
on cigarettes and other budgetary
items, including a tax on motion Ecuador, Costa Rica Give
picture film which has been in effect
The
to Chaplin's Pix
the past several years.
Invocation in the Assembly last
Dpspite protests lodsred with both
night was offered by Assemblyman
William A. Webb of Sidney, until 'he Ecuadoi-ean and Costa Rican governments by the German and Italian
recently manager of Smalley's Thediplomatic representatives accredater there.
ited to them. Ecuador and Costa
Officers and directors of any corRica have finally okayed "The Great
poration that fails owing wages to Dictator" for exhibition there, cables
employes would be guilty of mis- over the week-end disclosed.
demeanor if they knowingly participate in such failure under the terms
Warners
Deal With
of a bill introduced in the legislature
Frank
Assemblyman
by
last night
Stage Stars Lunt-Fontanne

Nod

j

12 Firemen Die as Fire
Guts Brockton's Strand

—The

bills,

102%

3V->s46

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47 95
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

J.

3% + % night advanced

ASE Co. Head,
Dies at North Bergen, N. I

*usrrina 325 Prints
To Fill "Doe's" Dates

Deny

Emma

of Utica.
West Coast Bureau of

Warners Promote

Jerry

Wald

house had closed Sunday night.
An investigation has been started West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
by the State Fire Marshall. Theater
Hollywood Jerry Wald has been
benefits for the firemen who lost promoted to an assistant producertheir lives are being planned.
ship at Warner Bros.

—

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Warner

Bros, studio
representatives deny the published
report that the company is dickering for "There Shall Be No Night"
and the services of Alfred Lunt and

Lynn Fontanne.

—

North Bergen, N. J. William C*
61, head of the America
Stage Equipment Co. of New Yol

terbein,

at his residence here

City, died

<l

Sunday of a cerebral hemorrhage
Deceased for some 20 years wf
vice-president of Peter Clark Co.
New York, which supplied sta;|
equipment for the Radio City MusJ

Brooklyn and New Yoj
Paramount, and Center Theaters.
Surviving are his widow, Louis]
four daughters and two sons.
Hall, Roxy,

I

"HARD-TO-GET-TO" PEOPLE
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Tostal
Telegraph
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'PHONED
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%
ROACH INVITES EVERY EXHIBITOR TO SEE ONE
OF THE SMASH COMEDIES OF RECENT YEARS!
HAL

^

^

in Alew
TODAY

IS

THE DAY!

.o*£.*i

ASTOR THEATRE THE PLACE!
11:15

THE

A. M. THE

HOUR! COME EARLY!

DEMAND FOR

SEATS

IS

TERRIFIC!
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"SW
UA, Universal Ask

First

Dismissal of Suit

Hearing on Friday

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

Law

its

preparation.

Dam, its Uptown in Racine and its
Fox in Stevens Point. At the latter
house, the continuous show policy
Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
Other state houses announcing
matinee policies are the Strand in
Oshkosh and the Brin in Menasha.
Stepped up production at many inin effect only

dustrial plants requiring night shifts
is believed largely responsible for
the new matinee policy trend.

—Bank

Night, Bingo

known

and

to New
director,

Hollywood— Claudette Colbert will
augment the Irene Dunne, Ronald
Colman and Charles Boyer independent unit at 20th-Fox, according
William
to an announcement by
business

manager

exactly two years

Paramount!.

be exact

.

—

•

.

—

down Texas way

Three events

netted

First off,

at

Dallas

of

the

the Baker Hotel Crystal Ballroom affair
of Interstate

shows were held

at Fair

Park auditorium Saturday

grossed $8,600 and the night performance $11,250

—

grossing

nificent

New

about outside

just

about the biggest

Allan Jones, Gracie Fields, Dinah

York City

Shore, the Merry Macs; Arthur Lake, Larry

Blondie

Simms and

Daisy, of the

Maureen O'Hara, Maureen O'Sullivan, Bruce Cabot,
Susanna Foster, Dolly Loehr and Alan Mowbray were

series;

Flynn,

Errol

this

The matinee
which is magcorner has heard

among

the entertainers

GRAY

Gordon and

On

length musical

outfit

begins a stretch at

month the Gordon
Log Cabin Farms, Armonk, N. Y
the 26th of this

is

bein' screen-tested

by 20th-

... • If film salesmen out around Omaha wonder why
they lose arguments in Ralph Goldberg's (Independent Theaters,
they have only to go back to his scholastic past
Inc.) office
Ralph was a pre-war member of the University of Chicago
Fox.

one which whipped such rhetorical
whizzes as Yale and Oxford. ... • More proof that you gotta
Herman Dolinsky, manager of
hand it to that Loew crowd:
Loew's Coney Island Theater, is co-operating with a citizen's comin arranging a benefit at the theater on
mittee down there
all proceeds going to the mother
Friday evening, March 28
of the late Leon Fox, Coney Island's heroic policeman recently

team

the

killed by bandits

•

•

One

SPORTS department:
for

most

of the 1940-41 season's

has been R. G. March, manager

of the St. John,

N.

B.,

Raoul Walsh

Ralph A. Kohn
Don M. Alexander

to

W.

Norman

the

Akron,
week.

The Ellet Theater, which is
yet completed, seeks the same cle^
'ance as two competing houses,

Norka and

Rialto.

Is

Ruled Invalid

—

E.

Milwaukee Circuit Judge Aue
Braun has ruled unconsti

tional the "stranger picketing" 1
in the 1939 state labor law.
Ju<

Braun held that picketing

is lee-al

long as it is peaceful even if
union has no employes in the pi
being-

picketed.

Judge Braun's decision dismis
a state emplovment relations bo,
petition to enforce its ban on pi
etine- at a local steel nlant.
the first ruling- in which a

It v

Milw

kee jude-e has found unconstituHo
anv part of the Catlin law and
will be appealed to the state supre
court.

See Detroit Price Boost
Trend In Shafer's Tilt

— The

first si"-ns

of a lo

"'ove f"r a nrice boost w° v e obs^^
here +h ; s week with decision of
ter Shaffr, suburban circuit ope
tor.
to
boost prices at Bare

W

Ruddick's

exploitation

t

citation

is

for

for iheir collaborative efforts

y

;

—

Nig-ht
Wednesday and Thursday
f'-om 15 to 20 cmts at the Waj
Theater in the suburb of Wayne.
Althono-h tv-ire tilt is at the i
treme West Side of town, it is c<
sidered
genuinely
indicative
trends likely to follow among
hibitors generally, as Shafer lj
long been a leader in exhibil

movements.

Hicks, State,

G. Enloe, city manager of Wilby-Kincey Theaters,

campaigns
"Philadelphia Stcry" and Hicks and Enloe
promoting "Land Of Liberty"
outstanding

.

.

Joe Ruddick. Gillioz, Springfield, Mo.;

Raleigh, N. C.J and
for

is

-

20th-Fox

.

Buttons

Off*

Ellet Amusement Co.
O.
Names of prospect e
arbitrators will be submitted tt

by

D°t»-oit

•

Home

five consent]
expected to attend
arbitration hearing of the case fi|

his ork

Gray's tenor vocalist, Art Perry,

debating

il

Legal Reps, to Ellet Hearin
A home office legal represented

Ban
•

•

(•'

Wis. "Stranger Picketing

.

William Jaffee

Majors Will Send

companies

of

Governnu

business law, patricularly trade r|
ulation, Prof. Brown is on the
bitration p?nels of both the Bosi
Newspaper Guild and the New E[
land Publishing Co. He is 36 yeji

from each of the

and part owner of the Capitol Theater
• Anent
He's champ of film exchange gents at the ancient pastime.
officials of the Dominion's Navy League report the twoCanada
month tour of Gracie Fields up that-a-way last Aug. and Sept
netted $99,306 of which $74,479 went to the Navy League of Britain
• Lou Brown, publicity chief of Loew-Poli division. New Haven, was
guest speaker t'other day at the Ad Club and selected the unexpected
• Metro has awarded Honor Roll
topic: "The Movie Industry".

THE FILM
DAILY to

*>.

in

British

and Sir Louis Beale of the
was master of ceremonies
Embassy in Washington the principal speaker
Too, a duo

exchange

From

specialist

theaters,

'thusiastic curlers

group.

A

old.

and a certain $24,000 net ior
811 men and women paid ten smackers

which Bob O'Donnell, vice-prexy and general manager

at

to

search Fellow.

gross

$30,000

beleaguered Britain

a plate Friday night

—

day that the same combo, Nugent,
began "The Cat And The Canary"

the

to

d'os are reported lamping the troubadours very seriously for a

Colbert Joins Indie Unit
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hawks,

at

did such a neat job of
performing for the Mills-Roosevelt Soundies
that major stu-

state's income tax
Cortland A. Wilber. and the bureau
expects them to report their winnings as accrued income in filing
In
tax returns here next month.
the past, the Department has made
little effort to check up, but people
who won from $250 to $1,000 in the
various games are known, as the theaters must report disbursements.

York

work

it's

full

lottery winners are

WANT

•

Well, yes'day Elliott Nugent
a coincidence?
Paramount on "Nothing But The Truth"
an Arthur
Hornblow production starring Bob Hope and Paulette Goddard

•

Theater Games Players
Must Report Winnings
Albany

•

for

increasing number of houses are going in for matiLocally, Fox is now
nee shows.
playing matinees at its Zenith. VeneIn the
tian and Downer theaters.
state, the circuit is playing continuous shows at its Odeon in Beaver

is

•

started

Hope, Goddard and Hornblow,

Milwaukee — An

School,

1928, and since 1929 has been on
Boston U. law faculty. Last y<|
he was Harvard Law's Brandeis

and

Wis. Exhibs. Going In
For Matinee Programs

1)

was law secretary to
Massachusetts Supreme Court

anti-trust laws.

time for

|l

Arbitration

1)

charges of alleged violations of the
In contrast to the voluminous complaint, the answers were two pages
It is understood that Coapiece.
lumbia will delay filing an answer
to allow its attorneys additional

1S|

DAILY

Metro Buys "Young American!]
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DaI
Hollywood "Young AmericanH

—

an original and yet unpublished stc
by Francis G. Spencer has been p^
chased by Metro.

Wk
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Making Decree Work
Seen No.

1

Pix Task

DAILY

LotD Against "Five-Blocks'
Catholic Organization Backs Minn.

Measure

Keep Small Exhib.

Alive—Kuykendall

(Continued from Page 1)

Des Moines
big task ahead

—The

film

industry's

is an attempt to make
the consent decree work, in the opinion of H. M. Richey, assistant to
W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M general sales
ana ger.
Speaking before the Alli^^TO of Iowa-Nebraska, Inc., anrarm convention yesterday, Richey
said that if the attempt is made in

m

and honest effort, an improved relationship between the various branches of the business is
a sincere

bound to result.
"Should there develop in the decree parts that are obviously unworkable," Richey said, "it will then
be a combined industy dictating
changes that may at some time need
to be made.
"One thing it does accomplish,"
he continued; "it does offer a platform on which the industry can tie
for the next three years, and little
time need be wasted in the abstract
discussion of problems within the

(Continued from Page 1)
the State lation privilege, should be passed,
House of Representatives the League Miss Lynch told the committee, "be- Independent Theater Owners of Iowawants the bill passed because of its cause its better to protect morals Nebraska, Inc., meeting opening with
provisions for cancellation of un- of the vast movie-going public than a luncheon yesterday.
to safeguard financial interests of
Kuykendall said the small exhibiwanted pictures.
tors must be kept alive or the whole
"Whenever the Legion, in the past, the producers."
industry will collapse and appealed
has complained about pictures on
Committee Acts Tomorrow
that the small exhib. 's burden be remoral grounds," she said, "exhibitors
Because of the report four of the
have said they could not cancel be- five major distributors who have ac- lieved and "must be protected."
cause of ironbound contracts. This cepted the decree planned to attack
Touching on the consent decree,
bill would eliminate this trouble and
constitutionality of the measure, the the MPTOA president said the disgive movie men the right to cancel." committee, at Strom's suggestion, pute could not be settled by shooting
Assails Arbitration Setup
inserted an amendment calling at- at each other 200 yards apart, but it
Clarence 0. Holten, attorney for tention to the state's police power could be amicably handled across the

diciary

Committee

of

No objecAllied, said the New York to guard public morals.
consent decree would not solve any tors to the bill appeared at yesterproblems because of tedious process day's hearing.
At conclusion of the hearing, ComMiss Lynch
of arbitration setup.
added an attack on the decree, say- mittee members passed a motion
ing objectionable pictures would be placing the bill on its general orshown long before an arbitration ders calendar, and setting final action on the measure for tomorrow.
board decision could be secured.
Fred Strom, executive secretary
of Northwest Allied, objected also
Minn. Senate Bill Would Ban
to previous provisions of the decree
industry."
saying, "there are so many pictures Slot Machine Films from Bars
which would have to be previewed
Minneapolis A companion measTime Past for New Formulas
that a theater operator would have ure to one already introduced in the
Richey said he believed the time to give all his time to that part of
Minnesota House of Representatives,
had passed for new formulas, for his business."
to ban dime-in-the-slot movie ma"whether we agree it is good or bad,
This bill, which requires seasonal chines from places selling liquor or
a plan has been written for the mo- block-selling by distributors rather
beer, was introduced in the Minnetion picture business." He asserted than sales in blocks-of-five, allowsota; Senate yesterday by Sen. B. G.
that everyone appeared to agree that ing exhibitors a 20 per cent cancel- Novak
of St. Paul.
busithe
that
unfortunate
it was
it.
written
have
ness, itself, couldn't
Counsel Critical
Union
"As I traveled through the coun- Detroit
try," he said, "I found many exhibi- To File Against Schulte
Of Industry's Leadership
tors who lamented that the code of
(Continued from Page 1)
fair trade competition, as sponsored
Attack on the calibre of the indusby Mr. Rodgers, couldn't have been claims a New Jersey precedent by try's executive manpower by William
tried, but it rather seems to me that which a booker was held to be effectD. Cunningham, counsel for Charles
the time has passed for discussions ed by the Wagner Act.
Casanave, et al, marked yesterday's
The time has passed
of this kind.
Contention is that a strike, which hearing on motions in the National
for lamentations as to whether the may now be called under notice re- Screen-Casanave
litigation
before
consent decree goes as far or covers cently filed with the state labor board, Supreme Court Justice Patterson, sitIt
desired.
would impede the flow of films in in- ting at White Plains.
the points everyone
Bordner says
seems to me the time has come when terstate commerce.
"The Court," said Cunningham at
must
representatives have
every element of the business
that NLRB
one stage of the argument, "can take
turn its attention to the job of mak- agreed to take jurisdiction. Accordjudicial note of the trickery of the
ing the motion picture a successful ing to union officials, the union is
type of person running the motion
asking for $40 weekly minimum for
American institution.
picture industry in this country."
"If the unfortunate chaos abroad managers, scaled according to house
Hearing was on several motions,
has accomplished nothing more, it size, etc.
one by Casanave to consolidate the
CErtainlv has put the motion picture
the theater owners in his actions, and the other by National
business on its toes and that applies contact of
Screen to dismiss one of the comcommunity with the legislators.
o every branch of the business."
"Unfotunately," Richey said, "too plaints. Law firm of Bleakley, Piatt
Keep Away From Legislatures
few theater owners keep close con- and Walker appeared for National
tact with the men they select to Screen.
Richey
legislation,
In regard to
Justice Patterson reserved deciand too many times these men
office
to
way
said he had found the best
distorted picture of our busi- sion and directed the filing of briefs.
avoid adverse laws was not to be get a
Northwest

—

Managers

continually asking- for legislation
favorable to theaters and to stay
away from the state capitals. He
said that the Michigan Allied unit,
of which he fomerly was business
manager, found that the problem
could better be solved by personal

WEDDING BELLS

Casanave

ness."

Discovering in his travels that
exhibitors are doing a better job of
showmanship, Richey said it was
M-G-M's conviction that the com-

Crescent Interrogatories

Answers Due by April 28

table.

Co-op. on Consent Decree
"The consent decree was forced
upon us," he said, "and we don't
know what will come out of it, but

we

should

co-operate

individually

and collectively."
Kuykendall pointed to the friendly appearance of exchange managers
and exhibitors sitting together at the
meeting and claimed the exchange
managers should have more authority "to let the manager run things
as they should be run."
Theater operators should concentrate more on box office results and
less on what the man across the
street is doing, he suggested, and
denounced petty quarreling as unprofitable.

MPTOA

The
president said he
believed the new bill will leave
admission prices unchanged except for student tickets which he
felt would be given tax preference.
Pleads for Good-Will

Leo Wolcott, president of the
Iowa-Nebraska Allied, opened the
meeting with a plea for good-will
which he said was virtually non-existant between buyer and seller and
made them an easy prey for outside
interests, pointing out adverse legislation and the consent decree as ex-

amples.
Interest was generating over
a revolutionary plan to be announced today by Wolcott. It is
believed that Wolcott will suggest a co-operative buyer-seller
movement similar to the Michigan plan.

The meeting centered interest on
tax measures before the Iowa Legislature and yesterday afternoon's
meeting was devoted to detailed discussion of the proposed measures.
Among the prominent guests was
Morton Van Praag, of National
Screen Service. Exhibitors were the
guests of Twentieth Century-Fox and

pany should do everything in its
power to assist the theater owner in
Defendants in the Crescent Amuse- Paramount at screenings.
getting more people through his ment Co. anti-trust suit have until
It is to that end, he
box-office.
April 28 to file their answers to
concluded, that the activities of the Government interrogatories.

company

this

will

dedicated during
—"to
take what we

be

coming year

TO THE COLORS!

are convinced will be improved prod"Penny Serenade" Ads for Mags
Cincinnati Billy Burkhart, with
Marcelle Bimstein, uct from Hollywood and to, through
Cincinnati
Twenty-four national magazines National Screen, son of Ed BurkProducers' Releasing Corp., and Jack pre-selling, assist a re-awakened exGoller of Lexington, Ky., will marry hibition business in improving his will carry "Penny Serenade" ad- hart, 20th-Fox representative, is in
vertising, Columbia said yesterday.
the Army.
own business."
in April.

—

—
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Slot Machine Plays to 3,000 Nickels;
Opposition Phonograph Grosses Under Dollar

"The Hard-Boiled
Canary"

Detroit

—

Detroi't

first

drew over 3,000 nickels

movie-music box, at Joey's Stables on the west side,
week of operation, according to Frank Malicki,

Allan Jones, Susanna Foster,
Margaret Lindsay, Lynne Overman

contrast,

In
less

than $1

a

in

automatic phonograph across the room drew

conventional

This film could well be considered a very
personal triumph for producer-director-coauthor Andrew L. Stone. Mr. Stone, although
well supplied with "natural" material in the

way

of talent, story and idea, has done an
outstanding job, one that should add lustre
to his already glittering string of achievements.
"Hard-Boiled Canary" also brings
to screen prominence a handful of juvenile
performers superior to any aggregation of
moppets banded for film purposes in a long

time.

Co-starred, and by right of her personalacting ability, and superb voice, the hit
picture,

is

who made

sixteen-year-old Susanna
her debut in Paramount's

"Victor Herbert" of last year. She is fresh
and a unique singing personality.
Dolly
Loehr,
fourteen-year-old
piano
virtuoso,

Heimo

recent trip to those cities.
Fly said that he thought the engineers had progressed "considerably" in reaching an agreement upon
A
on the payroll as of Dec. 31, com- standards looking toward the full
pared to a total of 32,602 on Jan. 1, commercialization of television.
Asked how long he expected the
1940. Taxes for the year totaled $14,television
hearings
now
840,000, an increase of $6,402,000 coming
over the previous year.
Company scheduled for March 20 would last,
had a working capital at the end of the chairman said he "hoped not
the year of $74,150,000 according to more than two days."
the report.

"Louisiana Purchase'
Release is Restricted

Mich. Supreme Court

To Review Carmen Case

heartily.

Blowitz Will Plant for
West Coast Bureau of

Lynne

excellence, has

presence,

Overman,

little

spotty

as

to do
it

is,

a

tradition

—but
is

of

Overman's
remembered.

Margaret Lindsay, love interest, also turns
a good performance.

in

The

concerns the adventures, or more pointedly, the regeneration
of one "Toodles" La Verne (Susanna Foster),
a product of reform school, and discovered,
still
a child, doing the vocals for a striptease artist in a cheap burlesque house.
Michael Maddy (Allan Jones), vocal artist
and interested in the National Music Camp
at Interlochen, Michigan, drags his friend
of the press, George Thomas (Lynne Overman), to the burlesque house to witness
a performance. They are just beginning to
appreciate Susanna's singing when the police
raid the theater. In her scramble to escape
the law and return to reform school, Susanna jumps into Jones' automobile, and
makes a getaway. Because she is not clad
for appearance on a public street, Jones,
accompanied by Overman, takes her to his
apartment, and then has her installed at
his suggestion in the Interlochen Camp.
story, sketchily,

There
Susanna

is

much

lives

that happens from there.

up to her "Hard-Boiled Ca-

—

Hollywood

Bill

Paramount's screen
Purchase"

version of
not be
York exhibition

1)

WB

will

Blowitz has been
of the

Warner

— but

eventually,

the

little

—

—

rebel

River Theater Corp. Files
5th N. Y. Arbitration Case
(Continued from Page

1)

AAA

Reginald

Aide

Armour has been

publicity department by Robert Tapsucceeding Bill Hebert, resigned. Irving Parker, veteran free
lance publicist, joins Warners' prais-

Complaint charges that the Pascack Theater, a Skouras house, now
ap- enpoys 49-day clearance over the

pointed personal assistant to George Central.
J. Schaefer, president of RKO. Until
the outbreak of the war in Europe,
Armour was RKO's general manager Schine Circuit Acquires
ery in planting department and John for continental Europe with headAppalachia Houses
Meyer moves out of special assign- quarters in Paris.
ment division to dask in planting
office.
Frisco Holds Lloyd's "Gob"
Norton, Va.— The Boiling Theater
San Francisco Harold Lloyd's "A has been sold to the Lincoln TheEsperia Acquires 'Manon Lescaut' Girl, a Guy and a Gob" will be held ater Corp. of Marion, and the Appalachia, and State Theaters, in ApEsperia Films has acquired "Ma- for a second week at the Golden Gate
palachia, sold to the Schine Theater
from
top
intake
Theater
following
a
non Lescaut," based on the Puccini
Corp.
R. H. Boiling, former operopera and sung by Benjamino Gigli, the opening Thursday through the
ator of the Boiling Theater, reweek-end.
for release this Spring.
tained the property, leasing to the
The RKO picture got off to a fast Lincoln group for five years, sellof the production company for this fine film.
start in New London and Portsmouth ing all equipment and contracts. All
It is excellently lensed by Theodor Sparkuhl,
where it came close to breaking transfers become effective immedmore than adequately dressed by Art Dilinger,

Two

—

Hans Dreier and Earl Hedrick, and
and tastefully "musicalled" by Phil
Boutelje. "Canary" is first-rate "top spot"
material on any bill.

rectors

wisely

CAST:

Allan Jones, Susanna Foster,

Mar-

garet Lindsay, Lynn Overman, Grace Bradley,

William
Connor,

Collier,

Patricia

Travers,

Hageman,

Irra

Heimo
Chapman,

Sr.,

William

Richard

Petina,

Haitto,
Dolly

Bonelli,

Tandy

Kaye
Loehr,

Richard

MacKenzie,

records.

WB

To Examine

iately.

NBC

In Suit

Notice of examination of the National
Broadcasting Co., through
Louis MacConnach, its secretary, on
March 14 was filed yesterday in the
Federal Court by Warner Bros. The
film company seeks the examination
in connection with Booth Tarkington's $100,000 damage and injunction
suit in a dispute over the right to
the use of Penrod stories in films.

Helm, Esther Dale, Deems Taylor.
CREDITS: Andrew L. Stone Production;
repents.
Her true nature is brought out
when she discovers her presence "A jail Director, Andrew L. Stone; Based on an
bird"
is
about to break up the camp. idea by Ann Ronell;; Screenplay, Andrew Dietrich Pix on April 18
She saves the day; and in the believable L. Stone and Robert Lively; Cameraman,
Universal has switched the release
Theodor Sparkuhl; Art directors, Hans Dreier dates of "The Flame of New Orfinale when she sings at the Metropolitan's
movie double, the Manhattan Opera Co., she and Earl Hedrick; Editor, James Smith; leans," Marlene Dietrich pix, and
not only saves Interlochen's face, but con- Musical supervisor, Phil Boutelje; Operatic "Lady
from Cheyenne," Loretta
firms the judgment of Paramount's execu- novelty devised by Edwin Lester.
Young vehicle. Former goes out on
DIRECTION, Outstanding.
PHOTOG- Apr. 18, latter on the 11th; it's a
tives who had faith in her unusual voice.
week later for both.
There is much credit due to all branches RAPHY, Splendid.
nary" tag

tion.

Armour Named

THE FILM DAILY Schaefer's Personal

named head planter

1)

Henkle, vice-president of the Continental Illinois National Bank.
Case, which was filed Feb. 13 in
Chicago as the first in that territory,
is against Loew's, Inc., and involves
a demand for some run. Nan /^as
interested parties were the lV*i:ris
and Times theaters of Morris.
Henkle is a graduate of Cornell,
class of 1915, and has no legal background. He is a veteran of the World
War and served as officer in charge
of civilian affairs with the Army of
Occupation in Germany. He is a
former secretary of the Union League
Club of Chicago and is president of
the Fort Sheridan C.M.T.C. associa-

adjudication of industry disputes was docketed yesterday.
released for New
Demand was filed with the clerk
until after next January, it was reof the New York tribunal by the
ported yesterday.
It will be seen
River Theater Corp, operating the
in other key cities only after the
road tour has been completed in Central Theater at Pearl River. It
names all five distributors and asks
such situations.
either day and date clearance with
the Pascack Theater at Westwood,
Reginald
N. J., or seven-day clearance.

"Louisiana

(Continued from Page

Allan Jones, co-starred with Susanna, per-

best.

Developments

(Continued from Page 1)

popular appeal is its keynote. Everyone from
jitterbug to concert fan-patrons will enjoy

his

Tele's

and Philadelphia on the Commission's

Haitto, youthful Finnish refugee fid-

forms excellently, vocally and dramatically,
and despite working knee-deep in the theater's worst scene stealer, children, is at

By

(Continued from Page 1)

but cannot open for four years under
dler, and a group of youngsters all of unusual
the present injunction.
talent contribute much to full enjoyment
Supreme Court will review the enof the picture. The music is rather "longtire case on April 15, but no decision
hair" but has been so carefully selected that
is anticipated till May.

it

FCC Chairman Impressed

to $2.75 per share for 1939. Volume
of business was reported to be the
largest in 10 years, with sales
amounting to $241,618 for the year.
total of 42,083 employes were

ity,

Foster,

(Continued from Page

80 Mins.

FIRST-RATE "TOP SPOT" MATERIAL Western Electric Reports
ON ANY BILL AND A PERSONAL TRIUMPH FOR PRODUCER-DIRECTOR-CO- $32,787,030 1940 Profit
AUTHOR ANDREW L. STONE.

the

Chicago Saturday

in

opposition.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

of

In

in its first

manager.

with

Paramount

Van Derveer Hearing

>f ovie

Fay

Army Asks

Baltimore
Exhibs. to Cut Prices

—

Baltimore Motion picture theater
owners are considering a request
from Army post officials, that soldiers in uniform be admitted at re-

duced rates.

AGVA

to Elect April 17

Special election of national officers
has been set by the American Guild
of Variety Artists for April 17.
Nominations will be filed with the
until March 22 and ballots
will be sent out five days after that.
Balloting will be under the strict
surveillance of the AAAA.

AAAA
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Boren Asks Pix Probe

Edwards Gross to Mahe Four Features
On "The Lone Ranger for Columbia

Ed Peskay to Press

9"

Resolution Hearing
(Continued from Page

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

TNEC's

1)

staff.

monograph, transmitted on
Ja^=^.5 last by Theodore J. Kreps,
The

words "gives a concise treatment of
the economic development of the motion picture industry and the problems raised by its rapid growth and
present domination by a few
its
large companies."
"The struggle for dominance,"
Kreps adds, "goes forward ruthlessly, with ofttimes little regard for the motion picture in-

:

At Paramount

Five shooting.
Five shooting, including "Hurry,
with Leon Errol,
Mildred Coles. Russell Gleason, Eddie Conrad
Howard
Benedict proand Cecil Kellaway.
ducer, Charles Roberts directing.
At Republic: Four shooting.
At 20th Century-Fox: Four shooting including "Man Hunt." melodrama, with Walter Pideeon. Joan Bennett, George Sanders,
Roddy MacDowall and John Carradine. Fritz
Lang directing for Associate Producer Kenneth

At

:

:

Hurry." comedy,

Macgowan.
At Universal: Six shooting, including "Sing
Another Chorus," comedy with music, with
Jane Frazee. Director. Charles Lamont, producer.

Ken

Goldsmith.

At Warners: Four shooting including "Mandrama, with Marlene Dietrich and
Mark Hellinger producer with
George Raft.
Raoul Walsh directing.
At Producers Releasing Corp. T. H. Richmond's "South of Panama," melodrama, with
Jean YarRoger Pryor and Virginia Vale.
brough directing.
power."

:

to

—

RKO

Charlie.

Coast Players Raise
$1,200,000 for
j

West Coast Bureau of

j

j

Causes
THE FILM DAILY

—Actors

and actresses
of Hollywood, both film and radio,
have participated in benefits, parties and premieres which have raised
in excess of $1,200,000 in the Los
Angeles area alone.
This includes
their free performances and p.a.'s
in behalf of the Red Cross Community Chest, British Aid, Greek Re-

Hollywood

j

Chicago

Lady," drama, a Leon Barsha

production.

make.
The monograph, in three chapters,
concerns itself with the development
and crystalization of the industry

lief,

etc.

Oscar Schenk, age 46,
department Third for "The Lady Eve"
of the Herald- American is dead from
Paramount's "The Lady Eve" goes
a heart attack.
His wife survives.

manager

film advertising

l-nke place tomorrow
Memorial Park Cemetery.

Burial will

in

To Honor Lunt-Fontanne

—University

Madison, Wis.

of

third week at the Broadway
Paramount tomorrow after a second
week in which receipts hit $42,000.
Week-end grosses totaled $21,000,
according to Manager Bob Weitman.
into

Wis-

consin Regents Saturday voted to
confer honorary degrees of Doctors
of Letters on Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Fontanne at the June commencement.
Lunt is a native of Wisconsin.

Metro Pays $80,000 for
"Du Barry Was a Lady"

THE FILM DAILY
Metro has bought screen rights
Eight pictures are to "Du Barry Was a Lady" from
scheduled to go into production this B. G. De Sylva, producer of the
week. Most active studio is Metro, stage musical, for a reported $80,with eight shooting. The check-up: 000. The production ran on BroadAt M-G-M: Eight shootine, includ- way for a year, had an 11-week run
ing "Man From the City," drama, in Chicago and is now on tour. Rewith Virginia Weidler, Robert Sterl- lease date of the film has not yet
ing, Marsha Hunt and Fay Holden, been decided upon.
Herbert Fields and De Sylva wrote
Edwin Knopf producer, Robert SinHalf of Field's receipts
clair, director; Number 7 in the "Dr. the show.
Kildare" dramatic series, with Lew from the film rights will go to ParaAyres, Lionel Barrymore, Laraine mount, it was stated, because Fields
Day, Bonita Granville. Red Skelton got part of his idea for the show
Harold S. from a Paramount script.
and Walter Kingsford.
Bucquet directing.
for De Mille Film
At Columbia
Five shooting, plus "The John Wayne
Officer and the

Brown Heads Para. Club
Montgomery, Ala.

—

Paramount

Club has elected Cecil Brown, president; Donald Long, vice-president;

Bob McDonald, secretary-treasurer.

Greenwich Trust Case
(Continued from Page 1)

tiating to take over the 2,000-seat.
million dollar house.
Alleged inability to get product
until several months after first-run
in

—

Hollywood

he wants to conduct his own
The
investigation of the industry.
report itself states that "more than
anything else, perhaps, intelligent
and sympathetic study is indicated"
for the industry; pointed out the
monograph authors say they are not
"attempting to make a sale of some
particular cure" for industry ills.
Thurman W. Arnold, Assistant Attorney General, and a
member of the TNEC, said that
he had not been advised as to
the monograph, but that he
would assign a staff associate
to read and report on it.
When the report is in, Arnold
indicated he might have some

Oscar Schenk Dies

Loew

West Coast Bureau of

said

enforcement by contempt procedure

More Features

Eight

dustry's social responsibilities."
Boren told The Film Daily that
he had received a copy of the monograph but as yet had not read it.
He said that he desired to go over
it thoroughly with Rep. Hatton E.
Sumners, D., Tex., vice-chairman of
the TNEC.
Regardless of the data or information in the Committee's study, Boren

pattern, with the issues affecting relationship with exhibitors and with
"observations." four pages being
There are
devoted to the latter.
three appendices, covering the eight
majors, the Hays organization and
the New York consent decree. The
monograph is critical of the arbitration provisions of the decree, but
concludes that enforcement of the
decree by arbitration is preferred to

L.

Striker for Gross.

economic adviser, to ChairTr
man Joseph C. O'Mahoney, in Kreps' Coast Studios Start

comment

THE FILM DAILY

Gross, formerly associate producer for David

and Sol Lesser, has obtained screen rights to "The Lone Ranger" and will produce four feature pictures based on this character for Columbia.
Gross has secured outside financing and a budget of $125,000 has been
placed on his first picture.
The deal with Columbia calls for May 15 release
of the initial production.
Agent Freddie Faulich obtained rights from Fran

Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, and E. L. Blanchard, member of
the

— Edwards

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood John Wayne has been
signed bv Paramount to star in De
Mille's "Reap the Wild Wind."

Stamford and Greenwich

is

the

basis for the threatened suit.
Two
years ago the townspeople of Greenwich reportedly offered to give financial assistance in prosecuting the
case when they learned that Loew's,
if the the transfer was made, would

operate the house on the same lastrun policy. Disapproval by the Department of Justice was said to have
been the reason for the Loew deal
falling through.

Status of the run has not changed
and Peskay has instructed his attorney, William S. McKay, to file suit

An arbitration case also
be filed in addition to the litigation in court.
at once.

may

Goldie Funeral Held

—

Cleveland Michael Goldie, associated with Enest Schwartz, for 17
years as manager of the Broadvue
Theater, was buried here. Surviving
are his wife and two children.

tra
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ONMINN. "5-BLOCKS"
Iowa Exhib. Unit May Include Circuit Operators
JOINS FIGHT

Editorial

Rodgers Plan

=
.

.

Metro foresight

.

Promotion of Harmony Is
Goal; Believed Aftermath
Of Tri-States Probe Move

S6

.

If

B.

BAHN

=

of staff

ganizations

in

their

members with civic
home communities.

or-

its

Community leadership in the average city
and town these days largely rests with the
so-called service luncheon clubs, Rotary,
Kiwanis, Lions and similar organizations on
the masculine side and Zonta and the Professional Woman's League, among others,
on the distaff side.
Extremely important, too, in the community scheme of things today are the ParentTeacher Associations virtually every public
school has one
and the Better Films Councils, to be found in practically every large
and medium-sized city and in many of the
larger towns.

—

.

sell

why not

So mused

.

pix

to

theater

trailers to sell

'em

Universal^ shorts sales manager, the other
B.

B.

Kreisler,

day.

Result: Company's salesmen have
been armed with a special trailer on
"Riders of Death Valley," "U's" new

empowered

day,

to

to exhibs.?

—

affiliation

trailers

patrons,

By OTTO WEBER
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
THE foresight that has distinguished Metro
Des Moines, la. The Allied Inde'
distribution under the direction of Wil- pendent
Theater Owners of Iowa
liam F. Rodgers has been strikingly instanced and Nebz'aska at the closing session
again in the instructions recently transmit- of
a
two - day
ted to exchange managers calling for the meeting
yesterBy CHESTER

U" Using Trailers
To Sell
Exhibs!

super-serial,

board

of dito inves-

with orders to show

it

to every exhib. in the country.

rectors
tigate the feasibility of a new

movement

to

group.

Production of Three

The plan was
announced
by
President Leo F.

Minimum Bask

has been demonstrated time and
again.
That, by and large, the weight of
their influence has been pro-movie rather
than anti-movie is due essentially to exhibitor activity, both unorganized and organ-

Film

opinion

ized.

Yet as admirable as has been the contact
work by theater owners and operators who
say that the plan evolved by
Rodgers does not promise to achieve much
more?
Personal identification of exchange
is

there

staff
tions,

to

men and women with

civic

and active participation

in

organizatheir

pro-

keep informed as to trends.
industry had enjoyed the

Perhaps if the
advantages of
such "listening posts" in the past, its path
might have been far smoother.
For there
are other trends than in stories.
One of such trends today indicates the
people's resolve to shape more than the purely
entertainment pattern of the screen. That
is
the inevitable conclusion to be drawn
from President Roosevelt's national defense
message to the industry of the other week,
nor is it altered by the fact that the indus(Continued on Page 2)

—

Minneapolis
Senate and House
Committees of Minnesota Legislature were ready today to take final
action on the anti-block-of-five bill
of Allied Theater Owners of the

Northwest.
David Shearer, attorney representing four of the five distributors
who have accepted the New York
consent decree, said last night he
(Continued on Page 8)

Agreement Assailed
Charging

Theaters, Inc., yesterday
served a complaint upon the Authors

Braden Sees Decree
An Aid to Defense

(Continued on Page 8)

New Ark. Tax Measure

—

Welles Asks 'Kane' Showdown
if

Film

Chart National Variety
Club Convention Program
Tentative program for the three-

day National Variety Clubs convention in Atlantic City,

is

Not Released

May

15-17

was

(Continued on Page 7)

Speaking at an arbitration forum
before members of the Harvard

Will Affect Theaters

Threatens Suit

Nazi Pix Imports

(Continued on Page 6)

first picture, "The Lit(Continued on Page 7)

with

New York

On

directors.

Goldwyn's
the Dramatists Guild
violation of the New York
State anti-trust laws, the League of

Urge Gov't Embargo

The Federal Government yesterday
was urged by the Non-Sectarian
Anti-Nazi League to place an embargo on the importation of Nazi
films as a retaliatory move for the
prohibition of American films in
exclusive distribution contract was Germany.
"Such an embargo," read a wire
ratified yesterday by the board of

School of Business at the Harvard
Club in New York yesterday, J.
Little Rock, Ark.
Theaters will Noble Braden, executive secretary
THESE benefits will come in many ways be affected by a bill passed in the of the AAA, interpreted the consent
'
and in various forms.
Metro's sales Arkansas House which would replace decree for the motion picture indus(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 7)
head suggests a major one, certainly, when
he sees civic club and association membership as a means by which the company may
grams, cannot but bring distinct benefits
to not only Metro but the industry at large.

By GEORGE E. GUISE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Goldwyn Will Press

in-

clude circuit operators in their

Samuel Goldwyn is expected to
Wolcott of Eldora
LEO F. WOLCOTT
have three pictures in work simultanwho favored the
eously within the next three months,
proposed change to promote harmony it was learned yesterday following
(Continued on Page 6)
the formal announcement of United
Artists' purchase of Goldwyn's unit
THE leverage, the luncheon clubs, P-TA's
of stock in the corporation.
Deal
'
and BFC's can and do exert on public
which will release Goldwyn from his

—

Sees Sales in State Imperiled; Legislative Committees Will Act Today

Governor Defers
Signing Repealer Bill

Del,

Dover,

Bacon

Del.

will

—Governor

not

act

Walter

until

late

W.
this

week on Representative Robert H.
Richard's blue law repeal bill which
was passed Friday by both Houses

The Governor
of the Legislature.
plans a thorough study of the measure and a series of conferences.
of the Richards
has been questioned. The House
yesterday returned to committee Senator Paul R. Rinard's measure, defeat
of
which previously caused

Constitutionality

FCC Okays Power Increase
For Loew's Station

WHN

Orson Welles, producer, director
and star of "Citizen Kane," last
night issued an "ultimatum" to RKO

THE FILM DAILY to release the picture or face the
Washington The FCC yesterday possibility of legal action.
Welles called the press to his
granted a power increase to WHN,
New York City radio station oper- apartment at the Ambassador Hotel
Washington Bureau of

—

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7)

bill

Atty.-Gen. James R. Morford to order strict enforcement of the old
laws.

9*
Rodgers Plan
.

.

(Continued from Page
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A ND

HOLLYWOOD,

Sunday:

"But

meaning of 'national defense'
takes in more than the immediate problems
of rearmament,
in fact, it goes beyond the
the

eventual conclusion of the present war, no
matter what that may be.
For the vital
necessity implied in that pat and flexible
phrase is the preparation of America and the
minds of the American people not only in
this country but in all the countries of this

hemisphere for the future,

VVilk,
6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Ernest W. Fred
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
PARIS—
A.
Harle,
W. I.
P.
Le Film, 29 Rue
Marsoulan. (12).
MEXICO CITY—Marco

cratic

LONDON—

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Calle del

in

the national defense program, there is
a deal of truth in what Bosley Crowther
had to say in the New York Times last

really

Ralph

continue to

concerns the industry's part

as

**

Calif.—

Granite 6607.

will

"splendid co-operation."

years which
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and
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See $18,000 Philly

lie

means the

ahead.

for the uncertain

'National defense'

fortification of the

ideal against inevitable
either from without or within."

Which may

or

the Rodgers idea

Sindi-

may not be

— you

demo-

aggression,

Run

first

COfllMG and GOIflG

pop

price engagement at the Stanton, Philadelphia, Chaplin's "The Great Dictator" is setting an all-time high
record for both attendance and receipts and is expected to roll up a
"take" of from $18,000-$20,000 in
its first week,
reported yesterday.
Set for a minimum of four weeks,
the Market St. house, a 1,400-seater,
may hold the Chaplin pix six or
seven, it was said.
Stanton's normal weekly gross is $3,500-$4,000.
B.O. scale range is from 35c to 68c.
"Dictator" proviously did $90,000
in six weeks at the Aldine, Philly.
Harry Gold is credited with the
sales strategy which put the pix
into the Stanton, with its entirely
different clientele, for the pop price
test in Philly.
Film opened Saturday against the worst snowstorm in
six years.
its

UA

straying from

decide.

Col. Plunges on Musicals
With Six in Top Brackets

CHARLES

of

WE Co.

It

est

Coast Bureau

Hollywood

FINANCIAL

of

vacation

GENE FOWLER
New York.

"BOB" SAVINI, of Astor Pictures, rerunl
tomorrow from Charlotte, N. C, where "• all
tended the Variety Club dinner after 3
ief
trip

through

plunging

WE

—4
—

9434

94!/2

94i/

2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

—
—

Picts

%

Sonotone Corp

1

Technicolor

9%

1

%

1

Trans-Lux

6%

Universal Corp. vtc...
7
Universal Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb.

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s

1st

% +

9% +
6% —

9l/4

WE

SECURITIES
Bid
Asked

'45..

'57

WE

director by the
was elected a
y4 board yesterday. Vaughan is an outstanding figure in America's air defense program, and a director of
Vs
l/
Manufacturers Trust Co.
8
The
board yesterday declared
l/
8
a dividend of 75 cents per share on
its common stock, payable March 31,

1/4

65

68

58i/4

61

stock of record at the close of
business on March 26.

to

Would Give N. Y. City
Half of Pari-Mutuel "Take'
Bill

LAST
MILE
THE GREAT HUMAN DOCUMENT
THAT Will EIVE FOREVER

—

Albany A bill providing that 50
per cent of breakage from pari-mutuel betting at horse races and harness races in any county in New
York City, after payment of five per
cent of the total pool to the State
Tax Commission, shall be paid to
New York City for the benefit of
physically handicapped and underprivileged children, was introduced
yesterday in the Legislature.

<

at the Waldorf.

is

NELSON EDDY and

wife

his

are

here

Greek war relief, it was
announced yesterday by Neil Agnew. Greek War Relief Association
Aswill get all rental proceeds.
benefit of

sociation will hold a reception for
the press and industry key figures
tomorrow at Toots Shor's restaurant
at which the reel will be screened.

froj

the Coast.

ROLAND YOUNG
a

vacation and

is

is
here from the Coast f<|
stopping at the Ritz Towe j

LEO SPITZ has gone

to the

ARTHUR HORNBLOW

is

West

Coast.

New Yorlj
HASKELL MASTERS. UA Western sales marl
ager, and IRVING SCHLANK, district managef
arrive

Minneapolis

in

en route to

today

from

Chicago.

MORRIS NUNES, Progressive Premium owneJ
New Haven, and MRS. NUNES took the boat t|
will
visit with
Sam Moscow
Atlanta and go on to Miami Beach

Jacksonville,

Columbia

in

MRS.

LOU

BROWN,

wife

of

chief, New Haven, is
to Orlando, Sunday,
her at a later date.

publicity

the Loew-Pol
readying for

Churches Against

is

•

94%

the South.

SONJA HENIE
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— Columbia

Paramount

94y4
94V2

has arrived on the Coast frol

where LOU

—

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4 s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

Florida.

in

trip

on musicals, with six either in proFrederic H. Leggett, treasurer and duction or
in process of preparation;
a director of Western Electric Co.,
all are in the top budget category.
(.Tuesday, March 11)
will retire April 1 after 43 years of
Sextet includes: "Time Out for Rhyservice, it was announced yesterday
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
thm," now shooting, with Rudy
Net following a board meeting. George
High Low Close Chg. B. Proud, assistant treasurer, was Vallee; "Betty Co-Ed," which will
have Ruby Keeler, Harriet Hilliard
Am. Seat
8'/4
8'/4
8V4
elected treasurer by the directors to
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %>
and Ozzie Nelson and ork; "He's My
Columbia Picts. pfd
succeed Leggett, who retires at age Uncle," draftee musical
with Cole
S/
Con. Fm. Ind
8
Vz
Vz
Vs 65 in accordance with Bell System
Porter songs; "Eadie Was a Lady,"
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
1% IVz 7'/2
practice.
East. Kodak
133
132'/2 133
+ Vz
also with Cole Porter songs, which
do pfd
Proud joined Western Electric in will be Gene Markey's first producGen. Th. Eq
1909 as an accountant.
He served tion for the studio; "But Beautiful,"
Loew's. Inc
33
325/8 33
+ % as
an auditor at the company's prin- which Markey will also produce, and
do pfd
Paramount
113/8
11%— Vs cipal manufacturing plant in Chicago "Pal Joey," based on the Broadway
11 %
Para. 1st pfd
98
98
98
and then at New York headquarters. hit, which George Abbott will proPara. 2nd pfd
10y2 10'/2 10V2
Later he was made general auditor. duce.
Pathe Film
8% 8'/2 8l/2
i/g
In 1914 he was elected
RKO
3
3
assistant
3
RKO $6 pfd
treasurer and four years later was
to Distribute
Century-Fox
..
6'/
6'/
6'/
20th
8
8
8
appointed assistant comptroller. He
20th Century-Fox pfd
was again elected assistant treasurer Reel for Greek Relief
Univ. Pict. pfd
154
154
154
Warner Bros
3'/8
3
3
Vs on Feb. 1 last.
56i/4 + 1
56'/4 56l/4
do pfd.
"Greece Fights Back," one-reeler
Guy W. Vaughan, president of the
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Curtiss Wright Corp. and its sub- produced by the March of Time, will
3l/
Loew's deb.
2 s46
sidiary, Wright Aeronautical Corp., be distributed by Paramount for the

—

MOSS, managing director of tl.
MRS. MOSS, leave today for

B.

and

Criterion,

train
join

Proud Succeeds Leggett

As Treasurer

12, ]94\

Week

For "Dictator's" Pop

Metro foresight

.
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Legalization of Lotteries

—

Albany New York State Council
of Churches, which now includes the[
Sunday School Association, has gona
on record against the Phelps-Fogartjl
bill authorizing legislature to enacl
laws for conduct of lotteries and said
of lottery tickets.
Group states it\
opposition to any form of lotterj
gambling device or system. At thd
same time, they are in favor of the
Williamson-Lawrence bill making ii
unlawful to manufacture, possess oJ
sell any pinball games or bagatelle
machines.

some

Latter provision

affecta]

theaters.

Brother of McGeary Dead
In Brockton Theater Fire
Matthew

McGeary,

Brocktonl

Mass., fireman, a brother of Clar-f
ance McGeary of RKO Radio's home
office playdate department, was one
of the 12 dead in the Strand theater!
conflagration there. James McGearyl
another brother, was among the in^
jured.

Mich. Co-op. Asks Dismissal
Of Midwest Theater Suit

—

Detroit In the Midwest versus
Mich. Co-operative Theaters suit, a
motion to dismiss suit was made yesterday by counsel for Co-operative,
following completion of evidence for
the

plaintiff.

Argument was

still

being heard late yesterday on the
motion and a decision is likely today.

...
Come

Gonzales'

J.

orchestra,

fun,
7

R.

IT'S LIFEI

our Thursday-Sunday

to

no

P.M.

cover

CH

celebrated

charge,

Dinner-Dances!
guests,

great

everything!

1-8131 for reservations

MacAdam Dead

Halifax, N. S.

— R.

J.

MacAdam,

owner of the Casino Theater and
widely known in the Canadian film
industry,

is

dead.
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THEATRES

THE PARAMOUNT
THE BEACH
:

with

ARNOLD WALTER BRENNAN
EDWARDByington
James Gleason and Gene Lockhart
•

Spring

•

This Screen Play, as were most of the
major successes of Frank Capra, is by

ROBERT RISKIN
Directed by Frank Capra

AND AT THE CRITERION,
OKLAHOMA CITY

Distributed by Vitagraptl, Inc.

Produced at the Studios of

WARNER

BROS.

MARCH

21 st STARTS

UNIVERSAL HELPS YOU

.

SPRING - Officially!

V
It

START IT- Box-Officially!
the release date for a comedy-honey.
that will rib-rouse the whole country. ..set
ten million wives laughing and thinking about
the gal whose husband "doubled" up on her!
it's

.

STEPHENSON

•

S. Z.

SARAH PADDEN

•

SAKALL

•

NILS ASTHER

DOROTHY TREE

Screenplay by Eddie Moran

Based on the novel by H. DeVere Stacpoole

Directed by

EDWARD LUDWIG

^^m

Produced by

LAWRENCE

W. FOX, Jr

Associate Producer, Ben Hersh

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

•
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Exhib. Unit

May

Urge Gov't Embargo

Include Circuit

Men

On

la.

{Continued from Page

among

(Continued from Page

1)

Iowa

exhibitors. Details
of the proposal were not disclosed,
following' the closed meeting-, and
Wolcott said the operators desired
to get the reaction of the various
factions before going ahead with the

the

movement.
The plan was believed to include
a co-operative setup under which
the independents and chains would
work together in solving mutual
problems.

Although there was no
cussion

group

Nazi Pix Imports

floor dis-

of the recent action of a
of Iowa independents asking
Federal investigation of the

for a
Tri-States Theater Corp. and Central States Theater Corp. for alleged
anti-trust law violations, the new
proposal was believed to be an aftermath of the situation.

Wolcott Again President
Wolcott was re-elected as president; W. B. Franke of Des Moines,
vice-president; and W. A. Dutton
of Manchester was renamed as secretary-treasurer.

[

Hall of Elkader, for thr-ee-year
terms, succeeding H. H. Rehfield of
Bloomfield and Charles Peterson of

T

T
•
his

•

•

WARNERS'

Mort Blumenstock marked up another

company yesterday

via the

initial

promotion

of

"first" for

a movie in

New

and subway lines
The pic is company's
"Meet John Doe"
and 'twill be impressed on millions of readers
during the next 30 days.
.that they should "Go See" it
as the 17,000
printed cards command
This Frank Copra opus starring Gary
Cooper and Barbara Stanwyck
premieres in two theaters of each
of the three cities of New York, Los Angeles and Miami tonight
According to the Audit Bureau of Poster Traffic, which checks statistics
and is in a position to know whereof it speaks
avers that the
strategic merger of Blumenstock and our local rolling stock
means
that some 10 million pairs of eyes will see the poster cards each working
day
which is a helluva lot more movie fans than that of the electric
type
in "el" and "underground"
Not only has the astute
Blumenstock blazed a new promotional trail hereabouts
but if you'll
York's surface elevated

.

.

look at the sig. at the bottom of the poster

one Susan Lee. motion picture
Interborough,

BMT and

something else besides

New directors elected were A. C.
Mynick of Lake Park and Harold

1)

sent to Adolf A. Berle, Assistant Sec
retary of State, "would serve both a:
a measure of retaliation and a nro
test against the anti-America
i<
anti-democratic
propaganda v „jn
tained in the films now shown in 'Ger
man quarters' to quote Herr Hip
pier."
(Reference is to Fritz Hip;
pier, head of the cinema division ii,
the Ministry of Propaganda).
Hippler's statement included a de
nunciation of "anti-Nazi boycott com
mittees" as responsible for Germai
movies only being shown in "Germai
quarters" in the United States.

editor,

you'll observe that

N. Y.

Subways

Municipal lines generally
their

service

It's

At

have a

it's

last the
critic

of

revolutionary!

T
WELL,

•

•

Chart National Variety

Club Convention Program
(Continued from Page

1)

announced yesterday by the committee on arrangements.
Following registration of delegates
and guests, the first day's prograrc
includes a meeting of national officers and canvassmen, an aftemoor
fishing and boating party and a boxing and wrestling exhibition in th<
evening.

The annual business session wil

coupla really successful enterprises have
entered into a tie-up
They're Standard Oil Co. of N. J. and
Exploitation tie-up is said
Oscar Serlin's "Life With Father"

•

j

-j

a

i

Folall of the second day.
lowing an evening lobster dinner, th«
delegates will be entertained at 8
Night Club party featuring stars anc

be held

be the biggest in history of the Broadway stage. ... • ComHome-Coming Dinner to Christy Walsh, to

Hampton.

to

decree
the
consent
association
went on record
the
as
"going to give full support
and co-operation to see that it has
a fair trial." However, no arbitration
complaints are anticipated from the

mittee for that grand

name bands.

comprises
be held in Los Angeles on the night of March 23
Joseph Scott, chairman; Ray Pollich, secretary; Joseph I. Breen,
Dr. Frank Barham, Manchester Boddy, Marty Brill, Mary D.
Isidore DockBriggs, Carl Laemmle, Jr., Matt Gallagher
weiler, George T. Davis, Mario Chamlee, Louis J. Canepa, Howard
Dr
Jones, Bill Henry, Judge C. L. Kincaid, A. C. Robbins
A. H. Giannini, Louella Parsons, Dr. Harry Martin, Victor Rossetti

Closing day will be given over tc
the National Variety Golf Tournament, a boardwalk parade and pageant with the farewell banquet in th«
evening closing the convention.
Additions to the list of convention
committees, announced by National
Chief Barker John H. Harris, include the following:

Discussing

Iowa operators and none have been
filed so far with the Des Moines
board.

The

exhibitors

spent

most

of

their time discussing proposed legislation and went on record as oppos-

ing bills regulating Bank Night,
taxing distributors $1,000 a year
and $1 a reel, using coupons for
sales tax, and increasing the tax on
admission prices, ranging from one
cent on 50 cents to five per cent
on two dollars or over.
The exhibitors are supporting
for
of
legislation
the
licensing
soundies ($240 annually), regulating
construction of movie houses and
getting five per cent credit on sales
tax paid by the 15th of the month.

Trailer and Shorts, George F.

and Edwin Schallert

FCC Okays Power Increase
For Loew's Station

WHN

{Continued from Page

ated by the Marcus

1)

Loew Booking

WHN

Guaranteed Gets Chaplin Shorts

Leslie

Fenton

Hap Hadlcy,

Jr.

Panel of Arbitrators
Appointed for Albany
Panel of arbitrators for the Al-

bany territory was announced yesterday by the American Arbitration
Association. The Albany panel represents the last group to be completed under the arbitration system
resulting from the consent decree
in the New York equity suit.

ald,

investment broker; Louis Groch,

manager

of J. S. Bache

&

Co.;

Mor-

Massachusetts Mutual
Life Insurance Co.; Addison Keim,
ton J.

Hall,

Dem-

bow, chairman; Banquet, Earl F
Sweigert, chairman; Printing Sup
plies, Harry Kalmine; Pier and The

Agency.
The construction permit which received the commission's okay authorized
to change its frequency from 1010 kilocycles to 1050
kilocycles under the North American regional broadcasting agreement, to increase its power from
one kilowatt night, five kilowatts
Personnel of the panel follows:
day, to 50 kilowatts, and to install
Braun, attorney; John B.
John
new transmitter equipment and directional antenna for both day and Cantwell, vice-president of the Delanight use.
ware Telephone Co. and a certified
Operation on the new frequency public accountant; Thomas Fitzger-

takes effect March 29.
Increase to
the new power is indefinite, due to
the lapse of time required to secure
and install the new transmitter, etc.

George W. Harvey

id

ater Courtesies, Frank Gravatt.
Harris also announced the com
plete National Publicity Committee
as follows: "Chick" Lewis, chairman;

Red Kann, co-chairman; Chester B
Bahn, James P. Cunningham, Abe)
Green, Sam Shain, Eli Sugarman
Ray Lewis, Herb Miller, Arthur Ungar, William Wilkerson, Mo Wax,
iie

Lionel Toll, Welford Beaton,
Harrison, and James Finn.

WEDDING

Pete

BELLS

—

Pittsburgh Engagement of Genevieve Harris, daughter of Mrs. and
the late Senator John P. Harris, organizer of the Harris Theater Circuit,
and sister of John H. Harris, present
head of this company, to Kenneth
Cook Hahn, of Bellevue, has been

executive vice-president of the First announced.
Guaranteed Pictures Co., Inc., has Trust Co.; Eugene Orvis, industrialacquired exclusive world distribution ist; David M. Schneider, director of
Vivian Myrteel
Warren, Ark.
rights to a group of 12 two-reel the Bureau of Research and Statis- May and Henry Sidney Wharton,
Charley Chaplin shorts which were tics, Department of Social Welfare; owner and manager of the Pastime
synchronized and released formerly Alfred J. Sporborg, Steefel Brothers, and Avalon Theaters, were married
by RKO.
Inc., and Charles Tobin, lawyer.
March 3.

—

loei

1
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Showdown on

Braden Sees Decree

'Kane' An Aid

to

Defense

(Continued from Page 1)

Sought by Welles
(Continued from Page 1)

and, in a formal statement, said:
"I believe that the public is entitled to see 'Citizen Kane.' For me
to stand by while this picture was
\suppressed would constitute a
be'
of faith with the public on
b
my part as a producer. I have at
this moment sufficient financial backing to buy 'Citizen Kane' from
and to release it myself."
It was revealed at the interview
that one major company had offered to buy the picture and release
it and that a syndicate of bankers

r—

RKO

expressed the willingness to
take over the production and distribute it and that another company had made a proposition whereby Welles would re-produce it foot-

had

m

DAILY

by-foot.
In his

statement, Welles denied
reports that the story was based on
the life of William Randolph Hearst.
He declared that "Citizen Kane" was
a story of a wholly fictitious character, and that the script had been
scrutinized and approved by both
RKO and the Hays organization.
Nobody, he insisted, in those groups
nor anybody associated with him in
the production believed that it represented anything but a psychological analysis of an imaginary individual.

try as an important contribution to
the national defense program.
"The decree and its provisions
for the arbitration of disputes," Braden said, "lifted a huge economic
burden from both the Government
and the movie industry at a time
when all our resources should be directed toward maintaining internal
unity and peace."

"Only a short time ago we had a
American industry and the
Government at odds with each other,
spending vast sums of money in a
legal controversy which was mounting in ill-will and suspicion.
Such
great

And on Saturdays

.

.

.

Goldwyn Will Press

—

Appomattox, Va. Nominated for
one of the busiest managers: John
Curtis Caldwell, owner of the Lee
Theater.

Monday
his

nights,

baseball

has a

team

of

meeting with
which is he is

manager, on Tuesday, his wife insists
on him going to bridge game on
Wednesday,
attends
Lions'
Club
meeting on Thursday, Friday he has
to go to meeting of the Board of
Directors of local bank, of which he
is a member, and on Saturday night
he is on hand to greet his patrons

(Continued from Page 1)

Foxes," goes before the cameras
in about two weeks.
In rapid succession, a Gary Cooper starring production and another starring Bob
Hope will be placed in work.
Pictures will go into production
before a distribution deal has been
tie

made.
West Coast Bureau of

—

at the theater.

Temporary Injunction

On

—

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
While Sam Goldwyn
yesterday adhered to his policy of
silence, declining to make any state-

ment on future

expensive litigation could not but
Non-Delivery of "U" Pix
adversely be reflected in the attitude of the general public while
Detroit
Temporary injunction
abroad it was just such situations was granted by the U. S. Circuit
which gave the impression that this Court in suit of Royal Theater Co.,
was a country of wide commercial operating the new second-run house,
and industrial strife.
against Universal Film Exchange,
"It was the realization of these when the exchange allegedly intendfacts which led both the Govern- ed to breach a contract and notified
ment and the motion picture indus- the plaintiff they would not deliver
try to find a way out and in a short "Back Street" for the period booked.
The plaintiff claims loss of goodfew months they moved from a position where they were spending mil- will because of advertising film as
lions to fight into one where the 'Big additional damages in asking for
Five' was spending a half million injunctive relief, and the court ordto keep peace.
And now by virtue ered the exchange to deliver the
of a consent decree, the Government, film as originally contracted, with
instead of prosecuting, is co-operat- case to be heard on its merits subing instead of dictating, is helping sequently.
self-regulation, and instead of drastic legislation, there exists a body
of guiding principles which can well
become the model for other indus-

Basis for the proposed suit, acWeisberger.
Arnold
to
cording
Welles' attorney, would be for speperformance of the contract tries to follow."
cific
Dealing more specifically with the
and anticipatory breach.
Welles declared that his reputa- arbitration provisions of the consent
tion as a producer was at stake and decree, Bx-aden pointed out that they
that RKO must release the picture would not only bring peace to the
by March 30 or he could do nothing industry, but would result in the
development of a practical set of
but take legal action.
During the press interview, Welles trade standards.
telephoned George J. Schaefer, RKO
"Through the filing of arbitration
president in Hollywood, and read claims by exhibitors, the defending
him the formal statement.
distributors will be in a position to
study those trade practices which
Tells Court
bring about the greatest number of
Chico
complaints and will thereby be in a
Of Schenck Deal Talks
position to take steps to avoid recurrences.
Thus controversies will
First evidence of a direct congrow less and less and the resultant
nection between entertainment exindustry more
penses and business dealings was harmony will give the
on
introduced yesterday in the Govern- time and money to concentrate
ment suit against Joseph M. Schenck such problems as better pictures and
Chico Marx told the Court greater audience attendance."

Production of Three

He attends Town Council

distribution deals, it
believed here that either Warners
or Paramount will get his product.
is

Conscience Aids Greeks
Because a patron of

Sniderman. Conscience-stricken patron sent the $4 to Sniderman yesterday, explaining that he was sure
that on one occasion he got change
for a $5 bill when he had only given
the cashier $1.
"If you find that you do not have
a corresponding shortage in your
funds, give the money to the church
or some good charity," was the patron's request.

LADY- NEW ORLEANS
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

when

tract with

M-G-M.

Westinghouse Reports
Profit of $18,985,428

The witness related that he had
Profits of Westinghouse Electric
numerous conversations with Schenck
& Manufacturing Co. for 1940 after
but that he later renewed the conThis testimony meeting taxes and ordinary and extract with M-G-M.
was in line with the defense's reit- traordinary expenses totaled $18,per share on
erated stand that deductions for en- 985,428, equal to $7.10
tertainment expenses were proper the common stock, according to the
company's annaul report sent out
since they led to valuable contacts
this week.
This figure compares to
for the company.
The Government called Sam Sil- $13,854,365, equal to $5.18 per share
Catharine on the common in 1939.
Schenck's barber;
Current assets as of Dec. 31 were
Sullivan, secretary to Joseph MosThe company
kowitz; Dolff Schradler, head of the set at $137,833,517.
Loew tax department, and John B. had its greatest expansion in its 55
Codd, West Coast controller of 20th- years of business during 1940, the
report stated.
Fox during the day.

JOHN WAYNE

•

ONA MUNSON

ver,

id

Proc-

War

Mark

that he had discussed a proposal to
sign a contract with 20th CenturyFox after the death of Irvine: Thalberg and the termination of his con-

RKO

tor's theater, Newark, has a conscience, the Greek
Relief Fund
will get $4 from Manager Eddie

RAY MIDDLETON • HENRY STEPHENSON
HELEN WESTLEY

I

•

Bernard Vorbaus

Director

--

=

-3

.
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UA

Joins Fighl

On

Russia Reported Paying Shanghai Exhihs.
For Playing Soviet Films instead of

(Continued from Page

prepared

on the

for

a

attack

bill.

Not only

he ready to question
constitutionality of the measure but
he said he would notify both committees today that Helen Lynch of
is

Minneapolis, who told the House
Judiciary Committee Monday that
the Catholic League of Decency was
backing the bill, actually had no
authority to speak for the League.
Shearer said United Artists would
be put out of business in Minnesota
by the bill and said he had been told
that company would send a representative from New York to oppose
the measure at the two hearings
today.
home office, it
(At the
was learned that Haskell Mas-

UA

Western division sales
manager, and Ralph Cramblatt,
sales
exchange
Minneapolis
manager, will represent the
company at the hearing today.
UA's long-established sales policy would be outlawed in Minnesota under the proposed measure calling for mandatory fullprogram deals).
Fred Strom, executive secretary
of Northwest Allied, was still confident last night that both House and
Senate Committees would recomters,

the bill for passage despite
the opposition of distributors.

mend

Cassil's $452,775 Damage
Suit vs. Dubinskys Starts
the
St. Joseph, Mo.— Not until
Durwood-Dubinsky Enterprises assumed control of theaters in the St.
Joseph downtown district did he

experience business difficulties at his
Rialto Theater, a suburban house,
Frank Cassil testified in Federal
Court here yesterday upon the opening of his suit for $452,775 damages
against the Dubinskys and eight maTrial is exfilm distributors.
pected to last a week.
Cassil testified that eight or nine
years ago he learned from Para-

jor

at Kansas
films two
weeks behind the Crystal, a Dubinsky House. Cassil was getting
a 20-cent admission at the Rialto,

mount

booking

City that he

offices

must play

and since the Crystal was charging
only 15 cents he was forced to cut
his price to 15 cents, with a consequent loss, he said.
Protests to the Paramount

office

brought the reply that the company
had made a deal with the Dubinskys
giving

them protection over other

theaters in connection
with a transaction the Dubinskys
had made for Paramount interests
St.

Joseph

downtown theaters.
Cassil asserted he was unable to
show some subsequent-run pictures
he bought for last year because they
were not made available to him bein

cause the Dubinsky houses
using them.

still

were

Agreement Assailed
(Continued from Page

Ark.

Tax Measure

In Tri-States Action

Will Affect Theaters
(Continued from Page

Omaha, Neb.

1)

retail
sales tax and
two per cent tax on the

present

the

place

gross

a

of merchants.
If
approved by the Senate,
the measure will become a law ef-

the

receipts

bill

is

fective July

Original

merchant

1.

bill

could

stipulated
either

that the
the

collect

tax or absorb it.
In either case,
however, the state would collect two
per cent of the gross receipts.

Screen Spectacle
West Coast Bureau

—

of

for Metro
THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Another big screen
spectacle looms with purchase by
Metro of "The Road Away From
Home," by Clifford Dowdy and Richard English. Novel deals with Arizona, just after the Civil War, when
fugitives from the South turned
West.

Goldberg Will Appeal

—

1)

League
it

of America, Inc., in whi
seeks an injunction to restrain t

defendant from enforcing the

minimum

New

Basic Film

S.

Shanghai (By Air Mail)
Russia is making a determined effort to replace
American, British and German films with Soviet product in theaters in Shanghai
and vicinity. Not only are Russian distribs. offering to supply films without cost,
but there are instances reported where "bonuses" are given small theater owners
for playing the Soviet features and newsreels. Additional, Soviet agents are said
to have acquired some small houses as direct propaganda outlets.

1)

final

MJ.

—

Minn. "Blocks-ol-5
was

Minimum

12, 19;

basic

agreement

m

whi

went into effect on March 1^*94
The plaintiff contends that th,
is an unlawful combination antr'ch
ii

it

is

compelling members of £
organization to sign

plaintiff

i

Dunn, attorney agreement which deprives them
for Ralph Goldberg, president of the the right to compete for playwrigh
State Investment Co., operator of in the production of plays.
the State Theater at Omaha, indiAmong the provisions of tl
cated he will appeal a decision agreement attacked by the suit
handed down by Judge James A. one which provides that manage
Donohue favoring Tri-States Theater and producers of plays are to I
Corp., in its Federal Court suit to ceive 40 per cent on the sale of m
enjoin operation of the State as a tion picture rights.
The complai
motion picture house.
contends that this percentage "is i
Dunn said he planned to post a adequate and fails to properly cor
bond to continue operation pending pensate members of the plaintiff o
I.

J.

the appeal.
ganization for the large investme
Tri-States, operator of the Omaha normally incurred by them in tl
and Orpheum Theaters, started the initial presentation of such plaj
action in September, 1939, charging without which presentation, in tl
the opening of the State violated Tri- vast majority of instances, such
States' lease of the Omaha Theater tion picture rights would have
property from the World Realty Co., value to the author."
Moreove
of which Goldberg also is president. plaintiff alleges, the producers a
not allowed to exercise reasonab
control over the sale of film rights

il

U

m

]

Otterbein Funeral Today
North Bergen, N. J. Funeral rites William Hutchins Dead
for William Otterbein, president of
Corning, Ark. William Hutchir
American Stage Equipment Co., will 49, operator of the State Theater,
be held today at 2 P.M. at his home, dead. He is survived by his wido
1501 41st St.
a son, and two sisters.

—

—

-

Hearing Today on Ga. An ii -"Five Block"

Bill

(See Column 4 Below)
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International In Scope
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Sosna Arbit'n

Hays Confers

Sent

Back

to

Senate's Legislation

R. At White House;
Foreign Situation, Defense Said Discussed

Mexico, Mo., Exhibitor's

Complaint Expected

Demand Names Non-Decree Cos.

be

Willi F.

I>.

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

for Re-filing
Washington

First arbitration case in the St.]
Louis territory has been filed by;
Louis M. Sosna, owner-manager of;
Sosna Theater, Mexico, Mo.!
the

—

Complaint names four companies
UA, Universal, Columbia and Repub-j
that are not parties to the con-!
lie
sent decree and it is likely that the;
form will be sent back for re-filing,|
is the new svstem limits arbitration;
jnder the decree to the five con-|
;enting companies, unless non-con-i
senting companies voluntarily elect:
to utilize the machinery.
(The American Arbitration
Association said yesterday that

—

— Will

MPPDA

Com. Defers Action on
The Measure for a Week

conferred yesterday with President Roosevelt at the White House on "the relation of movies to the world
situation." Following his call upon the President, Hays declined to tell reporters
what specific problems were discussed, but he observed that the "loss of European markets is a very serious blow to carry."
The MPPDA exec, who came here from New York, added that Latin-American markets for Hollywood product are of "great importance," but he would
not say whether production for that market was discussed.
Hays,

By GEORGE E. GUISE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Minneapolis
Over the protests of United Artists' representatives that the firm would

—

be driven out of the state by the
measure, the House Judiciary Committee of the Minnesota Legislature
late yesterday voted approval of the

was indicated that the foreign situation as well
co-operation in the national defense program were explored.

In administration quarters,
as the

prexy,

industry's

it

(Continued on Page 4)

$20,076,739 Profit

Ohio Will Continue

For Eastman in '40

Newsreel Censorship

Ga. Anli-'Five Block'

Hearing Today

Bill

(Continued on Page 9)

—

Ohio Legislative
Columbus, O.
A consolidated net income for
By LEE ROGERS
1940 of $20,076,739, which includes House Bill No. 240, to abolish cen-;
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Files
only the net profits of the parent sorship of newsreels, was turned
Atlanta, Ga. Public hearings on
company and wholly owned subsidi- down cold Tuesday night by the;
Solid sup- the Edenfield Bill, which proposes a
aries in the western hemisphere, was Educational Committee.
(Continued on Page 3)
Arbitration
Eastman port by the teacher groups and simireported
yesterday by
Kodak. This figure is equivalent to lar organizations spelled its doom.
Dept. to Co-operate
per share on the common stock.
Significant to observers was the
Second arbitration $7.96
Milwaukee
mention
of the prinno
fact
that
of
earnings
for
1939
totaled
$21,Net
:ase to be filed in Milwaukee was
ciple involved was made. Those opmnounced here yesterday when Lee! 537,577, or $8.55 per share on the,
posed to the measure hammered on;
Full co-operation of the United
Macklin, of the Grand Theater, New common stock, but foreign subsidithe one idea that abolishing news-: States Army on the world premiere
London, Wis., charged unreasonable aries contributed to some extent to
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
clearance in a complaint against
Cen20th
Paramount,
Inc.,
Loew's,
(Continued on Page 9)
Stockholders Re-elect
Pa. Bill Asks

Wis.

Macklin

—

Demand

—

War
On Opening

:

1

Referendum

Booking Contracts to Fore
In Cassil-Dubinsky Case

On

"Meet John Doe"
Rich in Box Office

Universal Corp. Board

Daylight Saving

—

A bill proposing All retiring directors of Universal
referendum at the 1941 Corp. were re-elected yesterday at
Depositions re- Fall primary to determine whether the annual meeting of the stockholdSt. Joseph, Mo.
Nate
nting to booking contracts between Pennsylvania should adopt daylight ers. Members of the board are
{Continued on Page 9)
saving time as the official time dur- J. Blumberg, Paul G. Brown. D. C.
ing the Summer months was intro- Collins, J. Cheever Cowdin, Preston
Harrisburg, Pa.

is

talking a deal

with

producer of the Kate
Smith radio shows, to become the
company's musical consultant. Paramount aims to eliminate as much as
possible the element of chance in
Collins leaves for
song selections.
the Coast March 24 to produce four
Kate Smith Hour programs which "will
feature air premieres of Para, releases,
and will confer at the studio on the

Ted

deal.

Collins,

39 Pix

Sales,

Warners, distributor of the picand to the thousands of show-

to

ture,

men who

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

picture

—

film

exchanges, including both independent and producer-affiliated, received

is

it

(Continued on Page 4)

from

it

J

J.

full

report

review, turn to Page 7.

of

last

night's

double

Broadway premiere at the Rialto and
the Hollywood, see Along the Rialto,
Page 3.)

— BAHN.

5

N(

story,
it

is

(Continued on Page 4)

"1

in

how

proven box office ingredients.

all

For

Hollywood
A survey showing
the annual income of actors
and actresses numerically at the Census Bureau issued today. This
half-way point of their careers was was an increase of 10.4 per cent over
that

theme and

difficult to see

Certainly,

(For

film rentals, of $243,482,000 in 1939, according to a preliminary report of the
receipts, principally

in

can
embellished
with a wealth of socko drama, effective comedy and suspenseful action

and

THE FILM DAILY

— Motion

title

—

masses, both
miss.

Washington

the

For this saga of the "little fellow"
chap who passes by on the
street with nothing to distinguish him
from the mob is directed to the

Gain of 10.4% Over 1929; Exchanges Fewer
Washington Bureau of

it,

"Meet Jack Dough."

—the

$243,482,000

Screen Actors' Median
Wage at $4,700 Yearly

exhibit

will

well might be

(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 4)

Para. Bids Collins
As Musical Adviser
Paramount

To Frank Capra and Robert Risit may be "Meet John Doe," but

kin,

a state-wide

—

"Wings"

)
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Arbit'n

Appeals Board

Schenck's 1935-37 Income
Mainly From Dividends

Guests at Reception
Members

of the appeals board of
the motion picture arbitration sysVol. 79, No. 50
Thurs., March 13, 1941
10 Cents
tem were the guests of honor yesterday at a reception for industry
JOHN W. AL1COATE
Publisher
executives,
exhibitors,
the
trade
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
Ceneral Manager press and special guests on the 67th
CHESTER B. BAHN
An inspecEditor floor of the RCA Bldg.
tion of the board's offices on the
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and 14th floor followed the reception.

::::::
:

Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
Entered as
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the

New

York, N. Y., under the
1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should
$3.00.
remit with order.
Address all communications
post-office

at

March

act of

3,

THE FILM DAILY,

to

New

Filmday,

Broadway,

1501

Phone
New York, N. Y.
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.

BRyant

9-7117,

Cable address:

York.

—

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
Calif
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone
Ernest W. Fred
Granite 6607.
man. The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St..
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Hade, Le Film, 29 Rue

LONDON—

Marsoulan

CITY— Marco

MEXICO

(12).

Aurelio Galindo,

Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Sindi-

Calle del

The major part of Joseph M.
Schenck's $2,000,000 income for the
years 1935-37 came from dividends
on his stockholdings in 20th-Fox,
Francis T. Kelly, auditor for the
company, testified.
Schenck's personal contract called for $2,500 per
week plus reasonable expenses, he

EDWARD H. GRIFFITH, Paramount prodw
left
Hollywood last night for Mil)
and Nassau to scout locations for "Dildo C;
BEN HECHT

JAMES

stated emphatically that there was
no plan apparent to him to deprive

M. Proskauer. Mrs. A. W. Putnam,
Miss Nancy Putnam, Martin Quigley.
Grad Sears, C. V. Whitney,
William Zimmerman, Leopold Friedman, Gordon Youneman, J. Noble
Braden, Charles Wall. George Little,
Terry Ramsaye, Red Kann, Al Steen,
Sam Shain, Sherwin Kane, Larry
Stessin. Austin Keough, Sam Dem-

the offices of Joseph H. Moskowitz,
co-defendant, during each of the
years in question and had placed the
seal of their approval upon the returns after personally scrutinizing
all records.
returns,
Preparation
of
these

over,

GRAINGER left Chicago
New Orleans.

R.

Government of

More-

taxes.

to start

Proposes State Okay
For N. Y. Theater Plans

FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, March 12);

Albany

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Low

Close

5V8

5i/8

1333/4 133 V2

1333/4

High

Chg.

Am.

Seat.
Col. Picts. vtc.

Columbia
Con. Fm.

(2y2 %)

Picts.

5'/4

+

Va

pfd

Ind

East.

Kodak

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

14

131/2

14

32y8

3 2 1/2

325/8

Paramount

113/8

n

n

Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
Pa'he Film

10i/
2
8i/

103/8
83/8

103/8

20th C?ntury-Fcx
61/4
20th Century-Fox pfd. IS
Univ. Pict. pfd

6y8

6Ve

2

RKO
.

.

Warner Bros
do

3

18

3

3

—
—
—

3
/s
3/8
i/
8

>/2

-f

pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4 s47
Bros.' dbs. 6s48 94i/4

94%

94l/4

—

l/

4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

9V4

9i/4

91/4

Universal Corp. vtc...
Universal Picts

6V2

672

6'/2

N.

Y.

—

</4

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

.

.

requires

measure,

which

was

intro-

completion
inspection
after
and
makes it the duty of State Troopers
and other officials to enforce the provisions.
Theaters in cities of 500,000 or more would be excepted.

Grainger Sees Exhibitor
Benefits from N. Y. Decree

—

Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i/?s46
Para. B'way 3s55

Warner

which

+ % duced by Assemblyman James J.
+ V4 Wadsworth of Genessee, provides for

8V2

18

bill

that plans for constructing and altering building's, including theaters,
shall be submitted to the Industrial
Commissioner for his approval was
proposed in the Legislature yesterday.

The

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

—A

66
58i/4

Asked
69

Department

had

visited

Schadeler said, were made without
Schenck's interference from filed
bills and vouchers turned over to
both Moskowitz and himself.

left last night for Hollyw|
work on her next picture at 20th-Fo>
arrives Saturday frop- .
'!

Coast.

ti

ARTHUR HORNBLOW,

61

Bernerd, Golden Associate

N. Y. Legislature Sends

—

Harrisburg, Pa. Action on a series
of bills designed to legalize horse
racing, slot machines, pin ball ma-

"The Kiss

of

Death"

EastbounaH
Wanted WinjT

is

the Astor Theater premiere of "I

LIEUT.

BIERNE

LAY,

whose

JR.,

book

'":

il

EDDIE

CANTOR

and "Time to Smile"

troupe leave the Coast today for

in

New

*

air shf

York,

LESLIE ATLASS, CBS v.-p. in Chicago,
Hollywood tomorrow to confer on
twice-weekly air show.

hull

j

*

i|

is

Gil

B

in

Autry's

a

CHARLES

MOSS, managing director of
and MRS. MOSS, leave tomorrow fo
B.

Criterion,
Florida vacation.

to
,tjj

<

''.

ROBERT J. O'DONNELL
NED E. DEPINET is en

is
here from Dall.
route back from h

(„

Coast.

!

JACK CARSON,
in

player,

visiting his

parei:

spending

seve'l

Milwaukee.

HERMAN

CLUCKSMAN

BOB BENJAMIN,
is

is

en route to

is

Ip
[,

Calif.

attorney for Pathe and PR

E.I

Hollywood.
|

Budget

to

Gov. Lehman

ABE MATTES, NAT RUB.
and ELLIOTT KRONISH of New Haven are

LOU

BROWN,

:-

|;1 |

0!

York to see HARRY SHAW, division manaj
of Loew-Poli, New Haven, off for Panama.

New

—

Albany Both houses of the Legislature completed action on a $384,HARRY EGERT, National Screen division sa
000,000 budget yesterday, sending it manager, in New Haven in connection with t
Beat
Par Drive.
executive
Lehman
for
Governor
to
consideration.
The Republican maCEORCE WEBER, New Haven Metro checki
jorities, in altering the Governor's supervisor, is on a special assignment in Cev
proposals, eliminated double taxation land.
on odd share lots. The elimination
came in for Senate criticism by mi- Short Subject to
nority members who said the savings
Feature Films
will benefit "a select group of brokers."
Dealers in theater stocks are
Preliminary to the launching c
in favor of the odd lots stock transhis feature production program, I
rer change effected.
W. Hammons will start next week o
a short subject titled "Hands of Des
1940
Trans-Lux Reports
tiny."
Picture will be based on th
findings Of Dr. Joseph Ranald, note
Net Profit of $76,083
authority on hand analysis and hand
A not profit of $76083 after de- writing.
Short will be made at the Easter;
meciation. amortization, Federal and
Canadian income taxes, was renort- Service Studio with Al Christie di
Story was written by Vi
ed this week bv Trans-Lux Corn, recting.
for the year pnded Dec. 31. 1940. Bloom and Ted Hekt. Pending dis
This is enuivalent to 10 cents per tiibution deals will not be consum
share on the 724.803 sharps of capi- mated until the picture is completed

Precede

Hammons'

Exceptional Business

Marks "Doe"

—

in

Miami

Miami
With excellent weather
chines and Bingo p-ames in Pennsyl- nrevailinp the Capra-Riskin "Meet
vania will be indefinitely postponed, John Doe" opened at the Paramount
Jeffrey Bernerd will be associated it was decided this week by the Sen- and the Beach theaters yesterday
with Edward Golden in the produc- ate Judiciary General Committee.
to exceptional business. First house
tion of "The Kiss of Death," which
Sen. John M. Walker, chairman started the film in the afternoon,
is to be made by the recently formed of the committee, told Sen. John J. whilp the
second opening was an
University Films Productions, Inc. Haluska, sponsor of all the measures, evening affair. This eitv shared the
The former head of Grand National that the group considered all the "world premiere" distinction with
Films in England will leave shortly bills,
but
indicated
they
were New York, Lbs Angeles and Oklafor Hollywood.
homa City.
"pickled" for this session.

On

JR.,

used for the adaptation, accompanies him.

Schadeler said, agents of the

Treasury

Chicago The New York consent
decree will enable exhibitors to accumulate a backlog of quality films
Tames R. Grainger, Republic prexy,
said here yesterday prior to his departure for Dallas and New Orleans. tal stock excluding 60,357 shares in
Grainger said he found business the treasury.
This compares with a net of $85.here good and he exnressed himself
as ontimistic over the outlook na- 858 eouivalent to 12 cents per share
on 723,803 shares in 1939. Current
tionally.
assets as of Dec. 31 were set at
$224,121.

Pa. Games, Racing Bills
Postponed Indefinitely

n.]

FRANCIS TROUT

weeks at Lone Palm,

Bill

last

and

Dallas

for

(I'll!

leaves today for the Coast.

SONJA HENIE

Among those present were: Jack
Alicoate, Tom Connors, Max A. Cohen, Leonard Goldenson, Joseph Hazen, James V. Hayes, Chick Lewis,
Leon Netter, Louis Phillips, Joseph

the

and GOIilG

director,

said.

The defense scored a point when
The appeals board consists of Van
Vechten Veeder, chairman; George Dolph Schadeler, Loew tax head who
had made out Schenck's returns,
W. Alger and A. W. Putnam.

bew, Roy Chartier, Gilbert Fraumhar, C. Stanley Thompson and others.

COminG

-

.

Meanwhile, Hammons is preparhu;
feature to be produced on a largi
scale in either Hollywood or the East
Title is "Tomorrow For Sale" an<
was written by Nell Shipman.
a

ip

hi

13,151
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Ohio Will Continue

Ga. Anfi-'Five Block'

Newsreel Censorship

Bill

Hearing Today

bit'
•::Ci

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

censorship would mean the tax
revenue loss of $32,000, this money
now supporting the department of
visual education.
In this respect,
an odd angle came out: In 1933,
r
jjp the tax was dropped (lasting
Wbonths) the Ohio P-TA was in
rj isvov of no
censorship; Tuesday
their strong influence was on the
reel

other side.

Newspapers Approved

'4

Bill

Much comment has been made

in

weeks regarding HB 240,
Ohio newspapers editorially giving
recent

ltd

their approval, holding the censorship to be a direct violation of constitutional rights. Informed sources

•

•

LAST

•

•

BOTH

Warner hung out the "world premiere" shingle
in front of two institutional Broadway houses. .....
their own Hollywood and the Jimmy Dunn-managed Rivoli
In
each instance it was in beha'f of "Meet John Doe"
the latest Frank
Capra contribution. .... .with GaTy Cooper and Barbara Stanwyck in
the top spots
Long lines of cash customers
besieged the boxoffices of both theaters
despite flurries of wet snow
.

night the Messrs.

—

T

T
•

started,"
asserting that in view of "the kicking around the industry got" on
newsreel censorship, a concerted

ends of the dual debut hereabouts
(Los
Angeles and Miami dittoed last evening).
enjoyed the fanfare which top product generally gets
when given to the
world via the Great White Way
Unusual glamour and import was accorded the double-barreled event
through the
presence of an impressive array of social luminaries ...... and

soon be made to "open
up the Ohio Censorship Board."

as to the run-o'-mine fans

told

The Film Daily

the fight

drive

"is

yesterday that

just getting

will

E. D. Dietrich, State Director of
Education, under whose jurisdiction
the Ohio censor board comes, said
his objections to the bill were twofold.
First he admitted the finan-

setup was all important; secondly, he insisted that today, of all
times, it is necessary to keep a
cial

watchful eye on newsreel contents.

However, he was careful to emphathat nothing had happened to
warrant condemnation of newsreels,
that his quarrel is with those who
would take advantage of the exsize

cellent reputation

of the
industry.

American

motion picture
Against Foreign Propaganda Pix
Dietrich pointed out that without
newsreel censorship many foreign
propaganda films, turned down as
features, might possibly be resubmitted as newsreels, and be approved automatically despite objectionable dialogue and scenes.
To prove his argument he said

Board had just rejected as
"harmful"
a
German-made film
using the "March of Time" technique, holding it to be a matter of
opinion whether a picture of this

the

type should be called a feature or a
newsreel.

Sam

Schribner Out of Hospital

Sam

A. Schribner, treasurer of the
Actors' Fund of America, has left
the Lawrence Hospital, Bronxville.
Schribner will spend a further recuperation period at home.

WEDDING BELLS
Baltimore

—

Maxwell Weinberg,

manager

of the Little Theater and
correspondent of The Film Daily,
was married to Martha Berman of
this city Monday.
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Olympe Bradna will
wed Douglas Wood Wilhoit, socialite,
May. 14.

L

T
•

other prominent folk

to

whom

Capra is catnip
as well
John Doe was on the screen

and while there is no family connection
socially prominent Mrs. John Doe
mother of Miss Doris, the Metropolitan
Opera star
was on hand for the premiere. .... .So were
Miss Doris, Count and Countess Gusta Morner, Mr. and Mrs.
Maeterlinck, Mr. and Mrs. Messmore Kendall, Mr. and Mrs. Andre
Maurois, Lady Baillieu and party
James Gillain, Blaine
Faber, and the Misses Helen Steadman, Mary Ellen Cookman,
Hope Carroll, Josephine Johnson, Betty Hatch and Mary Ellen
Sousa

T
•

•

OTHER

•
Mi'.zi

T

New

people jaded

Green, George Burns and Gracie Allen

Wiseman, Arthur "Bugs" Baer and Mrs. Baer, Alfred
Hubert and Lady Wilkins, Lady Auckland,

moment

doubtless more

to

the

Sir

William

McCosker,

Norman Angel

those reel

trade

Sir
J.

(stet)

Sir

Of

aristocrats

and Exhibitor were right on deck
They were exemplified by Jack Cohen, Meyer
Schine, Arthur W. Kelly, Gradwell L. Sears, Joseph Bernhard, Carl
the Messrs. Producer, Distributor

to

"Meet John Doe"

Leserman, Mort Blumenstock,

Sam

Sam

Schneider,

T
•

AT

T

T

luncheon held yesterday in the Rockefeller
Center Luncheon Club in honor of Walter Reade, Sr
that
esteemed gent found very valuable time on his hands
in
the form of a costly watch presented by his RKO associates to
commemorate recent opening of the RKO Trent in Trenton
and the ground-breaking ceremonies today for a new RKO house
Watch was bestowed in the person of Malcolm
in Trenton
Kingsberg, vice-chairman of the KAO board
Another gift
went to Walter Reade, Jr., who dons the raiments of Uncle
Among those present were John J.
Sam's Army tomorrow
O'Connor, Leon Goldberg, Fred Meyers, Major Leslie Thompson,
Alex Reoch, J. M. Brennan, all of RKO
and Richard Huber,
Allan Wolf and Charles Bryan

•

a

T
•

•

•

T

Fullest co-op e'er given

a pic

org.

by Sateve-

has been grabbed by Bob Gillham's Paramounteers

post

the interest

scale

STUFF:

in

thai the

of

"The Lady Eve"

Tieups were

Chicago, Pittsburgh and Philly

very core

of

"SatEVEpost"

is

It's

what

Theater owners have admitted
they don't know whether such a law
as the Georgia-proposed one would
be constitutional in anv state other
than one in which a film exchange
located, due to interstate commerce regulations.

was

St.

Louis

St.

Bow

Louis

—

for "Sis

it

is!

Hop-

kins," will have its world premiere
at the 5,000-seat Fox here on Apr. 4.

TO TIME COLORS!
—

Harry Nordin,
Richmond, Va.
Neighborhood Theaters Home Office,
who went to Fort Meade with the
Richmond Blues, has been promoted
Algier Grace, Westto Corporal.
hampton aide, joined the Navy and
is stationed on inshore patrol in Norfolk.
Leroy Branch, porter of the
Byrd, enlisted in the army and was
sent to Fort Meade, Md.

in

—

Scranton, Pa. Lawrence Wynne,
usher, Comerford Theater, has been
drafted.

—

New Haven John Perakos, son of
Exhibitor Peter Perakos of New
Britain and Thompsonville, has joined
John had taken over
the Marines.
management of the Strand, Thompsonville, after his brother Speri left
for service last week.
Edward

Canelli,

a coincidence

Warner exchange

assistant shipper here, leaves Friday
for service, and Sidney Lax, Columbia shipper, is also scheduled to leave
at the same time.

New Haven— Members of the Warner exchange staff will give a dinner
party tonight for two of their fellowworkers called to the

Dwyer

arid

William

—

Charles Safer, of the WoTheaters, Inc. art departis now at Fort Blending.

Miami
metco
ment,

colors,

Pete Canelli.

made on a grand
only

Hopkins"

Republic's "Sis

Morris, A. Schneider,

Agnew, Leonard Schlesinger, Stewart MacDonald
Harry Goldberg, Ben Ka! mens on, Roy T. Haines, Ed Schnitzer, Jack Schaeffer, Joe
Hummell, Joseph Hazen and Arthur Sachson
'mong others

Neil

•

distributors and championed by theater operators, has already passed
the Senate without a dissenting
vcte.
Distributors' lawyers say the
Senators thought the bill was an administration one, which it is not.
Distributors are contending that
the New York consent decree, which,
it is claimed, the Edenfield bill will
supersede, should be given a chance
to work before any new laws are
Films were sold in Georset up.
gia under the same provisions as
provided in the Edenfield bill this
year.

and did

Yorkers stare at

were Fannie Hurst Prince and Princess Obo-

as usual last night
lensky,

T

20 per cent cancellation on all film
contracts in Georgia, will be held
at noon today before the House Judiciary Committee No. 1.
The measure, being opposed by

Indianapolis

—Arthur M. True, Na-

tional Theater salesman, will leave

March 21

for

Camp

Livingston, La.

—

3te=
Minn. Anli-5 Blocks
Gets House Com.

Okay

'39 Pix Sales,

$243,482,000

1)

om Page

the comparable total of $220,605,000
in 1929.

we will not be able
Minnesota, if this bill
(That the five decree conpasses."
senting companies might not be able
to continue selling films in Minnesota if the bill becomes law was
indicated in The Film Daily on
to

quite possible
sell

in

was

exchanges

are

the

ber of exchanges and over 85 per
cent of the receipts of the two types
combined. Average receipts of producer exchanges for the year 1939
amounted to $696,000 compared with
only $152,000 for independents. Total
tors now can see every film before expenses of independents amounted
to 21.3 per cent of net sales, comthey buy it.
David Shearer, attorney for four pared with 12.8 per cent for proof the majors who have accepted
the New York censent decree, raised
Depf. to Co-operate
two new opposition points when he
of
appeared at the two meetings.

Monday).
Levy praised the new arbitration
system as speedy and inexpensive
and called attention to fact exhibi-

No
He

Provision for Cancelled Pix

—

The report stated that owing

tl

1

the

—

Median

Wage

"Wings"

(Continued from Page 1)

Wanted Wings" at the Astor
Theater on March 26 was pledged
to Paramount yesterday.
Decision
of the War Department to take part
in the opening was forwarded to
each year and added

called attention to the fact the
Northwest Allied bill provides no
way for distributors to dispose of the
20 per cent of product which might

1)

with the exception of
company's German companies.

8.1

uncertainty surrounding
th
operations of the subsidiary cojj
panies located outside the Amerfth
the exchange restrictions which\«
most completely prohibit the remil
tance of dividends, and the difficul
ties of obtaining financial account;
it was deemed conservative by th
directors to omit from the 1940 con
solidated profits the earnings o
such subsidiary companies. It furth
er stated that as some of these com
panies operated at a loss, an amoun
dent.
of $250,000 was deducted from con
New York is the leading state in solidated profits to provide for sucl
number and sales, accounting for losses.
20.4 per cent of total receipts for
1940 Sales Total $122,618,828
the country as a whole, followed by
Caliiornia with 10.7 per cent and
Sales of the Eastman Kodak Co
Pennsylvania with 8.9 per cent. New and its consolidated subsidiary conr
lork nad 98 exchanges of which 67 panies to the trade totaled $122,618,were independent and 31 producer 828, an increase of 9.50 per cent foi
and sales of $49,598,000 oi which 1940, as compared with sales of the
$y,«39,0O0 was independent and $39,- same companies for 1939. Sales in
759,000 producer. California had 44 the United States totaled $112,942,825
exenanges of which 23 were indepen- for 1940 compared to U. S. sales ol
dent and 21 producer and sales of $103,805,179 for 1939, an increase oi
$26,055,000 oi which independents 8.80 per cent.
Sales to companies
took $8,792,000 and producers $17,- excluded from the consolidation dePennsylvania follows with creased from $11,856,298 in 1939 to
263,000.
2o exchanges of which seven are in- $8,277,952 in 1940. Impossibility of
dependent and 18 producer and sales shipping goods to many European
of $21,71o,000 of which $439,000 went countries accounts for this decrease,
to independents and $21,276,000 to the report stated.
A wage dividend of $2,396,054 payproducers.
The report is limited to establish- able to employes on March 24, 1941,
ments engaged primarily in renting has been authorized by the directors,
or selling, as in the case of some it was stated.
independents films for exhibition.
Taxes Soar Skyward
Exchanges specializing in pre-vues,"
Taxes for 1940 equaled $3.50 per
newsreels, and "shorts" are included
share on the common stock compared
as wel las those handling features.
to $1.79 in 1939 and $.92 in 1929, according to the report. Current assets
Screen Actors'
as of Dec. 28, 1940, were set at
at $4,700 Yearly
$100,890,661. Total cash was set at
A total of $35,000,000
$30,548,050.
(Continued from Page 1)
in defense orders was listed by the
$4,700 per year, was made public report as of date, with the report
this
week by the Screen Actors stating that in conformity with the
Guild.
Survey was based on a company policy established in 1917
canvass of the earnings of 300 "class all such contracts for special miliA" members of the Guild for 1937- tary equipment shall be limited to
not more than 10 per cent of cost.
39.
Average income among the 300
players was $14,867, but the report Pa. Bill Asks
explained that this figure was due ot
Daylight Saving
the higher salaries in the upper
brackets and it was pointed out that
(Continued from Page 1)
only 6.1 per cent of the group earned
duced in the House by Rep. J. P.
more than $2,000 weekly.
Other percentage groups divide as Moran. The measure is designed to
"end, once and for all," the conflict
follows in the report: Group 1
those earning $499 weekly or less, caused by some municipalities adopt42 per cent; Group 2 those earning ing daylight time while others re-

more important, accounting for approximately 60 per cent of the num-

War
On Opening

(Continued from Page

this figure

per cent for tne latter.
$32,544,000 to Independents
A breakdown of the exchanges
show that of the 017 total 303 were
producer-affiliated and 214 independent.
Of the $243,482,000 him rentals, $2i0,93a,0o0 was producer and
The $33,$32,o44,UUd independent.
o39,uuu operating expense was divided as $26,914,000 producer and
The 11,332
$6,925,000 independent.
employes were divided, 9,639 producer, and 1,693 independent, and
tne $21,190,000 payroll was $1V,088,000 producer and $4,107,000 indepen-

The preliminary report comments
producer

and payroll of the former
12.6 per cent of receipts, com-

pared witn

creased.

that

For Eastman in '40

I)

ducers,

anti-block-of-five
of Allied TheThe report discloses there were
ater Owners of the Northwest.
617 exchanges in 1939 compared with
The bill now goes on House Gen- o33 in 1929. Each, branch of a proeral Orders and will be reached
ducer maintaining more than one
within a few days.
exenange is counted separately in tne
Legislation
The Senate General
Census report. Average annual reCommittee, which was hearing op- ceipts per exchange amounted t o
ponents of the measure at the time $4<0,9o2 in 1939 compared with $413,the House committee recommended a93 ten years earlier.
passage, delayed action for a
its
11,332 Received $21,195,000
week.
Employment
was provided for 11,At the Senate hearing, M. A. Levy,
332 persons, who were paid $21,195,Northwest district manager for 000 in the form of salaries and wages
20th Century-Fox, declared it was during 1939. Average annual earn"quite possible" that 20th Century- ings per employee amounted to
Fox would not be able to sell pic- $1,670. Payroll for the year amounted
co 8.7 per cent of sales.
For each
tures in Minnesota if the bill be- $100 of receipts, $8.70 went for payroll in 1939, slightly above the corcame law.
responding hgure ol $8.10 in 1929.
Might Drive 20th-Fox From State
Total operating or "overhead" ex"Our selling and releasing sched- penses, including payroll but not
ule would have to be entirely dif- cost ol the films, amounted to $33,ferent in Minnesota from that in the 639,000 or 13.9 per cent of sales. In
other seven states in my district," 1929 the expense ratio was 15.7 per
Levy said.
"Minnesota exhibitors cent. Whereas payroll per dollar of
would have to play pictures far be- sales increased slightly between 1929
hind those in nearby cities in Wis- and 1939, total operating expenses,
It expressed as percentage of sales deconsin, Iowa and the Dakotas.
bill

is

$20,076,739 Profit

Gain.of 10.4%JUver 192»; Exchanges Fewer «»
(.Continued f

(Continued from Page
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of "I

be cancelled
Robert M. Gillham, Paramount's dithat they would not be able to sell
any films which might be acquired rector of publicity and advertising.
Official Washington will be repreReferendum
from other producers after a seasented at the premiere by key figson's product had been sold.
ures, including executives of the
Donald Rogers, Minneapolis at- War Department, U. S. Army Air
torney, retained by United Artists, Corps, Office of Production Manageappeared before both committees ment and officers of the Second
and Ralph Cramblet, United Artists Corps Area and Mitchell Field, as
manager here, spoke at the House well as Hollywood celebrities.
hearing.
Both said their company
Festivities will be keyed by a
would not be able to operate in the giant electric display covering the
state if the bill passed because of entire front of the theater and built
$500 to $999 weekly, 36.3 per cent; main on standard time.
UA's single-picture selling policy. around a surprise animation in the Group 3 those earning $1,000 to
(That United Artists would oppose spirit of the aviation theme of the $1,999 weekly, 14.9 per cent.
Herczag Files in Bankruptcy
N. W. Allied's bill was reported in picture.
The r ar Department and
The median in Group 1 was reJeza Herczag, author, filed a petiyesterday's Film Daily).
Army Air Corps have special plans ported as $2,000; the average $3,048, tion in bankruptcy yesterday in the
Miss Helen Lynch, secretary of of their own which will be revealed The median in Group 2, $6,075; Federal Court listing $71,129 liabiliCatholic Legion of Decency in Min- shortly.
average, $8,296.
The median in ties and no assets. The petitioner,
neapolis, and who said she spoke for
The New York Journal-American Group 3, $20,000; average, $23,119. who formerly worked in Hollywood,
the League, again favored the anti- will plug the picture through a model
The median of those earning above named among creditors, Alexander
bill when she appeared before the airplane contest running from March
$2,000 weekly was given as $103,500, Korda, Winfield R. Sheehan, Otto
House committee.
17-29.
with the average at $113,344.
Preminger and Frank Orsatti.
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—

—
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"ZIEGFELD GIRL"
M-G-M's

Among

by Jokn La Gatta, one of the celebrated

artists'

series

in

national competition to capture tbe spirit of tbe Ziegfeld Girl of 1941.

other tamed

artists

who have

contributed are McClelland Barclay, Neysa

McMein, Gilbert Bundy and Albert Varga.

!

"Take Your

You've got a date with the

M-G-M

has kept

its

It

girls

rrom the

Follies!

promise to top "The Great Ziegreld"!

tooh money to ao

It

America!"

Seats,

it!

took months oi planning, months or dreaming dreams!

With no expense

M-G-M
It is

spared!

proudly presents "The Ziegreld Girl"

a Pageant or Stars

and Song and Spectacle!

Ten marquees could not hold

its

names in

lights!

JAMES STEWART JUDY GARLAND HEDY LAMARR LANA TURNER
And countless other great entertainers and Girls! Girls! Girls!
•

•

•

Darlings in diamonds, honey-haired hlondes, red-heads, hrunettes

M-G-M comhed

America ror

its

most ramous

heauties.

Celehrated models, ramed races rrom the magazine covers

Never such

a wealth or reminine loveliness

Spectacular musical numhers one alter another!

"Minnie rrom Trinidad"

More than you'd rind

•

"You Stepped Out
in a whole season or

Dream" and others!
Broadway musicals!

or a

Lidhts! Curtain! Bravo!

/

i

,

\

.

Starring

JAMES STEWART

JUDY GARLAND

HEDY LAMARR
LANA TURNER

C/rl

TONY MARTIN JACKIE COOPER IAN HUNTER CHARLES WINNINGER
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON PHILIP DORN Screen Play by Marguerite Roberts and

with

•

•

•

•

Sonya Levien

•

Directed by

ROBERT

Z.

LEONARD Produced by PANDRO
•

S.

BERMAN An M-G-M
.

Picture

—
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new n litis

R€VI€IUS Of the

:<

"A Dangerous Game"

"Meet John Doe"
With Gary Cooper and Barbara Stanwyck
Warners-Capra-Riskin

123

with

Richard Arlen,

"Rage

Andy Devine,

"Secret Evidence"

with Robert Montgomery and

Jeanne Kelly

Mins.

Heaven"

in

with

Marjorie

Bergman

Ingrid

:,

.v
Reynolds,

Charles

Quigley,

Ward McTaggart

63 Mins. Metro
82 Mins. Producers Releasing Corp.
SOCKO DRAMA, EFFECTIVE COMEDY Universal
65 Mins.
MODERATELY INTERESTING CRIME
AND SUSPENSEFUL ACTION MAKE THIS
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
MODERATELY INTERESTING MELLER
"MEET JACK DOUGH" FOR AMERICA'S MELLER SUFFERS FROM WEAK MASTARK REALISM AND SUPERB CRAFTS- WILL SERVE AS PROGRAM FARE FOR
TERIAL.
SHOWMEN.
MANSHIP PUT THE ACCENT IN THIS SMALLER SPOTS.
Elements for an amusing and absorbing SOMBRE DRAMA ON ART.
Frank Capra and Robert Riskin, it
As an offering for the nabe trade this

"Meet John Doe," but

)e

distributor of the picture,

sands of showmen
title well might be

to Warners,
and to the thou-

who will exhibit it,
"Meet Jack Dough."

the

—

For this saga of the "little fellow"
the
chap who passes by on the street with
nothing to distinguish him from the mob
is directed
to the masses, both in theme
and in story, and it is difficult to see how
miss.
Certainly, it is embellished
it can
with a wealth of socko drama, effective
comedy and suspenseful action all proven
box office ingredients.
As to whether they are always employed
to the best advantage, however, opinions
probably will differ.
There is a noticeable
tendency to unevenness in the telling of
the story, and the tempo is not always sustained.
Sticklers for realism and the reali-

—

ties,

too,

may look askance

at certain

as-

the plot.
Especially the sugarending, which sees the would-be
American "Fascist" leader a sudden convert
to the "good neighbor" cause.
To the vast majority of movie-goers,
however, "Meet John Doe" with its many
brilliantly plotted and written scenes, developed by Riskin from the Richard ConnellRobert Presnell original, its corking performances by Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck,
Edward Arnold, Walter Brennan,
James Gleason, Spring Byington and a dozen or so others in the principal speaking
roles, and its flashes of Capra genius will
provide more than two hours of absorbing
entertainment.
Technically, too, the picture shapes up to
the high level Capra has set as producerdirector.
George
Barnes'
photography,
Stephen Goosson's art direction, Dimitri
Tiomkin's musical score, Hall Johnson's
choral arrangements and the special effects
by Jack Cosgrove rate something more than
casual mention.
Cooper, of course, was a natural for the
character of the ex-bush league twirler
who is transformed by a circulation-seeking
pects

of

coated

newspaper owner into a symbol of protest,
The part fits
mythical "John Doe."

the

with all the nicety of Fifth Avenue tailoring,
and Cooper gives it the seal of honesty.

is

worth

living

for,

you

will

have to

to the rightful heir.

CAST:

Andy Devine,
Jeanne Kelly, Edward Brophy, Marc Lawrence, Robert 0. Davis, Richard Carle, AnRichard

With

the accent on Art rather than
entertainment, "Rage in Heaven"
emerges as 82 minutes of stark realism and
superb artistry displayed by player, writer,
director and producer. Gottfried Reinhardt,
at the production helm, shows a streak of
his famous father's genius in his excellent
achievement of the effect desired.
It would
be difficult to select an outstanding performance from among those
given by Robert Montgomery, George Sanders and Oscar Homolka.
Montgomery once
again proves his versatility and his right to
the use of the word "actor." He is equally
as convincing in this finely drawn interpretation of maniacal character as in his
popular

W.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben

Pivar;

John Rawlins; Screenplay, Larry
Rhine, Ben Chapman and Maxwell Shane;
Original Story, Larry Rhine and Ben ChapDirector,

man; Cameraman, Stanley Cortez.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
the one in which James Gleason,
in
his cups, confesses he's a sucker for
the Star-Spangled Banner, there's the one
there's

which Cooper confronts Edward Arnold
his fascist-minded group, and there's
the one in which the assembled John Doe
Club members turn on their hero as a fraud
and a fake.
Yes, all this and much more packs "Meet
John Doe" with absorbing entertainment.
in

and

the

leaves

down
free

picture

S.

until

end

the

of

seat

this

in

return

to

to

the

it

which should hold
until he is

industry

— regardless

away.

is

emergency,

national

piece of work

a

his

length of time he

the

of

Excellent,

how-

not

altogether
be too
heavy. Ingrid Bergman upholds Metro's trust
in her ability as an actress.

ever,

as

film

mob audience

is,

is

it

many

For

fare.

Monrell

Philip

Arlen,

drew Toombes, Tom Dugan, Vince Barnett,
Mira McKinney.

known glib young zanies.
Van Dyke, in this, his final

better

it

will

Montgomery)

(Robert

is

the weakling son of the feminine operator
a huge
Watson) is

of

her

health

steel

mill.

His

away

called

— and

mother

(Lucille

to South Africa for

before

leaving,

arranges

the marriage of her son to his ward, Stella
(Ingrid

Bergman).

Ward Andrews (George

Sanders), a col-

Montgomery, and who inhelped the weakling out of
more than one scrape, is also in love with
Miss Bergman, but steps aside gallantly for
his loved one's better interest.
Left alone
to manage the family's huge interests, Montgomery cracks and a hereditary madness
possesses him. His refusal to take advice,
the dismissal of his mother's trusted adviser (Philip Merivale) and his domineering
ncapable handling of the mill, result in a
labor dispute which almost costs him his
life at the hands of a rioting mob of his
workmen. He is saved once more by Sanders but rather than show thankfulness, the
growing conviction that Sanders and his wife
are in love with each other, impel him to
deeper hatred and a murder attempt which
lege

friend

cidentally

of

has

release will be of use to exhibs. Although
it
lacks any "names" in the cast, it is a

modernately entertaining meller that has a
fairly fast pace, sufficient story to maintain
interest and a hard working cast. Considering budget limitations the technical aspects
of the film are okay and the direction is
adequate.
Marjorie Reynolds, a girl with lots of
promise as an actress besides being an attractive brunette, Charles Quigley and Ward
McTaggart head the cast. The supporting
players are competent.
William Nigh directed from a screenplay by Brenda Kline.
Quigley, a young lawyer, gets an appointment as an assistant district attorney and
promptly fires his secretary, Miss Reynolds,
and then proposes to her. However, their
new found happiness is short-lived when an
old suitor, McTaggart appears on the scene
after being released from jail. Miss Reynolds
and her brother get involved in a shooting
that is almost fatal for McTaggart, and her
brother is accused of the crime. But Quigley
uncovers the real criminal and everybody
is happy.

CAST: Marjorie Reynolds, Charles QuigWard McTaggart, Kenneth Harlan,

ley,

Donald Curtis, Howard Masters, Bob White,
Kitty McHugh, Bud Buster, Charles Phipps,
Dorothy Vaughan, Boyd Irwin.

CREDITS: Producer,
William

Original story,

E.

B.

Derr; Director,

Brenda Kline;
Edward Bennett; Cameraman,

Nigh;

Screenplay,

Arthur Martinelli; Editor, Elaine Turner.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY
0. K.

Dismiss Seaman's Action
Against 20th Century-Fox
Magistrate Joseph Ringel yesterday dismissed the criminal complaint
of Harry Seaman, former member
of the firm of Hurtig & Seaman,
against 20th-Fox Film Corp., Sidney R. Kent, Darryl F. Zanuck and

other officers for alleged violation of
the New York Civil Rights Law.
Plaintiff had charged the defendants with using the name Hurtig &
Edward Arnold, Walter Brennan, Spring By- is foiled.
Seaman in the film "Tin Pan Alley"
ington, James Gleason, Gene Lockhart, Rod
His final coup, wrought by his mad
The Court
without permission.
La Rocque, Irving Bacon, Regis Toomey,
with
knife
his
own
suicide
a
hatred, is
stated that the evidence showed only
J. Farrell Macdonald, Warren Hymer, Harry
Sanders is
bearing Sanders' fingerprints.
an occasional use of the name insuffiHolman, Andrew Tombes, Pierre Watkin,
about to pay with his life when fate intercient to support a complaint.
Stanley Andrews, Mitchell Lewis, Charles
venes in the form of Dr. Rameau (Oscar
Wilson, Vaughan Glaser, Sterling Holloway,
Homolka), a mental specialist, who discovers
Mike Frankovich, Knox Manning, John B.
man, George Sanders, Lucile Watson, Oscar
the plot in detail, written in Montgomery's
Hughes, Hall Johnson Choir.
Homolka, Philip Merivale, Matthew Boulton,
diary before his demise.
CREDITS: Producer, Frank Capra; DirecAubrey Mather, Frederic Worlock, Francis
Photographed in a key on a plane with
seek tor, Frank Capra; Screenplay, Robert RisLudwig Hart.
drama of the film, Oliver T. Compton, Gilbert Emery,

the gift of Capra for providing exactly the right touch to scene
and character was never better demonstrated
than when Cooper for the first time delivers his "message" over the radio.
The
natural awkwardness, the uncertain delivery
heighten the dramatic impact materially.
Miss Stanwyck also finds the part of
newspaper columnist who conceives John
Doe made-to-order.
And for a better
played emotional scene than that in which
she prevents the suicide of Cooper and
makes him see that a cause worth dying for
Incidentally,

crime meller are contained in the plot of
this film, but the script development is
weak and the direction could have been
more effective. As a program offering exhibitors can probably spot the picture as
Arlen and Devine have a certain following
due to earlier efforts in this series.
Arlen is okay as a detective and Andy
Devine will get some laughs as his assistant with a correspondence school training.
Jeanne Kelly decorates the film attractively
and some good bits are contributed by Marc
Lawrence,
Edward Brophy and Andrew
Toombes.
John Rawlins directed from a
screenplay by Larry Rhine, Ben Chapman
and Maxwell Shane.
Arlen is assigned by the insurance company he works for to investigate a $250,000
benefit paid to Toombes, an inmate of a
mental institution.
Arlen plants Devine in
the place as a male nurse and starts to
work, with Toombes known to have hidden
the cash some place around the sanitarium.
Complicating the proceedings are a couple
of crooks and two murders, but Arlen uncovers Toombes as an imposter and the
money, which has been found, is turned over

considerable cinematic distance.
In the matter of scenes, there are a half
dozen or so more that rate as outstanding.
There's the one in which Cooper tells Miss
Stanwyck of his dream, there's the one in
pal,
which
Brennan
as
Cooper's
the
"Colonel," orates about "hellions," there's
the one in which Regis Toomey explains
the origin of the first John Doe Club,

Which after all is what matters.
CAST: Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck,

kin;

Original

ert

Presnell;

George

Story,

Richard

Conned, Rob-

Photography,
of
Director
Barnes; Assistant Director, Arthur

Black; Art Director, Stephen Goosson;
Musical Score, Dimitri Tiomkin; Musical
Director, Leo F. Forbstein; Sound, C. A.
Riggs; Film Editor, Daniel Mandell.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION, Adept.

G.

Excellent.

the

sombre

Marsh,

cinematographer,

has

a

feather

in

Music by Bronislau Kaper is fine.
Taken from a novel by James Hilton, the
screenplay by Christopher Isherwood and
"Rage in
Robert Thoeren is excellent.
Heaven" is good but for audiences who
appreciate heavy drama.
his

cap.

—

CAST: Robert Montgomery,

Ingrid

Berg-

CREDITS: Producer, Gottfried Reinhardt;
W. S. Van Dyke, II; Author, James

Director,

Hilton; Screenplay, Christopher Isherwood
and Robert Thoeren; Cameraman, Oliver T.
Marsh; Musical score, Bronislau Kaper;
Editor, Harold F. Kress.

DIRECTION,
Fine.

Superb.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

i

2600 years ago Democracy was born
years the Greeks have kept
ing to preserve

it.

flame

alive.

Democracy must not

and grow— as much as
That's

its

we

why we must

in

Greece. For 2600

Today they are

die.

They want

let

them down.

We

must give them

the allies they so desperately need; the pennies, dimes

best

we

can

—

dollars

Amusement Industry
women and children of Greece— to

to rally to the support of the

— as

and

soldiers.

Adolph Zukor has called upon us
help

to live

it

do.

not

which are as important as

fight-

in

the

and

the husbands

who

fathers

are so

gallantly struggling.

We

are therefore asking for every exhibitor's cooperation

staging special midnight shows,
collections.

The campaign

peak with Greek War

is

estly request the aid of

get

in

on at

this

making theatre and lobby

moment and

our entire Industry. Today

manager

reach

fight is

I

its

earn-

— right now —

or film salesman. He'll

to help.

Remember, the Greeks'

will

of the Distributors' Committee,

touch with any branch

you what you can do

in

Week, March 25th -30th.

Relief

As National Chairman

and

in

our fight!

tell

Thursday,

March

13, 1941
DAILY
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Arbitration Case

"Topper Returns"

Filed in St. Louis

This

(.Continued

from Page

1)

several complaints had to be
THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE COMEDY
sent back for corrections because
FOR ALL AUDIENCES IS WORTHY SUCcompanies not affected by the
CESSOR TO PREVIOUS "TOPPER" FILMS.
decree were named in the cases.)
As amusing, if not the most amusing of
The Sosna case was filed against
Itko "Topper" pictures, this film should the five consenting companies and

Fremont, Neb.
M. E. McClain is
one district manager who can give a
gird's-eye view of his area of operations.
His home office manager is
Ed

Schoenthal, a licensed
So,

when

McClain

to

it

pilot.

comes

police

time

his

Schoenthal pilots him.
Nebraska- Iowa district

territory,

He
for

It is a
Columbia, United Artists. Univerhokum and sal and Republic. In his submission,
result pleasing Sosna claimed that the various dis-

has the
Central

States.

Booking Contracts
In Cassil-Dubinsky

to

Arbitration

Demand

(Continued from Page 1)

RKO and Warner Bros.
Macklin claims that the Rio and
Appleton Theaters in Appleton entury-Fox,

for

entertain any audience.

Prral combination of comedy,

drama, with the general
from any angle.
The cast is more than
competent, the direction is first rate, the
production grade A, and the screenplay
moves along rapidly with never a dull moment.
Exhibitors can help themselves by
plugging the picture as much as possible
on its entertainment merits. Joan Blondell,
Roland Young and Carole Landis are the
strongest "names" in the cast, but the cast
as a whole is excellent and Eddie (Rochester) Anderson is certain to not only get a
lot of laughs but help draw customers in

Macklin Files Wis.

—

with Joan Blondell, Roland Young,
Carole Landis
United Artists
85 Mins.

Haughty

You Might Try

Fore

joy clearance that is detrimental to
him business and that other theaters
in the vicinity of New London are
able to play pictures of the five
companies from 30 to 50 days before
they are made available to him.

Case

had encouraged him to
Stockholders Re-elect
open a theater in Mexico, Mo., and
(Continued from Page 1)
Universal
Corp. Board
had promised to supply the house Durwood-Dubinsky Bros, and certain
with sufficient first-run producf for major distributors were offered in
(Continued from Page 1)
evidence in Federal court yesterday Davie, Peyton Gibson, Ottavio Proprofitable operation.
When the Sosna opened in June, in Frank and Eugenia Cassil's suit chet, Charles D. Prutzman, J. Ar1940, it is charged, only Warners for $452,775 damages against the thur Rank, Budd Rogers, Daniel
sold him first-run pictures and these Dubinskys and eight major film dis- M. Schaeffer and W. H. Taylor, Jr.
were of the 1938-39 program. When tributors.
Attorneys for the Cassils sought sas City, those of Ralph Libeau,
the 1940-41 programs became available, none of the companies would to show that protection given the Paramount; Frank Hensler, Loew's,
sell him first-run pictures on the Dubinskys by the distributors in the Inc., and Ward E. Scott, 20th Censome spots.
grounds that the product had been contracts was part of a conspiracy tury-Fox.
Producer Hal Roach is responsible for a sold to the opposition, according to to keep the Cassils from obtaining
A move to reveal how much the
creditable job in all departments, and he
subsequent-run product for their Dubinskys paid for their first- and
the complaint.
should get good business every place as a
Sosna seeks relief under the "some Rialto Theater until after the Du- second-run films was blocked by
result.
Director Roy Del Ruth handles the
binskys had used the films. Because Judge Merrill E. Otis upon the obrun" provisions of the decree.
players and story deftly, never attempting
of that situation the Cassils were jections of defense attorneys.
The
to make it too serious and pointing the Braden to Attend First
forced to cut their admission from court commented that the distribulaughs nicely.
As for the screenplay, it is
20 to 15 cents and suffered a loss, tor probably would be able to make
Arbitration Hearings
a smartly contrived entertainment piece that
the attorneys contended.
a lower price to an exhibitor for a
J. Noble Braden, executive secwas written by Jonathan Latimer and GorDepositions were of managers of second-run if the exhibitor also took
retary of the American Arbitration
don Douglas.
Association, will attend the initial branch distributing offices at Kan- a first-run.
Roland Young and Joan Blondell handle
hearings on motion picture cases in
the largest portion of the

work competent-

and amusingly.

Carole Landis is an effective addition to the cast in a top role, and
Eddie Anderson, H. B. Warner, George Zucco, Billie Burke, Dennis O'Keefe, Rafaela
Ottiano, Patsy Kelly and Donald McBride
all contribute fine support with
laughs or
menace according to the case in question.
ly

Miss Landis and her friend, Miss Blondell,
have just returned from the Orient and
Miss Landis is on the way to see her father,
Warner, for the first time in her life. A
couple of attempts are made on Miss Landis'
life, and during the first night that the two
girls are in Warner's house Miss Blondell
is
murdered by mistake.
Miss Blondell's
ghost immediately goes into action and
enlists the aid of Cosmo Topper, Young,
to try and solve the crime.
From there on
the action is fast, furious and funny, with
trap doors, gags and hokum galore woven
into the screenplay's general pattern. One
sequence with Anderson and a seal is a

tributors

He will
each of the 31 tribunals.
be on hand for the Boston case tomorrow and will then hop to Chicago
for the first case there, which was
filed by the State Theater. Morris,
111., involving the "some run" provisions of the consent decree.

NTSC

to

Recommend

525-Line Television?
Washington Bureau- of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—Bond

Geddes, secretary of the Radio Manufacturers'
Ass'n which is working in co-operation with the FCC on television
stated vesterday that the NTSC
would probably recommend 525 lines
at the television hearine starting
March 20. Geddes said the change
from 441 lines originally recommended followed a meeting; of the
riot.
members of the NTSC in New York
Special effects and trick photography are
on March 7 and 8 and further reof top order in creating the numerous illuHe also
search into the matter.
sions that befuddle everybody.
stated that the NTSC would probCAST: Joan Blondell, Roland Young, ably recommend the alternative sysCarole Landis, Billie Burke, Dennis O'Keefe, tem
of synchronization suggested
Patsy Kelly, H. B. Warner, Eddie (Rochest- by Philco and Hazeltine.
er) Anderson, George Zucco, Donald MacBride,

Rafaela Ottiano, Trevor

Bardette.

CREDITS: Producer, Hal Roach; DirecRoy Del Ruth; Original Screenplay,
Jonathan Latimer and Gordon Douglas;
Based on characters created by Thorne
Smith; Cameraman, Norbert Brodine; Edtor,

James Newcom.
DIRECTION, Good.

itor,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

F.

Howard Schnebbe

was

Dies

JOHN WAYNE-FRANCES DEE

later filmed.

F. Britten Austin Dies
London (By Cable)— F. Britten
Austin, 55, novelist and scenarist,

Wurlitzer Offices to Chi.
Chicago The Wurlitzer Co. will died

—

—

Freehold, N. J.
F. Howard
Schnebbe, 54, manager fo the Hudson Theater. New York City, died
vesterday.
He was co-producer of
"The Cat and the Canary," which

yesterday

Somersetshire.
move its executive offices from Cin- Among his Hollywood scenarios was
cinnati to this city.
"The Last Outpost."
in

REPUBLIC
PICTURE

EDWARD

ELLIS

WALLACE FORD WARD BOND HAR0L0 HUBER
ALEXANDER GRAN ACH john h. auer-o„«.«
•

•

•

—

1.

Van Paassen
(Author of "Days Of

Pierre

Our Years''^

(«

Johannes Steele
(Radio Commentator)

2.

3.

Thomas Mann
QNobel Prize Author)

4.

WROTE THIS

Kenneth Collins

AD...

(Advertising Authority^)

5.

Daily Mirror

6.

Fannie Hurst

i^emarkabie

^jror this
(Distinguished Author)
7.

Houston Press

THINKING
it

is

8.

Narrator Magazine

9.

San Francisco
Chronicle

Richard C. Borden
(SaJes Counsellor to
America's Leading
Corporations, former
of

New York

University~)

11.

j

12.

Bruce Barton
(^Batten, Barton
Durstine & Osborn, Inc.)

Gabriel Heatter
(fladio Commentator^)

It

will

reading experienceadventures in thinking that one
If you like biographies of famous

of those exciting

conguer you. (1)

It could be
placed under "Humor" or
is a feast for you!
"Anecdotes" or "Wit" or "Biography", but it should be under "Philosophy"
with the books that have contributed to the profound thinking of the troubled

people, here

generations.* 2

'

This book

is

stimulating;

its

vast spiritual horizon actually

problems of our day' 31 and its illuminating comments are
profoundly revealing.' 41 There is a grand gallery of personality sketches of
brilliant interpretation
the famous, and an endless array of anecdotes,'
all the

r,)

that is exemplified over

Public

Professor

Speaking,

one

It is

all too rarely.

embraces

10.

ON YOUR FEET is more than a delightful

an education.

meets

(J5ook

and over again.

This unigue, perfectly delightful
tells

you how

to

—

((!)

and thoroughly

entertaining

sway audiences and keep people awake

volume (7)

after dinner. (8)

Every public speaker, every aspirant to the platform, and even the curious
reader will read it with profit. '"' It is filled with entertaining, exciting material
that you can use to practical advantage' 10)
and to the general public its fund
of reminiscences and anecdote will make it first class entertainment." 1

—

*

LOUIS NIZER can say what he thinks with a brilliance
A keen observer of human nature who never

taking. ,,2)

that is breath-

hurls the har-

poon," 3 he is one of America's distinguished legal scholars and also one of
America's distinguished toastmasters.' 14
Next to Franklin D. Roosevelt, Mr.
Nizer is probably possessed of the most magnetic speaking charm extant. (13)
His culture and his incomparable erudition create the most incredible
approaches, allusions and epigrams which illuminate his pages. This is a
Truly an adventure into the realms of public speaking." 7
great book!' '"
'

13

Benjamin de Casseres
(New York JournalAmerican')

14

Marquis James

'

1

'

(Pulitzer Prize Author^)

15

Esquire

16.

Maurice Maeterlinck
(Nobel Prize Author)

17

Boston Transcript

Recommended by Book-oltheMonth Club
Note: Send to-day for an AUTOGRAPHED
copy of "THINKING ON YOUR FEET." Price
S2.50 shipped prepaid.

—

Dept. 2D
LIVERIGHT PUBLISHING CORP.
New York, N. Y.
386 Fourth Avenue
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Of Color Films
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about equipment

By

THE FILM DAILY

GEORGE

H.

Of Construction and Remodeling

MOHRIS=

Hollywood Both equipment man- Equipment Editor, THE FILM DAILY
ufacturers and film producers eyed
ACCORDING to the statisticians of
with interest the opening here on **
MPPDA, the average admission price to
Tuesday, last, of the first fullyequipped, sound-proofed, 16 mm. mo- America's pic houses in 1940 was 23 cents.
picture studio, erected for its The figure is by no means unrelated to
owners, Barrett O'Shea, dance di- equipment, even though on the surface it

GE Reopening Plant
To Turn Out

Plastics

tion

and John McCarthy, film

rector,
rector,

di-

at the northeast corner of
La Brea and Hollywood Blvds. Cost
of construction was $25,000.
The owners, who plan through the
new facilities to serve not only commercial film interests but also the
(Continued on Page 4)

Further expansion of General Elecfor the manufacture
of plastic molded parts has been announced by officials of the company,
who said that plans had been completed for the reopening and renovation of its former motor plant in
COMFORT purchased? One Taunton, Mass. The plant will be one
its kind in the counhand with the other.
Give of the largest of
try and increases the number of G-E
best in screen fare, but fail

represents the unit ticket cost to Mr. and
Mrs. America, their kids, and "their sisters
and their brothers and their cousins and
their aunts,"
to appropriate the phrase of
the Messrs. Gilbert and Sullivan.
The figure of 23 cents testifies to entertainment purchased, yes, but doesn't it

—

tric's facilities

—

also

testify

goes hand

to.

in

the public the
to provide the

in Several Sectors

—

While the full impact, and full
import, of the commercial boom occasioned by the national defense program as it relates to manufacturers
and distributors of film theater equipment and construction materials is
yet to be felt, checkup of the situation made during the past fortnight,
and embracing the exhibition field
itself, discloses the sharp upswing
now prevailing.
Bausch & Lomb is reported doing
an unusually brisk business in film
projection lenses, an item which contributed to the gain in earnings during 1940 as compared with the preceding year. The net profit in '40

—

(Continued on Page 4)
It is expected
factory
will be in opthat
the
new
Then the
cal enjoyment of the program.
months.
average admission price would not be what eration in four
Officials said that the expansion of
Defroif
That it would do a nosedive is patent.
it is.
the plastics department's facilities
retremendous
THERE has been considerable talk of late has resulted from the
for plastics in the United
John and Drew Eberson have been * about hiking admission scales. When- auirements
States defense program, the conseselected as architects for the new ever that subject comes up, everybody seems
(Continued on Page 5)
700-seat theater soon to be erected to pin the justification mainly on two facDetroit Report from branch area
at Francis St. and Trinity PI., Mal- tors: (1) that the public can afford the
of National Theater Supply Co. here
verne, L. I., and application for per- boost, and (2) that Hollywood is making Dailey Discloses
discloses that new equipment inmit to build the house, which will tip-top product and such films' perpetuation
stalled at the Bloomfield Theater,
Biz
in
{Continued on Page 6)
should be assured, via the hiking. Together
Birmingham, Mich., of United Dewith the latter contention is linked the idea
Typhoon Air Conditioning Co. in troit Theaters, includes Simplex Four
But do you know
of exhibitor prosperity.
Territory
Star sound, Simplex E-7 projectors,
of anyone who comes forward to present this 1940 shows a full 50 per cent in(Continued on Page 8)
with Construction
thought: "Here, Mr. Exhibitor, you have crease over that of 1939, and activity
devoted a great deal of time, effort and since the first of the year is keeping
New Haven
Pickup in theater money to providing your community with a pace with the increase, it was de- Three Chi. Stands Get
building and improvement activity place of entertainment wherein people old clared yesterday by J. F. Dailey,
has been noted as Spring approaches. and young are extended maximum facilities speaking for the organization.
Joseph Faith, operator in Terryville, for comfort; tasteful, pleasant surroundings;
New contracts on hand are for the
Guercio & Barthel Co.
Chicago
Collinsville, and Unionville, opened media for cleanliness and health, and every deep well job at Warners' new theatrio of local jobs among large
yesterday his new 650-seat Carberry requisite for oral and visual ease."
ter, Livingston, N. J.; an Icedaire report
number of orders now on hand from
Theater, Bristol, Conn., a reconstruciob at Schine's new Oswego, N. Y.,
tion job on the former Red Men's IT is a strange oversight on the part of % ouse; a combination well and com- film houses in this territory. Screen,
(Continued on Page 7)
{Continued on Page 5)
'
admish-price-hike advocators not to think pressor job at Fabian's new theater,

New Kenney

Project

many

essentials to the physi-

plastics plants to five.

Branch

NTS

Will Cost $200,000

Reports

New

Orders

—

Of 50%

Tump
Typhoon

New Haven
Busy

—

—

New G & B Equipment

—

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 2)

Spring Style Note

—

Rochester Fog on inside of a gas
mask obscures vision and makes it
uncomfortably
warm
and
damp.
Knowing that, T. F. Wright, an Eastman Kodak safety engineer, has invented one divided into separate eye
and mouth compartments so wearer's
breath won't fog-up eye pieces or
overheat mask's interior around the
eyes.

Metals Shortage Is Looming
Aluminum
Theater Boon On

Copper,
Pic

Currently in

Scarce; Steel Delays

Alabama

Montgomery, Ala.

—While

theater

circuit owners are casting wistful
eyes at Childersburg, announced lo-

cation of a $60,000,000 powder and
bag loading plant, as "pay streak"
(Continued en Page 6)

Seehs Whole in One

—

Boston Charles F. Sweeney, forpic theater owner here, has purchased the suburban Wayland Golf
Club and will operate it as public
course. Property already has a swimming pool and restaurant, but to
make the new enterprise "all embracing," he's planning an open-air
theater on the grounds for the sporting customers.

mer

Shortage of metals required for
use in theaters and their equipment
is being currently faced, with continuance of the situation probably
prevailing for the next 90 days, it is
reported by various trade channels.
Authoritative estimates show total available copper supply at the
end of January was 637,232 tons.
(Continued on Page 6)

—

&(

EQUIPMENT NEWS

General Seating Moving
At Top Speed on Orders
DAILY

—The General

Chicago

Seating Co.
A Second Section of THE FILM DAILY reports business at full capacity with
comprehensively covering the equipment field, additional
workmen being added
published every second Friday, except holidays,
Plans are also under
by Wid's Films and Film Folk. Inc., 1501 right along.
Broachvny, New York City. John \V. Alicoate, way for the erection of a new facPublisher: Donakl M. Mersereau, Ceneral Man- tory next year to take
care of the
ager; Chester B. Bahn. Editor; George H.
increasing
demand for General
Morris, Equipment Editor. West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., de luxe theater seats.
Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.
More machinery is also being added to the factory and much overtime
work is being done to get the orders
out on time, according to Morris Fensin, company's prexy.

PLAIN TALK
about equipment

ITC Gets Construction
Of Hamilton's New Front

Friday,

.

.

14, 1941

r

SOS Cinema Supply Has
Its

New Bulletin Ready

SOS Cinema Supply
York has issued

its

Co. of

COmiDG

and

GOIDG

New

latest "bargain

bulletin,"

which can be obtained by
interested theatermen free of charge
upon communicating with the organi-

BILL CEDRIS of Ideal Seating arrived in Ne
York this week after a sojourn in Florida.

zation.

general

B.

For several years, the organiza-

in

Fox Movietone

U.

town on compan

in

is

Conditioning

Air

S.

manager,

EBERSON,

film

theater

architer*

Florida.

WILLIAM ODUM

oratory and recording equipment. In
stock are carried such nationallyknown devices as Westinghcuse Synchronous motors, B & H Duplex
pronters, Eastman waxing machines;
amplifiers,

sales

JOHN

tion has conducted a thriving department devoted entirely to studio, lab-

W-E

EDELMAN,

P.

business.

was

W.

of Brenkert Light Pro.
this week from Detroit.

town

in

C.

desk on

NEIL

ROOD

of Celotex Corp. will return to h

March 20 from

HILMAN

business

a

trip.

Paramount,

the

of

Alban)
stepped over in New York this week to visi
Joe Hornstein and then headed for Florida.

re-

cording
cameras,
RCA galvanometers, Mitchell cameras, and the
(Continued from Page 1)
latest Berndt 16 mm. recording sysalong these lines.
We believe that when
tems.
Indianapolis The Indiana Theater
one showman in a situation constantly imNumerous recent installations of
proves theater facilities as they relate to Corp., has just contracted to build company's sound
systems, have been
the public's comfort, while another stands a new modernistic enameled steel effected by SOS in
many different
virtually "pat," then there is no argument front on the Hamilton Theater for
sections of the country during the
as to which is deserving of the benefits to Grace Wolford, owner of the house. past
month, equipment going to
be derived from price hiking,
all
other Also a new box-office, and new lobby. houses in Florida, Minnesota,
PennOther equipment contracted in- sylvania, Mississippi, Delaware, Kanfactors being equal.
We further believe
cludes
enclosed
re-wind
for
that the public would be disoosed to pay
Albion sas, Texas, North Carolina, Missouri
Theater, Albion, Ind., same for the and many other
a bit more for their entertainment, if, with
states.
it,
the best in equipment and atmosphere Prewitt Theater, Plainfield. Ind., and
for the Fox Theater in Indianapolis.
were thrown in.
.

March

DAILY;

DREW EBERSON,
is

back at

his

of John
desk after a

MATTY KUTINSKY

—

non, N. Y.,

JULIUS

is

and Drew Eberson
visit

to Pittsburgh

of the Biltmore,

Mf. Ver

back from Florida.

FRANKENBURG

and H. E. ELLER o
have returned to Chicag

Radiant Screen Corp.
from Hollywood.

PHIL SCHWARTZ is back in Bridgeport afte
an equipment-purchasing jaunt to Boston.

—

Filmo Silent Projectors
Now Run Sound Films

Bell & Howell announces thai
sound films now may be run on all
new 16 mm. Filmo silent projectors
Anti-Fire Method
The sound, of course, will not be reNewark At two o'clock this after- produced, but there is now open to
noon, the Pyrene Mfg. Co., makers owners of this popular projector a
of fire extinguishers widely used in vast new field of entertainment and
film theaters and other public places, educational films.
No longer, says B & H, need the
will demonstrate a new method in
extinguishing fires in conjunction owner of silent equipment be pre
with the National Fire Defense pro- vented from enjoying interesting and
gram of which John J. McElligott instructive films available only in
sound versions.
is chairman.
The demonstration is being held
to acquaint the fire-fighting forces Citadel Gets Coinmeter
of the nation with the new method's
Bloomfield, Ind.
Myers Flater has
existence.
Federal, State and City installed a new Coinmeter in his
officials will be present.
Citadel Theater here.

Pyrene Co. Shows Today

IN

nutshell, the

a

theater which gives

its

customers fine chairs adequately spaced;
wide aisles; uncramped standee space in
auditorium, foyer and lobby; means to conveniently purchase tickets; clean and modern rest rooms; attractively decorated and
appointed lounges; excellence of sound and
projection; proper lighting and graded co!or
values from the rear of the auditorium to
the screen; tasteful and luxurious carpets;
'

New House
Now Under Construction
Kingston's

—

Kingston, Ont. Work has started
on construction on Princess St. here
nf a 750-seat theater for B. Laxer,
->f
Biltmore Theaters, Ltd., with
Henry Falk of Toronto supervising
the building operations.
Site cost $25,000. The new theater
best of screens; modern air conditionheating and ventilating; adjacent and will follow architectural stvle of Bilt-

the
in?,

auto parking space, and all the
well, that theater is justiother elements,
fied n thinking along the lines of justifiable

more of Oshawn,

price hiking.

Elgin Is

sufficient

DACK

"

—

the days of that pioneer drama-

in

tist

Shakespeare, the
is the thing."

Bill

"The

told:

plav

was

public
It

still

is,

within certa'n limits. The way things stack
the film theater
up today the playhouse,
expertlv and completely appointed,
is equal-

—

ly

—

important.

as

Yes,

equipment

is

reflected

in

that

23

lithic,

Ont., the first monoall-concrete theater in Canada.
Its

Name

—

Crestview, Fla. The name Elgin
^as been selected for the new motion
->icture theater owned by Neal Robeson. He offered a cash prize for
the best name suggested for the new

—

house, and the judges. a committee
if three local men, selected Elgin as
the most appropriate among those
submitted.

New

—

—

Ask

new booklet

for the

describing

cents.

Jacobs Gets Contract
Strand Goes Crestwood
Ocala, Fla.
Contract for the new
Hastings, Mich.— The Strand The- Snarks theater, the Marion, has been
ater, managed by Ray Branch, has placed with S. S. Jacobs of Jacksonacquired new Crestwood carpets from ville. The work is to start immedi-

—

the Detroit office of National Theater
Supply Co.

BIGGEST HITS
Known

in

Picture

Medium

Industry have
of Advertising

used

our

CARDS

atelv and the approximate cost will
be $45,000.
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TEN CENTS

BILL

UNFAVORABLY

14,

Universal First Quarter Net Rises to $703,795
Figure

is

Before Federal

ARBITRATE ELLET CASE WEDNESDAY

No Reserve for
Amortization Held Needed

Levies;

Universal Pictures and subsidiary
companies earned a consolidated net
profit, after all charges but before
Federal income and excess profits
taxes, of $703,795 during the 13
weeks ended Feb. 1, 1941, constituting the first quarter of the company's current fiscal year, J. Cheever
Cowdin, chairman of the board, announced yesterday.
This compares with a profit, simi(Continued on Page 9)

Dan

B. Cull,

Former Cleveland Municipal Judge, Will Hear
Akron Theater's Complaint

Atlanta—The

five consenting companies, W. tee of the Chamber of Commerce.
Hart, Co-operative Theaters of He is considered an authority on
Ohio, Inc., and Milton Mooney, will labor and commercial arbitration.
be heard in Cleveland next Wednesday.
Case concerns clearance Charles P. Megan to Arbitrate
for the Ellet Theater, which is not Ken Corp. Complaint Thursday
yet completed.
Chicago
Arbitration demand
Dan B. Cull has been selected as filed with the Chicago
tribunal
arbitrator for the case. Cull served office on Feb. 18 by the Ken Thethree times as municipal judge in ater Corp. involving some run will
Cleveland and was formerly a mem(Continued on Page 18)

the

L.

—

Chicago

— CBS

has picked

Mass.
its

site

FM

station.
for its Chicago tele and
Company, it was disclosed yesterday, has entered into a option agreement with the One La Salle St. Co.,
giving it the right to negotiate a
10-year lease of the roof of the 50story building at the La Salle ad-

It

Edenfield

bill,

to

filed

AAA

was reported unfavorably yesterday by the General Judiciary Committee of the House of
Representatives.
The vote was 12 to 7. A minority
report was filed. The bill had unanimously passed the Senate last week.
cancellation,

The recommendation of the committee in the House was that "it do
not pass." (A minor committee last
week had recommended
it

Tele Station Site

Way Paved

12 to 7;

For Floor Vote on

provide block-booking of motion picby the Ellet ber of the Civil Service Commission
Amusement Co. of Akron, 0., against and was on the arbitration commit- tures in Georgia with a 20 per cent
Arbitration case

I

CBS Picks Chicago

Vote of House Committee

Was

16

Bill

MM.

Provides

|

Regulation

(Continued on Page 15)

Vending Machine Tax
Bill in

N. Y. Senate

$35,250 in Fines End

—

—

it.)

Since the minority report was filed
paves way for the bill to reach

Ascap Crackdown

Albany
Sen. Edward Coughlin U. S.
vesterday hoppered a bill to amend
setts was
the tax law in relation to imposing
Milwaukee On a plea of nole conhere yesterday.
Under the provis- a tax on operation of vending ma- tendere by 26 officers and directors
ions of the measure, operators of chines for unemployment relief pur- and
19
corporative members of
dress.
Ascap, Federal Judge F. Ryan Duffy
CBS plans to build a 100-foot theaters would not be permitted to noses.
show 16 mm. film in competition
(Continued on Page 18)
Department of taxation and fin- assessed fines totaling $35,250 against
with 35 mm. product and there also ance would be vested with author- the defendants here yesterday.
(Continued on Page 15)
Stuart Walker, 53, Dies
(Continued on Page 9)
Fines against officers and directors totaled $16,000, against Ascap
Heart Attack

From a

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Stuart Walker, 53,
Hollywood
veteran director and producer, died
here yesterday of a heart attack.
He started picture work in 1931
after having produced and directed
His last film assignstage plays.
ment was with Paramount. Interment will be in Cincinnati.
first came into prominence
(Continued on Page i5)

Boston

ing of 16

Bill to regulate the showmm. films in Massachufiled in the General Court

Expect Passage of Wis.
Ascap Tax Enabling Act

(Continued on Page 18)

Features as Shorts
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Warners will add a
series of two-reel "Miniature Melodramas" to the shorts program. First
two subjects will be "The Monkey's
Paw," by W. W. Jacobs, previously
twice filmed as a feature, and "The

—

by Leopold Lewis, also previously twice made as a feature. Jean
Negulesco will direct both.
Bells,"

(Continued on Page 15)

Alfred U. Students Turn

Thumbs Down on

—

Madison, Wis. State Assembly is
expected to follow the lead of the
Senate and pass Sen. John E. Cashman's bill authorizing the Secretary
of State to enforce a state law li-

Walker

WR Will Remake Two

—

M of T

—

,

j

Ascap Maintains 'Gestapo/
Conn. Judiciary Com. Told

Alfred, N. Y.
Alfred University
students seek to ban from future
Hartford, Conn.
Charges that
university assembly programs issues of the March of Time which Ascap maintains its own "Gestapo"
they described as "too tiro-British to intimidate exhibitors were hurled
at the Society here yesterday by
(Continued on Page 9)
George Lewitt, New Britain and

—

(Continued on Page 15)

Uniform Earnings Gains Seen
Forecast Based on Favorable U. S. Factors

Detroit
Counsel on both sides
completed extended arguments yesterday in the Midwest versus Cooperative Theaters of Michigan suit.
Argument was on motion by defense
counsel to dismiss case, on the gen-

fairly uniform upturn in mopicture company earnings for
the current season" is forecast by
Fenner & Beane Industries Service
Upturn prein its latest bulletin.
diction is predicated on favorable
domestic factors in the face of "considerable uncertainty" as to foreign
income prospects.
"On the basis of changes made in

(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 18)

Court Weighs Motion for
Suit's Dismissal

Midwest

—

"A

tion

Roach Will Make
4'Reelers Only
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Roach,
Hollywood
Hal
who is
abandoning production of features

—

in

favor of four-reel subjects,

plans

to place the first subject before the

cameras
will

in

May.

continue

United Artists.
portant names

to

His

be

new

pictures

released

He

by

plans to use imand will stress action

and entertainment values.

w

••Louisiana Purchase," "The Yearling" and
"Dive Bomber" to he Made in Technicolor
First Section

Vol. 79, No. 51
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MERSEREAU

General

::::::

BAHN

:

Manager

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Looks like the dye-vat is due for a heavy run. Buddy De Sylva
yesterday decided to give the screen version of "Louisiana Purchase" Technicolor
treatment.
At the same time came confirmations that Metro will do "The
Yearling" in Technicolor, and Warners "Dive Bomber" ditto.
Latter, Errol
Flynn-Fred MacMurray co-starrer, will be the first to start; Michael Curtir
gives it the gun Monday.
It's the first Warner color pix in two years.

—

Appellate Div. Upholds
W Claim in Booth Death
M
Albany — A claim against

THE

HOLLYWOOD,

Calif.—
Representatives:
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Ernest W. Fred
Granite 6607.
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
W. I.

LONDON—

PARIS—

Marsoulan

(12).

CITY—Marco-

MEXICO

Sindi-

Calle del

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

{Thursday, Match 13)

Supreme Court.
The claim was filed by the widow
of Nathan Klein, an operator who
was killed while working in the
Queens Theater projection booth.
Klein's
fellow operator,
Solomon
Schulman, was convicted of second
late Division of the

degree manslaughter, sent to Sing
Sing and later to the Dannemora
State Hospital.
The high court held that "the accident which resulted in the death of
Klein arose out of and in the course
of his employment," and affirmed the

High

Low

widow.

Mass. Theaters May Be
Licensed for Bingo, Beano

—Prospects

Close

may

legislative petition to this effect.

(2V2%)
23

>/2

23 Vi

7'/2

71/2

Shor's last evening when a cocktail
party and buffet dinner was held in
connection with the affair.
Among those present were:
Herman Robbins, George Dembow, Walter Futter, Oscar Morgan,
Pete Harrison, Max A. Cohen, Al
Grad
Reagan,
Charles
Richard,
Sears, Bill Corum, Leonard Goldenson, Sam Dembow, Neil Agnew, Milton Kusell, Arthur Mayer, Mort BluWaxman, Sid
A.
P.
menstock,
Rechetnik, Al Wilkie, William White,
John Benas, Herb Berg, Irving Shifrin, George Skouras, Monroe Goodman, Henry Randall, Eddie Ugart,
Louis de Rochemont, Malcolm Kingsberg, Jack Connolly, Mannie Reiner,
Carl Leserman, Al Steen, Chick
Lewis. Tom Kennedy, Joe Gallagher,
Sherwin Kane, Martin Quigley, Roy

that Bay State
be permitted to legally
Gilbert FraumNet institute
Bingo or Beano games Chartier, Sam Shain.
Chg.
others.
and
Kann,
har,
Red
looms with the introduction of a
theaters

Am. Seat
Columbia

to his

Boston

,

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Col. Picts. vtc.

Pix Execs. See Screening
Of "Greece Fights Back"

the
Industry executives and members
Queens Theater and Century Circuit, of the press attended a screening of
Inc., has been affirmed by the Appel- "Greece
Fights Back" at Toots

award

FINANCIAL
pfd..

Picts.

23 Vi

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind. pfd.

7'/2

+

WARNER

M.

H.

leave the Coast
here Monday.

Senator
tor

trom

Vl

and

+4
—

•

—
—5

Chicago Greek

Show

—

—
—

CHARLES EINFELD
New York, arriving

S.

tonight for

HENRY WALTERS,

J.

wife,

his

LEY, leave for the Coast
a 10-day vacation here.

today

counsel
today

general

desk

his

CRACE BRA
by

afk

train

MORRIS GOODMAN, vice-president of Republic in charge of foreign sales, is in Mexico
on the first leg of a four months' business trip
to Central and South America and the West
Indies.

CRESSON
manager

SMITH, Western division sales
RKO, will arrive in St. Louis Mon-

E.

for

continuing from there with
drive group to Los Angeles.

day,
sales

Depinet

the

SAM CALANTY, Mideast division manager for
Columbia, returned this week from Cincinnati,
and immediately left for a visit to the company's
branches in Cleveland and Pittsburgh.

MAUCHAM

SOMERSET

arrived yesterday from

Hollywood.

ROBERT

E.

SHERWOOD

returns

today

from

Washington.

LOU WERTHEIMER

the

at

is

Sherry

Nether-

land.

RAYMOND MASSEY
row night for

special

a

goes to Montreal
broadcast.

CEORGE ABBOTT, now
two weeks

in

in

Florida,

tomor-

will spend
here.

Havana before returning

MICHAEL AMES

tomorrow

leaves

Holly-

for

wood.

JACK

M-G-M,

FLYNN,

district

manager

WALTER IMMERMAN, B & K general manager has gone to Florida' for a winter vacation.
HARRY LUSTGARDEN,

S.

J.

returned
in

to

B & K district manChicago from his winter

Florida.

GREGORY,

Alliance

gone to Los Angeles for

a

circuit

prexy,

Seven Sue
To Compel

West

of

Hollywood

— Frank

Nugent's writ- setup.

ing contract with 20th Century-Fox
has been renewed for one year.

Goldwyn
"Little
West Coast

Will Start

Foxes" April 15
Bureau

Hollywood

of

production
Foxes" April 15.
start

who
1600 B'WAY,

H. Y. C. -

CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4

^

New

THE FILM DAILY

— Samuel

on

Goldwyn will
"The Little

William Wyler,

direct, leaves Friday for
York to confer with Lillian

will

Hellman who
Bette Davis

is

is

scenarizing her play.
to be starred.

Local 306, Operators, and five of
officers were named defendants
vesterday in a suit filed in N. Y.
Supreme Court by seven operators
who charge defendants with conspiring to prevent their admission.
Complaint alleges that 90 per cent
of New York City theaters have collective bargaining agreements with
the union. They seek admission under an alleged contract made in 1937
as sons and brothers of members

Operators

business agent of the Chicago
Union, is at Hot Springs for a rest.

JOSEPH ESLER, Chicago FILM DAILY staff
man, leaves today on a two weeks' Southern trip.
GENE TIERNEY left for Hollywood yesterday
at the call of 20th-Fox for tests.

WILLIAM WYLER
New York.

leaves

the Coast today for

Para. Signs New Pacts
With Five Players
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Paramount has resigned Fred MacMurray to a two-

West Coast Bureau

—

year deal, with further options;
Paulette Goddard for another year,
with further options; Bette Field for
a six months' deal; Virginia Dale
Martha
also
for
another year;
O'Driscoll for another year.

THE SHORTEST DISTANCE

BETWEEN TWO POINTS

IS

its

at that time.

has

winter vacation.

JOHN SMITH,

.

New

at

Chicago, and MRS. FLYNN, have gone to Miami
Beach for a winter vacation.

has
vacation

Fox
Cash on Hand

—

1941

14,

and GOIflG

RKO, is expected back at
a
Hawaiian vacation.

ager,

Un-

der its terms the theaters would be
Theaters Corporation
given a state license to operate these
$167,937
East.
Kodak
133% 133V8 1333/8
% games and these only, and a certain
174
174
174
do pfd
percentage of the profits would go
Gen. Th. Eq
to the state treasury.
The petition
Cash totaling $167,937 is now
>/4
Loew's, Inc
323/4
32y8 32%
provides that no prizes in excess of available in the estate of Fox Thedo pfd
Paramount
11
10% 10% + % $100 shall be given in any one game aters Corp., Kenneth Steinreich and
98
98
98
Para.
1st pfd
and a special license fee of $100 Leopold Porrino, trustees, revealed
Para.
2nd pfd
10% 10% 10% + V4
would be charged against exhibitors. yesterday in filing application for
Pathe Film
8% 8i/2 8%
The old age fund would benefit if approval of an accounting for the
3
3
3
RKO
6
6
6
% the bill ever becomes a. law.
20th Century-Fox
vear 1940 which will be heard on
20th Century-Fox pfd
149
149
pfd
151
Pict.
Univ.
March 31 in N. Y. Supreme Court.
3
3
3
Warner Bros
The trustees also seek fees for
Relief
57
57
57
+ %
do pfd
that year, approval of a plan of opNEW YORK BOND MARKET
Benefit
April 2
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
eration for 1941, and permission to
Loew's deb. 3'/2 s46
sell a plot of land at public auction.
Para. B'way 3s55
Chicago Greek War Relief beneOf the $167,937 cash, the sum
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4 s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 94% 94% 94% -f- Vi fit here has been set for the Grand of $87,187 is available for distribuNEW YORK CURB MARKET
theater April 2, it was announced tion to creditors and payment of
7-16 7-16 7-16 +3-16 yesterday by John Balaban, commitMonogram Picts
The balfees, the report stated.
1%
Sonotone Corp
1% 1%
% tee chairman.
Hollywood stellar ance is beiner as reserve for a claim
'/8
9% 9
9%
Technicolor
contingent will come on for the raised by William Fox and now a
Trans-Lux
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
show; b.o. scale will. be. $3.50-$10.
subject of litigation.
Asked
Bid
Alliance Theater circuit will hold a
66 69
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.
in
'57
days
benefits
and
tag
series of
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st
58Vi 61
Local 306
key cities; goal is $10,000 for the
Greek fund. Nat Blank, Terre Haute
Pact
Frank Nugent Gets
Admission
manager, is handling the
Till; FILM DAILY district
Coast Bureau
Con.
Con.
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First
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Net

to

Quarter

Vending Machine Tax

$703,795

Bill in

N.Y. Senate

(Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page 1)
larly computed but after provision
of $65,000 as a special amortization
reserve, of $395,631 in the corre-

iponding quarter a year ago. Based
experience to date this year. Cowdin said, no reserve for amortization
has been deemed necessary.
After providing $150,000 as a reserve to cover normal Federal income taxes, earnings for the first
quarter amounted to $553,795, exceeding by $158,000 the net before
provision for such taxes in the first
No provision
quarter a year ago.
profits
has been made for the excess

until

the

year's

"Pot O' Gold"

for

of

is

it

is to further foster good-will 'twixt that nation and the U.S.A.
and so President Camacho has issued an invitation to Hollywood
cinema folks
to journey to Mexico City for the event
Our

leading

players,

and the

go

Festival should

together in amity

is

It

press

the

will

duly

far

bind the two countries more firmly

to

a

week from tonight (March

first

world premiere of a pic at sea will be held aboard the S. S. Amerwhich is now en route from New York to Los Angeles.
where it arrives on March 20
Very appropriately
the film
to enjoy the aforementioned distinction
is Warners' "The Sea
In addition to the stars of the picture
Wolf"
a large number of Hollywood's top players and celebrities
will be guests
aboard the vessel
The ship
for the big premiere doin's
is scheduled to arrive in San Francisco at noon on March 22
when the cargo of visitors will be welcomed by the Chamber of
Commerce
and that night a Jack London Ball is slated in
Sonoma
with local inhabitants attired in costumes portraying
characters from Jack London's famous novels
The S. S. Amer-

1)

Counsel also contend that presenof evidence in nearly two
months of court time by plaintiff
has not proved charges of conspirtation

.

noon
Los Angeles

ica leaves Frisco at

back

acy, etc., as alleged.

to

of

March

Court is taking case under advisement, and decision on motion, with
opening of evidence for defendant,
if it is denied, is expected on Tues-

as usual

day.

what with Broadway's "Merchant
and

111

of

Boston Annual meeting of Independent Exhibitors, Inc., has been
indefinitely postponed due to the
hospitalization of President Francis
E. Lydon, who is seriously ill.

•

•

for

B. S.

THAT March
the Sun Room

carrying the stars, et

23

20 luncheon meeting of
of the

Moss speaking from

al,

scheduled

should be a

Menace"
same rostrum
of

(that's

This

the type

is

two honored guests

the

by RKO Radio's Victoria Cordova
pany's, "They Met in Argentina"

songstress

joined

will

that

of

be

com-

T
•

SOCIAL

bright-spot of today

a group of radio and pic friends of Josef

^mhu ^

•

•

•

STUFF:

Perm Yan, N. Y.,
American Legion Post

in
j

MARCH

are- giving

Toby Ross, manager of the Elmwood Theater
has been presented with a citation by the
there.

.

.

•

Portrait

of

Mrs.

Vincent Trotta,

16

Nagel

Howard Higgin

Conrad

Lorraine Eddy
Eddie White
Frances Grant

"Hap" Hadley

titled

Marion Byron

and painted by Giuseppe

has been selected

Cus Schlesinger
Harrison Ford

"Rose,"

of

Design

Gallery, 215

J.

Cariello.

for

Trotta,

Vincent's

frere

the Spring Exhibition of the National

which opened on Tuesday

West 57th

St

at

Thumbs Down on

the

M of T

(Continued from Page

1)

and too war-mongering and dangerous to the American public's sane
and level-headed evaluation of the
present international situation."

March

The

of

Time

edition

of

"Uncle Sam, Non-Belligerent," drew
the protest.
The 50 students who
objected did so on the basis that
the title was misleading in that the
film was "definitely an attempt to
incite an anti-Nazi and pro-British
feeling in the audience."
As a result of the protest, March
of Time's "Americans All" was not

M

tract.

National Daylight Time
Bill

Hearings Month Off

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Rep. Donald H. McLean (R., N. J.) has urged Rep.
Clarence F. Lea of California, chairman of the House Interstate and
Washington Bureau of

—

Foreign Commerce Committee, to
start hearings on the national daylight saving time bill. McLean said
he expects an answer shortly. However, the committee has hearings
scheduled at present which will take
about one month to complete, before they will be able to consider
the daylight saving time bill, it was
learned.

Sign

T

T

14

Charles F. Reisner
Joseph I. Schnitzer

15

Zimanich

in the

National Screen Service
as head of the Music and Sound Departments
and Eastern studio manager

THE FILM
DAILY to

MARCH

the party which

—

From

MARCH

is

Casino Russe
The friends include Ben Grauer, Bea
Wain, Andre Baruch, Olga Baclanova, Adele Ronson, Ann Leaf,
Adia Kuznetzoff, and a flock of others
Occasion is the co-incidence of "Zimmy's" 20th anniversary in the ole U. S. A
his 15th as a citizen o' the land
and his 10th anniversary with

him

by Queens Assemblyman Mario

hummer

Arthur Mayer)

regardless of the exterior temperature

To further enliven matters

•

—

Albany Every woman employed
an occupation subject to the provisions of the labor law shall be
allowed two 15-minute rest periods
during her work period if her employment requires her to stand.
Those are provisions of a bill intro-

in

shown.
Dean M. Ellis Drake, assembly chairman, was said to be
seeking to cancel the
of T con-

Ampa

Hotel Edison

the

session which'll be hot

•

Women's Rest Period Bill
Hoppered in N. Y. Assembly

.

T
•

hibitors.

Alfred U. Students Turn
the

21)

ica

.

Measure would add to the tax load
of the large majority of State ex-

and understanding

JUST

•

•

chines.

duced in the legislature yesterday

a splendid and generous gesture

all

T
•

ground that theater business is
not interstate commerce, based on
preponderance of precedents.

—

and

executives

directors,

receive their bids

eral

Lydon Seriously

of the desig-

no arbitrary thing

is

Mexico

Midwest Suit's Dismissal
{Continued from Page

day

initial

made by the Mexican Government
via Secretary of State Don Miguel Aleman
speaking personally, too, for President Avila Camacho
The desire of official

ent fiscal year.

Weighs Motion

on the

designation

Festival's

a vast Motion Picture

of

Mexico City from April

colorful

in

film debut-ing

because announcement

known.
,
Cowdin said that the company did
blocknot accumulate any additional
ed sterling balances during the cmartransferred
ter since it has not vet
year's ouota
its full quota under this
As in the last fiscal
agreement.
ot
year, he explained, accumulation
be
'additional blocked sterlinc is to
expected before the end of the pres-

Court

—the

12-15 inclusive

nated four-day span

James Roosevelt-UA opus

oi the

be the highlight

be held

to

T

premiere

will

Industry Festival

are

profits

PAN-AMERICAN

•

•

•

impostax. Cowdin said, since it is
this
sible to estimate the amount of
tax

T

T

,on

ity to collect a license fee of $10
per year.
Annual tax additionally
would be levied against operators,
on a sliding scale from $1 per machine annually for penny coin machines to $10 for 10-cent coin ma-

Academy

American Fine Arts

and'll continue through April 9

©'

the Times

—

Sign o' the
N. Y.
times: At 3:15 p.m. daily, a gong
now sounds at the Schine home office
here and afternoon tea and cakes are
served by a committee of girl emTea period is 15 minutes.
ployes.
Complexion of serving committee
changes weekly.
Gloversville,

10

CJKT5u

*

:<
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"Men Of Boys' Town"
Metro

106

1941

14,

Edward

,V

"The Penalty"

Ellis

Republic

tY

with Edward Arnold, Lionel Barrymore,
Robert Sterling, Gene Reynolds

with John Wayne, Frances Dee,

with Merle Oberon, Melvyn Douglas,
Burgess Meredith

Mins.

flLfllS

"A Man Betrayed"

"That Uncertain
Feeling"

with Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney,
Bobs Watson, Larry Nunn

March

Ly

83 Mins.

Metro

81 Mins.

CAPABLY ACTED DRAMATIC OFFERSTRONG ATTRACTION FOR ALL AUDI- United Artists
STRONG DRAMATIC STORY IS ABLY
84 Mins
ENCES; FILM IS DRAMATIC, SENTISMOOTHLY DONE FARCE SHOULD BE ACTED AND ABLY PROJECTED TO ING SHOULD GET APPROVAL OF POP
MENTAL, EXPERTLY ACTED AND ABLY GOOD B. 0., BUT IT COULD HAVE BEEN SCREEN; SHOULD BE WELL RECEIVED SPOT AUDIENCES.
A

PRODUCED.
Sequels

to

pictures

hit

sometimes click

and sometimes they don't.
In this case,
it is gratifying to find
a worthy successor
the memorable "Boys' Town," a picture
which should prove to be a strong attraction every place for all types of audiences.
to

The same
of

cast

in evidence with a couple
and additions, with the

is

substitutions

whole cast excellent; the screenplay is a
strongly moving document that will draw
laughs and tears from audiences, and the
direction is sure and deft.
In Tracy and
Rooney exhibitors have two top "names" to
draw crowds, apart from the merits of the
picture

with

itself,

those merits plentiful
the publicity exhibitors

and deserving of all
can give them.
Production value afforded the picture by
Producer John W. Considine, Jr., is top
draw, and Director Norman Taurog approached his task with a sympathetic feeling for the story which is evident in the
smooth results.
James Kevin McGuinness
moving screenplay.
gets credit for the
Elimination of some of the heavy sentimentality, which flows overboard at times,
and tightening of several sequences would
improve the film as a whole. One characterization in the picture, that of young
Darryl Hickman, would have seemed more
credible

As

if

to

de-emphasized.
the players: Tracy

is

excellent

His charthe role of Father Flanagan.
acterization is sensitive and sympathetic
at all times, and he adds a forceful punch
with perfection when it is called for.
Rooney is fine, with his portrayal overemphasized on only a couple of occasions.
Lee J. Cobb capably handles the role of
Dave Morris, friend and financial adjustor
in

for

Bobs Watson, Larry Nunn and
roles and

Tracy.

Darryl

Hickman have important

they are

the rest of the cast.

good, as is
itself has plenty of drama, a
considerable amount of action and lots of
sentimental business that will tug at the

The

all

story

heart-strings,

of

all

woven with Tracy,

inextricably

it

his

Boys'

inter-

Town and

the

At the same time an inpreachment is introduced into the

boys themselves.
telligent

on behalf of the proper handling of
young boys who have possibly made a misAll in all, it is a well-rounded piece
step.
merchandise that should be
of
screen
afforded a good reception every place.
script

CAST: Spencer

Tracy,

Mickey

Rooney,

Bobs Watson, Larry Nunn, Darryl Hickman,
Henry O'Neill, Mary Nash, Lee J. Cobb,
Sidney Miller, Addison Richards, Lloyd Corrigan, Robert Emmett Keane, Arthur Hohl,
Ben Weldon, Anne Revere.

CREDITS: Producer, John W. Considine,
Norman Taurog; Original
Director,

Jr.;

James
Cameraman, Harold
Screenplay,

Kevin
Rosson;

McGuinness;
Editor,

F.

Y.

Smith.

DIRECTION,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Able.

Good.

"Adam"

In Music Hall Mar. 27

"Adam Had Four

Sons," ColumSherwood production,
New York premiere at

bia's Robert C.
will have its

the Music Hall on

-

March

27.

FUNNIER AND FASTER.

GENERALLY.

Produced and directed by Ernst Lubitsch,
this drawing-room farce should be good box
office.
Lubitsch himself means a good deal
as a selling point for exhibitors, and with
Merle Oberon and Melvyn Douglas co-star-

General audiences should give this film a
good reception.
It is strong drama, it is
ably acted, it is briskly directed and afforded
a
first-rate production value.
Exhibitors

ring in

the

should find this release a handy piece of
screen merchandise for virtually any situa-

an exhibitor has marquee
power.
From all angles, the picture is a
finished product as far as direction, production, acting and technical assets go. But
it
gets off to a fairly slow start, lags in
several places and there is too much talk
and not enough sustained humor.
There
are

many

film

bright

The story itself has a lot of human
touches and the cast is fine. John Wayne
and Frances Dee are the strongest personalities offered, but they are of considertion.

able value as

marquee

attractions.

Armand Schaefer gets credit as associate
producer,
giving
the
picture
everything
necessary in the way of production value.
Director John H. Auer deftly manipulates
the players, puts plenty of punch into the
dramatic scenes and action sequences, and

moments, several extremely

funny, but there is an indefinable spark
lacking in the tempo due to the story's
static qualities.

Lubitsch holds his end up expertly. The
production value which he and Sol Lesser
afforded the film leaves nothing to be desired, and Lubitsch directs it with a crafty
hand, pointing his scenes, making the most
of every situation and endowing the film
with a lot of neat directorial business. Miss
Oberon does not give a sustained performance.
At times she is sparkling and animated and deft in her role, but at other
times she lacks the animation which the
role demands.
She is beautifully photographed and gowned and scores in those departments.
Melvyn Douglas once again displays his
talents as a subtle comedian, with his performance perfectly rounded on all scores.
Burgess Meredith registers in a juicy role,
playing a straight comic characterization with
a lot of feeling for the part.
Excellent
support is afforded the three principals by
Alan Mowbray, Harry Davenport, Eve Arden,
Sig Rumann and Olive Blakeney. The screenplay was written by Donald Ogden Stewart.
George Barnes is to be commended for
his smooth photography.
The story concerns the trials and tribulations of the Bakers, married six years. Mrs.
Baker, Miss Oberon, is afflicted with hiccups
and goes to a psychoanalyst to see what is
wrong.
This gentleman, Mowbray, very
quickly points out a number of her husband's faults that might be responsible for
the hiccups, and hubby Douglas shortly
after this finds his wife mixed up with
eccentric, piano playing Burgess Meredith.
With the situation developed there is a lot
of intervening business leading up to a
divorce which does not come off. Meredith
gets the gate, the hiccups are cured permanently and things are straightened out

also

injects a

of good

Dawn wrote

Isabel
fault

lot

is

to be

comedy touches.

the screenplay.

If

found with the picture

any
it

is

with the screenplay.
There are a number
bits of business that are unnecessary
which tarnish the general high quality of
the film, but it is doubtful if audiences will

of

Wayne

gives a fine performance and Miss
Ellis,

as usual,

is

excellent

ruthless politician, and fine

support is given the principals by Ward
Bond, Wallace Ford, Harold Huber and
Alexander Granach. Wayne comes to Temple City after the death of a friend to
investigate it as he disbelieves the police
verdict of suicide. He immediately gets involved with Miss Dee, daughter of Ellis,
boss of the city. The ensuing action is exciting, and well-paced, with Wayne finally
cracking the case open.
Ellis goes to jail,
but Miss Dee is ready to marry Wayne

anyway.

CAST: John Wayne, Frances Dee, Edward
Wallace Ford, Ward Bond, Harold Hub-

Ellis,

Alexander Granach, Barnett Parker, Ed
Tim Ryan, Harry Hayden, Russell
Hicks, Pierre Watkin, Ferris Taylor.

er,

Stanley,

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Armand
Schaefer; Director, John H. Auer; Screenplay, Isabel Dawn; Original Story, Jack Moffitt; Cameraman, Jack Marta; Editor, Charles
Craft.

DIRECTION,

performed dramatic offering should meet
with the approval of neighborhood audiences.
Edward Arnold and Lionel Barrymore provide marquee drawing power and, all in all,
the picture is a film that exhibitors should
find useful.
Technically the film has no
flaws, the cast is fine from top to bottom,
the
hold
In

direction

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Role, Trial Witnesses

nicely.

Biz

Say

good and the story should

the key role is young Gene Reynolds,
capable young actor with a lot of

very

a

personality.

Arnold as his holdup-artist
father does an adequate job, and Barrymore
as the philosophical oldster is fine, although
he doesn't have enough to do. Robert Sterling
capable in an important role.
Marsha
Hunt is a neat and attractive addition to
the cast, and the rest of the players are all
competent. Harold S. Bucquet directed from
a screenplay by Harry Ruskin and John C.
is

Higgins.
Story

opens with Arnold
planned bank holdup.

pulling

He then

off

a

joins

Reynolds, who thinks he is the
greatest guy in the world, and his (Arnold's)
friend, Veda Ann Borg.
l\t\
Arnold then
.reks to New York, but a bank holdup goes
his

son,

awry and Reynolds and the girl are picked
up by detectives and FBI men on his trail.

They allow Reynolds to go his way, but after
Arnold gets away again they plant Reynolds
with a farmer, Sterling, on parole, to serve
bait to trap Arnold.
Reynolds decides
when his father shows up that the farm is
a pretty swell place after all and stays there.
as

CAST: Edward

Arnold, Lionel Barrymore,
Hunt, Robert Sterling, Gene Reynolds, Emma Dunn, Veda Ann Borg, Richard
Lane, Gloria deHaven, Grant Mitchell, Phil
Silvers, Warren Ashe, William Haade, Ralph
Byrd, Edgar Barrier.

Marsha

CREDITS:

Producer,

Jack Shertok; DiBucquet; Screenplay, Harry
Ruskin and John C. Higgins; Based on a
}lay by Martin Berkeley; Cameraman, Har;ld Rosson; Editor, Ralph Winters.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
rector, Harold S.

Vincennes House
Chicago

Schenck Yacht Played

is

interest.

slickly

notice them.

Dee matches it.
as a smooth and

Combining homespun philosophy, gangstel
goings-on, a slight touch of romance and a
considerable amount of action, this capably

—

to Alliance
The Alliance Theater

adding the 1,100-seat New
theater at Vincennes, Ind., to
its chain, making 31 houses for the
circuit.
Theodore Childs, present
circuit is

Moon

Several witnesses yesterday dur- owner, is retiring.
ing the trial of Joseph M. Schenck
agreed that Schenck's yacht "Caro- entire cruise in 1937 was one of
mended as a laugh getter is the climactic line," subject of dispute in the suit, good-will to customers and foreign
sequence when Meredith gets the well- had been used for business purposes employes.
known gate.
Harry C. Wilson, a yacht broker,
Jay
during a number of cruises.
CAST: Merle Oberon, Melvyn Douglas, Paley, in answer to questions, put stated that he had witnessed a numBurgess Meredith, Alan Mowbray, Olive to him by Harold H. Corbin, defense ber of business conferences held on
Blakeney, Harry Davenport, Eve Arden, Sig attorney, stated that Schenck had board ship, while Al Wertheimer,
This
Rumann, Richard Carle, Mary Currier, Jean used the yacht to entertain exhibi- corroborated this testimony.
tors while stopping at Havana, Ja- evidence was adduced in answer to
Fenwick.
;he Government's claim that the
Ernst maica and Panama City.
Producer - Director,
CREDITS:
Col. Fulgensio Batista, now presi- yacht had been used for social purLubitsch; Screenplay, Donald Ogden Stewart;
expenses
Cameraman, George Barnes; Editor, William dent of Cuba, was feted on board poses only and that its
Ruth Nolanwith many important Cuban film ex- were not deductible.
Shea.
As a matter der, Schenck's former secretary, will
DIRECTION, Deft. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex- ecutives, Paley said.
of fact, the witness added, Schenck's take the stand today.

One particularly hilarious scene deals with
group of Hungarians Douglas is trying to
sell insurance to, and also to be recoma

J
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DINNER DANCE AND ENTERTAINMENT
GRAND BALL ROOM -HOTEL EDISON
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TICKETS
Treasurer,

$

5

%

.

.

PER PERSON
Warner

Bros.,

.

7:30

P.

M.

from Edw. Schreiber,

321

West 44th Street

Reservations Individuals or Tables of 10

GREAT DANCE MUSIC!
STARS of STAGE, SCREEN and RADIO!

BENEFIT A.M.P.A RELIEF FUND

.
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W
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Ga. Pix Sales

15
DAILY

Mass.

Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range

Bill

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Studio news round-up: Tay Garnett will direct the Erich Pommer production, "Unexpected Uncle" for RKO
Frank S. Nugent, who used to
be a newspaperman himself, has a new 20th-Fox writing contract at more coin
Betty Field and Frances Farmer are due at Paramount from old Broadway on
May 1
Jean Parker and Wally Ford will have the leads in Monogram's
Metro has purchased C. Gardner Sullivan's "Jack"Widows of the Press"
Charles F. Riesner will direct
ass Mail" for Wally "20 Mule Team" Beery
And Allan Dwan will producethe next Marx Bros, comedy for Metro
direct RKO's untitled pix with Edgar Bergen, Charlie McCarthy, Fibber McGee
and Molly
Warners has acquired Earl Derr Biggers' original, "Passage from
Hong Kong."

—

Reported Unfavorably

.

.

.

(Continued from Page I)
a vote on the floor if sufficient House
members wish to disagree with the
committee action.

.

I.

and

.

Guy Sams, lawyer

.

representing producers, and Mr. Pep-

.

.

.

(Continued from Page

.

.

.

Ga., chain operator, and Senof Douglasville,
one of the bill's sponsors in the Senate and a chain theater operator.
ville,

ator

Alpha Fowler,

Ga.

House Passes

To License Projectionists

—

The Georgia Lower
Atlanta
House yesterday passed the bill to
license all projector operators and
require them to pass an examination
given by the State Fire Inspector.

$35,250 in Fines End
U. S. Ascap Crackdown
1)

and against the 19 corporate
members, $14,250.
The action marked the final step
in the Government's anti-trust action against Ascap.
Gene Buck, president, E. C. Mills,
chairman of the administrative committee, and John G. Paine, general
manager, were fined $1,500 each.
Judge Duffy said he wanted to
make it clear that he was finding
the defendants guilty and assessing
penalties "for the purpose of this
$5,000,

This was interpreted
case only."
as meaning that the pleas and fines
could not be made against the de-

fendants in any

civil

actions.

Ascap Executives Take Salary
Cuts as Air 'War' Cuts Income
Voluntary pay reductions have
been taken by Gene Buck and other
Ascap officers due to the organization's income loss through its disBuck,
pute with the networks.
prexy, took a $15,000 cut in his
John G.
$50,000 per year salary.
Paine, general manager, reduced his

Ticket Prices Introduced
In Cassil-Dubinsky Case

"Caribbean Cruise" in Tech.
West Coast Bii-eau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Mo. Theater tickets
Joseph and Kansas City cost
Legislature's Judiciary Committee less than in cities of corresponding
nearing on pending anti-Ascap legis- size, W. E. Truog, Kansas City
lation.
The measure concerning copy- branch manager for United Artists
rights and public performing rights Distributing Co., testified in a depowould require the registration of sition read in Federal Court yestersongs with the Secretary of State, day in Frank and Eugenia Cassil's
naming the price at which they may
suit for $452,775 damages against
be used, and the licensing of copyright societies, with the imposition Durwood-Dubinsky Bros, and certain
{Continued from Page

Piainville

Bill

(Continued from Page

Ascap Maintains 'Gestapo,'
Conn. Judiciary Com. Told
exhibitor,

at

the

Joseph,

St.

\)

State

of a 25 per cent gross tax.
Secretaries of both Conn.
and Allied appeared in favor of
the bill.
Louis Feinmark, counsel,
urged the state exercise police
power and cited exhibitors' double
payment of song fees.

MPTO

in St.

distributors.
Truog described the
general situation in both cities as
"murderous" not only for operators
but for others in the trade. Truog
said he had not heard of any theaters closing because of the situation, however.

Hollywood

—

Twentieth Century-

Fox

will dip "Caribbean Cruise" in
the dye vat.
It will be one of the
studio's top productions and will co-

star Carmen Miranda and Betty
Grable.
William LeBaron will produce. Story is by Karl Tunberg and
Don Ettlinger, with songs and music

by Mack Gordon and Harry Warren.
Production will start soon after Miss
Grable finishes with "Miami."

Fred Kohlmar Joining Para.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Fred Kohlmar has re-

—

signed as associate producer at
20th Century-Fox and on Monday
joins Paramount in the same capacity.

Morris Rome and Attornev Arthur Klein appeared for Ascap.

They cited that similar measures
had been ruled unconstitutional in
several states and attacked the pending bill as an unreasonable exercise
of state police power and class legislation.

The

Committee

request for time to

refused
file

Ascap's

LADY«- NEW ORLEANS
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

a brief, and

was indicated

a committee report
the bill would be forthcoming
before the end of the week.

it

on

Seven More Managers
Sign Dramatists Pact

Seven additional Broadway managers have signed the new Dramatists Guild pact, which currently is
in dispute via an attack by the
salary from $27,500 to $24,750, and League of New York Theaters chargE. C. Mills, chairman of the adminis- ing that it violates the N. Y. State
trative committee took the same cut anti-trust laws.
that

Buck

did.

Stuart Walker, 53, Dies

From a Heart Attack
(Continued from Page

1)

as founder of the Portmanteau theater for which he wrote and directed
the plays. He was play reader and
director for David Belasco. He produced the dramatization of Booth

Tarkington's "Seventeen," dramatized and produced "The Book of
Job." First engaged as film writer
in Hollywood, he subsequently became a director for Paramount.
"Bulldog Drummond's Peril," "The
Eagle and the Hawk" and "Tonight
Is Ours" are among his best known
directorial efforts.

1)

no profit to the operators.
A license of $50 per machine would be
required, plus an inspection charge
of $10 per subject.

per.

Arguments for the bill were summed up by Nat Williams, Thomas-

Regulation

would be restrictions placed upon
the showing of 16 mm. films for public
view in churches, by fraternal
organizations, etc. Latter would be
held to members, with exhibition at

.

.

against the bill were
Kelly, former candidate for

Governor
'

.

MM.

Provides

.

.

.

.

Speaking
"Y>hn

16

.

Bill

The managers are Gilbert Miller,
Louis Schaffer, representing Labor
Stage; Edward Choate, Joe Losey,
Walter Brooks, Ned Wayburn and
Sam Byrd. Also signing the conwere George S. Kaufman,
Rodgers
William
and
Liebling, an author's agent, who
have not been formally identified
as producers but have purchased
scripts in behalf of other managetract

Richard

ments.

Upon

his return from WashingD. C, today, Robert E. Sherwood will confer with Elmer Rice
and the other playwrights of The
Playwrights, producing firm, over
the suit filed by the League against
the Dramatists' Guild, of which Rice
is president.
ton,

JOHN WAYNE

•

ONA MUNSON

RAY MIDDLETON • HENRY STEPHENSON
HELEN WESTLEY

Bernard

Vorhaus—

Director

-_'

= -3^
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are, but the average audience will and a windup sequence showing an on his Pappy and finds he is suffer"Greece Fights Back"
surprise from this reel. It unusually intelligent Brazilian bird ing from a terrific headache, actualParamount
10 mins. get a
The courage of the Greeks in re- depicts a number of deserts in this follow in order. All of the material ly a hangover. Immediately Popeye
country from Maine to California, is interesting.
starts quieting all the noises in the
sisting invasion and their deterneighborhood by ingenuity and brute
mined desire to preserve the democ- some small and some vast. The reel
"Western Wonderland"
should be of interest to audiences
strength.
However, when he reracy they have enjoyed for 2,700
Columbia
10 mins. turns from one of his anti-noise can/
generally.
years is the keynote of this short

now

available to exhibitors.
flagrant propaganda, the
reel strives to show what one small
nation is doing to outwit the dangers of aggression and, without attempting to preach a sermon, it
subtly points out the necessity of

subject

Minus

preparedness.
Regardless of which way the tide
ol war may turn, the picture is timeinteresting and done in good
ly,
taste and worthy of
the nation's theaters.

exhibition

in

Fever"

"Fishing

10 mins.

Paramount
Swell Sport Reel

The

piscatorially

minded

public

green with envy when they
see the fishermen and the fish they
get in this reel, and the ordinary
movie fan who never succumbed to
the lure of the wily trout should get
a yen to try his hand at this sport.
The reel has additional interest for
the average audience as a number
of film personalities are seen at

will be

favorite occupation, fishing.
Ted Husing provides the commenTrout fishing in the Pecos
tary.
River in New Mexico and the McKenzie River in Oregon; deep sea
their

fishing off Catalina and still water
trolling in Bouler Dam are seen in
the reel.

"So Long Mr. Chumps"
17 mins.
Columbia
Fairly

Funny

The Three Stooges

will

edly get a lot of laughs
their
appreciate
that

undoubt-

from fans
particular

Fine Travelogue

paigns

he

hears

a

par^'

riotous

The majestic sweep of the Grand going on in his own apartment
Canyon, the beauties of Zion and house and discovers Pappy performWarners
10 mins.
Yosemite national parks and the ing as the life of the party. Reel
Corking Fishing Reel
mighty Sequoia trees in the latter is a Max Fleischer production.
Michael Lerner and his wife, Helen, park are depicted in the subject. The
"Fight, Fish, Fight"

who are among
game fishermen

tho best known big
of today, are desubject fishing for

natural beauty of the scenery is
breath-taking and the material used
picted in this
is excellent. Reel is a fine subject for
giant marlin in New Zealand waters.
any audience. It was filmed and proSubject should not only greatly induced by Andre de la Varre.
terest anybody who has ever done
any fishing, but should be of inter"Speaking Of Animals"
est to audiences generally.
Mrs. Paramount
9 mins.
Lerner gets the first catch and then
Novel And Amusing
Lerner sets the hook in a seven hunThrough a new wrinkle in trick
died and six pound marlin that gives
photography and animation this
him a back-breaking fight before beshort is one of the most novel and
ing brought to gaff. Wendell Niles
one-reelers seen in some
amusing
gives an interesting commentary.
Any audience should get
time.
plenty of laughs from it and exHigh Spots In American History"
hibitors can't go wrong in booking
Universal
7 mins. it.
The trick processing produces
Fair Cartoon
a perfect illusion of animals talking,
Starting with Columbus this car- and their comments are highly laughtoon burlesques a number of famous able.
The commentator takes the
American historical events. A run- audience down to a farm and then
ning gag is worked through the pic- introduces it to the various animals,
ture where two old maids try to de- with the animals commenting on
tour the soldiers into their home what they are thinking about. Fairevery time an army marches. Reel banks and Carlisle produced the
has a few laughs.
short.

"Stranger Than Fiction"
9 '/4 mins.
Paramount
11 mins. Universal
Interesting Reel
Interesting Subject
Up to par for this series, this
Presenting a number of unusual
subject is highly interesting. Hatch- occupations and people this reel is
ing and breeding of quail, a num- interesting screenfare for the averber of synthetic articles made in the age audience. Subject depicts a man
laboratory, Professor Oakes and a who makes a comfortable living out
gag, and the operation of the new of making trout flies, started as a
Stratoliners are dealt with in the hobby; a hotel made completely from
subject. Any audience should enjoy driftwood and articles salvaged from
this short.
wrecks; a new motor fuel made of
water and lye; an artist who makes
his paintings with pieces of postage
"The Streamlined Donkey"
Columbia
7 mins. stamps; and it concludes with a fiveyear-old girl who is an amazing acroAmusing Cartoon

"Popular Science"

brand of comedy in this release. On
the whole it is a fairly funny comedy
with a fair number of laughs. The
three boys get mixed up with a
young lady with a sob story. So,
being good natured, they get themselves put in jail to try and effect the
A young donkey is told by his batic dancer.
release of her supposedly innocent
sweetheart, but he turns out to be mother that it is undignified for him
"Movie Magic"
a crook and they have to do a stretch to be frisky and frivolous and he
should follow in the best traditions Columbia
for their efforts.
10 mins.
of the family. But the young donkey
First-Rate
"Swankiest Isle In The World"
is a gay blade and pays no heed.
Production of lipstick and the
9'/2 mins. Finally he has to rescue his mother
Universal
methods used to test its efficacy and
Scenic Travelogue
from a cruel taskmaster that is life under "pressure" should interest
Mount Desert Island, first discov- breaking her down with too much any audience. At the same time, in
ered by Champlain, and now better work.
the second half of the subject the
known as Bar Harbor, is depicted in
audience is taken behind the scenes
prothis subject. Graham McNamee
in a shop where Floyd B. Thayer,
"Stranger Than Fiction"
vides the commentary. A number of
9'/2 mins. inventor and manufacturer of magUniversal
imposing homes are seen as well as
ical paraphernalia, is at work on new
Good Subject Matter
the various native industries, makto mystify the magicians' auditricks
Subject opens with a sequence
ing of pottery, lobster catching and
ences. Reel as a whole is first-rate
depicting the Ave Maria Grotto, at
fishing.
entertainment.
St. Bernard College, near Cullman,
Ala., which comprises a remarkable
"Going Places"
"Quiet! Pleeze"
9 mins. collection of miniatures. An ingeniUniversal
7 mins.
ous device to hold cows' tails still; Paramount
America's Deserts
Weak Cartoon
The average person knows that a fountain in Texas that also burns
The kids may like this one, but
there are such things as deserts due to gas in the water; a woman
some place in the United States and who works in a railroad yard; pro- it is not up to the standard of other
Popeye walks in
a few know where these wastelands duction of old muzzle-loading rifles, Popeye cartoons.

So*

"Canine Sketches"

Paramount

10 mins.

Excellent Sport Reel
audience will get a bang out
of watching different types of hunting dogs at their work in this reel.
Subject opens with a sequence devcted to Springer spaniels. Labrador retrievers, setters and pointers
are also seen at work, and all of
the dogs give first rate performances.
A novel touch is given the
reel by first introducing the dogs in
the studio of the noted artist, Lynn
Bogue Hunt, where they are seen
being drawn.
An interesting commentary is provided by Ted Husing.

Any

"Music

In

I

The Morgan Manner"

ny m ins.

Universal
Entertaining Musical

2

Russ Morgan and his orchestra
provide the music for this short with
the customary bandstand, dance floor
background.
tuneful and

The music played

is

effectively put over.
In addition, a number of acts, includis

Modie & LeMaux, dancers,
Arthur Boran, Southern Sisters, Jane
Frazee, Nina Orla and George Davis
ing

are presented.

"Screen Snapshots"
Columbia
10 mins.
Hollywood Folks
Larry Simms, Columbia's Baby

Dumpling

in the "Blondie" series,
acts as a sort of master of ceremonies
for this subject. Reel depicts a number of Hollywood stars hard at work

entertaining our armed forces in the

nearby Army and Navy posts. Abbott and Costello, Burns and Allen
and Rita Hayworth are seen.

ItF

ii

"Red, White

And

Blue

Paramount

Hawaii"

.'it

11 mins.

ii>

Hawaii, vividly filmed in Technicolor, presents not noly a beautiful
subject in this reel, but one of intense interest to the public today as
the U. S. first line of defense in the
Pacific and the home base for the

lit

Fine Travelogue

mighty Pacific battle fleet.
The
sugar and pineapple industries are
interestingly dealt with, and the
film as a whole is a first rate short
subject that any exhibitor will find
an asset to his program.

Hap Hadley Convalescing
Hap Hadley
Misericordia
St.

is

convalescing at
531 E. 86th

Hospital,
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THE FILM DAILY
The

.

.

.

industry's oldest daily trade paper, published five days each week.

industry that

essential to everyone in this industry today.

is

Exhibition news.

Constructive editorials.

reviews that will

ject

Analytical,

any exhibitor

help

the

in

happenings

A
in

interpretive,

of the

showmanship feature and short sub-

selection

of

his

News

programs.

arbitration complaints, hearings and decisions of exceptional spot value
distributors.

news

Vital

Production, Distribution and

of

and

to exhibitors

paper keeping subscribers informed of the important changes and

daily

this industry as they

News presented

happen.

THE FILM DAILY

interesting style which

has

the same brief, readable,

in

maintained uncompromisingly

during these past twenty-three years of serving the industry.

SHORT SUBJECT QUARTERLIES
Periodically, issues of

issue

THE FILM DAILY

booking.

in

.

each

In

Producers and

Pages of reviews of short subjects for guidance

Suggested programs and up-to-date exploitation ideas that are being success-

used by others to

fully

found

.

be found the complete program of each of the Short Subject

will

Distributors for the next three months.
in

.

are devoted to the Short Subject Field.

sell shorts.

these issues referred to as

"EQUIPMENT NEWS"

.

.

A complete coverage of the short subject field
THE FILM DAILY Short Subject Quarterlies.

will

be

.

THE FILM DAILY printed separately, but distributed with the
FILM DAILY devoted exclusively to the equipment field. Every two weeks "Equipment News" appears and is welcomed with open arms by all those interested in the Equip-

A

fortnightly section of

regular

ment

THE FILM YEAR BOOK

Field.

What

..

This

the only book published

the world that carries such valuable interesting information
and motion picture people.
Among the important features
in the 1941 edition now being printed will be found a
Theater List giving the names of theaters
with seating capacities arranged by states and cities.
Circuit theaters listed alphabetically
is

by

picture

name with manager

Pictures

released

of

Financial

Dealers

company, number and names of theaters

with complete credits

Producers,

Structure

of

A Survey
beautifully

of Television

dealers,

Whose

architects,

...

release

a

list

of

dates and

... A

in

There's plenty of meat

manner that

A

product they are installing.

What

manufacturers

as

well

bankers,

as

supply

name

of

Players,

Writers,

new and

revised

studio

and

.

Addresses

of

or

New
too,

is

yours

office
style.

when you become a
Only Ten Dollars

I

THE FILM DAILY.

I

a year for the works.
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and the Year Book,
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regular yearly subscriber to

a

paper presented every other Friday.

in this

im

Equipment and

i

.

in

I

company distributing.
Cameramen, etc.

companies, agents, play brokers, projection rooms, and laboratories.
1001 other bits of information that eveyone should know in this

.

dealers are

paper that gives exhibitors,

each circuit

I

showman's Manual

reads

it

17,800 pictures released since

bound volume of more than 1200 pages.

All this,

of the industry presented in such a

executives the essential news of the equipment side of the industry

Supply
important producers,

practical

distributors, exchanges, trailer

...

Authors, Screen Writers,

important companies

... A

supply

news

developments, new installations by companies and by theaters.

being planned and those to be renovated.

installations.

in

or officer of

last year

Directors,

Section

New

industry

FILM DAILY review dates and/or

1915 with

Work

carries live

theaters are

making
about the motion

It

best seller.

a

like

,

Broadway,
York, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
Please enter my
Book immediately.
$15.00).

subscription to the FILM DAILY and send my 1941 Year
(Foreign subscription,
enclose my check for $10.00
I

Name:
Street:
.

FOR 52 ISSUE TRIAL SIGN CARD

AND

I

MAIL.

I

I

City:

•

•

.

.
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-
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CBS

See Uniform Upturn

Darhens for Church
Night Observance

—

In Film Earnings
(.Continued from Page 1)

the percentages of film production
costs allocated to foreign income,
it appears that declines in attendance, restrictions on the conversion
of foreign currency receipts into dollars, and depreciation in exchange
rates have reduced foreign revenues
by upwards of 30 per cent," the F &

B

bulletin says.

securities
the
film
Discussing
market, it is added:
"Prices for motion picture shares
normally sell at a low ratio to earning power, such conservative standards giving weight to the industry's
speculative operating characteristics.
Current prices, however, give added
recognition to adverse foreign developments and the price risk factor
is regarded as being relatively small
in consequence, the more so in the
satisfactory domestic
light of a
operating outlook."

Expect Passage of Wis.
Ascap Tax Enabling Act
(Continued f-om Page

1)

Senate
agents of Ascap.
action was unanimous.
The Cashman law was passed in
1937 but Atty. Gen. John E. Martin ruled Secretarv of State Fred
R. Zimmerman h^rl no authority to
enforce its provisions requiring a
$25 annual license for all Ascap
agents nor to collect the tax of 25
per cent of the to^al receipts of the
Cashman associety in Wisconsin.
serted Ascap has "dea-nerated" into
a "racket" in the state in its enforcement of the use of copyrighted
He said Ascap collected
music.
$400,000 a year from Wisconsin
citizens and if the law were enforced, the State Treasury would
benefit by $100,000 a year.
Sen. Gustave Buchen (R.) Sheboygan, also called Ascap a "racket"
and stated that any law the legislature could pass to put an end to this
"racketeering" would be a good one.

censing

Mrs. Eaton Retiring
Mrs. Minnie B. Eaton, who

ha;-'

secretary to various Paramount executives for the last 15
Mrs.
years, will retire this week.
Eaton plans to move to her farm
in Connecticut.

been a

TO

COLORS!

TIKI:

—

Rochester
Gordon Moll, associated with theaters here, is a corporal
Infantry, at
in Battery G, 209th
Camp Stewart, Ga.
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY
Leonard Mark, of

of

Warner Bros, publicity department,
has been ordered to report for army
duty by his Draft Board and leaves
for camp,

Monday.

Reading, Mich.
Gus Bentley,
operator of the Reading Theater is
co-operating with
the
community
Church Night, by darkening his
house each Thursday evening.

Picks Chicago
Tele Station Site
(Continued from Page

to

Announce Program

At Chi. Meet Mar. 22-24

1)

tower on the top of the building
which now rises 429 feet above the

(Continued from Page

B & K Making

—While

B & K

is

making

substantial progress with its television tests and surveys in this territory, reports finding their way into
print that two of the circuit's houses,
the Loop Chicago and the Uptown,
will
shortly utilize telecasts are

Executives, franchise holders and
branch managers of Producers Releasing Corp. will be brought together
branded, "premature," bv William
for the first time March 22-24 when
Eddy, B & K's tele director.
the company holds its convention at
B & K tele staff is using a spethe Congress Hotel in Chicago.
O. cially equipped sound truck for the
Henry Briggs, president, will an- survey work and a temporary 40-foot
nounce the 1940-41 program at the tower of special design, vertically
polarized, with an overtype antenna,
convention by which time the prothat has given good reception. Steel
duction and sales policy will have has been ordered for the permanent
been readjusted to conform to the tower, which will be a top of the
Both
State Lake theater building.
expanded operations of PRC.
films and "flesh" have been televised
William Gell, managing director from
the State Lake theater, with
of Pathe Pictures, Ltd., distributor reception reported good. The equipof PRC pictures in the United King- ment of the State Lake building studio is rapidly being assembled and
d( m, will be the guest of honor. Leon
installed.
Fromkess will address the convenFirst B & K house to get Du
tion on finance and foreign distribuMont receivers for lobby use is extion and Joseph O'Sullivan, director
pected to be the Uptown.
of advertising and publicity, will
speak on sales promotion plans.
George Batchellor and Sig Neufeld,
"Doc" Bamford Recovering
production chiefs, and their unit
Chicago A. J. "Doc" Bamford,
heads also will talk.
The 1940-41 lineup is to consist M-G-M branch manager, is recoverof 63 productions, including 26 west- ing from his long illness at the St.
erns. Financing has been completed. Luke Hospital.

—

1941

Case Wednesday

sidewalk.

Chicago

14,

Arbitrate Ellet

Substantial
Progress With Television

PRC

March

Friday,

"<?!{< DAILY

1)

be heard next Thursday, it was annouiced
simultaneously
yesterday
Attorney
with
the
selection
of
Charles P. Megan as arbitrator.

Megan, widely known

in

member

legal circles, is a
law firm of Tolman

Illinois

of

the

& Megan.

Ken complaint names Paramount,
20th-Fox, RKO Radio. B. F. Keith
Orpheum Corp., RKO Proctor Corp.,
RKO Midwest Corp. Theaters involved are the Shakespeare and Pix.
Named as interested parties are Arthur Schoenstadt and H. Schoenstadt and

Sons.

Adcock

appear for
and Clyde
Eckhardt will represent 20th-Fox at
Law firm of Rosenthe hearing.
berg, Stein & Rosenberg will appear for the Schoenstadt circuit.
Spitz and

Paramount

14,000
10,000

and

will

RKO

See "Doe" at Rivoli,
More at Hollywood

"Meet John Doe" yesterday played
approximately 14.000 admissions
at the Rivoli and 10.000 at the Hollywood, the scenes of its dual Broadto

way

premiere. Warner home office
reported last night
The pix's Oklahoma City opening was said to have
given the Criterion there its biggest
"Doe" opens
single day's business.
in six more key spots today.
.
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INTENSITY PROJECTION
POSSESSES BOX OFFICE MAGIC
HIGH

• It gives you full measure of profits because
your patrons receive full measure of enjoyment
from this high quality screen illumination. The
snow white light of daylight quality assures clearer
reproduction of black and white pictures
color
that

really natural

is

— and

—

clear,

comfortable

vision at all times.

Even

now

the smallest theatre can

offer the

comfort and enjoyment which High Intensity
projection affords. The modern "One Kilowatt"

i&Mi

High Intensity arcs are designed

especially for

theatre operation. Fifty to one hundred

small

Low

per cent more screen light than

Intensity

projection at no higher cost:

Give your patrons a High Intensity show with

~5N

pleasant and safe supplementary lighting and

they will respond at the box

now

office. If

you are not

using High Intensity projection ask your

dealer for a demonstration. It's a profitable in-

t

•*?

vestment.

1881

THE MODERN

"ONE KILOWATT" ARCS
USE "NATIONAL" "SUPREX"

AND "OROTIP" CARBONS

LEADERS THEN

1941

LEADERS

NOW

The pioneer organization, from which National Carbon
Company, Inc. has grown, was founded in 1881. Throughout
the intervening 60 years "National" carbons, by constant
research and development, have been steadily improved
adapted to the needs of the time.

and

THE WORDS "NATIONAL", "SUPREX" AND "OROTIP" ARE
TRADE-MARKS OF NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

INC.
30

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
•

East

QHS'
New

York

-

General Offices:
Street, New York, N. Y.

42nd

Branch Sales Offices:
- Chicago - St. Louis

Pittsburgh

-

San Francisco

'

3fe

EQUIPMENT NEWS

National

Boom

Grips

Friday,

mATCRIAL HITCREST Kodachrome

OF

The Equipment Field
(Continued from Page

As

among

ported their '40 earnings at $13,793,937, a gain of more than $3,000,000

over '39, with Clarence M. Brown,
board chairman, asserting that the
organization will enjoy a satisfactory volume of business this year,
and that more substantial gains will
be felt as result of the defense pro-

gram.
Profits

Jones

&

Laughlin Steel Corp., an

amount

of whose structural steel goes into pic stands, reported a 1940 net of $10,277,029 as
against only $3,188,944 in 1939. Western Electric and subsidiaries, among
them Erpi, said this week that '40
earnings were $32,787,030, which is
almost double the '39 figure.

appreciable

Wall

sources assert that a definite boom is on in the air conditioning field, with theaters contributing
considerably to registered gains.

Manufacturers of film projectors,
screens, chairs and carpet are also
enjoying substantially increased busUnited States Rubber Co.
iness.
also reports huge upswing, and, with
it, an ever-growing demand for theater seat materials.
Gains Notable in '41
Compilation of current figures on
new theater construction and remodeling since the present year's outset
territories in the

have now joined the boom
which a few months ago was the
nation

particular province of the Florida
area and the Greater Detroit sector.
Now the Cincinnati territory is filled
with theater projects, as is Alabama;
New England, notably the New
Haven and adjacent sections; Missouri,

Illinois

Bows

and Kentucky, with

the West Coast also reporting extensive operations.
Reports from the Mid- West go so
far as to describe the theater building and remodeling activities as "a
gold rush," and cite the headlong
surge of circuits and individual film
theater interests "to get in on the
ground floor," as communities near

and adjacent to Army camps are
growing from the status of small and
obscure villages to cities of considerable size, nearly all of whose motion
picture exhibition facilities are wholly inadequate.

1)
fiit

studios via making scree!
tests for new talent at a cost f{
below present expenditures, asserjx

•

•

•

RICHARD

GREENWOOD,

Heywood-Wakefield
announced on the
week-end five per cent wage increases for company's employes
declaring that the blanket raise was made possible because of improved
biz conditions
Yeah, but what wasn't declared is something we feel
free to say
namely, that Mister Greenwood and his fellow execs
up in Gardner, Mass
have always believed that their workers
should have maximum possible comforts
as well as those who

Co

N.

manufacturers

theater

pic

of

make

nestle into the chairs the workers

why

Heywood-Wakefield

the

prexy

of

chairs

one

It's

many

of the

reasons

so successful

outfit is

T
T
• PHIL SCHWARTZ of

T

•

—

—

.

T
•

•

•

.

.

T

FRANKENBURG,

chief engineer, and H. E. Eller of
have returned to Chicago from a threeHollywood where they made many demonstrations before

JULIUS

the Radiant Screen Corp

weeks'

trip to

interested groups

company's

of

made

Plans are being

der

production'U get under

way

latest

type of Radiant Screen Ven-

to bring out

a streamlined machine and

at the Chi. plant as

soon as necessary tooling

L. Reinheimer has renewed his agreements with
can be completed ...
and booth parts
Altec for sound and repair-replacement service

service

Parkway and State (South) Theaters in
Dupage, Lombard, 111., and the. Calumet, Hammond,

his Roseland,

for

Chi

plus the

Ind.

—and who negotiated
THAT

Altec 'cept R. C. Gray!

for

T

T

ing 12,000 sq.

remodeling

into their new 10th Floor
they found themselves occupyBuilding
representing a major
of ultra-modern space

reception

RKO

ft.

h.o.

room

One

job
is

•

•

of the features of the

new main

the symbolic photographic mural

T

T
•

GUS HOENSCHEIDT

T

has arrived

in

New

Braunfels.

men
age"

own

theater ...

•

the latest literature on
unit

Booklet

is

U. S. Air Conditioning
its

is

set to

send

to theater-

Refrigerated Kooler-Aire "all in one pack-

titled:

:ate

ing.

Over 10,000 feet of the new higl
density rigid Fibreglas mats ha\
been used in sound-proofing the sti

SMPE

Shows

Interest

Only about a week before the oper
ing, which was attended by prom:
nent technicians, producers, writers
directors, and film players, SMP! Wl
scientists stressed the importance c
16 mm.'s possibilities at their meet lit
ing in the Samuel Goldwyn studios
Checkup of several major studio! St
just prior to that meeting showel;Br
that all test shots of locations an; |.<
most of costume tests during produc «
tion preparations for practically al .mis
pictures,
regardless of whether o is
not they were to be later filmed ii
color or black and white, were be
ing made via the 16 mm. Kodachrom Itl

^

—

—

One studio executive state*
that the miniature film saved as higl™
as $8,000 per picture on pre-produc
method.

>

jjj

tion tests.

At the SMPE's Pacific Coast Sec
tion huddle, J. G. Frayne, chairmai
of the section, turned the prograni
over to Emery Huse. William Muel
ler, head of the membership commit
tee, reported 31 new members hac
been added to the Section rolls sinc<
Jan. 1.
Among the 150 attending
were: W. V. Wolfe, Barton Kreuzer
Carroll Dunning, Alan Gundelfinger
Sid Solow, A. Lamb, C. R. Sawyer

Gordon

Sawyer,

Roy S. Leonard
W. Remerscheidj

Charles Handley, H.

ii?

j

Gordon Chambers, Michael Leshing
William Mueller, K. F. Morgan, A
M. Bolt and Irvin Willat.

"Your Best Air Defense"

.

.

.

UTS

Reports Sales
Tampa, Fla.— United Theater Sup-

ply Co. here has installed General
chairs, Da-Lite screen, and Temperate Aire ventilating equipment in
Spark's Beach Theater, St. Peters
burg; Da-Lite screen and Ashcraft
Cyclex projection lamps in Mary
Hayes Davis' Dixie, Clewiston; Gen
eral chairs and Ashcraft Cyclex projection lamps in A. Dobrow's Prince,
Pahokee; Bigelow Sanford carpet,
General chairs, Da-Lite screen and
Strong projection lamps in B. E.
Gore's State, Tampa; and a Newman
Ticket Chopper in the Wometco circuit's Lincoln in Miami Beach.

Tex.,

from Hobart, Okla., to replace Jack Pickens as mgr. of the Rialto
Jack has moved over to Uvalde, Tex., where he'll take over management
of his

recording, pre - r<
cording, transcriptions and process

ait

recently emitted cheer you heard

ad-publicity -exploitation cohorts

quarters in the

—photography,

T

from Rochester
was the victory shout o' the Eastman Kodak Camera
who took the five-man event and thus reWorks bowlers
In the inter-plant
gained possession of the Love joy Trophy
Kodak Park femme
competition, Camera Works rolled 2,865
with Hawkey e in the secbowlers won the Sulzman Trophy
ond slot ... • When RKO Radio's Barret McCormick moved his
•

•

•

that, with Kodachrome film rea'"
true color perfection, vast ao.
tages to the industry will accru
Production of 35 mm. is also provide
for in the studio's facilities, with tr
aim of having indie producers mak
certain shorts there in their entirety

dio.

Bridgeport was up in Boston
t'other day conferring with theater supply orgs, preliminary to
improving and greatly enlarging the Parkway Theater in his home
town ... • There's a change of management at the lone Theater,
lone, Wash., with Harry Smith taking over from G. E. Widger,
who operated the stand for 25 long years, and, we hear, house'll
be closed for a spell for installating of new equipment ...
• L
Wagner of Wagner Sign Co. is installing new signs on the Grand
Theater in Detroit's Highland Park sector for the Brown Circuit,
and also on two new houses, the Dearborn, in Dearborn, for
Wisper & Wetsman, and the Mercury, Detroit, for Saul Sloan
• This might be called "riding on 'foam' ": Directors of U. S.
Rubber Co. have declared a dividend of 50 cents on the common
stock, marking resumption of payments after a lapse of 20 years,
and bringing from Prexy F. B. Davis, Jr., the statement that company's plants are working at capacity on the largest backlog of
orders in its 50-year history

•

St.

shows that several

Studio

major

Made

Celetex Corp. and its subsidiaries,
makers of materials essential to and
widely employed by film theaters,
also stated this week that for the
quarter ended Jan. 31, 1941, net
profit was $456,865, whereas in the
corresponding quarter a year ago a
loss of $194,865 resulted.
Johns-Manville Corp., whose roofing and other materials are employed
extensively in theater construction,
reported this week a 1940 net of $5,882,071 compared with $4,127,691.

14, 19'

to Fore

(Continued from Page

whose products extensively used by
the motion picture industry are
fronts for theaters, this week re-

Large

New

1)

was announced this week by the
company at $1,675,772, virtually
$300,000 more than in '39.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.,

March

Delphia Orders Screen

—

Chittenango, N. Y. A new Walker
molded screen has been inin the Delphia Theater by
the Albany office of National Theater
plastic
stalled

Supply Co.

—

%
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14,

W
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EQUIPMENT NEWS
Dill*

SHOWMAN HINTS-By Showmen

To Turn Out Plastics

By CHAS.
(Continued from Page 1)

E.

KURTZMAN

Division Manager, Loew's Northeastern Theaters

quent replacement of non-ferrous
Good pictures make for good business
wiped down and dusted regularly and the
metals with plastics, and the natural
and in the same sense, good house main- carpet vacuumed daily. Seats with broken
growth of the plastics industry.
~^n the Taunton plant, General tenance is insurance against loss of much springs and extending wires or loose armrests do not contribute to a patron's comitric will install nearly 300 mold- of this business.
Though product is the backbone of a fort.
Take us into a rest room that is
ing presses of the compression type
which will give them more than half theater, we have yet to meet the theater untidy or throws off an odor and you are
the capacity they now have at their operator who did not lose a certain amount taking us into a theater operated by a man
main factorv at One Plastics Ave., of business through neglect of his physical who does not work at his job. Uncontrolled
Pittsfield, Mass.— the largest plas- properties ... or by indifferent house man- ventilation, poor projection and sound that
Good housekeeping in a theater is either too loud or too dim are faults of
tics molding plant in the United agement.
more uncommon today than
Approximately 400 persons is not "one man's opinion" as are advertising the theater
States.
and lighting, for example.
common, but nevertheless still to be found.
will be employed.
.

.

.

.

New Haven

Territory

Busy with Construction
(.Continued

from Page

1)

Theater maintenance is simply a matter
of right and wrong.
One either does or
does not have a clean marquee and an inviting front.
The cashier is pleasant and
alert or she is a "chewing gum mechanic"
interested only in the hour her day stops.
A doorman's uniform may not be brand new
and the smartest in the city but it should
be clean.
A theater lobby should be

.

Peter

>

SUMMER

r

BLITZKRIEG
DOLING

Not every theater manager can have the
best picture of the week nor is he always
manager of the best physical property in
his town, but he can protect what business
he has by being a good housekeeper . . .
and in the long run, at far less cost than by
deliberate neglect of his property.
Haven't we often heard "A Stitch in Time
Saves Nine?"

EVAPORATIVE

IMIDIFYING
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RCULATIMG

UNIT

UNIT

ALL IN >

ONE

Named

Work

Lowe

CUJCUMAt

.

Perakos and Joseph
Quittner, prominent Connecticut exhibs., are excavating for a 1,000-seat
house in East Hartford. Fred QuatSpeeds
Field Supervisors
rano, co-operator of the Lido, Water- F. L.
bury, is preparing to build a 700His
Missouri
Stand
For G-E Air Conditioning
seater at Newington, Conn.
Strand Amusement Co, operator of
Lebanon, Mo. Construction is bePaul M. Hooven, Jr., has been apa Bridgeport chain, will remodel the ing pushed on the new motion
pic- pointed Eastern field supervisor, and
installing
700-seat
Strand-Palace,
cure theater being erected here by Dorcey F. Hines, Western field sunew heating, new marquee, new mod- F. L. (Doc) Lowe of Lyons, Kans., pervisor of the General Electric air
ernistic glass front, and new seats.
who is interested in the Star Theater conditioning and commercial refrigBids are out for renovating and en- Co. The house, which will have 500 eration department, it has been anMichael
Daly's
700-seat seats,
larging
is to be known as the Star nounced by Elliott Harrington, sales
Philip Schwartz
Plainfield Theater.
Theater. It will be ready for open- manager. Both men will report diof the 400-seat Parkway, Bridgeport, ing about April
15 or May 1.
rectly to E. B. McClelland, assistant
will improve and enlarge his house
Lowe has moved his family to sales manager in charge of field
The Roger Sherman Lebanon and will make his headquar- operations.
this Spring.
and other ace Warner houses in the ters in this city. The Gasconade TheHooven, who will make his headdistrict are trying out a new type of
ater Co. has the 580-seat Lyric The- quarters in Cleveland, joined G-E
lamp for improved interior lighting. ater here. That house has been in as a sales representative in what was
Hall.

AIR DEFENSE

PACKAGE

On

—

number

operation for a
close

Theater Fires

proximity

to

The then the oil furnace division of the
Leonard air conditioning department. Hines,

of years.

Fort

Wood, the training camp for the who will maintain headquarters in
Seventh Armp Corps, has made Le- Kansas City, was one of the first G-E
banon a logical site for a new thea- refrigeration distributors, having
1

—

Buffalo
Fire of undetermined
origin destroyed the Walden Theater
just over the city line. Damage was
estimated at $10,000.

opened his firm in Baltimore around

ter.

1927.

—

—

—

room, with new seats; new screen
and general new office equipment.

Remking Remodeling Swan

ing the night.

—

— Morris

Terre Haute
remodeling his

Remking

is

Swan Theater, reEastport, Me. On March 6, fire
destroyed the local Acme Theater, placing the front with enamel steel,
Red Men's Hall and three waterfront building a new box-office, modernizbuildings, including the U. S. Cus- ing the lobby and foyer.
toms House.

Loss was more than

$50,000.

—

Vandalia, 111. Damage by fire to
the Liberty Theater here is estimated
at more than $35,000. Herman Tanner, house's manager, states that all
of the theater's equipment, including
a $20,000 air conditioning system,
was a total loss. Blaze occurred on
the night of Feb. 25, doing a total
damage to Odd Fellows Lodge of an
estimated $45,000. Blaze started in
the theater's furnace room.

—

Snow Hill, Md. Fire destroyed the
O. W. Outten Building here which
houses the

Gem

Theater.

IE

Plans 1,000-S eater

1

—

Quincey, Fla.
Interstate Enterprises have announced tentative plans
for a 1,000-seat theater, work to be
started in the near future.

Decorating • Stage Rigging •
Steel Tracks • Curtain Controls • Carpets
Send for circular showing other recent

H.

KENNEY

STUDIOS, INC.
112-18

W.

44th

St..

New

York City

Refrigerated Kooler-aire

is

a

com-

plete, automatic, refrigerated air cool-

ing

dehumidifying system

and

engi-

neered into one integrally-related,

As

anced unit.

bal-

a result, Refrigerated

Kooler-aire does the job better and

Costs Less to

Own and Operate
No

cooling

deep
and piping.
No engineer needed to run it. Comes
engineered, assembled, and
factory
special

towers,

superstructures,

wells, or intricate wiring

equipped and ready to
Write for "Your Best Air
Defense", learn how this amazing Refully

tested,

operate.

—

box

office

can boost the

Kooler-aire

and beat the nut in any

theater, large or small.

request to

RCA

Newsreel Type Single
System Mitchell Recorder

with

2—12

Department RK-1

usAIRcc
llieatto.

V. motors, dry galvanometer, etcL

Worth $2,500.00 Now $495.00
Hundreds of other bargains
cameras,
developers,

motors,
dollies,

recorders,
etc.

in

printers,

IZaJH^pexttt&ct

moviolas,

Ask for Studio,

Recording and Laboratory Bulletin Recor*
3LF.

installations,

CHARLES

and Economy

Address your

1

Lighting Efiects • Draperies •
Acoustical Correction • Wall
•
Covering
Painting
and

for Efficiency

frigerated

COMPLETE THEATRE

RENOVATION S
OUR S P E C A L T Y

Engineered Into a Single Unit

Installed in a few hours.

Strand Being Improved
Provo, Utah Strand Theater here 20th-Fox Betters Exchange
Indianapolis Twentieth Centuryis being entirely remodeled and renEquipment for this 400- Fox exchange is being remodeled
Malvern, la. The Empress Thea- ovated.
ter here was seriously damaged by seater is being furnished by Service here. Included in the new equipment
screen
fire which swept through the theater Theater Supply Co. of Salt Lake is air conditioning system;
and nearby buildings. Blaze started City.
in the basement of the pic house dur-

'Qfifayvuttext

S.

O.

S.

Cinema Supply Corp.

UNITED STATES AIR

New York

CONDITIONING CORPORATION

636 Eleventh Avenue

NORTHWEST TERMINAL

-

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN

W
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New Kenney

Project

Will Cost $200,000
(Continued from Page 1)

was

this past

week.

filed

with the village

The project, launched by Charles
H. Kenney, is expected to be ready
some time during the Summer.
Interior of the theater will be simple and thoroughly modern, and the
latest type of air conditioning plant
will be installed. Sufficient additional
land has been purchased adjacent to
the building to provide parking space.
Basement of the building, it is
asserted, will contain one of the

uled for

NTS

community

Loud Speakers Currently

—Talking pictures are going

(Continued from Page

territory for

new

1)

enterprises, hand-

some new theaters are springing up
like mushrooms in other towns and
still others are under construction.
speakers, equipped with volume conThe Crescent Theater Co. of Nashtrol, permit perfect hearing even
ville has opened the Roxy at Dethough the car may be closed against catur.
rain or cold.
Equipment is being
Roy Martin, owner of a chain of
furnished by the Rola Co. of Cleve- Alabama and
Georgia theaters, is
land. According to Ira Lowe, mana- planning
to build a $100,000 theater
ger, the system will involve the ex- in Dothan
and a smaller one in Roanpenditure of some $15,000.
oke.
The theater recently issued the
Waters Theater Co. will reopen
one millionth ticket; this was on the the Homewood Theater,
Birmingham,
third day after the third anniversary dark
for many months, after a $15,of the opening of the Drive-In. It is 000 remodeling
and enlarging proestimated that some 500,000 cars grom. New equipment
costing $10,-

Thomas have modernized their Shores
Theater with new Simplex Four Star
Super Simplex projectors,
Simplex high lamps and rectifiers,

sound,

B & L

Pic Theater Boon On
in Alabama

Drive-In Gets

In-Car

Miami

Mich.— Shook &

Irwin Clipper chairs,

Is

in
new houses is decidedly in evidence here.
Ralph
new Shard, to be erected as a memorial to Elmer Shard,
former Cincinnati exhibitor, will be under way in mid-April, at Lockland, Greater
Cincinnati suburban area. Other suburban houses will include opening of a new
house, St. Leger, Walnut Hills, by Mannie Marcus, who also operates the Esquire;
and the construction of a new 700-seater, named West Hills, by Bob Fitzwater
on Queen City Ave.
A large parking lot will adjoin, and the latest equipment
will be installed including the special sound required to enable Cincinnatians to
see "Fantasia," as yet unable to be shown here.

"silent" at the Miami Drive-In Theater, and this is being brought about
through the installation of individual
loud speakers in each car.
The

Supplies Shores

St. Clair Shores,

Cincinnati
A spurt
Kinsler announces the

Miami

use.

lenses,

14,

Shortage of Metals

New

smartest recreation centers in Nassau County, with bowling alleys, a
restaurant and cocktail lounge sched-

March

Queen City Is Enjoying Building Boom;
One House Memorial to Exhib. Elmer Shard

—

cost, including the store building of
which it is a unit, approximately

$200,000,

Friday,

Crestwood carpet, Walker screens
and National marquee. This installation was made by National Theater have visited the place since
opened.
Supply Co.'s Detroit office.

it

1941

DAILY

Causing Concern
(Continued f.om Page 1)

Estimated fabricator requirements
were 720,344 tons, leaving a deficit
of 83,122 tons.
On the basis of £
rate, consumption of cop;
in this country was running at
annual level of 1,461,456 tons, but
according to a recent survey, if metal
were available, use of copper for
the months of February-March-April

January

would probably average 135,000 tons
per month. If this latter basis were
mainted, an annual use of $1,620,000
tons

indicated.

is

On Wednesday

of this week, 3,000
workers at the Edgewater, N. J.,

sheet mill of the

Aluminum

Co. of

America went on

strike, further affecting the situation with respect to

that metal. Just previously, George
Kapps, of Decorative Metal Products

reported virtually
stoppage of supplies of
aluminum for poster frames, and
said he is planning on brass, plated
with nickel or chrome for a new
line.
It was also reported that some
exhibitors are turning again to wooden frames for lobbies.
Co.

of

Detroit,

complete

MPPDA

Takes Hand

Also from Detroit comes word that
will be installed.
Seating ca- Joseph Miskinis, circuit operator, is
pacity of remodeled house will be 750. having his new Carthay's construc-

was 000

Wilmot

C.
C.
will

Douglas

architect;
contractor.

tion held up by steel delivery delay.
George W. Steele, Daytona (Fla.)

Theater
serve the Homewood,
Edgewood and Hollywood suburb.

contractor, has been delayed in erecting the new $90,000 Daytona Theater for John and Drew Eberson because of inability to get prompt delivery of steel.

Thomas

is

Bradfield,

Muscle Shoals Theaters, Inc., is
building a $124,000 theater at Sheffield.

Close contact is being maintained
Alabama Theaters, Inc., is building a $40,000 neighborhood theater between representatives of MPPDA
official
Government channels
in Cloverdale, exclusive residential and
whereby the latter will take every
section of Montgomery.
And the U. S. Army is construct- possible step to expedite deliveries
ing theaters in the cantonment area cf materials required by film theaof the pursuit school at Selma, the ters, both in the line of equipment
Air Base at Mobile, and Gunter Field and essentials for construction needs.
in

Territory

—

RELAX

Some

folks

in their

world.

may enjoy

ment

carrying around

own heads all the worries of the
Not so, smart showmen. Worries

that can be delegated, they delegate

—

pink of condition, they

— sound

service

service.

to

people willing and able to take responsibility. To keep projection room equip-

CHANGE TO ALTEC SERVICE

in the

know

they need engineers, so they take Altec

Take

lax: save all

service and booth parts

this time-tested

job of showmanship.

•

way

to re-

your energies for the prime

Change

mil

«

RCA

Lists Chi. Jobs
Cincinnati
Alexander Smith &
Sons' Crestwood carpets have been
Chicago— A. E. Klein of RCA Mfg.
installed in the new local Shard The- Co. here lists recent installations as
ater along with Super Simplex pro- follows: RCA Magic Screens for
jectors
Simplex
sound,
Walker Zionsville Theater, Zionsville, Ind.;
screen,
Peerless
Magnarc lamps, Rio, Joliet, 111.; and eight local
Clipper chairs, B & L lenses, and a houses, Rosette, New Rex, Empress,
National marquee by the local branch Emmett, Highway, Today, Apollo
of National Theater Supply Co.
and Rogers; and RCA sound for the
Another new house, McCook The- Rio, Joliet, 111., operated by E. Codo;
ater, Dayton, has received from the State-Harrison, Chicago, for S. Nessame supply source a Walker P.M. ki; 1,000 Car Drive-In, Chicago, for
screen,
Super Simplex projector, Illinois Drive-In Corp.; R. E. Beck's
Simplex sound, Peerless Magnarc Today, Chicago, including Brenkert
lamps,
Clipper
chairs,
Cinephor projectors, lamps; and Warners'
Treated lenses, and other equipment. State, Racine, Wis.

to Altec.

A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER

£

I'M

are anxious that nothing impede
progress of building programs now
under way or contemplated.

—

ME,

re

indie circuits, as well as individual exhibs.,

NTS Equips New Houses
Ohio

h

Many major and important

Montgomery.

In the

':!'!!!

Beck-O'Toole Sign ATC
Chicago— L. R. Beck, RCA's

Ideal Betters Projection
Chateauga, N. Y.—The Ideal Theater has been equipped with Super
Simplex projectors, Simplex high
lamps and rectifiers and Super Cinephor F-2 lenses, installed by the National Theater Supply Co.'s Albany

service manager, and R. O'Toole, branch
chief engineer, have closed a contract
covering service and maintenance
for 12 Indiana and Illinois houses of
the Alliance Theater Circuit, headed

office.

by

S. J.

Gregory.

—

March

Friday,

14,

DeAngelis

1941

Lists

Six

— Michael

J.

architect

to a total of 800.

House

is

*

versity Village, Inc., and Dipson Theater Corp. the lessee.
Basil Bros.' Apollo, a new stand,

scheduled to open this coming
week, and the Star, Tonawanda,
N. Y., which DeAngelis designed, had
This is jointly
its debut Feb. 15.
Dipson-Senet owned.
April 1 has been set for opening
the completely renovated Colonial in
Elmira, owned and operated by Fred
Schweppe of that city and the Dipson interests.
Just recently, the newly renovated annex known as the Roxy Theater, located next door to the FamTheater, Mt. Morris, N. Y.,
ily
opened.
This is an auxiliary theater, owned and operated by the
This
Martina Circuit of Elmira.
and all the foregoing are DeAngelis

EQUIPMENT

S.

BALLANTYNE.

industry 1910, taking over

equipment business starting in small one-room office handling only sound and air conditioning. Business has had phenomenal growth, today occupying

owned

by Louis Sannella, and lessee is Dipson Theater Corp. of Buffalo.
The DeAngelis organization has
also been awarded plans for a new
theater known as the University
Group, to seat 1,200 and located in
the Amherst district, Main St. near
Hyman Blvd., Buffalo. Owner is Uni-

IN

Head of The Ballantyne Co., Omaha.
Entered the
management and ownership of theaters in Norfolk,
Wayne and Tilden, Neb., which he operated until 1912. From 1913-18, manager,
Mutual Film Corp. of Des Moines and Omaha. Back to theater operation, 191923, when he took over management of theaters in Omaha and Norfolk.
With
Pathe Exchange. Inc.. 1923-31, as manager at Des Moines and Southern division
manager. Then Western division manager, district
manager at Des Moines and Omaha, and finally
Mid-Western division manager. In 1932 entered
'

DeAngelis,
with offices
here and in New York, has been
the plans for remodeling
awarded
N
'he Masque, Buffalo, whose seat^capacity will also be increased
.
Rochester
theater

WHO'S WHO
D.

Upsfaie N. Y. Jobs
film

EQUIPMENT NEWS

<?ity MI1V

three-and-a-half story building.
One
devoted to testing and research; another to company's offices; and still another to
showroom and display. Since inception, company
greatly expanded line of merchandise, now including among products of its manufacture, complete
line of theater sound, air conditioning, the new
1-Kw. projection lamp, and booth equipment.
Has retained active management of his organization from beginning.
an

entire

entire

floor

Following the recent appointment
by RCA of Capitol Motion Picture
Supply Corp. as exclusive distributors in the

New York

territory of

sound, RCA Century projectors,
and the RCA Magic Screen, the organization headed by Ben Perse has
made a large number of installations.

RCA

In the matter of RCA Magic
Screen, close to 40 have been placed
in local theaters by Capitol since
the distribution agreement was made,
in addition to which the Perse outfit

made seven complete RCA and
Century installations.
Foregoing jobs do not include an

has

number

of current con-

under negotiation.
Other important installation re-

tracts

Jump
Typhoon Biz

Dailey Discloses

Three Chi. Stands Get

Of 50%

New G & B Equipment

in

(Continued from Page

(.Continued

1)

Cohoes, N. Y., and an Icedaire job
at Warners' new theater, Albany,
N. Y., and mechanical refrigeration
at their Capitol Theater, Winchester,
Va., as well as a deep well cooling
job for their Colonial Theater, Atlantic City, N. J., and a Breezaire
job at Olean, N. Y.
Breezaire systems are also going
into the Bland Theater, Portsmouth,
Va.; Moton Theater, Newport News,
and the Manhattan, Norfolk.
In addition, Typhoon has on hand
numerous jobs for restaurants, showrooms, and other commercial spots.

Dattola Plans Fourth
New Kensington, Pa. Bart Dattola, who has been in the theater
for American
business for 25 years, and operates Walker
the Paramount and Dattola Theaters
Canton, N. Y. The American Thehere and the Dattola Theater in West ater has installed a new Walker
Tarentum, has just completed and plastic molded screen. Installation
awarded plans for the construction was made by the Albany branch of
of a new 1,000-seat theater in this National Theater Supply Co.
town, on which work is to begin
before the end of the month.
Palace Gets Projection Lamps
Fairmount, Ind. E. R. Crouch has
installed new low intensity lamps in
Reseating the Circle
his Palace Theater here.
Sebring, Fla. Two hundred new
seats are to be added to the Circle
Theater, according to an announcement by P. L. Vinson, owner. The
old chairs will be discarded and a
complete equipment of 65 newest
type theater seats will be installed.
Other improvements to the house will
FLAGSbe made.

—

Effects

Numerous RCA Sales

appreciable

is

jobs.

Perse Org.

PM

from Page

cently made or ordered from Capitol
are: Mohawk Scotia carpet for Fox

1)

drapes, fixtures, carpet and ticket
machine have been delivered to L.
Retchin's Oakley; and seat cushions,
screen, drapes, curtain control, curtain, P. A. system and stereo, among
other items, to M. Lange's Harrison.

Brooklyn, and RCA Magic Screens
for the Kent, Yonkers, and Bell,
Brooklyn.
RCA sound and projection equipment, including Century
projectors
and Ashcraft Suprex
lamps will go into Drew Eberson's
new Daytona Beach, Fla., Theater,

Mohawk Scotia carpet, RCA
sound, Century projectors, Ashcraft
generators, and
Stabilarc
projection lamps, screen, curtain, RCA Magic Screen into Fabian's
curtain control, fixtures and drapes new theater in Cohoes, N. Y., deto the New Strand.
signed by John and Drew Eberson.
and

The company has also supplied lamps,

—

—

—

F or_

BANNERS—
VALANCES—

"FLIGHT
Next
to

to

good pictures the best way

zoom attendance

house

attractive

Smith Carpet.
Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of
equipment manufactured by:

P^%

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.

71

FIFTH AVENUE,

Your

CHARLES ROSS
333

W. 52nd

St..

New York

Inc.
City

Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

with

make your
Alexander

a business build-

floor

covering in most of

the country's successful theatres.

Flag and Valance Co.

Estimates Cheerfully Given
Let Us Enlighten You on
Lighting
Problems

famous

LIEBERMAN

Incomparable Lighting Equipment

It's

is to

er-upper, one reason you'll find this

IT':

Hollywood, California

COMMAND

646
8954

N.

Michigan

Gibson

NEW YORK,

Ave.,

Street,

Los

Chicago,
Angeles,

N. Y.

Illinois

Calif.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

8
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NTS Detroit Branch

FIELD NOTES

Reports

New

Orders
AFTER

(Continued from Page

A RTICLES of incorporation have been
** filed Milwaukee, Wis., by the Theain

b

Equipment

ter

Supply Co.
Incorporators
E. Olson and H. R.

are Michael Levin, Oscar

Vogel.

*

*

*

Just in the past few days, Arthur V.
Sheckler of Central Theater Supply has
sold Brenkert Suprex lamps to the
Luna, Lafayette, Ind.; Motiograph projectors to the Park; Robins generator
to the Rex, and lamp equipment to the
Ritz.
Three latter houses are located

CTS

in

bailiwick, Louisville.
*

*

*

Two new Cyclex projection lamps have
been installed in the Rivola Theater, Elkader,

la.

*

*

*

Irving Lipnick has completed installation of 8,000 sq. ft. of wall insulation in his Shore Theater on Chicago's
South Side. Step is part of his modernization program which is continuing.
Last month, Irv put in a host of

PROSCENIUM CHATTER

Hertner transverters, Walker plastic
molded screen, Peerless Magnarc
lamps, Bausch & Lomb F-2 coated
lenses, Crestwood carpeting and a
National marquee. Installation was
made by the local branch of NTS.
Simplex Four Star sound, Super
Simplex projectors and Simplex high
lamps were installed in Sol and Mac
Krim's Krim Theater, Detroit, by
NTS office here. Also Hertner transverters, Walker screen, Bausch &
Lomb F-2 lenses, Crestwood carpet,
and a National marquee were purchased for this theater.
The Dearborn Theater, Dearborn,
Mich., operated by Wisper & Wetsman, has been outfitted with Simplex
Four Star sound, E-7 projectors,
Hertner transverters, Walker plastic
molded screen, Peerless Magnarc

and

negotia-

arrangements

have
Co. and

installation.

Walker

lamps,

screens,

Paul (who is treasurer of edo.
Chambersburg Theater Co., Chambersburg, Pa.), has inked an RCA Photophone contract calling for sound for Large Order for

*

*

*

M. M. Lewis, operator of the

ter.

*

*

*

adding another theate

is

*

*

1

,000-seater.

dress-up

"further
*

*

*

*

W.

Johnson and R. R. Knight are putting up a new house in South San Antonio
to be known as the So-San.
RCA Photophone has been awarded contract for sound,
booth equipment and screen.
*
*
*
B.

From
Browne

plans

*

Architects

by

Easter
of

its

Sunday,

new

April

Wood

Fort

13, for the opening
Theater, Waynesville,

yards,

Kurson, owner, work has startei
S.
on Camden, Me., project which calls for
t-hcater and store.
General contractor ij
Arthur N. Olive of Boston. Building will b<
of concrete blocks with brick front, 40
132, one story and basement, concrete slal
floor construction, tar and gravel roof, am
cost will be $60,000.

the

:

*

A tentative agreement has beet
reached between City of Durand, Wis.'
and the Durand Theater Co. with ref
erence to leasing of the auditoriun\
building there, which is to be rebuil,\
H. Lorence, who formerly operated with a large, new theater on the grounc\
theaters in New York State and Young- floor and a dance hall on the seconc
ville, Pa., has just taken over the Roose- floor.
Donnellan will show pix in the
of Winter, Wis., which is being
for that purpose.
•;:•'*
*

1

Holmes

now

converting old ships into

modern vessels for the Government,

are a part of the installations calling
for Holmes equipment. Ruby Camera exchange with headquarters in
That new Gem Theater in Villa New York are distributors of Holmes
Grove, III., has opened and is a model equipment in the Eastern territory.
of modernity.

GROUND

»

every airplane pilot

is

•

Back of

•

a ground crew of

men

in grease-stained overalls.

Mo.

*

*

*

*

*

Court Square Theater, Springfield, Mass.,
has opened its second balcony for the first
time since E. M. Loew circuit took over
Entire theater
the house three years ago.
has been re-carpeted, chandeliers re-lamped,
and new aisle lights installed. House books
vaude three days a week.
*
*
*
Jesse Fine, prexy of

hood Theaters,

Remodeling Victory
Detroit— Edward C. Johnson, who
has just taken over the Victory Theater at

Bay

City, is remodeling the
renaming it the City.

and
Sound and projection contract went
to George McArthur, and the marhouse

quee to Edward A. Long.

Premier Nabor-

man, Evansville, and Rapp

An

&

long

*

the best work
In

K.

Shappiro.

the field

.

.

.

.

Executing

Rapp, of

PAINTING

how important they

Every industry has
public never sees.

its

are.

ground crew that the

In your theatre

it's

the

projection and sound, for without them you

couldn't put a picture on the screen.

That's

how important

Simplex Projection
and Simplex Sound
make the best ground
crew for any theatre.

3S

g

^

y/

flATIOnAL
Sw

^

THEATRE

SUPPLY
COMPANY

J

DECORATING

*

comes word that the
Cineola Corp., a Manhattan concern, has
been chartered to make and distribute motion pictures and projection machines. Capital stock, it is said, consists of 200 shares
Filing counsel was
of no stated par value.

enterprise
associated

with

Chicago.

D.

couldn't get an airplane off the ground with-

is

—

Frrom Albany, N.

men.

they are.

reported ready to
spend about $100,000 on two new thethe Franklin
aters in Evansville, Ind.,
Architects in
and the Woodlawn.
charge of the plans are Favler & Logo-

*

very little glamour about these
The public rarely sees them. Yet you

There's

out them. That's

*

MURALS

.

.

Y.,

THERE'S A BRANCH NEAR YOU

TUDIOS
301

WE8T

42nd

8TREET

t

ew

York

City

{

cuit,

—

Chicago Holmes Projector Co. of
latter situation.
Chicago has been awarded contracts
*
*
*
in the amount of $88,626 for motion
Dicture sound equipment for the
L. R. Allen of Commonwealth Amusement
Corp. writes that the circuit has selected U. S. Navy. The many private ship-

Krokyn

of Boston, for Graphic Theater Cir

Brooks,

the 1,400-seat Rosedale Theater in the

Par'(

Lyon Theaters, Houston, Tex., is builoTn
another to be known as the Holman Thea

RKO Radio offices and those of Co- to his growing circuit in Texas. Th
lumbia in Cincinnati are being remod- time it's the Brazos Theater at Monera
eled and air conditioned.
Wells, now being completed.
It's I

provements to

Simplex rectifiers, Bausch & Lomb
F-2 lenses, National marquee, and
Charley Brooks is refurbishing his Crestwood carpeting has been inRitz in Marshfield, Mo., and another stalled in the Esquire Theater, Tol-

velt Theater in Erie, Pa. Stand will b
shuttered for several weeks for extet
sive remodeling, reseating and renovi
tion, including new sound equipmen

Phil Isley

The Trans Lux Theater in downB & L coated lenses, National town Boston has completed installamarquee and Crestwood carpeting. tion
of a new marquee, and Manager
The Detroit office of NTS made the Lewis Newman is planning other im-

Magnarc

around Easter.
*
*
*

delay

been made twixt Harris Amusement
Harvard University for reconstruction of
the latter-owned Alvin Theater in Pittsburgh. House, which was almost completely
demolished when the roof collapsed last
Autumn, will be rebuilt from the ground
up, and work will start immediately.
It's
expected to be ready for opening not later
than Labor Day.
*
*
*

Lee Carrow has installed in Lee's theater. r
Theater Simplex high projection
*
*
*
lamps and rectifiers through the DeA. D.
New equipment, in- town
Out of Baltimore bobs confirmation that troit branch.
hall
cluding
Simplex
Four
Star
sound,
Thomas D. Goldberg, operator of the Walrenovated
Super
Simplex
projectors,
Peerless
brook Theater, will open his new house,
Hilton,

definite

lamps,

Kroehler PushBak chairs.

the

considerable
tion,

1)

.

$5,OOOr OOO tor Defense Features and Shorts
(See Column 3 Below)
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DISTRIBS.' CONSENT^ ENDS GOLD CASE
See Commercial Tele With Technical Change Bar
THE WEEK
IN REVIEW

Two- Year Protection

F.

Washington Bureau of

UA

ANTI-BLOCKS-OF-5:

LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY
Although members

By MILTON

MITCHELL

H.

L.

Washington

and

—

tee reported the bill favorably, while

Senate Committee adjourned hear-

(Continued on Page 8)

if bill

becomes law.

week

ings for a

.

.

.

House CommitMeanwhile House

Committee

in Georgia reported a simunfavorably, but minority
report leaves way open for vote on
ilar

MPTOA Convention

bill

House

flavor.
*

*

*

In

FINANCIAL: Census Bureau

reported pix sales for 1939 at $243,-

Eastman Kodak's 1940
482,000 .
Western
net was $20,076,739
Electric reported 1940 net at $32,787,030
Bausch & Lomb net was
Universale first quart$1,675,733
er net for 1941 was up to $703,795
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Trans-Lux's net, $76,083.
*

*

ARBITRATION:

.

.

.

.

Milwaukee on
*

*

.

.

clear-

MISCELLANY: Rep. Lyle H. Boren requested hearing on his resolution for a probe of the industry
UA and "U" asked for dismissal of
Gov't's equity suit against them
Ed Peskay will press his Greenwich
Orson
Theater anti-trust case
Welles demanded showdown from
RKO on release of "Citizen Kane"
League of N. Y. Theaters assailed
Dramatists Guild on film rights basic
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Kansas City

—

Annual

MPTOA

MPTOA

president. Kuykendall was
the possibilities of
(Continued on Page 5)

Theaters

May

City Gross

Be Hit by
Income Tax

—

Albany
Assemblyman Abbott
Moffat Friday hoppered a bill authorizing cities to impose a tax of
one-tenth of one per cent on gross
incomes.
Theaters apparently are

.

.

New Haven— H.

B. 2353, a blank

.

.

.

.

.

.

censorship of newsreels.

(Continued on Page 6)

L.

BELL

—

Julius Henry Cohen, "father of
arbitration in New York State," neys could throw their
coats over
will serve as arbitrator of the first their
chairs and turn to address Prof.
arbitration complaint filed in New Arthur L.
Brown who sat as arbiYork City as a result of the New trator in the hearing conducted here
York consent decree, it was an- Friday in the offices of the Amernounced Friday.
ican Arbitration Association.
Case is that of the Hilary Theater
Settled by consent of all parties,
Corp., operating the Regent, Brook- the distributing companies, defenFiled
lyn, and involves clearance.
(Continued on Page f>)
on Feb. 18, the complaint named

Paramount, Loew's, RKO, 20th-Fox
and Vitagraph, with Argosy Amuse-

Working Conditions

bitrator Cohen, widely

known

At Studios Restored

attor-

(Continued on Page 5)

West Coast Bureau

THE FILM DAILY

of

— George

E. Browne,
head of IATSE, has
notified producers that as of today
they should restore union members
to working conditions and hours as
provided for in the basic agreement.Producers' Labor Relations Com-

Hollywood

international

10 Companies Join
For Defense Films

(Continued on Page 6)
S. film companies will spend a
far exceeding $5,000,000 in producing features and shorts devoted Consolidated Deal Closed;
to some phase of the U. S. Defense
Program and this country's war Joelson Operating Circuit
stand this year, Joseph M. Schenck,
Julius Joelson yesterday formally
20th-Fox board chairman, stated
Friday. The program calls for pro- took over the Consolidated circuit
(Continued on Page 8)
which will be known hereafter as
Deal involves
J. J. Theaters, Inc.

U.

sum

(Continued on Page 6)

Pix Jurisdiction to

Establish National Authority

Hold Hearing Tomorrow
On New Conn. Tax Bill

July 31, '42

By FLOYD

Lucas Asks Film Regulation
Would

Till

to

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Boston
The nation's first
arbitration case was settled almost before the opposing attor-

on Brooklyn Complaint

studying

Samuel Goldwyn will bill, filed simply as "taxation of movagreement
hurry three features into production ing picture industry" and under—first, "The Little Foxes," to start stood to require a new tax levy on
April 15
Jos. M. Schenck as- theaters grossing over $500 weekserted industry's salvation lies in ex- ly, is scheduled to be heard by the
Ohio will continue Finance Committee at Hartford totended runs
.

Sits

an interested party.
Date for the hearing before Ar-

(Continued on Page 8)

*

"Father of N. Y. Arbitration"

ment Corp. operating the Apollo as

First arbitration

hearing was that of Park Theater,
Nashua, N. H. in Boston on Friday,
with the State, Morris, 111. set for
Louis Sosna
Saturday in Chicago
of Sosna Theater, Mexico, Mo., filed
in St. Louis against UA, "U," Col.
and Rep., with refiling required
Lee Macklin, Grand, New London,
Wis., filed in
ance.

Mo. Resort!

convention may be held in Excelsior Springs, Mo., a resort about
20 miles from here, it was revealed
at the week-end by Ed Kuykendall,

here

*

Theater

HILARY CASE

FCC

are reluctant to commit
themselves on the question of commercialization of television, opinion
of sources close to the Commission
is that the odds are in favor of commercialization in a limited form.
The hearings on this subject beginning tomorrow will probably provide
of the

20th-Fox joined the fight against N.
W. Allied's anti-blocks-of-five pix
bill fight in Minnesota.
UA claimed
it would be driven out of the state
while 20th-Fox asserted it was "quite
possible" it could not sell in Minn,

Four Majors Directed
Sell to Nashua, N. H.,

COHEN HEARS

Set Owners in Prospect;
Capitol Hearing Tomorrow

Fight on BIocks-of-5
By

for

Atlanta

—

Army Morale Branch
THE FILM DAILY
Washington —The War Department

Washington Bur.,

Arthur Lucas, of the

Lucas & Jenkins circuit, is reported
to have advocated last week in
Washington the establishment of a

Friday announced the formation of
the Morale branch of the Army, which
will have the Army Motion Picture

national authority for the regulation
of the film industry through Congressional legislation. Lucas & Jenkins circuit is the largest in Georgia.
Lucas, it was learned here, conferred with Will Hays,
president,
over current problems
(Continued on Page 5)

Service under

its

jurisdiction.

Here-

the
the
Morale Division of the office of the
Adjutant General. Brig. Gen. James
A. Ulio heads the new branch.
tofore,

Army

MPPDA

the

morale

have

been

handled
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THE

Picture and Distributor
Night Train
(Twentieth Century-Fox)— 12th week
The Lady Eve (Paramount Pictures) 3rd week
Andy Hardy's Private Secretary (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
Meet John Doe (Warner Bros.-Capra-Kiskin) (d)
Meet John Doe (Warner Bros.-Capra-Riskin) (d)
Cheers for Miss Bishop (United Artists-Rowland)
Footsteps in the Dark (Warner Brcs. Pictures)
That Night in Rio (Twentieth Century-Fox)
The Roundup (Paramount Pictures)
Mr.
Dynamite (Universal Pictures)
School for Husbands (J. H. Hoftberg Productions)
9th week
Mr. and Mrs. Smith (RKO Radio Pictures) (a-b)
Vivacious Lady (RKO Radio Pictures)
(a-f)
Chamber of Horrors
Monogram Pictures)

—

—

LONDON—

Marsoulan

CITY— Marco

MEXICO

(12).

Aurelio Galindo,

Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Calle del

Sindi-

(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, MARCH
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

Low

Close

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2

Columbia

Picts.

Con.
Con.

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind.

East.

Kodak

%>

pfd
pfd..

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

Pathe

pfd

1st

}

H.

(J.

2nd pfd

32%

32%

32%

H

H
98

98

10%

10%

Film

RKO
RKO

3
3
3
38% 38'/2 38%
$6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
151
149
151
Univ. Pict. pfd
2% 2% 2%
Warner Bros
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 102'/4
deb. 3%s46.10S
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47 95
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 94%

Loew's

102i/4

102%

105

105

95

95

94%

94%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Universal Corp. vtc...

1%

1%

1%

6%

6%

6%

Universal Picts

New York

—

Broadway

Central

World
55th St. Playhouse
48th St. Theater

future ope VI \GS

Dual

Two-a-day

Omaha

(b)

bill,

run.

Subsequent
(f)

run.

Capitol

—

current

are on a

Southern

TOM DONALDSON,
entrained

for

WALTER

a

Metro Boston manager, has

vacation

Florida.

in

HUTCHINSON,

J.

director of foreign

distribution for 20th-Fox, is expected to
to the home office today from Florida.

is

of Boys'

negotiator for W....r

labor

vacationing

EDWARD

FATHER

Town,

left

reffiy}

Florida.

in

FLANAGAN,

J.

New

founder

York Friday.

HARRY H. BUXBAUM, manager of the 20thFox exchange in New York, and JOE PODOLOFF,
Minneapolis branch manager, are vacationing in
Miami.
CHARLES STEWART and

his

wife left Friday

for Florida.

NORMA SHEARER

is

CHARLES COBURN

arrived here yesterday from

Strand

(d)

Dual

arrived on the Coast over the
start work under a 20th-Fox con-

Astor
Criterion

bill,

to

tract.

Miami

Music

—

Follows

ZUCKER

JEAN CABIN
Paramount

—

(c)

Hall

from the Coast.

here

the Coast by plane.

BUD ABBOTT

Palace
Palace

day

showing.

the

Revival.

from

and LOU COSTELLO arrive toHollywood via TWA Stratoliner.

TOMMY HARMON
week-end

arrived

to sign a

in

New

York

at

contract with Columbia.

MAXWELL WEINBERG, FILM DAILY'S Baltimore correspondent, was due back home at the
week-end from a New England honeymoon.

Exhibs., Distribs.

Will Huddle

LESTER ZUCKER, Columbia's Cleveland branch

week-end

March 19
(Paramount Pictures)
March 20
Rage in Heaven (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
Wanted Wings (Paramount Pictures) March 26 (e)
March 18
(Producers Distributing Corp.)
Fools of Desire
The Monster and the Girl (Paramount Pictures)
The Sea Wolf (Warner Bros. Pictures)— March 28
Adam Had Four Sons (Columbia Pictures) (c)
March 19 (a-b)
Strawberry Blonde (Warner Bros. Pictures)
March 19 (a)
Sleepers West (Twentieth Century-Fox)
I

City,

holiday.

FRANK PHELPS,
Astor

in
Mexico
about 10 days.

in

manager, and MRS.

Theaters,

—

—
—

Havana

for

Nathanson Due This

Week

For Parleys on Contract

on Apr. 22

Ruth Nolander on Stand

As Schenck

Trial

Resumes

—

1

13—1

98

Central
Palace
Palace

COODMAN, now

MORRIS
leaves

Extension or renewal of N. L.
Omaha Sponsored by the Omaha
Ruth Nolander, sole witness testiVariety Club, a general meeting of Nathanson's contract as head of Fa- fying on Friday in the trial of Josexhibitors and distributors in the mous Players Canadian Corp. is to eph M. Schenck and Joseph H. Mosterritory will be held here be discussed in New York this week kowitz, was questioned
on personal
— 3/s Omaha
on April 22. The New York consent when he is to confer with home office expenses paid by Schenck. She also
Widedecree is expected to be the keynote executives of Paramount.
testified that Willie Bioff attended
+ '/2 of the sessions which will be open spread reports in Canada have linked Schenck's office at which time $100,his
name
with
the
recently
formed
everybody in the trade.
000 in cash was counted out, placed
+ % to Meeting
was announced by Ed Canadian Odeon circuit of which his in an envelope and given to her to
son
Paul
is
the
head.
It
understood
is
+ Vs Kuykendall, MPTOA president, who
be turned over to John B. Codd.
was here last week to confer on a that the senior Nathanson's contract
The witness maintained that dewith
Famous
Players
expires
on
1% successor to the late Charles Wil- June 1.
ductions of $23,511 out of total
liams, president of the MPTO of
expenses of $242,000 were made by
Nebraska and Iowa, who died reSchenck in 1937, and that he did not
+ 2
cently.
— %
deduct 50 per cent of his expenses
Formal
Stipulations
Nebthe
of
meeting
A business
as charged
by the Government.
Actions Trial of the suit adjourned early
raska-Iowa group will follow the
Williams'
general industry session.
and will continue today with Miss
successor will be named at the unit
Formal stipulations settling and Nolander recalled to the stand.
+ V4 meeting.
discontinuing the two suits brought
by Sam Goldwyn against United Ar- Harry Howard Stricken
tists were filed Friday in the FedWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hold Rites for Wilkes,
eral Court.
The main suit sought
Hollywood
Harry Howard, 75,
cancellation of Goldwyn's contract
— % Former Para. Executive
and damages for alleged interfer- veteran actor, is dead from a heart
attack.
Funeral services ence with distribution of "The WestNew Orleans
erner."
The
secondary
sought
suit
were held Saturday for Harold F.
recovery of bonuses under the SilWilkes 48, former Paramount Southmanager, who died verstone plan.
district
ern

13

10%

Criterion
Rialto

(a-b)

—

Hard-Boiled Canary

Chg.

13 Vs

11%

Paramount
Para.
Para.

T /l
"IVl
IVi
132
132/2 132
174
174
174

Roxy

9th week (a)
Hoffberg Productions)
Pepe le Moko (Mayer-Burstyn)
3rd week
The Mad Emperor (World Pictures) 2nd week
The Soldiers' Little Lotta (Scandinavian Talking Pictures)

(e)

Net

Strand

FOREi GiV LANGUAGE FEATURES

(a)

14)

Rivoli

—

—

FINANCIAL

Capitol

Hollywood
Music Hall

The Great Dictator (United Artists-Chaplin)
23rd week
Fantasia (Walt Disney Productions)
18th week

Virgin Bride

and GOIDG

Paramount

week

TWO-A-DAY RUN

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
CalifRalph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fred
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
VV. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue

— 2nd

(

—

COminG

11

Theater
Globe

—

End

Sam Goldwyn-UA

—

—

Thursday night after a long illness.
He is survived by his widow, a Col.
daughter, a son, his mother and a

LAST
MILE
MILLION/ ARE WAITING
jfEETUIJ

At the time of his death
Wilkes was on a leave of absence
brother.

from Paramount.
Wilkes joined Paramount

HUMAN DOCUMENT

Gets Until Mar. 31
File N. Y. Suit Reply

Stipulation extending the time for
in

1913

In 1916 he became
as a booker.
executive manager for S. A. Lynch,
stiving until 1923 when he became

TO

To

Columbia Pictures to answer the
Government's amended complaint in
the New York equity suit to March
31 was filed Friday in the Federal
Court.
Universal and United Artists have already interposed an-

Paramount branch manager in New
He was made Southern
Orleans.
He took swers
district manager in 1939.
his leave of absence last April.

in the suit

Three."

against the "Little

Edward Golden
Sid

Grauman

Sonny Barkas
Marie Quillian
Robert W. McGrath

|
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Federal Regulation

MPTOA

Advocated by Lucas

In

Mo. Resort!
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

having

affecting the industry. Results of the

confabs is not known officially but
it is understood that Lucas proposed
to give the Department of Commerce
authority to regulate and control the
mption picture industry and that he
r
";d such action on Congressional

/'

•

•

•

V^ iers.

ham

Lucas returned to Atlanta in time
hearing on his
bill to grant 20 per cent cancellation
on film contracts which is being spon-

al king

to attend the public

sored

the Senate by Senator
Edenfield of Lucas' district.

in

Homer

H. Cohen Will Hear
Hilary Arbitration Case
J.

New York

arbitration law, enacted in 1920, will
Cohen has served as
be set later.
arbitrator for a number of imporcases.
tant

AAA

Taylor Complaint Withdrawn;
Settlement Reported Effected
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington The arbitration case
by John Taylor, owner of the
Charles Theater, La Plata, Md.,
filed

against Sidney Lust's Marlboro Theater and all of the consenting defendants except Warner Brothers,
but including Columbia, was withdrawn Friday.
This is the first case in the Washington area to be withdrawn. Lust's
Marlboro theater had a 14-day clearance over the Charles theater, which
was protested. The parties presumably settled the case between themselves.

—

up

Managers
To Compete for Awards
Columbia has set
awards for division

aside

special
to

managers

further heighten interest in the Columbia Exhibitors Good Will Campaign. Two prizes will be awarded
to the division managers whose districts accomplish the greatest percentage of improvement in billings
at the conclusion of the thirteenweek drive period, March 1-May 30,
as compared with their campaign
quota.

—

repealing DelaBill
Dover, Del.
ware's ancient Sunday blue laws was
signed Friday by Governor Bacon.
The new statute prohibits horse
racing, public auctions, public dances,

and
outside of the cities and
Incorporated communities
performances

movies
towns.
are permitted to prohibit or regulate
any "worldly activity" on Sunday.

that Paramount's

it

Bob

Gill-

Ditmars' sanitarium (Bronx Park Zoo)

Dr.

was on

Manager Bob Weitman

a nervous breakdown
Paramount Theater. .....

the verge of

of the local

who

dotes on the personal appearance angle
might call her in to
appear as a special attraction
with St. Patrick.
• It's no blarney either
that Pathe News started production of the new "Informa.

tion

Please" short on last Thursday

instead of today as originally

Step

along with
Sodders

•

to

march

and some

in today's

parade on

Auld

Avenue

—

• OUT on the Coast
Day celebration—

•

the other real

of

Fifth

along with the usual St.
a scroll authorized by the unan-

Patrick's

imous vote of the Screen Actors Guild's directorate
will be
formally presented to Miss Maude Adams
one of the great
names of the American theater'.
who was a Broadway star
and is now a teacher of dramatic art at
from 1897 to 1918
Stephens College
The scroll symbolizes SAG's recognition of
Presentaher outstanding services to drama and education
tion wil be made by Guild President Edward Arnold

ANOTHER

•

•

•

Ball

tonight in Hollywood's

Fund

St.

Day

Patrick's

doin'

Thereat, Prexy Jean Hersholt, star of

for

the Screen Actors'

RKO

Radio's "Dr. Chris-

campaign hat

will raffle off President Roosevelt's

tian" series

Our Chief Executive gave Our Jean

when

purpose

skypiece

the latter visited the White
Still

another

St.

Patrick's

and Mrs. Roosevelt

the President

the

be the Benefit

will

Ambassador Hotel

Day

for

this

charitable

for

the recent

House
note

today celebrate

is

the fact that
their

T

Universal Stockholders
Ratify Executives' Pacts

—

Wilmington, Del. Stockholders of
Universal Pictures Co., Inc., on Saturday ratified new seven-year contracts for seven top executives and
re-elected 11 members of the board
of directors, with Peyton Gibson filling the vacancy left by William Freiday, dropped last November.
Executives who received new contracts, dating from Jan. 1 last, were:
J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
board; Nate J. Blumberg, president;
Charles D. Prutzman, vice-president
and general counsel; Cliff Work, vicepresident in charge of studio operations; William A. Scully, vice-president in charge of domestic sales;
Joseph H. Seidelman, vice-president
in charge of foreign sales; and Matthew Fox, vice-president and executive assistant to the president.

Re-elected directors were Blumberg, Cowdin, Prutzman, Paul G.
Brown, D. C. Collins, Jr., Preston
Davis, Ottavio Prochet, J. Arthur

Rank, Budd Rogers, Daniel SchaefW. H. Taylor, Jr.

fer and

wedding

anniversary

T

the Kansas-Missouri unit
piay host to the national organization during the first week in June.
Kuykendall said there was an
"even chance" that Excelsior Springs
would get the convention, although
several other localities were being
considered.
Los Angeles, which
previously had been rejected, again
looms as a possibility.
Excelsior Springs, which is a noted
health resort, affords ample hotel
accommodations, golf courses and
other amusements.

.

was taken to permit Producer Frank Donovan
Cameraman Larry O'Reilly, Publicity Writer Mary Shannon,

scheduled

Preview "Thumbs Up" Today
"Thumbs Up," British War Relief

V

is not
• • • CURRENTLY, "Cheers For Miss Bishop"
only packing 'em in at Radio City Music Hall by virtue of the fact
that it is superb entertainment
but is so doing also because
of the intense interest UA has excited 'mong a special stratum of
Those parlocal filmgoers in the picture's theme and merit

Society featurette, will be previewed
at the Ritz-Carlton at 4 p.m. today.
Pix, which runs about 30 minutes,

has a commentary by Lowell Thomas.
It will be given nation-wide circulation under the Society's own auspices.

ticular filmgoers comprise teachers' organizations, parents' asso-

and groups linked

ciations,

business enterprises

being reached

•

Governor Signs
Blue Laws Repealer

Del.

theatrical

to

Poor gal

Birthday Ball

Col. Division

public

snake

Rumor has

—the company's sleek and temperament-

Emma

tomorrow

until
lest

ERIN Go Bragh!
has sent

Jack Sweeney, George Ronan

(Continued from Page 1)

ney who sponsored the

Convention

•

•

Mexico
Government

FIRST

official act of the

was an awards

of

officials,

Gabriel Soria got

to the recreational activities of big

first

Association of Film Commentators

dinner attended in Mexico City

of the

of

prize for production of

European

"Mala Yerba" (which he
Salvador Osio, sales

the Mexican

to that

year
film

by many

diplomats and stars of the native screen

also directed) as outstanding native pic of '40

manager
awarded

1

Several hundred thousand persons are
or have already been
via this campaign.

received trophy
exchange of 20th-Fox
company's "Grapes of Wrath"
as best U. S. opus
Other awards went to "Le Jour S'Eleve" as outstanding
and to "Prisioneros De La Tierra" as best Argentine

offering

85 Theater Fronts
Changed by Censor

—

Detroit
Theater fronts ordered
changed by the Detroit censor, Sergt.
Joseph Kellar, totalled 85 during
1940 an increase of more than 100

—

per cent over 1939, when the total
Increase was caused by
was 38.
downtown houses primarily, Kellar
said.

"Certain exhibitors are using a

lot

of old pictures with sex themes," he

"They tend to go beyond
the pale in advertising the sex theme
This practice is
in the fronts used.
confined to the lower-priced downenlarged.

town houses, mostly on Monroe Ave-

« « «

» » »

nue."

)

1

Monday, March

vKlSu;
Distribs/ Consent

MACGOWAN
N. Y. Film Library

Ends Gold Case

Prepare Subjects for Use In Latin-

At Studios Restored

1)

(Continued from Page

the case, were ordered by
Brown, in conformance with the
consent agreed upon, to sell their
pictures to the complainant, Paulstan, Inc., of Nashua, N. H., Benjamin A. Gold, president, until July
31,

to

Working Conditions

CULTURAL FIX POST

American Republics

(Continued from Page

dants

IN

in

1942.
Distribs. File Written Consent

Gold had alleged through his attorney, George S. Ryan, that the
major companies, specifically named
in the complaint as RKO, Paramount,
Twentieth Century-Fox and Vitagraph, (Warners), had refused to
license pictures for showing in the
Park theater.
At the hearing Friday no evidence

Washington Bureau, of

THE FILM DAILY

17, 1941

1

and other appropriate mittee Friday night announced that
Washington- Appointment of Ken- organizations and groups in the other employment conditions of all IA
neth MacGowan, Hollywood produc- republics.
classifications which were changed|
er, as director of production for an
MacGowan will work under the on March 10 as a result of tentative
extensive program for the dissemi- Motion Picture Section headed by exemption determinations by the
nation of educational non-theatrical John
Hay Whitney.
The Film Wage-and-Hour Administrator ^11
films for use in the American Repub- Library, Inc. of the Museum of Mod- revert to their former status sf'
lics was announced Friday by Nel- ern Art in New York will carry out ing today pending final
determ\—
son A. Rockefeller, Co-ordinator of the program of gathering, reviewing, tion.
Commercial and Cultural Relations sound tracking, editing, and, if necesLabor leaders are contending proBetween the American Republics.
sary production of new films suitable ducers have taken advantage of the
Rockefeller announced an extensive for the purpose. The Film Library new wage and hour classification as
program for the collection, distribu- will employ its vast collection of mo- fixed by the Government and are intion and production, when necessary, tion pictures.
terpreting regulations to their own
of such films.
The filming of suitable non-the- advantage.
Subjects made available as a result of this program atrical subjects in the American ReIt is understood producers favor
which is being carried out in co- publics, which could be exhibited an eight-hour day, 40 hours accumuoperation with the Department of in the United States, will constitute lative week and will confer with in
State, would be offered for showing the reciprocal phase of the pro- ternational
heads of IA locals in
before schools, universities, cultural gram.
the East regarding this in negotiat

—

,

institutions

I

.--

-

j

Abram

Myers, Allied general
commenting on the consent
counsel,
the
Gold case, said: "The
in
settlement
satisfactory outcome of the first arbitration case in Boston and the speed
with which it was accomplished should
F.

encourage exhibitors having just claims
I am gratified
to file such proceedings.
the system got off to such a good start

and

congratulate

all

who

participated

for their fair attitude."

Vitagraph Freed as
In Detroit
Detoit

Uptown

—Hearing

ing a

Suit

was held

in

the

Wayne County

Circuit Court Friday
on the suit of Montcalm Theater
Corp., operating- the
Uptown

RKO

(.Continued

18 houses in

from Page

ciation, in reply to queries said that
the stipulation of a time limit ac-

meant

tually

nothing

more

than

MGiW Offers Product
in Chicago Hearing

—

M-G-M has offered the
Chicago
State Theater, Morris, III., ten thirdrun pictures on the 1939-40 program,
was brought out Saturday at the
it
nation's second arbitration hearing
M-G-M
under the consent decree.
contended that a town the size of
Morris '5.500t, did not warrant second-run, but because of the consent
decree, it had offered second-run
to the Times Theater and third-run
to the State, which had filed a demand

for

was unable

some run alleging that it
to get Metro pictures on

any run. Hearings are expected to be
continued.

Thomas A.

basic agreement.

On New

Bailey, E. X. Callahan,
H. S. Alexander. Benjamin A. H.
Gold. Ross C. Cropper and Arthur
K. Howard, the latter representing
the Independent Exhibitors, Inc.

Conn. Tax

Bill

1)

New York

(Continued from Page 1)
City and the
Bronx.
Laurence Bolognino, Con- morrow. It is reported that either
solidated head, will retire from the a new bill will be substituted at that
circuit but will retain his interest time, or the bill will be entirely
in two theaters, the Chelsea and withdrawn, but that in any event,
Morningside, which were not in the the hearing will not take place as
group, and a theater to be con- scheduled, since the full text of the
structed at 19th Street and 8th bill was not filed in the required

any sort was introduced. An open- Theater in Highland Park, against
United Detroit Theaters, Royal Theing statement was instead made by
Ryan, to the effect that the distribu- ater Co., Paramount, Universal, Vitagraph, Columbia, and United Artors had so refused to issue license.
At the conclusion of Ryan's state- tists, in which the RKO Uptown
Avenue.
ment, the defending parties filed claims that the companies have no
Joelson will be president and genwritten consent to the entry of an right to sell the new Royal seconderal manager of the J. J. circuit.
run status under present contracts.
award.
The
was
dismissed
as Harold Kleine, formerly with Cocase
In issuing- his decision on the
against Vitagraph, and, from mo- calis, will be booker and buyer, and
award. Professor Brown said:
Joelson
will
be manager.
tions in progress, will probably be Paul
"I direct the above named defendismissed also against Universal and Strauss & Thanhauser were the
dants to offer their pictures to said Columbia.
brokers in the deal and Louis Nizer
Paulstan, Inc., for exhibition in the
was the attorney for Joelson. HeadPark theater, Nashua, to extent of
quarters will be in the Bryant Thepictures released for distribution up that before the expiration of that ater Bldg., 138 W. 42nd Street.
right
time
the
distributors
had
the
be
to
run
on
a
to July 31, 1942,
Theaters in the transaction are the
designated by said distributors and to file petition for a new hearing Bryant, Times, Arena and Tivoli in
they
on
if,
example,
cause,
for
upon terms and conditions fixed by
might be able to show that their downtown New York, and the Earl,
said distributors which are not calprofits
had been lessened by the Kent, Luxor, Surrey, Mt. Eden, Oxculated to defeat the purpose of Secford, Jerome, Ascot, Kingsbridge,
award.
tion Six of the consent decree."
Fleetwood, Ogden, Forum, Casino
Friday's
historic
meetPresent
at
Time Limit Said Meaningless
and Avalon in the Bronx.
Ryan
attorneys
in»were
George
S.
officer
J. Noble Braden, executive
Joelson started in the theater
Young,
and
McLennan,
Frank
C.
F.
of the American Arbitration Assobusiness in New York in 1920 when

of

i

new

Consolidated Deal Closed;
Hold Hearing Tomorrow
Joelson Operating Circuit

Deft.

he opened his

first

house.

He

even-

tually built up a circuit of 17 theaters which were sold to Fox in
1929.
He then transferred his ac-

time.

Reports are due this week on the
requiring composers to register their songs and name their perbills

formance prices for various classes
of users at the Secretary of State's
office, and requiring copyright societies to be licensed and pay a tax
in the state; bills requiring licensed
boiler operators in establishments
where over 15 pounds of steam pressure are used, all heard last week.

The two-men-in-a-booth bill was
defeated for the seventh consecutive
legislative session, after the Senate
had placed it on the calendar a secThe
ond time for reconsideration.
Judiciary Committee had reported
unfavorably and the Senate acit
cepted the report; then reopened the
matter at the request of several
Sunday Bingo has

senators.

also

been defeated.

tivities to New England where he Theaters Aid Fund for
Garbose Case Next on List
launched a circuit of 12 theaters.
Brockton Fire Victims
The case strangely enough attracted little attention in the Boston
Boston Intimating that there may
dailies, none of which were repre- Cassils Complete Evidence be some sensational disclosures. Fire
According In Dubinsky
sented at the hearing.
Suit
Marshal Stephen Garrity Friday
to Henry De La Morandiere, clerk
said that no official announcement
of the local arbitration board, the
After four days would be made until today of the
St. Joseph, Mo.
Garnext case, that known as the
of testimony, Frank and Eugenia findings of the inquest into the
hose case, will not come before the Cassil late Friday completed their deaths of the Brockton Strand Theboard, until the latter part of the case in their Federal Court suit for ater fire victims. His chief assistant
month or first of next.
$452,775 damages against the Dur- told the press "there is little doubt
Braden talked briefly to the as- wood-Dubinsky Bros, and eight ma- that the fire was not due to natural
sembled distributors and exhibitors jor distributors alleging conspiracy causes."
Both M & P Theaters (Paramount
following the award, explaining some to monopolize films in St. Joseph.
of the details of the arbitration
At the close of the plaintiff's tes- affiliate) and Colonial Theaters have
method and commenting upon the timony, attorneys for the Dubinskys contributed $1,000 apiece to fund
fact that many cities had strived and the distribs. offered a motion for being raised for families of dead
hard to be the first to stage an ar- a directed verdict. After arguments, and injured firemen.
Brockton has declared a 30-day
bitration meeting but that Boston Judge Merrill E. Otis took the moperiod of public mourning.
tion under submission.
had won the signal distinction.

—

Damage
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Expect Green Light

Michigan Using Screens of State Theaters
To Register Workers for Defense Program

For Commercial Tele

— The

Unemployment Office, in co-operation with
using theater screens to reach the public quickly
and thoroughly to compile a state-wide register of skilled and unskilled workers.
Michigan, is regarded as the crucial industrial state in present defense
Detroit

Michigan State

national Defense Authorities,

(Continued from Page

1)

answer when it is developed as
whether or not an engineering:
agreement satisfactory to both the
industry and the Commission can
the

to

be reached.

The primary demand of the Commission at the hearing's will be that
engineering standards be settled to
the extent that sets will not become
obsolete shortly after purchase by
reason of new technical development.
If commercialization is allowed, it
is expected that a provision will bartechnical changes for two years that

* SHORTS *

is

"For The People"
The Greater
New York Fund

activities.

The screen was chosen as more effective than radio, billboard or other
avenues of publicity available, according to Jack R. McPherson, National Screen
Service manager, whose company is distributing the trailers to all theaters with-

-

would make sets obsolete.
See Majority for "Green Light"

A

favorable indication was noted

Chairman James

L. Fly's last
press conference following- the trip
of the Commissioners to television
laboratories, when he reported that
he saw a definite movement toward

at

agreement by the engineers and was
greatly impressed by television departicularly

velopments,
television.

man

is

If this

in

color

Theaters

May

Be Hit by
Income Tax

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

means the Chair-

ready to give television the

Holds

5%

Gross Tax on Fights

"green light," it practically assures
a majority vote by the Commission. Also Applies to Their Films
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven is
Albany In a ruling made Friday
known to be favorable as well as by Attorney General John J. Bennett
At least one Jr., the five per cent tax on gross
Commissioner Case.
of the three remaining members
receipts at boxing exhibitions also
notably George H. Payne is likely applies to receipts from motion picto go along with the favorable group. tures of the fights, shown not only
Ray C. Wakefield, recently appoint- in New York State but in other
ed by President Roosevelt to fill the states.
The New York State Athvacancy has not yet been confirmed letic Commission sought the ruling.
by the Senate and is not likely to
Bennett's ruling stated that "there
participate in the hearings or in the is nothing in the statute which would
decision, inasmuch as he has not deprive the State Athletic Commis-

—

—

participated in the previous consideration of the matter.

National Defense Problem
Another problem mentioned by
Chairman Fly when the NTSC recommendations were presented and
even more acute now revolves around
Fly
the national defense program.
expressed doubt that the manufacturing facilities could be found because of the defense program for

sion of the right to collect five per
cent of the receipts as a result of
the showing of the picture elsewhere than in New York State." It
was further explained that the tax
is upon the gross receipts from the
exhibition, inclusive of the motion
picture receipts.

'Tantasia" Cleveland

War

Bow

production of television transmitters To Aid British
Relief
and receivers. Within the last few
weeks, the Office of Production ManCleveland "Fantasia" bows into
agement has placed aluminum
the Hanna Theater, legitimate house,
vital metal in the manufacture of tomorrow.
Opening- performance
on will be sponsored bv the British War
television and radio equipment
a priority status.
Relief with admissions ranging- from
This means that all aluminum pro- $1.50 to $5.00 for the one performduction must go first to national de- ance only. Thereafter the scale will
fense purposes. There is very little be 75 cents to $1.50 for matinees
chance that the OPM would allow Monday through Friday; 75 cents to
television to receive the metal in $1.65 for evenings and Saturday,
However, if the Sunday and holiday matinees.
this classification.
aluminum shortage clears up by midSummer or Fall as expected, the of the proposed rules. All the rules
OPM might release enough to the will be open to criticism and full
television manufacturers to place opportunity will be afforded for the
proposing of new or different rules.
production on a limited scale.
Barring unforeseen complications
While the FCC has promulgated
a series of proposed rules and regu- commercialized television should see
some of which are in the the "green light" this Summer on a
lations
alternative the prime purpose of limited basis, with full commercialithe hearing is to have members of zation and full production being
the industry comment upon and gradually reached in the unpredictmake suggestions for improvement able future.

—

—

—

—

—

Ten Companies Join
To Make Defense Films

1)

not in the exempted businesses.
Bill, sponsored in the Senate by
Sen. Walter Mahoney, Buffalo, is
permissive, giving cities same authority as New York now has but is
in no sense a sales tax measure.
The permissive, not mandatory,
chai-acter, is the important part.
Assemblyman Harold Ostertag,
Wyoming County, introduced a bill
changing- licensing and reg-ulation
provisions for employment agencies
and appropriates $15,000.

The Greater New York Fund
half of some 400 welfare and

1)

duction by the eight majors, Repub-

Pictures

lic

minimum

Monogram

and

one feature and

of

short,

Schenck

He

outlined

min

This
and aj
pealing one-reeler, aside from tr
fact that it is a cinematic "angel c
mercy" seeking support of fr"
n
nual drive about to be launcY
b

out cost.

City Gross

9

Excellent Reel
expertly-produced

of

a

one

said.

in b(

healt
agencies, packs a great deal of hi
man interest material. Both becaus
of the message it carries, and th
quality of the subject matter, th

picture deserves, and should be a(
corded, playing time on the scree
of every motion picture theate
within the Greater City. Last year
drive brought forth the film, "Suj
1

the films either in
production or planned by each compose Nobody Cared," with commer
pany, and asserted that he had tary by Burgess Meredith, which
wa
found executives whole heartedly in shown moi-e than 16,000 times, an
support of the Government program. hi hundreds of local outlets.

company,
his
own
Concerning
Schenck pointed out the position
held by Darryl F. Zanuck as a Lieutenant Colonel in the Army Reserve
production
Twentieth-Fox
Corps.

program

filming of
"Flight Surgeon," "Nazi Ace In The
U. S." and a musical, "Pearl Of
Pearl Harbor" during the comingThe company is now proseason.
ducing "A Yank In The RAF."
calls

five

defense

the

Schenck

Paramount,

make

for

said,

will

features in line with the
follows:
as
program
Draft," "Power
In The

The new

picture, "For the Pec
has Raymond Massey of "Ab
Lincoln In Illinois" fame as it
commentator, and his work, as we
as the scenes depicted are touchin
and inspiring. Footage delineate
the immense problem which th
people of New York City face i
providing medical and sociologica
help for the needy, and infirm, am
how all monies contributed to th
Fund are expended.
Charity, yes
and Americanism, are the dual com
ponents of the picture, for, as Mas
sey memorializes, the very essenc
pie,"

—

"Caught
Dive," "Forced Landing," "Among
of democracy is that
The Living" and "Little Miss Muf- created equal, and. if

all

in

men ar
need, tha

with "I Wanted Wings" now they should be assisted by their fel
completed and ready for release. lew-men.
Metro has made "Flight Command"
and will produce several important
features centering about the EuGuild Backinc
ropean War and the U. S. defense
in Contract Efforts
program, he added.
Columbia plans to make a musical
"He's My Uncle" and "Red, White
New York Newspaper
wil
RKO is producing back the SPG in its effortsGuild
And Blue."
to secun
"Army Surgeon" and "Parachute collective bargaining contracts wit!
fet,"

Newspaper

SPG

Squadron " and is also releasing "A the majors, Monroe Stern, the for
Guy, A Girl And A Gob" and "My mer's prexy, told the screen pubFavorite Spy." United Artists has licists organization at a meeting lasl
"Landfall," "The Eagle So.ua dron" week at which a negotiating com
and "The Battle Of Britain" pro- mittee of five was elected.
Com
Universal will make a se- mittee, unannounced as to person
jected.
quel to "Buck Privates."
nel, will be supplemented by an un

Warners
g-ram

of

has
all

the

alon<?

largest
this

line

prowith

specified

NLRB

number

of aides.

hearings, conducted for sev
eral weeks, on the SPG's petitions
have closed, and transcripts of tes
timony are now before the Board in
"Mother's Boy," "Dive Bomber" and Washington.
Majors conceded that
"Parachute Jumpers."
the publicity contact men, writers,
make "Navy exploitation men, press book writ
will
Monogram
Bound" and Republic will produce ers, advertising production men and
"Rookies On Parade."
advertising copy writers were prop
erly represented by the SPG.
In the East Ballroom of the HoParamount Signs Judy Canova
tel Astor on Friday afternoon, the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Screen Publicists Guild held a cockHollywood Paramount has signed tail reception which was attended by
Judy Canova to a five-year contract a large number of the organization's
She members, as well as by representato make one picture annually.
will also continue her Republic con- tives of both the metropolitan daily
tract.
newspapers and the trade press.

"Sergeant York." "Eagle Escadrille."
"Three Sons O' Guns." "I've Got
Your Number." "Bomb Shelter,"

—
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Don't let a good thing die
on the steam while the goings good.
Remember one ringer never won a
championship yet. It takes constant
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MM. RIGHTS TO FILMS,

INC.

Indian Gov't Considers Remittance Restrictions
Advanced as

Alternative

Lie ui. -Col. Frederich L. Herron, MF>F>DA
Treasurer, Called to Active Army Service

To Cut in Imports; Foreign Dept.

Heads

to

Meet

THE FILM DAILY
— Currency
restrictions

We*t Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

Indian are now being proposed by
the New Delhi Government to cover
remittances of moneys earned by film
companies, it was learned yesterday.
Whether or not the restrictions
would be similar to those in force
in other Empire colonies and dominions could not be ascertained, but it
in

Frederick L. Herron, treasurer of the MPPDA and head of its foreign activihas left the organization to enter active military service. As a LieutenantColonel in the U. S. Army, Herron will be stationed in Washington. He has held

Start

the Reserve Corps for many years.
Successor to Herron in the handling of foreign affairs has not been determined officially but it is understood that the details will be handled by Harold
Smith, former MPPDA representative in Paris, and W. B. Thomas.
a

commission

in

Canton Exhib. Files

Distributor License

2 Arbitration Cases

Bill

—

New Films

14

By RALPH WILE
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—The largest number of

features to get the starter's gun
since the first week in January, 14
new pictures go into production here
this week. Busiest plant at the moment is Metro with 11 before the

Albany Two complaints were filed
by the American theater, Canton,
through exhib. Aleck Papayanakos,
with American Arbitration Association's Albany office yesterday.
Both are clearance complaints.
First complaint is against RKO Rasecond against Warners.
dio and
Both cite the clearance enjoyed by
Strand and Pontiac Theaters, Ogdensburg. over the American in
near-by Canton.

cameras.

At Paramount: Six shooting, in- Gillman, Minneapolis Exhib.,
cluding "Aloma of the South Seas,"
Asks "Some Run" in Complaint
(Continued on Page 8)

Minneapolis

Albany

—A

legislative

morsrue

is

hang out an "SRO"
week after Assembly com-

quite likely to
late this

mittees make their final report to
the House, including many of the
bills regarded as imposing restric(Continued on Page

Washington Bur.,

Washington

—

arbitration

—

Monograph
TNEC

—

H. F. 244. would have taxed distributors $1,000 a year and levied
a $1.00 a reel tax on all films shown

theater goers will pay one-third less

Films, Inc., also has

deals

with

(Continued on Page 7)

Admissions Tax

Cut to 2c on July
Sioux Falls,

S.

1

D.— South Dakota

tax on their playhouse admissions
on and after July 1, 1941. This cut
is one phase of Governor Harlan- J.
reform program
tax
Bushfield's
Theaters
which was approved by the legislaTotal 1,292 ture and signed into law by the ex-

(Continued on Page 8)

Dominion Film

Now

Operating

(Continued on Page 6)

Toronto Dominion film theaters
as of Mar. 1 numbered 1,349. with
Board to Get "Kane"
?n aggregate seating capacity of
Issue Welles
Release
702 977, according: to the Canadian
Film Boards of Trade. Gain in theGeorge J. Schaefer, RKO presiaters for the year was 36.
dent, has informed Orson Welles
numoperating
theaters
Canadian
that he will place the matter of re(Continued on Page 7)

leasing

Irks Arnold
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

D of J

(Continued on Page 6)

"Citizen

Kane" before the

(Continued on Page 8)

Blast

THE FILM DAILY
Thurman Arnold.

—

—

board of directors this week, Welles

in
General
Attorney
Assistant
charge of the Anti-Trust Division,
Wn'Knnton Bureau nf THE FILM DAILY will submit a "highly critical" stateWashington Paramount Pictures, ment to the TNEC shortly as a reInc. and Balaban & Katz, are among sult of the monograph on the film
those that will present testimonv at industry recently issued, it was
the television hearing before the FCC learned yesterday on ..the highest
starting Thursday, it was announced authority.
yesterday.
Others who have filed
Afti^r reading the monograph, Arnotices of appearances thus far in- nold is reported to be in such dis(Coiutnued on fage 7)

schools.

S. D.

Consent Decree Slap to Bring

Para., B & K to Appear
At Television Hearing

It was stated
learned yesterday.
that the outlets serviced by Films,
Inc.,
are strictly non-competitive
with the regular theatrical field.
Films will not be distributed in

Theater bills
Des Moines, la.
that would license distributors and
ree-ulate Bank Night were virtually
killed in the Houss of the Iowa legislature through committee recommendations that they be definitely postponed. Both of the bills have been
opposed by the Allied Theater Owners of Iowa and Nebraska.

THE FILM DAILY

Paramount's
3V4
convertible debentures due March 1,
1947, now amount to $15,000,000, it
was reported to the SEC yesterday,
following a sale for cash on Feb. 24
of $2,492,800 principal amount of
the debentures to five banks, pursuant
to a private offering at 95.20 per
cent of the principal amount.
The
net cash proceeds, after commission
deductions, etc., was $2,369,413.60.

Iowa

In

to shut-in institutions, CCC Camps,
steamship lines and other outlets
after the films have completed their
run in the domestic market, it was

RKO

Minneapolis Miss Helen Lvnch of
Minneapolis, not only spoke for the
Catholic Legion of Decency when
she indorsed the anti-block-of-five
(Continued on Page 7)

Nixed

Deal has been closed by 20th-Fox
with Films, Inc., whereby the latter
company has the right to distribute
all
20th-Fox features in 16 mm.

—

Minn. Legion Sticks to
Anti-'5 Block' Support

7)

$15,000,000 in Para.
Debentures Now Out

— Second

(Continued on Page 6)

N. Y. Industry Measures
Headed for the Morgue

Completing Domestic Runs

ties,

(Continued on Page 7)

Hollywood Studios

Will Be Released to Noncompetitive Outlets After

Bombed

Exhibs. Will

Have Rest Sanctuary

—

London (By Air Mail) The North
Wales Section (Northwest Branch)
of the

CEA

has approved a sugges-

made by its officials that a rest
home for the accommodation of exhibitors who have suffered through
the bombing by Nazi airplanes be
tion

established.

A

weekly levy

per theater
that purpose.
shillings

is

of:

five"

proposed for

V

<w
M.

Fund Buys

P. Relief

Home

THE FILM DAILY
With $800,000 now in
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Hollywood

10 Cents

—

Cassil Suit Dismissed

Calabasas

Site at
of

building
president of

fund, Jean Hersholt,
Motion Picture Relief
Fund, announced that the Fund has
DCNALD M. MERSEREAU
Ceneral Manager purchased property near the town
•:
CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor of Calabasas for the Fund's new rest
home.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and
Architect William Pereira of ParHolidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
amount has volunteered his services
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. \V.
for designing of building and is alAlicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
Entered as ready at work in co-operation with
second class matter. Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at
New York. N. Y., under the the Screen Set Designers Guild. A
committee,
headed by
act of March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) voluntary
United States outside of Greater New York Pereira and Keith Glennon, Para$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months.
mount studio's manager, will direct
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should
$3.00.
remit with order.
Address all communications the work.
to
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway.
its

JOHN

W.

ALICOATE

Publisher
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:
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:

:
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DAILY

:

On

Plaintiff's

Motion

COminG

The

and GOIflG

—

Joseph, Mo. Request for a
dismissal by the plaintiffs has ended
the $452,775 damage suit brought
by Frank and Eugene Cassil against
the
Durwood-Dubinsky
interests.
St.

was going

trial

into

its

fifth

day when attorneys for the Cassils,
two subsequent-run
operate
houses in St. Joseph, presented the
request for a dismissal to Judge
Merrill E. Otis.
The Cassils had
alleged a conspiracy under which the
Dubinskys might have a monopoly

who

CEORCE

J.

SCHAEFER

arrives

here

Thursda|

from Hollywood.

JOHN HAY WHITNEY has arrived on the Coasl
GRAD SFARS, CARL LESERMAN. MOrI
6LUMENSTOCK, ROY HAINES, BEN KALMENl
SON ind SAM SCHNEIDER, leave New York toda|
Hollywood for studio confabs.

for

ANDY SMITH
H.

and

has returned

M. RICHEY
Columbus.

is

back

from the

from

Des

fn^J

BORIS MORROS arrives here today from thl
Coast.
on pictures shown in the city.
WILLIAM WYLER arrived yesterday from Holl
At the close of the plaintiff's case
late Friday, Judge Otis excused the lywood.
jury for two hours and heard arguERNEST TRUEX and SYLVIA FIELD, marrieJ
ments on a motion to dismiss, in- Sunday at Great Neck, L. I., will motor to thj
New York, N. Y.
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
West Coast on their honeymoon.
9-7118, 9-7119. 9-7120, 9-7121
Cable address- Col.
troduced by the attorneys for the
Called to
Filmday, New York.
defendants.
After the arguments.
Colors to Get Benefits
to Rest This
Judge Otis said that if the trial
Representatives:
HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—
was being tried before him instead
in
Schenck's
Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Trial
Financial,
and job provi- of a jury he would decide for the
Granite 6607.
LONDON— Ernest \V. Fred sions will be insurance
made for Columbia em- Dubinskys and the defendants. He
man. The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.
Government case as-ainst Josepr
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film. 29 Rue ployes called for military duty. Em- would not, however, take the case
Marsoulan
MEXICO CITY— Marco ployes of more than one year's ser- from the jury until he had heard all M. Schenck and Joseph H. MoskoJ
(12).
Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindi
witz will rest at the end of this
vice will receive from two to four the defendants' evidence. Judge Otis
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.
week, U. S. attorney Mathias F|
weeks' salary dependent on their said.
Correa disclosed yesterday.
It is
'ength of employment with a maxThe entire case ended abruptly
imum of $400.
Group insurance when the Cassils asked that a dis- not known whether Schenck will
take the stand in his own behalf.
policies now in effect will, with cermissal be granted.
Enrique Neidhart, manasrer of thd
tain exceptions, be continued at the
Agua Caliente Hotel, testified yester-|
company's expense. Every employe
day that Schenck had not exercisec
called is granted a leave of absence "Big Five"
as
(Monday, March 17)
any control in the hotel after trans-l
for one year, at the expiration of
ferring his stock to Roland WestJ
which he may apply for reinstate- Schine Suit Defendants
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Neidhart
stated
that
Schenck'
Net ment.
High Low Close Chg.
Buffalo
On motion of Herbert stockholding's had greatly decreased
Am. Seat
8'/4
8'/4
8V4
Borkland, Special Assistant to At- in value after the Mexican GovernCol. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %)
Amarillo or
5% 53/8 5%
torney General, Federal Judge John ment had banned gamblm 0- Schenck
Columbia Picts. pfd
Get "Outlaw" Premiere
Con. Fm. Ind
S. Knight yesterday dismissed the had paid $400,000 for 67.700 shares
Ccn. Fm. Ind. pfd
complaint against seven motion pic- which he later sold to West, on a|
East. Kodak
World
premiere
of
Howard ture producer-distributors in the transaction which the Government
do pfd
175
175
175
+ 1
13l/2 +
Gen. Th. Eq
13'/2
13'/„
Hughes' "The Outlaw" mav be held Schine Chain Theater anti-trust claims was not bona fide.
Vi
32l/2
Loew's, Inc
325/8
% in either Denver or Amarillo. Tex., case. Dropped as defendants are
32Vi
do pfd
Firm
Mean- Loew's, Inc., RKO-Radio Pictures, Finke Forms
Paramount
11 </4
11
'/4 +
V4 in mid-April or early May.
Para.
while, Huehes is making some re- Inc., 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.,
1st pfd
99
983/8
99
+
Chicago D. H. Finke, formerlyl
Para. 2nd pfd
takes on the pictures which is to be Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.. Vita- vice-president of the General Reg-I
Pathe Film
distributed by 20th Century-Fox.
graph,
Inc.,
Paramount Pictures, ister Co., has organized the Ticket!
RKO
and Paramount Film Distributing Register Corn, of America withl
RKO $5 pfd
38'/2
38V2 38V2
20th Century-Fox ..
6'/8
6V4
6'/s
Corp.
Remaining defendants are offices at 910 S. Michigan Ave.
20th Century-Fox pfd. 18
18
18
+ 3/8 Seltzer with Lawrence
We-i Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the Schine Enterprises and UniverUniv. Pict. pfd
154
153
153
sal, Inc., United Artists, Inc., and Canadian Exhibs. Aid Appeal
Warner Bros
3
3
2y8
Hollywood
Fr^nk Seltzer, pubdo pfd
Dismissal
Columbia Pictures, Inc.
Montreal Dominion industry willl
licity director for Hal Roach Studios,
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
against the "Big Five" and sub- participate in the joint War Services
has resigned that post to join the
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
sidiaries had been anticipated.
Appeal March 21-Apr. 5.
«taff of the Association of Motion
Loew's deb. 3 >s46

Workers

Government

Week

FINANCIAL

Dropped

—

Denver

May

.

—

1

New

1

—

1

1

—

1

—

—

f

,/:

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4 s47 95'/4
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95

95 4

95V4

943,4

95

+
+

V*
Vl

N^W YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picture Producers as assistant to
Jock Lawrence. The move is effective immediately.

Picts

Hellinger loins 20th-Fox

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

1

1

1

+1-16

Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts
N.

Y.

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIFS
Bid

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 661/4
58i/4
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

Asked
683 4

West Coast Bureau

Managers
"Wings" Meet

Para. District
for

THE FILM DAILY

The Film

Paramount's complete staff of district managers will meet in New
York March 27 to formulate bigscale promotion plans and exploitation for the company's forthcoming
aviation picture. "I Wanted Wines."
Conference will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria following the world
premiere of the picture at the Astor
Theater on the night of March 26.

nol's public relations organization.

BLITZKRIEG SALE
Previously
c
I

Late
sold

—

models.
for

Ver"reen 8-4975.

$6.

15,000 Theatre
50c,

75c,

Reserve

$1.

N. Y.

—

reported to the SEC the organization of a new subsidiary, Play Enterprises,

Inc.

VITRCOLOR
PRESENTS

PERFECT

16mm

TWO AND THREE COLOR

SOUND PRINTS

negatives,

including

from your
Kodachrome.

Uniform, highest quality, color corrected, permanent, transparent prints
on

PHONE TELEGRAMS TO

Tostal
Telegraph

now.

EASTERN SEATING'

Nick Diack), 58 Dobbin Street, Brook-

lyn,

Bureau of

WHEN SPEED'S YOUR NEED

Joins Farnol

Burt Champion, for several years
in United Artists' publicity department, has resigned to join Lynn Far-

Chairs.

Subsidiary
THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Warners yesterday

Washington

Daily.

61

Champion

Coming

of

—

Hollywood Mark Hellinger joined
20th Century-Fox as a producer yesterday. Move had been forecast by

New Warner

FOR TELEGRAMS
•PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

CHARGES

TELEPHONE

BILL.

GASPAR-COLOR

film.

competitive
prices!
Demonstrations arranged by
appointment. Also complete facilities
for tnkinq 35mm two and three color
Delivered

speedily

at

negatives.

Two and three color 16mm prints also
made from 35mm separation negatives.

Phone, write, or wire

HOLLYWOOD COLORFILM CORP.
(VITACOLOR)
230 West Olive Avenue
Burbank, California
Phone: CHarleston 66477

*-><",*.

Warner

^

-

/'v^

•

Bros.,

on behalf of

Frank Capra and Robert Riskin,take
of thanking the motion picture

going public of

(Rivoli

critics

this

means

and the movie

and Hollywood

(Paramount and Beach Theaters),

and Downtown
Theater) for

(Hollywood

and

Theaters),

Theaters),

(Criterion

both the superb press acclaim and the

unprecedented, yet not unexpected, business

which greeted the world premieres
0\

FRANK CAPRAS
PRODUCTION FOR 1941
starring

GARY

BARBARA

COOPER-STANWYCK

H
EDWARD ARNOLD WALTER BRENNAN
Spring Byington

•

James Gleason and Gene Lockhart

This Screen Play, as were most of the major successes of Frank Capra,

ROBERT RISKIN
Directed by Frank Capra
Distributed by Vitagraph. Inc.

Produced at the Studios of

WARNER

BROS.
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by
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1AKES A PERFECT COMBINATION WITH
a RANDEST OF ALL THE "BLONDIES"
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Tuesday, March

Admissions Tax

S. D.

Cut to 2c

on July

(Continued from Page

1

Plane Saboteur Story for Edward Small
Will Have ilona Massey in the Lead

TNEC's

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Edward Small announced yesterday the signing of Ilona Massey
to a long-term starring contract.
Small stated that her first assignment will be
the leading role in "G-Man vs. Scotland Yard," an action story based on the
work of saboteurs in the plane production industry by E. Lloyd Sheldon and Jack
DeWitt.

Irks

—

1)

The present tax is three
per cent which will be cut to two.
The admission tax was at one time
deleted by the Senate tax committee but was lated reinserted.
A measure to impose a 25 per First Legal Sun. Pix Show
cent tax upon gross incomes of In Del. Draws Capacity
ecutive.

organizations

collecting

fees

in

Reade Expansion Program
New Houses

Monograph

Thurman Arnold
(Continued from Page

agreement with

II)

1)

particularly tha;
part concerning the consent decree!
that he altered his plan to mak
a short statement on it and decide<
to submit a detailed criticism of^-t hi!
it,

:

Lansdowne Thea. Would
Examine Harry Warner

—

South Dakota for use of copyrighted
Wilmington, Del.
First legal
music died in committee. This was Sunday movie show held in Delabased upon the Wisconsin law and ware at Mayor Edward C. Evans's
directed especially against Ascap.
Plaza Theater in Milford, Del., drew

No other legislation affecting theaters or allied industries was before
the legislators.

18, 1:

monograph.

Canton Exhibitor

Two

yesterday in the
Federal Court in the suit of Lans-

a capacity audience.

"Very good business" was reported

notice

a

downe

at local bowling alkys and skating
rinks, but none of the city's 12
movie theaters was open.

filed

Amusement

&

Mrs. Hal Roach Dies

Co.,

Inc.,

Inc.,

The notice

Files

Cases
1)

Minneapoli
under the New York consent decrei
was filed here yesterday by Davii
Gillman, manager of the Gayety
former burlesque house now show
ing double features and vaudevill
Gillman asks "some run" picture
from Paramount and Twentieth Cen
tury-Fox, claiming he can get n<
films from either firm and that thi
creates a shortage which makes i
case

Harrison Brothers
and seven individuals
against Warner Bros. Pictures and
Realty Co.,

Arbitration

(Continued from Page

Erwin

Co.,

expected th4|

TNEC

Examination of Harry M. Warner
in New York on March 21 is sought
in

It is

nold's statement will be subfi^ei
to the
sometime this week.

to

be

started

in

demanded
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
examination of Joseph Bernhard on
Hollywood
Mrs. Marguerite 0.
American Community Theater Roach, wife of Hal Roach, died yes- March 17, yesterday. The action is
Corp., headed by Walter Reade, plans
terday of pneumonia which she con- pending in the Philadelphia Federal
an expansion program to include at tracted soon after returning from a
Court.
least 32 theaters in addition to those
Honolulu vacation.
Action was filed in the U. S. Disnow operated in Hudson and Saradifficult for him to sustain the double
trict Court in Philadelphia on Nov.
toga Springs, N. Y., and Morristown James Roosevelt Under Knife
The suit asked for $10,- feature policy.
21, 1939.
and Toms River, N. J. Ground for
San Diego, Calif. Captain James 000 damages against three Warner
the first of the new string was brokClinton Vidor Dead
en last week in Trenton, N. J. This Roosevelt, stationed here with the theater companies and major disinsuit
asked
tributors.
The
for
an
at
was
operated
on
Marine
Corps,
Chicago— Clinton Vidor, 63, foi
partnership
operated
in
house will be

Calls for 32

others.

also

—

—

ttii
111!)

Prev

A

I

(tit

id

i

i

hi

m

k

I

with

RKO, but RKO

terest in the others.

are to be erected in
ship in Trenton.

have no in- the Naval Hospital. Commanding of- junction, charged unjust discrimiOther theaters ficer of the hospital said Roosevelt nation and asked that the giving of
Hamilton Town- was a "transient patient" and would preference to circuit operators be
smashed.
be there but a few days.
will

many

j

j

:

years associated with the Chicago Exchange of Twentieth Cen
tury-Fox is dead. Sister and brothei

j

I

A WIRE THAT TELLS ITS

\

survive.

OWN STORY
lie'
As!
tci

WESTERN
UNION

in

EDITOR FILM DAILY—

BROADWAY NYK (ATTN PU OFO —
WOULD YOU BE KIND ENOUGH TO RUN AN AD WITHOUT CHARGE FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE SURVIVORS OF THOSE
THIRTEEN MEN WHO LOST THEIR LIVES IN THE BROCKTON STRAND THEATRE FIRE. THERE ARE ALSO SEVENTEEN
INJURED SOME OF WHOM ARE NOT EXPECTED TO LIVE. A FUND IS BEING RAISED. COPY FOR AD FOLLOWS:
"I AM WONDERING IF THERE ARE PEOPLE IN THIS BUSINESS AND ITS AFFILIATED GROUPS WHO MIGHT BE WILLING
1501

TO HELP THE WIVES AND CHILDREN OF THOSE THIRTEEN MEN
OF THE STRAND THEATRE FIRE IN BROCKTON.

NOT EXPECTED TO

LIVE.

CONTRIBUTIONS MAY

WHO

HAVE DIED

IN

THE TERRIBLE CATASTROPHE

THERE ARE ALSO SEVENTEEN INJURED SOME OF
BE

WHOM

ARE

SENT TO THE MAYOR OF BROCKTON, MASSACHUSETTS."
F.

E.

LIEBERMAN, STRAND THEATRE, BROCKTON, MASS.

ijTuesday,

March

18, 1941
DAILY

20lh-Fox's 16

mm.

/V.

Rights to Films, Inc.

Minn. Theaters
Sanctuaries in Gale

D.,

N.

Fargo,

D.

—Scores

of

theaters

North Dakota and Western Minnesota remained open all night Sunday to afford shelter to thousands of
farmers and their families marooned
in

(Continued from Page

jl
i^

,

It

1)

Paramount and Universal, releasing
bulk of last year's Paramount output and half of Universal's. Bell &
Howell distribute some Universal
product in 16 mm. size and Walter 0.
Gr-^jhn handles some Universal and
'features in the same field.
R

Indian Gov't Considers

«emittance

Restrictions

{Continued from Page

;

by the gale that struck the territory
In some houses, coffee
and doughnuts from nearby eating
suddenly.

places were served.

Minn. Legion Sticks to
Anti-'5 Block' Support
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

was stated that foreign department bill before Senate and House commitheads of the major companies will tees last week but was sent to the
meet in New York shortly to discuss committee sessions by the Rev. R. G.
Bandas, director of the Legion in
the matter.
Previously, a proposal was formu- the St. Paul archdiocese.
Father Bandas made Miss Lynch's
lated by the Indian Government to
restrict imports by 25 per cent in- position clear when advised that the
stead of restricting remittances, but national Legion office in New York
this measure was never made effec- had said she had not been authorized
tive.
to speak for the Legion when she
indorsed the "anti"

Para.,

B & K to Appear

At Television Hearing
(Continued from Page

1)

DuMont, Hughes ProducNTSC, CBS, Don Lee, Farnswortb, NBC, Scophony, Ltd., and
elude also
tions,

Zenith.

Meanwhile, Chairman James L. Fly
at his press conference yesterday
said that while there still existed

bill,

sponsored

by Allied Theater Owners of the
Northwest.

"The New York office of the Legion could not have been in possession of all the facts when it disavowed Miss Lynch's action placing
the Legion on record as favoring
passage of this bill," Father Bandas
said.

(Continued from Page 1)

ber 1,292, with 57 closed.
A year
take over consideration of all bills ago, 1,272 theaters were open.
not killed in committee reports this
Dominion towns with theaters toweek, that committee alone retaining tal 826.
Of the operating houses,
power until the end of the session 334 are open one and two days a
except for a few revenue measures week, 108, three and four days, and
still to be vested in Ways and Means. 907, six and seven days.
Among the bills which have met
Statistical breakdown follows:
an annual committee demise in other
Total
No. of Seating
years are the many measures deDistribution
The- Capacsigned to put teeth in anti-discrimiCenter
aters
ity Closed Open
nation statutes now vested in the
VANCOUVER, B.C. Ill 67,195 2 109
civil rights law; measures to tax
Vancouver only ... 37 34,398
chain stores, including theaters; and CALGARY. ALTA.. 218 61,033 26
192
Calgary only
12
9,388
outdoor advertising legislation, alWINNIPEG,
MAN.
265 91,863
7
249
though a very mild proposal along
Winnipeg only ... 43 32,571
the latter line is accorded a good TONONTO, ONT.
408 280,531
2
406
Toronto only
113 82,966
chance of prevailing this year.
MONTREAL,
QUE.
226 136,215 11
215
theater
along
Chief
surprise
Montreal only ....
63
68,845
legislation this year is the fact that ST. JOHN, N.B.... 130 66,540
121
St. John, only ....
6
4,850
no bills have been introduced to
make the two-men-in-a-booth pro1,349 702,977
57 1,292
vision mandatory in cities; utter
lack of Ascap regulatory measures
Korda Premiere Aids RAFBF
and failure to make any gesture on
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
with
decree
consent
York
the New
Hollywood
World premiere of
respect to blocks-of-five pix.
Alexander Korda's "That Hamilton
Woman" will be held here tomorrow
E. M. Loew Closes Embassy
night, all proceeds going to the Royal
Rochester The Embassy, reopened Air Force Benevolent Fund.
Four
last December by the E. M. Loew in- Star Theater has been sold out completely at $5 per seat.
terests, has been closed.

Committee

will

.

—

—

in
to the bill,
exhibitors to

a standard gauge.

representatives who claimed their
he would oppose com- companies would be forced to cease
mercial television until the comple- business in the state if the bill
tion of experiments in color, the became law.
chairman replied, that he would "be
The bill, which would set aside
able to answer that question much
the blocks-of-five purchase provisbetter after next Thursday."

LADY- NEW ORLEANS
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

if

Chaplin Smashing

Own

Marks With "Dictator"

ions of the New York consent decree so far as Minnesota is concerned, and allow exhibitors to cancel 20 per cent of pictures bought, is

now
Charles Chaplin is breaking his
own records throuehout the country
as "The Great Dictator" goes into
popular price runs. Business being'
done by the picture surpasses all
records achieved by Chaplin in his
more than 20 years as a producer
and star, according to Arthur W.
Kelly, vice-president of United Artists in charge of domestic distribution, who reported yesterdav that in
every situation in which "Dictator"
has played, attendance records have
beer broken and in many instances
average business has been doubled

and tripled.

House records were smashed at

>*

»

before the Senate General Legis-

ao*n

Committee which is to hear
proponents of the mesaure tomorrow.
Fred Strom, Northwest Allied's
executive secretary, has been busy
gathering support for the measure
in the hope he can secure committee
approval for the bill at tomorrow's
lation

hearing.

Expect Georgia to Adopt
Eastern Standard Time

mm

—

Atlanta The lower House of the
Georgia legislature has passed overwhelmingly a reconsidered bill which
will place the entire state of Georgia on Eastern Standard Time. The
bill now goes to the Senate where
favorable action is now expected.

Proctor,
Detroit;
Michigan,
Schenectady; Stanton, Philadelphia
and on the Loew circuit where business soared to 280 per cent of averThe House killed the bill earlier in
age in key cities.
Unprecedented grosses were re- the session.
Atlanta is now on Central Standported from Albany, Utica, Pater son,
Washington, Harrisburg, ard Time with daylight saving time
Passaic,
Providence, Reading and Wilming- in the Summer months. Two-thirds
of the state is on Eastern time.
ton.
the

Assembly Rules

Operating at 1,292

amendment

some disagreement among engineers which would permit
most significant development has cancel pictures on moral grounds,
been an improvement in the syn- before the House Judiciary Comchronization phase of the television mittee recommended the measure
Engineers, Fly said, had for passage over objections of United
industry.
advised him that it may soon be pos- Artists and Twentieth Century-Fox

Asked

(Continued from Page 1)
tions on theaters and chain operations if actions of other years can
be considered a criterion.

Dominion Theaters

Miss Lynch was instrumental
securing an

the

sible to set

N. Y. Industry Measures
Headed for the Morgue

female

dalizin

JOHN WAYNE

•

a;

m ail

ONA MONSON

RAY MIDDLETON HENRY STEPHENSON
•

HELEN WESTLEY

Bernard Vorhous— Director

--

=
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Hollywood Studios
Start

New

14

Distributor License

Films

Bill

(Continued from Page

Alfred Santell directing for
Original
Producer
Monta
Bell.
story by John B. Hymer and LeRoy
Clemens; "Buy Me That Town,"
comedy-drama, with Lloyd Nolan,
Albert Dekker, Constance Moore
Director,
and Sheldon Leonard.

half of

Eugene Forde.

will stage from 4:15 to 4:45 p.m., E.S.T.,

At Columbia: Four shooting.
At M-G-M Eleven shooting, including the
Marx Brothers comedy, as yet untitled, with
Charles
Virginia Grey in the feminine lead.
Riesner directing and Louis K. Sidney, pro-

which Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland
will participate
The program will originate from Metro's Culver City
studios
where a special luncheon will be tendered
in honor of
Bishop Ryan of Omaha
Flanagan, founder
and Father Edward

nandez.

T
•

•

M-G-M

•
"Men

is

Boys'

of

T
and

taking both to the screen

Town" on

On

April 2

the air

in be-

that date in

many keys

theaters are arranging to screen the opus for civic leaders, church
officials,

welfare leaders and pic

cast

:

ducer.

and

critics

a "Men

NBC

the

Boys'

of

Blue network

Town" broad-

in

J".

At RKO-Radio: Seven shooting including,

Boys'

of

production, "A Certain
Mr. Scratch," comedy based on the Saturday
Evening Post story, "The Devil and Daniel
Webster," by Stephen Vincent Benet. Dieterle
directing with Charles L. Glett associate proCast includes Thomas Mitchell, Walducer.
ter Huston, Anne Shirley, James Craig, Jane
Darwell, Simone Simon, Gene Lockhart and
John Qualen Jerrold Brandt's second in the
film series based on the Clarence Budington
Pulls
the
"Scattergood
stories,
Kelland
Strings." with Guy Kibbee, Francis Trout,
Christy
feminine
lead.
Coles,
and Mildred

William

Dieterle's

Town

T
JAMES

T

(Jimmy) Grainger, Republic's prexy, aired
into Dallas last week to visit that exchange
for the first time
since his org. took over active operation of that office
and was
feted on Friday at a cocktail party given in his honor at the Dallas
Variety Club
Bob O'Donnell, v.-p. and g. m. o' the Interstate
Circuit, was toastmaster
'Mong those attending were Harold
Robb and Ed Rowley, chiefs of the Robb & Rowley Circuit; R. I.
Payne and Henry Lockhart of Griffith Theaters; P. K. Johnston
and Harry Sachs of Interstate Jim Cherry, city mgr. for Interstate;
and more than 30
Ray Willi, Interstate's district manager
other prominent exhibs. of the territory
plus the newspaper

•

•

;

Cabanne directing.
Four shooting, including
At Republic
"Country Fair," rural comedy, with Lulu
Frank McDonald directand
Scotty.
Belle
:

•

R.

;

ing for associate producer, Armand Schaefer.
shooting,
including
Six
At Universal:

"Tight Shoes," comedy, based on Damon
Runyon's story, Jules Levey's second Mayfair production, with Albert Rogell directing.
At Warners: Eight shooting, including
"Dive Bomber," epic of the American Navy's
flying army, in Technicolor, with Michael
Robert Lord, producer,
Curtiz directing.
Errol Flynn and Fred MacMurray co-starred,
Ralph Bellamy and Regis Toomey featured,
with Robert Armstrong, Louis Jean Heydt,
Cliff Xazarro in supporting roles; "Bad Men
of Missouri," outdoor drama, with Ray Enright directing for producer, William Jacobs;
"Flight Patrol," drama, with Lothar Mendes
Edmund Grainger;
directing for producer,
"Passage From Hong Kong," drama, with
Ross
Keith Douglas and Lucille Fairbanks.

critics

•

•

STUFF:

IF Si (Metro) Seadler

resumed his post with the Korda org
Versatility Note: Rudolph
Liszt, film make-up expert, has invented a new game, "Hop-A-Cup," which
is a feature of the local Toy Fair now goin' on
Sam Kestenbaum.
of PRC and Mrs. Kestenbaum celebrated their tenth wedding anniversary
yesterday

RKO

to

Release Issue

Get "Kane'

—Welles

(Continued from Page 1)

Schaefer has plane
said yesterday.
reservations to leave the Coast to-

:

production,
Neufeld's
Sig
including
"Billy the Kid's Trigger Pals," western starring Bob Steele with Al St. John and Phyllis
Adair.

morrow and probably will call a
meeting of the board on Thursday.
Welles said that Schaefer had
assured him that he would urge
the directors to approve the immediate release of the controversial
picture produced bv Welles at the

ing,

From
|

Welles,
reported cost of $800,000.
meanwhile, has indicated that he
will postpone legal action to force
its release until after he has received
Schaefer's report, although it has
been understood by Welles that
Schaefer has the sole power to give
the "go ahead" signal for "Kane's"

I

release.

N. Y. Billboard

Amended;

William Flynn Dead

—

pjCMp^

Milwaukee
William Flynn, 71,
employed at downtown theaters for

many

years,

is

dead.

Measure

Slated to Pass

License Proposal

is

Deleted

—

Des Moines, la. Efforts to license
candy vendine machines at $25
vear was virtuallv killed by the
House Ways and Means Committee
of the Iowa legislature in reporting
out a bill which would include only
coin-operated phonographs or music

tith

tion on the bill.
The .Tudiciarv

Committee in the
killed a bill that would have
permitted a 5 per cent reduction on
sales tax returns made before the

House

15th of the month. The bill known
as H. F. 261 had the approval of the
theater operators because it would
have created a large savings on sales
tax returns.

Minn. Senate Tax Committee
Clears Way for Machine Levy

— Minnesota has found

a way to get some small revenue
f?-om the "juke boxes," dime-in-theslot movie machines, candy vending
machines and other types now so

—

p-iven approval by the State Senate
bill as preago by The Film Tax Committee, all such machines
now modified fur- found on the premises when the as-

advertising regulation
dicted a fortnight

Daily.

The

bill,

sessor calls will be listed on the
personal property tax rolls as property of the place where found.
Under present laws, most machines
in use are not taxed at all because
With only billboards of large size owners of placps in which they are
banned near highway intersections, operated usually disclaim ownerfarmers receiving theater revenue ship.
for posting bookings have no reason
The present bill will tax all coin-

ther and no longer objectionable to
bill posters and other labor unions,
seems likely to clear legislative
hurdles after a 20-year fight.

opposing
measure.
for

To Film

A

boxes.
Originally the bill included all
tvpes of vending machines including
those disnensing confections, goods
or merchandise.
The committee
however struck from the bill such
provisions leaving only the n
boxes.
The bill known as H. F. 314 had Ml
been opposed by the Allied theater
owners of Iowa and Nebraska. Leo win
Wolcott. president of the association, tent
reported that since the candy vending
machines had been eliminated the

Albany Assemblyman Robert F. generally in use throughout the
Wagner, Jr. and Sen. G. Frank Wal- country.
Under terms of a legislative bill
lace have amended their outdoor

the

Wagner-Wallace operated machines in the
where found as well as bar

Hollywood

—

places

fixtures
which may be the property of a
brewery, on lease or loan to the user.

Geo. Gershwin
THE FILM DAILY
Warners have signed Percy White Drops Dead

Life of

West Coast Bureau

Robert Donat

Bartlett

Iowa Candy Vendina Machine

Minneapolis

Board

;

443J3A3

who

has been on a six-months leave from duties with Alexander Korda, has

Cast is headed by Jean Parker,
Wallace Ford and Jed Prouty with Peggy
Shannon, Betty Compson, Maxine Lesue,
Susanne Kaaren, Veda Ann Borg, Dennis
Moore, Robert Fraser, Paul Fix and Matty
Albert Duffy wrote the screenplay
Fain.
Sam
from the original story by Al Bloch
Katzman's "The Phantom Monster," mysJoseph
tery drama, starring Bela Lugosi.
Lewis directing. Al Martin wrote the original.
At Producers Releasing Corp. Two shoot-

uo(joh

Morris Helprin,

just

recting.

Compson
Cormack
Rosita Moreno

he'll find his

by more'n 1,000 Ziegfeld gals (company is using Si's
Den to house paintings of the lovelies submitted as

entries in the national "Ziegfeld Girl" contest)

Lederman directing.
At Monogram: Two shooting, including
R. Dunlap Production, "Widows of
Press," comedy, with Phil Rosen dithe

Betty

into his local office

portion of the Lion's

Scott

THE FILM
DAILY to

bobs

sooner than expected (he's due from the Coast on Monday)
quarters occupied

.

croup would no longer take any ac-

V
•

1)

the

state
including newsreel
and shorts.
H. F. 377 would have set up certain regulations for Bank Night anc
eliminated the carry-over of asjkds
from one week to another wi^Hfie
requirement that the prize be awarded at each drawing.
in

kll

Z

Nixed In Iowa

{Continued from Page 1)

comedy-romance,
in
Technicolor,
with Dorothy Lamour, Jon Hall,
Lynne Overman and Esther Fer-

|

of

Ira Gershwin to collate music for a
film life of his brother, George
Gershwin, the composer, rights for
which are being negotiated for.

Canso, N. S.

manager

— Percy White, owner-

of the local Canso, dropped

dead as he was entering the post
office.

il
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MAJORSTO SCHOOL PUBLIC TO SHORTS VALUE

I

Arbitrators Appointed for Four More Complaints
Named

Denver,
James in N'Orleans, Thomas and Carey in Detroit
Begole

in

MILLIKEN SUBBING FOR HERRON

—

Takes Over Hays Office Foreign Spot
European Manager for

F.

W.

Allport

Named

MPPDA

—

Denver First arbitration case in
the Denver territory will be heard
March 25 with George D. Begole,
former mayor of Denver, as arbitra-

MPPDA

Carl E. Milliken, secretary of the
and director of the commuMPPDA, will be acting foreign man- nity service department.
ager of the Hays organization while
Harold Smith, formerly in the
tor.
Case was filed by J. J. Good- Frederick L.
Herron is on leave of
office in Paris, will be Mil20th
against
stein Enterprises, Inc.,
absence in the Adjutant General's liken's assistant.
Century-Fox, Paramount and Loew's,
Herron holds
office in Washington.
F. W. Allport, former manager in
with Fox Longmont Theater, Longthe rank of lieutenant colonel in the England, has been named European
mont, Colo., as the interested party.
Reserve Corps.
Governor Milliken manager with headquarters in LonGoodstein claimed that the alleged
will continue as secretary of the don.
refusal of the three companies to
i

j

MPPDA

National Advertising

Campaign to Draw
Interest to Shorts
Education of the public to the
entertainment value of short subjects
is reported to be the goal of major
distributors for the forthcoming selling season. National advertising and
campaigns on a level with those
launched for features are on the

program for the new lineups and,

j

(Continued on Page 7)

according to present plans, shorts
will be given a prominence unequaled
in

many

years.

Budgets for shorts subjects production are said to be the highest in

New Admissions Tax
Mich. Exhibs. Oppose
Ascap Fees Measure
Detroit

opposing

—

Proposed

for

Cuba

imposition

of

additional
of

Up 300%

in

6 Months Metro Asks $500,000

—

(By Air Mail) A new
Indicative of the general increase
on motion picture theater in Army film buying, Gradwell Sears,
admissions has been suggested by Warner distribution chieftain, stated
President Batista in a message sent yesterday that Warners' volume of
to the Cuban Congress last week. business with the Armv had tripled
Measure proposes a 10 per cent levy in the past six months and that he exon admissions from 21 cents to 75 pected this business to steadily incents and a 12 per cent tax on crease. Sears, Carl Leserman, Mort
tickets selling for more than 75 Blumenstock, Sam Schneider, Ben
Kalmenson and Ed Schnitzer left last
cents.
Tax would be cut in half when night on the Century for studio hud-

Havana

Michigan theaters are tax

(Continued on Page 6)

WB's Army Business

In

Roach

Suit

Reply

bill

M-G-M Distributing Corp. and
Loew's,
Inc.
yesterday
counterclaimed for approximately $500,000
against Hal Roach Studios, Inc. in
filing an answer in Federal Court to
Roach's suit for $1,263,993. The answer also interposes two affirmative
Stanley-Sawyer Bill now under condefenses and denies all charges by
sideration.
Roach that Metro violated a series of
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 7)
Ellsworth, who is a Lansing attordistribution contracts running from
fees
in
increase
any
that
said
ney,
1927 to 1940.
Court Denies Dismissal
to Para.
of this sort would be passed on to Griffis
Roach is charged with "falsely rep(Continued on Page 6)
resenting that its production cost
Motion in Midwest Suit
Stock Holdings
was larger than it actually was" and
Andalusia, Ala., Levies
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Detroit Motion by the defend- with "wrongfully including in these
(Continued on Page 7)
to Aid Schools
B.O.
Washington Stanton Griffis has ant, Co-operative Theaters of Michacquired 1,000 shares of Paramount's igan, to dismiss the suit brought by
Andalusia, Ala. An amusement $1 par common stock and now holds Midwest Theaters was denied after Gross Receipts
Bill
tax for the purpose of additional
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)
Hit
Y.
City
Houses
N.
levied
been
schools
has
revenue for
by the city fathers on admission
Albany The Moffat bill, companprices to "amusement houses, picion measure in the Assembly to the
vaudeville
theaters,
shows,
ture
{Continued on Page 7)
Senate Mahoney bill, permitting citfees

upon Ascap by the State

Michigan, according to Edward K.
Ellsworth, who appeared at the Private
Corporations Committee at
Lansing as counsel for a group of
the
opposition to
in
exhibitors,

Adds

Common

Tax

—

—

—

Tax

May

S. A.

In

Cincinnati

RKO

— RKO

Drive

exchange office

with the
sales force in the Ned Depinet Playdate Drive, contacting exhibs. by letA jackpot is inter and phone.
girls

are

competing

—

Footage up 10,000,000; Taxes Run Higher

(Continued on Page 6)

Technicolor Seasonal
Production Hits Peak

Despite the voluntary reduction of
one cent per foot, made effective the

cident with the issuance of the an-

half of 1940, Technicolor,
for the year ended Dec. 31,
shows an increase of more than 10,000,000 feet of positive prints shipped during the span, and a net
profit for the period of $882,125.65,
according to the annual report just
issued to stockholders by Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, organization's pres-

(Continucd on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 3)

locally

creased weekly by contributions from
the losers, and will be divided by
the winning sex at the end of the
drive.

Technicolor Net at $882,125

Technicolor

is

enjoying the largest

volume of feature picture photography that it has ever had in its
history in the corresponding months
of any years, it was pointed out yesterday by company sources, coin-

"Movieless Dates"

latter

Inc.,

— "Movieless

dates" proved
form of attack
on show attendance. Church groups
at the University of Michigan at Ann
Arbor are encouraging the idea for
the week-end, to use the resulting
Detroit

the

latest

indirect

savings for the support of scholars in

Europe and China.

Wednesday, March

19,

1941
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Race Betting Legalization Election Bets Figure in
Measure Introduced in Wis. Schenck Trial Testimony

—

Wed., March
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

DONALD

M.

CHESTER

B.

MERSEREAU

General

Madison, Wis.
Legalization of
10 Cents pari-mutuel betting on horse racing
in Wisconsin was proposed yesterday
Publisher in a bill introduced by Assemblyman
Nicholas Bichler of Belgium.
All
Manager revenue raised by the bill would be
Editor earmarked for old age pensions. The
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FINANCIAL
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind.
East.

High

Low

Close

5%

53

5%

Net
Chg.

77/8

32%

Paramount

1 1

pfd
2nd pfd
Pathe Film
Para.
Para.

1st

%

1 1

327/8

99

99

10V4

10'/2
8'/2

10%

3

8V2

2%

2%

38'/2
$S pfd
38% 38%
6
20th Century-Fox
6% 6
17% 17%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 17%
149
149
Univ.
Fict.
pfd
151
.

.

.

Warner Bros

3

+2

%

%
% 11%+ %

32%

99

8V2

RKO
RKO

7% +

77/8

133'/4 134

134

3

-f

— Suit

Detroit
Schreiber,

Woodward

brought by Jacob
former owner of five All

by

is

England"

shown

simultaneously

in

200

New York

theaters the week
of March 27, the net proceeds going
to the Royal Air Force's "Spitfire
Fund." Subject features a commentary by Ed Murrow, CBS European

Greater

director.

Vs

4

3

Washington

—

Universal Corp. vtc
Y.

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

Met. Playhouse,

Roxy Thea.

Inc.

Bldg.

4s

66%
58%

2nd deb. '45..
1st

'57

Asked
69
61

to Pay $1.75
of
dividend
quarterly
$1.75 per share on the Pathe Film
preferred
convertible
Corp.
$7
stock, payable April 1, to stockholders of March 24 record, has been declared by the board of directors.

Pathe Film
Regular

Berger Testimonial Apr. 7

Gibson,

\-

LARGEST
STOCK SHOT" LIBRARYOVER 20 MILLION FEET OF
INDEXED NEGATIVES IN STOCK
V/ORID

S

'

1600 BROADWAY, N.T.C.
ClBCU

6-0081-2-3-4

KENT

R.

scheduled to leave for the

is

RICHARD A. ROWLAND arrived in New York
yesterday from the Coast, after a Chica gru^to n

JOAN

BLONDELL

POWELL,

and her husband,™t*X
today from the Coaster a
York vacation.

arrive

New

short

CRADWELL L. SEARS, CARL LESERMAN,
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, SAM SCHNEIDER BEN
KALMENSON and ED SCHNITZER of the Warner
h.o.

on the Century last night for studio
Hollywood.
They expect to be gone

left

huddles

in

two weeks.

for

WALLACE BEERY
the

planed in from the Coast
night and is stopping at the Towers
Waldorf-Astoria for several days.

LEON
Music

LEONIDOFF,

Hall,

ROY

dance director at the
Hollywood today to superdance routines in "Sunny"

release.

CHURCHILL,
exchange,

dianapolis

Beach,

in

Neagle's

RKO

for

due

is

Anna

vise

called

Calif.,

manager of RKO's Inhas planed to Huntington
there by the illness of his

father.

HAYWARD

LOUIS

Coast to appear

the

Samuel

B.

in

has left

a

New York

new RKO

for the

picture.

COETZ and MRS.

MRS. WILLIAM

MR. and

FRANCES WEBB
at

are here from Hollywood, guests

Sherry-Netherland.

E.

HOFFMAN

partment

in

New

of

the

Haven,

is

Warner Theater devacationing at White

Sulphur Springs.

CHARLES KESSNICK, Atlanta district manager
M-G-M, has returned there from a vacain
Key West where he and Tom Connors

for
tion

caught 15

MRS.

sailfish.

COVINGTON, manager

H.

D.

of

the

Good- Will Get-Together

Ash. and Theater, Ashland, Va.,
cuperating from an illness.

Set for Altoona April 16

MICHAEL TOMASINO, operator of the White
Way and Victory Theaters, New Haven, is spend-

End Dismissal Arguments
Today in RKO Uptown Suit

in

accompanied by

his

operator,

Florida

re-

Miami Beach,

TONY CASELLA.

ROCCO LONCO, of the Community Theater,
Oakville, Conn., has returned from a week's vacation in Philadelphia.
MORRIS GOODMAN'S

next stop on his Latinwill be Panama.

American tour for Republic

CUSTAV MOHME, Mexican

and Central Ameris in Hollywood
and vacation.

ican representative for 20th-Fox,

on a combined business

in

trip

JEAN GABIN, 20th-Fox's French star, arrived
Hollywood Monday and will spend two months

learning

English.

W. M. HORNE of RKO is back at his desk
two-week Caribbean cruise.
after a
LEON NETTER, Paramount theater executive,
returns today
he attended a

ARTHUR
is

A.

from

Greensboro,
meeting.

N.

C.

where

directors'

GOLDBERC, Chicago

vacationing at Miami

film attorney,
his family.

Beach with

TED BOISMEAU, manager

—

Portland,

is

ing his first vacation in 21 years at

—

Pittsburgh Third annual GoodWill Get-Together of exhibitors and
exchangemen covering the Main Line
territory has been set for April 16,
at the Penn Alto Hotel in Altoona.
Jack Judd has been appointed general chairman, and the committee
consists of the following: F. D. "Dinty" Moore, Charles Mergen, William
Scott, Leo Cantor, Austin Interrante,
Sam Fineberg, Saul Perilman, Max
Shulgold, George Tice, Milton Brauman, Morris Lefko, Lew Lefton and
Walter Dyke.

Eddie Rivers In

/

secretary;

Machnovitch, treasurer and assistant
secretary; Eugene F. Walsh and
Harold Brewster, assistant treasurers, and Harold Muhl, assistant sec-

J.

today.

Detroit Argument on motion to Nortown
A testimonial dinner for Rudolph dismiss the action brought by MontBerger, who recently was promoted calm Theater Corp., operating the
from M-G-M branch manager in RKO Uptown, against Royal TheWashington to district manager, will ater, United Detroit Theaters and
be held in Washington at the Willard five film companies, will be concluded
Hotel on April 7. Chairman of the today in Circuit Court.
The plaintiffs concluded the prescommittee in charge is Sidney Lust.
A. E. Lichtman and Hardie Meakin entation of its case yesterday with
Alvin Newmyer expert witnesses testifying.
are vice-chairmen.
will be toastmaster.

RKO Drops Mt. Vernon House
RKO has withdrawn from the part,

Board

"This Is England," British short, retary.
which Columbia is distributing, will

—

N.

SIDNEY
South

Universal Officers

theaters, against Re-elected
the
his nephew, Raymond Schreiber, who
now operates these houses as MidNate J. Blumberg, president, and
west Theaters Circuit, was adjourn- all officers of Universal Pictures
ed in Circuit Court yesterday until have been re-elected by the board
May 6. Plaintiff seeks restoration of directors. Retained in office are
of control of theaters, or accounting J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
as alternative, on contention that he board; Charles Prutzman, William
did not understand properly contents A. Scully, J. H. Seidelman, Matty
of transfer papers as actually signed. Fox and Cliff Work, vice-presidents;

DONOVAN

returned yesterday on the Yankee Clipper from Europe where
he went on a secret mission
for
President
Roosevelt.

of

Ave.

May Propose Voluntary
—
Fed. Incorporation Law
—
— %V
—4 Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

pfd

II

WILLIAM

CCL.

Monday

Voluntary system
of incorporation under Federal statNEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
ute may be advanced by the TNEC
Loew's deb. 3%s46
— </4 in its report and recommendations
95
95
Para. Picts. cv. 3''4 s47 95
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 96
95% 95% + % which will go to the Congress on
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Apr. 3. Plan was first proposed in
Sonotone Corp
1910 by President Taft for corporaTechnicolor
8% 8% 8%
% tions
operating in several states.
15-16 15-16 15-16—1-16
Tans-Lux
do

CGmiriG and GOING

May

be

pfd.

Kodak

ptd
do
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's. Inc
do pfd

Adjourned

200 Greater N. Y. Houses

Am. Seat
s

ing that defendant failed to report
these winnings in his tax returns.
Enrique S. Neidhart, manager of
the Agua Caliente Hotel, testified
that the Casino alone had made
levy a 20 cent tax on each admission. money and that the hotel was always
a losing proposition. After the Mexican Government barred gambling,
Schreiber Suit
he stated, no profits were received
In Detroit Until
6
whatsoever.

To Play "This

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Col. Picts. vtc. (21/i%)
Columbia Picts. pfd

measure creates a
State Racing Commission.
Racing associations would pay a
$1,000 daily race fee in Milwaukee
County and $500 daily in other counState also would
ties of the state.

Peyton

Tuesday, March 18)

made by Schenck.

eral election bets

The testimony centered about two
bets in which Schenck allegedly won
three-member $15,000. The Government is claim-

::::::

BAHN

:

During the ninth day of trial of
the Government income tax fraud
charges against Joseph M. Schenck,
witnesses were questioned on sev-

Ore.

RKO

—

Post

Eddie

Rivers,

former Northwest theater executive,
and for the past six years publicity
director for the Hamrick-Evergreen
Theaters in Portland and Seattle, has
resigned to join Terry Turner's staff

nership operation of the Parkway
Theater, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., and has
disposed of its stock interest to
Nathan Steinberg of Rye. Transfer
of the stock was reported yester- as field publicity man for RKO-Radio
Pictures, working out of Minneapolis.
day by the SEC in Washington.

Theater

is

of the Chicago B £r K
on a motor trip to Mexico.

LAST
MILE

MILLION/ ARE WAITING TO
TEETH If HUNAN DOCUMENT

;
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Billboard

Technicolor Reports

Passes for Alibis
For a Wight Off

Net of $882,125

Baltimore

—

manager wanted

(Continued from Page 1)

ident

and general manager.

Com-

parative 1939 figure was $912,614.38.
Current assets are set at $4,327,543.95 as against current liabilities
of ^807,943.26; cash amounting to
5,566.55; and net current assets
$

of^y,519,669, each showing substantial improvement over the 1939 figures.

Net Sales at $5,103,404
Technicolor manufactured and sold
about 80,000,000 feet during 1940,
with net sales amounting to $5,103,-

A

married

theater
night off

get
from home for a bit of extra-curricular activity with the b'hoys.
Couldn't
to

a

think of a good alibi to give the wife,
so he ran a contest in connection
with one of the domestic comedies
he was showing.
Contest was to
award a pair of passes to the writer
of the letter suggesting the most
ingenious alibi a husband could give
his wife for a night off.
Now he's stored up enough excuses
to last for a year!

Technicolor Seasonal

Of this latter figure, 28.59
per cent was expended for labor, Production Hits Peak
10.63 per cent for taxes, and 4.24
(Continued from Page 1)
per cent for executive officers, management and general clerical sal- nual report covering 1940
Taxes rose from $390,553.81 tions.
aries.
404.58.

1939 to $542,569.99 in 1940.
Dr. Kalmus, anticipating trade
questions as to when the industry
will get Technicolor monopack prints,
asserts that the present primary interest of the company in the monopack process is not for release
prints, because the so-called triple
layer raw film "appears inherently
to be so expensive that it could
hardly compete in cost with Technicolor imbibition prints."
in

Tax Measure

Dies in Neb. Legislature

—

WB's Army Business

Up 300%

6 Months

Neb. With the divorcein
seemingly pigeon-holed for
the duration of the present legislative session in Nebraska, the fourth
(Continued from Page 1)
of Sen. E. M. Neubauer's attacks on dies that will last a couple of weeks.
the show business was killed in
Sears said that the question of
executive session.
It was the roundabout touch on whether or not Warners would hold
amusements that would have been a sales convention this year, product
the five cent per square foot tax on lineup for next season, budgets and
billboard space to be assessed by
sales policies would be discussed at
municipalities. It was figured to run
the annual rental per board up the studio meetings. In commenting
around $9 or $10, which would be on the consent decree, Sears asserted
that selling and producing under the
passed on to the user.
New York consent decree make production budgets more flexible than
Peters Succeeds Vidor
ever before, with fmalization of many
Chicago Saxel Peters has been plans depending upon the outcome
named night manager of the 20th of the first trade showings held
Century-Fox exchange here, succeed- throughout the country and the folRoy lowing volume of business.
ing the late Clinton Vidor.
Flesher has been added to the checkHe had no comment on what policy
ing department staff.
the company would adopt for sales in
states that may enact anti-five block
Mitchell Rites for Moore
acts.
Sears also stressed the imMitchell, Ind.
Funeral rites will portance of the entire sales organization under the consent decree, statbe held here for Lowell T. Moore, 46,
owner-operator of the Orpheum The- ing that the sales force would be
more autonomous than ever before
ater.
as o-reater responsibilities will be
shouldered by everybody.
Stearns in Schine Post
Earnings'
company for the
Lincoln,

ment

bill

—

opera-

At present, Technicolor is photographing, or has recently completed, the following full length productions: "Billy the Kid" (M-G-M);
(20th-Fox);
"Blood
and
Sand"
"Blossoms in the Dust" (M-G-M);
"Corsican Brothers" (Edward Small-

—

UA); "Dive Bomber" (Warners);
"Shepherd of the Hills" (Parafor the
mount); "That Night in Rio" (20thRochester Harry D. Stearns has six months ending in February were
Fox); "Reluctant Dragon" (Walt
named manager of all Schine estimated to be higher than the same
Disney-RKO Radio); and "Western been
Theater interests in this district.
period for the preceding year.
Union"
(20th-Fox).
Improvement
Expect Great
In addition, organization has in
The present Technicolor process of preparation, or with starting dates
photography employs three separate of photography indicated, during the
strips of negative, so it is frequently
Recalled Technicolor three-strip.
search department is active in improving this method of photography
and in the laboratory procedure of

manufacturing Technicolor imbibition release prints therefrom. While
current pictures by this method are

—

half of 1941, the following pic"Aloma of the South Seas"
(Paramount); "Bambi" (Walt Disney-RKO Radio); "Belle Starr"
"Dildo
Cay" (Para(20th-Fox);
mount)
"Dumbo the Flying Ele-

first

tures:

;

phant" (Walt Disney-RKO Radio);
"Miami" (20th-Fox); "Mr. Bug Goes
Town" (Fleischer-Paramount);
to
"Reap the Wild Wind" (Paramount)
"The Yearling" (M-G-M); "They
Died With Their Boots On" (Warners); and "True to Form," (RKO-

enormously improved compared with
those of a year or more ago, Technicolor engineers nevertheless expect great improvement in the present three-strip imbibition process
both in quality and cost.
Radio).
Company officials, however, do bedevelmonopack
will
be
lieve that
oped to be satisfactory for use as Coper Replaces Mrs. Falk
Toronto, Ont.— Mrs. S. H. Falk has
originals from which Technicolor imSuch resigned as managing editor of the
bibition prints can be made.
an original, it is explained, can be Canadian Motion Picture Exhibitor
exposed through any standard black following differences as to policy with
and white motion picture camera and the Independent Theaters Association
R. Coper takes
should thus have mechanical and cost press committee.
advantages over three-strip negative. over.

Work

on this procedure has been in
progress for several years, has
reached the point of decided encouragement for certain purposes, and
is now being tried out on a semicommercial experimental basis.

Rites for Mrs. Sarah Moore
Pittsburgh Funeral services for
Mrs. Sarah Moore, 86, mother of
Alex Moore, president of the Buena
Vista Amusement Co., which operTechnicolor's manufacture of 16 ates the Capitol and Hilltop Theaters
mm. reduction prints has something here, were held at the T. B. Moreland
like four times the volume of orders Funeral Home yesterday.
than was the case a year ago, it is
the war, stockholders of the parent
asserted.
company, Technicolor, Ltd., are informed in the annual report. While
Technicolor, Ltd., Reports
release prints for U. K. exhibition
£8,463 Loss as War's Result
continue to be made in the British
Technicolor, Ltd., for the year plant near London, they are essenended Nov. 30 last suffered a loss tially of Hollywood product, it is
of £8,463.16.1, due primarily to re- stated. Technicolor, Ltd., is considstriction of markets and higher ma- ering an increase in sales prices, it
terial costs and expenses caused by is added.

—

LADY- NEW ORLEANS
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

.

NOW.

has

.

more net

circulation

paid

including

bulk than any other

*NET PAID CIRCULATION INCLUDING BULK
Based on the November

2,

1940, issue:

BOXOFFICE

UNITED STATES
U. S. Territories

Canada
Foreign

Grand

*

Total

M.P.

HERALD

14,625

13,125

78

116

744

767

29

947

15,476

14,955

AVERAGE TOTAL NET PAID

including bulk for 6 months ending Dec. 31, 1940

BOXOFFICEM.

P.

HERALD

-

-

----------

15,527
15,073

*See A.B.C. Publishers' Statements jor
6 months ending December 31, 1940.

BOXOFFICE
total

I.

S.

and Canada circulation

is

greater than

world circulation of Motion Picture Herald.
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Mich. Exhibs. Oppose

To Educate Public

Ascap Fees Measure

On Value

(Continued from Page

theaters
charges.

committee consists of

Neville Miller,

be

NAB

prexy,

who

will

Edwin W. Craig

chairman;

Nashville, Walter J.

Damm

of
of Mil-

waukee, John Elmer of Baltimore,
Mark Ethridge of Louisville, John
Gillin,
Jr.,
J.
of Omaha, Harold
Hough of Ft. Worth, Herbert Hollister of Wichita, Edward Klauber of
CBS, Paul M. Morency of Hartford,

Samuel R. Rosenbaum, IRNA prexy,
of Philadelphia, John Shepard III
of the Yankee Network, Theodore C.
Streibert of MBS, Niles T. Trammell of NBC and William West of
East St. Louis.

Oregon's Anti-Ascap Bill
Withdrawn by Its Sponsor

—

Salem, Ore. Anti-Ascap measure
Senate bill 281 has been withdrawn by its author.
The motion

—

•

•

National Association of Broadcasters yesterday named a committee of 15 to confer with Ascap looking toward a settlement of the radio
music war.
This committee is expected to hold a meeting this morning and shortly thereafter confer
with Ascap's negotiating committee.

NAB

(Continued from Page

licensing

Broadcasters Name Com.
To Confer With Ascap

The

—

withdraw the bill was made by
Sen. Coe McKenna following the
failure to have the measure recalled
from the Judiciary Committee for
the purpose of referring it to some
other committee.
McKenna charged that his measure was being held in the Judiciary
Committee with no prospect of bringing it out for a Senate vote. This
charge was denied by Senator Dickson, chairman of the committee, who
explained that so far no one had
been found who could explain the
to

.

measure.

•

given

be

far

wrong

son"

'round the country

Kubel,

M-G-M exchange

cashier in New York, will be tendered a luncheon today at the Hickory
House in honor of his forthcoming
marriage to Ruth Feiring.

Ruth Calechman, daughter of Barney Calechman of the Howard, New
Haven, is engaged to Lieut. Cyrus
Stephson of New Haven. Stephson
is at Ft. Wright.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Hadelman of
the Shelton Theater, Shelton, Conn,
announce the marriage of their
daughter, Dorothy to Archie Aarons
of New Haven at B'Nai Jacob Synagogue on Sunday.

—

Des Moines Announcement of the
forthcoming marriage of John Borra
of Olympic Theater in Cicero, 111., to
Mary Zonano of Des Moines is announced.

of

New

from London

to

York

the

visit,

his

Hollywood

he was only here about 30 minutes
Bob's

so neatly

It's

two years ago

West

Bob Steven-

"Hello,

now doing

"Back Street"

way

on his

of the

you probably won't

York

currently seeing

is

of slen-

some

in

train pulled out for

first

more'n
before his

however,

not merely

is

1)

recent motion picture history. Wheth
er industry executives see a decline
in the popularity of double features
or whether the demand for qualitj
short subjects has reached a^»n1
where it cannot be ignored h5jj^)o1
been determined fully, but the x'acts
appear to point to an ever-increasina
interest in subjects running less thar.
30 minutes in length.
In some instances, the amount oi
money being put behind short subjects series has no parallel.
This is
not due entirely to the fact thai
shorts must be sold apart from fea
tures as prescribed bv the consent
decree, insofar as the five consenting
companies are concerned. The trend
toward a desire for higher quality
shorts has been spontaneous on the
p^rt of the public and major companies appear to be determined to further whet the appetite of the fans
through the medium of advertising
via national magazines, trade papers

«ii

o]

r,

1

one

He's working on the script

of sight-seeing

with John
nick

on Broadway
to

both Stevenson and

complete the

that later in the

RKO

"Jane Eyre"

year

he

Radio production

May

shooting in

Houseman
But

script

will

first

for

direct

that

will

Selz-

the Orson

launched

is

will trek to the

Coast

Stevenson directs

before

David Hempstead's next

"Journey into Fear"

and

David O.

by

When

"Native Son"

of

"Jane Eyre"

of

Houseman of the Mercury Theater
Mister Houseman has been detained here

Welles stage production

Latter

be before the cameras

will

start

about eight

for

and even billboards.

ai

P
IH
1

in?!

my,

wi

s

weeks
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"HOPALONG

•

Paramount''s prowessis
impersonated by William Boyd
filled Western hero
to
about to temporarily forsake the cactus country settings
appear in "Sheik of Buffalo Butte"
whose locale will be the
Arabian desert
Producer Harry Sherman has just assigned
the directorial job to Howard Bretherton
"Hoppy" has appeared only once before in non-native backgrounds
That
occasion was in "Law of the Pampas"
an Argentine story.

•

•

Cassidy"

T
•

•

OUT

•

Columbus. Ohio, on Friday night

in

unusually

constructive

Club

via

the

nature

organization

attended

with

Lieutenant

this

which

move
point

organizations
for

from

springs

a grand job

doin'

as well as pic
imitate

Governor

Paul

M.

Herbert

of

an

Variety

"Get
officials

acting

as

Hedda Hopper's Hollywood
As New Para. Shorts Series
A series of six one-reel short subjects titled
wood" will

of

there

is

knowing

view

of

Other Variety Clubs

it

would do well

generally

no substitute
the

other

Friendships

for

fellow
rarely

the type

of

to

good

Ill

J'

I)

CI

F

With Miss Hopper

as commentator,
shorts will feature celebrities
of the film world at work and play.
First of the group is now in work
at the Hal Roach studios with Herbert Moulton producing'.
Miss Hopper's syndicated column

the

appears in newspaners and is
three times weekly over the
network.

Gross Receipts Tax

May Hit N.

and underup 'twixt

T
STUFF:

Artists' galleries o'er

T
Yesterday, in the Associated American

on Fifth Ave., went on display a "sculp"

of

Orson Welles by the young actress-sculptress, Henriette Kaye
Diosa Costello, one of the dance stars of the stage musical, "Crazy
With the Heat," and who'll soon be seen in debut pic, RKO Radio's
"They Met in Argentina," will lead a Conga line at the Spring
Convention of the Dance Educators of America
Lester
iLoew's Rochester Theater) Pollock is gain' great guns on promotion up that way for "Cheers for Miss Bishop," and is cracking
the noozepapers wide open with stories and photos resulting from
screenings for teachers of the community, and then havin' the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
scribes interview 'em
has concluded its course in Theater Management under direction
of Arthur L. Tuohy, former Loew manager, now with MassaTomorrow's Ampa Lunchusetts Department of Education
cheon Meeting in the local Hotel Edison should be a hummer,
the latest addition to the Arthur Mayer-Ben Moss program being
Simone Simon, now completing a vaude tour before headin' for
the RKO Radio lot

Y. City

I

Pi

heard

CBS

pi
Ik

Bill

Pn

Houses

ad

in

(Continued from Page

spring

hermits

•

"Hedda Honner's Holly-

be released on Paramount's 1941-42 pros'ram, it was
announced yesterdav bv Russell Holman, Eastern production manae'er.

ies to

•

id

IV

and

toastmaster

a step

was taken by that city's
staging what was called

Important federal, state, county and city

Acquainted Nite"

•
Hairy

New

Old

of

For the director

for

a young Britisher

you step up and say:

if

real visit

of

smiling in friendly fashion

to

more picturesque sections

will

BELLS

your path crosses that

IF

der build

standing his

WEDDING

i)

1)

increased

in

of Shorts

1)

impose a tax of one-tenth of

one per cent on gross receipts of
businesses, has been amended in the
Assembly so that the act would apply only to the City of New York.
The bill as amended would probably
permit tax on gross receipts from
admissions in New York City.
has a chance of passage.

This

bill

THE FILM
DAILY to
William Sistrom

Wednesday, March

Name
4

Wdt;

19, 1941

Arbitrators for

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Metro has scheduled Frank Borzage to direct Jeanette MacColumbia has signed Lois Andrews to play with
Donald's "Smilin' Thru"
Jinx Falkenberg in "Girls from Panama"
Elizabeth Dow, socialite, goes into
Para.'s "World Premiere"
Metro has signed Gloria Hills, New York radio
and night club singer
Robert Young gets his first singing role in "Lady Be
Good"
Archie Mayo will direct "Charley's Aunt" for 20th-Fox and William
K. Howard ditto "King Rubber" for Warners
Steve Fisher's thriller, "I Wake
Up Screaming," has been acquired by 20th-Fox.

—

More Complaints
1)

.

him pictures caused a shortage
product at his Longmont Theater.

.

sell

of

.

.

.

.

.

costs items which

leans.

Grifiis

Philip E. James, an attorney, will
ear the New Orleans case which

"some run" and was filed
against Paramount by Charles Woolinvolves

ner, operator of a

W
^
5fj|

drive-in theater.

The two Detroit cases were filed
by Julius London and concern clearance. One, involving the Booth Theater and filed against Warner Bros.
and Paramount, will be heard by
Jerome Thomas, of the Business Administration Department of Wayne
The other case, filed
University.

Adds

to

Para.

(Continued from Page

.

The report

and holdings.
of Loew's Boston Thea-

ters discloses that Loew's, Inc., has
acquired another 60 share of $25 par

common

stock and now holds 117,847
shares in the subsidiary company.
Universal Corp. reports that Daniel M. Sheaffer disposed of 100 common voting trust certificates and now
holds 20,500' and 26,500 through
against the consenting companies,
Standard Capital Co.
December,
arbitrator
L.
J.
will have as its
1940, report of Sheaffer's states he
Carey, an attorney. No dates have
acquired 100 certificates at that time.
been set for any of the hearings.
Sheaffer reports holding no common
voting trust certificate warrants diBen Amsterdam Intervenes
rectly but has 111,283 through Stand-

A

In Geyser Arbitration Case
ard Capital.
Philadelphia Ben Amsterdam, of
Report of Consolidated Film IndusAtlantic Theaters, Inc., has become tries states that Walter P. Stevens
the intervening party in the arbitra- holds 59 shares of $1 par common.
tion case brought by John Geyser, of A December, 1940, report disclosed
the Florence Theater, Florence, N. that he acquired 153 shares and disJ., against the five consenting com- posed of 500 for a net decrease of
panies, charging unreasonable clear- 347 shares, leaving him with the
ance. Amsterdam operates the Fox same total now held. E. H. Seifert dis-

—

Theater, Burlington, N.

J.

posed of 100 shares of $2 cumulative
par preferred, now holding no equity
securities while Stevens added 400
shares of this class to bring his total

New
Is

Admissions Tax
Proposed for Cuba

to 800 shares.
Stevens, in a December, 1940, report acquired 900 shares

(Continued from Page 1)

pictures made in Cuba are
or when the story is by a
author.

(Continued from Page 1)

it

in the
of security transactions

and disposed of 1,000 for a net de-

the

corporate

and

its

Levy

With the

much

half this

Salisbury, Md.,
to

May Tax

—A

later distribution contracts.
The answer also claims that alleged early violations of the contracts are barred because of the
sought in a legislative bill soon to be statute of limitations. The complaint
introduced here. Indorsement of the had claimed a large number of inmayor and council for the measure fractions in carrying out the dishas already been obtained.
tribution contracts.

*
FEATURE!

Something
talk

-

of

-

—

here April 18 as leading feature of suit instigated against the Guild by
the League of New York Theaters.
the rodeo to be held in the Arena.

-

industry

"The Merchant

of

Menace"

ARTHUR MAYER
Managing Director, Rialto Theatre,

New York, speaking on —

PLAY THE BAD ONES"
* *
*
AGNES MENGEL GREW
a\

I

—

Morris Ernst has been retained by
Autry In Cleveland Rodeo
Gene Autry, will be the Dramatists Guild to handle the
Cleveland

everybody at our next
luncheon ....

for

the

THURSDAY, MARCH 20 AT 12:45 SHARP
HOTEL EDISON—SUN ROOM

On

DG

A

A GOES DOUBLE P

Name

—

answer claims.

Salisbury, Md.
one-cent tax on
motion picture admissions, revenue to finance recreational activities
in the city of Salisbury, is being

this week.

Whitney

contracts, the

all

1)

extensive argument in Federal Court
here yesterday.
Carl R. Buermele, general manAdvisor ager of Co-op. was called to the stand
to
and testified as to trade practices, inS. A. Good-Will Scripts cluding clearance and zoning. Defense is expected to take two weeks.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
John Hay "Jock"
Hollywood
Whitney, who is associated with Prepayments Reduce Note
Nelson Rockefeller on the South Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
American good-will setup, will shortWashington Loew's Boston Thely name a non-Hollywood resident to aters have reported to the SEC the
act as advisor on all scripts designed prepayment of installments due in
to improve relations between the 1943 and 1944 on a note.
The preUnited States and the Latin and Cen- payments were for $70,000 and the
tral Americas. Appointee will work note was reduced to $120,000.
under the supervision of Joseph
Breen of the Hays office.
Retains Morris Ernst

B.O. other

he disputed these reports, Metro
Finance Recreation Setup Had
would not have been induced to make

their intake.
(Continued from Page

contract.

Roach, by accepting these reports
made on the first contract with proExhibs. will be allowed commis- visions substantially similar to those
sion of 5 per cent for collecting tax. of latter contracts, had estopped himself from disputing accountings on

Court Denies Dismissal
Motion in Midwest Suit

Decision on the locale of the convention is expected to be determined

the

outside the corporate

is

limits.

of 100 shares, leaving his holdat 400 shares.
R. B. Larue disposed of 100 shares

profit

each 15

maximum

of 3 cents, within the city, but only

Proposed taxes would be imposed of Gereral Theaters Equipment Corp.
per cent common no par value, now holding
tax on admissions. Distributors also 500 shares.
pay 2 per cent on film rentals and
sales.

will be one cent for

cents of admission, with a

in addition to the present 2

accessories

Andalusia

of

police jurisdiction."

shown cline
Cuban ings

tax of 3 per cent, distributors are
now paying close to 20 per cent of

limits

1)

was prohibited

of the studio's books
sought to determine
the amount of damages which Metro
allegedly suffered by reason of the
claimed boost in costs.
The answer contends that Roach
accepted reports on concluding print
costs with full knowledge of the
method of computation. These reports, the answer said, covered the
first of five contracts made in March,
1926 and indicated clearly that no
allowance was being extended to
Roach for rebates on import duties
paid for Canadian raw stock and on
The plaintiff
sale of junked film.
had contended that allowances were
wrongfully withheld in violation of

and records

Andalusia, Ala., Levies
B. O. Tax to Aid Schools

1)

it

An examination

.

was revealed today shows, and other places where genSEC's semi-monthly summary eral admissions are charged, within

7,500 shares,

Reply

from including" by the contracts.

.

Common Stock Holdings

Suit

(Continued from Page

.

.

'

ict

Roach

.

.

Arbitrators for three other arbicases were announced yestra/iiadri
by the American Arbitration
tei
AsSWMation. Two of the cases were
filed in Detroit and one in New Or-

In

.

.

.

.

(Continued from Page

Metro Asks $500,000

Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range

Director,

Women's

Institute of

Audience Reactions

"WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT WOMEN?"

*

*

—

*

ROASTMASTER Lou Pollock, Universal Pictures
EXTRA!— SIMON E SIMON—WENDY BARRIE— EXTRA!
PLUS SURPRISES—all
tip

1

with super quality food at $1.25 including

Phone Miss Gle'itzman, Circle 6-5000 for

Silver

Jubilee

—

April

4

—

Benefit

full

AMPA

tables

Relief

(10).

Fund

1

PRINTS AVAILABLE

NOW

AT

PARAMOUNT EXCHANGES

I

79,

tf

J

I

3

I

NEW

NO. 55

CLEAR

YORK, THURSDAY,

MARCH

WAY FOR ANTW BLOCK LAWJN MINN.

Expand Industry Committee
Trade
Sponsoring
Represented;
Group of 30 is Designated
All Elements in the

Ascap Licensing Bill
Advanced in Wis.

—

Madison, Wis. The State Assemadvanced to third reading the bill by Senator Cashman
making Secretary of State, the enforcement agent in licensing and
levying fees on Ascap and other
copyright music holders. The measure previously had passed the Senate by unanimous vote and comes up
before Assembly for final action
Tuesday.
Passage is predicted as
bly yesterday

Expansion of the Motion Picture
Committee Co-operating for National Defense to include representation of all elements in the industry
to meet the screen's increasing responsibilities in the present emerg-

ency was completed yesterday, it
was announced by Francis S. Harmon, Defense Co-ordinator, on behalf of George J. Schaefer, chair-

man

of the

N. Y. Chain Tax Bill
Killed in

Ask

Stale

Ban Duals

—

W. Allied's Bill, Approved Yesterday by
Senate Committee, is Now on General Orders
For Final Passage by Both Legislative Houses
By GEORGE E. GUISE FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Minneapolis The anti-block-of-five bill of Allied Theater
Owners of the Northwest was ready for passage by both Houses
of the Minnesota Legislature yesterday following its approval by
the Senate General Legislation ComThe Senate committee recmittee.
ommended the bill to pass without

—

Columbia 6 Months'

Committee

—

pares

with

582.44

for

New

Georgia Sunday Movies
Passed by Senate

—

Atlanta The Georgia Senate yesterday passed the Sunday movie bill.
Under its provisions Sunday movies
may be shown if 25 per cent of the
voters petition for them.
It also
provides that if 25 per cent of the
(Continued on Page 6)

KRS, CEA

to

Huddle

On B of T Proposals
London (By Cable)—The KRS yesterday agreed to meet with the CEA
on the Board of Trade's proposals to
eliminate barring three-day runs and
double feature bills of British films in
order to insure wider showing of local
product.

Child Actor Measure

Hoppered

in

NY

Assembly

—

by

Bill

—

Net profit of Columbia Pictures
session now that the House Committee
has reported it adversely.
for the six months ended Dec. 28,
amounted to $307,006.14 after all of Minnesota" so far as distribution
charges and provisions for Federal
of motion pictures is concerned.
income and other taxes. This comThe bill already has been approved
-

a net profit of $215
the corresponding six
Albany The Assembly Taxation months ended Dec. 30, 1939, after
Committee yesterday killed the similar deductions.
Columbia continues in a strong
measure taxing chain stores, which
Current
included theaters in the designation. working capital position.
Outdoor advertising regulatory assets as at Dec. 28, were approxibill sponsored by Assemblyman Rob- mately $12,672,000, and current lia(Continued on Page 6)
ert F. Wagner, Jr.. yesterday was
reported out of the Ways and Means

St. Louis
Suggestions that its
proposed anti-triples state legislation be widened to include a ban on
(Continued on Page 7)
duals as well as merchandise giveaways and premiums find the Better
Films Council of Greater St. Louis
Slot Machine Pictures
demurring.
"In presenting a proposed bill to To be Licensed
City
(Continued on Page 6)

$307,006

a dissenting vote after a spirited
hearing during which it was charged
the measure would "make an island
bill
Atlanta The anti-block-of-five
seems safely beaten for the current

(Continued on Page 7)

Louis BFC Won't

Defense

for Nat'l

N.

Profit at

sure.

National Co-ordinating

Committee.
National Committee of 30
The 30 members of the National
Committee, all serving as official

St.

TEN CENTS

20, 1941

(Continued on Page 8)

Philly
In

Grand Jury

Fox Fraud Probe

Philadelphia

—

A

Federal Grand

Jury yesterday completed its second
day of hearings on the alleged fraud
case involving William Fox, former
Judge J. Warren Davis of the Third
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals and

Albany Assemblyman Harold B. subsidiaries of the one-time Fox film
Ehrlich of Buffalo yesterday intro- enterprises.
A campaign to license all coin-in- duced a new bill, superseding his
Authorization for the trial was
the-slot motion picture machines in previous measure, amending the edu(Continued on Page 8)
New York City is being launched cation, penal and labor laws in reby Paul Moss, license commissioner. lations to the regulation of certain Inflation Sends
Every such device, Commissioner employment of children, including

Shanghai

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

First arbitration case to be filed
in the Pittsburgh territory was anCase involves
nounced yesterday.

"some run" and was submitted by
Both Miami and Hollywood will Herman Lorence, owner of the 18th
bid for the 1942 Variety Clubs con- Street Theater in Erie, Pa.
Devention through representatives who fendant companies are Warner Bros.,
will be sent to this year's conclave
in Atlantic City
15-17.

20th Century-Fox, RKO and ParaThe American Theater is
mount.

Meanwhile, it was announced yes- the interested party.
terday that trophies would be awardLorence, who claims inability to
(Continued on Page 7)

Dizzy Figures

Names Four Companies

Miami, Hollywood to Bid
For 1942 V. C. Conclave

May

to

Earnings of films in Shanghai are
giving foreign departments quite a

Erie Exhib. Asks
Lorence Complaint

Grosses

(Continued on Page 7)

9,000 Houses Pledge
Defense Program Aid
More than 9,000 film theaters have
signed certificates of co-operation in
the industry's national defense program, it was reported yesterday by
Harry Brandt, ITOA prexy, who has
been active in perfecting the field
organization among exhibs. Approximately 3,000 more exhibs. are expected to participate.
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THE

Harold H. Corbin and U. S. DisAttorney Mathias F. Correa
clashed constantly yesterday during
trial of the Government's charges
against Joseph M. Schenck and Joseph H. Moskowitz while William
Goetz testified concerning his purchase of stock of the Agua Caliente
Over
Jockey Club from Schenck.
objections raised by Corbin, Correa
termed Goetz "a hostile witness."
Goetz declared that his purchase for
$5,000 of stock in the Mexican resort was bona fide, although he conceded that Schenck had sold it to
take a loss caused by a ban on gamtrict

bling.

Leo

Colin, Internal

Revenue agent,

admitted that Schenck had overpaid
$800 in income taxes in 1935, but
Corbin was prevented from further
HOLLYWOOD, Calif.— questions by a Court ruling. Other
Representatives:
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
LONDON— Ernest W. Fred- witnesses to testify were Kathryn
Granite 6607.
man, The Film Renter. 127-133 Wardour St., Sullivan,
secretary to Moskowitz,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Hade, Le Film, 29 Rue
Marsoulan
MEXICO CITY— Marco- Harry Sachman, a tax accountant,
(12).
Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindi- and Erwin Leuttmoser, accountant
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.
Trial was adfor Roland West.
journed until tomorrow, with Goetz
scheduled to return to the stand.

FINANCIAL

Baker to Succeed Lorch
As Rep. Chi. Branch Head

(Wednesday, March 19)

I

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Low

High

Chg.

Close

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc.

Columbia

(2Vi%>

Picts.

Con.
Con.

Fm.
Fm.

East.

Kodak

pfd.

Ind
Ind.

do pfd
Gen. Th.

8

pfd.
1

341/2

8
134

8
134i/2

+
+

Vb

y2

Eq

%

Loew's, Inc
pfd

327/8

321/2

321/2

Paramount

12'/g

11

Vs

1st

99

99

H% +
99

2nd

1 1 1

107/g

IH/2

3
/g

81/2

85/g

38V2

381/z

6Vg
18

6 1/g
18

48

H81/2

do

Para.
Para.

pfd
pfd
Film

Pathe

/2

8%

RKO
RKO

381/2
$6 pfd
6 1/4
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd. 18
Univ. Pict. pfd
1 48i/2

Warner Bros
do

1

31/g

1/2

27/g

+
+

+
+

—

1/g

i/g

'A
1/2

3

pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith

F.
ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3'?s46 1 041/2
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3>/4 s47 95 1/2
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

B.

1

041/2

1041/2

951/2

951/2

2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts

Sonotonc Corp.
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts

All

Ampa

.

Mi

13/«

1%

9

9

9

65/g

65/g

65. 8

+

1/4

Boxes Sold

All boxes at the

Ampa

25th anni-

versary ball have been sold and reservations for tables are coming in fast,
according to President Leon Bamberger.
Event is to be held at the
Hotel Edison on the night of April 4.

PRESKNTS
PERFECT TWO AND THREE COLOR lGmm
SOT \l> PRINTS from your negatives, including Ko'larliromr.
I,

Uniform, highest quality, color
on
permanent,
prints
transparent

CASPAR- COLOR film
HOLLYWOOD COLOR FILM CORP.
Burbank,

Calif.

said yesterday, will be required
to be licensed under the law, adding
that any violation "will be dealt

Moss

with."

and distributors
Manufacturers
were advised to arrange with the
License Department to formulate
plans to carry on their business under the provisions of the administrative code of the city which defines a motion picture as being "a
display on a screen or other device
of pictures or objects in motion or
rapidly changing scenery whether
or not such display shall be accompanied by lecture, recitation or mu-

HANK

KAUFMAN, manager of exchange operations for Columbia, has returned to the home
office after a swing through the branches.
VIRGINIA FIELD

is

here from the Coar

A. H. BLANK. Tri-States exec, and ht^^of
Para.'s
patriotic
service
department,
accompanied by his son, RAY, are scheduled to arrive
in

Washington today from Des Moines.

"Free Tickets for Votes"
Hint Brings a Warning

—

sic."

New

SOL M. WURTZEL, executive producer for
20Ui-Fox, has returned to Hollywood after a
three months' trip to South America.

Advertising Dept.

For Tri-States Chain
Des Moines

— Tri-States

establishing a

new

circuit is
advertising de-

Des Moines
The action of the
Iowa house of representatives in killing a proposed

bill to

regulate

Bank

Night irritated Rep. Gustave Alesch
of

Marcus who moved

to override a

committee report recommending indefinite postponement.
Motion was

partment headed by Dale McFar- defeated, 50 to 43.
land, city manager at Davenport, to
During the argument, Alesch
work on tricky exploitation and test charged: "It is common gossip that
spots with a general advertising layout on special pictures.
Move, according to G. Ralph Bran-

ton, circuit's general manager, results from "the urgent need for a

strong, vigorous, advertising department to meet with the new problem
of motion picture buying and exhibi-

one previous legislature $25,000
to beat a Bank Night bill."
Following the final vote, Alesch arose
in

was spent

and remarked:
"I wonder how many of those

'aye'

votes got free tickets for themselves

and their wives?"
Speaker
Robert
Blue
sharply
the new branch manager of the local
Routine advertising and promotion warned Alesch not to make any
Republic exchange next Monday.
further personal remarks.
For the past three and a half years, will continue to be handled by inBaker has been with United Artists dividual house managers, Branton
here and prior to that was a sales- said.
McFarland will have Dorothy Day Exch. Union Referendum
man for Universal Pictures for 18
as assistant, the latter handling pubyears.
tion."

Baker succeeds Harry Lorch, who

lic

Votes In By

relations.

Don Allen moves from the Omaha
is resigning to devote his full time
Theater, Omaha, to replace McFarto his two local theaters, the HarTed Emerson,
Lorch will land in Davenport.
vard and East Side.
publicity-advertisremain at the exchange until March who has handled
Omaha and Nebraska the29 in order to familiarize Baker with ing for
aters, takes over the Omaha.
duties.
his

new

End

of

Month

An advisory referendum is now
being conducted by the IATSE on
the question of changing the classification of film
locals from the
rating, to the

exchange employes

"B" group, current

"A" classification
A buffet luncheon honoring Baker
which would give them complete
and Lorch will be held Monday noon
Completed
autonomy and the power of negoin Republic's new temporary head- Evidence is
All members of all locals
tiation.
quarters located on the fourth floor In Montcalm-UDT Case
are voting, and it is expected that
of the Warner Building, 1307 S.
the IA will have all the votes in by
Wabash Ave.
Evidence having been the end of this month.
Detroit
completed by both sides, the MontThere must be a majority of about
Theater Co. has been ordered
Buermele Aaain on Stand calm
for the classification rattwo-thirds
Monday
its
in
briefs
by
to submit
"A" classificachanged.
be
ing
to
Trial
Theaters
Court
Circuit
At Midwest
clearance case in
locals convention repagainst United Detroit Theaters. De- tion gives the
negotiating
instructed to file resentation as well as
Carl R. Buermele, sen- fendants were
Detroit
31 and decree prob- powers.
March
briefs
bv
Theeial manaeer of Co-operative
handed shortly thereMichigan, continued on the ably will be

—

aters of
stand yesterday at the trial of the
suit of Midwest Theaters against
Co-op. Testimony was highly techBuernical as to trade practices.
mele is expected to continue to testify for several more days.

$6,000,000 to Universal

VITACOLOR

COfninG and G0II1G

1)

—

.

'

William (Bill) Baker,
Chicago
veteran film salesman, will become

(Continued from Paae

For "Corporate Purposes"

after.

UDT yesterday brought in its only
two witnesses whose testimony apneared to point out booking practices.

They were John Ryber, Paramount
salesman, and Daniel

J.

Lewis, book-

er for Wisper & Wetsman who
are half -owners of the Royal Theater
which is involved in the controversy.

Ascap,

NAB

Confer Today

Negotiating committee of 15 of
used for "corporate purposes" will the National Ass'n of Broadcasters
be made available to Universal Pic- will meet with the Ascap committee
tures under negotiations now nearing at 10 o'clock this morning at the
completion. Deal was made with the Hotel Roosevelt to confer on ending
the music war.
First Boston Corp.

Approximately

$6,000,000

to

be

Edmund Goulding
M. H. Hoffman
Joseph

I.

Seidelman

<**
***
rf«*

;

ADVERTISING MEN OF BOYS
Full

Pages

in

Saturday Evening Post

•

TOWN

!

the following National Weeklies and Monthlies:
Collier's

•

Liberty

•

Look Magazine

•

Life

•

Time

•

Newsweek

•

American Boy

•

Boy's Life

Young America • Open Road for Boys • Scholastic Magazines • Parents' Magazine • Extension Magazine
Columbia • Our Sunday Visitor
Register • Callahan's List of Catholic Weeklies • Catholic Boy • Silver Screen
Screen Romances • Modern Screen • Your Charm • Motion Picture • Photoplay-Movie Mirror • Movie Story
Screenland • Glamour • Screen Life • Screen Guide • Hollywood • Movies Magazine • Movie Life
•

Plus

THE LION'S ROAR, the most successful magazine ad

in

America

M-G-M...NO HALFWAY MEASURES!

WORDS

THE HOTTEST

IN

SHOW

BUSINESS ARE

Qli&pJUn
THE GREAT CHAPLIN

. .

GREATEST OF ALL BOXOFFICE

NAMES FOR 20 YEARS

.

GREATER TODAY THAN

.

EVER BEFORE AS "THE GREAT DICTATOR" AT

POPULAR PRICES SMASHES ALL KEY CITY RECORDS!

384%

of average.

bigger than

first.

weeks minimum

Second week
Looks

like

L0EW

DETROIT, Michigan

PHILADELPHIA, Stanton
6

Hits

$40,000

first

week

— held

CIRCUIT

Held over

SCHENECTADY,

Procter's

dence
other

All

Akron, Harrisburg,

Washington, Wilmington, Provi-

run!

ALBANY, Warner's

in

London, Norfolk, Richmond,

over!

Strand

Every record smashed!

and Reading! Watch
Loew openings for more

hold-overs!

records surpassed. All-time

weekday opening house record
topped!

UTICA, Stanley

EDMONTON,

Riaito

Every record smashed!

RACINE,

Every record smashed!

Every record smashed!

Every record smashed!

KENOSHA, Kenosha
Every record smashed!

BUFFALO, Great Lakes
Every record smashed!

Held over, of course!

WILLIAMSPORT,

Capital

Every record smashed!

GLENS FALLS, Paramount

Riaito

Every record smashed!

PATERSON, Fabian

HAZELTON,

Riaito

Every record smashed!

Held Over!

BINGHAMTON,

Strand

Every record smashed!

PASSAIC, Montauk
Every record smashed!

POPULAR PRICES MAKE CHARLIE CHAPLIN MORE POPULAR THAN EVER

VI

IuIg/1 Pl4C&l!

iisda)
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Louis BFC

St.

Won't

Ask Slate Ban Duals
(Continued from Page

the Missouri General

Profit at

bilities, $2,009,000,

theaters for years
showing double feature

hard to justify
a contention that they would prove
too great a strain on the eyes and
it

nerves of picture theater patrons.

"But when it comes to triple programs, four-hour shows and the like

we

We

feel we are on sure ground.
definite medical
proof that

have

too lengthy motion picture bills are
injurious to children."
The Council takes the position
that premiums and giveaways are
outside its province, deeming that
a "price concession."
B. 0. tariffs
are something for exhibs. alone to
determine, it was indicated.
The anti-triples bill being drafted
by the BFC counsel, Milton F. Napier, will be presented to the Council
tomorrow for approval, it was
learned last night.

New

Child Actor Measure

Hoppered

in

NY

Assembly

(Continued from Page

1)

theatrical work. It was referred to
the Rules Committee.
Bill

ties,

whose written consent

ed.

0U.I

• • • IN "timidly" announcing
show christened "The Silver Screen"

is needimportantly gives educaauthorities right to grant

such authorization.
The measure does not change that
part of the law in relation to children acting in motion pictures insofar as consent of local mayor, president of village trustees, etc., is concerned.

Assemblyman Ehrlich and Senator
Hampton had previously introduced
somewhat similar legislation, the
Hampton bill passing the Senate.

with an enormous profit"

customers don
twenty-three

Rose

(Continued from Page

voters petition against

This

and

cents

any kinda

a gross inaccuracy

is

according

that's

sport

they

Sunday mov-

may

STORKS!
Glace Bay, N. S.— Their first child,
a son, has been born to the John
Connors this city, where Connor has
been operating film theaters the past
25 years.

—

Lynchburg, Va. Howerton Lewis,
assistant manager, Trenton Theater,
is the daddy of an eight and a half
pound baby boy.

for the

The average admission price

thirty-five cents

MPPDA

to

If

is

give the industry a correction

he'll

T

—

•

•

MARK

•

T

up another triumph

for Loretta

'cause the American Institute

bone
them

femme and male

the best

Young and

The

teachers

assert

their

voice respectively of

clarity, tonal quality,

on

"tops"

Basil Rath-

Voice Teachers has voted

of

range, and sex appeal

which

is

okay

.

will re-play

"takes")

celebration span.

.

• While

.

first

•

AFTER

•

even

'

for

T

better

was

goin' to give

T
we

elevator ed

T
•

•

WHEN

•

this

World War

tions that

can be heaped upon them

assets to Britain in her plight

morale and

We mean

spirits

—

is

who

—

(Continued from Page

1)

these days, an inflationary boor
in the Chinese city skyrocketing the
ater grosses. "Tin Pan Alley," 20th
Fox, earned 132,000 Shanghai dollar
at the Cathay in two weeks; NWMF,
Paramount, hit 138,000 Shanghai dol 1!
lars in 15 days at the Nanking; "Th
Mark of Zorro" did 70,000 Shangha
dollars in four days at the Gram
and Metropole; and GWTW, Metre
did 125,000 Shanghai dollars in )|
six weeks' run.
lift

v

A

Shanghai dollar is now equiva
lent to six cents in American money;;
Top admission for any first-run hous<
in the Chinese city is equal to abou
24 cents, or four Shanghai dollars.
1

over

there are two of our

will richly

deserve

all

the cita-

but are a great credit to the film industry

who

us

i

Sol Lesser Signs Schunzel

THE FILM DAIL\
Lesser has signec
Reinhold Schunzel to direct "Strange
Victory," which is to be Marthf
Scott's next starring film.
Production is scheduled to go before the
Hollywood

of

— Sol

fel
»nt(

cameras early in May.
by!

WEDDING

BELLS

Marriage of Gerald Schnitzer, sor
Edward M. Schnitzer, Eastern district manager for Warners, and Mrs
Schnitzer, to Janet Feiler, daughtei
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Feiler, will
take place Sunday in Hollywood. Mr,
and Mrs. Schnitzer are en route to the
Coast to attend the nuptials.

—

Mountainair, N. M. Nettie Glover,
at the Real Theater, and,
Clarence Osborne were married recently on the stage.
cashier

—

Ethel Kimmel, daughter
Kimmel, owner of the Washington Theater, Royal Oak, Mich.,
was married to Sheldon Ellis o:
Detroit

of Louis

They are not only tremendous
by way of keeping up the people's

Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon

K
su-

ma

of

RKO
RKO

silent-days screen luminaries

Dizzy Figures

on second meetin'

Bldg. and were asked to take a comRadio publicity-ad department
which is a honey of a layout
made that-a-way ingeniously by
Barret McCormick's planning
We've always known that the
gent was one of the top idols of Ye Trade Press
but Goshawhen you hear his lieutenants and staff members
mighty!
talk about him
you realize what "true love" really means
Ifs sue!) departments that go to town

new

to

Day

a Ten Best spot

the date with "Miss Bishop"

to the 10th floor of the

plete tour of the

Sends Shanghai

Grosses

Radio City yes'day

that she

felt

dollar;

Inflation

another look-see at "Cheers for

to the best of features

T
•

to takei

and we like the "gal
when, indeed, we

Miss Bishop'

a helluva a race

productions during the Founders'

in the vicinity of

Music Hall

slithered into the

than on the

Wanger

impossibl

These returns are not included anc
furthermore, such assets as are hel
by local operating companies hav
been completely charged off."

West Coast Bureau

(RKO Radio) Level do his Goose
Calling stint?.
• Walter Wanger will be guest of honor and principal
speaker at the Annual Founders' Day to be held in Denver on March 28
by the Rocky Mountain Screen Club
He's the first Hollywood producer to be so honored
and exhibs. thereabouts
just by way
of showing their affection for Sir Walter
(and their own box office
but did you teachers ever hear Jack
.

it is

monies into

1940

—enunciation,

counts

five

substantial business
to convert local

|0

V

T

"Columbia," Harry Cohn, r~ ^x
states, "does not include in ( _ i£
ures any revenues until they^av
been converted into dollars. For e>
ample, in Japan, Spain and Denmar
where the corporation is doing

Billy

•
• • YES'DAY we hadda preview of the pressbook ads
which UA has prepared for use by the nation's exhibs
who
play Alexander Korda's "That Hamilton Woman!"
whose cast
is headed by Vivien Leigh and Laurence Olivier
Like the pic
these ads pack terrific power
They range from big
itself
smash ads designed to dominate the amusement pages
down
to modest 1-col. x 49 lines
'Tis said that UA even has a special ad up the sleeve for the small "action" houses
when the
The "Big Bertha" copy
opus finally gets down to those runs
sells the romantic angle heavily, skillfully
and torridly
without in the least violating convention and good taste
which is no simple trick in anybody's league

1)

Only
not be shown.
one election can be held yearly.
The bill was bitterly fought. The
opposition termed it a bill to repeal
the fourth commandment.
ies

is

pay

t

T

we

Georgia Sunday Movies
Bill Passed by Senate

floor

at his local

Bill

tional

new

the presentation of his

Diamond Horseshoe
Billy Rose stated in a noozepaper ad campaign:
"You can't
get serious with a business that buys a Broadway play for a quarter
million dollars
spends another million or so turning it into a picture
then gives away dishes and teapots to induce the customers to
buy it for thirty-five cents
and winds up at the end of the year

would vest approval for such

acting, etc., into the hands of local
school boards or educational authori-

1)

making net worl

ing capital $10,663,000.

many

have been
bills would make

$307,006

(Continued from Page

1)

Assembly we

must be reasonable in our demands,"
"The
said a Council spokeswoman.
fact that

I.

Columbia 6 Months'

are conducting

what

patently one of the most popular air programs of the wartime era

is

Hillsdale, Mich.

—

Scranton, Pa. Announcement ha:
been made of the engagement of Ann
Hunt, cashier of the Globe Theater
A June wedto Francis T. Battle.
ding is planned.

imo

If

Wei

a
its
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^
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:

;
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Tax

Expand Film Defense Setup

Bill

All Elements Represented on Committee

Committee

tilled in

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

Erie Exhibitor

Asks Arbitration

1)

representatives of the important in- man, Trade Press Division, ex officio; William
Scully, chairman. Distributors' Division,
dustry organizations which they A.
ex officio.
head are:
The defense activities fall within five wellproduction, distribution,
divisions
Edward Arnold, president, SAG; established
Pernewsreels, trade press and theaters.
iev^^pfair chance of passage exist- Barney Balaban, president, Para- sonnel of each division follows
Production Y. Frank Freeman, chairman
mount; Nate J. Blumberg, president,
Universal; Harry Brandt, president, Sam Briskin, E. J. Mannix, Sol Lesser, Hal
Wallis. Walter Wanger, Darryl Zanuck, proJudiciary Committee defeated sevITOA; Frank Capra, president, SDG; ducers; Jack Chertok, Gordon Holling'shead,
eral bills amending statutes regard- I. E. Chadwick, president, IMPPA; short subjects; Frank Capra, Directors' Guild;
How- James P. Clark, president, National Edward Arnold, Actors' Guild; Sheridan
rig anti-discrimination laws.
Fred Beetson, Assn.
Gibney, Writers' Guild
ever, that committee reported out Film
Carriers, Inc.; Harry Cohn, of Motion Picture Producers, Inc. Richard
amended form Assemblyman Ir- president, Columbia; Col. H. A. Cole, Day, art direction; Lt. Col. Nathan Levin'-in
*?in Davidson's bill making it un- president, Allied States; Y. Frank son, Edward Hanson, sound; John Arnold,
camera; John Nickolaus, laboratory; Alfred
awful to refuse admission to pub- Freeman, president, AMPP; Sheri- Newman, music Charles Boren, Fred Myers,
entertainment, any person over dan Gibney, president, SWG; James industrial relations Howard Strickling. Robic
1 years of age, who presents ticket R. Grainger, president, Republic; ert Taplinger, public relations; Mendel Silberberg, counsel; Jock Lawrence, secretary.
f admission at reasonable time be- John H. Harris, president, National
Distributors'
W. A. Scully, chairman
bre commencement of performance Variety Clubs; Will H. Hays, presi- Neil F. Agnew, George Dembow, Ned E.
r to reject or demand departure of dent, MPPDA; Emery Huse, presi- Depinet, W. F. Rodgers, Gradwell L. Sears,
Wobber.
my such person during course of dent, SMPE; W. Ray Johnston, pres- Herman
Newsreels E. B. Hatrick. chairman Louis
lerformance, except for abusive or ident, Monogram; Sidney R. Kent, dc-Rochemont, Thomas Mead. Albert J. Richard. Walton C. Ament, Truman Talley.
iffensive conduct, or speech.
president, 20th-Fox; Edward L. KuyTrade Press Martin Quigley, chairman
'MS
One Burrows anti-discrimination kendall, president, MPTOA; Frank Jack Alicoate, Jay Emanuel, John C. Flinn,
he-neasure has been reported out of an W. Lovejoy, president, Eastman Ko- Charles E. Lewis, Ben Shlyen, Arthur Ungar. William R. Wilkerson.
'^Assembly Committee.
dak; Robert H. Poole, executive secE.
Theaters Joseph Bernhard. chairman
A. H. Blank,
S
V. Richards, co-chairman
retary,
PCC;
Herman
presRobbins,
The Ways and Means Committee
!I
H. Fabian, John H.
Si
National
Service; Harry Brandt.Kuykendall.
Screen
filled the Whitney sales tax bill ident,
Charles C. MoskoHarris. E. L.
»tind the Turshen bill to license Bingo. George J. Schaefer, president, RKO witz, Sam E. Morris, John J. O'Connor, R.
IKSkouras,
R. B. Wilby,
Spyros
O'Donnell.
Radio; Nicholas M. Schenck, presi- T.
dent, Loew's; Maurice Silverstone, Nathan Yamins.
Sub-Committees on the Theaters Division
Pesos for
in chief executive, UA; T. Kennedy are
J55,000
Stevenson, president, Erpi; W. G.
Co-ordinating:
R. B. Wilby. chairman;
:

—

ng^^

;

i\

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

:

:

GWTW

if

\

Weeks

in

Mexico City

—

in its seven-week run at the
satAlameda to set a new high for atHouse seats
;endance and gross.
ast:oesos

.

5,400.

RCA

Kuykendall.

"Wings" Debut

Hollywood, Broadway, society and
)fficial Washington will be well represented at the Astor's world preniere of Para.'s "I

Wanted Wings"

Wednesday. Early acceptances
nclude those of Madeleine Carroll,
vlary Martin, Orson Welles, Dolores
Del Rio, Miriam Hopkins, Moss Hart,
Gorman Bel Geddes, Guthrie McChase,
Illintic, Gilbert Miller, Ilka

lext

Dol.

director, Ra- A. H. Blank, Charles C. Moskowitz. E. V.
Richards. Spyros Skouras.
dio City Music Hall; G. K. ThrockHarry Brandt, chairman;
Organization:
morton, president,
Mfg.; Wal- John H. Harris, E. L. Kuykendall, John J.
ter Wanger, president, Academy; O'Connor. Nathan Yamins.
Field Organization: John Balaban. E. C.
Harry M. Warner, president, Warner Beattv,
Carl Buermele. Wm. F. Crockett,
Bros.; Herbert J. Yates, president, Jay Emanuel, Si H. Fabian. Harold FitzFriedl. Julius Gordon, L. C.
gerald.
John
CFI.
Griffith. Harrv Kalmine, Jack Kirsch, E. L.
Co-ordinating Committee

Van Schmus, managing

Mexico City (By Air Mail)
eyijWTW grossed upwards of 355,000

vaj

Rotables at

William

J.

Donovan,

J.

Cheever

I.

Libson,
R. J.

M. A. Lightman,
O'Donnell, Samuel

Functioning at all times for this sponsoring
group is the National Co-ordinating Committee, composed of the following
George J. Schaefer, chairman
Francis S.
Harmon, co-ordinator Barney Balaban, Joseph H. Hazen. William C. Michel, Nicholas
Schenck. Walter Vincent, R. B. Wilby, Nathan Yamins, Joseph Bernhard. chairman
Theaters Division, ex officio Y. Frank Freeman, chairman. Production Division,
ex
officio;
E. B. Hatrick. chairman. Newsreel
Division, ex officio
Martin Quigley, chair-

Walker.

Would Exempt Operators
From Electricians License

Cuba Bans Soviet Pix
Shown for Two Years

Frank

Newman.

Pinanski, Robert H. Poole. Elmer Rhoden,
Rick Ricketson, Samuel Rinzler, John Rugar,
Mever Schine, Fred Schwartz. Mort Singer.
Roy
Skouras,
Charles
Skirball,
William

;

;

Publicity: Oscar A. Doob. chairman; HarBrand. Harry Goldberg, Claude F. Lee,
Harrv Mandel. Aubrev Schenck.
H. Fabian, chairman and
Finance:
Si
treasurer; Nathan Yamins. Leonard Golden-

ry

:

son,

;

E. L. Kuykendall, Spyros Skouras.

^owdin.

Detroit—Local

jttman Gets London Short
"The Battle Of London," a twodocumentary film which not
mly shows London today, bomb
scarred and under arms, but also
;he contrasting London of a few
y-ears ago, has been received here
jy Mack Littman for distribution.
:eel

Preparedness

—

the draft comes
to Vincent J. DiFiore, the Paramount
representative with the J. H. CooperLincoln,

Neb.

it

won't find him

napping.

He's been huddling with army finance officers in Omaha and if
hooked, he'll probably be assigned

—

to

bookwork

the

petitioned

as usual.

199,

—

Havana (By Air Mail) Exhibited
two years without inter-

IATSE, has

Legislature for

for the last

ex-

in 1918,"

1)

get product from the four companies, announced that he would try
his own case without the assistance
of an attorney.

Former D.

Darr,

C.

Bar Ass'n

Head, Westway Case Arbitrator
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington Sefton Darr, former
president of the District of Columbia Bar Association, has been selected as the arbitrator in the clearance case, filed by the Westway Theater of Baltimore, it was disclosed
yesterday.
The hearing has been
tentatively set for April 8.
The
Westway complaint named 20th Century-Fox, Loew's, Vitagraph (Warners), and the Durkee interests, operators of the Edgewood Theater
which has 14 days' clearance over
the Westway. The Lyndhurst Corp.
is an intervening party.
Darr was president of the District
Bar Association in 1939 and is a
delegate from the District of Columbia to the American Bar AssociaHe is also a member of the
tion.
Washington Criminal Justice Association,

ciation

Washington Housing Assoand Washington Legal Aid

Bureau.

Miami, Hollywood to Bid
For 1942 V. C. Conclave
(Continued from Page 1)

ed to the tents having the largest
delegation and for having traveled
the greatest number of miles. The
latter award is now held by Pittsburgh.
In order to qualify for either of
these trophies the members present must be in attendance at the
business session on the morning of
May 16. All those not in the meeting hall of the Traymore Hotel at
10 A.M. will not be counted as present at the convention.
appointcommittee
Additional
ments have been announced by John
H. Harris, national chief barker.
They are George Weilland, of Philadelphia, chairman of the registration committee; Harry I. Waxman,
of the Hollywood Theater, Atlantic
City, chairman of the decorations
committee; Jay Emanuel, Philadelphia, chairman of the ticket and cou-

emption of projectionists from House ference, Soviet pix, "Lenin
Bill 15, providing for licensing con- has been banned under the National
Similar ex- Defense decree as Communist propatrol for electricians.
emption is already embodied in the ganda. Action by the Government pon book committee, and Henry
opposition electricians' bill, House followed a petition from a San Luis Friedman, Ardmore Theater, Ardmore, Pa., chairman of the meeting
jurist.
No. 127.
rooms committee.

Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range
West Coast Bureau

If

Para, theaters here,

(Continued from Page

1)

lommittee without recommendation.
'"flove assures a vote on measure beore adjournment with observers be-

THE FILM DAILY

of

South American tour, Sol M. Wurtzel reports
he will give three of his 12 pix for the coming year a Latin-American backMetro
ground
One will be a Charlie Chan adventure story, laid in Rio
has signed Roy Del Ruth to a new pact; he'll direct "The Chocolate Soldier" . . .
After completing "Caribbean Cruise," William Le Baron will produce "Miss Pil-

Hollywood— Back from
.

.

his

.

.

grim's Progress" and "A Straight Left"
Velez and Leon Errol in three more
"Dangerous Curves," an original.
.

for
.

.

.

.

RKO will team Lupe
20th-Fox
Columbia has purchased Steven Vas'
.

.

.

Bowling Sideline

—

Minneapolis Sidney and William
Volk, who operate four neighborhood houses in this city, are going
into the bowling business as a sideline with a $75,000 two-story brick
bowling center being built in suburban Robinsdale. It will be ready
for use by July

1.

r-
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REVIEWS Of n6UJ

Minn.

Bill

(Continued from Page

Woman"

1)

on
action by
is

with

general orders for final
both Houses of the Legislature.

Opening

his

final

argument

against the bill, David Shearer, attorney for four of the five major

Vivien

Leigh,

with

Laurence

Olivier,

United Artists

ICAL STORY

128 Mins.

IS

"Make Minnesota an Island"

certainly

as

fine

a

film,

if

not

the

best,

Alexander

Korda has ever offered to
the public.
It is great entertainment for
all audiences, and it is a picture that will
hold audience interest for the full two
hours and eight minutes that it is on the
that

Shearer described methods of operation set up by the consent de- screen. It is also a picture that exhibitors
cree and said that Northwest Al- can go to town with, having two top-ranklied's bill compels exhibitors to go
ing stars, a splendid supporting cast, direcback to a buying practice they have tion and production by a big "name" in
opposed for years and that the meas- the film firmament, and
great historical
ure would "make Minnesota an

a

is-

land."

and romantic story that has been the subject of fact, fiction and fable, both printed
and oral, for many years.

M. A. Levy, district manager for
Twentieth Century-Fox, denied exThe romance of Nelson and Emma Hamhibitors now have no opportunity to
ilton
is
one of the great stories of all
cancel pictures and said the 20 per Hme, and if that is not enough, Nelson's
cent cancellation privilege, set up in biography as England's greatest Naval hero
the bill, was wholly unnecessary. is
Altogether, with
a great story in itself.
"Distributors always have cancelled
the accent more on the romantic aspect
moral or religious and the life of Lady Hamilton, the story
pictures
on
grounds," he said, "and such a pro- is a stirring and moving panorama of hisvision

in

this

bill

certainly

is

not

tory

romance with

and

a

gripping

climax

needed."
Korda
that depicts the battle of Trafalgar.
Eileen de Long of St. Paul, rep- has stinted nothing in affording the picture
resented the Catholic Legion of De- a lavish background that is realistic from
cency at the hearing, and backed start to finish, with tremendous detail noHelen Lynch, who had appeared ticeable in the picture.
previously before the committee, in
He
Korda's direction is also first rate.
her statement that the Legion endorsed the measure and wanted it sweeps the players from a crescendo of
enacted into law. Miss de Long con- action to intimate and touching love scenes
tradicted Levy, saying she knew of and tender farewells with a sure and deft
several specific instances where dis- touch, accenting the tragic aspects of this
tributors had refused to cancel pic- ill-starred romance, but never losing the
Possibly some of the
tures to which objections had been tread of the story.
made by the Legion. She mentioned sequences could have been cut, and there
"Strange Cargo" as one of these was no necessity to inject a couple of
pictures and said two St. Paul exhibitors had tried to cancel and then
had to pay regular rental for the
subject despite the fact they granted
the Legion's request and did not
show the film.

92%
Fred

speeches into the film calling for the destruction and elimination of dictators, but
audiences will overlook the length of the
film because it is so vital from beginning
to

end.

The

original screenplay written by

Reisch

of Exhibs. Favor

Strom,

Northwest

Bill

Allied

vehicle,

and
a

R.

fine

C.
job

Sheriff
of

is

writing

Walter

splendid
from every
a

photography is afforded
the picture by Rudolph Mate, and art director Vincent Korda, special effects director
Lawrence Butler and all the other tech'ngle.

Paramount

(Continued from Page

89

Excellent

executive secretary, told the committee a survey had been made of
exhibitors throughout his territory
and that 92 per cent of them, in- nicians responsible for the general quality
cluding those not members of his of the picture deserve praise.
organization, were opposed to buyIn speaking of the players, it must first
ing pictures under the plan set up be said that the cast as a whole is brilliant.
in the consent decree.
Vivien Leigh is superb as Lady Hamilton,
Approval of the General Legisla- nee Emma Hart. Her every mood is pertion Committee practically assures fectly shaded, her execution of lines is
passage of the bill by both Houses flawless, and she plays the role with sinof the Legislature, Strom said last cerity, sympathy and complete understandnight.
"Members of Northwest Al- ing of the characterization.
Olivier as

Mins.

PLEASING MUSICAL COMEDY HAS
LOTS OF ENTERTAINMENT VALUE.
with
Phil

Regan, Bert Wheeler and Constance Moore
as the exploitable items, this musical comedy has lots of entertainment value and
it should
fit nicely on any bill.
It is well
paced, the music is tuneful in spots and
hot in others
jive, circa 1941).
Regan is competent, Wheeler is amusing, Miss Moore is pretty and capable, Dorsey is himself, Virginia Dale and Lillian
Cornell are attractive and helpful.
Hank
Ladd w!ll get laughs, and the rest of the
cast is okay.
Good direction is afforded
the picture by Ralph Murphy.
Miss Moore, Miss Dale, Miss Cornell and
Wheeler, a vaudeville act, land in Las
Vegas to see about some property the
three sisters inherited.
Miss Moore meets
Regan, there is a lot of amusing skullduggery by Ladd to get the girls' property,
Regan and Miss Moore fall in love, music,
lights and everybody happy but Ladd.
I

CAST:

Tommy

nell,

Regan,

Phil

Moore,

stance

Hank

Ladd,

Bert

Virginia

Wheeler, Con-

Dale,

Lillian

Dorsey and His
Betty Brewer.

Cor-

Orchestra,

CREDITS: Producer, William Le Baron;
Ralph Murphy; Original ScreenErnest Pagano and Harry Clork; Cam-

Director,
play,

W.

eraman,

Mellor; Editor, A. Schmidt.

DIRECTION,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Good.

Greek Short

in 7 First-Runs
"Greece Fights Back," Greek war
relief one-reeler released by Paramount, will open simultaneously tomorrow at seven Broadway firstruns the Paramount, Roxy, Rivoli,
Rialto, Hollywood, Strand and Globe
Theaters. It will also open the same
day at the Palace. Newsreel, Translux and Brooklyn Paramount.

—

he

until

is

recalled

to

Fox Fraud Probe

Wheeler,

Bert

PROJECTED HISTORA modest and unassuming offering
TOPS IN ALL DEPART- Tommy Dorsey and his orchestra,

distributing companies which have MENTS; SHOULD BE STRONG B. 0. ATaccepted the New York consent de- TRACTION EVERY PLACE.
cree, told the Senate committee MinHere is a splendid picture on all counts,
nesota would be "practically an out- one which will probably rank high among
cast" if the anti-bill became law, the outstanding pictures of the year, and

being the only state to cast aside
the consent decree and set up its own
plan of picture buying and selling.

Regan,

Phil

Constance Moore

Alan Mowbray

BRILLIANTLY

In

"Las Vegas Nights"

"That Hamilton

by a House committee and now

flLmSPhiUyGrandJury

duty and

killed

1)

issued by Attorney General Robei
H. Jackson to two special assistant!
Hugh A. Fulton and Walter H. Gaha
gan, Jr., in a telegram which state
that the Department of Just{
ia
been informed that "Davis amj»lh
individuals, corporations and com
panies corruptly influenced, obstruct
ed and impeded; attempted to coi
ruptly influence, obstruct and im
pede administration of justice; con
spired to do so, and defrauded th
Government of the United States

Others

Named

in

Jackson Wire

In addition to Davis and Foj
others named in the telegram as par
ticipants in the alleged conspiracj
are:
Fox's wife, Eva; their daughtei
Belle; David E. Kaufman, one-tim|

Minister to Siam and court-appoint
ed P. R. T. trustee during the transi
reorganization; Kaufman's brothei
Morgan, attorney and bankruptc;
referee for the Middle District o
Pennsylvania; Murray Becker an<
Daniel Rosenblatt, New York law
yers.

Two corporations, identified a
subsidiary organizations set up ii
the Fox financial empire, were als>
named. They are All-Continent Cor
poration and the Parkwood Corpora
tion.

Fulton and Gahagan are author
ized in the telegram to "assist in th
trial of the case or cases growing ou
of the transactions hereinafter men
tioned in which the Government i,

mentioned."
The All-Continent

company

to

Corp.

was

which Fox reportedly ha<

transferred $7,000,000 in assets prio
to his petition in

bankruptcy.

Fox bankruptcy case and others
volving Fox interests were before
Circuit Court while Judsre Davis
an active member of the court.

Th
in
thi

wa

Testify on Fla. Realty Deals?
Testimony apparently concernini

at

Florida real estate transactions wa
believed to have been offered yester
loving Lord Hamilton is fine.
Sara All- day to the Federal Grand Jury. Wit
appearing included Judgi
good, Gladvs Cooper, Henry Wilcoxon and nesses
Halliwell Hobbes give excellent interpreta- Davis' daughter, Mrs. Mary Fire
stone, H. A. Meitin, assistant cashie;
tions to important roles.
The battle of Trafalgar is a thunderous of the St. Augustine National Bank
and thrilling spectacle. Many other scenes St. Augustine, Fla.; Winslow E. Pike
are equally moving in their own way, and assistant cashier of the Federal Re
at Jacksonville, Fla.
all
in
all
the picture is splendid enter- serve Bank
Frank K. Kriebel, from the genera
tainment.
It is a picture that deserves the
ledger department of the Philadel
full support of exhibitors, and it should by
every right be a b.o. winner for all con- nhia Federal Reserve Bank, and tw<
Trafalgar.

Alan

Mowbray

as

the

foppish

and

art-

FBI agents whose names were

cerned.

CAST:

Vivien

Leigh,

Laurence

Olivier,

Mowbrav, Sara Allgood, Gladys CooHenrv Wilcoxon, Heather Angel. Halliwell Hobbes. Gilbert Emery, Miles ManAlan
oer,

der,

Ronald Sinclair, Luis Alberni, Norma
Olaf Hytten, Juliette Compton, Guy

noi

revealed.

Hoffberg Takes "Tarzan"
"The New Adventures of Tarzan,'
a

Crystal Pictures release, will b<

handled in the New York State anc
northern New Jersey territories bj
Kingsford.
Hoffberg Productions. Hoffberg se1
CREDITS:
Producer
and
AlexanDirector,
lied's legislative committee have put Nelson is just as brilliant.
His duty to
a deal yesterday for the picture t(
up a stiff fight and have stressed England is his ruling passion.
But he is der Korda; Original Screenplay, Walter open Saturday at the New York TheReisch
Sheriff;
Cameraman,
Ruand R. C.
points which
the opposition has torn between his duty to his country and
ater for a Broadwav first-run. Spe
failed to answer," he added.
"We his family and his love for Lady Hamilton, dolph Mate; Editor, W. Hornbeck.
cial Attractions will handle the pic
feel certain our bill will become law with his final break with his wife giving
PHOTOGRA- ture in northern Illinois and Indiana
DIRECTION, Splendid.
within the next 30 days."
him the only complete happiness he has PHY, Excellent.
for Crystal.
Drury.

—

^Washington Negotiations toward re-opening of the British monetary agreement with U. S. film companies will get under way shortly,
Re-opening of the recent pact under which the eight majors were to receive $12,900,000 this year is due to the improved
it is reported here.
British credit situation resulting from the lease-lend bill's passage.

To Re-open U. K. Remittances-
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NTSC URGES COMMERCIAL TELE AT ONCE
Loew's Settles Texas Drive-in Arbitration Case
Warners and 20th CenturyFox Elect to Go Through
With Hearing on Complaint

Loew's has

granted

the

(Continued on Page 6)

Wrong

Upholds Majors' Contention Complaint Filed Under
Section Appeal to be filed Tuesday

—

Film Production
By MILTON

In line with its policy to settle
complaints before reaching' an arbitration board, Loew's, Inc., has settled the case filed by Joesph's drivein theater near Austin, Tex.
Complainant had charged that MG-M, Warner Bros, and 20th Century Fox had refused to sell him
product, thereby causing- a shortage
of pictures.

With Color Not Ready, FCC
May Demur; CBS Asks

ARBITRATOR DISMISSES KEN'S CASE

—

Chicago Chicago's second arbitration hearing ended yesterday with
RKO, Paramount and 20th CenturyFox receiving a verdict against the
Ken theater, independent South-Side
Chicago house, in an award handed
down by Arbitrator Charles P. Megan. The arbitrator's decision was:
"The complaint is dismissed for
theater
want of jurisdiction under Section
VIII of the consent decree."

Alvin Landis of the Landis & Landis law firm, representing the Ken
Theater Corp., declared after the
hearing that he would file a notice
of appeal on Tuesday.
Answering
briefs must be filed by all parties
concerned within 30 days from the
date of the filing of the appeal.
The Ken Theater filed its complaint against the three distributing
(Continued on Page

6)

K-A-0 Reports 1940

Tax Threat Killed

Profit of

—Urging immed-

—

441— the NTSC

$780,004

—

Hartford, Conn. The much-feared
A net profit of $780,004.83 for the
exhibitor state tax is at last
reported yesterday by
definitely killed for the current ses- year 1940 was
Corp. and
sion of the Legislature. H. B. 2353, the Keith-Albee-Orpheum
This is eauivalent to
filed in blank by Rep. Sullivan, and subsidiaries.
purported to intend a tax on theater $12.26 per share on the 63,586 shares
cumulative preferred
receipts over $500 weekly, was un- of 7 per cent
stock now outstanding. Figure rep(Continued on Page 5)
resents the net after all charges but

—

(Continued on Page 4)

6)

To Meet With SMPE
Day-long

with

the
Acoustical Society of America will be
a new feature of the SMPE Spring
convention at the Sagamore Hotel,
Rochester, May 5-8.
Symposium of
papers by Bell Telephone Laboratories' engineers will be presented at
morning and afternoon sessions, while
at night, there will be stereophonic
sound demonstration at the Eastman
Theater.
joint

session

Musicians Protest
Ga.'s Anti-5 Block

Cuban Film Decree
Havana (By Air Mail)

—Provisions

(Continued on Page 4)

Bill to

of the Presidential decree regulating
the Cuban film industry, now effective following publication in the Offi-

—

Atlanta Women's Clubs appeared
in the Georgia House yesterday opalready under fire, posing passage of the anti-block of
with the first attack made by Cuban 5 pix bill which the Representamusicians.
tives called out of committee by a
The new decree, officially No. 604, 74 to 43 vote. The committee had
(Continued on Page 4)
reported it adversely. A vote is expected today with the women again
Rep. Closes 1941-42 Deal
appearing in opposition to it.

New

Orleans

— Republic

has just closed here

Roach Moves

Pictures

its first

impor-

tant circuit deal for its 1941-42
product, as a result of confabs held
(Continued on Page 4)

10 Execs, of
Examination

Washington

to

A number

Submit Proposal

of points

were discussed

(Continued on Page 5)

Broadway

10

and

is

(Continued on Page 5)

THE FILM DAILY

—February

collections

trial of
Inc.,

Distributing Corp. on March
sought in a notice filed yesterday in the Federal Court by Hal
Roach Studios, Inc. The examina31

admission
tax collections of $6,495,283.66 soared
$4,642,519.84 above the February,
The 15-man committee of the Na- 1940, figure of $1,852,763.82, although
tional Ass'n of Broadcasters met yes- dropping $87,994.31 from the Januterday with the Ascap negotiating ary, 1941, total of $6,583,277.97, the
committee in a two-and-a-half hour Bureau of Internal Revenue reported
parley on the radio music situation. yesterday.

Ascap

before

high executives of Loew's,

$4,642,519 Higher Than 1940's Figure
Washington Bureau of

to Quiz
Loew's

M-G-M

February Admission Taxes Up
NAB and Ascap in Parley;

Get Floor Vote

cial Gazette, are

Schaefer Defers New York
Arrival; Due Within Week With Paramount-Richards

Philadelphia
A presentment to
Federal District Judge Guy K. Bard
George J. Schaefer, RKO president,
is expected in about 10 days by the
Federal Grand Jury investigating who was due in New York yestercharges of fraud against William day to confer with the board of dion the release "Citizen
rectors
(Continued on Page

Acoustical Society

de-

(Contiuued on Page 5)

new

Presentment in 10 Days
Expected in Fox Inquiry

LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY

iate commercialization of television, representatives of the
National Television Systems Committee, opened the hearing before the
FCC yesterday on the question of
standardization and commercialization.
The hearing continues today.
In submitting their revised standards the main revision being- 525
lines instead of

New Conn. Theater

Tele

F.

Washington Bureau of

Washington

for

increased

(Continued on Page 5)

n j

ls

Eastern Time Bill

To

Ga.'s

Governor

—

Eastern standard time
Atlanta
bill was passed by the Georgia House
yesterday and sent to the Governor.

time will become effective
being
the
bill
Georgia upon
signed by the Governor.
"I
A
kL
Eastern

in
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Mich. Co-op. Again to Ask The Baker's Wife, Inc., Sues
Midwest Suit Dismissal
Hakims, Asking $100,000
Vol. 79, No. 56

March

Fri.,

21, 1941

10 Cents

— In

COminG

and G0IRG

/

Midwest versus
Suit for $100,000 damages was
Co-operative Theaters case, Gen- filed yesterday in the New York Sueral Manager Carl R. Buermele of preme Court by The Baker's Wife,
Detroit

the

JAMES R. GRAINGER returns to the home
office next week.
Co-operative continued on stand all Inc., against the Hakim Brothers.
NED E. DEPINET has returned from the studio.
day yesterday, completing his direct The suit charges unlawful interferDONALD M. MERSEREAU
General Manager examined
and being cross-exam- ence with the distribution of the
SI SEADLER Is due back Monday from HollyCHESTER B. BAHN
Editor ined by plaintiff's counsel.
film, "The Baker's Wife."
On Feb. wood.
Buermele is to be the only pre- 18, Rafael Hakim brought suit
HAROLD ESKIN, Stamford and Newark exPublished daily except Saturdays, Sundays and
hibitor,
will
soon start on a second Miami
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y., pared witness for the defense, ac- against the plaintiff in the present Beach trip this Winter, the weatherman
having
cording to counsel, and a new mo- action seeking a cancellation of the cheated him the first time.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
tion to dismiss the case for lack of defendants' contract for the distriHARRY FISHMAN of the Community, FairMersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
Entered as
proof is to be made by defense coun- bution of the film on the charge field,
Conn., has just returned from a five weeks'
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
cross-examination
defendant
ended
the
run
sel
as
soon
as
his
that
the
vacation in Miami Beach.
York, N. Y., under the
post-office at New
Terms (Postage free) is completed.
act of March 3, 1879.
World
Theater
pictui'e
at
the
of the
MR. and MRS. SAMUEL CALECHMAN o< C OP
United States outside of Greater New York
Substance of the day's testimony without the planntiff's consent.
Howard, New Haven, are motoring to Florid) j.'
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
An application was filed yesterForeign, $15.00.
Subscriber should was that Co-operative does not use
$3.00.
ABBOTT and COSTELLO return to the Coast
Address all communications its buying power, that each deal is day returnable on March 21 to dis- Monday.
remit with order.
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, concluded on its own merits, with miss the Federal action.
to
O. HENRY BRIGCS, president of PRC, leaves
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
New York, N. Y.

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Publisher

::::::
:

buying
as
exhibitors
for Chicago today.
though each were buying for himBEN HECHT has arrived
Examine
Posen
Seeks
to
While Co-operative's buying
self.
New York.
Representatives:
HOLLYWOOD, Calif.— power is present in the mental back- Books of Cellofilm Corp.
DAVID HEMPSTEAD has
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
wood.
LONDON—Ernest W. Fred- ground, it is not brought forward.
Granite 6607.
of
disproof
claims
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., Defense counsel
Application to inspect the books
MARY MARTIN arrives
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue each point made, from the record of and records of Cellofilm Corp., sub- morning from Hollywood.
MEXICO CITY— MarcoMarsoulan
Cable address:

9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.

Filmday,

New

individual

York.

(12).

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Calle del

Sindi-

MNANf IAI

evidence presented earlier.

Universal Pictures, was
filed
yesterday in the New York
Supreme Court by Samuel I. Posen,
Columbia Signs Starrett
plaintiff in a suit as director and
For 22 Pix In 3 Years
stockholder against Universal and its
officers.
The motion states that PoWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY sen unsuccessfully sought pei'mission
Hollywood Charles Starrett has from Nate J. Blumberg to examine
been placed by Columbia under a the books previously.
sidiary

of

—

(Thursday, March 20)

new

on

the

Coast

returned

in

from
Holly-

to

New York

KATE SMITH and TED COLLINS

this

leave

for

the Coast Sunday.

THE ANDREWS SISTERS
the

end

of

next week

arrive

after an

in

Hollywood

extensive

p. a.

tour.

Anti-Discrimination and
Billboard Bills Advanced

contract, which calls for 22 pictures over a period of three years.
Metro Gets Film Rights
Albany
Wagner outdoor adverHigh Low Close Chg. Three of the productions will be
Am. Seat
1941-42
the
People"
made this season, 10 for
the
tising bill was advanced in the As<2i/
Col. Piers, vtc.
5% 5'/4 5'/4
!4
2 %)
program and nine for 1942-43.
sembly yesterday to third reading.
Columbia Picts. pfd
Current season's offerings will be
9-16 9-16 9-16 +1-16
Con. Fm. Ind
Screen rights to "Meet the Peo- Its sponsor, however, will probably
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
based on James Rubel's novel, "The ple," Hollywood-produced revue now again amend the bill. Final vote is
East. Kodak
1341/2 134'/2 1341/2
Medico of Painted Springs," with current on Broadway, have been due in about one week.
do pfd
the initial film carrying the name of acquired by Metro, deal being hanCen. Th. Eq
Anti-discrimination bills by AsLoew's, lnc
323/4
323/8
'/8
32%
The two succeeding pic- dled by the William Morris Agency, semblymen Andrews and Burrows
the book.
do pfd
titled "The Medico it was confirmed yesterday. Agency similarly were advanced to order of
will
be
tures
Paramount
12% 11 % 12% + %
Rides," and "The Medico Hits the has signed an exclusive contract final passage in Assembly. Andrews
Para. 1st pfd
99
98% 99
Para.
2nd pfd
11% 11% 11% + % Trail." Jack Fier will produce the with Jack Guilfoi'd, show's star, and bill merely incorporates statement
Pathe Film
first, and William Berke, will handle also with Nanette Fabares, Peggy of public anti-discrimination policy
RKO
the second and third.
20th Century-Fox ...
6
Ryan, Jack Williams and Jack Al- in penal law, with penalties for vio6V8
6V8
20th Century-Fox pfd
bertson of the cast.
lation.
Burrows measure provides
Univ. Pict. pfd
for hearings when verified charges
Warner Bros
3% 3
3V8 + % Janes Child Actor Bill
62% 6134 62%+ %
do pfd
of discrimination are preferred by
Picks
N. Y. Senate
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
persons affected. Places of public acKeith B. F. ref. 6s46 102V4 102'/4 102'/4
commodation, if found guilty of disSet Operators' Pact
Loew's deb. 3%s46. 104% 104i/2 104%
crimination, could lose license for
The Senate yesterday
Albany
Para. B'way 3s55
54% 54% 54'/8 + 1%
passed the Janes bill amending the
Pittsburgh— The
of West- not less than one month. Both disPara. Picts. cv. 3'/4 s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95% 95% 95%
% lav; in relation to theatrical per- ern Pennsylvania, Inc., has elected crimination bills will be on next
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
formances by children if given by an the following committee to represent Tuesday's calendar for final action.
Monogram Picts
association or non-stock corpora- independent theater owners in negoSonotone Corp
tion not maintained or conducted for tiating a new contract with Local
9'/8
Technicolor
8% 8%
% profit.
Such theatrical appearances 171, Operators: Harry Walker, chairTrans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc...
6% 65/8 6%
would be allowed under proposed bill man; Archie Fineman, Morris Finkel
Universal Picts
if with written consent of a parent and Harry Hendel.
One of the latter
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
or guardian and written consent of three will act as alternate.
The
Bid
Asked mayor
or president of the board of chairman is to serve for a term of
66
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
68%
village trustees upon notice to the three years and the others for two
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
58% 61
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty years.
to Children in that county.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

—

Net

To "Meet

—

—

Passed by

—

.

.

AMPTO

Committee

To

.

AMPTO

—

—

.

New

Time

May

In Rochester
Rochester

.

.

Be Issue

Campaign

—Daylight

Time, which

went into effect for a three-year period in 1939, will continue through
this Summer but it is rumored it
may be an issue in the campaign
here this Fall.
In the meantime, Geneva has voted
Daylight Time for the third consecutive year, while opposition to it
is mounting in nearby Batavia.

Hellinger's First for 20th-Fox

RKO

to Build 2,000-Seat
Theater in Forest Hills

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

been assigned by 20th-Fox to "The
Bowery Nightingale," by Oliver H.
Property at Queens Blvd. and 71st P. Garrett, as his first chore for the
Road, Forest Hills, has been acquired company.
by RKO which will erect a 2,000-seat
theater on the site. Ground will be
"Charley's Aunt"
broken May 1 and the house is ex- Mayo to Direct
pected to be completed by Christmas. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Archie Mayo has been
Architects are Thomas W. Lamb of
New York and Charles Lee of Los assigned bv 20th-Fox to direct "Charlie's Aunt."
Angeles.

—

i

THE FILM DAILY
Mark Hellinger has
of

MARCH
W.

S.

21

Van Dyke

Sidney Franklin
Virginia Weidler
Minna Stieglitz

MARCH
Chico

Marx

Virginia Grey
Bernice Claire

MARCH
Joan Crawford

Edward Cronjager
22
Carmelita Geraghty
Henry Hobart
Joseph Schildkraut
23
Winfield Andrus

//
n

Bsr
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BIGGEST

Radio City Music Hall

DAY-AND-DATE

Roxy
Rialto

BOOKING

IN

SHORT-SUBJECT
HISTORY!

*W

Strand

•

•

•

Palace

•

•

Paramount

Criterion

Bryant

•

•

New York

Trans-Lux -Embassy -Grand Central

Ladma mUfULo^Uood

AirlineS and all
UouieA. in
.

.

.

Manhattan.

Jdona Oitand.
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Bi&nx,.
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Qnoohiyn

New

Special International

Broadcast!

By arrangement with

CBS1 Murrow will
describe "THIS IS
ENGLAND" 6:45

Proceeds of distribution

p.m., E.S.T., Wed., March

are being turned over by

Direct from
26th
London. ..Coast to Coast!

Columbia to the "Spitfire
Fund" of the R.A.F.!

.

.

.

Globe
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Musicians Protest

K-A-0 Reports 1940

Cuban Film Decree

Profit of

(.Continued from Page 1)

entirely by
dical

Cuban

The

artists.

Music Union contends

Sin-

in

meet

to

the

situation

anticipated,
when
matter is formally presented to the President.

the
the

T

its

Secretary of Commerce, that artists do not embrace
musicians, and that it was its understanding that President Batista desired to afford musicians equal opportunities with artists.
An amendment to the decree to
protest

•

•

AMP A

•

17

which Ned

at

distribution

chief

— with H.
is

RKO

Depinet

E.

be

will

guest

vitamins of hilarity

Principal features of the decree
cover selling methods, rejection privileges, exhibition privileges and arbitration methods for settling disputes.
Sales of features are limited to
blocks of 10, exhibitors have a selectivity of pictures, distributors are
obliged to submit titles, stars' names
and synopses of films sold, with no
sales to be made of unproduced films.
Westerns, newsreels and other films
of 2,000 feet or less are exempted
from provisions of the decree, but
it is stated that contracts for these
films shall not obligate exhibitors
to purchase any other films. Decree
also cracks down on free passes to

shows.
A co-ordinating commission will
oversee the operation of the decree.
Provision is made for arbitration of

and

vice-prexy

members have enough

org.'s

them over

That session

as the result of yesterday's

Sun Room

meeting

in

Theater)

Mayer, filmland's "Merchant

satirical

spiel

Hotel

the

Edison's

as

of

the

of

King Arthur with a round table from which

failed to provide
his

bold address

as

the

which was as shaTp-edged
King

original

(Rialto

Menace," let loose a swell
day
following a snappy
Leon Bamberger and his aides

orator

by Lou Pollock

introduction

whereat Arthur

dual

Arthur's

swords,

in

its

to deliver

humor

Excalibur

But

the

priate"
the

in

demand

Mayer with the Sun Room
Times Sq. Emporium of Horror

furnishing

that his

—

place in the sun

rightful

setting

for

be given

a niche higher than the

at least

its

little

Radio City Music Hall

T
•

T

other high spots of the Ampa luncheon were
the testimony of the Rialto's virtues as presented by Jack

—

B'way stage play "Meet the People"
of Agnes Mengel Grew, director of the
Audience Reactions, who told of the opera-

of the

Guilford

enlightening

the

T

THE

•

•

Women's

talk

Institute of

and results of the comparatively recent survey conducted
and the presence of Simone
by her group 'mong pic fans
Simon, who graciously helped in the culling of contributions
for a double truck ad in the souvenir program for Ampa's big
Silver Jubilee party to be held in the Hotel Edison
on the
tions

Rep. Closes 1941-42 Deal

With Paramount-Richards

night of April 4
1)

between Gaston Dureau and John
Richards of the Paramount-Richards-Saenger Theaters Corp. and
James R. Grainger, president of Republic and that organization's general manager in charge of distribution.

Contract indicates that Republic
moving' forward rapidly in the
selling of the approaching season's
is

Prior to coming here, Grainger
Bob
in
Dallas
with
conferred
O'Donnell of the Interstate circuit.

•

YES'DAY

•

in the day "invites" of Paramount to attend world preWanted Wings"
on next Wednesday night at the
The Hollywood delegation -will include Mary Martin,
Astor Theater
Miriam Hopkins. Madeleine Carroll, Orson Welles and Dolores Del Rio

Barney Balaban, Stanton

Israel,
sell,

Ruth

Evans,

daughter

of

Frank Evans, Altec inspector at Atlantic City, has just heard the wedding bells ring from the church
Miss Evans is now Mrs.
steeple.
Edgar F. Horner.
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood
Alan Curtis

—
will

Harvey Gibson,

Neil

Agnew, John

Charles Reagan, Joe Unger, George Smith

THE FILM DAILY
Ilona Massey and
wed next week.

Jr.,

L.

W.

Phillips,

A. Brown and G.

B.

J.

Adolph

Hicks, Bob Gillham,

Paul Raibourn, Arthur

Oscar Morgan, Duncan Harris, George Weltner,

Fred Mohrhardt, Louis

Holman,

Griffis,

Cokell,

B.

Frawley

Milt

Rus-

No

Don Mersereau, Abel Green, Jay Emanuel,
Mayor
Sam Shain
La Guardia has proclaimed March 23-29 as 'Tlying Cadet Week" here-

Jack Alicoate, Martin Quigley,

Chester

abouts,

B.

—a

Bahn, Chick Lewis, Red Kann and

standout feature

o'

the "I

will

be the aforementioned world

and from San Antonio wafts word

premiere

of

ever held

which

in

that

section

Wanted Wings"

press

takes place

showing

was made for exces

provision

profits

tax.

The K-A-0 consolidated
corment showed that income from! f.e
ater admissions in 1940 amountc
to $13,293,852.05.
Rents and othe
;

operating

income

brought

in

672.749.02.
The company paid
$3,989,240.57 for film service.

that biggest air

show

tomorrow as a prelim

to

.t:n

$1,

ou
"lie

Schaefer Defers New Yorl
Arrival; Due Within Weel
(Continued from Page

Kane

1)

"

deferred his departure fron
the Coast for several days and
not expected to arrive here withii
a week.
Meanwhile, fate of the picture i:
still undetermined.
It is understooc
that Producer Orson Welles ha
agreed to hold off legal action t<
force its release until Schaefer':
conference with the directors am
i.

their decision.

34 "Men of Boys' Town" Dates
Metro has set 34 key city date:
for "Men of Boys' Town," it was an
nounced yesterday.
The engage
ments start April 9, when the Spen
cer Tracy-Mickey Rooney film wil
open at the Fifth Avenue, Seattle

Added Time

for

"Lady Eve"

In 11 pre-release test engagements
following openings in New York anc
Miami, "The Lady Eve," has beer
held over at each engagement foi
extra playing time, Para, reports.

279 Dales for "Sea Wolf"
Two hundred and seventy-mint
simultaneous engagements have beer
set for Warners "The Sea Wolf

TO THE COLORS!
—

Cleveland Buell Deane, Republic
assistant shipper, enters the employ
of Uncle Sam for one year, starting

Wednesday. Local Republic exchange
staged a farewell dinner party in his
honor.

Claude Lee, Russell
Trade paper moguls:

dar

of $543,614.33 after all charges, a

over the week-end.

"I

of

Exi

compared with $575,271.88 for 193£

and

came Spring

p.m., E.S.T

7:21

at

a mite earlier
miere

Zukor, John Hertz,

BELLS

Fund

T
•

Para.'s partial contingent:

WEDDING

Relief

announced: Herman Robbins, Allen Robbins,
Among
Grace Rosenfield, Morris LeftofJ and Edward Serlin
those attending the luncheon and receiving introductions were:
Barney Balaban, Joseph Bernhard, Neil Agnew, Charles PrutzBoris Morros, Sam Dembow, Walter B. Cokell, W. Ray
man
Arthur
Johnston, Louis Phillips, Eddie Klein, Oscar Serlin
Israel, Jr., Joseph Burstyn, George Smith, Leon Netter, William
Sussman, Joseph Zimanich, E. A. Algazy, Wladimir Lissim, and
Leonard Goldenson

lineup.

A. C. Bromberg, Republic's southern franchise holder, and Leo Seicshnaydre, the company's local branch
manager, sat in on the deal.

Ampa

for the benefit of the

New members

1)

without provision for Federal exces
profits tax. Net for 1939 was $976,
627.13,
equivalent to $15.18 pe
share on 64,304 shares.
B. F. Keith Corp. and subsidiar;
companies reported a 1940 net profi

Ampa-ites, despite the conventional shape of the dais, did "go appro-

—

disputes.

Lilla

Radio's

honor and principal speaker

of

However, the
tide

to

April

until

M. Richey delivering the introduction

month away

'most a

T

T

won't have another open meeting

is

(Continued from Page

$780,004

(Continued from Page

provides that film theaters in towns
of more than 20,000 must devote two
days monthly to programs presented

jf

Lorain, O.

—Ralph

Shaffer,

mana

ger of the Park Theater, a unit in
the A. G. Constant chain, leaves
April 1 for a year Army service.

—

Indianapolis John Peterson, manager of the Uptown Theater, and
Harold Marshall, M-G-M field repre
sentative for Indiana and part of
Kentucky, will leave for Army service.

Friday,

March

Few

21, 1941

Films Suitable for Television,

Murphy of CBS Suggests
New Companies Make Pix

Nebraska State Penitentiary's Tlieater
Using 1-Sheets to Lure Prisoner Trade

Exclusively for Tele Use

Lincoln, Neb.

{Continued from Page

1)

standards will make
possible the creation, in the public
interest, of a nationally co-ordinated
television service and at the same
time will insure continued develop*^-it of the art."
.he NTSC also broadened its
standards of synchronization to permit field tests of several interThe NTSC
changeable systems.
stated that it is anticipated that some
one of these systems will be found
to be superior to the others and "it
is therefore recommended that at
that time the Commission's standards
be narrowed to require the commercial use of that particular and superior system."
Three Alternates Suggested
The three alternates of synchronization suggested were amplitude
modulation, synchonizing signals of
the alternate carrier type,, with amplitude modulation, and frequency
modulation.
Color television is not ready at
present for commercialization
the NTSC declared, and reports
were circulated last night that the
clared

"these

Commission may

seize

upon

velopment.
Some industry leaders pointed out
that color television is only at its
best under the most favorable lighting conditions, while black and white
transmission is practical under almost any conditions. It was further
developed that should any change in
transmission standards warrant a
change in the receiving sets, such adjustments could be made for the
nominal cost of somewhat under $40.

NTSC recommended

that

a full test of color be permitted
and be encouraged while black
and white operates under commercialized standards.
All of the existing channels should
be commercialized, Dr. Baker stated,
even though some of the higher
channels may be impractical at presCommercialization would clear
ent.
up the difficulties in the upper channels in due course, he said.
Cite Practical Difficulties
difficulties of television
broadcasting were outlined at the
afternoon session when representatives of CBS stated that commercialization is an academic question, but
is not practical at present from the
standpoint of revenue to the broad-

Practical

— Nebraska

penitentiary's theater manager,

St.

Tommy
1

P.

-sheets

O'Conin

the

Tax Threat Killed
(Continued from Page 1)

if

the

men

Roach Moves to Quiz
Ten Execs, of Loew's
(.Continued

which

is

from Page

Soar

1)

connection

in

Feb. Admission Taxes

tiff's

Schwartz

&

to $6,495,283

Frohlich, plain-

attorneys.

Executives called for examination
are: William P. Rodgers, Arthur M.

Al Lichtman, David BernRobert Rubin, Howard Dietz,
Leopold Friedman, A. F. Cummings,
The
J. T. Mills and C. K. Stern.
defendants in their answer are counapproximately
for
ter-claiming
$500,000 damages.

Loew,

stein, J.

substituted.

Two Bingo

bills,

one permitting up

to $500 cash prizes instead of or
in addition to the present merchandise gifts, and the other creating a
Bingo commission to regulate activithroughout the state, were
ties

heard by the Judiciary Committee
(.Continued from Page 1)
yesterday. Although exhibitors were
$1,287,553.18 for January to
present, no organized protest was
$1,591,156.71, representing a gain of
At
for good-will reasons.
$303,603.53.
The February collec- planned,
present theaters cannot play Bingo,
tion was also $884,342.74 more than
to
restricted
operation
but
is
the $706,813.97 collection for Febchurches, civic and charitable organiruary, 1940.
zations.

LeBaron on "Miss Pilgrim"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood William LeBaron will
produce "Miss Pilgrim's Progress"
for 20th Century-Fox.
Story is an
original by Ernest and Frederica
Maas and was first on Kenneth
Macgowan's schedule before he was
given leave of absence.
Parkhurst Dies in Crash
LeBaron
Rochester Charles Parkhurst, 55, will also produce "A Straight Left,"
was originally on Fred Kohlmar's schedelectrician,
stage
Century's
ule.
killed in an auto crash here.

—

of television for CBS, advocated that
sets be made to receive both black
and white and color. Otherwise, color will be at a great disadvantage, he
stated, noting that color has a greater appeal to the public.

Murphy opposed

the proposed rule
that would require television licensees
to put on program for five hours a
day. Broadcasters could only spend
about $100 an hour for tele programs, he stated. "I don't know how
to go about producing program for
that," he

sponsored at its scheduled hearing
before the Judiciary Committee, nor
was a substitute bill in full text

with from

Roach's $1,263,993 damage suit, is
to be held in New York at the offices of

Told

authorities are

get a few glimpses of the picture he's going
to play each successive Sunday, it'll create within each man so strong a desire
to see it he'll watch his ps and qs throughout the week.
First punishment for any rule violations in the pen is withdrawal of privileges,
one of which is seeing the show.

O'Connor believes

tion,

is

New Conn. Theater

watching.

this

fact to again defer commercialDuring the
ization of the art.
testimony of Dr. W. R. G.
Baker, chairman of the NTSC,
Chairman Fly commented that
color should be given every protection and opportunity for de-

The

one time

Louis gangster, started using screen ads and
prison theater lobby this week for an experiment which prison
nor,

FCC

commented.

Murphy asserted that he had
seen only a few movies suitable
for television, and expressed the
hope that companies would be organized to make films exclusively for tele purposes.
The CBS exec, told the FCC
that there was a reluctance on
the part of the film industry to
supply films. Those obtained had
entailed a small rental, but Murphy declared there was uncertainty as to the future price.
The revenue from commercialized
television from advertisers would be
very slight at present, he continued,
even assuming the broadcasters receive five times as much for tele
advertising as regular radio rates per
hour. The only solution would be for
50 stations or so to pool their resources to put on one good program
instead of 50 programs on small
budgets that would not be very satisfactory.
Murphy concluded that if

NAB and Ascap in Parley;
Ascap

Submit Proposal

to

(Continued from Page 1)
final action being the decision
that Ascap will formulate proposals
for submission to another conference
to be held in about 10 days.
The future of Broadcast Music,

with

Inc.,

was

discussed.

BMI

Understanding

any
agreement between Ascap and the
networks for the use of Ascap music.
Meeting between Neville Miller,
is not the time to authorize commerNAB prexy, and Gene Buck, Ascap
cialization.
head, was cordial.
Attacks Ownership Rule
He opposed the multiple ownership 13 Mexico City Nabes Will
rule against one company owning
stations as the FCC
could determine later the number of
stations necessary for television purposes. The CBS representative called
attention also to the problems occasioned by the defense program and
the difficulties of obtaining manufacturing supplies and facilities due to
the defense program.
"Color television might tip the

more than three

scales to make commercial television
a success," he stated in urging that
color be commercialized at the same
time as black and white, but suggested that neither be fully standardized at present.
Paul Porter, CBS counsel, told the
commission he was apprehensive of
commercialization at present and
warned against disappointing audi-

is

that

will continue despite

Play Native Product Only

Mexico City (By Air Mail)—The
Union of Mexican Exhibitors has
notified the Mexican Association of
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors that its members are placing 13 nabe houses here at the Association's disposal for the exclusive
exhibition of native product. Houses
are the Alcazar, Titan, Majestic,

Anahuac, Bretana, Cervantes, MoreAngela Peralta, Bravo, Regio,
Reforma, Elena and Cesar.
los,

To Co-Star Deanna and Laughton
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood

—

Universal will star

Deanna Durbin with Charles Laughton in "Almost an Angel." Picture
good-will goes into work after she finishes her

and jeopardizing
premature commercializa- previous assignment and returns
tion.
from her wedding trip. "Ready for
"Under the circumstances televi- Romance" in which she was to star
sion may get off to another false with Charles Boyer has been dropped
start" he said.
from the schedule.
Dr. Peter Goldmark of CBS explained the latest technical develop- Warners Suspend Bogart
ment in color.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Allen B. DuMont of the DuMont
Hollywood Warner Bros, has suslaboratories was the final witness of pended Humphrey Bogart for refusthe day. His testimony merely reit- ing to play a leading role in "Bad
ences

through

—

erated his previous stand for flexBalaban
television standards.
casters.
the five hours per day requirement & Katz and Paramount are expected
Adrian Murphy, executive director is linked to commercialization this to testify today.
ible

Men

of Missouri."

Dennis Morgan

Jane Wyatt has
will replace him.
been assigned to the leading feminine
role.

:

V' »

Friday,

March

21, 194
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Loew's Settles Tax
Drive-in Arbit. Case

"The Roundup"
with

(Continued from Page

Richard Dix, Patricia
Preston Foster

1)

fI

LmS Arbitrator Dismisses

"Man-Made Monster" Mil Heater
with Lionel Atwill, Anne Nagel, Frank
Albertson, Samuel S. Hinds, and

Morison,

product under the "some run" pro- Paramount
Lon Chaney, Jr.
90 Mins.
visions of the consent decree and
59 Mins.
WELL-MADE AND EXCITING WESTERN Universal
has been dropped from the complaint. DRAMA SUITED TO ALL AUDIENCES
FAIR THRILLER WHICH WILL HELP
go
will
Warners and 20th-Fox
LIKING FRANK, WHOLESOME FARE.
BILL OF THOSE STANDS
FILL THE
through with the hearing, date for
Producer Harry Sherman has again come WHERE MELLER IS IN DEMAND.
which has not been set.
along with a large-scale and exciting Western with all the flavor necessary to attract
and satisfy the outdoor drama fans. Assets
of the production include a generous supply
of action; tense situations springing from

Presentment in 10 Days
Expected in Fox Inquiry
(Continued from Page

well

a
1)

values,

Fox, former U. S. Circuit Judge J. shown
Warren Davis and two Fox subsid- locales;
iary organizations, in addition to
several other companies and individuals.

rounded screenplay; production
not the least of which is the care
in
the
selection
of
picturesque
the solid direction by Lesley Seland-

and

er;

Harlan.

Whereas,

Judge Davis, according to court
two other Circuit

records, sat with

Court judges on four cases involving
the bankruptcy of Fox. One of the
companies figuring in the case was
the All-Continent Corp. to which Fox
in

allegedly had shifted $7,000,000
assets prior to his petition in bankruptcy.
Judge Davis yesterday was a witness at the hearing but whether he
came voluntarily or was subpoenaed
was not known. A surprise witness
was Judge John Biggs, Jr., who succeeded Davis as senior judge on the
tribunal.

Iowa WCTU Leader
Raps "Adults Only" Pix

—

Des Moines, la. Mrs. Ida B. Wise
Smith, W.C.T.U. chieftain, attacked
"For Adults Only" pictures as unsuited for even second-rate theaters.
She suggested that parents see these
movies to see what the young people
are swallowing as scientific facts.
"If such movies are scientific," she
said, "then they should be shown to
the public at no cost and not in second-rate theaters."
Naming a motion picture advertised "For Adults Only" which she
had seen in Washington, D. C, Mrs.
Smith called it "one of the dirtiest
things I have ever seen."

photography at the hands

skillful

of Russell

the usual prairie pic a certain artificiality of characterizations creeps
in
for dramatic effect,
Selander handles
the cast members as though they were
human beings, and this aids in making the
in

it makes the acting
Dix is the strong, silent
and substantial rancher in love with his
young wife, Patricia Morison, and solicitous
tor her happiness.
After their marriage, the wife finds it
difficult to cast off the bonds of romance
which existed 'twixt her and Preston Foster,
the latter essaying the role of a ne'er-dowell who is constantly getting into trouble.
He all but succeeds in breaking up the
Dix menage.
Most of the footage is given
over to this triangle, with Dix, through the
media of patience and his six-shooter blazjustification
against his enemies,
ing in
finally
removes from the scene William
Haade, who has harmed Patricia Morison,
and Jerome McGee, who resorts to blackmail
as the result of coming into possession of

story convincing because

Richard

natural.

—

her wedding ring.
plausible than the
is

the

and

The

is
careful
has numerous
suited to all audi-

opus

thrilling moments and is
ences liking frank and wholesome fare.

CAST:

Richard Dix, Patricia Morison, Preston Foster, Don Wilson, Ruth Donnelly,
Betty Brewer, Douglas Dumbrille, Jerome
Cowan, Dick Curtis, William Haade, Morris
Ankrum, Clara Kimball Young, Douglas

Kennedy.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; DiLesley Selander; Author, Edmund

rector,

Day; Screenplay, Harold Shumate; Assistant

Goldhammer on Drive Tour
Minneapolis

—

Prairie

Director,

District
of

RKO

Goldhammer
Radio Pictures joined the Ned Depi-

Manager

L. E.

net Drive touring squad here yesterday for coverage of branches in
From here Captain
his territory.
Leo Devaney, Short Subject Sales
Manager Harry Michalson and Goldhammer continue the tour to Des
Moines and Omaha after which
Devaney and Michalson go into the

Abrahams.

Derwin

"Man-Made Monster"

cleaves to its funcand gets by as a program meller.
Since Universal was the manufacturer
of "Frankenstein," the company has an inalienable right to imitate its own handiwork,
and this new opus is suggestive of its predecessor of greater fame, power, and ability
But, nevertheless, the current
to thrill.
tion

offering will fit satisfactorily into situations
whose patrons "go" for this type of enter-

tainment.

The

story relates the co-op experiments
electro-biology carried on by two scientists whose aim is to prove that electrical

in

force is the motivating source of life. They,
Lionel Atwill and Samuel S. Hinds,
get

—

—

hold of husky Lon Chaney,

Jr.,

whose elec-

hokus-pokus routine in a circus has
him notable immunity against electricity,
so much so that he survives the
shock transmitted by high-tension wires
which killed all of his fellow passengers in
Atwill, during the absence
a bus accident.
of his scientific co-worker at a convention, further (and virtually completely) immunizes Chaney.

trical

given

The

subject to Atwill's will alone,
in due course survives the electric chair. Escaping he spreads
death across his path, finally collapsing when
his physical charge of electricity runs out.
latter,

DIRECTION, Tip-Top. PHOTOGRAPHY,

(Continued from Page

1)

companies on Feb. 18 asking tha
Paramount, RKO and 20th Century

Fox give

it second week of genera
release, coincidental with the Schoen

stadt circuit's Shakespeare Theate
and ahead of the same circuit's Pi:
Theater, which now plays third wee',
of general release.

Says Issue Is Run
Attorneys for the Schoenstac' cor

and the three distributing^ fvn
panies contended that the issue wa
one of run and not of clearance, and
as such, should be filed under Sec
tion X of the consent decree. Healings under Section X will not b
heard until after the new sellinj
season starts, Sept. 1, 1941.
The motion made by the defen
dants to dismiss the case on th
grounds that the case involved rui
and not clearance was granted b:
the arbitrator.
Felix A. Jenkins, secretary am
general attorney for 20th Century
Fox, came here from the company';
home office in New York to repre
sent his company at the hearing. El
Fink of Spitz & Adcock, Chicago
represented Paramount and RKO
Aaron L. Stein of Rosenberg, Steii
& Rosenberg, represented H. Schoen
stadt & Sons.
among those presenl
Included

euit

murders Hinds and then

—

gner's direction
tography.

is

okay and ditto the pho-

CAST: Lionel Atwill, Lon Chaney, Jr.,
Anne Nagel, Frank Albertson, Samuel S.
Hinds, William Davidson, Ben Taggart, Connie

Bergen,

Ivan

Miller,

Chester

George Meader, Frank O'Connor, John
son,

Gan,
Dil-

Byron Foulger, Russell Hicks.

Salter.

May Get First

Sunday Films on Easter
Wilmington, Del.

—This

city's first

Sunday movie showings are expected

measure which
Sunday
depend upon an ex-

stitutionality of the
Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY, repealed

the

blue laws will
haustive study

Ditto.

Comedy

Wilmington

to be held either on Easter, April 13,
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Jack Bern- or the following week, April 20,
hard; Director, George Waggner; Authors,
with the latter date considered the
Essex,
Sid
Schwartz, Len Golos;
H. J.
more probable.
Screenplay, Joseph West; Cameraman, ElMeanwhile, it is announced that
wood Bredell; General Musical Director, any legal action by the Wilmington
Charles Previn; Musical Conductor, H. J.
Council of Churches to test the con-

DIRECTION,

Fine.

Extend Film

Case

Jim Donohue, Paramount
were:
branch manager; Clyde W. Eckhardt
20th Century-Fox branch manager
Jack Osserman, RKO branch man
Some romance is tossed into the script via ager; John Landis and Ben Bano
Anne Nagel and Frank Albertson, she as witz, Ken Theater Corp., and Henry
The story is far more Hinds' niece, he as a newspaperman. There's
and Arthur Schoenstadt, of H.
average Western.
As good menace and suspense. George WagSchoenstadt & Sons.

Sherman custom, casting

efficient.

Since the production of the so-called horfilm is predicated upon spine-chilling,

ror

S

Series

200-year-old

now being

conducted.

The Rev. J. Harry Wright, presiModern Art's popular Crash Hurts Fatal to Rogers
Daytona Beach, Fla. Ernest Rog- dent, said the main point under conForty
pictures,
of motion
series
of the
Years of American Film Comedy, ers of the Daytona Beach motion sideration deals with the right
empower inPart II, consisting of 24 films ar- picture theater, died as the result of General Assembly to
draw
ranged in 11 programs, will be ex- injuries received when an automo- corporated municipalities to
statutes.
crashed
Sunday
which
he
was
riding
bile
in
closoriginal
tended from March 30,
ing date, through Monday, May 19. into the rear of a truck.
District
where
Western District,
Programs are shown in the MuExecs. Confer in Chi.
Manager Herb Maclntyre will begin seum's auditorium daily including "Topper Returns" for Capitol
Warner home office exChicago
the
into
Returns,"
goes
"Topper
the tour at Denver.
Saturdays at 4 P.M.; on Sundays

Museum

of

—

WB

at 2 and 4 P.M.
for Easter Week
"Father" in Pittsburgh Senator
Warners' "The Great Lie" starPittsburgh Oscar Serlin has set
ring Bette Davis, will be released
during Easter week. A large-scale "Life with Father" to play the Senadvertising and publicity campaign ator which will drop its film policy
foi the engagement.
will precede release.

"Great Lie"

—

Capitol Theater immediately following the engagement of "Rage In

Heaven."
150 Easter

Week

Dates

Fully 150 Easter week bookings
are assured for RKO's "The Devil
and Miss Jones."

—

ecutives stopped here en route to
the Coast to confer with Rud Lohrenz, Chicago district manager and
Sid Rose, branch manager on sales
policies for the coming year.
Here for the confab were: Grad
Sears, Carl Leserman, Ben Kalmenson,

and Mort Blumenstock.

.
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THiS LITTL€ P/GG/ is joiner +o+alce /f- yv/'+h him
he doesn't care about helping' others

THIS LITTLE PlGGy
is go\n<g +o drink alone
-

— and

brood.

thai

:^
;"era

m
ate

lift

was
and,
Secfear-

^oin^ to have -fun.
and help his -fellowman af-fhe same Time.,.

BUT *A£

I

f+ffe P'^Sfy is

.

H£5 o/oin^-ho
/
AMPAS25*S!LI/ERJUB/L£E
4* at 7-

Friday, April

P

-

M

'
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Grand Ballroom- Hotel £di9on
A GOOD LITTLE PIGGY
AND SEND YOUR CHECK
BE

(OR REASONABLE FACSIMILE)
IN

NOW

FOR YOUR TICKETS
TO

A COLOSSAL CAROUSAL!
STARS!

DINNER!

CELEBRITIES!
BIG

SHOTS!

DANCING!

SHOW!

SNAKE-BITE CURE!

FEMININITY!

NONENTITIES!

INDUSTRY CLIMBERS!

SCHMOOSING!

DERELICTS!

GOINGS-ON!

All FOR BENEFIT

AMP AS
Tickets

$5.00 per person from

EDW. SCHREIBER,

Treasurer, c/o

Warner

Bros.,

321

W.

44th STREET

RELIEF FUND!
•

Reservations for individuals or tables

si

THAT NIGHT IN RIO
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|nd

"A

W

-beats "The Grapes

of Wrath"!

** "^acco

ffoad"/

BEATS EVERYTHING FOR

THE BIGGEST WEEK'S
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M
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and
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K READY FOR COMMERCIALIZED TELE

B &

National Theaters to Decentralize Film Buying
THE WEEK
IN REVIEW

Zone Purchasing Setup Now
Being Worked Out; Launch
Business Drive April 13

Arbitrators 9 Findings
By

L.

H.

In planning for
der the consent

MITCHELL

ARBITRATION:

Distribs.' consent

Park Theater, Nashua,
N. H., ended Benjamin Gold's Paulto license the

He

alleged license
the
drive-in theater case in
Arbitrator dismissed the
Dallas
Ken Theater, Chicago, arbitration
case against RKO, Para, and 20thston, Inc., case.

refusal
Joseph's

.

.

.

Loew's,

.

.

Inc., settled

.

Fox, holding complaint was filed
under the wrong section of the con-

Theaters

has

operations undecree, National
definitely decided to
its

decentralize its film buying and buy
through a zone setup which is now
being worked out, it was authoritatively learned at the week-end.
Spyros Skouras, NT prexy, stated
at the conference of company executives recently in California that
the company would follow terms of
the decree to the letter.
It was pointed out that the the(Continued on Page 5)

sent decree.
*

*

cleared for
for
N. W. Allied's anti-blocks-of-five pix
in Minn, by favorable report by comGeorgia's
mittees of both Houses
anti-blocks-of-five pix, reported unfavorably, was called out of House
Distrib.
committee for a floor vote
Chicago Titles of five specials and
license fee of $1,000 plus $1 a reel
S. D. admission details regarding the balance of a
was killed in Iowa
tax will be cut from 3 cents to 2 cents urogram to include 42 pictures were
New York's chain tax revealed to the franchise holders of
on July 1
bill was killed in committee, as were Producers Releasing Corp. at their
the Whitney sales tax bill and the first annual convention which opened
here Saturday at the Congress Hotel.
Turshen bill to license Bingo
._
O. Henry Briggs, president, told
Ascap licensing bill was advanced in
New Conn, theater tax the convention that the market for
Wisconsin
(Continued on Page 4)
threat killed.
.

.

.

Action Keys

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

*

*

AND THAT:

THIS

Technicolor

Expect

K-A- In

reported a 1940 net of $882,125,
O a 1940 net of $780,004, B. F. Keith
Corp. a net of $543,614, and Columbia
NTSC
a six-month net of $307,006
urges commercial television at once
20th-Fox disposes of 16 mm.
rights to its pix to Films, Inc.
Metro asks $500,000 in its reply to
Hal Roach's suit for $1,263,993 in
which he alleged breach of contract
Reported U.K. remittances will
be reopened due to increased biz following U. S. lease-lend bill enactFeb. admissions taxes up
ment
$4,642,519 over Feb. 1940 to $6,495,Warners state its army biz
283
was up 300 per cent in six months
Ten companies join for defense
films, with $5,000,000 to be spent on
Carl E. Millfeatures and shorts
ken subs at MPPDA for Maj. Frederick L. Herron, called to military
Philly grand jury is probduty
ing alleged fraud by William Fox
Mich, exhibs. oppose Ascap fees
Majors will school the
measure
public in the value of short subjects.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

No Quick

Midwest Co-op

.

.

Decision
Suit

—

was the information that

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Prepared to Go Ahead With
Programs "Regardless of
Cost,"

FCC

LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY
Washington B & K, Paramount's Chicago affiliated circuit, is ready for commercialF.

—

ized

television

go ahead with
less

here

of

and is prepared to
programs "regard-

cost,"

the

FCC was

told
C. Eddy,
director, as the

Friday by William

B & K

television

hearing continued on standards and
commercialization.
A further session is scheduled today.

Eddy told the Commission that
he had no specific recommendations
(Continued on Page 5)

Anli-'5 Block' Bill

—

Tells the

By MILTON

tract.

Atlanta The House defeated the
Edenfield bill Friday by a vote of
90 to 74 after calling it from com-nittee
which had also reported
The bill provided 20
it adversely.
per cent cancellation on film con-

Eddy

Washington Bureau of

four dance directors are under con-

Mono. Convention

On

Coast April 4-6

Monogram's convention will open
it the Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood,
Opponents charged that chain theon April 4, and extend through the
aters were trying to monopolize the
next two days, Prexy W. Ray Johndistribution of films and that if the
announced
tracts.

ston, who
passed small theaters could not
at the week-end. Steve Broidy, compaid
to
tribute
unless
was
get films
pany's sales manager, is on the
the controlling chains.
Coast to complete arrangements.
Johnston leaves for Hollywood towill

bill

7,600 Theaters Helping
Greek War Relief Drive

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 7)

Adolph

Oklm. Arbitration Case

preside,

(Continued on Page 7)

Ascap Asks New Trial
In Fight on Wash. Act

—

Seattle Attorneys for Ascap have
a motion in U. S. District Court
here for a new trial in Ascap's
action to enjoin State officials from
Washington State
enforcing the
filed

(Continued on Page 6)

Guest Names Warners; Woolner

Files

Third

.

.

.

ing season

Zukor, chairman of the
Amusement Industry Division of the
Greek War Relief Association, announced Friday that more than 7,-

N. H., Gets
"Great Lie" Bow Apr. 5
Littleton,

.

.

—

Hollywood Contract list of 215
persons was reported by 20th-Fox at
Breakdown showed
the week-end.
74 players under contract, 14 producers and associate producers, 14 directors and a new high total of 50
Indicative of the company's
writers.
stress on musicals in the forthcom-

Detroit Pleas of counsel for a
quick decision in the anti-trust suit
brought by Midwest Theaters, Inc.,
against Co-operative Theaters of
Michigan to meet the selling situa-

.

.

Program

.

.

.

PRC;

5 Specials

THE FILM 'DAILY

West Coast Bur.,

Ga. House Defeats

*

LEGISLATION: Way

20th-Fox Contract
Roster Totals 215

Warners at the week-end

set the

world premiere of the Bette Davis
starrer, "The Great Lie," for the
Premier Theater, Littleton, N. H., on
April 5. It's Miss Davis' home town
and natal day, and Littleton (pop.,
4,571) plans an all-out celebration.
To report the opening and festivi(Continued on Page 7)

Oklahoma

City's arbitration trib-

complaint.
D. Guest, owner

unal has received

its first

Case was

J.

filed

by

of the Ritz Theater, Duncan, Okla.,
who named Warner Bros, as the
Guest charged that
sole defendant.

he was unable to buy Warner product and asked for relief under the
"some run" provisions of the consent
decree.

Charles Woolner, drive-in theater
(Continued on Page 6)

Florida Enterprise

—They've

got enterpristake it
from William Hicks, chief barker of
Baltimore Variety Club. Bill has just
Baltimore
ing holdup

men

in

Florida,

returned from Florida where he was
held up while driving from the track
with his wife. A ring valued at $3,000
Next day, Bill got a
was taken.

phone

call

the ring.

offering to

sell

him back

T

w
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Fools

Desire

Paramount
Criterion
Rialto

— 10th

week

Central

(a-b)

of

(Walt Disney Productions)

— 19th

-

.

Palace
.Palace

Virgin

Bride

Productions)
le
Burstyn)
4th
Butterfly (Esperia Films)
6th week
The Soldiers' Little Lotta (Scandinavian Talking
(J.

H.

48th

Pictures)

—

Girl?

—

(Universal

FINANCIAL

(a) Dual bill,
a-d.iy run.

(Esperia
(b)

Films)

Criterion
.Rialto

Strand
Capitol
Palace
Palace

(a)

(c)

Subsequent run.

(c)

Follows current

Hall

Paramount

—

back

bill,

(d)

Dual run.

Cine

Roma

(e)

Two-

on

arrived

BERNHARD

'ron

tc

the Coast.

HARRY COLDBER(

and

go to Albany tomorrow.
left

yesterday for Hollywood

WILLIAM KEIGHLEY

today from Hol-

arrives
for a short vacation.

lywood

Wednesday

Boston

and FRED PRIDE will b(
for
a
consent decree
branch office.

meeting of the 20th-Fox

World
Cine Roma
Theater

St.

Music

—
—

—

Mancn Lescaut

STEVE BROIDY has

JOSEPH

GEORGE ABBOT

returned

New

to

York

Fri-

day from the South.

Astor

—

Tobacco Road (Twentieth Century-Fox)
March 27 (a-b)
March 27
The Creat Mr. Nobody (Warner Bros. Pictures)

due

is

Antonio.

GILBERT MILLER

Pictures)
March 26
A Man Betrayed (Republic Pictures) March 26
Chinese Den (Film Alliance of America) (c)
The Great Lie (Warner Bros. Pictures)
April 11
Topper Returns (United Artists-Hal Roach)
(c)

Nice

leaves for the Coast to
several stops scheduled en route.

ROBERT GILLHAM
San

a

Wanted Wings (Paramount Pictures) March 26 (e)
Adam Had Four Sons (Columbia Pictures) March 27
I

due today or tomorro\|

is

WILLIAM SUSSMAN

FUTURE OPENINGS

LONDON—

arriv.l

W. RAY JOHNSTON
morrow with

in

Central

(a)

—

Representatives:
HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
Marsoulan (12). MEXICO CITY— MarcoAurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

HERMAN WOBBER

SIMONE SIMON
Broadway

week

FOREI GN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Hoffberg
— 10th week
Pepe
Moko (Mayer &
— week
Madama

THE

to

from Hollywood.

New York
-

TWO-A-DAY RUN
Fantasia

scheduled

is

morning from the Coast.

Miami

(Producers

Distributing Co.)
The New Adventures of Tarzan (J. H. Hoffberg Productions)
Strawberry Blonde (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b)
Sleepers
West
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(a)

by

FRANK FREEMAN

Y.

here this

Hollywood
Roxy

(

MERSEREAU

BAHN

Theater
Clobe
Music Hall

Century-Fox)— 13th week
Cheers for Miss Bishop (United Artists-Rowland)
2nd week
Meet John Doe (Warner Bros.-Capra-Riskin) 2nd week (d)
Meet John Doe (Warner Bros.-Capra-Riskin) 2nd week (d)
That Night in Rio (Twentieth Century-Fox)
2nd week

10 Cents

GOIM

COfllinG and

a.

Picture and Distributor
Night Train
(Twentieth

10-day stay

HOFFMAN, head
New England

J.

I.

left

partment,
is

at

New York

Friday

foi

the South.

in

of

Warner Theater Deat New Haven

zone,

Miami Beach.

WILLIAM A. BISHOP, V.C., D.S.O., Canada's
Marshal, and his staff will come to New
York on Wednesday as guests of Paramount,
to
attend the world premiere of "I Wanted
Air

Wings" at the Astor.
GREGORY RATOFF, director,

arrives here from
the Coast today to attend the Thursday pre
miere of his Columbia film, "Adam Had Four
Sons" at the Music Hall.

MAJOR CHARLES
manager
aboard

(.QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, MARCH
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

21)

Net
High

Low

Close

5'/4

5'/4

5'/4

Chg.

Columbia

Picts.

Con.
Con.

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind.

East.

Kodak

%)

Corp.,

7l/2

134
175

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's. Inc
do pfd

38'/8

Paramount

123g
99

Para.
1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
Pathc Film

7'/2

7'/2

133
133
173'/2 175
31 Vi

31

12

ny4

83/8

8'/4

do

1/2

— %

1/4—

1/4

8%—

39
6

.

pfd

Vi
1

99
11

39
39
S6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
6'/8
6
20fh Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
147
147

Warner Bros

'/2

—
—

12'/8

99

11%

RKO
RKO

.

147

3

3

3

63

62

62

Loew's

B.

ref.

F.

deb.

+
—
—
—
—

Vi
yg
1

1/

2

JA
Vi

6s46
s46 1043 4 IQ.4I4 1043,4 454 1/4 54i/4

3'.'
2

54' 4
B'way 3s55
Para.
Para. Picts. cv. 3 '/4S47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95'/2

l/

4

+

.

95 'A

</8

95'/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

Y.

that net profit a full-dress send-off Saturday with
for the 12 months ended Dec. 31, a ball, a testimonial dinner and a
after payment of all operating ex- press preview of the pix at the post
penses, bond interest and discount, theater.
and other interest, and after proEvents attracted a crowd of 15,000
viding for depreciation and Domin- including a thousand flying officers
on and Provincial income taxes, and trainees and such celebs, as Maj.
imounted to $93,788, ecjuivalent to Gen. Henry H. Arnold, chief of the
$1.16 per share on 80,829 outstand- U. S. Air Corps; Gov. Lee O'Daniel
ing no-par-value shares of the cor- of Texas; Mayor Maury Maverick;
poration.
Brig. Gen. Gerald C. Brant, c. o.
This is a decrease of only $852 as of the training center; Lt. Beirne
-om pared with the net profit for Lay, Jr., author of the book, "I
1939, which amounted to $94,640 or Wanted Wings"; Clayton Knight,
World War ace and aviation illus$1.17 per share.
trator;
William Holden. Veronica
Gross operating profit and other
income showed an increase in 1940, Lake and Wayne Morris, film's stars;
amounting to $673,093 against $617,- and five ranking officers of the Venezuela Air Force, at Randolph Field
791 in 1939.
"ilm theaters, reports

to study

9

9

9

+

Va

Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts
N.

Ltd.,

:

1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith

United Amusement Circuit "I Wanted Wings" Takes Off ferences.
Via Army Training Center Welles Treking to Coast
Reports Net of $93,788
Comes East
Montreal — United Amusement
San Antonio The Gulf Coast Air As Schaefer
owner of a chain of Corps Training Center gave Para.'s
Montreal and Province of Quebec aviation thriller "I Wanted Wings,"

pfd
pfd..

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

.

Bid

Asked

66

68'/2

58V4

61

Bernhard Anniversary
Drive Set in Albany

Will Seek to Set Aside
Theater Lease Transfer

U.

The

Orson

PRESENTS
PERFECT

Paramount home

negatives,

office.

Holden and Morris were presented
with honorary flying cadet warrants.

contro-

VITHCOLOR

Army

aviation.
Robert M. Gillham flew down
from New York to represent the
S.

Welles-RKO

versy over the release of "Citizen
Kane" became more complicated over
the week-end when it was learned
that George J. Schaefer, RKO president, had informed Welles that he
would arrive in New York next Friday for conferences. Welles is due
in Hollywood on the same day to rehearse for a Silver Theater radio program to be broadcast on Sunday.
Meanwhile, Welles is reported to
have decided to withhold action until
his play, "Native Son," opens this
week.

16mm

TWO AND THREE COLOR

SOUND PRINTS
including

from your
Kodachrome.

Uniform, highest quality, color corrected, permanent, transparent prints
on

GASPAR-COLOR

film.

Kenneth

Steinreich and Leopold
New York press preview of "I
Porrino, trustees of the estate of
Wanted Wings" will attract the
f-'ox Theaters Corp., revealed Friday
cream of the journalistic field to
•n an affidavit filed in the Federal
the Astor tomorrow night; world
Court that they will seek to set aside
premiere follows at the Astor Wedthe transfer of a lease on the Academy of Music Theater to Skouras nesday.
The affidavit was
Theaters Corp.
ubmitted in opposition to an appli- Ainsworth Adds Third
cation by the Trusl Company of
Mauston, Wis.— The 400-seat Gale

Joseph Bernhard, general manager
Warners' theaters will attend a
ing of the Albany zone tomorrow to launch the 13 weeks' Drive
which Moe Silver, Albany zone man- Georgia and Henry B. Troutman,
ager, has organized in honor of •reditors of Fox Theaters, for a
imilar relief which was denied withBernhard's tenth anniversary with
the company. Bernhard will be ac- out prejudice by Federal Judge
John C. Knox after a hearing.
companied by Harry Goldberg.

of

H. TEBAY, United Artists
Trinidad, arrives in New York today
Brazil for home office con
S.
S.

—

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2

in

the

Theater here has been taken over
by William Ainsworth, president of
the ITPA of Wisconsin and operator
of the Shawano at Shawano and the
LaBelle at Oconomowoe.

Delivered

competitive
prices!
Demonstrations arranged by
appointment. Also complete facilities
for taking 35mm two and three color
speedily

at

negatives.

Two and three color 16mm prints also
made from 35mm separation negatives.

Phone, write, or wire

HOLLYWOOD COLORFILM CORP.
(VITACOLOR)
230 West Olive Avenue
Burbank, California
Phone: CHarleston 66477
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5 Specials for PRC;
Action Keys

No Quick Decision

Program

(Continued from Paye

In Mich.

(Continued from Page

1)

WESTBOUND

•

•

the

Century

George Batchellor, in charge of
feature production, will supervise the
specials, titles of which are "Swamp

mount's

Trail," "They Can't Get Away
It" and "Argentine Love."

•

we

lot

understand

"Nothing

type

the

It's

part

of

who has

the Old Dominion
of

bumper crops

her already

ANOTHER

•

•

liam

managing

director of
Pathe Pictures, Ltd., distributor of
PRC pictures in the United Kingdom,
is the guest of honor of the convenGell,

Among those present at the conferences are:
Harry Asher, Boston;
Edward E. Heller, Charlotte; Abe Fischer,
Chicago; Nat 13. Kaplan and Don Duff, ('in
Katz,

Ike

Atlanta;

Lee L. Goldberg and Bernie Rubin,
Cleveland; Jack Adams, Dallas; Bernard Newman, Denver; William Flemion, Detroit; Sam
H. Abrams and Joseph Bohn, Indianapolis;
John Muchmore, Kansas City; S. A. Arnold,
Louis Kutstein, Los AnLittle Rock, Ark.;
geles;
Charles Weiner, Minneapolis; F. F.
Goodrow, New Orleans; Bert Kulick, New
York; Sid Kulick, HurTalo; E. B. Walker,
Oklahoma City; Herbert fliven, Philadelphia;
M. & L. Lefton, Pittsburgh; A. R. Dietz, St.
Louis; Dave Nathanson. San Francisco; Ollie

cinnati;

Wog,

Seattle;

George

Batcheller and

Gill,

Washington; George

Sig Neufeld.

First-Run Duals at
20c Briny Protests

—

Syracuse, N. Y.
Subsequent-run
operators here are reported protesting the 20 cent "any seat, any time"
policy in effect at the RKO-Schine

Empire

for

first-run duals.

Distribs.

Empire have been advised of the subsequents' "no-like"

servicing the

attitude,
with
stronger action
pire

plays

its

current

that

prospect.

Em-

talk
is

bills

in

for

a

full

week.

down

in

rows upon rows

T

T

week-end hegira from town

section of the

org.'s

distribution of

handled by
concludes today
is

PRC

whose American historical shorts series
The conclave opened Saturday and

T

T
•

•

MILTON

•

Cleveland,

aters

in

"The

Little

•

former

Harris,

has

and'll

before

publicity

completed

just

Woman"

Don Wison

director

Fed-

an

being submitted

any

to

to

City Music Hall next Friday

night

titled

Jack Benny and

other

continues to

The-

story

original

appropriately go

prospects.

film

Radio

in

grow

Latest

additions include Louise Rainer, Judy Garland, Madeleine Carroll

Edward Bowes, and Greta StruckOpera luminary.
• On Wednesday evening at 6:45,
E.S.T., Ed Murrow, European director of CBS, will be heard here from
England
on a Coast to Coast hookup via short wave
He

Loretta Young, Priscilla Lane, Major

Met.

gold.

.

describe

will

Pictures

the

York

short

.

subject,

"This

release simultaneously to

will

on

the

following

England,"

Is

some 200

which Columbia

theaters

day (Thursday)

This

which Harry Hopkins, President Roosevelt's special envoy
brought back with him

to

the

in

Greater
the

is

U.S.A. recently

•

•

ABBOTT

•

and

whose

Costello

comedy

"Buck

piling-up sweetheart grosses the nation o'er
will entrain from Manhattan tonight for Universal City
to

make

is

their

new

pic,

"We're in the Novy

the inspiration back of the opus
are making for Messrs. Exhibs.

is

Now"

Probably

the "gobs" of coin these

• Speaking of the "services,"
Doob, wife of the manager of Loew's, Wilmington,
Del., served as a committee member
which "drafted" 65
magnetic maids to attend a dance at Fort DuPont the other night
so the soldier lads could have partners
Event was
sponsored by the Delaware Chapter, American Red Cross.
• Another instance of keepin' the boys happy
comes from
New Glasgow, Nova Scotia
where N. W. Mason, veteran
film exhibitor is doing a stage comeback at the age of 78
Vehicle chosen for his return is a tear-jerker, "The Old Homestead"
Mason has little to do with the revival except to
produce, direct, and play top role
He's also providing the
theater (his Academy), and the scenery
After its run in
New Glasgow, the mighty Mason will wheel the vehicle 'round
Canada
playing the opus for soldiers, sailors and flyers
.

Mrs.

Edwar

May

Before Philly

Return

Grand

Jury

Philadelphia
Judge J. Warren
Davis, retired member of the Third
United States Circuit Court of Appeals, who appeared as a voluntary
witness before the Federal Grand
Jury last week to tell his own story
of his financial affairs, may return
for further questioning tomorrow
when the Grand Jury will continue
its investigation of charges of fraud
involving William Fox, the jurist

and others.
It was indicated that every other
person thus far named in connection with the inquiry would be given
a similar opportunity to appear vol-

untarily.

"Miss Bishop" Gains at B.O.

is running ahead of its first,
reported Friday. Second Thursday's gross was $1,000 better than
the opening day, and Friday's biz
showed the same rate of gain,

Hall,

UA

UA

said.

.

J.

.

free of charge!

Judge Davis

"Cheers for Miss Bishop," in its
second week at the Radio City Music

V
Privates"

standing problems, Federal Judge
Frank A. Picard, presiding, said that
he was unable to take the selling
season into consideration.
The Court gave the plaintiff until
April 14 to file a brief, and the defendant until May 5 to file answering
brief.
Argument then will be heard
briefly in court and decision will follow, counsel were informed.
Final evidence was presented Friday, with Carl R. Buermele, general
manager of Michigan Co-op; Frar.k
Stuart, manager of Midwest, and
Raymond E. Moon, general manager
of Mutual Theaters and formerly
with Co-op, testifying.

reel

England,

to

1-

uiat
sysout-

—

Loew

for

Roster of stars for the "Greek Festival for Freedom"

New

tion.

Virginia

versatile

agriculture

Producers Releasing Corp.'s
accompanChicago convention
v.-p. in charge of domestic and foreign
operations
Aboard the Commodore Vanderbilt with them
was Milton J. Salzburg
prexy of Academic Film Co.,
Inc

campaign.
Gell, Convention Guest
The convention closes today with
sales talks by franchise holders. Wil-

sig-

included O. Henry Briggs

Alaska locale.
Leon Fromkess, vice-president in
charge of domestic and foreign oper-

tion

will

of fans

T
•

the

for

abandoned

to further "cultivate" the

prexy
headed for
ied by Leon Fromkess

Following the announcement of
the 1941-42 program, Joseph O'Sullivan, director of publicity and advertising, outlined the sales promo-

temporarily

Para-

to

an American pic production

order

to

via

route

assignment

This
in

made

en

play an important role in the

to

The Truth"

But

character comedies with musical hits
featured. In addition to the 18 westerns, Sigmund Neufeld, supervisor of
westerns, announced that there would
be an outdoor action special with an

ations, in outlining the rapid progress of the company said that PRC
had made no extravagant claims beyond its power of delivery. As to
foreign operations, Fromkess said
deals had been closed in every country in which it is possible to sell.

York on the week-end

nalize her debut as a comedienne

farmerette

—

New

from

was blonde Helen Vinson

forthcoming

With

Alaskan Locale for Special
Briggs explained that the 24 features and specials would be classified
drama,
into four general groups
comedy-drama, mystery-melos and

T

T

divert."

Woman," "Hard Guy," "The Terror

con-

sent decree fell on deaf ears in
eral Court here Friday.
Told by counsel that the ne\
ing_ season is now starting ana
activity under the blocks-of-five
tem requires the settlement of

by the

a.

Entertainment, he said,

would be keyed to the pace of today
as the "public lives it and likes it,
with emphasis on the things that

1)

New York

tion presented

PRC product demanded pictures with
a maximum of action and a minimum
of dialogue.

Co-op Case

.

"Ooe" Leads "69th";
Held in All Houses
"Meet John Doe"

is

topping "The

Fighting 69th," Warners top grosser
last season, and is being held over
in all of its 16 special engagements
to date, the company reported at the

week-end.
Although morning and
matinee prices have been reduced at
the Hollywood and Rivoli, New York,
there has been no change in scales
out of town where the pix opened
at advanced admissions, it is said.
Comparison with "Fighting 69th"
is
not applicable to the New York
engagement, that picture playing the
Strand here.

IKE
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NBC Tells FCC Commercialized Tele is Not Ready
Apprehensions as
on Attendance
Said "Not Unreasonable'

Riding Herd on the Hollywood !\ews Range

Films'

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Z. Leonard has a new Metro pact
Olympe Branda
gets a principal role in Warners' "The Flight Patrol"
Mono, has borrowed
Edward Cahn from Metro to direct "Redhead"
20th-Fox has deferred "Belle
William Seiter will direct "Her Butler's Sister"
Starr"; casting trouble
It's back to her sarong for Dorothy
for Universal, Bruce Manning producing
Lamour in Para.'s "King and Queen of the Jungle" by Lloyd Sheldon
"U"
Rep. will
has signed George Waggner to a writer-director-producer pact
Third 1941 "Hopalong Casremake Bret Harte's "Outcasts of Poker Flat"
Bing Crosby's "Cupid With a Beard"
sidy" will be "Bar 20 Strikes Again"
is now "Happy Go Lucky" and Metro has switched "Men from the City" to 'The
RKO plans a new series, based on Michael Arlen's
Law and Lucky Wilson"
RKO has purchased Dalton Trumbo's "They Married for
"Gay Falcon"
Money"
Shirley Temple will make her Metro bow in "Babes on Broadway"
with Rooney-Garland
"U" will star Margaret Sullavan in Sonya Levien's "The

lo Effect

_

Hollywood

.

.

.

(.Continued

from Page

1)

.

otP^'jxcerpt that the FCC should,
it fixes the standards, fix them
so all radio sets can receive any
radio or television broadcast from
to

.

.

.

.

.

.

Oppose 5-Hours-a-Day Rule
General opposition to the proposed

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

that television stations must
broadcast five hours a day, six days
Man Who Lived Alone."
a week, was expressed by tele indusThe
try representatives Friday.
ran from
alternative
suggestion
All Toronto Theaters
Blue
Stay in Iowa;
no limit to 10 or 15 hours per week.
Drive
Aid
It's
Victory
Exhibs.
for
vice-presMorton,
NBC
A. H.
ident, told the FCC that there
Des Moines, la. An effort to reToronto
Aided by a publicity
is and will be a very important
peal Iowa's Blue Sunday laws, has campaign in which all Toronto pix
motion
between
relationship
failed in the Iowa legislature, with theaters have participated, the people
pictures and television and exthe bill killed for the remainder of of this city, to a total of 245,768,
pressed the desire for compathe session.
have given their written pledges that
nies making films for televisIowa theater operators opposed they will contribute out of their
ion purposes.
weekly earnings a total of $10,000,Morton stated that the general ap- the repealing of the laws which was 000 a month in buying Canadian War
an
unusual
move
on
surface.
the
prehension of the film industry to
However, it was felt by the theater Savings Certificates. Staffs of some
television in regard to its possible
operators that enactment of the bill Toronto theaters have pledged themeffect on theater attendance was unwould have made the state wide open selves to the extent of 100 per cent
derstandable and "not unreasonable."
of the personnel.
He testified that NBC had received on Sunday for public dances, skating
rinks, school and athletic
events
a "very favorable" audience reacwhich now are taking a heavy toll
tion from March of Time releases
from the box-offices on the other six
it had used as well as various travA 20-minute March of Time days of the week.

srule

.

.

.

Laws

Canada's

—

elogues.

program cost

NBC

about $150, he

stated, in discussing costs.

Films a Main Program Source
The NBC exec, listed films as one
of the three main sources for programs and told the Commission that
the use of films will involve the expense of installing two 35 mm. and
two 16 mm. projectors at a cost of

$10000 each for the 35 mm. and
$2,000 each for the 16 mm.
Morton opposed the 30 hours per
it would
impose a severe burden on broadcasters at the beginning. He recommended 10 hours a week as a sub-

week requirement, saying

stitute, regulation to be increased
gradually as circumstances permit.

NBC's position on commercialization was expressed by
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe of the Engineering Department who stated
that the FCC should set standards for the industry but should
hold up commercialization for
the present. He declined to set
a date when commercialization
should be ordered except to say
it would depend upon when the
industry can produce the necessary equipment.

NBC

will be ready to go ahead
commercialization when the
FCC decrees it, he said, but at the
present time the industry is not
ready. He pointed to the national defense production as one of the main
Dr. Jolliffe
reasons for the delay.
opposed limited commercialization
at present, taking the position that
nothing should be decided in this re-

with

spect until full commercial television is ready.

Don Lee

Commercialization
proper for commercialization, Harry R. Lubcke, television engineer for Don Lee testified.
He also opposed the 30-hour per
week regulation as being too difficult in view of limited budgets and
lack of personnel due to defense.
Lubcke suggested 10 hours per week
instead, with most of the programs
scheduled for the evening. He estimated that it cost Don Lee approximately $1,000 per hour to put on
a television program.
Albert F. Murray of Hughes
Productions suggested 3 hours
per day or 15 hours per week
in place of the 5 hours a day
regulation. Everything possible
should be done for color television he stated, and the door to
color should be left open in setting the standards and ordering
commercialization.
Allen B. DuMont told the FCC
Friday that he considered it vital to
have immediate commercialization.

The time

lis

Film Buying

for

(Continued from Page

.

.

any station.

lo Decentralize

.

.

.

NT

.

.

.

.

when

|

— Robert

War

—

At the same time, a nation-wide
business building drive is being organized which will start April 13
and run to July 12.
Company is
laying plans for more extensive exploitation work on every picture,
closer contact between departmen-

heads and field men, and vigorous local campaigns in all situations
to benefit from what Skouras termed at the convention as the greattal

est year in box-office pictures.

Veto

for

Sunday Bowling?

LADY«°» NEW ORLEANS
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

He warned that television companies could not continue experimental
work if they do not receive some

ity

in the

standards.

—

Harrisburg, Pa. Gov. Arthur H.
James has indicated that he might
veto a bill to permit Sunday bowling
in Pennsylvania, if enacted.

is

revenue from the work.
DuMont
stated that manufacturers will have
enough capacity to build television
sets on a sufficient scale even in
view of the defense production. DuMont stated he saw no reason why
costs should run as big as $150 per
hour and pleaded again for flexibil-

1)

ater circuit will now have to make
10 deals every year with companies
formerly handled in one operation,
that tremendous detail will be involved, greater responsibilities will
lie on the shoulders of all field men
and a greater effort on the part of
everybody will be necessary to meet
the situation.

RAY MIDDLETON • HENRY STEPHENSON
HELEN WESTLEY

•

Bernard Vorhous- Director
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First

Arbitration

Case Filed

REVIEWS Of THE Mill

:<

in Okla.

"The Sea Wolf"

(Continued from Page 1)

"Mr. Dynamite"

Edward G. Robinson, Ida Lupino,
John Garfield
Warners
100 Mins.
with

operator has filed his third arbitration case with the New Orleans tribunal. Seeking pictures on some runWoolner has named Warner Bros,
as the defendant. In his first com-

Lloyd

Universal

MODERATELY

POWERFUL HARD-HITTING DRAMAT-

"The Monster and the

Nolan, Irene Hervey,
Robert Armstrong
63 Mins.

with

f ILflftS

ENTERTAINING

PRO-

Girl"
with Ellen Drew, Robert Paige, Paul Lukas
Paramount
65 Mins.

PLENTY OF CHILLS AND THR"~ IN
SPLENDIDLY CAST AND GRAM OFFERING HAS CAPABLE CAST, WHOLESALE MURDER STORY
Ft
POP
BRISK DIRECTION.
STAGED;
SHOULD
BE
BIG
B. O. DRAW.
SPOTS.
plaint Woolner named M-G-M and
Murder, sabotage, romance, foreign agents
Although some license has been taken
later filed a case against Paramount,
The old story of the scientist transplanting
both on the same charges of not with Jack London's great sea story, this and a considerable amount of action have the brain of a man into the skull of an ape
this
program
offerincorporated
into
been
pictures.
new
film
their
version
of
"The
Sea Wolf" from
lias been resurrected for this film, and the
being able to buy
First case, that against M-G-M, will
be heard April 7, with Philip James
as arbitrator.

Marquette U. Professor Will
Arbitrate Milwaukee Squawk
Milwaukee

—

First Milwaukee

Warners

picture,

quee
field

don readers are countless.
a wealth of exploitation

name
in

— Shirley

Theater Corp.
filed a

request for "reasonable clearance"
for the Rialto Theater with the local
arbitration tribunal. Complaint was
filed against RKO Radio Pictures
and names the Fox Midwest Agency
Co. which operates the rival Broad-

way and Orpheum Theaters

in

Cape

has

literally

ers

Louis

do a big business with
the picture deserves all

use, with Robinson, Lupino and Garheading the cast, and the Jack Lon-

the

Cape Girardeau, Mo., has

and

the boost exhibitors can give it.
Certainly,
it has been endowed with "names" for mar-

RKO

St.

—

Exhibitors should
this

Cape Girardeau, Mo., Theater

of

a

is

should

—

it

Files Complaint Against

IS

potent dramatic screenpiece
have wide audience appeal
every place. It is stark drama that hits with
a solid impact.
There is nothing pretty
about it it never was a story for squeamish
people
but the finished product is
fine screen entertainment.
that

arclear-

bitration case covering the
ance dispute between the Evansville
Theater, Inc., Paramount and Jeffris Theater Co., is tentatively scheduled for hearing April 1, with Prof.
Thomas P. Whelan of Marquette
University, as arbitrator.

STORY

IC

of

The

film offers

possibilities,

rour-star selling

London added

value

and
with

to the top play-

the cast.

Michael Curtiz, who directed, is at his
in handling the reins on a picture of
this type and he makes the most of every
opportunity.
The fight sequences are real itsic and savage, the general action always
has a punch and the characterizations are
excellent from top to bottom in the cast.
A moving and smoothly geared screenplay
was contributed by Robert Rossen.
best

Jack

L

Warner, Hal

B.

Wallis and Asso-

Girardeau.
ciate Producer Henry Blanke get the laurels
Question of clearance between the
for the picture's fine production value. NothRialto and the two Fox Midwest
ing has been stinted to make it realistic,
houses has long been an issue in and
the film clearly demonstrates its top
the town.
budget allocation.

First Detroit Hearing
Set For Next Saturday

—

Detroit First arbitration hearing
Detroit has been set for next
Saturday.
Case involves clearance
for Julius London's Midtown Theater and names Jack Ki-ass, Midwest
Theaters, Cohen Brothers, William
TheCo-operative
Schuttenhelm,
RKO,
Theaters,
aters,
Mutual
and
Bros.
Warner
Paramount,
Loew's. L. J. Carey, general counin

Wolf Larsen, most

villainous

of

all

sea

Robinson with
consummate skill.
He is brutal, always
aware of the fact that he is going
blind, sadistically cruel to everybody as he
rules his hell ship with a hand of steel. His
performance as a whole ranks with anything
he has ever done before.
captains,

is

interpreted

by

Lupino is fine in the role of the
escapee of a women's reformaShe does full justice to the role and
tory.
her performance leaves nothing to be deGarfield is excellent as the unbeatsired.
able young tough, fleeing from the police,
but imbued with a spirit that even Robinson can't break despite the murderous beatA surprise
ings he administers to him.
performance is contributed by a newcomer,
Cast in the role of the
Alexander Knox.
writer who is picked up along with Miss
Lupino by the boat after a ferryboat crash, he
Miss

wayward

ing.

should serve nicely as fare for the

It

neighborhood audiences. Good performances
by a capable cast and brisk direction make
picture as the

the

story

has a number of

deficiencies.

The always capable and efficient Lloyd
Nolan heads the cast and keeps things rolling.
Irene Hervey is an attractive and
able aide for Nolan, and Elisabeth Risdon,
J. Carroll Naish, in a good characterization,
Robert Armstrong and Ann Gillis are helpThe amusing Shemp Howard should
ful.
have had more to do. John Rawlins directed
from a screenplay by Stanley Crea Rubin.
Nolan, a big league pitcher, is wandering
around on Bagdad Way enjoying the sights
a couple of days before the world series
He is enticed by Ann Gillis, prostarts.
prietor of a ball-throwing alley who recognizes Mr. Dynamite, the St. Louis Robins'
star hurler, to toss a few balls. Nolan knocks
Miss Hervey out of bed with his well-aimed
He
shots and the action gets under way.
follows her to a ventriloquist theater, there
is a murder and they both become fugitives

Nolan efficiently sets out
after the spy ring and rounds them up with
from the law.
a

flourish.

CAST:

Lloyd Nolan, Irene Hervey, Robert
Armstrong, Ann Gillis, Elisabeth Risdon, J.
Carroll Naish, Frank Gaby, Shemp Howard,
Cliff Nazarro, Monte Brewer.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Marshall
Rawlins; Original
Grant; Director, John
Screenplay, Stanley Crea Rubin; Cameraman,
John Boyle.

DIRECTION,

Brisk.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.
is
responsible for the fine camera work.
Also deserving mention for the great special effects job are Byron Haskin and H. F.

Koenekamp.
Miss Lupino and Knox land on the ship
after

on

a

ferryboat

voluntarily

to

sinking.

escape

Garfield

the

police,

signs

and

results

quite

are

entertaining, at least for

audiences that like their thrills, chills and
murder on a wholesale scale. There are at
least six murders in the picture, enough to
satisfy the most rabid fan.
The cast is
okay, the film moves along at a fairly good
gait and the technical aspects are adequate.
Miss Drew is effective with what she
has to do.
Robert Paige, Paul Lukas, Joseph Calleia, Onslow Stevens, and Marc
Lawrence provide the menace as a gang
of white slavers, and George Zucco, the
scientist, Rod Cameron and Phillip Terry
have good roles.
Stuart Heisler directed
from a screenplay by Stuart Anthony.
Miss Drew is trapped by the white slave
ring through Paige, who marries her.
Terry
comes to town to find Paige and kill him,
but Lukas and his mob frame him for a
murder they commit. He goes to the chair
and Zucco transplants his brain into the
ape's skull. The ape then sets out to avenge
his wrongs and polishes off the whole gang
one by one.

CAST:

Ellen Drew, Robert Paige, Paul
Joseph Calleia, Onslow Stevens,
George Zucco, Rod Cameron, Phillip Terry,
Marc Lawrence, Gerald Mohr, Tom Dugan,
Willard Robertson, Minor Watson, G. F.
Meader, Cilff Edwards, Skipper.

Lukas,

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Moss;
Stuart

Heisler;

Anthony;
itor,

Original

Cameraman,

Director,

Screenplay, Stuart
Victor Milner; Ed-

Everett Douglas.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Ascap Asks New Trial
In Fight on Wash. Act
(Continued from Page

Copyright Act.

was

1)

The action recently
on grounds Ascap

dismissed
operated in violation of the Sher-

man

Act.

The new

trial

motion

is

based on

the recent entry of a consent decree
in New York by which Ascap re-

Michigan Mutual Liability
Then follows the
Ridges is shanghaied.
frains from activities which might
has been named as arbitrator.
vivid
story of the cruise of the Ghost,
Ascap conviolate anti-trust laws.
The Midtown complaint was the
skippered by Wolf Larsen, feared and hated
tends, however, it has not violated
second filed by London, the first
There is attempted mutiny,
by every man.
the Sherman Act.
case involving his Booth Theater
a high seas battle, storm, murder, death
having been delayed because of difand despair, but a scorching climax disAccording to Ascap attorneys
ficulty in agreeing on an arbitraposes of Robinson and Miss Lupino and
here, the consent decree defense intor.
No date has been set for hearhappiness
as
for
Garfield have a chance
terpolated in the Washington case
ing although Jerome Thomas, pro- does a fine job. Sensitive to the brutality
they set sail in a small boat for an island.
on the grounds that the
fessor of Wayne University, has of Robinson and the crew, soft because of
is based
CAST: Edward G. Robinson, Ida Lupino court there had assumed that Ascap
been selected to arbitrate.
his way of life, he still stands up to RobinJohn Garfield, Alexander Knox, Gene Lock- did not "come into court with clean
son and outwits him when the chips are
hart, Barry Fitzgerald, Stanley Ridges, David
Since Ascap has signed
hands."
down.
Studios
Bruce, Francis McDonald, Howard de Silva, consent decrees since then, it is beEqually as good as the principals, alFrank Lackteen.
lieved that the court will take a
Surtax
Ordered to
though their roles were not as juicy, are
CREDITS: In charge of production, Jack different viewpoint. Asked whether
Barry Fitzgerald, Gene Lockhart and StanL. Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B. Walthe consent decree angle would figure
ington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ley Ridges. One of the picture's memorable
Henry Blanke; in other state anti-Ascap litigation
Producer,
lis;
Associate
Lockhart
with
handled
a
is
by
sequences
of
board
Washington— The U. S.
Screenplay, Robert Rossen; From a novel by Ascap
counsel said probably not
tax appeals ruled Friday that Samuel display of acting ability that would be hard Jack London; Cameraman, Sol Polito; Edifor
since both Nebraska and Florida
the
cook,
is
perfect
as
Fitzgerald
to
top.
Goldwyn, Inc., and United Artists
tor, George Amy.
did not accept the "unclean
instance
remembered.
performance
will
be
and
his
Studio, Inc., must pay $5,069 in perand
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex- hands" as a basis for decision
sonal holding company surtax and a A splendid musical score was contributed
it out.
thrown
had
pert.
and
Sol
Polito
Wolfgang
Korngold,
Erich
by
penalty for the year 1936.
sel

of

Co.,

Goldwyn and UA
Pay

—
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Hungary

to Restrict

Detroit

U. S. Film Imports!

est

Hungary. The newspaper

Es^ TT jsag

quoted reliable sources

to PL. effect that the reported restrictions were in retaliation for the

freezing of Hungarian credits by the

United States. The newspaper was
said by the Associated Press to have
stated that only 15 U. S. pictures
would be allowed to be imported an-

—"Chronokinography,"

innovation

makes

Cabled reports from Budapest at
the week-end indicated that American motion pictures were to be restricted in

by Monogram. New method is
described as a time study process,
showing acceleration and deceleration.
Effect is to show several successive positions of an object in motion on the screen simultaneously
typically, of a dancer doing a somersault, so pictured that a dozen leg
positions are visible at one time.

Littleton,

Schenck

at

Trial

(Continued from Page

On

1)

N. H., Gets
Bow Apr. 5

Sam Katzman and George W.

tees.

Co-operating theaters in the
area total more than 900.
There will be 20 stage shows in the
metropolitan district, the No. 1 of
course is that scheduled for Radio
City Music Hall at midnight Friday.
Other cities with impressive benefit programs include Chicago, where

wick,

New York

Weeks.

Oklahoma

men

Franchise holders will meet on the
convention's opening day, sales meetings will be held on the second day,

with a banquet at night in NTG's
Barbecue and
Florentine Gardens.
Jack Benny will emcee a Show of rodeo party will be held Sunday,
(Continued from Page 1)
Cincinnati, Boston,
ties, including a torchlight parade Shows Apr. 2;
Minneapolis, closing day, at the Monogram WestDetroit,
and ball, Warners will send a train- Cleveland,
Balti- ern ranch in Newhall.
Washington,
Orleans,
New
load of newspaper and magazine
Two special cars of Monogram
writers and photographers from New more, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and

York and other Eastern

cities to Lit-

Hospital and Golden Rule
Alf Oftedal, U. S. Treasury agent,
Friday testified to an alleged con- Farm for Boys.
Miss Davis and her husband,
versation which he had with Joseph
M. Schenck purportedly in conflict Arthur Farnsworth, are en route
with previous testimony of William East for the opening.
Mitchell Rawson of Warners' reGoetz, in a continuation of the tax
fraud trial of Schenck and Joseph turns today from Littleton where he
According to Ofte- completed arrangements for the preH. Moskowitz.
miere program.
dal, Schenck had said while being
questioned in the office of U. S. Attorney Mathias F. Correa that he Threatened
Strike
had nothing to do with the sale of
200
Houses
Affect
stock in the Agua Caliente Jockey
Club and that Joseph H. Moskowitz.
Threatened strike of
St. Louis
co-defendant, had handled the deal
Schenck purportedly stated electrical workers (A F of L) emalone.
that he had not learned about the ployed in the Bagnell Dam, Cahokia,
Ashley and Venice, 111., power plants
deal until two years later.
William Goetz continued on the of the Union Electric Co. of Missouri
stand and insisted that the sale to and its subsidiary, the Union Elechim had been perfectly legitimate. tric Co. of Illinois, has been postThe witness maintained that Schenck ooned pending negotiations in which
had a perfect right to take a loss Federal mediators will participate.
Walkout over the discharge of 18 men
for the purposes of tax returns.
Frances Webb, Goetz' secretary, tes- at the Venice, 111., plant would affect
upwards of 200 film theaters in St.
tified that she had banked the $5.Goetz received from Louis, St. Louis County, other parts
000 which
Schenck to insure himself against of Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois and plants with more than
a loss on the stock. Oftedal will face
examination by the defense at- $100,000,000 of national defense con-

City.

Power

Would

—

will leave

Chicago on the Santa

Fe Chief next Monday

tleton

cross

Coast April 4-6

600 theaters are participating in the
Drive which officially starts in the
(Continued from Page 1)
houses
tomorrow and continues
through Sunday.
In many situa- morrow, stopping off in Chi. and Kantions due to local conditions, the sas City en route.
Drive started Friday.
Convention speakers will include,
Checkup shows 840 midnight benein addition to Johnston and Broidy,
fit performances, including 80 stage
shows, arranged by exhib. commit- Trem Carr, Scott Dunlap, I. E. Chad-

cities

"Great Lie"

Cross Examine Treasury

picture technique,

debut in "Hold It Please,"
short produced by Jam Handy organization, to be distributed in most

Major company foreign departments on Friday said "very few"
pictures were being sent to Hungary.

in

Mono. Convention

lat-

its

nually.

Agent

7,600 Theaters Helping
Greek War Relief Drive

"Chronohinoyraphy"

Henri Elcharge of

Hollywood, Wednesday.

To

transportation.
During the three-day session, the
company's lineup of pictures for the
season of 1941-42 will be announced
and funds allocated for an increase
in budgets of a special group of important attractions which the comPlans will be
pany will produce.
made to meet the new situation
caused by adoption of the industry's
consent decree.

Detroit Operators
Strike to Aid Janitors

—

Detroit
Published reports of
plans of Detroit projectionists union
for a sympathy strike with the
Janitors'

union

which

has

been

picketing most downtown houses
since the first of year, were declared without foundation here by
Roger M. Kennedy, business agent
and international vice-president of

man, of Chicago,

is

in

tracts.

torney today.

Quit Front-of-House Local
"Fantasia" Opens Apr. 12
Employes of the Keith
Boston
In Minneapolis Theater
theaters,
Memorial and RKO Boston

JOBNWEXttY

—

PRESTON

—

the front-of-the-house
local, are reported resigning from the
AF of L.

members

to arrive in

Deny

of

Minneapolis Contract was closed
here Friday for showing of "Fantasia" at Minnesota Theater, the
Northwest's largest picture house.
Engineers today will begin installing
necessary equipment for the showing
scheduled to start Apr. 12. The picture will have a $1.50 top and it was
Total of 56 employes of 20th-Fox still undecided whether to stage
were in training at the week-end, ac- daily matinees or confine the run
cording to a home office report.
to one show a night. It will be the
only showing of the film in the
Rochester Harold Lebowitz, for- Northwest for at least two years.

with

FOSTER

TO THE COLORS!

—

mer manager

of the

has been drafted.

Embassy

here,

A trade
April 9.

showing

is

planned

nEUJ

PRIMS

for

—

New Haven Paramount exchange Admission Boost Flops
staff members had a farewell party
Waterbury, Conn. After a short
for Edward Fitzgerald, booker, and

ACCESSORIES

RSTOR PICTURES
130

W.

46th

—

William Nutile, assistant shipper, trial of a 5 cent admission rise on
who both left for Fort Blanding, Sundays only, the Warner's State
Fla. The boys received gifts of pen has gone back to the former 44 cent
top.
sets, wearing apparel, and kits.

nEUJ

COMING

New York

St.

SOON

E

STREAMLINED
VERSION

IN PERFECT

AGREEMENT
EASTMAN
speciaJ field

negative films

— each

in its

— work in perfect agreement

with director and

cameraman

to capture

completely the beauty of every scene.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
J. E.

BRULATOUR,

INC., Distributors

Chicago

Port Lee

Hollywood

SUPER-XX

PI.US-X
when

for general studio use

lt\<

little light is

available

K4.HOI \i»-\

for baekgrounils

ami general exterior work

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS

r,

I

2

s

i

2

r~c

1

A4TH ST

W

il

The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

\L. 79,

NO.

NOT REMOVE

>

Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Two Years Old
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TEN CENTS
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BROADER ARBITRATION CLAUSE DRAFTED
Movie Unions

Hysterical

Over

Tele,

Fear Film Industry Ruin,
Asserts Sanabria; DuMont
Counsel Assails NBC, CBS
By MILTON
Washington Bureau of

LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY

F.

Industry attorneys are reported to

—The

have prepared a clause for the licensing agreements of all companies
which will permit the arbitration of
disputes not covered by the consent
decree in the

New York

The

it

clause,

D

Mo.

in

—

Jefferson City, Mo. Milton F. Nacounsel for Better Films Council of Greater St. Louis, is expected
here today in connection with the
hoppering in the Missouri General
Assembly of the council's bill to restrict the length of motion picture
shows.
Originally intended to ban triple

equity suit.
reported, is so

(Continued on Page 7)

150-Minute Program

Ready

is

standard that both consenting and
non-consenting companies, including
independents, will be able to operate
under its provisions.
The clause, it is reported, can be
used under the rules of arbitration
as incorporated under the consent
decree by those companies which are
not affected.
A draft of the clause is said to be

(Continued on Page 6)

Bill

Told

is

Will Permit Handling of
Disputes Outside Decree;
Could Be Used by Indies

question of motion picture operators, stage hands
and other theatrical unions seeking to
assert jurisdiction over television
was injected into the hearing on
commercialization before the FCC
yesterday.
Ulysses Sanabria, of the American
Television Co., stated there is practically "hysteria" among theatrical
unions over the advent of television,
and he charged that they are attempting to demand the same high

Washington

FCC

of J Will Ignore

Minn. "Anli-5"

Bill

pier,

(Continued on Page 3)

Wage

—

Chicago Rites Tomorrow

Eastman Workers Share
$2,396,045

Washington Bureau of
wires flash the word to millions! The Duke and Duchess of Windsor sponsor
the world premiere of George Bernard Shaw's "Major Barbara" at the Savoy Theater,
Nassau.
Gabriel Pascal, who produced "Pygmalion," accompanies them to the
first performance of his new picture, "Major Barbara," which will soon be released
through United Artists. Advt.

News

Dividends

For

Herman

Chicago

—

A. DeVry

Funeral services for

Checks totaling $2,Rochester
396,045 were received by 27,175 Eastman Kodak employes throughout the heart attack Sunday while bowling,
Western Hemisphere yesterday in will be held at Lain Chapel here at
payment of the 29th wage dividend
(Continued on Page 6)
since inauguration of their com(Continued on Page 3)

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, Unistars,

radio contract with

and

will join

signed

have

Chase

&

a

Sanborn

the Edgar Bergen-Char-

McCarthy air show on April 6.
Abbott and Costello left last night for
the Coast to resume their picture
ley

commitments

City,

Mo.

—Rep.

Paul

Hold Hearing Today
On Mo. Anti-Ascap Bill
Jefferson City, Mo. — A legislative

for

Universal.

Generally speaking it would prohibit
motion picture theaters and other
(Continued on Page 3)

Propose Wis. Distributor Tax

Abbott and Costello
Sign Radio Contract
comedy

Jefferson

tice

Herman A. DeVry, 65, president of Turner of St. Joseph has presented committee hearing will be held here
the DeVry Corp. and film equipment "A No Standing Room" tickets bill today on the anti-Ascap bill.
The
(Continued on Page 7)
pioneer, who died suddenly from a in the Missouri General Assembly.

—

versal

Anti-Standing Room Bill
In Missouri Lower House

THE FILM DAILY

—Department

of Jusauthorities indicated yesterday
they do not intend to take any part
in the current moves by Minnesota
and Georgia to pass state laws in
(Continued on Page 7)

Washington

State, Counties, Cities

Would

Split

Levy

—

Madison, Wis. An occupation tax
on motion picture distributors was
proposed to the Assembly at the
week-end by Assemblyman Leland
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY S. McParland (D. Cudahy).
Hollywood
Eight new pictures
Municipalities would collect a tax
are scheduled to go into production of 10 per cent of each sale or rental,
this week. Most active plant is RKO except those less than $500, under

West Coast Studios Send
Eight Pix Before Cameras

—

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 3)

Quiz Cotvdin Before

Posen
Examination

Suit's Trial

before

trial

of

J.

the suit of
Posen against Universal
I.
Pictures was ordered yesterday by the
Appellate Division of the New York
Supreme Court. The order struck out

Cheever
Samuel

Cowdin

in

necessary testifying parties all
as
other officials of the company. Posen,
as a director of the company, has

attacked a number of official acts including sales of the company's English
distributing organization.

—

T

B*
"Slush Fund" Letter

Sunday Movie
Atlanta

Kills

Bill in

Ga.

—After

reading of a letter in the Georgia House of RepreVol. 79, No. 58
Tues., March 25. 1941
10 Cents
sentatives purported to have been
written by a Columbus theater chain
JCHN W. ALICCATE
Publisher
operator, the House by an acclamaDONALD M. MERSEREAU
General Manager tion voice roared down a bill to legalCHESTER B. BAHN
Editor ize Sunday movies in this state.
The alleged letter, told how an AtPublished daily except Saturdays. Sundays and lanta firm of lawyers had promised
Holidays at 1501 Broadway. New York, N. Y., to get the bill through the legislature
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
W. for $5,000 payable, $2,500 in cash and
J.

::::::
:

President and Publisher; Donald M.
Entered as
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
York, N. Y.
post-office at New
under the
Terms (Postage free)
act of March 3. 1S79.
United States outside of Greater New York
flO.OO one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign. $15.00.
Subscriber should
in it with order.
Address all communications
FILM DAILY. 1501 Broadway,
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
Kew York, N. Y.
Cable address:
7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
,

i

THE

i

!

New

Filmday,

York.

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:

Calif.

Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
6607.
Ernest \V. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle. Le Film, 29 Rue
MEXICO CITY— MarcoMarsoulan (12).

LONDON—

Granite

Aurelio Galindo,

Depto.

Calle del

215,

Sindi-

calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

which they had defeated Friday but
which, like the Sunday movie bill,
had been passed by the Senate.

(Monday, March 24)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Am.

%)

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak

1323 4 132
172
172

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

Paramount
Para.
Para.

12

113,4

1323/4

v*

172

11 3/A

—

l/

8

1st pfd

2nd

pfd

Pathe Film

8

8

8

RKO

23,

23/4
6

23/4
6

20th Century-Fox ...
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd

6

Warner

3

do

Chg.

Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2

27/8

27/8

pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
.

—

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER and S. BARRET McCORMICK are due back from the Coast Friday.

seph M. Schenck and Joseph H. Moskowitz on income tax fraud charges

and

computes

.

.

'a

To Set

WB

Shorts Policy

for

Assembly Vote

Hollywood

- -

Warners shorts

sales

manager, ar-

rives Friday for conferences with
Jack Warner and Gordon Hollingshead on the sales policy for shorts
under the new consent decree, and
to set the complete lineup of the
1941-42 shorts program. The 194142 program started Friday when
"Those Good Old Days" went before
•"easure as forecast March 20 by the cameras under Jean Negulesco's
The Film Daily. Bill is scheduled direction.
The entire 1940-41 program was
to come to a vote in mid-week.
No opposition is expected from completed four months ahead of
"\hibs. because the clause concern- time.
ing "abusive or offensive" conduct
or speech will enable proprietors of Scranton Testimonial
any place of amusement leeway in
200
refusals of admissions or rejections To Beattie to
by persons whose actions tend to a
Philadelphia About 200 are exbreach of the peace.

Albany In reporting out Assemblyman Irwin Davidson's bill concerning punishment of wrongful refusal of admission to and wrongful
ejection from places of public amusement, including theaters, Assembly
Judiciary Committee amended the

Draw

The Burrows anti-discrimination pected at the testimonial dinner to
comes up for hearing this morn- be given George Beattie, local Paramount branch sales manager, in
ing.
Scranton tomorrow night by the loMotion Picture Associates. John
News Commentator on Tele cal
Nolan, Comerford executive, is chair-

With Special Greek Film

man

of the committee.

Delegations

.

A

from the upstate area.

special film,

MARION BALDWIN,
left

last

NOBLE BRADEN,

J.

—
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M'i
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rnii
It

ito
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WENDY BARRIE
New

e-li

executive secretary of the
Association, has returned

American Arbitration
from Los Angeles.
from

Gabriel Pascal's Eastern
night for Hollywood.

on

arrives

Coast

today

Eastern

pub-

the

,:

York.

MITCHELL RAWSON, Warner's

director, returns to his desk today from
Littleton, N. H., where the forthcoming Bette
Davis vehie'e will have its world premiere Saturday, April 5.
licity

LEO

DEVANEY,,

captain

RKO Ned
SMITH, West-

the

of

CRESSON

Depinet sales drive,

E.

ern division manager, HARRY
subjects sales manager, and

MICHALSON, short
HERB MclNTYRE,

Western

are

manager,

district

,

Lake

Salt

in

Pi
rr>n

City today.

ROLAND YOUNG
after

a

short

left for the

vacation

SUSAN HAYWARD

Coast yesterday

here.

arrives

n

today from

Holly-

wood.

JUDY GARLAND
ing

morn-

here Thursday

arrives

from the Coast.

ERNEST TRUEX and

wife arrived

his

in

Hol-

lywood yesterday.

NOEL COWARD has arrived in New York.
CHERYL CRAWFORD and JOHN J. WILBERC
are on the Coast.

HARRY BRANDT

returned

New

to

York yes-

terday from Florida.
B.

B.

KREISLER

Cincinnati,

Racing

left

Pittsburgh

Bill

last

and

night for Cleveland,
Buffalo.

In Missouri

Jefferson City, Mo.

—A

bill to legali.i

horse racing and pari-mutuel
betting in Missouri has been introduced in the General Assembly by
He
Rep. David Hess of St. Louis.
presented a similar bill at the 1939
session but it died in committee.
ize

—

in accordance with a notice filed yesterday in the Federal Court by Har- Tuesday.
rison Brothers & Co., Inc., LansFirst two days will be devoted to To Meet on V. C. Conclave
Philadelphia John H. Harris, Nadowne Amusement Co., Irvin Realty Republic Pictures and the last two
& Holding Co., and a number of in- to Universal Pictures. James R. tional Variety Clubs' chief barker,
dividuals. Plaintiffs are suing in the Grainger and Herbert J. Yates are will hold a meeting here next Sunday
District Federal Court of Pennsyl- to be here for the Republic confabs morning with local committee heads
vania charging violation of the anti- and William A. Scully and F. J. A. in connection with the forthcoming
trust laws by the major companies.
McCarthy will represent Universal. May Atlantic City meeting.

B
:>

publicity de-

representative,

THE FILM DAILY
Norman H. Moray.

t

partment leaves Friday for the Coast.

of

New York
"Background of the home office, Buffalo, Philadelphia,
News in Greece," with Sam Cuff, ra- and Albany are expected.
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Jay
Monogram Picts
dio news commentator, interpreting Emanuel will be toastmaster.
Sonotone Corp
the action in person from the teleTechnicolor
9
9
9
+ Vb vision
studio, together with a Hoot
Trans-Lux
%
%—
% 6I/4
'/4
Universal Corp. vtc.
6'/4
6'A
Gibson western, "Feud of the West," Trading in Amusement
Universal Picts
will be transmitted by NBC to the
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
audience in the New York Issues in N. Y. Light
Bid
Asked television
area tomorrow night.
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 66 Vi 69
Trading in amusement issues in
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
58y4 61
all New York markets yesterday was
Empire-Universal Parley
the lightest in months. On the Big
Board, there were transactions affectTo Examine Rodgers, Montague
To Call American Execs.
ing only seven issues, six of which
William F. Rodgers, Metro sales
were off fractionally. There was no
Toronto
Annual
convention
of
manager, Tom Connors and Abe Monamusement activity on the Bond
tague, Columbia sales chief, are re- Empire Universal Films will be held
Market, while on the Curb, there
quired to testify before trial Friday here at the Royal York Hotel starting- Thursday and lasting until next were sales in just three issues.
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NAT WOLF, Cleveland Warner zone managet
MRS. WOLF are back in their home state

Moray on Coast Friday

—

—

COfflinG and GOIilG

the continuation of the trial of Jo-

bill

Bros

Keith B. F. ref. 6s46..
Loew's deb. 3'/4s46.
Para. B'way 3s55

Lawrence W. Gibney, Treasury Department agent, stated yesterday at

—

riN\NCIAL
Close

Government Nears Close
Of Case in Schenck Trial

West Coast Bureau

Discrimination Measure

Low

Tuesc

that the Government
Texas, tor a three weeks' vacation.
Schenck's income for 1935 at $750,MRS. JUDITH K. ROBERTS, member of the
092.
Gibney, who will probably be Virginia State Board of Censorship, is tak'
the last witness for the prosecution, three weeks' vacation trip through Florid
estimated income for Schenck for Nassau.
L.
W. CONROW, Altec president, has re1936 at $562,934, and for 1937 at
$2,500 when it became law. It also $696,360. The witness told the Court turned to New York from a two weeks' tour
around the Southern Altec offices.
pointed out that if the bill were that the Government could riot conHOWARD A. ZEIMER. in charge of out of
passed the theater operators in those sider as deductible expenses for busitowns now running Sunday movies ness such items as the purchase of town theater sales for Russell Uniform Co. has
returned to New York after a month's trip visit
on a charity basis would receive automobiles and their upkeep, the ing Southern and Southwest exhibitors.
greater profits since the charities payment of hotel bills and traveling
TONY SPITZER is back from Pittsburgh
would no longer be necessary. The expenses.
where she helped to exploit the opening of
letter listed 14 alleged subscribers to
"Fantasia."
Gibney will continue testifying tothe lobby fund.
SIMONE SIMON has returned to the Coast.
Representatives, angered by the day, and is engaged in itemizing in
TERRY TURNER, RKO exploitation chief,
detail various claimed expenses.
letter, also refused to reconsider a
back from the West Coast where he plugged
bill which would have outlawed the
the openings of "A Girl, A Guy and a Cob."
Federal consent decree in Georgia
MARION ORFORD of Universal's

Heads

High
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150-Minute Program
Bill

Ready

in

Propose Wisconsin

Mo.

(Continued from Page

Tax on Distributors
(Continued from Page

1)

feature programs, the new bill has
b e"n drawn to restrict shows in motMBtoicture houses to 2% hours. In
IS5 event that a prog-ram does extend beyond this time limit it will
be necessary for the management
to nrovide a 15-minute intermission.
The bill, as drafted by Napier,
provides:
"It shall be unlawful for any exhibitor to present or cause to be
presented a nerformanee consisting'
of the exhibition on screens of one or
more single motion picture films for
a longer period than two and onehalf consecutive
hours, provided,
however, that a performance may be
shown for unwards of two and onehalf hour, if at the beginning' of
each hour in excess of the two and
one-half hour performance if there is
a period of intermission of 15 minutes.
No intermission shall be reauired for a reneat performance of
the same exhibitions or attractions,
unless a single performance exceeds
two and one-half hours."
The measure defines intermission
as meaning a complete stoppage of
performance, with house lights continuously lighted.
Penalties provided include fines
from $100 to $500 and jail terms of
not more than six months.
It is believed state exhibitors will
endeavor to have the bill amended
to permit three-hour shows.
Reports from St. Louis are that
there has been a decided audience
reaction against the four-hour shows
that have prevailed in a number of
the South St. Louis houses during
the past few weeks and it is understood that all of the houses, both
chain and independent, will eliminate
those too lengthy shows, except, on
special occasions.

•

•

• BRITISH Film Institute opines
who've made greatest contribution

Chaplin,

Fred Astaire,

great screen lover

Spencer Tracy, realism
of

cowboy hero

pense

and humorous

character

example

of the child star

•

•

•

Film

SINCE

—

churches, fire companies, social
or fraternal organizations for $150
to $600, depending on the population
of the community, was introduced in
the House by Rep. Francis J. Falkento

stein.

the

of

outstanding

contribution

Tom

screen's

of

Institute has doubtless overlooked

first

dancing

to

Mix, popularizer

danger and sus-

greatest

actresses

Temple,

Shirley

of

outstanding

than the FBI

The

British

so obOliver Lodge once asserted that one of
the very last things
a fish would be conscious of
is the
water in which it swims
Today, Britain is swimming in an

The

vious

'cause

it

it's

late Sir

"atmosphere" of horror
and that is probably why the greatest exponent of horror on the screen
has been forgotten by
BFI
Well, no matter, Boris Karloff, Arthur Rialto Mayer
and Phil M. Daly still love yah

—

V

V
•

•

•

OUR

vote for the best

thus for in '41
for

which

it

Ferguson
is

goes

"Ziegfeld

Entirely

of

aside

from

its

loaded with excellent suggestions

intelligence

esthetic
for

wherever the picture plays
about everywhere
Ferguson's brain child
to

a practical method

for

at this exploitation

W.

R. "Bill"

book

the

— which

to

be

will

book

for

the

Formula

is

show

to

let

an hour or so

T

"signs of Spring":
.

—

WEDDING BELLS
Picker of the Peoples
Candy Co. will be married shortly to
Miss Ann Schmidt.

—

Seattle Morrie Nimmer and Virginia McWhirter will wed in June.

T

T

Richard

•

•

•

UNIVERSAL

at snooty "21"

better

break

toward the

Messrs. Abbott and Costello

nooze hawks than

for the staTS

down

their glasses

had

It

and rush

end.

Paul Mooney,

—

—

THE FILM DAILY

Marcella Bimstein,
PRC, was married to Jack Goler.
Cincinnati

to

put

1912.

Payment of the wage diviKodak employes outside the

Western Hemisphere

will take place

Employes in the United States
military service will receive their
checks by mail even though they
are not now on the payroll, provided they were otherwise eligible
for the wage dividend at the time
they went into the service.
Today's payment brings the total
of wage dividends paid since the beginning of the profit-sharing plan
to an amount exceeding $48,000,000.

Anti-Standing Room Bill
In Missouri Lower House
places of public amusement from
selling tickets after all of the seats
have been occupied.

Wilmington Mayor Gives

Green

Light to

Wilmington, Del.

Sunday

— In

Pix

the absence

any prohibitive city ordinance,
Wilmington theater operators are
now at liberty to show moving picof

Mayor Albert W.

tures on Sunday,
I

know," the Mayor

"no petition to prohibit showing movies on Sunday has been presented to City Council as yet. Such
a motion must be made before Council can consider taking any regulatory action. Since no ordinance has
been passed, or even considered, to
prohibit showing Sunday movies, it
said,

perfectly

is

show them

legal

if

for

theaters

to

they desire."

GWTW Grosses

$13,000

Minneapolis— GWTW grossed $13,000 here in the initial week of its
first pop-priced run at the Century.

TORKS

for

Charles Prutzman, Mrs. PrutzFrank Leyendeker
man, Carl Witherspoon, Lionel Toll, Lou Pollock, Hank Linet and Ruth

Morrow

in

later in the year.

lat-

Hollywood Hattie McDaniel and
James Lloyd Crawford, real estate
man, were married over the week-

West Coast Bureau of

finale,

779,844.
dend to

was a

'cause the

a
Among those present were Danton Walker, Bob
Coast-bound train
William Boehnel,
Musel, Dick Hyman, Leo Mishkin, Jim Crayon
Don M.
Mike Wear, Peter Harrison, Chick Lewis, Harold Conrad
Mersereau, Chester B. Bahn, Al Steen, Sherwood Kane, Red Kann,
ter,

profit-sharing plan

held a press reception yes'day afternoon

for the

for the

Dividends

The disbursement in Rochester, to
18,133 employes, amounted to $1,-

James states.
"As far as

Lee Mortimer's N. Y.
% Packing a peach of a punch for li'l
two-minute reels are those new Soundies turned out by Art
Leonard and Dick Hyiand of Cinemasters, Inc
From standpoint of pep and modernity
you won't find their peers in
the most strident and costly Hollywood shorts
We didn't
just see a "couple of representative ones" t'other day
but
12 in a row
four with Les Brown and his orchestra
and three from Nano
two with Tony Pastor and his orchestra
Rodrigo's and Gray Gordon's outfits, respectively
They're
all hot numbers
.

pany's

just

nearest thing we've

then turn on the house lights and

T
• • • File under
Sunday Mirror piece.

with

taste

boosting grosses

ending duals

audiences any one feature

and

qualities

is

book

exploitation

of Exploitation

maximum
seen

Wage

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

beauty and brains

the glorious, "glorified"

to

Girl"

Eastman Workers Share
$2,396,045

V

combo

and the
has been assembled by Manager

Metro's

to

bill,

vamp .... Greta

safer to defy the BFI
be another classification?

it's

—shouldn't there

comedy

and

Sr.,

the

comedy,

of

and

roles

stars

Charlie

Rudo'.ph Valentino,

in film acting

Marie Dressier, one

12

who achieved fame

of

his

for

Harold Lloyd, hero

Would

License Bingo
Harrisburg, Pa. Another measure
to legalize Bingo, by issuing licenses
Bill

creator

Garbo, screen's foremost dramatic actress

'em look

Pa.

pantomime

Douglas Fairbanks,

Theda Bara,

action

of

the

of

list

screen:

Pickford, prototype of the film heroine

as "the world's sweetheart"

exponent

is

the

achievements in

incomparable

for

Mary

this
to

I)

be apportioned 25 per
cent to the state, 25 per cent to the
county, and 50 per cent to the municipality.
In lieu of this tax, all
films would be exempt from the
property tax.

his

There's a second daughter now in
Ray Bell family. Baby girl, to be
named Bonnie Rae, was born to the
wife of the Metro publicist in Doctors
Hospital, Washington.
the

Cleveland

—

Otto Braeunig,

auditor, is the father of a
boy, to be named Terence.

RKO

7% pound

Tuesday, March 25, 194

May Double Quota
Greek Relief Drive
Amusement Industry

Division of
Association
expected to nearly double its
is
$500,000 drive quota, it was said
yesterday at campaign headquarters.
Greek War Relief Week officially
starts in theaters today, with 10,397 theaters lined up to participate
in the six-day drive.
Total of 1,142 houses will give
midnight shows, the receipts of
which will swell the Division's Fund.
Of the 1,142 shows, 123, led by Radio
City Music Hall, will be special stage
the

Greek

War

Relief

Bean-Shooter Wound
Costs Exhibitor 8100

—

Minneapolis
Bean-shooting in the
Avalon Theater at Thief River Falls,
last October cost E. J. Baehr, operator of the
court here.

house,

$100

in

district

A suit filed by Mrs. Eileen Faust
of Minneapolis, for injury to the left
eye of her 11 -year-old son, Charles,
when
from

it

was struck by

a

bean blown

"shooter" by another lad in
the theater audience, was settled for
an even century.
a

Chicago Film Men Visit
Miami Naval Air Station

bills.

Amusement

Division's participation reflects the co-operation of all
branches of the film industry and
Coassociated amusement fields.
operating theaters are using Drive

produced by Metro, featuring
Melvyn Douglas.
Rentals from the short, "Greece

shoi-t

Fights Back," now being distributed
by Paramount, also go to civilian
relief in Greece.

Almost a million dollars worth of
based on weekly salary esti-

talent,

is scheduled to appear at the
Greek Festival for Freedom benefit
show at Radio City Music Hall on
Oscar A. Doob,
Friday midnight.

mates,

publicity director, said yesterday that
all indications pointed to a sellout,
although there were a few $3 and $5
seats still available.

Chicago Rites Tomorrow
For

Herman

A.

DeVry

(Continued from Page

1)

Interment will
tomorrow.
be in Rose Hill Cemetery.
DeVry entered the film equipment
manufacturing field in 1913 with the
3

p.m.

production of his first portable proIn 1918, he launched the
jector.
DeVry School Films, and in 1925,
organized the Summer School of
Visual Education, forerunner of the
National Conference on Visual Edu-

Miami
Hammer,

—

Lieut.

Com. D. Harry

charge of personnel at
the U. S. Naval Air Station here,
played host to a contingent of film
in

Calls

Movie Unions

Hysterical

Over Tele

TO THE COLORS!

wages they receive

in

1)

ater, is

manager

now

His DeVry Corp. was merged into
He
the QRS-DeVry Corp. in 1929.
withdrew two years later and formed

Herman

D. DeVry, Inc., which later
to the DeVry Corp., active since in the equipment and
educational sound pix fields.

was changed

Long a close friend of Dr. Lee De
Forest, for whom he manufactured
early talkie equipment, DeVry was
founder of De Forest Training, Inc.
His widow, a daughter, Mrs. Emma
Carlson, and two sons, William C.
and Edward B., survive.

George Buell
of the Tivoli The

at Fort Bliss.

the motion

—

picture

industry.
Fort Worth, Tex.
Thurmai
The labor situation springs from Lumpkin, assistant manager of.

the fact that the unions fear television may ruin the motion picture
industry and they wish to entrench
themselves in the new art; if the
television industry is required to
start its workers at the same rates
they now receive in the film industry it may ruin the industry before
it starts, Sanabria said.
To alleviate
this, he asked that the FCC require
that television operators be licensed
after passing a test on their technical qualifications.

Palace Theater, until he joinedV

Army

several months ago, is now
of the Army theater a1

manager

Camp

Bowie, Brownwood.

New Haven — Lou

Schaefer,

man

ager of the Paramount Theater, gave
a farewell party for his son, Bob,

now

at Ft. Blanding, Fla.

—

Cleveland Leo Guzik, doorman at
Warners' Hippodrome, is a new draftee.

—

Cross-Examine Dr. Jolliffe
Rochester
Edward Dunn, assistDr. C. D. Jolliffe, of RCA returned ant at the RKO Temple, has been
visitors,
including James Coston, to the stand to face a withering fire drafted for Army duty. He
has been
Warner theater exec; Jack Miller, of cross-examination from William succeeded by Frank Placerean, formMiller & Simansky circuit; Tom A. Roberts, counsel for Para.'s af- erly assistant at the RKO Palace.
Flannery, White Way Sign System; filiate, DuMont.
Alex Halperin, Warner theaters;
Syracuse, N. Y.
Jack Merckel,
Jolliffe stated in reply to quesAbe Piatt and Adolph Miller, B & K tions that RCA was ready to go chief of service at RKO-Schine
theaters; Joe Esler, Film Daily staff ahead with commercial television a Keith's, has enlisted in the Coast
correspondent, all of Chicago; Saul year ago, but was stopped by the Artillery, and Harry Joslin, Jr., forBragin, Cleveland, and Sam Weis- Commission's withdrawal of limited merly on Keith's and Loew's State
service staffs, has signed up with the
brod, New York.
commercialization.
Station's new film theater, 800"We no longer have that ability Marines.
Inducted, Ernest Curtis, formerly
seater, opened last week.
We will have to associated
to manufacture.
with James Constantino
He at the James,
start afresh," Jolliffe asserted.
is at Fort Niagara.
stated RCA has about 1,000 sets
to Ratify Draft
it can put on the market after reCincinnati Sam Oshrey, Warner
meet new technical head booker and Paramount's Mark
visions
to
Of Contract
changes.
Cummings were feted by the Bookers'
Philip J. Hennessey, NBC attor- Club at the Hotel Alms, on their deFinal ratification of the contract
Both men
which will be presented by the or- ney, told the Commission that they parture for the Army.
ganization to the eight majors dur- opposed the proposed rule against were presented with Army flash
ing negotiations will highlight the owning more than three stations as lights.
agenda of a special meeting of the the matter should be decided on
Norfolk, Va.— Fred K. Martin, asScreen Publicists Guild of New York particular applications instead of
sistant manager, Loew's State, is
Thursday night at the Hotel Pic- laying down a broad general rule in
now stationed at Fort Meade, Md.
cadilly.
The membership also will advance without full knowledge of
continue consideration of the new future developments.
Columbus, O.
Lieut. Robert PulZenith for Commercialization
national constitution embracing the
lin,
formerly associated with his
affiliated East and West Coast SPG
Commercialization should be au- father in the operation of the Linden
organizations.
thorized at once, John R. Howland, Theater, has reported for active duty
secretary of Zenith Radio Corp., tes- with the Army at Ft. Benjamin Hartified.
He suggested that the 30- rison, Indianapolis.
Bandits
hour-per-week of programs be lowSteal $1,500
New Haven
Domenick Somma,
ered to a maximum of 10 hours, but
preferably 5 hours per week. This 20th-Fox assistant shipper, is at
Omaha Three bandits held up two is necessary as programs will cost Camp Devens.
hour,
theater managers of the R. D. Gold- approximately
per
$1,000
Mansfield, O.
Ralph Schaffer,
Howland stated.
berg circuit and obtained $1,500.
The two, James Nicholson, manaThe hearing closed with a blast manager of the Park Theater here,
ger of the Avenue and Arbor, and from Roberts against the anti-com- will leave shortly after April 1 for
Jimmie Schlatter, manager of the mercialization stand of NBC and a year's Army training.
Military, were making the nightly CBS.
Omaha Lou Egart, treasurer for
collection of receipts from Goldberg's
"No one has had difficulty in get- the Singer circuit's Brandeis Theafive nabes.
With grosses from their
ting motion pictures for programs ter, was the first in the film industry
three house, plus takes from the
Winn and Dundee, they were on their unless they asked for new feature here to be inducted into the Army.
way downtown to collect from the releases," Roberts stated in commenting on program material.
State and Town when the stickup
William Wallace Expires
"Radio broadcast systems fear the
occurred.
Fort Atkinson, Wis. William M.
competitive
influence
television
of
One of the thugs shot at Nicholson
as a superior medium for the con- Wallace, 39, projectionist at the Upto stop his car, wounding him slightveyance of the advertising message," town Theater, is dead here.
ly in the chest.
the DuMont representative stated.

—

SPG

—

Thursday

—

Omaha

Wound

—

Manager,

cation.

—

Fort Worth, Tex.
assistant

{Continued from Page

—

—

—

—

GWTW Fivca-Day
—

Hartford, Conn.
Proven Picture
Theater here is probably the first
house in the country to play

GWTW

five-a-day.

screening starts at
7 a.m., last at 9:24 p.m.
It's to
catch the trade of those now employed on triple 8-hour shifts.
First

N. H.

Wage-Hours BUI Dead

Concord, N.

H.— The "Baby Wage-

Morton Nalhanson Joins
Morton Nathanson

UA

yesterday

Hour Act" (House Bill No. 248) has joined the UA publicity staff, it was
been killed in the House of Represen- announced by Monroe Greenthal. In
tatives of the State Legislature. Sim- recent years Nathanson has pressilar measure was killed in 1939.
agented principally in the legit field.

Title Short Story

—

It was left for the Mercury Theater marquee to offer:

Buffalo

"Misbehaving Husbands"
"Caught in the Act"
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REVIEWS Of DEW

of J Will Ignore

"Anli-5"

linn.

Bill

"Sleepers West"
with Lloyd

(Continued from Page

ontradiction to
rovision of the

the

Nolan, Lynn Bari,
Mary Beth Hughes

1)

blocks-of-five

New York

20th -Fox

74 Mins.

"Back

f ILmS

in the

Saddle" Clause

with Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette
Republic
73 Mins.

is

Drafted

(Continued from Page
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ACTIONFUL WESTERN GENEROUSLY now making the rounds of the home

MILDLY EXCITING MELLER HAS A SPIKED WITH ROMANCE AND MUSIC;
CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF ACTION IS MEAT FOR AUTRY'S BIG FOLLOWING.
Department spokesman pointed BUT SKETCHY STORY.
This Autry starring vehicle is right up to
consent

Broader Arbifrafion

offices for

approval.

decree.

—~

JWthat

decree provides that
laws impinge on the
any
if
decree, the companies affected can
go into the Federal Court in New
the

local

York and obtain relief.
The Department, it was emphadoes not feel there is much
can do about telling the various
states what type of laws to adopt.
sized,
it

The always effective Lloyd Nolan and a
capable supporting cast work hard in this
film with the net result that it is a mildly
exciting program offering. The plot of the
story is sketchy and sometimes a little bit
incredible, but it holds together and will
keep audience interest.
Exhibitors should
finds the picture handy.
Nolan, who turns in a good job as a
private

has the support of two
young ladies, Lynn Bari and Mary
Beth Hughes.
Louis Jean Heydt, Edward
Brophy and Don Costello figure prominently
in the general proceedings, and the rest of
the cast is helpful.
Eugene Forde directed
from a screnplay by Lou Breslow and Stanley

(Continued from Page 1)

tadio where nine are
Che weekly check-up:

now

At RKO-Radio: Nine

detective,

attractive

West Coast Studios Send
Hight Pix Before Cameras

shooting.

shooting, in-

Rauh.

Nolan is taking Miss Hughes back to San
Francisco to appear as a witness for a man
who has been framed on a murder charge,
with her testimony sufficient' to clear him.

cluding "Parachute Battalion," romantic-drama starring Harry Carey Politics rears
with Robert Preston, Nancy Kelly, numerous and

Buddy Ebsen,
O'Brien,
Robert Barrat, Emmett Lynn, Paul
Kelly and Richard Cromwell. Leslie
Goodwins directing for producer
Howard Benedict. John Twist and
Capt. John H. Fito, U. S. Air Corps,
collaborated on screenplay.

Edmund

Four shooting-, including
At Columbia
"Hands Across the Rockies," Bill Elliott
western with Lambert Hillyer directing.
At M-G-M: Eight, shooting.
:

_

At Paramount: Six shooting.
At Republic: Five shooting, including "A
Gay Vagabond," dramatic-comedy, with Roscoe Karns, Ruth Donnelly. Ernst Truex and
Veda Ann Borg. William Morgan directing
producer.

for

Robert

North:

"Sheriff

of

Tombstone." western, with Roy Rogers and
George "Gabby" Hayes.
At 20th Century-Fox: Four shooting, including "Sun Valley," musical, with Sonja
Henie, John Payne, Milton Berle. Joan Davis,
Glenn Miller and his Orchestra, Lynn
Bruce HumBari and Nicholas Brothers.
berstone directing.
ton Sperling.
At Universal:
Sucker,"
"Hello,
Director,

Edward

Associate

producer,

Mil-

including
Herbert.
Associate producer,

shooting,
Six
Hugh
starring
Cline.

its

ugly head

and there are

sundry people who don't want
Miss Hughes to get there. Miss Bari enters

the picture as a reporter. There is a train
wreck, a considerable amount of skulddugery and action before Nolan accomplishes

his

job.

CAST: Lyod

Nolan, Lynn Bari, Mary Beth
Jean Heydt, Edward Brophy,
Don Costello, Ben Carter, Don Douglas,
Oscar O'Shea, Harry Hayden, Hamilton MacFadden, Ferike Boros.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel;
Director,
Eugene Forde; Screenplay, Lou
Breslow and Stanley Rauh; Based on a
novel
by
Frederick
Nebel;
Character,
Michael Shayne, created by Brett Halliday;
Cameraman, Peverell Marley; Editor, Fred

Hughes,

Louis,

Allen.

DIRECTION,

Able.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

At Warners: Eight shooting.
At Monogram: Three shooting,

"Australia At War"
18 mins.
of Time
Timely and Interesting
ing.
The story of Australia's war effort
At Producers Releasing Corp. One Shooting,
"Emergency Landing." action drama, and the possibilities of war in the
being produced by Jed Buell and Harry
Pacific and its many ramifications are
Carol Hughes in the top role.
Wembridge.
interestingly dealt with in this new
William Beaudine directing.
A number of shots
issue of MOT.
deal with the Commonwealth's Army,
N. H.
showing it in action in Africa and at
including

Chadwick's production "Redhead,"
romantic-comedy, with Edward Cahn directE.

RKO-March

:

Race Measure Dead;

Redraft Billboard

Bill

heme.

The Australian Navy and

RAAF

are also depicted, as well as
the new-born arms industry created
in
the country.
The Far East
"crisis" and any possible role the
U. S. might play are analyzed. Commentary is good and the material
Subject is extremely
is interesting.
timely and should be of general in-

Concord, N. H.— House Bill No.
providing for the licensing of
horse-racing "bookmakers," has been
killed in the Legislature.
House Bill No. 287, proposing
regulation of outdoor advertising,
has been re-drafted by the House
Committee and recom- terest.
Judiciary
mitted for further hearings.
149,

Myers Dead

—Peter

L. Myers,
73, for many years manager of the
Myers Theater erected by his father,
is dead.
Janesville, Wis.

better

his

more diverting

on the

song,

—

plus

and

the

—

prairie

side

of

pix

ro-

excitement of

gunplay,
that the footage
really scores, Autry, at the outset, is shown
as a rodeo luminary in New York's Madison
Square Garden, and the guardian of young
Edward Norris, owner of the ranch upon
which Gene is the foreman. The youth is
"painting the town," and is summarily
packed aboard a train for his prairie acreage.
During the Autry absence, the villainous
Arthur Loft has moved into the ranchers'
lands and opened a mine, a boom town,
and a gambling joint which features a cafe
with cabaret entertainment.
To the town
comes the comely songstress, Jacqueline
Wells, with her kid sister, Mary Lee. The
former is Autry 's heart-interest after they
both get off to a poor start in compatibility.
The Loft gang, in working the mine, is
poisoning the water supply of the ranchers'
cattle, and "war" breaks out.
fisticuffs

tration

—

Ottawa

Montreal Shaftesbury Brint, 48,
Toronto sales manager for EmpireUniversal Films, died suddenly Saturday in his hotel while on a visit to
Ottawa.

first arbi-

case,

Menagh

Files Second
Denver Arbitration Case

—

Denver E. K. Menagh, owner of
the Star Theater, Ft. Lupton, Colo.,
has filed a second case with the Denver arbitration board asking damages
and other relief.
Menagh claims
Paramount, Loew's, RKO, Warner
Bros, and Twentieth Century-Fox
give the Rex at Brighton, Colo., five
miles distant, prior runs so as to sell
their product to the Rex, an Atlas
Theater Corp. house.

Hold Hearings Tomorrow
On Mo. Anti-Ascap Bill
(Continued from Page

1)

measure, which seems to have considerable backing in the Legisla-

would ban the pooling of their
songs and music by authors and publishers for the purpose of restrictthe miners are routed by Smiley Burnette ing their use by the public, includand the boys stampeding a herd into the ing theaters, radio stations, etc. One
After young Norris

is

held hostage by the

ture,

crooks, Autry goes into action to free him.
He does, after a rousing gun battle wherein

town. Interspersed along the histrionic way
are no less than nine songs, among them
the theme melody, "Back in the Saddle
Again." Direction is well handled and photography is of top quality.

Edward

Autry, Smiley Burnette,

Norris, Jacqueline Wells,

Mary
Addi-

son Richards, Arthur Loft, Edmund Elton,
Joe McGuinn, Edmund Cobb, Robert Barron.

of the provisions of the
that the music affected

measure is
by illegal

combinations would escheat to the
State.

Army

Recruiters Capitalize

On Wanted Wings' Debut
'I

Tying

in

with tomorrow's world

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry Grey; premiere
"I
Wanted
Para.'s
of
Director, Lew Landers; Original Screenplay, Wings" at the Astor, the U. S. Army
Richard Murphy, Jesse Lasky, Jr.; Produc- Recruiting Service yesterday placed
tion Manager, Al Wilson; Cameraman, Ern- a Curtiss P-40 pursuit ship on exest Miller; Film Editor, Tony Martinalli; hibition in Duffy Square, opposite
Musical Supervisor, Raoul Kraushaar.
Plane yesterday drew
the theater.
PHOTOGRAPHY, thousands of visitors. Fort Totten
DIRECTION, Good.
has detailed an anti-aircraft detachment, and Mitchell Field, an armed
of
Convict Theater
detail to the exhibit.
Aircraft Owners and Pilots AssoUnion Prexy
Attack
ciation will hold a "mosquito convention" in New York Saturday at
New Orleans
Criminal Judge
which time those attending will see
William J. O'Hara set tomorrow as
a special screening of "Wings" at
date of sentence after William E.
the Astor.
Sharp, 35, employe of Lafayette
Theater who was found guilty of as"Juke"
saulting 70-year-old Giochinno Pipi- Vis-o-Graph's
F
tone, president of Local 174,
Selectivity
of M.
Testimony accused Sharp of shov- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Vis-o-Graph Corp. of
ing Pipitone to the stage floor during argument which started when America plans to market a new type
Pipitone, busines agent for union, of "juke box" which will give paThese machines
arrived to discuss contract with the- trons selectivity.
ater. Sharp accused Pipitone as the will operate for a nickel or six picThe union president tures for 25 cents.
aggressor.
New boxes will contain 10 films, or
spent several weeks in the hospital
if operator desires, as many as 15.
after the fight Feb. 11.

Man

on

—

New

A

Box Has

—

Brint Dies In

Peter L.

is

CAST: Gene

Ken Goldsmith.
I.

It

most of

with

mance and

Lee,

* SHORTS *

Hearing on Cleveland's

scheduled for tomorof the past, and, with its goodly share of row, has been postponed until Friheroics and tuneful moments, is satisfying day.
Case concerns a demand for
fare for his fans.
Smiley Burnette handles clearance for the uncompleted Ellet
the comedy assignment as well as the singu- Theater and names the five consentlarly
slapstick
Both Warner Bros,
situations
permit.
These ing companies.
could be decidedly better, considering that and 20th Century-Fox are said to be
Hollywood is facing no famine of gag- sending legal representatives to the
hatchers.
hearing.
snuff

Greece

is

thrilling

the world. Their

And

that

playing the part of "Jack, The Giant Killer." This tiny

means

men

are fighting for their country

I

all

of us to aid the

women and

Amusement

continues through

March

Greek

in

this

exhibitors in

If

War

little

Relief

Week.

It

starts

Relief,

has called

Tuesday, March 25th and

in

the country

is

cooperating. Exactly 7,389 theatres have

mail

it

America instead of

to any Branch Manager. Please
exhibitors

in

in this

do

it

campaign.

now.

And

H. HARRIS, Chairman, Exhibitors' Committee, Greek

hereby pledge the full cooperation of
Tuesday, March 25th.
I

„

all

my

let's

\l\0/VW^

War

CHAIRMAN
COMMITTEE
Relief Association

theatres for this great cause, during the

,

be thankful we're

Greece.

EXHIBITORS'

Manager

is

country.

you are a public-spirited exhibitor you belong

coupon and

War

Greek

1

JOHN

putting up a fight that

30th.

Every film exchange and every Variety Club

Tear out

is

they're also fighting for democracy.

Industry Division of the

children of this gallant

appeal to every exhibitor to cooperate

enrolled to date.

— but

nation

us!

Mr. Adolph Zukor, Chairman of the

upon

little

Exhibitor

Exchange

Theatre

City

City

State

State

...

,...._...„.>

six (6)

days beginning

....

Nashville

Crescent Trial July 7

— Federal Judge

Elmer Davies has fixed July 7 as the date for the start of the

Government suit against the Crescent circuit, Columbia
versal, it was learned yesterday.
Judge Davies will preside. The trial of the suit is expected to last a minimum
fendants state. As a result of the Court's order, Government trial of the New York suit must mark time until the
first trial

ordered of the three circuit cases

now on

Pictures, United Artists

and Uni-

of one month, attorneys for de-

attorneys said.

Fall,

This

is

the

the dockets.
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ANTI- CONSENT DECREE BILL IN MICHIGAN
Attorneys Clash as Walbrook Arbitration Starts
By H.

Counsel Tangle Over Both

DELAY INDUSTRY PROBE DECISION

and Testimony;
Hearing to Resume Today
Exhibits

By MILTON
Washington Bureau of

—

LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY

House Rules Com.

to

Hold Further Hearing on Boren

Resolution; Decree Infringed On, Charged

F.

Washington That clearance arbitration cases will be the most troublesome and complicated under the
New York consent decree was seen
yesterday as the first clearance case
to be arbitrated here got under way.
The case before Arbitrator E. Bar(Continued on Page 4)

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY asked Boren

—Rep.

he would object to
amending the resolution to provide
for an inquiry into "war propaganda" in motion pictures.
Boren
replied that this phase should also
he
be
investigated,
but
added
thought the resolution was broad
enough to cover this too.
Boren was the only witness to

Lyle H. Boren

formally
Okla.)
yesterday
asked the House Rules Committee to
authorize an investigation of the
motion picture industry as provided
in his resolution recently introduced.
The committee deferred its decision
pending a further hearing.
Rep. Hamilton Fish (R., N. Y.),
(D.,

if

(Continued on Page 10)

FILM DAILY
Detroit

F.

REVES

Staff

Correspondent

—The shadow of

New York
lation fell

anti-

consent decree legisacross the Michigan

industry scene yesterday with hoppering in the State Legislature at
Lansing of a measure sponsored by
Rep. Raymond J. Snow.
The available summary describes
Snow's measure as "to free motion
picture exhibitors from the rigidity
of distributors' releases and the
sameness of programs
to give exhibitors options on all features and
allow each to be his own program

maker."

Goodslein Hearing
Continues in Denver

—

The

Mono. "Block-of-5"
Introduced in Iowa

Para, to Have 10-15
i

Ready by

Sept. 15

per

provisions include a 20
rejection privilege, pro(Continued on Page 8)

bill's

cent

Iowa House

to

Ad

Goodstein, pressing
Des Moines, la. Forrest E. Judd,
the first arbitration case in this terParamount expects to have 10 or
ritory, yesterday declared that he Des Moines manager of Monogram 15 pictures ready for trade showBill
Inc.,
is
offering
Film
Distributors,
open
to
product
was unable to get
ing and release between Sept. 1 and
to
until
what
believed
Iowa
exhibs.
is
to
his Longmont, Colo., theater
15, according to Y. Frank Freeman,
Des Moines, la. House action was
pictures were ordered released to be the first block-of-five pictures un- studio head, who currently is in
assured definitely on the muchconsent
decree,
der the New York
(Continued on Page 4)
New
York. Freeman said that the
although Monogram is not a party studio had been geared to meet the feared special amusement tax bill
in the Iowa Legislature when the
the decree.
to
situation created by the consent
Para* Promotes
Sifting Committee placed the measJudd said he had received appro(Continued on Page 9)
ure on the calendar for debate.
Dist. Mgr. of Shorts
(Continued on Page 3)

Denver

J.

J.

—

On

Special Tax

—

Mendenhall

To

— Ted

Mendenhall, Paramount exchange manager, has been
promoted to a new post created by

Omaha

(Continued on Page 4)

"Kitty" Filling Greek
Relief Drive Quota

—

Ray
Bussey, la.
of the Rayola here

Baltzey operator

to raise his

was puzzled how
$25 quota for the Greek

war

fund.

relief

The

small

Latin-American Radio
Program Plan Tabled

Monogram Completes

New

Season Financing

Industry plan to send recorded
Financing for Monogram's new
production program has been com- film programs to radio stations in
pleted, according to President W. South America has been tabled for
Budgets will be an indefinite period, it was learned
Ray Johnston.
(Continued cm Page 10)

(Continued on Page 9)

$517,336 20th-Fox 1940 Loss

coal-

$2,800,000 More

cause.

"U" Ordered to Produce
Documents in Schine Case

After considerable thinking, Baltzey
journeyed to the weekly Saturday
night poker game and in coal-miner
language, told the boys the Greek
War Relief drive was to be cut in the
Kitty.

The theater operator netted $12.35
from the kitty and plans to return
next Saturday night to fill his quota.

—

Buffalo U. S. Judge John Knight
yesterday ordered Universal Film
Exchanges, Inc., and Universal Pictures Co., Inc., to produce for Government examination certain documents held essential in the Schine
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 9)

Lend-Lease Bill to Help
Theater Biz in Trinidad
Prospects for good theater business in Trinidad are bright as a result of the lend-lease bill, according
to Maj. Charles Tebay, United Ar(Continued on Page 9)

Foreign Assets Reserve

mining town was hardly capable of
producing that sum of money for any

in

The measure has been opposed by
theater operators because it would
olace an additional one cent tax on

Annual report of Twentieth Century-Fox issued vesterday showed a

Blue Law Repealer
Passes Mich. Senate

consolidated net loss of $517,336 for
the year 1940, including all subsidiaries with the exception of Roxy
Theater, Inc., after providing an additional reserve of $2,800,000 for
The report states
foreign assets.
that if this reserve had not been provided a consolidated net profit of

A bill repealing
Lansing, Mich.
Michigan blue laws, which theoretban attendance at "Public
ically
shows and amusements" on Sunday
was passed, by State Senate Monday
Old law dates to 1846. Bill
night.
now goes to the lower House.

(Continued on Page 8)

—
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U. S. Grand Jury Recesses Last Government Witness
In Fox-Davis Inquiry
On Stand in Schenck Trial

COminG

and GOIflG

Philadelphia— The Federal Grand
No attempt was made by Joseph
Wed., March 26, 1941
10 Cents Jury investigating charges that for- M.
Vol. 79, No. 59
Schenck at either forgery or
GEORGE RONY. French film producer, leaw
mer U. S. Circuit Court Judge J. concealment in his books and rec- today
for the Coast by motor car.
Warren
Davis
and
ALICOATE
Publisher
others
conspired
JOHN W.
ords, Lawrence W. Gibney, Treasury
GABRIEL PASCAL leaves Miami today b
obstruct
to
justice recessed yester- agent,
admitted
yesterday under plane for the Coast.
General Manager day with no definite time
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
set for cross-examination in continuation of
MAJOR TEBAY, United Artists manager
Editor re-convening.
CHESTER B. BAHN
the Government case against Schenck Trinidad, is a New York visitor.
The cases under investigation in- and Joseph H. Moskowitz, on trial
ORSON WELLES and his press representativ<
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and volve
the bankruptcy of William for alleged income tax fraud.
Gib- HERB DRAKE, left last night for the
Coast.
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Fox
and
his
All-Continent
Corp.
ney,
who
faced
Questions
the
deby
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. VV.
FRANK

::::::
:

i

President and Publisher; Donald M.
Secretary-Treasurer.
Entered as
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the
Terms (Postage free)
act of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should
53.00.
Address all communications
remit with order.
1.
FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
Alicoate,

Mersereau,

Five of the cases came before the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals here.
Judge Davis sat in on four of the
cases. Judge Buffington sat in on all

five.

fense attorney for the entire day,
also said that he had made no investigation before disallowing items
listed as charitable bequests where
the payment had not been evidenced
by a check.

Judge Davis made a return appearance as a witness yesterday beThe Government, he said, had reTHE
fore the Federad Grand Jury.
fused to allow a $13,491 deduction
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
Kew York, N. Y.
Four witnesses were heard Mon- for loss on Schenck's yacht, the InCable address:
J-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Filmday, New York.
day: Retired Judge Joseph Buffing- vader, which the latter had purton. 85-vear-old former colleague of chased for $63,218 and sold for $31.The Government had subHOLLYWOOD, Calif.— Judge Davis; William Fox, retired 490.
Representatives:
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone motion
picture
magnate;
Fox's poenaed A. C. Blumenthal. theatrical
LONDON— Ernest W. FredGranite 6607.
producer, as a witness, but has been
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., daughter. Belle, and Judge Davis'
Fox and his daughter are unable to produce him at the trial,
wife.
\V. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
MEXICO CITY— Marco- among those being investigated.
Gibney is the last
Marsoulan (12).
it was learned.
Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindiwitness to testify for the Goveimcalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.
ment, and will continue on the stand
Anti-Discrimination Bill
today.

Up Today

FINANCIAL

Albany

Assembly

In

— Thf

Burrows

lam Handy Organizes

anti-dis-

Tele Production Unit

concerning public
(Tuesday, March 25)
accommodation licenses was put over
Detroit First production unit for
again yesterday for final assembly the television films was announced
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
At the same time, yesterday by the Jam Handy OrNet vote until today.
High
Low Close Chg. the Assembly passed the Andrews ganization, which has had number
Am. Seat
bill, writing in prohibitions against
of films televised for past two years.
Col. Piers, vtc. <2Vi%) 5y8
5'/8
5V8
Va
discrimination in state statutes and One exnerimental film has been proColumbia Picts. pfd
s/
Con. Fm. Ind
9-16
% +1-16 also the Bennett bill bv unanimous duced following all television rules,
8
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
7% 7% 73/8
Va
145-0. While neither Andrews which are found to facilitate rather
East. Kodak
134
+ 1% vote,
132V4 134
nor Bennett bills refer specifically than interfere with motion picture
do pfd
172
172
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Gen. Th. Eq
13
13
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+ Vl to the industry, as does the Burrows production.
Loew's, Inc
31% 3134 3134 + i/4 bill, both are on same subject.
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Paramount
Assemblyman Robert F. Warner,
+ 14
12V8 11% 12
to Hear Arguments
Para. 1st pfd
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.
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20th Century-Fox
6
6
.
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Univ. Pict. pfd
149
149
Warner Bros
2%
do pfd

39

8

RKO
RKO

control bill. Measure now only
apnlies to state highways and restricts signs from within 200 feet of
highway. As constituted, bill does not
pffect city billboards at all.
tising:

8

Film

6

.

149

2%
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Gehring Under Kniie
William C. Gehring, central division manager for 20th-Fox, will be
confined to his home for about a
month to recuperate from an operation performed over the week-end.
Gehring was said yesterday to be
on the mend.

16

MM. Amendment

—

Hartford H. B. 245 concerningmovintr picture machines has the
favorable report of the Judiciary
The bill asks amendCommittee.
ment of statutes regarding fireproof
booths, licensed motion picture operation. State Police inspection, etc.,
to exclude "moving picture machines
using only cellulose acetate film not
more than 10 mm. wide, except when
used in places of entertainment to
which an admission fee is reculailv
charged, such places not to include
schools. Sunday schools, the Grange,
clubs, churches, lodges, etc.
-

On SPG
NLRB
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JAMES ROOSEVELT is scheduled to arrive
Mexico City April 8 to be on hand for th
"Pot O' Cold" premiere April 12 in that I
i
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Deal With Meyer Stern
Gives PRC 100% Coverage
Closing of a franchise deal with

Meyer Stern for the Omaha and
Des Moines territories gives Producers Releasing Corp. 100 per cent
coverage in the United States and
Canada, it was reported yesterday
following the closing of the PRC con
vention in Chicago.
Art Davis, radio western star of
Tulsa, Okla., has been signed by
PRC for a series of six pictures on
the 1941-42 program.

"Pot o' Gold" Will Make
U. S. Debut at the Roxy

hear oral arguments in
3 on the SPG's
U. S. premiere of James Roosepetition for certification as proper velt's "Pot o' Gold" will start at
collective bargaining agent for h.o. the Roxy Theater,
Broadway, on
publicists, the SPG and majors were either April 3 or 4. Deal
was set by
notified yesterday. Prexy Joe Gould Harry Gold, representing United Arand Hy Glickstein, counsel, will ap- tists, and Irving Lesser, representpear for the SPG.
ing the Roxy.
World premiere of the picture
Pari-Mutuel Bill for Pa.
will
be held in Mexico City on
Harrisburg, Pa.
State Senator April 12.
Dent today will introduce a measure
to legalize pari-mutuel wagering at
harness and hunt racing in Pennwill

Washington April

-

—

sylvania.
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80TTNT) PTMN'TS from your nccatlvps. InrliulIne Kn'hrhrnme. Vnlform. highest quality, rnlnr

1600

will

-

VITACOLOR
BROADWAY

DONOVAN, vice-president of RKi
is on the Coast on a business trip
return here in about three weeks.

Pathe News,

He

FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR
TELEPHONE BILL.

CHARGES

on

IT^v

...
Come

our Thursday-Sunday

to

Gonzales'

orchestra,

fun,
7

IT'S LIFE!
no

P.M.

cover

CR

celebrated

charge,

Dinner-Dances!
guests,

great

everything!

1-8131 for reservations

BEVERLY HILLS HOTEL
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.

.

•
j
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Mono. "Block-of-5"

DATE BOOK

Introduced in Iowa

March 27-29:
(Continued from Page
*

1

t

Mar. 28:

val of his Monogram executives to
go ahead with offering the five-picture block to exhibitors.

The contracts offered carried two
features which is believed to be of
particular importance.
One is that
the exhibitors must specify the playing dates for each of the five pictures.
Second four alternate protons are offered with the stiputhat the exhibitor can substitute two of the alternates for the
original five if he cares to do so.
Judd in his first block-of-five contract offered listed "Her First Romance," "The Outsider," "Flying
Wild," "Sign of the Wolf" 'and
"Widows of the Press" as the original five pictures.
Substitutes offered were "Queen of the Yukon,"
"The Ape," "Son of the Navy" and
"The Old Swimming Hole."
W. Ray Johnston, Monogram president, said yesterday in New York
that he had not been informed about
the Judd five-picture plan but indicated that it was a "good idea." The
original five pictures, he said, were
current product, while the alternates, as described by Judd, were
older pictures.

m

Astor.

March 28-29:
ing Aids,

T
•
the

W.

•

YESTERDAY

•

"day

T
go down

will

Elsworth Co.

oi

Greenport,

L.

I.,

cinematic history

tractive Shellfish

Stadium

of

the

&

J.

conspired to pry apart an entire barrel

Buchanan & Co. ad agency

T

T
•

•

BY

The

V

a strange coincidence

a few hours before the
word flashed from the Coast of the deLos Angeles and Hollywood Restaurateur Al Levy

big bivalve blowout

mise of
who invented the oyster cocktail
Beloved by the film colony
and an enthusiastic devotee of the oyster
he lived to be
81
which is a more eloquent review than any pic scrivener
could pen
anent the food value of the "gems of the ocean"

also on

St.,

S-W

Savoy,

has adopted the

24-hours-a-day policy of the Family
which was damaged by fire.
The William Goldman News which
had been scheduled to start the 24hour policy around Easter likewise
rushed in yesterday with the aroundthe-clock policy using a second feature during the late night and early
morning hours. News is across the
street from the Savoy.
Philly

AGVA Names

Philadelphia

—Danny

•

lists

in this

SPEAKING
li'l

Delegates
Montgomery

and Robert Mack have been elected
as delegates to the national executive board of
by the local
here.
April 15 has been set as the
date for nomination of local officers,
with Fred Larkins named at the
week-end as assistant to Dick Mayo,
executive secretary of the local.

AGVA

paper

Silverstone,

LiBeau,

Hugh

Hugh Owen,

Braly,

Van

Wayne

Leer

Plerson

Mildred Aberbook

Sarnoff,

Kirby and Dell

F.

of

Goodman

Edison.

Boston Catholic Motion Picture Guild
Campion Hall, Andover.
Monogram
convention,
Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood.

April

16:
Exhibitor-distributor
Good-will
Get
Together, Penn Alto Hotel, Altoona, Pa.

April 17:
April 24:
April 20:

AGVA

April 27:

Jewish Theatrical Guild benefit, ImTheater.
Pathe Laboratories, Inc., annual meet-

special

election.

Ampa

annual meeting.
MP Salesmen's Club charity
ball, Cocoanut Grove.
April 20:
NVA benefit show, Manhattan Center.
April 22:
All-industry
meeting, sponsored by
Omaha Variety Club, Omaha.
Boston

perial

April 29:
ing.

May

5-8: SMPE Spring
Hotel, Rochester.

May
May

stockholders meeting, New York.
12-14:
National Film Carriers annual convention, Park Central Hotel.
15:
ITO of Montana meeting, Billings,

convention,

Sagamore

RCA

6:

Mont.
15-17:
Variety Club national convention,
Traymore Hotel, Atlantic City.

Sept.

Arthur Kelly,

19:
Philadelphia Variety Club—The Exhibitor golf tournament, Philmont Country

Club.

Nov. 2:

Pittsburgh

Variety

Club

Warners Paying

the

conven-

dinner dance,

April 5-7:
Texas Variety Club golf tournament,
Dallas.
April 7:
Rudolph Berger testimonal, Washington, D. C, Variety Club.
April 13:
Treasurer's Club benefit show, Waldorf-Astoria.

J.

and Harry

American

Latin

anniversary

4-6:

April

May

Billy

25th

retreat,

May

Theater:

Universal
City.

Ampa

Hotel

published

already

banquet.

$100,000

For "Saratoga Trunk"?

f

—

T

T

T

EDITORIAL comment in the Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Times— which might be headed "Hitler,
Leader, Evening News
Please Note!":
"We see where 'Buck Privates' is staying five
•

•

•

Penn

weeks

at the

at the

Comerford

(.theater)

(theater).

•

•

not to like

Ark. J. F. Norman,
owner of the Best Theater, England,
former president of the Ark. ITO,

weekly
a lady asked him

Little Rock,

It

best":

its

Frank Capra

is

said

At a dinner in Hollywood (so the

was true that the weekly in
Duke of Windsor on his next
entertain the Duke?" said Capra, "No. Of course
has never entertained anybody"
had arranged
"That weekly

to

if

it

•

T

T

DEEMS

when they get on the chapter of Taylor and
Christopher Morley is only just recovering from
and his most vulnerable spot was "Kitty Foyle"
his ordeal
He's never been known to end
But Deems can "take it"

Tex O'Rourke
"Fantasia"

up on the wrong note

—

seriously ill at St. Vincents Infirmary here for several weeks, is
said to be improved.

entertain the

Taylor will be the "fall guy" at the monthly
on Friday at the
luncheon of the Circus Saints and Sinners
It's going to be interesting to see the erudite MisHotel Astor
which'll
stand up under the barrage of kidding
ter Taylor
plus probably
be leveled at him by Harold G. Hoffman & Co

•

Norman Improves

J.

certain comic

story goes)

F.

while 'The Dictator' lasted only one

FILE under "criticism at

a

"Saratoga Trunk," new Edna Ferber novel current in a national magazine, was reported yesterday to
have been bought by Warners for
a price in excess of $100,000.

Berlin papers, please copy."

V
•

T

Arnold

J.

meeting, Tor-

April 4-6:

attending tonight's

Canadian air force
Another famous ightin' man
will attend with members of his staff
Colonel William
closely identified with filmland will be on hand
J. Donovan

•

H.

David

George Skouras

Air Marshal William A. "Billy" Bishop, chief

not.

Alfred A. Cohn

.

David Bernstein, John J. O'Connor, Nate J. Blumberg
William' Erbb, Harry Goldstein, E. W. Sweigert, Allen Usher, R. C.

Murray

visit

Trevor Faulkner

to

celebs,

Wanted Wings" at the Astor
of
Cheever Cowdin, Joseph Bemhard, Ned E. Depinet,

question

THE FILM
DAILY to

add

of industry

"I

Brandt, Jack Cohn,

.

T

T
Paramount

o'

ole trade

world premiere

— Local

Market

•

•

sales

Panama

April 4:

.

T
Around-the-Clock Policy
For Two Philly Theaters

at-

the bivalves

•

April 2-6:
tion,

in the

by mere words.
.preferring to let action express their opinion of
which they downed wholesale to the accompaniment
of finely chilled Chablis (Cresta Blanca)
Why Paramount was there
and for that matter
why the trade press mugs were there
is 'cause the Sons of Balaban have a slick new short subject titled,
"Mom and Pop in 'Wild Oysters' "
which opus was shown in the
projection room
just prior to the complete taming of the Gardiner
Island Salts variety by the ravenous scribes
.

regional

Atlas Corp. stockholders meeting, Wilmington, Del.

J.

trade press contingent hereabouts didn't even stop for the formality of appraisal

Republic

:

Chicago.

meeting.

onto.

as

as Paramount and the

Gardiner Island Salts (them's oysters, pardner)

or so of

1

Hotel,

annual

April 2:

a thousand openings"

of

April

in local

Midwest Forum on Visual TeachCongress

MPPDA

March 31:

.

Philadelphia

Paramount theater partners conHot Springs, Va.
Actors Equity quarterly meeting, Hotel

vention.

1)

Small Mich. Towns
Stepping lip Control
Detroit

—

Increasing

rigidity

of

small-town theater control is evident
in the ordinance now completed for
preliminary
approval by the City
Council at Royal Oak. Latest inclusion is a ban on all-night shows.
Other provisions include a curfew
regulation, prohibition of gambling or
a "near-gambling device," ban on undesirable types of advertising, and a
prohibition on Bank Nights, making
"blunderbus" ordinance.
it a typical
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Attorneys Clash

Baltimore Theater Grosses Zoom as Army
Camps, Defense industries Swell Business

At Walbrook Hearing

— Proximity

1)

After

spending

the

entire

day,

marked by clashes between counsel

responsible for decided

(Continued from Page

on Saturday and Sunday nights resemble days of 1917.
Defense industries centered here include Glenn Martin airplane factory,
Bethlehem Steel Company, and Continental Can Co.
Edgewood Arsenal, Army
chemical division, and Aberdeen proving grounds, also are in this vicinity.

Prettyman was that of Thomas
D. Goldberg's Walbrook theater of
rett

Baltimore against 20th-Fox, Warners and the Durkee circuit, in which
Goldberg is attacking the clearance
advantage given Durkee.

Continues in Denver

of defense industries and two Army camps to this city,
upsweep in film grosses here, especially on week-ends.
With draftees getting week-end leave from Camp Meade, downtown streets

Baltimore-

is

(Continued from Page

Goodslein Hearing

AAA Manual for Arbitrators
//

Don't Mix

with Exhibs., Distribs.

over various exhibits and testimony,
Socially
the arbitrator recessed the hearing
this
late
in the afternoon until
A manual detailing the powers,
morning.
It is expected the case duties and responsibilities of arbimay be concluded today, but at the trators, published by the AAA, will
present rate of progress it may run be mailed today to over 700 members
into a third day.
of the motion picture arbitration
panel. Based on the AAA's 15 years
Sher, Hayes at Hearing
of experience, the 16-page code has
The hearing yesterday was held been drawn up primarily as a guide
inpacked
audience
which
before a
in conducting hearings and at the
cluded Robert Sher and James V. same time to acquaint the industry
Hayes, former special assistants to with the high standards which have
the Attorney General, who were Deen set for panel personnel.
key figures in the consent decree neManual stresses tne duty of arbigotiations and who were present to trators to expedite settlements, to
watch their "god child" in operation conduct proceedings with utmost
J. Noble Brafor the first time.
economy, to maintain an even temden, executive secretary of the AAA perament, to set a pace of informalpresent.
was also
ity at hearings, to maintain imparThe hearing started with opening tiality, to avoid fraternizing sostatements by John Caskey, attor- cially with exhibs. and distribs., to
ney for 20th-Fox, Morris Ruffman, accept no free tickets, to refuse to
attorney for
and J. Calvin Car- benefit from offers made to improve
ney for Durkee. J. P. Wright, coun- social and financial positions from
sel for Goldberg, waived an openingstatement. Caskey outlined the operation of the industry for Arbitra- "U" Ordered to Produce
tor Prettyman and stated Pretty- Documents in Schine
man should first determine if the
theaters in controversy are in com(Continued from Page 1)
then determine the anti-trust suit, in which those competition and
reasonable clearance that should be panies with Columbia and United
granted.
Artists continue as defendants.
The arbitrator, under the consent
Included are records concerning
decree, cannot state which theater the names of persons and/or corshould have first and second-run, porations with which Universal alCaskey said, but is confined to clear- legedly refused to negotiate for liance on the theaters the companies censing of films and all corresponvarious runs. Carney dence between Universal and the
select for
stated that the clearance complained distributors originally named as deof is reasonable, citing Durkee's fendants.
higher admission prices and more
modern Ambassador Theater.
B & K Tele Permit Granted
Berger of Loew's on Stand
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

WB

//

mayor, acting- as arbitrator.
Representatives of the defendan
companies 20th Century-Fox, R~
amount and Loew's claimed
Goodstein did not comply with trL
ideas of "minimum standards o
theater
operation,"
basing theij
claims on bankruptcy proceedings o]
Goodstein's companies several yean
ago.
Goodstein declared that pas
events did not enter into the pres
ent situation and if they did "i
might be well to go into the Foj
theaters bankruptcy case."
Because Fox Theaters allegedlj
had the product of seven companies
tied up, Goodstein said he could nol
get sufficient product for his Longmont house until Skouras gave RKO
Warner Bros, and Republic the go
ahead signal to deal with him. Defense claimed that Goodstein orig

—

arbitration proceedings,
to give no inkling what the decision
is to be before the award is made.
In making decisions, arbitrators
are advised that the award should
not go beyond the arbitration agreement's terms, that it should be complete, observing every condition set
forth in the agreement, and be rendAddiered within the time limit.
tionally, arbitrators are told the decision "should be made in clear, and
simple English, technical expressions of law avoided."
In order to encourage the widest
circulation of the manual which has
parties

1)

him as a result of a conference be
tween a Department of Justice rep
resentative and Spyros Skouras, Na
tional Theaters prexy, in New York
Hearing which started yesterda;
may last two or three days, wit]
George D. Begole, former Denve

to

been set up in convenient pamphlet
form, the Association announced last
night that it will send a copy free
of charge to every exhibitor, distributor or interested party writing to
its New York headquarters in Rockefeller Center.

—

inally declared he could operate or
the product of the three companies
Goodstein is asking that the defen
dants be forced to sell him some
product so he will not have to play
so closely to release.

Para. Promotes Mendenhall
Sosna Withdraws His
Dist. Mgr. of Shorts

Case To

Arbitration Complaint
(Continued from Page

Paramount

—district
—

1)

manager

of

short subjects and he goes to Kansas City about the first of April.
Now serving his second term as
chief barker of Tent No. 16, Variety
Clubs, Mendenhall has been branch
He will
boss here about 15 years.

St.

day
filed

Louis

—Louis

M. Sosna yester
withdrew the complaint!
several days ago with the arbi-

officially

tration tribunal for the St. Louis]
territory involving first-run pictures
for his Sosna Theater, Mexico, Mo.,

against Columbia, 20th Century-Fox,
be followed by Al Taylor, who came Loew's, Inc., Paramount, Republic,
here from the San Francisco ex- RWO, Universal, United Artists and
Vitagraph.
change.

Sosna's complaint is the first offifiled with the local tribunal
and its withdrawal leaves but one
case pending here that of the ShirMinneapolis Picture theaters here ley Theater Corp. of Cape Girardeau
Goldberg was put on by Wright
Washington B &
yesterday
as his first witness but was recalled was granted a construction permit didn't suffer as much as they had against RKO involving clearance for
shortly to allow Rudolph Berger, for a new experimental tele station expected from the two-weeks' en- the Fox Midwest circuit houses over
district manager of Loew's to testify. in Chicago by the FCC.
The new gagement of the Shipstad-Johnson the Rialto Theater in that city.
Berger identified contracts between station is to operate on 384,000-396,- Ice Follies at the Arena, which
It is understood Sosna
to
M-G-M and the various theaters in- 000 kilocycles, 10 watts night and closed Sunday night. The Ice Fol- withdraw his complaint decided
when
he
lies
is
always
a
big
draw
here
bevolved as Wright attempted to show day A-5 emission.
cause most of its cast is from Min- learned that because of its nature
that the Walbrook previously played
day and date with Durkee's Ambas- sold the Ambassador two pictures on neapolis, including its owners and it could not be heard until about
Whether he will file
sador Theater. Berger also identified a spot-booking basis to play 8 to 11 stars, Eddie and Ray Shipstad and September.
an amended complaint with the tribcertain letters showing M-G-M had days ahead of any theater in that Oscar Johnson.
Although the ice show enjoyed a unal or bring legal action in the
vicinity.
Toward the close of the season, complete sell-out business at all state courts to protect his interests
is not known in local film circles.
there was considerable controversy performances, the bulk of its pat12 Tribunals Yet
among
counsel as to whether the ronage came from suburban and ruGet Complaints
Many of Friedlander Heads Alliance
Walbrook, which is a little over two ral nearby communities.
Twelve of the 31
arbitration
miles from the Ambassador, is in these remained over week-ends or
Irving Friedlander has been electtribunals have yet to receive their
its
vicinity.
Berger said he re- extra days to see pictures.
ed president of the Alliance of Mofirst complaints.
Cities in which no
garded it as being in the vicinity
tion Picture Machine Operators, it
cases have been filed are Charlotte,
even though the Pimlico and Avalon Lafierty With Gregory
was announced yesterday. Charles
Des Moines, Los Angeles, New Haven,
which Wright said were less than
A. A. Lafferty has joined the Pro- Axelrod was elected vice-president;
Omaha, Portland, Salt Lake City, San
two miles from the Ambassador duction Department of Francis Greg- Peter Waxberg, secretary; and MorFrancisco, Seattle and Indianapolis.
were not regarded by Berger as be- ory & Associates, producers of mo- ris Levy, treasurer. Organization is
ing in the vicinity.
tion pictures for business.
an independent group

—

To

K

Ice Follies Fails to Hit
Minneapolis B. O. Biz

—

cially

—
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"Chamber
Monogram
ENGLISH

79Vz Mins.

MADE THRILLER HAS
PLENTY OF CHILLS AND SUSPENSE.

Audiences that
scale lots should

like

with Alan Mowbray, Donald MacBride,
Elisabeth Risdon

69 Mins.

PROGRAM COMEDY IS OCCASIONALLY
FUNNY, BUT MORE OFTEN RIDICULOUS.
The

be pleased with this new

English-made thriller that Monogram is reBased on an Edgar Wallace novel,
the film has plenty of thrills and chills, a
My amount of suspense and an engaging
Technical asto keep it interesting.
pects of the film are up to par.
Leslie Banks, suave and highly capable
English actor, does a good job in the lead
.

investing his characterization with all
Lilli Palmer
the sinister menace necessary.
is attractive and capable, and Romilly Lunge
competently fills the other top spot. Gina
Malo, Richard Bird and R. Montgomery are
importantly cast. Norman Lee directed, and
also wrote the screenplay in collaboration
role,

with Gilbert Gunn.
Death of a wealthy and eccentric man
Banks and a number
starts the ball rolling.
of other ruthless characters vie for possession of the seven keys which will unlock
the crypt where the man is buried with a
Miss Palmer, an
huge personal fortune.
Ditto Lunge, exheir, enters the scene.
dectective and friend of Miss Palmer. Suffice
to say that Lunge finally disposes of
Banks, rescues Miss Palmer, etc.
CAST: Leslie Banks, Lilli Palmer, Romilly
Lunge, Gina Malo, Richard Bird, R. Montgomery, Dave Home, J. H. Roberts, Cathleen
Nesbitt, Harry Hutchinson, Phil Ray, Aubrey
Mallalieu, Ros Landon.
CREDITS: Producer, John Argyle; Director, Norman Lee; Screenplay, Norman Lee
and Gilbert Gunn; Based on a novel by
Edgar Wallace; Cameramen, Alex Bryce and
Ernest Palmer; Editor, E. G. Richards.

it

DIRECTION,

RKO

their horror in large

leasing.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Adequate.

and tribulations of a pair of
producers in quest of funds to

trials

theatrical

produce a play are set forth at some length
in this program offering with not too happy
results.
At times the heavy burlesquing
of the roles by Alan Mowbray and Donald
MacBride, the aforementioned producers,
are good for laughs, but the story on the
As a
whole is ridiculous and impossible.
filler for nabe houses the picture might be
useful to exhibitors, but that is the limit
its scope.
There are no "names" in the
cast that have b.o. value, the story doesn't
hold water, and there is no other feature

of

to

distinguish

Scale in Stage

Show Bid

—

So far this season the Orpheum
has brought in three units and the
Paramount one with three of the

shows resulting in heavy grosses.
The city has been without a stage
show for two years and only a few
during the past four or

five years.

in

any way.

their best to
get laughs, but their gyrations and facial
expressions become tiresome after a few
reels.

Elisabeth Risdon, a first-rate actress,

who goes hog
and Lee Bonnell and Elyse Knox are
Irving
responsible for the romantic angle.
Reis directed from a screenplay by Ian
McLellan Hunter and Bert Granet.
is

sadly miscast as a recluse

wild,

Mowbray and MacBride have a play, they
have a leading man in Lee Bonnell, but their
Miss Knox, who is more
backer folds up.
than fond of Bonnell, suggests a solution.
Miss Risdon is approached by the two producers made up as sailors, friends of her
Complications,
long-lost
husband-to-be.
burlesque and more burlesque ensue, but
everything finally works out despite the
numerous obstacles at hand.

Richmond's Sick List
Richmond, Va. Ann Culley, wife,
assistant manager, Venus and Ponton Theaters, has the measles. William Ballenger, manager, Grand Theater, is abed with the grippe. Harold
Wood, secretary of Neighborhood
Theaters, has the grippe. Mrs. Vane

—

Willis

59 Mins.

THAN AVERAGE WESTERN The
HAS ENGAGING CAST AND LOTS OF
BETTER

Director,

Producer,

Irving

Reis;

Howard

Ian

plenty of punch into
Starrett arrives

at

it.

a

small

town

to

find

ranchers are in tough straits because rustlers are preventing them from
Starrett
sending their cattle to market.
suggests building a spur railroad to the
nearest market and Willis, principal villain
of the piece, gets enough on the town banker, Prather, to force the loan through, with
plans carefully laid to obstruct the railroad
building until all the ranchers go broke.
Starrett neatly overcomes these difficulties,
but not without considerable trouble.
that the

CAST: Charles Starrett, Frances Robinson,
Stanley Brown, Norman Willis, Ray Teal,
Lee Prather, Bob Nolan, Steve Clark, Bud
Osborne, Eddie Laughton, Richard Fiske,
Jack Low, Sons of the Pioneers.

DIRECTION,
Mc- Good.

Lellan Hunter and Bert Granet; Story, Bert
Granet; Cameraman, Robert de Grasse; Ed-

Theron Warth.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Fast.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Mad Emperor"

NEW YORK

titles)

113 Mins.

TIMES:

A

fragmen-

the British war
stirring subject.
It is
comprised of newsreel clips, and
some of the material was filmed here
in connection with the British War
Relief effort in this country.
Lowell Thomas provides the reel with
an excellent commentary. Some of
the material is truly great both from

dramatic

and

composition

stand-

points.
Reel has some technical
faults, but audiences will overlook
them as their attention will be held
from beginning to end by the subject matter.
Prints, which will be
made up in 16 mm. will be made
available by the 700 offices of the
throughout the country to

BWRS

Kiwanis and other
which want to screen them.
Rotary,

clubs

"Bob Chester and His Orchestra"
Paramount
10 mins.
Swingy Musical
Musically minded audiences, and
especially the jitterbug trade, should
enjoy this fast-moving musical short
featuring Bob Chester and his orchestra.
Betty Bradley and Bill
Darnell vocalize two numbers, "On
The Sunny Side Of The Street" and
"Deep River," and Chester winds
up the reel with a hot improvisation
of the "Chesterwoogie."

Drive April 12-July 12

A 17-year-old female bull fighter,
a traveling beauty parlor, a maker
of imitation royal crowns, a woman
who paints on linen with needle and
wool, a man with a home-made locomotive, full size, which he runs in
his back yard, and Napoleon, the
dog who is featured in the well
known comic strip, are seen in this
All the material is interesting
reel.
and the reel should entertain audiNarration is by
ences generally.
Ken Carpenter and the subject is

Y.— April

12 to July

was the period set for an upstate
New York Warner circuit Spring
campaign designated as Bernhard

Tenth Anniversary Drive. Presiding
over the all-day confab was Moe Silver, zone manager, with Joseph
Bernhard and Harry Goldberg of

New York among

the speakers.

Enthusiasm for the drive was
voiced by all 26 theater managers

present.
tary historical document rather than
integrated drama, its characters factual rather than human. Only toward 5 Stage Actors Signed for Pix
the end does the film arouse itself.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
HERALD TRIBUNE: At its best
Hollywood Five Broadway stage
"The Mad Emperor" is a vivid and players were signed yesterday by
monpoignant portrait of a historical
Para, signed Victor
Coast studios.
Kelsey, wife of the operator of the ster; at its worst it is a disconnected,
Moore for "Louisiana Purchase."
Lyric and Little, Blackstone, is a semi-torpid period drama.
Samuel Goldwyn closed with Carl
patient at the Medical College HosCREDITS: Producer, Nicolas Farkas; Di- Benton Reid and Dan Duryea for
projectionHogwood,
Herbert
pital.
Harry "The Little Foxes";
signed
John rector, Maurice Tourneur. PLAYERS:
ist, Park Theater, has the flu.
to a term contract
Baur, Pierre Renoir, Suzy Prim.
Hernreid
Paul
Lee,
the
of
owner
Curtis Caldwell,
DAILY NEWS: Can not be recom- and also engaged James Corner for
Appomattox, is in the Baptist Hosmended
for anything but the star's the juvenile lead in "Scatter good
pneudouble
pital, Lynchburg, with
Bains Palls the Strings."
brilliant performance.

—

RKO

monia.

war and

film of the
effort is a

"Unusual Occupations"

Albany, N.

(French dialogue, English

Documentary

Depicting different stages of the
War from Poland to Dunkerque and
to Great Britain, this documentary

Paramount

12

"The

Relief Sociey
32 mins.

Bernhard 10th Anniversary

O.K.

* fOR€ICn *

War

Stirring

Latest in the series Columbia produces
with Charles Starrett starring, it is better
than average fare for the western fans.
The cast is engaging, the action is plentiful, the Sons of the Pioneers render several
musical numbers in pleasing fashion, and the
story frame is adequate.
Outdoor scenery
is okay and the picture has a brisk pace.
Starrett is supported by Frances Robinson,
Stanley Brown, Norman Willis, Ray Teal,
Lee Prather, Bob Nolan and other adequate
Sam Nelson directed from an orplayers.
iginal screenplay by Paul Franklin.
Nelson
keeps the action moving at all times and puts

Benedict;

Screenplay,

"Thumbs Up"
British

ACTION.

Risdon,

World Pictures

On

Norman
Columbia

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Fier; Director,
Lee Bonnell, Elyse Knox, Sam Nelson; Original Screenplay, Paul FrankBradley
Page,
Chester lin; Cameraman, George Meehan; Editor,
Charles Quigley,
Clute, Jane Patten, Georgia Backus.
Arthur Seid.
Elisabeth

* SHORTS *

with Charles Starrett, Frances Robinson,

CAST: Alan Mowbray, Donald MacBride,

itor,

Des Moines, la. A direct bid for
more stage shows in Des Moines was
made by Local No. 75 of the A F of
M through an agreement to slash
union scale from $10 to $7 per man.

it

Mowbray and MacBride do

CREDITS:

Des Moines Musicians Cut

"Outlaws of the
Panhandle"

"Footlight Fever"

of Horrors"

with Leslie Banks, Lilli Palmer,
Romilly Lunge

:<

:<

11 mins.

Interesting Subject

in

Magnacolor.
"Picture People"

RKO-Pathe

10 mins.

Hollywood Stuff
Jack Benny and Rochester, Gracie
Allen and George Burns, Joe E.
Brown, Margaret Lindsay and Lum
and Abner are seen in this reel.
Material is good and the subject
should prove of interest to movie
fans. Louise Rousseau directed and
Frank Donovan is credited as the
Subject has quite a few
producer.
laughs and it is well staged.

THE
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Anti-Consent Decree
Bill in

$517,336 20th-Foxl940 Loss
$2,800,000 More

Michigan

in

Foreign Assets Reserve

BOOK REVIEWS

(.Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

$2,032,664, after due provision for
of the forcing of shorts, Federal income taxes, would have
newsreels, serials, and reissues; and been shown,
compared to a consolia requirement that distributors have
dated net profit of $4,146,813 for
a state license.
As interpreted in trade circles 1939.
here, the apparent intent of the bill
In discussing practical aspects of
is to destroy entirely the run and
the reserve in relationship to the
clearance setup.
consolidated balance sheet, the reFirst reports from industry rep- port states that the purpose of the
resentatives at Lansing indicate that additions to the reserve for foreign
the bill is intended by its sponsor, assets is to exclude from net income
unknown to the trade, to accomplish that portion earned during the year
the same purposes as the anti-five in foreign currencies, not currently
bills in Minnesota and Georgia.
realizable in U. S. dollars due to reIndustry leaders left here late strictions imposed by foreign govyesterday for Lansing to check the ernments, and therefore not availgenesis of the measure and its pro- able for use in the corporation's ophibition

visions.

State-Wide

Campaign

Backs Mo. 150-Min.

Bill

—

Louis To support its proSt.
posed bill limiting film programs to
150 minutes, the Better Films Council of Greater St. Louis has mapped
a state-wide campaign.
Plans call for the appearance be-

Inventories

were reported as being decreased
uuring tne year by $3,005,108. The

company acquired 7,600 shares of
own preferred stock during 1940,

its

and subsequently has increased its
purchases to 8,756 shares, with price
of the retired preferred stock aver-

aging $16.24 per share.
Gross Income $45,573,943
Gross income from sales and rentals of film and accessories was listed
at
Dividends re$45,573,943.19.
ceived by the company totaled $715,515.60, and miscellaneous income totaled $942,306.98. Operating expenses of exchanges, head office and administrative expenses were set at
erations in the U. S.
Net foreign $10,814,505.89, while amortization o±
assets at the end of 1939 were set
production and other costs totaled
at $7,088,197 against which there
$29,813,785.77. Participation in film

was a reserve

of $450,000 (created
rentals (including $3,061,382.20 for
prior to 1939), leaving a net balaffiliated companies not consolidated)
ance of $6,638,197, compared to net
totaled $3,998,602.02.
foreign assets at the end of 1940
Earned surplus as of Dec. 28, 1940
of $10,338,707, with total reserve
Comwas set at $13,172,467.66.
against foreign assets now amountpany's investment at cost in the
ing to $3,250,000.
United American Investing Corp.
Dividends $693,000
(50 per cent owned) and the Metro-

NT

fore legislative committees at Jefferson City of eye and nerve spe-

Dividends from National Theaters
during 1940 were set at $693,000,
welfare
child
cialists, educators and
compared with $756,000 for 1939.
workers to urge the proposed meas- Consolidated net income of National
ure's passage.
Theaters and subsidiaries was re"As a last resort, we are attempt- ported at $2,037,177.
ing to do by legislation what should
Company's consolidated balance
have been done by the industry and sheet as of Dec. 28, 1940, showed
the exhibitors particularly, not only current assets totaling $31,536,696,
for the public good but for their including cash of $11,908,691, domesown best interests," Col. Milton F. tic and foreign, as against current
Napier, BFC counsel, who drafted
the measure, said yesterday.
Commenting on the move, Harry Stop Bridges Deportation,
general man- Petition of 22 Pix
C. Arthur, Jr., F &
ager, declared he was in favor of
single features, but expressed doubt West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Movement to kill the
that the bill will achieve that obproceedings
against
Fred Wehrenberg, MPTO deportation
ject.
prexy, said he was agreed with the Harry Bridges, CIO leader, has enbill's general principles, but favored listed the support of 22 film colony
an amendment to limit programs to "names" who have sent a petition
to the Attorney General at Washthree hours.
Signers, according to the
Wehrenberg indicated five of his ington.
houses will drop four-hour shows Bridges Defense Committee, include
Arthur said his circuit Orson Welles, Robert Sisk, Artie
shortly.
would drop triples and four-hour Shaw, Burgess Meredith, Dudley
Dalton Trumbo, Vincent
Nichols,
bills if competitors would end givedropped merchan- Sheean, John Howard Lawson, IrF &
aways.
Weh- win Shaw and Sidney Buchman.
dise gifts some months ago.
renberg observed that while he favTo Distribute Rin Tin Tin, Jr.
ored elimination of all merchandise
Arthur Ziehm, Inc., has taken over
impossible
was
move
the
giveaways,
four
because exhib. contracts for mer- World distribution rights to
Rin Tin Tin, Jr. features from Metchandise overlapped.

polis

and Bradford Trust

Co., Ltd.,

(holding companies for investment
in Gaumont British Pictures Corp.,
Ltd.,)

was

set

at

$3,737,830.82.

—

M

First retropolitan Pictures, Inc.
lease is "The Law of the Wolf."

Cheaper "Fantasia" Seats

—

MANUAL OF ARBITRATION UNDER THE MOTION PICTURE CONSENT DECREE. By Abram F. Myers,
65 pages. Available only through Allied States Association.

Arbitration under the consent decree in the New York equity suit be-

comes an understandable procedure
in a manual prepared by Abram F.
Myers, general counsel of Alh>'
Written expressly for Allied ml
bers, the book gives facts about \.J
consent decree and information and
advice on how to prepare and file an
q

arbitration case.
Especially valuable to exhibitors
is a set of special forms or model letters to distributors, written in proper
language so that an exhibitor can
make each letter fit his own particular situation.
These letters include
such situations as requesting that
features be licensed on a particular
run, information relative to franchises protecting clearance, information relative to franchises protecting runs.
There also are model notices to
distributors that features have been
forced, that shorts have been forced,
of inability to license wanted product
without having to accept unwanted
product, of intention to file an arbitration proceedings and many other
types which should be of value to ex-

Holdings in National Theaters were
valued at $8,859,886.76, in Roxy
Theater, Inc., $897,713.66, and In hibitors.
Every phase of arbitration, preMovietonenews, Inc., $683,680.47.
Roxy Theater, Inc., according to paration and procedure is presented
the report had a net loss of $42,- in a concise manner. Each provision
289.05 for 1940.

John D. Williams Rites
"Names" To be Held This Afternoon

M

STORKS!

liabilities of $4,215,852.

Funeral services for John D. Williams, former stage producer and director, and at one time vice-president of Allied Arts Productions,
to produce films of
Inc., formed
serious musical works, will be held
at the Cooke Funeral Home, 1 W.
190th St., at 1 p.m. today. Williams
in Broadway producCharles Frohman, A. L.
Erlanger and Sam H. Harris.

was associated
tion

with

of the decree relating to arbitration
is analyzed and explained, so that no
exhibitor who is planning a case
should be in the dark as to how to

proceed
Allied members and units have a
valuable piece of property in Myers's
contribution.
It is something that
the entire exhibition side of the industry should value. A.F.S.

—

Ruth Bodwell Burke Dead

—

Boston Ruth Bodwell Burke, BosPost feature writer on stage
and screen, is dead of a heart atton

tack.

Morton Birge Dies
Editing Siamese Feature
Boston Morton Birge, 67, long a
dramatic feature,
first
Siam's
motion picture and editorial writer
"King of the White Elephants," is
his
now being cut and edited in New for the Daily Record, is dead at

—

York for American presentation.

Pix,

which has English dialogue, was
brought over by Louis Banomyong.

Ascot Reopens Tomorrow
The Ascot Theater, Grand Con-

home

in

Chatham.

WEDDING
—

BELLS

Hazleton, Pa. Petro A. Maguzzi,
Aldine, playing course and 183d Street in the Bronx,
Philadelphia
"Fantasia," has added a 50 cent ad- will re-open tomorrow night. Leon- owner of a chain of theaters in Eastthe ern Pennsylvania, was married to
Detroit
Carl Zipper, PRC booker mission during the day and also has ard E. Sampson, formerly of
introduced a cheaper admission at Fifth Avenue Playhouse will direct Laura Mae Shultz of Hazleton, in
here, has a new son.
the international film policy.
White Temple Methodist Church,
night.
Miami, Fla., March 10, it is anScranton, Pa. A baby boy, their
Pix. Palace First-Run
nounced.
first child, was born to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Moss Joins
Carl Moss, formerly in the 20th
"Flight From Destiny," new WarLouis Cimino March 12. Father is
Mitzi Miller, acSalisbury, N. C.
president of the Scranton division, Centurhy-Fox publicity department, ner release, will open tomorrow at
orchestra leader Tommy
Comerford Theaters Bowling League, has been added to the RKO adver- the Palace, it was announced yester- tress, and
Tucker were married here.
day by RKO Theaters.
and employe of Rialto Theater here. tising department.

—

—

RKO

WB

—

INI
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Iowa House fo

On

Ad

Special Tax Bill

WHO

WHO'S
TDWARD

GOLDEN.

A.

Born

in

HOLLYWOOD

IN
New York

City,

March

17,

1887.

HCLLyWCCD
Speaking—

His family

*~ moved to Boston when he was eight years old. Attended Boston schools and
a graduate of Tufts Dentist College in 1909.
Practised dentistry for five
years.
Worked for Hiram Abrams' Boston Photoplay Company. Left Abrams
and went into business for himself and handled exploitation for such pictures
as "Where Are My Children?" and D. W. Griffith's "Hearts of the World."
Owned the Lewis J. Selznick franchise for New England. Bought out Louis B.
Mayer's interest in American Feature Company which had a Metro franchise for
New England, Later, owned the Universal franchise for New England. In 1920
sold Metro franchise to Marcus Loew and continued with Metro until 1926.
Entered theatrical real estate promotion and brokerage business in New York.
In 1932 joined Monogram as sales manager and during the NRA was a member
of the Code Authority representing the Independent interests. Severed relations with Monogram in
November 1940 and formed University Film Productions, Inc.
"The Kiss of Death" will be initial
picture to be produced and distributed by this new

was

(Continued from Page

1)

admissions up to 50 cents and two
cents up to one dollar in addition to
the present state and federal taxes.
The bill would tax all types of admission tickets, including even high
school athletic events.

The measure

,

is

one of a series in-

tended to raise $9,000,000 for public
school revenue. Another of the series would place a $100 a year tax
the new Soundies.
it the same time the theater operators are opposing s.f. 5 in the
Senate which has been placed on the
upper chamber calendar and is due
for floor consideration shortly. This
bill would change the present sales
tax plan to a receipted tax and
would deprive the operators of a
portion of the tax now left from
adults to pay for the children tickets.

Army

Theaters Competitive

—

Phenix City, Ala. Not one headache but five are in store for local
exhibs. as the Government keeps on
opening theaters in Ft. Benning, Ga.,
with only the state line between.
Three 1,000-seaters that cost $50,000 apiece are already taking away
the soldier boy b.o. receipts, and two
more just like them are on the way
to completion.

organization.

Company

has

established

to

Produce 16

mm.

in

Ready by

Sept. 15

TDWARD SMALL
*~ to direct
slated

Film

date.

(Continued from Page 1)

as

has signed

"G-Man

the

first

on

Tim Whelan

Scotland

vs.

his

new

Yard,"
season's

program.

CAN

•
•
FERNANDO VALLEY

had

its

own

** private preview party at the Sky Lane
Cafe in Burbank when 10 reels of "Soundies" were shown.
More than 200 members
of the film industry, Burbank city fathers,

hosted the party, being ably assisted
by N. H. (Jack) Brower, general manager
of the Soundies organization.

ies,"

•

•

kJORMAN TAUROG, M-G-M

Mono. Completes
1941-42 Financing
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

—

RALPH WILK

—HOLLYWOOD

director,

is

^

playing host to Rockwell Stevens, prominent
executive
of
Republic
the
Steel
Corp., of Cleveland. Taurog is giving a spe'

Para, to Have 10-15

By

prospective exhibitors,
representatives of
the Mills Novelty Company, RCA sound,
Cameo Pictures and Jimmy Roosevelt's
Globe Productions attended. Don Hermanson, exclusive Valley distributor for "Sound-

Hollywood and New York. Married and celebrated
his 30th wedding anniversary February 28, 1941.
Has two children, both married, Robert S. Golden,
who is a film editor, and Ruthie Golden, who is
married to Larry Witten, an agent.
Has two
grandchildren. Those who know him well call him
"Doc." Was made an Oklahoma Colonel by the
Governor of Oklahoma, and a Texas Ranger by
the Governor of Texas.

decree and that production was being kept apace with all schedules.
Freeman denied newspaper reThe Screen Readers Guild expects
to complete production of a 16 mm. ports that a "shakeup" was in pros"Galley pect at the Paramount studios.
titled,
tentatively
film,
Subject is
Slave," during April.
being produced in its entirety by
Lend-Lease Bill to Help
members of the Guild, with favorweather permitting outdoor Theater Biz in Trinidad
able
shooting holding up completion to

SRG

offices

—

cial

showing of

"Men Of

Boys'

Town,"

for

Stevens in an M-G-M projection room.
Stevens, incidentally, is a graduate of Father
Flanagan's organization.

•

CAM

•

WOOD has reported to Warner
raised but the extent of the higher
** Bros., to start casting on "King's Row."
production costs will not be revealed
Wood has been having extensive conferences
until the convention of franchise
holders meets in Hollywood next with Warner executives concerning the
script and it is now ready for
month.
treme caution, will be taken
Negotiations for the continuation

of

the

distribution

of

Monogram

product in Great Britain will be resumed this week with William Gell,

managing
tures, Ltd.,

director

who

Claim Records

is

for

of Pathe Picin the U. S.

Chaplin

to

Exthe casting

select exactly the right players for this

drama which

is

centered around

•
EMBRACING

™

shooting.
in

Brown,

his

M-G-M

a hospital.

•
opportunity,

Clarence

had several sections of the Los Angeles River photographed for use in "The Uniform," which
he is directing.
The river will represent
the Danube in the picture.
At almost any
other time of the year Brown would have
had to go on location for the river shots.
director,

has

in Port of Spain, who
Charles Chaplin's "The Great DicPreferred
is here for a month's stay.
BeShareholders of tween 20,000 and 30,000 men are tator" has broken records in 23
Hamilton, Ont.
foreign countries in which it has
Hamilton United Theaters have been expected to be stationed there, Major
played so far, according to Walter
•
•
advised that the company is inter- Tebay said.
Gould, head of United Artists' forested in purchasing a limited numJACK OAKIE, who recently completed his
Since the war started, he said. eign department. These included 15
* role in "The Great American Broadcast,"
ber of preferred shares for redempAmerican companies have been able Latin-American territories, Great
Tenders are asked.
tion.
at 20th Century-Fox, his home studio, will
India,
China,
Australia,
to take out only 60 per cent of their Britain,
be co-starred with Ann Sheridan and Eddie
Philippine
have
Settlements,
revenue
and
all
companies
Straits
Chosen
Best Cuban Film
Albert in "Navy Blues," at Warner Bros.
Cinema large cash balances there. Theater Islands. Netherland East Indies and
Havana (By Air Mail)
•
•
Africa. Gould said that deals
South
business
is good despite low admismagazine's contest for the best
ILLUSIONS" is the title selected by
pending
in a half-dozen other
weather.
Amerwere
hot
sion
prices
and
'
Cuban picture was won by "El RoAlexander Korda for his next Merle
ican pictures predominate, Major countries for release' next month.
mance Del Palmar."
Oberon starrer under the direction of Julien
Tebay said, although British, InDuvivier.
dian and Chinese features find a Astor Takes Color Reels
•
•
Six Como-Color one-reel cartoon
market on the island.
THE Hollywood Colorfilm Corp. has en35 V. S. Cities Use
subjects produced by P. A. Powers
*
tered the color field and announces
will be released by Astor Pictures
Informative Films
Corp. through its national franchise Vitacolor, a two and three-color process.
Smoke
Fails to Oust Audience
cities
Thirty-five
U.
S.
Chicago
Tin The company at present is concentrating on
Two hundred natrons in the Boro holders. First is "The BraveApril
of more than 50,000 population have
the 16 millimeter field. The new firm will
Soldiers" and will be released
remained
Brooklyn,
Hall
Theater,
inform
their
used motion pictures to
15.
Others, to be released on a also make two and three-color 16 mm.
smoke
yesterday
when
their
seats
in
accordcitizens of municipal affairs,
one every six weeks, are prints from 35 mm. separation negatives.
from a fire in a nearby radio store schedule of
ing to the International City Man-'
•
•
"Puss in Boots," "Queen of Hearts,"
Blaze
was
house.
into
the
seeped
agers' Association headquarters here.
"Aladdin," "Jack and the Beanstalk" DOBERT DONAT has been engaged by
extinguished.
quickly
•^ 20th-Fox to plav the lead in "Pitt the
Production costs varied from $250 to
and "The Little Red Hen."

HUT

to

Redeem

tists'

manager

—

—

1

1

—

$25,000, Detroit spending the top
Running time ranges from 10
sum.
Films were produced
to 75 minutes.
by both amateurs and professionals.
film,
color
produced
a
Portland
"Municipal Service," with running
time of 75 minutes.

Chaplin Festival for 5th Ave.
Burke, Evans Promoted
The Fifth Avenue Playhouse yesGeorge Evans, chief of staff of the
terday announced the launching of Fabian Fox Theater in Brooklyn, has
a Charlie Chaplin Festival starting been appointed assistant manager of

A

length the house, succeeding John Burke
program of notable Chaplin shorts who has been made publicity manager.
will be shown.

Thursday, April

3.

full

Younger," by Lloyd Castlerosse in England,
Carol
according to word received here.
Reed will direct.

•
I

ILLIAN

GISH

•
has

approved

the

film

*" adantation of "Ladies in Retirement"
and will probablv return to the screea in
that Columbia film.

w

10

Nazis

Make

Bid for

Toronto Paper Lauds Pro-British Hollywood
As Becoming Great U. S. "Cultural Center"

—

Argentine Market

—

Buenos Aires (By Cable) Spearhead for a determined Nazi drive to
capture the Argentine film market

German

organization of
UFA Film de la Argentina, distributing- company, was announced here
yesterday.
The new corporation will distribute the German productions of UFA,
Tobis and Terra, the three largest
for
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Toronto The Globe and Mail, in
paper editorially, pays glowing tribute
pro-British sentiment," adding, "and
things, coming to be one of the great

the past far from being a pro-Hollywood
Hollywood now as "a veritable nest of
Hollywood, we suppose, is, among other
cultural centers of the United States."

Buy Gov't

Securities

Wood Tells Industry

to

—

all

Columbus, O. Suggestion that ai
-industry committee be organize!

at once to pledge to the

films,

See Mass. Censor
Bills

as

Doomed

Delay Decision

On

wage
rities"

in

Government Savings Secu

is

made by Pete

J.

Wood

ITO

Boston The Censorship CommisUFA sion
proposed in legislative bills in"RauschArgentina
is
Film de la
troduced in the General Court will
schedende Ball Nacht," which was
be killed without ever going to a
uled to go into the Luxe Cinema Ideal vote. That prediction is safe enough
on Friday but pressure brought to after watching the procedure Monbear by one U. S. distributing com- day.
pany led to film's withdrawal from
The bill to establish a Censorship
that theater. It will be screened in Commission, which would set up a
the Monumental, the local industry's commission of three men, or women,
show-window.
Governor,
New company has as its presiding ali to be named by the
First pix to be handled bv

.

Industry Probe

—

Nazi studios.

Governmen

that "every individual making a liv
will regu
ing out of this industry.
larly and systematically invest a cer
tain portion of his or her salary 01

(Continued from Page

1)

of Ohio secretary, in identica
letters sent to Nicholas M. Schen'>v
S. R. Kent, Harry M. Warner, I

appear before the Committee.
No
decision has been made as to when ney Balaban and George J. Scn\
further hearings will be had on the fer.
resolution, but a House Rules Com"The matter of raising billions o:
mittee spokesman said they definite- dollars to pay the cost of the De
ly would be held.
fense Program is just as importan
Boren contended that the film in- as selecting the boys and men wh<
dustry has already begun to in- have been and are being sent to th<
fringe on the terms of the New York training
Wood
writes
camps,"

consent decree.
"Therefore, let this industry lead the
Rep. E. E. Cox, (D., Ga.), a mem- way in this most vital and impor
ber of the Committee, said in his tan't undertaking and thus start
sponsible for the
opinion pictures had been "used to movement in which other industrie
appearing before the
in Spain.
characterizing the effort as merely corrupt the public and private mor- will soon join."
to
expects
Briester, it is reported,
a bit of politics calculated to pro- als."
During World War I, Wood wa
get Nazi product into Argentina
a
in charge of the sale of the Govern
Germanico. duce additional jobs and to give
Banco
the
through
power never before Exemption Hearings
commission
ment Savings Securities in the
Films will be routed by plane via
sought over the film industry in
Fourth Federal Reserve District.
Spain, by steamer via Siberia and
at Coast
this state.
Japan and by plane via Portugal and
Many advertising agents also apNew York.
peared to protest against the bill, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
been
have
past
the
in
films
German
Hollywood
President Edward CineSimplex Signs
which if passed, would provide for
distributed largely by OCA, headed
Gilbert
Screen
of
Designers was Pact With
Set
adverAffiliate
Locally, the censorship of all forms of
by Nicolas di Fiore.
the first witness heard at the heartising in theaters.
exhiboccasionally
Nazi product is
ing'
before
Merle
Vincent,
chief
D.
Sponsors of the bill are Leo SulSyracuse, N. Y. Following three
Two Cineac
ited in the Alvear.
of the hearing's
and exemptions
livan and Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr.
months of negotiations, the CineSimhouses, one in this citv and the
branch of the Work-Hours Adminisplex Corp., manufacturer of moving
other in the Belgrano suburb, play New Joelson Subsidiaries
tration Branch of United States Dent,
picture cameras, has signed a new
UFA newsreels regularly.
He contended set de- one-year contract with the CIO':
Albany Manox Theater Corp. and of Labor.
Svdbar Theater Corp. have been signers should have protection under United Electrical, Radio and Machine
Latin-American Radio
chartered here. Companies are said the Wages-and-Hours Act because Workers of America.
to be subsidiaries of J. J. Theaters, they are not creative artists and
Program Plan Tabled
The contract provisions provide
Trie, which recently took over the may not change anything without
for a 40-hour working week witr
York
Consolidated circuit in New
instructions.
(Continued from Page 1)
time and a half for overtime, double
Citv. J. J. Theaters, headed by Julius
Cartoon animator assistants were time pay for employment on Sunyesterday following a meeting of
Joelson, will be the holding company.
claimed as non-professional or "in- days and six legal holidays; a Christmajor company foreign publicity
betweeners" bv George E. Bodle. mas holiday with pay; 40 hours' vaca
directors.
New Cuban Film Firm
those
Difficulty in clearing music rights
counsel for Screen Cartoonists Lo- tion each year with pay for
(By
Air Mail) Diamond
for a year
Havana
employed
agreement
been
have
who
an
reach
to
inability
and
cal 582.
Dave Garber, Universal
new producer-distribuwho work on the night shifl
on costs were said to have been the Films S. A., a
executive, F. E. Pelton. labor con- those
operations. Officers
has
started
tor,
launching
will receive a bonus of 10 per cenl
in
delay
the
reasons for
tact
for
producers,
Fred
Myers.
and
Melchor Torrubia, president;
are:
higher than day workers.
the programs at this time.
Fnriaue Martinez, vice-president: 20th Century-Fox, opposed the conA minimum wage was set for eacr
lose Estefano, treasurer and Raul tentions of labor groups seeking job.
Under classification of jobs
5th for "Strawberry Blonde"
non-exemption at the hearing.
Estefano, secretary.
received from 5 to IE
employes
some
Pelton conceded producers
are
Cincinnati—"Strawberry Blonde,"
increase in wages
hour
cents
an
Keith's.
Catholic Guild Retreat Set
willing to stand on the Government's
is in its 5th week at RKO
Machinery to handle grievances was
findings
of
actors'
classification
Boston Retreat of the Catholic
set up.
Motion Picture Guild will be held at leaving matters in abeyance until
Irish Censor ISixed
Campion Hall. Andover, Anril 4-6. negotiations now pending between
William Murphy. Francis McManus, the Screen Actors Guild and the nro26 Features In >40
Tom Duane and Major Patrick Healy ducers progress further. Members
479
(By Air Mail)— Of
Dublin
are in charge.
of International Photographers Lofeature pictures imported in 1940, 26
cal
sound men. carptenters
659,
were rejected as inimical to the inDietrich. Morosco to Separate
New Britain, Conn. J. Humph
utility
workers,
nainters.
script
terests of the nation. Two other remanager at the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
assistant
clerks, second assistant directors, reys,
Hollywood
Ralph Dietrich and
jects were approved following cuts.
been called to the colors
the Strand, has
genius Hans

who was re- was condemned before the Commitof those
German film setup tee in vigorous terms, many
committee

Briester,

i

Under

Way

New

—

CIO

—

—

—

—

TO THE rOWMRS!
—

—

Of the total, 319 were passed, while
131 were cut.
Of the 750 short subjects viewed,
699 were passed, 43 were cut and
eight rejected. Censors rejected 309
posters and stills.
During the year, 1,068 films

—

—

Walter Morosco who have two more

pictures yet to make as co-producers
arp to become individual producers
at 20th Century-Fox.

New
fea-

were imported from
tures and shorts
the U. S., 159 from Britain and two
from France.

electrical workers are among
croups seeking non-exemption under

Wage-and-Hours Act.
Exhibs. Scent B. O. Gains

Pix Slot

Machine

—

Rochester Good news to local exIdeal Films Corp., hibs. was the announcement here
will soon introduce a film vending: that
clothing
Rochester's
13,000
machine, under the trade name of workers will receive a 10 per cent
Tde^l Premiere. Bertram Willough- wage increase under a new labor conby heads the company.
tract just signed.

Chicago

—The

Detroit

manager

—

Jack Sturm, ad

for 20th-Fox, and

sales!

son

o:f|

Lester Sturm, branch manager, was
feted at a party by fellow-employes]
before his departure for the Army.
Scranton, Pa.

—James Gavin of the

Comerford Theaters,
fice

Inc.,

home

here, has been drafted.

of-|

tJ^J IN^J

KLMUVC

I
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"BIG FIVE" REVAMPING LICENSING PACTS
Para. Sets 1941-42 Shorts; Single Reels Ruling
One Two-Reeler

as Color

Special; 85 Singles Will
Include Three New Series

Great ]\ech Arbitration Case to be Heard
On April 3 as New York TribunaVs First

Designed to Meet Consent
Decree Requirements; No

First arbitration hearing in the New York tribunal has been set for April
Case was the second filed with the local board and was submitted by the
Esquire Theater, Great Neck, L. I., naming the five consenting companies as
Complaint involves clearance.
defendants.
First case filed in New York, that of the Regent Theater, Brooklyn, against

Uniformity in Provisions

3.

vas

:HH
:he

ree
iffl-

Eighty-five one-reel films, a tworeel special Technicolor cartoon and
104 issues of the newsreel will comprise Paramount's short subject program for the 1941-42 season. Budgets for the program will be the
largest in the company's history,
according to Neil Agnew, vice-president and general sales manager.
Three new series are to be introduced on the new lineup and several
other groups will be expanded. New
{Continued on Page 10)

Licensing agreements of the so"Big Five" companies are
being re-written to conform with
the consent decree.
Each company
will have its own contract and there
will be no uniform agreement, alcalled

the five companies, will be heard April 8. It also concerns clearance.
Warren Leslie, Jr., has been named arbitrator in the third New York case,
No date for hearing the complaint
filed by the Forum Theater, Metuchen, N. J.
The Forum seeks reduction in clearance now granted to three
has been set.

Walter Reade theaters

in

though the five companies are bound
by the same provisions of the con-

Plainfield.

sent decree in the

New York

equity

suit.

Progress Slow at

Nixed Metro Offer,

Walbrook Hearing

Goodslein Testifies

Production Speedup

Attorneys currently are drafting
pacts and reportedly are run-

new

(Continued on Page 10)

Jos. Siccardi Files

—

THE FILM DAILY

Denver M-G-M's offer to sell five
Walbrook arbi- pictures to the Longmont Theater. Clearance Complaint
Says
tration clearance case dragged into Longmont, Colo., provided the disits second day yesterday with the tributing company would be dropped
Andora Amusement Corp., operatnot yet in sight. Whereas Tues- from the arbitration complaint was
A speedup of production by film end
the Liberty Theater. Plainfield,
ing
of
operator
the
Goodstein,
possible
refused,
J.
J.
day
was
considered
it
companies is necessary in order to
J., has filed a clearance complaint
N.
yesterin
testified
here
those
Longmont,
the
have sufficient product on hand to case might run three days,
New York arbitration tribbe sur- day at the second day's hearing on with the (Continued
on Page 10)
meet requirements of trade showings attendance now would not
(Continued on Page 10)
prised if it ran four or even five
decree,
York
consent
under the New
Washington Bureau of

Needed,

'.'

Wobber

or it may necessitate sale of pictures
singly, Herman Wobber, 20th-Fox
distribution chieftain, asserted yes(Continued on Page 9)

24-Sheets to Advertise
Variety Club Convention
Annual Variety Club convention

in

Atlantic City May 15-17 will be advertised via 24-sheets throughout the
country, John Harris, national chief
barker, announced yesterday. Each

Washington

—The

days at the present rate of progress.

At

the conclusion of yesterday's
(Continued on Page 5)

Durland Will Eye

Manny Brown Heads New
Para. Western District

Scripts

For Latin-American Boners

Paramount's recently-created

dis-

covering the Denver. Salt Lake
City and Omaha territories will be
Appointment of Addison Durland, headed by Manny Brown, currently
Creachief of NBC's Spanish section, as Montreal district manager.
a member of the Production Code tion of the three-city western disAdministration staff under Joseph trict was announced by Paramount
Breen in Hollywood, effective in January but Neil Agnew, general
I.
Apr. 14, was announced in New sales manager, has just made the
trict

(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 10)

(Continued on Page 8)

iS

Kane" Reported

Set

For Two N. Y. Houses
Date for the opening of Orson
Kane" was reWelles' "Citizen
ported yesterday along film row to
It was also reported
be April 14.
that the RKO picture would have a
dual premiere at the Ri volt and Palace
Theaters on a two-a-day basis at adEfforts to
vanced admission prices.
verify the reports both in New York
and on the Coast were unavailing last
night.

la. Exhibs. Win Tax Bill Fight
Amendment Excludes all Theaters From Levy
Nazis Charge "Blackmail'
In Argentine Withdrawal

—

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) Whipped into a frenzy by the withdrawal
of the German film, "Eauschende
Ball Nacht," from the Ideal, reputedly under pressure by an American
distributor, the Nazi press here yes(Continued on Page 10)

—

Des Moines Exhibitors scored a
smashing victoiy in the Iowa House
yesterday obtaining an exemption of
all picture houses from a special
amusement tax bill which faces almost certain defeat as the result of
a fight sponsored by the operators.
Bill known as H. F. 315 would place
a tax ranging one cent up to 50,
two cents up to $1 and as high as
(.Continued on Page 9)

Para. "Wings" Shoirtd
Ride the R. O. Crest
The mass appeal of its sure-fire
dramatic story enhanced not a little
by the essential timeliness of its subthe U. S. Army's aerial
ject matter
Paramount's "I
defense program
Wanted Wings," given a gala world
premiere at the Astor on Broadway
last night before a truly distinguished
audience of first-nighters, should ride
the box office crest.
This Arthur Hornblow, Jr., produc-

—

—

tion, directed by Mitchell Leisen, has

magnificent suspense and dynamic
punch, an adroit blending of cinematic romance and neat comedy
which spells popular entertainment,
and in its fine exposition of how the
Army Air Corps is transforming aviation-minded youth into crack pilots,
a patriotic appeal and message of inUnited
these
value
to
estimable
States in what well may be the nation's greatest crisis.
full review, turn to Page 8;
premiere color report, see Along
the Rialto, Page 5).

(For

for

— BAHN.

|

w
Disney Studio to Go on
Five-Day Week Saturday
West Coast Bureau
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Hollywood Beginning on Saturday the Walt Disnev studio goes on

week.
This is the first
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher
time this has been done in the hisDONALD M. MERSEREAU
General Manager tory of the organization.
Previous
CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor hours
included period of 8:30 to
12:30 on Saturdays.
Published, daily except Saturdays, Sundays and
Reason for the switch was the
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
number of Disney employes coming
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
under the Wage and Hour scale.
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
Entered as The studio estimated that a good
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
two-thirds of the personnel came unpost-office at New York,
under the
N. Y.
Terms (Postage free) der the Wage and Hour scale which
act of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York calls for a 40-hour week, while a
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
third of the personnel consisting of
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should
$3.00.
Address all communications top creative group work 44 hours a
remit with order.
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, week at the present time.
This
I)
Phone BRyant 9-7117, meant confusion, production hinKew York, N. Y.
Cable address:
J-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
drance, and added overtime expense
Filmday, New York.
to the necessity of staggering the
Representatives:
HOLLYWOOD, Calif.— other four hours.
five-dav

:

::::::
:

,

Ralph

Wilk,

Hollywood

6425

6607.

Granite

Phone

Blvd.,

LONDON— Ernest

W.

Fred-

man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue
MEXICO CITY— MarcoMarsoulan (12).
Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Sindi-

Calle del

Aurelio Galindo,

Company officials feel that by going on five-day week they will speed
up production and cut down on stu-

decision was
not put through until the creative
group had assured studio executives
that they could turn out as much or
more work on a concentrated fivedio maintenance.

day week when

FINANCIAL

on the job

all

employes were

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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Industry Division of Greek War ReHarry Brandt, chairman of the
Exhibitors' Organization Committee
of the current drive, will stage open
air shows in Times Square at 1 p.m.
today, tomorrow and Saturday. Special stage with loud speakers will
be erected. John Powers and Harry
Conover models will solicit funds.
Susan Hayward has been added

2

2%

pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3'/2s46
Para. B'way 3s55

Keith

who

will

Young.

Para. Picts. cv. 3 i/4 s47

Current Week's Business
1%
40%
8% — % In Boston Soars

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

1

Trans-Lux

Y.

/<t

1

Universal Corp.
Universal Picts

N.

3

9%
vtc.

6'/2

1%
8%
15-16
6'/2

1

&Vl

+

Va

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45..
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

Szekler Flying to

Asked

66 '/4

69'/4

58%

61

Panama

—

Rio de Janeiro (By Air Mail) Al
Szekler, manager of Universal Pictures do Brasil, leaves today to attend
the Panama Conference of his company.
Szekler is traveling by Pan
American Airways and will be ac-

companied by

C. C.

Margon.

"Puddin' Head"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Republic has assign-

Business in
downtown films houses, was up 40
per cent during first three days of
week over last week's same period.
Better weather and competitive situation are factors in the gain. Metropolitan Theater closes as film
house today to open as home of
Metropolitan Grand Opera for 10
days after which it will resume its
Regular house staff will
film role.
manage the house and direct publicity during the Opera season.

Boston

PPRC

-

or.

—

for

Bingo

Hudson
Jersey City, N. J.
County, for years a Bingo paradise,
this week ceased as a haven for
frustrated players from Essex and
counties,

where the game

is

J.
Daniel
Prosecutor
O'Reagan announced use of chartered buses to Bingo games anywhere in Hudson will be taboo.

ban

The

follows

commercially-sponsored
on special buses.

incursions

BLUMBERC, Universale prexy, and]
J.
H. SEIDELMAN, vice-prexy in charge!
of foreign affairs, sail from New York today!
for Cristobal, C. Z., to attend conference of]
company's Latin-American managers.

MANNY BROWN,
trict

manager,

take

his

in

Paramount's Montreal dis-l
leaves that city on Monday to
post as Denver district maiueer.l

new

MAJOR EDWARD P. "TED" CURTIS r y °'dl
New York yesterday from WashingRecrcol

attend

world

the

premiere

of

Chi. BFC Asks Pix Execs.
Participate in Activities

—

Chicago Invitation to local film
execs, to participate in the activities
of the Better Films Council is extended

calls
join

by

for distrib. representatives to
civic

groups

Paramount's

"l|

Wanted Wings."

JACK BENNY

leaves Hollywood on Mondayj
Chicago to serve as master of ceremonies at
Chicago Greek Relief Program on April 2.
BILL MORROW, EDDIE BELOIN and HARRYj

for

the

BALDWIN

will

accompany him.

BETTY FIELD
on
to

leaves

appear

April 12 to
the West."

CAROLYN

New
in

York for Hollywood]
Paramount's "Flightl

LEE, child actress, arrives in Hollyin Martin's Ferry,

wood tomorrow from her home

throughout

the

STANLEY HAND, Altec staff representative,
has returned to New York after rolling up another 4,000 miles in his persistent globe-trottingj
career.

Mass. Exhibs. Hit Local
Bill

—

Boston
Billboards advertising
theaters have been erected and maintained illegally for years in many
parts of Massachusetts in defiance
of State authorities, Philip Nichols
representing the Massachusetts Federation of Planning Boards charged
in urging passage before the General Court of the Winslow measure
to give local authorities complete
control over billboards.
:

Hotel men and town officials ap
peared in support of the bill while
theater men, hotel men, labor leaders and several legislators appeared
Opponents urged that
to oppose.
the control be left in the hands of
state boards, saying that a better
job could be done by state regulation than by permitting every local
board to have its voice in the matNicholas charged that the State
Division of Outdoor Advertising has
permitted the erection of billboards
over the strenuous objection of local
officials and that zoning ordinances
have been disregarded.
"Little Foxes" April
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

Shoot

Hollywood

15

DAILY
Camera work on "The

—

Foxes," Sam Goldwyn's first
production of the year, will start
on April 15.

Little

country.
Council in the past has made advances to theater managers here to
take an active part in its meetings,
but the result has been "only fair,"

Exchange
Mrs. McClure states.
managers have co-operated in many
instances, but any overtures to producers have been flops, it is said.

Chinese Story

for

West Coast Bureau

of

Hollywood

Lake
THE FILM DAILY

— Veronica

Lake

will

play the feminine lead in "China
Pass." a story of the war in the
Orient by Jacques Therv, Paramount
Arthur Hornblow Jr.
announces.
will produce.

\

Ohio.

ter.

Mrs. Richard McClure,
the reBoston's president. Bid results from
cently announced Metro policy which

Signs Forrest Tucker
West Coast Bureau nf THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood - - Forrest Tucker has
ed Joseph Santley to direct the next been signed for the male lead op"Puddin' posite
Hughes in PRC's
picture,
Canova
Carol
Judy
William
Landing,"
Head," slated to go into production "Emergency
Beaudine directing.
about Apr. 15.

Santley

Bus Service

up a similar
prohibition effected two weeks ago
in nearby Bergen County by ProseHudson ofcutor John J. Breslin.
ficials predicted the bus ban would
cut attendance in half, and would
gambling aspect"
the
"diminish
large-scale
ap- placed on the games by

pear on the gala Greek Festival for
Freedom show to be given tomorrow
midnight at Radio City Music Hall,
Madeleine
Garland,
joining Judy
Carroll, Luise Rainer and Loretta

NATE

JOSEPH

County Bans Special

J.

Amusement banned.

lief.

GOMG

COfllinG and

Billboard Control

N.

Union

Under sponsorship

to the list of film stars

+ %
—

Federal Judge Grover C. Moscowitz refused to permit Lawrence W.
Gibney, Treasury Department agent,
to explain why a number of expense
items had been excluded from consideration in making deductions in
the trial of Joseph M. Schenck and
Joseph H. Moskowitz on income tax
Harold H. Corbin,
fraud charges.
attorney for the defendants, vigorously opposed the ruling since he
sought to show that Gibney had followed instructions of U. S. Attorney
Mathias F. Correa in making his
computation.
Corbin demonstrated that Schenck
had overpaid the Government $2,679
in 1935 if the stock sales of shares
of the Agua Caliente Hotel and
Jockey Club were eliminated from
consideration. Corbin attacked Gibney's ruling which prohibited deductions on many items, and sought to
show that the Treasury agent had
not investigated surrounding circumCross-examination of Gibstances.
ney will be resumed today.

—

Net
High

Gibney Cross-Examination
In Schenck Case Continues

the time.

Times Square Open Air
Show for Greek Relief

March 26);

".(Wednesday,

all

The

Thursday, March 27, 1941
DAILY

Gloria Swanson

Charles Ross

Andre Beranger

The famous play by
Browne

Porter

Emerson

..

M-G-M,

'*

has been screenized by

company capable of inaugurating a^new kind of Western."
the one

Bai>

man

Presented by

William

H„

Bri

ry o

Secv

ff

by

Produced by
\A/n u
r J
*• Walter
Ruben

iuho in

—
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KRS-CEA Blame U. K.

Progress Slow at

Walbrook Hearing

Gov't for Impasse

—

London (By Cable) Distributors
and exhibitors in joint consultation
yesterday decided to inform the
Board of Trade that the present
British quota impasse is the fault
of the Government, and that it is
<2jfto the Board to produce and sub

(Continued from Page 1)

session, 20th

•

•

and

^3/

a concrete proposal.
In the opinion of the KRS and
CEA, the proposed readjustment of
trade practices will not solve the
problem confronting the industry.
The Government has advanced a
plan designed to increase the exhibition possibilities of quota footage
through the inauguration of single
feature bills generally.
Pending also is the Government
proposal for a new Films Commission and a Film Credit Bank with
£500,000 capitalization.

Asks Non-Exemption
Asst.

and

Still

for

Cameramen

THE FILM DAILY
That an assistant
cameraman is only a "simple and
plain mechanic" and that a still
photographer needs no imaginary
powers and second cameramen require no special training were contentions of Herbert Aller, business
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

of

representative of International Photographers Union Local 659, in asking that they be non-exempted under the Wage-Hour Act at the hearing before Merle D. Vincent of the
Wage-Hour Administration.
Administrative aids and creative
artists are not affected by the Act
while plain workers are.

Sam Wood Forms Own
Producing Company
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

— Sam Wood has organ-

ized his own producing company
and will make one or more pictures
annually for the next three years

RKO-Radio release.
The deal will not affect Wood's

for

•

LAST

pursuit

and

to

Warners were reported yesterday
be bidding for "The Corn Is

Green," with $150,000 said to be the
It was also reliably
asking price.
reported that Warners had paid
$175,000 for the new Edna Ferber
novel, "Saratoga Trunk," with all
rights reverting to Miss Ferber at
the end of five years.

WB
West

Buys Gangster Comedy
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood Warners has acquired
"All Through the Night," a gangster comedy by Leo Rosten and
Leonard Spiegelgas, for $25,000 as
a vehicle for James Cagney.

Wanted Wings"

"I

the

roaring

"flying

swift

The echo

fortresses"

came back

in the form of rousing acclaim
from palms and throats
as brilliant as the giant Artkraft-Strauss attraction
an audience
which looked down from the theater's facade
while the
sign
legions of notables disembarked from limousine and taxi

of

T

V

the
• • e BY comparison with the institutional Astor
resembled a firefly in a
remainder of the Great White Way
This odd circumstance sprang
Mazda lamp testing laboratory
from the fact that the Army wheeled out a sizable representawhose glare was both augtion of anti-aircraft searchlights
manned by
mented and rivaled by the giant sunlight arcs

who

that illustrious illuminator, Charles Ross,

Who"

industry's "Who's

but also in

T
•

•

•

BROADWAY has

o'er the

the flavor
its

T
had a

lion's

share

of

magnificent premieres

Not even Hollywood with

of last night's affair

costumes could imitate

it

of

all

Stars of generals

convincingly

and oak leaves

eagles of colonels

its

not only in the
"What's Watt"
is

but none has succeeded thus far in attaining

years

majors (and

we

don't

mean

the

big producer-distributors, either, although their solons were present en

gave a lustre to
house lights were blacked-out
to sing the national anthem
an inspiring trailer
masse)

the

assemblage

and

especially

when

the

the guests stood in solid phalanx

illustrated

grandly on the screen via

T

e • • PERHAPS the most accurate impression which can be
is
re the transcending quality of the audience
imparted
to
via an answer we received from a man of world fame i
whom we shot the question, hoping to augment our first-hand list
of dignitaries: "Did you look around and see who was present?"
Air Marshal
......Said he: "No, but to see who wasn't!"
William A. "Billy" Bishop, chief of Canada's air force, was a popas was
ular target for admiring glances and friendly greetings
Col. William J. Donovan, freshly returned from his momentous
Another promtrip to Europe, North Africa and the Near East
Eastinent industry figure was Maj. Edward P. "Ted" Curtis
to again do his bit
man exec, now in active military service
.... (He was one of America's greatest air "aces" in World War I.

—

t
•

•

•

EVERYBODY

the premiere guests

$150,000 Asked for "Corn";
Warners Reported Bidding

flew triumphantly into

Paramount's

screen with the drone of training planes

filled the

ships

Air Corps

in the guise of

freedom to produce and direct films
for other companies.

Army

night the

the Astor Theater

of

y
prominence

our industry seemed

in

Hays
Adolph

from Will H.

Barney Balaban, Stanton

Griffis,

right

Zukor,

J.

down

among

the line

Cheever Cowdin,

John Hertz, Neil
Ned E. Depinet, David Sarnoff, Murray Silverstone
Agnew, John Hicks, Nate I. Blumberg, Jack Alicoate, Joseph Bernhard,
John J. O'Connor,
Arthur Kelly, David Bernstein, Don Mersereau
Jack Cohn, Bob Gillham, George Skouras, Chester B. Bahn, Dolores Del
Rio, Mary Martin, Miriam Hopkins, Madeleine Carroll, Orson Welles

plunged into the lobby in such waves
news photographers didn't have a chance to change
One smart photog. perceiving
photo-flash bulbs quickly enough
perched high in a corner and
that everyone entering was a celeb

and

other top-notchers

Century-Fox and War-

ners had not started their defense
testimony, and Durkee had only put
on one witness.
Some of the complainant's witnesses also are still to
be heard. The hearing continues today.
J. E. Fontaine, branch manager
of Paramount, and Robert Smeltzer,
district manager of WB, testified as
to contracts entered into by their
companies and the theaters involved
in the case, as the complainant attempted to establish that his theater
formerly played day-and-date with
Durkee's theaters.

John Caskey, 20th-Fox attorney,
contended that this was outside the
arbitrator's jurisdiction.

Cites Right to Sell
have a right to sell the poorest theater in the area and give it
clearance," Caskey said, "and the
arbitrator cannot select for us our
first-run customer. He can only determine the reasonable clearance to
be given after our selection."
Walbrook cannot demand day and
date playing with Durkee's Ambas-

"We

sador theater or first-run in the area

under the decree, Caskey

said.

Arbitrator E. Barrett Prettyman
commented that the question is
whether the seven days' clearance
of the Ambassador over the Walbrook is reasonable.
Whenever
clearance is granted, it is a minimum of seven days, Caskey stated.

The Walbrook does not compete
the Ambassador, Forrest or
Gwynne all
Durkee
theaters
Frank H. Scully, M-G-M's Baltimore
with

—

representative testified over objections of the defendants.
On crossexamination, Scully stated that the
Ambassador was a superior theater
in age, modernization, appointments,
etc.

Realty Expert on Stand
William E. Ferguson, Baltimore
real estate expert, testified for Durkee that the Ambassador was worth
$150,000 and the Walbrook $55,000
and further stated that the Ambassador draws patronage from outside
areas whereas the other theaters involved are more or less neighbor-

hood houses.
The testimony of Eugene B. McCurdy, Baltimore operator of two
houses, on competition was ruled out
because he was unfamiliar with the
area in question.

that the batteries of

in desperation took

what amounted

T

to aerial

views

T

• • • EVIDENTLY feeling that you have to sorta "ease off"
the Paramount boys yesterday
such a heavy diet of celebs
dispatched airplanes to deliver personal invites to the Governors
of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Connecto see "I Wanted Wings" Saturday afternoon.
ticut, Rhode Island

200 "Rio" Bookings Set
More than 200 day and date bookings on April 10-11 for "That Night
In Rio" have been set by the 20thPicture is
Fox sales department.
receiving a special exploitation and
advertising and publicity campaign
throughout the country with home
office representatives plugging the
picture in the keys.

SPECTACULAR OPENINGS AND ENGAGEMENTS FROM CALIFORNIA TO VIRGINIA! .
Twin premiere at SAN DIEGO breaks all
.

records

in

opening at
the

.

the history of the city!

. . .

Same

PORTSMOUTH and NORFOLK,

sensational

performances at

VA.

story for the dual
. . .

This on top of

SAN FRANCISCO, the amazing
PORTSMOUTH, N. H. and NEW LONDON, CONN.,
hold-over at

and the glowing reports from BUFFALO, SEATTLE, DULUTH,
PHOENIX, LITTLE ROCK and a dozen other

cities -all telling

you that the big two-ocean laugh show

in

money— NOW!

is

action for the

'
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Wanted Wings"

"I

Ray

with

"Chinese Den"

William Holden,
Morris, Brian Donlevy

Paramount

Film Alliance

Mins.

131

73 Mins.

BRITISH-MADE MELLER

IS

SHORTS *

*

OUTDATED

SURE-FIRE DRAMATIC STORY WITH AND GENERALLY BELOW PAR.
"The Little Whirlwind"
MASS APPEAL HEIGHTENED BY SUBContaining only a moderate amount of
JECTS TIMELINESS SHOULD RIDE THE action or excitement, offering Paul Lukas RKO-Disney
8 mins.
BOX OFFICE CREST.
as the only player known in this country, and
Amusing Cartoon
The mass appeal of its sure-fire dramatic obviously produced some time ago in EngMickey Mouse is hungering for a
story

enhanced not

timeliness of

Army's
"I

its

a little by the essential
subject matter
the U. S.

defense

aerial

Wanted Wings"

—
program — Paramount's
should

ride

the

box

office crest.

This Arthur Hornblow, Jr., production,
directed by Mitchell Leisen, has magnificent

suspense
blending

and

dynamic

punch,

an

adroit

cinematic romance and neat
spells popular entertainment,
and, in its fine exposition of how the Army
Air Corps is transforming aviation-minded
youth into crack pilots, a patriotic appeal
and message of inestimable value to these
United States in what well may be the naof

comedy which

greatest

tion's

From the

Wings"

crisis.

alert

showman's angle,

"I

is

tion.

Which means
before,

that here, as probably never

moviegoers gets a comprehenpreparedness proWhether there is too much footage
the

sive picture of the Corps'

gram.
devoted to training routine whether the
dramatic story itself would not gain in pace
from editorial tightening
is something for

—

—

the individual exhibitor himself to judge.

The Griffin-Wead

tale

is

principally con-

cerned with three Air Corps cadets

—

former polo-playing Long Island socialite, Ray
Milland;
ex-All-American grid star,
an
Wayne Morris, and a recent garage mechanic, William Holden; their flying instructor, Brian Donlevy, with femme complications provided by Constance Moore as
a widely-known magazine photographer filling a Randolph Field assignment and Veronica Lake as a San Antonio night club singer.
To the latter falls one of the sexiest
roles of this or any recent screen season,
and blonde, throaty-voiced Miss Lake, in a
wardrobe that runs to very low v-cuts, deHistrionically, well, that's
livers, and how!
something else again.
But those who see
her as Sally Vaughn won't forget her any
more than they forgot Jean Harlow in
"Hell's Angels."
Miss Lake, the one-time sweetheart of
Holden, makes a play for Milland, who is in
love with Miss Moore, and all but succeeds.
Before her course has run, she has married
and deserted Holden, killed the man with
whom she has run away to Florida, and
caused a giant Army bomber (in which she
has hidden away to escape police) to crash
as it participates in a simulated air attack
on Los Angeles.

Melodramatic
story
is

is

as

this

may

plausibly developed.

flying galore

in

thrilling crackups.

a

sound,

the
Naturally, there

the picture, and several
In one, Morris is killed,

with the result that Holden

is

import has little value.
It is
outdated and generally below par

this

The rest of the story is evident.
Lukas
makes an unexpected return, wife and lover
are caught.
Lukas bows out in a somewhat
dramatic finish after a considerable amount

piece of cake Minnie is baking, but
he has to offer to clean up the yard
before he can make a deal. Mickey
sets to work with vim and vigor,
but a little whirlwind dances into the
yard and causes no end of mischief.
Mickey gets irate and chases the
little
whirlwind, but big mama
whirlwind takes things into hand
and creates havoc of the first water.
Mickey gets the cake, right in the
face after Minnie sees the damage
that has been done.
Subject was

of intervening business.

produced

inept,

even for a program offering.
Lukas does the best he can

dropped as a

in

his

role,

but the rest of the cast is just about adequate. George King directed.
Lukas, a Chinese millionaire, falls for

Miss Baxter, a cabaret singer, and marries
her. While Lukas is away Miss Baxter meets

Wallace

Douglas,

CAST: Paul
Want- Walsh, Robert

made-to-order.
It
is
exploitable to the nth degree, and in its exploitation, it is already obvious the Army
Air Corps will go the limit.
Its plot may
make no claim to originality, but into it,
Eleanor Griffin and Frank Wead, who used
Lieut. Beirne Lay's book as a framework,
have woven some intriguing new twists,
while the screen play of Richard Maibaum,
Sig Herzig and Lieut. Lay takes full advantage of the Army Air Corps' collaboraed

land,

a

planter

living

nearby.

Lukas, Jane Baxter, Kay
Douglas, Wallace Douglas,

Supervisor,

Harold

Richmond; Director, George King; Cameraman, Hone Glendinning.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,

in

by

Technicolor

Disney.

"Miss Jones" Sneak Previews

"When

Away"

Wifie's

RKO

20 mins.

He

returns to

the tale as an en-

man, and, at the finale, is again on
his way to a commission and wings.
It's a remarkably well-played picture, "I
Wanted Wings," with Milland, Morris,
Holden and Donlevy giving sincere portrayals.
Harry Davenport has a corking comedy bit
in Col. "Sandbags" Riley, the Army's first
Miss Moore makes a delightful
airman.
listed

Carolyn Bartlett.
Picture opens with a remarkably suspenseful sequence, the Los Angeles air
raid," moves quickly to the court martial
of Milland, and then into what it's all
about, building up again to the court
martial's verdict clearing Milland.

CAST: Ray
Wayne Morris,

Milland, William
Holden,
Brian Donlevy, Constance

Moore, Veronica Lake, Hedda Hopper, Phil
Brown, Harry Davenport, Richard Webb,
Herbert Rawlinson, Richard Lane, Addison
Richards, Hobart Cavanaugh, Douglas Aylesworth, John Trent, Archie Twitchell, Jack
Chapin, Charles Drake, Alan Hale, Jr.,
Ronny McEvoy, Harlan Warde.

CREDITS:

Producer,

Arthur

Mitchell

Leisen;

Director,

Hornblow,
From the

Wanted Wings," by

Lieut. Beirne
Based on a story by Eleanor
Griffin and Frank Wead; Screenplay, Richard Maibaum, Lieut. Beirne Lay, Jr. and Sid
Herzig; Assistant Director, Arthur Jacobson; Art Directors, Hans Dreier and Robert
Usher; Photographer, Leo Tover; Film EdBennett.
itor, Hugh
Jr.;

DIRECTION,
Brilliant.

11 mins.
Interesting, Instructive

General' audiences should find this
subject both interesting and instructive, and of course the wily Professor
Oakes, the mad wizard of Waukesha,

study, new household gadgets, and a
new plane pickup for mail are presented.

Leon Errol does his best to make
"Information Please"
comedy funny, but the material RKO-Pathe
10 mins.
bogs him down.
There are a few
Up To Par For Series
laughs, but they are pretty well

centers.

Lay,

"Popular Science"

Paramount

Moderately Amusing Comedy

RKO

book, "I

10 mins
Interesting and Educational
Dealing with the sport of gliding,
this subject describes the construction of a glider, training of the persons who fly them and then actual
flights are depicted.
Subject(y o 3
discusses organization of glider tec.V/s
throughout the country and the benefits
of glider training for future
fliers. Knox Manning contributes an
interesting commentary.

shows up with his usual crackpot inWalt vention good for a laugh. Operation
of the spectacular new Wilson whiskey sign on Broadway, propagation

Sneak previews on a nation-wide separated. Errol gets involved with
scale will be the introductory basis a dancer shortly after his wife leaves
for "The Devil and Miss Jones," the house for a trip, and when she
Ned E. Depinet, vice-president of suddenly returns he does a little
Radio Pictures, announced yes- impersonating act which works out
terday.
Showings will be held al- very disastrously. Harry D'Arcy dimost simultaneously in 35 exchange rected and Lou Brock produced.

Jr.;

Warners

this

Adequate.

cadet.

ik

of microscopic creatures for scientific

James Woodburn, Mayura, Jerry Verno.

CREDITS: Production

:<

"Sky Sailing"

with Paul Lukas, Jane Baxter, Kay Walsh

Milland,

Wayne

fums
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Corking.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

24-Sheets to Advertise
Variety Club Convention
(Continued from Page

local tent will receive

Audiences generally should be interested in this reel. The charming
English star, Anna Neagle, augments
the regular board of experts comprised of John Kieran, Franklin P.
Adams and Oscar Levant. The experts muff a couple of questions, but
acquit themselves creditably on the
whole. Frank Donovan was the producer.

Finston

Heads Industry

Music Festival Com.

1)

an allotment
and

of the 24-sheets for posting in

West Coast Bureau

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Nat Finston, of M-Garound principal cities, while apM, heads the motion picture indusproximately 100 stands will be spottry's committee for co-operation with
ted on main highways within a radius the National Federation of Music
of several hundred miles leading in- Clubs which comes to Los Angeles
to Atlantic City.
in June for its 22d biennial AmeriMeanwhile, plans for the big con- can Music Festival.
Serving with
clave at the Traymore Hotel are Finston are M. Mockridge, of 20thgaining momentum and new events Fox; Roy Webb, of RKO; Victor
are being prepared.
Unusual in- Young, of Paramount.
terest

is

centering on the golf tourSaturday
scheduled
for

Under consideration is a plan for
a gigantic musical festival devoted
to motion pictures to be held at the
Howard, last year's champion, will Hollywood Bowl on the night of
field
strong
defend his cup against a
June 21 at which time the Federaof contenders already entered by tion's awards for excellence in motents throughout the country. Burt tion picture music achievement will
King of Dallas is chairman of the be given, the first time films have
golf committee.
been so honored by this national
Each tent is donating a special organization.
prize valued at not less than $25.
Seven tents already have forwarded
their golf prizes to Frank Gravatt Hartmom with Soundies
in Atlantic City where they will be West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Public relations for
Hollywood
on display at the Steel Pier. First
team to be announced comes from Soundies Distributing Corp. will be
Sam Galanty handled in the future by Dick HartWashington, D. C.
has entered his "triple threat" in man, according to a contract signed
the form of Charles Schulman, Ed with Hartman by N. H. (Jack)
Brower, general manager.
Melniker and Ned Bord.

nament

morning,

May

17,

when

Johnny

—

THE
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Exhibs. Victors
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Tax

Bill

Fight

(Continued from Page 1)

cents

over

$2

By RALPH W1LK

amusement field for
—HOLLYWOOD ment school taxes.

^T

George

latest

Pal's

Puppetoon, has a new
gorgeous puppet named
"Sarong-Sarong." She is "Jim Dandy's" third
co-star, the others having been "Prunella"
and "Ninya." They appeared in "Western
Daze" and "Dipsy Gypsy" respectively.

Paramount

EP-^rtg

lady,

a

•
IRENE SALTER
'

•
designing a "goddess of

is

rhythm" gown

Ann

for

Miller's

special

Columbia's "Time Out
for Rhythm," musical being produced by
Irving Starr.
The gown is scheduled to
Miss Salter is
cost one thousand dollars.
also designing the gowns for Joan Merrill
and Rosemary Lane for the same picture.

number

climax

DEPUBLIC

*
a

in

Bernard Vorhaus

has assigned

to direct

Broadway

"Angels With Broken Wings,"
musical, when he completes

"The Lady From New Orleans."

•

WITH

•

the success of the musical back-

of
its
most recent film,
Three," Stephens-Lang Productions will add five musical numbers to
forthcoming untitled "Dr. Christian"
its

ground

"Melody

Boston—The

for

for the entire
special replace-

Representative Fimmen of Bloomsponsored an amendment excluding: all theaters from the tax
and obtained approval after a fiery
debate.
Fimmen claimed theaters
were paying- 16 per cent taxes on
every 25-cent admission charge and
asserted the bill would drive the
small town theaters out of existence.
Several sponsors maintained that
the theaters were makinsr enough
revenue out of Bank Nights to be
able to operate on top of the taxes.
Rep. Burma of Butler declared relief rolls would go up because those
being- aided by the Government would
spend a portion of the money at the
theatres. Rep. McFarlane of Waterloo described how poorer classes of
citizens attended 16-eent shows and
would suffer additional hardship by
a seven per cent tax. Others claimed it was a direct tax on the children of the state.
Viciousness of the bill was exposed when it was discovered that
field

amusement places would have to
obtain an annual license at $1 and
subject to revocation by the State
film.
Commission. In addition, opTax
•
•
erators would have to keep records
stories with Latin-American locales
of ticket stubs, etc., for three years
"Cuba Libre" and "Havana" are being and file a bond or securities with the
shaped up by Manuel Reachi, writer and Commission.
At the session yesterReachi has re- day it appeared the bill was headed'
producer, for production.
turned from Havana, where he spent three for defeat with an attempt made to
months collecting material for the films at raise the tax to start at $1 which
the suggestion of President Batista.
would include theaters if passed.

return

Production Speedup

Needed, Says Wobber

to

{Continued from Page

terday

upon

his

return

1)

from the

Coast.

Wobber said that whether or not
the company would hold a sales convention or regional meetings had not
been decided.
Bill;
He predicted a heavy demand on
executives' time as a result of arbiExpect Vote
tration cases. In regard to the company's product, he was enthusiastic
BurAlbany After action on the
about the forthcoming "Blood And
rows anti-discrimination bill affect- Sand," which he characterized as the
ing places of public amusement has finest film the studio has ever had to
been twice delayed this week, its offer.
Wobber was also optimistic
sponsor amended the measure when about business throughout the counit was reached on yesterday's cal- try, expressing the opinion that it
endar. The amendments make more was apparently on a definite uptrend.
specific what discriminations will be

Burrows Amends
on Monday

—

affected.

Bill will

now go

over to

Freeland

to Direct

Crosby Pic

for probable final As- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Thornton Freeland
sembly vote then since the Legislature is due to adjourn late next will direct Universal's Bing Crosby

Monday night

—

film,

week.

"Too

Many

Blondes."

ACTION WITI
GLAMOROUS OVERTONE
IN

all

TWO

JUDY CANOVA
BOB CROSBY
AND

HiS

BAND WITH THE BOBCATS

•

•

PRODUCER

Ice Follies of 1941
Boston Garden April
10 for a five-day engagement. Show
broke all records at the Garden on
its first appearance here in January.
This will be the fifth ice show to be
staged in Boston this year.
will

five

I'LJOOLA BOOLA,"

Show for
Huh Opens Apr. 10

Fifth Ice

William

Berke,

who

recently

Columbia, will supervise "The
Medico's Saddle Pals," which will star
Berke handled several
Charles Starrett.
joined

Iowa House Passes Bill
Taxing Soundies $100 a Year
Des Moines

—-The

Iowa House yes-

terday passed a bill licensing- new
soundies at $100 a year after ex•
•
planation that only eight were opMADELINE POLLARD and Michael erating in Iowa. Sponsors of the
Alvarez, two of Arthur Murray's most
bill claimed
one machine took in
popular dancing teachers, are playing the
$146 in its first week in operation
leading roles in Pete Smith's newest specialty
in Des Moines while other main"So You Want To Dance?" Will Jason is tained the machines were "a bust"
directing.
and promoters were "losing their
•
•
shirts."
One representative claimed
MONOGRAM will distribute "Break the operators merely were waiting until
News," a feature produced and directed the
legislature
adjourned before
by Rene Clair with Maurice Chevalier. Pix flooding- the state with machines.
pictures at

Republic.

has Cole Porter music and

HENRY

FONDA,

lyrics.

Manny Brown Heads New

•

•

Randolph

Scott

and

Dana Andrews get the leading males
roles

in

•

METRO

(Continued from Page 1)

•

appointment of a manager for the

Gable and
Lana Turner in "Honky Tonk," a tale
of the Yukon with Jack Conway directing.

•
Hepburn
of

iginally

"My

Clark

co-star

will

COLUMBIA
sion

Para. Western District

20th-Fox's "Belle Starr."

is

to

•

negotiating with Katharine

appear

Sister

in

Eileen."

the screen verPart

was or-

area.

Brown's post in Montreal will be
by Tom Dowbiggin, Montreal
branch manager. Brown leaves Canada for his new post next Monday.
He will be feted by the Montreal film
district at a dinner Saturday night.
filled

scheduled for Jean Arthur.

•

PARAMOUNT

has

Daumeyer Replaces Oshrey

•
added

Virginia

Dale,

Richard Denning, Luis
Alberni, Cliff Navarro and Sig Rumann to
the cast of "World Premiere" in which John

Eugene

Barrymore

Pallette,

will

be starred.

Cincinnati

former

—

George

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Daumeyer,

supervisor for Warner's,
is replacing Sam Oshrey, booker, who
left for Ft. Riley, Tex., and Army
field

training.

IT'S

A

SUPER-COMEDY WITH MUSIC!

—
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Big 5"

Revamping

Licensing

Anti-American Course

Argentina Linked
To Poor Propaganda Value of 17. S. Movies

Pads

in

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)— Argentinisches Tageblatt," Argentine anti-Nazi
daily in German language, discussing the breakdown of American-Argentine trade

(Continued from Page 1)
difficulties as to form.

ning into

Refused Metro's Offer
Goodstein Testifies

"Of course, there

are

many explanations

that might be offered for this (the
Argentine politics.
First of all, the poor propaganda
value of American films.
Producers have not yet created a single film which,
for instance, would show college students studying, instead of playing football
or making love, or which would represent the American middle-class women as
what she really is: an excellent housewife and a real collaborator of her husband,
both knowing Reno and the night clubs, as most of us, from the screen only."
The article has been distributed, in a Spanish and an English translation,
among influential politicians and businessmen all over South America.

anti-American)

course

in

Given Desk Set

Joseph Siccardi Files
Clearance Complaint

At Scranton Testimonial

—

who was
manager

MPA

Charge

Withdrawal

a

at

the

Longmont. dus, Eastern

Named in the complaint are 20th
Century-Fox, Paramount and Loew's.

Durland Will Eye Scripts
For Latin-American Boners
(Continued from Pane

1)

versal;

Rex

district

Eddie

Theaters,

manager, UniState and

Connolly,

Nanticoke;

L.

J.

Chamberlain, Chamberlain circuit;
Charles A. Ryan, Comerford Theaters, Inc., official; James Clark,
owner of Horlacher's delivery; Earl
Sweigert, Eastern district manager,
Paramount; Joseph T. McDonald,

—

here.

Milford Drive-In Corp.

Three Join Springer Staff
Italian Newsreel for B. A.
Hans Mandel, John Obold and Jack
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)
Wolsieffer have joined the production staff of Springer Pictures, Inc.,
it was announced yesterday by the

company.

series

(Continued from Page 1)
will include 12 "Superman

cartoons,

and

six

"Quiz Kids" subject;

six

releases

of

"Hedda Hop

Hollywood."
Other shorts on the schedule aril
be six "Madcap Models" Puppe/y o
in Technicolor; four Robert Bfeecj}i
per's

<

ley comedies, 12 "Popeye" cartoons
six issues each of "Popular Science

—

Distribution of Italian newsreels is announced to start here late this month.
The Luce Newsreel will be sent here
from Rome by airmail.

in

Mag-

nacolor; six "Speaking of Animals
novelties, six

Paramount Headliners

13 "Grantland Rice Sportlights," two
"Fascinating Journeys" and a special two-reel novelty.
The "Superman" subjects and'

"Popeye"

will be
Fleischer in Miami.
ing Journey" series

made

by

fl

The "Fascinat
were produced

bv Count and Countess Van Keller
Technicolor and are entitled "Road
India" and "Indian Temples."
Paramount News' ace cameramen,
Art Menken and John Dored, are
now covering the Orient and South
in
to

America, respectively.
In line with its emphasis on higher short subject standards and broadened scope in production, Paramount
has appropriated a record exploitation budget for the promotion of
shorts on a feature picture scale.
A separate advertising and publicity department has been set up for

Ilea

st

a v

this purpose.

Para. District Managers to be
Shorts Dept. Luncheon Guests
Paramount's
ers,

here

for

11
the

district

manag-

ill

premiere

UFA

mittee.
Associated with Neilson on
the committee are William Ferguson, Max Wolff, Irving Kahn. Elias
Sugarman, Jules Ziegler. Phil Lau-

K

Max

of "I
Wanted Wings," will be the guests
(Continued from Page 1)
of the short subjects and news deterday raised the cry of "blackmail." partments at a luncheon today at
The local German-language papers the Waldorf-Astoria. The managers
accused the American and British are W. H. Erbb, Boston; M. S.
embassies and American film compa- Kusell, New York; H. H. Goldstein,
nies of turning on the heat, with Cleveland: E. S. Sweigert, Philadelthreats to refuse American product phia; A. Usher, Chicago; R. C. Lito exhibs. should the pix distributed Beau, Kansas City; M. A. Brown,
by the newly-organized
Film Denver; H. W. Braly, Los Angeles;
de la Argentine be given playdates.
H. Owen, Dallas; J. F. Kirby, AtMeanwhile, the national trade lanta, and Del Goodman, Toronto.
press is turning the spotlight on
Home office officials who will atthe danger of Nazi infiltration in tend are Adolph Zukor. Neil Agnew,
South America.
It is pointed out Oscar A. Morgan, Robert M. Gillthat the German
film
company, ham, C. M. Reagan, G. A. Smith,
Agfa, has granted enormous credits C. J. Scollard. G. B. J. Frawley, F.
to Argentine producers, cheerfully A. Leroy, H. J. Lorber, A. J. Dunne,
writing off the advances when the J. Phillipson, Monroe R. Goodman,
producers receiving them became Hiller Innes, Richard Murray, LesAlso,
bankrupt.
lie Roush and Manny Reiner.
A. J. Richard, Bill Park and Merle
Johnson of Paramount News, and
Prima Ork at
Party
Jack Eaton, Grantland Rice and Ted
Louis Prima and his orchestra Husing of "Grantland Rice Sport-

York vesterday by Will H. Hays, supervisor of 12th District, Internal
Revenue Department; Sam Gross,
MPPDA prexy.
Appointment was termed by Hays Philadelphia branch manager, 20th
"another step in the industry's co- Century-Fox; Nat Levy, Eastern
manager,
RKO; Ulrick
operation in the current efforts to district
Smith, Philadelphia branch manager,
promote hemispheric solidarity."
Durland's job. it is understood, Paramount.
Members of the arrangements
will be to scrutinize scripts with a
view to the elimination of anything committee were: John Nolan, chairwhich might cause Latin-American man: William Humphries, J. J. Mcfilmgoers to take umbrage.
Some Fadden, Jr.; Harry Spiegal, Joseph
Hollywood product during the last Morrow, Simon Perlsweig and Harry
year unwittingly has offended Latin- Bachman.
Ampa
American sensibilities.
Durland is well qualified for the E. M. Loew Takes Drive-In
spot.
A native of Cuba, he was
Milford E. M. Loew has taken will provide the music for the
educated there and in the U. S. and over the
500-car Milford Drive-In Am pa's 25th Silver Jubilee at the
has wide experience in newspaper Theater and will start
operation in Hotel Edison Apr. 4, it was anani radio work.
At one time, he May. The venture has been operat- nounced by Rutgers Neilson, as
headed the Cuban Tourist Commis- ing for the past two years under chairman of the entertainment comsion

lndei

Single Reels Ruling

and "Unusual Occupations"

Beattie

Scranton, Pa.
(Continued from Page 1)
George Beattie,
recently promoted to sales unal, naming Warner Bros., 20th
of the Paramount Philadel- Century-Fox, Paramount and RKO
phia Exchange was presented with as defendants.
(Continued from Page 1)
an elaborate desk set at a testimonClaiming that at one time the
his "some run" case before Arbitraial dinner tendered him under the Liberty was a first-run house, Jostor George Begole.
Much time was spent yesterday in sponsorship of the Motion Picture eph Siccardi, Andora head, charges
Associates of Philadelphia at the that it was pushed back to secondgoing into the bankruptcy proceedHotel Jermyn here Tuesday.
Sev- run and forced to follow Walter
ing's
of one of Goodstein's comeral hundred exhibitors, exchange Reade's Paramount, Strand and Oxpanies.
Goodstein vigorously opmen and salesmen attended.
ford Theaters by 30 days.
He is
posed the introduction of court docuJay Emanuel, publisher of the asking for seven days clearance on
ments and threatened to throw the
Exhibitor, was toastmaster of the double feature programs and 14 days
case wide open by bringing: in eviaffair.
John Nolan, film buyer of on single feature runs at competitive
dence taken during the bankruptcy
Comerford Theaters, Inc., was chair- houses.
hearing.
Siccardi also asks for first-run
Defendants apparently are seek- man. Principal speaker was Michael
Eagen, Lackawanna County District product, but requests for specific
ing to show that Goodstein does not
Attorney,
whose
speech
was
broadruns cannot be arbitrated until after
fill the requirements of the consent
Other speakers Aug. 31 under the terms of the condecree in regard to being a "re- cast over WGBI.
included
Mayor
Fred
Huester
of
J.
sent decree in the New York equity
sponsible" exhibitor.
Because of
Scranton; William Karrer, president suit.
this tendency, Begole is allowing
of Philadelphia: Paul
the admission of evidence and ex- of the
Baron, branch manager of Univerhibits, even though some of them
sal branch office of Boston; and Con
Nazis
"Blackmail'
go back ten years.
Goodstein charges that Fox The- McCole, humorist.
In
Argentine
the
Seated
on
dais
were
the
speakaters contracted for more features
than needed, thereby causing
prod- ers and the following: Jules LapiJ. I.

shortage

Inter

negotiations, says:

Com-

plete work sheets with titles probably will be eliminated inasmuch as
each contract will embody only five
titles, although as many as 15 pictures may be available at one time.
It is likely that a broader arbitration clause will be written into
the contracts. This clause, reported
to be in the process of preparation,
is expected to cover disputes or situations not included in the New
York equity suit's consent decree.

uct
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Harry Donenfeld, Robert
Maxwell, J. S. Liebowitz, Whit Ellsworth and Allen Ducovony of Superman, Inc., Sterling Pile of the
George Pal "Madcap Models" Puppetoons, and Robert Benchley, star

lights."

of

Paramount comedy

shorts.

"U" Renews Rio Contract
Joseph Zimanich, Fred Lynch,
Rio de Janeiro (By Air Mail)
Bernard Randall and Martin Starr. Universal Pictures do Brasil has just
The Jubilee is being given for the renewed its contract with the Cinema
fer,

Ampa

relief fund.

Plaza, leading Rio

downtown house.

in
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—In Two Sections. Section

NEW

I

YORK, FRIDAY,

OLDWYN - DISNEY
Ruling That
ise Involves Run and Not
Clearance Issue Attacked
Lrbitrator's

Ken

Theater, filed the nation's
appeal from an arbitration
first
The appeal
ruling here yesterday.
the

was

AAA

with

filed

clerk

John F.

Sullivan.

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Howard

Dietz, executive in charge of promotion for
M-G-M, has been "drafetd" by the

Treasury Department t o

of

the Defense

Saving

Stamps

drive.

Dietz

Menace

Arbitration

over his

for more
speed, Arbitrator E. Barrett Prettyman yesterday warned counsel in the
Walbrook arbitration case now under way that "the arbitration system will fall of its own weight" if
they go into irrelevant matters
which would take weeks to cover.
As the hearing went into its third
(Continued on Page 3)

Ukase Against
Free Radio Appearances
Issues

West Coast Bureau

of

Present

plans call for

Dietz

— Screen
its

(Continued on Page 7)

HOWARD

to

spend one day a week

Theater

—

Boston With the experiment of
converting a film theater into a home
of grand opera attracting keen trade
interest, the New York Metropolitan
Opera Company opened a 10-day engagement last night in the 4,300-seat

Metropolitan

manned
staff.

Theater of M & P,
Theater is being

affiliate.

by

its

regular

policy

There are complete sell-outs

for five of the operas to

at

film

?2-$6.

(Continued on Page 6)

Of Five Regionals

for Re-election

be presented

to

carries the election of 12 direc(Continued on Page 7)

N. Y. City Gross Business
Bill

Passes Assembly

Hold Series

—The

lieu of a single convention, the first
(Continued on Page 6)

Iowa House Passes Tax
Bill; Theaters Exempt

bills

f
10/000, Agnew Tells District Execs.
An all-time companyy high has been
B„„i«« KK.U
Stlsvf; C#;ll
Still Buying RTTO
Atlas
reached by Paran £ un t on its domes

Above

.

Preferred

sales contracts for the 1940-41
season, according to Neil Agnew,
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY vice-president and general sales manWashington Atlas Corp. is con- ager.
holdings,
Speaking at the luncheon for distinuing to add to its
the latest SEC transactions sum- trict managers at the Waldorf-As(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

—

RKO

Major company legal departments
yesterday received copies of an antitrust complaint filed by the Southland Theaters, Inc., of Valdosta, Ga.
Plaintiff is asking $106,458, repre-

Two 20th-Fox

tic

Films

Bought hy Soviets

(Continued on Page 7)

Para. Domestic Sales at Peak
Common and

Valdosta, Ga., Theater Co.
Files Anti-Trust Action

(Continued on Page 2)

—

Assembly yesterday

arbitration case in the
tribunal was filed yesterday, simultaneously with the announcement of hearing dates for five
other cases previously filed.
New York case was filed by

Seventh

(Continued on Page 6)

Des Moines, la. With film thegiving New aters exempted, H. F. 315, placing a
York City the right to continue the special tax on all amusements pass-

Albany

Asks Day-and-Dale
New York

United Artists will hold a series
Notice of the annual stockholders
meeting mailed this week by 20th- of five district sales meetings in

(Continued on Page 7)

Met. Opera Opens

Paramount

DIETZ

Washing

Up

passed the Moffat

InM &P

in

defense bonds.
The complete series of securities
to be offered by the Treasury begin-

UA

Tax

Reported Distributing

Deal whereby Walt Disney and
Samuel Goldwyn will join forces in
ton when the drive gets actively the production of "The Life and
under way. Details are expected to Stories of Hans Christian Andersen"
be released by the Treasury De- was announced jointly yesterday.
Picture based on the well known
partment this week.
The Treasury drive to place sav- writer of fairy tales is expected to
ings stamps for financing the na- combine real life and cartoon charactional defense program in the hands ters, Goldwyn producing the story
of the people will start May 1. The of Andersen's life and Disney pronew series of postal savings stamps ducing Andersen's literary contribuwill be priced at 10, 25 and 50 cents tions in animated cartoon technique.
Leo Spitz, representing both Disand $1 and $5. An album containing
(Continued on Page 7)
75 of the 25-cent stamps has a cash
value of $18.75 and will be exchangeable for a defense savings bond
Complaint
maturing in 10 years for $25. Album containing 50 cents, $1 and $5
stamps will also be exchangeable for

20th-Fox Directors

Fox
THE FILM DAILY

Actors Guild
Class A members
not to give any free radio performances unless they have contracts
specifically requiring such perform-

Hollywood

has instructed

RKO

Meyerson

du-

on Wed-

THE FILM DAILY nesday.

—Pressing

Washington

SAG

offic-

took

ially
ties

Washington Bureau of

Combine to Make "Life of
Hans Christian Andersen";

to Head Motion Picture Activities of
the Defense Saving Stamps Drive

activities

Irrelevancy Called

by Ken Theater

Summoned

Landis' appeal was made as result head the moof a verdict given Paramount, RKO tion
picture
(Continued on Page 3)

Filed

PRODUCTION

TREASURY DEPT. "DRAFTS" DIETZ

—

Chicago Alvin Landis of the Landis & Landis law firm representing
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Appeal

Arbitration

irst

MARCH

The Soviet Government has purchased two features from 20th-Fox,
Features
it was reported yesterday.
are both musicals, "Thin Ice" and
This
"The Three Musketeers."
brings the total of recent purchases
by a Russian Commission to
two having been bought from
It is
Paramount a short time ago.
expected that the Commission will
buy eight more features this year,
here

four,

with the total of 12 features as many
as have been bought by the Soviets
in the last 10 years.

TOI

March

Friday,

28, 1941

!

DAILY

Valdosta, Ga., Theater Co. Mo. Tax Bill Would End
Files Anti-Trust Action
"Opera House" Exemption
(Continued from Page
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Ralph

LONDON—

PARIS—

Marsoulan

(12).

MEXICO CITY—Marco-

Aurelio Galindo, Depto.

Calle del

215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

Sindi-

1)

senting triple damages, for allegedly
being forced out of business due to
inability to get product and alleged
exhibition monopoly by Roy E. Martin, Roy E. Martin, Jr., and Edward
D. Martin who operate three theaters in Valdosta.
Complaint asserts that the defendant corporation operated the Ritz
in the town for whites exclusively
and the Palace for whites and Negroes. Because there were approximately 7,500 colored persons in the
area and only 240 seats to accommodate them, plaintiff converted a local building into a theater exclusively for Negroes.
It is charged that various methods
were used and threats made to force
the plaintiff out of business. When
the plaintiff opened another theater,
he was unable to get pictures, it is
charged.

Schenck Counsel to Ask
Dismissal on Monday
Dismissal of the Government income tax fraud action against Joseph M. Schenck will be asked of

Jefferson

City,

Mo.— The

Senate passed and sent to the House
for action the bill of Sen. W. B.
Whitlow, Fulton, a Democrat, to repeal a law of 1885 that prohibits
cities of the third and fourth class

from

imposing

licenses

on

opera

theaters in cities of the third and
fourth class have a legal right to
enjoy the same immunity from license fees as the old opera houses
of the late 80's.
Decision was handed down in a
suit brought by the St. Louis Amusement Co. to set aside taxes imposed
on four of its theaters in St. Louis
The high court set aside
County.
the taxes, saying that theaters could
not be forced to pay the license fees
because of the 1885 law.

Trans-Lux

Universal Corp. vtc...
Universal Picts

6%

6%

"Hamilton Woman" Breaks
Record in Coast Showing
West Coast Bureau

—

of

Hollywood

series of 24 short subjects, depicting the birth and development of
the American film, will be released

Glennan has
resigned as Paramount's production
manager and will announce a new
affiliation after he completes a vaca-

Balaber, president of the
recently formed Jubilee Productions.
To be known as "Screen Parade." the
series will be designed to cive a
cross-section of the history of early
American motion pictures and will
present famous names of a by-gone

tion.

era.

—

FILM DAILY

by

J.

J.

Preparation for producing the series was started three years ae:o. Pic"Little Foxes" Scratched
tures will be dressed in modern efSyracuse, N. Y. Legit, booking fects with synchronization.
of "The Little Foxes" April 19 at
Jubilee headquarters are at 1600
the Empire here has been scratched. Broadway, New York.

—

left

night for Charleston

last

spend the week-end; he returns Monday.

to

ROBERT RUBIN

J.

is

at the Metro studio.

on the Coast foe/V dies
'J&p-

KENNETH MACGOWAN

arrives here this

week-

end from Hollywood.

ALAN FREEDMAN,
on

is

the

De Luxe Laboratory head,

Coast.

ARCHIE MAYO, who

recently

completed di-

"The Creat American Broadcast" fori
20th-Fox, arrived here yesterday from the Coast
rection on

for a vacation.

HARRY M. KALM1NE, zone manager for War-l
ner theaters in Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia,
and his family, are vacationing inf
Florida.
CHARLES COBURN
SUSAN HAYWARD
A.

BERMAN

L.

next

flies
is

to the

Coast today.

at the Waldorf.

due back today from Florida.

is

month after

a

stay

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood
of

in

returns here early

Cuba.

THE FILM DAILY

M-G-M's sound department, de-

that "everything the sound
department does has to be skilled" ^
and that sound men should not come
within the scope of the Wages and
Hours Act that provides a 40-hour
week and pays time and a half for
overtime. He appeared at the Wages
and Hours hearing being conducted
here.

Joseph A. Padway, general counsel
of the American Federation of Labor, declared that sound men are not
workmen of any particularly high
or specialized skill and that a good
deal of their work consists of routine
matters such as checking amplifiers
and servicing sound equipment.

VITfiCOLOR
PRESENTS

TWO AND THREE COLOR

PERFECT

16mm

GETTING A SIGNED
RECEIPT IS A
STANDING RULE OF

SOUND PRINTS
including

from your
Kodachrome.

Uniform, highest quality, color corrected, permanent, transparent prints
on

GASPARCOLOR
Delivered

film.

competitive
prices!
Demonstrations arranged by
appointment. Also complete facilities
for taking 35mm two and three color
speedily

at

negatives.

Tostal

Tehgvapb
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN
APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

,iOI

—Douglas Shearer, head

clared

negatives,

A

West Coast Bureau of THE
Hollywood T. Keith

A. L. PINDAT, Republic home office special
sails today on the Santa Clara for Panama;
he will be gone four weeks.
rep.,

Sound Men "Skilled"
THE FILM DAILY Workers, Shearer Claims

6'/2

Glennan Quits as Para.
Production Manager

1

VICTOR PAYNE JENNINGS

Parade"
To Trace Pix Development

1

of

R. CRAINCER, Republic's prexy, left
night for Toronto to attend the convention
Empire Films, Ltd.; he returns Monday.

LYNN FARNOL

The bill was presented to the General Assembly because in a recent
ruling the Missouri Supreme Court
held that the modern motion picture

—

.

and G0IDG

JAMES
last

houses.

Setting an all-time
record-breaking gross of $11,500 for
Feleral Judge Grover M. Moscowitz
days at the Four-Star
on Monday on resumption of the its first eight
Theater, Alexander Korda's "That
(Thursday, March 27)
Government case against Schenck
Woman" started the secand Joseph H. Moskowitz by Harold Hamilton
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
ond week of its run with an increase
H.
Corbin,
attorney
the
defenfor
Net
in gross over the same day of the
High Low Close Chg. dants, it was learned yesterday.
first week.
Am. Seat
The
application,
which
be
will
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %)
The picture is expected to run
based on at least six grounds, will
Columbia Picts. pfd
three months at the Four-Star.
l/
Con. Fm. Ind
3^
+
% %
8
stress the contention that the GovCon. Fm. Ind. pfd...
8
8
+ % ernment has failed to set forth evi7V2
l/
East. Kodak
135'/4 134
135'/4 +
4
March" to Debut
dence of fraud in Schenck's tax re- "Greece on
do pfd
172
172
172
"Greece On The March," the first
Gen. Th. Eq
1314 + % turns.
13'A 13
U. S. Attorney Mathias F.
Loew's, Inc
32'A 31% 31%— Vs
Correa tentatively rested the Gov- full-length picture to be produced
do pfd
the ParParamount
12% 12
12y4 + l/4 ernment's case yesterday after stat- foi American audiences by
Para. 1st pfd
99
98% 99
+ % ing that he may call another witness thenon Film Studios, formerly of
Para. 2nd pfd
113/8
113/8
u% 4. y8 on Monday.
Athens, Greece, will have its world
Pafhe Film
8'/4
8
814+ %
Theater,
RKO
23/4
23,4
23/4
Cross-examination of Lawrence W. premiere at the Squire
RKO $6 pfd
Avenue, tomorrow night.
39'/4 39
39'/4 +
14
concluded
after Gibney Eighth
Gibney
was
20th Century-Fox
.6
6
6
will go to
admitted that he did not know the Proceeds of the premiere
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
149% 148
149% + 2% reason why a number of deductions the Greek War Relief Association.
Warner Bros
2% 2% 2%
Film's commentary is in Greek,
had not been allowed. Among these
do pfd
English sub-titles.
with
gifts
were sums spent for Christmas
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
and salary paid to Schenck's assisOption
Loew's deb. 3 %s46
tant. Trial was set over to Monday, Para. Takes Up Pal
Para. B'way 3s55
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
expected
the
Govtime
it
is
at
which
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4 s47 95%
95% 95% ...
Hollywood Paramount has exerWarner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
ernment will formally rest.
cised its option on George Pal's
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Puppetoons, extending the contract
Monogram Picts
Sonotone Corp
1%
% 1%
Jubilee's "Screen
for the 1941-42 season with Pal to
Technicolor
provide six additional musical shorts.
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COmmG

State

Two and three color 16mm prints also
made from 35mm separation negatives.

Phone, write, or wire

HOLLYWOOD COLORFILM CORP.
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Burbank, California
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74 NEWPROJECTSJVEST'S TOTAL IN '40
Motiograph's New Sound Is Boon To Drive-Ins
PLAIN TALK
. . .

about equipment

=By

Equipment
UST

GEORGE
Editor,

H.

MORRIS;

THE FILM DAILY

more

newspaper than
— its Page One news, there's more to a
movie show than the feature film, or, for
I

as there's

to a

that matter, the entire film program.
In the great business of journalism, proper

promotion

plays
its
part.
Consistently,
readers are informed of the fact that, in
addition to the publication of news, there
are various departments which merit con-

And so should it be with the
promotion of the film theater, because the
program offered is by no means the only

sideration.

thing which the exhibitor has to sell to the
entertainment-seekers within his community.

the public cared only for what it received VISUALLY, we could go back at once
to the days when audiences sat on soapboxes or improvised benches, back, far
back, to the days of the nickelodeon.
A
coin put down, a door swung open, a place
to sit, pictures flashed on a screen, then
exit.... and to hell with anything else.

System Possesses Both
Mechanical and Economic
Advantages, Firm Says

Why

such retrogression would be imposthe public CARES, yes,
sible is because
cares for atmosphere, surroundings, comforts,
conveniences.
But, strange as seems, powerful little is done by the film theater to
call public attention to ALL that an admisprice

sion
It

is

will

not at

bring.
all

unlikely that the day will

come when the theaterman

devote concerted effort in advertising copy to tell the
community about the different "departments" (equipment) of the theater he operates, and
how much these departments
mean to the man woman or child who atTo some extent this has been done
tends.
with
reference to air conditioning and
pseudo air conditioning (and boy, is there a
difference!), but even here the effort has
been superficial, the accent being on the
(Continued on Page 2)

"Condensed" Version

—Theaters

rank third in
number of air conditioning installations here, according to Commonwealth Edison Co., 204 houses out
of 310 in the area being so equipped.

Chicago

Currently, total jobs

amount

to 2,407.

commercial conditioning units there are 2,598 room coolDuring past year, 1 1 new theaers.
ter installations were made.
In addition to

FOR FILMLAND

Year's Prospects Bright

—

Opportunities Big

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau

Los Angeles
181,172

For Equip. In

S. A.

By JOSEPH

F.

Staff

THE FILM DAILY
$2,-

during 1940 in the territory west of
the Rocky Mountains, and factors
point to a sharp increase during

1941, along with equipment sales,
according to a survey of the section
involved, for the 1941 Film Daily
Year Book.
Number of new projects during the
scheduled for May 5 to 8, inclusive,
at the Sagamore Hotel, Rochester. past calendar year is disclosed as 74,
Emory Huse, recently elected presi- with the Los Angeles area leading

important feature new to this
conclave is a day-long joint session

(Continued on Page 4)

An

(Continued on Page 5)

FILM DAILY

of

—Approximately

was spent on new theaters

dent, will preside.

March

Installations

Listed

by Kroehler

BROWN
Correspondent

(By Air Mail)
Market for equipment of U. S. manufacture is steadily expanding in
Brazil, and indication point to a banner year for branches and agencies
Rio de Janeiro

Theaters Acclaim

Chicago

Newest Vallen Track

among

Mfg.

Co.

its installations

reof

Kroehler Push Back chairs thus far
this

—

—Kroehler

ports that

month are

the following jobs:

country as well as in other
Akron Vallen, Inc., in wake of
Varsity Theater, Evanston, 111., for
nations of South America.
announcement recently of its new Balaban & Katz; Paramount TheaSurvey here shows the avenues of Vallen Rear-Fold Safety Track, re- the field with some 12,420 new seats,
trade wide open, with opinion ex- ports that this innovation in the representing 19 theaters. The San
(Continued on Page 3)
manufacture of film theater curtain ter, Detroit, for Saul Sloan; Para(Continued on Page 6)
mount, Wheaton, 111., Arlington,
in this

Prelim.

Work Commences

On Canadian

will

—

Los Angeles Sector Led
With 19 Houses; Current

SMPE and AS of A Meeting
Chicago Development of a new
Eyed for Developments
sound system for Drive-in Theaters,
based upon an entirely new method
of sound reproduction as far as theaNew scientific advances which
ter use is concerned, is announced
have or will shortly benefit the movie
by the Sound Department of Motiogoer in every part of the world, will
graph, Inc., through Fred Matthews,
the
company official. The sound-on-film be presented and discussed at
1941 Spring Convention of the So(Continued on Page 4)
ciety of Motion Picture Engineers,

If

—

ADVANCES LOOM

Montreal

Theater

—Work preliminary to the

erection of a

new

$20,000 theater in

Westboro, near Ottawa, got under
way this week. The building is to be
erected by Baker Bros., of Ottawa,
on property purchased from the
estate of late J. Y. Patrick on the
north side of the Richmond Road
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 3)

Stockholders' Assents
Received by York Ice

—

NV Meeting

Exhibition Booths Planned in Traymore
Film theater equipment manufacturers and dealers are eyeing with

interest the possibilities presented via
Rochester Remodeling and redec- exhibition of their wares in the lobby
orating work is going on full swing of the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic
City, during the National Variety
at three downtown theaters here.
At Loew's 1,500 seats have just Convention which is to be held there
been reupholstered and repaired, the May 15-17 inclusive.
main lobby is being painted, and a
According to the General Arrangenew heat unit has been installed in ments Committee, this is the first in-

—

(Continued on Page 5)

For Major Alterations

—

York, Pa. At a meeting of the
York, Pa.
The Strand Theater
stockholders of the York Ice Mawill be closed after the last perTuesday,
chinery Corp., held on
formance March 10, to undergo comassents to the merger and recapital- plete renovation and modernization,
ization of the company were re- it has been announced by A. J. Vanni,
stockholders holding
ceived from
Warner
for
supervisor
regional
(Continued on Page 3)
Brothers Theaters.
Vanni also reported the Capitol

Equip. Mfrs. Eye
Three Rochester Houses
Undergo Improvements

Warners Shutter Stands

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued, on

Page

5)

Right Up to Minute

—

Rochester Those associated with
planning and construction of the new
de luxe nabe in suburban Brighton are
right on

incident
assuring

their proverbial

with

FCC

the

this

toes.

radio

week

of

Co-

industry
its

readi-

ness to go ahead with television as
soon as standards are set, the contractors
it'll

for

this

theater

be wired for tele!

asserted

EQUIPMENT NEWS

13%
Ideal Chairs Selected

Colonial Is Shuttered
For Major Remodeling

By Two S-W Theaters

=WT^\-DAILY-

COmiDG

Wilmington, Del.— The Aldine and
Wheeling, W. Va.— The Colonial
A Second Section of THE FILM DAILY Arcadia, both operated by Stanley- Theater, one of the Shay chain, 15th
comprehensively covering the equipment field,
Warner, are installing new seats and Market Sts., is temporarily
published every second Friday, except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc., 1501 from the Ideal Seating Co., Grand closed for complete renovation.
The
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate, Rapids, Mich.
house is managed by E. W. Smith.
Publisher; DonaH M. Mersereau, General ManIn
addition,
the Arcadia is being A new screen has been installed and
ager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor. West Coast Bureau, recarpeted and is installing a new new seats are replacing old ones.
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., traveler and set piece in front
of the Scatena of Pittsburgh is doing the
Ralph VVilk, Bureau Chief.
hitherto blank screen.
job. Interior decorations will include

The modern

.

about equipment

.

(Continued from Page 1)
simple "keep cool" note, or "it's 15 degrees
cooler
inside."
The theater possessing
TRUE air conditioning of the year-'round
sort has something to shout about from the
rooftops.
But how can the public differentiate between a splendid unit for health
and comfort, and a mere squirt of a fan

blowing undehumidified

air

of ice cubes, unless the fact

across
is

a

in

attractive

rust color are displayed and demonstrated at both the Aldine and Arcadia theaters.
The seats are streamlined for comfort with wider, adjustable backs,
full length spring edge bottoms and

PLAIN TALK
.

seats

crock

told.

there something to be gained by
telling receptive John Q. Public that when
he pays X-cents plus tax to see a film program that his dough also buys a lot of other

unobstructed visibility from
a'l angles of the theater.
The best
feature of all is the ample space
between seats, 34 inches, allowing
plenty of room for comfort, even for
afford

a six footer.

Brooklyn Theater Will
Embody Schlanger Ideas

Isn't

advantageous things?

We

think that the newspaper ads of tomorrow, inserted by progressive, strategic

showmen,

addition to telling of the
attractions, recount the off-screen

screen

will,

attractions,

in

These

ads will give a
place in the promotional sun to seating,
projection, sound, decorations, furnishings,

water

too.

coolers,

conditioning,
controls,

and

all

the good

lighting, public rooms, air
heating-ventilating,
curtain

width or rows and aisles, safety,
other valuable components of

the

theater.

The automobile manufacturers

are wise
So are the American railroads
(if you'll pardon the outrageous pun) on the
right track.
Our airlines have done a glorious job of selling travel enjoyment and time-

Work

has been started to convert
the building on the premises, 16631669 East 17th Street, Brooklyn, near

Kings Highway, into a 600-seat moPlans have
tion picture theater.
been prepared by Ben Schlanger,
architect.

The new methods of acoustics,
sight lines and lighting design successfully used in a number of thearecently
designed
by Mr.
ters
Schlanger are being incorporated in
this theater. The walls and ceiling
in the auditorium are developed with
special shapes to control sound and
screen light reflections.

EQUIPMENT of the airliners.
Well, there's some consolation in the re-

flection that even Rip

Van Winkle woke

up.

Jones and Coe Take Out
Permit for Ala. Theater
Dothan, Ala.

—Close

on the heels
of announcement by the Martin chain
of plans for a $100,000 movie house
here, Jake Jones, operator of the
Graceville, Fla., Theater, and Lawrence P. Coe, operator of the Lyric
in Slocomb, Ala., took out a permit
to erect a new 400-seater at 1.32
North Foster St. Opening date has
been set for April 27.
The building, formerly occupied by
a cafe, will be remodeled at a cost
of $7,500.
P. B. Killingsworth of
Dotham, has been awarded the contract.

Contracts Are Let For
Puccini's New Theater
Albuquerque

underway, it is announced by L.
Puccini, owner and lessor, who also
announced the awarding of the major
of

Bradbury and Marchant.
The over-all cost, Puccini said,

Brilliant-

addition to theater

Butterfield, Altec Renew
W. S. Butterfield Theaters has renewed contracts with Altec Service
for 96 houses in Detroit and other
Michigan cities.
F.
Dickely
C.
negotiated for Altec.

New

electrical system of indirect lighting
will come later from a local contractor.

company

JOHN

EBERSON.

theater

film

scheduled to return to
from Florida.
in

t

business.

New

York

architect,
this

week-er

BILL CEDRIS, president of Ideal Seating, w.
town this week and has returned to comnar
in
Crand Rapids.
/ ..

ABBOTT

LES
arrived

M.

L.

Monograph's

Portland,

in

Ore.,

BLEACKLEY

of

vice-pre)

from

San

Perkins
after a

Franciso

Electric

G

business tri
Recently the Colonial added bur- has returned to Montreal
to Western Canada.
lesque to its bill of pictures, semiDREW EBERSON. of the firm of John an
successfully.
Future policy not an- Drew
Eberson. architects, arrives in New Yoi
nounced. Theater originally played today from Pittsburgh.
double features.
ROY BOOMER, sales manager of Motiograpl

has arrived

la., House
Has Formal Opening

Davenport,

in

Oklahoma City from

—

f
:l

or
IPS!

Id
J.^]

Dallas.

C. L. CARRINGTON. vice-president and ger
manager of Altec Service, is back in Ne
York from a two months' stay on the Coast, t
hold engineering conferences and supervise fiel
tests of experimental sound films of types no'
under consideration.
eral

Davenport, la. The New Times
Theater in northwest Davenport held
The
its formal opening Mar. 16.
house is on the site of what was formerly the Washington street theater.
New house has been completely
remodeled and redecorated and is
under the management of Jack Myers, who leased the property recently.
Theater is virtually new inside and
out, with an imposing new sign in
modernistic style, the latest style
seats and screen equipment installed
by the Des Moines Theater Supply
Co.
Auditorium has 300 seats.

M

headquarters

Sic

lei

:,:',((

Ayres Names

New

Stand

After His Offspring

—

Seaford, Del. Choosing a nam
for the recently-opened new Seafon

Theater was no problem to
E. Ayres, theater owner.
called it the Layton Theater

Thoma
He jus
in

hono

of his son.

Layton Ayres, who now attend
Andrew's School, near Middle

St.

town, Del., formerly starred in ath

Theater Catalog Issued
letics at Georgetown High School
The 1941 Theater Catalog, Volume and is well known by hundreds o

1941

has been issued in attractive friends throughout Sussex County.
2,
format and makeup by Jay Emanuel
Publications, Philadelphia, and con- Start New House
tains
comprehensive and helpful
Newington, Conn. Excavation ha
material to shownmen, film theater begun for a 700-seater here by Frei
architects and the trade generally. Quatrano of the Lido, Waterbury.

Ask

for the

new booklet

describing

will

Program Display

ADLER

Sizes for

in

gilt.

manager

general

be "well over $60,000," but he was
unable to give details as the sum
of $35,000 already accounted for does
not take into consideration either
the balcony, the air-conditioning,
the water well or the general equipment including seats.

"THIRD DIMENSION"

interests.

parrot plus

MATTHEWS,

C.

Motiograph, Inc., is en route from Chicago
Louisville, and other points south and west

portion of construction to the firm

Jones has a chain of

auto agencies

colors of a

FRED

and GOING t

—

Excavation for the
theater to be built at the corner
of Central Ave. and Seventh St. is

new

Coe, who publishes the Slocomb
News, has been a theater operator
for 16 years.

28, 194

—

to this idea.

saving, plus

March

Friday,
DAILY

LETTERS— All

Interchangeable Use

and New Exclusive

"REMOVA-PANEL" UNITS

S0UI1D SYST€fTlS
Do,

from

MOTIOGRAPH
4431 West Lake

St.,

Chicago,

INC,

III.

Adler Silhouette Letter Co.
2909-G Indiana Ave., Chicago
33-G West 60Hi St., New York

YOUR INDEPENDENT DEALER

uln

.

Friday,

DC

March
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March

Installations

Listed

by Kroehler

(Continued from Page

1)

Arlington

Heights, 111.; Momence,
for Harry Hoag; and
the State, Sycamore, 111., for Evan
Metterling.

Momence,
"Tthe

111.,

company

also

made important

ablations in the Conyers Theater,
Conyers, Ga., for James E. Clay;
and in the Tower Theater, Klamath
Falls, Ore.
B. B. Buchanan, director of sales
for the organization, reports business unusually brisk, with exhibition
field's
interest high in the Push
Backs.
i.

[

S*

Am Equip. Marts Favor U. S.

Big

New

Rio Houses Typify Current

(Continued from Page

Hiiectric

New

By September,

1)

pressed that even if deliveries could
oe made from Germany, preference
of customers would be lor the highly
meritorious LT. S. equipment.
Locally, theater building and improvements to existing nouses is
widespread. The new Cinema Carioca
in Kio's Tijuca section was launched
this week. House is one of the Luiz
Severiano chain, is air conditioned,
seats 1,500, and has latest Western

sound and projection.

Boom

the Cinema Baby-

lonia will be completed in the Ipanema section of Rio. This, too, is air
conditioned, and boasts 2,500 seats.
In Leblon, one of Rib's residential
sections, the Luiz Severiano Ribeiro
interests are building a 2,000-seat,
air conditioned theater which will
debut in a few months' time.
Metro has started construction of
an 1,800-seat, air conditibned, de luxe
cinema in the Capacabana district bf
Rib. This will have the very latest

downtown houses in equipment and furnishings.
the Cinema Colonial, indie stand.
In dbwntbwn Rib wbrk is under
This theater is air conditioned, seats way bn Rua Senadbr Dantbs. It has
1,500 and uses novelty porcelain nbt yet been decided whb will opscreen.
erate this 1,400-seater.
addition to

is

Stockholders' Assents

Received by York Ice
(Continued from Page 1)

Impressive Biz Volume

Michigan Theater Bows

Maintained by S.O.S.

Featuring

39,038 shares of preferred, repreMany installatibns are repbrted by
senting 73% of the total, and 119,880
shares of common stock, represent- S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. in list
ing 74% of the total. At- the same just released by tnat organization,
time there were filed with the com- equipment furnished includes 200
pany dissents to the plan covering chairs for Neal Robinson's Fort Wal6,179 shares of preferred, represent- ton, Ft. Walton, Fla.; S.O.S. Cinemaing 11.6%, and 1,042 shares of com- phone
sound system for Albert
mon, representing .7%.
Molta, Allentown, Pa.; two portable
The stockholders were advised by 35
Soundfilm projectors for
the secretary of the company that a Lucius J. Riley, Durham, N. C; 35
suit to enjoin the merger had been
Professional Single System Refiled in Wilmington, Delaware, and cording Camera for Walter W. Wehr,
that the hearing of this suit had Allentown, Pa.; equipment for sound
been fixed for April 3, 1941. This truck for Henry Meyers' Meyers
suit does not prevent the holding of Theater, Biloxi, Miss.; S.O.S. Cinethe stockholders' meeting and it is maphone sound system for Gene
believed that its outcome will be Burris' Majestic Theater, Sabinal,
favorable to the company.
Tex.; S.O.S. Portable Sound System
for Billy Blythe Players, High Spire,
portable projector
Pa.;
35
Motiograph's
outfit for E. M. Mullikin, Springfield,
Shortly
Mo.; and S.O.S. Gyro Stabilizer
Sound System for W. A. Weaver's
Motiograph, Inc., is Pic Theater, Iola, Kansas.
Chicago
ready to issue a revised and imThe organization also supplied
proved edition of its booklet, "Model Simplex ticket machine and a LightProjection Room," embracing the ning Coin Changer to the Rialto,
current full line of the company's Hamilton, Ohio; 175 American Seatsound systems.
ing Co. chairs to Pal Amusements,
heavy demand is expected from Vidalia, Ga.; and S.O.S. Inverse
the trade for this booklet, the first Feedback Amplifiers to Amuse-Uedition of which proved invaluable to Shows, Happy Camp, Calif.
purchasers of sound equipment both
S.O.S. has just issued its latest
in the domestic and foreign fields.
"bargain bulletin" of studio, laboInterested showmen may address ratory
and recording equipment,
request for the booklet to Motio- which can be obtained by interested
graph, Inc., here.
theatermen free of charge upon communication with the company.

mm

mm

New

RCA

Book

mm

To Be Ready

—

A

Nebles Set 600-Seater

—

Pensacola, Fla. Plans are under
way for the erection of a new motion
picture theater by Dr. W. D. Nobles.
Douglas Howell & Son, architects,
have drawn plans for the building.
It is to have a seating capacity of
approximately 600, and will be known
as the "Florida." The theater has
already been leased to J. C. Hester
of Greensboro, S. C, owner of a theater chain.

Mirrophonic

New

for

Orleans

Ruston Stand

—The

Delta Theater
Inc. has just installed a Mirrophonic
De Luxe Sound System, Model M-10
in John L. Caldwell's theater at Ruston, La.

NTS

Equip.

IN

SHAPE FOR

8m&& summER
You

get

more Comfort Cooling

your money from USAirCo
out,

profits

—

for

efficient lay-

17 years of engineering experience

and modern cooling equipment, simply

—

Detroit United Detroit Theaters designed for low-cost, trouble-free operaopened their 19th theater, the 1,000- tion. Regardless of the size or design
Birmingham,
Bloomfield
at
seat
of your house, USAirCo has the system
Mich., with a Community Dinner.
House is modernistic but designed as that will give Comfort Cooling that
companion to the larger Birmingham earns profits.
Theater in the next block. It has
Kooler-aire Evaporative
unique modern features, including
circular screen, black light for part
the decorations, and the first
"magic eye" drinking fountain in the

Cooling

of

state.

The
100%

finest

fresh

low-cost
air

is

comfort cooling.
cooled,

washed,

—

House was designed by Bennett cleaned and filtered a complete air
and Straight, theater architects. Nachange every 2Y2 minutes or oftener.
tional Theater Supply installed Simplex sound and projection, Alexander Kooler-aire effects temperature reducSmith carpeting, screen, and mar- tions from 10-25 degrees below outside
quee. Seating is by Heywood-Wake- reading, depending on climatic condifield, and decoration by Thomas Di
Equipped with Hydraulic Variable
tions.

Lorenzo.

Speed Pulley and Dual Deflectors.

Christen It Warner
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. The name
"Warner" has been given to the new
theater being erected on Las Olas
Boulevard and which will show first
run films from the studios of Warner
Brothers, First Natibnal and Vitaphone pictures. The theater will be
cbntrblled and bperated by Jbhn A.
Cunningham and Charles K. Hol-

—

lander.

It is to

be a 900-seat hbuse.

Fbr mbre than two years Warner
pictures have nbt been shown in Fort
Lauderdale.

Cold Water Kooler-aire
Where

(55°) is economiCold Water Kooler-aire
a combinais the ideal cooling system
tion of 100% fresh air, washed, filtered,
cooled and dehumidified for complete
comfort. A complete air change every
cold water

cally available,

—

4 to 5 minutes.

Easy
venient

to

buy with USAirCo's ConPlan.
USAirCo En-

Finance

gineers have

Interstate Spending $50,000
Harlingen, Tex. Interstate Theaters of Dallas will start a theater

—

made

a host

of improve-

ments in low cost Comfort Cooling.
Write for this booklet and get all the
facts.

expansion and improvement program
To Get Eighth Nabe
here, involving $50,000 or more, in
Fort Worth, Tex.—H. E. Fulgham,
who operates the local Ideal Theater, the near future. One new theater
building will
and will
to build a modern neighborhood
theater at Azle Road and Rosen Avenue, on the North side here, with
constructibn tb begin in abbut 30
days.
This will be Fbrt Wbrth's
eighth neighbbrhbbd theater, and the
seebnd deluxe hbuse fbr the Nbrth

cost $25,000
be built for exhibition of

side.

Remodeled House Opens

is

Spanish
language pictures, George Watson,

manager for Interstate, said.
The Arcadia Theater will undergo
district

remodeling.

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORP.
FD341 Northwestern Terminal

—

Minneapolis, Minnesota
book, "The Earning Power
Conditioning in the Modern

is planning
complete rebuilding of the front of
his present Wolverine Theater, west
side house, and will rename it the

me your
Ark. The Crescent of Send
Controlled Air
Theater, which has been closed sev- Theatre.*'
eral weeks for remodeling and reNAME
decorating, reopened March 16. New
Simplex projectors were installed. ADDRESS
New upholstered seats of red and

Dale.

ivory were also installed.

New

Front Plus

Detroit

Name

—Clare Winnie

Little

Rock,

TOWN

STATE

—

4

EQUIPMENT NEWS

•

74

New Houses

Buill

In

West During

'40

(Continued from Page

™3$l

Is

Work Commences
Theater

(Continued from Page

1)

near the westerly limits of the village of Westboro.
It is expected that the new building will be completed for occupation by June. It is to be of cement
block and brick construction and will
be of fireproof. It will have a frontage of 41 feet and a depth of 110
feet. Baker Bros, are present owners of the property but Westboro
theater interests have an option on
the theater for rental and possibly
its purchase.

(Continued from Page 1)

T
•

•

—

Waynesville, Mo. The new Fort
Theater, a 1,000-seater, being
erected here by the Commonwealth

Company

City, Mo., will have its

Kansas
official grand
of

opening on Easter Sunday, April

13.

was built especially to cater to
the troops to be stated in the big
training camp for the Seventh Army
Corps in this vicinity. An opposition
theater, a 500-seater, is being erected
by J. T. Ghosen who has theaters
in Sedalia and Versailles, Mo.
The
opening date for Ghosen's house has

to install

owned

—

Gardner, Mass.
The Heywood
Wakefield Company, chair manufacturers, announce that more than
1,250 employees will be given a
week's vacation with pay in July,
for all who have been with the concern for a year prior to that period.

Two weeks
a general

ago, the company gave
per cent wage in-

five

crease.

Set For April Bow
Richmond, Ind. Bob Hudson announces his new theater here will
open early in April and will be

—

known

as the

Hudson State Theater.

is

embark

for

having

to

make

their

Joseph

L.

Cartagena, Colombia

125 tons mechanical refrigeration

Dominican Republic

installations in

He

will stop off

two Government-

plus one for the Olimpia Theater in Trujillo City

theaters

and check on

jobs at Barranquilla,

T

T

Colombia

T

Madison Theater, Toronto, recently acquired by 20th
Century Theaters
which is headed by N. A. Taylor
will
reopen in mid-April
following outlay of some $75,000 for
remodeling and modernizing
House has been named the
Mid-Town
'Tis also announced that Eddie Newman is comin'
from the Lyceum in Winnipeg to manage the stand. ... • A
$1,055,000 allocation for additional production facilities at Eastman
Kodak
is included in a huge appropriation for the Navy
passed a few days ago by the Senate
Phil M. House
understands on excellent authority that the sum is for machinery
and not for an additional building.
# Word to the wise:
Don't make any mistake about it
the portable machinery
developed by York Ice (it's in a truck)
opens all sorts of
possibilities for exhibs. to stage ice skating on their theaters'
stages
as an added attraction for patrons
They laughed

•

•

•

.

.

Taylor Todd, the investment dealer of Indianapolis
when he hatched the idea
Well, for that matter, a lotta folks
thought Tom Edison was a mite goofy
when he gave birth
to commercial movies.
• Credit where credit is due
Alfred Colle Co., advertising outfit, has done a remarkable job on
USAirCo's Refrigerated Kooler-aire Catalogue titled "Your Best
Air Defense"
It's worth any theaterman's time to look it
over
and it's yours for the asking
at N.

.

.

T
•

FROM

T

T

Mohawk Pow

Wow

house organ of Mocomes the following
contributed by
Leslie Newell of the Renard branch in Des Moines:
Said the little red rooster, "Gosh all Hemlock, things are tough,
Seems that worms are getting scarcer, and I can't get enough.
What's become of all those fat ones is a mystery to me;
There were thousands through that rainy spell, but now where can
Carpet

Mills,

the

Inc

—

they be?"

The old black hen who heard him
She had gone through lots of dry

didn't grumble' or complain.
spells,

she had lived through floods

of rain;

So she flew on the grindstone, and she gave her claws a whet.
And she said, "I've never seen the time there wasn't worms to

new and undug
rooster jeered, "New

She picked a

The

Give More Benefits

T

Air Conditioning Corp.

supervising engineer

in the

It

not been announced.

TYPHOON

•

Blair

•
hawk

To Make Easter Bow

Amusement

28, 1941

broadcast to the audience by
radio transmitter and received by
the audience in individual radio re
ceivers located in each automobile.
Carrier current radio transmitW
furnished in the system is simil^ dies
those used in telephoning to moV. g
trains. It transmits on a single frequency far outside the ordinary radio
broadcast range. Radio antenna con
sists of single conductor insulated
wire arranged so as to uniformly distribute the radio frequency energy
over the theater area, thus providing high signal levels required for
interference-free operation of rewill be

•

Wood

March

Boon To Drive-Ins

1)

seats at 4,406.
With the way cleared by the un-,
derstandings growing out of the recent consent decree, the large circuits
are expected to further expand during 1941, and many small chains and
individuals will doubtless be encouraged to put up new houses. Programs
such as those already announced by
Fox West Coast will contribute
greatly to boosting the current year's
totals over 1940, and involve a large
amount of theater equipment.

On Canadian

Friday,
DAILY

Moliograph's Sound

Francisco area was second with 10,409 seats, representing 20 theaters.
The Denver territory saw seven
theaters built with an aggregate
capacity of 2,997 seats, while the
Portland district was represented by
nine new theaters totaling 4,443
seats.
Six new theaters having a
capacity of 2,070 seats were constructed in the Salt Lake City area.
Returns from the Seattle sector
place the number of new theater

Prelim.

'

spot;

the earth

— that's

was hard and

get."

just

ground,

spread her

—

feet

Receivers are contained in portable radio type cabinets which have
no tuning dials and which wil pick

up only the signals from the theater's own radio transmitter. Output
of volume of receivers has been planned to be adequate to serve four or
people in each car comfortably
and quality of sound output is be-

five

lieved to be superior to that obtainable from the average portable radio
broadcast receiver.
The initial cost of the equipment
is expected to be lower than the pres-

ent Drive-in Theater sound reproduction system, either the systems
embodying post-type speakers or the
systems employing individual car
speakers, as Motiograph's new system eliminates the necessity for installation of posts and individual
wiring as well as replacement of
equipment due to accident and adverse weather conditions.
It is claimed that sound reproduction is materially improved over any
other type of outdoor sound reproduction and will be particularly desirable to Drive-in Theater owners
because adverse weather conditions
will

have no

effect

upon proper

re-

production.

Altec System For Drive-in
Neil Hellman's new 500-car drivein theater, which will open about
May 15, at the crossroads to Cohoes
and Saratoga on the Albany Post
Road at Latham, N. Y., will have
speaker equipment specially designed
by Altec Service, which is now supervising the installation of the sound
system.

firm.

no place for a worm."
and dug both fast and free.
"I must go to the worm," she said, "The worms won't come to me."
The rooster vain'.y spent the day, through habit by the way,
Where fat round worms had passed in squads back in the rainy days.
When nightfall found him supperless, he growled in accents rough,
"I'm hungry as a fowl can be, conditions sure are tough."
He turned to the old black hen and said, "It's worse with you.
For you're not only hungry, but you must be tired too.
I rested while you scratched for worms,
so I feel fcdr'.y perk;
But how are you? Without worms, too? and after all that •work?"
The old black hen hopped to her perch and dropped her eyes to sleep,
And murmured in a drowsy tone, "Young man, hear this and weep,
I'm full of worms and happy, for I've dined both long and well.
!"
The worms crre there as always BUT I HAD TO DIG LIKE H
little

The old black hen

ceiver.

Dusman

Installs for U. S. N.
J. F. Dusman reports
installation of two Motiograph
Projectors and one Mirrophonic De
Luxe Sound System at the Naval
Ammunition Depot at Hingham,
Mass. and similar installations at:

—

Baltimore

Naval

HK

Ammunition

Depot,

Iona

Naval Air Station,
Cape May, N. J.; Naval Air Station,
Corpus Christi, Tex.

Island,

N.

Y.;

New Sound
Omaha

for

Arbor

—Western

Theater Supply

Co. has just installed in the Arbor

Theater, Omaha, Nebraska Mirrophonic De Luxe Sound System, Model
M-ll.

—

Friday,

March

m
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Wild Waves Are Playing, Pix Will
Be Doing Ditto On Galveston's New Pier

Galveston

—This

city's

newest theater

To Spotlight Equip.

will be built on a $1,300,000 pleasure
the Gulf some 1,200 feet,
the film programs to be
shown well out over the waters, above the thundering breakers which feature
the island (romantic, eh, wot?).
In addition to the theater, pier will have an
air conditioned convention hall, an indoor ice skating rink, dance floor,
shopping
center, an aqua sports stadium, marine museum, and plenty of space for deep
sea fishing.
State legislature recently passed a bill permitting erection of the

which

pier

(Continued from Page 1)

with the Acoustical Society of America, during which a symposium of
papers by engineers of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories will be prep.er, and work will commence shortly.
sented at the morning and afternoon
a^ssions.
In the evening the two
groups will witness a demonstration
of stereophonic sound by the Bell Warners Shutter Stands
Telephone Laboratories at the East- For Major Alterations
man Theater.
Seven committees are assisting
(Continued from Page 1)
Mr. Kunzmann in setting up the Theater will close tomorrow for simprogram for the convention. The ilar work, and will be reopened April
Reception and Local Arrangements 10.
Committee is headed by G. A. Blair.
Innovations include a twin marOther committees and their chairmen quee, the only one in the state, to
follow: Registration and Informa- serve as master canopy for the two
tion, W. C. Kunzmann; Hotel and theaters; complete redecorating and
Transportation, F. E. Altman; Ban- painting of interiors and exteriors;
quet and Dance, I. L. Nixon; Projec- installation of new stage equipment;
tion, H. F. Heidegger; Ladies' Re- stage draperies; scientific lighting
ception Committee, Mrs. C. M. Tut- fixtures; wall tapestries; rest rooms,
tle;
Publicity
Committee, Julius acoustically treated sound wall covering; new outside display frames
Haber.
At the March 19 meeting of and new doors. The Strand will have
SMPE's Atlantic Coast Section in a rearrangement of seats.
the Hotel Pennsylvania, Dr. Harry
F. Olsen, of RCA Mfg. Co., presented
Two Theaters Under
paper,
interesting
unusually
an
Camp Wallace, Hitchcock, Tex.
"Microphones For Motion Pictures:
This Coast Artillery replacement
Their Uses, Characteristics, and
center 41 miles south of Houston
An informal will
Pick-Up Technique."
train both white and negro Sedinner at the hotel was held prior to

At NV's Convention

—

will project into

(Continued from Page

conclave.
Facilities of the Traymore, it is
pointed out, lend themselves admirably to the idea, and already several
top-flight equipment organizations
have indicated their interest in the

1

Way

Service men this Summer,
and, as a result, the camp will require two complete recreation areas,
involving separate camp theaters
for Negroes and whites.
Work on
the two theaters already has been
lective

the session.

DSE Grabs Many Orders
For Motiograph Equip.

—

begun.
They will be completed
Montreal Dominion Sound Equip- within 60 days.
ments, Ltd., report a steadily increasing business in the installation
of sound and projection equipment. Examining Plans
Louisville Plans for a new motion
Recent installations of Motiograph
Projection Equipment are: E. W. picture theater at 2470 Bardstown
Theater, Courtenay; Royal Theater, Road are being examined by the
Moose Jaw; Victoria Theater, Ot- Building Department pending issutawa, Ont.; Strand Theater, Sydney, ance of a permit. The theater will
seat 882 persons and the building
N. S.
In the month of February alone, will contain two stores as well as the
the Dominion Sound Equipments auditorium. The permit was applied
Ltd. purchased 12 pairs of Motio- for by Christ Thodis, with F. T. Wingraph Projectors. Sales Manager nenberg as architect and J. N. JackPearson indicates that more orders son, contractor.
are forthcoming in the near future.

—

—

May

Opening Set
Sparks' State Under
Gainsville, Fla.

on the

new

Way

— Construction work

Sparks chain.

at each of the following points: Two
such installations at Naval Air Station, Jacksonville, Fla., and one such
installation at Naval Air Station,

Miami.

Ray O'Rourke of the Philadelphia
Tent is chairman of the Exhibition
Trailer
Co.
has now Committee.
Procedure will be to
moved into their new building at
allot space in order of the contracts
1327 South Wabash Ave., Chicago,
received for same.
Filmack

111.

Formerly tenanted by M-G-M,

the structure will house Filmack's
entire organization, sales and advertising staff, sound studios, labora-

and production departments.
The new move, Filmack's fifth in

tories,

(Continued from Page 1)

—

—

Air Conditioning Now
Unveils New Phelps
Plainville, Conn.
Phelps, Ky. The Phelps, new
George LeWitt
has finished his redecoration of the house, has been opened by Charles
Strand and is starting installation Schneider, formerly of Mullins, W.

—

—

Va.

of air-conditioning.

1

"TODAY"

*

May

Three Rochester Houses
Undergo Improvements

twenty-two years, is part of the ex- the lobby. Scheduled to start soon
pansion program planned by Irving is the laying of a new rubber mat
Mack, founder of the company.
in the lobby, a $3,000 job that has
been let to the Sackett Tile and Marble Co.
The balcony is due to be
Perkins Equips New Stand
recarpeted later in the spring.
Toronto Sale of the Perkins ElecAt the RKO Palace, work has
tric Co. of C.T.R. equipment for the
started on a new box office and a
Murphy circuit's new film theater at new marquee and sign. While the
Moosbank, Saskatchewan, is re- new box office is being installed, the
ported by L. F. Hoffman, Toronto ticket booth has been moved tempomanager for the Perkins firm. This rarily into the lobby.
was the third sale of C.T.R. equipReconstruction of part of the exment to that circuit, other recent terior of the Temple is also well
sales having been those to its the- underway.
aters in Gravelsburg, Sask., and
Eastend, Sask.
Boost Seating Capacity
Toledo Capacity of the theater
being built in a $500,000 commercial
Remodelling the State
development at Central Ave. and
Knoxville, Tenn.— The State TheaMonroe St., here, has been increased
ter, 628 Market street, has secured
to 1,700 seats. House has been leased
a building permit for remodelling for 25 years to the Associated Theinterior and front of its building at
aters Corp. of Cleveland, and will
an estimated cost of $3200.
be ready about May 1.

1

New DeLuxe Newsreel
Theater Installs Kroehler

1st.

Chicago's

KEEP COOL WITH TYPHOON
Typhoon

has

engineered

tioning

systems

theatre

conditioning.

Typhoon systems

Wil-Kin Does Gov't Work
Atlanta—Wil-Kin Theater Supply
recently installed two Model HK Motiograph Projectors and Model M-ll
Mirrophonic De Luxe Sound System

plan.

City, Mo.— Walter Talbot
is building a new theater in Rogers,
Arkansas. He expects it to be com-

State Theater has bepleted about
direction of Arthur

Perry, Jr., of Jacksonville. The building will seat approximately 1,000
persons and it is expected will be
completed by the end of May. Some
$85,000 will be expended in its construction. It is a new unit in the

Filmack Trailer Org.
Moves to New Quarters

Kansas

gun under the

1)

stance of companies being enabled to
formally exhibit during a Variety

operation.

to

is

Blowers,

5

meet

types

All
built

of

air

condi-

requirement
equipment used

every

for

washers,

low
coils,

cost,

of

Seats

in

efficient

Write today for details on

this sensationally successful new theater seat
that ends standing to let others pass.

compressors,

condensers and grilles are attractively priced and
are

ready for

immediate shipment.

For information and prices write Dept. FD

KROEHLER MFG.

TYPHOON
AIR CONDITIONING CO., INC.
252 West 26th Street

New

York, N. T.

206 Lexington Ave..
York, N. Y.

New

1248 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
2013 S. Vermont Ave., Los
Angeles, Calif.

Elliott

wood

CO., Public Seating Division
Export: Roy Chandler, 505
Film Co., 72 GlenFifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

Ave., Minneapolis,

,

Minn.
Standard Theater Supply
Corp., 78 Broadway, Bos-

4020 E. 116th St., Cleveland, Ohio
6700 Denton Dr., Dallas,

ton, Mass.

Texas

)
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Dan O'Brien is Mere Amateur, But
Cold ut the Pole Is Downright Professional

Theaters Acclaim

Altec? s

Newest Yallen Track

There's been plenty of squawking about cold weather this month, with March
going out like a lion,
but you'll hear no complaint from Dan O'Brien, Altec's
inspector in Portland, Ore.
Like several other Altec gents, Dan is interested
in amateur radio (his station's call letters are W7GPY)
and he recently communicated with the Byrd expedition at the South Pole.
Operator down there
reported the Portland signals loud and clear, then went on to say that weather
at the pole is "warming up."
It had gone all the way up to 66 below from a
previous 72 degrees below.

ntinued fiotn Pane

1

is

—

Large

—

reported that the
Ampro Corp. has received orders for
three thousand projectors for coin
operated film vending machines and
the factory is working full time in
the production of the order.
It

power

reduced

requirements

and takes up
only half the space previously needed. The number of rotating machines
has been reduced almost 50 per cent.
Fewer machines, plus the use of
three 75 hp. Westinghouse hermetically sealed compressor units is expected to materially reduce maintenance. A unique water storage system aids in using off-peak power.
The Saenger covers 75 per cent of
a city block, seats 3,400 people, and
Dr. McDaniel Breaks Ground
was initially air conditioned during
Martinsville, Va.
Ground has its construction in 1927. Two 150been broken for the new $15,000 the- ton carbon dioxide compressors, each
ater to be built by Dr. E. M. Mc- driven by a 250 hp., 150 rpm synW. J. Puckett is in charge chronous motor, were used to cool a
Daniel.
large tank of water by means of
of construction.
This cooled water
Baudelot coils.
was brought into contact with the
cooling air by spraying it into the
air stream in two conditioning cham-

Ampro Order

Chicago

—

Memphis Local branch area of
National Theater Supply Co. reports
that in Little Rock, Ark., the Ensor
Theater Co., Inc., has installed in its
Crescent Theater complete projection

The new air conditioning system of
the Saenger Theater in New Orleans,
La.,

is

from 659 hp.

1941

Lively Equip. Trend

Saenger Cooling System
Economical and Compact

—

28,

Memphis Area Shows

—

meeting with wide
acclaim by film houses both large and
small, all of which appraise highly
the simple, foolproof and definitely
dependable track.
Outstanding characteristics of latter are that (1) it produces a spectacular and unusual effect; (2) al- RCA's Chicago Branch
lows curtain to move back as one Lists Finished Jobs
smooth ungathered surface; (3) all
folding takes place at extreme ends
Chicago RCA Corp. reports many
of track, out of sight of audience;
improvement jobs underway, in the
(4) curtain operates with greater
Chicago territory. A. E. Klein, manease and smoothness than on any
ager of the sound department, says
other type of track available; (5)
tnat jobs have been completed at the
painted scenic effects on fabric will
new Today Theater, the Empress
remain intact as curtain is operated;
Theater, Highway Theater, Lindy
(6) titles projected escape distorTheater, and the Keith's Theater in
tion; (7) non-cumbersome, adds no
Indianapolis.
extra weight and requires no extra
The Apollo Theater of the B & K
power to operate curtain; and (8)
adds years to life of any curtain, ac- chain also received new Brenkert
projectors for the "Fantasia" encording to Vallen engineers.
gagement.
track equipment

March

to 275 hp.,

—

;

bers.

Theater to be Reopened
Clarksville, Tenn.
Crescent
Amusement Co. is having the local
architectural firm of Speight and
Hibbs prepare plans for remodeling
the old Lillian Theater building at
Franklin and First Sts., purchased by
its present owners three years ago
from Goldberg Amusement Co. Beside new interior seating and decorations, a new front and marquee will
be built and complete new equip-

—

equipment including Simplex Four
Star sound, Simplex E-7 projectors;
Simplex high lamps, Walker plastic
molded screen, strong rectifiers and
B & L Super Cinephor lenses. Crestwood carpeting, Irwin chairs and a
National Comfort cooling system
were also included in the installation
which was made by NTS.
The Memphis office also reports
another installation of Simplex Four
Star sound in Lilbourn, Mo.
This
was purchased for the Rex Theater,
operated by A. D. Fielder.
In Greenwood, Miss., the Fran Theater, managed by Frank Bishop and
Ben Ward, has modernized its projection booth with Simplex high projection lamps and Strong rectifiers installed by the Memphis branch of

NTS.
Simplex Four Star sound, Super
Simplex projectors, Simplex high
lamps, Strong rectifiers and a Walker plastic molded screen have been
installed in the New Theater by
owner Ray A. Wilson, in De Witt,
Ark.

Sorenson Sells Equip.
Henry Sorenson of Modern Theater Equipment Corp. has just installed a pair of Motiograph Model
Projectors in the Alamo Theater at
Bellville, Texas. He has also sold to

K

the

Jefferson

Amusement

Co.

for

their theater at Marshall, Texas, a

Mirrophonic De Luxe Sound System
and a pair of Model K Projectors
complete.

To Modernize Kimbark
Chicago Harry Nepo has organ-

—

Alexander Theater Corp.
Clarence Speight and taken over the Kimbark theaKimbark avenue from
states that the plans have been com- ter at 6240
the Secher and Nortman circuit. The
pleted.
new owners will modernize the house.
RCA Selects Ferguson Co.
Contract for designing and building the new Laboratories of the Radio Corp. of America at Princeton,
N. J., has been awarded to the H. K.

ment

ized

the

installed.

Theater Fires

Ferguson Company of

New York

and

Ohio, Otto S. Schairer,
vice prexy of RCA Laboratories, an-

Cleveland,

nounced this week.

"M-m! THAT'S WORTH REAL THOUGHT!"
on
moneySmart showmen know they can
equipment, and
Altec
—sound and booth investment
when
need
modernization
— keep show
service protects the exhibitor's

rely

in his present

regular
service
the
hitting
to
parts service
the sheet top-quality- wise
which is boxoffice-wise in any showman's language.
But that isn't all Altec's high-standard

the

—

tor future

comes, exhibitors

know

they can rely

on Altec's technical advice on buying
new equipment. Change to Altec today.

!

Satterwhite Gets Job
Sebring, Fla. Contract

Denver— The Ovid Theater, Ovid,
Colorado, burned there recently with
only the four walls remaining. Feature and shorts prints were lost in
the blaze.

—

for the
Rockville,
Conn. The former
theater to be operated by the
Floyd Theaters, has been placed with Rockville Opera House, built in 1806
C. H. Satterwhite, Sebring contrac- and used for roadshows and stock
in
tor.
It is expected that work will until 40 years ago, was destroyed
House was
a $90,000 fire recently.
be completed in about 75 days.
occupied by the Rockville Journal at
the time of the conflagration.
Begin Ft. Brown Stand

—

new

—

tnriH*+i,uir.mxM
250 West 57 lb

Street,

CHANGE TO ALTEC SERVICE

•

New

York City

A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER

Brownsville,
Tex.
Construction
has been begun on a $13,500 theater
Cincinnati Fire which wiped out
at Fort Brown, border cavalry sta- a business block in Cabin Creek, W.
tion here. The theater is to be com- Va., razed Dave Brown's Cabin Creek
pleted by May 15. Contract was let Theater. Blaze started in a grocer's
to Archer & Holding, Brownsville refrigerator, from short circuited
contractors.

It will

seat 350.

—

wires.

.

—

March

Friday,
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Van Husan Says WTS

WHO'S WHO

Enjoying Large Biz

D.

—

consisted of thorough analysis of lighting requirements for motion picture photography.
Thus

company

.

"

grand drape, tormentors, Cyko and
borders all in rayon plush; Broadway
Theater, Council Bluffs, la., complete
interior decorating job with all stage

EQUIPMENT

E.
FARNHAM. Born Sept. 11, 1894. Graduated from Case School of
* Applied Science, Cleveland, and has been with the Lamp Dept. of General
Electric Co. since
1919.
As Commercial Engineer at Nela Park, is in charge of technical work
connected with application of G-E lamps in the
different branches of the motion picture industry.
For more than a decade has kept close contact
with filmland, making first trip to Hollywood in
1927.
Work at that time, and through 1928,

'

Omaha F. A. Van Husan, president of the Western Theater Supply
Co., declared here yesterday that
volume of contracts now on hand, and
being fulfilled, indicate that 1941
will be an excellent business year for
tJ^he organization. He added that the
aidddition last year of a complete
architectural,
decorating,
lighting
and building service has proved very
profitable to his company.
Recent installations and improvements are: Omaha Technical School,
full stage drapes for this largest
stage in the State, front curtain,

IN

arrived

at

group of incandescent

lamps

suitable for such function, marking introduction of

incandescent lighting.
Several years later saw 90
per cent of lighting in film studios done with
G-E incandescent lamps. Closely studied relation
of incandescent light to color photography, particularly Technicolor process.
Makes at least one annual visit to Hollywood to check on new methods and confer with studio electrical department and the camera men as to performance of G-E lamps and
need for new types.
Is a Fellow of SMPE and an Associate Member of the
American Society of Cinematographers.

Liberty Theater, Council
complete remodeling, 680
Ideal chairs, Crestwood carpets of
Smith,
and
drapes;
Alexander
complete
Bluffs,
Council
Strand,
stage drapes, redecorating lobby and
foyer; Norka Theater, Akron, la.,

20th Century Theaters
Take Over the Regent

new

ater,

Amusement

Toronto.

San Francisco.
The new house

drapes;

Cyclex lamps, marquee and drapes;
and for the Avenue Theater, Omaha,
new Motiograph W-E sound system.
Arbor, Omaha, also received new
Motiograph W-E sound, Da-Lite
Latter
screen, and Cyclex lamps.
were also furnished to the Winn,
Omaha. The Capitol in Lincoln got
new drapes and Motiograph K projectors.

New Electrodes Launched
Chicago

Labo—Chicago Electrode
announce

Charles, 111.,
advantages of their new line of pure
nickel electrodes, for use by the
No sputter;
theater sign trade.
shells remain clear and bright; operation not affected by excessive heat;
rustproof; high emission; elimination
of losses from high resistance base
metals; and no wiggles, are cited as
New distributors are
advantages.
now being appointed in various terratories,

St.

ritories.

Texas House Going

—

Annual report of the General Elec1940 shows record volume of new business amounting to
$654,189,642 in orders received, an

tric Co. for

increase of 81 per cent over 1939.
The report showed graphically that
1940 prices of General Electric
Mazda lamps were 73 per cent less

than in 1921, whereas lamp efficiencies were 52 per cent greater.
Number of General Electric employees increased during 1940 from
approximately 70,000, to 88,600. The
average annual earnings per employee were the greatest in the history of the company— $2,011 in 1940
compared with $1,913 in 1939.

Community Theater

Salin Bros. Designated
To Construct Madera

Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of
equipment manufactured by:

—

Toronto Lease of the Regent TheSudbury, Ont., formerly owned
and operated by Robert T. Stevens,
is announced by 20th Century Theaters, Ltd., the independent chain
which is headed by N. A. Taylor of

—

San

Francisco
The Harvey
Co. has let the contract
for the construction of its new
Madera Theater, at Madera, Calif., to
Salin Brothers Construction Co. of
will

have a seat-

The Regent is now being managed ing capacity of 1,300, with the latest
by Jack Alexander, brother of Harry type American Seating Co. chairs,
Alexander, prexy of the Independent air conditioning, and sound and
Theaters Ass'n and owner of the projection equipment.
Lansdowne Theater, Toronto. Jack
Alexander was transferred from the
managership of the Brock Theater,
this city.

Johnson Acquires Gem
Floresville, Tex.— The Gem Theater,

operated for the last three years

by the Gidney-Talley chain, has been
sold to Cone Johnson, owner of the
Arcadia theater here. The Gem was
formerly managed by Jack Matthews.
Johnson expects to install new equipment in the Gem and operate it on
a part time basis, continuing the
present schedule of the Arcadia.

"THE LADY EVE"

F or_

Don't yield to the temptation
your theater get shabby.

to let

FLAGSBANNERS—
VALANCES—

Give it new life by installing
Alexander Smith Carpet the
carpet used in most of the counand
try's successful theaters
your
apple
of
make it the

—
—

J^S

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.

IT's

patrons' eye.

LIEBERMAN

Hollywood, California
Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given
Let Us Enlighten You on
Lighting Problems

Flag and Valance Co.
71

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

Your

CHARLES ROSS

Inc.

W. 52nd St.. New York City
Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

Is

Charlotte— T. A. Little and A. B.
Craver, operators of a group of theaters in this and other cities, announce they will start construction
within 30 days of a new community
house of 600 seats to cost $50,000,
in the Central Ave. residential section; of Charlotte.
They say the building will be of
brick and steel truss construction,
air conditioned, and with extra wide
space between the rows of seats.
The lot was purchased about a week
ago.

Up

Brownsville, Tex. Foundation has
been laid for a new $13,000 theater
at Fort Brown to take care of recreation needs of the increased army
personnel. Archer and Holding are
The job is to be comcontractors.
pleted by May 15.

333

Huge New Biz Gains

Planned For Charlotte

Bluffs,

chairs, carpets, lighting fixtures,

GE's Report Reveals

646
8954

N.

Michigan

Gibson

Ave.,

Street,

Los

Chicago,
Angeles,

Illinois

Calif.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

—
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Announces New

Ralph Blank Set to

EQUIPMENT

—

Omaha
A 1,000- seat theater,
costing $100,000, will be built on the
'
the air conditioning industry, have pur- edge of the town's exclusive residenchased the former Indiana Truck Co. plant, tial sector by Ralph Blank, of the
Marion,
Ind.,
containing
some
185,000 Blank circuit family, and Walter M.
square feet of space.
Org. will keep Chi Green, owner of a theater advertisConstruction will start
plant but concentrate bulk of manufactur- ing concern.
April 1.
ing activities at the Marion factory.
Blank is a nephew of A. H. Blank
*
*
*
of Des Moines, la., president of TriWarners' Stanley in Baltimore will States Theaters. Until a few months
get a new marquee soon. Plans for it ago, Ralph Blank was district manaare now being drawn.
ger in Nebraska for Central States
*
*
*
Theaters, headed by Harry Warren
Work began March 24 on a $65 000 drive- of Des Moines. Blank also has been
with Fox West Coast.
in outdoor theater on the farm of James
A navy scheme will be followed,
Ragan, at the northwest city limits of
Maumee, about 10 miles from Toledo. Proj- Green said, and the theater will be
Green is a
ect is expected to be completed by May I. called the "Admiral."
This will be the first "theater" of its kind former chief barker of Omaha Variety Club and has been active in the
in northwestern Ohio, and will have double
ramps constructed with a capacity for be- industry's circles here.
tween 600 and 700 automobiles. Screen, to
Corp.,

be built "75 feet
50 feet in size.

Chicago, well-known

in

*

in

the air" will be 40 x

*

PROSCENIUM
CHATTER

Build $100,000 House To Light Pic Stands

FIELD NOTES
DEERLESS

Way

*

Louis Stern to Improve
His House in Marlboro

The American Standards Ass'n has
announced publication of a new list of

—A

new method for
Houston, Tex.
lighting small theaters has been developed by Carl R. Wischmeyer, an
instructor of electrical engineering
at Rice Institute here, school authorities

announced.

The method

will be

especially adaptable to small houses

that offer both cinema and vaude-

LJARRY DAVID

Intermountain Thea-

of

has signed agreements to
have Altec Service take care of sound equipment in the Ada, Boise and Grenada Theaters, Boise, Idaho.
Ralph Flygare closed
the deal for Altec.
( die:
ters,

Inc.,

*

*

^

*

ville.

Warner

The new method, developed from
a suggestion made by a director of
the Yale University School of Drama,
consists of the use of thyratrons, or
grid-controlled arc tubes, as fullwave power rectifiers supplying unidirectional current directly to the

lamp

load.

getting

is

to Build

Stand in Waynsville

room

in Chi

Fidelity

RCA

Bros.' screening

new High

Photophone sound equipment under
contract signed by Warners Circuit

Management Corp.
A new

$100,000 theater and super-market
erected on Main St., Southbridge,
Mass., for Samuel L. Sheirson of Boston.
Plans are being drawn by Architect Herman L. Feer of Boston.
to be

is

Commonwealth

An

—

outdoor theater will be located

Mo. Commonwealth
on We st port, Mass., land adjoining the
Theater Co. announced recently the G.A.R. Highway as result of approval
Wood
Theater
building of a new Fort
of town officials of a petition presented

Kansas

in

City,

Waynsville.

The theater, a member of the Commonwealth-Waynsville Theater Corp.,

—

28, 1941

by

Alii Quattrocchi of Providence.
Latter plans to begin work on the theater as soon as possible so it'll be in
operation about the middle of May.
*
$
*

Boston The Modern Theater in
American Standards for 1941. In view Marlboro will be entirely rejuvenated having a seating capacity of 1,200,
of the importance of standards and and improved, according to Louis will be a combination stage-screen
specifications not only for every-day Stern, owner-operator. Contract has the only stage show in that city.
L. D. Brown is putting his Queen Theater,
work but to speed up production to been let to William S. Koster to re- House will open about April 15.
Fleet Construction Co. here has Brownwood, Tex., in tip-top operating shape
meet defense requirements, this partic- seat the theater.
of standards will be of unusual
to the equipment industry,
which is serving both its film customers,

ular

list

interest

—and

Uncle Sam.
*

Texas

*

Consolidated
a new and

*

will

Theater,

be the largest and finest

*

*

Inc.,

will

in

South Texas.

*

Xen Open

In Chi.
Chicago John Landis and Ben
Banovitz have opened the new Ken
Theater at 1225 East 47th St., near
Lake Park Ave. Some $80,000 was
spent on the building and its equipment.
A free parking lot for 200
cars is an outstanding feature of the

—

1

new theater

Altec's Cincy service crew announces
lotta pacts out that way, including supervision of sound units in the Elm,
Cornn's Bell, PineI. iid low, Ky.; J. S.
ville, Ky.; installation of amplifier network and sound units in Jones' Queen
Ann, Cincy; and of sound units in the

West Virginia Penitentiary, MoundsSupervision of modified sound
ville.
equipment was given Universal 's film
exchange, Pittsburgh, and installations
included B. C. Spurlock and Son's
Guyan, Midkiff, W. Va.; James Rogers'
Beverly, Huntington, and Archie demons' Nitro, Nitro,

*

W.
*

Va.
*

Firm's

Upper

Falls,

headquarters
Mass.

*

*

are

in

*

Newton

service to its patrons.

Mrs.

Movie-Goer

good time in a place as clean and
inviting as the environment in which they
reside.
The model couple will immediately
be impressed by a standard as inviting as
their own.
a

perfection

in

a

theater

is

ob-

tained only through frequent inspections by

manager.

the

entering and

With thousands
leaving

a

of

patrons

theater daily

there

to be dirt and rubbish of some
Carpets and terrazzo are quickly
tracked and sticky and perspiring hands soon
mark up door-plates and polished surfaces.
It is not enough to have a porter make frequent rounds, he must clean up as he goes.
is

bound

sort.

which
Barger management project There should be frequent inspections by
near Waukegan, III., has ordered sound the manager who sometimes is blessed with
equipment from RCA. Two Brenkert more acute eyesight. Cleanliness is not
projectors will be used in the booth for only next to Godliness, it is a habit. Numerthis outdoor stand. It'll be ready this ous inspections are a check against careless-

The

is

Illinois Drive-In Theater,

an N.

Spring.

Altec Installs Ken's Sound
Chicago Droll Theater Supply

—

phonic De Luxe Sound Systems in
Sam Banowitz' new Ken Theater.
Installation was under supervision
of Altec Service Corp.

S.

ness

and

inefficiency

and

employees

will

sound

and

other

F. L. Lowe, operator of several theaters in Kansas, is building a 600-seater
in Lebanon, Mo. Stand will be christ-

ened the

Star.

The Farnam

*

*

*
in

Omaha,

a

1,000-seater,

be built by R. D. Goldberg Enterprises
as the main section of an amusement center in one of the city's more popular residential districts.
Goldberg recently visited
the West Coast to get ideas on the project.
will cost several thousand dollars and
It
Goldberg
will be completed next winter.
now has the Arbor, Avenue, Dundee, Military, and Winn, nabe houses; State and
Town, downtown second and first-runs.
will

Sell Lexington, Ky., House
Lexington, Ky. The Ada

—

Meade

Theater here has been sold by Swl-

tow Enterprises.

By JULES BERNSTEIN
The average Mr. and

new

improvements.

Loeui's Theater, Toronto

seeks

of

installation

via

SHOWMAN HINTS-By Showmen

Physical

Note to exhibs. interested in stage presentation sets and backgrounds: Get a load
of the new catalog, called Display Guide,
which Sherman Paper Products has just
eased off the press. Contents are also neat
source for film theater decorations at low
cost.

the contract for the building.

Co. reports the installation of Mirro-

modern theater in
McAllen, Tex., sometime this year, L. J.
Mason, local manager, announces. Company
has purchased a 75 x 140 ft. lot on Main
St. at Chicago Ave. from Mrs. Hoyt Ferry
for $21,000.
Mason says the new (heater
construct

New lights will be installed, new
screen and in fact it will be a really
"new" theater when alterations are
completed.

exert themselves more energetically
being constantly supervised.

when

Every well-managed theater has its seaIt is a legitimate item of
expense, for no theater must be allowed to
deteriorate below a clearly recognized standard.
Besides the freshening up of the
painted surfaces of the theater, seasonal
renovation should cover such items as heating and cooling! plants.
At the end of the
heating season all boilers and heating equipment should be put in first class condition
in
readiness for cold weather in the fall.
The same applies to having the cooling plant
ready for the first warm spell.
Likewise
summer or winter curtains and furniture
slip covers should always be repaired and
cleaned before storing away for use at a
later date.
And so it goes, the time to
repair and ready your equipment is during
the off season when it is not in use so that
when seasonal things are necessary they
sonal renovation.

are ready for use.

Mrs. Ira B. Matson, one of our most
progressive femme showmen, is putting
new sound equipment into her Majestic, Somerville, Tex.
%
*
$
Just
straight:

to

keep

the

equipment

salesmen

The new Roxy Theater was opened

Emporia, Va., a few days ago, under Pitts
House was formerly
Roth management.
known as the Weiss Theater.
in

&

Speaking of

Pitts,

Mister Ben, head

of the circuit bearing his name, is completely remodeling and refurnishing
the closed Leader Theater, Fredericksseats are being installed
burg, Va.
and the house'll undergo interior and
exterior modernization.

New

From Boston comes word that the Strand,
Amesbury, Mass., a Warner-owned stand,

managed by Max Melincoff, is being enAnd down on Cape Elizabeth,
tirely rebuilt.
Leon Gorman is to build a new theater, so,
boys, get aboard!

Friday,

March

WW

iw
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Ken Theater
First Arbil'n

Files

Irrelevancy Called

Appeal

(Continued from Page

Arbitration

1)

and 20th Century-Fox over the Ken
theater by Arbitrator Charles M.
Megan last week. Megan dismissed
the complaint on the grounds that
thf-^sue involved run and not clearai(
)and therefore could not be
heard till next Fall.
Landis contends that his complaint
is not over run but on unreasonable
clearance granted the Schoenstadt
circuit's Shakespeare over the Ken.
The Shakespeare plays pictures the
second week of general run in Chi-

cago.

Landis said that he is asking that
Schoenstadt circuit be prevented
from inserting in its contract with
RKO, Paramount and 20th-Fox, the
clearance provision holding back the
Ken theater to a third week.

(The Rules of Arbitration provide
that within 30 days after the filing
of notice of appeal, each party shall
deliver a copy of his brief on appeal
to every other party, and file copies
and proof of delivery with the clerk
of the Appeal Board in New York
Answering briefs are due
City.
within 40 days after the filing of
If there is to be
notice of appeal.
oral argument, application must be
filed with the Appeal Board not later
than five days after the expiration
of the time for filing answering
briefs).

Atlanta Continues to Lead
RKO's Atlanta exchange headed
by N. M. Lyons continues to hold
place in the Ned Depinet Drive.
District leader is the Southeastern,
of which David Prince is manager.
Eastern Division of which Bob Mochrie is sales manager tops the

first

Western and Canadian

divisions.

Margaret Robinson, Actress, Dies
Margaret Robinson, 73, stage actress who appeared with Sol Smith
William H. Crane and
Russell,
Blanche Bates, died yesterday at
Harlem Hospital. She retired 15
years ago due to failing eyesight.

(Continued from Page

•

•

LONG

•

"shows" both

—

on memory

and

legit

But just in the past

week

with

we can recall when Broadway
were generally held indoors

fillum
all

ences,

together

swarm

out of theaters to be

ushers,

that

has changed
house

cashiers,

Currently,

managers,

e.t

audi-

al

entertained in ihe balm of Broadway's
Army, for example, has a swell attraction
in its Air Corps' display hard by the statue of the famous Father
Duffy
Then on Wednesday night
the same Army locked
fraternal arms with Paramount
to turn the Great White Way into

The U.

early Spring

a lather
of

S.

and excitement

of illumination

Wanted Wings"

"I

the

at

anent the world premiere

And

Astor

that's

not all

WITNESS

yesterday noontide's pageant which Harry
round the traffic island at 46th and Broadway
in behalf of Greek Relief
That word "traffic" is exThe crowds gathered
traneous
because there wasn't any
and before you could say
(as only New York crowds can)
"Spyros Skouras"
hundreds of folks packed the intersection
putting hors de combat the surface
and adjoining spaces
cars, buses, taxis, and private autos whether fully paid for or
mortgaged
Rumor has it that the valet of Billy Rose
awoke his master with the news that a "Brandt new type of
and
entertainment" was being tried out on the Main Stem
Showhe'd better get up and keep in the fast-moving swim
man Harry presented Jackie Miles, the Delta Rhythm Boys,
It was a
Elaine Arden, Joey Rardan, and Don Albert's Ork
not only promotionally but
swell boost for Greek Relief
materially
because there were scores of attractive girls in
who collected from pedestrians and
native Greek costumes
Jerry
"audience"
a lotta dollars for the grand cause
Lester, a comedian; George Hamilton Coombs, radio commentator,
and acts from the Roxy stage show will appear at the open air
Another show will be held Saturtheater, at 1 p.m. today
day at the same time

•

•

•

Brandt staged

• •
made

•
to

fit

WHEN

it's

a draftee

qualifications

Shor,

it's

was taken down

the assignment

said by

Army

the

no

hooey

that

officials

according

service

into

When

to

Ft.

his

is

civilian

writer,

Sol

MacArthur,

Cal.,

Republic's

the induction line recently at

endeavor

must have known something about Republic's

man

Anyhow, Sol was sent to Ft. Francis E.
where the wide open spaces are
Warren, Wyo., near Cheyenne
and the opportunity to commune with the cowboys is unreal

penchant

for

westerns

excelled

T

T
•
MARCH

MARCH

30

Q. Nilsson
Martin G. Smith

MARCH
Robert

•

•

MANY

Broadway

28

29
Sisk

Warner Baxter
J. E. Otterson
JoseDh Cawthorn
Arthur Caesar
Carl Nielsen
Dennis O'Keefe

stars,

T
including Carol Bruce, Ray-

Costello, Ezra
have notified Rutgers (RKO
Radio) Neilson, entertainment chairman, of their intention to
appear at Ampa's Silver Jubilee Ball and Entertainment
the local
to be held Friday, April 4, in the Grand Ballroom of
Louis Prima and his Orchestra will furnish
Hotel Edison

mond Massey, Danny Kaye,

Pandro S. Berman
William Laidlaw, Jr.
Lester S. Tobias

Anna

Menace

Willie

ance arrangements. Goldberg testified there is no clearance granted
with other theaters closed to his
Walbrook theater than Durkee's Ambassador, which has clearance over
the Walbrook.
The Walbrook proprietor said he objected to the building of Durkee's Ambassador to the
Baltimore authorities because he
thought it would be competitive but
later found the new theater did not
compete.
Leo A. Rudolph, air conditioning
expert, and Lucius B. White an
expert on architecture, testified as to
the construction and equipment of
_

the

theaters

indicating
was superior

involved,

Durkee's Ambassador
in these respects.

Goodstein Arbitration Case
Hearing Continues Tuesday

—

Denver Arbitration case of J. J.
Goodstein against 20th Century-Fox.
Paramount, RKO and Loew's ended
its third day of hearing yesterday
and was adjourned until Tuesday.
Goodstein spent most of yesterday
in pointing out that he had abided
by contracts and had paid bills in an
effort to prove that he was "reputable and responsible" under the
terms of the consent decree in the
New York equity suit.
Defendants, in opposing the testimony, brought into the record copyright violations on the part of Good-

who was said to have exhibited
two pictures at his Longmont Theater on Saturday nights prior to the
stein

Goodstein
contracted play dates.
admitted this charge but declared he
reported the showings to the companies later.
Goodstein charges product shortage in his complaint.

Howard, Diosa

Stone and Arthur Treacher

the dance music

« «

1)

day, Prettyman warned that he may
resort to night sessions to bring it
to a close.
Doubt now exists as to
whether the case can be concluded
this week.
The hearing continues
today.
Thomas D. Goldberg, complainant,
resumed the stand yesterday and
testified that whereas he formerly
played films without any clearance
against him about 1935 he was told
by 20th Century-Fox representatives that he would have to play
behind the Durkee theaters because
of the volume of business the Durkee Circuit gave 20th-Fox.
More contracts and letters were
introduced to show previous clear-

» »

»>

Trenton Track Rejected
Trenton, N. J. The proposal for
a race track at the Fair Grounds
here has been turned down by the
Racing Commission. However, At-

—

City this week got its long
sought franchise for a track and if
Jersey is to have horse racing this
Summer or Fall, it will be at Absecon, near Atlantic City.
lantic
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Meyerson Complaint

News Range

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Warners plan to dip Edna Ferber's "Saratoga Trunk," bought
for $175,000, into the Technicolor dye-vat
Rita Hayworth will co-star
with Fred Astaire in Columbia's "He's My Uncle," draftee musical
.
Dorothy Parker and Alan Campbell will script "Mr. Skeffington" for Warners...
Columbia has signed Eileen O'Hearn; she'll debut as the ingenue in "Obituary"
Edward Small's second pix on his new program for UA will probably be
"Twin Beds"
Columbia has assigned Alexander Hall to direct Bob Montgomery in "Heaven Can Wait" and Lew Landers to direct "I Was a Prisoner
on Devil's Island"
Story purchases: "Isn't It Romantic" and "Eight Girls
on a Horse" by Metro; "Getaway Day" by Paramount
And Picture Corp.
of America has optioned "Wings of Courage".
WILK.
.

.

.

.

(Continued from Page

to be held here Apr.

1)

14-15,

it

was

announced yesterday by Arthur W.
Kelly, vice-prexy.
The local meeting will call personnel of the Boston, New Haven,

Philadelphia and Washington branches as well as that of the New York
Lineup for 1941-42 will
exchange.
be announced by Kelly, who will
Murray Silverstone and
preside.
other home office execs, will attend
the parley here and possibly others

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Still Buying RKO
Common and Preferred
(Continued from Page 1)

to follow.

The RKO
On Apr. 17-18, the Southern ex- mary today discloses.
changes Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas report states that Atlas has acand New Orleans will meet in New quired 11,600 shares of $1 par common, now holding 744,490 shares and
Orleans.
On Apr. 21-22, the sales personnel Z68,z30 shares through the Amerof United Artists branches in Buf- ican Co. Atlas further holds 327,812
falo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Indian- warrants for common and 36,681
apolis and Pittsburgh will meet in shares of 6 per cent convertible pre-

—

—

Cleveland.

On Apr.
changes
changes

24-25,

Artists

United

and
in

Midwest ex-

the

Canada

meet

will

ex-

in Chi-

The exchanges involved are
cago.
Detroit, Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Den-

Omaha, Calgary, Montreal,

ver,

St.

John, Vancouver and Winnipeg.

and final meeting will
take place in San Francisco on Apr.
28-29. This meeting will be attended
by the sales representatives from
branches in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle and Salt Lake City.

The

fifth

O'Hara

20th-Fox Signs John
West Coast Bureau

of

—John

THE FILM DAILY

O'Hara, author
Df the Broadway musical comedy hit,
"Pal Joey," has been signed by 20thFox to prepare the screenplay of

Hollywood

Mark
"God

original

Hellinger's
in

story,

His Heaven."

"Miss Jones" In Miami Bow
"The Devil and Miss Jones" has
been set for a tri-theater engagement at Miami next Friday for its
world premiere, playing at the Paramount, Beach and Sheridan theaters.

WEDDING

BELLS
—

Martins Ferry, O. Carolyn Lee,
Paramount's starlet, acted as junior
attendant at the wedding of Tracy
Barham of Cincinnait, and Margaret
Rohrkemper of Hamilton, 0. Bar-

ham
for

is

general operating manager
in Ohio, West Vir-

Paramount

ginia and Kentucky. It was Barham
who took Carolyn Lee, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Copp, to Hol-

lywood two years ago.

hams

will reside in

The Bar-

Cincinnati fol-

lowing an extended honeymoon.
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Marriage of Ilona
Hollywood
Massey and Alan Curtis took place
in the Westwood Hills
al Church.

Congregation-

I

Asks Day-and-Dale

.

(Continued from Page

1)

Charles Meyerson, who operates the
Lyric Theater, Oyster Bay, L. I.
naming the five consenting compa No
nies as defendants.
Meyerson is
asking for day-and-date ava'""iility
with the Glen Cove Theate
'Jlen
Cove, operated by Skouras, and the H.i
Huntington Theater, Huntington, op Wil:
erated by the Century circuit.
Peli
Treasury Department
Meyerson claims that up until 1934 Wil
"Drafts"
Dietz
he played only seven days behind
the two towns and that they now Josf
(Continued from Page \)
have from 50 to 60 days clearance id
ning May 1 will incluue a defense over him.
savings bond and Series F and SerCase filed by John Geyer of Flor
C
ies G savings bonds.
ence, N. J., will be heard in Phila- 6/2delphia on April 4, with Robert Cal
Members of the Advertising Ad- laghan, an attorney, sitting as ar- 6/1!
torn
visory Council, comprising tiie top bitrator.
ihai
advertising and publicity execs, ol
The Ellet case in Cleveland will lsl
the majors, met at the Hays Office be heard today.
ins,
yesterday. While no statement was
Richard De Toto's case involving Iver
forthcoming after the conference, his theater in Mt. Morris, N. Y., will

—

Atlas
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Of Five Regionals

March

.

.

i

lists

.

is ii

Howard

ips,

ferred after acquiring 1,200 shares.
A corrected report of Keith-AlbeeOrpheum states William F. Whit- at which Will H. Hays,
man holds 45 shares of 7 per cent prexy, and others spoke, it is un- be heard in Buffalo on Monday. the
Milwaukee's first case, that of
cumulative convertible preferred af- derstood
forthcoming- Rex Theater in Evansville, Wis
that
the
ter acquiring 10 shares, while Atlas Treasury Department's drive was
against Paramount, will be hearc
in a iy40 report held 3,500 shares among the subjects discussed.
in Milwaukee Tuesday, with Thomas
and an additional 3,500 through the
Whalen, professor at Marquette
American Company.
Domestic
University, as arbitrator.
Paramount's
Paramount's report states that
The Garbose Bros, case, involving
Henry Ginsberg acquired 400 shares Sales at All-Time
the Yorke Theater in Athol, Mass.
of $1 par common and now holds
will be heard in Boston on April 7
500 shares.
(Continued from Page \)
with John Daly, an attorney, as arIn December, 1940 reports Edwin toria, Agnew pointed out that many
bitrator.
more
shares
numbering
100
holding
of
accounts,
these
L. Weisl reported
of the $1 par common and no shares than 10,000, cover situations where
Coteau, Manchester, N. H.
of 6 per cent convertible 2nd pre- the product is split between two or Des
ferred after disposing of 3,200 shares more houses under the same manage- Exhib. Files Clearance Case
ment, and do not include non-theof the latter class.
Boston—Third of the arbitrator
July, 1940 report of Leslie E. atricals, spot bookings, repeats, re- complaints to be filed with the loca]
Thompson states he acquired 500 issues or odd-lot contracts. Thus, tribunal is that of Lucien Des Co
shares of Trans-Lux $1 par common he said, actually there are many teau, operator of three motion pic
stock as compensation to bring his more theaters served than the num- ture theaters in Manchester, N. H.
ber of contracts indicate.
total to 5,000 shares.
who names as defendants, Paramounl
Short subjects and newsreel de- Film Distributing, Inc.; Loew's, Inc.;
to
Davie and Gibson
partment executives attended the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Distributors
luncheon in addition to the district Inc.; Twentieth Century-Fox and ViUniversal Stock Holdings
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY managers, the latter being here for tagraph (Warner), with the State
Preston Davie has the premiere of "I Wanted Wings." Operating Co. of Manchester being
Washington
acquired 500 of Universal Corp.'s
also a party to the suit.
common voting trust certificates and Hotz Urges
Des Coteau alleges in seeking
now holds 3,500 certificates, the SEC
clearance for first-run pictures thai
reported today in its semi-monthly Of Anti-Ascap Legislation
an "unreasonable time elapses besummary of security transactions
tween the first showing of pictures
and holdings. Davie also holds 26,Columbus, O. Edward Hotz, spe- in this territory and the time wher
500 certificates through Standard cial assistant to the Nebraska Attor- said pictures are released to these
Capital and has 111,283 common ney General, and proverbial thorn in theaters."
voting trust certificate warrants Ascap's corporate side, appeared in
Hearing date will be shortly. I he
through Standard Capital, while support of the pending anti-Ascap case will be the first clearance case
holding no warrants directly. Under measure before the House Judicial to be argued before the board and is
Universal Pictures Co., Davie re- Committee here yesterday.
attracting considerable attention.
ported holding 100 shares of $1
Hotz admitted he had been brought
par common and 50 shares of 8 per to Columbus to appear by the Ohio
cent cumulative 1st preferred after Hotels Association, the secretary of
acquiring 20 shares.
which, "Cap" Mowrey, is the bill's
Peyton Gibson, in September, 1938 author. Mowrey also spoke for the
reports, stated he holds no $1 par measure.
Kansas City, Mo. Bill Scammon
common directly but has 230,927
Appearing in opposition were John
through Universal Corp. after ac- G. Paine, Ascap's general manager, Film Daily staff correspondent here
Gibson also and Louis D. Frohlich, New York has resigned, effective Apr. 1, fol
quiring 2,000 shares.
lowing call to active duty with th
holds 220 shares of 8 per cent cumu- attorney, of Ascap's counsel.
Pete * J. Wood, secretary of the U. S. Naval Air Corps Reserve.
lative 1st preferred through Universal Corp. and none directly and Ohio ITO, attended the hearing,
Miami Beach, Fla. John Dwyer
20,000 shares of 7 per cent cumula- but made no official appearance.
The committee will conduct a fur- assistant manager of The Beach, i
preferred through Universal
tive
ther hearing next Wednesday night. Paramount house, has been drafted
Corp. and none directly.
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20lh-Fox Directors

Soundies in Fadeout
Des Moines,

Up

for Re-election

boxes again. Chief complaints registered by customers centered on lack
of selections and infrequent change

(Continued from Page 1)

tors on the

in? will

agenda of business. Meetbe held at the company's

444 W. 56th St. on April 15.
other business of importance was

office at

No

— Panoram

Soundies after a two-month try-out in Des
Moines are taking a complete fadeout, local niteries changing to music
la.

of pictures.

listed.

SAG

Ukase
Appearances

present board in its entirety
Issues
Against
for re-election. Members are:
Free
Radio
H. Donald Campbell, John R. Dillon,
Wilfred J. Eadie, Daniel 0. Hastings,
Felix A. Jenkins, Sidney R. Kent,
(Continued from Page 1)
William C. Michel, William P. Phil- ances. They are requested to proips, Hermann G. Place, Seton Porter,
test appearing on a program sponJoseph M. Schenck and Sydney Tosored commercially for profit.
is Uj_

well.

A letter to members signed by
Holdings of Directors
Campbell is listed as owning President Edward Arnold states
6/24ths share of common stock and that free radio performances threat6/12ths share pfd; Dillon, 1 share ens actors' standards of compensacommon and 1 share pfd; Eadie, 1 tion and also the continuation of
share common and no pfd; Hastings,
Guild-Gulf Radio show which raises
1 share common and no pfd; Jenkins, 1 share common and no pfd; $10,000 weekly for the Motion PicKent, 3,180-6 /24ths shares common ture
Relief
Fund.
The
letter
and 6/12ths shares pfd; in addition, specifically
states
that
Louella

Kent has a contingent

beneficial in-

shares of preferred
stock held in trust for a member of
Michel, l,393-6/24ths
his family;
shares common and 6/12ths share of
pfd; Philips, 1 share common and
no shares pfd; Place, 6/24ths shares
common and 6/12ths share pfd; Porter, 176 shares common and no shares
110,042-15/24ths
Schenck,
pfd;
shares common and 8,783-9 /12ths
33-12/24ths
Towell,
pfd;
shares
share common and 67 shares pfd.
As of March 1, the Chase National
Bank was the beneficial owner, directly and indirectly, of approxishares
221.157-18/24ths
mately
common and 671,915-6/12ths shares
pfd, constituting approximately 33
1/3 per cent of the presently outstanding stock, and in addition held
in various trust accounts an aggregate of 1,000 shares common and
540 pfd.
terest

in

500

Zanuck's Holdings
Stockholdings of Darryl F. Zanuck were reported as 92,129-12/24ths shares common and 21,945-6/12ths shares pfd. William Goetz held
178,342-15/24ths shares common and
Zanuck
55,283-9 /12ths shares pfd.
also votes 30,000 shares of stock
held in trust for members of his
family. It was stated that the combined holdings of Gotez, Schenck and
Zanuck comprised approximately 19
per cent of the presently outstanding
stock.

Parsons has entered into a contract
to provide guest talent on a radio

program advertising Lifebuoy soap
and that actors

will not be paid their
usual rates of compensation.

Iowa House Passes Tax
Theaters Exempt

Bill;

(.Continued

fiscal

For Goldwyn-Disney

1)

ed the House, 74 to 29, yesterday
as the lower chamber completed ac(Continued from Page 1)
tion on the series of bills designed
to raise $9,000,000 to replace a por- ney and Goldwyn, signed the contract yesterday morning.
Although
tion of public school property taxes.
Amendment to exclude all motion not confirmed, it was reported that
RKO would handle distribution.
picture houses adopted Wednesday
This Goldwyn-Disney production
stood up under final barrage at passage and was only form of amuse- is slated for July 1942 release. Disney will start his work on the picments to be exempted.
ture in June and Goldwyn in NovemBill will be a severe blow to
ber, each planning a lengthy producamusement field if it passes the Sen- tion schedule. No budget has been
ate.
In final form it calls for one set or any players or directors encent tax from 26 to 49 cents, two gaged. Picture will be in Technicolor.
cents 50 to 99 cents and up to five
cents over two dollars. Included at
final passage were all night clubs, N. Y. City Gross Business
taverns and similar establishments
Bill Passes
which are forced to pay tax on food
(Continued from Page 1)
and drink charges.
House also passed bills licensing present municipal emergency taxes,
to collect a tax on business turnpin-ball machines $50 a year, phonoover of l-20th of one per cent on
graphs at $25 and soundies at $100
also a measure allowing that city
a year.
gross business.
Theater receipts
are included in this provision.
The Assembly also passed the
Kay Francis in "Charley's Aunt"
Andrews bill which writes the antiWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY discrimination policy into the penal
Hollywood
Twentieth Century- code, providing no person because
Fox has signed Kay Francis for one of race, color, creed or religion can
be subjected to any discrimination
of the leading feminine roles in
in his civil rights by any firm, cor"Charley's Aunt" which Archie Mayo poration or institution and providing
will direct.
penalty for violation thereof.

Tax

Assembly

—

Hollywood Trimmings Mark
Parsons Air Show Opening
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood For the first time in
radio, a program will be given the
same type of elaborate opening

LADY- NEW ORLEANS

usually accorded important pix when
"Hollywood Premiere," new Louella
O. Parsons show for Lifebuoy Soar)
makes its debut tonight over CBS.
Lights, magazine and photo service
nhotos'raphers, celebs, press and all
the other trimmings will be in evidence.

broadcast will be "Flame
Orleans," based unon the

Initial

New

of

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Universal

picture,

with

Marlene

Dietrich and Bruce Cabot heard in
their original roles.

Joe Pasternak,

who produced the film, and Rene
Clair, who directed it, will annear on
the

program as guests

of Miss Par-

sons.
It

is

authentically

learned

that

Miss Parsons has decided to withdraw her Lifebuoy radio show after
the first 13 weeks. It is understood
that she feels that she does not wish
to impair the earning powers of members of the Screen Actors Guild and
that the Guild will offer no interference to her show following an
announcement to be made by Miss

Aggregate amount of remuneraand officersof
the corporation by the corporation
and subsidiaries during the past
Parsons.
at $891,240,704, of
tion paid to directors

from Page

Joint Production

,„e...howto

we

,

«.w-' "

,

Pans in
thing to

year was set

which $55,540.04 was paid to direcstated that Zanuck has not yet purtors for attendance fees and as compensation as members of board com- chased any stock under an option
mittees.
granted to him last year along with
Kent was paid $150,000 in salary his contract renewal. Zanuck was
and $200 per week for expenses, ac100,000
Schenck given an option to buy
cording to the statement.
in salary and $100
Zanuck was paid
in directors fees.
$265,000 in salary. The report also

was paid $132,500

shares of stock held in the treasury
over a period of years at $13 per
share.

America.

JOHN WAYNE

•

ONA MUNSON

RAY MIDDLETON HENRY STEPHENSON
•

HELEN WESTLEY

•

Bernard

Vorhaus-

Director

_

V

ZITO
Zito

I

I

HELLAS

Hellas means Long Live Greece! And it will live
this little country is fighting for de-

long — because

mocracy.

We

of the

Amusement

are helping our

own

Industry in helping Greece
country at the same time.

Greek War Relief Week is a tremendous success. It
has just three more days to go today, Saturday, Sun-

—

day.

The funds go for food, clothing and medicine
women and children of Greece.

for the

Those theaters not enrolled yet, may still come into
the campaign. Any Branch Manager will cheerfully
supply all details.

We urge

campaign

do everything possible to wind it up in a blaze of glory, so we can all be
proud of the contribution made by our Motion Picture
all in

the

to

Industry.

ADOLPH ZUKOR, Chairman
Amusement

JOHN

Industry Division

H. HARRIS,

Exhibitors'

Chairman

Committee

GRADWELL
Distributors'

L. SEARS, Chairman
Committee
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Argentine Producers Ask for Government Credit
THE WEEK
IN REVIEW

Removal

of Import Duties
Stock and Trade
Treaty Also Requested

On Raw

'"Anti-5" Opposition

—

By

L.

By DR. W.

MITCHELL

H.

FILM DAILY

P.

SCHUCK

Correspondent
Georgia House,
BLOCKS-OF-5:
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)
after calling anti-blocks-of-five pix Leading Argentine film producers
out of committee, voted it down
have submitted a memorandum to
D of J will ignore the anti-blocks of 5 the Ministry of Finance asking for
legislation in Minnesota, it was re- Government credits to the extent of
Michigan has an anti- at least 10,000,000 pesos ($2,500,ported
"Big Five" 000).
consent decree bill
is revamping licensing contracts with
Additionally, the memorandum reexhibs. to conform with decree's pro- quests reduced taxation, removal of
Monogram's Iowa branch import duties or raw stock and provisions
was reported introducing blocks-of(Continued on Page 6)
National
five pix in that state
Theaters will decentralize its film
buying, setting up zone purchasing
.

.

—

.

June

Heltl in

Radio has definitely decided
to hold a national sales convention
this year, it was learned authoritatively at the week-end.
Convention will be held in June,
according to the present plans. Selection of the city and dates is expected
to be made shortly.

units.
*

*

*

ARBITRATION:

Broadening of
arbitration clause under the N. Y.
consent decree is in sight to permit
handling of disputes outside the decree and enabling indies to make use
First
of the arbitration setup
appeal from an arbitrator's decision
was taken by the Ken Theater, ChiWalbrook Theater, Balticago
more, hearing, running for days, due
to clashes of counsel and irrelevancies
.

.

.

.

which arbitrator termed "menace" of
the setup ... J. J. Goodstein hearing
continues in Denver, exhib. testifying
he refused Metro's offer of product
Louis M. Sosna, Mexico, Mo.,

Plea by William Fox

—

Philadelphia William Fox, former
of Fox Film Corp., pleaded
guilty Friday to a charge of conspiracy to obstruct justice through
bribery.
Indicted with him were
•T.
Warren Davis, retired United

head

(Continued on Page 7)

"Penny Serenade" May
Be Columbia Roadshow

Va., Named
Discretion-

Chairman; Has
ary Power as
By MILTON
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

Hearings

to

LUNCH
THE FILM DAILY

F.

Believed dead as
Congress turned to graver national
issues, the Neely anti-block-booking
and blind-selling measure took a new

on legislative life late last
when, without notice, Sen.
Frederick Van Nuys, D., Ind., chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee appointed a sub-committee
lease

Yates Talking Deals

to consider the bill.

To Counter

"U"

Loss

.

.

W.

Kilgore, D.,

week

.

.

Conspiracy Guilty

.

To Be
RKO

.

.

.

.

Sales Conclave

.

.

.

.

.

Staff

RKO

Named as chairman of the subcommittee was Sen. Harley M. Kil-

gore, D., W. Va., now the State's
(Continued on Page 3)
Several deals are currently being
negotiated by Consolidated Film Industries with undisclosed principals
in order to offset loss by the or- Ellef
ganization of the contract with Universal, it was revealed on the weekApril
end by sources close to CFI. Pending pacts, it was said, are being
worked upon personally by Herbert
Cleveland, O. Argument in the
J. Yates, company president.
Ellet Amusement Co. arbitration
Large increase of 16 mm. busicase against the five consenting com(Continttcd on Page 6)
panies and two theaters was postponed until April 16 after a pre-

Hearing Will
16

Continue

—

Arthur Kelly to Coast
On New UA Sales Plans

(Continued on Page 7)

Cuban Film Commission

Week

United Artists' new distribution To Function This
of
Columbia may decide to roadshow plan, impending introduction
withdrew his complaint.
Havana (By Air Mail) With only
"Penny Serenade," Irene Dunne- which was announced several weeks
*
*
*
Cary Grant co-starrer, it was learned ago by Murray Silverstone, is ex- four representatives of the Moving
PARAMOUNT: Para.'s sales chief, over the week-end. Studio consid- pected to take definite shape follow- Picture Industry Co-ordinating ComNeil Agnew, reported company's
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 7)
mission still unnamed, it is expected
(Continued on Page 7)
domestic biz at peak with more than
Studio
10,000 accounts signed
will have 10 to 15 features ready by
Its new season shorts
Sept. 15
Hays Report Goes
setup has been set, with single reels
.

.

—

.

.

.

N. Y. Bill

.

.

.

Would Soak 16 mm.

.

$6 Tax Would Double That Imposed on 35 mm.

ruling.
*

*

*

MISCELLANY: Howard Dietz is
drafted by the Treasury Department
to head industry's activities in sale
Samuel
of defense savings stamps
.

.

"Fantasia" Prices Cut 50%
For Uniformed Service Men

.

Broadway theater today institutes
forces to produce a feature on the a special half-price "Fantasia" admission scale for all service men in
life of Hans Christian Andersen
It's the first New York
will hold a series of five regional uniform.
20th-Fox reported house to make such a concession,
sales meetings
Gov't sets which will be in effect for any pera 1940 loss of $517,336
July 7 for trial of anti-trust suit formance Monday through Friday.
(Continued on Page 6)
against Crescent Circuit.
Goldwyn and Walt Disney

will join
.

UA

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

A bill which would speinclude 16 mm. prints in
State film taxation and would double the amount to be paid per one
thousand feet by 16 mm. product
over that of 35 mm. was introduced
Friday by Sen. William Bewley of
Lockport, by request.
While the Motion Picture Division
of the Education Department presAlbany

cifically

(Continued on Page 6)

To

MPPDA Today

Will H. Hays, MPPDA president, is
expected to delve extensively into the
industry's participation in national defense at the association's board meeting today.
Hays' annual

report

on

industry

be delivered at today's sessions. Formal reelection of Hays as president of the
affairs

MPPDA

and

activities

will

for a five-year period also is

on the docket.
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10 Cents

Picture and Distributor
Night Train (Twentieth Century-Fox)
14th week
Meet John Doe (Warner Bros. Pictures-Capra-Riskin)

—

Meet John Doe (Warner
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man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
\V. 1. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue

MEXICO CITY— Marco-

(12).

Sindi-

Calle del

Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215,
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

.

week

Rivoli

(d)

Hollywood
Roxy
Music Hall

—

Strand
Capitol

Paramount
Criterion
Rialto
Central

11th week (a-b)

New York
Palace
Palace

Belmont

TWO-A-DAY RUN
(Walt Disney Productions)

Fantasia
I

Wanted Wings (Paramount

—20th

ARTHUR

week

Astor

Pepe

Moko

le

of

Hoffberg Productions)

H.

I.
J.
HOFFMAN, head of the New England
zone of Warner Theater Department at New
Haven, is vacationing in Hollywood, Fla.

JACK ALICOATE, publisher
DAILY and RADIO DAILY, left
Miami.

World

Roma

Cine

GEORGE ARCHIBALD,
United

(a)

Dual

bill,

(

Artkino)

(b)

Films)

Subsequent run.

12.

Criterion

J.

WEISFELDT, Columbia

bill,

Music Hall
Palace
Palace
Miami Playhouse
Cine Roma
(d)

tioning
E.

Net
High

Low

Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2

%)

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
Kodak
East.

.

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd

5V*

Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
Pathe Film

51/a

m

71/2
IVi
135
13534 135
174% 174V2 1741/2
1/4

131/4
321/4

1/4

21/2

13i/4

Va
1/8

Va

1 1 3,4

RKO

6
6
6
20th Century-Fox ...
17% 173/4
20th Century-Fox pfd. 73^
1521/2
1521/2 151
Univ. Pict. pfd
1

Warner

— %
—

+
321/4 +
32%
1234 121/4 123/8 +
99
99
99
HV2 +
11 Vz
8V4
8V4
8V4
2% 2% 2% +
13

Paramount

51/8

Bros

3

59

do pfd

2%

59

3

59

Va

—
—
+ Va
—
3
1/4
1/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3'2s46
B'way 3s55
Para.
Para. Picts. cv.3i'4s47 95V4
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95 3 4

95V4
95 1/2

95%

—

V4

%

95%+ %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

9' s

8%

8%

6%

6 3/4

6% +

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc...
Universal Picts
N.

Y.

OVER-THF.-COUNTER SECURITIES
Asked

Bid

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 66 /2
58'/4
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
1

691/4

61

in

DG

to

Ask

Suit Ouster

Invite Theaters

Tune

in

FREEDLEY

after

a

vacation

New

The

Series for 20th Cent.-Fox

latter circuit operates the Co-

five-day notice.

in

June and July.

the

to

JACK COHN

returns to

ABE MONTAGUE
Florida

New

York

South.

flew to the Coast last night

vacation

New York

today from

returns to New
early this week.

ver City. Spencer Tracy, Mickey Roo-

ney and Kathryn Grayson will participate in the program which will be
part of a special luncheon in honor
of Bishop Ryan of Omaha and Father
chise for Selected Attractions.
Edward J. Flanagan, founder of
Boys' Town.
New York film critics will view
Detroit Managers File
the picture and then listen to the
Notice of Intent to Strike
broadcast.
New England film and
radio editors will go to New Haven
Detroit Theater managers and for the screening and broadcast
assistants union filed strike notice through an arrangement by Lou
with the Michigan State Mediation Brown, Loew-Poli publicity director.
Board against the Palmer Park Theater and also against Midwest TheMovietone Featurette
aters,
both headed by Raymond

to

Stratoliner.

manager.
Long and Ochs are now operating
the Pioneer Film Exchange, 506
Film Bldg.. and have the Ohio fran-

Screening's for critics and civic
leaders have been arranged in many
key cities in connection with the
broadcast which will be heard over
Long', former Loew Theater division the NBC Blue network from 4.15 to
manager, and Herbert Ochs, former 4:45, Eastern Standard time, originVitagraph assistant general sales ating from the M-G-M studios in Cul-

returned
in
the

Miami.

a

Garden
Twentieth-Fox is adding a new
The Dramatists Guild will apply lonial, Majestic, Forest and
union claims that all Movietone featurette series, "The
on April 7 to the New York Supreme Theaters. The
cirassistants in the
First two releases
World Today."
Court for an order dismissing the managers and
cuit are now members, but that the will have Quentin Reynolds as comsuit of the League of New York
has refused to discuss mentator. First of the series, "BatTheaters on the ground that the management
tle of the Atlantic." will be released
complaint is insufficient at law. Suit a contract.
Statement of the union indicates April 11. Second will be "War in the
seeks an injunction to restrain the
Guild from carrying out its basic possible actual strike action on Mon- Desert," to be released May 9. Others
pact with the New York theater day, following the required legal in the new series will be released
managers.

TWA

Theaters throughout the country
AL BONDY is due
have been invited to tune in on the Midwest tour.
"Men of Boys Town" network broadcast Wednesday and re-broadcast it
Interstate to
to their audiences during regular
theater hours.

returned

Eastern casting representafor the William Morris agency, leaves
for
the Coast the latter part of this week.

VINTON

On "Boys' Town" Broadcast

has

Havana.

Cleveland, O.— Lake Erie Drivein theaters has been incorporated
for $150,000 and will build Driveins in Toledo, Dayton and Louisville,
using, for the first time in this territory, the Louis Josserand double
parking patent.
Irving- Gandall is president of the
corporation which was organized and
will be operated by Col. Harry E.

Schreiber.

left

tive

Dual run.

Chg.

Close

Am. Seat

designer

HENRY LEWIS,

on the

Dayton, Louisville and
Toledo to Get Drive-ins

scenic

CHARLES CHAPLIN is at the Waldorf.
WILLIAM E. DANZIGER, of Metro, is vaca-

Friday

28)

stage

STEVENSON

NATE SPINCOLD

(QUOTATIONS OF FRIDAY, MARCH
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

sales executive

Coast.

Capitol

—
—

Follows current

arrive

Friday for a vacation in Atlantic City.

HARRY HORNER,

Roxy
Paramount

.

(c)

will

two weeks via Clipper from
TEDDY CARR, co-managing director
this country upon Archibald's return.

ROBERT

—

.

Britain,

next

for the Coast to create sets for
Samuel
Coldwyn's production of "The Little Foxes."

(c)

— April

managing director

joint

Great

in

turns

Friday

Free and Easy (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
April 3
Aoril 3
Pot 0' Gold (United Artists-Roosevelt)
April 2
Road to Zanzibar (Paramount Pictures)
(c)
Bad Man (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
April 3
That Hamilton Woman (United Artists-Korda)
April 3 (a-b)
Footsteps in the Dark (Warner Bros. Pictures)
April 3
(a-b)
Scattergood Baines (RKO Radio Pictures)
(Esperia

left

Artists

the

visit

MAX

Squire

FUTURE OPENINGS

Manon Lescaut

of
THE FILM
Friday night for

HENRY BRIGCS, presidenf of PRr
New York today from the Midwest.

for

Central

Greece On the March (Greek picture)

The New Teacher

left

H. BUXBAUM, 20th-Fox New York
manager,
returned
Friday
from a
weeks' Miami vacation.

three

here in
Lisbon.

(a)

a

—
—

vice-prexy,

HARRY

Broadway

— 11th week
(Mayer & Burstyn) — 5th week
Butterfly (Esperia Films) — 7th week

(J.

UA

KELLY,

exchange

will

Bride

W.

day.

O.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Virgin

GOIM

and

Coast and producer conferences yester-

the

for

to

Pictures)

—

FINANCIAL

—3rd

—

Horror Island (Universal Pictures)
....
School for Husbands (J. H. Hoffberg Productions)
City of Missing Girls (Select Attractions)
Tobacco Road (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Flight from Destiny (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a)
King of the White Elephants

LONDON—

Marsoulan

Bros.

COmiRG

LI

Theater
Globe

Pictures-Capra-Riskin)— 3rd week (d)
That Night in Rio (Twentieth Century-Fox)
3rd week
Adam Had Four Sons (Columbia Pictures)
The Sea Wolf (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Topper Returns (United Artists-Hal Roach)
Nice Girl? (Universal Pictures)
A Man Betrayed (Republic Pictures)

The Dream

Ralph

Monday, March 31, 1941
DAILY

back

this

York

from

week from

a

Build New
Dallas Suburban Theater

—

Dallas
Continuing its suburban
development, Interstate Circuit Friday closed a deal for a site embracing 54,000 square feet at Lovers
Lane and Douglas St. The circuit
will erect immediately a 700-seater,
stadium type, embodying- all the
newest in equipment.

K.C. Gets "Great

Commandment"

"The Great Commandment," indie
pix acquired by 20th-Fox last year,
has been set into the Esquire and
Uptown theaters, Kansas City, for
Holy Week.
Twentieth-Fox originally had intended to remake the
picture with Tyrone Power starring.

252 "Rio" Day-and-Date Runs
Twentieth-Fox has set 252 dayand-date key city runs on "That
Night in Rio" for Easter Week, it
was announced at the week-end.

VITACOLOR
PRESENTS
PERFECT TWO AND THREE COLOR 16mm
SOUND PRINTS from your negatives, Including Kodachromc.
corrected,

Uniform, highest quality, color
permanent.
transparent
prints
on

GASPARCOLOR

film

HOLLYWOOD COLOR FILM CORP.
Burbank,

Calif.

Monday, March
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<?!{< DAILY

On New UA

on the

arrival

week

of Arthur

for

conferences

W.

..ners.

For

UA Home

Coming Over

George

Huddles

Office

UA's

Archibald,

British

managing director will arrive
from London via Clipper from Lisjoint

for Home Office conferences
within the next two weeks, Walter
Gould, head of the company's forFoleign department said Friday.
lowing Archibald's return, Teddy
Carr, his co-managing director, will

bon

come

over.

UA

business
in Britain since the first of the year
has established new records in the

Gould reported that

company's

Gould cited
Great Dictator,"
and
of Bagdad"

history.

"The

Chaplin's

"Thief

Korda's

Wanger's "Long Voyage Home" as
mopping up.
7

UA Home

Office Execs.

UA

home

participate in

office

all five

T
•

OUT

•

•

Day

Hopkins"
is

of the regional

William

extant

M. Masters, Paul N. Lazarus, MonW. Greenthal, David E. Weshner and Albert Margolies.

roe

—Harry Unterfort,

city

manager

here, has

realigned local managers. Stockton
Leigh, Keith's, and Jack Flex, Para-

Dave Young,
mount, swap berths.
Strand assistant, moves to the Paramount, being replaced by Richard
Feldman, formerly at the Empire.
Richard Briggs is appointed Flex's
Gene Curtis remains in
assistant.
charge of the Strand.

TO

of

the

premiere

sale of tickets is re-

may be

possibility that the event

Senate

•

•

T

gild the lily of the said "Sis

DEEMS

•

made a superb
on Friday

"Fall

Guy"

in the Hotel

Astor

It

went
ent were
really

to

is

was an

Neilson, Chester B.

in

"Fantasia" and "Information Please"

for the Circus Saints

and

Sinners' luncheon

Taylor has other accomplishments

music pretty much what Robert Taylor

to

uproarious session

Among

town

Ned

up-and-coming film actor, whose perform-

Taylor,

in

is

to ro-

which Mister Deems

•

the

radio

13,

industry's

T
good

T
friend

Dr.

Leon

Levy

Chief

Philadelphia

committee

for

May

to

•

the

7th

be held

National
in

Convention

of

the Hotel Traymore,

the

go far enough, in
opinion of the Motion Picture
Research Council, with the result
that the latter will press actively for
passage of the Neely Senate bill and
tion," they do not

the

companion
measure,
its
House
fathered by Rep. Francis D. Culkin,
R., N. Y.
Position of the Council is defined

March bulletin, just released.
The bulletin asserts:
"Passage of the Neely bill will in

in its

T

T

ON SATURDAY

Science and Industry

there opened at the Museum of
the New York Press Photographers'

Association's annual exhibit

interfere with the operation
consent decree, but rather

it by making its benepermanent and extending them

supplement
fits

to

all

producers, giving the public

and the exhibitors even greater pro-

a decided feature of which is
from Radio City Music

the group of color photographs of scenes
Hall stage shows
in Kodachrome

Would Exempt Wardrobe
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

by Jimmy Sileo, who
also has on display the magnificent black-and-white pictures he
took some few months ago in Mexico

of

Fitters

THE FILM DAILY

—Wardrobe

workers do

creative work, Fred Pelton, producers' labor representative, contended
at the Federal Wages and Hours
hearing. Opposing the viewpoint of
Pelton, who wants wardrobe fitters
exempted from the Wage-hour law,
were union representatives who contended fitters do just ordinary work.

SPG's Art Exhibit
Will Open July 20
The New York SPG

will hold an
comprising work in
every medium at the Barbizon-Plaza
Gallery, 58th St and 6th Avenue,
April 20-30. Not only all SPG members, artists or not, but all publicity,
advertising and exploitation men and
women employed in the home offices
of the major film companies, are

art

At-

15-16-17

T
•

—

San Francisco While the provisions of the New York consent decree are "steps in the right direc-

tection."

and also head of Station WCAU
in that city and a director of CBS
announces that Benedict Gimbel,
Arthur Simon, Station WPEN's manager
Jr.. prexy of Station WIP
and Stan
Robert W. Clipp, general manager of Station WFIL
have been added
Lee Broza, program director of Station WCAU
Barker of Tent

to the recent anti-decree legislation
introduced in the Minnesota, Georgia and Michigan State Legislatures.

the

LUCY

OUR

to the capital of
Senator Kilgore.
It is understood that the New
York consent decree will be a prime
factor in the committee deliberations, with some attention also given

way

V
•

upon the return

of

Monroe, favorite "star spangled soprano," who
has during the past year
sung the national anthem at more'n
two score of public affairs
has been selected to open the
25th Silver Jubilee and Ball of Ampa
next Friday night in
the local Hotel Edison

•

The sub-committee has discretionary power to hold hearings. Decision as to the course to be followed
is expected to be reached this week,

no

O'Rourke was Roastmaster

•

Warren

ger, R., N. D.

W. French Githens, Can vassman Rutgers
Bahn, Hal Home, Jonas Rosenfield, Dick Condon, Joe
E. Depinet,

T
•

D., Del.,

R. Austin, R., Vt., and William Lan-

the other pic industry gents also pres-

Harold
Heppner, Jack (Lord & Thomas) Pegler, and Jay Bonafield
Hoffman presided. Jolly Bill Steinke was Ringmaster, and Tex (Always

•

James H. Hughes,

Neely Bill Passage Seen
Extending Decree Benefits

T
•

senior Senator, following the resignation of Senator Neely upon his
election to West Virginia's governorship.
Serving with Senator Kilgore are
Senators Tom Connally, D., Tex.,

but also the 3,800-seat

Hopkins" debut
the personal appearances of Judy Canova and Jerry Colonna from
the cast of the opus
together with John Wayne, Ona Munson,
Donald Barry and Lois Ranson
have been arranged

•

Victor Varconi
Eddie Quillan
Marvin L. Bressler

Proceeds

T
•

lantic City

Clifford Brooke

merchants

Louis

St.

Variety Clubs oi America

31

a

that there is

Missouri and the 4,000-seat

to

MARCH

representative,

that the

and advance

Relief

Managers

Syracuse, N. Y.

special

premiere

embracing not only the Fox

three-ply

Terrific)

RKO-Schine

War

ported so brisk

mance

Kelly, who will be
chairman at all five of the meetings, will be Harry L. Gold, Haskell

Republic's

of the

launching prowess

pic

in

are going to Greek

W.

Kelly.

Saal,

and townfolk
are co-operating in almost unbelievable fashion
to let America know that Ole St. Lou takes a back seat for no community

inasmuch as he

Accompanying

T

the

doing such a powerhouse job

conventions to be held next month,
it was announced Friday by Arthur

Unterfort Realigns

in St. Louis

ances heretofore have been

execs, will

T

town is all agog over its initial
world premiere
which is comin' up on Friday of this week
in the cozy 5,000-seat Fox Theater
The justifiable cause of all the
excitement
is Republic's "Sis Hopkins"
which our scouts along
the grapevine openly aver
is
all-time tops 'mong the features
turned out by Repub'.ic
St. Louis Mayor Bernard F. Dickmcmn has
already affixed his sig to a proclamation that Friday is gonna be "Sis

•

Will Attend Regionals
Seven

Bill to

(.Continued from Page 1)

1)

Kelly, vice-prexy,

Archibald, Carr

Neely

Sub-Committee

Coast this

producers.
with
Kelly left New York for Hollywood
yesterday.
Kelly while on the Coast will meet
with Walter Wanger, Edward Small
and. Sol Lesser, representing the indie
pucers releasing through UA,

ana

%

Sales Plan

(Continued from Page

ing the

^-zsz

West Coast

Kelly to

exhibition

Independent insupplemented
by art work associated with the pub-

eligible to exhibit.

dividual entries will be
licizing

of

films.

—

—

I

DELIVERS ITS ENTIR1!
many rumors and

Despite

present trade conditions Re|
entire

its

1

940-41

V
or

4 DE LUXE PRODUCTr'S

PRODUCTIONS

PRODUCTIONS

•

• 12

ANNIVEHI

6 GENE AUTRY SPECIAL PRODUCTIO

MESQUITEER PRODUCTIONS

8 DON "RED" BARRY ACTIIi

•

REPUBLIC HAS DELIVERED
THE TULSA KID
Don "Red" Barry, Noah

Dec.
Beery,

1940—

5.

Luana Walters

Carol Hughes

The Three Mesquiteers: Robert Livingston,
Raymond Hatton, Duncan Renaldo

Gene

Autry, Smiley Burnette, June Storey

Mary Lee

GIRL

1940

6,

Claire

Lee, Rufe Davis, June Storey Jed Prouty
Victor Kilian, Pappy Cheshire

Dec.

20,

1940—

Car

Victor Jory,

Duna

Dec. 23, 1940—

Gabby"

Hayes,

Dec. 27, 1940—

Robert Livingston
Bob Steele, Rufe Davis, Lois Ranson

Jan. 6,

1941—

FRONTIER VENGEANCE
Moran

Jan. 14, 1941—

MELODY AND MOONLIGHT
OF

HIT PARADE

Jan. 24,

1941—

Baiter,

YOUNG

BILL

Jan. 28,

1941—

"Gabby"

Hayes,

Jon. 31, 1941

KILLED AUNT MAGGIE?
John Hubbard, Wendy Barrie, Edgar Kennedy,
Elizabeth
Patterson,
Onslow Stevens, Joyce
Compton, Walter Abel
7,

1940—

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORS
Weaver Bros, and Elviry,

11,

1940

15,

1940—

—

Nov.

22,

1940—

Nov.

29,

1940—

Jimmy

1941—

Feb. 16,

1941 —

Feb. 27, 1941

—

Higgins Family: Roscoe Karns. Ruth
Spencer Charters, Lois Ranson.
Polly

Elviry,

Roy

Rogers.

Higgins Family: Roscoe Karns, Ruth
Spencer Charters, Lois Ranson,

THE

Ernest,

Polly

Moran

PHANTOM COWBOY
Barry,

Virginia Carroll

PRAIRIE PIONEERS

Moran

Steele,

Rufe

Davis,

Robert
Esther

Livingston
Estrella

A MAN BETRAYED
John Wayne. Frances Dee, Edward Ellis.
Wallace Ford, Ward Bond, Harold Huber

Durante,

Donnelly,

Ernest.

and

PETTICOAT POLITICS

Bob

Feb. 28, 1941

—

THE GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY
Bob Steele Claire Carleton, Milburn Stone,
Helen MacKellar

MEET THE MISSUS
George

Bros,

The Three Mesquiteers:

Ann Miller.
Barton MacLane, Vera Vague, George
"Gabby" Hayes, Jerome Cowan, Mary Lee
TEXAS TERRORS
Don "Red" Barry, Julie Duncan, Arthur Loft

The

ARKANSAS JUDGE

Don "Red"
Spencer

MELODY RANCH
Autry,

Smiley Burnette, Mary Lee,

Donnelly,

THE TRAIL BLAZERS

Gene

Adams

George

The Three Mesquiteers: Robert Livingston,
Bob Steele, Rufe Davis, Pauline Moore

Nov.

ON A RAINBOW

Autry,

Carol

The

Feb. 14,
Lois Ranson,

Charters, Cliff Edwards, John Hartley

Nov.

RIDIN'

Gene

Spring Byington

WHO

Nov.

Duncan

THE PECOS
George "Gabby" Hayes.

Weaver

HICKOK

Roy Rogers, George
Jacqueline Wells

Barry, Julie

HOOD OF

ROBIN

Roy Rogers,
Marjorie Reynolds

1941

Frances Langford, Hugh Herbert,
Mary Boland, Ann Miller, Patsy Kelly, Phil
Silvers,
Sterling
Holloway,
Barnett
Parker,
Borrah Minevitch and his Harmonica Rascals

Jimmy

WYOMING WILDCAT
Don "Red"

Johnny Downs, Barbara Allen (Vera Vague)
Jerry Colonna, Jane Frazee, Mary Lee
Kenny

BOWERY BOY
Dennis O'Keefe, Louise Campbell,
Lydon, Helen Vinson, Roger Pryor

The Three Mesquiteers:

Betty

LONE STAR RAIDERS
The Three Mesquiteers: Robert Livingston,
Bob Steele, Rufe Davis, June Johnson

UNDER TEXAS SKIES

Barry,

BEHIND THE NEWS
Lloyd Nolan, Doris Davenport, Frank Albertson.
Robert Armstrong

COLORADO

Don "Red"

BARNYARD FOLLIES.
Mary

FROM HAVANA

Dennis O'Keefe,
Steffi

Dec.

TENDERFOOT, RIDE

RIDE,

THE BORDER LEGION
Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes

OKLAHOMA RENEGADES

Mar.

14,

1941

BACK IN THE SADDLE
Autry, Smiley Burnette. Mary Lee.
Jacqueline Wells

Gene

REPUBLIC IS ALREADY AT WORK ON J
30 WESTERNS, 4 SERIALS AND 12 'Mil

——

———

***"

on regular schedule before August

will deliver

•am consisting
/

:

..*#"

PROGRAM!

1940-1941
to|::

'

11th

of:

AUTr )SPECIAL PREMIERE

[PRODUCTIONS

•

10 JUBILEE

ROY ROGERS HISTORICAL WESTERNS

ITERNS

4 SERIALS

•

8 THREE

•

"MEET THE STARS

• 12

"

SHORTS

REPUBLIC WILL DELIVER
Approximate Release

Mar.

Mar.

26,

28.

1941—

1941—

Approximate Release

May

MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Dennis

O'Keefe,

Stanley

Ridges

Florence

Rice,

Peter

June

1941—

3,

Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes,
Sally Payne

Mar.

29, 1941

3.

1941

Barry,

1941—

June

PALS OF THE PECOS
Bob

Steele,

SIS

HOPKINS

Rute Davis

his

18,

1941—

20,

1941—

June 24, 1941—

Hayward

ROOKIES

ON

Terry,

July 7, 1941

Eddie Foy,

Jr.,

Marie

NEW ORLEANS

July 17. 1941

SINGING

Autry, Smiley Burnette, Mary
Virginia Dale, Spencer Charters
1,

1941—

May

5,

1941—

Lee,

July 24, 1941

July 31,

1941—

Jr.,

Aug.

5,

1941—

7,

1941—

SHERIFF

Roy Rogers, George "Gabby"
Payne

12,

1941—

Hayes,

Aug.

6,

1941

15,

1941-

All Star

Cast

OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT

DESERT BANDIT

DOCTORS DON'T
An

Aug.

9,

1941

Don "Red" Barry

May

Robert Livingston,

Davis

"Gabby" Hayes.

Sally Payne

OF TOMBSTONE

Sally

May

Rufe

Roy Rogers. George

radio stars

May

Steele,

RAGS TO RICHES
An

FAIR

June Clyde, "Big Boy" Guinn
Williams, Lulubelle and Scotty, and a host of
Eddie Foy,

GAUCHO OF ELDORADO
The Three Mesquiteers.

Bob

All-Star Cast

COUNTRY

CAPADES

ICE

Vera Hruba, Lois Dworshak,
Robin Lee, Red McCarthy
And a Cast of Screen Stars

A GAY VAGABOND^
An

WAY

MEXICO

Autry, Smiley Burnette

HILLS

Gene

May

DOWN

Belita,

John Wayne, Ona Munson, Ray Middleton,
Henry Stephenson, Helen Westley
April 26, 1941—

CITY

KANSAS CYCLONE

Gene

Wilson, Gertrude Niesen

LADY FROM

All-Star Cast

NEVADA

Don "Red" Barry

PARADE

Bob Crosby, Ruth

April 22, 1941

MILKMAN'S MATINEE

Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes,
Sally Payne

band and

The Bobcats. Charles Butterworth, JerryColonna,

April 17, 1941

PUDDIN' HEAD

An
June

Judy Canova, Bob Crosby with
Susan

Autry, Smiley Burnette

Lynn Merrick

The Three Mesquiteers: Robert Livingston,

April 12, 1941

UNDER FIESTA STARS

Judy Canova

Don "Red"
April

16,

SHERIFF

Robert Livingston,

Steele. Rufe Davis

Gene
June

TWO GUN

SADDLEMATES
The Three Mesquiteers:

Bob

OLD CHEYENNE

IN

1941—

24,

Lorre,

All-Star

TELL

Cast

OLD FAITHFUL
Gene

Autry, Smiley Burnette

ANGELS WITH BROKEN WINGS
Mary Lee,
Leni Lynn

Marilyn

Hare, Jane Frazee,

Aug.

11,

1941-

TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR
An

All-Star

ROOM

Cast

BEATER PROGRAM OF 32 FEATURES,
F THE STARS'' SHORTS FOR 1941-1942

Monday, March 31, 1941

Yates Talking Deals

To Counter

"U"

Loss

N. Y. Bill

Would Soak 16 mm. Argentine Producers

$6 Tax Would Double That Imposed on 35
I

(Continued from Page 1)

ness

is

reported by CFI, with volume
in 1940 to record propor-

growing

-

tions.

Continued

ently taxes 16 mms. on presentation
for licenses, the matter has never
been specifically written into the law.
The Bewley bill provides tax of $6
for each 1,000 feet or fraction thereof of original film which averages
more than 16 frames to the foot
and $4 for each additional copy
thereof licensed.
This would apply
to 16 mms.
The bill would keep intact present

f

?om Page

mm. Ask Gov/s

(I

Credit

1)

law of 1927 which set up $3 per
(Continued from Page 1)
1,000 feet or fraction thereof on vision in future trade treaties as
original film and $2 per 1,000 on suring foreign markets for domesti<
prints so far as 35 mms. are concerned.
The measure also seemingly takes
care of the juke pix situation by
clarifying the entire film tax situation.
In other words, standard-sized
prints are not affected one iota, only
16 mm. and less.

product.
Signatories to the memorandun
include Connie & Cia for Alex Lab
oratories; A. Mentasti for Argentina Sono Film; J. Joly for E. F. A..
E. Bedoya for Baires Film; J. Lofiego for Lumiton; E. Far ,; n foi
Pampa Film; J. J. Barcia
Sstu
dios San Miguel; and by S. M". Naon
for APPA.
It is contended by the producers
that the Argentine industry has in
vested 6,100,000 pesos in studios, 2,
200,000 more in laboratories, and
that productions this year will entail an estimated expenditure of 8,200,000 pesos as against 6,300,000
last year.
Number of people now
employed in production is said to be
910, as against 776 a year ago.
The native industry has not been
able to show encouraging results
for some months.
At home, there
has been a slump in attendance,
while exported films have failed to

At the company's stockholders'
meeting' held late last week, Yates
expressed high optimism of current
year's trade, not only for CFI but
also for Republic Pictures. Latter is
expected to showT its largest net
since inception of operations.
Molded Products, CFI subsidiary,
is declared to be operating- now at
29 Stories
"Fantasia" Prices Cut
capacity, with war orders being
For
20th-Fox Producers
Service
rushed.
Another outgrowth of the meeting
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Continued from Page 1)
was announcement that CFI's byHollywood
Production assign- Walt Disney personally okayed the
laws have been amended for the purpose of indemnifying officers and di- ments covering 29 stories for the plan.
20th-Fox 1941-42 program wei*e
Disney will produce cartoons unrectors against any loss occasioned
made at the week-end by Darryl F. der a Government contract to be
by stockholder suits.
Sol Wurtzel drew five, used to demonstrate how certain meAll officers were re-elected at a Zanuck.
the William LeBaron and Mark Hel- chanical processes involved in the
meeting- following
directors'
Officers are: linger three each; Harry Joe Brown, National Defense Program are perstockholders' session.
Herbert J. Yates, president; Herbert two, Robert Kane, four, Lou Edel- formed if a deal now being discussed
two, with the
in Washington goes
Yates, Jr., vice-president and man, two, Nunnally Johnson,
J.
Diet- through.
treasurer; J. W. Aller, Ralph I. Walter Morosco, one, Ralph
To conform with local admission
Poucher, M. J. Siegel, Walter W. rich, three, Lou Ostrow, two, and
Sperl- scales, prices for "Fantasia" have click in both Latin-America and
Vincent, vice-presidents; J. E. Mc- William Perlberg and Milton
been lowered in Pittsburgh and Phil- Spain.
Mahon, secretary; A. E. Schiller, as- ing one each.
five big specials that adelphia.
first
The
New scale, ranging from
Rodgers,
R.
S.
secretary;
sistant
complete include 50 to 75 cents top, has caused ad- Third Argentine Feature
E. H. Seifert and N. K. Loder, as- Zanuck proposes to
Raps "Foreign Domination"
two in Technicolor: "Belle Starr" vance sales to triple.
sistant treasurers.
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)
Stockholders' meeting saw four and "Caribbean Cruise," the latter
Argentine production takes another
They are: J. a big musical. The other three are Satevepost Ties
directors re-elected.
Para.;
potshot at "foreign domination" of
W. Coffman, J. E. MacPherson, D. H. "Charley's Aunt" starring Jack
Short industry with Lumiton's "The Best
Benny, with Kay Francis and others; Plug
Seifert and M. J. Siegel.
"A Yank in the RAF" and "Confirm
Father in the World," directed by
Or Deny."
Sponsored by the Saturday Eve- Francisco Mugica, and just shown
Special
ning Post, a national advertising- in the Gran Cine Ideal here.
Story by Sixto Pondal Rios and
merchandising campaign will be
"Reluctant
For
Olivari
apparently stems
placed
behind Paramount's short Carlos
Published
subject, "The Forgotten Man," which from a charge once made in the
Bookers, and accessory managers
stars Robert Benchley.
It is be- Argentine Congress that a "foreign
will share in a group of special West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lieved by Paramount executives to trust" was exploiting cotton plantHollywood BMI has closed a deal
awards set up as a part of the "CoInferbe the most extensive campaign ever ers in the Chaco territory.
lumbia Exhibitors Good-Will Cam- for the publication of the title num- launched for a short and is said to ence here is that the "trust" is conpaign," it was announced Friday. ber from "The Reluctant Dragon,"
French-speakbe the first to be plugged by the trolled by English and
Awards, for bookers, will be based new Walt Disney feature starring
magazine. Picture will be released ing interests.
billings,
serial
by
Number is
on short subjects and
Bob Benchley.
It's the third picture of its kind.
the first week in June.
while accessory managers will re- Charles Wolcott, Ed Penner and T.
"Kilometer 111" singled out
will carry in its Earlier,
The
magazine
ceive bonuses based on increased Hee. Film will have its world preBritish-owned railroads for atJune
7 issue a full-page ad plugging the
The miere about May 1. RKO distributes.
assailed
billings in accessory sales.
"Petroleo"
while
tack,
the Benchley short and Father's
sales campaign ends May 30.
oil companies.
BMI also has landed four Owens- Day.
Benchley has been selected American
Sv/eeten-Gregory-Moss songs, "When
Day
Father's
by
the
National
Love is New," "Make Believe Land Council as the "typical father for
282 Dates for "Zanzibar"
"The
Will
Paramount's "Road to Zanzibar" of Dreams," "Get Alive" and
1941" for his role in the picture.
Blue,"
co-starring Bing Crosby, Bop Hope Rhythm is Red, White and
will be presented with a trophy
He
Proiluction
feature,
and Dorothy Lamour, has received in the new Dr. Christian
at a Council luncheon on WednesCineInc., for
(By Air Mail)
City
Stephens-Lang,
Mexico
produced
by
book282 day-and-date Easter Week
day at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
matofrafica Latino Americana, S. A.
ings, Neil Agnew, sales manager, RKO release.
display and merchandising kit
(CLASA), which has devoted the
announced over the week-end. Nawill be given by the Post to one relast few years exclusively to renting
Hirliman
tional release date is April 11.
tailer in each of at least 500 cities
re-entering the prois
its studios,
providing the store will devote an
duction field and next month will
Studios Production
display
interior
ad, a window and an
start camera work on its first proTelegraph
duction, "La Companera de Viaje"
Biz
Coral Gables, Fla. George A. Hir- to the promotion. Postal
Boston
(Fellow Traveller). Alejandro Galindo
liman has been appointed general Co. is issuing 500,000 specially writAids?
has been assigned to direct from the
manager and production head of ten Father's Day greetings by
Lenten business in Boston
Boston
original screenplay by M. A. Galindo,
Colonnade Pictures studio, Coral Benchley.
theaters is up 25 per cent over same
which won the first prize in the 1940
Three feature-length films
Gables.
period last year. All downtown thenation-wide competition of the Mexwill go into production within the Ainsworth Buys in Mauston
aters report increased business and
ican Association of Motion Picture
Mauston, Wis. William L. Ainsnext two weeks. It is expected that
suburban theaters likewise in black.
Directors and Producers.
the first picture to get under way worth of Fond du Lac has purchased
One of leading distributors ascribes
Alberto J. Pani, Mexican hotel
will be the "Last Clipper from Lis- the Gail here from Mr. and Mrs.

Are Assigned

50%

To

Men

Uniformed

—

,

OPM

New

Awards
More
Columbia Campaign

With
Benchley

—

CLASA

Resume

Mexican

—

A

To Be Colonnade

Head

—

Lenten

Up 25%; War
—

—

reason for increase to added interest
in newsreels and associated pictures
due to the war.

bon" to be made by one of the in- A. A. Suszki. Ainsworth is prexy
dependent producers, Frank Cle- ot the Wisconsin Independent TheAssociation
and vice-prexy
mente, who has leased the facilities ater
of the studio.

of

national

Allied.

ing'
'

ing

lerm

Lo
iliarf
Hllltl

than
defei
is

lie

I

Dragon" Song
by BMI

To be

limin

tycoon and former Secretary of the
Treasury in the Mexican Government, again is back of CLASA.

ell,

clan
Isre
BP.ce

cleai
tl

of

i

Sect
kitra

Ds
ii.hi
t'Oill

Seen
tion

Ht
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Aiiif
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War

:\P,
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ii.i

Hearing Will

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Sam Goldwyn has signed Harry Horner, Broadway stage scenic
designer, to do the sets for "The Little Foxes"
Bette Davis will have an
Orry-Kelly wardrobe in the film
Lawrence Hazard will do the screenplay
for Edward Small's "Murderers' Holiday"
Alexander Korda has signed
George Reeves for "Illusions"
Ben Stoloff and Richard Macaulay have new
Warner pacts
Para, expects to co-star Bob Hope and Madeleine Carroll in
"The Lady in Pursuit"
Don't be surprised if Gary Cooper is seen in the
Goldwyn-Disney "Life and Stories of Hans Christian Andersen"
Rosalind
Russell is expected to be opposite Cary Grant in Warners version of "The Man
.

.

(Continued from Page

terms involved.
complainant
Louis
Isreal,
the
charges that he has been unable to
contract for pictures under less
than a seven-day clearance from the
defendant companies for a theater
he is
Ving in Akron. James Connell, 1. Resenting the defendants, declared at Friday's hearings that
Isreal's attorney had confused clearance with run and was asking for
clearance relief under Section Eight
of the consent decree when he really wanted irrespective run under
Section 10 which is not open to arbitration.
Dan B. Cull, arbitrator, ruled that
future
conduct of the hearings

would be bound by the terms of the
decree as controlled solely by Section Eight.
Here for the heax-ings were S. S.
Perry, assistant administrator of the
American Arbitration Association;

Zimmerman, RKO; Percy
20th-Fox;

Irving

Cohen,

Paramount, and Harold Berkowitz,

Warner Bros.

Appeal

is

Foreseen

In the Walbrook Case
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington As the Walbrook ar-

—

bitration

case

went

.

.

into

its

final

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Continued from Page 1)

.

States

circuit

.

.

.

to Dinner."

.

.

— WILK.

Cuban Film Commission
To Function This

Week

(Continued from Page

1)

Conn. Bingo Cash Prize,
Racing Measures Killed
Hartford

—Bingo

substitute

New

Charges

against

transactions

Research Council

—

to

Meet

Motion Picture
Francisco
Research Council will hold its semiannual open meeting at the Bellevue
Prof.
Hotel a week from today.
Daniel Mendelowitz of Stanford University will speak.

San

ent.

Sentence was deferred by Judge

Guy Bard until April 14 when Davis
and Kaufman are to be arraigned.
Two years in prison and a $10,000
fine are the

maximum

West Coast Bureau

—

ni

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Warners on Friday
signed Cary Grant to plav Sheridan
Whiteside in "The Man Who Came
to Dinner." Production starts early
in

May.

penalties.

A

Federal grand jury returned
the accusation which was instructed
specifically by Attorney-General Robert Jackson.

Brandts in Cleveland Exit
Cleveland
The Lake Theater,
which was opened the week of Feb.
14 by the Brandts of New York

—

with a foreign picture policy, closed
Sunday. The theater, owned by Warners, was leased to the Brandts on
a month to month basis.

LADY-NEW ORLEANS
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

(Continued from Page 1)
ers the pix one of the hottest b.o.
bets to come along- in some time.
Nate Spingold flew to the Coast
last night to confer with Harry
Cohn on the picture's handling,

Cary Grant Gets "Dinner" Role

involved

in

by a special Federal Grand Jury, Fox
appearing immediately for arraignment but the others were not pres-

Arbitration hearing
Milwaukee
on the complaint filed by Evansville
Theater, Inc., against Paramount while Jack Cobn and Abe Montague
and the Jeffries Theater, Evansville, return from Florida vacations to
Wis., has been postponed from to- discuss the selling policy this week.
Cohn is due today, with Montague
morrow to April 22.
following, probably tomorrow.

MP

them

the bankruptcy adjudication of corporations
formed by Fox. They were indicted

Roadshow

—

JOHN WAYNE

•

ONA MUNSON

RAY MIDDLETON HENRY STEPHENSON
•

HELEN WESTLEY

in

bankruptcy.

May

"Penny

Evansville Arbitration Case
Postponed Until April 22

Morgan

Kaufman, former Federal referee

certain

bills seeking to
cash
merchandise
for
prizes for church and organization
games, and a bill to legalize horseracing and pari-mutuel betting in
the state were rejected by the Judiciary Committee.
Exhibitors who
aheady find organization large-scale
Bingo keen competition, were pleased
not to have further privileges grantOppose
U. S. Interests
ed to these privileged game-players,
Cuban Tax Measure
altho no organized stand was taken
puba
Mail)—
At
Air
Havana (By
A "good will" game
lic hearing last week on the new tax at Hartford.
measures proposed by the Govern- bill, still to be heard by the Judiciary
ment, the American Chamber of Committee, would permit theaters to
Commerce of Cuba, representing bring back a cash prize game, but
practically all American capital in- is reported to contain "no element
vested in this country, in a report of gambling."
stated that it did not believe that
decrees and other measures which
need flexibility should become laws.
Any taxes on exports of monev and
increase of taxes on imports were
deemed unwise in the text of the

that the commission will start functioning this week. Representative of
the Ministry of Education is Dr. Jose
B. del Cueto Fernandez, and Dr.
Oscar Gutierez Sanchez will repreThe
sent the Ministry of Interior.
two distributor delegates, and the
delegates of the Association of Impresarios and Cuban Artists remain
to be appointed.

stage here at the week-end, it was report.
brought out that Thomas D. GoldIt was also pointed out in the
berg, the complainant, had closed veport that the proposed tax does
contracts with RKO, since he started not se e m in harmony with provisthe arbitration proceedings, on the ions of the Cuban-U. S. rdciprocitv
same clearance terms of which hp 'reaty.
complains in his case against 20tr
Francisco Solis. officer of the NaCentury-Fox, Warner Bros, and the tional Union of Exhibitors, pointed
Durkee circuit.
out at the hearines that increased
John Caskey, 20th-Fox attorney, admission rates in theaters would
developed that fact during a cross- brine about reduced admissions in
examination of Goldberg.
better houses in order to compete
A comprehensive record of testi- with smaller theaters unaffected bv
mony and exhibits taken during the proposed admission increases. He
hearings is believed by observers to expressed the opinion that this measindicate that the decision, whichever ure would bring about ruinous comway it goes, will be appealed to the petition.
national Appeals Board in New York.
Goldberg, who operates the WalSerenade"
brook Theater in Baltimore, attacks
the clearance advantages granted to Be Columbia
Durkee in his complaint.

Is

and

judge,

.

.

Who Came

Plea by William Fox

.

.

1)

liminary hearing on Friday. Opening session was confined to reaching mutual agreements on technical

Heiliger,

T«ir

Conspiracy Guilty

Riding Herd on the Hollywood !\ews Range

Continue April 16

William

ii

3te

Monday, March 31, 1941

Ellet

I

Bernard Vorhaus

— Director
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HEY MISTER
BIG SHOT!
We

all

hear a lot these days about

industry unity

— that

"one

big,

happy

family" stuff!
Stars
Will

Who

Appear

Do

Positively:

you mean

it?

RAYMOND
MASSEY

The

advertising and

publicity
industry,

men
who

of the
are always

eager to cooperate with
other folks' activities,

HAZEL
SCOTT
•

invite you to help

BEA

now

make their

WAIN
unci
to

many

Annual Party

other.';

be announced

a big success.

Every executive in

this

business should attend.

It's

going to be a gala reunion

and

a real inter- industry affair.

SILVER JUBILEE, DINNER
DANCE AND ENTERTAINMENT

Dinner, dancing and entertain-

FRIDAY, APRIL 4 th

ment. With proceeds to the needy

M. till breath do us part!
GRAND BALL ROOM, HOTEL EDISON, N.
7:30 P.

FIVE

Y.

in

our ranks.

DOLLARS PER PERSON

Benefit A.

M.

P.

A. Relief Fund

Friday

is

Get -high Day!

Be

there!

«w

